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JUDGES.

W.

B.

CASE

JACKSON,

ESQ.,

TEMPORARY

JUDGE.

NO. 253 OF 1846.

Regular Appeal from a decree passed by the Principal Sudder Ameen
of Shahabad, Munowur Ali Khan, July 4th, 1846.

KULLUNDUR ALI KHAN, APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT,)
tersus

MUSST. KUNGUL BIBI, RESPONDENT, (PLAINTIFF.)
Wukeels of Appellant–Ameer Ali and Abas Ali.
Wukeel of Respondent—J. G. Waller.
THIs suit was instituted by respondent, on the 29th December
1845, to recover from appellant the sum of Company's rupees
7, 114-10-9, the same being one-sixth of the den-muhr (or marriage
dower) of her daughter, Munwur Bibi, the deceased wife of appel

lant.
The

decree of the lower court is as follows:—‘The claim in this
case is for a sixth of Company's rupees 42,688: the remainder
being the right of other heirs. The den-muhr is acknowledged by
defendant (appellant); but he pleads the abandonment, or restoration
by gift, of it on the part of his wife. There is no proof of this; and
the witnesses have not established the fact. From the date of the
decease of Munwur Bibi, 27th Sawun 1257 Hijree (13th October
1841,) to the date of institution of the suit, there has not elapsed
Upon these grounds, a decree is passed in favor of the
12 years.
©
plaintiff’

:

he

to

a

by

he

a

of

a

a

at

of

a

as

in

to

to

it:

of

THE 4TH JANUARY

1848.

A.

F.

J.

PRESENT:

HAWKINS,
237

JUDGE.

OF 1846.

of

of

the petition
Poothee Khan and others, filed
the 18th May 1846, praying for the admission

a

of

on

IN
in

the matter

this Court

ESQ.,

TEMPORARY

PETITION NO.

C.

of

grounds:

that the said

application

granted

on

is

hereby certified

following

is

in

of

of

of

of

Mackay, principal sudder
special appeal from the decision
Mr.
Mymensingh, under date the 17th February 1846; revers
ameen
ing that
Nitrokona, under date 4th August 1845,
the moonsiff
the case
Poothee Khan and others, plaintiffs, versus Ali
Newaz Khan and others, defendants.

It

the

a

on

to

by

to

as
a

of

be

for

*

defendants

in

this case had summarily sued the petitioners
decree, which
rent before the collector, and obtained
the present action was brought
set aside.
The moonsiff, adverting
the fact that the kubooleut,
which
the summary action had been brought, had not been filed before the
collector; and being
opinion, for reasons fully stated
him, that
gennine
document,
depended
upon
the kubooleut could not
gave judgment
the petitioners, reversing the summary decree.

The

for arrears

of
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of

to

by

is

to

is

of

in

to

all

that respondent had declared her inten
bringing
tion of
another action for her portion of the rest of her
daughter's estate; and that, consequently, under the Court's Circu
lar of the 11th January 1839, the case could not be heard.
The plea was submitted to the Court collectively; and another
circular, to have effect prospectively, was issued on the 30th Sep
tember last: but the old rule still remained applicable to the pre
sent case; and, to remove any doubt the Court might entertain on
the still open question, respondent abandoned
future judicial
claim
what might remain due
her
her daughter's estate,
and the case was heard
due course.
marriage settlement, under which
We observe, that the deed
(appel
brought,
appellant; and that
the claim
admitted
produce certain evidence with
lant) now wishes
view
exo
nerate himself, which
did not furnish after receiving due notice
from the lower court, within the period prescribed
law. No
sufficient reason being assigned for this neglect, the Court will not
and, for the same reason, we reject the application
now receive
petition,
Gholam Nubbee,
third party, who wishes
file
litigation,
coming forward
purchaser
under
the
sale held
satisfaction of decree of court.
We affirm the decree
the principal sudder ameen, with costs
chargeable
appellant.

i.

£

was urged in

)

2

:

It

(

(

)

3

The principal sudder ameen meets the
this point very summarily, by recording

it,

-

decision.

a

to

opinion of the moonsiff on
his judgment, that, as the
brought
by
proved
the
the witnesses
in support of
kubooleut was
decree; and reverses the moonsiff's
petitioners were not entitled

by

is

of

-

I

in

to

be

is

to

a

of

dealing with judgment will not do. The
This summary mode
principal sudder ameen
bound
record his reasons for thus
rejected
admitting evidence, which, for reasons fully given,
the
the lower court, and vice versa. Considering the judgment
principal sudder ameen
incomplete
admit the
this respect,
at

de

THE 5TH JANUARY
PRESENT:

A. DICK,

JUDGE.

F.

A.

J.

TEMPORARY JUDGES.
NO. 20 OF 1846.

of

Appeals from
decision
the Principal Sudder Ameen
Rajshahye, Moulvee Abdool Ali.
a

Regular

ESQ.,

JACKSON and
HAWKINS, Esq.Rs.,

CASE

USDUN-O-NISSA BIBI, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
ters?ts

FUKHUROODEEN
Wukeel
Wukeel

of of

MOHUMMUD AND HOSEIN
DHREE, RESPONDENTs, (DEFENDANTs.)

CHOW

Appellant—Abas Ali.
Respondents—Gholam

Sufdur.

CASE NO. 21 OF 1846.
FUKHUROODDEEN MOHUMMUD AND HOSEIN CHOW
DHREE, APPELLANTs, (DEFENDANTs,)
tersus
RESPONDENT, (PLAINTIFF.)

USDUN-O-NISSA BIBI,

B.

1238

AE.

of

possession

The mother

died

Poos 1235

in

obtained

D.

A.

or

Under that decree, the mother
AE,
December 1827

in

of

in

to

by

of

rs.

at

appeal
14,944-5-10, for mesne profits: amount
SUIT laid
10,003-12-10, portion
claim dismissed.
appellant's
respondents
The mesne profits sued for were due
mother; and she was told she might sue for them,
the decree she
the property from which they accrued.
obtained for possession

B.
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W. B.

1848.

of

at

he

to

novo; directing the
appeal, and remand the case for decision
length, for the
principal sudder ameen
record his reasons
may arrive.
decision
which

Assar

(

)

4

for

7th, (1839) plaintiff sued
this claim, being mesne pro
Ughun
fits from 1225
1235
AE.
On the 25th January 1841
D.,
although
nonsuited,
she was
she had sued
the property
decree, because she was not possessed
1840 A.D., and had got
the property from which she claimed the mesne profits.
On the
12th July 1841, she got
decree for the property, which was
appeal
reversed
4th September 1844, and the case remand

in

for

on

a

a

of in A.

to

B.

In June

on

of

be

in

on

a

ed

for re-trial.
She subsequently obtained
decree
17th July
April
1845, confirmed
appeal
28th
1847.
She instituted this
suit on the 27th March 1843.
or,

of

to

at

be

of

of

on

of

In

it

of

of
#

of

of

to

on in

on

be

in

on

January
dismissed
the principle set forth
the Circular Order
and
sued
split
11th, 1839, that claims
inheritance must not
separately;
plaintiff
for
because
had sued for her share
the pro-.
perty
one case, and now for the mesne profits due
her mother,
right
both
inheritance.
opinion, that plaintiff (appellant) could not con
The Court are

join her claim

of

to

in

a

of

to

these mesne profits with her claim for the other
property
her mother; because
suit for them was then pending
Court, instituted previous
the issue
the Circular Order, 11th

January 1839.
With respect

8

15

in

on

on

3d

to

to

of

time,—we find that the
the other point,-lapse
appellant's mother obtained her decree, authorising her
sue for
July 1827, and she was put into
these mesne profits
the
Appellant instituted this suit
possession
December 1827.
the
years, months, and several days have
27th March 1843: thus

to

of

a

the principal sudder ameen,
with costs
both appeals

of

of

(appellant); and, reversing the decision
plaintiff,
dismiss altogether the claim
and of the lower court.

of

13

to

on

for

a

of

of

of

be

to

elapsed since the decree authorising her mother
sue, and the date
her suit.
From this must
deducted the period that elapsed
from the date
her first suit for these profits, (7th June 1839)
12th
July 1841, date
appellant's obtaining
decree
the property,
which removed the bar
her suing under the nonsuit
the 25th
January 1841. After such deduction, there still remains upwards
years and
plaintiff
half. We therefore dismiss the appeal

of
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of

it

as

of

of

at

to

B.

by

of

The pleas
defendants were, that the suit must
dismissed under
limitation; and denied that such heavy,
indeed, any
the statute
plaintiff's mother.
mesne profits were due
them
The principal sudder ameen, deeming only the years 1225 B.AE.
AE,
limitation,
and 1226
have passed beyond the statute
profits
period,
decreed mesne
for the rest
the
the rate
which
the mother had settled with the co-partners
defendants.
gave her scarcely more than
Dissatisfied with that decision,
preferred
claim,
one-third
her
she
this appeal.
The defendants
too, dissatisfied, likewise appealed.
limitation,
appeal, besides the plea
bar under the statute
was urged,
the part
the defendants, that the claim should

(

)

5

THE 6TH JANUARY 1848.
PRESENT:

J. A.

HAWKINS,

F.

ESQ.,

TEMPORARY

PETITION NO. 710 OF

JUDGE.

1846.

the petition of Birjmohun Chowdhree, filed in this
Court on the 16th September 1846, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of the principal sudder ameen of
Sylhet, under date the 3d August 1846; reversing that of the moon
siff of Sonamgunge, under date 8th September 1845, in the case of
Birjmohun Chowdhree, plaintiff, versus Chundur Munnee Shah and
others, defendants.

It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds:—
The plaintiff sued the defendants for recovery of 41 rupees 2
annas, the price of 350 maunds of lime, and obtained a decree from
the moonsiff, which was reversed by the principal sudder ameen.
The principal sudder ameen, among other reasons, states that the
plaint must be dismissed, because the account books, on which the
plaintiff sues, were not signed and attested.
He should have satis
fied himself that it was usual (which it is not) to have them thus
signed and attested, ere he rejected them.
He is bound to receive
them as quantum valeat evidence; and therefore, considering his
decision to be incomplete,
admit the appeal, and remand the case
for re-investigation.

•

I

THE 6TH JANUARY

1848.
f

PRESENT:
C.

TUCKER,

ESQ.,

JUDGE.
PETITION No.

667 OF 1846.

to

he

al
I

he

he

as

of of

3

to of

8

of

8

of

his

IN the matter of the petition of Jobah Chowdhree, filed in this
Court on the 10th September 1846, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision
of the judge of zillah Shahabad,
1846;
altering
under date the 17th June
that of the sudder ameen
of that district, under date 17th February 1846, in the case of Jobah
Chowdhree, plaintiff, versus Pertab Nurain Singh, defendant.
The petitioner, the original plaintiff in this case, stated in
big
plaint, that the defendant had caused the attachment
sugarcane,
transplanted paddy,
biggahs
cows, and
gahs
belonging
him,
male buffaloes,
the property
other
rent;
whom
(the
defendant)
claimed
arrears
against
persons,
steps
get
withdrawn,
the
the
attachment
could
that
took
3
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IN the matter of

*

(

6

)

but to no purpose; that part was sold and part destroyed: in short,
that he never recovered any portion of the said articles.
This suit
was brought to reverse the attachment, and to recover the value of
the property.
The attachment of the property was roved, and the sudder
ameen decreed for the plaintiff.
On appeal: the udge modiﬁed the
decision of the lower court, decreeing the value of 4 bigga/is of
sugarcane, 20 maunds 34 seers of paddy, and of some paddy straw ;
and, with regard to the rest of the property, he observes he cannot
discover what became of it.
This is no reason for dismissing the plaintiﬁ"s claim. It was for
the defendant, the wrong doer, to show what had become of the
Unless he can prove that
property illegally attached by his agent.
1t was restored to the plaintiff, he is bound to make good the value
of it.
Considering the proceedings of the judge to be incomplete and
admit a special appeal; and remand the pro
manifestly unjust,
under
Clause 2, Section 2, Regulation 9, 1831, to the
ceedings
for further enquiry and investigation, on the principle just
judge
aid down.
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Tun 7TH JANUARY 1848.
Pnnsmrr :
J. A. F. HAWKINS, ESQ.,

.

T1-mronaar
PETITION No.

701

or

J uncs.

1847.

of the petition of Bodha Raee, ﬁled in this Court on
November 1847, praying for the admission of a special
appeal from the decision of Moulvee Niamut Ali Khan, principal
sudder ameen of Tirhoot, under date the 29th July 1847 ; reversing
that of Syud Sulamut Ali Khan, sudder ameen of Tirhoot, under
date the 7th October 1841, in the case of Pursun Raee, plaintiff,
'
versus Bodha Race and others, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said ' application is granted on the
following grounds :-This was an action instituted by the plaintiff, to recover posses
Various pleas of law
sion of real property on a conditional sale.
and fact were put in by the defendants; and the sudder ameen, on
a consideration of these, dismissed the claim.
The principal sudder ameen, in appeal, proceeded almost entirely
upon the fact, that objections to the conditional sale had not been
of notice, given under Sec
preferred within the period of the
at, therefore, the plaintiff was
tion 8, Regulation 17, l806; and t year
He was bound, however, under Construction
entitled to a decree.
No. 1140, to investigate the merits of the claim; and to decide,
IN

the

the matter

llth

(7)
whether,

as pleaded for the defence, the transaction was void ab initio,
do this, and having decided the case after
a most meagre and superﬁcial enquiry,
admit the appeal, and
remand the case for further investigation and decision de nova,

or not. Having failed to
with reference

I

to the foregoing observations.

-—¢-

‘

Tru: 7'rn JANUARY

1848.

PRESENT:
G.

TUCKER,

EsQ.,

PETITION N0. 744 or 1846.
IN the matter of the petition of Baboo Pertab Nurain and others,
ﬁled in this Court on the 23d October 1846, praying for the ad
mission of a special a peal from the decision of the 2d principal
sudder ameen of zillaii Tirhoot, under date the 30th J nne 1846;
affirming that of the moonsitf of Muhooa, under date 22d August
1845, in the case of Jokee Raee and others, plaintiffs, versus Baboo
'
Pertab Nurain and others, defendants.

In this

it,

case the lower courts, (both presided over by Mahome
dans) disposed of a doubtful question of Hindoo law, without calling
for a bewusta from the pundit of the division, viz. that the widow of
a Hindoo, a member of a joint undivided family, on the death of her
only son, without children him surviving, succeeded to her deceased

a

9,

2,

I

in

husband’s estate for her life time; though she could not alienate
the property being situated in zillah Tirhoot, where the laws and
customs of the Mithila school prevail.
Considering, therefore, the proceedings of the lower courts
remand the proceedings under the provisions of Clause
complete,
1831; and direct that they be refer
Section
Regulation
red back to the moonsiﬂ‘, who, after calling for
bewusta on the
point above noticed, and considering the same, will decide the case
2,

13

dc nova.

,

Tar: 7rn JANUARY

1848.

Paesnrrr:

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, EsQ.,
Tamroaanr JUDGE.

PETITION No. 780 or 1846.
In the matter of the petition of Sheikh Sukhawut Ali, ﬁled in
this Court on the 23d October 1846, praying for the admission of
special appeal from the decision of the additional principal sudder
ameen of Purneah, under date the 27th June 1846; reversing that
of the moonsiff of Doolalgunge, under date 24th November 1845, in

a
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Jones.

(
the case of Sheikh

)

8

Bakaoollah,

plaintiff,

defendant.

It

is hereby

following

versus

petitioner,

the

-

certified that the said application is granted on the

grounds:

was an action instituted by the plaintiff, to procure the
reversal of a summary decree given against him for arrears of rent,
on the ground that he had given up his lease under a writing
to that effect, delivered by him to the village putwaree, and a person
appointed by the defendant to collect his rents.
The moonsiff dis

This

missed the plaint; but his decision was reversed by the princi
pal sudder ameen, who holds that the surrender of the lease made
to the putwaree and the defendant's servant, was complete.
As there was no evidence taken to the usual practice in such
cases, I consider the investigation incomplete; and, admitting the
appeal, remand the case for further enquiry, and decision de novo.

-

J.

A. F.

HAWKINS,

-

PETITION No.

1848.
ESQ.,

TEMPORARY

-

JUDGE.

795 OF 1847.

a

of

or

as

no S.,

IN the matter of the petition of Sheikh Hurree Mullik, filed in
this Court on the 27th December 1847, praying for the admission
of a special appeal from the decision of Mr. A. Smelt, judge of East
Burdwan, under date the 23d September 1847; reversing that of
Mr. J. S. Bell, sudder moonsiff of Burdwan, under date 19th June
1847, in the case of Radhamohun Sircar, plaintiff, versus the peti
tioner, defendant.
It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds:by
plaintiff,
This was an action instituted
the
who is durmocur
rureedar, to enhance the rents of the defendant's holding, which he
claims to hold at a fixed rent of Sicca rupees 5-14, in virtue of a
pottah bearing date the 5th Bysakh 1198 B.S.
The moonsiff gave judgment in favor of the defendant, observing
that pottahs of the same kind as that pleaded by the defendant, and
granted by the same party, had been admitted as good and valid in
the cases of other tenants; but the judge, on appeal by the plaintiff,
reversed the decision of the moonsiff, regarding with suspicion the
pottah filed by the defendant.
The defendant pleads, that he and his ancestor have held posses
upwards
century:
sion at a fixed rent since 1198 B.
half
the mocurrureedar has advanced
claim for enhanced rent; but
the present plaintiff holds from the mocurrureedar.
Under these
circumstances,
would have been
well that the judge had
it
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THE 7TH JANUARY
PRESENT:

-11

I

(9)
recorded his opinion as to the correctness of the defendant’s statement
as to length of possession at a ﬁxed rent; and have made enquiries,
not only in the oﬁice of the zemindar, as he did, but also in that of
the mocurrureedar, as to whether the pottah was a good one. As there
been that full investigation of the case in the judge’s court,
has not
which its merits demand,
admit the appeal, and remand the case
for further inves_tiga.tion, and decision de nova.

I

-—-i-—

Tnn 8'rn JANUARY

1848.
'

Pnnssnrz
C.

TUCKER, Esq-,
'

P1-:'r1'rron

Jones.
N0. 440

or

1846.

In

the matter of the petition of Ramjoy Sawunt, ﬁled in this
on the 20th July 1846, praying for the admission of a special
appeal from the decision of the udge of East Burdwan, under date
the 21st April 1846; reversing that of the sudder ameen of that
district, under date 23d December 1845, in the case of Ramjoy
Sawunt,
plaintiff, versus Hurree Purshaud Misr and others,
defendants.
'
This was a suit to recover money on a bond. The defendants
The plaintiif, however, obtained
denied having executed the bond.
On appeal, the
a decree in his favor from the sudder ameen.
judge reversed the sudder ameen’s decision, on the grounds that the
evidence of the attesting witnesses is conﬂicting, and their state
ments beyond probability.
They swear the bond was written out

it,

in their presence, on the stampt paper, ‘without any previous foul
copy being made: the notes, amounting to 500 rupees, were
produced after the bond had been drafted. The numbers of the
of the bond; and the writer of
notes are duly speciﬁed in the
body
the bond must have had the notes efore him, or a memorandum of
the numbers when he drafted it. The signature of Hurree Purshaud,
attached to the bond, bears the marks of erasures and alterations,
and does not correspond with his signature attached to other docu
ments ﬁled with the suit.
The judge does not state in what respect the evidence of the
witnesses is conﬂicting and improbable, which, seeing the lower
On the
he should have done.
court had made no exception to
of
the
writer
the
to
show
that
bond
second point, there
nothing
he had,
had not a memorandum of the notes before him; and,
the judge himself would not have taken the objection to the notes’
numbers being entered_in the bond.

if

is
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Court

(10)
Lastly, regarding the signature of Hurree Purshaud, no objection
was taken against it either by Hurree Purshaud’s wulzeel, or by the
judge in the lower court; which circumstance, with the subsequent
enquiries instituted under the orders of this Court, dated 9th Sep
tember 1847, make it probable the erasures and alterations have
been made since the decision recorded by the sudder ameen: at all
events, it was incumbent on the judge, in appeal, to have enquired
at the time when the erasure and alteration in the signature took
consider his proceedings to be incom
place. Not having done so,
plete; and remand the case under the provisions of Clause 2, Section
2, Regulation 9, 1831, that the enquiry may be now made, and the
case decided de novo : the judge assigning reasons for the opinion
he may come to, as to the evidence and facts.

I

1-}

T111-:

12TH JANUARY 1848.

PRESENT:
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J.

A. F. HAWKINS, EsQ.,

Tmrromnr
PETITION No. 436

or

J ones.

1847.

IN

the matter of the petition of Ramoo Raee, ﬁled in this Court
the 19th July 1847, praying for the admission of a special
appeal from the decision of Mr. G. Gough, judge of Patna, under
date the 19th April 1847; affirming that of the principal sudder
ameen of Patna, under date the 12th December 1844, in the case
on

of Gopee Chund and
dant

It

others,

plaintilis, versus the petitioner, defen

is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the

following grounds :—
The particulars of this case are given at page 13 of the Decisions
for Zillah Patna, under date the 19th April 1847.
The suit was instituted to procure the reversal of a sale made in
execution of a decree of court, and was decided in favor of the
One of the grounds of
plaintiffs by the rincipal sudder ameen.
set
forth
in
the
the
defendant
by
judge’s court, was, that
appeal,
Hurnath Lal, one of the plaintiffs, having purchased part of the pro
perty under litigation on condition oi advancing money to pa the
costs of suit, the plaintiffs had been guilty of champerty, and the
action was not admissible.
On this point the zillah judge has offered no opinion; nor has he
stated any facts in connection with it.
Considering therefore his
decision to be incomplete,
admit the appeal ; and remand the case
to be again decided with reference to the foregoing remarks.

I

(

11

)

Tan l2'rn JANUARY

1848.

Paasanr:

J. A. F. HAWKINS,

EsQ.,

Tamroamr JUDGE.
1847.

IN the matter of the petition of Sheikh Soojaut Hosein, ﬁled in
this Court on the 21st July I847, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of Hedayet Ali Khan, principal
sudder atpgen of Behar, under date the 29th April 1847 ; reversing
that of the moonsiff of Gya, under date 29th December 1845, in
the case of the petitioner, plaintiff, versus Rajah Hetnurain Singh,
~
defendant.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :—
The plaintiff sued to‘recover the third share of the value of the
produce in the years 1250 and 1251 F. S., of certain lands, of
which, jointly with two others, he had taken a lease from the de
fendant’s ancestor; but of which he was ejected by the act of the
The plaintiff had
defendant, who gave a lease to another party.
preferred a similar claim for the produce of the year I249 F. S.,
and had obtained a decree.
The moonsilf decided this case also in the plaintiﬂ"s favor; but,
on appeal, the principal sudder ameen gave judgment against him.
The principal sndder ameen sets forth in his judgment, that the
laintiff was entitled to something; but that he could not satisfy
fiimself as to what that was, especially as a long period had elapsed
from the date of the plaintiffs claim having accrued, and that
oonse uently it was difficult to prove it; and concludes, by saying,
that
plaintiff owed rent to the defendant, and that therefore the
be dismissed.
must
plaint
the year 1253 F. S., for the value of
Now, the suit was brought
the produce of I250 and 1251; and the plaintiff held, moreover, a
decree for the value of the produce of 1249, which would have been a
good guide in enabling the principal sudder ameen to arrive at some
of succeeding years: at all events, he
decision in regard to the
evidence brought before him with greater
was bound to consider produce
attention than he has done, and give his reasons fully for rejecting
it. Added to this, the plaintiff asserts that he laid his action for the
value of the produce, after deducting the zemindar’s rent, and the
to the contrary.
decree of the principal sudder ameen shows
nothinpete,
Considering the decision to be very incomp
admit the
remand
for
re-trial.
and
the
case
appeal,

I

e

t

in

fine
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Parrrron No. 444 or

(

12

)

THE 13TH JANUARY
PRESENT

J.

1848.

:

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY

PETITION No. 590 OF

w

JUDGE.

1847.

matter of the petition of Kishenchund Sahoo, filed in this
the 15th September 1847, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of Mr. W. T. Trotter, acting judge

of Shahabad, under date the 22d June 1847; affirming that of the
moonsiff of Dhungaien, under date 11th February 1847, in the
case of Meer Mohummud Jaffier and others, plaintiffs, versus the peti
tioner, defendant.
application is granted on the
It is hereby certified that the said
following grounds:—
The defendant purchased the rights and interests of one Meer
Imamee, in a certain village. The plaintiffs now sue to recover
their portion of the village, as the heirs of Meer Iftekhar Ali, the
They allege, that the village was pur
father of Meer Imamee.
chased by Meer Iftekhar Ali in the name of one Imdad Hosein,
who subsequently transferred it to the name of Meer Imamee, one of
his sons. The defendant, on the other hand, urges, that it was the
purchase of Meer Imamee himself from his own funds.
The lower courts decided for the plaintiffs on the single issue, that
the property was the purchase of Meer Iftekhar Ali, and not that
of Meer Imamee.
The defendant, however, further pleaded the
possession,
undisturbed
(adverse as against the plaintiffs) of Meer
upwards
Imamee for
of 12 years.
On this point the lower courts
have given no opinion. It would also appear from the decree, that
the defendant has been ordered to pay mesne profits to the plaintiffs
for a period antecedent to his purchase.
accordingly admit the appeal; and remand the case to the zillah
judge for re-trial with reference to the foregoing observations.

-

I

THE 13TH JANUARY

1848.

PRESENT:

J. A. F. HAWKINS,

ESQ.,

TEMPORARY

PETITION No.

595

JUDGE.

OF 1847.

IN

of

G.

July 1847; affirming that

of

under date the 20th

of
a

for

the matter of the petition of Achibur Singh, filed in this
on the 16th September 1847, praying
the admission
Gough, judge
Patna,
special appeal from the decision
Mr.

Court

of
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IN the
Court on

Ahmed Buxsh
*

(

13

)

Khan, sudder ameen of Patna, under date 27th November 1846, in
Singh, and Rambuxsh Singh, plaintiffs,
the case of Nurrukbuxsh
others,
petitioner
defendants.
and
versus the
It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds:—
This was a claim in right of pre-emption; and was decided by the
lower courts in the plaintiffs' favor.
The decision of the sudder ameen (confirmed by the judge) sets
forth, that the requisitions, preliminary to a claim by pre-emption,
were complied with by the plaintiffs; but in order to enable this
Court to judge of the correctness or otherwise of the decision, some
statement should have been given as to what those preliminary
requisitions are, and what in the judgment of the zillah judicial
authorities, the law requires in this respect.
This was the more
necessary as the plaintiffs' own statement, in their petition of plaint,
throws soune doubt upon this point.
accordingly admit the appeal; and remand the case that the
zillah judge may decide the case de novo, and state explicitly the
points alluded

•

THE 13TH JANUARY

1848.

PRESENT:

R. H. RATTRAY, ESQ.,
JUDGE.

Appeal from
decree passed
Syud
Tirhoot,
Ashruff Hosein,
Ameen

of

a

Regular

2d

the

365 OF 1847.
by

CASE No.

Principal

April 27th,

MUHARAJAH ROODUR SINGH,

Sudder

1847.

APPELLANT,

(DEFENDANT,)
tle?"Sots

NUKCHED SINGH

AND

SIXTY-Four or HERs, RESPONDENTs,
G.

J.

Appellant-Gholam Sufdur and

Waller.

Respondents—Pursun Komar Thakur and Ameer Ali.
by

Wukeels

of

Wukeels

of

(PLAINTIFFs.)

to

of

by

on

respondents,
the 10th May 1845,
belonging
appellant
tolah Muhespore,
lands
certain
recover from
Hukmee;
pergunnah
Singea-jideo,
cer
reversal
with
mouzah
magistrate,
collector,
passed
session
and
the
the
the
tain orders

THIS suit was instituted

in to
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to.

I

*

and wasilat (or mesne profits) for 1252 F., as specified.
Estimate for stamp, Company's rupees 7,579-1-9.
The enquiry into the merits of this case was long and tedious.
To quote
the principal sudder ameen's decision:—‘Numerous
witnesses were cited, and many kubooleuts (lease agreements, on the
part of lessees) were filed by both parties; but the witnesses deposed
in favor of their respective principals, and the kubooleuts did not
specify the particular lands for which they were given, nor did
certain judicial decisions, those for the rent of which they had been
passed.
The plaintiffs, however, held a surhud-bundee (or boundary
record,) bearing date the 5th April 1823, and a map made by the
ameen, deputed to the spot, when the Government settlement was
made, before the present disputes commenced; and these were con
sidered conclusive as to the claim of plaintiffs being a just one.
The principal sudder ameen proceeded to the place in person and
compared them with nullahs and roads, and other existing land
marks named in them; and, after taking such evidence as was
obtainable from persons unconnected with the parties, belonging to
the neighbouring estates, decided in plaintiffs' favor.
The grounds of appeal are those upon which the right of the
plaintiffs (respondents) was denied by appellant in the lower court;
the assumptions and inferences of the principal sudder ameen, found
ed upon the documentary and parol evidence just mentioned, being
declared false and unwarrantable.
In cases of this nature, it is seldom that any credible evidence is
forthcoming.
What might be deemed
under common?' circum
stances, being usually impugned
the party whose interests are
injuriously affected
array
with
counter proof that
renders safe judgment
result most difficult
arrive
the
securely founded, and
present instance,
consider the decision
any doubt whatever; and
accordingly, with
not open
affirm
chargeable
appellant.
costs

judge;

so,

be

In

of

THE 15TH JANUARY

it

I

to

to

at.

an by

it,

a

to

all

to

I

a

by

''

1848.

A.

F.

J.

PRESENT:

HAWKINS,

ESQ.,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

IN

PETITION NO.

599

OF 1847.

of

of

of

a

S.

in

of

the petition

of

on

matter

of

Heera Lall Chowdhree, filed
September
praying for the admission
1847,
this Court
the 20th
Alexander,
special appeal from the decision
Mr. W.
judge
Bhagülpore, under date the 17th June 1847; affirming
Bhagulpore, under date the
that
the principal sudder ameen
the

of
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*

(

(

)

15

27th March 1846, in the case of the petitioner, plaintiff, versus Rajah
Bideanund Singh, defendant.
It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds:--

The plaintiff sued to rebut a claim for rent made by the defen
dant, in prosecution
of which the defendant had distrained his
property.
The particulars of the case are given at page 43 of the Decisions
of Zillah Bhagulpore, for the month of June last. Among the
grounds of appeal, urged by the petitioner in the judge's court and
again in this, one was, that the defendant had not complied with the
provisions of Section 13, Regulation 5, 1812, which declares that
no process for the distress and sale of property, on account of arrears
of rent, shall be deemed valid, unless the zemindar have served the

it,
in

-

in

to

THE 15TH JANUARY
F.

A.

:

of

JUDGE.

1847.

this

of
a

in

of

of

the matter
the petition
Shah Behari Lal, filed
the 22d September 1847, praying for the admission
on

In

ESQ.,

TEMPORARY

PETITION No. 606
Court

1848.

HAWKINS,

-

J.

PRESENT

on

recovery

the

a

is

granted

of

by

is

It

hereby certified that the said application
following grounds:
The plaintiff sued the petitioner, and others,

for

in

of

of

of

of

of

T.

Trotter, acting judge
special appeal from the decision
Mr. W.
Shahabad, under date the 24th June 1847; affirming that
the
Shahabad, under date 30th March 1847,
principal sudder ameen
Sobhoram, plaintiff, versus the petitioner and others,
the case
defendants.

of

he

on

bond, executed
debt
Hurbuns Lal, the father
the pe
titioner.
The petitioner pleaded, that
had been adopted into
another family, and was not responsible for his father's debts.

is

if

to

of

to

of

to

or or

as

he

The principal sudder ameen and zillah judge have held that
without making any enquiry
the truth
the
the nature
the adoption, whether according
the
dattaca,
the kritima form. This should have been done; and,
adoption was proved, then the Hindoo law officer should have
been consulted
the petitioner's liability.
responsible;
defence,

as
to

the
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the judge.

a

in

be

I

it

to

tenant with a demand for
the manner therein prescribed.
judge
The
has overlooked this point
his decree; and consider
point which may affect the
ing
defective,
therefore
judgment, admit the appeal, and remand the case for re-trial

-

(

16

)

to

de

in

to

be

the

Considering the decisions defective, I annul them both; and direct
proceed
that
case
remanded
the principal sudder ameen
the manner indicated, and decide the case
novo.

THE 15TH JANUARY

1848.

A.

F.

J.

PRESENT:

HAWKINS,

ESQ.,

TEMPORARY

609 OF 1847.

of

of

IN

PETITION No.

JUDGE.

a

of

of

on

in

the matter
the petition
Hurreeram Tewari, filed
this
September
1847,
praying for the admission
Court
the 23d
special appeal from the decision
Mr. John French, additional

judge

on

is

is

It

following

grounds:

of

Tir

of

2

to

of of

on

in

to

to

of is

2

of

of

to

is

'

if

to

to

in

he

he

to

to

is

to is

:

of

2

a a

in

of

be

it

is

as

a

is

of

ofhe

or

of is

a

in

of

of

of

at

of

in

2

a

of

was
suit for real property, viz.
annas' share
the vil
lage Rampore Anunt, under the circumstances set forth
the
page 145
detail
the case, given
the Decisions
Zillah
hoot, for the month
June 1847.
The sudder ameen dismissed the claim. The judge modified the
judgment which closes with the
decree
the sudder ameen,
following words:—“Under the above circumstances, the appellant has
not proved the payment
the proportions
annas
the pur
chase money; and his claim
annas' portion, through that me
dium,
dismissed,
not established: therefore his appeal
with
wording
costs
both courts.
But owing
the
the ikrarnameh,
agreement, the appellant
entitled
that portion
the village,
previous
precisely
which
the sale
the village
ac
revenue; hence the decision
count
arrears
the sudder ameen
confirmed, with
trifling amendment.’
evidently defective, inasmuch
This decree
awards some
thing indefinite, and cannot
carried into execution. The peti
tioner purchased the rights and interests
the village
one
Sheodyal Raee.
Sheodyal
He states that
Raee held
annas' share
the village
the defendants that
had only
anna share.
enquire into this point; and,
The judge
bound
awards
any thing
the petitioner,
state specifically what the petitioner
hold under the decree.
admit the appeal; and remand the case
the judge, who will
proceed
the manner above pointed out.

This

I
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in

of

of

of

of

Tirhoot, under date the 21st June 1847; modifying that
Tirhoot, under date the 17th September
the sudder ameen
1845,
the case
the petitioner, plaintiff, versus Achumbit Raee
and others, defendants.
hereby certified that the said application
granted
the

THE

15TH

JANUARY

1848.

-

PRESENT :

R. H. RATTRAY, Esq.,
JUDGE.

CASE No.

366

of

1847.

Regular Appeal from a decree passed by the 2d Principal Sudder
Ameen of Tirhoot, Syud Ushruff Hosein, April 27th 1847.

MUHA RAJAROODUR SINGH, APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT,)
versus

•

MUDDUN GOPAL SINGH asp others, Resrospests,
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(PLAINTIFFs.)

J.

Wukeels

of Appellant-Gholam Sufdur

Wukeels

of Respondents—Pursun Komar Thakur

and

G. Waller.
and Ameer

Ali.

THIs suit was instituted by respondents, on the 23d October
1846, to recover from appellant
biggahs, 10 biswahs of land,
belonging to mouzah Muhsoot, with mesne profits from August
4th 1835 to October 21st 1846: total estimate, for stamp, Com
pany’s rupees 7,191-7-3.
The appellant is the same individual that appealed in the case
disposed of on the 13th instant, under No. 365 of 1847, with the
same result.
In the present suit, amongst other evidence and
documents filed, was a decree of the 19th January 1824, adjudg
ing to the respondents, or their then representatives, certain lands
in the same locality with a meerbundee, or boundary record of 1770
(1177 F).
The principal sudder ameen visited the spot in person
with these in his hand; and there was no doubt left of the present
being the identical lands before held, and decreed to those now
claiming them. There was nothing produced on the part of appel
lant to shew any subsequent transfer, or right of present occupa
tion; and a judgment was passed accordingly in favor of respon

4ll

This, on the same grounds, is affirmed ; with costs charge
appellant.
able to
dents.

(
THE
o

17TH

18

)

JANUARY

1848.

PRESENT :
R. H.

RATTRAY, Esq.,
JUDGE.

W. B. JACKSON, Esq.,

E.

TEMPORARY JUDGE ; and
CURRIE, Esq.
ExERCISING THE PoweRs of A JUDGE.

CASE No.

199 OF

1847.

Regular Appeal from

SYUD

a decree passed by the Judge of Purneah,
Pringle,
February 27th, 1847.
Mr. D.
MOHUMMUD REZZA AND SYUD AHMUD REZZA,

APPELLANTs, (DEFENDANTs

witH oTHERs)
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7'e?"sus

SYUD INAIT REZZA

alias

SYUD MEERUN,

(PLAINTIFF.)

RESPONDENT,

-

Wukeel of Appellants—Hamid Rusool.
Wukeel of Respondent—None, nor present in person.
THIs suit was instituted by respondent, on the 23rd June 1845,
to recover from appellants a 4 annas' share of the estate of Syud
Hosein Rezza, deceased, with mesne profits: the whole estimated
at Company’s rupees 1,83,932-6-1.
The following is the decree appealed against:—
“This is a claim to succeed to a fourth share of the property,
real and personal, of Syud Hosein Rezza, late proprietor of a
moiety of pergunnah Soorjapore: laid with mesne profits, at 1,83,932
rupees, 6 annas, and 1 pie.
“The plaint sets forth, that, on the 27th Kartik 1252, Syud
Hosein Rezza, father of the plaintiff, (respondent) died, leaving,
as heirs, his widow Soorut Jehān, and three sons, Mohummud
Rezza, Ahmud Rezza and plaintiff, with one daughter, Kuneez
Fatima; that on this, the defendants, with the exception to the
last, having forcibly possessed themselves of the property and
effects, plaintiff made application to the civil court under Act 19
of 1841, to be protected against such usurpation; in which,
though he duly established his title, his claim was unjustly set
aside in favor of the above defendants: plaintiff and remaining
defendant being referred to a regular suit. Since which time every
unworthy means has been used for defeating plaintiff’s just claim,
which he thus brings forward, in accordance with the ferdez, as
established for such succession.

at

_

.7__

._

<19)
‘

To this, defendants, Mohummud

Rezza and Ahmud Rezza,
firstly, that plaintiff is no son of the deceased; secondly,
that they, with Soorut Jehﬁn, his widow, are his only repre,
sentatives, and, consequently, entitled to succeed him; who,
it is added, neither possessed nor desired any consort save the
ranee, so that it is impossible the plaintiff could have so sprung
from him ; thirdly, that this was determined by the enquiry, under
Act I9 of 184] , in which only the usual order issued, referring
parties dissatisﬁed to a. regular suit; fourthly, that the schedule of
the property, then made, shews its estimate by plaintiff to be ex

reply:

cessive ;_/zﬂhly, that the including Kuneez Fatima in the suit, as a
daughter of the deceased, is only done in collusion with the said
defendant; siwthly, that plaintiff should have named his mother;
who he was, and when married to the deceased ; and should have
stated the time of his own birth; and that he would ﬁnd it hard to
name his grandfather.
‘ Soorut ehan, in
reply, aﬂirms, that she was the only consort
the deceased ever had, who used always to disclaim all relationship
with the plaintiﬂ’.
‘ Kuneez Fatima
replies, that she should not he included, as it
is clear from the plaint, that the foregoing defendants were alone
admitted to succeed, by the summary award under Act 19 of l84_l .
‘The plaintiff, in replication, affirms his mother to have been
duly married to the deceased ; but contends that proof to this fact,
after so long a time (should) not be required of him ; his father
being likewise dead; though he was brought up by them as their
child, and a marriage thus contracted for him with the daughter
'
of Rajah Akbur Hosein.
‘The following proofs are adduced by him in support of his
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allegation:
‘ The
reply of the deceased appellant, in the suit of Ameerun
Nissa, before the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, in the course of which
he states, that two years after the death of Rajah Akbur Hosein,
the ranee, mother of the respondent, (in that suit) formed an alli
ance between his son, Mean Meerun, whom, from the time of his
birth, she had cherished, and her daughter. The evidence of wit
nesses taken in that suit; one of whom, in reply to a question,
stated, that Ameerun Nissa was the daughter of Rajah Akbur
Hosein; another that the Mean Meerun was Rance Zuhoorun
Nissa’s brother’s son ; and when asked to name him, replied
‘ Hosein Rezza’ ; a third, that Mean Meerun was Hosein Rezza’s

progeny.
‘ There is next the evidence of the
principal sudder ameen
of this district, taken in the enquiry under Act 19 of l84l,
who deposes to having heard that plaintiﬁ was Hosein Rczza’s
son, and to his being married to a daughter of Rajah Akbur
Hosein by his second wife; also that he put the question to Hosein

(20)
Rezza, on an occasion referred to, who replied in an angry tone,
‘a slave, a slave’; on which witness checked him, saying, ‘ why
thus injure your son by calling him a slave, he is your very
picture ;’ that this was a long time ago, but, he should think, sub
sequent to the decree given in favour of plaintiﬁ"s wife against
Hosein Rezza.
‘ Of the
remaining witnesses then examined, though no one was
present at the marriage of the plaintiﬁ"s mother, yet all bear
testimony, in the clearest manner, to the acknowledgment by the
deceased of plaintiff as his son.
One of these is an indigo
planter of respectability.
‘ Of six witnesses, whose evidence is now taken, four
depose to
the marriage; two, to a like recognition of the plaintiff by the
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deceased.

‘ On the part of the defendants, there is the evidence of nine
witnesses, who state, that plaintiff is known only as the son
of Kunto Gholam and Bhoodea Bhatim; and who likewise declare,
that Kuneez Fatima is no daughter of the deceased, nor Ameerun
Nissa of Akbar Hosein: some of them stating that the said
Kunto Gholam is dead, while others are unable to speak to this.
‘Asireference has been made by both parties to the order
issued from this court in the summary en uiry, instituted under
Abt 19 of l84l, I subjoin it as there recodded :-—-‘ The object of
Act l9 of 1841, as stated in the title, being, to afford pro
tection against wrongful possession, and, as further set forth
of property
in the preamble, to prevent the misappropriation
so circumstanced, by ascertainment of its precise nature; and
its operation being restricted by Section l, to cases in which
material prejudice would

be done to

the party

seeking

redress

by referring him to a regular suit, while, by Section 3, there
must further exist strong reasons for supposing that the party
in possession has no legal title, to warrant such summary inter
ference, it is clear, that, if any such title be admitted, the court
cannot under this Act interfere to declare its extent, far less to
eject its possessor: and as no material prejudice would in this
case be done the applicants,

by referring them to a regular suit,
the interest of the parties in possession affording sutﬁcient
security against such,-no order will be given to take security
from them, for which the Act does not provide, after determinaI
tion of the summary suit; only, that an inventory be made of
the remaining personal property of the deceased, and the appli
cation of the petitioners’ dismissed.’
‘ The
question here at issue, is, whether plaintiff be the son of
the late Hosein Rezza, legally begotten, or no. In support of
which, there is the declaration of parentage, contained in the
answer in the suit before the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut above
referred to, with the evidence then taken establishing the fact. This

I
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‘

is

was made ten years ago, and
conclusive by Mohummudan law
in evidence of marriage, as laid down in Macnaghten (pages 297
to 303) such avowal having no where been retracted; the reply of
the deceased to the principal sudder ameen being only evasive; and
no other party claiming to stand in the like relation.
The evidence in the summary enquiry, and in this suit, though
in value inferior to that delivered at the period just referred to,
To this there
no less distinct in support of both allegations.
to
be added, the fact of the marriage of the plaintiff to the daughter
of Akbur Hosein, no where disputed though wholly irreconcileable
with the supposition of his spurious origin. That the deceased
discontinued the intercourse with his son, after losing the said
law suit, the same evidence goes to establish; though thi,
apparent, in no wise affects the plaintilf’s title to be so considered.
To rebut proofs so conclusive, there
nothing whatever on the
part of the defendants, whose witnesses are obviously suborned;
a circumstance that need excite no surprise, when the character of
taken into consideration,
certain of the parties so included,
as exhibited in more recent attempt to defraud another of the
co-heirs in case before this court. It only remains to award the
plaintiff the share of the estate here claimed; the amount of the
the
personalty to be determined by the schedule prepared
com-t’s oﬁicer on the demise of Hosein Rezza.’
The grounds of the present appeal were, without any material
addition, those taken in the lower court in oppoition to plaintiﬂ"s
claim. The principal objection was, that plaintiﬁ was not the son
married wife; but we ﬁnd, that in the
of Hosein Rezza by
answer of Hosein Rezza, in the case No. 176, decided on the 12th
June I847, Hosein Rezza acknowledged him as his son and
slave girl,
though he afterwards added, that he was his son by
It appears from
this does not affect plaintitf’s right to inherit.
all the children of
that
Macnaghten (page 85, case
person
free
deceased, whether they are the offspring of slave girl, or
married woman, are, without distinction, entitled to succeed to
It
their respective shares, according to the law of inheritance.’
added, that to establish the parentage of children by slave girls,
necessary that the father should acknowledge them, &c.’ In
the present case, the acknowledgment had been publicly made;
and of the right to succeed, no doubt can exist.
It remains only to determine, what
the share to which the
plaintiff is, by inheritance, entitled. At the time this suit was
brought, defendants were in possession of moiety of pergunnah
Soorjapore, lately held by Syud Hosein Rezza, as heir of his sister,
Zuhoor-o-nissa, the widow of Rajah Akbur Hosein but
decree
of this Court, dated the l2th June I847, after deducting ;‘T7;;, the
share decreed to Deedar Hosein (brother of Akbur Hosein) of the
lalrhiraj and garden lands, 66 out of I20 shares, representing the

(

22

)

estate of Rajah Akbur Hosein, were assigned
to the plaintiffs
in that suit; 21 shares having been declared to be the right of
Ranee Soomrun, the mother of the rajah : thus leaving 33 shares
as the amount of the property devolving on Syud Hosein Rezza,
the father of the parties in this case, by inheritance from his sister.

We therefore modify the decision of the lower court, which

-

decrees to plaintiff a fourth share of the moiety of the pergunnah;
and adjudge to him one-fourth of the above mentioned £5 shares,
which remain as the inheritance of Syud Hosein Rezza, and one

fourth of the whole of the property, movable and immovable,
appertaining to his (the said Hosein Rezza's) estate.
Costs to be paid rateably, agreeably to the award.

THE

17TH

JANUARY

1848.

PRESENT:
R. H. RATTRAY,

TEMPORARY

E. CURRIE,
EXERCISING

CASE No.
Special Appeal from a
of Tirhoot, Niamut

JUDGE.
ESQ.,

JUDGE

; and

ESQ.,

THE POWERS OF A JUDGE.
239 OF 1846.

passed by the Principal Sudder Ameen
Khan,
Ali
December 6th, 1844; reversing a
decision passed by the Sudder Ameen, Sulāmut Ali, November
25th, 1843.
decree

GUNPUT JHA, APPELLANT (DEFENDANT,)
*ers?ts

ANUND SINGH DAS, REspoNDENT, (PLAINTIFF.)
Wukeel of Appellant-E. Colebrooke.
Wukeel of Respondent—Gholam
Sufdur.

THIs suit was instituted by respondent, on the 22d December
1842, to obtain by purchase, in right of pre-emption, a half anna of
a 1 anna, 13 gundahs, 1 cowrie, 1 krant share of mouzah Okāhee

of

I

is

all

alias Muheishpore, valued at Company's rupees 375.
Mr. Reid's certificate of admission of the special appeal, of the 5th
September 1846, explains the question to be determined
by the
Court.
‘This is a case of pre-emption between Hindoos. The sudder
ameen determines, that the law requires that the right of pre-emp
tion should be proved to have been demanded from
the sellers:
the principal sudder ameen decides, that the demand from one
sufficient.
doubt the soundness
this law; and admit the appeal
try the question.’
to
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(23)
heard on the
respondent’s wukeel objected to the case being
was
not urged
that
as
certiﬁcate,
ground
the
in
ground mentioned
of
Court,
a
a
full
decision
citing
of
appeal;
special
in the petition
are of
of
We
his
in
1847,
plea.
support
24th
February
of the

The

to appellant.
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Tan l7'rn JANUARY

1848.

Pnnsnnr:
R. H.

RATTRAY,

EsQ.,

Jones.
W. B. JACKSON, EsQ.,
UDGE; and

CURRIE,

EsQ.,

THE POWERS OF A JUDGE.

EXERCISING

CASE N0.
decision passed
25th, 1843.

by

Special Appeal from a
of Tirhoot, 1Viamut

240 OF 1846.

the Principal Sudder Ameen
passed
December 6”! l844; reversing o.
Sudder Ameen, Suldmut Ali, November

decree

Ali Khan,

the

HA, APPELLANT (DEFENDANT,)

J

GUNPUT

by

E.

J

TEMPORARY

versus

ANUND SINGH DAS,
Wuheel

RESPONDENT,

of Appellant--E.
of

Wuheel

(PLAm'r1rr.)

Colebrooke.

Respondent—-Glzolam

Sufdur.

l

l

THIS suit was instituted by respondent, on the 22nd December
1842, to obtain by purchase, in right of pre-emption, a half anna of
krant share of mouzah Okéhee
cowrie,
anna, 13 gundahs,
a
at
Company’s rupees 375.
alias Muheishpore, valued
1
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is

is,

dated
opinion, with reference to the resolution of the whole Court,
the
was
to
admit
Reid
Mr.
competent
that
1847,
December
24th
it
was
in
notwithstanding
the
on
ground
special appeal
appeal; but we think, that, in
not urged in the petition of speci Acjuestion,
affirmation
by
ish’had
the
witness) in the presence of
making
(or
the right of pre-emp
the
sellers,
claiming
persons
several
of
out
one
tion acted comformably to the Mahomedan law. It appears from
‘
the party
Macnaghten (page 182) that the aﬂirmation consists in
claims,
of
which
he
of
lands,
the
right
the
going upon
c.’ It is therefore plain, that
or to the seller, or purchaser, &c. pre-emption
that the claimant shall publicly, and
the object of the law
before witnesses, assert his right; and that the presence of all the
not necessary to render his assertion legal and formal.‘
sellers
Vile therefore aﬁirm the decision of the principal sudder ameen, which
appears consistent with this principle of law; with costs chargeable

.7

(

24

)

was the subject of a second hubáleh (or deed
corresponding
of sale)
with that which gave rise to the proceedings
in the case disposed of under No. 239 (preceding); the parties and
circumstances being the same in both suits.
The following is Mr. Reid's assigned ground of admission of the
special appeal, being the same as that recorded in the case just
noted:—‘Admitted for the same reason as that given in the preced
ing case, viz. to try whether the law requires, that the right of pre
emption be demanded from
(as determined
the
the
sudder ameen)
whether the demand from one
them (as decided
the principal sudder ameen)
sufficient.’
1846, decreed this
For the reasons assigned
case No. 239
day, we affirm the decision
principal
the
sudder ameen,- with
payable
appellant.
costs

The land claimed

by

by

of

of

of

in
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all
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THE 19TH JANUARY

1848.

PRESENT:
F.

J.

CURRIE,

ESQ.,

ExERCISING THE PoweRS OF

of

ANUND MYE, WIFE

the

a

Principal Sudder
decree passed
Backergunge, August 7th, 1845.

Regular Appeal from
Ameen

JUDGE.

NO. 336 OF 1845.
by

CASE

A

E.

TEMPORARY JUDGES.

OF

NEEL KUNTH SHAH, APPELLANT,

(DEFENDANT witH oTHERs,)
wers?/s

RAMDOORGA, wiFE of RAMJYE DUT, DECEASED, (pauper)
Appellant—Pursun
Komar Thakur, Rampran Raee
and Bungsee Buddun Mitr.
Respondent—J.
Waller and Ramapurshad Raee.

as

execu
inheri

heiress,

is

1799.

The plaintiff claims her one-third share
this talook,
tance from her husband, Ramjye Dut; and her title,

talook,

in

a

a

shikamee
sale

by

summary decree under Regulation

in 7,

of

possession
one-third share
annas' talook Shamram-dut, and reversal

of 8
a

called
tion

of

CLAIM for

of

Wukeels

(PLAINTIFF.)

G.

Wukeels

of

of

RESPONDENT,

on

7,

a

of

not contested.
She states that Golabee Devi, zemindar
this
1799; and,
talook, sued for rent
the same under Regulation
the 6th July 1841, obtained
decree from the collector.
Under

of

,
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(25)
this decree the whole talook was sold at auction.
The plaintiff
adds, that in this decree her name is not to be found : the suit was
not brought against her; and it seems that in the notice of sale,
and account sale, her name is also wanting,
As her right by
inheritance is not denied, she contends that the sale of the whole
talook, including her share, was illegal.
The defendants object, that the zemindar’s claim for rent was
against the entire estate.
They admit that he did not make the
plaintiff one of the defendants in the suit for rent; but assign as
a. reason, that, in a former similar suit for rent, he had included her
among the defendants, but her name was struck out by the collector;
he therefore omitted her name in this, as in other subsequent suits.
They further add, that a portion of the surplus proceeds of the
sale wls, by consent of the plaintiff, paid for her beneﬁt by order
of the principal sudder ameen, in liquidation of a claim under a
decree.
On the 7th August 1845, the principal sudder ameen gave s.
decree in favor of the plaintiff ; reversing the entire sale as illegal,
and awarding possession to her of the share claimed.
There is no doubt that the whole talook, Shamram-dut, was liable
for the balance of rent due from it. The omission of the plaintiff’s
name among the defendants, is suﬂiciently accounted for by the
circumstance that the collector had himself struck her name out in
a former case, for want of proof that she was in possession.
It is
doubtful, whether she ever obtained possession, though her right
is unquestioned. It is certain that she never had separate posses
sion ; and, in fact, that she had no further possession than consisted
in receiving part of the proceeds.
The estate was held jointly by
all the sharers, and was managed by the male sharers. We do not,
therefore, think the omission of the plaintiﬁ"s name, in the summary
suit, sufficient to vitiate the sale.
Again, it appears to us, that the payment of a portion of the sale
proceeds, by order of the principal sudder ameen, took place with
the tacit consent of plaintiff.
Her petition, requesting that the pay
ment may be made to herself, is produced: it purports to have
been ﬁled by a person named Sada Sheo Sein; but the mooklztarnameh
is not produced. The plaintiff denies she gave any such mookhtar
name/z ; but it seems clear that such a document was ﬁled, and was
sent by the collector to the mqfusxil ameen, with orders to ascertain
the genuineness of it; the person executing it being a purdeh-nusheen.
The genuineness of the application was thus ascertained at the
time; and we have nothing to impugn it now, but the absence of
the document from the collector's oﬁice.
The money was paid
afterwards, by order of court, in satisfaction of a decree against
On the whole, we see no reason to doubt the validity of
plaintiff.
the sale.
We therefore reverse the principal sudder ameen’s order,
and reject the claim of the plaintiff : costs against plaintiff.

(
THE

)

JANUARY
PRESENT:

22D

TUCKER,

C.
SIR.

J.

26

R.

1848.

ESQ., and

BARLOW,

BART.,
JUDGES.

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,

TEMPORARY

CASE No.

JUDGE.

234 OF 1846.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by G. C. Cheap, Esq., Judge
of Zillah Rajshahye, February 27th 1845; altering a decree passed
by Moulvee Abdool Ali, Principal Sudder Ameen, May 30th,
1844.

GOOROO GOVIND CHOWDHREE,

APPELLANT,

(DEFENDANT,)
versus
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BHOWANY SUNKER SIRCAR,

RESPONDENT,

of Appellant-Gholam Sufdur.
of Respondent—J. G. Waller.

Wukeel
Wukeel

THIs
1846,

(PLAINTIFF.)

case was admitted to special appeal, on the 25th
under the following certificate recorded by Mr.

Tucker:—

August
Charles

-

“In this

1841, corres
case the plaintiff sued on 15th September
ponding with 31st Bhadoon 1248, to recover possession of a mowroo
see ijara, of which he said he had been dispossessed by the defen
dant's father, Gunga

Govind Chowdhree, in the month of Assar
judge,
considering he had been dispossessed by
1210 B. S. The
fraud,
violence and
decreed for the plaintiff under the 1st Clause of
Regulation
3,
2, 1805.
Section
But the judge has overlooked that
part of the Clause and Section quoted by him, which provides that
the law shall not be pleaded, if the property shall have been subse
quently held under a just and honest title (such as inheritance, pur
chase, &c. &c.) during a period of 12 years antecedent to the pre
ferring a claim of right thereto in a competent court.
‘It appears, that the defendant's father, the alleged dispossessor,
died in 1232 B. S., and this suit was not instituted till Bhadoon
1248 B. S.; so that the defendant had been in possession, under a
just and honest title, for at least 15 years before the suit was
instituted. I admit the special appeal on this point.”
Before this Court, the respondent, without denying the statement

set forth in the above certificate, pleaded that he had not been guilty
of any lache. He stated, that after having been dispossessed of his
mowroosee jara, called turuff Himrajpoor, by Gunga Govind, the
appellant's father, a suit was instituted by Rajah Mohun Chundur

Deb, against

the

said Gunga

Govind,

in the provincial court at

(

)
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be

to
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appellant, dismiss
claim, preferred
respondent
certificate above recorded.
Costs
grounds mentioned
the
charged
courts
the respondent.
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so
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on

to

of
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to
a

he

a

of

he

to

in

he

of

it,

up

Moorshedabad, for turuff Soorjanuggur, which, originally, included
the village appertaining to turuff Himrajpoor; but which villages,
when the mouroosee ijara was granted to his family, were constitut
That, whilst this case was
ed into separate and distinct turuffs.
pending in appeal before the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, he put in a
petition for the protection of his rights in turuff Himrajpoor, and
praying to be heard on the point.
That the order recorded on the
said petition was to the purport, that proper orders would be passed
on the subject of
when the case came
for judgment; but that
the case was disposed
without any further order having been
regarding his claim. That,
put
consequence,
recorded
apply for
another petition after the decision, and was required
judgment, which
review
did do: the result
which was,
regular
suit;
entirely
owing
that
was referred
and that
was
Adwlut,
Dewanny
the omission
the Court
Sudder
not pass
ing
(through
application,
definite order
his first
that
the delay
long
possession since
which followed) the appellant had been
pleaded, that the indulgence
the demise
his father.
Hence
which
was competent
the court
extend
suitors under Sec
1793, might
tion 14, Regulation
extended
him.
respondent
We find, that the dispossession
stated
have
D.; that the suit,
S., 1803-4,
taken place
the year 1210
referred
the respondent, was instituted
the provincial court
D.,-disposed
Moorshedabad,
30th July 1811,
appeal admitted
31st August 1812,-and
this Court, under
1821; and that the
special circumstances,
19th September
first petition
the respondent was filed
this Court
8th
years after the alleged dispossession, and
March 1828, that
after the litigation had commenced.
We find, that the case this Court was disposedof
20th January
1829; and that the second petition
reminding
respondent,
the
the
Court
the omission complained
was not filed till 1st June 1835,
nearly
years after the decision
this Court.
We find, that that petition was finally disposed
this Court
5th July 1837; and that the present suit was not instituted
years afterwards.
till 15th September 1841, upwards
S.,
We find, that the appellant's father died
Assin 1232
July
stated);
1837,
corresponds
(date not
and that the 5th
with
S.; consequently the appellant had not been
23d Assar 1244
possession, after his father's demise, when the respondent's
years
say,
application
that
not true
this Court was disposed of;
bringing
prevented
respondent
proceedings
this
Court
the
that the
his action within the prescribed time.
We therefore reverse the decision
the lower court; and, decreeing
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)

THE 22D JANUARY
PRESENT:

1848.

TUCKER, Esq., and
SIR. R. BARLOW, BART.,
C.

JUDGES.

J. A. F. HAWKINS,

Esq.,

TEMPORARY

CASES NOS.

52 AND 53

of

JUDGE.
1847.

Special Appeals from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder Ameen
of Furreedpore, December 5th 1844; affirming a decree passed by
the Moonsiff of Bhanga, July 9th, 1844.

MUSST. KASSEE ISSOREE DIBBEAH, AND RAMKISHORE

ACHARJE, APPELLANTS,

(DEFENDANTS,)

tler's?/S

DENTs, (PLAINTIFFs.)

Wukeel of Appellants—Ramapurshad Raee.
Wukeels of Respondents-Gholam Sufdur, E. Colebrooke, and
Taroke Chundur Raee.

THESE cases were admitted to special appeal, on the 28th Novem
ber 1846, under the following certificate recorded by Messrs.
C. Tucker, J. F. M. Reid, and Sir R. Barlow:—
‘Plaintiffs sued the defendants for their share of the estate of
Kalee Das Gungolee. Ram Gunga Gungolee, father of the plain
tiffs, sued Kassee Issoree in the Bhanga moonsiff's court for the
above estate: his plaint was dismissed.
It was appealed to the
principal
ameen,
additional
sudder
Ram Mohun Raee, who affirmed
1837; providing that,
decision,
September
the moonsiff's
on the 6th
if Kassee Issoree died childless, the estate of Kalee Das should then
go to Ram Gunga.
Kassee Issoree's husband, Soorj Nurain Muj
moadar, died on the 1st Bhadoon 1250, or 16th August 1843; and
Goluck Chundur and others [their father having died
on the 7th March 1844, instituted the present action, and claime
the estate of Kalee Das, on the strength of the principal sudder
ameen's decree of 1837, inasmuch as Kassee Issoree had no children.
“The moonsiff decreed for the plaintiffs, relying on the decree of
1837, which he considered final, as no appeal had been preferred
against
and the principal sudder, ameen affirmed his order,
notwithstanding the protest
the appellant. Ram Kishore, claiming
legal heir
succeed
Kalee Das' estate.
‘Kassee Issoree and Ram Kishore Acharje, both appealed speci
ally against this order; the latter did not put
copies
the
As, however, both appellants declared
decisions
the lower courts.
of

of

in

to

as

of

it;

£

to
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GOLUCK CHUNDUR GUNGOLEE, AND OTHERS, RESPON

( 29

)

of

Adawlut,]

II.

their rights identical, the Court deem it just to proceed with the
case; and as the lower court's decisions are opposed to the Hindoo
law current in Bengal [vide Macnaghten, vol. I. page 29] and the
precedent (vide page 36, vol.
Selected Reports
Sudder Dewanny

of

in in

in

he

of

in

to

to

to

THE 26TH JANUARY
PRESENT:

to

in

as

by

of

6,

a

in

in

to

of

in in

-

of

be

1848.

J.

F.

B.

JACKSON, and
W.
HAWKINS, ESQRS.,
A.

TEMPORARY JUDGES.
ESQ.,

ExERCISING

OF

JUDGE.

decision passed
the Principal
Rajshahye, December 16th, 1845.

DWARKANATH THAKUR, (DECEASED,)
HIs HEIRs, DEBINDERNATH THAKUR
PELLANTs, (DEFENDANTS,)

Sudder

AFTER HIS DEATH
HERs, AP
AND

or

Ameen

POWERS

a

Appeal from

of

Regular

THE

No. 52 OF 1846.
by

CASE

A

E. CURRIE,

tersus

of

RAJAH ANUNDNATH RAEE, REspondent, (PLAINTIFF)
Wukeels
Wuheel

of

Appellants-Pursun

purshad
Respondent-Gholam

Komar Thakur

and Rama

Raee.

Sufilur.

mesne proceeds.

in

of

in

of

CLAIM for 1,600 biggahs
land
chur Zeimpore,
turf
Bhowanipore: suit laid
14,800 rupees, value
the land and
at
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so,

do

he

of

on

as

5,

4,

of

no

on

in

is

a

in

in

to of

it

in

in

of

Roopchurn Mahapatur versus Anund Lal
the case
Khan, from which
appears, that,
default
sister's sons, the sons
preference
the deceased's maternal uncle take the inheritance,
lineal descendants from
common ancestor beyond the third
ascent, this application
admitted.’
There being express mention
the bewustha taken
the former
case, that Ram Gunga Gungolee could succeed, only,
the event
preferential
there being
heirs
the maternal side, having
right, the moonsiff should have proceeded under Clause
Section
Regulation
1831; and
did not
the principal sudder
ameen,
the appearance
Ram Kishore Acharje, should have
might
order, that
remanded the case back
the moonsiff,
proceed
the manner pointed out
that provision, and investigate
the case
the presence
the several claimants
the estate
the
deceased Kalee Das.
Under these circumstances, we annul the
decrees
the lower courts, and remand the case
the moonsiff
dispos
proceeded with
above indicated.
The moonsiff will,
ing
regard
the case, pass the necessary orders
the costs
incurred
the parties
the appeals.

(30)
The plaintiff in this caseclaims 1,600 biggahs of land, which he
asserts to belong to his village of Zeinpore; giving the boundaries
of it in the plaint as follows :—Boundary to the south and west the
dry bed of the river Puddah, decreed to Government: to the east
of Kureem
the river Puddah: to the north the Durgah-barree
Mundul in Zeinpore.
He states, that in 1833, the defendants, who are owners of the
village of Chowpareh, obtained a decree against him for certain lands

That, in execution of the decree, the
gave the defendants possession of
the land now in dispute; but that this land was not included in the
decree of the provincial court, but was quite distinct from the land
included in that decree, being to the north of the river Puddah, and
consequently in zillah Rajshahye, not in zillah Jessore, and belong
ing to the plaintifF’s own village of Zeinpore. He brought the pre
sent suit therefore to recover possession of it.
The defendants declared the land to be included in the provincial
c0urt’s decree, which was ﬁnal; and further observed, that, under
Construction No. 1129, the present suit could not be heard: the
order of the judge,'dated 1835, in execution of the decree of the
provincial court, having given possession of the land under that
decree, and thus ﬁnally determined that the land in question belonged
to their village of Chowpareh: this point was thus no longer open

from the provincial

court.
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judge of zillah Jessore, in

1835,

to discussion.

On the 16th December 1845, the principal sudder ameen gave an
award in favor of plaintiff; from which the defendants have now
appealed.

It is to be observed, that the plaintiff, in explanation of the delay
in bringing this suit, viz. from the year 1835 to the year 1843,
(about 8 years) states, that he was a minor at the time the former
suit was decided, as well as when the defendants
got possession
This plea is inadmissible, as the plaintiff was represented
under it.
by his guardian, who appeared on his part on three occasions.
i

W'e are not satisﬁed that this suit is barred by the Construction
1129, provided that it is distinctly made out to the Court’s satis
faction, that the land given in execution of the decree was altoge
ther distinct and separate from the land claimed in that case; and
as asserted by plaintil"l", divided from it by the river Puddah.
But
this point is not, in our opinion, established: on the contrary,
on referring to the maps made in the former and present cases,
it does not appear to us that the judge has executed that decree to
In fact, the land now claimed would seem
the plaintitl"s injury.
in
land
claimed in the former case, as deﬁned in
be
the
to
included
in
the
the plaint, and
decision of the provincial court.
We are,
therefore,
of opinion, that the principal sudder ameen’s award
Costs against plaintiff.
is erroneous: it is hereby reversed.

No

(

)
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THE 26TH JANUARY

1848.

PRESENT:

W. B. JACKSON,

and

A. F. HAWKINS,

ESQRS.,

JUDGES.

TEMPORARY

E. CURRIE,

ESQ.,

ExERCISING THE PoweRS OF

JUDGE.

105 OF 1846.

Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal
Ameen of Cuttack, March 9th, 1846.

Regular

Sudder

MUSST RAMMA BYE, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)

AND

NURSING KHOONTEEA,

RESPONDENTs,

Wukeels

of

Wukeel

Appellant—J.

G.

of

(DEFENDANTs.)

Respondents–Ramapurshad

Waller.

Raee and Gour Hurree

Banerjee.

of

of

12

a

Sudanundpore, per
the estate
CLAIM for
anna share
gunnah Kotrapung, together with mesne profits and interest, estimated
Company's rupees 9,787.
at

on

on

a

of

of

by

it

to

of

of

in

of

of

it

of

a

in

at

in

B.

S., Sreekunth
the year 1214
The plaint sets forth, that,
question;
Acharje, purchased,
revenue sale, the zemindaree
Ramkishen
and that, afterwards, Musst Kunkoola Dye, widow
Das, purchased
him, the deed
the
sale being executed
Gungadhur
Das,
son,
Musst.
the husband
name
her eldest
Rebuttee, defendant.
She had three other sons, Fuqeer Das,
Bhugwan Das, and Munnee Das. That Sham Das, and Nur
the
the estate,
Hurree Purohit having obtained possession
plea that
Kunkoola
them
the agents
was mortgaged
Dye, Gungadhur Das sued them for possession, and obtained
the 9th September 1830,
decree
the 6th August 1830. That,
Gungadhur Das, Fuqeer Das, and Bhugwan Das borrowed 3,500
security for the
rupees from the plaintiff, and pledged the estate
payment, the plaintiff sued Musst
debt; that,
default
Gungadhur Das, Musst Apurtee widow
Rebuttee widow
the
Bhugwan Das, Fuqeer Das, and Munnee Das, for recovery
arrangement,
debt; when three
the defendants entered into
an

of

of

of

of

of

in

as

on
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MUSST REBUTTEE, widow of GUNGADHUR DAS,

(DECEASED),

/*- :

* (*
221

A

vers?/s

7

CASE No.

A

!".

J.

1849

*

-

(

32

.

)

it,

by by

P laintilf.
MESSRS. HAWKINS AND CtfRRIE.——This is a suit for possession
of a 12 arma share of talook Sudanunrlpore, under a deed of sale
executed by F uqeer Das, Bhugwan Das and Munnee Das, brothers of
Gungadhur Das, husband of the defendant, Musst Rebuttee. The
sellers were avowedly not in possession, and their title is disputed
Under these circumstances, they ought to have
by the defendants.
been parties to the suit, as their title is the point in issue, and this
cannot be tried in their absence.
The plaintiff has neither by her
plaint, or by a supplementary plaint, made them parties; and we
therefore are of 0 inion that the plaintiff should be nonsuited. We
The costs
accordingly amend) the principal sudder ameen’s decision.
to be charged to the plaintiff.
Ma. JACKSON.-I do not think it necessary to the proper adjudi
cation of this claim, that the parties who sold to the plaintiff should
be made defendants.
Those parties themselves have admitted the
validity of the deed of sale: they have ﬁled it in Court in case
No. 80 ;* and the decision of the Court in that case has been founded
It appears therefore to me, that to require their presence
upon it.
in this case would be to give them unnecessary trouble; both parties
in the present case admit the sellers are not in possession of the pro
perty under dispute; and the sellers have stated in court, that their
them to the
stated at 12 annas’ share, has been sold
right in
see no possibility of injury to any party
the adjudi
plaintiff
cation of the case in its present shape.
am therefore opposed to
the order of nonsuit.
Vide page

638, Decisions

of December I847.

\

"

I

I
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making over their 12 anna share of the zemindaree, now in litigation,
in lieu of their portion of the debt. Musst Rebuttee, the fourth
defendant, did not appear; and judgment, for her share of the debt,
That, on
was recorded against her by the principal sudder ameen.
the 18th September 1844, Musst R-ebuttee sold half of the entire estate
to Nursingh Khoonteea, the other defendant, and mortgaged theother
The plaintiﬁ' therefore claims the 12
moiety to the same person.
anna share of the zemindaree, under the deed executed by the three
defendants in the former case, which led to the arrangement in regard
to their portion of the debt, which the plaintiff sought to recover.
The defendant, Musst Rebuttee, in reply, asserted that the
zemindaree was the sole pro rty of her husband, Gungadhur Das ;
and that, on his death, it beiifnged to his minor adopted son, Kirpa.
Sundoor Das; that the brothers of Gungadhur Das had no right in
it whatever, and had therefore nothing to sell to the laintiff.
The other defendant,Nursingh Khoonteea, supported) her statement.
On the 9th March 1846, the principal sudder pameen dismissed
the claim, deciding the case entirely on its merits.
From this decision the present appeal has been preferred by the

(33)
Tan 26TH JANUARY

1848.

PRESENT:

W. B. JACKSON

and

J. A. F. HAWKINS,

ESQRS.,

TEMPORARY
'

11

CURRIE,

J uncns.

ESQ.,

EXERCISING THE POWERS

CASE

N0. 91

or

or

A JUDGE.

1845.

Special Appealfrom a a'ecision passed by the Judge qf Dacca, March
7th, 1844 ; aﬂirming that qf the Principal Sudder Ameen qf the dis
trict, lllay 9th, 1843.

WUZEER-O-NISSA, APPELLANT,

(DnrnN1>A1~1'r,)

UBTSH8

ROSH UN N UK-O-NI SSA AND

(>1-mans,

Rnsrounanrs.

(PLAINTIFI-‘S.)
VVukeel

of AppeIlant—~J. G. Waller.

Wukeel of Respondent—G'. S. Judge.

THE plaintiffs, before the principal sudder ameen, claimed a share
in certain sums of money, belonging to a house of business, carried

on in Dacca, under the name of the house of Edul Hosein; estimat
ing the claim at rupees 4,671-9-4, including interest.
The house of business was established by Meer Hosein Ali, on
whose death a deed was executed by his heirs, dividing the property,
belonging to the house, equally between the children by one
wife, viz. the plaintiffs on one part, and the other wife (Edoo
Nissa) mother of the defendant, on the other part. The plaintiﬁs
state that a-debt of 4,680 rupees, due to the house by Meer N uwab,
was realised by the defendant, after the execution of that deed, in
virtue of a decree of court in her favor; and that they, the plaintiﬁs,
are conse uently entitled to their half share of the same, and have
suit to obtain it.
brought
On the 9th May 1843, the principal sudder ameen of Dacca gave
an award in favor of the plaintiﬁs, which was upheld in appeal
_
the judge of Dacca, under date the 7th March 1844.
On the 5th April 1845, Mr. Reid admitted
special appeal
in this Court, to try whether the suit was barred by reason of
law were
the I2 years allowed
lapse of time; remarking, that
Meer Nuwab,
counted from the date of the bond executed
by

by

if

‘

a

by

this
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on
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is
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THE 27TILJANUARY

1848.

W.

B.

PRESENT:

JACKSON,

Esq.,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

Ameen

a

decision passed
the Principal
Jessore, November 11th, 1846.

of

Regular Appeal from

No. 75 OF 1847.
by

CASE

Sudder

PUNCHANUND BOSE, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
ters?ts

RANEE KUTEEANEE,

SREE NURAIN SINGH

Waller.

6th Cheyt 1241

rupees, principal
-

CLAIM 6,400

and

interest, on

a

Respondents—Pursun Komar Thakur, Gholam Sufdur,
and Ameer Ali.
S.

Wukeels

Appellant—J.

B.

Wukeel

MOTHER OF

MUDHOOSOODUN MITR, RESPONDENTs,
G.

DECEASED, AND
(DEFENDANTs.)

of of
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of of

of

It

it,

or from that of the deed executed between the heirs of Hosein Ali,
the time had elapsed before the suit was brought: but, if it were
counted from the date of the decree, by which the defendant realised
the debt from Meer Nuwab, the action was within the prescribed
period.”
We find, that under the deed of distribution executed be
tween the parties, each party is entitled to one-half of the outstanding
debts and other property belonging to the house of business: the debt
of Meer Nuwab came within that description, and was subject to the
partition. The bond, under which it was eventually sued for and
realised by the defendant, was in the possession of defendant,
unknown to the plaintiffs, until the suit was brought into court and
decided. The plaintiffs, therefore, could not-sue for their share of
plain, that any sum, realised
before that time.
account
business,
the house
liable
the partition; and that the
division could not take place until
was realised.
The cause
action, therefore,
between the present parties, arose
the date
realising the money, not
the
the bond
the parti
tion deed. We therefore affirm the decisions
the lower courts.
against
appellant.
Costs

bond dated the
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(35)
The plaint states, that, in 1241 B. S., Bunmalee Bose, plaintiﬁ”s
father, was nail), or manager of pergunnah Nuldee, the property of
Sree Nurain Singh, on the part of the owner. That the estate fell
in balance, and was lotted for sale; that, to pay up the balance, Bri_j
ram Mitr, peislzkar of the estate, the father of the defendant,
Mudhoosoodun Mitr, now deceased, borrowed 5,000 rupees through
Bunmalee Bose. That two bonds were executed by Brijram Mitr,-—
one for 3,000 rupees, which was advanced by the plaintiﬁ, in favor
of plaintiff; and another for 2,000 rupees, which was advanced by
plaintiff's younger brother, Issur Ghundur, in his favor: both were
dated C/teyt 1241 B. S.
Under the ﬁrst of these two bonds, the
present suit is brought against the Ranee, as the heiress to the
owner of the estate for whose beneﬁt the money was lent, and
against the other defendant, as the son of the person in whose name
the bond stands executed.
The defendants deny the bond altogether, and urge that the
peishlzm; had no authority to borrow money for such a purpose; and
that the plaintiti”s father, who is still living, was manager of the
estate at the time, and probably supplied the money from the estate
funds in his hands; that this was the more probable, as the estate
was a proﬁtable one, and never in any danger of sale for arrears, if
properly managed.
On the llth November 1846, the principal sudder ameen dis
missed the claim with costs; observing that the transaction was of
a very suspicious nature: adding, that as the money was supplied
from Bunmalee’s house, and he was still living, he might sue if he
thought proper.
The bond, which is ﬁled and attested by the subscribing wit
nesses, shews that the money was borrowed for the purpose speciﬁed,
not for the private beneﬁt of Brijram Mitr; and a c/mlan is ﬁled,
shewing that it was actually paid into the Government treasury on
that account, so that there is no reason to suspect Brijram Mitr of
But there are many reasons for
having appropriated the money.
suspecting this loan to be merely a ﬁctitious transaction: the money
was stated to have been lent for 20 days, and
years were allow
ed to elapse before this case was instituted; the actual borrower is
dead, and so is the zemindar for whose beneﬁt he is said to have
borrowed it.
Again, the borrower had no authority to borrow for
such a purpose; and the father of plaintiff, who, in fact, was the
lender, if any one, as he supplied the money, must have been
Further, it is to be observed, that when a
quite aware of this.
person in charge of the collections of an estate advances money
to pay the revenue of that estate, and neglects to take mea
sures for re-imbursing himself for
years, his claim can only be
with
feel convinced that
whole,
caution.
On
the
received
great
is
nature,
and
transaction
of
a
ﬁctitious
afﬁrm the deci
the
purely
of
the
sudder
ameen.
Costs
the
sion
against
principal
appellant.

ll

ll

I

(36)
Tm: 27Tn JANUARY

1848.

PRESENT:

J. A.

F.

HAWKINS,

EsQ.,

, TEMPORARY June!-3.
PETITION N0. 630 or 1847.
'

IN the matter of the petition of Seetul Purshad, ﬁled in this Court
on the 30th September 1847, praying for the admission of a special
appeal from the decision of Mr. G. Gough, judge of Patna, under
19th August 1847; reversing that of Syud Mohummud
Ibrahim Khan, principal sudder ameen of Patna, under date the 26th
February 1846, in the case of the petitioner, plaintiif, versus Gujraj
Singh and Joogul Kishore, defendants.

8,

a

by

is

It

I

a

it,

It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :—
This was a suit instituted by the plaintiff, to set aside a deed of
conditional sale, [executed between the defendants] of real property
belonging to Joogul Kishore, for the sale of which petitioner had
applied, in execution of a decree obtained by him against Joogul
Kishore; but which had been stayed on the claim set up by Gnjraj
Singh, the alleged brother-in-law of the other defendant.
The principal sudder ameen gave judgment in favor of the plain—
tiff (petitioner) on the ground that the property was still in posses
sion of Joogul Kishore; and that the transaction between him and
the other defendant was clearly a collusive and fraudulent one,
with a view to evade execution of -the plaintiﬁ"s decree.
In appeal, the judge reversed this decision, on the ground that
he could see nothing to invalidate the deed of conditional sale be
tween the defendants, which, in his opinion, was clearly established;
and he observes, that this deed ‘was not disputed when brought into
court, and declared absolute under the provisions of Regulation
moreover, very improbable,
He adds, ‘I consider
17 of 1806.’
had there been collusion between Gujraj Singh and Joogul Kishore,
that they would have entered into a deed of conditional sale, which
they must have known would have come before the courts under
Regulation 17, above quoted; when Joogul Kishore might have
alienated his property without such publicity.’
The petitioner now applies for permission to ﬁle a special appeal
.
in this Court.
fact,
material
consider that the judge has overlooked
very
stated in the decree of the principal sudder ameen, to the effect, that
to be
oognl Kishore was still in possession of the propert .
observed, that, though Gujraj Singh had servedy upon Joogul
17,
Kishore the notice prescribed by Section
Regulation
1806, he had not completed his right to the property, according
a decree on
to the practice of our courts,
regular suit to

J
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date the

ii

___

__

k___

_

(37)
though such suit was instituted im
A reference to this
plaintiﬁ"s action.
after the
fact might material present
y have contributed to a right decision of the
case, which could not possibly turn entirely upon the proof to
the mere execution of the conditional sale, as that was alleged
by the conditional vendor; and that, as set forth by the plaintiﬂ’,
(who himself admitted the transaction, and now sued to have it set
aside) with a view to evade execution of the decree obtained by him
against the vendor.
Further, the judge seems to have been in error in regard to the
He does
effect of a notice under Section 8, Regulation 17, 1806.
the
was
had
to
sale was
recourse
a
such
not see why
proceeding, if
thinks,
one,
as
he
a
not
thereby giving,
publicity to the
bondﬁde
transaction.
of
notice
under Section
But
the
issue
collusive
alleged
I806,
17,
be,
and
8, Regulation
altogether a transaction
may
between the mortgager and mortgagee, and may be just as secret
as the original transaction; while, under the
pearance of publi
into
to deceive in such
court,
calculated
brought
city, by being
cases as the present.
Considering the judge’s decision to be hasty and incomplete,
may be
admit the appeal; and remand the case, in order, that
restored to the ﬁle, and tried de nova with reference to the foregoing
observations.
render the sale absolute;

it

I

is

--3_.

J.

Paasnm‘

1848.

:

Tun 27TH JANUARY

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.
Tameoaaar

PETITION No.

631

or

JUDGE.
1847.

.

in

this Court
IN the matter of the petition of Seetul Purshad, ﬁled
for the admission of a special
on the 30th September 1847,
pragiiigGough, judge of Patna, under
appeal from the decision of Mr.

reversing that of Syud Mohummnd
August 1847
Ibrahim Khan, principal sudder ameen of Patna, under date the 26th
February 1846, in the case of Gujraj Singh, plaintiff, versus oogul

J

;

date the 19th

is

a

is

:

is

Kishore, defendant.
It hereby certiﬁed that the said application
granted on the
following grounds
the suit alluded to in the foregoing case, as having been
This
instituted to render the conditional sale to Gujraj Singh absolute.
The petitioner appeared as third party, and opposed it. The udge
decided for the present plaintiff, in reversal of the decree of the
As the suit, on the plaint of the present
principal sndder ameen.
petitioner, has been this day remanded for re-trial to the zillah judge,
the same order
passed in regard to this application.
is
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29TH JANUARY

1848.

PRESENT:
C.

TUCKER, Esq.

SIR. R.

BARLOW,

and
BART.,

JUDGEs.

J. A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 278 of

1846.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by F. Skipwith, Esq.,
Officiating Judge of Zillah Tipperah, February 26th, 1845; altering
a decree passed

by the Sudder Ameen, September 23rd, 1844.

RAM LOCHUN BURDUN, APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT,)
tersus
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DOOLY CHAUND FOTEDAR

AND

oth ERs, REspoNDENTs,

(PLAINTIFFs.)
Wukeel

of Appellant—J. G. Waller.

Respondents

This

1846,

did not appear.

case was admitted to special appeal, on the 25th August
under the following certificate recorded by Mr. Charles

Tucker:—
‘The plaintiffs stated, that, in the Tipperah year 1233, they pur

chased from Jeet Ram Chund and others, (dependent talookdars
in the zemindaree of one of the defendants, Maha Rajah Kishen

Kishore Manik) kismut Adiah, the jumma of which (Sicca
was transferred to that of their own talook, Loll
Ruttun (likewise dependent on the zemindaree of the above
Maha Rajah) and the whole paid to the zemindar. That the

25)

rupees

Chund
named

defen

dants, Rajkishen Burdun, Ramlochun Burdun, &c. dispossessed
them in the Tipperah year 1234. That they instituted a suit to
recover possession, which was nonsuited on 30th June 1826; and,
notwithstanding a regular and special appeal, this order was finally
confirmed on 14th May 1838.
“The plaintiffs still continued paying the jumma of kismut Adiah
along with the jumma of their own talook to the zemindar; but, not
being disposed to go on paying for what they had not, they insti
tuted the present suit on 30th April 1844, against the heirs of
Jeet Ram, against Rajkishen Burdun, &c., the alleged disposses
sors, and against the zemindar, Maha Rajah Kishen Kishore Manik,
not to recover possession of kismut Adiah, but to recover the rent
paid by them to the zemindar for 20 years, viz. from 1234 to 1253
Tipperah style, or from 1231 to 1250 B. S., viz. Sicca rupees
500, with interest Sicca rupees 398.

(39)

'

‘

The case was ﬁrst heard and disposed of by Moulvee Mohum
mud N azim Khan, sudder ameen, who gives a very clear statement
of the case; and the result of his investigation showed that Jeet
Ram Chund had sold lrismut Adiah to the defendants, Rajkishen
Burdun, &c., in I232 Tipperah, at an annual rent of Sicca rupees
6-8; which was transferred to, and paid by Ramkishen Burdun,
&c. &c., to their mutual zemindar, and has been regularly paid
That, on the following year 1233 Tippera/z, eet Ram
ever since.
Chund fraudulently sold kismut Adiah to the plaintiffs at an annual
rent of Sicca rupees 25, merely to relieve himself of so much
of his jumma, and ‘caused the amount to be transferred in the
zemindar’s sherishta from his own talook to that of the plaintiffs.
Hence, the uit for possession, instituted by the plaintiffs,
which was dismissed on proof of the previous purchase and posses
sion of the Burduns being satisfactorily proved.
The sudder
ameen, on the grounds that the transfer of Sicca rupees 25—jumma
from the talook of Jeet Ram Chund to that of the plaintiffs was
fraudulent, and that they (the plaintiffs) had never received posses
sion of the kismut, though annually paying the jumma of Sicca
rupees 25 to the zemindar, decreed for the plaintiffs againt the
estate of Jeet Ram Chund, and exonerated the other defendants.
‘The plaintiffs being dissatisﬁed with the release of the defen
dants, Rajkishen Burdun, Ram Lochun Burdun, &c., appealed
to the judge, who amended the decree of the sudder ameen, giving
a decree against the Burduns also, under the plea that the plain
tiffs had paid the jumma of 25 rupees annually to the zemindar
for their (the Burduns’) beneﬁt; so that the Burduns are made to
Be that as it may,
pay the penalty of eet Ram Chund’s roguery.
is
now
for
under
the
statute of limita
the special appeal
applied
ti on .
‘The present suit is for re-payment of rent unjustly levied for
20 years, viz. from I231 to 1250 B. S. ; and the suit is brought
on the 30th April I844, corresponding with the 19th Bysalc/z l25l
B. S., calculating back I2 years, brings us to 19th Bysakh 1239
B. S., so that the claim includes a period of 8 years over and
above the prescribed limitation.
‘ admit the special appeal, therefore, on these grounds, viz. that
the decision of the lower courts is illegal, contrary to the statute of
limitations; and, secondly, that the decree against the Burduns is
opposed to the facts of the case as set forth in the decrees of the
lower courts.’
We are of opinion that the claim against the appellant is barred
in toto by the statute of limitations.
Though the claim is for the
refund of a certain annual sum, paid by the respondents as rent
to a third party, up to a period within l2 years of the date of
action, yet the cause of action is the alleged disposscssion of the
respondents by the appellant in 1234, Tippera/4 d*li'a, corresponding
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(

40

-
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* *

all

with 1824, A. D., and a suit by the respondents to recover posses
sion has already been dismissed.
We accordingly reverse the decision of the acting judge, and
decree the appeal with costs in
courts against the respondents.

THE 29TH JANUARY

1848.

C.

PRESENT:

TUCKER,
R.

Sir

Esq. and

BARLow, Barr,

A.

F.

J.

JUDGEs.

HAWKINS, Esq.,
JUDGE.

TEMPORARY

IN

OF 1847.

in

of

of

in of

of

a

of of

on

of

Ghurgope, filed
the matter
the petition
this Court
special
the 31st August 1847, praying for the admission
appeal from the decision
the principal sudder ameen
Hazaree
baugh, under date the 13th May 1847; confirming that
the
Hazareebaugh, under date 11th December 1846,
moonsiff
the
on

is

of

8

to

be 6

of
4

he

12 at
of
5

in

10

to

In

4 of

in

3

of

at

to of

3

in 12 of

of 9

5

by
3

at 3

of

on

of

in as

It

is

of

Shewaram and Rutteeram, plaintiffs, versus Ghurgope,
defendant.
hereby certified that the said application
granted
the
following grounds:—
farmers, sued the defendant for balance
The plaintiffs,
rent
rupees,
1900 Sumbut
the moonsiff’s court, amounting
land, i.e. land which could
annas, due
annas
cultivated
ploughs
rupees,
annas per each anna. The defendant
acknowledged occupation
land, but pleaded payment
annas
rupees
full rents
the rate
annas per anna, according
receipts
engagements
former
and
hand.
The moonsiff mea
sured the village Sarownee,
which the lands are situate, and
rupees per anna.
assessed them
After deducting payment
rupees
rupees
annas realized,
decreed the sum
annas
favor
the plaintiffs.
appeal, the principal sudder ameen, referring
the custom
the district, upheld the moonsiff’s decision.
special appeal was transmitted
The application for admission
principal
under certificate from the
assistant
the agent
the
Hazareebaugh,
Governor General
and reached the Court
the
31st August last.
The object
the farmer,
this action,
enhance rents; and
the balance sued for accrued
the first year
his farm. Under
case

of

is
to

in

in

of

on of

at

to

a

of

of
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PETITION No. 562

(41)
the law, as administered in the Regulation provinces, the judg
ments of both the lower courts would be reversed ; it is a question,
however, whether these apply to the districts under the Hazaree
If the custom set forth by the principal sudder
baugh agency.
ameen, that of raising the jummas of the ryuts without any formal
process of law, and that too on the demand of a. farmer, prevail,
much oppression must necessarily ensue. The case is a novel one;
and, as ﬁnd three others are pending on its decision, 1 am desirous
of the opinion of a full bench. Let the case be brought forward
accordingly.
Previous to admitting this application, the Court deemed it
proper, to address the deputy commissioner of Hazareebaugh, with
the view to ascertain whether the custom alluded to by the princi
pal sudder ameen did prevail in the agency. Having received
the deputy commis_sioner’s
reply, to the eﬁ'ect, that ‘it i not
any where the custom in the agency to allow farmers to enhance
the rents of their tenants without a formal notice,’ it is ordered,
that a special appeal be admitted in this and the three other similar
cases pending; and that they be all returned to the moonsiff,
through the principal sudder ameen, for re-trial, and for judgment
in accordance with the prescribed law.
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Tun 29-rn JANUARY

1848.

PRESENT!
C.

TUCKER, Esq.

and

Sm ,R. BARLOVV, B.\n'r.,

Juness.

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, Eso.,
Tsupoaaav Jones.

PETITION No. 563 or

J

1847.

IN the matter of the petition of amo Mehtoo, ﬁled in this Court
on the 3lst August 1847, praying for the admission of a special
appeal from thepdecision of the principal sudder ameen of Hazaree
baugh, under date the 13th May 1847; conﬁrming that of the
moonsilf of Hazareebaugh, under date llth December 1846, in
the case of Shewararn and Rutteeram, plaintiffs, versus petitioner,
defendant.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :—
The circumstances connected with this case being the same as
those detailed in case No. 562, preceding, similar orders were in
consequence passed.

(42)
Tm;

29':-n

I848.

JANUARY

Pnssaiw:
C. TUCKER, Eso. and
Sm R.

BARLOW, BART.,
Juncas.

J. A. F. HAWKINS,

ESQ.,

Tsmroamw Jonas.
PETITION No. 564 or

1847.

IN the matter of the petition of Tejjah Mehtoo and others, ﬁled
in this Court on the 31st August l847, praying for the admission
of a special appeal from the decision of the principal sudder ameen
of Hazareebaugh, under date the 13th May 1847 ; conﬁrming that
of the moonsiff of Hazareebaugh, under date llth December 1846,
in the case of Shewaram and Rutteeram, plaintiffs, versus Tejjah
Mehtoo and others, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :—
The circumstances connected with this case being the same as
those detailed in case No. 562, preceding, similar orders were in
consequence passed.
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Tun 29'rn JANUARY
Passsnrz

TUCKER, Esq.
Sm R. BARLOW,

C.

J.

1848.

and
BAR'I‘.,

Junoas.
A. F. HAWKINS, EsQ.,
Tszuronanv

PETITION No. 565 or

Jones.

1847.

IN the matter of the petition of Pundit Gope, ﬁled in this Court
Blst August 1847, praying for the admission of a special

on the

appeal from the decision of the principal sudder ameen of Hazaree
baugh, under date the 13th May l8-47; conﬁrming that of the
moonsiﬁ’ of Hazareebaugh, under date llth December 1846, in the
case of Shewaram and R-utteeram, plaintiffs, versus Pundit Gope,
defendant.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :—
The circumstances connected with this case being the same as
those detailed in case No. 562, preceding, similar orders were in
consequence passed.
e

'1-tin-——-___

t~

7,

(43)
Tun 29rn Jaxuanv 1848.
Pnnsanr :
C. TUCKER, Esq. and
Sm R.

J.

BARLOW,

BAR'1‘.,

Jnnoua
A. F.

HAWKINS, Esq-,

Tnmronanv Jones.
No.
618 or 1847.
PETITION
IN the matter of the petition of Shewuk Mehtoon, ﬁled in this
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Court

on the 27th September 1847, praying for the admission

of

a

special appeal from the decision of Moulvee Niamut Ali Khan,
principal sudder ameeu of Tirhnot, under date the 25th June 1847;
aﬂirming that of the moonsiff of Dulsing Surai, under date 18th
December l846, in the case of Sheikh Nubbee Buksh, plaintiff,
versus the petitioner, defendant.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on
the following grounds :
The plaintiff had taken the farm of certain estates from the pro
prietor thereof, from the year I252 to 1258 F. S., and now sued
the defendant, a tenant on the farm, for arrears of rent alleged to
be due for I252 F. S., the ﬁrst year of the farm. The suit was for
a money-rent, at 5 rupees and 2 rupees a biggah, according to the
quality of the land.
The defendant answered, that he and his relatives (sued in four
other separate cases) held part of the lands under a mocurmree
tenure; and that he held part under a bhaolee tenure, by which
Other
the rent is satisﬁed by a division of the produce in kind.
pleas were urged, which are not material to the disposal of the pre
sent application.
The moonsiff and principal sudder ameen gave judgment for the
plaintiff, on the grounds that the mocurruree pottalt, pleaded by the
defendant, was invalid ; and that the rent must be paid according
,
to the proper rates for such lands.
ﬁle
a
for
to
permission
special appeal
The defendant now applies
in this Court.
We are of opinion, that the lower courts have proceeded upon
a wrong principle in the decision of this case. If a farmer sues for
a money-rent at a given rate, he is bound, in the event of the
claim being disputed by the tenant, to show that such tenant has
previously paid at the same rate, or has executed an engagement
to the effect that he will pay it. Again, if his claim is for an
enhanced rent, he is bound to show that he has taken the proper
steps to entitle him to recover at the rate claimed by him.
On these points the decisions of the lower courts‘ are defective.

(44)
We_accordingly admit the appeal; and remand the case to
sudder ameen, who will replace it on the ﬁle, and
the_(pr1ncipal
deci
e it de noro, with reference to the foregoing observations.

Ii}:

Tan 29'l‘H'JANUARY

1848.

PRESENT:

TUCKER, Esq. and
SIR R. BARLOW, Ban'r.,
C.

J unc as.

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq-,
Tnuroaaav Junon.
Pnrrnon No. 619 0191847.
IN the matter of the petition of Booniad Mehtoo, ﬁled in this
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Court

on the 27th September 1847, pra ing for the admission of
a special appeal from the decision of l\'fbulvee Niamnt Ali Khan,
principal sudder ameen of zillah Tirhoot, under date the 25th June
184'/'; aﬁirming that of the moonsilf of Dulsing Surai, under date
18th December 1846, in the case of Sheikh Nubbee Buksh, plaintiff,

defendant.
_
.
_
_
is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :——
_
_
_
_ _
The same order is passed in this, as in the case of petition
No. 618 of i847.
versus the petitioner,

It

-3-..

THE

JANUARY
Passnxrz

29111

1848.

C. TUCKER, Esq. and
Sm R. BARLOW, Baum,
unons.

l

J. A. F. HAWKINS,

J

TEMPORARY

ESQ.,

Jones.

PETITION N0. 620 or 1847.
IN the matter of~ the petition of Ruttoo Mehtoo, ﬁled in this
Court on the 27th September 1847, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision_ of Moulvee Niamut Ali Khan,
principal sudder ameen of zillah Tirhoot, under date the 25th June
1847; aiﬁrming that of the moonsiff of Dulsing Surai, under date
18th December I846, in the case of Sheikh Nubbee Buksh, plaintiff,
q

defendant.
is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the‘

versus the petitioner,

f

It

11

’

ounds:——

o'l?lll¥l§ln;:%1i€\ll§

order is passed

No. 6l8 of I347.

lg.

_

7

in this,

as in

the case of petition

—

—*

*

*7

*

**

(45)
Tar: 29'rn Janvanr

I848.

PRESENT:

TUCKER, Esq. and
Sm R. BARLOW, BART.,
C.

J.

Juno:-:s.

A. F. HAWKINS, Esa.,
TEMPORARY

Jones.

Pmrrrou No. 62] or I847.
In the matter of the petition of Roushun Mehtoo, ﬁled in this
Court on the 27th September 1847, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the’ decision of Moulvee Niamut Ali Khan,
principal sudder ameen of zillah Tirhoot, under date the 25th June
l847; aﬁirming that of the moonsiﬁ of Dulsing Surai, under date
18th December I846, in the case of Sheikh N ubbee Buksh, plain
tilf, versus the petitioner, defendant.
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It

is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted an the
following grounds :—
The same order is passed in this, as in the case of petition
N0. 618 of 1847.

Tus

1}

29'rn

JANUARY I848.

Pnzsmwr:
C.

TUCKER, Esq.

Sm R.

BARLOW,

and
BAR'l‘.,

Junons.

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, EsQ..
TEMPORARY

i

In

PETITION No. 622 or

Juncn.

1847.

,

I

the matter of the petition of Munear Mehtoo,. ﬁled in this
the 27th September l847, praying for the admission of
a special appeal from the decision of Moulvee Niamnt Ali Khan,
principal sudder ameen of zillah Tirhoot, under dnte the 25th June
1847 ; afﬁrming that of the moonsilf of Dulsing Surai, under date
18th December l846, in the case of Sheikh N ubbee Buksh, plain
tiff, versus the petitioner, defendant.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :
The same order is passed in this, as in the case of petition
.
No. 618 of l847.

Court on

(

46

)

JANUARY 1848.
PRESENT:
C. TUCKER, Esq. and
SIR. R. BARLOW, BART.,

"THE 29TH

JUDGEs.

J.

A. F.

HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

Petition No.

627

of

1847.
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IN the matter of the petition of Mosahibooddeen, filed in this
Court on the 28th September 1847, praying for the admission of
a special appeal from the decision of Moulvee Lootf Hosein Khan,
principal sudder ameen of Jessore, under date the 10th August
1847; reversing that of the moonsiff of Khajorah, under date the
11th May 1847, in the case of the petitioner, plaintiff, versus

Ranee Kishen Munnee and others, defendants.
It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds:The plaintiff sued the defendants to procure the reversal of a
sale of a title to certain property, made in execution of a decree
of court.
The plaint sets forth (and this was shewn to be the fact) that the
property sold, though within the jurisdiction of the civil court of
Jessore, was yet within the fiscal jurisdiction of the collector
of Nuddea; and that, consequently, the property should have been
sold by him, and not by the collector of Jessore, as had been done.
The moonsiff gave judgment for the plaintiff, on the ground that
the collector of Jessore had no power to sell property not within
his jurisdiction.
The principal sudder ameen reversed the judgment of the moon
siff; observing that such a sale was not prohibited by any regula
tion.
From this judgment the present application has been made for
permission to file a special appeal.
As the moonsiff was unquestionably right in the view he has
taken, we admit the special appeal; and remand the case to the
principal sudder ameen, under the provisions of Clause 2, Section
2, Regulation 9, 1831, in order that he may proceed according to
the law under which this sale took place; and which, as declared by
Clause 3, Section 4, Regulation 7, 1825, prescribes that the lands
shall be sold by the collector of the district in which they may be
situated, meaning thereby the fiscal jurisdiction of the officer
selling the lands, and not the judicial jurisdiction of the court
•
.
deciding the case.

(47)
Tm-: 3ls'r JANUARY

I848.

Paasaxrz
W. B. JACKSON, Eso.,

Tauroaaar JUDGE.
CASE No.

167

or

1845.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Zillah Mymensingh, April 24th, 1845.

GUNGANURAIN ACHARJ,

AND

(PLAINTII-‘rs,)

oruaas, Arrsnnanrs,

‘UETSUS

MUSST. CHUNDRABUTTEE

DIBBEA

AND

RESPONDENTS, (DnFs1~znAN'rs.)

oruans J

U/ukeel of A_'ppellants——Gh0la-m Sufdur.
Wukeel of Respondent.9—Pursun Komar Tlzakur.
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Tm: plaintiffs claim 1,000 poorahs of land in Beel Cheratul,

mozuf of Kakshah Dookamee their zemindaree, with mesne proﬁts :
suit laid at rupees 9,996.
The land in question is situated on the west bank of the river
Alung-janee, and is stated by the plaintiffs to have been adjudged ,by
a decision of the magistrate under Regulation 15, I824, dated l0th
October 1828, to‘ form part of their zemindaree, notwithstanding
the fact that the remainder of their estate lies to the east of that river.
The defendants, in answer, deny the claim of plaintiffs; and
assert that the river Alung-janee is the boundary between their
estate of Rampore, &c. and plaintiffs’ estate of Beel Cheratul.
In support of this, they refer to a decision of the resumption
court, dated 2lst September 1839, by which, subsequently to the

magistrate’s order under Regulation 15, 1824, the special deputy
collector decided that the land to the west of the river belonged
to the zemindaree of defendants. They further add, that the ma
gistrate’s summary award was merely for20 or 25 biggahs, and
not for l ,000 poorahs of land, the quantity claimed now by the
plaintiffs on the west bank of the river, and that plaintiffs had held
possession of no more than those 25 lliggahs, either since that
award or before it.
On the 24th April l845, the principal sudder ameen dismissed
the plaintiﬁ"s claim as not established : the plaintiffs have now
brought forward their casein appeal.
From the papers ﬁled, it is evident that the summary award of
the magistrate in I828, referred only to the 25 biggahs then in
dispute: this is proved by the decision itself, by the subsequent
purwannehs issued, and reports made in carrying that award into

'

effect. These papers also shew, that the plaintiffs have never
had possession of more than the 25 bigga/is under that award ;
and as upwards of twelve years have past between the date of that
award, and the date of the present suit, the claim of plaiiitiffs, for
any thing more than the 25 biggahs, cannot be heard.
It remains to dispose of the claim for those 25 biggalis. It would
appear, that plaintiffs were dispossessed of this laud under the
A claim was brought by the
decision of the resumption court.
to resume this very land now
in dispute, including
Government
the 25 Inggahs; and both of the present parties having appeared
claim,
and opposed
collector,
the_ Government
the special deputy
their
and
after hearing
enquiring into the truth of them,
allegations
the land formed part of the zemindaree of Rainpore,
determined
that
the defendants; and that, consequently, the Go
to
&c., belonging
vernment had no claim on it. He accordingly gave it up to the
defendants.
On referring to the case of Hurgobind, petitioner, decided by a
down,
I847, I ﬁnd it
on
general,
the 17th _July
laid_
as_a
full Qourt
in
that
court is compe
resumption
principle,
.a_case,
the
deciding
essential pre
to dispose of any _]\ldlCl8l
questiop, Wl_1lCl1'lS an
tent
This
the
of
assessment.
to
question
principle has received
liminary
of
In
the
case
then deterinined,
all_the judges.
the approbation
a Judicial question preliminary to an
it
of resuinptzen,
order
was
which had to be decided: in the present case, it was a question
an
not liable lo resumption,
pi;p_lii}pitiIi1aryto
ic
ion courdgtxaring
‘anti!
e resump toward
0
.
w
ispose
It was absolutely necessary, in order to satisfy the resumption
court that the Government claim to resume was not good, that that
court should ascertain that it did belong to a permanently settled
estate: it was otherwise liable to resumption. Two parties claimed
it, each as belonging to his own settled estate ; and it was iinpossi

lie

1

e

0

ascermiiping
an
wtgtlﬁroyvtput
ic
ose th6t(~€0Vt$lnll‘ll8Hl;.1Cli?1-l&n,t)
esaes
without gplst
ea
eoug.
eremig
in which the resumption court might ﬁnd that the Govern
ment claim was not good without ﬁrst deciding to what estate the
land did belong; but this was not such
case apparently in the
and
he
in my opinion, at
oﬁicer;
of
the
was,
opinion
resumption
to
the
his opinion, to
and,
go into_
liberty_
point,
after forming
as
the
his
decree
the
Government.
basis
of
adopt
against
This
exactly what has been done._ The grounds assigned
the special deputy collector, for dismissing the Government claim
are that the quinquennial
papers showed the land to have been
included in the defendants’ zemindaree: that this
further esta
blished by the fact that
water course was dug in
by an ances
tor of the defendaiits. The inference drawn from this,
that the
no
has
claiiii.
Government

by

it

a

case

\

is,

it is

a

is
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The special deputy collector goes on to direct, that the land,
which had been attached, pendente lite, should be given up to the
rightful owners, viz. the defendants.
g
doubt the propriety of this portion of his decision, for it was
He might, and should have restricted himself to
unnecessary.
The remainder I con
directing the attachment to be withdrawn.
sider to be beyond his competency.
look on the determination by the resumption court, of the
right of the defendants to the lands, as incidental; and consider it
entitled to the same consideration, as all decisions of incidental
points of other descriptions, whether before the resumption or
other courts: but it is not binding on this Court, should the Court
see reason to doubt the correctness of it.
I have therefore gone into the evidence, adduced in the present
case, with a view to the determination of this point; but I ﬁnd
nothing suﬂicient to establish the claims of the plaintiffs, or to
meet that adduced in the resumption court in favor of the defen
dants.
I am therefore induced to take the same view as the
resumption court, and to consider the river Alung-janee the boun
dary between the estates; thus adjudging to the defendants the
whole of the land claimed in this case.
The decision of the principal sudder ameen is hereby aﬂirmed:
costs to be paid by the plaintiffs.

I
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PRESENT:

1848.
_

W. B. JACKSON, Esq-,

Juncn.

Temvonaav

CASE No. 69 or
Regular Appeal from

1846.

a decision passed by

the

Principal Sudder

Ameen of Cuttack, November 29th, 1845.

RAJAH SREENUND RAJ SREE JUNARDHUN SUND,
APPELLANT,

(PLAINTIFF,)

‘UCTSUS

JOOGULCHURN CHUMPUTTEE
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REBPONDENTS,
FVu lceels

AND ormms,

(DEFENDANTS.)

of Appellant—Pursun Komar Thakur and Nilmoney
Banewjee.

Wukeels of Respondenls—Rama

Purslzad Raee and Kishen

Kashore

Ghose.

Cnam for possession of 14 battees of land, belonging to killah
Koojung: suit laid at rupees ll,852, with mesne proceeds.
The plaintiff claims land held lalrhiraj by defendants, on the
ground that defendants have no title so to hold it ; the land being
in fact a part of plaintiff’s tributary muhal, killah Koojung.
The defendants assert the land to be their Zakhiraj, under two

sunnuds from a former rajah, Gungadhur Sund.
On the validity of these grants, the parties joined issue; and,
on the 29th November 1845, the principal sudder ameen dismissed
From
the plaintiﬁ"s claim, upholding the validity of the grants.
this decision the plaintiff appeals.
ﬁnd that the two original grants, upon which the decision of
the case hinges, are not with the case; nor does it appear that they
have been ﬁled. There is only a copy of one of these sunnuds,
attested by the deputy collector, and consequently no suﬂicient
proof of the defendants’ right. It appears, that a suit for the
resumption of this land, was, on a former occasion, brought by
this plaintiff, and was referred for report to the collector under
Regulation 2, l8l9: the collector reported, and the case was
The two sunnuds were ﬁled
afterwards struck out on default.
before the collector in that case, and probably accompanied his
report to the principal sudder ameen ; but, neither the collector’s

I

(

)

52

report in that case, nor any of the accompanying papers, are with
the record of the present case; nor does it appear from the decree
of the principal sudder ameen, that they were before him at the
time of his decision. It is evidently essential to the decision of
this case, that the collector’s report and the annexed papers,
should be read and considered. The case is therefore incomplete.
ORDERED,

That the decision of the principal sudder ameen
account of this defect; and that the proceedings

-

be reversed on
be returned to

of

in

it

to

it,

to

him, with directions to restore the case to the file; and, after
sending for and perusing the collector’s proceedings, and the papers
decide
over again; mentioning, distinctly,
annexed to
his decision that those proceedings have been before him, and
annexing the same
the record
the case.
1848.

PRESENT:

TUCKER, Esq.
R.

C.
SIR.

and

BARLOW, BART.,

F.

A.

J.

JUDGEs.

HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.
144

of

1847.
by

CASE No.

passed
the Principal Sudder
1845;
amending that
11th,
the
March
Ameen
Sudder Ameen, February 23d, 1844.
decision

of

a

Special Appeal from

Backergunge,

MIRTUNJOY MOOKERJEA

HERs, APPELLANTs,

or

of

AND

(DEFENDANTs,)
©ersus

which the petitioners,

2d

annas’ proprietor

(defendants,) held

a a

certain huwalah,

February

Mr. Charles
of

Tucker:—
‘The plaintiff alleging himself

by

special appeal,
the
certificate recorded
12

case was admitted
under the following

Chundur Raee.

be
a

THIs
1847,

(PLAINTIFF.)

Purshad Raee.

on

Respondent–Taruk

to

Wukeel

Appellants—Rama

to

Wukeel

of of

MANICK CHUNDUR DAS, Respondent,

in
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THE 5TH FEBRUARY

(53)
neem-kuwalah, sued them, the petitioners, for an enhancement of
rent, at the rate of 4 rupees per biggah, on the ground that the 10
annas’ sharers of the talook, under whom he held his huwalah, had,
by a decree of court, enhanced the jumma heretofore payable by
him. It will be of no use to mention here the decision of the
court of ﬁrst instance. The application for special appeal is, of
course, founded on the decision passed

in appeal, viz.

by the

is

is

a

it if

a

a

a

4

2

4

8

2

a

4

}-E

them as heretofore.
The plaintiff claimed to ﬁx the jumma on his under-tenants at
It became a question,
the rate of 4 rupees per biggah all round.
therefore, with the principal sudder ameen, whether, the plaintiff
was entitled to demand an increase on the entire I6 annas of
of that jumma; and,
his under-tenant’s jumma, or only on
whether
the
entitled
was
to
plaintiff
secondly,
biggah
rupees
or
in
the
merely
throughout,
proportions, according to which he
had himself been subjected to enhancement, viz.
rupee per
annas. The prin
annas, and
biggak on
rupees per biggah on
rupees
cipal sudder ameen decided the plaintiﬁ' was entitled to
a biggah on }§ of the land held by the petitioners; and he
decreed that he was entitled to receive at that rate from the month
of Phalgoon I245 B. S.
From this decision the petitioners apply for special appeal, on
the grounds, that, as they are subject to enhancement only in the
same proportion with their superior, the principal sudder ameen,
who admitted that as the principle, was not warranted in giving
one of immense import
The case
biggah all round.
rupees
ance to large body of men, holding undertenures in that part of
inasmuch as
the
the country from which this suit comes;
will
principal sudder ameen’s decision be considered correct,
direct and independent right in the holder of the su
establish
perior tenure to enhance the rents of those below him, without
reference to the fact of his own jumma having been enhanced.
Now, the question has not been fully enquired into in the lower
A right in the superior holder to enhance the jumma of
courts.
his subordinate tenant, on showing that his own jumma has been
established by this decree, without any investigation
enhanced,
into the nature of the title under which the subordinate holder
obtained his lease. Much must depend on the nature of the
poltah and kubooleut interchanged between the parties; and this,
4
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principal sudder ameen on the llth March 1845.
‘ Notice under Regulation 5, 1812, bears date 29th Maugh 1245
B. S. Theprincipal sudder ameen found that decrees had been
obtained against the plaintiff as follows :—By the 8 annas’ sharers
of the talook, of whom the plaintiff holds his huwalah, at the
rate of 2 rupees per biggah; and by the 2 'annas’ sharers at the
rate of 4 rupees per biggah. The 6 annas’ sharers had not insti
tuted any proceeding; the plaintiff therefore continued to pay

(

)

54

I

said before, has not been enquired into.
But it seems to
me inconsistent in the principal sudder ameen admitting the prin
ciple, and then deciding in opposition to
awarding
rupees
biggah all round, when the plaintiff had been subjected
that rate
only
assessment
his holding.
The principal sudder
ameen has also violated
1812,
declar
Section 10, Regulation
ing the rent awarded
Phalgoon
him payable from the month
Maugh 1245 was too late
1245.
The notice issued
affect
the demand for that year (vide the preceding section) the new
jumma should not therefore have been declared
demandable
till the year 1246
know, has not yet
‘The case itself being one, which,
far
been disposed
the superior Court,
admit this special appeal,
order,
ascertain what the rights
the parties are; and also,
illegality
declaring the enhanced
because
the
above noticed
Phalgoon
1245,
rent
demandable from
instead
from Bysakh

a

to 4

I

in

of

of

to

be

-

1246.”

to

at

|
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as

de

be

to

at

in

by

a

of

opinion, that the principal sudder ameen has decided
We are
the case upon wrong principle. He should have enquired into the
huwalahdars,
rates paid
the pergunnah
neem-huwalahdars
and have decided accordingly; awarding
such rates, provided
they did not exceed the rate
which the plaintiff claims. We
novo,
therefore remand the case
tried
above indicated.
1848.

PRESENT:

A.

F.

J.

R.

C.

TUCKER, Esq. and
BARLOW, BART.,
SIR.
JUDGEs.
HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.
OF 1845.
by

CASE No. 90

of

of

a

Special Appeal from
decision passed
the Principal Sudder
January
Mymensingh,
1844;
reversing that
15th,
Ameen
the
Nitrokona,
August
26th,
Moonsiff
1843.
KUMUL LOCHUN GHOSE AND or HERs, APPELLANTs,

of

(PLAINTIFFs,)
ter's?/8

Appellants—Shibnurain Chatterjee.
Respondent—J.
Waller.
G.

Wukeel
Wukeel

-

BAGHIRUTTEE DIBBEA, REspondeNT, (DEFENDANT.)
of of

F.

J.

on

by

THIs case was admitted special appeal,
the 1st March 1845,
under the following certificate recorded
Mr.
M. Reid:—
to
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as

as

of

I

by

to

in

of

B.
S.

to

be

in

to

of

by

in

5,

of

#

of

on

it,
in

as

(55)
‘ The
petitioners

(appellants) having, on 22d March 1823,
obtained a decree against the defendant, forbidding her to establish
a haul in the vicinity of that established by petitioners at Kewul
gunge, sued the defendant again to remove a haul established in
Bhadoon 1247 (August, September 1840.) On the strength of the
former decree, the moonsiff passed a decree for petitioners ; but
the principal sudder ameen, ou the strength of Circular Order of
Nizamut Adawlut, of 10th December 1830, reversed the order.
‘ As it has not been hitherto decided
by this Court, whether the
said Circular is, or is not, a bar to the institution of suits for the
think a special appeal should be
purpose of putting down hauls,
admitted to try the point.’
The Court are of opinion, that the Circular Order of the Niza
mut Adawlut is not a bar to the institution of a suit of the nature
alluded to, nor to the investigation of the plaintiffs’ claim by the
civil courts. The principal sudder ameen has gone, according to
the certiﬁcate, solely upon the Circular; and therefore, considering
his decree to be incomplete, we remand the case to be tried upon
its merits.
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Tun 5ru FEBRUARY I848.
PRESENT

:

R. H. RA'rr1?AY, EsQ.,

Jonas.
CASE No.

148

or

'

1846.

Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Bhagulpore, lllahummud illajid Khan, April 15th, l846.

Regular

GOWRIE

DUT, GUARDIAN or SOOBHUN SINGH
lmor, (APPELLANT,) PLAINTIFF,

AN

1/ersws

KERUT NURAIN SINGH,

AND

orusas,

(Rns1=oNn1~:N'rs,)

DEFENDANTS.

.

Wukeels of Appellanl—J.
Wéukeels

G. Waller and Gholam Sufdur.

of Respondents—Pursun

Komar Thakur and Ameer Ali.

Tms suit was instituted by appellant, on the 24th April 1844,
to recover possession of an 8 annas share of mouzahs Mandur and

(

56

)

others, with mesne profits for the period of dispossession: total
estimate, for stamp, Company’s Rupees 46,787-1-10.
The following table shows the relative position of the parties
towards each other

:

Rughoonath Singh.

Tootaram.

|
|

Bishunath
Singh.

|

|

Oodun
Singh.

Soobhun

Singh.
Plaintiff by
Gowrie Dut.
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£
"::

Sheonath Singh.

Kerut Singh,

Sone Purkas Singh
and

Bhoj Raj Singh.
Defts.

|

in

Tilukdha

'

ree.

Deft.

reference to the statute of limi
The case was disposed of
tation.
In 1833, two judicial"decisions were passed in the zillah
court : one, in which the present appellant, Gowrie Dut, was
plaintiff, against Bishunath and Tilukdharee, for a fourth share of
Ummurpore, &c., the hereditary estate of Rughoonath
mouzah
Singh; the other, in which the same defendants were sued by
Musst. Mohun Koaree, wife of the idiot Sobhun, for her husband’s
share of the same estate.
In both cases dispossession was
pleaded by the plaintiffs since 1231 F., (1824); and they, each,
declared their intention of bringing a separate action for what was
further due, with reference to the insanity of Soobhun, and his
brother, Ubhun Singh. Nothing further was done till the present
suit was instituted in 1844; twenty years after a relinquishment,
which, it is not pretended, has ever been modified by an hour's oc
cupancy, or acknowledgment of right; and during which the lands
have been transferred, and sold by public and private sale, to
a great many individuals, some twenty or more of whom are
respondents in this appeal.
The principal sudder ameen has dismissed the claim under the
law of limitation, with advertence to the dates of sale more ième
diately; but the proceedings of 1833, and subsequent neglect
of prosecution, had been a sufficient ground for the decision pass

)

to particular

ed, without reference
of the statute.

--

to

the violation

facts to shew

against is affirmed;

The judgment appealed
appellant.

chargeable

57
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with

all

(

costs

1848.

W.

JACKSON, Esq.,
JUDGE.

TEMPORARY
OF 1845.

decision passed

July

17th,

by

Regular Appeal from

a

No. 233

the Judge

Rajshahye,

1845.

LOKNATH MOITR, APPELLANT,

(DEFENDANT,)

we?"sus

(PLAINTIFF.)

355

decision passed

July

Waller.

OF 1845.
the Judge

of

Regular Appeal from

a

No.

G.

Respondent—J.

by

Wukeel

REspoNDENT,

Appellant-Gholam Sufdur.

of

Wukeel

of

BISHUNNATH BISWAS,

Rajshahye,

17th, 1845.

COLLECTOR OF ZILLAH RAJSHAHYE, APPELLANT,
(DEFENDANT,)
tersus

BISHUNNATH BISWAS, ResponDENT, (PLAINTIFF.)
of Appellant—Pursun
Wukeel

of

Wukeel

Komar Thakur.

Respondent–None.

of

of

of

of

no

of

of

the judge
THESE are two appeals from the same decision
zillah Rajshahye.
dehee Chula
the sale
The plaintiff claimed the reversal
shahnuggur, and which was sold for balance
Government re
venue
the 30th January 1838.
Rajshahye decided the
On the 17th July 1845, the judge
case, declaring that there were
sufficient legal grounds for de
claring the sale invalid, and thus rejected the plaintiff’s claim;
on
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PRESENT:

(
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as

of of

on

it

to

no

be

is

of

a

is

it.

sideration of it till the final decision should be passed in this Court.
The plaintiff, Bishunnath, and the auction purchaser, Loknath,
have now filed a document, to the effect, that they have arranged
between themselves that the sale stand good, and the judge’s
recommendation to Government be set aside; and requesting that
this private arrangement may be made the basis of the final decree
of this Court. The document further declares, that the plaintiff
takes upon himself the costs of the Government.
A difficulty was at first raised, as to the authority of a single
judge of this Court to pass a decision, confirming a private arrange
ment between the parties, the effect of which is to reverse the deci
sion of a lower court; but I find a precedent in the case of
Tarachund versus Ramjye Dut, (page 202, Vol. VII, S. D. Reports,)
decided by Mr. Reid on the 19th April 1845.
The private arrangement will, therefore, hold good as regards
party; but,
the parties to
Government
not
the Go
merely for costs, and under the terms
vernment appeal
the
private arrangement the plaintiff takes upon himself the costs
objection
the Government, there can
the part
Government.
The wukeel of Government has admitted this in

Court.
to

by

be

to

be

to

to

in

to be

of

Ordered that, under the terms
the arrangement, the sale
judge’s
order,
recommending
the
Government
him,
restore plaintiff’s share
reversed.
The Government
paid entirely
costs
both courts
the plaintiff; the other
parties
pay
the suit
their own costs.

upheld; and
to
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but, at the same time, recommended
to the Government, under
26,
Regulation
11,
1822,
Section
to restore to the plaintiff his
estate,
share in the
and directed that the Government should pay
both its own costs and those of the auction purchaser: the plaintiff
to pay his own costs.
The case was appealed to this Court, both by the auction pur
chaser, Loknath, in case No. 233 and in a separate case No. 355,
by the Government. In the mean time, the Government could pass
no order on the judge’s recommendation; but suspended the con

(

59

)
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1848.

PRESENT:

W. B. JACKSON, Esq.,
TEMPORARY

CASE No.

JUDGE.

108 OF 1846.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Dacca, February 18th, 1846.

THE REv. H.

SHEPHERD, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
versus

EKNATHEENS PANIOTTY,
Wukeels

REsponDENT,

of Appellant—J. G. Waller and G. S. Judge.

Wukeel of Respondent—Abbas
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(DEFENDANT.)

CASE No.

Ali.

109 OF 1846.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Dacca, February 18th, 1846.

EKNATHEENS PANIOTTY, APPELLANT,

(DEFENDANT,)

ters?/8

THE REv. H.

SHEPHERD,

REsponDENT,

(PLAINTIFF.)

CLAIM-10,000 rupees damages, on account of a libel defaming
the character of the plaintiff.
The plaintiff stated, that in a petition filed by the defendant
before the judge of Backergunge, the following expressions had been
used, viz. “on the defendant’s refusing to sign a paper, the plain
tiff fell into a violent passion, and endeavoured to frighten him;
and had not the collector been present at the time, he, the defen
dant, would have considered his life in danger: and again, “the
plaintiff was a person of such a character, that there was nothing
to prevent him from preparing a forged document, with a view to
injure the defendant.
These words, it was contended, were cal
culated to cause serious injury to the character of the plaintiff, who
is a clergyman of the English church, now holding the office of
chaplain of the station of Dacca.
The defendant admits that he filed the petition containing the
words objected to; but adds, that the petition was presented with

<

60

>

_

That the plaintiff had sent for him ;
and, in the presence of the collector, had endeavoured to prevail
on him to sign a document, resigning, in favor of plaintiff, his
claim on a certain share in a zemindaree for a pecuniary consider
That his refusal had made the plaintiff very angry; and
ation.
that he had presented the petition in question to the civil court, in
order to make it known that he had not executed the document.
He referred to the precedent of Hedger versus Muharanee Kumul
Komaree, _(page 29, volume VlI., S. D. Reports) in bar of
damages; and, further, denied the jurisdiction of the Dacca
court.
On the 18th February 1846, the principal sudder ameen of
Dacca gave an award in favor of plaintiff, with full costs, over
ruling the objection raised on the ground of jurisdiction ; and
declaring the libel established, he assessed the damages at 1,000
a view to his own protection.
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ru

ees.

Ilfrom this decision both parties appeal: the plaintiff on the
ground of insuﬂiciency of damages awarded; and the defendant
on the grounds detailed in his defence.
The decision of the principal sudder ameen, on the point of
jurisdiction, is clearly correct : the defendant having a ﬁxed resi
dence in Dacca, the case might be heard in the Dacca court, not
withstanding the cause of action arose in zillah Backergunge.
The case of Hedger versus Muharanee Kumul Komaree is not in
In that case, the libel charged was conveyed in a defence
point.
before the magistrate, made by the defendant on a charge of a
In this instance, no case was pending before
criminal nature.
the parties : the ﬁling of the petition was
court
between
any
on
the
It is further to be ob
part of the defendant.
voluntary
served, that the ﬁling of such a petition was irregular, for no
proceeding could be held upon it by the court to which it was pre
sented; and, if the object of the defendant was the protection of
his own interests, a simple statement, denying the execution of
the deed, would have answered his purpose, without the addition
of the calumnious expressions upon which this suit is brought.
I agree with the principal sudder ameen, that the ﬁrst portion
of the expression cannot be viewed as a libel. The falling into a
passion may be unbecoming a clergyman, perhaps more than ano
ther person; but the term used in the Bengalee language, does
not convey the idea of extreme passion; and the apprehensions
entertained by the defendant may be, perhaps, rather a measure of
his own timidity, than of the violence used by the opposite party.
The other expression, however, distinctly attributes to the plaintiff
the character of one who will not hesitate to commit forgery to
Such a character would render the plaintiff
serve his own ends.
unﬁt
for
the
oﬂice
he holds, and for the profession to which
utterly

is

is

a

is

;

a

it,

No attempt is made by the defendant to justify this
he belongs.
It is not asserted that this character is a true one:
expression.
not that the fact of its being true could be received as a direct
justiﬁcation; but it would certainly show, that, in so stating,
the defendant was not actuated by malicious motives ; and it would
have a most important effect towards the mitigation of damages.
This, however, is not pleaded. I must, therefore, view the expres
sion as false and malicious; and the defendant is, consequently,
liable to suitable damages for having used it.
It remains only to consider the amount of damages. In cases
of this description, it is not the sum to the extent of which
the plaintiff has actually been endamaged that should be awarded ;
possibly the plaintiff in this case may have suffered no actual in
jury. The accusation may not be believed, in which case no injury
could arise; but there was a possibility of injury arising from such
defamation of character. To prevent this, the action is brought;
for were the accusation allowed to remain on record, unchallenged,
many persons might, and probably would, believe it; the charac
ter of the plaintiff would thus be positively injured. But to ex
press injury of this description, in the shape of pecuniary damages,
is a matter of diﬁiculty: a jury would perhaps be more capable
than a judge of doing this properly, from a knowledge of local
and personal circumstances.
The plaintiff refers to a precedent of
Dr. Mackinnon versus Mohommud Tukkee Khan and others,
(l5th January l844, Sudder Dewanny Reports) in support of his
claim for higher damages.
In that case, the plaintiff had been
accused of opening a package sent by the public post, and abstract
This was a posi
he being then post master.
ing papers from
serious nature.
The
tive and direct charge of criminality of
but the libel in the present
damages awarded were 10,000 rupees
It
oﬁensive and
character.
not of so serious
instance,
malicious, but charges with no positive act of criminality: the
difference
very material, and has been pleaded in appeal.
am further of opinion, that the circumstances of the defen
dant must be taken into consideration in assessing the damages.
Even
they are to be assessed on the principle of the amount
of injury to which the plaintiff has been exposed, the character,
station, and position in society of the defendant must be allowed
criminal
civil action, not
to have weight in the scale. This
nevertheless,
altogether
but
scarcely possible
prosecution;
If damages are
to divest the decision of
penal character.
pecuniary
awarded, the defendant is, in manner, punished by
ﬁne, for injury inﬂicted, or which he has endeavoured to inﬂict
This view of the case, distinctly brings the circum
maliciously.
not to be sup
It
stances of the defendant into consideration.
full
to
as
compensation
that
the
sum
awarded
intended
posed,
a

is

is

a

a

a

is,

it

a

a

is

if

I
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the plaintiff ; though, in some instances, it may be partially so;
but, in others, it could not be viewed in that light.
Taking therefore into consideration the nature of the offensive
expression used;-—the excuse assigned by the defendant for ﬁling
the petition in which it was conveyed,—and the circumstances of
the defendant, as regard his means and position in society,——I think
the award of 1,000 rupees damages, with full costs, made by the
principal sudder ameen, is just and equitable: it is hereby con
ﬁrmed. Each party will pay his own costs of appeal.

-->
Tns 5rn FEBRUARY
Passsur
C.

TUCKER, Esq.

Sm R.

1848.

:

and

BARLOW, BART.,
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Jonoas.

J.

A. F.

HAWKINS, EQ.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No.

ll0

or

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Zillah 24-Pergannahs, April 5th, l845 ; reversing that
of the Sudder Ameen, December 3d, 1844.

RAMRUTTUN BOSE, APPELLANT, (PLA1NTIFF,)
versus

JUGDESSUREE DIBBEA

AND

-

RADHA MUNNEE DASSEE,

Rr:sPo1\'1)E.\"rs,

(DEFENDANTS.)
Wukeel of Appellant—Kishen Kishore Gkose.
Wukeel of Resp0ndenis——

Taruk Chundur Raee.

case was admitted to special appeal,
on the llth January
the following certiﬁcate recorded by Mr. C. Tucker :
under
1847,
‘ The
plaintiff in this case states, that he purchased from Nubbee
Dassee, deceased, the mother of the defendant, Radha Munnee
Dassee, certain lands, and held possession of the same for some
time. That Gour Mohun Raee, deceased husband of the defen
dant, ugdessuree Dibbea, having obtained a decree against Nubbee
Dassee, took out execution against this property.
Plaintiff op
The judge directed the proper
posed the sale, but ineffectually.

Tms

J

(63)
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ty to be sold. The plaintiff immediately instituted the present
suit to establish a bond ﬁde purchase of the property from N ubbee
The sudder ameen gave him a decree.
Dassee.
On appeal, the
principal sudder ameen altered the decree of the lower court
thus :—I do not concur with the sudder ameen as to the pur
chase by plaintiff from Nubbee Dassee, which 1 consider to have
I therefore cancel that portion of his
been altogether illegal.
decision, which recognizes the sale and purchase ; but, as the
plaintiff was in possession, previous to the attachment in exe
cution of the decree, the property, under the Circular Order of
10th June 1842, ought not to have been ordered for sale by a.
miscellaneous order, and I therefore cancel that order.
‘ When the
plaintiff came into court claiming to be a bond fide
purchaser, and that the lands were therefore not subject to sale in
execution of the "decree against Nubbee Dassee, the issue clearly
was :—Was the plaintiff a bond jide purchaser, and of such a nature
as to exempt the lands from sale for the debts of N ubbee Dassee,
the seller ?
‘ To decree that the sale was
illegal ; but that, in consequence
of the purchaser’s possession, the lands could not be disposed of
The Circular Order
under a miscellaneous order, is absurd.
quoted by the principal sudder ameen is for the guidance of
oﬂicers in the disposal of claims in a summary mode; but when
the question is brought into the civil court, the merits of the
case must guide the decision ; and if the transfer of the property
from Nubbee Dassee to the plaintiff was illegal, such transfer
could not exempt it from sale for N ubbee Dassee’s debts.
therefore admit the special appeal to correct the irregularity of the
principal sudder ameen’s decision ; and the issue of a ﬁnal decree
either exempting the property in toto from sale, or ordering it for
'
sale.’
We are of opinion, that the principal sudder ameen’s decision in
this case should be returned for revision under Clause 2, Section
1, Regulation 9, 1831, as having been passed without suﬂicient
investigation of the merits; and as grounded on an assumption
obviously erroneous, with reference to the points at issue.
Gour Mohnn Raee having obtained a money decree against
Nubbee Dassee, took out execution against certain property alleg
ed to belong to the said Nubbee Dassee. The lands were adver
The
tized for sale in satisfaction of Gour Mohnn Raee’s decree.
on
in
this
the
case, Ram Ruttun Bose, opposed the sale,
plaintiff
ground that he had purchased the property from Nubbee Dassee ;
his objection was overruled, and the order to sell aﬂirmed.
Ram Ruttun Bose then instituted the present suit to cancel the
summary order for the sale of the property, and on the above
ground, viz. that he was the bond ﬁde purchaser of the property
from Nubbee Dassee.

I

( 64

)

The principal sudder ameen declares the transfer of the proper
ty by Nubbee Dassee to the plaintiff to be illegal; and yet cancels
the order for sale on totally distinct grounds, foreign to the point
at issue.
We therefore remand the proceedings to the principal sudder
ameen, with directions to revise his decision on this point; deter
mining, finally, whether the lands are, or are not liable to sale in
satisfaction of Gour Mohun Raee's decree against Nubbee Dassee.

•

THE 7TH FEBRUARY
PRESENT

R. H.

1848.

:

RATTRAY, Esq.,
JUDGE.
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CASE NO. 262

OF

1846.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Judge of Patna,
T. C. Scott, June 17th, 1846.

D. G. C.

JOHNSTONE, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
tler'sus

MICHAEL HINTON,

RESPONDENT, (DEFENDANT.)

Wukeel of Appellant–Ameer
Wukeel of Respondent–Rama

Ali.
Purshad Raee.

THIs suit was instituted by appellant, on the 22d May 1844,
to recover from respondent the sum of Company’s rupees 9,911-2-5,
principal and interest, on account.
The decision appealed from, is as follows:—“This suit was
brought on the file of the judge’s court, agreeably to the provisions
of Section 2, Act 9 of 1844, on the 29th April 1845. The parties
are connected, the plaintiff having married the sister of the defen
dant. With regard to the principal items now sued for, the plaintiff
states, that the defendant was employed by him as an agent, to
dispose of goods, supplies, &c.; and that in a power of attorney,
executed by the defendant in favor of the plaintiff, on the 7th
October 1835, authorizing him to receive the sum of Sicca rupees
3,164-9-6 from the Military Orphan Society, he admitted the
balance of the plaintiff against him to be at that time rupees 1,210.
Another item is for Sicca rupees 3,505-8, the amount of supplies
made over for sale on commission in October 1835, agreeably to a
list signed by the defendant. Another item of 200 rupees, is for
‘cash paid your mother to your verbal order.
It is unnecessary

to detail the smaller entries, the principal and interest on those
above enumerated amounting to Sicca rupees 9,280-5; and the
former refers to transactions terminating in April 1836.
The
defendant denies the claim of the plaintiff, and pleads, that having
authorized the plaintiff to draw the sum of rupees 3,164-9-6 from
the Military Orphan Society, he was compelled to sue the plaintiff
for the amount in the principal sudder ameen’s court, and obtained
a decree on the 28th February 1844, which, not having been ap
He states, that the power of attorney
pealed, has become ﬁnal.
referred to, as shewing the balance against him of 1,210 rupees, is
not genuine ; and that it was not produced in the former case ; and
he denies his signature to the proofs ﬁled by the plaintiff.
The
plaintiff puts in his books and papers, bearing nominally the signa
ture of the defendant, and calls witnesses to substantiate his claim ;
and the defendant refers to the former decree passed in his favor.
This, it may be noted, was for the sum received, as stated by both
parties, from the Military Orphan Society, minus the commission
due to the present plaintiff, and some payments made by him, as
Other points, the subject of
admitted by the present defendant.
were
not
then
entered
into ; the ﬁrst principal
action,
the present
them
as
ameen
unconnected
with the subject
sudder
considering
then before the Court. N o appeal was preferred against this decree.
It is stated, that the mookhtarnameh now ﬁled, was mislaid at the
time of the former suit; that it had before been sunk with other
It is now
papers in a boat, and been much damaged by the water.
in parts illegible ; and the nominal signature of the defendant is so
suspicious, that I ﬁnd it quite impossible to consider it genuine ;
and, with this before me, and the mere name of the defendant to
the list of things for rupees 3,505-8, coupled with the general
manner in which the witnesses can depose to the facts of the case,
cannot regard the books and proofs, adduced by the plaintiff, as
suﬂicient to establish his claim ; and it is therefore ordered, that
the suit be dismissed with costs.’
The grounds of appeal are those of the original plaint; and I
There
do not discover any reason to interfere with the judgment.
is in fact,—divested of assumptions which there is nothing to jus
tify,—-no evidence whatever: besides which, as pleaded by the res
pondent, the decision of the 28th February I844, never having been
now
appealed from, is ﬁnal ; and the question involved in
The proper course, on the recovery
revived, has been determined.
of the mislaid mookhtarnameh by appellant, would have been to
review of the judgment passed without it; though
seek
by
no means intend to say, that the result would have affected the
decision already recorded.
Concurring with the zillah judge in his view and disposal of the
aﬂirm the judgment appealed against; with all costs charge
case,
.
able to appellant.

I

a

it,

I
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THE 8TH FEBRUARY
PRESENT

1848.

:

W. B. JACKSON and

J.

A. F.

HAWKINS,

Esq.Rs.,

TEMPORARY JUDGEs.

E. CURRIE, Esq.,
ExERCISING THE PoweRs of
CASE No. 24 OF 1846.

A

JUDGE.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Cuttack, November 12th, 1845.

DOORGAPURSHAD MUNGRAJ, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
*ersus
OF THE NORTHERN DIVISION CUT
TACK, SHAMA CHUND DEB (PURCHAs ER) AND RADHA

THE COLLECTOR
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SHAM DAS AND oth ERs, RESPONDENTs, (DEFENDANTs.)
Wukeels

of Appellant—Kishen

Kishore Ghose and Nilmoney
Banerjee.

Wukeel of Respondents—Pursun

Komar Thakur.

MR. JAckson—CLAIM for the zemindaree talook Kaideh, per
gunnah Bunchas, &c., and reversal of collector’s sale of the same,
and mesne proceeds.
Suit laid at rupees 49,865-0-0.
This suit is brought to reverse a revenue sale on various
grounds.
On the 12th November 1845, the principal sudder
ameen dismissed the claim, under the provisions of Section 27,
Regulation 2, 1822, deciding that part of the surplus proceeds of
the sale had been applied to the plaintiff’s benefit, in discharging
a debt due from him; and that, consequently, he could not now
impugn the validity of the sake.
. The parties admit that the appeal case hinges entirely on this
single point, no other point having been investigated in the court
of first instance. It appears that the sale took place on the 27th
March 1838, and the purchase money was paid into the collector's
hands; and, afterwards, the judge ordered the collector to send him
the surplus proceeds of sale, to be applied to the payment of a sum
due from the plaintiff, under a decree in course of execution before
him.
On the 4th May 1838, the sale was confirmed by the commis
sioner of revenue; and, on the 21st August of the same year, by
the Board of Revenue.
On the 1st June 1838, the collector sent the money to the
judge’s court.

-

(67)

I

On the 3d July 1838, the plaintiff gave in a petition to the
judge, stating that he was contesting the validity of the sale before
the revenue authorities; and begging that the money might not be
paid over till the orders of the Board of Revenue were known.
On the 14th December 1839, that is, after the issue of the
Board’s orders, the money was paid over to the decree holder by
order of the judge.
_
_
From this order no appeal was made; but the present suit was
brought in 1844, or about ﬁve years afterwards.
On referring to Section 27, Regulation
1822, I ﬁnd that the
plaintiﬂ' cannot claim reversal of a sale after receiving any portion
of the purchase money: it is immaterial whether it is paid into his
own hands, or for his beneﬁt, and with his consent, into the hands
of another. But, in this instance, there is no direct and positive
proof of his consent: on the contrary, he would appear to have
It is contended, that, by petitioning that
opposed the payment.
the money might not be paid till the orders of the Board of Revenue
were known, he limited his opposition to the date of issue of those
orders; but this is not a consent to the payment subsequent to
those orders.
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It

is true, the opposition conveyed in that petition is so limited;
be inferred from non-opposition.
It
is therefore to be considered, whether there are any special circum
stances in the present case, which can be held as authorizing the
Court to view his silence in the light of a tacit consent to the pay
ment.

but consent is not always to

Now, the payment of the money by order of Court, in execution
of a decree against the plaintiff and for his beneﬁt, was open to
objection on his part; inasmuch as it might be held to compro
It was therefore the
mise the right of plaintiff to contest the sple.
had
to
this application of
if
he
any objection
duty of the plaintiff,
at
that
tated
his
time. He cannot
to
have
the money,
objections
plead ignorance, as he was represented by his wukeel in the judge’s

The wukeel was bound to
court at the time the order was passed.
look to his client’s interests, as well in the course of execution of
the decree, as during the litigation previous to decision. He should,
therefore, at that time, have urged his objection to the order; and,
in the event of the judge passing the order, notwithstanding his
opposition, a summary appeal to the Sudder Court was open to
him. But he neglected both to state his objections to the judge,
as well as to appeal from his order: the judge’s order thus became
for the reversal of that order,
ﬁnal; and no new suit can be
hearzli
a ecree.
as it was passed in execution of
Further, I cannot avoid considering the silence of the plaintiff

on that occasion, and his neglect to’ avail himself of his legal reme
dy of appeal, to imply a consent on his part to the application of

(69)

is

I~

a

it,

the money to his beneﬁt; and this view of the case is conﬁrmed
by the delay of ﬁve years in bringing the present suit. Had he felt
he would scarcely have allowed so long
himself aggrieved by
time to elapse before coming into court.
am, therefore, of opinion,
that the decision of the principal sudder ameen
correct, and
must be upheld.
l822, provides
MR. HAwK1Ns.—Section 27, Regulation
that the sale proceeds of an estate, shall not be liable for
the debts of the late proprietor, while the validity of the sale
may be under contest. Now, when the sale proceeds of this
estate were paid away, the validity of the sale
clearly was
not under contest; for the matter had been
ﬁnally disposed
of by the revenue authorities, and no suit to contest the validity
of the sale was then pending in court. It
necessary, however,
The surplus proceeds
to examine closely the facts of the case.
had been called for by the civil court; and were sent on the
lst June 1838. On the 3d July I838, the present plaintiﬁ‘ pe
titioned the court, praying that the money might not be paid
away, until the disposal of the matter by the Sudder Board of
Revenue, to which authority he had appealed against the order
of the commissioner in conﬁrmation of the sale.
The money was not then paid away; but the sale having been
conﬁrmed by the Sudder Board, and no further opposition to the
payment of the money having been made by the late proprietor,
the judge, on the 21st August 1839, ordered the payment of
From this order, passed
the money in execution of the decree.
in
case in which the present plaintiff was himself
party,
no appeal was preferred; and, whatever construction might other
wise have been put upon.the terms of the petition of the 3d July
1838, the omission to appeal from the judge’s order does, distinct
ly, imply tacit consent on his part to the disposal of the money
The plaintiff had his remedy, but
as ordered by the civil court.
avail
himself
of
it.
This point was before the Court
to
neglected
in the case of Musst. Daye Maye Dibbea versus the collector of
Bhuloa and others (page 274, Sudder Dcwanny Adawlut Reports,
Volume VII.) and was decided against the late proprietors of the
If the plaintiff objected to the payment of the money,
estate sold.
he should have intimated this by ﬁling his suit at once, or by
taking such other remedies as were within his reach to prevent
Instead of taking this obvious
its payment to the decree holders.
course, he does not appeal, nor does he ﬁle his suit until upwards
of six years after the sale and, in the meantime, and even to the
close of the present litigation, avails himself of the advantage
of having the execution of all the decrees given against him, sus
see no reason to interfere with the judgment of the
pended.
and concur with my colleagues in dismissing the
court;
lower
with
costs
against the appellant.
appeal,

I

;

a

a

a
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validity of
He had

agree in thinking, that, under Section 27, Re
of 1822, plaintiﬁ‘ has forfeited his right to contest the

the sale.
made application,

that the sale proceeds might not be
A year
paid away pending the result of his appeal to the Board.
after the rejection of the appeal, orders were given by the judge,
with the cognizance of plaintiﬂ’, for the payment of the money.
No objection was made; and four months after the date of the
judge’s order, the money was paid away. Between the rejection
of the appeal by the Board, and the ﬁnal appropriation of the sale
proceeds (a period of sixteen months) plaintiff had ample time
to bring suit to contest the sale, had he been disposed to do
so. He knew that the money was under attachment for his debts ;
and it was incumbent on him to prevent its payment, by ﬁling his
suit without delay. The law of 1822 made no provision for the
reversal of a sale after appropriation of the purchase money; and
as in this case, no steps were taken by plaintiff (after the rejection
of his appeal by the Board) to prevent the appropriation, he must
in it, and his claim to contest the
be held to have acquiesced
I concur with the other judges in dismissing
sale is barred.
the appeal, with costs against the appellant.

-¢

THE Bra FEBRUARY l848.
PRESENT
R. H.

:

RATTRAY,

ESQ.,

Jones.
CASE No. 334 or
Regular Appeal from

a decision passed

1847.
by

the

Principal Sudder

of Tirhoot, Syud Ushruf Hosein, April ‘llst, I847.
BISRAM MISR AND BUHOOA MISR, APPELLANTS,

Ameen

(PLArNTrFss,)

-

versus

MUHA RAJAH KOWUR KERUT SINGH,

RESPONDENT,

(DEFENDAN’l‘.)
Wukeels of Appellants—J. G. Waller and Gholam Sufdur.
Respondent—Did not appear.

Tnis suit was instituted by appellants, on the l2th September
1845, to determine the boundary between the villages of Bishun
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pore and Tharee, the property, respectively, of themselves and
respondent; and to recover from the latter 353 biggaks, l5 bis
wahs, and 4 dkoors of land, belonging to their estate of Bishun
pore, with mesne proﬁts on 16 biggahs of the same; and, further,
to obtain the reversal of an order passed by the magistrate under
15 of 1824, maintaining
respondent in possession.
Regulation
Total estimate, for stamp, Company’s rupees 7,462-O-10-14.
The case was one of reckless swearing : the evidence being con
ﬁned to the testimony of witnesses enlisted for the occasion by the
parties ; and each individual having apparently pledged himself
to depose for his principal, in conformity with instructions as to
Unless a proceeding of the magis
the points to be established.
trate, of the 20th October l837, might be so termed, there was no
documentary proof of right; and this (which was the order passed
under Regulation 15 of 1824, which appellants sought to get
rescinded,) had upheld respondent’s possession, on the depositions
of the then cultivators, who stated their tenures to be derived from,
and their rents paid to the latter.
The real boundary, which was to determine the ownership of
the lands claimed, was, avowedly, the Tursoola Nuddee; and the
object was to establish the site and course of this, so as to
embrace them.
Appellants, whose estate lay to the west, strove
for the recognition of a water-course to the east, running north
and south, and passing a little to the west of Tharee; leaving the
disputed lands on its western side, on which, and west of all, lay
Bishunpore.
Respondent, on the other hand, maintained the
a rivulet, at about the same distance west of
to
be
Tursoola
Tharee, and running parallel with the water-course just mention
ed, a little to the east of Bishunpore which lay not far beyond its
western bank; the disputed lands being in the eastern, and ex
tending eastward to the water-course.
It was this area (insulated by the windings of the true and false
Tursoola) which the magistrate had conﬁrmed to respondent, as
far as possession went, in I837: and, with reference to that award,—
to the western limit
what the designation of nuddee im
being
an
the
a
eastern the dry bed of an occa
rivulet,
ﬂowing
plies,
the
to
ﬂood-drain,—and
sional
conﬂicting nature of the parol
evidence cited to establish the identity of each,—the principal
sudder ameen maintained respondent in his occupancy, and de
creed the lands to be a portion of Tharee.
Upon the grounds upon which this judgment was passed,
aﬁrm it; with all costs chargeable to appellants.

I
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Tris 8'rn FEBRUARY l848.

.

PRESENT:
\V. B.

J.

JACKSON

A. F.

and

HAWKINS,

ESQRS.,

Tszupoaanr Junoss.

E. CURRIE, Eso.,
EXERCISING THE POWERS or A JUDGE.

CASE No.

184

or

1846.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by Illr. C. Mackay, Principal
Sudder Ameen of Mymensing, December 4th, l845.

RAMKOOMAR CHUCKERBUTTY

AND OTHERS,
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APPELLANTS, (PLAINTII-'FS,)
verszu

TARAMUNNEE

AND

orasns, Rasronnsrrrs, (DEFENDANTSJ

IVukeel of AppeIlant_s—Gobind
Wukeel of Resp0ndents—J.

Chunder Mookerjee.

G. Waller.

CLAIM for recovery of certain documents lodged in court by
defendants’ father; and for an injunction of the court, prohibiting
the delivery of the remainder of those documents to the opposite
P Brt .
The principal sudder ameen states the case as follows :—
‘ This is an action instituted by the plaintiffs for the
recovery of
certain papers contained in a box, and now in custody of the civil
From amongst the papers in the said box,
court of this district.
have
delivered
to them suck documents and papers as
they pray to
individual
property ; and that with respect to those
are their
their
joint property, they be kept in deposit, and copies
papers,
them
when necessary; or that any original document
to
granted
sent
to
be
any court of justice, requiring to inspect the same
might
in any suit, which the plaintiffs might ﬁnd it necessary to institute.
The claim is laid at rupees l4,994, l5 annas.
‘ The defendants answer, that the plaintiffs have no right to the
papers claimed by them; and that, without proof of right adduced,
the papers in dispute cannot be legally made over to them. They
further plead, that a ﬁnal separation of interests took place in

3

\1 to

§i

Bysakh 1243 B. S.; on which occasion both parties received their
proper share of the joint property, and each person got what be
longed to each individually.
‘ This case was once before decided
by this court, and was re
turned by the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, with their proceeding,
dated the llth June I845, for further investigation; and, in accor
dance with the instructions therein contained, the box in custody
of the civil court was sent for, and the plaintiffs, in presence of the
defendants, were permitted to have full access to the papers and
documents therein contained : having had which, the plaintiffs sub
mitted two lists to this court,-—one of papers, to which they claim
exclusive right; the other of those in which they claim a joint
interest.
The documents exclusively claimed by the plaintiffs,
marked,
have
A. ; those which they claim as joint property, I have
marked B.
‘ This suit was taken
up for decision this day, when, with re
ference to the circumstances of the case, the following appeared
to be the points for determination :-—First.
Have the plaintiffs
the papers which
their’s,
shewn their right to claim as exclusively
this court has marked with the letter A. ?—Secondly.
Have they
adduced proof of right to the papers which they claim as joint
property, and which this court has marked with the letter B. P
‘With respect to the ﬁrst point, there appears to be ten bonds,
and two lristbundee, or instalment bonds (in all twelve papers,)
amounting to rupees 703, executed by the receivers of the loans,
&c., on the name of the late Ramkishwur, the father of Ramkoomar,
one of the plaintiffs, and the father-in-law of the other. To these,
consider
although the plaintiffs have offered no separate proof,
the plaintiffs entitled, under the presumption, that, bearing his
wclusive name, the transaction of the loans must have been exclu
sively his: nor have the defendants offered any objections to my
taking this view of the twelve documents referred to; and, therefore,
recognize their right to these papers.
‘ As
respects the second point, there appears to be three papers,
viz. two sunnuds and one lrubooleut, which this court has marked
B. l—B. 2—B. 3, bearing the name of Anundee Ram Chukerbutty,
the mowrus of both the plaintiffs and the defendants; and though,
with regard to these, no separate proofs have been shewn, yet, on
the grounds of ancestry existing between the parties, I conceive
the plaintiffs have a just right with the defendants to the three pa
pers in question; and, as such, it is directed that these papers re
main, as at present, under the custody of the civil court, with per
mission to both parties to obtain copies of them when necessary;
and, further, that they be at liberty to request that the ori_qinaL9 be
sent to any court of justice requiring to inspect the same, in any
suit which either party might ﬁnd it necessary to institute.
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‘ Thus much of the claim made,
being all that this court consid
ers the plaintiffs entitled to, it now proceeds to record its rea
sons for rejecting the remainder thereof .-——First. Because the three
witnesses, adduced on the part of the plaint, state nothing deﬁnite,
or worthy of credence with regard to the existence of a joint in
terest between the plaintiffs and defendants, in the remaining
papers now before the court, and claimed by the former.
Secondly.
Besides the name Briio Ram Kishwur, which is written on a
loose, or ﬂy sheet of paper attached to each jumma-khurch, the
name of Ram Kishwur does not appear in any other paper through
out the entire sixteen jumma-hhurch nut/tee’, which it doubtless
would were those nuthees joint property.
Thirdly. The nuthees
in question clearly appear to be rough drafts of accounts run over
with erasures, interlineations, and blots ; and, in a number of
Thus rendering them not
places, plastered over with chunam.
no
court
which
of
such
could
justice
safely depend upon, but
only
what is more would open a source leading to unproﬁtable litiga
tion, if placed in the hands of either party, and particularly the

plaintiffs.
‘ Under the reasons

above given, this court is of opinion that
the plaintiffs are entitled only to the ten bonds and two kistbundees,
marked A., as their exclusive property; and with respect to the
two sunnuds and one hubooleut, they are jointly entitled to a right
along with the defendants. The former documents they will be at
liberty to have delivered to them in the usual manner; the latter
to remain, as at present, in deposit in the civil court,—the plaintiffs
possessing the power of obtaining copies of them, or of having the
originals laid before any court of justice, requiring to inspect them,
in suits brought forward by them. Order accordingly, that a
decree, as above set forth, pass in favor of the plaintiffs, with costs
to the amount decreed, and interest thereon from this date.’
The principal sudder ameen has delivered to the plaintiffs the
papers claimed, as exclusively their property; but of the remain
der, he has recorded the injunction for holding them in deposit,
merely as regards three documents, marked B. l—-B. 2—B. 3.
Regarding the accounts (jumma-khurch papers) he refuses to pass
a similar order, on the ground that it is not clearly established, that
the business they relate to was one in which the plaintiff's had a
joint interest. We think there is reason to believe, that such a
joint interest does exist; and though we do not decide that point
deﬁnitively in the present case, we direct that those accounts
(jumma-hhurch papers) be held in deposit in the court, until some
party or parties shall establish a right to them : in the meantime,
The decision
copies may be given to either party on application.
Costs of appeal
of the principal sudder ameen is so far amended.
to be divided equally between the appellants, and the' respondent
present in this Court, (Eshun Chunder Chukerbutty.)
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12TH
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)

FEBRUARY

1848.

PRESENT:
C.

TUCKER, Esq.,
JUDGE.

J.

A. F.

HAWKINS, Esq.,

TEMPoRARY JUDGE ; and

R. CURRIE, Esq.,
ExERCISING THE Powers

CASE No. 356 of

of

A JUDGE.

1845.
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Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Additional Judge of the
24-Pergunnahs, April 23d, 1844; altering that of the Principal
Sudder Ameen, February 18th, 1841.

KALEE KISHEN NAG CHOWDHREE,

APPELLANT, (THIRD

PARTY PURCHAs ER,)
tersus

BISUMBER SEIN, Respondent, (PLAINTIFF,)
HURDEB RAEE, AFTER HIs DEATH, KISHEN DEB RAEE
AND

oth ERs, RESPONDENTs, (DEFENDANTs.)

Wukeels of Appellant—Abbas

Ali

and Gopaul Kishen Raee.

Wukeels of Respondents—Kishen Kishore Ghose and Taruk
Chundur Raee.

THIs case was admitted to special appeal, on the 19th July
1845, under the following certificate recorded by Mr. J. F. M.

Reid :—
“The plaintiff sued the defendants to foreclose the mortgage
of turuf Khaspoor, Turookee-gacha, &c. The petitioner (appellant)
intervened as purchaser of a decree of the judge of 24-Pergun
nahs, dated 5th February 1835, in No. 34 of 1832, in which

7,379 rupees, with interest, was decreed against Kishen Deb Raee
in favor of Byjnath Nag (from whom petitioner purchased the
decree) pleading that the property in question was pledged for
the payment of the debt under that decree. The principal sudder
ameen decreed half the property acknowledged by Kishen Deb
Raee, leaving petitioner to his remedy against Kishen Deb Raee.
On appeal by the petitioner, the judge altered the decision, on the
plea that the deed of mortgage, on which the decree held by peti

(

75

)

-

tioner is grounded, bears a later date (31.9! Sawmi 1227) than
that granted to plaintiff (5th Jeyt 1226). The petitioner pleads,
that the deed of 1227 is merely conﬁrmatory of former deeds

granted in 1223 and 1218; and produces documents, which would
lead to a belief that his statement is correct.
Appeal admitted to
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try this point.’
The plaintiﬁ' in this case sued the defendants to foreclose the
conditional sale of certain speciﬁed real property, and to obtain
possession thereof under a deed of conditional sale, dated 5th Jeyt
1226.
The present petitioner (appellant) intervenedas a claimant
under a decree purchased by him from one Byjnath Nag, from
whom Hur Deb Raee, the father of the defendant Kishen Deb
Raee, had borrowed a sum of money on pledging the same pro
perty as security for the debt. The principal sudder ameen gave
judgment for the plaintiff to the extent of awarding to him a
moiety of the property sued for ; but with a right of execution to

the claimant against the same property, if the debt was not paid
by Kishen Deb Raee. On appeal by the plaintiff against this
partial judgment, the additional judge amended the decree of the
principal sudder ameen, by a withdrawal of the privilege granted
to the claimant to execute his decree; he (the judge) being of
opinion that the plaintiff (mortgagee) had a claim superior to that
of the decree holder.
From this judgment, the present special appeal has been prefer
red by the claimant.
We are of opinion, that the judge has gone beyond the exigeucy
of the case. The point at issue was between the plaintiff and
defendants, mortgagee and mortgagers, as to whether the deed of
conditional sale was to be rendered absolute, and possession given
Instead of deciding this point only,
to the plaintilf, (mortgagee)
the judge has gone into the merits of the respective claims of the
mortgagee and the claimant, which he was not required to do.
The decree should have been to the effect of placing the mortgagee
in the place of the mortgagers ; leaving it to the courts to determine,
in the course of execution of the claimant’s decree, whether the
decree now obtained by the plaintiff, (mortgagee) was, with refer
ence to the mortgage bond on which it was founded, any bar to its
We accordingly amend the decree of the additional
execution.
judge; and direct that the question of the claimant’s lien upon the
property be left open for investigation, in execution of the decree
purchased by him. The rest of the judge’s decree will stand.
Costs of the claimant to be paid by the respondent, Kishen Deb
Raee.

(
THE

12TH

)
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FEBRUARY

1848.

PRESENT:

C. TUCKER, Esq.,
JUDGE.

J.

A. F.

HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE ; and

E. CURRIE, Esq.,
ExERCISING THE PoweRs

CASE No.

of

A JUDGE.

114 OF 1845.

RAJA RADHAKUNTH BAHADOOR,

APPELLANT,

(DEFENDANT witH oTHERs,)
ters?/8

RAM DHUN HOLDAR,
Wukeel

RESPONDENT,

of Appellant—Nilmoney
of

...

Wukeel

(PLAINTIFF.)

Banerjee.

Respondent—None.

of

by

C

all

by

he

he

a

of

to

by
on

special appeal,
THIs case was admitted
the 29th April
1845, under the following certificate recorded
Mr. Tucker:—
“The appellant was sued, with several other persons,
Ram
pauper, for the recovery
Dhun Holdar,
certain mál lands,
alleged
which
had been dispossessed
the defendants,

of

of

do

of

to by

of

to

to

of

no

a

be

a

a

to

to

as

he

in

on

by

in

he

except the appellant, whom
form, the
made defendant out
lands being
his zemindaree.
“The complaint was dismissed
the principal sudder ameen;
but,
appeal, the additional judge decreed for the appellant, ex
onerating the petitioner (appellant
the present case) however,
notwithstanding which
charged him with costs, the same
the
try whether the petitioner,
other defendants. Appeal admitted
party
not being charged with being
the dispossession
the
plaintiff, and being made
defendant more through form than any
thing else, can
burthened with
share
the general expenses?”
opinion, that
special grounds for charging the
We are
costs
the appellant having been assigned
the additional judge,
contrary
practice
was
the
the courts
so. We accord

it
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Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Additional Judge of
Zillah 24-Pergunnahs, March 19th, 1844; amending that of the
Principal Sudder Ameen, December 29th, 1838.

<71)‘
ingly amend the decision of the lower court, and decree for the
appellant, exonerating him from all claim on account of costs of
suit in the lower courts; but we are of opinion he must be charged
with the costs of this appeal, because an application from him to
the additional judge, to review his order, would, in all probability,
have been successful, and would not have been attended with any
expense to the plaintiﬂ, who, having preferred no complaint
against the appellant, but on the contrary expressly stated that he
had made him a defendant out of form, would not have opposed the
application, as is shown by his non-appearance in this Court.

IL

Tan l2'rH FEBRUARY

1848.

Pnasmwr:
C.

TUCKER, Eso-,
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Jonas.
J. A. F. HAWKINS, Eso.,
Tsmpommv

E. CURRIE,

JUDGE; and

Es!-1.,

EXERCISING was POWERS or

CASE No.

144

or

A

Jones.

1845.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Chittagong, June 30th, 1843; reversing that of the
Sudder Ameen, December 30th, 1842.

EUSUFF, APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT wrrn

ANO'I‘HER,)

versus

MOHUMMUD
Wukeels

GHAZEE, Rssvorvnswr, (PLA1N'r1ss.)

of Appellant—-Aftabooddeen and Usmutoolla.

Wukeel

of Responde1tt—Gkolam Akmud Khan.

Tnls case was admitted to special appeal, on the 31st May 1845,
under the following certiﬁcate recorded by Messrs. Tucker, Reid,
and Sir R. Barlow :—
‘In this case the plaintiff claimed the female defendant as his
wife ; and stated in his plaint that they were married in the month
of Karlick I241 B. S. The female defendant answered, that
she was married to the male defendant in the month of Poos I239
B. S. Two days after this answer was ﬁled, the plaintiff put in a
supplemental plaint, alleging that he had made a mistake in stat

(
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)
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ing that his marriage took place in Kartick 1241; that, in fact, he
was married in Kartick 1239; thus making it appear that his
marriage preceded that alleged to have taken place with the male
defendant by two months. The plaintiff’s witnesses supporting
the second assertion of the plaintiff, the principal sudder ameen
decreed the female defendant to be the lawful wife of the plaintiff.
‘The Court observe, that as set forth in Section 5, Regulation 4,
1793, a supplemental plaint may be admitted to supply an omis
sion; but in this case a supplemental plaint alters the original decla
ration, and that, under the most suspicious circumstances. A spe
cial appeal is admitted to try whether such a supplemental plaint
can be admitted; and if not, the influence its rejection must have
on the decision of the lower court.”
We are of opinion that the supplemental plaint filed in this case
was not admissible; and that as plaintiff could no longer continue
the case as originally instituted, he should have been nonsuited.
We accordingly nonsuit the respondent (original plaintiff) with
costs in all the three courts.

THE

-

FEBRUARY 1848.
PRESENT:
C. TUCKER, Esq.,
JUDGE.
12TH

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE ; and
E. CURRIE, Esq.,
ExERCISING THE PoweRs of A JUDGE.

J.

CASE No.

159

of

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Judge of Zillah Behar,
June 6th, 1845; amending that of the Principal Sudder Ameen,
December 3d, 1844.

BABOO TILUKDHAREE SINGH AND JUGUTDHAREE

SINGH, APPELLANTs, (DEFENDANTs,)
2767's?/s

AJNASHEE KOONWUR

AND

or HERs, RESPONDENTs,

(PLAINTIFFs.)
Appellants—J.
Wukeel of
G. Waller.
Wukeel of Respondents—H. B. Marshall.

THIs suit
1847, under

Tucker :—

was admitted to special appeal, on the 22d February
the following certificate- recorded by Mr. Charles

(79)
‘ In this

is

it

‘

a

a

a

I

a

a

is

it,

;
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a

I

I
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is

it,

case the petitioners (defendants) were sued for damages,
on the ground that they had, by force, prevented the plaintiffs
repairing awater-course, and thereby caused the destruction of
The plaintiffs likewise
the crops growing on the plaintiffs’ lands.
claimed the sole right of repairing the said water-course.
‘ The
principal sudder ameen threw out the question of damages,
none having been proved; and decided that each party should be
entitled to repair the water-course, within certain deﬁned limits.
Both parties appealed to the judge. The petitioners’ (originally
defendants’) appeal was decreed ; but the decision of the principal
sudder ameen was, at the same time, modiﬁed, in a manner which
The judge remarks, I approve of the
entirely destroys its effect.
limits which the principal sudder ameen has assigned, within
which the parties, respectively, are entitled to repair the water
course; but I decree that both parties shall have the right of
repairing it throughout: and, if through the neglect of either party
to repair
the other party
endamaged, he may sue for the
amount in which he'is endamaged.
not easy to say what the judge means; and
Now, really,
his decree, so far from putting an end to litigation regarding the
rights connected with this water-course, seems calculated to prove
fruitful source of future litigation.
But
admit the special
consider
mischievous deviation from the prac
appeal, on what
tice, which generally guides the courts in the decision of this
class of suits.
By the decision of the judge, the plaintiffs are
authorized to enter the defendants’ village, and repair that part of
the water-course which passes through it.
do not ever re
decision.
A water-course passing
member to have heard such
were, common property, quoad the
through several villages, is, as
and‘ should one village
takes its course
villages through which
sustain loss, through the act of the proprietors of another village
in stopping the water-course, or in not repairing
when neces
sary, so as to prevent the ﬂow of water through its course, the
losing party may sue the wrong doer for the damage sustained;
but to authorize one man to enter the premises of another, to re
pair drain or water-course within such premises, to destroy the
right of property itself; and such decree could never be enforced,
but must tend to riot and bloodshed.
therefore admit the special
appeal, to try whether the judge ought not to have conﬁned him
self to ﬁxing the limits within which the parties respectively pos
sessed
property in the water-course, and to make such limits the
basis of his decision.’
It appears that the water-course ﬂows in single channel for
some distance through the defendants’ property, and then sepa
rates into two channels,—the one running to the east through the
defendants’ property; the other taking ﬁrst
northerly direction,

(
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and then running eastward through the defendants’ estate, until it
reaches the lands of the plaintiff’s village of Ramnuggur.
The prin

injury.
We accordingly

in

-

THE

14TH

to

of

FEBRUARY

of

by

in

of

reverse the decision
the lower courts; and,
dismissing the original claim, leave the plaintiffs
their legal
remedy
any act
the event
their being injured
the
defendants.

1848.

W.

B.

PRESENT:

JACKSON, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.
21

OF 1847.
by

CASE No.
of

a

Regular Appeal from
decision passed
the Principal Sudder
Mymensing, September 11th, 1846.
Ameen

TARA MUNNEE CHOWDHRAIN, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
wers?/8

Wukeel

of of

NUBKOMAR CHOWDHREE AND MUSST. MUNNEE
KERDEKACHOWDHRAIN, RESPONDENTs, (DEFENDANTs.)
Appellant—Pursun

a

of

in

It

of of a

at

:

of

a

byin

of

of

in

Komar Thakur.
Respondents—Gobind Chundur Mookerjeea.
Rajnuggur, per
CLAIM for possession
450 koorahs
land
gunnah Sherpore, within the boundaries laid down
decree
the
register, dated 1818, which land has been usurped
the defendants
Dohalea, Bulishpore, and Buldapareh
under the names
suit
14,618 rupees, including mesne proceeds.
laid
boundary dispute.
appeared, that
1818, the
This was
plaintiff’s
estate,
Rajnuggur,
boundaries
the
were determined by
decision
the register.
On the 17th May 1844, decision was
Wukeel

a
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to
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cipal sudder ameen decreed that the defendants should repair the
water-course to the point of divergence; and that the plaintiffs
should be permitted to repair that portion of the course to the
north, which runs from that point to the boundary between the
estates of the two parties. The judge amended this decree, and gave
permission to the plaintiffs to repair the course throughout its
whole length; thus granting to them the right of entering upon
the defendants’ property, no such right having been proved.
We are of opinion that this right cannot be granted; and that
the courts can do,
declare the plaintiffs’ right
the
benefit
the water-course running through their estate.
will
open
course
them
sue for damages, should any act
the defendants,
connection with the course, result
their
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(31)
passed by the magistrate under Act 4, 1840, declaring that the
defendants, in the present case, had been up to that time in pos
session of the lands now in dispute, and conﬁrming their posses
sion in opposition to the claim of plaintiff; who has now brought
this suit to reverse that decision.
On the llth September 1846, the principal sudder ameen reject
ed the plaintiﬂ"s claim, on the ground that she had not established
the fact of her own possession of the land within the 12 years
He further added, that even under the decision of
allowed by law.
1818, the plaintiff was not entitled to the lands she now claims.
From this decision the plaintiff appeals, urging the decision of
1818, and certain butwareh papers as supporting her right.
The butwareh papers, on which the appellant lays stress, have not
The decision of 1818, alone, even if it did support the
been ﬁled.
plaintiﬂ"s right, would be insufﬁcient to entitle her to a decree, if
the land has been held by the other party for 12 years. From
the decision of the magistrate, under Regulation 4, 1840, the de
fendants’ possession up to this period is clear; and the plaintiff has
brought forward nothing to shew when she was ousted previous to
I see no reason to doubt the correctness of the
that decision.
Costs
principal sudder ameen’s award: it is hereby conﬁrmed.
against appellant.

--3_

Tns l5'rn FEBRUARY

1848.

~

Pnusarrr:
C.

TUCKER, Esq.,

J ones.

PETITION No. I43 or-1846.
of
the petition of Bunsee Dhur Chowdhree, ﬁled
IN the matter
in this Court on the 24th March 1846, praying for the admission of
a special appeal from the decision of J. F. Cathcart, Esq., judge of
zillah Tirhoot, under date the 17th December 1845 ; modifying
that of Sooja-ood-deen Ali Khan, second principal sudder ameen
of the said zillah, under date the 6th February I841, in the case of
Bunsee Dhur Chowdhree, plaintiﬂ’, versus Buja Raee and others,
defendants.

Amongst the defendants in this case was Oogur Buttee Chow
dhrain, mother and guardian of the minor Sree Kishen. The
suit was for the recovery of money due on a bond. It was not
defended; and an ewparte decree passed against all the defendants,
on the 6th February 1841, by which they were jointly and seve
rally bound. The judge, Mr. D. Pringle, for reasons assigned,
allowed the minor, Sree Kishen, after coming of age, to lodge an
appeal, though the prescribed period for so doing had long since
elapsed; and, on the 17th December I845, (Mr. Cathcart, then
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holding the office of judge) modified the decree of the lower
court, and exonerated the appellant from
responsibility
the
matter
the bond, the subject
the suit.
The petitioner has assigned four grounds for the admission
special appeal, three
my opinion, sufficient.
which are,
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JUDGE.
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the petition
Gholam Komar, filed
this
the 26th July 1846, praying for the admission
special appeal from the decision
the principal sudder ameen
zillah Backergunge, under date the 15th May 1846; reversing
Bowfaul, under date 22d November 1845,
that
the moonsiff
Komar,
plaintiff, versus Moulvee Muhsee
the case
Gholam
Meeah,
nuddeen alias Doodoo
defendant.
This was
suit instituted
the petitioner
cancel
sum
mary decision passed against him
Mr. John Knott, deputy
collector
zillah Backergunge,
26th March 1845.
that
case
kubooleut was filed
the plaintiff, (present defendant,)
alleged
have been executed
the defendant, present petition
er, and
parte decision given
the strength
the
present suit, the petitioner denies having executed any such
the matter

Court

in
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the appeal notice was not
him,
respondent.
Secondly,
served
the
that the suit having
originally been decided exparte, the case,
the appeal being
admitted, should have been returned
the lower court
dis
posed
merits, under the Circular Order, dated 12th
March 1841. Thirdly, that the decree
the lower court being
against
the defendants, without specification
what
due
from each, the appeal should have been
the full amount
the
decree; whereas
was laid
one-third the amount decreed,
contrary
which
the provisions
Construction No. 849.
Having satisfied myself
the facts asserted
the first and
third pleas,
admit the special appeal. Had the petitioner been
present
appeal,
should not have recognized the third plea
ground for special appeal; but notice not having been served
him, and the decision
appeal being exparte,
this
instance recognize
The proceedings will
remanded
the judge, with directions
return the case
the principal sudder ameen’s court for trial
on its merits, under the Circular Order
12th March 1841.

(33)
kubooleut, and declares it to have been a forgery; and, in the
moonsiff’s court, he obtained a decree reversing the summary
award.
Strange to say, the defendant did not produce the lcuboo
leut; and, nevertheless, the appellate court aﬁirmed the summary
award.
Considering the proceedings to be incomplete, I remand
the case under Clause 2, Section 2, Regulation 9, 1831The
principal sudder ameen will return the proceedings to the moon
siﬂ"s court, with instructions to call upon the defendant to ﬁle the
lrubooleut produced before the deputy collector; and, if ﬁled, to
take evidence to its authenticity, and then to dispose of the case
dc novo.
_

2.21

Tan l6rn FEBRUARY 1848.
Pass:-mr:
C.

TUCKER,

ESQ-,

Juno!-:.
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Psrrrrou No.

355

or

1846.

IN the matter of the petition of Aodan Bhuggut, ﬁled in this
Court on the 26th June I846, praying for the admission of a special
appeal from the decision of the principal sudder ameen of zillah
Hooghly, under date the 20th March 1846; aﬂirming that of the
moonsitf of Keerpoy, under date the 20th December 1845, in the
case of Ramsuhyc Bhuggut and others, plaintiffs, versus Aodan
Bhuggut, defendant.
annas,
This was a suit brought for the recovery of 295 rupees,
The petitioner, the defendant, from the ﬁrst
due as per kluztta.
denied the genuineness of the khatla produced by the plaintiff,
declaring it to have been fabricated; notwithstanding which, no
evidence was taken to prove the lchatta, and a decree passed against
him in both courts.
Though khatlas are taken as evidence of a debt, the khatta itself
re
must be veriﬁed by some one. This not having been done,
mand the case, under the provisions of clause 2, Section 2, Regula
tion 9, 1831, as incomplete; and direct that the proceedings be
returned to the moonsiﬁ, who will call for evidence to prove the
khatta, and then dispose of the case de nova.

ll

I

(
THE

16TH

)

84

FEBRUARY

PRESENT

A.

1848.

:

DICK, Esq.,
JUDGE.

W. B. JACKSON

and

J. A. F. HAWKINS,

Esq.Rs.,

TEMPORARY JUDGEs.

CASE No. 276

OF 1844.

Regular Appeal from a decision of Raee Chundur Seekur Chow
dhree, Principal Sudder Ameen of Zillah Backergunge.
MIRZA MOHUMMUD MEHDEE AND OTHERs, APPELLANTs,

(PLAINTIFFs,)
wersus

DEENOONATH RAEE

AND

or HERs, RESPONDENTs,

Wukeel of Appellants—Pursun Komar Thakur.
Wukeels of Respondents—Gholam Sufdur and Gopal Kishen Raee.

SUIT laid at Company’s rupees 17,066, 10 annas, 8 pie, amount
of debt on bond, principal and interest.
MR. DICK.—The claim is founded on a bond for 8,000 rupees,
said to have been given in part payment of a former bond for 10,000

Clallm,

a

at

it.

rupees. It was disclaimed by the defendants, and declared to
be a forgery: in proof whereof the original bond for 10,000
rupees was filed, with a detailed account of payments to the full
amount endorsed on it; and, in corroboration of the truth of
the said detailed endorsement, the defendants produced another
bond for 2,700 rupees paid up, and copy of a deed of sale of
certain landed property, given by them to plaintiffs, for 1,400
rupees, both in part payment of the 10,000 rupees’ bond.
The plaintiffs, in reply, denied the truth of the detailed account;
but admitted the genuineness of the bond and deed of sale, which,
however, they declared to have been executed on an adjustment of
transactions unconnected with the liquidation of the bond for
10,000 rupees; and, in proof thereof, filed account of the adjust
ment which took place, and which related to a decree which they
had obtained against defendants. Divers minor points were mooted
and investigated, regarding the stamp paper on which the bond
was written, and the registration of the bond; also respecting the
denial of two of the witnesses to the bond, of any knowledge of
length
The principal sudder ameen, for the reasons set forth
decision,
deeming
fabrication,
his
the bond
dismissed the

:
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(DEFENDANTs.)

(35)
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his decision is incor
For the following reasons, I am of
rect, and cannot be upheld. The bonopinion
was duly registered at the
time it was written; and all save two of the witnesses to it have
testiﬁed to the execution, and those two witnesses are dependents
of the borrowers.
On the other hand, the detailed account of
payments on the bond, are written partly on the face of the
deed, and partly over the back of it; and the endorsement
on the back of the bond, ‘no balance exists,’ signed by the
agent of the lenders, is written directly across the middle of
the back of the bond. This would never have been done, had the
liquidation been endorsed in detail and the account adjusted as
now appeared, his signature would, in such case, have been at the
It tallies exactly, however, with plaintiffs’
bottom of the account.
statement, that the largest portion of the liquidation was effected
Further, the plaintiffs have shewn in
by executing another bond.
a detailed statement, corroborated by reference to other deeds
ﬁled, and documents of court, that on the same day a full adjust
ment of accounts, on different transactions, was effected between
them and defendants ; and thus satisfactorily proved that the bond
for 2,700 rupees, and the sale of property for 1,400 rupees were
not executed in payment of the bond for l0,000 rupees, as
Whereas the defendants, though allowed
alleged by defendants.
ample time, have failed to account for the satisfaction of the de
cree against them, which yet is proved to have been satisﬁed at
that very time, when the adjustment of the various money trans
actions between the parties occurred, and the several deeds were
executed and registered.
Appeal decreed with full costs.
MR. AcKs0N.——-The decision of this case turns upon one point,
-—whether the new bond for 8,00() rupees, or the endorsement on
the back of the old bond of 10,000 rupees is most worthy of credit.
It is a point of some diﬂiculty to decide. The 8,000 rupees’ bond
is duly registered, and sworn to by witnesses: it also bears the
proper stamp of 40 rupees. There are certain defects in the evid
ence; two witnesses denying that their names were ever appended
to it, and the stamp-vendor denying the writing and signature, pur
porting to be his on the back of it. On the other hand, the entries
on the back of the 10,000 rupees’ bond are sworn to by other
In fact,
witnesses, though the person who signed them is dead.
on
of
that
the
witnesses
one
side, or the
it is a matter
certainty,"
of
the
most
deliberate
have
been
other,
guilty
perjury;~th0ugl1,
from the depositions themselves, it is impossible to say which.
The registry of the 8,000 rupees’ bond, however, proves the fact
of its having been written at the time stated; and this registry has
been satisfactorily proved, by inspecting the original registry books
which were produced in court. We have, therefore, good evi
dence to this one point, the execution of the bond for 8,000 rupees
at the time stated; and this fact is altogether irreconcilable with

J

(36)
the entries of payments on the reverse of the bond for 10,000 ru
The entries,
pees, which is supported by oral evidence only.
therefore, must, in my opinion, be rejected; and the bond for
Under this view of the case,
8,000 rupees admitted as proved.
the decision of the principal sudder ameen is incorrect, and should
be reversed.
Ma. HA\vxms.——This is an appeal from the decision of the
principal sudder ameen of Backergunge, who, for the reasons
stated by him in his decree, dismissed the plaint.
concur with my colleagues in reversing the judgment of the
lower court; but as the case is not without its diﬁiculties in re
gard to the examination of the evidence adduced, and from its
amount is appealable to Her Majesty in Council, I deem it advis
able to record at length the grounds on which my judgment rests.
The plaintiffs sued the defendants, on the 29th December 1843,
for recovery of Company’s rupees 17,066-10-8, principal and
interest, due on a bond for Sicca rupees 8,000, dated 19th B3/sakh
The plaintiffs’ statement is,
1241 B. S., or 30th April 1834.
brieﬂy, that the defendants had previously borrowed from their
ancestor the sum of 10,000 rupees ; and, on the date abovemen
tioned, gave a fresh bond for the balance (after payments) of
8,000; and that the transaction took place in the village of Guro
reah, the residence of the defendants.
The defendants deny the bond on which the present action is
They admit, however, the previous debt of 10,000 ru
brought.
pees; and allege, that, as security for this, the ancestor of the
plaintiffs (from whom the money was borrowed by Rajchundur
Raee, father of Kishenbundhoo Raee, Denonath Race, and Kewul
Kishen Raee) took a farm of the borrowers’ real property, by which
he was repaid altogether the sum of 9,701-9-0-2; and that, on an
adjustment of accounts, there was a balance against the borrowers
of rupees 5,582-4, which was adjusted in the following manner, on
the 19th Bysa/ch 1241 B. S. :—
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I

Struck off, . . .
Paid in cash, .
Fresh bond for,

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Purchase money of certain lands in
Sreenuggur, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
'

..
Joar}

. .

Total,..

82
1,400
2,700

4
0
0

1 ’ 4 O0

O

5,582

4

~i

That the bond for 2,700 rupees, the sale conveyance of 1,400 ru
pees (total 4,100 rupees,) and a deed of acquittauce to the lenders,
for all rents payable by them on the farm, were executed on
or about the same day by the defendants; and subsequently
That the payments thus made were endorsed on the
registered.

bond for l0,000 rupees, which was returned to the borrowers; and,
further, that the debt of 2,700 rupees had since been liquidated,
and the bond released.
The plaintiffs reply, that the bond for 8,000 rupees was written
by the defendants’ own servant, Bulram Sircar ; and that the bond
for 2,700 rupees, and deed of sale for l,400 rupees, were on account
of other transactions then pending between the same parties.
The point then at issue in this case, is, whether the registered
bond for 8,000 rupees, is a forgery; or, whether the entries of
payment, endorsed on the original bond, are forgeries P and, as
involved in this, whether the 4,100 rupees, for which a bond for
2,700 rupees, and a lrubala, or deed of sale, to the amount of 1,400
rupees, were executed, have reference to a transaction independent
of the original bond for 10,000 rupees, or to one immediately con
nected with it?
The plaintiffs might, in some measure, have facilitated the deter
mination of this question, had they stated more explicitly than
they have done, on what account the sum of 4,100 rupees was
This omission, however, would not have been fatal to their
due.
claim, had no further light been thrown upon the transaction; but
there is strong presumptive evidence of the truth of their state

'

O

It appears that one Chundur Munnee Sein had taken from the
lenders an under-fami of a portion of the lands, of which the len
This under-farm was
ders had taken a farm from the borrowers.
given on the security of the borrowers, who were in fact the real
under-farmers,—Chundur Munnee Sein being, as shewn by the evi
dence for the defence in the present case, a servant of theirs.
The
under-farmer fell into arrears; and being sued by the farmer, a
decree for the sum of 3,222 rupees, principal and interest, exclusive
of costs, was given against him, and the sureties, jointly, on the
22d January 1833. Execution was taken out; but a petition was
ﬁled in court by the farmers (lenders) on the 5th May 1834, stating
Here is the clearest evidence
that the demand had been adjusted.
on
record
of
the
decree and of the petition)
have
we
copies
(for
that the plaintiffs had another demand for about the same sum of
4,000* rupees against the same
0
Amount of‘ decrec,..... 5’ P’
defendants, at the time of the
0 0
Costs, ...... ... ....... ..
=
alleged execution of the bond
R8. 3,397
0
0
for 8,000 rupees. The plaintiffs
Interest at 12 per cent.
say that the fresh bond for
from date of decree
2,700 rupees, and the deed of
to date of‘ compromise
550
0
0
about, ............ ...... ,,
sale of 1,400 rupees, referred
to another transaction than the
Total,... ,, 3,947 0 0
payment of the original debt
The
bond
is
dated
30th April 1834, and was
of l0,000 rupees.
registered on the 3d May I834: the deed of sale bears the same

O

ment.

>-IO
\||O
mks’:
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(87)

(33)
date, and was registered on the 6th May 1834 : the petition to
Court is dated the 5th May I834, stating that the demand had
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been adjusted ; and orders were passed thereon on the 7th of the
same month.
The plaintiffs produce these documents as strong

presumptive evidence of the correctness of their statement ; whereas
the defendants have nothing whatever to oppose to this ; nor have
they attempted to show, by statement or by evidence, (though time
was given them for that very purpose) that the demand on the
decree of 22d January 1833, was adjusted in any other way.
Had it been endorsed on the returned bond for l0,000 rupees,
that the 8,000 rupees’ bond was in payment of the balance due on
it, it would have strengthened the plaintiffs’ case, and have de
prived the defendants of the means of making use of the omission
as they have done.
But this omission, arising, it may be reason
an act of conﬁdence in the defendants, with
from
concluded,
ably
whom the lenders had had dealings for a long time, cannot preju
Besides this, it is to be observed, that the 8,000
dice the claim.
rupees’ bond recites that it was executed in payment of the balance
of 10,000 rupees ; and the lenders might fairly have considered
this as suﬂicient security on this point.
That there has been a plot on the part of one of these litigant
parties to over-reach the other is clear. I will consider in detail
both the positive evidence and the probabilities of the case, with a
view to ascertain on which side the truth is to be found.
Four documents, purporting to have been executed by the de
fendants, at the period of the adjustment of accounts, are on the
record, viz.
_
(1.) A bond for 8,000 rupees dated 19th Bysakh 124], or 30th

April l834.

A

bond for 2,700 rupees, bearing the same date.
deed of sale of a talook named Bindrabun Chatterjea,
(3.)
Joar Sreenuggur, bearing the same date.
(4.) A farigh-/chullee, or deed of acquittance for all demands
of rent, dated 20th Bysakh 1241, or lst May 1834.
The ﬁrst two were registered on the 3d May 1834 ; and the last
two on the 6th of the same month, or the day after the plaintiffs
had lodged in court their petition, withdrawing further execution
of the decree of the 22d January l833.

(2.)

A

(

so)

The followir mg st atement shews the names
attested these documents :—

mm»

~w-M

{mezzo

the witnesses who

“"2;-;;*.:?*1,.,;~;:%.:.';:,..

..........

..

Ditto.

Ditto,

Ditto.

Ditto.

Lukheekunth Bose, ..........

..

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ruttun Singll, . ..... ... ....... ..

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Rajchundur Das,

Raee, ......... ...

Ditto.

Lal Mohun Sein, ......... .... ..
Muddun Mohun Chand, .... ..

Ramsoondur

Bulram Sein,

................

.

Teloke Chundur Sein,........:
Hurmohun Sein,
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saszzszs;

of

..

..

,

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.
Ditto.

.-.-.-......"

..... .. .....

Ditto.

Omitting for the present to notice the evidence of the witnesses
Bulram Sein and Teloke Chundur Sein, of the remaining wit
nesses, Ram Raja Ghose, Rajchundur Das, Lukheekunth Bose,
Muddun’ Mohun Chand, and Ramsoondur Raee have been examin
ed. They depose to the production by the defendant, Kishen
bundhoo, of the stamp papers on which the documents were
written, and to their due execution. The evidence of these wit
but they tell
nesses is in no wise shaken on cross-examination;
distinctly, and with apparent accuracy, the transactions of the
period of which they speak. They are true witnesses, according
to the defendants’ own account, in regard to three of the docu
ments ; and perjured witnesses only in regard to the fourth.
Of these witnesses, Lukheekunth Bose took a prominent part in
those transactions, for it was he who attended at the registration
of the documents. This witness deposes, that part of these tran
sactions were connected with the proceedings in court under
the decree for rent of the 22d January 1833; and that, on the
withdrawal of the execution thereof, the deeds of sale and acquit
This is
tance, dated the 19th and 20th Bysakh, were registered.
supported by the documentary evidence on the ﬁle, and by the
records of the register-’s oﬁice.
That the bond for 8,000 rupees was executed on or about the
the date it bears, is clear from the register’s books, which have
The bond is found according to its
been called for by this court.
order of date, and number of page in its proper place.
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(90)
To oppose this consistent testimony in favor of the bond, there
is the evidence of the two subscribing witnesses, Bulram Sein
These men deny all knowledge of the
and Teloke Chundur Sein.
bond, and aﬁirm that their names are not such as appear on it.
They admit that they are creatures and dependants of the defen
dants, in whose village they reside. Now, it is remarkable, that
of the four documents simultaneously executed, three of them
being acknowledged by the defendants as good and true, the
lenders should have added to the fourth the names of two depen
The forgery,
dents of the defendants as witnesses to a forgery.
if such it be, would surely have been much more likely to pass
current, had the lenders conﬁned the attestation to the witnesses
who attested the other documents; but, to attach the names of
two dependants of the alleged borrowers, as additional witnesses,
was to court detection.
That the witnesses were brought for
ward by the borrowers to attest the bond, under a preconcerted
intention of over-reaching the lenders, appears a much more pro
bable version of the matter.
In addition to this, however, twenty-two persons have been
examined by the nazir of the principal sudder ameen’s court, in
the village of Guroreah, to prove that no such persons as Bulram
Sein and Teloke Chundur Sein are to be found in the village.
If
Bulram Das and Teloke Chundur Das, the real dependants of the
defendants, subscribed themselves as Bulram Sein and Teloke
Chundur Sein, it only serves to corroborate the view of a. previous
It certainly does not enhance the probabi
design to over-reach.
lity of the lenders’ having attached to a forgery the fabricated
signatures of creatures of the borrowers, whose names they did not
correctly know, and with whom they were previously unacquainted.
The next point for consideration, is, the endorsement on the
stamp paper, on which the principal sudder ameen has laid so
much stress in his judgment.
The bond for 8,000 rupees is written on a stamp of 40 rupees’
value, which is endorsed as having been sold by Nubkishen Bose,
stamp vendor of Backergunge, in the month of November 1833, to
one Kummul Kishen Das of Guroreah, for Kishenbundhoo Race,
one of the present defendants.
I would ﬁrst observe, that, whatever may ultimately appear to
be the fact in regard to this endorsement, the endorsement itself
cannot affect the bond in any other way than incidentally.
The
endorsement is dated in November 1833, the bond in April 1834,
and the registration in May 1834.
Had the bond been dated
to
the
that
would have afforded
endorsement,
antecedently
primdfacie evidence of forgery; but the contrary is the case;
and it by no means follows,
the endorsement
that, because

I

(91)
of

is a forgery, the bond engrossed upon
must be a forgery also.
at
a later date,
stamp,
This Court being of opinion, on the ﬁrst hearing of the ap
peal, that suﬂicient enquiry in regard to the stamp had not been
The paper has been traced
made, directed further investigation.
from the oﬁice of the superintendent of stamps in Calcutta to that
of the collector of Dacca ; but there it appears to have stopped as
far as can be traced from official records, and to have been clandes
tinely sold from thence. It either never reached the Backergunge
collector’s oﬁice, or was conveyed there secretly, and the endorse
ment of the vendor collusively obtained.
Enquiry has been made
in the ofﬁces of the judges and collectors of Dacca and Backer
gunge; but when, or b whom, or to whom, it was actually deliver
ed out of the ofﬁce of
collector of Dacca, does not appear.
Positive evidence of the fraud
The
consequently wanting.
Court must therefore be guided, in great measure, by the proba
bilities and presumptive evidence of the case, in regard to this point.
The forgery of bond, on paper with forged endorsement,
to be unprecedented.
believe
If
thing very improbable.
man forges
deed, he surely would not, knowingly, make use of
refer
public oﬁicer,
paper which bears the forged signature of
ence to whom would at once expose the character of the deed.
It
a shrewd remark of the record-keeper of the Dacca collector’s
office (ride his report), that there has evidently been fraud in this
matter, as no merchant or banker would knowingly write
bond
with
such
an
endorsement.
It
to
that
he
me,
upon paper
appears
would scarcely forge bond upon paper, upon which he would not
the remark of
write true one. Equally correct in my opinion
that
most likely the signature
the collector of Backergunge,
of the vendor
forgery, purposely done by the borrowers to
vitiate the bond hereafter.’ The remarks of these officers are not
evidence in the case and
merely cite them as explanatory of my
It not likely, that the lender would have forged the
own views.
name of the stamp vendor.
Under the supposition that the bond
a forgery, we might expect that the lender would not himself
have resorted to so probable a mode of throwing doubt and discre
it, that he would have forged
dit upon it: still more improbable
the signature of an individual over whom he could exercise no in
ﬂuence, and whom he could not expect, with any probability of
success, to win over to his side. Nubkishen Bose, the vendor at
the Backergunge collector’s oﬁice,
the immediate subordinate
of the stamp darogha. Of the oﬂice of darogha, the collector thus
writes :—‘ In the year 1833-34, there was no separate stamp
the stamps were in charge
darogha attached to this collectorate
of Goluck Chundur Chowdln-ee, the treasurer, who conducted the
duties of the stamp department through his brother, Ramchund
Chowdhree, who was
One of the
mohurrir in the treasury.
the

prior

date

same

is

a a a

a
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a
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a
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(92)
sureties of the treasurer was Kishenbundhoo Raee, whose signature
is attached to the bond as having borrowed the money :’ and, I
may add, whose name appears on the endorsement as the party
for whom the paper was purchased.
But is it likely, that if the defendants had been parties to the
fraudulent proceedings connected with the endorsement, one of their
own names should have appeared in it? Nothing more probable. It
is the borrower who, in contracting aloan, furnishes the stamp for
the bond; as in the case of a conveyance, it is the seller who usu
ally supplies it. To hold the lender in the one case, or the pur
chaser in the other, responsible for frauds in the endorsement of
the stamp, is to overthrow the security of all such transactions.
Had the borrowers in this case produced a paper with the name
of a third, or unknown person as the purchaser, the lender might
have objected to it ; but the production of a paper, with the name
of one of the borrowers endorsed on it as the purchaser, tended to
keep down all suspicion of foul play, and to bring the lender the
The plan for
more readily into the snare which was laid for him.
over-reaching the lenders had been laid in the manner in which
the stamp had been procured, and the endorsement obtained ; and
the insertion of the borrower’s name was the best possible device
to prevent immediate enquiry, and to complete the work of de
ception.
I consider then the circumstances connected with the endorse
ment on the stamp, to be utterly inconsistent with the probability
of forgery on the part of the lenders, but perfectly consistent
with a deep-laid plan on the part of the defendants to over-reach
the lenders, and hereafter to deny the bond ; a view of the case
in which
am the more conﬁrmed by ﬁnding the names of two
of the defendants’ dependants attached as witnesses to the bond,
but not to any other of the documents executed at the same time,
and admitted by the defendants to be true ; and also by the great
improbability of a deed having been forged and registered, and
yet not acted upon for a period of nearly IO years, which was the
time that elapsed between the date of the bond, and the institution
of this suit.
It is, however, by no means impossible, that the signature to
The stamp has been
the false endorsement is not a forgery.
traced to the oﬂice of the collector of Dacca, and no further, by
oﬂicial records.
It must have left it in one of three ways : it was
there sold with a forged endorsement, or it was sold without any
endorsement at all ; or it was sent to the stamp ofﬁcers at Backer
gunge, and by them received and disposed of, without any entry
being made in the stamp accounts of either oﬁice. The enquiry
recently made by order of this Court, shews that the affairs of the
stamp oﬂice at Dacca were conducted in a very irregular manner.
Now, it is not impossible, that the stamp having been obtained

I

from Dacca, unendorsed, the wrong endorsement, contrived for the
purpose of throwing discredit upon the deed, without exciting
suspicion, was made in collusion with the vendor at Backergunge,
the subordinate of the oﬂicer who then conducted the duties of
stamp darogha, and for whom the defendant, Kishenbundhoo
Raee, is security.
At all events, enough has appeared to shew the
utter insufficiency of the false endorsement as a ground for the
rejection of the bond.
There remains to be considered the positive evidence for the
defence, to the effect that the bond for 2,700 rupees, and the deed
of sale of a portion of the borrower’s property for l ,400 rupees
were executed in adjustment of the balance due on the original
debt of l0,000 rupees. This consists of areceipt on the back
of the bond, alleged to have been signed by Gokul Chundur
Sein, the agent of the lenders. Gokul Chundur is dead; but
certain persons have deposed that they were present, and saw
Gokul Chundur Sein sign it. These witnesses admit that they
attended on the part of the defendants ; and allege that the lenders,
as they were informed, directed that all the deeds were to be
written, and attested by their own people; and yet opposed to
this, and to all probability of the forgery of the deed, the lenders
produce a bond for 8,000 rupees, the most important document
of the whole, bearing the names of two servants of the borrowers ;
and, further, the receipt on the back of the old bond for 10,000
rupees was written (if the evidence for the defence is to be
consider the evidence for
believed) by a man of the defendants.
the defence to be quite insuﬁicient to rebut the plaintiffs’ case ; and
the receipt on the old bond to have been written after the bond
had been restored to them, for the purpose of supporting their
scheme to over-reach the lenders.
It is quite in accordance with
this, that we ﬁnd the witnesses for the defence saying, that the re
ceipt was written by a person on the part of the defendants, as it
was doubtless so written: and to have said that any one on
the part of the lenders wrote
would have enhanced the diﬁiculty
of proof. The manner of effecting this,
conceive to have been,
that, on the return of the bond, Gokul Chundur, the agent of
the lenders, signed his name across the back of the bond, and
restored it.
Had the statement of payments been written at
the time
professes to have been, the signature of Gokul
Chundur would have been attached at the foot of the account and
not, as
is, in the middle of the account across the paper.
The endorsement on the old bond has, in fact, all the appearance
of the
nature having been ﬁrst written, and the account added
afterwarfs. The receipt
often the case
unattested; but this
with receipts on returned documents, and does not,
my opinion,
weigh on either side.
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HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

IN

PETITION No. 662
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1847.

in
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of

for

of

—

is

granted

on

hereby certified that the said application
following grounds:

is

of

of

in of

of

on

of

Bhunjun Mundul, filed
the matter
the petition
this
1847,
praying
the 5th October
the admission
special appeal from the decision
the principal sudder ameen
Dinagepore, under date the 31st July 1847; reversing that
the
Kalleegunge, under date 8th January 1847,
moonsiff
the
case
the petitioner, plaintiff, versus Gobra Mundul and others,
defendants.
Court,

It
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There is only one more point which
consider it necessary
to notice. The bond for 10,000 rupees was executed by Rajchun
dur Raee, Denonath Raee, and Kewul Kishen Raee.
That for
8,000 rupees, which recites that the bond for 10,000 rupees was
executed by the same borrowing parties, was executed by Kishen
bundhoo Raee, Denonath Raee, and the widow of Kewul Kishen
Raee. Kishenbundhoo Raee is the son of Rajchundur Raee.
It is clear from a deed of acquittance, dated 7th Magh 1236
B. S., (four years before the date of the bond for 8,000 rupees)
filed on the record by the defendants, that Kishenbundhoo and
the other defendants, had joint dealings with the lenders, after
Rajchundur Raee's death, in their own names; and that Kishen
bundhoo Raee had entered upon possession of his father's pro
perty, and taken upon himself the prosecution of his pecu
niary transactions; in fact, identified himself with them. Under
these circumstances, it is nothing against the plaintiffs’ case,
that, in the bond, Kishenbundhoo Raee is made to say that he was
one of the borrowers of the 10,000 rupees; but, on the contrary,
it is just what might have been expected from a man dealing with
facts and circumstances as they were at the time of the execution
of the bond, and not bent, as the forger would have been, upon
making every part of the last document tally with the one which
preceded
Under these circumstances, considering the plaintiffs' case
be
fully proved, and the defence
supported
nothing better
than forgery, perjury, and fraud,
concur with my colleagues
court;
reversing the decree
giving judgment
the lower
and
plaintiffs
(appellants);
against
for the
with costs
the defendants
(respondents.)

the

‘
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The plaintiff sued on an ikrar-nameh for recovery of a sum of
money, under ‘the following circumstances :—
One Gendora Mundul had entrusted some property to the de
fendant, Gobra Mundul ; which not being forthcoming, the latter
had executed to the former an engagement, promising to pay him
the value of it. After this, Gendora Mundul prosecuted Gobra
before the magistrate for the theft of the property, or rather for
the proceeds realized by the sale ‘of it. Gendora Mundul sold the
engagement to the present plaintiff; and the amount not having
been paid, the present suit was instituted.
The moonsiff gave judgment for the plaintiﬁ'; but the principal
sudder ameen reversed his judgment for two reasons: first, that
Gendora Mundul should have been made a party to the suit; and,
secondly, that the claim was not admissible under Construction
No. 318.
The Construction No. 318 is to the effect, that civil actions can
not be maintained upon engagements to forego the prosecution of
criminals for the offences described in Regulation 12, 1818, upon
the consideration of restitution of the value of the property stolen.
This engagement, however, is altogether of a different character;
and was a promise to restore the value of the property before any
But, apart from this, the action can
prosecution was instituted.
not be maintained in its present form. Gendora Mundul, to whom
the engagement is alleged to have been given, should, under the
practice of the courts, have been made a party to the suit; and, as
this was not done, the plaintiff should have been nonsuited.
accordingly admit the appeal; and remand the case to the
principal sudder ameen, under Clause 2, Section 2, Regulation 9,
1831, to be dealt with as above pointed out.
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Tu:-: l9'ru FEBRUARY

1848.

Passmrr:

TUCKER, Esq.
Sm R. BARLOW,

C.

J.

and
BAR’I‘.,

Juno:-:s.

A. F. HAWKINS, EsQ.,
Tsmeonanr Jones.
PETITION No. 185 or 1847.

-

IN the matter of the petition of Kirpa Maye Dassee, ﬁled in this

19th March 1847, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of the judge of zillah Dinagepore,
under date the 13th December 1846; reversing that of the princi
pal sudder ameen of Dinagepore, under date the 22d December

Court on the

(
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1845, in the case of Mohummud Buxsh, plaintiff, versus the peti
tioner, defendant.
It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the

in

of

be

to

it

if

of

a

a

of

in

to

at

in

of

of

-

he

he

it,

case had brought an action against the
defendant, for recovery of certain lands with mesne profits.
The
plaintiff set forth that he was proprietor of an estate, in which the
defendant held the lands without any right or title to them. The
defendant pleaded that she held under a mocurrurree tenure.
The principal sudder ameen dismissed the plaint; but, on appeal,
the zillah judge decided against the validity of the mocurrurree
tenure pleaded by the defendant, and remanded the case to the
principal sudder ameen to investigate the amount of profits due to
the plaintiff.
From this order, the petitioner applied to this Court for permis
sion to prefer a special appeal.
When the application came on for
hearing, the petitioner’s pleader stated that the case had been
struck off by the principal sudder ameen; and that, consequent
ly, it was unnecessary to proceed further. The judge, however,
reversed the order of the principal sudder ameen; and the case was
again brought on the file of the principal sudder ameen.
Such
being the case, an application was made by the petitioner to revive
the application for special appeal in this Court, and was this day
granted.
With regard to the case itself, we are of opinion that the judge
might have done by
should have finally disposed of
which
pronouncing upon the invalidity
tenure,
the
considered
invalid; and awarding mesne profits for specified period, leaving
the amount for enquiry and investigation
the course
execu
tion
the decree.
This would have avoided the anomaly
case
being pending
the same time
the Sudder and zillah courts.
We accordingly admit the appeal; and remand the case
the
judge
disposed
the manner above pointed out.

PRESENT

1848.

:

THE 19th FEBRUARY

R. H. RATTRAY, Esq.,
JUDGE.

IN

PETITION No. 888

OF

1846.

of

of

of

in

3d

of of

a

of

of

on

of

the matter
the petition
Tekoo Muhtoon and others, filed
this Court
the 16th September 1846, praying for the admis
special appeal from the decision
sion
Mirza Mohummud
Sadeek, principal sudder ameen
Hazareebagh, under date the
10th August 1846; reversing that
Dost Mohummud, moonsiff
May 1845,
Gurgurea, under date the
the case
Tekoo

in
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following grounds:—
The plaintiff in this
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Muhtoon and others, plaintiffs, versus Tulsee Singh and others, defendants.
It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
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following grounds:—
This suit was brought by the plaintiffs to recover the value of
fish taken by the defendants from a certain piece of water; and the
moonsiff, on the ground of proof of long continued possession of
the plaintiffs of the piece of water in question, prior to, and at the

time, the fish were proved to have been taken by the defendants,
passed a decree for the amount of loss sustained by the former.
On appeal to the principal sudder ameen, the judgment was
reversed, on the plea of the proprietary right to the land where the
piece of water lay, and to the water itself, which was advanced by
the defendants, not having been made the substantive question of
enquiry, instead of the merely temporary occupancy of the plain
tiffs, upon which the decision was made to rest.
Deeming the opinion and consequent judgment of the principal
sudder ameen to be founded on a false principle, and opposed to
the law and practice of the courts, I admit the appeal prayed for;
and direct that the proceedings be returned for revisal, and the
case decided upon the validity, or otherwise, of the plea upon
which the moonsiff passed the judgment, which has been reversed.
Case No. 126, decided by the Court on the 20th September last,
may be referred to as a precedent for what is now expressed and
directed.”

THE 19th FEBRUARY
PRESENT

1848.

:

A. DICK, Esq.,
*

CASE NO. 213

JUDGE.

OF 1846.

Regular Appeal from a decision of the Principal Sudder Ameen of
Zillah Dinagepore, Mohummud Khoorshed Khan.
JUDOONATH SUNDEEAL FoR HIMSELF, AND As ATToRNEY
FoR

SREENATH SUNDEEAL

AND

MINoRs, APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT,)

GOVIND SUNDEEAL,

ters?/8

MUSST. SUKEE PREEACHOWDHRAIN, widow of RAJIB
LOCHUN DUT, AND GUARDIAN OF GOVIND DUT AND
oTHERs, MINoRs, RESPONDENT, (PLAINTIFF.)
Wukeels of Appellant—Pursun Komar Thakur,
Wukeels

of

Sufdur,
Gholam
Gopal
and
Kishen Raee.
Respondent—J. G. Waller, Ram Pran Raee, and Bun
seebuddun

Mitr.

SUIT laid at rupees 32,967-12-3, possession on a jumma istem
raree, or fixed rent tenure, with wasilat, or usufruct.
*

Wide page 560 Decisions

of S. D. Adawlut for

1847.

(93)
a sunnud, or deed, dated 1158 B. /E.,
certain
lands in mouzalas Kudirpoor, &c., lot
rent,
giving, at ﬁxed
out of his zemindaree as dewut
Suntose,
Shunkerpoor, pergunnah
lur, by the Rajah of Dinagepore to plaintiff’s ancestor. After
wards, a- successor of the rajah, named Radhanath, ousted the
Long
grantee, who sued and got a decree, and re-possession.
subsequently, the defendant’s ancestor purchased the lot at public
auction, and by force again ousted the grantee’s heirs,-—whence this
suit.
The defendants denied the grant, also the ousting; and
adduced evidence to prove that no such grant ever existed, or
ever was decreed ; and insisted that the copy of the decree, dated
1'/'88, was a forgery, as no original of it was to be found in the
The principal sudder ameen, for reasons fully
judge’s court.
detailed in his decision, deemed the grant proved, and the copy of
the decree genuine and unquestionable, and therefore decreed
the claim.
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The claim is founded on

In appeal, the two main points urged were :—ﬁrst, that the
suit was barred by lapse of time ; and, secondly, that the copy‘of
the alleged decree of 1788 was a fabrication.
The force of the
argument on the ﬁrst point, centred in the word beginning
(‘ sh0r0oee’) of the year 1139 B. /E., when the plaintiﬂ"s husband,
in another case, admitted he had been ousted; whence it was con
tended, that the very beginning of the year must be understood,
and then more than twelve years elapsed before the suit was pre
The respondent’s pleaders contended, that the time of
ferred.
commencing to collect the rents should be understood, which
would bring the suit within twelve years ; and, moreover, shewed
that the appellant’s ancestor had not complete possession till
Sawun of that year, consequently the dispossession ought not to
be supposed sooner. As the expression is by no means deﬁnite,
and the beginning of a year may commonly be applied to any
time within the ﬁrst quarter, as of a month to any day of the ﬁrst
week, the Court cannot restrict it to a day or a month, especially
in applying it to a law in its nature penal. They, therefore,
adjndge, that the penalty has not been incurred. '
On the second point they observe, that, though the original of
the decree be not now forthcoming,
nothing has been adduced to
call in question the gennineness of the copies ; one of which was
obtained so far back as I819, many years previous to the purchase
of the zemindaree by appellant’s ancestor; and the other also seve
ral years before, by a party wishing to enforce a decree against the
respondent’s ancestor. There is besides mention of the tenure in
a suit decided so far back as I807 ; and also in tarij papers of the
collectorate of H98 B. zE.
therefore, of the principal-sudder ameen is up
the appeal dismissed with full costs.

The decision,
held

; and

L
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PETITION No.

104 os

I8/16.

IN the matter of the petition of Ramanath Haree, after his death
Soobdasseea, ﬁled in this Court on the 16th March 1846, praying
for the admission of a special appeal from the decision of the prin
cipal sudder ameen of zillah Hooghly, under date the 6th Decem
ber I845; reversing that of the moonsiif of Muhanud, under date
the 9th July 1845, in the case of Ramanath Haree, plaintiﬁ', versus
Ishwur Chundur Sircar, defendant.
The petitioner, plaintiff in this case, sued to set aside a summary
decision, which the defendant had obtained against him for balance
of rent, on a kubooleeut ; which Icubooleeut he declared to be a
forged document.
The moonsiif decreed for plaintiﬁ’. Of three witnesses adduced
the moonsiff
by the defendant in support of the kubooleeut,
examined two in detail, who denied all knowledge of the imbue
leeut.
The third witness the moonsiff declined to examine,
because he saw him in consultation with the defendant; and, on
being questioned, admitted that the defendant was instructing him
what he was to say, when called up to give his evidence.
On appeal, the principal sudder ameen, Radha Govind Shome,
without assigning any reason, or apparently without any applica
tion from the appellant, called for further evidence as to the
kubooleeut. Moreover, the principal sudder ameen, most irregularly,
addressed purwannahs to the zemindar and putneedar under whom
the defendant holds his tenure, calling upon them for information
and certain documents; on which irregularly obtained information,
the principal sudder ameen’s judgment is partly grounded, which
was in favor of the appellant, declaring the kubooleeut to have
been proved by the evidence of the two witnesses examined in
consider these proceedings highly irregular and objec
appeal.
tionable; and, therefore, annulling the decision of the principal
sudder ameen, remand the proceedings in appeal to the present
principal sudder ameen, who will dispose of the case on the record
of the lower court; unless, on the application of either party, he
may think there are good and just grounds for calling for addi
tional evidence, oral or documentary.

I

(

100

)

THE 21st FEBRUARY
PRESENT

1848.

:

W. B. JACKSON, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 223

OF 1846.

Regular Appeals from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Mymensingh, June 29th, 1846.

BISSESSUREE

DIBBEA, wiDow of BRIJKISHWUR,

CEASED,) APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT,)

(DE

tersus
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ESHENCHUNDUR CHUCKERBUTTEE, ADoPTED
BRIJKISHWUR, RESPONDENT, (PLAINTIFF.)

soN

of

soN

of

Wukeel of Appellant—J. G. Waller.
Wukeel of Respondent—Pursun Komar Thakur.

CASE No. 255

OF 1846.

ESHENCHUNDUR CHUCKERBUTTEE,

BRIJKISHWUR, APPELLANT,

ADoPTED

(PLAINTIFF,)

terstas

BISSESSUREE DIBBEA, widow of BRIJKISHWUR,
CEASED, RESPONDENT, (DEFENDANT.)

DE

CLAIM for half share of a zemindaree and other property, left
by Brijkishwur deceased, now in the possession of his widow, the
defendant; and to set aside the adoption of Ramchundur Chucker
buttee by the defendant: suit laid at rupees 22,985.
On the 29th June 1846, the principal sudder ameen decided this
case, awarding the property claimed to the plaintiff, with the
reservation of a life-interest to the defendant; and setting aside
the adoption of Ramchundur.
From this decision both parties
appeal. The defendant, among the grounds of her appeal, mentions
that the principal sudder ameen in his decision lays stress on the
statement of the sherishtadar of the foujdaree court; objecting
that this statement was made without the usual declaration enjoin
ed by the provisions of Act 5, 1840, and is therefore not admis
sible as evidence.

(l0l)

'

I

ﬁnd in the principal sudder ameen’s decision, among the
grounds for throwing out the defendant’s unomuttee-putr (docu
ment conveying the right to adopt) dated 23d Ughun 1235, the
following reason assigned :—‘ The strong suspicion of its non-exis
tence at the time the magistrate caused the list to be made out, and
its insertion therein after the list had been deposited in hi oﬂiec.
This is apparent from the fact, that there appears an erasure on the
‘
paper in the place where the words unomuttee-pair, I5-0.’ are written ;
which leads to the inference that something else was written
there, but was subsequently erased, and ‘ unomuttee-puir, kc.’
am the more conﬁrmed in this belief
written in its stead.
from the fact, that in the copy of the original list forwarded
by the magistrate to the judge’s court (along with the box con
taining the papers of the late Brijkishwur,) that part thereof,
wherein it is stated the alleged uno-muttee-putr was mentioned, is
not forthcoming.
Owing to the abstraction, by whatever means,
of some of the intermediate leaves of the list, to satisfy myself the
more on this head, I directed the attendance of the jbujdaree she
rishtadar, who attended, bringing along with him the original list
deposited in the magistrate’s record oﬂice; and, on interrogating
him as to whether the writing of the words unomuttee-putr, ob
servable in the list in its altered state, was in his hand-writing (he
having prepared the list) his reply was, I am doubtful.
(Humka
shoobah

It

laotha kg/.)’

9,

2,

is

a

I

is

is,

is evidently of great importance to the issue of the suit, whe
ther the entry in the list
or
not, in the sherishtadar’s hand
writing; and his statement cannot be received in evidence, without
the usual declaration in lieu of an oath.
consider the proceed
ings in the case to be incomplete, and the decision of the principal
sudder ameen irregular; and direct that the case be returned to
the principal sudder ameen, with orders to take the deposition of
the fozgidaree sherishtadar on the above point, in the usual form,
and with the usual declaration.
After thus completing the case,
new judgment.
His for
the principal sudder ameen will record
mer judgment
hereby set aside under the provisions of Clause
1831
Section
Regulation

2,
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THE 21st FEBRUARY
PRESENT:
A. DICK, Esq.,
-

1848.

JUDGE.

CASE No. 264

OF 1844.

Regular Appeal from a decision of the Principal Sudder Ameen of
Dacca, Moulvee Mohummud Idris Khan, stationed at Furreed
pore.

MUSST RASMUNNEE DASSEE, widow of RAJ CHUN
DUR RAEE, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
ters?/8

-

KALEE CHURN DUT CHOWDHREE, HURISH CHUN
DUR DUT CHOWDHREE

AND oTHERs,

(DEFENDANTs.)
Wukeels

of Appellant—Gholam Sufdur,
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dun

J.

RESPONDENTs,

G. Waller,

Mitr, and Ahmud Russool.

Bunsee

Bud

Wukeel of Respondents—Pursun Komar Thakur.

SUIT laid at rupees 21,278-7-10, for possession on 251 biggahs
of land in mouzah Boorashee, pergunnah Mukeempore, with wasi

lat (usufruct) principal and interest; and instituted on 25th July
1843, A. D., or Sawun 1250 B. A.E.
The claim in this suit is founded on a decree of court, passed in
1805, A. D.; and upheld by another decree, passed in 1841, A. D.,
by which it was contended, that the boundary between the two
estates of the parties was a khal, or creek, running east and west,
named ‘Nulcheera,” south of which were the lands in question, and
from which plaintiff was ousted in 1239B. AE. The defence rested
on the denial of the existence of any such khal; and declared the
land claimed to belong to defendants’ estate, on the strength of a
decree passed in 1791, A. D.
The principal sudder ameen decided that the existence of the
khal had not been proved; and that as the land in dispute had
been decreed to belong to defendants’
estate in 1791, A. D., the
subsequent decrees could not affect their right, and therefore dis
missed the claim.
In appeal, the case was argued at length by the pleaders on
both sides; especially as to the suit being barred by lapse of time.
There were two points for the plaintiff in this case to establish.
First, that she had been ousted in 1239 B. AE.; and, secondly, that
the decree of 1805, decided the khal Nulcheera to be the boundary
between her estate and the defendants’ estate.
On the first point,
she has produced not a tittle of evidence; whereas the defendants
have filed two maps, prepared for two other cases, instituted and

(103)
decided long previous to 1239 B. 1E., in which the lands claimed
appear as in the possession of defendants; whence the inference is
clear, that plaintiﬁ has not been possessed of the lands for upwards
of 12 years previous to her suit. On the second point, it is
suﬂicient to observe, that the decree of 1805 has not a single word
about the lrhal Nulcheera, either of its actual existence, or of its
Moreover, the lands in dispute in that case,
being a boundary!
and decreed, were distinct from those now claimed, and not con
tiguous.
Mention of the lchal, and of its being the boundary, was certain
ly asserted by plaintiti"s predecessor in the estate ; but no investi
It has, how
gation, or further notice was taken of the statement.
ever, most unaccountably, led to the misapprehension that the
The appeal is dis
point had been established by the said decree.
missed with full costs.

um
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PRESENT:

W. B. JACKSON, EsQ.,
Tmrronanv Jones.
CASE No. 275 or 1846.
Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Zillah Rungpore, [Hay 16th, 1846.

FUKEER CHUNDUR BUKSHEE AND JANOORAM
BUKSHEE, Am-ennanrs, (Dsraxnanrs wrra ANOTHER,)
versus

GOLUCK

_

CHUNDUR SHAH, Rssroxnsnr,

Wulreel

(PLAm'r11=r.)

of Appellants-—-Pursun Komar Thakur.

Wukeel of Respondent—J.

CLAIM: possession of 8 annas

G.

Waller.

taloolcah Khemkoonjee, and en
lalookah Guddeekol, under a kut-kebaleh (deed of
conditional sale,) and to render that conditional sale absolute.
The plaintiﬁ"s deed of conditional sale is admitted by the defen
dant Ramgobind Raee, one of the vendors; but the other defen
dants, Fukeer Chundur and Janooram, assert that this document
is false; and that the 8 annas talookah Kbemkoonjee was sold to
them, by the same person, on a date subsequent to the sale to plain
tiff. That the period of mortgage to plaintiff, according to his own
account, extended to 15th Bysakh 1250; and the sale to the defen
dants took place on the 12th of the same month; that the sale was
consequently good and valid, notwithstanding the previous mort
sage

tire

lzismut

)

104

In

to

is,

is

is

it

of

of

I

of

of

to

of

it.

On the 16th May 1846, the principal sudder ameen gave an
award in favor of plaintiff, from which the defendants, who claim
under the second sale, appeal.
The sale to the plaintiff is proved by the deed of sale duly regis
tered, and by the deposition of witnesses, as well as by the ad
mission of Ramgobind Raee.
This document is written in terms
which amount to a sale outright, and without condition; but the
witnesses say, that a separate document, containing a declaration
that the property should be redeemable on the payment of the
money (8,000 rupees) before a fixed date, was also executed: this
is not produced. The plaintiff applied to the civil court for notice
under Regulation 17, 1806, which was issued, and the period ex
pired. I find nothing to set against this evidence.
The appellants’
purchase is subsequent; and, whether the previous sale was con
ditional, or absolute, their right is altogether contingent upon the
previous assignment being satisfied.
It is certainly incumbent on the plaintiff to prove his right
clearly; and to this end the ikrarnameh, or declaration of the
right to redeem is necessary: this document, however, is not in
the hands of the plaintiff, but in those of the mortgager, defendant,
who admits that it was written, but does not file
the absence
supply its
this document, the plaintiff has brought witnesses
place; and the admission
the mortgager, combined with the
think, sufficient
deposition
prove the
those witnesses,
plaintiff’s
truth
the
statement.
The award
the principal sudder ameen
therefore correct:
hereby affirmed.
Costs against appellants.
THE 21st FEBRUARY

1848.

C.

PRESENT:

TUCKER, Esq.,
JUDGE.

IN

PETITION No.

451

OF

]846.

of

of

on

to

to

hein

in

of

of

of

of

a in

on

of

of

Muharajah Ishwuree Purshad
the petition
this Court
the 22d July 1846, praying
special appeal from the decision
the acting
April
judge
Shahabad,
1846;reversing
zillah
under date the 22d
that
the principal sudder ameen
that district, under date the
Muharajah
1845,
22d December
the case
Ishwuree Purshad
Nurain Singh, plaintiff, versus Murjad Singh, defendant.
The petitioner, plaintiff
this case, sued
recover possession
alleged had been sold
certain lands, which
his father,
the matter

Nurain Singh, filed
for the admission

of
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(

(105)
2lst December 1832, by Teluck Singh, Murjad Singh, Madho
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Singh, and Gunnesh Sham Singh; stating that, although Murjad
Singh’s signature was not aﬁixed to the deed of sale, he had subse
quently given his assent; and, in conﬁrmation of this, had signed,
jointly with the other three sellers, a receipt for 1,000 rupees,
paid in advance to bind thelwargain.
The principal sudder ameen decreed for the plaintiff, deeming
the fact of Murjad Singh having igned the receipt as good evidence
of his consent to the sale. On appeal, the acting judge reversed
the principal sudder ameen’s decision, recording his opinion that
the bill of sale was a forgery; and assigned, as one reason for
thinking so, that it had not been produced in the foujdaree court,
when a case under Regulation l5, l824, for the possession of the
lands, was under enquiry ; and remarking ‘ where then can it have

come from now P’
He also objected to the validity of the document for want of
Murjad Singh’s signature. But, from the proceedings held in
appeal, on the suit in the foujdaree, under Regulation l5, 1824, it
is beyond dispute the document which was ﬁled; and the acting
judge makes no mention whatever of the principal sudder ameen’s
argument, regarding the effect of Murjad Singh’s signature to the
receipt in curing the omission to sign the deed of sale.
It is evident, that a due consideration of these two facts may
cause an alteration of the acting judge’s opinion as to the docu
ment; and that, without such consideration, his decision is incom
Ordered, therefore, that the proceedings be remanded for
plete.
revision on these points.

13-.

'

Tun 2lsr FEBRUARY
PRESENT

C.
'

1848.

:

TUCKER, Eso.,
Jones:

PETITION No. 452 or 1846.

IN the matter of the petition of Muharajah

Ishwuree

Purshad

Nurain Singh, ﬁled in this Court on the 22d July l846, praying
for the admission of a special appeal from the decision of the acting
judge of zillah Shahabad, under date the 22d_April I846 ; reversing
that of the principal sudder ameen of that district, under date the
22d December 1845, in the case of Muharajah Ishwuree Purshad
Nurain Singh, plaintiff, versus Seetul Dan Singh, defendant.
This is the same case in which I have already admitted a special
appeal this day on petition No. 451 ; and this is admitted for the
same reasons.

(
THE

22D

)

106

FEBRUARY

1848.

PRESENT:

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

PETITION No.

of

381

1847.

IN the matter of the petition of Putitpabun Banerjea and others,
filed in this Court on the 29th June 1847, praying for the admis
sion of a special appeal from the decision of Mr. A. Smelt, judge
of East Burdwan, under date the 30th March 1847; affirming that
of the moonsiff of Burdwan, under date the 16th November 1846,
in the case of Radha Mohun Gosain and others, plaintiffs, versus
the petitioners, defendants.
It is hereby certified, that the said application
is granted on the
following grounds:—
The plaintiff sued the defendants for arrears of rent, due on a
kubooleeut.

gave judgment for the plaintiff,
proof
on
of the kubooleeut.
The kubooleeut and security bond are on the same paper; and
as this was objected to by the petitioners in the lower court, the
judge should, under the Circular Order, No. 216, of the 27th Octo
ber 1837, and Construction No. 1147, have given the holders of the
document proper time to have it duly stampt, instead of deciding
upon it in
present imperfect state.
accordingly admit the appeal; and remand the case
the
judge,
order, that
may proceed
above pointed out.

he

in

to

as

its

I

-

THE 23D FEBRUARY

1848.

C.

PRESENT:

TUCKER,

Esq.,

JUDGE.

IN

PETITION No. 515

OF 1846.

of

by

by

of

of

in

of

of

of

of

on

a

of in

of

the matter
the petition
Musst. Sittara Begum and others,
August
1846, praying for the admis
filed
this Court
the 5th
special appeal from the decision
sion
the judge
zillah 24
Pergunnahs, under date the 5th May 1846; affirming that
the
additional principal sudder ameen
that district, under date the
Aleem-o-Nissa, plaintiff, versus the
17th July 1845,
the case
petitioners, defendants.
this case the plaintiff, Aleem-o-nissa, sued for one-quarter
the property left
her half-brother,
the same father only. She

In
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The moonsiff and zillah judge

(

£

)

107

stated herself to be the daughter of Sona Bibi, one of three wives
The defendants pleaded specially, that the

of Mirza Hosein Beg.

mother, Sona Bibi, was not the wife of Mirza Hosein

plaintiff’s

Beg; nor was the plaintiff herself the daughter of Hosein Beg.
Both courts

is is

to

THE

on

I

23D

PRESENT

of

an

--

FEBRUARY

1848.

:

to

to

as

A. DICK, Esq.,
JUDGE.
F.

J.

W. B. JACKSON and
HAWKINS, Esq.Rs.,
A.
TEMPORARY

CASE No.

JUDGEs.

by

55 OF 1846.

a

Appeal from
decision passed
the Principal Sudder
24-Pergunnahs, Hur Chundur Ghose.
Ameen

of

Regular

ISSHUR CHUNDUR MOOKERJEE, APPELLANT,
(DEFENDANT,)
tersus

CHUNDEE CHURN BISWAS

or HERs, RESPONDENTs,

in

or

on

20,550 Company’s rupees, for possession
rent-free,
lakhiraj, land
Chandpoor.

cottahs

17

Respondents—Pursun Komar Thakur.

of

SUIT laid
biggahs,

at

|Wukeel

AND

(PLAINTIFFs.)
Appellant-Gholam Sufdur.

of of

|Wukeel

14
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for the plaintiff.
special
appeal
A
is demanded, on the grounds that taking the
fact as the courts have ruled
that Musst. Aleem-o-nissa
the
daughter
Mirza Hosein Beg
Sona Bibi, his wife, still she
not
one-quarter
entitled
her deceased half-brother's property, but
one-sixth; and that the courts should have required
only
ex
position
the law,
the portion the plaintiff was entitled to,
before coming
decision.
page
stated
W. H. Macnaghten’s Mahomedan Law,
only
that “where there
one sister
the same father and mother,
half-sisters,
only,
supposing them
the
the same father
have
uterine brother, take one-sixth
their legal shares.’
exactly the case
This
the suit before the Court; and, con
sidering the decrees
the lower courts incomplete,
remand the
proceedings
the principal sudder ameen for further enquiry
exposition
the above point, who will, after taking
the law
applicable
officer,
pass such orders
the case from the official law
he may deem just and proper.

'<w8)
CASE No. 56 or I846.

-

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal
Ameen of 24-Pergurznahs, Hur Clzundur Glzose.

Sudder

ISSHUR CHUNDUR MOOKERJEE, APPELLANT,
(DEFE-NDANT,)
versus

CHUNDEE CHURN BlSWA'S

AND

ornsns, Rssrozvnsurs,

(P1.Am'r|1=-rs.)

it,

Sum‘ laid at 30,’/'00 Company’s rupees for possession on 20
biggalw malgoozaree, or revenue land in Kisheebagh.
Ma. D1o1(.—In both these suits, the foundation of claim is one
and the same,-—deeds of sale from one Bibi Khanum, the admitted
proprietor of both lots of land.
The defence rests on the allegation of a meeadee, or permanent
farm lease; and denial of the assertion of the plaintiffs, that pos
session was held by defendant merely as a servant, or gomashtah,
of the said Bibi Khanum: and prays a rejection of suit, on the
ground of the law of limitation.
The principal sudder ameen did not deem the suit barred by
lapse of time, because the defendant’s possession was allegedly
fraudulent; and because he was_unable to file any pottah, or proof
of his permanent lease ; and because plaintiffs had ﬁled an
ikrarnameh, or deed of acknowledgment and agreement, in which
defendant admitted the falsity of his plea of permanent lease,
and his being merely a servant, or gomashtah, on the part of the
Bibi. A decree was accordingly passed in favor of plaintiﬁ's.
There is nothing adduced on the part of plaintiffs (respondents,)
to prove that appellant held possession merely as a servant and
manager of Bibi Khanum, except the deed of IS33, acknowledging
himself to be such. That deed purports to have been written and
given to Mr. Palmer, attorney of the Bibi, while a suit was pend
were delivered to Mr.
ing in court on the matter; and, with
Palmer the papers of management and collections of the gardens
in question, and for which Mr. Palmer gave receipts: yet on the
no endorsement of Mr. Palmer, and the papers delivered
deed
to him have none of them been produced; and, in direct contra
diction to the contents of the deed, the appellant continued to
cannot
pay the rent by draft, as possessor of permanent lease.
On the other hand,
in
therefore give credit to that deed.
evidence, that appellant asserted from the ﬁrst, and so far back
as 1829, his possession on
permanent (bemeeadee) lease, and the
Bibi was referred to
regular suit to dispossess him in 1829;
nevertheless she never sued, though she lived till 1842!
is

I

\

,

a

a

it

a

is
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Wukeel of Appellant—J. G. Waller. ~
Wulzeel of Resp0ndenls—-Kishzn Kishore Glzoae.

‘

I

(109)

would therefore dismiss this claim for possession.

Mn. Jsoxsox.-—'l‘he plaintiff, ChundeeChurn Biswas,

appears to
me to have established his right to the property in dispute beyond a
doubt, by a deed of sale from Bibi Khanum. The defendant claims
to hold it as her tenant on a permanent lease.
He produces no
such lease, nor any suﬁicient proof that he ever got such a lease:
indeed, as he asserts, this lease was granted to him by Bibi Khanum
on a date previous to her having obtained the property.
consi
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der this plea altogether without foundation. His possession would
appear to have been that of a servant of Bibi Khanum, entrusted
with the collections; and he has made use of the conﬁdence reposed
in him to endeavour to oust the owner.
The rule of limitation
does not appear to me to be applicable to the case.
I would afﬁrm
the decree of the lower court with costs.
.
MR. Hswxms.--The plaintiﬁ's claim the land under deeds of
sale executed by Bibi Khanum. The defendant pleads possession
under a permanent lease, alleged to have been executed by the same
Bibi Khanum. The question then of the application of the law
of limitation, cannot possibly arise in regard to the transfer of the
proprietary right, as the defendant does not deny that Bibi Khanum
held that up to the last. The questions are, whether the defendant
holds under a permanent lease? and, if he does, whether he can be
These questions resolve them
ejected on the suit of the plaintiffs?
selves into another, whether Bibi Khanum could have recovered
possession had she been the plaintiff in this suit, instead of the
present plaintiffs P She is the acknowledged proprietor of the land ;
and, in order to resist her claim, the defendant must rest upon, and
furnish proof of a right of possession adverse to the proprietor’s
right of possession, further than is implied in the right of the latter
to receive rent. The defendant in this case rests upon a lease,
which he alleges confers upon him an inalienable right of posses
sion ; but he has failed to prove this. This pottah is not, and
never has been, forthcoming.
Under these circumstances, the law
of limitation, apart from the question of the genuineness of the
ilcrarnameh of February 1833, is per se no bar to the present action.
ﬁnd a precedent for this in the case of Denobundoo Banerjea
versus Muddun Mohun Banerjea and others, decided on the 27th
January 1846, (vide page l8 Decisions of that year,) supposing the
defendant to be indeed the farmer; but in this case there is no
He has not proved his right to
satisfactory evidence of this.
hold as a farmer ; and, in the absence of this, the evidence for
the plaintiffs, that the defendant held and managed the property
as servant of Bibi Khanum, is entitled to great weight.
The
ilrrarnameh, or engagement of 28th February 1833, is, if proved,
conclusive against the defendant; and I can ﬁnd no solid ground
for rejecting the evidence adduced in support of it. The defendant
may have, and no doubt has, subsequently, acted in a manner incon

I

1

(110)
sistent with thisengagement of his own ; but this inconsistency of
conduct, adopted very possibly with the intention of nullifying his
previous act, is not proof of its want of genuineness. That the papers
given to Mr. Palmer by the defendaht, at the time of executing the
ikrarnameh, have not been produced, is not, in my opinion, against
that they
the truth of the plaintiffs’ claim; for it is very
ibi Khanum, and
were kept by Mr. Palmer for his constituent, lprobable
Besides, with the
remained with him to the time of his death.
ikrarnamek in hand, the other papers, shewing the collections and
payments on account of the property, were comparatively of little
value.
For the reasons given by the principal sudder ameen,
consider that the plaintiﬁ's have established their claim ; and concur
with Mr. Jackson in conﬁrming the decree of the lower court,
with costs against the appellant.

I

‘-1

Tm: 24'rn FEBRUARY

1848.
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PRESENT:

W. B. JACKSON, Eso.,
TEMPORARY Junon.

CASE No. 227 or

1845.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Cuttack, June 9th, I845.

RAJAH BUL CHUNDUR,

APPELLANT,

(Pr.,\m'rrn,)

versus

MOHUN BHUGGUT

AND

ornsas, Rsseounmwrs,

(DEFENDANTS.)
Wukeels of Appellant—Pursun Komar Thalmr and Nilmoney
Banerjee.
1

Wukeel of Resp0ndents—-Gholam Sufdur.
of the zemindaree of killah Merichpore,
CLA1M—possession
and reversal of a sale in execution of a decree in favor of the
Suit laid at rupees 9,951, with
defendant, Mohun Bhuggut.
mesne proceeds.
The sale was impugned on the ground that it had been held
on the 27th August 184], or the 13th Bhadoon 1248 Umlee ; that
this day was the Ekadasee, or llth day of the new moon, which
is observed as a holiday. That the decree-holders had presented a
petition to the principal sudder ameen, requesting that the sale
day might be altered on this account, which was acceded to by the

(Ill)
principal sudder ameen ; but the sale took plage nevertheless.
There were other grounds, but none of a tenable nature.
On the 9th June 1845, the principal sudder ameen dismissed

I

it

is

;

it

a

is

;

is

I

;

a

is

;

a
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i.

tﬁle

the claim.
From this order the plaintiff ap eals, laying stress on the fact
of the sale having taken place on
Ekadasee
but
remark
able, that, in his grounds of appeal, he asserts that the sale took
e., one day later
place on the 28th August, or the 14th Bhadoon,
than he stated in his plaint.
ﬁnd, that the sale actually took place on Friday, the 27th
August, or 13th Bhadoon that the decree-holder presented
petition to the principal sudder ameen, stating that the sale was
about to take place on the Ekadasee; and the principal sudder
ameen directed the collector to stay the sale
this was the case,
and there was
that
would
not 'attend.
purchasers
probability
The collector, in reply, stated that the sale day was the 10th
of the moon, not the llth, and he should accordingly sell on
that day. This communication was sent on the 5th August, and
the principal sudder ameen did not pass any further order
but,
on the case coming forward in execution of the decree, he con
This order was appealed‘; and full enquiry was
ﬁrmed the sale.
held on the spot by order of this Court, from which
appeared,
that the sale took place on the 27th August, which was not the
and, that all the local public offices were open that day.
Elcadasee
The principal sudder ameen’s order was therefore conﬁrmed.
It
appears to me, that the present claim to reverse the sale
The report, upon which the sale
altogether without foundation.
was upheld in execution of decree, was supported by the evidence
of number of most respectable Hindoos on the spot and, on
ﬁnd that the 27th August
reference to the Almanac for 184i,
was in fact the lOth, not the llth da of the new moon. The
and
therefbre correct
hereby
judgment of the lower court
aﬂirmed.
Costs against plaintiff.

(
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THE 26TH FEBRUARY

1848.

PRESENT:
C.

TUCKER, Esq.

SIR. R.

BARLOW, BART.,
JUDGEs.

|

-

J.

and

A. F.

HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY

CASE No. 78 of

JUDGE.

1846.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Zillah Nuddea, August 13th, 1844; confirming that of
the Moonsiff of Ranaghat, March 18th, 1844.

GUNGA NURAIN PAL,

AFTER

HIs DEATH, HIs HEIRs,
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APPELLANTs, (PLAINTIFFs,)
tersus

BHEIROO CHUNDUR

AND oth ERs, REs PoNDENTs,
(DEFENDANTs.)

:

Wukeel of Appellants—J. G. Waller.
Wukeel of Respondents—Rampran Raee.

THIs case was admitted to special appeal, on the 28th February
1846, under the following certificate recorded by Mr. W. B.
Son

Jack

“The plaintiff sues for an adjustment of jumma against a ryut,
and produces an umulnameh-ryuttee,
under which the ryut holds
ossession of his jote, at a certain jumma therein recorded; but it
is distinctly mentioned in that, umulnameh, that, on a regular
measurement of the muhal, the jumma shall be adjusted. The mea
surement is stated to have taken place, and due notice issued to
the ryuts; but the claim is thrown out, on the ground that the rent
hitherto paid was held good for above 12 years. It appears to me,
that lapse of time does not affect the right to adjust the rent. The
special appeal is admitted to try this point.”
We concur with the judge who admitted this appeal, that the
lapse of time does not affect the zemindar’s right to adjust the
rent. We accordingly annul the decisions of the lower courts;
and remand the case to the moonsiff, in order, that the rents may
be adjusted in the manner prescribed by the Regulations.

(

)
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THE 26TH FEBRUARY

1848,

PRESENT:
C.

TUCKER,

SIR. R.

Esq. and

BARLOW, BART.,
JUDGEs.

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No.

126 OF 1846.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of West Burdwan, November 21st, 1844; reversing that
of the Moonsiff of Suleemabad, March 26th, 1844.
AND KALLACHUND GHOSAL,
PELLANTs, (DEFENDANTs, witH ANOTHER,)
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BYDNATH GHOSAL

AP

tier8848

SHEIKH GORAEE MANICK, ResponDENT, (PLAINTIFF.)
Wukeels of Appellants–Rampran

Wukeel of Respondent–Nilmoney

Raee and Bungsee Buddun
Banerjee.

Mitr.

:

This case was admitted to special appeal, on the 7th April 1846,
under the following certificate recorded by Mr. Charles Tucker
“In this case the plaintiff sued to recover Sicca rupees 41, on a
bond executed in Bysakh 1239. The amount was payable in
Bhadoon of the same year. The suit was brought after a lapse of
11 years, 10 months, and 17 days; and, on this account, the
plaintiff sued for an equal amount only of interest. The case was
dismissed altogether by the moonsiff; but, on appeal, the prin
cipal sudder ameen
for the plaintiff, with interest at
12 per cent. per annum from the date the amount became pay
able, up to the date of the moonsiff’s decision, which will be
awarding more than double the principal sum, and more than
the plaintiff sued for. On these grounds I admit the special
appeal,guoad the excess of interest allowed by the principal sudder

£

anneen.

Under the circumstances stated in the certificate, we amend the
decision of the principal sudder ameen, and award interest equal
to the principal to the date of the principal sudder ameen’s
decision ; and interest thereon from that date to the date of
payment. The costs of the lower courts to be charged to the de
fendant: the parties to pay their own costs in this Court.

(

)
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THE 26TH FEBRUARY

1848.

PRESENT:

TUCKER, Esq.

C.

SIR. R.

and

BARLOW, BART.,
JUDGEs.

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,

J.

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 74 of

1845.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Judge of West Burd
wan, July 10th, 1845; reversing that of the Moonsiff of Oundah,
July 6th, 1844.

ADUR MUNNEE BEWAH, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
JUGGUNNATH CHATTERJEE

others, ResponDENTs,

AND

(DEFENDANTs.)
Wukeel of Appellant—C.

Glas.

Wukeel of Respondents—None.

THIs
1847,

on the llth March
recorded by Mr. Charles

case was admitted to special appeal,

under the following

certificate

Tucker:—
“In this case the defendant, Juggunnath Chatterjee,
7,

had

obtain

the petitioner
rent,
alleged balance
(appellant)
account
the year
1248 B.,
the 16th November 1842; and had attached and sold
1812, for the balance
the crops
the ground, under Regulation
brought
present
the peti
The
suit was
the year 1249
damages
summary
decree,
for
and
obtain
tioner
cancel the
unjust attachment
her property.
merits; though,
the case
*The lower court disposed
mixing
informality
appeal, the judge remarked
the
the
conceive, that the only legal order
two cases
one plaint.
passed
nonsuit the plaintiff.
such plaint,
which could
accordingly admit the special appeal
this ground.”
opinion, that, under the circumstances stated
We are clearly
certificate,
the plaintiff should have been nonsuited. We
the
accordingly amend the decrees
the lower courts; and nonsuit
charged
plaintiff,
three courts.
with the costs
the
who will
against
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THE 26TH FEBRUARY

1848.

PRESENT:
C.

TUCKER, Esq.

SIR.

and

R. BARLOW, BART.,
JUDGEs.

J.

A. F.

HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No.

168 OF 1846.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Additional Principal
Sudder Ameen of Hooghly, November 29th, 1844; reversing that
of the Moonsiff of Byedbattee, July 9th, 1844.
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SOOBUL THAKUR OPADEEAH, AppellANT, (PLAINTIFF)
©er's?/8

PUNCHUNUND TIKHA, Respondent,

(DEFENDANT.)

Wukeel of Appellant–Kishen Kishore Ghose.
Wukeel of Respondent–Tarukchundur

Raee.

case was admitted to special appeal, on the 27th June 1846,
following certificate recorded by Messrs. Tucker, Reid,
the
under

THIs

and

Barlow:—

“The petitioner, plaintiff, sued the defendant for a debt of Com
pany’s rupees 63-10-10, due on a bond. The case was, by mutual
consent, referred to a single arbitrator, under Section 3, Regula
tion 16, 1793, who decided in favor of the petitioner, the plaintiff.
‘On appeal, the additional principal sudder ameen reversed the
moonsiff’s decision; because the arbitrator examined witnesses
in the absence of the defendant.
“The Court do not consider this sufficient ground, with refer
ence to the provisions of Section 9, of the above quoted Regula
tion, for annulling the arbitrator’s decision, in the absence of
other evidence of corruption, or partiality; and, accordingly, ad
mit the special appeal on this point.”
We are of opinion, that the reason given by the principal sudder
ameen, for setting aside the arbitration award, is per se insuffi
cient. We accordingly annul his decree; and, as the appellant
charged the arbitrator with partiality, we remand the case to the
principal sudder ameen, in order, that he may take evidence to
that point, and decide de novo.

|

(

)
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THE 26TH FEBRUARY
PRESENT:
C.

1848.

TUCKER, Esq.

and

SIR. R. BARLOW, BART.,

JUDGEs.

J. A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY

-

CASE No.

118

of

JUDGE.

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Additional Judge of
Zillah Hooghly, May 6th, 1845; affirming that of the Additional
Principal Sudder Ameen, February 25th, 1843.

ANUNGMOONJOOREE DASSEE, APPELLANT,
(DEFENDANT witH ANoTHER,)
ters?/8
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RAM KOOMAR CHOWDHREE, ResponDENT, (PLAINTIFF.)
Wukeel of Appellant—Kishen
Wukeel

of

Kishore Ghose.

Respondent—Gour Hurree Banerjee.

THIs case was admitted to special appeal, on the 18th January
1847, under the following certificate recorded by Mr. C. Tucker:—
“The plaintiff in this case having purchased at public auction,
in the collector’s office at Hooghly, 14 biggahs of land, sold as
the rent-free property of one Bykunth Nath Mookerjee, was
opposed in his attempts to get possession by the defendant, Anung
moonjooree Dassee, who denied that Bykunth Nath Mookerjee
had any rent-free lands; and declared that the lands which the pur
chaser wished to take possession were her mál lands. Eventually

the plaintiff brought the present suit to obtain possession of the
lands purchased by him.
The issue was clearly this:—was
Bykunth Nath Mookerjee in possession of the lands sold to the
plaintiff' . If he was, the purchaser was entitled to stand in his
shoes; and the question of rent-free, or otherwise, had nothing to
do with that question.
“The courts below, however, chose to make it a question of
rent-free, or not rent-free; and, having done so, decided the lands
to be rent-free, without having any report from the collector
under Section 30, Regulation 2 of 1819. The proceedings were
sent to the collector; but he declined giving any opinion on the
point referred to him, because he had been included amongst the
defendants in the case before the court; and, with this excuse,
the courts were satisfied.
“The proceedings of the lower courts are irregular and illegal,
first in making the issue to be a question of rent-free tenure, or

(I17)
not ; and then disposing of that question, contrary to law, with
out a report from the collector.
‘ therefore admit the
special appeal to have the decision of the
lower courts reversed, in as far as they uphold the rent-free
tenure in the lands sold to the plaintiff.
If the defendant, Anung
moonjooree, considers herself entitled to receive rent for these
lands, she must sue the purchaser in the ordinary manner.’
The question at issue in the case, is, whether Bykunth Nath
Mookerjee held the disputed land as lakhiraj; not whether the
We accordingly uphold
lalchiraj title was good, or the contrary.
the decisions of the lower courts, as far as they award possession
of the land to the plaintiff ; but this judgment cannot affect the
right of the zemindar to sue for resumption of the lakhiraj tenure.
The costs of the lower courts to be charged to the petitioner: the
parties to pay their own costs in this Court.

I

._¢._

Tns. 26TH FEBRUARY

1848.

TUCKER, Eso. and
Sm R. BARLOW, Biuuu,
C.

J.

Junoss.
A. F. HAWKINS, EsQ.,
Tsmroaaav
CASE No. 130 or l846.

J

u nos.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Mymemingh, April 18th, I844; reversing that qf the
Additional Moons-if of Madargunge, November 29th, I843.

MOHUMMUD HOSEIN

AND

orusas, APPELLANT8,

(PLAlNTlFFB,)
‘UCTSU8

SHEIKH MEEAH JAUN

AND

orasas, Rssronnnrwrs,

(DsrsNnAN'rs.)
Wukeel

of Appellanls—/tbas Ali.

Wukeel of Respondents—-Kishen Kishore Ghose.
was admitted to special appeal, on the 28th March
I846, under the following certiﬁcate recorded by Messrs. Tucker,
Reid and Barlow :—
‘
this case one of the defendants, Sheikh Meeah Jann, agreed
Jaun Buksh, one of the plaintiffs,
before the moonsilf, that,
that
the
oath
would de se on
property sued for was his, he, and
his co-defghdants, would relinquish their claim.

TRIS

case

if

Iii
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Pass!-zm-:

(

118

)

and the moonsiff decreed for the plain
Sheikh Meeah Jaun alone appealed; and urged that he had
been forced to agree to the terms above stated, and had not done
so of his own free-will and accord. The principal sudder ameen,
without noticing this circumstance, reversed the moonsiff’s de
cision.
“As the examination of parties on oath, consenting to such a
course, is recognized and sanctioned by Section 28, Regulation 23,
1814, the principal sudder ameen was not warranted in overlook
ing the fact.
“The special appeal is admitted to try this point:—whether the
deposition on oath of Jaun Buksh, under the circumstances stated,
litigation
is not an end to
opinion, that the principal sudder ameen was not war
We are
setting aside the moonsiff’s decision, under the circum
ranted
stances
the case. We accordingly decree for the appellants;
and, reversing the decision
the principal sudder ameen, affirm
that
the moonsiff, with costs
all three courts.

‘Jaun Buksh did swear;

tiffs.

THE 28TH FEBRUARY

1848.

R.

PRESENT:

H. RATTRAY, Esq.,

JACKSON, Esq.,
and

ExERCISING THE PoweRs

Ameen
1847.

decision

passed

the

Mohummud Rokhnoodeen

LUTCHMEE PUT

AND

JUDGE.

1847.
by

Appeal from
Purneah,

of

Regular

a

CASE No. 274 of

of

A

E.

TEMPORARY JUDGE

CURRIE, Esq.,

;

W.

B.

JUDGE,

Principal Sudder
Khan,

April 3d,

MOTEE LAL, APPELLANTs,

(PLAINTIFFs,)
te?"stus

SYUD INAIT HOSEIN, MEEAN JAUN, TUSUDUK ALI,
AND MR. PERRY, RESPONDENTs, (DEFENDANTs.)
Mitr.

Raee and Bungsee Budun

G.

Respondents—J.
Waller, Lutf-0 Ruhman, and
Ameer Ali.
by

Wukeels

Appellants–Ram Pran

of

Wukeels

of

on

of

This suit was instituted
Heerah Lal, the gomashtah
pellants (who,
his demise, became plaintiffs,)
the 16th
on
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(119)
tember I845, to recover from respondents Company’s rupees 5,103,
principal and interest, the same being the amount of a receipt,
purchased by appellants from the respondents, Meean Jaun and

Tusuduk Ali.
The outline of the plaint is as follows. The respondents, Meean
aun and Tusuduk Ali, received from Inait Hosein a receipt for
4,000 rupees, paid to him as zemindar of half the pergmmah of

by

;

it,

it,

Soorjapore, then under attachment, in advance of rent for 1251
Moolkee,-—Meean Jaun being the farmer, with Tusuduk Ali as his
security, of taloolc Maleegaon in the said pergunnah. The payment
of the money is denied ; but the grant of the receipt is admitted
by Inait Hosein. A note to
(to forego rent, in the way of a
Mr. Perry, then surburalrar (or manager) on the part of the col
lector, was given with the receipt, requesting that ‘the 4,000
rupees might be (l€(l\lCC€(l‘I‘0lT1 the rents of l25l M.; but Mr.
Perry, under instructions from the collector, refused compliance ;
and Meean Jaun and Tusuduk Ali not being able to obtain a refund of
their money from Inait Hosein, sold his receipt, for its full amount
with interest, to appellants, who have brought this action for pay
ment.
The principal sudder ameen has determined, that the transfer
of the receipt by those who sold
heavily in debt as they were
to the zemindar who gave
was an unwarrantable proceeding
and that appellants cannot recover.
It
evident, we think, that the payment of 4,000 rupees
the
farmer to the zemindar, when the rents of the land were under at
tachment, was illegal; and cannot be recognised as
payment of
rent. The receipt of the zemindar
ﬁled, and appears to have been
sold by the farmer and his surety to appellants, under
separate
document, for the same sum (rupees 4,000) and in this document
condition, that,
the amount cannot be realized by
we ﬁnd
appellants from the zemindar, the farmer and his surety will them
back, with interest and all expenses incurred in the
selves pay
therefore founded on
attempt to realize it. The present suit
VVe are of opinion, that the transfer under
the deed of sale.
that sale was invalid: the thing sold was merely the receipt,
which, of itself, did not convey to appellants any right whatever.
The sale, therefore, cannot stand good; and under the clause
inserted in the deed, appellants are entitled to recover the amount
of the purchase money, rupees 4,000, with interest from the date
of payment, and costs, from those who executed the deed in their
favor.
Ordered accordingly.
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Tm: 29'rn FEBRUARY

1848.

PRESENT:

J.

HAWKINS,

A. F.

ESQ-,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.
PETITION No. 643 or

1847.
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In the matter of the petition of Goordas Koond, ﬁled in this
Court on the 4th October 1847, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of Mr. A. Smelt, judge of East
Burdwan, under date the 26th July 1847; aﬂirming that of the
collector of East Burdwan, under date the '/'th May I847, in the
case of the petitioner, plaintiff, versus Oodye Nurain Race, and

others, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
'
following grounds :—
This was an action for the resumption of a small portion of lak
hirai land, instituted by the zemindar against the defendants.
The collector pronounced in favour of the lakhi-rqjdar, but
upon evidence which appears legally insufficient to constitute a
The judge, in
lakhiraj title, as far as is shewn by his judgment.
a few words, conﬁrms the co1lector’s decision, which, moreover,
brings in the law of limitation to bear upon the case.
As the decision does not shew how the law of limitation
can bear upon the case, which is for the resumption of a lakhiraj
tenure; and as there is nothing in the judge’s decree to point
out from whence the tenure dates, and when, and by whom, it
remand the case to the judge, who will re-admit it
was created,
on his ﬁle ; and, in pronouncing judgment, enter fully into the par
ticulars thereof, and indicate the evidence in support of the tille
pleaded by the defendants.

I

‘III

Tr-us 29'rn

FEBRUARY

1848.

PRESENTS

J.

A. F.

HAWKINS,

Eso.,

TEMPORARY
PETITION‘ No. 442

or

Jones.

1847.

In the matter of the petition of Khyali Chowdhree, ﬁled in this
Court on the 2lst July I847, praying for the admission of a special
appeal from the decision of N iamut Ali Khan, principal sudder
ameen of Tirhoot, under date the 20th April l847 ; aﬂirming that
of the sudder ameen of Tirhoot, under date the 15th June 1846, in
the case" of Kari Misser, and others, plaintiffs, versus the peti
tioner, defendant.

;_

(

121

)

It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :—
This was a suit to prove a lakhirqi title to certain lands, which

the plaintiffs claimed to hold as such.
It was decreed in their
favor by the sudder ameen and principal sudder ameen.
The sudder ameen has no jurisdiction in such cases; and, con
sequently, the whole of the proceedings are vitiated.
admit the appeal; and remand the case, in order, that it may
be tried by the principal sudder ameen, as a court of ﬁrst instance.
The principal sudder ameen will, of course, deal with it as an
original suit instituted in his court.

I

.._¢_.
Tun 29'ru FEBRUARY 1848.
Passswr:
R. H. RATTRAY, Eso.,

Junos.
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PETITION No. 638 or

1846.

IN the matter of the petition of Bhikdharee Singh, and others,
ﬁled in this Court on the 7th September 1846, praying for the
admission of a special appeal from the decision of Ephraim DaCosta,
principal sudder ameen of the city of Patna, under date the 8th
June 1846; modifying that of Sujad Ali Khan, moonsiif of the
said city, under date the 26th January 1846, in the case of Shun
'kur Dut, and others, plaintiffs, versus Bhikdharee Singh, and
others, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :—
On the l5th April 1844, the petitioners were sued in the moon
siﬁ"s court for Company’s rupees 138-12, arrear of rent, on certain
lands held and cultivated by them in mouzah Kasim-chuk, perg1m
nah Musodh, for l25l F.
The plaintiffs are the farmers of the estate ; and it does not
appear that there is any written engagement between them and
the petitioners: but the notice prescribed by Section 9, Regula
tion 5 of l8l2, is stated by the former to have been issued with
an intimation, that, should the petitioners continue to hold and
cultivate, rent at the highest rate of the pergunnah would be
required from them. They did continue to hold and cultivate;
have refused the rent demanded; and, therefore, the present action
has been brought to enforce payment.
The petitioners deny the issue of the notice, as required by the
Regulation cited ; and pleading long possession on a bhaolee tenure,
assert their willingness, from the ﬁrst, to divide the produce ;
which became exposed to damage in consequence of the plaintiffs’
refusal to accept their portion of it.
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)

The moonsiﬂ’ acknowledges that the notice was not issued as
prescribed by the Regulation; and pays no attention whatever to
the other plea of the petitioners.
In the face of this acknowledg
ment, and in the absence of any enquiry into the truth of that
plea, he assumes the quantity of land to be as stated ¢b.y the plain
tiffs, and adjudges rent on this at a general average of 3 rupees
per biggah.
The principal sudder ameen, merely modifying this judgment
by a reduction of the quantity of land to what had been admitted
by the petitioners to be held by them, awards rent upon this, at
the same rate as the moonsiff, viz : 3 rupees per biggalz.
Now, if the prescribed notice was not duly issued, and the peti
tioners had before held and paid on the terms of a bhaolee tenure,
which had not been otherwise cancelled, these decisions were
manifestly unjust and illegal.
I admit the appeal prayed for; and direct that the cae be re
turned for revisal and disposal, after a due enquiry into, and consi
deration of the above pleas, hitherto, apparently, never made the
subject of attention in either court.
The usual order will issue in regard to costs and stamps.

.._.__

TnE 29Tn FEBRUARY

1848.

PRESENT:
R. H. RA'I'I‘RAY,

Eso.,
JUDGE.

PE-r1TioN

No. 639 or

1846.

IN the matter of the petition of Ramnurain Singh, and others,
ﬁled in this Court on the 7th September I846, praying for the
admission of a special appeal from the decision of Ephraim DaCosta,
principal sudder ameen of the city of Patna, under date the 8th
June 1846; modifying that of Sujad Ali Khan, moonsiff of the said
city, under date the 26th January l846, in the case of Shunkur
Dut, and others, plaintiffs, versus Ramnurain Singh and others,
defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :—
On the 15th April 1844, the petitioners were sued in the moon
siff’s court for Company’s rupees 227-12-7-12, arrear of rent, on
certain lands held and cultivated by them in mouzah Bullearee,
pergunnah Musodh, for l25l F.
Th_e facts and circumstances of the case are the same as those
exhibited in No. 638, (preceding) disposed of at this day’s sitting ;
a copy of the court’s proceeding in which will be ﬁled with this
The order is the same as that passed in the case refer
petition.
red to.

(123)
Tm: 29'rn Fnnmmnv

1848.

Pnssmwr:
R. H. RATTRAY, Esq.,
JUDGE.
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PETITION No. 640

or

1846.

IN the matter of the petition of Bhikdharee Singh, and others,
ﬁled in this Court on the 7th September 1846, praying for the ad
mission of a special appeal from the decision of Ephraim DaCosta,
principal sudder ameen of the city of Patna, under date the 8th
June I846; modifying that of Sujad Ali Khan, moonsilf of the said
city, under date the 26th January 1846, in the case of Shunkur
Dut, and others, plaintiffs, versus Bhikdharee Singh, and others,
defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :—
On the 15th April 1844, the petitioners were sued in the
m0onsiﬂ"s court for Company’s rupee 97, arrear of rent, on certain
lands held and cultivated by them in mouza/4 Shahbazpoora, per
gunnah Musodh, for 1251 F.
The facts and circumstances of the case are the same as those
exhibited in No. 638, (preceding) disposed of at this day’s sitting;
a copy of the Court’s proceeding in which will be ﬁled with this
The order is the same as that passed in the case
petition.
referred to.

Tns

._¢_.

29'rn F1-mnoanv

1848.

PRESENT:

R. H. RATTRAY, Esq.,

Jones.
PETITION No.

641

or I846.

IN the matter of the petition of Bhikdharee Singh, and others,
ﬁled in this Court on the 7th September 1846, praying for the admis
sion of a special appeal from the decision of Ephraim DaCosta,
rincipal sudder ameen of the city of Patna, under date the 8th
June 1846; modifying that of Sujad Ali Khan, moonsitf of the said
city, under date the 26th January 1846, in the case of Shunkur
Dut, and others, plaintiffs, versus Bhikdharee Singh, and others,
defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :—
On the 15th April 1844, the petitioners were sued in the moon
siﬁ"s court for Company’s rupees 132-5-10, arrear of rent, on certain
lands held and cultivated by them in mouzah Mujhunpoora, p87'gl6I
nah Musodh, for 1251 F.

(

)

124

The facts and circumstances of the case are the same as those
exhibited in No. 638, (preceding) disposed of at this day’s sitting;
a copy of the Court’s proceeding in which will be filed with this
petition.
The order is the same as that passed in the case
referred to.

THE 29TH FEBRUARY

1848.

PRESENT:
R. H.

RATTRAY, Esq.,
JUDGE.
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PETITION No. 642

OF

1846.

IN the matter of the petition of Rughoo Raee, filed in this Court,
on the 7th September 1846, praying for the admission of a special
appeal from the decision of Ephraim DaCosta, principal sudder
ameen of the city of Patna, under date the 8th June 1846; modi
fying that of Sujad Ali Khan, moonsiff of the said city, under date
the 26th January 1846, in the case of Shunkur Dut, and others,
plaintiffs, versus Rughoo Raee, defendant.
It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds:—
On the 30th April 1844, the petitioner was sued in the moon
siff’s court for Company’s rupees, 66-3-2-8, arrear of rent, on cer
tain lands held and cultivated by him in mouzah Shahbazpoora,
pergunnah Musodh, for 125l F.
The facts and circumstances of the case are the same as those
exhibited in No. 638, (preceding) disposed of at this day’s sitting;
a copy of the Court’s proceeding in which will be filed with this
petition. The order is the same as that passed in the case referred to.

*

THE 29TH FEBRUARY

1848.

PRESENT:

R. H. RATTRAY, Esq.,
JUDGE.
PETITION No. 643

OF 1846.

IN the matter of the petition of Bhik Raee, and others, filed in
this Court on the 7th September 1846, praying for the admission
of a special appeal from the decison of Ephraim DaCosta, principal
sudder ameen of the city of Patna, under date the 8th June 1846;
modifying that of Sujad Ali Khan, moonsiff of the said city, under
date the 26th January 1846, in the case of Shunkur Dut, and
others, plaintiffs, versus Bhik Raee, and others, defendants.

(

125

)

It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds:—
On the 15th April 1844, the petitioners were sued in the moon
siff’s court for Company’s rupees 85-11-2, arrear of rent, on certain
lands held and cultivated by them in mouzah Kasim-chuk, per
gunnah Musodh, for 1251 F.
The facts and circumstances of the case are the same as those
exhibited in No. 638, (preceding) disposed of at this day's sitting;
a copy of the Court’s proceeding in which will be filed with this
petition.
The order is the same as that passed in the case
referred to.

-

THE 29TH FEBRUARY 1848.
PRESENT:
R. H. RATTRAY, Esq.,
JUDGE.
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PETITION No. 644

OF 1846.

IN the matter of the petition of Gour Bukhsh

Raee, filed in this
September
praying
1846,
Court on the 7th
for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of Ephraim DaCosta, principal
sudder ameen of the city of Patna, under date the 8th June 1846;
modifying that of Sujad Ali Khan, moonsiff of the said city, under
date the 26th January 1846, in the case of Shunkur Dut, and
others, plaintiffs, versus Gour Bukhsh Raee, defendant.
It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the

following grounds:—
On the 30th April

1844, the petitioner was sued in the moon
Company’s
rupees 51-13-16, arrear of rent, on cer
siff’s court for
tain lands held and cultivated by him in mouzah Shahbazpoora,
pergunnah Musodh, for 1251 F.
The facts and circumstances of the car are the same as those
exhibited in No. 638, (preceding) disposed of at this day's sitting;
a copy of the Court’s proceeding in which will be filed with this
petition.
The order is the same as that passed in the case
referred to.

•

THE 29TH FEBRUARY
PRESENT:
R. H.

1848.

RATTRAY, Esq.,
JUDGE.

PETITION No. 645

of

1846.

IN the matter of the petition of Byjnath Singh, filed in this
Court on the 7th September 1846, praying for the admission of a

(

126

)

special appeal from the decision of Ephraim DaCosta, principal
sudder ameen of the city of Patna, under date the 8th June 1846;
modifying that of Sujad Ali Khan, moonsiff of the said city, under
date the 26th January 1846, in the case of Shunkur Dut, and
others, plaintiffs, versus Byjnath Singh, defendant.
It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds:
On the 15th April 1844, the petitioner was sued in the moon
siff's court for Company’s rupees 81-9-12, arrear of rent, on certain
per
lands held and cultivated by him in mouzah Mujhunpoora,
Musodh,
gunnah
for 1251 F.
The facts and circumstances of the case are the same as those
exhibited in No. 638, (preceding) disposed of at this day’s sit
ting; a copy of the Court’s proceeding in which will be filed with
this petition.
The order is the same as that passed in the case
referred to.

•
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THE 29TH FEBRUARY

1848.

PRESENT:

R. H. RATTRAY, Esq.,
JUDGE.
PETITION No. 646

OF

1846.

IN the matter of the petition of Achumbhit Muhtoon, filed in

this Court on the 7th September 1846, praying for the admission
of a special appeal from the decision of Ephraim DaCosta, princi
pal sudder ameen of the city of Patna, under date the 8th June
1846; modifying that Sujad Ali Khan, moonsiff of the said city,
under date the 26th January 1846, in the case of Shunkur Dut,
and others, plaintiffs, versus Achumbhit Muhtoon, defendant.

It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds:—
On the 20th May 1844, the petitioner was sued in the moon
siff’s court for Company’s rupees 29-15-8-16, arrear of rent, on
certain lands held and cultivated by him in mouzah Shahbazpoora,
pergunnah Musodh, for 1251 F.
The facts and circumstances of the case are the same as those
exhibited in No. 638, (preceding) disposed of at this day's sitting;
a copy of the Court’s proceeding in which will be filed with this
petition.
The order is the same as that passed in the case re
ferred to.

(

197

)

Tun 29'rn FEBRUARY 1848.
PRESENT:

R. H. RATTRAY, Eso.,

Jones.
PETITION N0. 647 of 1846.
IN the matter of the petition of Dursunee Race, and others, ﬁled
in this Court on the 7th September 1846, praying for the admis
sion of a special appeal from the decision of Ephraim DaCosta,
principal sudder ameen of the city of Patna, under date the 8th
June 1846 ; modifying that of Sujad Ali Khan, moonsiff of the said
city, under date the 26th January l846, in the case of Shunkur
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Dut, and others, plaintiffs,

versus Dursunee Raee, and others,
defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :—
On the 15th April 1844, the petitioners were sued in the moon
siﬁ"s court for Company’s rupees 113, arrear of rent, on certain
lands held and cultivated by them in mouzah Shahbazpoora, per
gunnah Musodh, for l25l F.
The facts and circumstances of the case are the same as those
exhibited in No. 638 (preceding) disposed of at this day’s sitting;
a copy of the Court’s proceeding in which will be ﬁled with this
petition. The order is the same as that passed in the case re
ferred to.

-¢—

THE

29111

FEBRUARY

1848.

PRizsE.\"r:

R. H. RATTRAY, EsQ.,

Jones.
PETITION No. 648 or 1846.
IN the matter of the petition of Rughoobeer Singh, and others,
ﬁled in this Court on the 7th September 1846, praying for the
admission of a special appeal from the decision of Ephraim
DaCosta, principal sudder ameen of the cit of Patna, under date
the 8th June 1846; modifying that of Sujad’ Ali Khan, moonsiff of
the said city, under date the 26th January 1846, in the case of
Shunkur Dut, and others, plaintiffs, versus Rughoobeer Singh,
and others, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :
On the 28th June l844, the petitioners were sued in'the
moonsiff"s court for Company’s rupees 20-l, arrear of rent, on
certain lands held and cultivated by them in mouzah Bulleearee,
pergunnah Musodh, for 1251 F.

(
The facts

128

-

)

circumstances of the case are the same as those
exhibited in No. 638, (preceding) disposed of at this day’s sitting;
a copy of the Court’s proceeding in which will be filed with this
petition.
The order is the same as that passed in the case re
ferred to.
and

THE 29TH FEBRUARY
PRESENT

1848.

:

R. H. RATTRAY, Esq.,
JUDGE.
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PETITION No. 649

OF 1846.

IN the matter of the petition of Ruttun Muhtoon, and others,
filed in this Court on the 7th September 1846, praying for the
admission of a special appeal from the decision of Ephraim
DaCosta, principal sudder ameen of the city of Patna, under date
the 8th June 1846; modifying that of Sujad Ali Khan, moonsiff
of the said city, under date the 26th January 1846, in the case of
Shunkur Dut, and others, plaintiffs, versus Ruttun Muhtoon, and
others, defendants.
It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds:—
On the 30th April 1844, the petitioners were sued in the
moonsiff’s court for Company’s rupees 292-1-4, arrear of rent, on
certain lands held and cultivated by them in mouzah Ghouspore,
pergunnah Musodh, for 1251 F.
The facts and circumstances of the case are the same as those
exhibited in No. 638, (preceding) disposed of at this day’s sitting;
a copy of the Court’s proceeding in which will be filed with this
petition.
The order is the same as that passed on the case re
ferred to.

(199)
Tns ls'r Manon
Pansnwr

1848.

:

W. B. JACKSON, Eso.,
Tampons RY

CASE No. 323 or
Regular

Jones.

1845.

Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Backergunge, July 22d, I845.

RAJAH SUTTOCHURN GHOSAL,

APPELLANT,

(DEFENDAN'I‘,)
versus

HURMOHUN BISWAS

AND ANOTHER,

(mwrsas) Russo»:
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DENTS, (PLAINTIFFS.)
Wukeel of Appellant—Kishen Kishore Ghose.
Wukeel of Respondents—Tarolre Chundur Race.

CLAIM for 2 annas talook of Bejeye-ram Biswas, and the re
versal of sale in execution of a summary decree.
The plaintiffs stated, that the sale in question took place
in 1834, when the collector had no authority to sell landed proper
ty in execution of a summary award; that it was consequently
The defendant asserted the regu
illegal, and must be set aside.
larity and legality of the sale.
On the 22d July 1845, the principal sudder ameen gave an
award in favor of plaintiffs, reversing the sale as illegal; and resting
on a previous decision of this Court, N 0. 101
the decision
mainly
0 Mudun Kishwur lndoo versus Sutto Churn
of l84l, in case
Ghosal.
From this decision the defendant appeals, alleging that the sale
took place by order of the civil court.
The terms of Act 8, I835, distinctly declare that the collector
could not sell landed property, previous to the issue of that
Regulation, in execution of his own summary award; and the
Act goes on to confer this power for the future on the collector.
The appellant now states that the civil court ordered the collector
to sell, and that, if the authority to sell was thus made over to the
collector, he became competent in the particular case; but no such
authority, or order, on the part of the civil court, is produced:
on the contrary, a proceeding of the judge, of the lst November
1832, in this very case, directs that the notice shall issue from his
own court, and the sale take place there also,-—this order being
passed with reference to the general opinion expressed by the
court of appeal, regarding the manner in which such sales were
to be effected in execution of summary decrees, in a proceeding of
the l9th June I832. The appellant has not therefore made out

(

130

)

his case; and there is no reason to doubt the correctness of the
Ordered, that that deci
decision of the principal sudder ameen.
sion be affirmed:

costs against appellant.

THE 1st MARCH
PRESENT:

J.

A. F.

1848.

HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.
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PETITION No. 685 OF

1847.

IN the matter of the petition of Juggut Tara Chowdhrain and
others, filed in this Court on the 11th November 1847, praying for
the admission of a special appeal from the decision of the principal
sudder ameen of Tipperah, under date the 24th July 1847; rever
sing that of the moonsiff of Toorkeebaghra,
under date 5th
February 1847, in the case of the petitioners, plaintiffs, versus
Rumzan Banoo and others, defendants.
lt is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds:—
This was an action for recovery of arrears of rent; and was
decided exparte by the moonsiff in favor of the plaintiffs.
The
principal sudder ameen reversed the decree of the moonsiff on the
merits of the case, without first calling upon the defendants to shew
cause for their default in the lower court.
This is contrary to the
Circular Order of the 12th March 1841.
accordingly admit the appeal; and remand the case to the
principal sudder ameen, that he may conform to the provisions
of the Circular in question.

I

THE

2D

MARCH

1848.

PRESENT:

J.

A. F.

HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

PETITION No. 704

OF

1847.

IN the matter of the petition of Gunga Purshad Behari and
Ruggoonath Behari, filed in this Court on the 11th November 1847,
praying for the admission of a special appeal from the decision of
Mr. G. C. Cheap, judge of zillah Rajshahye, under date the 5th
August 1847; modifying that of the principal sudder ameen of
Rajshahye, under date 26th December 1845, in the case of Hurish
Chundur Shaw, plaintiff, versus the petitioners and others, defen
dants.

(131)
It

is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the

following grounds :—
This was a suit to recover sums of money deposited in

a banking
house, belonging to one Gunesh Purshad Behari, a minor, for
whom the petitioners were trustees. The particulars of the case
are given at page 25, of the Decisions of Zillah Rajshahye for the
year 1847.
The principal sudder ameen exempted the petitioners from
liability; but, in this respect, his decree was altered by the judge,
who, in his judgment, after declaring that the plaintiﬂ’ was entitled
to recover from the kothee, proceeds in his decretal order to direct
that he shall recover, among others, from the petitioners, trustees
of the kothee, or banking house of Gunesh Purshad Raee. This
order is not suﬁiciently speciﬁc, as it does not say whether the
petitioners are personally liable for the amount, or only in their
capacity of trustees. I admit the appeal on this one point; and
remand the case, in order that the judge may draw up his deci
sion more distinctly as to the liability of the petitioners.
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Tan

Manon
Pnsssnr :

21)

1848.

W. B. JACKSON, ESQ.,
TEMPORARY Juno!-:.

CASE No. 366 or

1845.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Rungpore, August 20th, I845.
COLLECTOR or RUNGPORE, AFTERWARDS, IN ms PLACE,
RANEE SURN MAYE, APPELLANT, (PLAlN'I‘IFF,)
UBTSUS

GUDADHUR CHOWDHREE

AND o'rn1-:Rs,

Rssronosnrs,

(DEFENDANT8.)
Wukeels of AppeIlant—Purs1m Komar Thakur and Nilmoney
Banerjee.
Respondents

Defaulting.

CLAIM for rent of pergunnah Gyburee, in pergunnah Balinbund,
for the year 1234, with interest: laid at rupees 9,090.
The plaintiff claimed rent of the estate for the year I234, from
the defendants, as farmers, and their sureties; explaining, with
reference to the delay in bringing forward the claim, that a suit
was formerly brought for this rent by Rajah Hurreenath Raee ;
but the judge nonsuited him under date the 17th April 1832, or
the Bengalee year 1239. Six months afterwards Rajah Hurreenath
died. A long interval of minority of his son, Kishennath Raee,
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(132)
On attaining majority, this claim was again
then intervened.
in
forward
court by Kishennath Race in 1249.
After his
brought
death, the collector of Rungpore appeared in his stead; and,
subsequently, Rance Surn Maye, the present appellant, the widow
of Kishennath Race.
The defendant denied the justice of the claim ; and urged that
the suit could not now be heard by reason of lapse of time.
On the 20th August 1845, the principal sudder ameen declared
that the 12 years allowed by law must count, not from the date of
nonsuit, but from the date on which the cause of action arose,
that is, from the end of 1234, when the rent claimed became
due: the time had therefore elapsed. He dismissed the claim
on this ground.
The plaintiﬁ' appeals, urging that the time of minority has not
been deducted in the computation of the legal period.
The principal sudder ameen has correctly decided, that the
12 years must count from the date on which the cause of
action arose, viz. that of the defendant’s falling in balance;
but the period of the minority of Kishennath Raee, viz. from
Aghun l239, the date of Hurreenath Raee’s death, till 1247, when
Kishennath Raee reached majority, upwards of 7 years must
be deducted.
This has been entirely overlooked by the principal
sudder ameen- The total period from 1234, till the date of suit
(1249) is 15 years: deducting the 7 years above-mentioned, there
remains only 8 years delay in bringing this suit.
The claim
therefore is entitled to judicial investigation and award; and
the principal sudder ameen’s decision is erroneous and incomplete.
Ordered, that the case be returned for revision to the principal
sudder ameen, with directions to restore it to its place in the ﬁle,
and to decide it over again on its merits after full investigation.
The amount of stamp, on the petition of appeal, to be returned.
u

._¢_

Tm:

21>

Manon

Pnasmwr
R. H.

1848.
:

RATTRAY, Eso.,
Jones.

PETITION No. 689 or 1846.

IN the matter of the petition of Baboo Kishen Purshad Sahee,
alias Kishen Komar Sahee, ﬁled in this Court on the l5th Septem
ber 1846, praying for the admission of a special appeal from the
decision of Mr. H. V. Hathorn, judge of zillah Sarun, under date
the 23d June 1846; reversing that of Syud Imdad Ali, principal
sudder ameen of the said zillah, under date the 30th April 1844,
in the case of Baboo Kishen Purshad Sahee alias Kishen Komar
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(133)
Sahee, plaintiff, versus Musst. Dhurm Kowur and others, defen
dants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :—
This suit, for Company’s rupees 533-5-4, and another for Com
pany’s rupees 1,066-l0-8, (disposed of this day, under No. 688),
were instituted by the petitioner, on the 26th July 1843, to recover
the sums mentioned; the same being the amount of two bonds,
His plaint sets forth,
dated the 16th and 25th Pooa 1229 Fuslee.
that the defendants had borrowed from him the principal sum of
Sicca rupees l,500, and had executed two separate bonds for Sicca
rupees 1,000 and 500, on the above dates; stipulating to repay
the same, with interest at l per cent. per mensem, by the end of
1234 F. That the defendants had also, on the latter date, executed
a deed of agreement (ikrarnameh) in favor of the petitioner, as
signing the sum of 180 rupees yearly from the rents of mouzahs
Simree and Bunkut (held in farm by Rughoobur Das) in lieu of
interest, and which the petitioner continued to enjoy till the
8th June l843, when the village of Simree was sold for arrears of
Government revenue ; and the interest ceasing to be paid as before,
these suits were brought to recover the amount of the bonds.
The principal sudder ameen decided, that the bonds were proved;
that the plaintiff (petitioner) had objected to the sale of the village
on account of the lien he had upon it; that he obtained a decree
for rent of the said village (Simree) ; that, as regards lapse of time,
interest is admitted (by the petitioner) to have been paid to 1250
Fuslee ; that he was in fact in possession of Simree and Bunkut,
assigned for the payment of interest, inasmuch as Rughoobur Das,
in whose name the lease was executed, was his servant, &c.; and
passed decree in his (petitioner’s) favor for the amount of his claim,
with costs and interest.
The judge reversed the above decision under the statute of limi
tation (which had been pleaded by the defendants), observing
that ‘ the separate assignment alleged to have been made for the
payment of yearly interest from the proﬁts of a farming lease,
held by a third party, could only be regarded, ‘if the document
were valid, as security for the payment of the bonds at the time
stipulated: had the lease been granted to the plaintiff, in consi
deration of the advance, it would have been equivalent to a mort
gage (precedent cited) ; but the lease in this case was to a diﬂ'erent
party, whose name is not in the bonds ; and there is no proof of
any connection between Rughoobur Das, the lessee, and the
plaintiif. The principal sudder ameen observes that plaintiff was
in actual possession, and that Rughobur Das was his servant; but
this is an assumption, unsupported by any proof.’
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(134)
Now, with reference to these remarks, I observe, that the latest
payment and receipt of interest on an original debt, has been re
peatedly ruled to determine the period of the right of action.
That a decision passed by the moonsiif of Chuprah, on the 7th
September 1841, shews, that this petitioner sued for an arrear of
rent on mouzah Simree, upon the strength of the documents now
produced, the lease of the village having been granted and accept
ed, as, or in lieu of, interest, in the name of Rughoobur Das ;
between whom and the petitioner the connection pleaded would
If the decision in that
thus appear to be sufﬁciently established.
case (which is not before the court, though ﬁled with the zillah
proceedings) was based upon the ikrarnameh (not disproved,) and
was passed by the moonsiff in the petitioner’s favor, or in acknow
ledgment of his lien upon the village, the statute of limitation would
not appear to have been infringed; but there is no record of any
enquiry having been made by the judge into these pleas, upon
which a just result would appear to have so materially depended.
It is therefore ordered, that the case be returned for revisal, and
decision, after a due conideration of the evidence in regard to the
points mentioned, and of any further which the parties may choose
to adduce ; and that the usual proceeding be observed in respect
to stamps and costs.

Tm;

-L.

21)

MARCH

1848.

PRESENT:
R. H.

RATTRAY, Esq.,
JUDGE.

PETITION No. 688 or

1846.

IN the matter of the petition of Baboo Kishen Purshad Sahee
alias Kishen Komar Sahee, ﬁled in this Court on the 15th
September 1846, praying for the admission of a special appeal
from the decision of Mr. H. V. Hathorn, judge of zillah Sarun,
under date the ﬁld June I846; reversing that of Syud Imdad Ali,
principal sudder ameen of the said zillah, under date 30th April
1844, in the case of Baboo Kishen Purshad Sahee alias Kishen
Komar Sahee, plaintiff, versus Musst. Dhurm Kowur and others,
defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on
the same grounds as those set forth in No. 689, (preceding) dis
The same order will issue for
posed of at this day’s sitting.
revisal and disposal of the case; and the same proceeding be
observed in respect to stamps and cots.

0

(135)
Tm: 6'rn Manon

J.

1848.

PRESENT:

A. F. HAWKINS, EsQ.,
TEMPORARY

Jones.

,
PETITION No. 754 or 1847.
IN the matter of the petition of Shibchundur Surmah and others,
ﬁled in this Court on the 29th November l847, praying for the
admission of a special appeal from the decision of Mr. C. Mackay,
principal sudder ameen of Mymensingh, under date the 28th
August l847 ; reversing that of the sudder moonsiff of Mymen
singh, under date the 22d April I846, in the case of the petitioners,
plaintiffs, versus B:-tool Dhur and others, defendants.
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is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :—
This was an action for recovery of a sum of money, alleged to
have been lent on bond; and was instituted by the plaintiffs
The borrowers did not
against the borrowers and their surety.
the
the
was
one
who
defended the suit.
and
surety
only
appear,
The sudder moonsiff gave judgment for the plaintiffs ; but, on
the appeal of the surety, his judgment was reversed by the princi
pal sudder ameen.
The principal sudder ameen takes exception to the plaintiffs’ wit
nesses on the score of age, considering that some of them must
have been minors at the date of their alleged attestation of the
He proceeds upon personal inspection and his own judg
bond.
ment of their appearance ; and, further, concludes against the
evidence of the witnesses, because they do not speak correctly of
The evidence of an illiterate and ignorant man,
each other’s ages.
in regard to the age of another, is no ground for rejecting his
evidence to the attestation of afact Wl1lCll_l'i8 declares he witnessed.
Considering the investigation of the principal sudder ameen to be
very imperfect ; and, under the circumstances, to have very little to
say to the real merits of the cae, I admit the appeal, and remand the
case for further investigation, and decision de nova, with reference
to the foregoing remarks.

Ii}

THE 6'ru Manon

J.

1848.

Pnssmwr:

A. F. HAWKINS, Eso.,
TEMPORARY

Jones.

PETITION No. 748 or-' 1847.
IN the matter of the petition of Telukmun Ojha, ﬁled in this
Court on the 26th November 1847, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of Mr. H. V. Hathorn, judge of

(136)
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Sarun, under date the 28th August 1847; reversing that of the
moonsiff of Chumparun, under date 27th June I847, in the case
of the petitioner and others, plaintiffs, versus Bhikdari Thakur and
others, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :-—
This suit was instituted to recover the value of a rice crop,
alleged to have been cut and carried away by the defendants, the
farmer (and his surety) of the village in which the lands are
The moonsiff gave judgment for the plaintiﬂ"s, who
situated.
assert that they hold the lands under a birt tenure, and pay no
rent for the same.
The judge, in reversing the moonsiﬁ"s judgment, thus decides,
‘
plaintitf’s claim to hold under a birt tenure, which is evidently
the object of this suit, must be rejected ; and he must pay rent for
his land according to the pergunnah rates.’
The claim was a speciﬁc one for the value of a crop; and the
judge not only decides upon the invalidity of a tenure, which pos
sibly might have been involved in the decision of the suit, but he
also proceeds to ﬁx the rates at which the plaintiffs must hereafter
pay their rents. This is going beyond the exigency of the case;
and the judge should have satisﬁed himself with either decreeing,
or dismissing the plaint.
accordingly admit the appeal; and remand the case, in order,
that the judge may dispose of it again, simply with reference to
the claim as set forth in the petition of plaint.

I

._..._.

THE 6'rn Manon 1848.

J.

Pnssrzwrz

A. F. HAWKINS, Eso.,
TEMPORARY

Jones.

PETITION No. 742 or 1847.
IN the matter of the petition of Ramnurain Mookerjee and
others, ﬁled in this Court on the 24th November 1847, praying
for the admission of a special appeal from the decision of Osman
Ali, principal sudder ameen of Hooghly, under date the 19th
August 1847; reversing that of the sudder ameen of Hooghly,

under date the 15th September 1846, in the case of Sutputtee
Dassee and others, plaintiffs, versus the petitioners, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on
the following grounds :—
The defendants in this case had obtained a money decree against
one Surbanund Raee; and, in execution thereof, had procured the
sale of certain lands, to which the present plaintiffs set up a claim.
Their claim was summarily rejected, and they instituted the
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present action to establish their right, and procure reversal of the
sale.
The sudder ameen dismissed the plaint; but the principal
sudder ameen reversed his judgment, and decreed for the plaintiffs.
The claim set up by the plaintiﬁ's, is one of purchase from
the debtor, Surbanund Race, and should have been thoroughly
sifted.
Only one witness was examined in the course of these
and he denied all knowledge of the deed of sale
proceedings;
which he was called to prove. Copies of the depositions of two
other witnesses, taken in the summary proceedings, were ﬁled;
and it is upon these that the principal sudder ameen has, in a
These witnesses are dead; but there is
great measure, relied.
another living witness to the deed of sale, and he should have been
called.
In addition, moreover, to the mere fact of the execu
tion of the deed of sale, some enquiry and record of opinion
should have been made, as to whether the transfer was, or was not,
a fraudulent transaction, with a view to defeat the claims of the
decree-holders against Surbanund Raee.
Considering the investigation of the principal sudder ameen to
be very insufficient,
admit the appeal; and remand the case to
be tried de novo, with reference to the foregoing remarks.

I

;-$1

Tus

7'rn

Manon

1848.

PRESENT:

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, Eso.,
TEMPORARY

PETITION No. 766 or

Jones.

1847.

IN the matter of the petition of Khetoon Mehtoon, ﬁled in this
Court on the 9th December 1847, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of the principal sudder ameen of
Hazareebaugh,

under date the 4th September 1847 ; reversing that
date the 29th April 1847,
versus Domun Mehtoon,

of the moonsiff of Hazareebaugh, under
in the case of the petitioner, plaintiff,

defendant.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds: —

The plaintiff sued to recover damages for injury done to his
crops, by certain proceedings of the defendant in regard toa water
course, which led to the plaintiFf’s land being inundated, and his
crops destroyed ; and also for protection against similar proceed
ings in future.
The moonsiff stated the issue of the suit correctly, in saying
that the question between the parties was simply one of damages,
and for the future prevention of the injury ‘complained of. He

(133)
took evidence to the facts alleged by the contending parties; and
ﬁnally gave judgment for the plaintiff.
The principal sudder ameen, on the other hand, says that the
real question at issue is a boundary dispute ; and refers the plain
tiff to an action to settle the boundaries between his own land and
that of the defendant.
The moonsiff is clearly ~right, and the principal sudder ameen
All that the principal sudder ameen has to decide, is,
wrong.
whether the plaintiff has been endamaged by the defendant, or
If he is satisﬁed with the
not; and to give judgment accordingly.
evidence for the plaintiff, he will, of course, pronounce in his
favor; if not, he will simply dismiss his claim, leaving it to the
plaintifi"s own discretion to adopt any other remedy he may choose.
I accordingly admit the appeal ; and remand the case to the prin
cipal sudder ameen to be dealt with as above pointed out.

THE

{

Trii MARCH
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PRESENT:

J.

A. F.

1848.
1

HAWKINS, Eso.,
TEMPORARY Junon.

PETITION No. 775 or 1847.
IN the matter of the petition of Sheikh Bundhoo, ﬁled in this
Cnurt on the 9th December 1847, praying for the admission of
a special appeal from the decision of Mr. C. Mackay, principal
sudder ameen of Mymensingh, under date the 9th September
1847‘; reversing that of the moonsiﬁ‘ of Ghousgaon, under date
the 15th July 1846, in the case of the petitioner, plaintiff, vemnw
Gouree Purshad and others, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :-—
This was a suit instituted by the plaintiff to contest a demand
of rent made by the defendants. The defendants had attached the
plaintiﬁ"’s property for a balance of 36 rupees, 3 annas, and 4 pie,
principal and interest. The plaintiff deposited the amount; but,
having failed to bring his summary action within the period allow
ed by Section l5, Regulation 5, I812, he instituted the present suit
to try the justness of the demand.
The moonsiff gave judgment for the plaintiff on the merits of the
The principal sudder ameen, however, bars the plaintiff from
case.
his remedy by a regular action; because he did not avail himself,
in time, of his summary remedy.
As the principal sudder ameen is altogether wrong on this point,
we admit the appeal; and remand the case that it may be tried
in the court of ﬁrst appeal on its merits.

(139)
Tun 7'rn ‘Manon

1848.

Pm-:ss1\"r:

J.

A. F.

HAWKINS, Eso.,
Tnuroaaav Jones.

Psrrrrozv No. 776 or

1847.

IN the matter of the petitionof Sheikh Goondoo, ﬁled in this
Court on the 9th December l847, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of Mr. C. Mackay, principal
sudder ameen of Mymensingh,
under date the 9th September
that
;
of
the
moonsiff
of Ghousgaon, under date the
1847
reversing
15th July I846, in the case of the petitioner, plaintiﬂ’, versus
Gouree Purshad and others, defendants.
This is a case of precisely the same nature as the preceding one
(petition No. 775 of 1847,) and the same order is passed.
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Tus 7'rn Manon

J.

1848.

Passsm-:

A. F. HAWKINS, Eso.,

Tsuronaav Jones.
PETITION No. 772 or

1847.

IN the matter of the petition of Nutter Chundur Hoee, ﬁled in
this Court on the 9th December 1847, praying for the admission
of a special appeal from the decision of Mr. A. Smelt, judge of
East Burdwan, under date the 27th September 1847; reversing
that of the moonsiff of Samunty, under date the 6th August 1847,
in the case of the petitioner, plaintiff, versus Ramchurn Raee and
others, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :—
The plaintiif sued for possession of a tank, and the value of ﬁsh
taken therefrom by the defendants. A great mass of evidence
was taken by the rnoonsiﬁ’, and sundry local investigations made;
and, upon a full consideration of these, he decided in favor of the

plaintiff.
The decision of the judge, reversing the moonsiff’s decree, is
given at page 101 of the Decisions of the judge of East Burdwan
for the year l847. The judge gives three reasons for the order of
reversal :—-ﬁrst, that, on an inspection of the plaintiﬂ”s pottah, he
is not satisﬁed as to the genuineness ; secondly, that certain
statements of the plaintiff, as to the period of his having had P05.

(140)
session of the tank, are at variance with each other; and, thirdly,
that the claim is undervalued.
The last of these points would appear to have been decided
before. The plaintiff was nonsuited on this ground; and the case
The other two
restored to the ﬁle by order of the zillah judge.
grounds of reversal touch merely the surface of the case: there is
no allusion whatever to the body of evidence on record, or to the
local enquiries; and the judge might in fact have drawn up such a
decree as he has passed, without any perusal of the evidence at all.
Considering the case to have been decided by the judge without
admit the appeal; and
any suﬁicient investigation of its merits,
remand the case for trial de nova.

‘Il

I

Tma '/"Tn MARCH 1848.

PRESENT:

J. A.

F.

HAWKINS, EsQ.,
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TEMPORARY Juno:-2.
PETITION No. 765 or

1847.

IN the matter of the petition of Boondu Sahoo, and others,
ﬁled in this Court on the 9th December 1847, praying for the
admission of a special appeal from the decision of the principal
sudder ameen of Hazareebaugh, under date the 8th September
1847 ; reversing that ‘of the moonsiff of Hazareebaugh, under
date the 25th June 1847, in the case of the petitioners, plaintiffs,
versus Khedoo Pasbun and others, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :-—
The plaintiffs sued to recover a debt on bond : the defendants
pleaded payment. The plaintiffs admitted the payments alleged by

the defendants; but asserted that they were made on another
account, distinct from the bond on which the present action was
baed; and that there were various transactions between the
-

parties.

The moonsiff, after a full enquiry, came to the conclusion that
the defendants had received credit for the payments made by them,
on another account ; and the debt now sued for was still due by
He accordingly gave judgment for the plaintiffs.
them.
The principal sudder ameen, in appeal, summarily overruled
the judgment of the lower court; merely observing that the state
ment of the plaintiffs, respecting the credit given, was not to be
believed.
The principal sudder ameen was bound, in reversing the deci
sion of the lower court, to give his reasons for disbelieving the
plaintiffs’ statement, and for setting aside the evidence on which

\

(141)
His decree is altogether imperfect; and,
moonsiﬁ' relied.
admitting the appeal, I remand the case for re-investigation.
The principal sudder ameen, in again deciding this case, will
give his reasons fully for the judgment which he may pronounce.

the

Tun 8'rn Manon I848.
PRESENT:
SIR R.

BARLOW,

BAR'I'.,

Psrmuon No. 8 or

J noon.

1848.
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IN the matter of the petition of Musst. Noor-0-nissa, ﬁled in
this Court on the 19th January 1848, praying for the admission of
a special appeal from the decision of the judge of Patna, under
date the 13th September 1847; affirming that of the principal

sudder ameen, under date the 18th September I845, in the case
of Musst. Shookor-0-nissa, plaintiff, -versus Hoorun-o-nissa and
Noor-o-nissa, (petitioner,) defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :—
The plaintiff sued to establish her right of pre-emption to cer
tain property, against her sister Musst. Hoorun, who sold the
same to Musst. Noor-0-nissa, her daughter; and, in the deed of
sale, relinquished all claim to the purchase money.
Musst. Hoorun died while the case was before the principal
Her daughter, the petitioner, in reply, urged that
sudder ameen.
she had long previously purchased the property from her mother,
as set forth in the Icewaleh; that the plaintiff was cognizant of
her purchase, and had, as well as her husband, aﬂixed their seals
to the deed; and that, consequently, plaintiff could not legally
“
lay claim to the right of pre-emption.
The principal sudder ameen, in his vemacnlar proceeding,
gives the following reasons, which the judge has omitted to
record in his published judgment, for rejecting the plaintiff’s
claim, and considering the deed of sale invalid :—-ﬁrst, that the
terms of the kewaleh shew all claim to purchase money was relin
quished by the seller; second, that as the seller declared no
other party than her daughter was entitled tq succeed her, there
was no necessity for the execution of such a deed; third, that
in the deed some places were erased, and that such a deed could
not be recognized by the courts.
The judge conﬁrmed his deci
sion, recording his opinion that the case was one of evident collu
sion between the mother and daughter to put the latter in pos
session of the property to the exclusion of the rights and claims of
others.
The deed of sale, and the actual sale of the disputed property
by Hoorun to her daughter, (the petitioner) is acknowledged by
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all parties to the suit; it was not therefore competent to the
courts to set it aside, on the second and third grounds given in the
principal sudder ameen’s decision. , The lower courts have in fact
given extra-judicial opinions, by rejecting a deed admitted by the
parties in the cause; and, by so doing, have invalidated a title
to the detriment of the defendant, which, until it is
revers
ed, must stand good, quoad the opposite party. legally
ndeed, the
object of the plaintiff is to shew, that the requisitions of the
Mahomedan law of _pre-emption have been complied with; and
that, therefore, her claim is preferable to that of the defendant
founded on the sale to her. This sale being admitted by both
parties, the case at issue between them is clearly one of law; and
involves the two following questions :—ﬁrst, is a sale to a party,
the seller relinquishing all claim to purchase money, valid ? ; and,
secondly, did the plaintiff, who claims the right of pre-emption,
conform to the Mahomedan law P
The principal sudder ameen and the judge have declared that
such a sale is invalid.
After conulting with the Kazee-ol-Iroozat,
and in concurrence with his opinion recorded in this Court and the
am disposed to rule otherwise.
The
authority he has quoted,
sale was a bond ﬁde one, and the relinquishment of purchase money
does not affect its validity; and this is the ﬁrst ground for admis
sion of special appeal.
The second is, that the lower courts have not investigated whe
ther the legal process, to establish the right of pre-emption, has
been conformed to in this case.
The third is, that extra-judicial opinions have been passed, im
pugning the genuineness and authenticity of a deed, acknowledged
by both parties in the cause, and which, quoad them, must be
binding.
therefore remand the case for re-trial by the principal sudder
ameen, who will restrict his investigation to the enquiry, whether
the necessary legal steps were taken by the plaintiff, to ensure her
right of pre-emption, and decide accordingly.

I

I

-{

Msncn 1848.
Pnsssnr:
C. TUCKER, EsQ.,

THE 8'rn

J.

JUDGE;

and

A. F. HAWKINS, ESQ.,
TEMPORARY

PETITION No. 784

Jones.

or l847.

IN the matter of the petition of Joydeb Surma, ﬁled in this
Court on the 27th December 1847, praying for the admission of a
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special appeal from the decision of Mr. C. Macl-ray, principal sud
der ameen of Mymensingh, under date the 24th September I847;
reversing that of the moonsiff of Pinguah, under date the 5th
November l846, in the case of the petitioner, plaintiff, versus
Lukheeuurain Deb, defendant.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :—
The plaintiff sued the defendant for arrears of rent. The de
fendant pleaded dispossesion of a small portion of the lands in
cluded in his holding, for which a pottah and lmbooleeut had been
exchanged, and payment of the full amount due by him, which,
as stated by him, was covered by receipts granted by the plaintiff.
The moouiﬂ‘ gave judgment for the plaintiff; but his judgment
was overruled by the principal sudder ameen, who states, that,
without reference to the evidence for the defence, he is not satis
ﬂed with that for the plaintiff, and consequently decides against
him
The pleas in this case were special, and the onus probandi rested
with the defendant. The principal sudder ameen, contrary to all
principle and practice, has rejected the claim, discrediting the
evidence for the plaintiff ; whereas in fact he had nothing to prove.
We admit the appeal ; and remand the case to be tried de nova
with reference to the foregoing remarks.

1}.

Tns

8'ru MARCH

1848.

PRESENT:
C.

TUCKER, Eso.,
Jones.

PETITION No. 815 or

1846.

IN the matter of the petition of Bhugeeruth Das, ﬁled in this

1846, praying for the admission of a
decision
the
of the principal sudder ameen of
from
special appeal
Furreedpore, under date the 22d July 1846 ; reversing that of the
moonsilf of Sabur, under date the 24th January 1846, in the case
of Bhugeeruth Das, plaintiff, versus Bishenpreea Bewa and others,
defendants.
This suit was instituted in the Luchragunge moonsiﬁ"s court,
on the estimated value of rupees 254.
The defendants demurred that the property was greatly under
valued. This was overruled by the moonsitf, who decreed for the
plaintiff. On appeal, the principal sudder ameen sets out with
stating, that the suit was not cognizable for several reasons; and,

Court on

the 26th November

(144)

I

it,

amongst others, that the value of the property was at least 800,
or l,000 rupees ; and he takes the moonsiﬂ" to task for entertaining
notwithstanding which, he goes on to dispose of the appeal
on its merits, and reverses the decision of the moonsiff.
Now, on the principal sudder ameen’s own showing, he ought
to have nonsuited the plaintiff, without going into the merits of
the case.
admit the special appeal therefore, and remand the
case to the principal sudder ameen, to be dealt with as the law
directs in such cases.

-ii

Tm-: 8'rn

Manon

1848.

Paassm‘:
C.

TUCKER,

ESQ-,

-

JUDGE.

J

IN the matter of the petition of ugmohun Mullick, ﬁled in
this Court on the 27th August 1846, praying for the admission of
special appeal from the decision of the principal sudder ameen
of Hooghly, under date the 29th May l846; aﬂirming that of the
sudder moonsiﬁ‘ of that district, under date the 27th March I845,
in the case of Jugmohun Mullick, plaintiff, versus Bholanath
Bhuttacharje and others, defendants.
The petitioner, plaintiff in the suit, sued defendants for ba
Whilst the case was pending in the moonsiﬂ"s
lance of rent.
were deputed to make local enquiries; the ex
two
ameens
court,
were
of
which
penses
defrayed by the plaintiff.
Eventually, the
On appeal by the petitioner, the
moonsiff dismissed the claim.
third ameen out, and called upon
principal sudder ameen ordered
the petitioner to deposit the expenses.
The petitioner remonstra
ted by petition, to the effect that he had already paid more than
twice the amount at stake in ameen’s fees, and was quite willing
that his appeal should be decided on the record of the lower court
the court insisted on
he
but, at the same time adding, that,
N0 order was recorded on this
was ready to deposit the amount.
but the appeal was afterwards dismissed, because the
petition
petitioner would not take out the ameen.
Considering this to be highly unjust, and unsupported by any
admit
and remand the proceedings
special appeal
regulation,
to the principal sudder ameen, who,
the appellant persist in de
clining to take out third ameen, and rests his case on the pro
ceedings already had in the moonsiff"s court, will dispose of the
same on the record of the lower court.
it,

;

\

a

if

a

I

;

if

;

a

a

a
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PETITION N0. 597. or I846.

|._

(I45)
Tun 8'ru Manon
PRESENT

1848.

:

RATTRAY, Esq.,
Jones.
CASE No. 82 or 1847.

R. H.

Regular Appeal from a decree passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Purneah, Mohammad Rolrhnadeen Khan, November
27th, 1846.

SOBNATH MISR, APPELLANT,

(P1.Am'rn=-11-,)

1187'-$‘!l8

PUNCHANUND
SEIN, AND
(DEFENDANTS.)

CHUKURBUTTEE,
LUKHEE KANTH
RANEE SIDHWUTTEE, Rssvounmv-rs,
A
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Wu/reel of Appellant—Lutf-ur Rukman.
Wukeels of Respondents—Gholam Sufdur, Sree Ram Raee, and
Ram Pran Raee.

Tms suit was instituted by appellant, on the 9th April l845, to
recover from respondents the sum of Company’s rupees l4,l75,
principal and interest; land-rent due from l24l to I244 Zlloollcee,
on a half share of turf Hoseinpore, in pergunnah Kankjool.
Appellant is the son of Noonoo Misr, deceased, who was the
The whole turf of Hoseinpore had
brother of Rance Sidhwuttee.
been purchased by them, (the brother and sister) at the collector’s
sale, and appellant succeeded to the rights and interests of his
father on the death of the latter ; but no dukhil-kharij, or record
of his accession to the property, appears to have been made in the
collector’s office.
The substance of the plaint, is, that Noonoo Misr and the
Rance bought the undivided estate between them, each paying an
equal portion of the purchase money; that, from 1241 to 1244
M., appellant has received only the sum of rupees 1,057-l2, for
which credit being given, the amount now claimed remains due.
That the pottah was taken from both the zemindars, but the
lmbooleeut is with the Ranee; that the farmer has withheld the
payment of rent to him at the instigation of the Rance, who has
therefore been made a defendant in the suit, which is brought for
the sum speciﬁed.
The Ranee denies any right on the part of appellant,—the turf
having been purchased from funds furnished by her, though her
brother’s (Noonoo Misr’s) name was introduced'as a joint pur
denies the claim, on the
chaser. The farmer (Punchanund)
received
his
from
the Rance, to whom,
of
pottah
ground
having
he
his
rent.
paid
consequently,
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Trm 9'rn Manon

1848.

PRESENT:

TUCKER, EsQ.,
Jonas.
PETITION No. 852 or I846.
C.

;

a

a

IN the matter of the petition of Bhowanee Shunkur Bhutta
charje and others, ﬁled in this Court on the 7th November 1846,
praying for the admission of special appeal from the decision of
the principal sudder ameen of Hooghly, under date the 14th July
l846; aiﬁrming that of the moonsiff of M uhanaud, under date the
l8th February 1846, in the case of Mudun Mohun Ghose, plaintiff,
versus Bhowanee Shunkur Bhuttacharje and others, defendants.
In this case the plaintiff sued for possession of certain lands,
conditional sale, after having pursued the
transferred to him
course prescribed in Regulation 17, I806.
The petitioner appeared when the petition of notice was ﬁled
by the plaintiff under the above regulation and protested, stating
that he was the proprietor of the property, and that the sellers
were his tenants.
Again, when the present action was brought,
the petitioner appeared before the moonsiff, and requested to be
This was refused by the
incorporated with the other defendants.
moonsilf, under the Circular Order of the Sudder Dewanny Adaw
lut, dated 13th September l843, (No. 33 vol. IV.) The principal
by
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is

;

;

is

is

_of

a

\:‘P

an account of all
The principal sudder ameen, after drawing
discoverable payments and receipts, of rent an revenue, between
balance
to
the appellant, the Rance, and the collector, ﬁnds
due_
rupees 2,l_23-5-4; which
appellant, from the Rance and the farmer,
Lukhee
sum he adjudges against them, in speciﬁed proportions.
Kanth Sein, the farmer’s surety,
discharged from all liability.
In the above judgment, the plea of independent ownership on
left altogether uninvestigated
as
that
the part of the Rance,
of the farmer, of having held his lease from her only. Neither
and with exception
the pottah nor kubooleeut have been produced
to certain acknowledgments, in the shape of oﬁicial memoranda
and receipts, obtained from the collector, whieh,—the estate being
still in the names of the original purchasers,—are inconclusive as
no document to depend upon. The
to the points at issue; there
witnesses, of course, depose for their principals respectively.
direct that the decision be cancelled; and the proceedings
returned for revisal and disposal, after calling for the pottah and
Irubooleeut, and such other evidence as the parties may choose
to ﬁle in support of their respective pleas.
The usual orders will issue in regard to stamps and costs.

(

147
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defendants did not appear; and an ex parte decision, in favor of
the plaintiff, was given by the moonsiff. The petitioner appealed,
and the case came before Mr. James Reily, principal sudder ameen,
who, after deputing an ameen to make local enquiries, decided that
the petitioner, (appellant in his court) had no right or title in the
property, and dismissed the appeal, affirming that of the moonsiff.
If the principal sudder ameen was of opinion, that the appellant
was entitled to have his claim heard and tried in this case, he should
have returned the proceedings to the moonsiff, with instructions to
do so; but, from the course he pursued, the appellant has been
deprived of a decision on the merits of the case in the court of
first instance.
I therefore admit a special appeal; and remand the
proceedings to the principal sudder ameen, who will either dismiss
the appeal without prejudice to the appellant’s rights, should he
desire to bring an action against the parties to this suit; or, as
stated above, if he be of opinion the appellant was entitled to have
been admitted as a defendant in the moonsiff’s court, in that case
he will remand the proceedings to the moonsiff’s court with
structions to act accordingly.

-

THE 9TH MARCH
PRESENT:

in

1848.

W. B. JACKSON, and
J. A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.Rs.,
TEMPORARY JUDGEs.
E. CURRIE, Esq.,
ExERCISING THE PoweRs of A JUDGE.

CASE No.

138 OF 1845.

Regular Appeals from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Dacca, March 27th, 1845.
COLLECTOR of DACCA, APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT,)

tle?"sus

G. LAMBAND oTHERs, REs PoNDENTs, (PLAINTIFFs.)
Wukeel of Appellant—Pursun
Komar Thakur.
Respondents—Gholam
Wukeels of
Sufdur and A. Imlach.

CASE No.

155 OF 1845.

NUBKISHEN SIRCAR, APPELLANT,

tersus
OTHERs, RESPONDENTs.

G. LAMBAND
Wukeel of Appellant-Nilmoney

Banerjee.

Wuheels of Respondents—A. Imlach and Sreenath Sein.

(

)
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CASE No.

157

-

GOLUCK CHUNDUR SEIN

of

AND

1845.

oth ERs, APPELLANTs,

ters?/8

G. LAMBAND oth ERs, REspoNDENTs.
Wukeel of Appellants—Ramapurshad Raee.
Wukeels of Respondents—A. Imlach and Sreenath Sein.

CASE No.

159 OF 1845.

MUSST. HURSOONDREE AND oth ERs, APPELLANTs,
tersus

•

G. LAMBAND OTHERs, RESPONDENTs.
Wukeels
Wukeels

of Appellants—Rampran Raee and Bungsee Buddun Mitr.
of Respondents—A. Imlach and Kishen Kishore Ghose.
160 OF 1845.

MUSST. GOURMUNNEE, APPELLANT,
tersus

G. LAMBAND
Wukeel of Appellant-Nilmoney

OTHERs, RESPONDENTs.

Wukeels

Banerjee.

of Respondents—A. Imlach and E.

Colebrooke.

THIs was a suit instituted by the respondents against the seve
ral appellants and others, to recover the sum of Company’s
rupees 20,476-6-5?—iviz.

14,170-15-10-3 principal, and 6,305-6-7

at
a

an

is,

interest,-under the circumstances set forth in the plaint.
The particulars of the case are given in the following decree of
the principal sudder ameen of Dacca.
“Claim for the balance of a decree, detained by the collector
for an illegal claim of Government revenue, rupees 20,476-6-53.
“The history of the case
that plaintiffs bought
estate
of

of

on

to

he

to

a

by

to

of

in

of

of

an

of

to

of

a

of

public sale for arrears
deposit
revenue, and made
the pur
chase money with the collector.
Some
the former incumbents
objecting
the sale,
the ground that the allotment
their
jumma, and the amount
their shares were distinct and separate,
brought
action for the annulment
the sale, and the restora
tion
their interests. The zillah court agreeing with them, that
joint tenancy, the jumma and shares
though the land was held
always
separate,
had
been
decreed
the suitors six annas
the
property.
The purchasers relinquished the estate immediately
presenting
petition
after the decree was given,
the col
effect;
lector
that
but the collector had appealed against
the zillah decision, and
refused
admit the relinquishment.
to
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The

purchasers then sued for their money, which was de
creed.
The collector appealed against this also; but having lost
the appeal preferred against the ﬁrst case, he abandoned the latter ;
and the zillah decree for that case also became ﬁnal.
When
plaintiffs executed their decree for the purchase money, the col
lector claimed the Government revenue of the estate, for the
period between the date of plaintiffs relinquishment and the date
on which the collector abandoned his appeal. The zillah judge
disallowed the claim; but the collector preferred a summary appeal,
and the Sudder Court over-ruled the judge’s objections.
The pre
sent action is brought by the purchasers to set aside that summary
order, and to recover what the collector withheld, on the plea of
his claim against them for Government revenue.
‘The points for adjudication appear to be
‘ First. Does the order,
passed by the Sudder regarding the claim
in question, bar the present action P
‘ Second. Is the amount of revenue claimed
by the collector, and
adduced as a set oﬁ' against plaintiﬁ"s decree, justly due by plaintiffs?
‘ Third. Is it legal to carry the payments to the credit of
the
interest; or should they be passed ﬁrst to the credit of the

principal

?

‘ Fourth. Are any arrears of rent due from the other
defendants;
and are plaintiffs entitled to recover from them?
‘ The
ﬁrst point to be consideredis, whether the order passed by

the Sudder, regarding the claim in question, bars the present action.
It has always been a rule to regard every order, not passed in a
regular suit, as miscellaneous; subject, if the parties please to
The exceptions to the
make it so, to the test of a regular suit.
rule are given in the Circular Order dated llth January I839, and
Construction No. 1129; but they amount simply to this, that no
order regarding interest or wasilaut, or any other matter carrying
out the intentions of the decree, can be made the subject of a regu
lar suit. They cannot, therefore, apply to those instances where
instead of carrying out the intentions of the decree, the order
obstructs or nulliﬁes the decree.
‘ The claim, moreover, was adduced as a set oﬁ' against the
decree,
at that stage of the case, when, on the principles that govern the
admission of such pleas, it could not be allowed at all. The rea
sons are obvious :——_/‘irst, because the claim was not due when plain
tiffs’ suit was instituted; secondly, because defendants could not,
for that reason, give plaintiffs previous notice of their claim.
‘ But that which principally impugns the
summary proceedings,
and renders it imperative to bring those proceedings to the test of
a regular trial, is, that the only plea which could make the Govem
ment claim clearly binding on the plaintil’l's,—viz. whether they
continued to hold possession of the estate even after the relinquish
ment by petition,—was not enquired into, nor tried.

(150)
‘The proper course for the collector was, after the decree be
for the claim he had against them.
be contrary both to law and usage
to allow the summary proceedings to bar the present action.
‘ The second point is, whether the amount of revenue claimed
by
the collector as a set oﬂ' against plaintiifs’ decree, is justly due by
Plaintiffs contend that the amount is not due; that,
plaintiffs.
as soon as the civil court had cancelled the sale of their estate, they
immediately relinquished the property ; and that the revenue claim
ed is for a period subsequent to the date of that relinquishment.
The point to be decided then, is, whether the collector is entitled to
the rent after plaintiﬁs had relinquished the estate. The collector
The zillah court cancelled that sale,
we ﬁnd sold the estate entire.
out
of
l6
annas of the estate ; and the decree
and decreed away 6
It is clear then, that the collector sold the estate
has become ﬁnal.
to plaintiffs with a defective title ,- and with a defect not of a slight
or trivial nature, but such as deprived the purchasers of nearly a
The decree, moreover, changed the nature of
moiety of the estate.
Plaintiifs
the property.
bought the estate promising to themselves
and
the
sole mastership in the property.
an exclusive right,
The
these
it thrust upon them co
decree destroyed
expectations:
shares not of their own choosing, and entailed upon them annoy
ances and litigations incident to joint undivided property.
The
decree also threatened plaintiffs with an eventual aclionfa-r waxi
laul, in the event of their retaining possession of the property.
Why should they then expose themselves to an accountability
which they had not calculated upon P
‘Whether, therefore, we consider the loss of 6 annas of the
estate, the change in the nature of the tenure, or the unexpected
accountability it entailed, it is clear that plaintiffs were perfectly
entitled to relinquish the property, and more especially so, after
a civil court had cancelled the sale; and if this be admitted, it is
equally obvious, that, unless plaintiffs continued to hold possession
of the estate, they were not responsible for the revenue due from
it. The collector was required to prove this ; but the Government
pleader put in a. petition declining to make a deposit of the
amee'n’s wages, which was required for that purpose.
It must
be assumed, therefore, that plaintiffs did not keep possession of the
property, after they professed to abandon it by the petition they
presented to the collector to that effect.
‘ To these
arguments the collector offers three objections :-—First.
, 1822, interdicts the return of the
That Section 27, Regulation
a
till
ﬁnal
judgment, regarding the sale, has
purchase money
been passed; that, by parity of reasoning, the purchaser was not
at liberty to relinquish the property till that event had occurred.
Secondly, that plaintiffs executed an ikrar, authorising a .<rurburakar
to collect the rents of the estate; and that that act deprives plain
came

ﬁnal, to sue plaintiffs
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As this was not done, it would

ll

\

(I51)
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tilfs from preferring any claim against the collector or the Govern
ment.
Thirdly, that, unless the amount of revenue is deducted
from the purchase money, the State will have suffered an actual
loss of so much money, with no prospect of its eventual realiza
tion.
‘First. But Section 27 was intended only to provide for the
interest which might be claimed on the purchase money, for
the period that the suit, regarding the sale of the property, might
be pending in the civil courts; and it was with reference to
that subject that the provision, regarding the detention of the

purchase money till the ﬁnal judgment was passed, was made.
There is not a syllable in the section regarding the estate itself.
It may, it is true, be urged, that, as the purchaser is not entitled to
claim his money till a ﬁnal judgment has been passed regarding
the sale, so he cannot be entitled to relinquish the estate till
that judgment has been given. But the inference does not neces
A person may be free to
sarily follow from the premises.
his
without
surrender
being immediately at liberty
property,
Be this as it may, there is
to claim his purchase money.
on the subject, which
no
enactment
positive speciﬁc
obviously
on
the
to
retain
it
made
purchaser
possession till the
imperative
Under such circumstances, why
ﬁnal judgment was pronounced.
should plaintiffs be held bound to have kept the property, and be
made responsible for the revenue due for the period subsequent
We have already seen, that it would
to their relinquishment?
be most unjust to insist upon their keeping the estate after
the decree that cancelled the sale had passed; and no court of
justice would adduce alaw from vague and uncertain premises,
and then apply that law, based upon deductions and inferences,
in contravention of the principles of equity and justice. Some
thing more palpable than a mere inference, would be necessary to
legalize an act ,of gross injustice. But the plea in question could
only have been urged when the action for the return of the pur
VVe ﬁnd, indeed, that it was pleaded
chase money was instituted.
then, but overruled (see the collector’s answer as given in the
The plea, therefore, is not
zillah decree, dated 27th May 1836.)
only inapplicable, but the time for pleading it has passed.
‘ Secondly. That
But the obvious
plaintiffs executed an ilcrar.
import of the ikrar, taken together with the English petition pre
sented to the collector on the subject, is, that the appointment of
a surburakar (or manager) to collect the outstanding balances shall
not effect the claims which either party may still be compelled to
bring one against the other. It is absurd to plead this as a
bar to the present claim.
Thirdly. That the revenues, unless recovered from plaintiffs,
But why was not the estate put up
will be a loss to Government.
and sold as soon as the ﬁrst arrears had accumulated against it?

(152)

is

if

is

a
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;

it
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a
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it

by

if,

Had this been done, which was the usual course, these heavy
arrears would have been avoided. But the collector was afraid to
sell, after one court had impugned the validity of the title to the
from apprehension of further perplexity and diffi
estate; and
culties, he departed from the course prescribed
law, and there
by entailed loss upon his employers, he can only blame himself for
those losses, and should be willing to endure them.
Again why
did the collector neglect to attach the estate after plaintiffs had
It was obviously his duty to do so as there no
relinquished
law which makes the landholder responsible for the revenue of his
lands, after he has abandoned possession, for any period subsequent
It
he does not give due notice
true,
to his relinquishment.
of having done so, he cannot justly be considered exonerated; but
not the case in the present instance.
this
The courts will not
shikamee taloolrdar at the suit of his zemin
decree rents against
be proved that the talookdar has been in possession of
dar, unless
the tenure.
appears, however, that part of the revenue deducted
for I241. This must be allowed as the istqfa was not made till
1242.
The point next for consideration, viz., the third, is, which of the
modes of account
legal, that which carries the payments to the
credit of the interest; or that which passes them ﬁrst to the credit
of the principal; or that which allows interest on both the debits
Of these three modes, that of charging interest on
and credits?
both sides, the debits and credits separately, and taking the differ
not known in the nwﬁwsil; and
ence,
conﬁned,
believe, to
That in which the payments
mercantile transactions in Calcutta.
are all carried ﬁrst to the credit of the principal; and that in which
the payments are carried ﬁrst to the credit of the interest are both
in use; but dependant,
believe, on the caprice of the creditor.
It important to decide which of these two methods the proper
remarkable difference in the results: the
one, as they make
balance against the collector of rupees 14,322-7-l0,
former leaving
and the latter augmenting
to rupees 20,476-6-5}.
‘This difference arises simply from the payments in the one case
being carried to the credit of the principal, which reduces the
debt, and consequently reduces the amount on which the fu
ture interest would otherwise be calculated
whereas the other
and consequently con
mode leaves the principal the same,
tinues to yield the same amount of interest as from the begin
In neither case
there any interest upon interest charg
ning.
ed; and the subject therefore does not come within the pale
of Regulation I5, l793, especially as that law applies only to cases
in which money has been advanced on loans; and the present
case
money deposited as the price of an estate, which has been
court
forcibly withheld from plaintiffs, and withheld even after
of justice had decreed that the money should be returned.
The

(153)
point to be decided therefore, is, simply, whether the creditor is at
liberty to carry the payments capriciously to either the principal or

interest as he pleases?
In sums advanced on loans, where the
is
to
return
the
promise
money with interest, it may be contended
that the creditor must allow the debtor to choose the mode which
will prove most advantageous to himself; unless, therefore, the
payment is avowed] made as on account of the interest, the cre
ditor, it may be said; cannot carry it to the credit of the interest.
He must be held not to be at liberty to choose for himself, because
the act is that of the debtor; and because the interest is not due till
the day when the debtor ﬁnally settles his accounts.

‘ It may, on the contrary,

be argued, that

the creditor has the

option of disposing of the payments in the way most advantageous
to himself; as interest is but damages awarded for the loss occur
ring to the creditor from the withholdment of his money.
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‘

In

cases of sums advanced on loans,

I

should

incline

to the

former opinion ; but in cases where money was due, but forcibly
withheld, I should incline to the latter. I am not aware of any
ﬁxed or determinate rules on the subject.
‘ But

a late decision of the Sudder DewannyAdawlut, given in Mr.
Norris’s second number of suits decided in February l845, (Mu
noruth Singh, appellant, versus Gyonchand Shah, respondent,) ap
pears to recognize the principle of carrying payments to the cre
dit of the interest. The senior judge of that Court declares, that
‘ it was established to the satisfaction of the lower court that the
interest of the loan only had been liquidated, and the full amount
of the principal was decreed with costs payable by appellant. I
aﬂirm the decree on the same grounds as those set forth, with the addi
Plaintiffs have also ﬁled
tionalcostsincurred, payablebyappellant.’
two precedents of the zillah court, shewing that accounts of interest

made up in the same way have been decreed to claimants.
With
the agency houses in Calcutta, it is usual, I believe, when pay
ments are made on constituted debts, at considerable distances
of time, to calculate the interest to the date of each payment, to
add to it the principal, and then subtract the payment from the
amount.
Looking therefore on the transaction between the parties
as that of a forcible and unjust withholdment of plaintiffs’ proper
ty, I am of opinion that the plaintiffs were at liberty to pay them
selves ﬁrst for the loss they were sustaining of the interest of
their money; and that their account, therefore, so far as it regards
the mode of calculating the interest, is correct.
‘ The
fourth point for consideration is, are any arrears of rent
due from the other defendants, and are plaintiﬂ's entitled to recover
from them ?—-It appears that plaintiffs were led to sue these persons
from the order passed by the Sudder Court. An ameen was therefore

His account,
deputed to ascertain the amount ‘due frmn them.
not
a
anteriorto
l242,—-the
in
incorrect,took
though
period
year when
and
the
he
debited
them
with
estate,—
interest
plaintiffs relinquished
for their arrears of rent. Both these features of his account ap
peared objectionable:—_ﬁrst, because the rent due for the period ante
cedent to plaintiffs’ relinquishment was due to plaintiffs exclusive
ly, and could not be carried to account against them; secondly,
because these defendants plead that they were prepared to pay
their rents, and that neither the plaintiffs nor the collector would
receive them. It did not appear safe, nor necessary in such a case,
to pronounce as to whether interest was recoverable from them.
It is enough, in the present case, to ascertain whether any thing is
due from them irrespective of interest.
A mohurrir of the court
was therefore deputed to make up another account, divested of
these objectionable features; and that account gives the following
sums against the following individuals :—
Names of those in possession.
Golukchundur
l. Talook Mirtoonjuy
86 5 5 3
and others,
Sumboonath Sein,
Sein}
}
Puddo
2'
4 3 7 3
RaneePuddo Mookhee,
Iliiléﬁe
Mow}
2
2 2
3. Tarapurshad Raee,
Tarapurshad Raee,
4. Talook Radhakishore
Guugadhnr
Ghosel)_
88 0 H 1
Ghose,..................
and others, .... .. J)
h'
5I
395 6 7 7
Hursoonduree,.........

ll

Baner-

Omakanth
jee,

957

>

and others,

ll

9 2
8 l
1

ll

87

I 3

ll

ll

ll.

128

Nobokishto
Sircar"'|
and hiswife, Gun77
gamonee, ....
Omakanth Banerjeel
7,120
.1

10. Nobokishto Sirkar,

2

1

7. Talook Golam Sunde, Nufeesakhatoon,
NundlalDut,
8. Nundlal Dut, . ....
MuheeudGholam
9. Talook Abdool Sodeen
and others,j
bhan, .................. '

60

l

Khan and others,ji

0
3

'

4

Omur

4

.......

Ali

5

Khan, ......

Omed

]'_

6. Talook Ameer Omur

interest inclusive.

6,

a

is

3,

‘

‘

O

7

4

9,008
Rupees,
ﬁled an answer; but ap
Omed Ali, proprietor of taloolc No.
pointed no wukeel, and has offered no evidence.
Rance Puddo Mookhee, proprietor of talook No. 2; and Tara
ﬁled answers; but after the accounts were pre
purshad of No.
admitted the accuracy of the accounts.
wukeels
their
pared,
Nundlal Dut ﬁled no answer; but
present as wukeel for
others, and admits the justice of the claim against himself.
‘
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(l55)

'

a

it,

a proprietor of talook N 0. l, pleads that he
has paid all that was due of his rents to the collector from 1239 to
But the collec
the 7th Bhadur 1244, previous arrears inclusive.
tor’s dakhila proves, that on the l9tk Cheyt I244 he paid rupees 493
5-8§ : that of this sum rupees 377-9-3 is for rents of 1239, I240,
and I241, and only rupees ll5-l2-5); for the subsequent period.
This, therefore, and rupees 82-7-8 paid on the 3d Assar 1245,
making rupees 198-4-la}, is all that can be carried to the credit
of the present account. Deducting that sum from the rents due
by defendants, it leaves a balance of rupees 86-6-5% against them.
Golukchundur contends, that when they got wasilaut from the
auction purchasers, they got the difference afterdeducting the
rents due by them; and that that sum has not been allowed in
the present account.
But from the roabukaree of the additional
principal sudder ameen, dated 26th Assar 1246, it appears that
the wasilaut then allowed was for the period when plaintiffs were
in possession; but the present claim is not for that, but for a
subsequent period, when plaintiffs were not in possession.
‘ Chundrokishore Ghose, a proprietor of talook No. 4, contends
that they were not in possession during the period in question;
that the tuhseeldar collected the rents. But he does not maintain
that he ever abandoned his right and title to the property : he is
therefore still responsible for the rents of the tenure ; and as all
that exists at his credit in the collector’s records have been passed
to his credit, and as he has no vouchers proving further pay
ments, he has no just reason for complaint.
‘ Hursoonduree, a
proprietor of talook N o. 5, contends that after
deducting the money collected, through her husband and the
tuhseeldar, the collector exhibited an arrear against her of rupees
531-8; and that she, in Poos 1244, paid that sum into the collec
But it does not appear from the dakhila (dated
toi*’s treasury.
Poos
25th
1246) that the payment was for a period subsequent to
Nor does the copy of an account, said to be made at the
1242.
collector’s oﬁice and ﬁled in this case, avail her; as she has no
dakhilas beyond the one mentioned.
‘
N ufeesakhatoon, a proprietor of talook No. 7, has not been able
to prove any payments beyond those already credited iu her
account.
‘ Gholam Muheeuddeen, and others,
proprietors of talook No. 9,
their property for arrears
had
advertized
that
the
collector
plead
due from 1239 to 1247 Aghun, and that it was sold on the 7th
and has collected
Maugh 1247; that the Government bought
and that they have made
the rents through the lukseeldar
in possession.
But
settlement with Kishtoniohun Race, who
defendants do not state that any of these events occurred during
the period for which their account has been made up, that
between 1242 and Bhadur 1244. Besides, defendants’ annual rent

is

is

,-
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is rupees 807-4-l0§, and the advertisement shews an arrear of
This would make it appear that the balance
rupees l ,484-4-1}.
from its amount could not include more than the rents of one or
two years, that of 1245 and i246 at furthest.
But the present
claim against defendants is from 1242 to 7th Bhadur 1244.
‘ Nobokishto Sircar, a
proprietor of talook No. IO, pleads that he
in
was not
possession during the period for which the claim is

made ; that the auction purchasers and the tuhseeldar collected all
the rents. But credit has been given for all that is upon the
collector’s records ; and the auction purchasers were not in posses
sion from 1242 to Bhadur 1244, the period for which the claim
is made.
Nor has defendant any vouchers proving any payment
in excess of the sums passed to his credit.
‘ Omakanth
Banerjee and others, proprietors of 6 annas of the
estate itself, plead that they did not commence taking possession
till the 7th Bhadur 1244, and have not even now obtained more
than part possession of their property ; that the collector has
taken revenue from them subsequently to that date, and from the
auction purchasers for the period anterior to that date; that the
claim therefore is unfounded. But defendants, being proprietors of
6 annas of the estate, are obviously responsible for the Govern
This, by their
ment revenue to the extent of their interests.
own
was
from money
but
deducted
shewing,
paid by them,
due to plaintiffs.
otherwise,
or
Whether, therefore, it be true,
that defendants did not get possession till the 7th Bhadur
1244, it is clear at least that plaintiffs were not in posses
sion.
The rents due from the ryuts, if not collected by defen
dants, are still in the hands of the ryuts.
It was the collec
tor’s duty to have attached the property, and to have collected
these rents.
He not only omitted to do this, but appealed against
the zillah decree, and thereby barred the execution of that decree.
If, therefore, defendants have claims for losses sustained in conse
quence of these measures, there can be no doubt that it is not
from plaintiffs they can legally claim them. It being clear, how
ever, that the Government revenue was due from defendants’ share
of the property; that that revenue was taken from money due to
plaintiffs, and that plaintiffs not being in possession could not have
collected any thing from the ryuts, there can be no doubt that de
fendants are responsible to plaintiffs for the amount carried by Go
vernment to defendants’ credit. Defendants subsequently ﬁled ex
hibits in the names of a few additional witnesses; but they were
called upon for evidence by a roobulraree dated the 8th January
1845, more than two months and twenty days since, and the ex
hibits now ﬁlcd were presented only to-day. It ought not perhaps
to have been admitted into the ﬁle at this stage of the case.
‘The aggregate sum due from the talookdars, according to the
mohurrir’s account, is rupees 9,008-4-7 ; and that due from the col

f.
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lector is rupees 8,678-4-9%, making in all rupees 17,684-6-4-32 due
to plaintiffs.
‘ It is
necessary to note, that plaintiﬁ's included the talookdars in
the present suitfor the reasons:—ﬁrst, that the Sudder Court in their
summary order had directed them to do so ; secondly, that to have
sued them, and omitted the collector, would virtually have amount
ed to an abandonment of their claim as founded on the previous
decree, and to an admission that they continued to hold possession
of the estate after their relinquishment of it, which would have
been contrary to fact; thirdly, that the dilemma could only be
avoided by suing them all together.
The exception taken to the
present action on this point was at the ﬁrst hearing of the case
ﬁnally disposed of (see roobukaree dated 22d June 1844) ; and de
fendants had the option given them of preferring an interlocutory
appeal on the subject; but this neither the collector nor any of the
falookdars attempted.
‘
Plaintiffs’ claim is, therefore, thus decreed :—-that the rents of
l24l, and the interest, viz. rupees 2,792-0-l,be deducted, and the
balance, rupees 17,684-6-4§, be paid to plaintiﬂ’s,—that is Sumboo
nath Sein and others shall separately pay as per account rupees
9,008-4-7, and the collector shall pay rupees 8,676-l-9%.
If the
other defendants fail to pay their dues, the collector shall pay
the whole with proportionate costs, and interest on the princi
pal from the date of plaint to this day, together with future interest
on the aggregate amount from the day after decree to the date
of payment. The rest of defendants be exonerated, and the collec
tor pay theircosts; and those of the defendants, who neglected to
appear till the ameen had ﬁled his accounts, shall pay three-fourths
of their wukeel’s fees; one-fourth only payable by the collector.
Let plaintiffs pay the costs of Rajchundur Poddar, and Ramnurain
Poddar, and Ramlochun Ghose, whom they subsequently exempt
ed from their claims; and those against whom decrees have been
given pa their own costs.’
Ma. \¥ACKBON.—Il2 appears that on the 9th May 1833, the col
lector of Dacca sold the estate for balance of Government revenue:
it was bought by the plaintiffs, Mr. Lamb and another. Afterwards,
on the suit of some of the former shareholders, the civil court,
under date 21st April l835, reversed the sale, and awarded 6 armas
The plaintiﬂs then
out of the estate to those shareholders.
immediately, on lst June of the same year, gave into the collector
a petition relinquishing the estate, and sued in the court against the
collector for a return of the purchase money. On the 27th May
1836, the plaintiffs got a decree for the purchase money, with
interest, against the collector. The judge called on the collector, in
execution of this decree, to pay -up the money; but the collector
deducted from it a sum due to Government on account of revenue,

-

it,

for a period partly just before, and partly after the date on
which the purchaser gave up the estate, in consequence of the
reversal of the sale.
The judge desired him to send the whole;
but on an appeal to this Court, it was determined by a miscellane
ous order of two judges, that the collector had a right to deduct
the Government revenue. The present suit is brought to set
aside that miscellaneous order, and to recover the portion of the
purchase money, with interest, which has been withheld. The
shareholders of the estate are included among the defendants,
in consequence of the opinion expressed in the miscellaneous
proceedings of this Court, that the plaintiffs’ claim will lie against
them.
On the 27th March 1845, the principal sudder ameen gave
an award in favor of the plaintiffs, for the amount withheld on
account of revenue for the period subsequent to the date on which
This award was partly against the
they relinquished the estate.
owners of the estate in proportion to their shares in the ﬁrst place;
and, in the event of their not paying, against the collector for
the whole.
With regard to the claim for the sum withheld by
the collector, on account of the period before the date of surren
dering the estate, the principal sudder ameen was of opinion that
and the plaintiffs’ claim
the collector was competent to withhold
was rejected.
From this award the Government, and the other defendants,
appeal in ﬁve different cases.
It appears to me, that the sale having been reversed, be
came absolutely void; that the purchasers were therefore entitled
to receive back their money, with interest, as was declared by the
court on their former suit.
do not think, that, after the reversal of
the sale, the Government have any claim upon them for revenue,
not even for the time they held possession
although,
they paid
refund, but they are
any during that time, they cannot claim
bound to account to the real owners for their collections, and any
Government revenue paid by them would be allowed in their favor.
The Government, under the law, may realize their revenue from
the estate, or from the actual owners.
The collector therefore had
no right to deduct any portion of the purchase money and interest
due to plaintiffs under the former award of the zillah court, as
the plaintiffs were not owners after the reversal of the sale.
As
the plaintiffs have not appealed, but have remained content with the
need not be
partial award of the lower court in their favor,
amended as regards the portion of their claim rejected.
The award against the other defendants, who are shilmmee
ialookdars of the estate, is, however, erroneous. The principal sud
der ameen declares them each liable in proportion to his share in
the revenue of the estate.
Some have not appealed, and

it
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(159)
unnecessary to interfere with the award against them.
have appealed :—
Sein declared liable for, ...... Rs. 86 5 5 3
... ,, 395 6 7 7
Hursoonduree,
Nobokishto Sircar and another,
. ...
l
» 77 4
therefore

The following
Golukchnndur

ll

~

Rs. 559

O

O

O

be relieved of this liability; and the amount laid on the
collector who will thushave to pay, .......... .. ,, 559 0 O 0
and the sum awarded against him by the principal sudder ameen,
,, 8,676 O O O
...
viz., ....... ..
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They must

Total Rs. 9,235 O 0 0
with interest on that portion of which is principal.
Regarding costs, I agree in the order proposed by my colleagues.
Msssas. HAWKINS AND Coams.——The parties now appealing
are the collector of Dacca, and four of the talookdars, who have been
made responsible for the aggregate sum of 559-O-4, according to
The talookdars were
their respective interests in the estate sold.
reference
in
the
with
to the opinion
cause,
made defendants
orders
of
the
Sudder
Dewanny Adawlut, now
expressed in the
sought to be set aside, to the effect that the parties holding the

estate were responsible to the plaintiffs for the amount deducted
from the purchase money by the collector.
In addition to the facts stated by the principal sudder ameen,
it is only necessary to observe, that the estate chulcla Ameerabad,
&c., was sold by the collector of Dacca, on the 9th May l833,
and the sale was reversed by the zillah court, on the suit of the
6 annas’ shareholders, on the 21st April 1835. The plaintiffs in
stituted their suit for recovery of the purchase money against the
collector, on the 28th May 1835 ; and tendered their resignation
of the purchase on the lst June of the same year. The suit for
refund of the purchase money was decided in favor of the plain
tiffs, by the zillah court, on the 27th May 1836; and an appeal
therefrom was immediately preferred by the collector, who had
also appealed from thejudgment of the zillah court of the 21st April
1835 reversing the sale, in which appeal he was not joined by the
The appeal from the decree of the 21st April I835
purchasers.
was decided by the Sudder Court, in aﬂirmation of the zillah
judgment, on the 20th February 1837; and the appeal, in the
second case, was then withdrawn by the collector, and struck off
The
the ﬁle of the Sudder Court on the 12th September 1837.
miscellaneous orders of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, which
it is now sought to reverse, were passed on the 4th July and
10th November 1838; and this suit was instituted on the [6th
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December i843, and decided by the principal sudder ameen on
the 27th March l845.
The legal points which present themselves for consideration in
this case are :—_/irst, whether, with reference to Construction
H29, the suit was admissible; and, secondly, whether the col
lector was justiﬁed in deducting from the amount of purchase
money, the sum due on account of Government revenue for the
period subsequent to the date of the relinquishment of the estate
by the purchasers.
On the ﬁrst point, we are clearly of opinion, with the principal
sudder ameen, that the Construction H29 is no bar to the action.
The question of deduction of the Government revenue, from the
amount payable under the decree of the 27th May l836, was not
involved in the decision, and this is quite suﬂicient to take the case
out of the operation of the Construction cited.
In regard to the second point, it is necessary to refer more par
ticularly to the part taken respectively by the collector and the
purchasers, on the occasion of the reversal of the sale by the zillah
court. The sale was reversed on the 21st April I835. The collector
appealed from the judgment of the zillah court, but the purchasers
would not join in the appeal. On the lst June 1835, or in very little
more thana month after the date of reversal ,the purchasers signiﬁed,
in writing, to the collector their intention of abandoningthe purchase.
Had the collector acted upon this, and allowed the decree of the
zillah court to take immediate effect, there would have been an
end of the matter, and he would have experienced little or no
diﬁiculty in realizing the balance due to Government: but, instead
of this, he is the only party to appeal. His reasons for so doing,
when the purchasers were willing to abandon the purchase, are not
very obvious: he protracts the litigation for nearly two years, and
We are not prepared to give our unquali
is ﬁnally unsuccessful.
ﬁed assent to the dicta of the principal sudder ameen, in regard
to the demand of revenue from a zemindar after he has abandoned
possession of his estate. But this is not an ordinary case of a
zemindar relinquishing his estate. The plaintiffs purchased an
estate at a sale for arrears of revenue; and the sale having been
reversed by a court of justice, they at once relinquished their title
The
and possession, and declined to prosecute the matter further.
responsibility of the purchasers would unquestionably have been
extended, had they delayed to notify their intention to the collec
tor; but in this respect they lost no time, on ﬁnding the collector
We cannot, there
appealing from the zillah decree of reversal.
fore, consider them as personally accountable for therevenue after
the reversal of the sale by a competent authority, and after their
relinquishment of the purchase, consequent upon such reversal.
This rules, that the collector was not justiﬁed in deducting from

0

(161)
the amount of purchase money the sum due on account of Govern
ment revenue, for the period
subsequent to the date of the
relinquishment of the estate by the purchasers.
VVe do not mean to say, by the foregoing remarks, that the col
lector had no right to appeal from the zillah decree.
He un
questionably had : but he availed himself of his right on his own
responsibility. He was in the end unsuccessful, and the purchasers
are not to be visited with penalties for his error of judgment.
Besides which, if he considered it his duty to prosecute the appeal,
he had the means in his own hands of preventing the accumulation
of revenue balances, by the attachment of the estate.
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The only point then which remains for decision, is, the adjust
ment of the liabilities of the parties before the Court.

It is unnecessary to give any opinion, as to the liability of the
purchasers for the Government revenue, during the period of their
From that part of the principal sudder ameen’s
possession.
decree which declares them liable, they have not appealed; acid the
question therefore is not before the Court. Neither is any order
necessary, in regard to the liabilities, u11der the principal sudder
ameen’s decree, of the taloolrdars who have not appealed.
In regard to the parties now before the Court, we observe, that
the plaintiffs have not appealed from the decree of the principal
sudderameen, with the view of making the collector primarily
responsible for the whole amount claimed by them. The collector
has appealed, in order to obtain exemption from payment of the
amount decreed against the Goverment; and four of the talookdars
have appealed, separately, with a view to obtain exemption from
Strictly
payment of the sums decreed against them respectively.
the
collector
has
not
been
called
therefore,
speaking,
upon to shew
cause in this Court, why the Government should not be charged
with the sums declared by the decree of the lower court to be
payable by the appealing taloohdars. But the whole case, and the
parties are before us; and the prayer of the plaint is, that the
miscellaneous orders of the Sudder Court, authorizing the collec
tor to withhold a portion of the sum recoverable by the plaintiffs,
on account of arrears of Government revenue, be set aside ; and
the reversal of those orders is tantamount to an order requiring
the Government to pay the whole amount recovered by the plain
tiffs in their former suit, decided on the 27th May 1836, with the
exception of such sum as the Court may now think proper to
deduct from it. The objection, therefore, that the Government is
not before the Court in regard to the sums ordered to be paid by
the appealing talookdars, is purely technical; and is not, under the
circumstances, of such a nature as to prevent the Court going into
the whole case. To this, it may be added, that the collector has
himself brought this part of the case before the Court in his peti
tion of appeal, in his objection to that part of the principal sudder

(162)
ameen’s decree which declares the Government chargeable with
the whole amount, if the plaintilfs cannot recover from the other
defendants.

We are
be held as

of opinion, then, that the appealing talookdars cannot
primarily responsible to the purchasers, whose claim is

against the Government,
of purchase money.

the party to whom they paid the amount

The collector has, in his appeal, taken objection to the mode of
calculating interest adopted by the plaintiffs, and recognized by
But the mode of deducting payments ﬁrst from
the lower court.
the interest, and then from the principal, is common, and has been
repeatedly recognized by this Court.

The collector further urges, that under Clause l, Section 27,
1822, the purchasers are not entiled to recover in
Regulation
terest at all. But we are precluded from entering into this point,
which was disposed of by the decree of the 27th May 1836, the
We
appeal from which was withdrawn by the collector himself.
are not dealing with the question of interest upon a deposit made
in the collector’s oﬂice by a purchaser; but with the question of
interest upon money due under a decree of court, the payment of
which has been withheld by the collector.
We dispose of the case as follows, modifying, in
the decree of the principal sudder ameen.

some respects;

So much of the decree of the principal sudder ameen, as declares
the sum of Company’s rupees 8,676-l-9} out of the claim to be
payable by the Government, is afiirmed.

The sum of Company’s rupees 559-0-4 declared payable by the
undermentioned appealing taloo/rdars to be paid by the Govern
ment.

.

.

.

.

.

.86

.

.

395

Company’srupees,..

'QiU\|h>
559

l
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.
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0

Nobokishto Sircar and another,
Golukchundur Sein and others,
Musst. Hursoonduree and others,

it

The amount of the original claim thus decreed against the Go
in proportion to the
9,235-2-l§; of which, taking
vernment
whole claim, the sum of 7,400
principal, and 1,835-2-lg} interest.
is

is

sum of 7,400 -rupees, for which the
made
thus
Government
responsible, will be charged from the
to
the
date of the principal sudder ameen’s
date of institution of suit
deer-ee,—that is, from the 16th December 1843 to the 27th March
1845.

Interest on the principal
is
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The amount decreed of the sum sued for, and the interest on
the principal being consolidated, interest will be charged on the
aggregate sum from the date of the zillah decree to the date of
payment.
With respect to costs, the Government will pay the costs of the
plaintiﬁs in the lower court, with exception of the portion rateably
assignable to the 2,792 rupees disallowed out of the claim by the
principal sudder ameen, and in this court upon the appeal of the
collector.
The Government will also be charged with its own
costs in both courts.
With respect to the talookdars, we observe that they could not
have been called upon to pay at a rate higher than the jumma of
their respective talooks, consequently their interests must have been
known, and they might have defended to the extent of them. If
they have gone beyond this, and paid their pleaders full fees upon
the whole amount of suit, the Government cannot be charged with
these. The Government then will be charged with the cots of
the appealing talookdars in both courts, in proportion to their res
pective interests in the case.
The plaintiffs have replied separately to the appeals of the
talookdars, and their pleaders have applied for full costs on each
This cannot be admitted. The talookdars appealed in
appeal.
order to procure exemption from payment of the sums decreed
against them; and it was perfectly immaterial to the plaintiffs
whether they were exempted or not; as, in the event of their not
paying, the Government was, by the principal sudder ameen’s
It would have been
decree, chargeable with the whole amount.
to
have
stated
in
their reply to the
quite suﬂicient for the plaintiffs
not
for
them to reply
that
it
was
collector’s appeal,
necessary
have
If
they
gone beyond this,
separately to the other appeals.
and incurred further expense, it must be at their own risk, and
they must pay their own expenses on the appeals of the talaokdars.

(
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THE 9TH MARCH
PRESENT:

1848.

W. B. JACKSON, and
J. A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.Rs.,
TEMPORARY JUDGEs.

E. CURRIE, Esq.,
ExERCISING THE PoweRs

CASE NO

of

A JUDGE.

186 OF 1846.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by Mr. C. Mackay, Principal
Sudder Ameen of Mymensingh, January 26th, 1846.

RAMKOOMAR CHUKERBUTTY, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)

TARA MUNNEE DIBEEA AND oth ERs, HEIRs of BRIJ
KISHWUR, DECEAsED, BHYRUB CHUNDUR CHOW
DHREE, GOOROOPURSHAD MITR wu KEEL, AND PUD
DUM LOCHUN, TREAs URER, REs PoNDENTs, (DEFENDANTs.)
Wukeel of Appellant—Govind Chundur Mookerjee.
Wukeel of Respondents—Gholam Sufdur.

CLAIM rupees 6,110, principal and interest, under a decree of
court in favor of Ramkoomar against Bhyrub Chundur, realized
by Brij Kishwur.
The principal sudder ameen recorded the circumstances of the
case, and his decision on the 26th January 1846, as follows
‘This is a claim for rupees 6,110, 2 annas, 8 gundahs, 12 krants,
under the following circumstances. The plaintiff states, that he
had obtained a decree for rupees 2,693, 2 annas, 2 gundahs,
against Bhyrub Chundur Chowdhree, which amount his uncle,
Brij Kishwur, through the agency of Gooroopurshad Mitr, (a
wukeel of the dewanny court) obtained partly from the treasury of
the civil court, and partly privately from the defendant of the
former decree, and have appropriated to their own use : hence
this suit to recover the same, with interest, from the defendants
above named, as well as the treasurer of the court.
“Only one defendant, Eshan Chundur, (the mutmunna of Brij
Kishwur) has defended the suit. In his answer, he states, that
the amount of the decree in question the plaintiff had himself
received, through his pleader, Gooroopurshad Mitr; and that his
father had nothing to say to
He also states, that his father was
only obtained
entitled
half the amount
the decree; but that
rupees 96,
gundahs,
cowries, under private arrange
annas,
ment between himself and Bhyrub Chundur Chowdhree
and
which amount the plaintiff could not legally recover from the heirs
the said Brij Kishwur.
;

a

2

2

8

to

of

he

it.

:
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H

‘The point for decision is :—was the plaintiff of this suit the
decreeholder of the one in dispute ; and, if so, did he himself
obtain the amount realized in execution of that decree from
the deposit in the civil court, or was it otherwise, i. e. did the
defendants draw it from the treasury, and appropriate it to their
own use ?
‘
Beyond the simple acknowledgment of Brij Kishwur, as shewn
in the copy of the roobukaree of the former principal sudder ameen,
dated the 13th September I836, to the receipt by him Kawpus} of
rupees 96, 8 annas, 2 gundahs, 3 cowries, the plaintiff has furnished
no proofs to shew that he appropriated the rupees 2,767, l0 annas,
2 gundahs, which was in deposit in the civil court on account of the
decree held by the present plaintiff, in the suit in which Bhyrub
Chundur Chowdhree was defendant; whilst from the receipt ﬁled
in this suit, under the signature of Gooroopurshad Mitr, a wukeel
of the dewanny court,—and whom the plaintiff himself personally
appointed, by mookhtarnamah, to actfor himin the said case and who,
though present, has not defended the suit,—there is not the smallest
doubt that he, the said Gooroopurshad, received the amount in
deposit from the civil court; and as he has not shewn how he
appropriated the same, or that he had paid the amount to his then
consider him clearly liable for the amount of the receipt,
client,
The court thinks it necessary here to
his signature.
bears
which
the
trial
of this case, it called upon the said
state, that, during
to state to whom he paid the amount
Mitr,
wukeel,
Gooroopurshad
of
the
civil court.
His reply was, that
from
the
obtained
treasury
‘ he could not say who tool: the money ; but that he signed the receipt,
on which the amount was taken out of court, on the direction of
Brij Kishwur.’ But that this statement was false, I easily ascertained
by a reference to the khu.:anchee’s book of deposit; and it there
appeared that he himself was the drawer thereof, and that the book
bore his signature.
‘ Under the above circumstances,
would adjudge that the plain
til? receive rupees 96, 8 annas, 2 gundahs, 3 cowries, with interest
to that amount, from the defendants, the heirs of Brij Kishwur,
deceased; and that from the defendant, Gooroopurshad, wuheel, he
received rupees 2,767, 10 annas, 2 gundahs, with interest also equal
to that amount; as well as interest on the foregoing amounts from
the above defendants from date of this decree, together with costs
and interest on the same from this date. The remaining defen
dants to be considered exempt from this decree.
‘ Order
accordingly, that a decree, as above, pass in favor of the

I

I

plaintiff.’
From this decision the plaintiﬁ appealed, claiming an award

It appears from the papers
generally against all the defendants.
of the case, that, in execution of the decree in favor of the Ram
koomar, the sum of rupees 2,767 was deposited in court by

(166)

it,

Bhyrub Chundur, the party cast. This money was paid over
by the treasurer, Puddum Lochun, to the wukeel, Gooroopurshad
There is no positive proof that Goo
under an order of court.
roopurshad paid it to any one: neither the treasurer nor the
The wukalutnamah, under which
wukeel appear in this case.
the wukeel received the money, is denied by Ramkoomar, the
decreeholder, whose signature it purports to bear; and there
to shew that the execution of
is no record on the face of
that document was ever proved.

It

;

a

it

It seems, therefore, that Brij Kishwur
ing this decree, in favor of his nephew
tion, for which he had some excuse on
joint right to the property under

a

had been all along carry
Ramkoomar, into execu
the fact that he claimed
litigation. The money,
however, was not due to him, but to Ramkoomar only; and he
bound to refund the whole sum which he received. That he
meddled with
decree in favor of another
proved, and that
he received some portion of the sum due under it; and further,
there
strong ground for believing that the remainder, or rupees
the principal sudder ameen in his proceed
2,767, was, as stated
His allowing the proceeding
ing, actually realized by him also.
to remain on record, without attempting to deny the truth of the
statement, appears to shew that he admitted the correctnes of
in fact,
most probable, that the principal sudder ameen ascer
tained the fact at the time of recording his order.
is

it

:

it

by

is

a

is

is

We, therefore, amend the principal sudder ameen’s order, and
award the full sum claimed, with interest and costs, against the
the defendants, Brij Kishwur’s heirs, and the wukeel, Gooroo
The other defendants, Bhyrub
purshad, jointly and severally.
Chundur and Puddum Lochun, are not liable.

s
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a

is

is

it is

liable for the amount;
plain, therefore, that the wukeel
the
after
shewn,
further
that,
but
payment of the sum of
the
abovementioned,
defendant,
2,767
Brij Kishwur, realiz
rupees
ed rupees 96 in execution of the same decree; and that this was
paid to him in consequence of an order of the principal sudder
ameen, dated the 22d August 1836, passed on
petition of Ram
koomar denying the authority under which the rupees 2,767 had
been drawn on his account, and requesting payment of
and of
the balance still due from Bhyrub Chundur. This order was to
the effect, that ‘it appeared Brij Kishwur had been all along
executing the decree, and had received the money paid in satisfac
tion of it; that, therefore, he, Brij Kishwur, might recover the
No objection was made to this at the time by Brij
remainder.’
wukeel of the Court but, on the con
Kishwur, who was himself
that
he continued afterwards to act upon
would
appear
trary,
this order, and received afurther sum of 96 rupees, as above
This he admits himself.
detailed, on the same account.

(

)
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-

to

of

of

a

as

be

to

is,

it,

We further observe, that the wukeel, Gooroopurshad, has acted
in a dishonest manner; that he filed a wukalutnamah on the part
of Ramkoomar which is denied by Ramkoomar; that he realized
money under
and did not pay the money
the said Ramkoomar.
therefore,
practice
He
unfit
wukeel
court. We direct
immediately struck off the list
that his name
wukeels.
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2
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2
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6

of

1

of

anna,
gundas
CLAIM for possession
share
zemindaree pergunnah Suleemabad, &c.; and reversal
the
- sale
the same for arrears of Government revenue.
The plaintiff claimed reversal
revenue sale
the above
mentioned estate,
the ground that the conditions laid down
Regulation 11, 1822, had not been properly observed. The
any defects
defendants denied the existence
the sale proceed
IngS.

follows:-

of

August 1846, the judge

his decree which

Backergunge

*

the sale,

by

%, the 25th

in

of

in
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by
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A
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A.
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W. B. JACKSON and

reversed
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‘ Plaintiff, representative of the deceased M uddun Nurain Race,
proprietor to the extent of a 1 anna, 6 gundahs, 2 cowries and 2
krants’ share of an estate, described as a 7 gundaiw’ share of
pergunnah Suleemabad, sues to quash the sale of that estate,
which took effect for arrears of revenue on the 4th May 1840.
Plaintilf states, that, up to the day of sale, the advertized arrear
amounted _to rupees 246-6-4, besides l rupee as interest; that
two agents, Ramsagur and Kalee Purshad, were in attendance,
and were prepared to pay that sum. That Nitaye Churn, towzee
mwees of the collector’s ofﬁce, (a defendant) in collusion with
Kubeeroodeen Mohummud, in order to effect a sale of the estate,
raised the balance to rupees 345-6-4, and laid an account, so
struck, before the deputy collector, who was about to conduct the
sale; that the deputy collector gave the zemindars’ agents respite
till the evening, to make up a balance, which exceeded their
expectations; and that not waiting for the expiry of the stipulated
period, and before the return of the mookhtar who had gone
for the money demanded, the sale was begun for a balance, as
certiﬁed in the sale roobukaree, of rupees 288-0-ll (even that,
it is observed. exceeding the advertized balance); and that
Kubeerodeen Mohummud, sherishtadar of the civil court, having
an understanding with Gopal Kishen, a co-proprietor in the estate,
(whose son is a defendant) put forward his son, Mohummud Ahsun,
to bid; and that the estate, worth 60,000 rupees, was knocked
down to him for rupees 12,000.
‘Plaintiff further states, that the same day, before the bynah,
or instalment of the purchase money, had been paid, the mookh
tars attended, and delivered rupees 345-6-4, the full sum which
had been originally demanded ; that they, at the same time, pre
sented a petition, requiring rupees 98, which they considered an
exaction over and above the advertized balance, to be refunded
to them.
That the day then closing, no order was passed upon
this application; that next day the deputy collector did not
attend kutcherry; but that on the 6th May, that oﬂicer, though
he might have discovered the irregularity which had occurred,
and might have procured the reversal of the sale, (knowing as he
did that the money lodged on the part of the defaulters had been
paid by his own desire) merely ordered the petition to be for
warded for the consideration of the commissioners with the account
'
sales.
‘ Plaintiﬂ"s main
plea rests, it will be observed, in an error of
account, and on a surcharge: and, in answer to this plea, the
and
the defendants, Kubeerodeen
and Mohummud
collector
which plaintiff
the
correctness
of
the
narrative
Ahsun,—denying
has given of the events said by her to have occurred during the
day of sale,—maintain the correctness of the accounts upon which
the sale was founded.

0

n

(169)
‘ In
appeal to the commissioner against the sale, Muddun Nurain
(husband of plaintiff) was understood to object that Mohummud
Ahsun was a benamee purchaser, and that Gopal Kishen, one of the
defaulters, had, under cloak of Mohummud Ahsun’s name, recovered
But, in this suit, tho’ Gopal
(in whole or in part) the estate.
Kishen’s son is made a defendant, and tho’ it is attempted to be
proved by witnesses that the irregularities which plaintiff com
plains of were committed with his co-operation, plaintiff’s wukeels
distinctly admit that they are not prepared to show that Nubkishto,
as heir of Gopal Kishen, retains any interest in the estate; and the
benamee plea, with respect to him, may be said to be withdrawn.
Nor can attach more weight to a similar allegation, with respect

I

This objection was
to the defendant Kubeerooddeen Mohummud.
not urged to the revenue authorities.
Plaintiff cannot be said to
have suffered by the dereliction of any legal principle, even ifit be
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admitted

that

Kubeerooddeen

holds

an

estate which

his

son

bought; and the common interest subsisting between father and
son, I think, protects the defendants against the imputation of
the surreptitious substitution of a nominal purchaser, which the
sale law of 1822 unquestionably prohibited.
Lastly, it has been
urged, that the sale of the estate within one month of the date of
the notice of sale, being published in the mofussil, renders the sale
invalid ; and, in support of this plea, plaintiff refers to sections 5
But it is to be observed, Regulation
and 6, Regulation 7 of 1830.
7 of i830 provides not for the mofu.m'l but for the sudder notices
of sales,-—that is, for the advertizement issuable in the collector’s
While Clause 4, Section 7,
own ofﬁce and in that of the judge.

ll

of 1822, continued to constitute the rule for the
Regulation
service of notices in the mofussil, rendering a period of twenty days
a suﬁicient service ; whereas, in the present instance, plaintiff
admits the period to have extended to twenty-three days.
‘ I return then to the consideration of the main issue, viz.,
the balance demanded on the day of sale, by default of which the
In the sale proceedings, bearing date 4th May
estate was sold.
I840, the balance then due (comprising arrears advertized as well
as arrears not advertized) is stated to be rupees 288-0-ll ; and
to consist of the following particulars :-—
Balance of the kists of January and February, ad
........ ..Rs. 246
vertized lst April,
1
on
ditto,
Interest

6
0

4
0

Rs. 247

6

4
6
3

Kist of March (unadvertized,)
Ditto of May to day of
Interest,

sale,

.

.4. .........

......

............... ..
.

..

l4

l

O

6 l l

l9

14 10

28801 T

(170)
‘
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I have then toconsider :-—ﬁrst, the assertion of plaintiﬁ, that,
in rejection or in substitution of the balance advertized and actually
were called upon
to pay
due, the defaulting zemindars
entered
in
the sale
345-6-4
if
the
account
and,
secondly,
;
rupees
to pay
be
whether
the
defaulters’
liability
adopted,
proceedings

rupees 288-O-ll was legally set forth.
‘ There is no
dispute now between the parties that the adver
If
tized balance of rupees 247-6-4 alone warranted the sale.
that sum had been paid, the necessity and the justification of
But, for the rea
proceeding to a sale would alike have ceased.
sons following, I think plaintiff has made good her point, that, at
the time of sale, not the payment of the actual balance of
rupees 247-6-4, but of the overcharged, not due, balance of
rupees 345-6-4, waspmade the condition of the postponement of
the sale.
‘ In the lotbundee, or tabular statement, in which
particulars of
estates advertized for sale are entered, it is clear that the balance
exhibited, originally, was rupees 345, with or without a fraction in
amzas and pie ; but the ﬁgures, of rupees 345, have been written
over and converted into rupees 246.
When this was done, before
or after the sale, there is no evidence on the face of the document.
But how the balance of rupees 345 happened to be struck may be
ln the advertizement when ﬁrst issued, the
thus accounted for.
total balance at the date of the advertizement (that is, lst April)
was shewn to be rupees 454-2-2, principal revenue. Afterwards,
in anticipation of the sale, it became necessary to deduct any in
termediate payments.
Accordingly, two separate payments, of
rupees 98 and rupees lO9~ l l-l0, having been made by the zemin
dars on the 8th April, a corresponding deduction had to be made
from the advertized balance. It appears, therefore, that omitting, in
the ﬁrst instance, the item of rupees 98, only the sum of rupees 109
was deducted from the advertized balance of rupees 454-2-2,
leaving rupees 345 apparently due; and, afterwards, (I say not,
with respect to the appearance of the original lotbundee which
am now considering, how long afterwards) that the item of rupees
98 was introduced above the other, and a new balance struck.
‘ Further, at the
request of plaintiﬂ,
required the collector
to send for my inspection the book in which bids were entered, as
the sale went on. This is a rough sort of note book, kept by the
nazir of the collectorship.
It wants the authority of a formal
record formally attested. But if its genuineness be otherwise
susceptible of proof, it may be permitted to vouch for the fact, or
facts, of which it was intended to be a contemporary bondﬁde
record.
I ﬁnd then in this book, that the sale of the estate is
recorded,-—the balance for which the estate was sold is said to be
rupees 345-6-4,—the bids of the different bidders are entered,—
and, ﬁnally, the closing of the sale in favor of Mohummud Ahsun

I

I

\

(171)
for rupees 12,000. These entries have been sworn to by the man,
who at the time of the sale wrote them, the present acting nazir
of the collectorship, who then assisted the nazir as a bulcshee.
A bukahee is not a public oﬂicer: it may, or may not, be expedient
to accept the services, and recognise the situation of a person
who does not receive any public emolument; but I think there

is no doubt whatever, that the bukshee, on the occasion to which
now allude, took the place of the nazir, and that the notes
of the sale taken by him formed a lzondﬁde sketch of the proceed
This man further states, that, to the best of his belief, the
ings.
balance of rupees 345-6-4 was taken by him from the lotbundee
above alluded to.
‘
Lastly, what taken in connexion with the above two particulars
fully corroborates the assertion of plaintiff, with respect to the
demand of rupees 345-6-4, is a roobukaree
drawn up by the
deputy collector, on the 6th May, on the subject of the petition
spoken of in the plaint as being presented by the agents of
The roobukaree embodies the state
the defaulting zemindars.
records the assertions of the petitioners
ments of the petition.
to be, that the balance, for the realization of which the sale
was advertized, did not exceed rupees 247-6-4; that Nitaynund
Muzoomdar, tcrwzee nuvees, contrary to the terms of the
claim for rupees 345-6-4; that they
advertizement, made out
were unable to meet this overcharge; and that not paying in
the net demand of rupees 24'/'-6-4, the estate had been sold for
was added, they had lodged, on
Nevertheless,
rupees 12,000.
the same day, the whole sum of rupees 345-6-4 as ordered, with
The deputy collector, in the roobukaree, makes no
the treasurer.
denial, and seems to admit the truth of these statements.
He
mulial
that
as
the
had
been
remarks,
sold,
and
the
by/nah
merely
(instalment in the way of earnest) had been paid, the revenue
could not now be taken; but he observes, the money (that is, the
will be
rupees 345-6-4) may be left by/nah amanut and the
rlpetition
he expression,
sent with the account sales to the commissioner.
It meant that the
bynah amanut, was, of course, an oversight.
but
not
be
credited;
should
without being
left,
formally
money
brought to any particular account, in the hands of the treasurer.
It not clear from the wording of the order, whether the rupees
345-6-4 from the 6th May (and not before) was to be delivered to
the treasurer; or whether, (as in the body of the petition the
money was expressly stated to have been lodged with the treasurer
on the 4th May by the deputy collector’s order) he permitted the
But
custody of the money to be so continued till further orders.
cannot come to any other conclusion than that the deputy collec
tor assented to the version, given by the petitioners, of the occur
It
inconceivable,
think, that they
rences preccding the sale.
should have brought rupees 3-15, unless they had been called upon
;

it

a

is

I

is

I
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to pay that sum.
It is expressly stated in the petition, that they
prepared
rupees 247-6-4; but that they were balked in
pay
were
to
liquidating the balance due, owing to a call being made upon
them for rupees 98, over and above the advertized balance. Ob
viously the petition speaks of facts of which the deputy collector
presentation, and tacit reception, seem
was cognizant; and
me
irreconcilable with any other supposition than
that the deputy collector assented
the facts which
described:
observed,
and
will
that the sum which the petitioners
spoke
being overcharged, namely, rupees 98, tallies exactly
sum,
with the
the realization
which appears
the face
the
originally
record
have been
omitted from the ‘lotbundee.’
“The same point plaintiff has endeavoured
establish
several
witnesses; but
must say, were
not for the documentary
evidence, just described, should much doubt whether the state
ments of these men were to be relied on.
“Believing then the plea
proved, that the sale was forced
on for
arrear which was not due, and part
which had been
nearly
month before actually paid,
less consequence
rupees 288-0-11, assumed
discuss the arrear
the sale pro
ceedings
have been the sum for which the sale took effect.
Obviously between the exaction
rupees 345-6-4 and the prepa
demanding rupees
sale, the mistake
ration
the roobukaree
98 over much, had been discovered. When, and under what
circumstances, the discovery was made, there
evidence
shew; but
clear
me that
was intimated
the defaulting
zemindars, that the payment
nothing short
rupees 345 could
stop the sale; and, therefore, think, that nothing short
quashing
rupees
the sale will afford them adequate redress. The item
includes,
shewn,
already
288-0-11
the unadvertized balances
March and May, with additional interest; and though the manner
forming portion
which these items are spoken
the
objectionable,
arrear which justified the sale, may
think the
intention was merely
exhibit the whole arrears which would
have
recovered from the purchase money.
would appear
charge the defaulting zemindars with any
error indeed,
May: for,
portion
the revenue
the month
Section 22,
Regulation
1822, the purchaser became answerable for the
entire hist
that month; but whatever right the former might
rupees 6-11-3 out
have had
resist the payment
the surplus
purchase money,
claim,
not think the exhibition
this
the
part
the collector, can
said
have led
the sale itself.
therefore quash the sale. The defendants, Kubeerodeen and
Mohummud Ahsun, must account
the proprietors
the
estate for mesme profits, with interest from the date
which
the amount may
ascertained.
The purchase money must
restored; and
report received from the col
appears

(173)

Y

lector, that, besides rupees 4l6-I5-4 charged on account of arrears
of revenue, rupees 3,989-l3-8 has been paid by requisition of the
civil courts in execution of decrees held against certain of the
the proprietors
recovering the estates under this
proprietors,
decree must be held answerable for the repayment of that sum.
‘ Govemment must pay the entire costs of the suit, together
with interest on the purchase money till the date of repayment:
only from this day the proprietors themselves shall be answerable
In determining the
for interest on the sum of rupees 3,989-13-8.
liabilities of the parties on these points, I have followed the deci
sion passed on the appeal of Udman Sing and others, reported in
page 358, volume V, of the cases determined by the Sudder Dewanny

Adawlut.’
Ma. AcKsoN.—From

‘~13

this decision two separate appeals have
defendants, urging the insuﬂiciency of
the
two
been brought by
the reasons assigned by the judge for considering the sale invalid.
There appears to be no dispute regarding the time of notice :
an objection raised on this ground, before the judge, was thrown
out by him, and was in fact untenable. It is not taken up again
in appeal.
The main defect pointed out, is, that the estate was sold for a
balance which was not due,--that is, that the balance was stated at
a sum larger than the real balance.
The notice (is/ztehar) was issued on the lst April for a balance
of rupees 454. On the 8th April the zemindars paid in two sums,
There remained due at the time of
viz. rupees 98 and I09-207.
sale, therefore, only Rs. 247.
The judge considers it proved, that the estate was actually sold
for 345 rupees, the sum of rupees 93 not having been credited to
In support of which he relies chieﬂy on a book
the plaintiff.
kept by the nazir’s bukshee, shewing the number and amount
of the bids made at the sale, and upon certain depositions.
On looking at the lotbundee, I ﬁnd that both the sums,—rupees
It is, however, stated
109 and rupees 98,—are duly credited.
underneath, that the total amount due is 8.>}
(scratched or
There are certain condi
altered): this appears to me immaterial.
1822, which are ne
tions laid down in Section
Regulation
The only condition among them, upon
sale.
cessary to legalize
the 3d, viz. that due notice of
which this sale
questioned,
the demand was not given, inasmuch as the demand was erro
neously stated, and differed from the demand for which the sale
took place. Even admitting that the sum of rupees 345 was er
roneously stated at the time of sale, as the amount for which the
no suﬂicient reason to reverse the
sale would take place, there
was
and,
notice
perfectly correct as to the amount
sale. The
section,
the
abovementioned
four
of
any
portion
by condition
of the balance mentioned in the notice remained due at the time
5,

ll,

is

a

if

;

is

is
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It

is
sale, the sale cannot be set aside.
in
fact
the
portion
some
greater
that
portion,

of

not even

contended

of the balance men

tioned in the advertizement, was still unpaid, and actually due at
the time the sale took place.
The plaintiff asserts, that, on the very day of sale, he tendered
the amount of balance really due, viz. rupees 247 to the collec
tor ; but that he refused to accept it, saying plaintiff must pay
Now, I consider the abso
rupees 345, in order to stay the sale.
believe the money
lute refusal of the collector not proved.
was tendered, but conditionally ; and when the collector refused
In fact, had the defaulter
to stay the sale, it was withdrawn.
the collector could have no
tendered the money unconditionally,
reason whatever for refusing to accept it: and the fact that it was
not paid in, is, to my mind, suﬂicient proof that it was not
It is to be observed, that ‘on the
tendered unconditionally.
as
to the amount of balance, the
occasion of a
dispute
defaulter should, if he wish to stay the sale, deposit the full
amount of the collector’s demand, under protest as directed in
, 1822. This was not done; and the
Section IO, Regulation
Still, if the
collector therefore acted according to law in selling.
had
been
due,
or
was
even
which
oﬂ'ered
sum,
paid,
actually
lesser
have
been
set
sale
must
aside
a
the
court
of
by
unconditionally,
'ustice.
J
I do not consider that the balance was either paid or tendered
would therefore reverse the judge’s deci
unconditionally ; and
sion, and uphold the sale.
Mnssns. Hawxms AND Cn1m1n.—The case turns entirely upon
the alleged facts, that, at the time of sale, the proprietor’s agents
were prepared to pay the amount remaining due of the advertized
balance, and were prevented doing so by the demand of a larger
sum.
That the larger sum was really demanded, appears to be clearly
In the original lotbundee examined by the judge, the
established.
remanent balance, for which the sale was to be made, appears to
It is evident from
have been ﬁrst entered as rupees 345-6-4.
the petition of the agents, and the roobukaree of the deputy
collector, dated 6th May I840, that that sum was actually paid
in after the sale; and there is no apparent reason (as justly
observed by the judge) why such a sum, being in excess of the
real balance, should have been paid unless it had been demanded
The evidence of the acting nazir, and
as stated in the petition.
to by him, also go to shew that the
sworn
bids
book
of
the rough
estate was put up for sale, was
the
when
demanded,
balance
rupees 345-6-4.
An erroneous demand would not, in itself, be suﬂicient to inva
lidate the sale; but the established fact that such demand was
made, supports the other allegation of the plaintiff, that the pro

I
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prietor’s agents were prepared to pay the balance really due (ru
pees 247-6-4); and were prevented doing so. The only direct and
positive evidence, of the real balance having been tendered, is to
be found in the depositions of the witnesses summoned by the
plaintiff. They are in accordance, however, with the statement
made at the time by the proprietor’s agents, which is embodied
in the roolrulraree of the deputy collector of the 6th May, and not
From this statement, it is apparent, that
controverted by him.
the whole sum demanded was lodged in the collectorate on the
evening of the day of sale ; and as it is admitted (being so stated
in the sale roobulzaree) that the agents were present during the
day, it is unreasonable to suppose that being able to produce the
larger sum, unexpectedly demanded, at four or ﬁve o’clocl<, they
should not have been prepared with the smaller sum, which they
knew they would have to pay, two or three hours earlier. It is to
be noticed, that neither of the reports furnished from the collec
tor’s oﬂice on the appeal of the proprietors, ﬁrst to the commis
sioner and then to the Sudder Board, were prepared by the same
ofﬁcer, who held the sale and wrote the roobukaree of the 6th

Ma

.

consider it then to be proved :—-ﬁrst, that the estate was
an alleged balance of rupees 345-6-4, the balance actu
for
sold
due
being only rupees 247-6-4; secondly, that the proprie
ally
tor’s agents were in attendance before, and at the time of sale
with the actual balance; and that payment of that balance was
tendered, but not received, a larger sum being demanded as the
condition of staying the sale.
Under these circumstances, we are of opinion, that the sale
was made in contravention of the fouith condition of Section 5,
of I822. After tender of the actual advertized
Regulation
balance, the estate could not legally be sold for the realization of
such tendered balance. For, although a tender of payment made
within the prescribed time, does not absolve the ohliger from the
payment of the sum due by him, it discharges him from the penal
consequences resulting from the non-fulﬁlment of his obligation.
In point of fact, the sale was made for the recovery of the excess
demand, no part of which was legally claimable.
The only other point on which it has been attempted to impugn
the decision of the zillah judge, which we consider it necessary to
notice, is that of the appropriation of part of the proceeds of sale
to the payment of the debts of some of the other shareholders.
The case of Bustee Raee versus collector of Sarun, is not decisive,
as shewn by the remark at page 276 of Volume VII. of the Sudder
In all the other
Dewanny Adawlut Reports of selected cases.
cases alluded to, the parties suing for reversal of sale were shewn
to have given an express, or implied consent to the appropriation
of the sale proceeds; and, consequently, their claim was barred by
V)i’e

ll

176

)

Clause 1, Section 27, Regulation l l of 1822.
In the present case,
there is nothing to shew that the plaintiff, proprietor, has done any
thing but object to the sale from the day it was made; and, conse
quently, the payment by the civil court, of the debts of another
sharer out of the proceeds of sale, cannot bar the plaintiff’s right
to sue for a reversal of the sale.
On these grounds we affirm the decision of the zillah judge, in
so far as it cancels the sale.
The liabilities are to be adjusted as follows:–
The amount of the purchase money, which has been credited to
Government, to be refunded to the purchasers, with interest, at
12 per cent. per annum. The sum in deposit to be also paid over
to them immediately; but without interest, with reference to the
provisions of Clause 1, Section 27, Regulation 11, 1822. The
amount paid away in execution of decrees of court to be demanded
by the civil court from the sharers in whose behalf it has been
paid; and interest to be charged thereon at the rate of 12 per cent.
per annum, from the day the property is restored to the late pro
prietors.
Should the sharers fail to pay in the amount at once,
their shares of the estate to be sold by the court in satisfaction of
the demand, as they would have been liable to be sold in execution

of

the decrees.

The plaintiff to receive mesne profits on her share of the proper
ty, with interest from the day on which the amount may be ascer
tained. The sharers who have not sued will necessarily recover

-

to

of in

its

their property under this decree; but are not entitled to wasilaut.
All costs of the lower court to be paid by Government, together
with
own and respondent's costs
this Court.
The appellant
—purchasers
pay their own costs
appeal.

C.

PRESENT

1848.

:

THE 9TH MARCH

TUCKER, Esq.,
JUDGE.

In

PETITION No.

851 OF 1846.

of

on

a

to

of

6

of

of

in

of

of

of

of

of

in

of

the petition
Ram Chundur Dut and Kalee
this Court
the 7th November 1846,
praying for the admission
special appeal from the decision
the judge
zillah 24-Pergunnahs, under date the 30th July
1846; affirming that
the principal sudder ameen
that district,
under date 24th March 1846,
the case
Ram Chund Bose,
plaintiff, versus Ram Chundur Dut and Kalee Churn Dut, defen
dants.
this case the plaintiff sued the petitioners
recover posses
lakhiraj
biggahs,
cottahs,
sion
55
land.
He stated the
the matter

Churn Dut, filed

In
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land had descended to his father, Debee Purshad, and his brother,
Gokool Chundur. That Gokool Chundur died without leaving
a son, in consequence of which the entire 55 biggahs, 6 cottahs,
became the property of Debee Purshad, plaintiff’s father, from
whom he inherited the property.
One of the pleas of the defend
dants was, that the plaintiff was only proprietor of a moiety of the
lands,-Gokool Chundur having left a widow, and a grandson
by his daughter. On this, Trippoorah Soondree, the widow of
Gokool Chundur, filed a petition, to the effect that she had no ob
jection to the suit being instituted and carried on by the plaintiff.
Here the matter dropt; and neither the principal sudder ameen,
nor the judge in appeal, though the plea was again urged, took the
slightest notice of the point, and eventually decreed for the
plaintiff.
consider it essential, that a plaintiff must show a legal title to
the property he comes into court to claim.
Here it was disputed,
and no notice was taken of the plea.
therefore deem the
proceedings of the lower courts to be incomplete; and, quashing
both decisions, remand the case to the principal sudder ameen, in
order, that the point above noticed may receive due consider
ation.

I
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THE 9TH MARCH
PRESENT

A.

1848.

:

DICK, Esq.,
JUDGE.

CASE No.

221 OF 1846.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by Captain Charles Scott,
Principal Assistant Commissioner, Kamroop Assam, June 26th,
1846.

BIKRAM DEB, APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT,)
ters?/8

BHOOBUN MOHUN DEB,
Wukeels

Wukeels

RESPONDENT, (PLAINTIFF.)

of Appellant—G.

S. Judge, Raee Sreenath Sein, and
Gopal Kishen.

of Respondent—Ram Pran
Mitr.

Raee and

-

Bunsee Buddun

SUIT laid at Company’s rupees 11,002-0-0, on account of pro
ceeds of shuster, and to obtain possession of the shustereah of

Burpatah shuster.
The particulars of the case are set forth in the following deci
sion of the lower court, together with the reasons for the same.
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(173)
‘ The
proceedings connected with this suit have run to great
length, owing to the mass of documents that have been lodged by
either party: the greater portion of these are useless and unneces
sary, as regards the real merits of the claim, and the opposition set
up against it. The real facts connected with this case, and the
conclusion to be arrived at on a consideration of these facts, are,
in my opinion, comprised within a very small compass, and may be
Setting aside, therefore, all the
disposed of in a very few words.
conﬂicting matter contained in these voluminous proceedings, and
so irrelevant to the point at issue, I will at once, in a few words,
Plaintiff states that defendant
record the grounds of my decision.
was the boorah-shustereah of the shuster at Burpatah; that, owing
to continued acts of oppression against persons attached to the
shuster, the defendant had given general dissatisfaction; and that,
in consequence, the somoo bhokut, or body of the people attached
to the shuster, had, according to the custom of their institution
and power, vested in them from time immemorial, deposed the
That defendant
defendant, and appointed him to the situation.
had resisted his taking possession of the guddee appertaining to
the appointment, and had forcibly taken from the store-house of
the temple old Sicca rupees l0,300, belonging to the institution,
and which amount involved* to plaintiﬁ’s charge on being elected
by the somoo bholmt to the boorah-shustereahship. That he had
been deprived of rupees 58-4, the proceeds of the appointment
for two months, during which he had been kept out of posses
sion by defendant; that, under these circumstances, he now sues
defendant for the above sums, and the right to the guddee, or
situation of boorah-shustereak.
‘ Old Sicca
. .
. .
.. . . . . . . 10,300 0 0
rupees,
‘ Batta on
. .
643 12 O
exchange into Company’s rupees, . .
‘ Proceeds of
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
58 4 O
shustereahship,

Total Company’s rupees,..

11,002

O

O

‘ This is the substance of the
plaint clipped of all superﬂuous
and irrelevant matter.
‘ The defendant opposes the claim on the following
grounds :—
‘ First. That the claim for this guddee was once before tried,
and given in his favor; and, therefore, this suit is inadmissible.
‘ Secondly. That two claims, one on account of the
guddee and
its proceeds, and the other on account of money belonging to the
shuster, have been included in one suit ; and that, therefore, this
is irregular.
‘
Thirdly. That the orders of Government for ﬁlling up of ap
pointments belonging to religious institutions, only provide for
ﬁlling up vacancies; and that, since no vacancy has occurred, no
fresh appointment can take place.
* Sic in original.

is

a

;

it

;

if

it,

‘ Fourthly. That the somoo bhokut have no
power to either turn
out, or appoint a skustereah; the nomination of a successor resting
entirely with the vacating party; such vacation depending alone
upon the death of the incumbents.
‘ I have the following remarks to record on these several
points.
‘ First. It appears, that on the death of defendant’s uncle, who
was_ then baorah-shustereah, certain persons, named Kishnokunt
and Anahdar, claimed the appointment, on the ground that they
being the deka, or naib skuslereahs, were, by right, entitled to suc
ceed tn the higher grade of boorah-shustereah. The somoo bhokuts,
however, opposed them, and insisted upon appointing the present
defendant.
The then principal assistant commissioner, Captain
Matthie, decided in favor of the deltas. The present defendant
appealed from this decision; and, in 1838, the commissioner set
aside the principal assistant’s order, and appointed defendant, on
the ground that the somoo bhokut, or the greatest portion of the
people attached to the temple, being in his favor, according to the
customs of this institution, he was entitled to succeed.
‘ Defendant alludes to this suit in his ﬁrst
It will be ob
plea.
served, that the present plaintiff was in no way a party in that
suit: therefore defendant getting a decree in litigating with a third
party, cannot prevent plaintiff from instituting a suit against him
at any subsequent period for the same matter; nor can it interfere
and bar his obtaining any right
with any claim he may have in
Besides, the subsequent orders
he may succeed in establishing.
of Government, on the subject of interference with religious endow
ments, have so completely set aside the customs and rules in force
even the plaintiffs, who lost their suit in that year,
in I838, that
now wished to sue defendant afresh, they could do so with perfect
In those days, the nominations to the several temple
propriety.
appointments rested with the Government oﬂicers in charge of
but the orders of Government, issued in I842, take
districts
this patronage and power out of the hands of their oﬁicers, and
in the majority of the people attached to each temple
so
vest
that any person, who was formerly appointed by the collector, or
formal decree, can now be set aside by the people,
obtained even
now done almost
successor nominated by them. This
and
of I843, our courts
Again, till the publication of Act
daily.
not only countenanced sale and purchase of slaves, but were au
thorized to decree slaves: of such decrees there are hundreds in
But, since the above Act came into operation, the
the province.
slaves formerly decreed are at liberty to go where they please;
and thus those decrees are now rendered null and void.
pre
cisely in this way, that all orders and decrees connected with tem
ples, formally passed prior to the rules laid down by Government
in 1842, for the internal management of these institutions, were
promulgated, are, since the publication and enforcement of those

It

is

5

a
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is

by

a

a

is

if

‘
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a

‘

I

is

_of

rules, altogether set aside and rendered worthless.
Defendant’s
decree, therefore, obtained in 1838, is of little, or rather of no
value at the present day as a document for keeping him in indis
putable possession of the appointment, from wnich he has been
removed by those who have the power to depose him, viz. the
somoo bhokut.
‘
Secondly/.—Defendant urges, that two claims having been in
cluded in one suit, the admission of it is irregular.
This plea is
altogether frivolous ; for the guddee, its proceeds, and the money,
all appertain to the same temple, and are so connected one with
the other, that the claim for one portion, without the other, would
be irregular.
Not only has this court considered the plaint regu
lar by allowing of its institution, but the matter has been before
the courts of the deputy commissioner, the commissioner, and
the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut ; but in none of these courts was
the claim pronounced irregular, on the grounds here urged by
defendant.
‘ Thirdly.—Defendant
urges, that the rules lately passed by
Government, for the internal management of temples, only pro
vides for the ﬁlling up of vacancies. That since no vacancy has
occurred, no fresh appointment can take place. On a reference
to Mr. Secretary to the Government of India Halliday’s letter N o.
50], of the 25th April I842, to the Sudder Board of Revenue, a
which was circulated to the ofﬁcers in Assam by the reve
copy
nue commissioners, and received in the revenue department of this
district with that oﬂicer's letter No. l70, of the 25th of May 1842,
ﬁnd that no allusion whatever
made to vacancies occurring
when alone fresh elections were to take place.
Mr. Halliday ob
In re
serves, with reference to non-interference with shusters:
gard to the shusters, all the authorities are agreed that this may
be done at once.
Since the persons concerned have
known rule
and the revenue commissioner,
and custom of self election, &c.
ln furtherance of the
in the 4th paragraph of his letter, says:
orders of Government, you will be pleased to inform the commu
nities of the temples of Hazoo and the Oomanund, that,
the
majority of the people of each temple choose to displace the sus
pended sewachulwahs and Jogessur Gossain, they are at liberty
new election, &c. &c.’
to do so, and proceed to
Here
posi
tive authority given to the majority to displace present incum
bents, and elect new ones. According to thi authority, the majo
rity have caused vacancy by displacing the defendant, and then
ﬁlled up the vacancy
This
suﬂicient
nominating the plaintiff.
to set aside this objection on the part of the defendant.
Fourthly.—-The defendant’ last plea, is, that the blzokuts have no
power to either turn out or appoint,—tenure of appointment only
ceasing with death, and the successor being appointed by the dying
bold and unguarded assertion,
person. This will be found to be
a

s

‘
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(181)
when compared with defendant’s own former statements; for, in
have before referred, he
his reply to the suit in l838, to which
is
vested in the somoo
that
this
states,
altogether
power
distinctly
bhokut; and his own appointment was effected by the bhokuts,
although his opponents were at the time deka or naib shustereaiw,
whilst he, defendant, held no appointment at all: and so com
pletely are the somoo bhokuts the paramount power, and masters of
all that relate to their temple, that even the lakkirajee decree is
The plwlee granted by
given in the name of the somoo bhokuts.
and their heirs,-—
the
bholmts
in
the
name
of
is
Seebsing Rajah
In conclu
no mention whatsoever being made of a shustereah.
have not considered it necessary to have a polling of the
sion,
bhokuts ; because, in the ﬁrst place, the seal of the somoo is attached
to the list of voters on the part of the plaintiff, thereby rendering
it the act of the somoo, or majority: nor has the defendant endea
voured to falsify, in any way, this list, or even to dispute the
correctness of one single vote entered in it; nor has he expressed
a wish for a polling, and which he doubtless would have done,
had he thought he had any chance of having the majority with
him. On the contrary, he has indirectly admitted that the somoo
are opposed to him, and in favor of plaintiff ; for, instead of at any
time denying that the somao were in favor of the plaintiff or
against him (defendant) he all along urges that the somao have
no power to turn him out, and to elect plaintiff ; thereby admitting,
that they are opposed to him. The sub-assistant’s proceedings
in the criminal court, dated the 4th September 1844, also show,
that, on the occasion of an expected riot on the part of these dis
putants, it was found, that, whilst upwards of 300 of the bliolmts
were collected to support plaintiff in getting possession of the
guddee, only 30 or 35 were forthcoming on the part of the defen
Personal residence too, in Burputah, has afforded me ample
dant.
opportunities of having both occular and oral proof of the feeling
of the bkokuts against the defendant, and in favor of plaintiff.
‘On a careful hearing of the whole of the proceedings in this
am
case, and an attentive consideration of all the points involved,
of opinion, that the evidence, as regards the monetary claim, is
insufficient; but, as regards a right to the guddee, or appointment
of boorah shustereah, this is conclusive and established fully.
therefore set aside so much of the claim as refers to money, but
decree the appointment in favor of plaintiff; with this addition,
that, should plaintiff be able to prove, at the time of the execution
of the decree, the amount of the proceeds of the appointment he
has lost, by being dispossessed, or kept out of by defendant, he
will be entitled to it. Since the plaintiff has failed entirely to
direct that he be responsible for
establish the monetary claim,
all costs of both parties. Wukeels to receive full fees.’
On the part of appellant it was urged, that the b/aokut had no
authority to displace the incumbent of the guddee; and that the

I
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powers invested in them, by the Government, only extended to
appointment on occurrence of a vacancy; and that as his appoint
ment had been upheld by a court of justice, the plaintiff’s suit was
Further, that the plaintiff should have been non
inadmissible.
suited, as he had laid his suit without valuation of the guddee.
On the part of respondent it was insisted, that appellant had
been guilty of divers misdeeds, which would have rendered him
an out-cast; and that, therefore, the somoo bhokut were authoriz
ed, and justified, in displacing him.
There is nothing on record, which clearly settles the first point
to be decided, viz. who constitute the authority for appointing
and displacing the boroo shusteear, -the somoo bhokut with the
mohunts of the other shusters, as asserted by appellant; or the
somoo bhokut only, as affirmed by the respondent.
The second
point also is not established, viz. that appellant has been guilty of
misdeeds, which render his removal justifiable; and the third
point likewise, viz. if the somoo bhokut alone have the power of
dismissal, the fact of their having dismissed appellant, and ap
pointed respondent, is not satisfactorily proved. Lastly, it is to
be observed, that the plaintiff has preferred three claims in this
suit: first, recovery of 10,300 old rupees, taken from the store
house of the temple; second, recovery of 58 rupees, 4 annas,
amount of two months’ proceeds of the shustereeahship; and,

guddee.

-

possession

of

estimated his suit

all

third, possession on the guddee. Yet he has
on the two first only, and not valued at

the

of

all

to

is

The case
therefore remanded for re-trial.
The lower court
satisfactory
will call for
evidence
establish
the three points
plaintiff;
and,
hearing
above indicated from the
after
whatever the
to

in

-

of

on

to

refutation, decide.
defendant may have
offer
upon
remedy the defect
The court will also call
the plaintiff
plaint,
pain
his
nonsuit.
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CASE No. 17 of 1847.
BHOOBUN MOHUN DEB, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
776?"s?/8

BIKRAM DEB,

RESPONDENT,

(DEFENDANT.)

in

is

a

as

of

of

Appellant—Ram Pran Raee and Bunsee Buddun Mitr.
Respondent–Raee Sreenath Sein.
Wukeels
This
second appeal from the same decision
the above,
respecting the monetary claims dismissed; and
remanded
like manner.
Wukeels
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THE llTH MARCH
PRESENT

1848.

:

C. TUCKER, Esq.,

and

SIR. R. BARLOW, BART.,

JUDGEs.

J. A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No.

156

of

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Tirhoot, May 9th, 1845; reversing a decree passed by
the Moonsiff of Koelee, December 14th, 1844.

BUKTO

CHOWDHRAIN

AND

RUBEE CHOWDHRAIN,

APPELLANTs, (PLAINTIFFs,)
©ersus
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KERUT SINGH, ResponDENT,

(DEFENDANT.)

Wukeel of Appellants—Hamid Russool.
Wuheels of Respondent—J. G. Waller and E. Colebrooke.

:

THIs case was admitted to special appeal, on the 18th February
1847, under the following certificate recorded by Mr. Charles

Tucker

this case the parties reside in zillah Tirhoot, and are governed
by the rules of the mithila school, according to which females are
not admitted as heirs in an undivided family.
‘
admit the special appeal in this case on a point of law, viz.
as to what constitutes a division of a family, for the purposes of
female succession as heirs under the Hindoo law prevailing in

“In

I

Tirhoot.
“The principal sudder ameen was of opinion that an actual
division of the landed property of the family, with distinct occupa

tion thereof, by the respective sharers, was essential; and that
division as to food and business, without such distinct division
and occupation of the landed property, did not constitute division
in the eye of the law.
‘On this point took a bewustah from the pundit of our Court,
in which he states that a division as to food and business, though
not accompanied with division of the landed property, is sufficient,
in the eye of the law, to admit a female as heir to her husband for
her life-time.
‘This non-division of the landed property was deemed suffi
cient by the principal sudder ameen to exclude plaintiffs in this
case from succeeding to their husband’s estate.
I therefore admit
try
special
appeal
the
to
whether this was a sufficient ground
for rejecting their claim.”

I

(

184

)

On a more careful consideration of the decree of the principal
sudder ameen, we observe that he not only holds it as proved that
the property was undivided, but that, at the time of the death
of Byjoo Singh, the husband of the plaintiffs, the family was also
undivided.
The question, therefore, involved in the certificate does
not arise.
We accordingly affirm the decree of the principal sudder ameen;
and dismiss the appeal with costs against the special appellants.
THE

-

MARCH 1848.
PRESENT:
C. TUCKER, Esq., and
SIR. R. BARLOW, BART.,
JUDGEs.

J.

11TH

HAWKINS, Esq.,

A. F.
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TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No.

120 OF

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Judge of 24-Pergunnahs,
April 29th, 1845; affirming a decree passed by the Additional
Principal Sudder Ameen, June 20th, 1844.

MOOKERJEE, GUARDIAN OF RAM
CHOWDHREE,
CHUNDUR PAL
AND oth ERs, APPELLANTs,

ROODERPURSHAD
(PLAINTIFFs,)

tersus

PARUSHNATH

SINGH

REsPoNDENTs,

CHOWDHREE

AND

(DEFENDANTs.)
Wukeel of Appellants–Ramapurshad
Raee.
Wukeels of Respondents—J. G. Waller and Bunsee

THIs cate was admitted to special appeal, on the

1847, under the following

Tucker:—

others,

Buddun
19th

certificate recorded by Mr.

Mitr.

January
Charles

“The present case was a contested boundary: the plaintiff
stating the lands to appertain to mouzah Balooka, the defendants
By the decrees they are declared to apper
to mouzah Majparah.
tain to Majparah.
A suit was decided in 1839 between the same
parties, from which it would appear that a part of the lands, now
decided to belong to Majparah, were in that case allowed to belong
to mouzah Balooka; so that the two decisions are at variance with
each other as to the boundary. If the present decrees be allowed to
stand good, they will be opposed to another decree, which has been
affirmed up to a special appeal.

(185)
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‘I

therefore admit the special appeal applied for, to try whether
the lower courts were not bound to abide by the boundary ﬁxed in
the former case.’
On referring to the record, we ﬁnd that in the former case alluded
to, a dispute existed as to the boundary between the village of
Deegparah, belonging to the same party as sues in this case, and
that of Majparah, the property of the defendants. In the map, pre
pared in that case, the boundary was also drawn between the vil
lages of Balooka and Majparah ; and the plaintiff contends that the
decisions of the lower courts are opposed to what was then laid
down as such boundary.
The question, however, in that case was
the boundary between Deegparah and Majparah, and the laying
down of any boundary line between Balooka and Majparah was
The former decree is binding as to the immediate
superﬂuous.
point at issue between the parties, but it can go no further. The
mere laying down a boundary between lands not then in dispute,
cannot prevent further enquiry in regard to those lands, or bind
We accordingly
the Court in its decision in the present case.
conﬁrm
and
the
of
dismiss the appeal,
decrees
the lower courts.
The costs to be paid by the appellant.

Tar.

I—-ml
Manon

llru

1848.

PRESENT :
C. TUCKER, Esq. and
Sm R. BARLOW, BAR.'I‘.,

J.

Junoss.
A. F.

HAWKINS,

ESQ-,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE N0. 207 or

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Judge of 24- Pergunnahs,
April 29th, I845; aﬂirming a decree passed by the Additional

Principal Sudder Ameen, June 20th, l844.

ROODURPURSHAD MOOKERJEE,
CHUNDUR PAL CHOWDHREE,
LANTS (DEFENDANTS,)

PARNUSHNATH

SINGH

versus

GUARDIAN or RAM
AND ornsas, Arran

'

CHOWDHREE,

Rssronnnnrrs,

(Pnarmrrrrg)

AND

ornsns,

Raee.
Wuheel of Appellants,—Ramapurshad
Wukeels qf Respondents,-—J. G. Waller and Bunsee Buddun

Mitr.

Tins case was admitted to special appeal by Mr. Charles Tucker,
on the 19th January 1847, on the same grounds as those stated in

the preceding decision. It is similar in every respect, except as to
the amount claimed, with No. l20, disposed of this day, and the
decision is the same.

(
THE

)

186

ll TH

MARCH

PRESENT

C.

:

TUCKER, Esq.

SIR, R.

1848.

and

BARLOW BART.,
JUDGEs.

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No.

164

of

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Judge of Zillah Sarun,
June 12th, 1845; reversing a decree passed by the Principal Sud
der Ameen, February 18th, 1844.

SYUD MOHUMMUD BAKUR, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
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thers?/8

BLANCHARD, SPENCE,

AND

oth ERs, RESPONDENTs,

(DEFENDANTs.)

Wukeels of Appellant—J. G. Waller and Hamid Russool.
Wukeel of Respondents—C. Glas.

:

THIs case was admitted to special appeal, on the 6th March
1847, under the following certificate recorded by Mr. Charles

Tucker

“In this case the plaintiff sued Messrs. Blanchard and Spence
for the recovery of rupees 2,501, on a bond dated 9th November
1842, executed by Mr. Blanchard only. The money was borrowed
by Mr. Blanchard for the benefit of an indigo factory, called Arwah,
(as shewn by the bond) of which Mr. Blanchard was at that time
the resident manager.
A few months afterwards, Messrs. Blan
chard and Spence purchased the factory in equal shares.
“The principal sudder ameen decreed against both Messrs.
Blanchard and Spence; but, on appeal, the judge exonerated Mr.
Spence, decreeing against Mr. Blanchard, with permission to
bring to sale his hoiety of the factory in execution of the de
cree.
The judge assigns the following grounds for his judgment.
‘That when the debt was contracted, Mr. Blanchard was manager
only, without any proprietary right in the factory. That there was
no evidence to show that he had authority to borrow money on
security of the factory : on the contrary, that it appeared from a
letter of the assignee, Mr.
W. Alexander, to Mr. Blanchard,
dated 12th September 1842, that he, Mr. Blanchard, was permitted

J.

to draw for a limited sum only, the amount of which was ﬁxed at
rupees l,500 for that season ; and, further, that the deed of sale,
by which the factory was transferred to Messrs. Blanchard and
Spence, mentions that the factory was not responsible for any
debt ; and that in the accounts rendered by Mr. Blanchard to the
assignee, the amount borrowed was not included.’
‘ I conceive this decision of the
judge to be opposed to the
I believe
universal practice which prevails in such transactions.
that the resident manager is always considered competent to
borrow money for the factory.
‘
Mr. Alexander’s letter amounts to this only, that he, as
assignee, would not honor Mr. Blanchard’s drafts to an ex
tent exceeding 1,500 rupees; but it is clear that the parties
contemplated the purchase for some time previous, and that the
money borrowed was due when Mr. Spence joined Mr. Blanchard
in purchasing the factory. It is equally obvious, that the sum
thus borrowed could not be entered in the accounts furnished to
the assignee, which would account for such sums only as may have
been advanced by the assignees.
‘ But, however this may be, the universal practice I believe tobe
that, if nothing be said to the contrary, a person purchasing an
indigo factory is responsible for the debts due by the factory, and
is entitled to all sums due to the factory.
On these grounds,
admit a special appeal, consideringthe decision of the judge, in
exonerating Mr. Spence, to be contrary to the custom which
prevails in such transactions.’
It is in evidence, that the money was borrowed for the beneﬁt of
the factory ; and it is the general practice, that if money be borrow
ed for a factory, by a party competent to borrow, the factory is res
transfer by purchase, as the
notwithstanding
ponsible for
all the liabilities of the factory.
Under the
transfer carries with
articular circumstances of this case, the question whether
Blanchard was party competent to borrow, at the time of borrow
ing, does not arise. Blanchard and Spence, within three months
after the borrowing of the money, purchased the factory.
Spence
does not deny that he was cognizant of the debt at the time he
purchased conjointly with Blanchard: he rests upon mere tech
nicalities; and, in the absence of any such denial on his part,
must be presumed that he was cognizant of the debt, and in that
case he cannot claim exemption for his share of the factory.
With reference therefore to the usual practice in such instances,
and to what the justice of the case demands, we are of opinion
that the factory generally must be considered as chargeable with
the debt and we modify the decree of the zillah judge according
ly, and decree for the appellant with costs in this and the lower
courts.
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THE
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188

llTH MARCH

1848.

PRESENT:
C. TUCKER, Esq., and
SIR. R. BARLOW, BART.,
JUDGEs.
HAWKINS,
Esq.,
J. A. F.
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No.

of

165

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Judge of Zillah Sarun,
June 12th, 1845; reversing a decree passed by the Principal
Sudder Ameen, February 18th, 1844.

ALIKAH SAHOO,

APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
wer's?/8

BLANCHARD, SPENCE,

AND OTHERs, RESPONDENTs,

(DEFENDANTs.)
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case was admitted to special appeal by Mr. C. Tucker, on
the 6th March 1847, on the same grounds as those set forth in the

THIs

preceding case.
It is similar in every respect, except as to the
amount claimed with No. 164, disposed of this day, and the
decision is the same.

THE

ll TH

MARCH

PRESENT

1848.

:

TUCKER, Esq., and
SIR. R. BARLOW, BART.,

C.

J.

JUDGEs.

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No.

160

of

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Shahabad, July 17th, 1845; reversing a decree passed
by the Sudder Ameen, July 16th, 1844.

GOVIND MISR

AND ISHREE DUT PAUREE,
LANTs, (DEFENDANTs,)

APPEL

tle?"stas

SEETARAM OPADHYA, ResponDENT, (PLAINTIFF.)
Wukeel of Appellants—Sheikh Azmutoollah.
Respondents—absent.

THIs case was admitted to special appeal, on the 27th February
1847, under the following certificate recorded by Mr. C. Tucker:

(139)
‘

The plaintiﬂ’ in this case sued the petitioners for balance of
rent from I248 to 1250 F. S. Amongst other pleas, the petitioners
urged that the plaintiff had removed them from the management, and
taken the collections into his own hands ; and this is admitted by
the principal sudder ameen, who, however, remarks that this does
not exonerate the petitioners ; and he reversed the decision of the
sudder ameen, who dismissed the plaintiﬁ"s claim.

‘This is decidedly opposed to the law. A zemindar cannot attach
lands and take the collections into his own hands, pending an existing
lease, unless he ﬁrst brings a suit against the tenant for balances
due, and until after arrest the tenant refuse to discharge the arrear
demanded, vide Clause 6, Section l5, Regulation 7, 1799.
If
without observing this process, a zemindar attach the lands of
an under-tenant, the under-tenant is exonerated.
‘
therefore admit the special appeal applied for, conceiving
the decree of the principal sudder ameen to be contrary to law,
.
and the practice of the courts.’
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I

Ma. TUCKER AND Sm R. BARLow.—In this case the appel
lants were under joint engagements to the respondent, as kutkee
nadars, for nine years, viz. from 1248 to 1256 F. Govind Misr,
appellant, pleaded that the plaintiff had accepted his resignation at
the close of the year 1248. This was denied by the plaintiff, and was
overruled by the principal sudder ameen; but whether the fact be
true or false, it is of no consequence: for, when the plaintiff admit
ted having taken the collection into his own hands, without show
ing that he was legally authorised to do so, we hold, that, under
Clause 2, Section 18, Regulation 8 of l8l9, the appellants were
exonerated from the responsibility, which otherwise would have
attached to them. We accordingly decree for the appellants
with costs, reversing the decision of the principal sudder ameen.
I fully concur with my colleagues
Mn. HAwx1Ns.—While
that a proprietor, or farmer, cannot attach an intermediate tenure,
without ﬁrst bringing a summary suit for arrears of rent, am not
prepared to say with the certiﬁcate, that the decree of the
principal sudder ameen is contrary to the practice of our courts.
That the attachment was illegal has not been pleaded by the
defendants from ﬁrst to last, not even in their application for the
admission of a special appeal: this point in their favor has been
taken up in the certiﬁcate of this Court. The defendants did
not urge that the attachment was illegal, but that having taken
place, they were not responsible for the arrears. This was the
point at issue before the principal sudder ameen; and as he decid
ed the case upon that, I cannot see any thing irregular in his
decree. Agreeing with my colleagues then in their judgment upon
the mere point of law contained in the certiﬁcate, that a proprietor,
or farmer, cannot attach an intermediate tenure without prior

I

(

190

)

-

institution of a summary suit for arrears of rent, I do not think
that, under the circumstances of the case, the Court was required
to find a ground for rejection of the suit, which the defendants
did not urge themselves.
The case, however, is disposed of, and
any order from me is unnecessary.

THE

ll TH MARCH

1848.

PRESENT :
C. TUCKER, Esq. and
SIR. R. BARLOW, BART.,
JUDGEs.

J. A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.
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CASE No. 208 OF

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by Moulvee Niamut Ali,
Principal Sudder Ameen of Tirhoot, December 23rd, 1844; rever
sing a decree passed by the Moonsiff of Koelee, April 10th, 1844.

MUSST. BEEBUN, APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT,)
wers?/8

DEENDYAL SINGH

AND

others, RESPONDENTs,

(PLAINTIFFs.)

Wukeel of Appellant—Abas Ali.
Wukeel of Respondents—Gopal Kishen

Raee.

This case was admitted to special appeal, on the 14th January
1847, under the following certificate recorded by Mr.
F. M.
Reid:—

J.

“Deendyal Singh and others, instituted a suit (No. 3307)
before the moonsiff of Koelee, against Musst. Beebun, to obtain
possession of 1 anna out of 16 annas of Shunkerpoor, and
anna
out of 8 annas of Bazeedpoor, under a deed of sale alleged to have
been executed by Musst. Beebun, through the agency of her
husband, Ushruf Ali, in favor Puriag Dut, ancestor of the plaintiffs.
Musst. Beebun denied the sale in toto, and pleaded that her
husband had no right to sell for her, the property being her’s
by inheritance from her father.
“The moonsiff of Koelee, Mohummud Fureedooddeen, dismissed
the plaintiffs’ suit, because it appeared that, with reference to
the extent of the property of Sheikh Gholam Kadir, father of
Musst. Beebun, in the villages of Shunkerpoor and Bazeedpoor,
the share of that individual was l anna, 13 gundahs, l cowrie,
6 boorees, 13 dunds in the former, and 16 gundahs, l cowrie in

(191)
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decree, sold
the latter village; and that she had, as
lproved
omar
anna of Shunkerpoor to one
ingh, so that
anna in Shunkerpoor, and could not have
she did not possess
It
must
be
sold it.
kept in mind, that three other suits were pend
court of Koelee, brought by other plaintiffs
moonsiff’s
in
the
ing
for other shares
defendants,
other
against
(mna on No. 3,314
on
No.
and
anna
on
3,369;
No.
3,3’/'0) of Shunkerpoor.
gundalw
The moonsiff in the same decree, that No. 3,314, dismissed the
claims of the several plaintiffs, merely referring to his reasons
in the other decrees.
This appears to me to be highly irregular; but
leave
to the judges, before whom this special appeal may come on,
to take proper notice of it. Of these four decisions, two,—viz.
in Nos. 3,307, and 3,3l4,—were appealed, and referred to the
principal sudder ameen, Moulvee Niamut Ali, who reversed the
m0onsiff’s decision in the present case, for reasons recorded by
him in the appeal from the decision in No. 3,314, on
former
them in
date, viz. 5th October I844, without recapitulating
this decision, or appending them thereto, so that
might be seen
from his decree why he awarded possession to the plaintiffs.
This
But
appears that the principal sudder
also should be noticed.
ameen, in his decision of 5th October 1844, says that the defen
manner acknowledge the sale to the
dant in that case did in
plaintiff of that case. Here the defendant, Musst. Beebun, most
positively denies the execution of the deed of sale to Puriag Dut.
The proceedings were called for by me no deed of sale appears to
have been ﬁled, nor any enquiry made as to the fact of the deed
of sale ever having been executed. The decision cannot, therefore,
view to having the decision
admit the appeal with
stand.
set aside, the case sent back for retrial on the points above indi
cated, and the proceedings of the moonsiff and principal sudder
full court.
As
appears to me proper,
ameen duly noticed by
when
may be necessary to animadvert on the conduct of native
further direct, that
-be done as soon as possible.
judges, that
as soon as the respondents have been duly summoned and the
be brought before
full bench without reference
case
ready,
to its number on the ﬁle.’
The parties in the two cases (3,307 and 3,314) are different, and
It does not
the actions were founded on separate deeds of sale.
therefore appear how the principal sudder ameen could have
decided this case for reasons recorded in another in no way
connected with it. We accordingly remand the case, with instruc
tions to the principal sudder ameen, to decide
upon its own
merits, and to record his reasons for his judgment fully in his
decree. A copy of Mr. Reid’s certiﬁcate will accompany this
order, for such explanation as the principal sudder anieen may
wish to offer.
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192

13TH

)

MARCH

1848.

PRESENT:
C. TUCKER, Esq.,
JUDGE.
OF

1846.

IN the matter of the petition of Prosunno Komar Thakur, filed
in this Court on the 22d August 1846, praying for the admission
of a special appeal from the decision of the additional principal
sudder ameen of zillah 24-Pergunnahs, under date the 22d May
1846; affirming that of the moonsiff of Manicktullah, under date
28th November 1845, in the case of Kasheenath Pal, plaintiff,
versus Prosunno Komar Thakur, defendant.
In this case the plaintiff sued the petitioner for levying an excess
of rent from him, in the years 1249, 1250, 1251 B. S., and the
suit was brought on the 25th Srabon 1252 B. S., and the lower
courts decreed for the plaintiff.
But, under the provisions of Section 7, Regulation 2, of 1805,
such claims should be preferred to the proper courts of justice
within one year after the cause of action shall have arisen; and as
this point was not taken notice of by either of the lower courts,
quash the decrees of both the lower courts; and, under Section
2, Regulation 9, 1831, remand the proceedings to the moonsiff’s
court for retrial, with reference to the enactment of 1805 above
indicated.

I
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13TH

MARCH

PRESENT
C.

1848.

:

TUCKER, Esq.,
JUDGE.

PETITION No. 875

OF

1846.

of

in

a

IN the matter of the petition of Suddeeram Dekakooch, filed in
this Court on the 20th November 1846, praying for the admission
of a special appeal from the decision of the sub-assistant com
missioner of Nowgong in Assam, under date the 5th August 1846;
reversing that of the moonsiff of Nowgong, under date the 21st
March 1846, in the case of Ramdas Shah, plaintiff, versus Suddee
ram Dekakooch, defendant.
This case was dismissed by the moonsiff on default under the
provisions of Act 29 of 1841; and, on appeal by the default
ing plaintiff, the appellate court passed a decree awarding the
amount sued for by the defaulting plaintiff.
Section 3, Act 29 of 1841, declares, that no appeal shall
against
decision passed
accordance with the provisions
lie
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PETITION No. 588

(193)
the preceding Clauses of the Act, other than a summary appeal on
the fact of default.
The appellate court, therefore, should have conﬁned its enquiries
to the fact of the default alleged against the appellant ; and, if not
established, the appellate court should have remanded the proceed
ings to the moonsiﬁ"s court, with an injunction to replace it on
his ﬁle, and to dispose of it de nova.
If, on the contrary, the
default were established, the appellate court had no resource but to
dismiss the appeal.
I accordingly admit a special appeal; and
remand the proceedings to the sub-assistant commissioner to be
dealt with as above indicated.

_¢_.

Tun l4'rB Manon

1848.

Pansnzwr:
R. H.

RATTRAY,

ESQ.,
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Janos.
CASE No. I52 or 1846.
Regular Amreal from a decree passed by the Principal Sudder Ameen
of Saran, Mohummud Raﬁk Khan, December 15th, 1845.

DHUJOO RAEE

AND

ornsns, APPELLANTB, (CLAlMANTS,)
'U€7'-S"lt8 <

UCHEE LAL

AND CHUNDURMUN TEWAREE,
RESPONDENTS, (PLAINTII-‘FS.)

Wukeels of Appellants-—-E. Colebrooke and Abas
Wukeel of Re@ondents—J. G. Waller.

Ali.

Tnrs suit was instituted by respondents, on the 6th April 1844,

for half the village of Kurom, with mesne proﬁts on the same, and
The action was brought against another party; but ap
interest.

pellants protested against the zillah courts’ cognizance of the claim
preferred by respondents, on the ground of their own prior right
founded on the purchase by them of a decree obtained against the
proprietors by Thakur Singh and another, for 1,523 rupees, which
had been advanced on a lease of the lands.
The principal sudder ameen, not deeming the petition presented
by appellants to contain any bar to his disposal of the case, decided
it upon its merits, and passed judgment in favor of respondents.
Against this judgment, the present appeal has been brought by
a petition to the same purport as before; and, as this is all the
wukeels of appellants have been instructed to file or proceed upon,
the case may be disposed of without further reference to it. The
appeal is accordingly dismissed, with costs payable by those who
preferred it.
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)

194

MARCH
PRESENT:

14TH

R. H.

1848.

RATTRAY, Esq.,
JUDGE.

CASE No. 438 of

1847.

Appeal from a decree passed by the Principal Sudder
15th,
Ameen of Sarun, Mohummud Rafik Khan,
December

Regular

1845.

RAM TUWUKUL RAEE

AND

oth ERs, (APPELLANTs,)

DEFENDANTs,

-

wers?/8

UCHEE LAL

AND

CHUNDURMUN TEWAREE, (REspon
DENTs,)

PLAINTIFFs.

THIs suit was instituted by respondents, on the 6th April 1844,

of

of

a

in

in

of

in

by

a

of

of

of

on

a

in to

to

as

of

to

all

to obtain possession of half the village of Kurom, with mesne
profits on the same during the period of dispossession, and inter
est: the total estimate for stamp, Company’s rupees 14,427-9-6.
This is the case alluded to in No. 152, (preceding) disposed of at
the present sitting of the Court.
Respondents sued under deeds of sale and agreement, entered
into between them and the proprietors of these lands on the 6th
April 1832; and have obtained a decree as purchasers of the pro
perty. Their right of possession is not now disputed: the present
appeal being only against the award of mesne profits, which appel
lants protest against being made responsible for, on the ground
of having themselves held under a bybilwuffa, or deed of condi
tional sale, obtained previously to that upon which respondents
have based their action, and of the non-competency of the maliks
to enter into new engagements till
accounts connected with
theirs’ should have been satisfied and settled.
The real facts
the transaction
which appellants thus refer,
would appear
have been
follows:–On the 9th December
bybilwuffa) was
1826,
deed (which they represent
have been
executed,
specified conditions,
Surpdoovur
their favor,
Kurom, who
Sahee and another, proprietors
half the village
received from appellants the consideration agreed upon. On the
24th November 1834, the stipulated payment,
the sum advanced
appellants, not having been made, decree for the foreclosure
the bybilwuffa was passed
the court
the principal sudder
proprietary
right
ameen,
virtue
which the
the lands be
appellants.
Against this decree, however,
came judicially vested

of by
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Wukeel of Appellants—Ameer Ali.
Wukeel of Respondents—J. G. Waller.
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it,

I
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J.

Pnasnrvr

1848.

:

Tnn l4'rn Manon

A. F. HAWKINS, ESQ.,
Tmuroaaav Jonas.
PETITION No. 202 or 1846.

a

IN the matter of the petition of Deodut Sahoo and others, ﬁled
in this Court on the 25th April 1846, praying for the admission
of
special appeal from the decision of Mr. A. Smelt, judge of
Patna, under date the 20th January l846; reversing that of the
sudder ameen of Patna, under date l3th February I845, in the
case of the petitioners, plaintiffs, versus Sheikh Soobhan Ali,
is

defendant.
It hereby certiﬁed that the said application
granted on the
following grounds.
This was an action, instituted under Section
Regulation
l83l, to set aside summary decree for arrears of rent, obtained
by the defendant.
The plaintiffs both in the summary court, and in the present
action allege, that they never cultivated any land in the village,
for the-rent of which the defendant sued summarily; and, further,
that the defendant had failed to take the necessary measures,
preliminary to such demand as that now made.
z

a

a

8,

6,

is
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it,

it,

the old maliks appealed; and, on the 24th January 1838, the
transaction of 1826, was determined to have been one of simple
mortgage, the transfer of the lands was cancelled, and acceptance
by appellants enjoined of the deposit which the old maliks had
lodged in court in liquidation of their debt to them. This dis
posal of the matter was sought to be set aside by a special appeal
to the Sudder Court ; but, on the iOth November 1840, the ap
plication was rejected, and the decision of the lower court made
ﬁnal.
A petition was subsequently drawn up (June 18th, 1841,)
by appellants, praying payment of rupees 4,325, the aforesaid de
posit, which was, then, refused ; not because appellants were not
entitled to receive
but because one only (Tuwukul Raee,) of
the claimants, whose names were to
was present, and had no
authority to act for the rest. The money was afterwards duly
acknowledged to have been so.
paid, and
With reference to the above facts and circumstances, appellants
had manifestly no right of occupancy; which, nevertheless, they
refused to relinquish, and do not deny having held to 1247 F.
They are thus clearly liable for the mesne proﬁts, to those whose
rights they usurped. The principal sudder ameen has decreed ac
cordingly; and, concurring in the propriety and justice of the
aﬂirm
with costs chargeable to appellants.
decision,

(

196

)

The sudder ameen, for the reasons given by him, gave judgment
for the plaintiffs; but his decree was reversed by the judge.
There were three points in this case to which the judge’s atten
tion should have been directed:—first, whether the plaintiffs were,
or were not, cultivators of the land, the rent of which was demand
ed from them; secondly, whether, there being no engagements
between the parties, the defendant had taken the course prescribed
by Sections 9 and 10, Regulation 5, 1812; and, thirdly, whether
the summary action was, or was not, opposed to the provisions of
Section 10, Regulation 8, 1831.
The judge has disposed of the first point very summarily; and
he has taken no notice of the remaining points.
Under these circumstances, I admit the appeal; and remand
the case for retrial, it having been decided upon an insufficient
vestigation of its merits.
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THE

J.

-

in

MARCH
PRESENT :

14TH

1848.

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

PETITION No.

187 OF 1846.

IN the matter of the petition of Luckheepreea Dassee, filed in
this Court on the 22d April 1846, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of Raee Lokhnath Bose, princi

pal sudder ameen of Jessore, under date the 22d January 1846;
reversing that of the moonsiff of Tirmohonee, under date 23d July
1845, in the case of the petitioner, plaintiff, versus Prannath
Chowdhree, and others, defendants.
It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds.
The plaintiff sues for possession of certain lands, which she al
leged had been obtained by herself, through the agency of her
father, in the name of one Juggurnath Deb, her father’s servant.
The moonsiff gave judgment in her favor ; but his decree was
reversed by the principal sudder ameen.
The principal sudder ameen says in his decree, that the plaintiff
had not filed any deed of gift, or other document, to prove the gift
from her father to herself. But she does not allege that her father
ever made a gift of the land to her,-her statement being that she
acquired them herself, through the agency of the father. The prin
cipal sudder ameen has evidently mistaken the nature of the claim.
Under these circumstances, l admit the appeal; and remand the
case for retrial by the principal sudder ameen,
with reference to
the foregoing remarks.

._ ..

._(197)

Tm; I411: Mancn l848.
PRESENT:

J.

A. F.

HAWKINS,

ESO..,

Tnmronanv

or

1846.

;

is

a

is

a

by

a

a

(a.

IN the matter of the petition of Jugmohun Sein, and others,
ﬁled in this Court on the 6th May 1846, praying for the admission
of a special appeal from the decision of Mr. A. Sconce, acting
judge of Backergunge, under date the 5th March 1846; reversing
that of the principal sudder ameen of Backergunge, under date
28th February I843, in the case of the petitioners, plaintiffs, versus
Syudooddeen Khan, and others, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds.
This was a suit by the plaintiffs to recover possession of certain
lands, which the defendants claimed to hold as lakhiraj. The
plaintiffs had purchased a portion of the estate
dependant taloolcj
in which the lands are situated, at
sale made in execution of
summary decree for rent due upon the estate.
The principal sudder ameen decided in favor of the plaintiffs;
but his judgment was reversed
the oﬂiciating judge, who ob
in
that
the
his
serves
decree,
principal sudder ameen had proceed
failure of the proof of the defence, whereas he should
ed upon
have dealt with the plaintiff’s case, before considering that of the
defendants.
no doubt correct, as laying down
The judge’s dictum
gene
buta claim to hold land as lakhiraj
of the nature
ral principle
of special plea, the proof of which rests with the party advancing
it; and should he fail to prove the validity of his tenure,
decree
must be given in favor of the zemindar, or other party entitled to
sue, with the view of incorporating the tenure with his general
a
estate. The principle in similar cases in which Government
I825;
down
in
Clause
laid
Section
14,
Regulation
party,
and the same principle
applicable to cases in which the zemindar
3,

is

is

3,

is

a

a

party.
may be
Considering, therefore, the decree of the judge to be defective
admit the appeal; and re
as based upon
wrong principle,
mand the case, that
may be again tried with reference to the
foregoing remarks. Should the judge be of opinion that the plain
tiffs’ claim ought to be dismissed, he will state the nature of the
proof by which the defendants have established their defence.

it

I

a

a
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PETITION No. 218

Jones.

(
THE

198

)

MARCH

16TH

PRESENT

1848.

:

W. B. JACKSON and

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.Rs.,

E. CURRIE, Esq.

TEMPORARY JUDGEs.

ExERCISING THE PoweRs

CASE No. 214 of

of

A JUDGE.

1845.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by J. Grant, Esq., Judge of
Dinagepore, May 5th, 1845.

GOVERNMENT, APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT,)
tersus

RAMDIAL SINGH, GUARDIAN of JUGGUT NURAIN RAEE,
A MINoR soN of KUMLA MAYE, RESPONDENT,

Koornaye, &c., with mesne proceeds
rupees
Suit laid
inheritance.

by

and interest, under the law
48,666.

at

CLAIM for possession of

lot

of Appellant—Pursun Komar Thakur.
of Respondent–Gholam Sufdur.
of

Wukeel
Wukeel

of

of

a

in

be

to

or

of

of

to

a

to

of

in

of

to

in

as

of

to

of to

a

of

of

of

so

of

in

of
in

in

S.

B. of on

of

an to

on

byof

of

B.

2d

on

in

an

case

award

is

Dinagepore, who gave
the judge
thus stated
the plaintiff.
favor
March 1843, corres
the 14th
‘This suit was instituted
S.,
Chyte 1249
ponding with the
the plaintiff,
the
Juggut
part
adopted
succession
the estates
son
Nurain
for
her
aggregate
Mouzah Koornaye, &c. and two others, with
Company's
rupees
10,814-3-2}.
jumma
The surplus
sudder
plaint,
supplementary
subsequently
sued
for
collections were
the ground that the estates had been removed from the court
the khas muhals. The estates were pur
wards and included
1210
Premnurain from Sheikh Doomun
chased
the name
Premnurain, the estates were brought
On the demise
wards, and continued
after
the court
under the jurisdiction
son,
minor,
adopted
when they were considered
the death
his
Purum Koomaree,
have devolved
the revenue authorities
Purum Koomaree,
After the death
the widow
Premnurain.
plaintiff,
forward,
including
the
and were
several claimants came
1840,
the revenue authorities
all referred
the civil court
succession,
them justly entitled
did not consider any
April 1844,
mutations. On the 10th
recorded
the register
Ruggo
right
brought
hearing,
the
when the suit was first

The

by
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(PLAINTIFF.)

199

(

_

)

nath Pursooram and Motee Lal, to establish their claims for
possession as defendants in this case, was overruled, as they never
had been in possession, and their claims to be entered as pro
prietors in the register of mutations had been rejected by the reve
nue authorities.
The plaintiff claims for her adopted son, as
the sole heir of Deby Singh, Muddun Mohun Singh, and Bishen
Singh, who were joint proprietors of the estates, purchased by
them in the name of Premnurain, the son of Muddun Mohun,
according to the following geneological table :—
Gazee Singh.
}

I

l
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I

lst sou Deby
died
Singh,
I225.

I

3d son Bishen
Singh, died

2d son

Muddun
Mohun
bmgh,
died after Sons

1210.

*

Q‘

D&8B89-

i

|

Sona Dassee
his wife, died

I
.

1243.

*“

Premnuram

(SOD)
1110111240

Kumla Maye, wife
of Bishen Singh,
and mother
of
Juggut Nurain,
adopted by her.

Purum Kggmafee,
wife of Premon
rain, died I245.

_____i__.

i

Gungapurshad,
of
adopted son
Premnurain,
died
1243, a minor.

'

The following are the principal points urged on the part of
Govemment, as defendant, with reference to the plaintiff. The
great length of time from the estates being brought under the
court of wards, (3d August 1833,) until she brought forward her
That there
claim, (1839) on the death of Purum Koomaree.
of
the
the
no
estates
been
joint property of the
is
having
proof
husband
and
his
That
the estates were
two
brothers.
plaintiﬁ"s
in the name of Premnurain, and after his death under the court
of wards, during the minority of his adopted son, Gungapurshad,
on whose demise the names of Purum Koomaree, and the plaintiff
were entered as proprietors in the collector’s books, but the name
of the latter was subsequently erased by order of_the Sudder Board

(

200

)

of Revenue. That the plaintiff never having claimed even a share
of the estates during Premnurain’s time, or when they were
brought under the court of wards during Gungapurshad’s mi
nority, shows that they were the property of Premnurain, and
that the plaintiff has no right to them; also that there being no
That,
legal heir to Premnurain, the estates lapse to Government.
in all the plaintiff’s petitions, after the death of Premnurain, there
is no mention of her authority to adopt a son. That Purum
Koomaree’s
making overa quarter share of the estates
to the plaintiagreement,
, is invalid.

is

‘

it

J

I

;

a

‘

is

;

if

is

is it,

delay in bringing forward her claim ; and states that the agreement
between her and Purum Koomaree was not a gift by the latter, but
an arrangement between them as proprietors in respect to the
shares they were to retain.
‘ I do not consider it
necessary to enter into any detail regarding
the transactions and petitions in the collectorate, as, in my opinion,
the following are the points for decision, and must, if proved, esta
blish the right of the plaintiff on the part of her adopted son: ﬁrst,
were the estates the joint property of the plaintilf’s husband, and
his brothers, Deby Singh and Muddun Mohun Singh? second, did
the said three brothers live together, after the purchase of the
estates in the name of Premnurain ; and have the several members
of their families lived together, and shared jointly in the proﬁts of
the estates? third, had the plaintiff authority from her husband
to adopt a son P
‘All the points are clearly proved by evidence; and I see no
or the authenticity of the document authorizing
reason to doubt
ﬁled.
It proved by the plaintiff’s witnesses
adoption, which
that Premnurain’s age was about 14, when the estates were pur
no attempt on the other side to show tha
chased; and there
such was not the case, or where the purchase money came from,
not from the funds of his father and uncles neither
there any
denial that all the families lived together, and shared in the proﬁts
of the estates, and, subsequently, in the allowance made to the
minor and his relations by the court of wards.
The plaintiﬁ"s husband died in 1210 B. S.; and she appears
not to have availed herself of her authority to adopt for many
years afterwards, and also to have stated that she had no such
authority in petition regarding an agreement between her and
Purum Koomaree, touching their shares but cannot consider an
been true, suﬂicient to bar the
assertion so unaccountable, had
plaintiff’s claim, or disinherit her adopted son.
therefore decree the case with costs. The estates and surplus
collections from them to be the property of the plaintiff, and her
adopted son, uggut Nurain, subject to the provisions of Regulation
l0 of 1793.’

I
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‘The plaintiff, in her reply, satisfactorily explains the asserted

Mnssn. JACKSON AND Cvrmrs.—From this award the Govem
ment appeals, waiving the point, whether the property belonged
to Premnurain alone, or to the whole family, which was not ma
terial to the issue of the case ; inasmuch as if the plaintiff is the
legally adopted son of Kumla Mayq he would in either case suc
ceed. The_.Government, however, denies the authority to adopt;
In default of legal
and questions the adoption on this ground.
heirs, the property falls in as an escheat to Government.
The Government oﬂicers took the management of this property
into their hands, on the ground of the disqualiﬁcation of the in
cumbent owner, on the death of Premnurain, which took place in
1240. This was done by order of the court of wards; the estate
being so held for the beneﬁt of Premnurain’s adopted son, Gunga
purshad, a minor, who died in I243, and of Premnurain’s widow,
Purum Koomaree, who died in 1245. The present claimant is
Juggut Nurain, calling himself the adopted son of Bishen Singh, an
He states that Bishen Singh died in 1210,
uncle of Premnurain.
a
document
(ijazutnameh,) dated that same year, empowering
leaving
his widow, Kumla Maye, to adopt a son ; that she availed herself of
this power, after the death of Purum Koomaree, in 1245, and
The document is ﬁled; and out of many
adopted the plaintiff.
witnesses, whose names are attached, three swear to the execution
It seems remarkable,
but none of them can read or write.
of
that the widow, Kumla Maye, should not have availed herself of
this authority for 34 years and further,
petition from her pre
sented to the collector in 1244,
produced, in which she acknow
denied
lcdged she had no authority to adopt. This petition
but we see no suﬂicient reason whatever to question
at present
The testimony of the witnesses appear to us
its authenticity.
unsatisfactory; and this, coupled with the petition and the delay
of 34 years after the death of her husband, induce us to put no
faith in the ijazutnameh. We would therefore reverse the judge’s
decision, and dismiss the claim of plaintiff, with costs.
Mn. HAwK1Ns.—I fully concur with my colleagues. The
ijazulnameh (or power authorizing the plaintiff to adopt) bears no
trace of having been executed in the usual form, or accompanied
by the usual formalities of such occasions; does not bear the signa
ture of any member of the family of the alleged adopting party;
and the signatures of all the attesting witnesses upon
were
The evidence of the witnesses to
written by the same individual.
and bears manifest
the document
extremely unsatisfactory
entertain no
traces of having been prepared for the occasion.
doubt whatever of the genuineness of the petition presented to the
revenue authorities by the plaintiff in the year l244,—the more as
its statements are in entire keeping with the fact that the plaintiff did
not, in the course of 34 years, think of adopting till after the death

I

;

is

it

;

is

is

;

a

it,
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(902)
of Purum Koomaree, when the property fell into the hands of the
Government.

-{I-I
Tna l5ru Manon I848.
PRESENT!

TUCKER, Eso.,
Jones.
PETITION No. 896 or 1846.
C.
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IN the matter of the petition of Bukshee and Ameerooddeen,
ﬁled in this Court on the 26th November 1846, praying for the
admission of a special appeal from the decision of the principal
sudder ameen of zillah Tipperah, under date 22d August l846 ;
reversing that of the n1oonsiﬁ' of Ameergong, under date 30th March
1846, in the case of Bukshee and Ameerooddeen, plaintiffs, versus
Reazooddeen and others, defendants.

In this case the plaintiffs sued for the restitution of 4l rupees,
which they asserted the defendants had forcibly taken from them;
and to cancel a bond for 9 rupees, which they further alleged the
defendants had compelled them to execute.
The moonsiff decreed for plaintiffs ; but the principal sudder
ameen, on appeal, dismissed the claim, because the plaintiffs had not
prosecuted their case in the foujdaree court.
Considering the reason ‘assigned by the principal sudder ameen,
for not entertaining the action, insuﬁicient, I admit a special ap
peal ; and, under the provisions of Clause 2, Section 2, Regulation 9,
183i, remand the proceedings to the principal sudder ameen, with
an injunction to decide the case on its merits.

ill

Tmr. l6'rn

Manon

1848.

PRESENT:
C.

TUCKER, Eso.,
Jones.

Psrrrron No.

923

or

1846.

IN the matter of the petition of Nubkoomar Banerjea, ﬁled in
this Court on the 8th December 1846, praying for the admission of
a special appeal from the decision of the principal sudder ameen of
zillah Nuddea, under date the 8th September 1846; aﬁirming that
of the moonsiff of Kishnagur, under date 29th December 1845,
in the case of Nubkoomar Banerjea, plaintiff, versus Ramchundur
i
Banerjea, defendant.

.m

m

_

_

__

__

___

Q, 4__

(203)
This was a prosecution at the suit of the petitioner against the
defendant, for encroaching on the public road by the erection of a
brick wall; and the only issue was one of fact, viz. whether the
brick wall stands on what was reviously the public road, or on the
defendant’s private property.
Instead of ascertaining this simple
point by local investigation, and the evidence of persons residing
on the spot, the lower courts have dismissed the suit on quite irre
levant grounds,——such as the road, as now existing, being broader
than another adjoining road; and the wall, complained of, not op
posing any obstruction to the free passage of men and beasts.
therefore admit the special appeal, and remand the proceed
ings to the moonsiﬁ"s court, under the provisions of Clause 2, Sec
tion 2, Regulation 9, 1831, who will enquire specially in what
manner the ground now occupied by the wall was occupied pre
viously to the erection of the said wall, and dispose of the case
accordingly.

I
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1848.

:

A. F. HAWKINS, EsQ.,
Tmuroaanr Jonas.

Ps-rrrrou

No. 764 or

1847.

IN the matter of the petition of Meghoo Hnjjam, ﬁled in this
Court on the 8th December I847, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of Mirza Mohummud Sadik Khan,
principal sudder ameen of Hazareebagb, under date the 8th Sep
tember 1847; reversing that of the moonsiff of Hazareebagb, under
date 13th April I847, in the case of the petitioner plaintiff versus
Goroopurshad Singh and others, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :—
The plaintiff sued for value of a crop cut and carried off by the
He stated, that he had taken a pottah of 2 biggahs
defendants.
from
the
defendants, for the years 1900 and 1901 Sumbut
of land
Era; had enjoyed the produce of 1900 ; but that, when the crop
of 190] was ready, the defendants forcibly carried it off. The
defence was, that the defendants had not jbrcibly carried off the
crop ; that the plaintiff had voluntarily relinquished the holding in
1901 ; and that such of the defendants, from whom the plaintiff
had taken his pottah, had made arrangements letting it out to
others, also included in this suit as defendants.
_ The rnoonsiff gave judgment for the plaintiff ; but his judgment
was reversed by the principal sudder ameen, who, after stating
the issue in his decree correctly enough, refers entirely to the

(204)
i

proof upon another point. The main point at issue clearly was,
whether the plaintiff had relinquished his holding in 1901 ; for the
cutting the crop of that year was not denied by the defendants,
the defence being that they had not forcibly cut it. The princi
the case solely upon the fact

pal sudder ameen, however, decides

of cutting the crop, which he says is not proved, though the defen
dants virtually admit it ; and has not referred, when alluding to
the evidence, to the relinquishment of the holding by the plaintiff,
which is the real question at issue.
Considering the decree of the
ameen
to
be
I admit the appeal ;
sudder
defective,
very
principal
and remand the case to be tried by him de nova, with reference to
the foregoing observations.

"Ti

Tm; l6'ru Manon‘ 1848.
Paasmw:
J. A. F. HAWKINS, ESO..,
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Tamroaamr
PETITION

No. 246 or

Jnnoa.

1846.

IN the matter of the petition of Kumrooddeen and others, ﬁled
in this Court on the 22d May 1846, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of Niamut Ali Khan, principal
sudder ameen
of Tirhoot, under date 20th February 1846 ;
reversing that of the moonsiﬂ‘ of Coely, under date l3th May
1845, in the case of Syud Fyz Ali and others, plaintiffs, versus the
petitioners, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :—
The plaintiffs, Syud Fyz Ali and Sheikh Wahid Ali, instituted
this action to obtain registration, in succession to each other, of
their names as proprietors of a 2 anmz share of a village called
Juddoo Mehtee.
Syud Fyz Ali alleged, that he had purchased it
from one Gholam Hyder, and had recently Bold it to the other
plaintiff, Sheikh Wahid Ali.
The defendants repelled the claim; and alleged, among other
things, that they had been in possession since the year 1231 F. S.,
(1824 A. D.) ; and as this action was instituted on 3d November
1843, the suit was barred by the rule of limitation.
It appears that one Gholam Hyder had, as guardian for his son,
Shnmsooddeen, sold 8 amzas of mouzah Juddoo Mehtee, and 2%
annas of mouzah Maroonuggur to Fyz Ali. Two suits (one for
each mouzah) were instituted by the buyer and seller against the
present defendants, to obtain registration of the purchaser’s name.
That for the mouzah Maroonuggur was decreed in favor of the
then plaintilis ; but that for the mouzah
uddoo Mehtee was

J

(295)
struck oﬂ’ on default for want of prosecution : the former on the
22d March 1832, the latter on the 30th' September l833. The
subject of the present suit is a 2 arma share of the mouzah
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in the suit struck off on default.
J uddoo Mehtee, involved
The principal
dismissed the claim.

sudder
The moonsilf
ameen, in reversing the judgment of the moonsilf, observes, that
the suit was brought within 12 years from the date of the order
of dismissal on default in the former suit, and that, therefore, the
action is not barred by the rule of limitation ; and, further, that
as a decree has been given for a portion of the property contained"
in the deed of sale, it follows that the rest of the property con
veyed by the same deed must be adjudged in the same manner.
The principal sudder ameen is clearly wrong in his calculation‘
The time must be taken from the date"
of the rule of limitation.
of the adverse possession of the opposite party,—the suit ﬁnally
dismissed on default being no bar to the operation of the rule.
The plaintiffs however say, that the parties from whom they de
rive their right have all along held an interest in the property, by
These several points
the receipt of an allowance therefrom.
should have been fully enquired into by the principal sudder
ameen, before he decided the case.
Again, the principal sudder ameen is wrong in his opinion, that
the decision in regard to one part of the property must necessa
rily govern the course to be pursued in regard to the rest of the
It is clear, that, under the
property, conveyed by the same deed.
the
rule of limitation may
circumstance exhibited in this case,
not
to another.
and
appl to one part of the property,
I admit the appeal;
remaks,
Vldith reference to the foregoing
the
trial
for
principal sudder ameen
by
and remand the case

’

de rwvo.

-¢_

-

THE l6'rn Manon 1848.
PRESENT:
BAu'r.,
BARLOW,
R.
Sm

CASE No. 56 or

Regulur

J vnem.

1845.
a
decision
by the Principal
passed
Appeal from
Ameen Q/' Tipperah, December 3d, 1844.

AND RAMLOCHUN
(APP!-ILLANTS,) DEFENDANTS,

RAMKUNNAHEE

NAUG

versus

MUHARAJAH KISHEN KISHORE

MANICK,

PLAINTIFF.
Wukeel of Appellants-Sreenath Sein.
Wukeel of Resp0ndent—¢’zeer Ali.

Sudder

GHOSE,
(Respon

DEN'l‘,)

.

on the 25th November 1833, he ob
the defendants, under Regulation
decree
against
a
tained
summary

PLAINTIFF states, that,
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(906)
7 of 1799, for Sicca rupees 4,189-6-12, which, with interest up
to the date of plaint, amounts to Company’s rupees 7,552-2. That,
in realization of the summary decree, l4 rupees only had been
recovered by sale of personals; and that as real property cannot be
sold under a summary award, he now institutes this action, with
a view to obtain a decree under Regulation 4, 1793, and, in execu
tion of the same, to realize the balance due on the summary decree
by sale of the defendants’ real property.
The defendants, in answer, plead that the plaintiﬁ' has no claim
against them. That plaintiff gave them a lease of pergunnah
Juggutpoor, from 1241 to 1244, Tipperah era, i. e. from l83l to
I834 ; that the plaintiff attached the pergunnah within a month
and a half after he gave the lease, and held it to the close. That
the sum of rupees 38,715-3, proﬁts of the said lease, were demand
able from the plaintiff, for which they had sued him in the zillah
court. That, after the summary decree against them was passed,
they had obtained a release from the plaintiff ; that this document
had been carried olf in a robbery, but that it was proved before the
collector when execution of the summary award was applied for, as
well as the fact of the robbery.
The principal sudder ameen, on the 4th August 1840, decreed in
favor of the plaintiff; because the defendants had not brought an
action for the reversal of the summary award, within one year, as
An appeal was preferred against this decision,
required by law.
and heard by Mr. Gordon, who, on the 13th December I843, con
sidered the judgment of the lower court, under the circumstances
of the case, premature, and directed a re-trial of this case for the
reasons he recorded: at the same time he ordered, that the suit,
brought by the defendants against the plaintiff above referred to,
should be simultaneously brought on and investigated.
In obedience to that order, the principal sudder ameen resumed
the investigation of this suit; the case brought by the defendants
against the plaintiff (No. 5286) having already been disposed of
and dismissed,as appears from aroobukaree of the principal sudder

January 1841.
On re-trial, the defendants did not produce the

ameen dated

deed of release,
nor did they offer any evidence to prove the fact; satisfying them
selves with ﬁling copies of ﬁve depositions taken before the acting
The principal sudder ameen did not place any reliance
collector.
on these depositions, which he considers at variance one with the
He further discredited them, as the proper course for the
other.
defendants would have been to have caused the satisfaction of the
decree to have been written off on the back of it, as proof of com
plete execution ; for these, and other reasons, he again gave judg
ment in favor of the pla.tiﬂ', with costs, to the amount of rupees
7,552, with interest from date of plaint.
Against this decision the appellants have again come into court;

(207)
and urge that no account of collections,’ made by the respondent dur
ing attachment, was put in when the summary award was given
against them : this plea the Court cannot, for a moment, admit. If
they were dissatisﬁed with the collector’s summary award, it was in
cumbent on them to sue for its reversal within one year, under the
This course, however, they
provision of Regulation 8 of 1831.
did not adopt : there, therefore, can be no question" as to the
ﬁnality of the decree.
As they did not appeal against the dismissal of their suit for
proﬁts against the respondent, that decree is also ﬁnal; and it only
remains for the Court, after review of the whole of the proceedings
above referred to, to dismiss the appeal, with costs chargeable to
the appellants.

Tm:

in

18TH

Manon

1848.

PRESENT:

TUCKER, Esq., and
SIR R. BARLOW, BAR’I‘.,
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C.

J.

Jvnoss
A. F.

HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY

Pa'r1'r1oN

N0. 609 or

Jones.

1846.

IN the matter of the petition of Wukeelooddeen,

ﬁled in this
the
praying
admission
of a
l_8:46,
f_or
special appeal from the decision of the principal sudder ameen
of Backergunge, under date the 30th May I846; reversing that of
the moonsiﬂ' of Bowfaul, under date the 24th December 1845, in
the case of Mohummud Kainil, plaintiff, versus petitioner,
yekig
hen Chung, and others, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :—
The plaintiff, on the 20th September 1845, sued to reverse a
summary decision passed by the deputy collector, on the 28th
January 1845, in favor of the petitioner, Wukeelooddeen, versus
Jyekishen Chung, for balances up to Aghzm I251. The defendant
(petitioner) pleaded that he held an ousut huwaleh within the plain
tiff’s huwaleh, which he got from him and his sharers on the 20th
Assar 125], and that Jyekishen was one of his ryuts. That the
revenue authorities, on proof of balance, and on the strength of a
kubooleut given by yekishen, decreed in his favor.
The moonsiff dismissed the plaint, on ﬁe ground that the defen
dant (petitioner) had proved his possession and his want huwalehdaree

Court

on the 29th

August

J

J

(203)
The principal sudder
reversed this decision, saying that the plaintiff had esta
blished his own possession of the lands as lzuwalehdar, and that
no investigation could in this suit be made as to the ousut huma
lehdaree
right claimed by the defendant. Neither of these deci
sions are valid.
The plaintiff, estimating his action at
rupees 13 annas, sues
defendant
to upset a summary decision. The
(petitioner) pleads a dis
tinct owrut huwalehdaree right, within plaintiﬁ"s huwaleh ; and the
inoonsiff enters upon the investigation, and decides the respective
rights of the parties in the cause, which was not the issue before
the deputy collector, the reversal of whose order is sought for in
the plaint, and which could only be tried when brought before the
The defendant
courts on paper of proper value, and in due form.
that
the
entire
of plaintiﬂ"s
his ousut huwaleh comprises
pleads
is
one
in
which
of
numerous
huwaleh,
only
Jyekishen Chung
to
the
The
therefore,
moonsiff,
defendant, in a.
ryuts.
by awarding
suit brought by plaintiff against him to set aside a summary pro
ceeding, a proprietary right as ousut huwalehdar, has decided that
which was not the issue of the case.
Again, the principal sudder ameen reverses the summary deci
sion in favor of the defendant, on the ground that the plaintiff
had the kuwaleh in his own hands up to I252 ; and that, conse
quently, the deputy collector’s proceedings, awarding balance of
1251, cannot be upheld.
He further refuses to enquire into the
defendant’s ousut huwalehdaree right in this case, and directs that
a separate suit be brought for its establishment.
The parties before the deputy collector were Wukeelooddeen,
claiming as ousut huwalekdar rents due by Jyekishen his 11/ut.
The present plaintiff did not appear in that case; and as the ryufs
lcubooleut, and proof of balance were put in, the deputy collector
could not but give a decision for the plaintiff before him.
The
reversal of this decision, without proof of some illegality, or irregu
larity, is therefore wrong.
The issue between the parties is clearly a question of right,
which cannot be disposed of in an action of the nature now before
the Court. It can only be determined when a suit is brought by
either of the parties, on paper of proper value, for the purpose of
The Court, therefore, reverse
establishing their respective rights.
the decisions of the lower courts; and direct that the case be re
turned to the moonsiff for retrial : he, the moonsiff, will restrict his
investigation to the point at issue, viz. to the question whether
the decision of the deputy collector was, or was not, legally correct ;
leaving the respective ri hts of the plaintiff and the defendant,
Wukeelooddeen, to be aéudged when brought regularly before the
courts. Costs charged to Mohummud Kamil, the respondent.
right,

and upheld the summary proceeding.

ameen
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Tna l8'rn Manon
Pnssnnr:

TUCKER, EBO..,
Sm R. BARLOW,
C.

J.

1848.

and

Ban.-r.,

Junous.
A. F. HAWKINS,_EsQ.,
TEMPORARY

CASE No. l49 or

Jonas.

1847.

a decision passed by E. Bentall, Esq., judge of
November 6th, l846; altering a decree passed by the
Principal Sudder Ameen, February llth, 1846.

Special Appeal from
Jessore,

UDIT CHUNDUR SEIN,

APPELLANT,
0'rnEns,)

(DEFENDANT

wrrn

versus
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RAM RUTTUN RAEE

AND

ornsns, Rnsronusnrs,

(PLAINTIFI-‘S.)
Wukeels

of Appellant—J. G. Waller and Govind Chundur M00
kerjee.
Wulcecl

of

Respomlents——Pursun

Komar

T7zakur.

Tms case was admitted to special appeal, on the 25th February
1847, under the following certiﬁcate recorded by Mr.
F. M.

J.

Reid :-—
‘ This is a petition for a special appeal from the judge’s decision,
The
printed in page 74 of the essore Zillah Decisions for 1846.
judge judicially determines, that the petitioner has no right to the

J

because, though called upon by the roobukaree
ameen, on the |7th November 1845, to
roduce his papers, yet he had not offered to do so on the
do not think the
gebruary 1846, when the suit was decided.
judge was justiﬁed in refusing the petitioner an opportunity of

contested property

;

of the principal sudder

I

llth

The proceeding of the principal sudder
defending his right.
ameen was not suﬂiciently explicit, to shew petitioner to what
Had it been so, the courts
point he was to produce evidence.
cannot refuse a defendant the privilege of defending himself for
one default, without calling on him a second time to ﬁle what the
But, I doubt whether the principal
court may deem necessary.
sudder ameen considered it necessary for the petitioner to take
any further measures: on the contrary, he appears to have
thought it sufficient to approve of the compromise between the
plaintiffs and Birj Kishore, and to leave the plaintiffs to adjust
their difference with the petitioner and the other defendant, with
the exception of Birj Kishore, by a new suit, or in any other

(

)

210

I

manner they thought proper.
would have sent back the case
for retrial on the merits between plaintiffs and petitioner; but
doubt whether I can do so alone, and the pleaders of petitioner,
(Mr. Waller and Govind Chundur) and the original plaintiffs,
(Pursun Komar Thakur) seem inclined to take an order that the
decision of the principal sudder ameen should be allowed to stand
untouched.
I admit the special appeal prayed for, to determine
whether the principal sudder ameen’s decision shall not stand
untouched; or whether the case be remanded for a proper trial
of the points at issue between the petitioner and the original
plaintiffs.
The parties are willing that the decree of the principal sudder
ameen should stand in all its parts. We accordingly annul the
decree of the judge.
The plaintiffs (special respondents) will
pay the costs of this, and the judge's Court.

THE

I

•

MARCH

18TH

1848.
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PRESENT:
C. TUCKER, Esq.
SIR. R.

BARLOW,

and

BART.,
JUDGEs.

J.

A.

F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No.

121

of

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by J. French, Esquire, Addi
tional Judge of Tirhoot, March 14th, 1845; confirming a decree
passed by the Moonsiff of Dulsingserai, May 30th, 1844.

MR.

JOHNSON, APPELLANT,

(DEFENDANT witH

oTHERs,)

Qe7"sus

SHEIKH GHOLAM HUZRUT.

Respondent,

THIs case was admitted to special appeal, on the 14th
1847, under the following certificate recorded by Mr.

Reid:—

''

(PLAINTIFF.)

Wukeel of Appellant-Gholam Mohummud Khan.
Wukeels of Respondent—J. G. Waller and E. Colebrooke.

J.

F. M.

“Sheikh Gholam Huzrut, as farmer on the part of Pheykun
Chowdhree, the putteedar of 1-5th of mouzah Dowreeassa, instituted
this suit against Mr. Johnson and another, to recover rupees 294
13-6, the rent of certain indigo lands for 1242 F.S., and by a supple
mental plaint against Mr. J. Thomson. While the case was pend
ing, a punchayt was sitting to try what were the shares of Pheykun
Chowdhree and his co-shares in the village. The moonsiff decreed
179-0-6 against Mr. Johnson alone. The punchayt, one month and

(

)

211

19 days after the decision of the moonsiff, determined the share of
Pheykun Chowdhree to be but 1-4th of the 1-5th of the village. The
judge was of opinion, that as the claim was for rents due 9 or 10
years before the award of the punchayt, it was not affected by the
award, and confirmed the moonsiff’s order.
‘I think the petitioner is entitled to a special appeal, to try whether
the plaintiff, who can represent but 1-4th of 1-5th of the village,
can claim rent for the whole of the 1-5th part, and admit the appeal to
try this point. As Thomson has been released from responsibility,
I do not think the fact of his having been included by a supple
mentary plaint among the defendants, can affect the decision of the
moonsiff
Had he been declared responsible, and himself objected
brought
being
to
in by a supplementary plaint, it would have been
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different.”

This is an action by a farmer against his tenant. The arbitration
was between the share-holders of the property, and made at a
period subsequent to the date of the first decree in this suit.
Besides, it is not apparent what effect has been given to the arbitra
tion award. The proprietors can assert their claims against each
other; but, under the circumstances, the arbitration award is no
bar to the present claim by the farmer against his tenant. We

•

accordingly dismiss the appeal with costs.

THE

18TH MARCH

1848.

PRESENT:
C. TUCKER, Esq. and
SIR. R. BARLOW, BART.,
JUDGEs.
J. A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No.

197

of

1846.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Judge of Zillah Mid
napore, January 31st, 1845; amending a decree passed by the
Principal Sudder Ameen, December 28th, 1843.

GOBURDUN GHOSE, APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT,)
tersus

JOHN CALDER,

RESPONDENT, (PLAINTIFF.)

Wukeel of Appellant-Gour Hurree Banerjee.
Wukeel of Respondent—Ramapurshad Raee.

case was admitted to special appeal, on the 28th July
under the following certificate recorded by Mr. Charles

THIs
1846,

Tucker:—

\

(212)
‘ This

plaint was instituted to recover Company’s rupees
2,237-I3, principal, and rupees l,33l-3-3, interest thereon, balance
of account between plaintiff and defendant on advances received for
the provision of silk. The plaintiff came into court on the strength
of a kubooleut, alleged to have been executed by defendant on the
26th February i839, which contains the terms on which the parties
agreed to trade together: but this lcubooleut was rejected as not
P roved.
‘ The
judge
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decreed in full for the plaintiff, but left the amount
interest to be adjusted from the accounts df the parties.
‘ I considerthe
judge’s decision open to a special appeal on two
oints.
P ‘
First. He refused to give credit to the defendant for rupees
530, paid by him to the plaintiff’s head gomashta ; notwithstanding
the defendant produced the plaintiﬁ"s perwannah, addressed to him
(the defendant) directing him to pay all monies to the said

gomashta.
‘
There was no agreement produced, binding the
Secondly.
defendant to pay interest on the sums advanced by the plaintiff to
him; and therefore, I think, the principal sudder ameen was right,
who rejected the demand, and only allowed interest on the
balance due to the plaintiff from the date of the close of the
account, when the trading transactions between the parties ceased.
I admit the special appeal to try these two points.’
We observe that no receipts in proof of the payment of 530
rupees were ﬁled ; and the judge, observing that the gomashta
should in such case have been summoned by the defendant, refus
ed to allow him credit for the amount. It is evident, therefore, that
the judge did not consider the payment to be proved. We see no
reason, in special appeal, to interfere with his order upon this
point.
In regard to the second point, we consider it right to allow the
interest only from the date of his suit (l7th May I842.)
pjaintiff
e will recover his principal, together with interest thereon from
the date of suit to the date of the judge’s decree, and interest upon
the consolidated principal and interest from that date to the date
of payment. Costs to be paid by the parties rateably, in proportion
to that decreed by the defendant, and in proportion to that dis
missed by the plaintiﬂ’.

213

(

)

Tan l8'rn Manon
Pass!-:N'r

:

TUCKER, Eso.
Sin. R. BARLOW,

C.

J.

1848.

and
BAR'l‘.,

Junoss.
A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.

Tsuroaaav Jones.
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PETITION No. 873 or 1845.
IN‘ the matter of the petition of Radha Mohun Ghose, ﬁled in
this Court on the 22d December l845, praying for the admission
of a special appeal from the decision of the judge of zillah Jessore,
under date the 19th September 1845 ; reversing that of the prin

cipal sudder ameen of that district, under date 8th April 1843, in
the case of Radha Mohun Ghose, plaintiff, versus Raja Burdakaunth
Raee, defendant.
In this case the defendant, Rajah Burdakaunth Raee, did not
appear in the lower court; but he, alone of the several defendants,
appealed to the judge, who reversed the decision of the lower court.
This is opposed to the practice indicated in the Circular Order
of the 12th March 184]. VVe therefore admit the special appeal;
and remand the proceedings to the judge to be disposed of under
Should the reasons assigned by
the Circular Order in question.
the rajah for his default, in neglecting to attend in the lower court,
rove satisfactory, the judge will then return the record to the
ibwer court, there to be disposed of, in the ﬁrst instance, in presence»
of the rajah, or his representative.

I1}-I

THE l8'rn Manon 1848.
Paasnrrr :
C. TUCKER, Esq. and
SIR. R.

J.

BARLOW, BART.,
Junoss.

A. F.

HAWKINS, ESQ.,
Tsuroaaav Jones.

PETITION No. 872 of 1845.
In the matter of the petition of Ramruttun Ghose, ﬁled in this
Court on the 22d December 1845, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of the additional judge of zillah
Hooghly, under date the 28th August 1845 ; reversing that of the
principal sudder ameen of that district, under date l6th Decem
Mookerjee,
plaintiff,
ber 1844, in the case of Umbikachurn
versus Ram Ruttun Ghose, and others, defendants.

(

)

214

This case had reference to lands held rent-free; and, after insti
tution, was sent to the collector for report. After some time, the
collector returned the proceedings, stating that the plaintiff had
not produced any documents before him to substantiate his claim
to hold the lands rent-free.
Shortly after, the plaintiff appeared before the principal sudder
ameen with his documents, explaining that his mookhtars had not
given him notice that documents had been called for, on which the
case was remanded to the collector for report. As it does not appear
that any enquiry was made as to the validity, or otherwise, of the
reasons assigned by the plaintiff for not producing his documents
before the collector in the first instance, we annul the decisions
of the lower courts; and, admitting a special appeal, remand the
proceedings, with directions that the case be restored to the file of
the principal sudder ameen, who will take evidence on the point,
and proceed to dispose of the case de novo.

-

THE 19th MARCH
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PRESENT

1848.

:

A. DICK, Esq.,
JUDGE.

W. B. JACKSON, and
J. A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.Rs.,
TEMPORARY

CASE No.

JUDGEs.

153 OF 1846.

Regular Appeal from a decision of Mynoodeen Sufdur,
Sudder Ameen of Zillah Hooghly.

Principal

RAMDHUN MOOKERJEE, (APPELLANT,) DEFENDANT,
ters?/8

MUSST. SREEMUTTEE DIBBEA, widow of LUKHEE
NURAIN GHOSAL, (RESPONDENT,) PLAINTIFF.
Wukeel

of Appellant—Gour

Huree Banerjee.
Respondent—Defaulting.

APPEAL laid at Company’s rupees 194, 2 annas, on account of
costs of suit.
The respondent was plaintiff, and instituted the suit against ap
pellant.
Having defaulted, by not filing her reply within 6
weeks, her suit was dismissed by the principal sudder ameen under
Act 29, 1841; and as plaintiff was a pauper, the stamp fees due
to Government were remitted, and the fees of their pleaders, to
the extent of 1-4th, made payable by each party respectively.
Against this latter part of the decision, the appellant preferred this
appeal, contending that under Section 2, Act 29, 1841, his ex
penses should have been laid on plaintiff.

( 215

-

)

The Court, under Section 2, Act 29, 1841, reverse that portion
of the principal sudder ameen’s decision which made the appel
lant’s (defendant’s) pleader's fees payable by him; and decree that
they be paid by the respondent (plaintiff). Costs of appeal, in full,
payable by respondent.
THE

22D

MARCH

1848.

PEESENT:

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.
OF 1847.

IN the matter of the petition of Sheikh Waizooddeen Hosein, filed
in this Court on the 18th November 1847, praying for the admis
sion of a special appeal from the decision of Moulvee Niamut Ali
Khan, principal sudder ameen of Tirhoot, under date the 23d August
1847; affirming that of the moonsiff of Bhowara, under date 31st
July 1845, in the case of Mohun Lal Thakur and others, plaintiffs,
versus Bibi Bhobun, and others, defendants.
It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds:—
The plaintiffs sued for possession of certain lands in right of
purchase from the defendants, which the defendants denied. The
During the appeal
moonsiff gave judgment for the plaintiffs.
stage, the rights and interests of one of the defendants were sold
in execution of a decree, and purchased by the present petitioner,
who then applied for permission to represent the party whose
terests he had purchased. This was at first permitted, and time
allowed him to proceed with the appeal; but, subsequently, the
principal sudder ameen dismissed the appeal, on the ground that
the petitioner could not proceed with
clearly wrong,
The principal sudder ameen
the petitioner
occupies the place
purchased.
the party whose rights
accordingly admit the appeal, and remand the case,
order,
principal
merits,
may
that the
sudder ameen
decide
allow
ing the petitioner
proceed with his appeal
the usual course.
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22D

1848.

:

THE

he

is

of

to

I

HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

filed

this Court

OF

1847.

the petition
Puddum Konwur Raee Chowdhree,
the llth November 1847, praying for the ad
of

of

the matter

on

IN

PETITION No. 695
in
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PETITION No. 724

(

216

)

mission of a special appeal from the decision of Syud Fuzl Rubbi
Khan, principal sudder ameen of East Burdwan, under date the
19th July 1847; reversing that of the moonsiff of Madhopore, under
Mullick,
date 15th December 1846, in the case of Gooroochurn
plaintiff, versus the petitioner and others, defendants.
It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds:—
It is unnecessary to enter into any details in regard to this case,
which was struck off by the principal sudder ameen under Act
29, 1841, in consequence of the plaintiff’s neglect to proceed. The
principal sudder ameen has, however, saddled the defendant with
his own costs, which is directly opposed to the provision of Section
2, Act 29, 1841. I accordingly admit the appeal; and under Clause
2, Section 2, Regulation 9, 1831, remand the case, in order, that the
principal sudder ameen may amend his order in conformity to
the provisions of the Act cited.
MARCH

22D

1848.

PRESENT:
A. DICK, Esq.,
JUDGE.

CASE No.

301

of

1844.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by F. Stainforth, Esq., Judge
of Chittagong, August 29th, 1844.

(Plais

TARNEE SHUNKER CANOONGOE, APPELLANT,
TIFF,)

©erst/s

COLLECTOR

OF

ZILLAH CHITTAGONG

PREM

AND

CHAND, AUCTION PURCHAs ER; THEN LALCHUND CHOW

DHREE

AND MUssT.
(DEFENDANTs.)
Wukeels

CHUNDUR BULLEE, REsponDENTs,

of Appellant—Usmut

Oolla and Aftaboodeen.

Wukeels

of Respondents—Pursun Komar Thakur and Gholam

APPEAL

laid at rupees 6,987-8-6,

Sufdur.
to cancel an auction

sale

the collector of turuf Gouree Churn, on account of arrears of
Vernment revenue.

:- The

by

Go
*

of

of

to

of

to

a

at

to in
on

of

to

as follows

of

point to be
decided in this case,
whether
the time
the sale
turuf
Gouree Churn there was,
the collector’s treasury,
sum
surplus money belonging
the plaintiff, sufficient
cover the
balance due
Government
account
turuf Gouree Churn.
plain
appears that the Board
Revenue directed the return
is,

The decision of the judge is

It
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THE

--

tiﬂ' of rupees 558-3-l2-3, illegal ﬁne, on account of balance of
talooka Bindrabun Canoongoe: after this, turuf Gouree Churn
was sold for a balance of revenue amounting to rupees 512, exclu
sive of interest.
‘ There is no
proof that the plaintiﬁ’ applied to the collector to
transfer the above sum. In the petition of plaintiﬁ’s wife to the
commissioner, dated the lst of May 1837, she made no mention
of this claim ; but when plaintiﬁ appealed to the Board of Revenue,
on the 24th May, this claim was brought forward.
The collector
in a report to the commissioner, dated lOth June I837, states that
the plaintiii"s claim was without foundation, and that the sum
claimed had been carried to his credit on account of balance due
After the return of this case from the
for talooka Bindrabun.
Sudder Dewanny Adawlut for further investigation, the collec
tor was called upon to shew when the amount of rupees 558 was
In reply, the collector ﬁles
transferred to talooluz Bindrabun.
several khurchah accounts of talooka Bindrabun for 1228-9, &c.
From these papers it appears, that the sum disputed by plaintiff
was credited, in liquidation of the balance of talooka Bindrabun,
on account l228 and I229, but on what date this transaction took
place does not appear.
‘ In
my opinion, this point, whether the transaction took
place before, or after the sale, is diﬂicult of determination, and
is of little consequence to the case. It appears from a state
ment of balance due on account of talooka Bindrabun, that
the plaintiff was in balance for the year 1229 B. 602 rupees,
for 1230 B. 84 rupees, and for l231 B. 917 rupees. If he had applied
to the collector to make the transfer, the collector would have been
justiﬁed in refusing the request, so long as he was in_ balance on
account of talooka Bindrabun; and the plaintiff must have been
aware of this, otherwise he would have applied to the collector and
to the commissioner for the transfer. The sale of turuf Gouree
churn was legal; and the claim of theplaintiff must be dismissed.
The costs of court to be borne by the plaintiff.’
The appeal rested mainly on these pleas :—ﬁrst, that a sum more
than suﬁicient, belonging to appellant, was in the collector’s hand to
pay up the arrear for which the property was sold ; secondly, that
appellant’s agent, or mookhtar, petitioned before the sale, to have
it appropriated to that purpose, but his prayer was rejected, and
the property wantonly sold ; and, thirdly, that this plea had been
urged before the Sudder Board which was suﬂicient.
The respondents denied that there was any sum due to appel
lant at the time of the sale, as the amount in deposit to his credit
had been appropriated to the liquidation of arrears due by him on
account of another estate ; and that he had never applied to the
collector as he averred. The respondent’s pleaders further con
=|=
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(217)

(218)
tended, that the plea not having been urged before the com
missioner, could not now be heard.
, l822,—declares, that the
The law,-—Section 25, Regulation
court shall not admit any plea, unless the same shall have been urged
by the party in his petition to the Board, or other authority exercising
the powers of that Board: and respondent’s pleaders contend, that
as under Section 4, Regulation l, l829, the powers of the Board
were vested in the commissioners, the plea must be urged before
It is however to be observed, that when Re
the commissioner.
i822, was enacted, the Board of Revenue was the high
gulation
est revenue authority under the Government; and, consequently,
the intent of the legislature was clearly that at least the highest
authority should be petitioned to consider the plea, before resort
to a court of justice : now, the commissioners are not the highest
In the opinion
authority, as they are subject to the Sudder Board.
therefore of the Court, the intent of the law is fulﬁlled when the
plea is urged before the Sudder Board, and the plea must be admit
ted.
The evidence supplied by the collector, to shew that the deposit
in question had been appropriated to the liquidation of other arrears
due by appellant, is not suﬂicient or satisfactory, and the case must
have been remanded again for further enquiry.
The appellant, however, has failed to prove, that he, or his agent,
did petition tlie collector to appropriate the deposit to the liquida
tion of the arrear for which the sale under dispute was enforced:
the Court therefore dismiss the appeal with full costs.

ll
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THE

221)

MARCH

1848.

PRESENT:

A. DICK, Esq.,

Junoa.
CASE No.

311

or

1844.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by F. Stainfortlz, Esq., Judge
of Chittagong, August 29th, 1844.

PREM CHAND,

THEN

LAL CHAND,

APPELLANT,

BROTHER

AND HEIR,

(Di-ii-‘i;i~4nAN'r,)
UBTSU8

TARNEE SHUNKUR CANOONGOE,

RESPONDENT,

(PLAINTIFE)
Wukeel Qf Appellant—Gholam
Respondent—defaulting.

APPEAL laid

at 579-7-O, costs

of suit.

Sufdur.

(219)
This is an appeal from the same decision as the above, in conse
quence of the whole of the costs not having been awarded against
respondent, whose suit had been dismissed.
On perusal it appeared that the vemacular translation of the
judge’s decision differed, with regard to the costs, from the original
in English. The case is therefore remanded for the discrepancy to
be corrected in accordance with the order in the English original,
and the practice of the courts in adjusting costs.

-¢-

Tns

23n

Manon

1848.

PRESENT:
C.

TUCKER, Eso.,
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Jones.
PETITION No. 253 or

1846.

IN the matter of the petition of Genda Lal, ﬁled in this Court
on the 27th May 1846, praying for the admission of a special
appeal from the decision of the judge of zillah Sarun, under date
the 27th February 1846; reversing that of the moonsiff of Pursa,
under date 22d December 1845, in the case of Genda Lal, plaintiﬁ',
versus Degumber Purshaud and others, defendants.

It

is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the

In

this case the petitioner having obtained a decree in his favor

following grounds :—

in the moonsiff’s court, the decision was reversed in appeal
without summoning him, the respondent, which being in contra
vention of the law, I admit the special appeal applied for; and,
remanding

the proceedings under the provisions of Clause 2, Sec

tion 2, Regulation 9, ]83l, direct that the appellate court replace
the case on its ﬁle, and after summoning
of the case de nova.

the respondent, dispose

(

220

)

THE 23D MARCH 1848.
PRESENT:
A. DICK, Esq.,
JUDGE.

CASE No. 69

OF 1845.

Regular Appeal from a decision of the Principal Sudder Ameen
Zillah Rajshahye, Moulvee Abdool Ali Khan.

of

SHUREEUTOOLA CHOWDHREE, KUREEM BUKHSH
CHOWDHREE, FUKHUROODEEN AND MOHUMMUD
AHUSSUN CHOWDHREE, APPELLANTs, (PLAINTIFFs,)
ters?/8

DEPUTY COLLECTOR of PUBNA, NUND KOOMAR
RAEE, SHEEB INDUR BUTTACHARJ, LUKHEE MUN
NEE DIBEEA, widow of KALA CHAND BABOO AND
OTHERs, RESPONDENTs, (DEFENDANTs.)

Wukeels

of Appellants—J. G. Waller and Abas Ali.

of Respondents—Pursun Komar Thakur, Gholam Sufdur,
and Bunsee Buddun Mitr.

APPEAL laid at Company’s

rupees 97,325-8-0, to cancel an
by
deputy
collector,
auction sale
the
for balance of Government
TeVenue.

sudder ameen dismissed the suit, which was
founded on several grounds, commenting upon them all as unte
nable; as fully detailed in his decision.
In appeal, the first point contested, was the right of appellants
to institute the suit after the larger portion of the purchase money
had been received by the proprietors, or appropriated on their
account.
On the part of appellant it was contended, that under Section
27, Regulation 11, 1822, only the person, or share-holder, who had
received a portion of the purchase money was precluded from
suing; and his conduct could not affect the rights of others, as
that would be manifestly unjust, and might, and would, lead to
divers frauds. On the other hand, for respondents, it was urged,
that the words “no person,’ in the Section above cited, must be
construed to indicate the whole proprietary, whether one or many;
and as the whole of a joint estate was sold, though only one
share-holder was in arrear, so if one share-holder received any por
tion of the purchase money, the validity of the sale could not be
being responsible for the
contested by the other share-holders:
Throughout
act
the one. This point the Court thus decided.
Regulations,
proprietary
single
estates,
our
the
whether
con
joint,
considered
one whole; therefore the words “no person,’
as

or

of

of

all

The principal

is
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(221)
in the Section in question, must be held to mean no proprietary,
whether consisting of one sole proprietor, or of several share
holders ; but, as only all the parts can form the whole, so only all
and then, if any
the share-holders can constitute the
pro(prietary:
the
receive
his
one of
share-holders has not
share, the proprietary
has not. Consequently, the right to sue to contest the validity of
a ale is forfeited, only when the whole of the proprietary have
received any portion of the purchase money,-—no portion of which
can be legally paid to, or on behalf of any one or number of the
share-holder, except on the receipt, or with the consent, of the
whole.
The second point then argued was, whether the appellant,
Fukhuroodeen,was, or was not, a share-holder, such as entitled him
to prefer this suit, he not having receivedany portion of the purchase
His pleaders were unable to produce any proof to esta
money.
blish his assertion, that though his father, (whose name still
appeared on the collector’s registry as proprietor,) had given the
share to his sisters, he had given them in exchange another
property, and was himself the owner; whereas, the respondents
had ﬁled strong documentary evidence to shew, that the sisters
On this it was held by the Court, that
were the share-holders.
had no right to sue or appeal.
It was admitted
Fukhuroodeen
that the other two appellants had, through their agent, or mookh
tar, received their portions of the purchase money, and could not
consequently sue, having disregarded the law. Therefore appeal
dismissed with full costs.

--)

Tru-1 231)

Manon I848.

Passmwr:

J.

A. F.

HAWKINS, Esq-,
Tsmrommv JUDGE.

PETITION No. 570 or

1847.

IN the matter of the petition of Kalikunth Buttacharj, ﬁled in
this Court on the 4th September 1847, praying for the admission
of a special appeal from the decision of Mr. C. Mackay, principal
sudder ameen of Mymensingh, under date the 4th June 1847;
reversing that of the sudder ameen of that district, under date the
21st April I846, in the case of Roychund Raee Chowdhree,
plaintiff, versus the petitioner, and others, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :—
This was a suit for real property, which was dismissed by the
sudder ameen. After this decision, the record of the case was des
troyed by a ﬁre, which burnt down the sudder ameen’s court

(

222

)

houe.

The principal sudder ameen reversed the decree of the
lower court, upon such papers as he had before him.
The principal sudder ameen should have held a proceeding call
ing upon both parties to ﬁle copies of such papers as they might
have in their possession, and also have examined any previously
examined witnesses the parties might have wished to have recall
ed, so as to proceed upon the best evidence procurable.
As he failed to do this;and as, consequently, his investigation
has been very meagre and unsatisfactory, I admit the appeal, and
remand the case for trial de nova, with reference to the foregoing
remarks.
The principal sudder ameen will not consider himself
bound, by the foregoing order, to limit the parties to the proof
adduced in the court of ﬁrst instance, should he see any good
ground for admitting additional evidence.

._.__

THE
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231)

Manon 1848.

PRESENT:
A. F.

HAWKINS,

ESQ.,

_

TEMPORARY Junon.
PETITION No. 710 or 1847.
IN the matterof the petition of Musst. Ameena, ﬁled in thi Court
on the llth November I847, praying for the admission of a special
appeal from the decision of Syud Ibrahim Khan, principal sudder
ameen of Behar, under date the 30th July 1847; reversing that of
the moonsiff of Arungabad, under date 22d March 1847, in the case
of the petitioner, plaintiff, versus Tufuzzul Hosein, and others,
defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :—
The petitioner sued for recovery of possession of afractional
portion of a 2 anna share of the village of Mahowawan, alleging
that the 2 anna share was the acquired property of her brother,
Sujiduddeen, who was drowned by the upsetting of a boat; that he
left as his heirs, his mother Jan Bibi, his brother Tufuzzul Hosein,
and his sister the plaintiff.
That upon the death of Sujiduddeen,
his heirs entered upon joint possession ; but that upon the plaintiff
going to her husband’s house in 1246 F. the defendants withheld
her share of the proﬁts of the estate, and thus ejected her.
The defendant, Tufuzzul Hosein, did not deny in the lower court
that the facts in regard to the acquisition of the property by
Sujiduddeen were true ; but alleged that Sujiduddeen was still alive,
though he had'not been heard of for many years.
The moonsiff gave judgment for the plaintiff.
His decision. was
reversed by the principal sudder ameen, who observes that plamtilf
sued as heir to Sujiduddeen ; that his death was not proved. That
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(223)
under the Mahomedan law no suits for his estate would lie under a
period of 90 years ; and that, consequently, the plaintiff’s claim must
be dismissed.
In admitting this appeal, an expression of surprise at the mode
of disposal of this case by the principal sudder ameen seems to be
called for.
The plaintiff alleged, that on the death of Sujiduddeen, his heirs,
including the plaintiff, entered upon joint possession. This was a
most material point for the principal sudder ameen to investigate,
but he has not touched it. If the heirs took possession, it does
not appear upon what ground one of the heirs could oust another,
and then plead in court that Sujiduddeen might be yet alive. It
is further urged, that Tufuzzul Hosein has sold this property to
another person, and this is not denied,—in fact, is admitted by
Tufuzzul Hosein himself. It is not easy to perceive how he could
sell the property of Sujiduddeen, and then plead that Sujiduddeen
was still alive.
The points for enquiry clearly were :—ﬁrst, whether the property
was that of Sujiduddeen; and, secondly, who were his heirs, and
what their shares. The plea of his being alive, was inadmissible on
the part of one holding in succession to him.
With reference to the foregoing remarks, I admit the appeal,
and remand the case for trial de nova.

-$1

TI-IE 231)

Manon I848.

PRESENT
C.

TUCKER,

J.

A. F.

:

ESQ.,

J ones;

and

HAWKINS, EsQ.,

TEMPORARY
PETITION No. 793 or

Junos.

1847.

IN the matter of the petition of Musst. Kashipreea, and others,
ﬁled in this Court on the 27th December 1847, praying for the
admission of a special appeal from the decision of the principal
sudder ameen of Dacca, under date the llth September 1847;
altering that of the sudder ameen of Dacca, under date 30th
August 1845, in the case of the petitioners, plaintiffs, versus
Bulram Baboo, and others, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :—
This was an action for arrears of rent, decided by the sudder
ameen in favor of the plaintilfs.
On appeal, the principal sudder
ameen modiﬁed the judgment of the court of ﬁrst instance.
He

(224)
awarded to the plaintiffs the principal sued for, but gave interest
date_ of action ; citing Act 32, 1839, as his authority.
It is against the order, in regard to interest, that the plaintiffs
a special appeal.
now apply for permission to
e courts to award interest in certain
Act 32, 1839, authorizes tprefer
cases, in which it is not awarded by express law, or recoverable
The concluding sentence of the Act
by express stipulation.
shews that it was not intended to apply to cases in which interest
was payable by law at the time of its enactment.
As interest
upon balances of rent is recoverable both by law and the uninter
rupted practice of years, the provisions of Act 32,1839, are altoge
ther inapplicable to the case.
We accordingly admit the appeal; and remand the case under
Clause 2, Section 2, Regulation 9, 1831, in order, that the prin
cipal sudder ameen may pass orders in conformity to law in
regard to the interest.

only from the
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J.

231)

MARCH

1848.

PRESENT!

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq-,
TEMPORARY

Jones.

PETITION No. 597 or 1847.
IN the matter of the petition of Ramsoonder Raee, ﬁled in this
Court on the 18th September 1847, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of Syud Ahmud Bukhh Khan,
principal sudder ameen of Rungpore, under date the l9th June
1847; altering that of Mr. Thomas, the sudder ameen of that dis
trict, under date the 10th March 1846, in the case of the petitioner,

plaintiff, versus Bhooloo Sircar and others, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :-—
The plaintiff, who is an auction purchaser of an estate sold for
arrears of revenue, sues to asess certain lands in the possession
of the defendants, which they claim to hold partly at ﬁxed rents,
and partly as lakhiraj.
The sudder ameen gave judgment for the plaintiff in regard to
the lands which the defendants claimed to hold at ﬁxed rents,
leaving him to a separate action for the resumption of the lalchiraj
1an d s .

On appeal by the defendants, the principal sudder ameen rever
He has entered into a long
of the sudder ameen.
recital of a quantity of evidence to show that the defendants have
held the lands at a ﬁxed rent for a number of years; but he has
not considered this evidence with respect to such parts of Regula
sed the decree

tion 8, I793, and

other enactments, which refer to mocurrurree

r‘""'"‘"'*

*'*

”

*

(225)
has he recorded any opinion as to the legal effect of
such evidence, with reference to the law which declares what is
essential to the validity of such tenures.
There is another point in this case, which of itself forms sufficient
The genuineness, or
ground for the admission of a special appeal.
otherwise, of some most material documents appears from the
decree of the principal sudder ameen, to depend upon the genuine
ness of the signature of a public oﬂicer attached to them.
The
principal sudder ameen is ignorant of the English language; and,
in order to meet the difﬁculty, he sends for the writer of thejudge’s
ofﬁce, submits the papers to his examination, and acts upon his
opinion, reversing the judgment of his subordinate, who is conver
sant with English, and could judge of the documents for himself.
When this diﬁiculty presented itself, the principal sudder ameen
should have reported the case to the zillah judge for his decision,
instead of proceeding with it himself.
Under these circumstances, I admit the special appeal, and re
mand the case for trial de nova by the zillah judge.

tenures; nor
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231)

1848.

RATTRAY, Esq-,

J

ones.
or
1846.
.
796
IN the matter of the petition of Waiz Ali and Musst. Ameerun,

Psrrrrou No.

his wife, ﬁled in this Court on the 23d October 1846, praying for
the admission of a special appeal from the decision of Mohummud
Ibrahim Khan, second principal sudder ameen of the city of Patna,
under date the 29th June 1846; affirming that of Ahmud Bukhsh,
sudder ameen of the said city, under date the 28th January I846,
in the case of Zeeshan Hosein, plaintiff, versus Waiz Ali and
others, defendants.
.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :-—
The plaintiff sued for a sixth share of certain lands and other
property, as set forth,—the same having been the estate of Musst.
Chukun, deceased, his paternal grandmother.
The original pro
had
he
states
been
Hosein,
Zaeer
succeeded on his
prietor, Syud
death, in 1234 Fuslee, by Musst. Chukun, his (Zaeer Hosein’s)
maternal grandmother, and Waiz Ali, his father, (the petitioner) :
the former receiving one share, and the latter ﬁve shares of the
estate. That he (plaintiff) having been a minor at the time of his
grandmother’s demise, his mother (Musst. Shurfeen) took charge
of his interests, and for a certain time was permitted by Waiz Ali
to conduct the management, and receive the rents of his (plaintif¥’s)
portion unopposed; but that at last he interfered, and withheld

)

every thing; and plaintiff, now of age, can get neither land nor
rent: therefore this suit is brought to obtain his right.
The defendant, Waiz Ali, denies the claim of the plaintiff, on
the ground of the property sued for as the estate of Musst.
Chukun, never having belonged to her. She was a Sheea, and, as
such, could not have inherited any portion of the estate of Zaeer
Hosein, which estate had been held by him, Waiz Ali, for 18
years; and consequently, the action now brought was barred
under the statute of limitation.
The sudder ameen states, that certain witnesses have deposed to
the plaintiff being a Soonee; and that, besides this, the doctrines
of the Sheea sect are never admitted in legal practice, and he
adjudges the property accordingly.
The principal sudder ameen
concurs, and affirms the judgment.
As regards the first point, I do not think the plea of the defen
dant has been satisfactorily determined. The question to be de
cided was the legal right of Musst. Chukun to the inheritance, on
the death of Zaeer Hosein.
If she had none, the plaintiff can
have none; for his is avowedly dependant upon her’s.
In respect
to the second, the concluding sentence of the judgment passed in
the case of Rajah Deedar Hosein versus Ranee Zuhoorun Nissa
on the 12th August 1822, (to be found at page 168, volume
of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut Reports,) is one of many proofs
of the fact being mis-stated. Admitting this appeal therefore, I direct
that the case be returned for revisal and disposal after a due en
quiry into, and consideration
the pleas
the petitioners, not
hitherto sufficiently investigated.

III

of

of,

•

Midnapore, September 12th, 1845; amending
Kashigunge, May 15th, 1845.

the Moonsiff

of

Ameen
passed

a

by

F.

A.

a

J.

R.

C.

:

THE 25TH MARCH 1848.
PRESENT
TUCKER, Esq., and
BARLOW, BART.,
SIR.
JUDGEs.
HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.
CASE No. 281 OF 1847.
Special Appeal from
decision passed
the Principal Sudder
by of

decree

MUHUBUT KHAN, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
??e?"Sws

POORBANUND MEHTEE,

by

the 31st May

Mr.

C.

special appeal,
This case was admitted
1847, under the following certificate recorded

on

AND ANoTHER, RESPONDENTs,
(DEFENDANTs.)
Wukeel
of Appellant—Nilmoney Banerjee.
Respondents—defaulting.
to
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‘The plaintiff

sued the defendants for possession of 10 biswas of
land,
rent-free
included in a parcel containing 2 biggahs, which he
purchased from them on 22d Jeyte 1234 Umlee; and of which
him, by cutting
10 biswas he alleged the defendants dispossessed
and carrying away the crop thereon, on 4th Aughun 1252 Umlee.
‘The defendant, Poorbanund, denying the dispossession, admitted
the sale to the plaintiff; but added, that at the date of sale the
other defendant, Kishnanund Mehtee, his brother, was only 11
years and 7 months old.
On appeal the princi
“The moonsiff decreed for the plaintiff.
pal sudder ameen, admitting the evidence established the plaintiff’s
occupancy from the date of his purchase,—a period of about 18
years,—decreed to plaintiff 5 biswas, and 5 biswas to Kishnanund,
because the sale as affecting him was not valid.
‘This is irregular and illegal both. The suit was for possession
of land, of which the plaintiff alleged he had been dispossessed by
the defendants; he proved this and an occupancy of 18 years.
The principal sudder ameen should have restored him possession,
leaving Kishnanund
to sue to recover his rights if he chose to do
so; but it is clear that upwards of 12 years had elapsed since
Kishnanund came of age, and yet he has never sued the plaintiff
to contest the sale of his share of the property by his brother.
I admit the special appeal on both points.’
For the reasons stated in
The respondents did not appear.
the above certificate, we amend the decision of the principal sudder
ameen, and affirm that of the moonsiff.
All costs chargeable to
respondents.
the

-

THE 25TH MARCH
PRESENT

1848.

:

C.

TUCKER, Esq., and
BARLOW, BART.,

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,

SIR. R.

JUDGEs.

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No.

157

of

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Judge of Zillah My
mensingh, June 11th, 1845; confirming a decree passed by the
Moonsiff of Kagmaree, February 26th, 1845.

SHEIKH MUNNA,

APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
they'sus

GOOROOPURSHAD BHOOMIK

THIs
1847,

Tucker

:

AND or HERs, RESPON
DENTs, (DEFENDANTs.)
Wukeel of Appellant–Taruk Chundur Raee.
Respondents—defaulting.

case was admitted to special appeal, on the 15th February
certificate recorded by Mr. Charles
the following

under

(293)
‘

In this case the petititioner (appellant) sued Gooroopurshad
Bhoomik and Ram Indur Nuram Chowdhree, talookdars, and
Bydenath Pal and Callynath Deb, farmers on their part, for attach
under Regulation 7, I799, for a balance of rent,
ing his
The talookdars had let
which heproperty
allege to be not due from him.
their estate in farm for the years 1250 and 1251.
‘

In the adjustment

of accounts, the petitioner produced a re
8
annas,
for
12
signed by the two talookdars, which
rupees
ceipt
was acknowledged and admitted by Gooroopurshad Bhoomik. The
lower courts refused to give the petitioner credit for this sum.

I admit the special appeal, to try whether the petitioner was
not entitled to a decree against Gooroopurshad, for the amount of
the receipt acknowledged by him.’
‘
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Thi action

was instituted by the plaintiff, in consequence of his
to pay a sum of money to save his property
been
compelled
having
from sale, when attached under Regulation 7, 1799. The suit is in
the form of a money action to recover the surplus paid by him,
and has been instituted against the zemindars and their farmers.
As one of the proprietors, Gooroopurshad Bhoomik, admits having
received 12 rupees 8 annas from the plaintiff, for which the
latter has not received credit, he is clearly entitled to recover that
amount from the party to whom he paid it. We accordingly
amend the decrees of the lower courts.
The plaintiff will recover
the sum of 12-8 from Gooroopurshad Bhoomik, with interest there
on from the date of action to this date, and interest on the consoli
dated principal and interest from this date to the date of payment.
Gooroopurshad, the defendant, will be charged with the plaintifi"s
costs in proportion to the amount decreed against him incurred in
the ﬁrst and second courts, and with the whole of the costs in this
'

Court.

.

(299)
THE 251's MARCH l848.

Pnsssnr:
C. TUCKER, Esq.,

and

Sm R. BARLOVV, BAa'r.,
Junoss.
J. A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
CASE No.

156

TEMPORARY
or I846.

Jones.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Judge of Dacca,
June 26th, 1844; reversing a decree passed by the Acting Moomzf
of Phoolgacha, September 16th, 1843.

KALEE SHUNKUR PAL,

AND

ornsns, APPELLANTB,

(PLA1NTlFFS,)
11878118
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MUSST. PHOOL MALA, AND OTHERS, Rssrounnrrrs,
(DEFENDANTS.)
Wukeel

of Appellants—Rampran

Wulceel

of Resp0ndents—Taruk

Raee and Bunsee

Buddun

Mitr.

Chundur Raee.

THIS case was admitted to special appeal, on the 28th March
1846, under the following certiﬁcate recorded by Messrs. Tucker
and Reid and Sir R. Barlow :—
‘The judge threw out this case under the statute of limitations,
in consequence of the plaintiffs’ dispossessioii in l8l9; but the
application pleads Construction 980, and shews that by a decree of
this Court, dated 23d July 1838, the property in question was
declared to be the joint acquisition of four brothers, of whom the
plaintiffs are the descendants of one brother, and the defendants
of another: hence the decree in question virtually recognized the
right of the plaintiffs, incident to their heirship, to one of the
brothers, so that this suit, having been brought in January I842,
is within the prescribed period. The Court admit a special appeal
to try this point.’
It appears from the records of this case, that Sham Das Pal,
Sooderain Pal, Sobharain Pal, and Ram Das Pal, were four bro
On the 26th
thers, living together as a joint undivided family.
June 1829, Ram Kunhai Pal, the daughter’s son of Ram Das Pal,
sued the heirs of the other three brothers for a four anna share
of sixt -four talooks and huwalehs, including an estate named
It was admitted that sixty-three of the talooks
Joar Izblartullee.
had been the joint property of the brothers ; but the whole of the
defendants answered, that Joar Kolartullee had been acquired solely
by Sobharam, the third brother.

(230)
The cae, after passing through the courts of the principal
sudder ameen and zillah judge, was ﬁnally decided by the Sudder
Dewanny Adawlut, on 23rd July l838, in favor of the plaintiff
Ram Kunhai Pal; the decree awarding to him a four anna share
of the whole sixty-four talooks, huwalehs, &c., including Joar
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Kolartullee.
This suit was then instituted, on the 2lst March 1842, by the
heirs of Sham Das Pal, against the heirs of Sobharam Pal, to
recover what they called their four-anna share of Joar Kolartullee,
which, in their answers to the suit of Rani Kunhai Pal, they
declared to have been the sole acquisition of Sobharam.
The
papers in this suit, as well as their own answers in the former ease,
shewed that they had not held possession of the property in any
way for a period considerably exceeding 12 years.
The principal sudder ameen proceeding upon the decree of the
23rd July l838, gave judgment in favor of the present plaintiffs;
but his judgment was reversed by the judge, on the ground that
the suit was barred under the law of limitation, as laid down in
Section I4, Regulation 3, 1793.
The certiﬁcate of admission of this special appeal, raises the
question of whether this suit is admissible under Construction 980.
The Construction cited declares the law in regard to the appli
cability of the rule of limitation to certain cases, provided for in
Sections l5, 26, 32, and 35, Regulation 22, 1795.
The cases are
altogether of a peculiar character, and the Regulation itself is not
in force in the districts under the jurisdiction of this Court.
Certain zemindars had been dispossessed prior to the lst July
1775, the date of the cession of the province of Benares to the
The civil courts were prohibited, by a Regulation
Company.
passed by Government on the llth April 1788, from taking cogni
zance of claims to lands and zemindaree rights, where the
party had been dispossesed antecedent to the date of cession;
but by a new rule, passed on the 5th June l79l, it was de
clared that possession within the limited period of any one
or more of the putteedars, or sharers, was to entitle to restoration
all the other persons having a right to claim as putteedars. By an
express provision the possession of one sharer was declared to be
emblematical of the possession of all the sharers, for the time prior
to the date of the decree in favor of the one putteedar.
The Con
struction holds, however, that the claim of putteedars is subject to
the general rule of limitation from the date of the decree awarding
the right of one putteedar : it is altogether restrictive in its object;
and cannot be extended to claims under the Hindu and Mahomedan
laws of inheritance, in regard to which provisions, similar to those
in the cases of the dispossessed zemindars, provided for by Regula
tion 22, I795, do not exist. We are accordingly of opinion, that the
Construction cited does not in any way apply to the case before us.

(231)
As it is clear from the record, that the defendants have held
adverse possession of the share of Joar Kolartullee, now sued for,
for a period considerably exceeding I2 years prior to the insti
tution of this suit; and as the decree of the 23d July 1838 was
limited in its terms and in it execution to the -claim only of the
then plaintiﬁ', whose right was then denied by both parties to the
present suit, on the ground that the disputed Joar was the acqui
sition of Sobharam solely, we dismiss the appeal, conﬁrming the
decree of the zillah judge, with all costs against the special appel
lants.

I-0}:

,

Tm; 25TH M.-men
Punsswr:
C.

TUCKER,

1848.

ESQ., and

Sm R. BARLOVV, BAR'l‘.,
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J.

Junons.
A. F. HAWKINS, ESQ.,
TEMPORARY

CASE No.

197

or

Jones.

1844.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by Moulvee Abdool Ali,
cipal Sudder Arneen of Rajskalzye, April 22d, 1844.

Prin

PARBUTTEE SUNKUR MUJMOODAR AND HURSUNKUR
MUJMOODAR, GUARDIANS or BURDA SUNKUR, AND
KALEE SUNKUR MUJMOODARS, MINOR sons os TAR
NEE SUNKUR. MUJMOODAR, APPELLANTS, (DEFEN
DANTB,)

versus

SHIB SOONDREE DASSEE, wrnow or BISHENNATH
SHAH, AND MOTHER or RAMRUTTUN SHAH, MINOR,
RESPONDENT,

(P1,Am'rrsF,)

JYESUNKUR. MUJMOODAR, Rsspounmrr, (DEFENDANT.)
Wukeel of Appellants--Bunsee Buddun Mitr.
Wukeel of Respondents—Moulvee Lootf-ur Ruhman.

plaint was ﬁled on the 23d January 1843, or llth Maugh
1249. The plaintiff states, that Jyesunkur and Tarnee Sunkur
Mujmoodars had monetary transactions at Rampore Bauleah,
with her late husband, Bishennath Shah, from whose house they
drew sums to pay their revenue to the collector: these transac
tions were duly entered in the account books of the house. That
on the l9th C/lyte of the Muhajunee year i238, corresponding with
3lst March 183], Tarnee Sunkur took the sum of 900rupees;
and, for himself and Jyesunkur Mujmoodar, signed the account

Tms
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(232)
books acknowledging (after payment of 2 rupees on the 10th of
that month, which was the Ram Nobomee festival) that the sum of
2,374 Sicca rupees, including the balance of the year I237, were due
That
by him: that this account was duly attested by witnesses.
Tarnee has died without paying the same; and that Hursunkur
and Parbuttee Sunkur are executors of Tarnee Sunkur, and guar
dians of the latter’s minor sons, and in possession of the estate.
As the interest on the principal, claimed at the rate of I2 per cent.
per annum, exceeds the principal, plaintiff sues for the principal
and interest to the same amount; making a total of 4,748 Sicca
rupees, or 5,064 Company’s rupees, 8 annas, 6 pie, with interest
She alludes to other claims to be preferred
to date of realization.
hereafter.
Answer of Parbuttee and Hursunkur Mujmoodars, ﬁled 22d
August I843. The plaintiff does not specify when and by whom
the account was opened with the plaintiﬂ"s house ; nor does she
say whether the sums were paid to us, or to mookhtars. It is not
customary among muhajuns to pay money on the day of the Ram
Alobomee festival: the statement that 900 rupees were paid on that
day is false. Under Regulation IO of 1829, p_nt in force in 1235
B. S., all transactions of the nature set forth in this case must be
Tarnee never in fact had
carried on stamp paper, not on plain.
any dealings with plaintifl"s husband : the truth is, that Jye
We are about to
sunkur, a co-sharer, has collnded with plaintiff.
The account is said to have been
sue him, hence this action.
If he signed the account, why
signed by Tarnee, who is dead.
was not the action brought in his life-time. A period of almost
I2 years has elapsed, during which neither the plaintiff, nor her
husband, up to the date of his death, ever came forward with this
Moreover, Tarnee-’s name is not to be found in any of
demand.
before the year l237, or subsequent to the year
books
plaintiff’s
I238. Plaintiff should have sued for all that was due to her, not
The claim is supported by witnesses attached to
for a portion.
Jyesunkur Mnjmoodar’s interests.
Answer of Jyesunkur Mujmoodar, dated the 12th September
1843. Denies that he signed the books; denies all interest in
the plaintiff’s suit; states Tarnee had no authority to sign for him;
that no revenue of his estate was paid through plaintiff’s house up
to I238 B. S.; and that he paid regularly to the collector as
shown by receipts.
The principal sudder ameen, on the date already mentioned,
The two account books of I237
recorded his opinion as follows.
and 1238, and the evidence of three witnesses (named) whose
names are subscribed to the hhatta (account book) of 1238, prove
between the plaintiff’s
husband
and
monetary transactions
Tarnee Sunkur Mnjmoodar, as also his
signature to the
balance of 2,374 Sicca rupees for himself and Jyesunkur.
The
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(233)
account books as they are, are unobjectionable under the provisions
of Circular Order Sudder Dewanny Adawlut of the 31st August
1838. On comparison of the signature of Tarnee subscribed to the
adjusted account, with his signatures to applications for leave of
absence, dated 31st January and l9th February I834, and the 2lst
February I832, they appear to correspond.
The plea urged, in a supplementary answer put in, that Tarnee
was on leave and absent on the day that the account book was
signed is not proved,—the copies of the documents to establish that
fact not having been put in. I tberefore_decree in favor of the
plaintiff, and award payment of Sicca rupees 2,304, or Company’s
rupees 2,532, to her by the heirs of Tarnee Sunkur Mujmoodar.
No mention of interest being made in the khatta, none can be given
antecedent to the date of plaint under Act 32 of 1839. As
Jyesunkur was not present at the si nature, he is released from
all demand. Interest to be given from gate of plaint.
The principal sudder ameen’s decision is founded upon a com
parison of the deceased Tarnee’s signatures, on the evidence of three
witnesses, and on the admissibility of the account books put in by
the plaintiff.
g
It is remarkable, that this action was not brought in the life
time of the lender, or of the alleged borrower of the money, but
by the widow of the former, against the heirs of the latter, after the
lapse of nearly l2 years. The evidence of the three witnesses,
(Bowul Mallee, Sheikh Buktear, and Sheikh Panjoo) all illiterate
poor men, of whom the two latter chanced to be on the spot, is quite
unworthy of credit. The details of the transaction are too minutely
set forth in their depositions to be believed, seeing that more than
12 years had gone by at the time they were examined. Setting
aside the question of evidence, however, the Court observe, as to
Circular Order No. l7 of the 31st August 1838, on the strength of
which the principal sudder ameen has admitted the account books,
that that oﬂicer has misunderstood and misapplied its provisions.
It is explanatory of a Circular No. 7, dated 7th May previous, and
of the Construction laid down by the Court on the 18th August 1820
(No. 325), both of which require, that when obligations for money
debts are formally entered in merchant’s and banker’s books, and
are regularly signed and attested, and the books are ﬁled on the
record as proof of claims, such books cannot be received as evidence
in the absence of a proper stamp, as prescribed in schedule A, Re
gulation l0 of I829. In this suit, the kkatta books are
signed
duly up and
at the foot of the account, the total of which is summe
attested by the witnesses already referred to: the books are not
therefore admissible, and must be rejected in tolo as regard
this
action. Under the above circumstances, the Court need not enter
upon a comparison of signatures, at best, unsupported by evidence,
a doubtful test of the integrity of a document. They therefore

(

234

)

•

decree in favor of the appellant, and reverse the judgment of the
principal sudder ameen, with costs of both courts chargeable to

the plaintiff, the respondent.

The 25th MARCH 1848.
PRESENT

C.

:

TUCKER, Esq.,

and

SIR. R. BARLOW, BART.,

JUDGEs.

J.

A. F.

HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.
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CASE No. 303 of

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by G. C. Cheap, Esq., Judge of
Rajshahye, April 26th, 1845; reversing a decree passed by the
Sudder Ameen of that District, August 29th, 1843.

RAO RAM SHUNKER RAEE, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
ter's?/8

MOULVEE SYUD AHMED

AND

oth ERs, (REspoNDENTs,)

DEFENDANTs.

Wuheel of Appellant—Kishen
Wukeels

of Respondents—Lootf-ur

Kishore Ghose.

Ruhman and Gopal Kishen Raee.

THE following is the decision of the zillah judge in this case.

‘This is

a suit brought by a putneedar to assess certain lands
the possession of the appellant, and which the latter claims as
his lakhiraj, and not liable to assessment.
The sudder ameen
gave the respondent a decree; but this
think must be reversed.

in

I

First, the principal

sudder ameen dismissed the respondent’s
claim for possession for the land, and it is clear from Mr. Douglas’
(judge) decision of the 14th March 1796, that the land had been
ruled to be lakhiraj; second, I think the claim barred on the
ground of lapse of time, since Sujnarain never sued to try the
question of the land being khiraj or lakhiraj; and, third,
do
not hold the right to sue to resume lands, or assess what have
been held as lakhiraj to be vested in a shikamee, or dependant put
needar.
On these grounds,
reverse the decision; and do not
think it necessary to enter upon the pleas that the suit was wrong

I

I
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‘(235)
laid with reference to Construction No. 576, or that the assess
ment was opposed to that made by Mr. Halliday, when acting
collector of the lands adjoining.
Appeal therefore decreed, and
the sudder ameen’s decision reversed. Costs of appeal to be paid by
the respondent ; and of the sudder ameen’s court by the parties
respectively.’
The special appeal was admitted, on the 16th January 1847,
under the following certiﬁcate recorded by Mr. J. F. M. Reid :—
‘ The petitioner (appellant) sued to assess l9 biggalw of land in Go
vind Chuck, turufGorapakha, with the annual sum of -84 rupees l4
annas, and to recover rents for the years 1244 to 1247 inclusive.
The sudder ameen passed a decree in his favor assessing the land,
and awarding the rents at that rate for past years.
The judge
reversed the decision :——_ﬁrst, because the principal sudder ameen,
on 28th December 1840, dismissed the plaintiﬂ"s claim to posses
sion of_ the land, and because a former judge, Mr. Douglas,
ruled the land to be lakhiraj; second, because Sujnurain, the ze
mindar, (a party in the case before Mr. Douglas) did not sue to
resume within the period prescribed for limitation; and, third, be
cause he does not consider it competent to a shikamce, or de
pendant talookdar, to resume or assess land held under rent
free tenure.
‘
am by no means satisﬁed that the land contended for in the
two suits are identical ; and observe, that while the principal
sudder ameen rejects the claim of petitioner to be put in posses
sion, he rejects the defendant’s claim to hold, as lakhiraj, and tells
Independant of the doubt‘ above ex
petitioner to sue to assess.
are identical, —it has been ruled, that
the
lands
pressed,—whether
a claim to assess is not affected by the rule of limitations.
‘ The third
point I consider to be untenable, and contrary to the
The judge reserves certain other points,
practice of the courts.
deeming it needless to go into them. I think that a special appeal
should be admitted to try the three points above indicated, and
admit it accordingly.’
VVe are not satisﬁed that the lands alluded to in Mr. Douglas’s
decree of 14th March 1796, are the same as those which formed
the subject of dispute in the case decided by the principal sudder
ameen on the 28th December 1840 ; but even if they are, the
decree of Mr. Douglas merely settles the question of possession,
and does not rule that the lands are lakhiraj ; whereas the decree
of the 28th December I840, which was passed after enquiry under
the provisions of Section 30, Regulation 2, 1819, declares that
they are not, and leaves the plaintiff to his action for assessment
of rents.
On the second point, we can see nothing in the case to shew
that the action is barred by the rule of limitation.

I
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4
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":

C.

:

1848.

TUCKER, Esq.,

SIR. R.

BARLOW,

and

BART.,

F.

A.

J.

JUDGEs.

HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

2d

1847.
by

CASE No. 359 of

a

of

a

Principal Sudder
Special Appeal from
decision passed
the
Patna, November 16th, 1846; reversing
Ameen
decree passed
Patna,
27th,
the Moonsiff
June
1846.
of

by

SOPHUL MEHTOO, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
versus

Russool and

Colebrooke.

of Respondent–Ameer Ali.
to

special appeal,
THIs case was admitted
1847, under the following certificate recorded

:

the 16th June
Barlow

Sir

R.

Wukeel

Appellant—Hamid

by
on

Wukeels

E.

SEETARAM, REs PoNDENT, (DEFENDANT.)
of
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THE 25TH MARCH
PRESENT

its

On the third point, we are of opinion, that the putneedar is com
petent to sue for the resumption and assessment of lands, held as
lakhiraj within his putnee.
The judge alludes in his decree to Construction 576. We
advert to this merely to point, out to him, that the exigency
of that Construction was complied with in the previous suit, decid
ed on the 28th December 1840, which has become final, no
appeal from it having been preferred.
e are accordingly of opinion, that the plaintiff is entitled to a
decree in this case, and to recover arrears of rent at the rate at
which the lands are assessed, from the date of the decree of the
28th December 1840. The judge has passed no judgment in
to the rate fixed by the sudder ameen.
e accordingly remand it to the judge, in order, that he may
dispose of this point, and decide the case upon
merits, inde
pendently
the points
law now settled
this Court.

(237)
sues to reverse a summary decision
dated
26th February 1846, in favor of the
Patna,
of
of the collector
for
rents from the commencement
who
sued
Seetaram,
defendant
i.
e.
from
Assin to Poose, to the amount
I253,
the
Fuslee
of
year
of Company’s rupees 75, 5 armas. The moonsifi‘ was of opinion,
that as defendant (the plaintiff in the summary suit) claimed the
entire rents, and it was clear that Guneish Lal and others, athird
party before him, were the proprietors of one-half, the defendant
was not entitled to a decision in his favor by the collector, and
therefore decreed in favor of the plaintiff: he considered him a
ryut of the third party Guneish Lal, and others, who were in
The principal sudder ameen reversed
advance to the maliks.
reasons
recorded in his proceedings of the 16th
his decision, for the
November 1846.
‘ The object of this action is to reverse a summary decision of the
collector; and the question to be decided is, did the suit for rents,
disposed of by that oﬁicer, come within his competence.

‘The petitioner (appellant)
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"l'he balance claimed is for the four ﬁrst months of l253.
No lcubooleut was ﬁled by Seetaram showing that the plaintiff was

his ryut ; nor were any jumma wasil bakee accounts of previous
years ﬁled in the collector’s ofﬁce. Under Section 10, Regulation
8 of 1831, the summary jurisdiction of collectors is restricted to
the enforcing payment of rents paid in past years. As none such
were paid by the plaintiff to the defendant, and no engagements
were entered into between the parties, the collector had no juri
A special appeal is admitted to set aside
diction in the case.
the principal sudder ameen’s decision.
‘ Cases Nos. 360 and 363, which follow, were disposed of by the
The
lower courts on the same day, and on the same principles.
the
to
reverse
summary
plaintiffs in both are ryuts,
seeking
The Court’s de
decisions of the collector in favor of eetaram.
cision in this case is applicable to the suits Nos. 360 and 363.’
Under the provisions of Section 10, Regulation 8 of 1831,
the summary jurisdiction of the collector is restricted to the
enforcement of payment of the rents paid in past years. In the
cases now before the Court, the defendant (the plaintiff before the
of former years, neither did he
collector) produced no accounts
offer any bond ﬁde written engagement, kubooleut or such like,
The summary decision therefore is invalid.
signed by the ryut.
We reverse the decree of the principal sudder ameen and also that
of the collector; decreeing for the special appellant, without
to the rights
recording any opinion (as the moonsiff has done) as
tenants.
Costs
the
from
collect
rents
to
of any parties claiming
chargeable to the respondent.

(
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THE 25TH MARCH 1848.
PRESENT :
TUCKER,
Esq., and
C.
BARLOW,
BART.,
SIR. R.
JUDGEs.
J. A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY

CASE No. 360 of

JUDGE.

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the 2nd Principal Sudder
Ameen of Patna, November 16th, 1846; reversing a decree passed
by the Moonsiff of Patna, June 27th, 1846.

DHOWTAL MEHTOO, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
SEETARAM,
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Wukeels

wersus

RESPONDENT,

-

(DEFENDANT.)

of Appellant—Hamid Russool and E. Colebrooke.

Wukeel of Respondent—Ameer Ali.
THIs case was admitted to special appeal, on the 16th June
1847, by Sir R. Barlow, on the same grounds as those set forth in
the preceding case No. 359; and the order passed is consequent
ly the same.

THE 25TH MARCH 1848.
PRESENT:
C. TUCKER, Esq., and
SIR. R. BARLOW, BART.,
JUDGEs.
J. A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 363 of

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the 2nd Principal Sudder
Ameen of Patna, November 16th, 1846; reversing a decree passed
by the Moonsiff of Patna, June 27th, 1846.

SHEO CHURN MEHTOO AND othERs, APPELLANTs,
(PLAINTIFFs,)

SEETARAM,

tersus
RESPONDENT,

(DEFENDANT.)

Wukeels of Appellants—Hamid Russool and E. Colebrooke.
Wukeel of Respondent—Ameer Ali.
THIs case was admitted to special appeal, on the 16th June
1847, by Sir R. Barlow, on the same grounds as those set forth in
the preceding case No. 359; and the order passed is consequent

ly

the same.

(

)
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THE 25TH MARCH 1848.
PRESENT: .
TUCKER,
Esq. and
C.
BARLOW,
BART.,
SIR. R.
JUDGEs.
J. A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.
CASE No. 192 OF 1847.
Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Zillah Backergunge, August 28th, 1845; amending a
decree passed by the Moonsiff of Burisal, December 24th, 1844.
MUSST. UNOOPOORNA, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
7/67"8?48

HIMSELF, AND As GUARDIAN

DEONATH DAS FOR
HUN CHUND DAS,

OF

MO

(DEFENDANT.)

of Appellant–Kishen

Kishore Ghose.
Respondent-Defaulting.

THIs case was admitted to special appeal, on the 27th April
1847, under the following certificate recorded by Mr. C. Tucker:—
“In this case the petitioner, plaintiff, sued for possession, with
wasilat, of the separated talook called Ram Kunt Dut, of which she
alleged she had been dispossessed by the defendant’s father. De
fendant pleaded that one moiety of the said talook formed the
huwaleh of Sheikh Morad, paying an annual jumma of 4 rupees;
the other moiety formed the huwaleh of Mohummud Kulleem,
paying the same amount of jumma; both which huwalehs had been
purchased by his father, under a confirmatory grant by the plaintiff
herself.

to

an

to if

to

all

:

of

of

in

I

in

he

is

it is

to

to

of

of a

in

is

is of

in

to

(8

to

as
a

all

by

“The moonsiff decreed in full for the plaintiff, declaring the
alleged purchases to be not proved. The principal sudder ameen
affirmed
the moonsiff had stated; but amended his order
declaring the defendant entitled
possession
kursa ryut on
paying the rent
rupees per annum)
the plaintiff.
gross inconsistency, and amounts
‘This
fact
decree
favor
the defendant, whilst ostensibly the decision
the lower
huwalehdar,
court affirmed. The defendant pleaded the rights
purchase
previous
huwalehdars;
and,
failing
under
from
establish
his plea,
not entitled
retain any possession; and even
he were,
not competent for the principal sudder ameen
fix
this case the amount rent
should pay
the plaintiff.
For these reasons admit the special appeal.”
The respondent did not appear. For the reasons stated
the
above certificate, we amend the decision
the principal sudder
ameen; and affirm that
the moonsiff
costs being chargeable
respondent.
the
to
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THE 25TH MARCH 1848.
PRESENT:
C. TUCKER, Esq. and
SIR. R. BARLOW, BART.,
JUDGEs.
HAWKINS,
Esq.,
J. A. F.
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No.

166

of

1847.

Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Dacca, July 16th, 1845; reversing a decree passed
by the Moonsiff of Pullasee, February 25th, 1843.

Special

HURNATH GOPT

AND

SHEIKH MUNGUL,

APPELLANTs,

(DEFENDANTs,)
tersus
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MIRTUNJOY DAS,

ResPoNDENT, (PLAINTIFF.)
Wukeels of Appellants—Abas Ali and G. S. Judge.
Wukeel of Respondent—Uzmut Oollah.

THIs case was admitted to special appeal, on the 6th March
1847, under the following certificate recorded by Mr. C. Tucker:—
‘The plaintiff in this case, stated that his father, deceased, had
purchased at public sale, in execution of a decree, the rights and
interests of Ruheemoolah, Niamutoollah, and Sonaoollah, in kismut
Balooshye, talook Madaree, which he alleged consisted of 5-16ths
of the whole, viz. 4-16th mowroosee, and 1-16th purchased from
Zukee Booeea, another sharer in the talook at large.
‘That, on his father’s death, he took a kubooleut from the de
fendant Sheikh Mungul for 5-16th of his jumma: that he paid
4-16th; but, in collusion with the other defendant, Hurnath
Gopt, refused to pay the 1-16th, for which balance he brought the
present action for three years, viz. 1246-47-48.
“Sheikh Mungul denied the kubooleut; and Hurnath Gopt plead
ed that he had purchased from Ruheemollah, Niamutoollah,
and
Sonaoollah, the 1-16th share purchased by them from Zukee Booeea,
some time before the sale of those persons’ rights and interests to
the plaintiff.
The moonsiff of Pullasee dismissed the case; but,
on appeal, the principal sudder ameen, Mr. Riley, decreed for
laintiff, stating that he considered the kubooleut to be establish
ed, and that he did not believe the alleged sale to Hurnath Gopt.
* I admit a special appeal as far as concerns the petitioner, Hur
nath Gopt. In this case,
suit for balance of rent,-the principal
right
sudder ameen had no
to entertain the question of the validity ,
of Hurnath Gopt’s alleged purchase. He should have confined

-a

(

241

)

himself to the claim against the defendant, for balance of rent on
the kubooleeut.”
It is clear that the principal sudder ameen has gone beyond the
point at issue, in expressing any opinion regarding the alleged pur
chase by Hurnath Gopt in this case. We accordingly amend his
decision, and confine it to the point at issue between the plaintiff
and the defendant, Sheikh Mungul; affirming his decree in that
respect, without giving any opinion on the claim set up by Hur
nath Gopt, who will pay the expenses of this appeal.

-

THE 27TH MARCH
PRESENT:

1848.

RATTRAY
A. DICK, Esq.Rs.,

and

R. H.

JUDGEs.

W. B. JACKSON, Esq.,
CASE No. 504 of

1847.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Acting Principal Sud
der Ameen of Behar, Mohummud Ibrahim Khan, July 17th, 1847.

BIRJ LAL OPADIAH

AND

BECHUN OPADIAH, APPEL

LANTs, (PLAINTIFFs,)
tle?'81/8

MUSST. MOTEE SOONDREE

RUSSIK LAL MITR,

DASEE, winow of RAEE
(DEFEN

DECEASED, RESPONDENT,

DANT.)

Wukeels of Appellants—J. G. Waller, Aftabodeen and Ameer Ali."
Wukeels of Respondent—Pursun Komar Thakur, Govind Chundur
Mokerjee and Kishen Kishore Ghose.

THIs suit

was instituted by appellants, on the 12th June 1846,
to recover from respondent possession of an 8% annas' share of
certain talooks, as set forth, in virtue of a lease.
Estimate for

of

be

to

of

A

of

:

to

in

to

by

to

of

by

in

a

is,

stamp (with reference to Construction No. 702) Company’s rupees
2,00,000.
The reversal of an order passed by the session judge, on the
further, sought
27th May 1846,
obtained.
1,57,401
Under
decree
the Supreme Court, the sum
rupees was due
respondent
appellants; which decree was
compro
pending
that Court under process
execution.
mise had been agreed
the parties, the terms
which
writing
were reduced
two ikrarnamehs one bearing date
the 1st March, the other the 8th May 1844.
Of these, the latter
only
filed.
is
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TEMPORARY JUDGE.
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The substance of the compromise;

was, that appellants should
the
all
in
Court, and accept
further
Supreme
proceedings
stay
payment of the amount due to them by instalments derivable
from a lease of respondent’s estate, granted on speciﬁc conditions ;
amongst which was the regular payment of the revenue, of the
allowances of certain mookhtars, and of a monthly stipend to res
pondent of 425 rupees.
The lease was to be entered upon, so soon as the stipulated
arrangement should be effected in the Supreme Court ; but it
appearing that injury would be sustained by this delay, the season
of cultivation being at hand, possession of the lands was at
once given, and the farmers (appellants) commenced operations
as such, and continued to hold without interruption or hindrance
for nearly a year.
About this time, disputes, which had arisen between the parties,
broke out into open quarrels between them, their adherents, and
dependents, and at last came under cognizance of the magistrate.
The result of his interference was an order, maintaining appellants
in possession (on the score of proved previous occupancy), and
referring respondent to the civil court for her remedy.
Against this an appeal was made to the session judge, who, with
reference to Construction No. 1333, more particularly, reversed
the magistrate’s order, ejected appellants, and conﬁrmed respon
dent as proprietor of the estate, in exclusive possession of it.
The principal sudder ameen has upheld this, in the judgment
now appealed against, on the ground of the terms of the agreement
between the parties having been violated by appellants, generally
as regards the ikrarnameh, and particularly with advertence to the
non-payment of respondent’s stipend, m0khtar’s allowances, &c.
The judge before whom the case came in the ﬁrst instance (Mr.
R. H. Rattray,) was of opinion, that the session judge’s proceed
ing was illegal ; that he had no competency to enter upon the ques
tion of right in connexion with the point to be determined by
him, which question was not only not involved, but was alto
gether a civil matter, foreign to what was before him ; that
the Court’s letter (to himself) of the 4th August 1847, was
opposed to his proceeding ; that the breach of agreement be
tween the parties to the suit was not fairly imputable to appel
lants, who had been thwarted in their endeavours to abide by their
engagement, by the evasion and non-performance of respondent’s
promises ; that the decision appealed against could not be justly
afﬁrmed ; and that the proceedings should be laid before a full
Court under Act 2 of I843.
In conformity with this opinion, the case has this day been
revised by us.
Msssns. RATTRAY AND JACKSON.—It appears to us, that no
sufficient proof has been advanced by respondent, of appellants’

having failed in any essential point to perform their part of the
contract, under which they held the lease of the lands from respon
dent, in satisfaction of the decree against respondent in their
favor ; that
respondent therefore had no right to dispos
sess them from the lands in question ; and that the suit which
they have brought to regain possession, with mesne proceeds,
must be decided in their favor. We therefore order that the deci
sion of the principal sudder ameen be reversed, and possession
awarded to appellants, with mesne proceeds, subject to the terms
of the agreement; the costs of both courts being chargeable to
.
respondent.
Mn. D1cK.—The precise object of this action was to regain
possession of a leasehold estate, held under certain conditions,
and to have reversed a decision of the session judge reversing the
decision of the magistrate, and ousting leaseholders, in possession,
because they had broken the conditions of their lease, and conse
quently were liable to be ousted by the lessor.
The action is maintained on the grounds :—ﬁrst, that no breach
on the part of lessees occurred; and, secondly, that the session judge
acted illegally in entering into any inquiry regarding the fulﬁlment
of conditions, in a case under Regulation 4, 1840, which required
him to look to possession only.
The defence rested on the fact of the conditions having been
broken by the lessees, and, in consequence, of the inherent right of
the lessor to resume possession: and that the session judge’ s decision
was correct and sound under Section 10, Regulation 4, 1840.
The principal sudder ameen deeming three of the conditions of
the lease to have been violated, upheld the session judge’s order,
and decided in favor of the lessor, dismissing the claim of the
lessees for re-possession.
ﬁnd the principal sudder ameen has not, as required by
Clause 2, Section 10, Regulation 26, I814, ascertained the precise
object of the suit, and the grounds on which it is maintained, and
recorded the result in a separate proceeding, or roolrukaree ,- nor,
as required by Clause 3 of the above Section, has he recorded the
point, or points, to be established respectively by the parties. This is
indicative of culpable negligence, or incapacity to ascertain the
issues, or inability to explain to the parties the points to be esta
blished by them respectively.
Fortunately, in this case, they are readily discoverable: and in
appeal, we haveonlytoascertain whether the three conditions, which
the principal sudder ameen has deemed to have been broken by
appellants, and on which their claim was rejected, were really
violated.
The ﬁrst
that appellants engaged to stay proceedings
the Su
preme Court in execution of their decree. On this point, appellants
in

I

is,
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have ﬁled aletter from their solicitor, Mr. T. B. Swinhoe, in which it
is stated that the requisite deeds were prepared and sent to the soli

citor of respondent, Mr. P. Homfray, for approval; who kept them
a whole year, and then returned them without approval. Nothing in
contradiction was ﬁled by respondent, but merely an oﬂicial certiﬁ
cate from the Supreme Court, shewing that the case in question
was still on the ﬁle.
I ﬁnd, however, on perusal of the deed of engagement, that both
parties, through their attorneys, were bound to co-operate to have
the case struck oﬁ' the ﬁle; and respondent has not shewn that he,
or his attorney, used the least exertion: and on the other hand, it
has not been even asserted that appellants" took any step to
There is, therefore, no proof of the ﬁrst of
execute the decree.
the three conditions having been violated.
The second and third conditions alleged to have been broken,
are a monthly stipend of 420 rupees to respondent, and an amount
of 162 rupees monthly wages of mookhtars of respondent. These,
it appears, had not been paid in full in 1252 B. E. as agreed. But
it appears, that much more than those sums were paid on account
of the respondent, in the shape of arrears of revenue, which perilled
the right and title to the property itself; and though that was done
in virtue of another deed of agreement, that deed was clearly sup
Therefore, there is nothing even to in
plementary of the lease.
duce a supposition, that the lessees were guilty of a breach of condi
In fact, virtually, there has been no breach,
tions in bad faith.
for the lessees actually paid much more than bound by those
conditions.
It has been erroneously argued for appellants, that this suit
being to reverse the decision of the session judge, if it be shewn
that that decision was illegal, and that appellants were in possession,
that decision should be reversed, and possession restored without
inquiry into right and title, and the other party left to sue. The
fact however is, that no suit can be instituted to reverse a deci
sion given under Act 4, 1840. Such decision is ﬁnal; but it is only
temporary, and becomes null and void the moment a claim is decided
for right and title, on which alone possession can be given, or the
decision under Act 4, 1840, disturbed.
The session judge no doubt acted under Section 10, Act 4,
1840 ; but in overlooking Construction 113 November l2th, I812,
and Clauses 2 and 4, Section 18, Regulation 8, 1819, misap
prehended the powers given to lessors under Clause 7, Section l5,
Regulation 7, 1799.
therefore concur with my colleagues in reversing the decision
of the principal sudder ameen, and awarding full costs to appellants;
though in consequence of the many important points involved,
have separately recorded my sentiments.

I

I

I.

(245)
Tan 28'rn Manon
Pnssmvr

J.

A. F.

1848.

:

HAWKINS,

ESQ.,

TEMPORARY Juno!-:.
PETITION No. 577 or

1847.

J

IN the matter of the petition of Kareemun
ha, ﬁled in this
Court on the 8th September l847, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of Mr. Noney, acting principal
sudder ameen of Purneah, under date the 10th June I847 ; affirm
ing that of the moonsiﬂ’ of Urrureeah, under date the 20th June
1846, in the case of Mackintosh, plaintiff, versus the petitioner,
defendant.
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It

is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the

following grounds

:—

The defendant had attached the plaintiﬂ"s property for arrears
of rent. The plaintiff sued summarily before the collector to set
aside the attachment; but his case having been dismissed, he insti
tuted the present action in the moonsiﬁ"s court with the same
The moonsilf and the principal sudder ameen gave judg
object.
ment in his favor.
The plaintiﬂ admits having

been the tenant of the defendant; but
for the rents of which his property
that,
before
states, that the year
he
had
been
attached,
had
given in a resignation of the lease of his
lands to the village p-utwarree and the collector of the district.
The defendant pleads that the tender of resignation should have
been made to himself; and not having been so, was altogether
insufﬁcient.

The lower courts have held the tender to have been suﬂicient ;
but they have taken no evidence as to the practice which exists
in the district in regard to such tenders. The putwarree should
have been examined, and such further enquiry made as was neces
sary to throw light upon this point; as generally the tenant is
bound to tender his resignation to his lessor, and any departure
from this rule can be admitted only on special grounds.

I

accordingly admit the appeal, and remand the case for re-trial,

with reference to the foregoing remarks.

(246)
Tun 28rn Mason 1848.
PRESENT

J.

:

A. F. HAWKINS, ESQ.,
TEMPORARY

Jones.

PETITION No. 578 or 1847.

In the matter of the petition of Kareemun Jha, ﬁled in this
Court on the 8th September I847, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of Mr. Noney, acting principal
sudder ameen of Purneah, under date the lOth June l847 ; affirm
ing that of the moonsiff of Urrureeah, under date the 20th June
1846, in the case of Mackintosh, plaintiff, versus the petitioner,
defendant.
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This is a case of precisely the same nature as the preceding
one (No. 577,) and the same order is passed.

his

Tnn 28rn Mmzon I848.
Passmrr:

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, Eso.,

Tsnroaaav Junoe.
PETITION No.

665

or

1847.

IN the matter of the petition of Mussee-o-Ruhman

and others,
ﬁled in this Court on the 5th October 1847, praying for the admis
from the decision of Mr. Reily, principal
sion of a special
zippeal
sudder ameen of ooghly, under date the 27th July 1847; rever
sing that of the moonsilf of Dwarhutta, under date the 23d Novem
ber l846, in the case of the petitioners, plaintiffs, versus Taujooddeen
and others, defendants.
The following decree of the principal sudder ameen shews the
particulars of this case :-—
‘Plaintiffs declare that they had nuzooraut Iakhiraj land in the
village of Suteepore and others; that, of this, the proﬁts of 5
biggahs were appropriated by their ancestors to the performance,
at the mokurrum festival, of the sirnee and slzurbut, and fateha, and
in giving alms to Hindoos and Mussulmans.
That, after their de

A

[O

\l

/-\
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cease, plaintiffs did the same; that as they were obliged, for the pur
pose of gaining a livelihood, to reside away from the place, they ap
pointed Kazee N ujeeboollah their mookhtar, to let the lands and col
lect the rents for them ; that Nujeeboollah let 16 cottaks and a gudira
(pond) to Sheikh Hutoo, the father of Taujooddeen and others,
for 2 rupees 8 annas annually, which he collected of them and
paid to plaintiffs, and that they appropriated the money as former
ly. That N ujeeboollah died,and disputes arose between Taujooddeen
and others of the village, and plaintiffs, which made them theirmor
tal enemies; and having conspired with Nujeeboollah’s sons, Alec
moollah and N uwabooddeen , now deceased, Taujooddeen and Zumee
rooddeen instituted a suit (No. I075) against Aleemoollah and Eba
doollah and Nuwabooddcen, sons of N ujeeboollah, stating that de
fendants had dispossessed them of the lands, and the gudira in
question; and the case was referred to Mr. Herklots, the sudder
ameen. That having learnt of the fraudulent nature of the transac
tion, plaintiffs appeared and opposed the suit; but the sudder
ameen, on the 23d November l832, decreed the case, authorizing
themto sue theheirs of Nujeeboollah. Taujooddeen and Zumeerood
deen and Ameerooddeen arein possession of thelands and the gudira;
that plaintiffs are the imam-sabeb’: khadim; and, according to the
permission given them in the decree, they sue to recover possession.
‘Defendants reply, that the lands are not nuzooraut lands; that
they were Nujeeboollah’s lalchiraj lands, which defendants’ father,
in the year i225, bought of him ; that Nnjeeboollah’s sons had dis
possessed them, and they brought an action and obtained a decree.
That were the plea of the lands being endowed property true,
plaintiffs would not have, for so long a time, delayed preferring
their claim ; that had they appointed Nujeeboollah their mooklztar,
they would have taken an engagement from him.
‘

‘First.

Ponvrs

11-on

ADJUDICATION.

Are the lands endowed lands?

‘ Second. Do the rules of limitation bar the claim?
‘ Plaintiffs declare they did not always reside in the village, and
therefore, for the purpose of keeping up the simee and faleha, they

had appointed Nujeeboollah their mookhtar, and that he had let the
lands in dispute to defendants’ father, Sheikh Hutoo; but plaintiffs
have adduced no documentary evidence of their having entrusted
the lands with Nujeeboollah, or of having appointed him their
He has examined three witnesses, and they say it ig
mookhtar.
seven or eight years since plaintiffs entrusted the lands with N u
jeeboollah; but Nujeeboollah’s sons having dispossessed defen
dants, the latter sued them and obtained a decree of court on the
What reliance
23d November 1832, more than ﬁfteen years since.
Moreover, the
may be placed on evidence so palpably disproved?
decree records that ‘ the lands are in Luteepoor, and measure

(248)
l2

which was defendant’s (Aleemoollah’s) father’s
21 years since Nujeeboollah made
That
a gift of the lands to the people in the name of the imam.
it is 14 years since Nujeeboollah took 25 rupees of plaintiffs,
and sold it to them, and executed the kubaleh, putting them in pos
session of the lands; that plaintiffs built their dwelling house on it,
and have been in undisturbed possession. That it is clearly proved,
by the evidence of the witnesses, that defendants sold the lands to
plaintiffs for 25 rupees, and that plaintiffs having erected houses
are living in them; that defendants pleaded that the lands are
endowed, but they have adduced no documentary evidence 011 the
about

cottahs,
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lakhiraj lands; that it is 20 or

point.’
‘ Now, the present plaintiff had appeared in that case, and
asserted his claims; but though those claims were overruled, he
preferred no appeal. Nor will the taidaud ﬁled by plaintiffs be
of any avail, as it has not been proved that the lands in dispute
are identical with those stated in the taidaud.
‘In regard to the second point, the decree above alluded to
establishes the fact of defendants having been in possession of the
lands; and it is 15 years since the decree was passed.
This,
of
the
with
anterior
to
the
date
possession
of
period
the
together
decree, proves defendants to have been in undisturbed possession
for 29 years.
‘ The appeal is therefore decreed ; and the moonsi|¥’s decree

of

Costs payable by respondents,
the 23d November 1846 cancelled.
Mussee-o-Ruhman and Oomed Ali.’

The principal sudder ameen has decided the two points noticed
by him entirely upon the former decree, to which the plaintiﬁs
were not parties in the strict sense of that term ; and against the

order in which they were told to sue if they had any objection
to it. The present suit was lodged within 12 years from the
date of that order; and the principal sudder ameen should have
recorded his opinion whether they were thus in time, especially as
the plaintiffs alleged that they had been in the receipt of the rent
of the land through their agent, Nujeeboollah; which, if true, con
stituted a suﬁicient possesion to entitle them to come in upon
that ground, supposing of course that they had received the pro
ﬁts within the period allowed by law for the cognizance of civil
The plaintiffs, moreover, impugned the facts stated in the
actions.
decree of the 23d November 1832 ; and they should have had their
proofs to that effect considered by the principal sudder ameen, and
his opinion recorded thereon.
With reference to the foregoing remarks, I admit the appeal,
considering the case to have been decided without a suﬂicient
investigation of _ its merits; and remand it for re-trial to the court
of the principal sudder ameen.

_-

i

5
_

_________~_
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Tm: 28Tn MARCH

1848.

PRI~:ssNT:

J.

A. F.

HAWKINS, Esq-,
TI-:m=oaAaY
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PsTITIoN No. _8l2 or

J ones.

1847.

IN the matter of the petition of Sishteedhur Chukerbuttee, ﬁled
in this Court on the 30th December 1847, praying for the admis
sion of a special appeal from the decision of Mr. Reily, principal
sudder ameen of Hooghly, under date the 27th September 1847;
reversing that of the moonsiff of Dwarhutta, under date the 4th
I846, in the case of the petitioner, plaintiff, versus
November
Bippur Das and others, defendants.
lt is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds.
This was a suit for arrears of rent founded on a kubooleeut, said
to have been executed by the defendants; and decided by the
moonsiff in plaintiﬂ"s favor.
The principal sudder ameen in dismissing the plaint, and revers
ing the moonsiff’s decree, adverts to the evidence of proprietary
right pleaded by the defendants, but takes no notice of the kuboo
He should have recorded
leeut on which the claim is founded.
some opinion on this point; and as he has not done so, I admit
the appeal, and remand the case, in order, that he may decide it
de novo, with reference to the foregoing remarks.

._§__

Tns. 28Tn MAncn

1848.

PRESENT:

J.

A. F.

HAWKINS, Eso.,
TEMPORARY

PETITION No. 647

or

Jones.

1847.

IN the matter of the petition of Hurdyal Singh, ﬁled in this Court
on the 4th October 1847, praying for the admission of a special
appeal from the decision of Mr. W. S. Alexander, judge of Bha
gulpore, under date the 21st August 1847; reversing that of the
principal sudder ameen of that district, under date 21st July 1846,
in the case of the petitioner, plaintiff, versus Thakur Singh, defen
dant.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds.
The particulars of this case are given at page 55 of the decisions
of the judge of Bhagulpore for 1847, as follows: —
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(250)
‘ Plaintiff
brought this siut against defendant, to obtain posses
sion of one anna share of mouzah Kutha, pergunnah Moolkee, with
its original villages and dependencies, together with mesne proﬁts
from the Fuslee year 1246 to l252.- Suit laid at Company’s
rupees 2,822-2-9.
‘ The
plaint sets forth, that on the 2lst July I838, a sale of the
4 anna share of the aforementioned estate, for arrears of public
revenue, was effected by the collector of Monghyr; that one
Debee Pnrshaud and the defendant, Thakur Singh, became the
joint purchasers. That, on the same day, the said defendant
transferred to plaintiff a one anna share out of the two annas, the
moiety acquired by defendant, on the aforementioned purchase.
That defendant received from plaintiff Company’s rupees 162 in
the shape of earnest money; that on the 15th November 1838, a
petition was presented to the collector by Amanee Lal, the
mookhtar of defendant, setting forth the above particulars; that
the remainder of the purchase money was made good on the 23rd
September 1839, notwithstanding
the said defendant refused to
put plaintiff in possession.
‘The defendant, in hi answer, pleads the general issue; and
specially that no written authority was granted by him to his
mookhtar to present a petition to the collector, stating that he
(defendant) had admitted plaintiff as a one anna share-holder in the
property purchased at the sale.
‘ The
principal sudder ameen, on the 6th March l846, proceeded
to dismiss the suit, in consequence of the failure of the plaintiff to
adduce proof of the claim brought forward in his plaint.
‘ Plaintiff, on the 30th March
ensuing, submitted an application
to the principal sudder ameen for review of judgment passed, ﬁling
a summary decision of the Court of Sudder Dewanny, under date
22d March 1842, in which it was ruled that a decree-holder having
bound himself in his wukalutnameh, to abide by the acts of his
wukeel, must be held to that engagement.
By this dictum, there
the present suit was
in
fore, of the Superior Court, the defendant
bound by the act of his mo0khtar,—he having bound himself in his
mookhtarnameh to abide by the acts of his mookhtar.
Under
Clause l, Section 19, Regulation 5 of 1831, the papers of the case
having been forwarded to the then judge with an opinion that the
review prayed for should be granted, the principal sudder ameen,
on the 13th April 1846, was authorized to review his judgment

P assed.

‘The case again came before the principal sudder ameen, when
he set aside his former judgment; being now of opinion, from the
summary decision of the Sudder Court, that defendant was bound
by the act of his mooklztar, accordingly he pronounced the sale a
valid one ; and directed possession to be given to plaintiff, leaving
the question of mesne proﬁts to be hereafter adjusted.

(251)
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‘ Against this decision

an appeal was preferred by the defendant,
on the grounds that the mookhtarnameh, or power of attorney,
furnished the mook/liar with no authority to convey an estate;
moreover, that the principal sudder ameen had misapplied the
decision of the Sudder Court, which was no precedent in the pre
sent case.
‘ In
reply to the above, the respondent insists on the validity of
the sale of the one anna share, as set forth in the petition of the
mookhtar to the collector.
‘The sole point for consideration in the present appeal, rests on
the construction to be put on the mookhtarnameh, which is drawn
the following terms :—‘ We, Debee Purshaud Singh
out in nearl
and Thakur éingh, purchasers of the 4 anna share of mouzah Kutha :
whereas an appeal from the order of the deputy collector, relative
to the sale of the above property, is now pending before the com
missioner of Bhagulpore, we therefore, with our esteem and con
sent, constitute Amanee Lal, as mookhtar in our behalf. We ac
cordingly declare that whatever the said mookhtar says, or does,
in the above case, to that we consent and agree.
We will make
Given under our hands, &c.’
neither excuse, nor artiﬁce therein.
Now, the above is the customary power which a party delegates to
a mookhtar in cases before the authorities; and it is written on an
8 annas’ stampt paper. Moreover, it is the act not of one indivi
dual, but of two. To allow, therefore, the conveyance of the real
property of one of the subscribing parties upon such a power,
must, in my opinion, be pronounced illegal. The precedent of the
Sudder Court, ﬁled by respondent, rules that a client who had
bound himself to abide by the acts of his wulreel in a particular
case, could not be released from his engagement ; but in the present
instance, the act of the mookhtar goes far beyond attending to the
The
interests of his clients in the case before the commissioner.
sale of the property was upheld by that functionary: here then the
power granted to Amanee Lal ceased and determined. When
the matter again came into the hand of the collector, a special
power drawn out by appellant alone, was necessary to render
Ordered, that the appeal be decreed,
valid such a conveyance.
and the decision of the principal sudder ameen be reversed, with
all costs chargeable to respondent.’
The judge appears to have mistaken the real point at issue, viz.
whether the sale to the plaintiff was effected or not. This did not
rest solely upon the authority of the mookhlar to give in the petition
The
alluded to; but upon the general evidence to the transaction.
mookhtarnameh and petition are part of the evidence, but they are
not to be substituted for the deed of sale.
Admitting that the
mookhtarnamek should be rejected altogether, the rest of the plain
tiﬁ"s evidence should be considered; and if he can prove the sale,
he is entitled to a decree in his favor, independently of the question

(252)
of admissibility or otherwise, of the power given to the agent of
the defendant.
Under these circumstances, I admit the appeal ; and remand the
case for further investigation, with reference to the foregoing obser

-31

vations.

Tan

28111

MARCH 1848.

Ps.sssN'r:

W. B. JACKSON, Eso.,
Tmuronaav Jones.
CASE No. 65 or 1846.
Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Zillah 24-Pergunnahs, December 26th, l845.

DOORGAPURSHAD RAEE CHOWDHREE, APPELLANT,
(PLAIN'l‘lFF,)
.

versus
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TARAPURSHAD RAEE CHOWDHREE, Rssroxnsnr,
(DEFENDANT.)
Wukeels of Appellant—Rampran Raee and Bunsee Buddun

Mitr.

Wukeel qf Respondent—J. G. Waller.

CLAIM for rupees 27,582, principal and interest, being the

shareof expenses of certain religious ceremonies appertaining

to

the six annas’ share of an estate from 1238 to 1246.
The plaintiff states, that the estate in question was divided
between him and his younger brother, the defendant, after their
father’s death,—the plaintiff getting ten annas, and the defendant six
annas. That, by a will of their father, certain religious ceremonies
That
ought to be kept up, and the expense laid on the estate.
the defendant did not contribute his share to these expenses for
the nine years (from 1238 to 1246) ; and the plaintiff, therefore,
incurred the whole expense.
He now claims reimbursement of
the share, which should have been borne by the defendant.
The defendant denies the will produced by the plaintiff; and
further states, that during the period in question he was not in
possession of the six annas’ share of the_estate, in consequence of the
opposition of this very plaintiff.
On the 26th December 1845, the principal sudder ameen of the
24-Pergunnahs dismissed the claim, rejecting the plaintiﬂ"s docu
ments as suspicious; and considering it evident that the defendant
was not in possession.
It seems, that on the death of the father of the parties, disputes
took place between the brothers; and eventually they were adjusted
by a soolehnameh, or amicable arrangement, in the year l235,

(

)

under which the plaintiff was to have ten annas, and defendant six
annas of the estate.
Continual disputes however, notwithstand
ing this arrangement, prevented the defendant from obtaining full
possession of his share till 1845: this is plainly established by the
proceeding of the judge of the 24-Pergunnahs, dated 9th July
1845.
The claim of the plaintiff could, therefore, by no means be
good
made
for the period mentioned in the plaint, which was ante
obtaining
possession of the share.
rior to his
It is further to be
observed, that the plaintiff cannot claim under the will, for that
document has been set aside by the arrangement between the
brothers; and there is nothing binding on them but that arrange
ment (soolehnameh) in which the two brothers state that they will
keep up the thakoor shewa (religious rites) each in proportion to
his share; but it is no where stated, that, if one brother shall
omit to perform his part in these rites, the other shall be at liberty
to perform them for him, and to claim reimbursement.
.
But
am by no means satisfied that the money was expended
as stated by the plaintiff; and, even if it had been, he appears to
me to have no claim to recover from the defendant. The decision
of the principal sudder ameen is therefore correct: it is hereby
affirmed.
Costs against the appellant.

-

I

THE 28TH MARCH

1848.

PRESENT:

W. B. JACKSON, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No.

12 OF 1845.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Hooghly, September 28th, 1844.

LOCAL AGENTS or ZILLAH HOOGLY, APPELLANTs,
(DEFENDANTs,)
*767°sus

KISHNANUND DUNDEE, RESPONDENT, (PLAINTIFF.)
MUKOONDANUND DUNDEE, THIRD PARTY.
Wukeel

of Appellants—Pursun

of Respondent-Gholam

Komar Thakur.

Sufdur, Ramapurshad

Nilmonee Banerjee.

in for

Wukeels

Raee and

a

of

possession
CLAIM
talooka Kishenbarree, &c. &c., and
aymah land
Bindrabunpore, &c., and house and idol, &c. Suit
laid
Rs. 8,270.
at
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(

)

254

In

case No. 25 of 1845 an appeal was laid against the same deci
by
sion
Mukoondanund Dundee.
Both appeals were taken up at
the same time.

The property under litigation consists of certain lands, &c.,

as

held heretofore by Sudanund Dundee, to which the per
formance of certain religious ceremonies is attached. The plain
tiff claims a right to succeed to Sudanund Dundee as his princi
pal chela (disciple), and in virtue of a document (jainusheen-nameh)
executed by the late incumbent, Sudanund Dundee, investing him
with the office of dundee in succession to himself. He states that
his right to succeed has been admitted by the local agents, who
confirmed him in the office; but subsequently, without any suffi
cient reason, removed him from
He therefore claims
be
re-instated
his rights.
in

it.

to

above,

by

to

of

no

be

it.

of

of

of

to

1844 the principal sudder ameen gave
plaintiff,
award
favor
the ground that the crime estab
lished against him before the magistrate was not such
dis
qualify him for the office, and
authorise the local agents
turning him out.
The local agents now appeal from this award, insisting
their
authority
remove the plaintiff under Regulation 19, 1810, on
appeal, besides
the score
his moral character. The plaintiff,
pleas,
urges
property
his former
that the
not
the description
which comes under Regulation 19, 1810.

In

is

of in

of to

on

to

in

as

to

on

of

in

an

On the 28th September

an

upby

In

as

of

he

by

be

to

is

by

of

of

to on

a

a

by

as

of

to

a

of

is

to

;

of

or It

the first place, the nature
the tenure
considered.
hibbah,
have been acquired
Satdeo Surusuttee
gift, from the Rajah
Burdwan; that Satdeo set
idol
and temple, and endowed them with these lands for the expenses
worship
that,
his death,
was succeeded
his chela
(disciple) agreeably
regards
the established rule
Hindu law
religious ascetic.
the property
this manner the property
has several times passed from the incumbent
his disciple, till
came into the hands
Sudanund Dundee.
On his death,
the present plaintiff succeeded
his disciple, under
deed
Sudanund,
investing
death,
executed
short time before
said

it
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to

of

on

in

by

in

answer, admit that the plaintiff was ap
The local agents,
Regu
pointed
themselves, under the powers vested
them
lation 19, 1810; but state that they afterwards removed him from
the office,
the ground
his bad moral character and convic
tion before the magistrate. They add, that they are bound
see
the proper appropriation
funds
this description; and, find
ing the plaintiff disqualified from holding the office
dundee,
They
power
state,
dismissed him from
that this
was exercised
under Regulation 19, 1810; and urge, that having appointed him,
there can
doubt
their authority
remove him.
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(255)
him with the oﬁice of dundee, aud with the care of the pro
The plaintiﬁ"s right to succeed was acknow
perty and temple.
ledged by the local agents, who themselves appointed him with
reference to his right as chief disciple, and under the abovemen
Afterwards, the plaintiff was accused before the
tioned deed.
magistrate, and convicted of entering a house at night in a turbu
lent manner, and was ﬁned 32 rupees. It was also stated, in the
course of the enquiry, that he cohabited with the daughter of his
gooroo, (spiritual preceptor,) and that he was in the habit of har
bouring dacoits: on this ground, it would seem, he was thought
unﬁt to hold the oﬂice, and was deprived of it by the local agents.
The local agents have omitted to ﬁle any record of their proceed
ings removing him ; but I gather the above information from
the admissions of the parties, and the papers" put in, in support of
them.
Now, the property is evidently of the nature of an endowment,
and descends by the established rule of succession from the
gooroo (master) to the chela (disciple),-—the master nominating the
This is done to prevent disputes
disciple previous to his death.
among the disciples: the lands are therefore of the nature of a
hereditary endowment; and would appear to be included in the
terms, used in the preamble of Regulation 19, l8l0, viz. ‘endow
ments by individuals for the support of Hindu temples.’ They are
thus so far under the care of the local agents, that they are hound
to see to the proper application of the funds according to the intent
They are vested by that regulation with authority
of the grantor.
to enquire into, and report on misappropriation of the funds, and
but I ﬁnd no where in the regula
to prevent misappropriation;
tions that they have power to remove an incumbent. If they could
establish disqualiﬁcation, or misappropriation against him to the
satisfaction of a court of justice, they might no doubt obtain an
injunction for his removal ; but, in this instance, they have of their
own authority removed him.
With reference to the plea, that as the local agent appointed
they were also competent to remove, I remark that this is not a
necessary inference; but, in this case, the local agent did not so
Section 13, Regulation
much appoint as conﬁrm the succession._
19, I810, vests them, in certain cases, with power to appoint ; but
this property is not of the nature described in that section, where
‘ from
past practice or of right, or from defect of other competent
On the con
persons, the nomination vests in the Government.’
trary, the established practice as regards this tenure, is, that the
disciple succeeds generally in virtue of inheritance by the previous
This plea, therefore, will not hold; it is not esta
incumbent.
blished that the local agent had the right to appoint; conse
quently their right to remove is not established on their own rea
somng.

(256)
If, however, it were duly established that the plaintiff

was, under
performing the religious
should hesitate to restore him to
duties attached to this tenure, properly
the office of dundee, notwithstanding the illegality of his removal.
It is therefore to be considered, whether the criminal acts, esta
blished against the plaintiff, are such as to disqualify him.
On
this point of disqualiﬁcation a precedent is cited, viz. Mohunt
Rama Nooj Das versus Mohunt Debraj Das, (page 262 Sudder
Dewanny Adawlut Reports) decided on the 17th June 1839 by
After fully consulting the pundit of
two judges of this Court.
the Court, as to the nature of the circumstances which disqualify
the Court decided that the plaintiff in that case was not disqualiﬁed,
by a criminal conviction of theft and sentence of three years im
prisonment: the conviction of the present plaintiff was of an act
far less criminal, and his sentence was comparatively triﬂing.
As
to the facts of cohabiting with the daughter of his preceptor and
harbouring dacoits, the plaintiff has not been convicted of them;
nor is evidence now offered to establish them. They are mention
ed incidentally in the proceedings of the authorities , hut there is
no trial of these facts, nor did they even form part of the charge.
Moreover, in the precedent above cited, the pundit, on the Court’s
requisition, gave a detailed list of the causes of disqualiﬁcation,
among which the acts now charged against plaintiff are not to be
The precedent appears to me correct, and the subject is
found.
there discussed very fully: it is, in my opinion, conclusive as to
the fact that the present plaintiff is not disqualiﬁed under the
ﬁnd also, that the pundit, on the reference of the
Hindu law.
principal sudder ameen in this case, declared there was no ground
of disqualiﬁcation.
The plaintiffs right by succession is proved, and he is not dis
qualiﬁed to succeed by reason of any phyical or moral defect.
The local agents had no authority to remove him. The decree of
the principal sudder ameen, therefore, awarding him possession, as
claimed, is correct: it is hereby aﬂirmed.
Costs of plaintiff and
their own costs, against the local agents. The other appellant in
this case claimed a right to the property, consequent on the re
moval of the plaintiff; as the plaintiff is now re-instated, his claim
falls to the ground.
He will, however, pay his own costs.
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Hindu law, incapable of
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THE 28TH MARCH

1848.

PRESENT:
A. DICK, Esq.,
JUDGE.
CASE No. 2 OF 1845.
Regular Appeal from a decision passed by Mohummud Kuleem Khan,
Principal Sudder Ameen of Zillah Jessore.

RANEE INDUR MUNNEE, MoTHER OF MUHINDUR NU
RAIN RAEE, MINoR, THEN KALEE KOMAR GHOSE,
GUARDIAN IN LIEU OF THE RANEE, APPELLANT, (DEFEN
DANT,)

versus

BIDHADHUR RAEE,
Wukeels
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Wukeels

RESPONDENT, (PLAINTIFF.)

of Appellant—J. G. Waller and Kishen Kishore

of Respondents—Pursun

Komar Thakur,
Raee, and Bunsee Budun Mitr.

SUIT laid at 15,000 Company’s

Ghose.

Ram Pran

rupees, for possession
turf Akhoo Janee and Binnodepore,

on a
putnee talook, named
eight
mouzahs, or villages.
The claim of plaintiff was founded on inheritance as heir of his
mother, to whom the property belonged by gift from her husband,
Gunga Dhur. It rested on two grounds:—first, the adoption of
plaintiff by Gunga Dhur, and his wife, Musst. Shunkuree; second,
the gift of the talook in question to Shunkuree by Gunga Dhur.
The defence denied both allegations, the adoption and the gift.
In the first instance, plaintiff sued Gunga Dhur for five of the
villages, and obtained a decree ex parte; but was eventually non
suited in appeal, because he had not sued for the whole property.
He then instituted this suit, and having failed to prove the posses
sion of his mother of the property, the gift was deemed nominal,
and his claim dismissed. After which he applied for a review of
judgment, filing a mass of documentary evidence of his mother's
possession.
A review was granted, and a decision given in his
favor, from which the present appeal was preferred.
The main grounds of appeal are:—first, the review was impro
perly granted, because the respondent had been expressly desired
to file proofs of his mother’s possession, before the first decision,
and had failed to do so; and the proofs he has now filed, he could
have filed then had they been in existence, hence they should
be deemed fabricated. Second, that the suit is barred by lapse
of time, the plea of minority being false, which too the principal
sudder ameen neglected to investigate. Third, that the deed was
a hibbeh-bil-ewuz, really a sale, and not a gift; and therefore

(

258

)

a

in

it

he

in

B.

in

B.

or

B.

in

is

on

in

be

of

as

of

in

B.

be

it,

invalid under the dhurm shaster.
The respondent denied the
validity of any of the pleas of appellant.
The review was granted by the Sudder Dewanny under the law,
and therefore cannot now be questioned. The non-production
however of the evidence, when expressly called for, before the
first decision, would have been strongly presumptive against its
genuineness, had appellant produced any proof in refutation of
admitted; because
which she has not. The second plea cannot
AE., respondent was child; and
when the mother died
1230
Gunga Dhur, his father and natural guardian, himself took posses
sion
the property,
heir
his wife, and kept appellant from his
right. His minority must therefore
counted
his favor. There
Respon
proof
record, that the mother died
1230 B.AE.
adopted
A.E.,
dent was
1223
and was then one
two years
Dhur,
father,
Gunga
A.E.,
old.
His
died
1249
and this suit
AE.; respondent was therefore about
was instituted
1249
twenty-eight years old when
instituted the suit, which brings
within twelve years,—his minority being deducted for the above

To establish the third plea, appellant
full costs.

->

peal dismissed with

Ap

has adduced nothing.
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Raee Chundur

Seekur

Chow

West Burdwan.

MAHA RAJAH MUHTAB CHUNDUR, APPELLANT,
(DEFENDANT,)
te?"st/s

Wukeels

ResponDENT,

(PLAINTIFF.)
G.

J.

Waller, and
Appellant—Pursun Komar Thakur,
Ameer Ali.
Respondent—Raj Nurain and Kishen Kishore Ghose.

of

Wukeels

of

HUREE KISHOON MUNDUL,

3

to

to

of

a of

l

l

at

Company’s rupees 6,693,
pie, amount,
annas,
and interest,
rents paid from 1225
1242 B.AE. for
pottah,
putnee not delivered according
eem mehal, portion
agreement.
Suit instituted 25th September 1845.

SUIT laid

or
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The mehal in question formed part of a putnee tenure given by ap
pellant to one Beycha Ram, the father of respondent, but of which
respondent’s father never obtained possession. He, Beycha Ram,
under-let themehal to one Cheedam Manjee.
notwithstanding,
Cheedam Manjee sued the person in possession (a talookdar of

In
Nashootee), but his claim was eventually thrown out in I833.
1836, plaintiff (respondent) sued appellant to have the amount of
jmnma for the melzal erased from the sum total of the rental of his
He
putnee, and obtained a decree in 1841, conﬁrmed in 1842.
then instituted this suit for the sums paid with interest.
Case referred to a full bench to decide :—ﬁrst, whether the res
pondent has any right to claim re-payment of rents voluntarily
paid by his father, with the knowledge of the mekal being in ano
ther’s possession, as is evident from the fact of his having under
let it to Cheedam, without giving possession; second, whether he
was bound to sue for the arrears due, when he sued to expunge
the rent of the mehal from his puinee rental; and, third, whether
interest on such payments of rent, during so long a period, should
be awarded, if even the principal be.
Msssns. Drcx & .TAcKsoN.—On the ﬁrst point,-we are of opi
nion that the respondent has a right to claim repayment; because
there is suﬂicient on record to show, that the zemindar had made
a settlement of the mehal in question with other persons who were
in possession, and yet he also included it in the putnee given to
respondent’s ancestor, which is evidence of bad faith and deceit.
Therefore, on the principle that no person should beneﬁt by his own
wrong, the zemindar must be, made to refund what he has thus
received: and, for the same reason, we further extend the reﬁmd
beyond 12 years, so as to include the whole of the beneﬁt wrong
fully derived. The payments were no doubt voluntary, in so far
that the putneedar could have thrown up the tenure altogether, on
But, on the other
ﬁnding he did not obtain possession as agreed.
hand, it must be noted, that the tenure was a purchase, and per
haps valuable : therefore, though the putneedar might, on the score
of deceit, have thrown up the tenure, he was not bound to do so;
and his claim for remission was fair and equitable, and has been
adjudged valid.
On the second point, we observe, that previous to the issue of
Circular Order of llth January 1839, the practice of the courts was
to admit separate suits for mesne proﬁts, &c.; consequently the
claimant for remission in 1836, was not bound to include claim for
refund.
On the third point, we are clearly of opinion that interest
should not be awarded, because the putneedar elected to sue for
possession, and thus deferred his claim for remission during the
whole period of the payments for the refund of which he now sues.
We therefore adjudge refund of the payments as claimed, with
out interest ; and thus far amend the decision of the principal sudder

(959)"
ameen.

Costs decreed to appellant

and respondent

severally in

due proportion.

Ms. HAwxINs.—This

is a suit for recovery of surplus rents
to
the
The rents were paid from
a
zemindar.
putneedar
paid by
I225 to 1242 B. S. (I818 to 1835 A. D.), and the suit was lodged

in

1845.

I consider

that the proper remedy, under the circumstances in
volved in this case, has not been sought at the proper time; and
though the plaintiff obtained a former judgment in the zillah court,
do not consider it to be
for a reduction of his annual rent,
incumbent upon this Court to carry that decree further than its
hold it to have been a wrong judgment,
express terms require.
This Court, however, is not
but ﬁnal as to its express provisions.
required necessarily to extend the wrong which it does.
may
observe, moreover, that that decree having been passed by the zillah
judge in special appeal, under the then existing law, could not have
been carried further, nor could its errors have been rectiﬁed by the
Sudder Dewanny Adawlut.
The surplus rents, which it is now sought to recover, were not
paid upon any lands forming an integral portion of the putnee
mehal ,- but upon what is called a neem-mehal, or the right of ﬁshery
in certain waters within the limits of the putnee. When a putnee
dar cannot obtain possession of any portion of the subject of his
putnee, he should, in the ﬁrst instance, give notice to the zemindar,
and apply for an adjustment of the matter; and if he cannot obtain
redress from him, he may sue for possession, or. he can relinquish
the putnee, and sue for a refund of his purchase money. Or admit
ting, that in such case he is at liberty to claim compensation, or
abatement, for the defect in quantity, he is bound to make his
claim at once, as laches, or neglect, in a case of this kind, must be
considered as a waver of all objections to the contract.
But what are the facts of this case? The putnee contract between
the zemindar and the father of the plaintiff is dated in 1225 F. S.
(or 1817 A. D.) The putneedar pays the rent without objection
or remonstrance; and in 1229, or four years after the date of the
contract, gives a lease of the neem-mehal to one Cheedam Mundul.
This individual brings an action of ejectment against the holder
of a. neighbouring putnee (the zemindar not being a party to the
suit), which was ﬁnally dismissed on the 12th January I833. On
the 12th February 1836, that is three years after the dismissal of
the suit of Cheedam Mundul, and eleven years after the date of the
pwtnee contract, the plaintif’f’s father sues for an abatement of
jumma,--this being the ﬁrst step taken against the zemindar for any
defect in the contract, the rent being all the while paid without
This suit was ﬁnally decided by the zillah
objection or protest.
On
judge, in favor of the putneedar, on the 16th December 1842.
the 25th September I845, or twenty-eight years after the date of

I

I
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contract, the plaintiff sues for a refund of surplus rents, voluntarily
paid by his father from 1818 to l835.
The claim appears to me to be wholly inadmissible; and I would
reject it in toto, reversing the decree of the principal sudder
ameen.

._¢_
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Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Zillah Rajshahye, Abdool Ali Khan.

OODEEN MOHUMMUD
UZEEM OODEEN, APPELLANT,

FUKUR

AHUSSUN

alias

(DEFENDAN’I‘,)

1)8T-8148

MR. JAMES STEWART,

BELL

J.

FOR SELF AND FOR. R.
R. CAMP
DAVIDSON,
A.
C.
RESPONDENTS,
AND
(PLAINTIFFS.)
Wukeel of AppelIant—Abas Ali.
Wulreel of Respondent.9—Pur.mn Komar Thakur.

APPEAL laid at Company’s rupees 1,714-12 annas, amount
decreed of claim on account of indigo plant carried 0H‘.
This appeal was preferred to reverse a decision to the above
amount, out of a claim for Company’s rupees 7,843 4 annas, 6
pie, on a suit instituted by respondents, on account of indigo plant
alleged to have been forcibly cut and carried off b\y appellant. Ap
pellant denied the claim in toto; denied that the lands in question
were ever cultivated in indigo, and that he had carried off any of
the plant; and affirmed that the suit was out of sheer enmity.
The respondents contended, as they had asserted in their plaint,
that the lands had been sown with indigo; and that defendant and
others, taking advantage of the factory being left without any one
in charge, in consequence of the gomashta being in conﬁnement,
and respondents absent, cut and carried off the plant which was just
ﬁt for reaping.
The principal sudder ameen deeming a portion of the claim
established, decreed accordingly.
The judgment in this case is contained in that given in the
subsequent decision No. 93 of 1846.

962

(

Tns.

29111

'

)

Manon I848.
Pnssmvr:

A. DICK, Esq.,

Junon.
W. B. JACKSON and
J. A. F. HAWKINS, ESQRS.,
Tsmponanv

Junoss.

CASE No. 93 of 1846.
Regular

Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Zillah Rajshah-ye, Abdool Ali Khan.

MR. JAMES STEWART 1-‘on sans AND FOR R. J. R. CAMP
BELL AND A. C. DAVIDSON, APPELLANT8, (PLAINTIFFS,)
versus

FUKUR OODEEN MOHUMMUD
UZEEM OODEEN, RESPONDENT,

AHUSSUN

alias
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(DEFENDANT.)
Wukeel of Appellants—Pursun Komar Thakur.
Wu/reel

of Respona'ent—Abas Ali.

ll

APPEAL laid at Company’s rupees 6,530, I4 annas,
pie,
amount not decreed of a claim on account of indigo.
This is an appeal on the part of the plaintiffs from the same
decision as the above, insisting that plaintiffs’ witnesses had proved
that the two portions of land in question had been both planted
with indigo by plaintiﬁs, and the plant carried oﬁ' by defendants ;
and therefore a decision should have been given regarding them,
although the right to one of the portions of land was disputed.
To establish their claim the plaintiffs were bound to prove :—
ﬁrst, that the lands in question were, as alleged, cultivated in
indigo by them; this they could easily have done by producing the
servants of the factory who were employed in that cultivation, and
the documents connected with it; then, secondly,
they should
have proved, by respectable witnesses, that the defendant had
carried it off; instead of which plaintiffs have produced merely a
few neighbouring cultivators to depose that defendant, Uzeem
Chowdhree, came with 1,000 or 1,200 persons, in 300 or 350 boats,
and cut and carried off the whole of the indigo plant of the 675
biggalw in a single day, without the least opposition or resistance
The Court placing no conﬁdence in
on the part of the plaintiffs.
the evidence adduced for the claim, which is totally unsupported
by the probabilities of the case, reverse the decision of the princi
pal sudder ameen appealed from in case N0. 64 of 1846 (preceding)
and affirm his decision appealed from in case No. 93of 1846. Thus
Costs in full of both
dismissing wholly the claim of plaintiffs.
appeals, and of the suit in the lower court, payable by plaintiffs.

G

\
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IN the matter of the petition of Ram Kunhye Paramanick, ﬁled
in this Court on the 27th December 1847, praying for the admis
sion of a special appeal from the decision of the principal sudder
under date the 22d September I847;
ameen of Moorshedabad,
reversing that of the moonsiff of Khandee, under date the lOth
May 1847, in the case of Ram Lal Das, plaintiff, versus the

petitioner, defendant.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds.
The petitioner had attached the chattels of the plaintiff, in liqui
The plaintiﬁ
dation of an arrear of rent due on a kubooleeut.
sued to set aside the attachment: his plaint was dismissed by the
moonsilf.
In appeal, the principal sudder ameen reverses the decision of
the moonsiﬂ', on the ground that the petitioner might recover his
rents from a third party, to whom it was alleged the plaintiff had
sold his holding; and further, that the rate at which the petitioner
claimed rent was excessive.
I
The issue in this case was, the legality, or otherwise, of the
attachment, and that depended upon the genuineness, or otherwise,
of the kubooleeut, said to have been executed by the plaintiff, in
regard to which the principal sudder ameen has recorded no opi
nion. The grounds upon which he has decreed in favor of the
plaintiff, do not appear to be relevant to the real point at issue.
admit the appeal, and remand the case, which the principal
sudder ameen will try de nova; recording his opinion expressly as
to whether the kubooleeut is proved, or the contrary.

I

-—l—

Trm

J.

Manon
Passmrr:

30111

A. F.

1848.

HAWKINS, Eso-,
Tsmronanv Jones.

PETITION No.

681

or I847.

IN the matter of the petition of Jeolal, ﬁled in this Court on
the llth November I847, praying for the admission of a special
appeal from the decision of Mr. W. St. Quintin, additional judge
of Behar, under date the llth August I847; aﬂirming that of the
sudder ameen of Behar, under date the 27th July 1846, in the case
of the petitioner, plaintiff, versus Hurchurn Pundit and others,
defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds.

This was an action to recover possession of l2 biggahs of land,
under the circumstances set forth in the judge’s decision, given at
page 123 of the Decisions for Zillah Behar in the year 1847 .
The sudder ameen dismissed the claim for want of proof. The
judge, in aﬁirming the decree of the sudder ameen, says :—‘ The
appellant admits, that at the time of the professional survey,
these I2 biggahs of land were allotted, by the survey authorities,
to the village of Chundoodah (the defendant’s village); and that
he has not instituted a suit to set aside this decision.
The
sudder ameen has therefore acted quite right in dismissing the
present suit.’
The meaning of the judge does not appear to be quite clear in
one respect. He does not specify whether he considers the fact of
the plaintiff not having sued to set aside the survey adjudication,
as corroborative of the evidence against the claim; or whether the
fact of not having so sued is suﬁicient of itself to throw the plain
tiff out of court. If the latter, the order should have been one of
nonsuit, not of dismissal.
With reference to the foregoing remarks,I admit the special
appeal; and remand the case that it may be again brought on the
judge’s ﬁle, and disposed of either by a distinct record of his opi
nion as to the evidence adduced, or by an order of nonsuit, which
will enable the plaintiﬂ’ to re-institute his suit on an amended
C
plaint.

-{

Tun 30'rn Manon
.

J.

1848.

Pnnssm:
A. F. HAWKINS, Eso.,
Tsnrosanv Jones.

PETITION No. 346 or

1847.

IN the matter of the petition of Prem

apfl

La], ﬁled in this Court
on the l']th June 1847, praying for the admission of a special
appeal from the decision of the principal sudder ameen of Patna,
under date the 18th March i847 ; reversing that of the moonsilf
in the case of Rang
datphtheNove1pqerg84€5,
Hjlsa,t_\;fnder
een an .
pami versus
epeiioner
hereby certiﬁed that the said application

lt

is

is

granted on the
following grounds.
It unnecessary to enter into the particulars of this case. The
attendance of
principal sudder ameen issued proclamation for
the respondent (petitioner) in his court and deci ed the case be
The proclamation, allowing 15 days, was
fore its term had expired.
served on the 8th March, and the case decided on the 18th of
the
admit the appeal, and remand the case to the prin
same month.
cipal sudder ameen’s ﬁle.

I
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Regular Appeals from decisions passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Zillah Rajshahye, February 26th, 1847.
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DOORGAPURSHAD DUT

AND

BUSUNT KOMAR

GHOSE, RESPONDENTs, (DEFENDANTs.)
Wukeel of Appellant—Pursun
Wukeel of Respondent–Kishen

Komar Thakur.
Kishore

Ghose.

SUIT to enforce the execution of a kubooleut and security bond,
at a certain specified jumma, or else to cancel the pottah granted
by plaintiff : laid at 10,000 rupees.

CASE No. 250 of

1847.

BHYRUB INDURNURAIN RAEE, APPELLANT,
(DEFENDANT,)
tersus

BUSUNT KOMAR GHOSE

REspoNDENTs,

AND

RAMTUNNOO GHOSE,
-

(PLAINTIFFs.)

possession of a certain farm,
defendant,
pottah
granted
by
with damages (rupees 2,000)
under a
period
non-possession.
for the
of
The subject of action in both these cases is the same, viz. a
pottah granted by appellant on the 21st Bhadoon 1251.
The
conditions of the pottah,-the execution of which is admitted by
both parties,—are, that appellant grants to Busunt Komar Ghose
a five years’ lease of jote Aruz, &c., at an annual jumma of rupees
9,585, commencing from 1252 B. S.; that the jumma of the mehal
shall be verified in the presence of the tenantry before the end of

SUIT laid at 8,000 rupees, to obtain

(266)
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Clzeyt I251 , when, if it shall fall short of the above mentioned
sum, a proportionate deduction shall be allowed, or if it exceed
That this veriﬁcation does not take place, rent
an increase paid.
the
shall be paid according to the inofussil stheeth; and that,
zemindar fail to give over possession at the commencement
I252, he will pay 2,000 rupees annually on account of proﬁts for
the period of the lease.
that the respondent,
The statement of the zemindar (appellant)
Doorga Dut, was to lend him the sum of rupees 15,000, and
that
years’ lease of jote Aruz &c., was to be granted on
his security to Busunt Koomar Ghose; that
pottah was writ
ten accordingly, and deposited with amuhajun named Hukeem
Chund. That the kubooleut and security bond were to be ex
ecuted after the veriﬁcation of the jumma; that ameens were
appointed by the parties for that purpose, and the jumma as
That after this Doorga Dut
certained to be rupees ll,228.
fraudulently obtained possession of the pottah from Hukeem Chund,
and would not pay the 15,000 rupees, nor execute the kubooleut
and security bond; that in consequence he sent his own people
still willing to give
to collect the rents of the mehal, but
kubooleul and
possession to the iiarahdar on the execution of
security bond, at the ascertained jumma above mentioned.
The other party’s statement
that
pottah and amulnameh
were granted, and
kubooleut and security bond executed and deli
vered over in the usual form. That the pottah was never in deposit;
that no ameem were appointed for the veriﬁcation of the jumma.
That Ram Tunnoo Ghose (the real ﬁarakdar) went to take pos
session of the farm in Bysakh 1252, but was resisted and refused
possession by the zemindar’s people; thatin consequence he peti
tioned the magistrate and the collector, and was referred to the
civil court. Doorga Dut states that he never promised to lend
money to appellant, but that he assisted Ram Tunnoo in negotiat
loan of rupees 13,200.
ing for him
Both parties called witnesses to prove their respective allega
tions. The principal sudder ameen considered the grant of the farm,
and refusal to make over possession to be established; he there
decree for possession, with rupees 2,000
fore gave the iiarahdar
l252;
of
and
discrediting the allegations of the zemindar,
proﬁts
his
suit.
dismissed
Msssas. JACKSON AND HAWKINS.—W€ concur with the prin
cipal sudder ameen in ﬁnding the facts of the delivery of the
farming lease, and the refusal by the zemindar to give possession
But the question arises whether he was not justi
to be proved.
fied in refusing to give possession. The pottah was executed in Bhu
doon 1251 B. S. the jumma, or amount of rent, therein mentioned,
was to
great extent nominal, subject to alteration upon certain
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mofussil enquiries to be made by the close of that year. The
zemindar states that he took the necessary measures to carry out
the terms of the engagement, and he has adduced evidence in
His statement, however, is denied by
support of his statement.
the farmer, who does not even so much as set forth in his plaint
that he took any steps whatever towards the fulﬁlment of the terms
of the pottah, by having the mofussil rental ascertained, and his
before the commencement of the
jumma ﬁxed with reference to
The
terms of the pottah ﬁled by the farmer, can be
year 1252.
in
our opinion, in no other way than that both the ze
construed,
mindar and farmer were to be parties to the mofussil enquiry and
adjustment; and as the latter took no steps towards the fulﬁlment
of those terms, we consider that his neglect
bar to the claim
now advanced
him.
We accordingly dismiss his suit with full
costs, reversing the decree of the principal sudder ameen.
In regard to the zemindar’s suit, we do not see that there was
He does not
any necessity for his coming into court as plaintiff.
wish to compel the farmer to execute the kubooleut, provided the
pottah be cancelled; and the failure of any suit, brought by the
farmer, would be tantamount to an annulment of it. We decree
in his favor by declaring the pottah to be cancelled, but both
The decree of the principal
parties will pay their own costs.
sudder ameen
so far overruled.
_ Mn. Cu1uus.—'l‘he statement of the zemindar, in regard to the
pottah having been placed in deposit and surreptitiously obtained
by Doorga Dut,
improbable, and unsupported by any trustwor
thy evidence. He says that no kubooleut and security bond were
the tenor of the pottah, in
contradicted
executed; but this
which their execution
expressly mentioned.
Disbelieving this
disbelieve also the allegation respecting
part of his statement,
the adjustment of jumma, which
connected with it.
think that
the zemindar was determined to withhold possession; and
such
were the case,
would have been useless for the farmer to attempt
any measures for the adjustment of the jumma,nor does suchadjust
ment appear to me to have been, under the terms of the pottah, an
indispensible preliminary to his entering on the farm. Concurring
with the principal sudder ameen, in thinking that possession has been
am of opinion that the farmer
entitled
wrongfully withheld,
to such redress as the terms of the pottah provide: this
the
certain sum annually in lieu
payment to him by the zemindar of
of proﬁts, for the period of the lease.
do-not think he was
warranted in suing for possession.
would, therefore, have modi
ﬂed the decree of the rincipal sudder ameen, and awarded to the
farmer the rupees 2,080, sued for on account of proﬁts for I252
B. S., dismissing his suit for possession, and would have dismiss
ed the suit of the zemindar.
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THE 30TH MARCH
PRESENT:
SIR. R.

BARLOW,

1848.

BART.,
JUDGE.

CASE No.

1 12

OF

1845.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder Ameen
of Backergunge, April 8th, 1845

GOUR SOONDUR CHATTERJEE

AND ISSUR CHUNDUR
BANERJEE, APPELLANTs, (DEFENDANTs,)
?'CrSuS

BISHENNATH SHAH, RESPONDENT, (PLAINTIFF.)
Wukeels of Appellants—Abas Ali and Gopal Kishen Raee.
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Wukeels

of Respondent—Pursun Komar Thakur and
Buddun

Mitr.

Bunsee

PLAINTIFF, on the 2d Aghun 1248, bought from Peter Jacob
Paul an ousut talookdaree right to 7 kanees of land, situate in
the 7 annas' share of jooar Amanutgunge, pergunnah Chundur
deep, a talook recorded in the name of Ram Surrun Sein. The ousut

talookdaree pottah was originally granted to Alexander Paniotty,
from whom, through Peter Jacob Paul and others, it came into
plaintiff’s hands. The defendants purchased the talookdar’s rights,
which were sold in satisfaction of a summary decree passed in fa
vor of the zemindar, and they received rents of the said 7 kanees
from the plaintiff; but, subsequently, took kubooleuts from the ryuts
on the land, and then ousted the plaintiff, on which he applied to
the magistrate under Act 4 of 1840.
The possession, however, of
the defendants was upheld both in the foujdaree court, and by
the session judge.
Plaintiff sues for the reversal of these orders; and lays his action
at 5,215 rupees, 4 annas, inclusive of wasilat.
The defendants, Gour Soondur and Issur Chundur, urge they
are entitled to oust the plaintiff, as his tenure was created in 1207,
long after the decennial settlement. John Paniotty, a defendant,
pleads in support of his co-defendants, and makes objections to
the eastern boundary laid down in the plaint.
In their rejoinder,
brought
by
defendants state that an action
a former talookdar,
jumma
against
for assessment of
ousut talookdar, was
- a former
dismissed.
The principal sudder ameen decided that the defendants could
not, without having recourse to the courts, oust the plaintiff.
He
therefore reversed the order of the foujdaree court.
The appellants endeavoured to justify their dispossession of the
plaintiff under the provisions of the putnee law,-Sections 8 and 11

(
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)

of Regulation 8 of 1819,-which however is in no way applicable
to the case. They also quote summary proceedings of the Court of
January, May and July 1837, and the Constructions Nos. 1312 and
1349: none of these bear on the question at issue, which is this.
Can the defendants, purchasers of a talookdaree right, at sale
under Act 8 of 1835, in satisfaction of a summary decree for rent,
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assume to themselves the power of ousting an under-tenant, the ousut
talookdar, without application to any authority? The appellants
are unable to produce any case in point, and doubtless they have
no such power. The courts are open to them to establish their
rights be they what they may; and it is incumbent on them to pro
ceed legally, and not to constitute themselves an authority to adjudge
their own claims. The appeal is therefore dismissed with all costs;
and the plaintiff must be maintained in the same position which
he held before he was ejected by the defendants.
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APRIL

3D

1848.

PRESENT:

R. H. RATTRAY, Esq.,
JUDGE.

CASE No. 390 of

1847.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Patna, Ephraim DaCosta, May 25th 1847.

IMDAD ALIAND others, APPELLANTs, (PLAINTIFFs,)
tersus

GOVERNMENT, GOORMUKH SINGH,

AND

RESPONDENTs, (DEFENDANTs.)

Wukeel

of Appellants—Gholam Sufdur.

of Respondents—Pursun Komar Thakur and

J.

G. Waller.

was instituted by appellants, on the 26th September
to obtain a reversal of the sale of a village called Mohum
mudpore-Fazil alias Chynpore, and possession of the land; with

THIs suit

1845,

profits from 1244 Fuslee (the year of sale) to 1252 Fuslee,
(that on which the action was brought.)
Estimate for stamp
Company’s rupees 12,258-12-5-9.
‘It appears,’ says the principal sudder ameen, “that the pleas
urged by the plaintiffs against the sale were represented to the
revenue commissioner, on the 27th May 1837, or on the 32d day
from the date of sale, contrary to the provisions of Clause 2, Section
24, Regulation l 1, 1822, the law under which the sale took place:
it is not therefore, now, competent to the court to take them into
consideration.
He then proceeds to cite precedents for the opinion
he has recorded, and adds:—‘The suit must therefore be dismissed
under Section 26 of the said Regulation, and the sale upheld.’
He dismisses the claim accordingly, with costs payable by the
plaintiffs.
The question to be judicially determined, is merely that upon
which the decision of the lower court was founded, viz. whether
the petition to the commissioner was, or was not, presented within
the prescribed “30 days: there is nothing to show that it was. The
bearing upon the point,
only memorandum upon
the order
the commissioner, written
infer both from the wording and the
writing
scarcely legible scrawl) immediately upon the paper
being submitted.
The order
“when the sale proceedings shall
received, this petition will
brought forward with them.”
certainly was not delivered into the office,
there would have been
or

of

It

be

is,

(a

I

as

is

it,

mesne

be
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Wukeels

or HERs,

(272)
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an oﬁicial record of the fact; and the mnlah, examined by the prin
cipal sudder ameen, depose to the frequent acceptance by the

commissioner himself, of petitions offered during his public sittings.
Had this action been brought within a reasonable. time, there had
been no diﬂiculty in deciding; but appellants lay by for eight years
without applying to the courts, and the evidence, which would have
The proof rests
determined the truth, is no longer obtainable.
with appellants however, and they have not produced any to
impugn even the inference derivable from the commissioner’s order
just quoted; which, it may be added, bears date the 27th May
1837, or 3l clear days after the day of sale.
In sifting the proceedings to test the correctness of the judg
ment appealed against, which under the law must necessarily be
upheld, I have found a 1-oolmkaree of the commissioner bearing
date the 28th September l837 (four months after the petition had
been presented) from which I learn, that, up to that date, the sale
had not been ﬁnally conﬁrmed ; that appellants had promised pay
ment of the arrear, for which it had been resorted to ; and that ten
days were allowed to them to fulﬁl what they were pledged to per
form. Nothing further appears, but the conﬁrmation consequent
on their failure, and, eight years afterwards, the present action.
The decision of the principal sudder ameen is affirmed ; with all
costs chargeable to appellants.

-¢

Tue 3n APRIL I848.
PRESENT:

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq,
TEMPORARY

PETITION No.

l')'5

01-‘

Jones.

1846.

In the matter of the petition of Mr. John Cowell and others,
ﬁled in this Court on the 20th April 1846, praying for the admission
of a special appeal from the decision of the principal sudder ameen
of Tirhoot, under date the 20th January I846; reversing that of
the sudder ameen of Tirhoot, under date 14th August I845, in the
case of the petitioners, plaintiffs, versus Sreedhur Sreemuttee and
others, defendants.
It is is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :
The plaintiffs had taken a farm of certain villages from I243
to I252 F. S.
They underlet them to one Joomna Ojaien, on
her own security, in the name of the defendant Sreedhur Sree
muttee.
On the llth Cheyt 1246, she gave in a resignation of her

R
I
l

(273)
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lease, engaging, as stated by the plaintiffs, to account for the
proﬁts from the commencement of the year to the date of resigna
tion. The sum, as alleged in the plaint, amounted to rupees
1,349-6, from which deducting rupees 552-9 paid, the plaintiffs sue
for the balance with interest.
The defendants deny possession during any portion of the year
1246 F. S.
The sudder ameen gave partial judgment for the plaintiffs; but
his judgment was reversed by the principal sudder ameen.
The principal sudder ameen appears to have made the question of
who was pulwari of the villages, during the year l246, the main
He should rather have enquired whether the
point of enquiry.
defendants held possession up to the llth Cheyt of that year;
what was the amount of proﬁts, and how much had been paid.
These material points appear to have been overlooked by him ;
and, therefore, considering his judgment incomplete, I admit the
appeal, and remand the case for trial de nova.

Tns

in

APRIL

3n

1848.

Passsrvr:
E. CURRIE, EsQ.,
Exancrsmo 'rn;: POWERS

CASE No.

285

or

01-‘

A

Jnnos.

1847.

Regular Ameal from a decision passed by lhe Principal Sudder
Ameen of Chittagong, November 12th, 1846.

MOHUMMUD KHOSHYAL CHOWDHREE, (PAUPER.,)
APPELLANT,

(PLAINTlFF,)

versus

MOHUMMUD KAMIL,

AND o-rmaas,

Rasronnaurs,

(DEFENDANTS-)
PVukeel

of AppeIZant—E.

Wulreel

of Respondents—Gh0lam Sufdur.

Sun‘ for rupees 7,315
15 kanees

of mal land.

mesne proﬁts,

Colebrooke.

with interest, of

5 dhoomr,

The substance of the plaint is, that in H39 M. S., plaintiff ob
tained from the proprietor of turuf Ali Mohummud
dhoons,
4 kanees of land, which were separated from the turuf and incor
porated, with other lands, into a distinct mehal called turzgf Asgar
That in 1175 M. S., turuf Ali Mohummud was sold for
Anees.
arrears of revenue, and purchased by the defendant Mohummud

ll
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(274)
Kamil ; and in H77 another mehalbelonging to the same proprietors,
called Sagheer Mohummud, was purchased at auction by Prawn
Singh Soobhadar. That the Soobhadar got possession of 5 dhoons,
I5 kanees of plaintiﬁ’s land, and the zemindars of Ali Mohummud
gave him instead, a like quantity of land in their possession ; that
from this he was ousted in 1194 M. S., (A. D. 1832) by decrees
obtained against him by Mohummud Kamil, the auction purchaser
of Ali Mohummud. That he has been directed to sue all the
proprietors of turuf Ali Mohummud for the lands now deﬁcient in
his talook; that he has sued accordingly more than once, but his
suits have been dismissed for default. That in 1204 M. S., Mohum
mud Kamil obtained possession of the remaining lands of luruf
Asgar Anees, by sale and purchase in execution of decrees against
plaintiff ; and that he now brings suitfor the produce of the deﬁ
cient lands from ll94, the date of his dispossession by Mohum
mud Kamil, to 1204 when he lost the remainder of his taloolr ;
having during this time paid revenue to Government for the whole
mehal.
The principal sudder ameen dismissed the suit, observing that
except the land decreed to Mohummud Kamil in 1832, it did not
appear for what land, or against whom, plaintiff could make any
claim; and that the land referred to having been already ﬁnally
decreed to another party, suit for the produce of the same is
barred under Section 16, Regulation 3 of 1793.
This conclusion is not quite correct. Plaintiff does not sue
specially for the rent of the lands decreed to Mohummud Kamil,
nor of any other particular lands. His suit is against all the
proprietors of turuf Ali Mohummud, for the value of the produce
of a certain quantity of land said to be deﬁcient in his talook.
The claim, however, is altogether groundless. Plaintiff has never
established any title to the land of which he now claims the pro
ceeds ; and if the statements in his plaint be correct, he could not,
under any circumstances, maintain claim against the proprietors
of turuf Ali Mohummud, who had no share in ousting him from
the land, which he says was originally assigned him from that
mehal.
dismissed
with costs.
Appeal

Tau

-—3_

31)

APRIL 1848.

Passsrvrz

J. A. F. HAWKINS, Eso.,
Ps'r1'r1o1~:

Tsnn-onaar Juno:-:.
No. 813 or 1847.

'

IN the matter of the petition of Bhowanee Chum Mirdha, ﬁled
in this Court on the 30th December 1847, praying for the admis

(275)
sion of a special appeal from the decision of the principal sudder
ameen of East Burdwan, under date the 28th September I847;
reversing that of the moonsiff of Mamaree, under date 9th June
1847, in the case of Prankislien Gosain, plaintiﬁ, versus the peti
tioner and others, defendants.

It

is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the

following grounds :—

Theplaintiﬁ sued for possession of certain lands under
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of sale, alleged to

have been executed by the ancestor

a deed
some of
had been

of

the defendants, against which execution and attachment
taken out by the petitioner in satisfaction of a decree obtained
The moonsilf gave judgment dismiss
against his co-defendants.
ing the plaint, as founded upon a fraudulent and illegal transac
The principal sudder ameen reversed his judgment, consi
tion.
dering, as he says, the purchase pleaded by the plaintiff to be
The moonsiﬁ has gone most fully into this case: he has
proved.
and
compared the evidence in detail, and has given very
analyzed
reasons
for the conclusion at which he has arrived.
The
cogent
afewlines,
ameen
reverses
his
in
without
sudder
judgment
principal
meeting any one of these reasons. This summary mode of pro
ceeding in reversing a judgment, by a principal sudder ameen
from whose decision a special appeal lies to this Court, will not
suﬁice.

This Court must be satisﬁed that he has fully gone into the case,
and the grounds upon which he reverses a decision passed after a.
complete investigation by the court of ﬁrst instance, must be fully
But in this instance the 1noonsiﬂ', with reference to
recorded.
certain circumstances attending the execution of the deed of sale,
on which the plaintiff relied, referred it for opinion to the Hindu
law oﬁicer, who pronounced against its validity. This point the
principal sudder ameen has not even noticed.

I

admit the appeal, and‘ remand the case to the principal sudder
ameen, who, on deciding it again, will, with reference to the pre
ceding observations, state fully the grounds of his judgment,
both with regard to the facts andthe law of the case.

975

(

)

THE1 4Tn APRIL

1848.

PRESENT:

TUCKER, Eso.
Sm R. BARLOW,
C.

J.

and
BAR'l‘.,

Jvnoss.
A. F. HAWKINS, Eso.,
Tanroaaav Jonas.
CASE No. 39 or 1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Judge of Patna,
February 8th, 1845 ; qﬂirming a decree passed by the Moomnf of
Patna, August 20th, 1844.
.

DEYBEE PURSHAD,

APPELLANT,

(PLAIN'l"lFF,)

11678118
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MADHUB PATUK, MUSST. SOORJAH

AND

REsPoNnENTs, (DEFENDANTS.)
Wukeel of Appellant--A. A. Sevestre.
Wukeel

Tnrs

orusas,

of Res-p0ndents—Ameer Ali.

_

case was admitted to special appeal, on the 25th November

following certiﬁcate recorded by Sir R. Barlow :
(plaintiff) sued the defendants for 74 rupees, balance
on bond, in the moonsiff’ s court. The defendants acknowledged re
ceipt of notice, but did not appear; and an ezparle decree was passed
on the 16th July 1842, which was executed in December of the same
year; and defendant Musst. So0rjah’s property sold. Madhub ob
jected to the sale, alleging Musst. Soorjah had given him her pro
perty on her departure for uggernath : the moonsiff rejected his
petition. He appealed to the judge, who, on the 17th May 1843, re
versed the moonsiﬁ"s order, instructing him to appeal against the
This being done, the case was
moonsiff’s decision in one month.
made over to the additional principal sudder ameen, who, on the
18th January 1844, by permission of the judge, sent it back to the
On the 20th August 1844,
above mentioned moonsiff for re-trial.
the moonsiff dismissed the plaint, and his order was conﬁrmed by
the judge on the 8th of February 1845.
‘ Under the
provisions of Clause 3, Section 2, Regulation 7 of
1832, admission of appeal by the judge, after the lapse of ten months
from the date of the mo_onsiff’s decision, was contrary to law: the
admission is also opposed to Clause 3, Section 2, Regulation 7 of
1825. Further, the investigation of the case was complete, and
could not, under the precedent at page 76, volume VI of Sudder
Dewanny Adawlut Selected Reports, be opened upon the appli
1846, under the
‘ Petitioner

J

\

(

)

277

cation of Madhub Patuk; and, if re-opened, the points for
enquiry would, under Circular Order No. 140, dated 12th March
1841, (page 187, volume III.) be restricted in the first instance to
the due service of notice, which was never denied by the defendants.
“I admit a special appeal, and direct the case be brought on the
regular file of the court.’
As it appears that the petitioner (appellant) did not appeal from
the judge’s order instructing Madhub Patuk to appeal, and ulti
mately remanding the case for re-trial to the moonsiff, but, on the
contrary, appeared in the lower courts, in which the case has since
merits, the Court are
opinion, that what
been disposed of on
ever may have been the defects
the proceedings
the judge,
previous
remanding the case, they are now cured; and that there
grounds for interfering with the judge’s order
are
the 8th
February 1845.

is

appeal

all

dismissed with

of

of

of

to

in

its

-

no

The

costs.

R.

C.TUCKER, Esq.
SIR.

1848.

:

PRESENT

and

BARLOW, BART.,

A.
F.

J.

JUDGEs.

HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

of

1847.

of

Special Appeal from

161

a by

CASE No.

by

of

a

decision passed
the Officiating Judge
Shahabad, July 2d, 1845; confirming decree passed
the Prin
cipal Sudder Ameen
that Zillah, May 25th, 1843.

MUHARAJA MOHESHUR BUKSH SINGH,

APPELLANT,

(DEFENDANT,)
tersus

SYUD OULAD HOSEIN,

RESPONDENT, (PLAINTIFF.)

to

“This case was instituted
set aside
decision
Four men were originally constituted arbitrators:

byC.

to

on

of of

Appellant—Gobind Chundur Mookerjee.
Wukeel
Respondent—Hamid Russool.
Wukeel
special appeal,
THIs case was admitted
the 27th February
1847, under the following certificate recorded by Mr.
Tucker:—
one

all

in

a

arbitration.
died; his
death was reported, but his place was not supplied. The re
maining three arbitrators pursued their work, without objection,
for upwards
four years, when they gave
their decision,
three being
one and the same opinion.
The losing party

of of
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THE 4TH APRIL

...

1-r

IF?‘

vi

(973)
then instituted this suit to set aside the arbitration, on the ground
that the arbitration of three persons was in this case no arbitra
tion, and this plea was successful in both the lower courts.
‘Amongst all the reported cases under the head of arbitration,
cannot ﬁnd a case of this nature; and considering the silent
acquiescence of the losing party (the plaintiﬁ',) for four years
in the proceedings of the three remaining arbitrators, to be equiva
lent to an expressed assent on his part that they should dispose
of the case referred to them, without supplying the place of the
deceased arbitrator, I admit a special appeal to try whether, under
such circumstances, the decree of the arbitrators could be set aside
on any other grounds than on proof of corruption or partiality.’
We are of opinion, that, under the circumstances of the case, the
arbitration by three out of the four arbitrators originally appoint
ed, was not, of itself, suﬂicient to invalidate the award ; but ‘as
it appears from the plaint that the three arbitrators are charged
with corruption and partiality, and that the courts below have
expressed no opinion on these.points, we remand the proceedings
for further enquiry under those heads.

-—3

Tm:

4'1‘:-1

APRIL

I

1848.

PRESENT :
C. TUCKER, Esq. and
Sm R.

BARLOW,

BAR'l‘.,

Junons.
J. A. F. HAYVKINS, Esq -9
Tnmronanr JUDGE.
CASE No. 65 os l845.

‘

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Acting Principal
Sudder Ameen of Nuddea, December 30!/a, I844.

KHOODERAM RAEE, APPELLANT, (P1.AINTIFs,)
versus

RESPONDENT,
I. MOONSHEE KUREEMOODEEN,
(DsssNnAN'r,)
2. MUSST. COWSOLLAH, Wroow or
HUROO CHUNDUR RAEE,
Absent in Appeal.
KALEE PURSHAD RAEE,
RAEE,
. NUFFER CHUNDUR
RAEE,
. BISHENNATH
Wulreels of Appellant—J. G. Waller and Abas Ali.
Wukeel of Resp0ndent—Gholam Sufdur.
oi->9:
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J

Tms plaint is dated the 8th April

27th Cheyt I250, and is as follows:

1844, corresponding

with the

it

7

-.1

'11"-'
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(279)
the father of the defendant, Kureemooddeen,
Kuffulooddeen,
on the 25th Blzadoon I232, sold the villages Race Bullee and Nur
ainpore to plaintiff, for the sum 15,751 Sicca rupees. Huroo
Chundur Raee had a farming lease for three years of the property
before plaintiff’s purchase, on security of Beechuk Singh, father
of defendant Kalleepurshaud. Huroo Chundur under-let it to Nuffer
Chundur Race, on security of Bishennath, for nine years, setting
forth that his own farm was to run for that period.
In consequence
disputes arose ; and the foujdaree court, under Regulation 15 of
1824, directed plaintiff to sue regularly for possession, upholding
that of Huroo Chundur and his under-tenant.
Plaintiff accord
ingly instituted a suit (No. 256), when the defendant Kureemood
deen’s guardians brought forward a claim that the said villages
had been given by Kuffulooddeen to his wife in lieu of dower, and
they brought an action in the case No. H06, for reversal of the
deed of sale to plaintiff.
The judge of Nuddea, in plaintiff’s suit
set
aside
the
farm for nine years above alluded to ;
alleged
256),
(No.
and decreed that whatever right might, in the action of Kureemood
deen, (No. ll06), appear to belong to Kuffulooddeen, he (plaintiff)
was entitled to that right.
On the 26th May I830, the case No.
llO6 was decided by the judge, and 4 annas of the said villages
were awarded to plaintiff, and the 12 annas to Kureemooddeen in
succession to his mother’s right of dower.
Both cases were ap
pealed to the court of appeal. Plaintiff executed his decree in No.
256, through the nazir of the court, on the
l4th Kartik
I237. In appeal to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, the court
of appeals’ orders in both cases were reversed, and the zillah
In i243 Kureemooddeen got pos
court’s orders conﬁrmed.
sums from plain
session of his 12 annas : he claimed sundr
tiff as wasilat for the years 1232 to I244. l’laintiff also claimed
money due by the defendant, Kureemooddeen, on account of revenue
On the 30th Bhadoon 1250,
paid on the l2 annas to the collector.
an arbitrator who had been appointed by the parties gave in his
report, which was upheld by the principal sudder ameen, and plain
tiff was ordered to pay wasilat. Plaintiff was out of possession
The
from the commencement of I234 to the l3th Kartilc 1237.
sudderjumma of the two villages is l,O64-8-l5 per annum, which
plaintiff has all along paid for the above period; and 12 annas of
this he is entitled to recover from the defendant with interest. Till
the arbitrator’s award was given, plaintiff could not sue for this
sum, paid as revenue of the I2 annas’ share.
From I234 to the l3th Kartik l237, plaintiff has paid Sicca
rupees 2,806-5- l0-3, on account of the defendant, Kureemooddeen :
the interest due on this is Sicca rupees 5,092-l5-18; making a total
of Sicca rupees 7,899-5, or Company’s rupees 8,425, l5 annas; and
he prays for that sum with costs, and interest to date of realization.

_
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The defendant, Kureemooddeen, in answer, states the said villages
were, on the date mentioned, only mortgaged by his father to the
plaintiff, who, under the plea that the sale was absolute, ousted
the farmer and his under-tenant, and took possession himself.
Under the fozgidaree orders, however, the possession of the farmer
was ordered to be restored.
Plaintiff, notwithstanding, held pos
session; and when he brought the suit No. 256, only sued to have
the farming lease set aside.
Defendant brought an action (No. H06) for 2 annas in right of
his mother; and, in I243 Kartilr, was put in possession under
decree of Sudder Dewanny Adawlut.
Plaintiff was iupossession
from 1232 to 1237 per force; and from that period to 1243, under
order of court, collected the rents and paid the Government reve
nue. Neither the farmer nor his under-tenant were in possession
during this period, though they did make some collections on the
estate.
The plaintiff, when he got possession in 1237, should
have sued for the malgoozaree paid to Govemment,
as alleged,
from I232 to I237.
Twelve years have now elapsed, and the suit
will not lie. The plaintiff having ousted the under-tenant of the
farmer, he could not fulﬁl his engagement to the defendant, who
claims the rents of the farming period.
The arbitrator made no
investigation as to the wasilat previous to 1237, only from that
period to 1242, and that according to the statements of the ryuts.
An ameen made out an account of wasilat, but the arbitrator did
not give that amount.
The principal sudder ameen dismissed the plaintif‘Ps claim, as
the villages, to the payment of malgoozaree for which the plaintiff
lays claim, were not in Kureemooddeen’s possession from I234 to
1237; they were by the foqidaree order in plaintiffs possession,
through an agent : and it was ordered that the under-tenant should
pay to the farmer, and he to the plaintiff; and that any party dis
satisﬁed should sue regularly, on which plaintiff sued and got
Kureemooddeen sued and got a decree
possession through court.
for I2 annas, with wasilat from 1237 to l242. There is no ‘proof
of Kureemooddeen’s possession from I232 to I237, nor did he
collect on the estate: on the contrary, the papers shew plaintiff
was in possession on his talookdaree right.
If the farmer and his
under--tenant did not pay their rents, plaintiff should have sued
them for the same, or for wasilat if they held beyond the period
of their lease.
The plaintiff sues for Sicca rupees 2,806, 5 annas, l0 gundahs,
paid on account of the defendant (Knrremooddeen’s) 12 annas’
share of the villages Race Bullee and Nurainpore to the collector,
from the commencement of I234 to the l3th Kartik l237, (plain
tiff himself being the proprietor of the remaining 4 annas); and
also for interest on the 2,806 Sicca rupees, 5 anmu, l0 gundahs,

§_44_.
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being 5,092 Sicca rupees, I5 annas, I8 gundahs=S1'cca rupees
7,899, 5 annas, 9 gundahs, or Company’s rupees 8,425, I5 atmas,
5 gundahs, with costs and interest to the date of realization.
He
states he bought the entire I6 annas of both villages from KuIfuI
ooddeen, defendant’s father, on 25th Bhadoon I232; that, on going
to take possession, he found one Huroo Chundur Raee, to whom
a farm had been given by the former proprietor for three years, in
occupation of the lands, of which he had given an under farm for
nine years, alleging his own tenure was for the same period.
Disputes on this arose: the case was taken into the foujdaree
court, by which the possession of the farmer and his under-tenant
was upheld, and the plaintiff was referred to the civil court.
He
this
action
No.
256
on
the
IOth
March
brought
accordingly
I827, against the guardians of Kureemooddeen, Musst. Cowsollah,
the widow of Huroo Chundur Race, and Nuffer Chundur his
under-tenant, and their securities, to break up the farms.
On the 6th December I827, the guardians of Kureemooddeen,
Sumbhoram Mujmoodar and Mohummud Yaseen, brought an
action against the plaintiff and Kuffulooddeen, in fact to set aside
the sale and purchase between these parties; but, avowedly, to
establish the right to receive rents from the under farmer, Nulfer
Chundur, who, under a foujdaree order, dated the I9th July I826,
was directed to hold possession till the expiry of his lease, and to
pay the farmer (Huroo Chundur,) who again was to pay the plain
tiﬁ' Khooderam.
v
The guardians claimed both villages as the property of Kuree
mooddeen, under a deed of dower from Kuffulooddeen, his father,
to Zoobdut-0-nissa, his mother.
The judge of Nuddeah, in the case No. 256, set aside the farm
granted as alleged for nine years to Huroo Chundur, and his under
lease to Nuffer Chundur; and decreed (30th December I829,)
that whatever might eventually be proved to belong to Kuffulood
deen, in the suit No. lIO6, should be awarded to the plaintiff in
This order
satisfaction of his decree in the ﬁrst mentioned case.
was reversed in the provincial court, but upheld by the Sudder
Dewanny Adawlut on the 28th January I836.
The suit (No. ll06,) was decided on the 26th May I830 by the
judge, who awarded I2 annas to the plaintiff, and 4 annas to the
This too was before the
defendant (now plaintiﬁ') in that cae.
Adawlut, and the judge’s
court
and
the
Sudder
Dewanny
provincial
order was also upheld by this Court on the 28th January I836.
The plaintiff executed his zillah decree No. 256, and got posses
sion on the 14th Kariilc I237. In I243 the defendant executed his
Sudder decree.
Disputes then arose in execution about the wasilat
to be paid by plaintiff, who, on his part, claimed a deduction on
account of revenue paid by him to the collector for the I2 annas’
share.
An arbitrator, Nitanund Chatterjee, was appointed by the
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parties to settle their differences; and on the 30th Bhadoon l250,
or l4th September 1843, he gave in his report, directing plaintiff
to pay a certain amount, (1,840 rupees with interest,) of wasilat
from I237 to 1242, and to sue the defendant for any sum he might
consider due for payment of the malgoozaree of the I2 annas’
share for previous years. That the plaintiff did pay all the Govern
ment revenue of the l6 annas of the villages, from 1234 to Km-tile
I237, is proved by the receipts he ﬁles, signed by the collector.
the defendant, as barring the cog
The plea of limitation set up
invali
.
The plaintiff claimed the entire
suit,
nizance of this
the
suit
in
No. 256: the defendant also
16 annas of both villages
in
the
suit
No.
the
entire
H06; and the respective
claimed
villages
of
the
were
shares
parties
rights and
only deﬁned by the Sudder
It was in course of execution of the
Dewanny Adawlut in 1836.
two decrees of the Sudder Court, that Nitanund was nominated by
the parties to arbitrate between them he,
will be seen, gave in
his award in l843; and until the result of that award was made
known, the plaintiﬁ' could not have come into court with
claim for
rents paid on
portimi of an estate, now adjudged to the defen
dant, but the whole of which he claimed under purchase.
Under
for the appellant, and
these circumstances, the Court decree
consider him entitled to recover the amount he has paid on
account of the 12 annas’ of the estate decreed to the respondent.
It remains for the Court to declare what, with interest, that
to be recovered.
amount is, and from whom
The papers of the record clearly shew, that the plaintiff was
kept out of possession by persons who alleged they held
farm of
the lands, and their statement has been upheld throughout by the
guardians of the defendant, Kureemooddeen, who, moreover, was
shewn to have acted in the matter of the farm fraudulently, with
the view to keep the plaintiff out of possession.
In this they
in evidence that the plaintiff was not in pos
for
succeeded
session, for the period for which he now claims to recover the
amount of revenue paid byhim on the defendant’s (Kureemooddeen’s)
12 annas’ share; and by payment of which annually‘ he saved the
entire estate from sale for arrears of revenue. The liability there
fore, in our opinion, rests with Kureemooddeen.
As regards the
amount to be awarded, the case
peculiar one; and were
not
for the express terms of Section
Regulation l5, 1793, and the
Construction No. 359, we should have considered the circum
stances as jutifying an award of interest, for the whole period,
the plaintiff.
As
is, we are precluded
from date of payment
from awarding sum in excess of the principal, and interest to the
same amount up to this date, with further interest on the conso
lidated amount decreed up to date of realization, with costs of both
The decree of the principal sudder
courts against the respondent.
ameen
accordingly reversed.

\
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PRESENT:

R.

n. RA'r'r1!AY, Eta,
Junos.

PETITION No. 889 or I846.

IN the matter of the petition of Horil Das and Holas Das,
for selves and as guardians of Bahoo Lal Das alias Nunhoo Das,

ﬁled in this Court on the 23d November 1846, praying for the
admission of a special appeal from the decision of Mr. John French,
additional judge of zillah Tirhoot, under date the 25th August
l846; aﬁirming that of Niamut Ali Khan, ﬁrst principal sudder
ameen of the same zillah, under date l9th September l844, in
the case of Horil Das and Holas Das, plaintiffs, versus Muhunt
Bhuwuns Geer and others, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
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following grounds :—
The additional judge
sudder ameen
on which he

inqiis decision, that ‘the principal
dismissed the ease erroneously; for the grounds
did so, shew it should have been merely a nonsuit.’
states

The principal sudder ameen, without entering into any enquiry
upon the merits of the question before him, on ﬁnding the pur
chasers of the land contested had not sued for possession, dis
missed the claim for the right of pre-emption.
(See printed
decisions of the additional judge of Tirhoot, dated 25th August
l846, page 92).
_ _
After recording the above opinion, the additional judge enters
into a full investigation of the merits of the case, and concludes
his judgment as follows :—‘ Under the above circumstances,* the
appeal is dismissed with costs of both courts, and in a manner
sudder ameen ; with this
afﬁrms the decision of the principal
amendment, the dismissal is not a bar to the interest of Baboo
Lal Das alias Nunhoo Das, minor.’
I am of opinion, that when the additional judge found he could
not with propriety maintain the ground of the principal sudder

ameen’s decision, and correct what was erroneous in connexion
with it by passing the nonsuit demanded, he should have returned
the case for disposal on its merits.
By entering into the enquiry as a court of ﬁrst instance, and
aﬂirming a decision he disapproved of as erroneously grounded, he
swerved from the practice of the courts, passed an anomalous judg
ment, and deprived the losing party of their appeal. If it be
argued, that the same result which obtained under the actual cir
"‘

S0 in the original.

(934)
cumstances of the proceeding, would have followed under the
usual appeal observances, I answer, that the assumption is not
necessarily correct : were it Q, the lower courts of ﬁrst instance,
whose decisions are appealable, would not only be superﬂuous, but
a positive hindrance to justice, and a useless and mischievous
exaction of time and money from the classes least able to afford
either.
I direct that the case be remanded to be revised by the judge ;
who, if he do not ﬁnd grounds for disposing of it by nonsuit, will
return it to the principal sudder ameen to be tried on its merits,
leaving the authorized appeal open.
The usual order will issue in regard to stamps and costs.

-M-.

Tnr. 5'rn APRIL

1848.

PRESENT:

BARLOW,

.

B.-\R'l‘.,

Juno:-:.

PETITION No.685

or

1846.

IN‘ the matter of the petition of Prosonno Komar Tagore, ﬁled in
this Court on'the 15th of September 1846, praying for the admis
sion of a special appeal from the decision of the additional principal
sudder ameen of the 24-Pergunnahs, under date the 26th June
1846; amending that of the moonsiff of Manicktullah, under date
15th April 1846, in the case of Casseenath Lushkur and others,
plaintiffs, versus Prosonno Komar Tagore, defendant.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds :—

llth P000 1252, sued the defendant for 17
2
excess of rent levied from them in the
12
annas,
gundahs,
rupees,
and
exclusive of interest.
1250
1251,
The moonsitf
1249,
years
Plaintiffs, on the

m

it

2

it

decreed for the plaintiffs; and, under Construction
No. 125, also
awarded, as penalty, 35 rupees, 8 annas,4 gundahs, double the
amount in excess of the refund of the sum proved to have been
illegally levied.
The principal sudder ameen amended this decree, and gave judg
ment for the excess, and for a sum equal to it in amount.
Under the provisions of Section
of 1805,
was
Regulation
incumbent on the plaintiffs to come into courtwithin one year after
the cause of action arose.
In the matter of the penal damages
awarded, the decisions of the lower courts do not advert to the
law above quoted. The case must be returned to the moonsitf,
who, with referenceto the law, must dispose of
on re-trial.
'7,
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PRESENT:

A. Dick, Esq.,
JUDGE.

W. B. JACKSON and

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.Rs.,
TEMPORARY JUDGEs.

Regular Appeals from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen

of

Backergunge,

Ram Chundur Seekur Chowdhree.

CASE No. 208

OF 1843.

GOPAUL LAL THAKUR, APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT,)
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wereus

RAM KISHWUR GHOSE

AND

oth ERs, REsponDENTs,

(PLAINTIFFs.)
Komar Thakur,
Wukeels of Appellant—Pursun
Mitr, and Nusemooddeen.

Bunsee

Buddun

Wukeel of Respondents–Raj Nurain.

CASE No. 216

RAM KISHWUR GHOSE

OF 1843.

AND

oth ERs, APPELLANTs,

(PPAINTIFFs,)
vers?/8

GOPAUL LAL THAKUR,
SUIT laid at Company’s
on certain huwaleh lands.

REspoNDENT,

rupees

(DEFENDANT.)

8,810, 9 annas, for possession

These are both appeals from the same decision, in one and th
same case; both parties being dissatisfied.

The suit was instituted by the respondents (plaintiffs) to recover
the possession of the lands in question, on the plea that they were
situated within a specified boundary decreed to them, and posses
sion given in execution of decree; but from which they were after
ward ousted by the appellant (defendant.)

sun-y
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The appellant denies that the lands in question were ever
decreed to respondents; but that the respondents, colluding with
the ameen deputed to put them into possession of the lands
decreed, had, unknown to a pellant, who was the adverse party
in that suit, ﬁxed a boundhry contrary to that decreed, and
‘
falsely stated he had given possession accordingly.
The principal sudder ameen being of opinion, that the ameen,
deputed to give possession, had exceeded his powers, put aside
what the ameen had done, and decreed possession according to his
own view of what had been decreed in the former case.
To ascertain what had been actually sued for and decreed
in the former suit, and what done in execution of the decree,
the record of the case was called for from the zillah. On
perusal it appeared, that the plaint set forth the boundary
of the land claimed, and speciﬁed the southern boundary to
be the lands of Kasheenath, and the decree was given accordingly.
In execution, an ameen was deputed to give possession as de
creed.
He reported, that since the lauds of Kasheenath only were
speciﬁed as the southern boundary, he was obliged to take
evidence ; and ascertained that a halit, or ridge, which he particu
larly describes, was the southem boundary, and that he gave pos
session making it the southern boundary. The appellant contends
that this was collusive, and the ameen’s report not signed by
both parties. Since, however, no objection was offered by the
appellant, and the judge conﬁrmed what the ameen did, it is now
too late for the appellant to object.
It is true, the respondents
have not produced any proof of subsequent ousting, nor did they
complain at the time they were ousted, as alleged; still this cannot
avail against the recorded fact of possession having been given;
and nothing at all conclusive has been adduced to shew collusion,
or even error on the part of the ameen.
We therefore reverse the
decision of the lower court, and decree the claim with full costs of
both courts.
Thus conﬁrming the report of Kashee Kunth Gopt,
the ameen—-who makes the boundary of the huwaleh to be the bald,
or ridge, that commences from khal Gayin Kandee, north of
Dirhnaee Akhoond’s house; whence for a short distance it takes
a northerly direction to the west of the house of Mahtabooddeen;
thence running due east and west, until it joins a khal named in
the map of Purusnauth,principal sudder ameen, Hato Khal Dirhnaee
Akhoond, which falls into the river forming the western boundary:
and further, this decides the situation of the lrhal Gayin Kandee
to be as apparent in the above map, and as stated by the plaintiffs.
With respect to mesne proﬁts, we cannot admit plaintiﬁs’ right
to any previous to suit, in consequence of their silence for
years.
But we decree mesne proﬁts, without interest, on account of that
portion of the land within the decided boundary, of which they
may not be in possession, from the date of suit.
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Passmrr
A.

:

DICK, Eso.,
Jones.

W. B. JACKSON and
A. F. HAWKINS, EsQas.,

_

J.

Tsméoaanr Juocss.
CASE No. l4l or

1846.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by Mr. J. Reily, Principal
Sudder Ameen of Dacca, July 27112, 1844 ; altering a decree
passed by Moulvee Loot/' Hosein, Sudder Ameen, December 5th,
I842.

MOULVEE MOHUMMUD KULEEM KHAN, APPELLANT,
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(PLAINTlFF,)

~'

UCTSIIS

LUKHEE KUNTH HORE,

am) ornsns, Rssroxnsmrs,

(DEFENDAN'l‘8.)

THIS

to special appeal, on the 28th May
the following certiﬁcate recorded by Messrs. C.
Tucker, . F. M. Reid, and Sir R. Barlow :—
‘ The
plaintiff, the putneedar of Peshnael, sued to enhance the rent
payable by the defendants, who pleaded a right to hold on a ﬁxed
rent.
As the putneedar did not issue the notice prescribed
by Section 9, Regulation 5, 1812, he is debarred by the following
Section from exacting from the cultivator, or tenant, more than
he was bound to pay under his previous engagements, whether by
process of distress, conﬁnement of person, or by suit in court.
The lower courts having gone beyond this point, and decreed
an immediate enhancement of rent, a special appeal is admitted to
correct this illegality,’
The Court ﬁnd that the suit is for enforcement of a dowl, or
written engagement, entered into between the defendants and the
zemindar; and a decree has been given, declaring its validity and
The decree, so far as
awarding arrears on it of enhanced rent.
of
the
dowl
and
the
right of the putneedar
declaring the validity
now
stand, being intangible
on
its
must
conditions,
to enhance
of
but
the
award
under the certiﬁcate;
payment of enhanced rent,
9, Regulation 5, l8l2,
of
notice
under
Section
ﬁrst
issue
without
Costs of
is incorrect, and that portion is accordingly reversed.
lower courts payable by defendants, and of this Court by plaintiff.
1846,

case was admitted

under
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A. F. HAWKINS, EsQ.,
Tsmronanv Junos.
PETITION No. 44 or 1848.
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In the matter of the petition of Purmeshur Deen Dischit, ﬁled
in this Court on the 26th February 1848, praying for the admission
of a special appeal from the decision of the principal sudder ameen
of Backergunge, under date the 26th (November 1847; reversing
that of the moonsiff of Bhowfaul, under date 21st June I847, in
the case of Purmeshur Deen Dischit, plaintiff, versus Gungachurn
Sein, and others, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds.
One Telokchundur Raee, on 5th Assin 1251, purchased an
huwaleh, sold in satisfaction of a summary decree for arrears of rent,
obtained by the zemindar of the estate in which the huwaleh is
situated. He sold it, on the 13th of the same month, to the plain
tiff, who instituted this action against the defendants on their
refusing to give him possession, on the plea of holding on ousut
huwaleh, or under tenure, granted to them by the former
huwalehdar.
The moonsiif, after a very full enquiry, gave judgment for the
plaintiff, holding the ousut huwaleh transaction to be altogether
fraudulent.
The principal sudder ameen says, in reversing his
the auction purchaser at a sale made in execution
that
judgment,
of a summary decree, succeeds only to the rights and interests of
the former incumbent; and that, consequently, it was not in the
This is per
power of the purchaser to set aside the under tenure.
as
a
is,
correct
but
the
general
allegation
position;
fectly
plaintiffs
that the transaction between the late huwalehdar and the under
tenants was a fraudulent transaction, and that nothing could show
this more clearly, than the fact of the rent payable by the under
tenants being less than the sudder jumma of the estate. This
point should have been carefully investigated by the principal
sudder ameen; and, in the event of fraud appearing, the principle
of Construction No. 1059 would be applicable to the case. The
investigation of the merits of the case by the principal sudder ameen
has been extremely defective.
Again, the principal sudder ameen ﬁnds fault with the plaintiﬁ
for not including certain other parties in the case: this was
ground for a nonsuit, not for a dismissal.
admit the appeal, and remand the case to the principal sudder
ameen for trial de nova. If he thinks the plaintiff should be non
suited, he will proceed accordingly, giving in that case no opinion
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JACKSON and
HAWKINS, Esq.Rs.,

A.
F.

J.

W. B.

1848.
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PRESENT

do

on

in

THE 6TH APRIL

his over-ruling the
may
which
so.

of

may arrive; and,
the event
fraud, the grounds

TEMPORARY JUDGEs.
CURRIE, Esq.,

E.

ExERCISING THE PoweRs of

JUDGE.

1837.
by

CASE No. 335 of

A

plaintiff’s allegation

be

he

On the other hand, if he proceeds to try the
will give his reasons fully for the judgment
of

which

he

at

its

as to the merits.
merits,
case on
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Regular Appeal from
decision passed
Abdool Ali Khan,
cipal Sudder Ameen
Rajshahye, March 23d, 1847.

Prin

tersus
RESPONDENT,

Wukeel
Wukeel

of of

LOKNATH MOITRE,

(PLAINTirr.)

Appellant—Kishen

Kishore Ghose.
Respondent—Pursun Komar Thakur.
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farming lease
possession
under
pergunnah
Handyal,
profits
annas
with mesne
for the period
dispossession: suit laid
rupees 5,200.
pottah for
years
The substance
the plaint
that
S.,
was granted by defendant,
the 23d Kartick 1252
one Lukhee Nurain,
servant
the plaintiff,
the security
plaintiff's brother, Eshan Chundur Moitre,
have effect from
the commencement
1252.
That plaintiff obtained possession,
but was shortly after ousted
defendant with the assistance
her brother, Kalee Bhyrub Chowdhree,
whom she was desirous
of making over the farm.
Defendant denies that she ever granted pottah,
that plain
possession:
says
tiff was ever
she
that her seal was surrep
titiously obtained
brother,
her husband's
Ram Komul Sircar,
got
revenge
who has
this and other suits
for her having
adopted
permission
given
son
accordance with the
her
husband.
The case was submitted
full bench
Mr. Currie

of

SUIT for recovery

I

to

go

by

with the following note
“Witnesses were brought
both parties
establish their res
pective allegations; but
did not
into the evidence, because

on

a

to

is

of

on

on

to

on

appeared
me, that,
his own shewing, plaintiff must
pottah granted
nonsuited.
He sues
one Lukhee
Nurain,
nothing
the security
Eshan Chundur.
There

beit
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the face of the document to shew that plaintiﬁ has any interest
in it. If he be, as he states, the real farmer, he should have
associated the nominal lessee with him in the suit.
A case (J . P. Wise v. Raj Kishen Chuckerbuttee, page 226
of the Decision of l846,) has been cited by plaintiﬂ"s wukeel ; but
it does not appear to me to be altogether in point. The circum
stances are diﬁerent; and the question then raised, was whether
cognizance of the suit was barred by a particular Circular Order.
That Circular Order certainly is not applicable to the present
case ; but, nevertheless, the circumstances are such, as, in my
opinion, to call for a nonsuit.’
MR. JACKSON.——Tl)€ plaintiff sues under a document which
does not bear his name; and there is no evidence to prove that the
plaintiff was the person in whose favor that document was execut
ed ; he must therefore be nonsuited.
r
Masses. CURRIE AND HAwKnvs.—In regard to the admission
of this suit, the respondent’s pleader relies upon two printed
cases :—the ﬁrst that of Beijnath Ghuttuk v. Fukeer Chund, page
I08, volume VI, of the Selected Reports; the second that of Wise
v. Raj Kishen Chukerbuttee, at page 226 of the Decisions
The latter case does not appear among the Selected
for 1846.
‘Reports.
The petition of the party in whose name the document was
executed, stating that he had no claim thereon, ﬁled in the ﬁrst of
the cases above mentioned, was presented in the lower court,—at
what stage of the proceedings does not exactly appear; but, from
its place in the report, it would seem as if it was ﬁled before the
the evidence was adduced.
In the case at page 226 of the Decisions for 1846, neither the
lender, nor the person whose name appears in the bond, was made
a party to the suit, and the case was decided upon other grounds,
without the present point being directly mooted; and in fact it
could not, in order, have been mooted, until the point upon which
the case was decided was disposed of, as the alleged transferee in
that case being the plaintiff, (there being no evidence of the
transfer,) the question in regard to the transferring party did not
arise.
It is therein stated, that evidence was adduced to prove
that the real lender of the money was no other than the person
w-hose name appears in the bond; but such evidence would not
be admissible, in the absence of any thing upon the record from the
The heir of the nominal
party who is the nominal lender.
lender, however, appeared before the ﬁnal decision of the case
in the Sudder Court, and stated that he had no claim upon the
bond.
It appears to us that such a petition is inadmissible, after
the pleadings in the lower court have been completed. The judges
decided that case upon other grounds, as we have already observed;
and we have not the beneﬁt of their express opinion upon the point

\
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now under consideration.
Theirregularity in the present case has
not been corrected within proper time, though the pleader of the
respondent states he will do so if time be allowed.
We are of
opinion that this cannot now be granted; and concur with Mr.
Jackson in the order of nonsuit, with all costs against the plaintiff.

Z}:

Tun 6-rs Arnu.
_

1848.

Pnsssnr :
R. H. RATTRAY,

ESQ.,

Junon.
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PETITION No. 915 or

1846.

IN the matter of the petition of Mohummud Fyz Bukhsh, ﬁled
in this Court on the 3d December 1846, praying for the admission
of a special appeal from the decision of Mr. David Pringle, judge of
zillah Purneah, under date the 28th August 1846; aﬂirming that
of Mohummud Rooknoddeen Khan, principal sudder ameen of the
said zillah, under date 28th August 1845, in the case of Go
bind Chund Muhajun, plaintiff, versus Mohummud Fyz Bukhsh,
defendant.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the

following grounds:—
The defendant (petitioner) pleaded that the court’s cognizance
The plaintiff
of the claim was barred by the statute of limitation.

met this plea by another, to the effect that his suit, intermediately
brought, had been struck off under Act 29 of 184].
This plea of the plaintiff is given, as quoted in the printed deci
sion of the case, of the 28th August 1846, so could not have
escaped the notice of the judge : but the question thus raised and
replied to, does not appear to have been the subject of any enquiry
whatever, either on the part of the judge, or of the principal sudder
notice of the
ameen, whose decision has been aﬁirmed without
'
omission.
As, with reference to the date of the bond (1238 M. 1832 A.
D.,) and that of the institution of the suit (I845 A. D.,) the
statute of limitation would appear to have been infringed; and as
the asserted disposal of the ‘ suit intermediately brought,’ under
Act 29 of 1841, cannot be admitted to form a break in the period
to be calculated between the cane of action and the institution of
the suit (see Section 2 of the Act), it was manifestly just and
proper, that the plea of defendant should have been carefully
As the pleas
weighed before judgment was recorded against him.
now stand, the decisions passed would appear to be opposed to
that, to which under the law, defendant was entitled.
The case will be returned for revisal on the grounds stated ; and
,
the usual orders issue in regard to stamps and costs.

(
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THE 6TH APRIL

1848.

PRESENT:

W. B. JACKSON and

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.Rs.,
TEMPORARY JUDGEs.

E. CURRIE, Esq.,
ExERCISING THE Powers OF A JUDGE.

CASE NO. 9

OF 1838.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Judge
June 28th, 1837.

of Tirhoot,

RAMKOONWUR, GRANDMother, AND GUNSAM KooN
WUR, MoTHER of RAMNURAIN SINGH, APPELLANTs,
(PLAINTIFFs,)
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tle?"sus

KISHOREE LAL, (FARMER) AND RAEE HURREEKISHEN,
son of RAEE BUNSEEDHUR, (SECURITY,) Respondents,
(DEFENDANTs.)
Wukeel

of Appellants—Pursun

Wukeel

of Respondents—Gholam Sufdur.

Komar Thakur.
*

SUIT for rupees 9,591-1 rent, with interest, of talooka Kishore
Nurainpore, on account of certain kists of 1231 F. S.
The circumstances are briefly these. The
talooka was the
property of Obhye Nurain Singh, who granted a lease of it to
defendant; and died in 1231 F. S., leaving a mother, wife, and
daughter. The inheritance was claimed by plaintiff, the proprie
tor of the other half of the zemindaree; and, in 1233, his claim
was recognized by the collector: a sunnud, or pottah, was granted to
him, and his name recorded as proprietor of the whole estate.
He then obtained a summary decree for the rents of 1234 F., for
reversal of which a regular suit was instituted by the farmer. The
case coming before this Court in appeal, the Court, on the 3d
June 1836 (present: Messrs. Halhed and Stockwell), ruled that as
the inheritance was disputed between appellant and the females
of Obhye Nurain Singh's family, neither party could sue the
farmer until his title should have been established by a decree of
COurt.

The suit now before the Court was instituted on 7th March
1836, for the recovery of the rents of part of 1231 F. S., the year
of Obbye Nurain’s death. The judge, relying on the decree of the

4

_._

_

n
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Sudder Dewanny Adawlut of the 3d June 1836, rejected the plain
tiffs’ claim.
Before the case came on for hearing in appeal, the decision ‘of
3d June 1836 had been reversed, on review of judgment, by
Messrs. Lee Warner and D. C. Smyth, who held (16th February
I841 ,) that appellant having been admitted by the collector as
heir of Obhye Nurain, and having entered into engagements for
the whole estate, he was fully entitled to realize the rents, until
the collector’s order should be reversed _by the result of a suit to
establish the right of the females to the inheritance.
The case was taken up by Mr. Rattray on the 24th November
1842, who, with reference to the proceedings of this Court of
the 16th February 1841, proposed to reverse the judge’s order,
and pass a decree in favor of the plaintiff.
The case then came successively before Messrs. Reid and Dick,
who both were of opinion that as the judge’s decree was based
upon an order of this Court, which had been subsequently reversed
without enquiry into the several pleas urged by the defendant, the
case should be returned for re-investigation ; but they differed in
regard to the instructions under which it should be remanded.
We observe, that in the decision of this case, the judge relied
mainly on the decree of this Court of the 3d June 1836; that
decree has since been reversed. It is necessary, therefore, that
the case should be returned, in order, that the judge may go fully
into its merits, and pass such decision thereon as he may deem
just and proper.
Order that the case be remanded accordingly.

-Q-_

Tns

6'rn

APRIL

1848.

Pnnssrrr:
C.

TUCKER, Esq-,
Jones;

J.

and

A. F. HAVVKINS, ESQ-,
TEMPORARY Juno:-:.

PETITION No. 794 or

1846.

IN the matter of the petition of Robert Savi, ﬁled in this

Court on the 23d October

1846, praying for the admission of a
from
the
decision
of E. Bentall, Esq., judge of
special appeal
under
date
the
18th
Jessore,
zillah
July I846, refusing to admit
his appeal from the decision of the principal sudder ameen of the
said zillah, under date 4th February 1846, in the case of Mr.

,

_
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E. G. Dubus, plaintiff,

versus Pursunnath
Raee and others,
defendants.
This suit was instituted by Mr. E. G. Dubus, in his character
of proprietor of the Nohatta indigo concern; and wa for posses
sion of certain lands, constituting a putnee talook, alleged to have
been granted to him by the zeniindar, Ranee Kutteeanee, on 10th
Assin 1248, and of which he stated himself to have been dispos
sessed by the defendants.
On 4th February I846, the principal sudder ameen dismissed
On the 4th March an appeal was preferred bv the
the claim.
petitioner, stating that he had purchased the Nohatta indigo
concern from Mr. E. G. Dubus, and all the rights and interests
therein on the 28th January 1846, and ﬁled the bill of sale.
The judge rejected his appeal for the following reasons :-—‘ The
of his right to appeal is that, on the 28th January 1846
ground
e had bought from Mr. E. G. Dubus his rights and interests in the
N ohatta indigo concern. But cannot admit the appeal, because
Mr. Dubus could not sell property which was not in his own
possession, and Mr. Robert Savi could not buy the right and
interest of another person in a pending law suit.
‘ Secondly. The deed of sale of the N ohatta indigo concern does
not mention this suit; and, consequently, it is not shewn that
Mr. Dubus intended to sell his interest in the suit.
‘ Thirdly.
The date of the decree of the principal sudder ameen
is after the date of the sale of the Nohatta indigo concern , and
had the appellant any interest in the suit, he should have shown
it in the lower court.
Even had Mr. Dubus gained the suit, and got a
‘Fourthly.
decree in his favor, it would have been necessary for him to have
endorsed it; or, by some other lawful act, to have transferred it to
Robert Savi after the date of the decree, in order to enable the
court to admit Robert Savi to execute it: and innch less can
admit his appeal under the present circumstances, when, if the
decision were upset, the decree must be in favor of Mr. Dubus,
and not of Robert Savi.
do not think it necessary to call on
I
defendants
to
to
this
the
respond
appeal.
We consider the above reasons for refusing Mr. Savi the right
of appeal to be erroneous, and contrary to established practice
If Mr. Savi had purchased the rights and interests of the
original plaintiff, he had full right to appeal; and this was the
only point the judge had to do with in admitting the appeal.
VVe therefore annul the decision of the judge, and remand
the proceedings, with instructions to the judge to replace the
petition of appeal on his ﬁle; and, after satisfying himself of the
transfer to the petitioner of the rights and interests of the original
plaiutif’f', to dispose of the case on its merits.
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THE 8'rn APRIL I848.
_PRESENT: 1
C.-TUCKER, Esq. and
Sm R. BARLOVV,
BAa'r.,
I
'

J.
_

A. F.

Jnncss.
HAWKINS, Esq.,
. TEMPORARY Jones.

CASE No. 355 or

1847.

Appeal from a decision passed by the Judge of Shakabad,
Illarch 4th, 1846; reversing a decree passed by the Principal
Sudder Ameen, June 17th, 1845.

Special

BABOO KOONWUR. SINGH, APPELLANT, (PLAIN’l‘lFF,)

RAMESHWUR DUT,
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Wukeel

of

versus

RESPONDENT,

(Dsra.~1nAN'r.)

Appellant—- Uzmutoollalz.

Wukeel of Resp0ndent—Kishen Kishore Ghase.
Tnrs case was admitted to special appeal, on the 27th July
1847, under the following certiﬁcate recorded by Mr. C. Tucker :—
‘ The circumstances which led to the institution of this
suit are
One Muheshwur Dut obtained a decree against Baboo
as follows.
Koouwur Singh for a large sum, and sold his right under the de
cree to one Rameshwur Dut. After payments to a considerable‘
amount from time to time, Rameshwur Dut sued out execution
for rupees 2,501, which he alleged to be still due on the bond.
‘ Baboo Koonwur Singh pleaded payment ln full : but the
judge
passed a summary order for the sale of his property to realize the
said sum; and, rather than let his property be sold, he paid the
amount, and brought the present suit against Rameshwur Dut to
prove payment of the amount decreed against him in full, and ob
On appeal,
tained a decree from the principal sudder ameen.
however, the judge ~dismissed the claim, as not cognizable in
a regular suit under Construction No. 1129.
‘ It
appears to me that the Construction is not applicable to a
case of this nature, which has nothing whatever to do with the
original decision. Baboo Koonwur Siugh does not deny the amount
decreed against him, but pleads payment in full. I admit the
special appeal to try the point, whether the Construction is, or is
1
not, applicable to the case.’
On reference to the proceedings held in execution of the ori
ginal decree, which led to the institution of the present suit, we
ﬁnd that there was no dipute as to the several sums paid in by
The dispute was as to the mode of calculating
the appellant.
interest on the amount decreed; and considering this-to be a dis
pute between the parties, regarding a matter involved in the deci

-q-'1'
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)
it,

sion, we are of opinion the judges’ decree refusing to entertain the
present suit is correct, and we accordingly affirm
and dismiss
the appeal with costs.

THE 8TH APRIL

1848.

PRESENT:

F.

J.

A.

R.

C.

TUCKER, Esq. and
BARLOW, BART.,
SIR.
HAWKINS,

JUDGEs.
Esq.,
JUDGE.

TEMPORARY

of

R.

a

by of

a

Special Appeal from
decision passed
Mr. James Ogilvy, Judge
Chittagong, February 17th, 1847; confirming
decree passed
May
Finney,
Chittagong,
Mr.
Moonsiff
2d Town Division
19th, 1846.

SHAHAMUT ALI, APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT,)
*/en'8148

MUSST. SAMLA BIBI, AND oth ERs, RESPONDENTs,
(PLAINTIFFs.)

Respondents

in

Appellant

person.

did not appear.

a
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to

to

of

he

on if

it

be

is to
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or

to

be

of

or

of

or

on

be

is

or

9,

to
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*

of

it

an

be

is

by

of

on

to

of

a

of

A.
F.

J. on

of

of by

to

special appeal,
THIs case was admitted
the 27th May 1847,
under the following certificate recorded
Mr.
Hawkins:—
“The plaintiffs, (wife and children
Ramzan Ali, deceased,)
sued the defendant, the eldest son
the deceased, for
share
his
property according
the Mahomedan law
inheritance.
The
defence was, that,
the death
Ramzan Ali, his estate was divi
ded
arbitrators. The moonsiff and the judge decided for the
plaintiffs. The judge says, that although the arbitration
deposed
to,
equitable adjustment, and cannot
upheld
was not
justice.
court
try, whether, with reference
admit the special appeal
Regulation 16, 1793, the judge’s decision, setting aside
Section
correct,
the arbitration,
otherwise.”
The arbitration award cannot
set aside
the ground stated
judge,
upon
any
ground
partiality,
the
other
than that
corruption.
The decisions
the lower courts are therefore set
aside; and the case will
remanded
the judge, who,
consi
proved, and
proof
ders the award
not impugned
partiality
corruption, will pass judgment
conformity
its
provisions.
by
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THE 8TH APRIL

1848.

PRESENT :

C. TUCKER, Esq. and
SIR. R. BARLOW, BART.,

J.

JUDGEs.

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY

CASE No. 302 of

JUDGE.

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Judge of Zillah 24
Pergunnahs, April 2d, 1845; affirming a decree passed by the
Additional Principal Sudder Ameen, August 3d, 1844.

RAMNURAIN DUT

AND

DOORGACHURN

DUT,

APPELLANTs, (PLAINTIFFs,)
ters?/S
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SUROOP CHUNDUR BOSE AND or HERs, RESPONDENTs,
(DEFENDANTs.)
Wukeels of Appellants—Pursun
Wukeels

Komar Thakur and Kishen Kishore
Ghose.

of Respondents—J. G. Waller and Taroke Chundur

Raee.

THIs case was admitted to special appeal, on the 20th January
1847, under the following certificate recorded by Mr. C. Tucker :—
“The petitioners (appellants) are 4 annas' proprietors in a
certain zemindaree. A butwarreh of the whole estate was in pro
gress; but, owing to default in carrying it on, it was struck off
the collector's file under Regulation 20, 1836.
* The proprietors, however, had agreed to a butwarreh amongst
themselves, according to which they held distinct possession in
the mofussil; though, as regards the estate and the payment of
the Government revenue, the zemindaree remained joint and un

divided.

* In two of the villages which fell to the petitioners, (appel
lants’) share, the defendants held lands; and not attending to
enter into engagements with the petitioners, they (the petitioners,)
issued notice under Regulation 5, 1812, and entered the present

suit to enforce that notice.
“The lower courts threw out

case, because

the butwarreh
between the several sharers had not been made and confirmed by
Government; ruling that the petitioners (appellants) could not
separately sue a ryut for distinct lands,—their interest in the estate
not being defined, but extending to a fourth part of every village.
“This I conceive to be erroneous, and contrary to the every
day practice of the courts, in which individual sharers, of what
the

(
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are termed joint undivided estates, sue for rent separately, and
obtain decrees.
The fact is that there are very few estates held
really in joint undivided coparcenership; though joint and undi
vided as respects the responsibility for the Government revenue,
in the mofussil the sharers have, for the most part, distinct posses
sion; and am not aware that this state of things is by any regu
lation prohibited.
admit the special appeal therefore, to try whether, or not, the
petitioners (appellants) were not entitled to have their claim
against the defendants tried on
merits.”
From the circumstances recorded
the certificate, we are
opinion that the case should have been tried and disposed
its merits,—the private butwarreh being good for the purposes
involved
this case. We therefore annul the decisions of the
courts,
lower
and remand the proceedings that this may now
done.

I
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•
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:

1848.

JUDGEs.
HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY

CASE No. 308 of

JUDGE.

AND

(PLAINTIFFs,)

by

a

a

KISHENCHUNDUR PUNDIT

East Burdwan,
the Moonsiff

of

by

1847.

Special Appeal from decision passed
the Judge
May 12th, 1845; confirming decree passed
Madhopore, July 26th, 1844.

of

F.

A.

J.

R.

C. TUCKER, Esq. and
BARLOW, BART.,
SIR.

oth ERs, APPELLANTs,

ISSURCHUNDUR NYARUTTUN

Wukeel

HERs,

Appellants—Kishen

Kishore Ghose.

Respondents—J.

Waller.

G.

Wukeel

of of

AND
RESPONDENTs, (DEFENDANTs.)

or

7/6rsus

of

C.

on

a

by

is

of in

by

to

byon

special appeal,
THIs case was admitted
the 2d February
1847, under the following certificate recorded
Mr.
Tucker:—
“The appeal
this case
admitted under the precedent afford
the case
Ramee Chundra Bullee Koowaree versus Ranee
Kumul Koowaree and others, decided
full bench
9th July
1846, (vide page 268
the printed decisions for that year.)
ed
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“The petitioners (plaintiffs) held a moocurruree jumma under the
defendants, which falling in arrears, the defendants sued for the
balance due under Regulation 7, 1799; and, having obtained a
decree, sold the petitioners’ tenure themselves, instead of applying
to the court to do so under Clause 7, Section 15, Regulation 7,
1799.
“The act of the defendants, in selling the petitioners’ tenure by
public auction, is an admission on their part that it was of a
transferable nature.
therefore admit the special appeal, on the
broad fact of the illegality of the decisions of the lower courts in
upholding the proceedings of the defendants in this case, and dis
missing the petitioners’ case.”
Under the circumstances stated in the certificate, we are of
opinion that the decisions of the lower courts must be reversed,—
the respondents having no authority under the law to sell the
appellants’ tenure themselves.
We accordingly annul the decisions
courts,
of the lower
and cancel the sale made by the respondents
appellants’
of the
tenure. All costs, in the three courts, to be
paid by the respondents.
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THE 8TH APRIL

1848.

PRESENT :

TUCKER, Esq. and
SIR. R. BARLOW, BART.,

C.

JUDGEs.

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPoRARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 378 of

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Zillah of Mymensingh, December 18th, 1846; altering
a decree passed by the Sudder Ameen of that district, July 5th,
1845.

PUNCHMEE DASEE, APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT witH
OTHERs,)
Qe7"SuS

RAJARUTTUN CHUNDUR SINGH,
RESPONDENTs,

|Wukeel

AND

oth ERs,

(PLAINTIFFs.)

of Appellants—Sreenath Sein.

Wukeel of Respondents—Gobind Chundur Mookerjee.

THIs

case was admitted to special appeal, on the 8th

:

July

under the following certificate recorded by Mr. C. Tucker

1847,
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‘ The
petitioner (appellant), and others, were sued by the plain
tiffs for balance of rent due on a putnee taloolc, of which the
defendants, (petitioner and others) are proprietors of three annas:
of which two annas of the rent is payable to another party, and one
This one anna they subdivide into two por
anna to the plaintiffs.
tions of half an anna each; and they state the jumma of one to be
rupees 3-13-10, and of the other rupees 9-8: and on this jumma
the lower courts adjusted the accounts, and decreed a balance to
the plaintiffs.
‘ The
ground on which the special appeal is demanded, is, that
in a decree of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, dated lOth July I835,
the jumma of the two annas’ share was decreed at rupees I5-6:
according to which, a one anna share would be rupees 7-ll ;
whereas the plaintiffs state the jumma of the one anna share to be
rupees 13-5-l0.
‘ On
perusal of the decree of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, I
ﬁnd the fact to be as stated by the petitioner.
therefore admit
the special appeal, the present decision being opposed to it.’
The decrees of the lower courts in this case are ostensibly,
though not actually, opposed to the Sudder decree of l()th July
I835. That decree, proceeding upon the calculation that30 rupees
12 annas was the jumma of the four annas’ share of the -taloolc in
question, declares 15-6 to be the portion payable on the two annas’
It is to be
share, the amount of rent of which was then disputed.
observed, that the holders of the other two annas’ share were not
parties to that suit ; and it is very possible, that had they been,
proof could have been given of their having entered into separate
engagements for their share. A portion of the two annas’ share
belonged to one Shamram, which is involved in the present case ;
and the lower courts have proceeded upon proof that such separate
The calculation made by the
engagements were actually given.
Sudder decree, in regard to the two anms’ share then before
cannot be considered as suﬂicient to supersede the engagements
entered into in regard to the other two annas’ share, not included
in the suit decided on the 10th July i835.
We accordingly see no ground for interfering with the decree of
the principal sudder ameen, which we aﬁirm; and dismiss the
appeal with costs of this Court against the appellant.

'

it,
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THE 8TH APRIL 1848.
PRESENT :
Esq. and
TUCKER,
C.
SIR. R.

J.

BARLOW, BART.,

JUDGEs.
A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No.

146 OF 1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Deputy Commissioner
of Hazareebagh, May 30th, 1845; affirming a decree passed by the
Principal Assistant of Lohurdugga, July 14th, 1843.

RAJNATH TEWAREE, FoR self AND As GUARDIAN
DEBNATH RAEE, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)

OF
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Qe7"stus

GYANURAIN PANDEH,

ResponDENT,

(DEFENDANT.)

Wukeel of Appellant—F. Colebrooke.
Wukeel of Respondent—Ameer Ali.

This case was admitted to special appeal, on the 4th February
1847, under the following certificate recorded by Mr. C. Tucker:
‘This case, after being instituted, was regularly submitted for
Three were appointed. The majority
the decision of arbitrators.
agreed in giving in a decision in favor of the plaintiff. The princi
pal assistant, Captain R. Ouseley, set aside this decision, because
all three arbitrators did not concur, and decided the case himself
dismissing the plaintiff’s claim. This was affirmed in appeal by
the deputy commissioner.
“I admit this special appeal, in order to maintain the decision
of the arbitrators, which it was not competent to the courts
to set aside.”
We are of opinion, that the grounds assigned by the lower
courts for setting aside the arbitration, are not of themselves
sufficient.
The decisions of the lower courts are silent as to the conditions
under which the arbitrators acted; nor does the record submitted
supply the omission. We therefore remand the proceedings; and
direct that the case be restored to the file of the principal
assistant, who will re-consider the question with reference to the
provisions of Section 5, Regulation 16, 1793; and in the decision
distinctly the mode in which the arbitra
he may record will state
appointed,
and
the terms agreed to between the parties
tors were
nominating them.
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THE 8'rn Avail.

I848.

Psasnnrz

TUCKER, Eso. and
Sm R. BARLOW, BART.,
C.

Junons.

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, Esa.,
Tsueouanv Jones.
CASE No. 162 OF 1847.
Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Acting Judge of Zillab
Shalzabad, July 25th, 1845; conﬁrming a decree passed by the
Principal Sudder Ameen of that district, August 2lst, 1844.

RAMKISHEN DAS, GOMASHTA AND NIANAGER or SHAH
RUGHOOBUR DYAL AND MUKHUN LAL, APPELLANT,
(DEFENDANT,)
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versus

CHOONEE LAL MOHUNT, GOMASHTA or DOOLHUN UM
RIT KOONWUR, Wmow or BABOO BIRJ BHOOKHUN
DAS, DECEASED, Rrsvonnmwr, (P1.A1N'r1rr.)

Wukeel of Appellant—J. G. Waller.
Wukeels qf Res-pondent—Hamid Russool and Nilmonee Banerjee.

Tnls

case was admitted to special appeal, on the 23d February
under
the following certiﬁcate recorded by Mr. C. Tucker :—
1847,
admit this special appeal, on the ground that the original
plaint ought to have been nonsuited. The petitioner (appellant)
held several villages in mortgage from Koonwur Singh, and the
annual jumma payable to the Koonwur is speciﬁed in the deed of
mortgage; and by a clause in the agreement, the amount jumma
was to be paid into the house of Birj Bhookhun Das.
‘The plaintiff is the authorised agent of the widow of Birj
Bhookhun Das, who was a creditor of the Koonwur’s to a large
amount; and he instituted the present suit to recover rupees 974,
the jumma of mouza Toolsee Hurgaon for the years 1244 and 1245,
at rupees 487 per annum.
‘The defendant pleaded that his engagement was with the
Koonwur direct; that the plaintiff held no document whatever, on
which he could found a right to prosecute for a breach of engage
He further pleaded, that
ment between him and the Koonwur.
the sum of rupees 487, entered in the mortgage bond as the jum
ma payable for mouza Toolsee H urgaon, was a clerical error, which
had been subsequently admitted and corrected by the Koonwur
himself giving him an acknowledgment to that effect, and stating
the proper jumma to be rupees I85. All this was over-ruled ; and

‘I

A
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against the petitioner (appellant), which was
appeal
by the officiating judge.
affirmed in
appears
‘It
to me clear, that the Koonwur (Hurree Singh,)
should either have joined in the plaint, or should have been inclu
ded by the plaintiff as a defendant; and that the defence of the
defendant could be tried only in the presence of the Koonwur.
therefore admit the special appeal, to try whether the petitioner
(appellant) was not entitled to a nonsuit.”
For the reasons stated in the certificate, as amended this day, we
are of opinion that the plaintiff must be nonsuited. We accordingly
costs, reversing the decrees
nonsuit him, with
the lower
passed

decree

-

all

I

Courts.

of

a

THE 8TH APRIL

TUCKER, Esq.

and

BARLOW, BART.,

HAWKINS, Esq.,

F.

A.

J.

JUDGEs.
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 317 of
by

1847.

of

of

a

by

a

Special Appeal from
decision passed
the Judge
Zillah Jessore,
May 17th, 1845; reversing
decree passed
the second Prin
cipal Sudder Ameen
that district, September 4th, 1844.

BABOO RAMRUTTUN RAEE, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
2767's?/8

MR. HENRY RUSSELL AND oth ERs, RESPONDENTs,

Respondents—Bunsee

Buddun

Mitr.
3d

Wukeel

(DEFENDANTs.)
Appellant—Pursun Komar Thakur.

of of

Wukeel

of

of
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by

C.

on

by

of

a
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to

to
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I

on

by

to

special appeal,
February
THIs case was admitted
the
1847, under the following certificate recorded
Mr.
Tucker:
admit this special appeal
the precedent furnished
the
decision passed
8th June 1846,
Messrs. Rattray, Barlow,
and self,
the case
Jankee Raee and Lalla Raee versus Dur
riao Kundoo, &c., No. 11,
1845.*
service, were resumed and
Certain lands, held
condition
granted
lease
the plaintiff, petitioper. The defendant, Rus
pottah from the dismissed
sell, pleaded his right
hold them
Servant, granted some years before
the name
his gomashtah.
•
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‘ The
principal sudder ameen decreed for the plaintiﬁ ; but his
decision was reversed in appeal by the judge, who talks of the
usual forms and customs in resuming such lands not having been
attended to; but what these forms and customs are, he does not
state. Moreover, he lays down the law, that if azemindar dis
miss a servant from his employ, holding lands in lieu of wages,
he cannot dispossess him, but must make asettlement of the lands
with him. The decree above quoted has decided, that the lease
of a man, holding lands in lieu of wages for service to be perform
The service, for
ed, has no force after the death of the grantor.
which the land was granted, being no longer performed, the land
In like manner, if the servant he dismissed,
reverts to the owner.
he can no lon er have any claim on the lands; and any lease of
them, granted gy him, must cease and determine on his dismissal.
F
admit the special appeal, as being opposed to the precedent
above quoted.’
Under the circumstances recorded in the certiﬁcate, and the
precedent referred to therein, we are of opinion that the decision
of the judge in appeal must be reversed, which is accordingly
done; and the decision of the principal sudder ameen aﬂirmed,
with costs against the respondents.
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THE 8'rn APRIL I848.
Pnszsmwr:

TUCKER, Esq. and
Sm R. BARLOW, Bnmn,
Junoas
J. A. F. HAWKINS, Est»,
TEMPORARY Junoa.

C.

CASE No.

174 on

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by Captain James Hamzy1lg
ton, Deputy Commissioner of Hazareebayh, December 301/1, 1844;
reversing a decree passed by Captain Simps0n,Principal Assistanl,
May 29!/1, 1841.
MUHA RAJAH SUMBHOONATH SINGH, mam or

LUCHMEENATH

SINGH, APPELLANT,

(P1.A1N'ru=F,)

T)BTSU8

MAL RAEE MOONDAH,

AND

ornans, Rasronnanrs,

(DEFENDANTS.)
Wukeel of Appellant--Gholam Sufdur.
"

Respoiidenls Defaultiny.

Tms case was admitted to special appeal, on the 30th June
1846, under the following certiﬁcate recorded by Mr. U. Tucker :—

_-

_

__

__

A

_
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The petitioner (appellant) is the brother of the plaintiﬁ' Luch
meenath Singh, who having died was succeeded by his brother.
‘ This was a suit for balance of rent under a lmbooleut ; and
notwithstanding the deputy commissioner states it to be fully esta
blished that the defendants executed the kubooleut, he nevertheless
dismisses the claim on the ground that the defendants’ tenure
was not liable to enhancement. This being contrary to the practice
of the courts,--no compulsion being pleaded,--I admit the special
appeal to try whether in this suit, the kubooleut being proved, a
decree should not have passed for the plaintiﬁl’
Under the circumstances recorded in the certiﬁcate, we are of
opinion that the decision of the lower court, refusing to recognize
a kubooleut admitted to be fully established, must be reversed, as a
'
party voluntarily executing a kubooleut to pay a certain amount
of rent, is bound by such kubooleut.
We accordingly cancel the decision of the deputy commissioner,
and remand the proceedings with instructions to adjust the account
between the parties, on the basis of the kubooleut executed by the
defendants.

0-}-n

Tm: 8'rn APRIL

1848.

Pnsssxr:
C. TUCKER, Esq.
SIB. R. BARLOW,

and
BAR/l‘.,

Junoss.

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, EsQ.,
TEMPORARY

'

CASE No.

377

or

Juncn.

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Judge of Zillah Dacca,
December 17th, I845; reversing a decree passed by the Principal
Sudder Ameen of Furreedpoor, July 24th, l844.

UBHYCHURN SHEIKHDAR
TUNJOY SHEIKHDAR,

AND OTHERS,

Hams or MIR.

APPELLANTS, (PLAIN'l‘1FFS,)

'l)€T8U8

JOOGUL KISHORE RAEE

AND ormaas,

Rsspounsurs,

(DEFENDANTS.)
Wulreel

of Appellants—Pursun Komar Thakur.
Respondents

defaulting.

Trus case was admitted to special appeal, on the 29th June
I847, under the following certiﬁcate recorded by Mr. C. Tucker :—
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‘

J

In this case the defendant, oogul Kishore Raee, and his
partners, borrowed 6,000 rupees from Moheschundur Das, another
of the defendants, undera simple mortgage, the amount being
payable in I7 years, for which period he took a farm of the mort
Sircar for a similar
gaged property in the name of Ramchundur
Part of the condition was,
period, viz. from 1247 to 1263 B. S.
that the mortgagers were not to alienate the property during the
above period, unless the amount borrowed (6,000 rupees), with
interest thereon, was paid.
‘ In
1248, the said Joogul Kishore and others made a condi
tional sale of a part (gd) of the lands mortgaged to Moheschundur
Das, with some other lands, to Mirtunjoy Sheikhdar, which, after
the usual process prescribed by Regulation 17 of 1806, became
absolute; and the present suit was instituted for possession.
‘ The
principal sudder ameen aﬂirmed the sale from Joogul
Kishore and others to Mirtunjoy, but refused possession except
under certain conditions:—ﬁrst, possession might be granted at
the close of the period of 17 years; second, if the plaintiff, before
the close of the period of 17 years, could prove that the portion
of the debt covered by the portion of the mortgaged land sold to
him, had been liquidated from the usufruct, he might apply to the
court forpossession; and, third, if the plaintiff paid his portion of
the amount due to Moheschundur, with interest, he might have
possession.
‘ On
the judge reversed the decision
appeal by Moheschundur,
on
the ground that the sale to
of the principal sudder ameen,
was
to
the
conditions
of the mortagage to
Mirtunjoy
contrary
Moheschundur.
‘ I admit the
special appeal, because the conditions of the mort
could
never
be intended to preclude the mortgagers’ trans
gage
own
their
ferring
proprietary right to a third party, subject to the
to
Moheschundur.
mortgage
Whereas the judges’ -decree refuses
to recognize such transfer: of course possession could not be de
creed, until the full amount due to Moheschundur be paid or liqui
dated from the usufruct.
The fact is, that Mirtunjoy stands in the
shoes of the late mortgagers, without affecting in the least degree
the interests of the mortgagee.
‘ On a
petition presented by the wukeel of the petitioners (appel
on
the 25th August 1847, bringing to my notice that I had
lants)
omitted in my certiﬁcate to admit the special appeal on the point
that the judge had cancelled the entire sale from
oogul Kishore
it transferred to Mirtunjoy other
to Mirtunjoy, notwithstanding
Das and
property besides that under mortgage to Moheschundur
others, the sale of which was not disputed; and which point,
when the case was before me, I expressed my intention to record
a one on which aspecial appeal should be admitted. I now supply
the omission, and admit a special appeal on that point also, viz.

J
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that the judge could not extend his decision

to such parts of the
sale as was not coram judice.”
Under the circumstances as set forth in the above certificate,
we are of opinion that the judge was not warranted by law, or by
the practice of the courts, in refusing to recognize the sale made
by Joogul Kishore Raee and others to the appellant Mirtunjoy
Sheikhdar, subject to the previous lien on the property of the mort
gagee, Moheschundur
Das. We accordingly reverse his decision
of 17th December 1845, and affirm that of the principal sudder
ameen of zillah Furreedpore, dated 24th July 1844, with costs
payable by the respondents.
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SIR. R.

1848.

:

Esq. and

BARLOW,

BART.,
JUDGEs.

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 375

OF

1847.

Special Appeal from a

decision passed by the Judge of Dacca,
17th, 1845; reversing a decree passed by the Principal
Sudder Ameen of Furreedpore, July 24th, 1844.

December

MOHESH CHUNDUR SHEIKDAR, APPELLANT,
(PLAINTIFF,)
tler's?/S

JOOGUL KISHORE RAEE,
Wukeel
*

of

AND oth ERs, REs PonDENTs,
(DEFENDANTs.)
Appellants—Pursun
Komar Thakur.
Respondents

defańlting.

THIs case was admitted to special appeal by Mr. Charles
Tucker, on the 29th June 1847, on the same grounds as those set
forth in the preceding decision, No. 377. The two cases are simi
lar in every respect, except that another third portion of the land
was sold to the appellant in this case, and the decision passed is
consequently the same.
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THE 8TH APRIL
PRESENT

1848.

:

TUCKER, Esq. and
SIR. R. BARLOW, BART.,
C.

J.

JUDGEs.

A. F.

HAWKINS, Esq.,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No.

434

of

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Judge of Dacca, De
cember 17th, 1845; reversing a decree passed by the Principal
Sudder Ameen of Furreedpore, July 24th, 1844.

MUSST. NUBODOORGA,

APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)

thers?as

JOOGULKISHORE RAEE,

AND oth ERs, RESPONDENTs,
(DEFENDANTs.)
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Wukeel of Appellant—Pursun Komar Thakur.
defaulting.
Respondents

-

THIs case was admitted to special appeal by Mr. Charles Tucker,
on the 29th June 1847, on the same grounds as those set forth in
the preceding decision, No. 377. The two cases are similar in every
respect, except that another third portion of the land was sold to
the appellant in this case, and the decision passed is consequently
the same.
THE 8TH APRIL 1848.
PRESENT:
C. TUCKER, Esq. and
SIR. R. BARLOW, BART.,
JUDGEs.
J. A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 312 of

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Judge of Zillah Jessore,
June 25th, 1845; reversing a decree passed by the 2d Principal
Sudder Ameen of that disarict, March 6th, 1843.

MR.

J.

R. FRASER, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
ters?/s

PEAREE SOONDREE DASSEE,

AND
(DEFENDANTs.)

others, RESPONDENTs,

Wukeels of Appellant—A. A. Sevestre and Rama Purshad Raee.
Wukeels of Respondents—J. G. Waller and Taruck Chundur Raee.

THIs

April 1847,
Mr. C. Tucker:—

case was admitted to special appeal, on the 8th

under the following certificate recorded by
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“ One

e

Ramanund Ghose, proprietor of pergunnahs Begumabad
and Islampoor, died in the year 1819, leaving a son Dwar
kanath Ghose, who being then a minor, the estate was taken under
the court of wards, and persons having claims thereon were called
The petitioner’s (appellant’s) father
upon to register the same
registered a bond, dated 22d October 1811 , for 5000 Sicca rupees,
bearing interest at the rate of 8 per cent. per annum.
Repeated
demands were made on the court of wards for the settlement of the
account, but for a length of time without success.
Dwarkanath
Ghose died before he attained his majority, and the estate was
claimed by his two sisters, then married women, and they engaged
to pay all the registered demands against the estate, provided it
were released from the jurisdiction of the court of wards and made
over to them.
“The court of wards agreed to these terms; and in 1836
the accounts were adjusted at the Sudder Board’s Oﬁice, in pre
sence of the authorised agent of the ladies. The sum due amount
ed to Company’s rupees 23,360: of which Sicca rupees 10,000,
or Company’s rupees 10,666-l0-8, were due to the plaintiﬁ"s
father; and under the sanction of Section 19, Regulation I0, 1'/'93,
the court of wards issued orders to the collector to pay the said
sum of Company’s rupees 23,360. The other creditors were more
active than the plaintiff’s father in
before the collector
for their money, so that when he appearing
there remained but
appeare
Company’ rupees 9,289-7 in deposit belonging to this estate, and
this sum was paid to him on llth November I836. The estate
having been released from the jurisdiction of the court of wards
and made over to the ladies, the plaintiﬁ (his father having died)
had no resource but to sue them for the balance still due, viz.
Company’s rupees 1,377-3-8, and accordingly he brought the pre
sent action. He obtained a decree from the principal sudder ameen ;
but, on appeal to the judge, that oﬂicer threw out the claim, re
versing the decision of the lower court on the following grounds :—
‘ A court of law cannot
acknowledge the original debt, because for
12 years previous to the year 1836 it had not been demanded; and
it cannot acknowledge the compromise, because no bond even on
A court of equity could not enforce the
plain paper was given.
compromised claim against the appellants, because the part they
took in the compromise was only that they should give up a cer
tain sum of money, to be divided among persons who had unad
justed claims on their estate (Mr. Fraser being one of those per
sons) ; and this undertaking was performed by them in full. Thus
the plaintiff has not the law in his favor for the original or compro
mise demand, nor has he equity for the compromised demand.’
“ The statute of limitations cannot be pleadedagainst the plain
tiff in this case, because the debt was admitted and promise of pay
ment made, andpayment of nearly the whole sum actually made.

(‘3l0

)

This surely brings

this case within the exception to the rule
in Section l4, Regulation 3, l793, which is in the
following words :—‘ Unless the complainant can show by clear
and positive proof, that he had demanded the money or matter in
question, and that the defendant had admitted the truth of the
demand, or promised to pay the money.’
“ The above quotation also shows, that a bond is not requisite to
prove a compromise as stated by the judge.
“ Lastly, the facts are not correctly set forth by the judge. The
defendants did not agree to give up a certain sum to be divided
amongst persons having unadjusted claims on their estate. They
bound themselves to pay the debts due from the estate, and these
debts were ﬁnally adjusted at rupees 23,360: of which Mr. Fraser-’s
demand amounted to Sicca rupees 10,000; and the collector was
directed to pay this amount to Mr. Fraser by the court of wards,
with the assent of the duly constituted agent of the defendants.
“ On these grounds I admit the special appeal, viz. that Section
14, Regulation 3, 1793, is no bar to this case being dis osed of on
its merits, the exception to that rule being clearly and, indisput
ably established; and, further, that the debt having been admitted,
and payment in full not only promised but ordered by competent
authority (vide Section l9, Regulation IO, I793) the judge was
not authorised in demanding other evidence of the debt than the
proof of such acknowledgment and such promise to pay, which
was given.”
Under the circumstances as set forth in the above certiﬁcate, we
are of opinion that the appellant is entitled to recover from the
respondents the sum of Company’s rupees 1,377-3-8, with interest
thereon, at the rate of 8 per cent. per annum, from the llth Septem
ber 1836 to this date ; and henceforward, until payment in full,
at the rate of l2 per ce_nt. per annum on the united amount, prin
cipal and interest, as above : costs in all the courts tn be paid by
the respondents.
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1848.

:

HAWKINS, Eso.,
TEMPORARY Juno:-:.

PETITION No. 660 or 1847.
IN the matter of the petition of Ubhoy Tewari, ﬁled in this Court
on the 5th October I847, praying for the admission of a special

sudder ameen of Shaha
appeal from the decision of the
bad, under date the 30th July l principal
47 ; altering that of the moonsiﬁ
of Buxar, under date 9th March I847, in the case of Deendyal
Ram, plaintiff, versus Ubhoy Tewari, defendant.

l

_

__T,_.

(an)
It

is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the

following grounds.
This was an action for recovery of a sum of money; and was de
cided in appeal by the principal sudder ameen before the period of
notice to the respondent (petitioner) had expired.
accordingly admit the appeal; and remand the case that it
may again be brought on the principal sudder ameen’s ﬁle, and
regularly disposed of.

I

II—.i

Tau l3'ru APRIL

1848.

PRESENT!

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq-,

Tsupoaaar Juooa.
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Pnrrrron No. 639 or 1847.

In the matter of the petition of Baboo Hurpurshad N urain
Singh, ﬁled in this Court on the 2d October I847, praying for the
admission of a special appeal from the decision of Mr. H. V. Hathom,
judge of Sarun, under date the 10th July 1847; affirming that of
the principal sudder ameen of Sarun, under date 20th December
1845, in the case of Lalpaureh, plaintiff, versus Baboo Hurpurshad
Nurain Singh, defendant.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds.'
This is a suit to render absolute a conditional sale. The parti
culars are given at page 74 of the decisions of the judge of zillah
Sarun, during the year 1847.
The judge’s decree shews that the mortgagee was in possession
of the subject of conditional sale for a series of years; and the
defendant’s plea was that the amount borrowed, with interest at
the legal rate, had been more than realized from the usufruct of
Under these circumstances, the mortgagee should
the property.
have been called upon to show the amount realized by him during
The judge has proceeded merely
the period of his possession.
upon the ground that the defendant had failed to establish his
plea; but a mortgager is entitled to have an account from the
mortgagee, before it can be ruled that his equity of redemption is
barred.
admit the appeal, and remand the
Under these circumstances,
case to the zillah judge for further enquiry on the above point, and
for decision de nova.
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A. F. HAWKINS, EsQ.,
TEMPORARY Juno!-1.

PETITION No. 768 or

1847.
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IN the matter of the petition of Gourmohun Zurgur, ﬁled in
this Court on the 9th December i847, praying for the admission
of a special appeal from the decision of Mr. A. Smelt, judge of East
Burdwan, under date the llth September 1847; reversing that of
the moonsiff of Cutwa, under date 30th June 1847, in the case of
Denobundhoo Zurgur and others, plaintiffs, versus Gourmohun
Zurgur, defendant.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds.
This was a suit to recover rents of a small patch of ground on

which the defendant’s house stands, and was founded on a kuboo
leeut alleged to have been executed by the defendant, but denied
b him.
yThe moonsiif, after a very full enquiry, gave judgment for the
His decision was reversed by the zillah judge, who
defendant.
observes that ‘the whole point at issue hangs on the agreement
given by the defendant to the plaintiffs ;’ and, considering this to
be proved, he pronounces judgment for the plaintiffs.
The judge appears to have fallen into error in regard to the
point at issue, which does not depend entirely upon the agreement
executed by the defendant, supposing that to be satisfactorily esta
The defendant alleges that the land was sold in execu
blished.
tion of a decree on the l3th September 184] , or 29th B/zadoon
1248 ; and the moonsiff’ s decree recites this as a fact,—the kubooleeul
Admitting that the land belonged
being dated 29th Mayh 1246.
formerly to the plaintiffs, and that the kubooleeut was actually
executed by the defendant, it is not easy to perceive how the re
lation of landlord and tenant continued after the sale of the land ;
the claim of Radhabullub (one of the plaintiffs) having further been
rejected at the time the property was advertized for sale. The
judge has not entered into these points, as he should have done;
and, considering his investigation imperfect and incomplete,
ad
mit the appeal, and remand the case for re-trial to the zillah judge,
who will enter fully into the various particulars and circumstances
of the conﬂicting statements of the parties.

I
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PRESENT

A. DICK, EsQ.,
CASE No

198

‘1848.

:

J ones.
or

1848.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by Mr. C. Mackay, Prin
cipal Sudder Ameen of Zillah Mymensingk, May 16th, I844.

GOPEEKUNTH

MISR, APPELLANT,

(PLAlNTlFF,)

versus

MUSST. KEYMOONKHUREE DIBEEA, GUARDIAN
mornmz or KASHEE
CHUNDUR BODOOREE,
orusas, RESPONDENTS,

AND
AND

(DEFENDANT8.)

of Appellant~—Pursun Komar Thakur.
Wulceel of Respondents—Gholam Sufdur.

SUIT laid at Company’s rupees 9,680-9-5, on account of wast
lat, or nsufruct, during dis ossession, and for various sums un
justly collected from plﬂintl§’8 share after possession obtained.
The principal sudder ameen has recorded his decision in the
following words :—‘ The point to be ﬁrst looked into in this case
is, whether any fresh investigation into the subject of the plaintiﬁ"s
claim would, or would not, be a revival of a settled matter, i. e. in
terference with a former ﬁnal decree, passed on this identical claim
by the late judge of this district, dated 16th September 1835.
‘ Fro'm a
perusal of the papers in the case, and the decree above
alluded to, I am of opinion any new investigation now entered into
in this case would be decidedly a revival of, and interference with
a decree that has already passed; and therefore, with reference to
volume IV page 146, of the Sudder Dewanny Reports of Cases de

it,

termined, I dismiss plaintiﬂ"s claim.’
The claim includes two distinct periods. The ﬁrst is the period
of dispossession previous to the suit for possession; and second,
the
period subsequent to obtaining possession under the decree.
'
As the judge in elecreeing possession gave order for wasilat,
or mesne proﬁts, during dispossession, no further claim for that
period can now be admitted.
With respect to the claim for the latter period, no order was
given, or could have been given in the suit for possession ; conse
quently, the claim is legally preferred, and should have been fully
investigated and awarded against those proved to have unjustly
collected from plaintiff’s share.
Ordered, that the case be remanded for the principal sudder
on its merits, as in
ameen to enter into a full investigation of
dicated above.
1
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~
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13TH

)

APRIL

1848.

PRESENT:

W. B. JACKSON, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 3

OF

1846.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Beerbhoom, May 23d, 1843.

PRANKISHEN DHUR, APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT,)
versus

Wuheels

of Appellant—J. G. Waller and Prawnkishen.

Wukeels

of Respondent–Nilmonee

Banerjee and Sreenath Sein.

CLAIM for possession of 8 annas share of a talook, and lakhiraj
and khiraj lands, and garden, &c., and jewels and money, &c.: laid
at rupees 15,091.
The plaintiff stated that she was daughter of Bhurut Chundur
Dhur, who, with his brother Suttrogun Dhur, the defendant’s
(appellant's) father held joint possession of certain ancestrel pro
perty. That there were two other brothers, viz. Nubhye Dhur,
who had separated altogether from the family, and had lost caste,
(he had since died,) and Kunhye Dhur, who died before his father:
they had therefore no shares in the estate, which was the joint
property, in equal shares, of the heirs of Bhurut Chundur and
That, after the death of Bhurut Chundur, Lobung
Suttrogun.
Munnee, his widow and mother of plaintiff, had possession of his
share, jointly with Suttrogun, who held the other share.
bung Munnee being now dead, the plaintiff, who has children,
claims the half share belonging to her father, which is withheld
from her by the defendant.
The defendant disputed the claim on the ground of a deed of
acquittance on the part of the deceased Lobung Munnee, mother of
plaintiff, for
claims
the estate
account
her husband’s
share; also with reference
the nature
much
the property
plaintiff's father,
claimed, which
stated had never been held
and was not included
the joint patrimonial estate.
On the 23d May 1843, the principal sudder ameen gave decree
plaintiff for
favor
annas' share
the property acquired
the death
her father, and for
the property acquired
of
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RASMUNNEE DASEE, REsponDENT, (PLAINTIFF.)

,_*_ * --

-_________ ?I-1 _
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while Lobnng Munee, her mother, held the estate jointly with
Suttrogun Dhur, with other particulars.
The case having come up in appeal before this Court, was sent
back on the ground that the decision was not suﬂiciently precise,
and did not suﬂiciently enter into the detail and particulars of the
property, in which shares had been adjudged.
The principal sudder ameen, with reference to the Court’s
orders, made further enquiry on this point; and recorded a new
decision on the same principle, but entering into greater detail of
particulars.
From this decision the present appeal is brought by the defen
dant, who, through his wukecl, abandons the other grounds of his
defence, and claims an order of nonsuit against the plaintiff, on
the ground that the deceased Nubhye Dhur, one of the four
brothers as abovementioned, left a daughter; that he had not for
feited his caste, and that his daughter ought to have been made a
defendant: also that Gourmunnee, the sister of plaintiff, should
have been made a defendant.
The defendant having abandoned his defence as regards the
legal claim of plaintiff under the law of inheritance, and plaintiff
having remained content with the principal sudder ameen’s award,
it is unnecessary to enter upon that point. As regards the appel
lant’s plea, I observe that the right of the plaintiﬁ"s own sister, if
she be still living, is in no respect prejudiced by the decision in
this case.
She can have her remedy by suit against the plaintiff.
With regard to the assertion that a daughter of Nubhye Dhur is
living, it appears to me that the whole evidence of the case is
opposed to the fact that Nubhye Dhur, or his daughter, had pos
There is no doubt that Sut
session of any share of the estate.
carried on suits in court
Dhur
and
the
mother
trogun
plaintili"s
the
and
in
estate,
were
undisputed possession of the
regarding
therefore,
rather
to believe the plaintiﬂ”s
incline,
property.
statement on this point; more especially as the appellant cannot
tell the name of the daughter whom he mentions. However this
may be, her interests, as a third party not present, cannot be
affected by this decision.
I see no grounds for an order of non
Costs of
suit, and conﬁrm the principal sudder ameen’s decision.
the
appeal against
appellant.
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13TH

)

APRIL

1848.

PRESENT:

W. B. JACKSON, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No.
Regular

116

of

1846.

Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Dacca, February 19th, 1846.

RADHA KISHWUR RAEE AND JUGGUT TARA CHOW
DHRAIN, APPELLANTs, (DEFENDANTs,)
Qe7°St/s

D. F. M.

BEGLAR, ResponDENT, (PLAINTIFF.)

Wukeel of Appellants—Gholam
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Wukeels

Sufdur.

of Respondent—Rama Purshad Raee, H. P. Marshall, and
A. A. Sevestre.

CLAIM rupees 6,984, principal and interest, on a bond.
The plaintiff claimed the abovementioned sum under a bond
executed by Koorna Maye, the deceased mother of the defendant,
Radha Kishwur Raee. It appeared that the plaintiff had, in a
former suit, obtained a decree against Koorna Maye herself; but,
on her death, the plaintiff having attached some landed property
to which her adopted son, Radha Kishwur Raee, had succeeded by

inheritance, the courts ruled that the estate was not liable to sale
in satisfaction of his decree against Koorna Maye, though he
might sue over again the parties then in possession. This suit
was accordingly brought against the son, Radha Kishwur, and his
wife Juggut Tara, to whom he stated he had given the property.
The defendant objected that the loan was for Koorna Maye’s
own benefit; and that the estate being ancestrel, was not liable
for debts incurred by her on her own account.
On the 19th February 1846, the principal sudder ameen gave
an award in favor of the plaintiff against both defendants, with
the proviso that ‘Radha Kishwur shall pay: should he not, and
his wife, who is in possession of his lands, should refuse to do so,
then that which she holds from Radha Kishwur shall be sold for
plaintiff’s claim, with interest at 12 per cent. from the date of
decree.

From this award the defendants appeal, on the grounds urged
the court of first instance.
It is established, that when Koorna Maye borrowed the money
she was in legal possession of the whole property left by her

in

(
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)

husband, consisting of lands, houses, &c., and a house of business,
which she carried on during her life time; that, on her death, the
whole of this property devolved on her adopted son Radha
Kishwur Raee, defendant. There is no proof that the loan in
question was on her own private account as distinguished from the
general account of the whole estate: on the contrary, there is
evidence that part of the money was applied to repay a sum bor
rowed for the purpose of paying the revenue of part of the landed
property.
It does not appear distinctly how the remainder was
applied; but, in the absence of direct evidence to the contrary,
think it most probable that it was borrowed and applied for the
benefit of the estate generally.
The decision of the principal
sudder ameen is therefore correct: it is hereby confirmed. Costs
of both courts to be paid by the appellants.
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C. TUCKER, Esq.

J.

JUDGE, and
A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

PETITION No. 410

of

1847.

IN the matter of the petition of Deochund Lal, filed in this
Court on the 19th June 1847, praying for the admission of a special
appeal from the decision of the principal sudder ameen of Hazaree
baugh, under date the 16th March 1847; affirming that of the
moonsiff of Hazareebaugh, under date 27th October 1846, in the
plaintiff,
case of Seetaram Mehtoon,
versus
Deochund Lal,
defendant.
It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the .
following grounds.
This was a suit by a farmer to compel a ryut to give a kuboo
leeut : the lower courts decided the rate of rent at which he was
to pay during the continuance of the farm. A call being made
upon the moonsiff and principal sudder ameen to point out the law
under which such a suit could be entertained, they both replied
that they knew of none; the former adding that, in consequence of
the wild state of the country, things were not conducted so regular
ly there as elsewhere.
Upon this a reference was made to the principal assistant of
the
who reports his total ignorance of the practice of
suing to compel ryuts to give kubooleeuts.
As the judgments of the lower courts go beyond the plaint,
which, in itself, is untenable as to the object which it seeks, and

£
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upon which an order of nonsuit should have been passed, we
remand the case, reversing the decrees of the lower courts, and
direct that the moonsiff will proceed accordingly in disposing of
the suit.
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A. F. HAWKINS, Eso.,
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CASE No. 185 or 1847.
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Special Appeal from a decision passed by the 2d Principal Sudder
Ameen of Tirhoot, June 5th, 1845; amending a decree passed by
the Sudder Ameen, December 27th, 1843.

BHOWANEE DUT CHOWDHREE,
APPELLANTS,

AND

orunas,

(DEFENDANTS,)

‘l/‘€7‘8718

ODILAL DAS

AND

MUNIDHUR CHOWDHREE,

Rasponnswrs,

Wukeel

(Pr.Am'r1FFs.)
Russool.
Appellants—Hamid
of

Wukeels of Resp0ndents—Ameer Ali and Gholam Ahmad Khan.
THIS case was admitted to special appeal, on the,8th March
1847, under the following certiﬁcate recorded by Mr. C. Tucker :—
‘In this case the plaintiffs sued the petitioners (appellants)
for a balance of rent, on a notice issued under Regulation 5, 1812,
for the year 1246, and up to the l3 annas’ kist of 1247 F. S.
‘ The
sudder ameen disposed of the case on the l8th August 184] ,
ﬁxing the jumma at Sicca rupees 89-10-9. The plaintiffs appeal
ed; and, on '/'th July I842, the appeal was thrown out on default
On this the plaintiffs presented
by the principal sudder ameen.
an application to the judge for the admission of a special appeal,
which was admitted by the judge (without reference to the appeal
having been thrown out on default), who quashed the decisions of
the lower courts, and directed a re-investigation
of the case
ab initio.
The result appears at the head of this decision, and
the jumma is now ﬁxed at Sicca rupees 133-ll-3.
Under Act
29, l84l, the proceedings of the judge in this case are palpa
bly illegal, and a mere nullity. The case did not admit of a
special appeal. None but a summary appeal on the fact of de
fault was admissible.
I therefore admit a special appeal to try

(

)
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ameen, dated 7th July
purposes,
intents and
final decision.’
Under the circumstances set forth
the above certificate, we are
opinion that the admission and the decision
the judge,
the
special appeal preferred
the respondents, were contrary
the pro
appeal from
visions
Section
Act 29, 1841, which prohibits
default, except
order striking off case
the point
default.
We accordingly reverse the decisions
the lower courts, passed after
nullity, and can
special appeal, which
the judge’s order
give
legal
subsequent
therefore
effect
the
decisions. Costs
chargeable
the respondents
courts. The above order
maintains the judgment
the principal sudder ameen dated 7th
July 1842,
between the parties connected
the character
ticcadars and ryut; but without prejudice
the rights
the
Zemindar, who appeared
the lower courts
third party.
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JUDGEs.

HAWKINS, Esq.,
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1847.

Appeal from decision passed
the
Ameen of Zillah Tirhoot, June 5th, 1845;

passed

a

Special

Principal Sudder
amending
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by

CASE No. 186

or

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

by

the Sudder Ameen, December 27th, 1843.

BHOWANEE

DUT CHOWDHREE

AND

decree

others,

APPELLANTs, (DEFENDANTs,)
©ers?&s

AND MUNIDHURCHOWDHREE,
REs PoNDENTs, (PLAINTIFFs.)

ODILAL DAS

of

to

as

to

of

THE facts and circumstances
this case are precisely similar
suit;
the case preceding (No. 185,) except
the amount
consequently the same.
and the order passed
is
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:

TUCKER, Esq.

SIR. R.

and

BARLOW, BART.,
JUDGEs.

J.

HAWKINS, Esq.,

A. F.

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No.

145

of

1847.
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Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Judge of Zillah Bhau
gulpore, June 3d, 1845; affirming a decree passed by the Princi
pal Sudder Ameen, June 27th, 1844.

MUSST.

JYE

KOONWUR,

APPELLANT,

(PLAINTIFF,)

Qersus

BHIKAREE SINGH

AND

oth ERs, RESPONDENTs,

(DEFENDANTs.)
Wukeel of Appellant—J. G. Waller.
Wukeels

of Respondents—E.

Colebrooke and Ameer

Ali.

THIs case was admitted to special appeal, on the 4th February
1847, under the following certificate recorded by Mr. C. Tucker:—
“The petitioner (appellant) sued to recover rupees 4,853-14-1,

the amount of three bonds executed by the defendant, Bhikaree
Singh, by sale of that person’s share of the patrimonial estate.
She had already obtained a decree for the amount of the bonds;
but being opposed in executing the same, she brought this suit to
enforce the sale of certain property, which she alleged had des
cended to Bhikaree Singh by inheritance from his father. The
other defendants are Bhikaree Singh’s sons, who plead that Bhi
karee Singh was disinherited by his father, who left the family
estate to them.
“The fact was not denied; but it was pleaded that Bhikaree
Singh's father had pardoned his son, and taken him into favor
again; written documents were referred to for both facts, which
are on the record, and are admitted by the courts below to be
authentic. The second, or subsequent document, is said by the
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The
principal sudder ameen not to bear such a construction.
judge says, that not only does it not revoke the ﬁrst deed whereby
Bhikaree Singh was disinherited, but, on the contrary, it corro
borates and conﬁrms it.
‘ To me it
appears, as plain as language can make
that, by the second document, the previous act of disinheritance
was revoked, and Bhikaree Singh restored to his rights and pri
son.
But though this might be sufficient to ground
vileges as
review
matter of opinion only,
an application for
on, yet
being
not
on
which
can
admit
special appeal.
point
contended, that, under the Hindu law, father cannot
But
disinherit his son for the offences said to have been committed by
Bhikaree Singh; and, further, that there must be evidence of the
As
can ﬁnd
olfence, and not the mere ipse di.z'it of the father.
one of great im
no precedent to guide me in this case, and
admit the special appeal to try whether the disinheri
portance,
fact,
valid under the
tance of Bhikaree Singh, admitted as
Hindu law, or otherwise.’
VVithout entering into the general question of the Hindu father’s
right to disinherit his son under the Mithila law, under any cir
cumstances, but looking at the petitions of the father of Bhikaree
Singh, ﬁled in the ‘criminal court, we see in them no proof that
the father did disinherit the son, nor any grounds justifying the
The only ground set forth,
that the son
son’s disinheritance.
of
his
father
but
the
was
enemy
professed
petitions above
alluded to do not shew that he was such, in the light in which such
viewed by the Hindu law. For
disqualifying circumstance
in evidence, that the father had restored his son to his conﬁdence,
and
and entrusted him with the management of his property
that after the father’s death, the son performed his funeral obse
Under these circumstances, we reverse the decisions of
quies.
the lower courts, and decree for the appellant, who has established
her right to sue out execution of her decree against Bhikaree
Costs in all
Singh, against the property stated in the plaint.
courts chargeable to the respondents.
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1848.

:

C. TUCKER, Esq. and
SIR. R. BARLOW, BART.,

J. A.

F.

HAWKINS,

JUDGEs.
Esq.,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 379 of

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Judge of Hooghly,
December 5th, 1846; reversing a decree passed by the Collector
of the District, April 28th, 1845.
AND oth ERs, APPELLANTs,
(DEFENDANTs,)

BHOWANEE CHURN

tler's?/8
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DEB NURAIN RAEE, Respondent, (PLAINTIFF.)
Wukeel of Appellant-Gobind Chundur Mookerjee.
Respondent-defaulting.

:

-

This case was admitted to special appeal, on the 7th July 1847,
under the following certificate recorded by Sir R. Barlow
“The plaintiff instituted this suit before the collector, claiming
to recover possession of 3 biggahs of land in village Nowpara, in
chuck Seetakallee, lakhiraj ancestrel property, of which he was
deprived by order of the magistrate of Howrah, who awarded pos
session to the defendants under the provisions of Act 4 of 1840.
‘One of the defendants, Bhowanee Churn, the talookdar, claims
the lands as mál lands belonging to him, the rents of which he
receives. Mirtunjye Mujmoodar, another defendant, alleges he
is the occupier of the lands, and pays his rents to the other
de
fendant, Bhowanee Churn.”
“The collector dismissed the plaint on the ground that it was
not supported by any sunnud, char, release, or other valid instru
ment. The judge reversed this decision, relying on the integrity
of a char dated the 10th Bysack 1199, or 20th April 1793, which
he held to be an authentic and original document; and also on
view of a copy of a taidad dated 1209 B. S.
“The plaintiff has produced no sunnud, or original grant. The
copy of the taidad is merely a transcript from the collector's of
fice; but it does not appear that the document, of which it pur
ports to be a copy, bears any official seal or signature.
The judge
states in his decision, that “it is distinctly established and proved
that the plaintiff had for a long period held possession, and
enjoyed the land as lakhiraj.
The evidence is by no means con
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on this point.
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Setting, however, aside this argument, he
specifically
lay
does not
down from what period he considers the
plaintiff to have been in possession, and this was absolutely
necessary; for, upon this depends the validity of his title to the
lakhiraj right he pleads, as well as his right to recover possession.
The case is open to revision as incomplete; but, in the absence
legally valid documents, the Court
necessary
of
not deem
special
return
for further investigation
minor point.
appeal
admitted
reverse the judge’s decision, which
found
ed on invalid documents.”
SIR. R. BARLow AND MR.
HAwKINs.—For the reasons re
certificate,
corded
the
we reverse the decision
the judge and
collector,
against
uphold that
the
with
costs
the original
clusive

-

C.

plaintiff.
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Behar, July
Special Appeal from
decision passed
the Judge
Principal
5th, 1845; confirming
passed
decree
the
Sudder
Ameen of that District, July 3d, 1844.
AND MUSST. NUJJOO, APPELLANTs,
(DEFENDANTs,)
22ersus

oth ERs, REspoNDENTs,

AND
G.

(PLAINTIFFs.)
Appellants—J.
Waller and Ameer Ali.

this case

March
Tucker:—
give genealo
C.

the 8th

Mr.

a

assist the understanding
the family.

of

“It will

gical table

by

to

special appeal,
THIs case was admitted
1847, under the following certificate recorded

on

Respondents—Pursun Komar Thakur, Gholam Sufdur,
and Hamid Russool.

to

Wukeels
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Wukeels

of

GUNNOWREE SINGH
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MR.
TUCKER.—I concur
the reversal
the judge's deci
possession
sion, because there
evidence
rent-free prior
the decennial settlement.
Had such been proved, further en
my opinion, have been necessary before disposing
quiries would,
the case.
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father.

Singh,
before
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Singh.

Soobrun

Bode

Singh.

Bukhoree

Singh.

Pershad.

Pff.

Pff.

Eshuree

|
Pershad.

|
Luchmee

Singh.

Pff.

Singh.

Gunnowree

Jugroop

s

(825)

'

‘ Talook Bissumberpoor, consisting of 22 villages, belonged to
On his death he had four sons living :—Jeewun
Kirtee ~Raee.
Siugh by his ﬁrst wife; Beekhuu, Bode, and ugroop Singh by his
Jeewun Singh was the eldest son: he married
second wife.
Agundee Koonwur, by whom he had a son Chutturdharee Singh.
On her husband’s death, Agundee Koonwur instituted a suit
against Bode Singh, Jugroop Singh, and Jetta Siugh the sou of
Beekhun Singh, on behalf of her then infant son, claiming 9% of
the 22 villages as the exclusive property of her deceased husband,
purchased by his funds. The defendants pleaded that the whole
of the villages belonged to their father, and descended to his four
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sons in equal shares, and that they had divided them since eewun
Singh’s demise; mentioning the villages and portions of villages
which fell to the share of Chutturdharce Singh, amongst which
is the entire village Tetooreeah Chukoo, the subject of the
present suit, also Bugorah and Deokullee.
Agundee Koonwur
was successful at ﬁrst, and got a decree from the zillah court
on 24th May 1825 ; and, in execution thereof, obtained pos
This decree was, however, reversed
session of the 91} villages.
on appeal by the court of appeal at Patna; and, on special
appeal to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, the decision of the
In execution of this deci
Patna court of appeal was aﬁirmed.
sion, and for the recovery of the wasilat for the period of Agundee
Koonwur’s occupancy under the decree of the zillah court, the
that suit gave in
statement of the three villages
defendants
abovementioned for sale, again declaring them to belong exclu
Two of these villages, viz.
sively to Chutturdharee Singh.
Bugorah and Deokullee, they purchased themselves. The third,
Tetooreeah Chukoo, was purchased by Ahmud Ali Khan, one of
the defendants in the present case, for Sicca rupees 3,100.
Defeated in their design of purchasing this village also, the very
to be sold as the exclusive property of
persons who had caused
Chutturdharee Singh, now asserted that Chutturdharee Singh held
but four annas’ share of the village, and moved the court to limit
But
the purchaser’s possession to that extent.
being indisputa
ble that the entire village had been sold as the property of Chut
turdharee Singh, the purchaser received possession of the entire
village; and his opponents instituted the present suit, claiming an
Jetta Singh, the remaining
eight annas’ share of the village.
annas’ sharer as alleged by the plaintiffs, did not join in the suit.
By the decrees of the lower courts,
moiety of the village
awarded to the plaintiffs, from which decision
special appeal
now sought for.
One ground is, that the suit was barred by the statute of limi
tations, and which the petitioners (appellants) pleaded in the lower
courts.
It appears from the answer to the suit ﬁled by Agundee
Koonwur, that the ancestors of the present plaintiffs then declared

(396)
Agundee Koonwur to be in possession of this village, Tetooreeah
Chukoo, from the year I226 ; from which time to the institution of
the present suit a period of 25 years has elapsed.
In my opinion
this was suﬂicient to cause the dismissal of the suit. When couple
with this the manner in which the plaintiffs in this suit wish to take
advantage of their own wrong, if it were wrong, I do not hesitate to
admit a special appeal on this point.
In a public document they
declare the village to belong exclusively to Chutturdharee Singh ;
again, some years after that acknowledgment,
they request the
village may be sold for their beneﬁt, again declaring it to be the
Singh. They thus secure the full
property of Chutturdharee
value of the entire village which they appropriate to their own
beneﬁt; and then turn round and declare Chutturdharee Singh
had but a four'annas’ share in the village, and get a decree for
their alleged share, (8 a1mas,) without compensation to the pur
chaser.
think it is one of. the grossest cases of fraud
ever
,
heard of.’
On a full consideratibn of all the circumstances of this case,
we are of opinion that the suit is barred by the law of limitations.
\Ve ﬁnd that the suit brought by Musst. Agundee Koonwur for
9% villages, was distinct and separate from the village 'l‘etooreea.h
Chukoo, now in dispute, which village, the defendants in their
answer to that suit, asserted to be in Agundee Koonwur’s pos
session. The reversal of the decision by the zillah court in favor
of Agundee Koonwur, did not affect any other part of the pro
perty left by Kirtee Race, but the 95 villages claimed by Agun
dee Koonwur; and when the defendants in that suit wished to
make it extend over the whole estate left by Kirtee Race, the
orders of this Court dated lst September 1832, on a petition from
the guardian of Chutturdharee Singh, the minor son of Agundee
to the 9% villages sued for by Agun
Koonwur, expressly limited

I

I

i.t

dee

Koonwur.

it

is

a

is

clear, the respondents have not been in possession
Hence,
of the property now sued for, for
period of at least 18 years
immediately preceding the institution of this suit, which was ﬁled
But were the fact not so, the Court
on 29th February 1844.
would have had no hesitation in reversing the decision of the
It clear that the res-9
lo\ver courts on the merits of the case.
pondents themselves, and for their own beneﬁt, caused the village
Tetooreeah Chukoo to be sold, stating in their petition that
Singh; and the Court would
belonged entire to Chutturdharee
hold them to this, and not allow them to deny their own act by
But, independent of this,
which they themselves are to beneﬁt.
we are satisﬁed the village Tetooreeah Chukoo did belong entire
to Chutturdharee, and as such was purchased by the appellant.
We accordingly reverse the decisions of the lower courts, with all
costs against the respondents.
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Sm R. BARLOW,

and
BAR'1‘.,

J unass.
J.

A. F. HAWKINS, Eso.,
TEMPORARY

CASE N0. I88 or

Jones.
'

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the judge of Zillah Behar,
July 5th, 1845; conﬁrming a decree passed by the Principal Sud
der Ameen of that district, July 3d, I844.
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AHMUD ALI KHAN,

APPELLANT, (Pr.Am'rn=F,)

versus

.GUNNOWREE SINGH

AND

ornsns, R-ESPONDENTS,

(DEFnNn.\N'rs.)

Tms case was admitted to special appeal, on the 8th March
1847, under the following certiﬁcate recorded by Mr. C. Tucker :
‘This case is connected with that exhibited in the certiﬁcate
given in the preceding case (No. 187); and justice demands that
this application also be admitted. On the issue of No. 187, it
depends whether the decision in this case should be cancelled or
affirmed.’

This is an action instituted by the auction purchaser in the fore
going case, to recover mesne proﬁts during the period of his dis
possession, in consequence of the objections urged by the parties
who claimed a share in the village Tetooreeah Chukoo; the period
being from the date of purchase at public sale to the date of his
obtaining possession. As the judge rejected the claim without
investigation, but merely with reference to his order in the suit of
Gunnowree Singh and others, versus the auction purchaser, which
has this day been reversed, we set aside his order ; and, declaring
the auction purchaser entitled to recover proﬁts, we remand the
case, in order that the judge may take the statements of the parties
into consideration, and decide the amount of proﬁts, and the
period for which they are recoverable, and also specify the parties
who are liable for the same.
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)
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15TH

APRIL

1848,

PRESENT:
C.

TUCKER, Esq.

SIR. R.

and

BARLOW, BART.,
-

JUDGEs.

J.

A. F.

HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No.

158

of

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the first Principal Sud
der Ameen of Zillah Jessore, June 16th, 1845; reversing a decree
passed by the Moonsiff of Khajoora, February 27th, 1843.

JUGBUNDHOO

KAUZEE LAL, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
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Qe7"Stas

RAM NURAIN RAEE,

AND

oth ERs, RESPONDENTs,

(DEFENDANTs.)

Wukeel of Appellant—Gour

Hurree Banerjee.

Respondents absent in appeal.

THIs case was admitted to special appeal, on the 16th Febru
ary 1847, under the following certificate recorded by Mr. C.
Tucker:—
“The plaintiff

sued to recover possession of three biggahs of
land, given to him in the year 1219 by Bulram Bhuttacharj, the
father of the defendants, Casheenath and Kumla Kunth, of which
he alleged he had been dispossessed in Bysakh 1244 by the defen
dants, Ram Nurain Raee and Lokenath Raee.
The latter pleaded
a pottah of the lands from Casheenath.
Casheenath and Kumla
Kunth both admitted the gift of the lands by their father to the
plaintiff; and the former denied having given a lease of the lands
to the defendants Ram Nurain Raee, &c.
“The moonsiff decreed for the plaintiff; but, in appeal, the
principal sudder ameen rejected the plaintiff’s documents, and
gave a decision in favor of the defendants Ram Nurain Raee, &c.,
on the ground of the pottah of Casheenath.
“Appeal admitted to try whether Casheenath and Kumla
Kunth being joint proprietors of the land, the Court could recog
nize as legal a lease signed by Casheenath only.’
Under no circumstances could the heirs of the donor have
given a lease of the lands transferred by their father, and of course

(

329

-

)

the lease granted by one of them cannot be upheld.
We accord
ingly reverse the decree of the principal sudder ameen, and affirm

that of the moonsiff, with costs of the plaintiff against the defen
dants, with the exception of Kumla Kunth, who will pay only his

OWn COStS.

THE

18TH

APRIL

1848.

PRESENT:

J.

A. F.

HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

of

1848.

IN the matter of the petition of Burkhanda Rasa, filed in this
Court on the 29th February 1848, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of the principal sudder ameen of
Durrung in Assam, under date the 6th December 1847; affirming
that of the moonsiff of Durrung, under date 17th December 1846,
in the case of Burkhanda Rasa, plaintiff, versus Bhola Cacharee
and others, defendants.
It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds.

of

a

of

by

in

its

by

The plaintiff sued to recover the value of certain chattels carried
away from his house on the occasion of
search
the police
officers,
consequence
false charge
theft having been lodged
against him
the defendants.

I

by

by

of

or

to

a

of

in

is

or

by

it

The moonsiff and principal sudder ameen dismissed the plaint;
the latter observing that
was not clear whether the property
was taken
the defendants,
the police.
incomplete. The lower courts should have first
This decision
stated whether they considered the articles, &c. were carried away
consequence
the search made
false charge preferred
the
defendants, and then have proceeded
consider whether the de
not, liable for the value
fendants were,
them
whomsoever
they were carried off, recording their reasons for the judgment
accordingly admit the appeal, and remand the case
arrived at.
for trial and decision de novo.
in
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PETITION No. 52

(330)
Tue l8rn Arum.

K1848.

Pusseur:
R. H. RATTRAY, Eso.,
Junos.
CASE No. 389 or
Regular

1847.

Appeal from a decision passed by the Additional Judge
Behar, Mr. William St. Quintin, April 20th, I847.

OMRAO SINGH

AND

of

orunas, APPELLANTS, (PLAINTlFFS,)
versus

GOVERNMENT, KHOORSHID ALI,
Wulceel

nsurs, (Ds1=sNnAN'rs.)
of Appellants—Hamid-Russool.

Wukeels of Re.sp0ndents—Pursun
Ameer Ali.

Komar Thalcur and

8 4,

it

it,

Tnls suit was instituted by appellants, on the l2th September
1843, to set aside an auction sale of the village of Kurma-Bhug
wanpore and eight other villages, and to obtain posession of a
14 annas, 18 dams, IO cowries’ share of the same, valued at Co.’s
rupees 7,296; with mesne proﬁts and interest amounting to
Company’s rupees 1,910-ll : total estimate Co.’s rs. 9,206-ll.
The case is reported in full in the published zillah decisions of
April 1847. The following were the grounds of appeal, as they
First, the sale was op
had before been of the original action.
posed to Section 4, Act l2 of I841. Second, the jumma not
having been ﬁxed, there could not-be any speciﬁc balance, and
certain rent-free holdings had been sold with the rest.
Third,
prior to the sale, the commissioner had altered the assessment,
and therefore the jumma paid (by one Goorbukhsh Singh) was not
Fourth, some of the proprietors had not agreed to
a ﬁxed one.
the settlement, and some of the plaintiffs had protested against
and petitioned against the sale to the collector, which shews that
the settlement was incomplete.
Fifth, the sale was not pro
claimed on the estate. Sixth, when conﬁrming the sale, the
commissioner desired the superintendent of settlements to report
the settlement to the Board of Revenue, which shews that
had
not been completed before.
The above pleas were met by the following :—that Section
Act l2 of l84l was not applicable to the locality, and Section
sanctioned the sale of estates not permanently settled; that appel
lants allowed ﬁve kists, amounting to 1,196 rupees, to fall into
sale
that after
reduc
arrears, which could only be realized by
tion by the commissioner of the assessment, and deduction of the
malikana to the amount of 454 rupees,
balance of 509 rupees
a

a

;

a

a

,
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(331)
was still due ; that no rent-free holdings had been sold ; that thirty
out of thirty-four proprietors engaged for the estate, enjoyed the
produce, and paid revenue for 1248 and part of 1249 F.; and
those who had not engaged were proprietors, and also paid ; that
the sale was regularly proclaimed, and had it not been so the plea
was inadmissible, not having beenurged before the commissioner.
Before the case came on for decision, appellants petitioned the
zillah court to have the name of Ameer Ali, the collector’s serishta
dar, inserted as a defendant; it having come to their knowledge
that he was the real auction purchaser.
This was done according
ly, and the usual notice was served upon him. He denies having
been the auction purchaser, and pleads that, after the sale had
been conﬁrmed by the commissioner, he purchased the lands from
Khoorshid Ali for 5,500 rupees, which was a fair and lawful
"
transaction.
The zillah judge determined, that under Section 8, Act l2 of
1841, the estate was not exempted from sale ; that a balance was
due by appellants ; and that no irregularity attended the collector’s
The alleged purchase by the serishladar, he con
proceedings.
sidered himself incompetent to enter upon with reference to Sec
tion 25, Act 12, 1841 ; the objection not having been previously
He dismissed the suit with all
urged before the commissioner.
costs.
have not been able to discover any thing in these proceedings
to call for, or warrant, an interference with the judgment appealed
against ; which I aﬂirm accordingly, with all costs chargeable to
appellants.

I

Tm-;
_

J.

*

l8'rn Amur. I848.
PRESENT:

A. F. HAWKINS,

EsQ.,

Tszuronanv Junos.
PETITION N0. 40

01-‘

1848.

IN the matter of the petition of Muthoor Mohun Bose, ﬁled in
this Court on the 24th February 1848, praying for the admission
of a special appeal from the decision of Mr. C. Mackay, principal
sudder ameen of Midnapore, under date the 25th November 1847,
reversing that of the sudder ameen of Midnapore, under date 16th
June 1846, in the case of Muthoor Mohun Bose, plaintiff, versus
Thakoor Das Sirkar and others, defendants.

It

is hereby certiﬁed that the said application

following grounds.

is granted on the

This action was instituted by the plaintiff to establish his pro
prietary right to a small parcel of Ia/rhiraj land, and to obtain re
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JACKSON, Esq.,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.
190 OF

1845.
by

CASE No.
of

a

Regular Appeal from
decision passed
the Principal Sudder
May
Furreedpore,
12th,
Ameen
1845.
RAM RUTTUN RAEE, AND Two oth ERs, sons of RAM

NURAIN RAEE, APPELLANTs, (PLAINTIFFs,)
ters?/s

MOHESH CHUNDUR RAEE,

-

oth ERs, RESPONDENTs,

AND

(DEFENDANTs.)
G.

in
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on
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it
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on

to
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at

of

J.

of

of

Appellants—Pursun Komar Thakur and Gholam Sufdur.
Wukeels
Respondents—Abas Ali and
Wukeels
Waller.
1,840 biggahs
CLAIM for possession
land and houses
24,565 rupees, includ
chuck Singha, mouzah Kusulia: suit laid
ing mesne proceeds.
This was
claim for lands
the boundary
two villages: the
plaintiffs claimed them
part
chuck Singha, and the defendants
alleged that they belonged
Betgram, their own village. Evi
dence, both documentary and oral, was adduced
both sides;
and,
concerned,
far
the direct evidence
was pretty
equally balanced. The principal sudder ameen sent
ameen,
dispute;
and,
map
who made
the lands
the 12th May
1845,
plaintiffs'
ground
dismissed the
claim
the
that they
he
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versal of a summary decree of the revenue authorities awarding
the rents thereof to the defendants.
The sudder ameen, after a very full enquiry, and for reasons fully
detailed, gave judgment for the plaintiff.
The principal sudder ameen, Mr. Mackay, takes objection to
caste and circumstances
the plaintiff’s witnesses; records his opi
plaintiff’s
nion that the
documents are forgeries; and, without en
tering into any examination
recording
length
the evidence,
any reasons for considering the lower court
wrong, summa
rily disposes
reversing the judgment
the case
the sudder
allleen.
Something more than this was required
the principal sudder
bound,
ameen
the provisions
Act 12, 1843.
He
rever
sing the decree
doing;
the lower court,
state his reasons for
and may add,
show that
has properly investigated the case.
Judging from his decree
impossible
say that
this case,
investigation
complete.
accordingly
the
has been
admit the ap
peal, and remand the case for trial and decision
novo, with refer
ence
the foregoing remarks.

(
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)

had not established the fact that they had been in possession of
the disputed land within 12 years before the date of bringing
the suit.
He considered that the suit could not therefore be
heard.
From this decision the plaintiffs’ appeal.
appears,
It
that disputes have gone on for many years between
parties
regarding
the
this land. In 1214, a claim was brought
by Gorachand for the crops of 35 biggahs of land, alleging that
it belonged to chuck Singha, the plaintiffs’ village: this claim was
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dismissed.
Tetooram made a similar claim, regarding another
patch of the disputed land in 1212, which was also rejected.
Again, in 1234, a similar claim, regarding a third patch of land,
was advanced by Futtik Chundur: the right to the land was not
adjudicated in that case; but the result of these three former
decisions is adverse to the plaintiffs’ present claim.
It would
appear, however, that in Futtik Chundur's case, the defendant,
Rajchundur, who was on the part of the present defendants, gave

in his answer a detail of the boundary between the villages.
On
this the plaintiffs lay stress, as bearing out their statement.
However, on comparing it with the ameen’s map, I find that that
boundary would give to plaintiffs only a small portion of what they
now claim; but, even of that portion, there is no sufficient proof
that plaintiffs ever had possession within 12 years. The date
of the statement of Rajchundur is upwards of 12 years before
the date of the present suit.
On the whole, consider the prin
cipal sudder ameen's decision to be correct: it is hereby affirmed.
Costs against appellants.
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PRESENT:
CURRIE,
Esq.,
E.
ExERCISING THE Powers

CASE No. 373

OF

of A JUDGE.

1847.

Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of 24-Pergunnahs, May 7th, 1847.
MUSST. RUZIA BEGUM, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)

Regular

ters?/8

MALIK-O-NISSA BEGUM, MoTHER, HUMEED-O-NISSA
BEGUM, sIsTER, AND NIZAMOODDEEN, HALF BROTHER
of MUJEEDA BEGUM, DECEAs ED, AND RASMUNEE
AND

or HERs,

Wukeels

RESPONDENTs,

(DEFENDANTs.)
Wukeel of Appellant—J. G. Waller.

of Respondents—Pursun

Komar
Chundur Raee.

Thakur and

Taroke

PLAINTIFF brought this suit, on the 26th January 1846, for the
recovery of jewels, &c., her property, valued at rupees 9,841, said

(334)

;

a

it

a

tlie

to have been pawned by Mujeeda Begum,-—-ﬁrst to Rasmunee, and
afterwards to Ishur Chundur and Obhychurn. She states that
Mujeeda Begum having quarrelled with her mother, went to reside
with plaintilf; and that being embarassed with debt and pressed
by her creditors, she borrowed the jewels of laintilf on the verbal
security of her brother, Nizamooddeen, for
purpose of raising
That the jewels were ﬁrst pledged
sum of money on them.
through the instrumentality of one Akul to Rasmunee; but after
wards, as Akul was about to leave this part of the country, plaintiff
was agreed that plaintiff and
applied to Nizamooddeen, and
Mujceda should pay out of their pensions, which they receive as
members of the Mysore family, 100 rupees
month each
upon
which Nizamooddeen got back the jewels, and deposited them with
Ishur Chundur and Obhychurn. That on this occasion a list of
the jewels was taken, and signed by Mujeeda and Nizamooddeen.
That till Mujeeda’s death,
months after, 200 rupees a month
were paid through Nizamooddeen according to the agreement; since
which time plaintiff has herself paid interest to Rasmunee on ac
That now the heirs of Mujeeda refuse to pay
count of the loan.
her hare, and Nizamooddeen to take any steps for the recovery of
the jewels.
The principal sudder ameen, discrediting the evidence adduced
by plaintiff, dismissed the suit. He was of opinion that the jewels
had been pawned by plaintiff for her own purposes
and that the
claim was altogether ﬁctitious, and occasioned by quarrels which
since Mujeeda’s death had arisen between the parties.
The suit
against Nizamooddeen, the alleged surety, and
Malik-0-nissa and Humeed-o-nissa as heirs of Mujeeda Begum.
Rasmunee and the others were made defendants merely as matter
of form.
not proved that the jewels were pawned for the ac
commodation of Mujeeda Begum. The statement regarding her em
barassments
not borne out by the letters which have passed on
the subject between the parties and the superintendent; and
agree with the principal sudder ameen in thinking the evidence of
the witnesses to be unworthy of credit.
Appellant has altogether
failed in establishing any liability against the respondents, and
dismiss the appeal with costs against appellant.
;

is

is

I

I

is

It
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CASE No. 260 or 1846.
Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Shakabad, Munowur Ali Khan, August 4th, 1846.
HURRUKH NURAIN SINGH, APPELLANT, (PLAlN'I‘IFF,)
versus

SHE-O

"

SUHEE SINGH, Rnsrownnnr, (DEFENDANT.)
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Wukeels of Appellant—J. G. Waller and Abbas
lVukeel qfRespondent—-Gholam Sufdur.

Ali.

THIS suit was instituted by appellant, on the 9th February 1846,
to recover from respondent Company’s rupees 7,491-14-2, princi
pal and interest, mesne proﬁts from 1238 to 1241 Fuslee, in virtue
of a lease of the estate of Gosainpore, pergunnah Bheya.
In 1232 F., Musst. Golab Koowur gave a lease of the estate to
Abhlakh Singh to 1241 F., who gave another to Hurrukh Nurain
Singh, (appellant) as under tenant. On the 6th August 1831
(1238 F.), Musst. Golab Koowur obtained a summary decree for
the rents of 1237 F. which had been allowed to fall in arrear, and

ousted both tenant and under tenant.
These brought a regular
suit against her for a reversal of the summary decision; and on
the llth September 1837 got a decree, by which that decision was
cancelled.
The present action is for the proceeds of the lands
during the period of appellant’s dispossession, from I238 F. to
I241, in which latter year the lease expired.
Repondent is sued as the heir of Musst. Golab Koowur; and
as such in possession of the estate, and liable accordingly.
He
denies having succeeded as heir; and pleads a right founded on a
Under the statute of
deed of gift bearing date 1231 F. (l824.)
limitation, he further argues, that the claim is not cognizable by
the courts.
The principal sudder ameen, admitting all that is pleaded by
respondent, dismisses the suit with costs.
do not consider the statute of limitation to have been infringed.
So long as the decree of Musst. Golab Koowur, under which she
dispossessed appellant, remained unrepealed, no action could be
maintained.
Her decree was passed on the 6th August I831 ; the
regular suit to cancel it was brought by appellant in April 1832,
but the decision in his favor was not obtained till the llth Sep
tember 1837; and adding the prior interval between the date of
the summary decree and the institution of the regular suit, the

I

336

)

calculation of the period within which the present action was
brought, commences with the judgment of 1837; and the statute
has not been violated.
It is established by the evidence, that respondent is the son of
the daughter of Mohur Singh, who (Mohur) was the brother of
Mukoo Singh, the husband of Musst. Golab Koowur. Under the
Mithila law therefore he was not the legal heir of Golab Koowur.
It is further established that the property became his so long
ago as 1231 F. (1824), in virtue of a deed of gift from Musst.
Golab Koowur; which deed was affirmed and upheld by decrees
of court passed in 1834 and 1838. Under what authority Golab
Koowur granted the lease which she did grant in 1232 F. (1825)
does not appear.
As, therefore, respondent did not succeed to the estate as the
heir of Musst. Golab Koowur,—as he was not a party to the lease
granted by her,-and as the validity of such a tenure is question
able, with reference to her apparent incompetency to grant it,-l
consider the decision of the principal sudder ameen to be the only
one which could with propriety have issued; and I affirm it accor
dingly, with
appellant.
costs chargeable

to

all
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1848.

F.

A.
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PRESENT:

HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

Appeal from
decision passed
Baboo Lokenath Bose,
Principal Sudder Ameen
Jessore, March 16th, 1846.
RAM RUTTUN RAEE AND HURNATH RAEE, APPELLANTs,
(PLAINTIFFs,)

of

a

Regular

134 OF 1846.
by

CASE No.

??e?'s"/S

COLVILLE, GILMORE

AND

Komar Thakur, Gholam Sufdur, and
G. Waller.

Respondents—Bunsee Buddun
by

Wukeels

J.

Mitr and

A.

Appellants—Pursun

of

Wukeels

of

AND Co., LATHANGEE,
oTHERs, RESPONDENTs, (DEFENDANTs.)

Imlach.

to

of

of

in

of

in

by

in

of

of

indigo crops, &c.,
SUIT for 17,931 rupees, damages
loss
instituted 14th May 1845.
indigo
The plaint sets forth that the plaintiffs had 450 biggahs
Magora and other villages, belonging
cultivation
the factory
Orani, held
Tarapurshun Raee,
the plaintiffs
the name
nephew
the son
Hurnath Raee and the
Ram Ruttun
Raee, plaintiffs.
That
1247 B.S., disputes occurred between

of
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the plaintiffs and the defendant Lathangee, who held neighbouring
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factories; that proceedings were accordingly resorted to under Re
gulation 6, 1823. That with the consent of both parties, Mr.
Thomas Brae was appointed to adjust their differences ; that on the
14th February 1841, he delivered his award. The award, which was
of a temporary nature, contained sundry provisions, among which
‘
as more especially connected with this case, were that the defen
dant Lathangee was to look after his own factories Magorah and
Bamunkhalee, and those of the plaintiﬂs named Orani, Nurainpore
and Poojurdunga,—both parties paying the charges of their
factories.
That 450 biggahs of indigo land belonging to the defen
dant’s factories in mouzahs Orani, Doorgapore, and others, should
be detached from those‘ factories, and attached to the facto
of

plaintiffs at Orani; that the defendant was to sow the lands. That
if there was any deﬁciency on measurement, the defendant was to
make it good in manufactured indigo to the extent of the deﬁci
That the plaintiff were to pay 2 rupees a biygah to the
ency.
defendant on account of advances for those lands ; and that, in like
manner, the defendant was to pay at the same rate for the
lands of villages Magorah, &c., made over to his factories.’
The plaint goes on to state that the defendant received 45
mazmds of indigo seed, and the stipulated advance of 2 rupees per
biggah on the 450 biggahs, total 900 rupees; that notwithstanding
this he would not abide by the terms of the award, but when the
crop of the 450 biggahs was ripe, cut it, and carried it off to his
That under the award, the value of 13 maunds of
own factory.
indigo was declared to be then due to the plaintiffs ; that the de
fendant Lathangee gave a draft for the amount on Colville, Gilmore
and Co., which has not been paid; and that they now sue for this,
and for the value of the crop of the 450 biggahs as follows :—
450 biggalw at 20 bundles per biggah,... ...... 9,000 bundles
54 maunds
9000 bundles at 6 maunds per 1000 bundles,
10,800 rupees
54 mounds at 200 per mound, . ..........
500
Dednct expenses of manufacture,......
A

Interest from Magi:

1248 to 31st Bysaklz 1252,

13 maunds at 200 per maund, ._....... ....... ...
Interest from February 1841 to 13th May

1845,...

10,300
4,017
14,317
2,600
1,014

Total,...... 17,931
The defendant, Lathangee, answers that he had indigo cultivation
in certain villages into which the plaintiffs intruded; that in con
sequence of disputes, Mr. Brae of Hauthbareeh factory, was ap
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pointed, with the consent of both parties, to adjust their differences ;
that he drew a line, laying down ﬁxed boundaries, between what
was to be the cultivation of the parties; that by this arrangement,
lands cultivated heretofore by one party were transferred to the
factories of the other, and vice versa. That 2 rupees a biggah. was to
be paid by one party to the other on account of advances for the
lands thus mutually transferred; that he (the defendant) received
seed from the plaintiffs, and in April 1841 sowed the 450 biggahs
in regard to which the plaintiffs have instituted the present action,
but the crop of which they cut and carried to their own factory.
That the plaintiffs got all they were entitled to by the award, from
which, however, they have deviated in various respects.
The defendant goes on to deny that he received the 900 rupees
from the plaintiffs ; and alleges that he paid the plaintiffs for the
13 maunds of indigo by a draft for 1,625 rupees, which was duly
credited to them. He further urges, that if this draft had been dis
honored, the plaintiffs would have informed him of it at the time;
and that they have gone against the law, in writing in one plaint
causes of action so distinct as the claim upon the draft and that
for the value of the crop of the 450 biggahs, alleged to have been
cut and carried away by the defendant.

The principal sudder ameen, on the 16th March 1846, dismissed
the plaint for the reasons stated in his decree.
He declares in the
ﬁrst place, that under the spirit of the Circular Order of the llth
January 1839, the separate claims were not improperly united in
one plaint.
As neither party appeals on this point, it is not now
necessary to enter into it; both parties in appeal joining issue upon
the merits of the case.

In regard to the merits, the principal sudder ameen enters into
an examination of the evidence.
As to the cutting of the crop of
the 450 biggahs, he considers that a statement made in the col
lector’s oﬁice by the mookhtar of the plaintiffs on the 2lst July
l84l, and also a petition presented by the plaintiffs to the magis
trate on 17th August 1842, in both of which large admissions
are made as to the adjustment of the differences and the carrying
out of that adjustment, to be decisive in favor of the truth of the
evidence adduced by the defendant.
He considers, for the reasons
stated by him, that the fact of the plaintiffs having made no com
plaint at the time, or for a period of four years, relative to the
cutting of the crop, to be still further in support of that evidence.
He does not consider the receipt for 900 rupees to be satisfac
torily established; and observes that no evidence is brought
forward to support that part of the claim which is founded upon
the draft drawn by the defendant Lathangee, upon the house of
Colville, Gilmore and C0., upon whom, moreover, the plaintiffs
did not serve notice, having contented themselves with suspending
such notice at the factory.

(339)
From the foregoing judgment, the present appeal has been pre
ferred.
In regard to the claim having reference to the draft on Colville,
Gilmore and Co.,
entirely concur with the principal sudder
ameen that there is no evidence whatever in support of it; and
not only so, but there is an admission on the part of the plaintiffs,
in their petition of the 17th August 1842, that they had realized
whatever that amount might have been, which
the amount of
no where stated, the plaintiffs having now sued, not for the sum
payable on the draft, but for the value of the indigo at 200 rupees
If, moreover, the draft now stated after four years
per mound.
was for the plain
not to have been paid, was really dishonored,
and thus to have shewn that they had
tiffs to have produced
still claim, in consequence of payment having been refused, or
delayed.
For the reasons stated by the principal sudder ameen,
entirely
concur with him in the view he has taken of the rest of the case
and, considering that no credible evidence has been adduced in
dismiss the appeal with costs against the plaintiffs.
support of
it,

;
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a

;
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CASE No. 79 or 1846.
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Jessore, November 28th, 1845.

AMEERCHAND BABOO

AND

RAMCHAND BABOO

3

Sudder Ameen

of

Regular Appeal from a decision passed

by

J.

Arpsnnsxrs, (PLAINTlFFS,)
versus

CHOWDHREE,
DOORGAPURSHAD
TARAPURSHAD
CHOWDHREE, AND MUSST. RADEKA CHOWDHRAIN,
RESPONDENTS,
Wukeels
Wukeel

of

(DsFsNnANTs.)

Buddun
Appellanls—Bunsee
Raee.

for Musst.

Rade/ca

Mitr

and Ram

Chowdhrain, Respondent—J.

Pran

G. Waller.

a

4

Surr laid at ll,765-5-19 for possession of
anna share cf an
aucestrel estate, comprised in pergunnahs Hoghla and others, zillah
Jessore.
This suit was instituted by the plaintiffs, on the 20th February
I843, to obtain possession of
anna share of an aucestrel estate
in pergunnahs Hoghla, Balephoolea, Jeypore and Ahmedabad, un
der the following circumstances as set forth in the plaint.
a

4
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That the parties were the descendants of Jugdees Raee, their
common ancestor, who died leaving two sons, Keshub Ram Raee
and Neelkunt Race. Keshub Ram had a son named Seetaram, the
father of Kishen Singh, Gunganurain Race and Rajnurain Raee;
the second of whom (Gunganurain Raee) was the father of the de
fendants, Doorgapurshad Raee and Tarapurshad Raee.
Neelkunt Raee, the younger son of Jugdees Raee, had a son
named Heera Ram Raee, the maternal grandfather of the plaintiffs.
That Seetaram Race and Heera Ram Race held joint possession
of the ancestrel estates; that a butwarreh or division took place be
tween them,—Seetaram receiving a 12, and Heeraram a 4 anna
That on the death of the latter, his widow
share of the property.
Chundur Munnee Chowdhrain made over her husband’s share in
trust to Seetaram, to manage for her, and remit to her the pro
ceeds, which he did during his life time: the same course was
That in
pursued after his death by his son Gunganurain Raee.
1205 B. S., Gunganurain Raee ousted the plaintifi"s family from
A law suit for that portion of it
their portion of the property.
of
in
the
district
situated
24-Pergunuahs was the consequence, and
in
of the plaintiffs.
decided
favor
Their grandmother,
this was
Munnee,
now
dead,
Chundur
being
they applied for permission to
sue in forma pauperis for that portion which was situated in zil
lah Jessore, but their application was rejected.
They were then
restrained from suing for it in the usual course, by promises of
restoration made to them by the defendants; that recently, how
ever, Tarapurshad Race stating the property to be his, has offered
it as security in a case appealed to the Privy Council, and hence
this suit to establish the plaintiti"s right.
This case was originally decided emparte by the principal sudder
ameen of Jessore: but was remanded by the Sudder Dewanny
Adawlut, on the 8th April 1845, on the appeal of Radeka Chow
In his order of remand Mr. Gordon, the presiding judge,
dhrain.
observes :—‘ The only point for consideration in this case, is,
whether under the construction of the law with respect to earparle
decisions, as laid down in this Court’s Circular dated 12th March
1841, it should be tried on its merits, or not? Under all the cir
am of opinion that it should.
It would appear that
cumstances,
the two brothers, Doorgapurshad and Tarapurshad, are on very
bad terms; and with reference to the purchase by Doorgapurshad
of the property under dispute, in the names of his wives, a fact
which seems to be true, for the respondents d0n’t deny
there
strong suspicion of collusion, and consequently of doubt as to
whether the notice was duly served on the other defendants.
total want of speciﬁcation of dates in the plaint,
Besides, there
on which account
impossible to say whether the suit may not
be barred altogether under the rule of limitation.’
is

a

it

is

it,

I
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The cae was accordingly remanded, when Radeka Chowdhrain,
who is the wife of the defendant Tarapurshad Race, appeared and

defended the suit.
Her answer was to the effect that the property in dispute was
acquired by Keshub Ram Race, in the year ll65 B. S., in the
name of his grand son Kishen Singh ; that Kishen Siugh died
childless before his father Santee Ram Race, who died leaving two
sons, Gunganuraiu Race and Rajuurain Raee. That in ll97 B. S.,
the settlement of the estate was made with Gunganurain Race;
that Rajnurain Raee sued for his share, and got a decree in his favor;
he mortgaged his share to two persons named
that subsequentl
Beerchund Fotedhr and Sheonurain Raee. That being unable to
pay the debt, the mortgagees sued for a foreclosure, when Gunga
nurain Raee came forward, paid the debt, and thus obtained pos
That Gunganarain Raee died in
session of the entire estate.
I227 B. S. leaving two sons, Doorgapurshad Raee and Tarapur
shad Race, (the defendants) ; that on the former refusing to
admit his brother to a share of the property, the latter brought
the matter into court in a summary form under Regulation 6,
1813; that on his being successful, Doorgapurshad brought an
action in the Calcutta provincial court of appeal, which was ﬁnally
terminated by an adjustment between the brothers,—Doorgapur
shad receiving a l0 anna, and Tarapurshad a 6 anna share of
the patrimony.
The defendant proceeds to deny the allegation of the laintilfs
in regard to the property having been left in trust with Seetaram
Race, by their grandmother Chundur Munnee Chowdhrain; and
alleges that this suit has been set on foot by Doorgapurshad Raee,
between whom and his younger brother there has been constant
litigations up to this time. She adds that her husband, Tarapur
shad Race, has sold the property to her; and pleads the rule of
limitation as a bar to the suit.
The principal sudder ameen dismissed the plaint for various
reasons, but chieﬂy on the ground that the claim was inadmissible
under the law of limitation as laid down in Section 14, Regulation
3, I793, and Clause 3, Section 3, Regulation 2, 1805.
From the above decision, the present appeal has been preferred.
The ﬁrst point for consideration is, whether the law of limita
tion bars the claim. If this point be decided against the plaintiffs,
there is an end of the case. The plaint contains no speciﬁcation
of dates, in fact carefully avoids it. It is, however, clear from
admissions made by the plaintiffs, that the alleged payment of the
proceeds to Chundur Munnee Chowdhrain was suspended in 1205
B. S., and consequently her dispossession must date from that
Gunganurain, the son of ‘Seetaram, died in 1227 B. S. : he
period.
was succeeded by his sons, the defendants, Doorgapurshad Raee
This suit was intituted in I249 B. S.,
and Tarapurshad
Race.
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or 22 years after the death of Gunganurain.
Now, whatever
may have been the character of the transaction by which Chundur
Munnee Chowdhrain was dispossessed, the title by inheritance,
with reference to Clause 3, Section 3, Regulation 2, I805, cannot
be impeached after 12 years.
The only ground urged by the plaintiffs, in order to evade the
application of the law, is the fact of certain admissions alleged to
have been made by the defendants.
Two witnesses have been
called to depose to these admissions; but when they were made is
not stated by them, or in any part of the proceedings on the
record.
Their evidence, moreover, is altogether opposed to the
probabilities of the case; for it is scarcely to be credited that while
the defendants were contesting the right to other property, they
should have made gratuitous admissions in regard to that now
under dispute.
The case is altogether unsupported by any thing which can
exempt it from the application of the law of limitation: it appears
in fact to have been brought forward in collusion with the defen
dant Doorgapurshad Raee. In a suit between the brothers, ap
pealed to the Privy Council, the share of Tarapurshad Raee in the
property under litigation was offered as security; and this suit was
set on foot apparently with the view of procuring the rejection of
the security tendered.
The decree of the lower court is conﬁrmed, with all costs against
the plaintiffs.
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Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Zillah Jess-ore, Mohummud Kuleem Khan.

MUSST. SANTEE MUNNEE DASEE, wlnow or RAM RUT
TUN BOSE, AND MUSST. DEYB RANEE, wmow or
GREEDHUR BOSE, APPELLANTS, (DEFENDANTS,)
versus

RAMKOMAR BOSE, Rssronnsxr,

(PLAIN'r1r1=.)
lVukeel of Appellants——Kishen Kislaore Ghose.
Wu/ceel of Resp0ndent—Bun.9ee Buddun Mitr.

SUIT laid at Company’s rupees 9,475 for possession on 800
biggahs of dewutlur lands, and mesne proﬁts.
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Plaintiff obtained a mawroosee moocurruree pottah (hereditable
lease on a ﬁxed rent) of certain dewuttur land within a speciﬁed
boundary, from the Rajah of Jessore, dated 24th Kartick I242
B. E. When he went to take possession and make collections,
the defendants came forward with a claim to 800 biggaks within
the boundary, on a kaimee pottah, or permanent lease, from the
Rajah, dated 6th Asein I242 B. E. To cancel which, and obtain
possession on the 800 biggahs with mesne proﬁts, this suit was

instituted.
In the ﬁrst instance a decree was given by the principal sudder
ameen.
On appeal the Sudder Court (present: Mr. Dick) rc
manded the case on the following grounds :
‘ This one
point was to be investigated, whether the pottah of
defendant’s was really written on the date it bears,—that is previ
ous to the plaintiff’s pottah.
It appears that the defendant’s
poliah was not registered, and no mention of it in the plaintiﬁ"s
Hence it is necessary that it be clearly proved: but the
pottah.
investigation of the principal sudder ameen is by no means full
and satisfactory.
He ought to have summoned the writer of it,
and other amla of the Rajah, and carefully taken their evidence ;
and since the Rajah acknowledged the pottah, he should have
required the Rajah to produce whatever proof he could in corro
boration of his own acknowledgment : and to prove the truth of the
defendant’s statement, that they had obtained a pottah from the
dur-ijaradar, or under farmer of the collector, and at great labor
and expense had cleared the lands of jungle, the principal sudder
ameen should have called for defendant’s kubooleeut to the under
farmer, and for the jumma-bundee and jumma-wasil-bakee papers of
that period, which must be in the collector’s office, and examined
them to see whether any mention of the tenure of defendants on
the lands in question were to be found in them; or whether,
according to plaintiif’s averment, those lands were waste, and
He should also have requir
cleared by ryuts who had decainped.
ed the Rajah to explain how, if he had in truth given the
pottah ﬁrst to defendants, no mention of it was recorded in
N o investigation of this kind has been
the plaintiﬂ"s pottah.
made. Besides, the acting principal sudder ameen has at once
decreed the whole of the wasilat, without specifying from what
date ; although it is evident plaintiff sues for wasilat of 6 months
before he obtained his pottak, or had any right. Therefore, the
decision of the acting principal sudder ameen is exceedingly
The case is returned for the judge to
defective and inconclusive.
indicated.’
above
himself
as
it
try
The principal sudder ameen again tried the suit, and decreed to
the plaintiff right to demand rent on the 800 biggahs at the per
gunnah, or full rates ; but not for possession, for reasons detailed
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in his decision. The defendants dissatisfied, have again appealed,
urging their right to have their pottah or lease upheld in
full
integrity.
The respondent being likewise dissatisfied with the decision,
joins issue
the whole case under Construction 868.
The Rajah who gave both pottahs, having declared the pottah
E.,
appellants, dated 6th Assin 1242
genuine, and there

19TH

PRESENT

the of

he

of

all

APRIL

1848.

:

of

-

THE

A. DICK, Esq.,
JUDGE.

W.

F.

B.

J. A.

HAWKINS

and

JACKSON, Esqrs.,
TEMPORARY JUDGEs.
1844.
by

CASE No. 203 OF
of

a

Regular Appeal from
decision passed
the Principal
Ameen
Zillah Hooghly, Mynoodeen Sufdur.

SHEIKHUSUDOOLA,

Sudder

APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT,)
versus

Wukeel

of

MUHUR-O-NISSA BEGUM, Respondent, (PLAINTIFF.)
Appellant—Abbas

Ali.

amount

wasilat,

or

4

rupees 143,
annas,
APPEAL laid
usufruct, decreed against appellant.

of

Respondent—Defaulting.
at
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of

it,

of

being
having been antedated, the Court
conclusive proof
right
uphold
appellants
and declare the
retain possession
specified
boundary
the lands within the
under its provisions.
plaintiff,
respondent,
may
Should the
consider himself injured,
seek for redress from the Rajah.
Under
the circumstances
the case, both parties will pay their own costs. Decision
lower court reversed; and plaintiff’s claim dismissed.
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THE 19th APRIL
PRESENT
C.

1848.

:

TUCKER, Esq.,
JUDGE.

PETITION No. 792 of

1846.

to

on

be

so,

IN the matter of the petition of Musst. Kunoka Dassee, filed
in this Court on the 23d October 1846, praying for the admission
of a special appeal from the decision of Mr. Charles Mackay,
principal sudder ameen of zillah Mymensingh, under date the 27th
July 1846; reversing that of Cazee Ousaf Ali, sudder ameen of
that zillah, under date 13th June 1845, in the case of Musst.
Kunoka Dassee, plaintiff, versus Gour Mohun Shah, defendant.
The plaintiff (petitioner) sued to recover from the defendant
Sicca rupees 251, with interest thereon, due on a document dated
18th Aughun 1241.
The said document, written on plain paper,
acknowledged the receipt of the above sum; and the writer pledged
himself to repay the amount in paddy in the following month of
Phalgoon. Having failed to do
the present suit was brought.
paying the penalty demanded, had procured the
The plaintiff,
proper stamp
impressed
the document; and the sudder
ameen decreed for plaintiff, stating that the witnesses
the docu
to by
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respondent sued appellant, a mortgagee in possession
of the estate claimed, and several others for an estate belonging .
to one Uzeez-o-nissa, on the allegation of a purchase from her.
The principal sudder ameen deeming the purchase good, though
declared invalid by the mooftee of the zillah whom he had con
sulted, decreed the claim so far as usufruct from the date of pur
chase to date of payment with interest against the appellant :
the estate having been sold for arrears of revenue.
The appeal rests on two grounds:—first, that the decision of the
principal sudder ameen, contrary to the legal opinion of the
mooftee, is invalid; and, second, that his mortgage being prior to
the sale, cannot be affected by it until satisfied.
Since the estate was in mortgage, and the mortgagee in posses
sion, the mortgagor, or his locum tenens, should have sued for
adjustment of accounts and re-possession, in case of the mortgage
being satisfied.
The decision therefore of the principal sudder
ameen, decreeing mesne profits on the present plaint, is invalid.
We reverse the decision of the lower court, and dismiss the claim
with full costs.
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THE 20th APRIL

to

9,
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2,

in

A.

F.

J.

W. B. JACKSON and

HAWKINS,

Esq.Rs.,

TEMPORARY JUDGEs.

Appeal from
Ameen

or

decision passed

Cuttack,

of

JUDGE.

1846.
by

Regular

of a

CASE No.

43

ExERCISING THE Powers

A

E. CURRIE, Esq.,

the Principal Sudder
1845.

July 17th,

KUNHOOCHURN MYTEE, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
ters?ts

Wukeel
Wukeel

of of

MUDDUN PUNDEH,

AND othERs, REspoNDENTs,
(DEFENDANTs.)
Appellant—Kishen Kishore Ghose.

Respondents—Rama Purshad Raee.

at

a

of of

of

Inchapore, &c., and
CLAIM for possession
the zemindaree
redemption
mortgage, with settlement
account with mort
gagee: suit laid
rupees 14,541, with mesne proceeds.
of
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ment, who could read and write, had proved
execution
the
defendant; and that the signature corresponded with the signature
attorney filed
the defendant
the power
the case.
On appeal, the principal sudder ameen reversed the decision
the lower court
two grounds, viz. because the document was
plain paper originally; and
written
efforts apparently had
years.
been made
enforce payment for period
The sudder ameen having declared the document
estab
lished
the evidence
the witnesses
the reasons assigned
by the principal sudder ameen for rejecting
are not sufficient.
The principal sudder ameen should have weighed the evidence
brought
support
the document, and recorded his opinion
regarding
Not having done so, consider his decision
complete; and, admitting
special appeal, remand the proceedings
Regulation
1831,
under Clause
Section
the principal
sudder ameen for re-consideration, regarding the parol evidence
support
adduced
the document.
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admitted, and the subsequent sale out right
The mortgage
and from a pro
not proved. The deed of sale
not produced
ceeding of the judge of Cuttack, of 26th May I842, and on exami
refers,
nation of the ca::ee’s register to which
plain that
the copy produced in the miscellaneous case was of
ve1'y sus
picious character. The defendant objects to the transfers of the
property while under litigation and previous to
asserting that
But the precedents cited are
they have been ruled to be illegal.
not in point
and we see no reason to question the legality of
;
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The plaintiff states that Kumul Lochun and another mortgaged
these estates to Muddun Pundeh, on the lst April l8l3, for rupees
36] , and gave possession to the mortgagee; that in 1841, Kun
hoochurn, son of Kumul Lochun, and the other mortgager peti
The
tioned the judge, and claimed redemption of the mortgage.
judge, in his order upon this petition, observed that the opposite
party stated that an absolute sale had taken place subsequent to
the mortgage, and he could do nothing unless a regular suit was
On the 3d July 1842, the mortgagers sold their rights
brought.
and interests in the estate to Chundurnath Chowdhree, who
the
brought this suit, on the llth August 1843, to
redeeng
un
While the case was
a e and obtain
ossession.
pen ing, éplorb
gu%nath Chowdhiiee sold his rights and interests in the
in the
under litigation to Kunhoochurn, who appeared in his steapéoperty
court of the principal sudder ameen.
The defendant admitted the mortgage, but urged that subse
viz. in Phalgoon 1224, or 1817, an absolute sale
quent to
ﬁled,
The
deed of
took place.
copy,
0‘;-,iginal
misce aneous case
ﬁle
salel
in
from
the
caze
was
taken
register,
before the judge abovementioned.
On the 17th July 1845, the principal sudder ameen gave an
in
award in favor of plaintiff for possession of the
propeétyl;
are
aradil
ec
im
of
the
the
accounts
between
parties,
adjustment
entitled to the sum of rupees 1,776.
From this decision both parties appealed: the appeal of the de
fendant was struck out on default in this Court.
on the part of the plaintiff, who objects
The present appeal
to the principal sudder ameen’s decision on two grounds :—Fir.9t,
that the award
against Muddun Pundeh only, and not against the
other defendants, whohave been in possession with him as sharers.—
Second, that the sum at which the proceeds of the estate are esti
low that the ameen
calculatedhthem
correc
mitich
ness highﬁr,
at
ere
no reason to
uestion
an
maxed]
to
the papers,
report, especially
mortgagegs
refgsedin
w
lhave
must
shewin the actua co ections,
possession.
The regpondents also object to the decision as erroneous altoge
ther.

(348)
these transfers.
The mortgager is therefore entitled to obtain
possession and a settlement of accounts; but we consider the claim
good only against the mortgagee himself, not against the other
It is not proved that they are his assignees ; though
defendants.
they have on some occasions admitted they have been in pos
session. But there is no suﬂicient reason in our opinion to throw
out the ameen’s calculation of mesne proceeds.
It is true that it
is not based on the accounts of collection, which have been wilfully
Withheld by the mortgagee ; but it is founded on local enquiry,
the next best evidence procurable.
If it was above the sum shewn
by the accounts, the mortgagee could easily set it aside by produc
ing the accounts. Assuming therefore the ameen’s report as the
basis of the calculation, we ﬁnd that the mortgage, with interest,
was paid oil‘ by the end of 1228 ; and that an overplus of 8;-upees
had been collected.
The mortgager has thus to receive as below
from the defendant, viz.
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Overplus collection to end of 1228, ....
Net collections from 1229 to 1250,.......

Rupees

,,

.

Total due to end of 1250,

8
2,391

0
0

0
0

0 0
He will also receive mesne proceeds from the end of 1250 to the
date of obtaining possession of the property : in estimating which
Rupees 2,399

he should be credited the 67 rupees, which he paid as Government
revenue to save the estate from sale by auction. He will also receive
interest on the whole sum due to him from this date to the date of
payment. The principal sudder ameen’s decree is modiﬁed accord
ingly. The costs of both courts to be distributed proportionably,
viz. defendant to pay costs in proportion to the sum decreed against
him, and plaintiff to pay costs on the remainder of his claim.
——l—l

Tun 20'rn Arnu.

1848.

PRESENT:
C.

TUCKER,

ESQ.,

J

PETITION N0. 539

uncu-1.

or

1846.

IN the matter of the etition of Obhoy Raee, ﬁled in this Court
on the 13th August 1546, praying for the admission of a special
sudder ameen of Shaha
appeal from the decision of the
46; amending that of the moon
bad, under date the 20th May 1 grincipal
siff of Gurhunee, under date 3d November 1846, in the case of
Obhoy Raee, plaintiff, versus Hooleet Race, defendant.
The petitioner sued the defendant for Company’s rupees
209-6-ll, as his share of the proceeds, with interest, of the 6
annaa of mouzahs Purruoreeah and Etawan, peryunnak Nunnore,
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THE 20th APRIL
PRESENT:

1848.

F.

A.

J.

W. B. JACKSON and
HAWKINS, Esq.Rs.,

ExERCISING THE PoweRs

a

by

Special Appeal from
the Judge
decision passed
January 20th, 1844; affirming
decree passed
Sudder Ameen, November 18th, 1843.
a

JUDGE.

1845.

by

CASE No. 86 OF

of

A

CURRIE, Esq.,

RANEE BOOBUN MYE DIBBEA,

of

E.

TEMPORARY JUDGEs.

Rajshahye,

the

Principal

APPELLANT,

(DEFENDANT,)
7067"Stęs

GOPENATH MISR,

(PLAINTIFF.)

Appellant—Pursun Komar Thakur.
Waller.
byon

Respondent—J.

G.

Wukeel

RESPONDENT,

of of

Wukeel

C.

50

at

on

it

in

it

is

a

of

by

to

special appeal,
the 11th March
THIs case was admitted
1845, under the following certificate recorded
Tucker:—
Mr.
Gopeenath
petitioner
(appellant)
Misr
was sued
one
‘The
wages, under
sunnud appointing his wages
for
balance
plain paper; and the peti
rupees per mensem. This sunnud
her answer, that under the stamp laws
tioner objected against
a
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the years 1246, 1247 and 1248. The moonsiff decreed for plaintiff
evidence, and
the oath
the plaintiff that
193-3-5-4
adjust
which mode
had not received the amount sued for,
ing the dispute the defendant had given his written assent.
On appeal, the principal sudder ameen, without noticing this fact,
the moonsiff, and awarded only ru
amended the decision
pees 50-14-6-4
As the principal sudder ameen
the petitioner.
should have given some reason for setting aside the mode
adjustment adopted between the parties,
consider his decision
incomplete, and remand the proceedings under the provisions
Regulation
1831.
Clause
Section
the proceedings, the principal sudder
the revision
adjustment adopted
opinion that the mode
ameen should
upheld,
will state
nature
between the parties
not
opinion
length:
the other hand,
his reasons
thinking.
upheld,
should
will also state his reasons for

)
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PRESENT

:

THE 20th APRIL 1848.

J.

A.
F.

W. B. JACKSON and

HAWKINS,

Esq.Rs.,

TEMPORARY JUDGEs.

Ameen

HILL, FURLONG

1846.

decision passed
the Principal
Zillah Nuddea, June 22d, 1846.

a

of

Regular Appeal from

JUDGE.

by

CASE No. 207

of

-

ExERCISING THE PoweRs oF

A

E. CURRIE, Esq.,

Sudder

AND Co., APPELLANTs, (DEFENDANTs)
oversus

JYCHUNDUR PAL,

(PLAINTIFF.)

Komar Thakur.
Respondent—Gholam Sufdur.
rent

farm

to

a

to

plaintiff,

in

putnee talook
annas Dehee Oolasse,
defendants from 1244
1248.

of

CLAIM for rupees 9,135, principal and interest, balance

of

Wukeel

RESPONDENT,

Appellants—Pursun

of of

Wukeel

of
4
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should have been written on stampt paper. This point is not noticed
in the decree of either the principal sudder ameen, or the judge, who
decreed against the petitioner on the depositions of two witnesses.
There is no doubt the document should have been executed on
stampt paper, (vide Construction No. 1306); and this application
try whether the suit being grounded
special appeal
admitted
evidence, the testimony
document not admissible
court
support
witnesses
such
document can
deemed suffi
carry
cient
decree with it.’
The document being legally inadmissible,
remains
consider
prove
whether the evidence
the two witnesses alone
sufficient
the claim. On reading their depositions, we find that they make
paid
wages
mention
the amount
the plaintiff: the
consequently
Ordered,
claim
not made out.
that the decisions
the lower courts be reversed, and the claim dismissed: costs
against plaintiff.
fully concur
MR. HAwKINs.—As
the judgment,
have
signed the above; but my opinion
that when
document
admissible, no decree can
given merely upon oral evidence ad
support
duced
that document. This
the express point
mooted
the certificate.

--------"

(351)
This is a claim for rent under a kubooleut ﬁled in Court and ad
mitted by the parties. The plaintiff claims balance of rent: the
defendants allege that out of the lands included in the farm,

ll

villages were never made over to them ; they were under dispute
between plaintiff and a third party, and were attached on that
account, about 2 years after the date of the farm, by the collector
under instructions from the magistrate, and remained in the col
lector’s possession till the end of it. The defendants, therefore,
claim that 1,531 rupees a year on account of these
villages be re
mitted from the rent. They further state that a sum of 1,000 Com
pany’ s rupees was paid by drafts in Calcutta on account of this rent,
for which sum the plaintilf has not given them credit.
The plaintiﬂ’, on the other hand, contends that the farm was given
and taken in the lump (bil-moolcta), under the terms of the kuboo
leut. That the sum collected by the collector from the
villages
during the attachment, rupees 1,600, had been credited to defen
dants in the account, and that defendants had no claim to a fur
ther deduction from the demand on account of dispossession.
As
to the 1,000 rupees said to be paid, plaintiff states that this was
credited to defendants on another account, as farmers of the Sree
nu ur estate.
the 22d June 1846, the principal sudder ameen gave an
award in full in favor of the plaintiff, from which the defendants
bring this appeal.
_
The farm was given in the lump as stated by the plaintiff, no se
paratejumma being ﬁxed on each village; but, on the other hand,
distinctly established that the farmers never obtained possession
of the
villages. It does not appear that these villages were wil
fully withheld by the lessor; but they were under dispute between
third party at the time the farming lease was executed,
him and
and, about
years afterwards, they were attached by the collector
on account of the same dispute, and held during the rest of the
lease under attachment. The defendants, consequently, are entitled
to
proportionate deduction from their rent on account of defec
tive possession.
appears that the accounts were adjusted
in
1246, and again at the end of 1247, and
between the parties
deduction
was made from the rent on this account.
proportionate
the plaintiff was dissatisﬁed with those reduced payments of
defendants, he should have at once brought his suit for the dif
ference. This he has not done, but has allowed the whole period
of lease to elapse, and
years after the close of it, before com
now claims the amount so deducted.
court
and
he
into
ing
This delay occasions
presumption that he consented to the
annual reduction of rent on account of defective possession.
Fur
ther,
to be observed, that the plaintiﬂ"s claim
based on the
assumption that the farmers are, with reference to the terms of
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the contract, entitled to no deduction whatever on this account;
this assumption we entirely throw out, and the claim based on it
must also be entirely rejected.
As to the item of 1,000 rupees stated by defendants to have
been paid, as the plaintiff admits the fact of payment, but alleges
that it was credited to the account of another estate, it was incum
bent on him to prove this point; but he has adduced no evidence
in support of
There
therefore no reason
doubt the state
ment
the defendants and their witnesses, that
was paid
account
the farm under consideration.
Ordered, that the principal sudder ameen’s decree
reversed,
plaintiff entirely dismissed. Plaintiff will pay the
and the claim
costs of both courts.

APRIL

1848.

F.

J.

A.

HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.
OF

1845.
by

CASE No. 326
a

Special Appeal from
decision passed
the Additional Judge
April 6th, 1844; reversing
the 24-Pergunnahs,
decree
passed
the Principal Sudder Ameen
the District, July 11th
1840.

of

by

a

of

BARODAH DIBEA, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
te?"sus

COLLECTOR of 24-PERGUNNAHS,
MOOKERJEE, HURCHUNDUR

KISHEN CHUNDUR
CHATTERJEE,
AND

oTHERs, RESPONDENTs, (DEFENDANTs.)

Komar Thakur and

G.

Colebrooke.

Respondents—Pursun

J.

IWukeels

Appellant,-E.

of of

Wukeel

Waller.

low:—

R.

by

on

to

special appeal,
THIs case was admitted
the 10th Septem
ber 1845, under the following certificate recorded
Sir
Bar

of

“Muddhoosodun’s father, Sumbho Chundur, and Raj Chundur
Holdar and Ram Chundur, were three brothers, sons
the elder
brother
Kalee Chundur Holdar. Muddhoosodun died, (vide an
nexed genealogical table,”) leaving petitioner, plaintiff
this case,
and appointing
her attornies, Raj Chundur Holdar, Lukheenu
*

as

in

of
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R.

C.

PRESENT:
TUCKER, Esq. and
BARLOW, BART.,
SIR.
JUDGEs.

See page 354.
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rain Burral and Ram Dhun Sircar.
Plaintiff claims 4 annas
of the village Ramlochunpore as her share of hereditary estate,
and the entire 16 annas of talook Billaond her father’s self
acquired property.
‘ Ramchund
Mitr and Poorun Chund, attornies for Birjnath
Mitr, sued Ram Chundur Holdar and Raj Chundur Holdar;
and, having obtained a decree against them, sold the abovemen
tioned property in satisfaction, when Bhyrub Chundur Banerjee
which he sold to
bought the 4 annas of village Ramlochunpore,
Hur Chundur Chatterjee, and Kishen Chundur Mookerjee bought
the entire I6 annas of Billaond.
‘ Plaintiff sued for
possession and reversal of the sale: her plaint
was in the ﬁrst instance nonsuited by a principal sudder ameen.
The judge returned it for trial on its merits ; and another principal
sudder ameen, on the llth July I840, decreed in plaintiff’s favor
on the grounds recorded in his proceedings of that date.
‘ The additional judge of the 24-Pergunnahs, on the 6th
April
1844, reversed the principal sudder ameen’s decision, on the
ground that though the disputed property was in 1832 attached
through the collector on the institution of the suit by Ram
Chund Mitr and another, and though the property was sold in
1835
in execution of their decree, and notwithstanding
the
property was under charge of an ameen (Koork Suzawul) for 4
years, plaintiff never brought forward her objections till after the
expiration of l2 months from the date of sale.
‘ The judge’s decision is founded on matter not placed on the
Moreover, the respondent’s wukeels, on requi
record before him.
sition, fail to prove the attachment of the property.
Reference
to matters extra to the record is altogether irregular.
The judge
does not shew whence he obtained information of the attachment
of the property, regarding which he alleges plaintiff raised no
objections.
‘ Advertin
to a case (No. 405) disposed of by Mr. Tucker
on the 7th 1V%ay 1844, in which a decision was passed by a princi
ad
pal sudder ameen on a document not ﬁled with the record,
mit a special appeal to try whether it was within the competence
of the judge to decide the case with reference to the alleged attach
ment, which was not urged by either party; and, further, to try
the effect of that decision on the case before the Court.’
The grounds on which the judge, Mr. Deedes, proceeds in re
gard to the attachment are not supported by any thing upon the
record.
Documentary evidence to the fact was not ﬁled; nor does
it appear from the judge’s proceedings that he sent for and perused
any papers bearing on that point. Under these circumstance,
we reverse the judge’s decree, and remand the case to him for trial
de novo, with reference to the foregoing remarks.

I
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(

Sumbho Chundur.

Muddhoosodun died
in 1234.

Barodah
Dibbea.

Pff.
Unoopoornah
dead; also a

son dead.
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|

)

Kalee Chundur
Holdar.

Raj Chundur
Ram Chundur.
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THE 220 APRIL l848.
PRESENT:
C.

TUCKER,

ESQ. and

Sm R. BARLOW, BART.,

J unoss.

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, ESQ.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No.

or

206

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by F. Stainforth, Esq., Judge
of Chittagong, June 17th, I844; reversing a decree passed by
S3/ad Kumur Ali, 2d Principal Sudder Ameen of Chittagong,
April 10th, 1844.

DEWAN BIBI, APPELLANT,

(PLAINTIFF,)
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versus

SHUMSHERE

ALI

AND

ornaas,

RESPONDENTS,

(Dam-:NDANTs.)
Wulzeels

of Appellant—U:mutoolla, Gopal Kishen Raee and A. A.
Sevestre.

Wukeel

of Respondents—Kz'sken Kishore

Ghose.

was admitted to special appeal, on the 2d August
THIS
the
under
1845,
following certiﬁcate recorded by Mr. J. F. M.
case

Reid :—
‘ The petitioner (appellant) sued the former
proprietors and
others to obtain possession of certain lands (21 droona, 10 kannees,
14 gundahs, 2 cowries), included in an estate purchased at a Go
vernment sale for arrears of rent by one Sudhee Ram, who sold it
to her by private contract, and obtained a decree for a portion
thereof, with mesne proﬁts, from the principal sudder ameen. The
judge dismissed the claim, reversing the principal sudder ameen’s

decree on the ground that the private purchaser, from a purchaser
The
by public auction, had no authority to bring such an action.
is
admitted
to
this
try
point.’
appeal
special
Sm R... BAR-LOW AND Mn. I-IAwKINs.—It appears that Sudhee
Ram purchased the estate at a sale made for arrears of revenue, on
the 9th February 1835; and sold it in all its integrity to the plain
till' on the 9th December I837. This suit was instituted,
on
the 19th January I841, to recover possession of certain lands of
which it was alleged the former proprietors had wrongfully held
There is no question ‘ that the plaintiff, though a
possession.

(

£ ''

356

)

an inte
private purchaser, may sue for recovery of lands
by her. We therefore
gral portion of the zemindaree
reverse the decree of the zillah judge, and remand the case to be
tried by him on its merits.
MR. TUCKER.—I concur in the above; being of opinion that it
did not require the privileges of an auction purchaser to bring this
suit.
Had Sudhee Ram not been an auction purchaser, the plain
tiff could still have brought this action.

-

THE 22D APRIL 1848.
PRESENT :
TUCKER,
Esq. and
C.
SIR. R. BARLOW, BART.,
JUDGEs.
HAWKINS,
Esq.,
J. A. F.
TEMPORARY JUDGE.
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CASE No.

143

of

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Behar, May 15th, 1845; reversing a decree passed by
the Moonsiff of Gya, July 18th, 1844.

RAJAH MODE NURAIN,

AND

oth ERs, APPELLANTs,

(DEFENDANTs,)
te?"Sws

NITTANUND BYDE, Respondent, (PLAINTIFF.)
Wukeel of Appellants—J. G. Waller.
Mohummud Khan.
Wukeel of Respondent-Gholam

THIs case was admitted to special appeal, on the 28th January
1847, under the following certificate recorded by Mr. C. Tucker:
‘Nittanund Byde, the plaintiff in this case, having obtained a
decree against Gereejanund and others, his co-sharers, for posses
sion of one-third share in a mokurruree tenure, caused the remain
ing two-thirds to be advertized for sale, for the liquidation of the
costs awarded to him in the above mentioned suit. The sale was
opposed by the defendant Rajah Mode Nurain, the zemindar, who
stated that in consequence of the rent payable to him on the
mokurruree being in arrears, he had cancelled the lease, taken
possession of the lands, and had let them in farm to Doondee Singh.
This remonstrance proved successful; and Nittanund Byde was
referred to a regular suit, if he still wished to have the property
sold. Accordingly, Nittanund Byde brought the present suit at a
valuation of rupees 44-9-10, the amount expenses awarded to him
in the suit between him and his sharers. The moonsiff dismissed
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(357)
the case; but, on appeal, the principal sudder ameen entering into
the question of the right of the zemindar to cancel the mokurruree
lease, decided that he had no such right, and, reversing the decision
of the moonsilf, declared the debtors’ rights in the mokurruree liable
to sale in satisfaction of the plaintiff’s demand against them.
‘ I admit a special appeal to try whether the principal sudder
ameen, in entering on the question of the defendant’s right to cancel~
the mokurruree lease, did not take a wrong issue. The suit was not
brought to contest that point: the fact is undisputed; and until the
mokurrureerlars sue the rajah to recover possession of their molcur
ruree, and obtain a decree, a suit like the present cannot be enter
The persons whose rights and interests it is sought to sell,
tained.
are not in possession of the mokurruree; the zemindar has cancelled
their lease, and given the lands to a third party. Whether right, or
wrong, is not the question, and cannot be tried in this suit.’
Under the circumstances as above stated, we are of opinion that
the case must be remanded to the principal sudder ameen, who
has taken a wrong issue. It was not competent to him in this
He
case to decide as to the rajah’s right to cancel the molcurruree.
should conﬁne himself to the question, whether, taking the facts
as alleged, the rights and interests of Geereejanund and others in
the molcurruree, can be sold for the realization of the money due to
Nittanund Byde.
Ordered accordingly.

Tna

->
Armr.

221)

1848.

Passmwr:

TUCKER, Eso. and
Sm R. BARLOW, BAR'I‘.,
C.

J.

J unoss.

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.

TEMPORARY Juno:-:.

CASE No.

262

or 1847.

Appeal from a decision passed by
Burdwan, November 18th, 1846; ajirming a
Principal Sudder Ameen, June 8th, 1846.

Special

the Judge of IVest
decree passed by the

BEER SINGH, (APPELLANT,) DEFENDANT,
SREEKUNTH
i

Wukeel
Wukeel

THIS

vewms

BANERJEE,

(RE8PONDENT,)

of Appellant—Sreenath

of Respondent-—Nilmonee

PLAINTIFF.

Race.
B(l7l€7_'i88.

case was admitted to special appeal, on the 3d

under the following certiﬁcate

May

recorded by Sir R. Bar10w:—

1847,
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(358)
‘ The plaintiff sued for possession of a moiety of two villages,
Harardung and Gram Pooshkoronee, with mesne proﬁts thereon,
alleging the same to be the lakhiraj property of Neemaie Singh,
given by him to Kihen Gobind’s mother, from whom they de
Plaintilf
scended to Kishen Gobind, and were in his possession.
states, that in execution of a decree in his favor against the said
Kishen Gobind, he bought the said moiety of the two villages
and sued some ryuts for rents, when the defendant objected,
urging that the lands were his under a settlement with the Go
vernment resumption oﬂicers; and the moonsiﬂ‘ referred him,
plaintiff, to a regular suit, hence this action.
‘ The defendant claimed under hereditary title from Neemaie
Singh; denied that the lands were given to Kishen Gobind’s
mother; and averred they were never in Kishen Gobind’s pos
He pleaded that the resumption oﬁicers instituted pro
session.
ceedings against him; and after the issue of due notice, on which
occasion the plaintiff did not appear, resumed the lands, and that
he entered into a settlement for them.
‘ The
principal sudder ameen, on the strength of certain decrees
passed by the court, passed judgment in favor of the plaintiff;
and the judge, on the same grounds, affirmed his decision.
‘ consider these decisions to be opposed to the provisions of
The plaintiff
Regulation 2 of 1819, and to the resumption laws.
claims possession and mesne proﬁts of certain lands, alleging them
to be lakhiraj ; the said lands, as admitted in the plaint, having
been given on a settlement to the defendant by the collector, who
had long previously resumed them; or, in other words, the civil
courts have reversed the resumption and settlement proceedings
of the revenue authorities, which is beyond their competence.
therefore admit a special appeal, with a view to the reversal
of the judgments of both the subordinate courts.’
Upon further reference to the record, we ﬁnd that the plaintiff
sues for proprietary right of the lands in dispute, which had been
resumed by the collector, and consequently there are no grounds
for interference with the orders of the lower court.
Appeal dis
missed with costs.

I

I

(

)
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THE 22D APRIL

1848.

PRESENT:
C.

TUCKER, Esq.

SIR. R.

BARLOW,

and

BART.,
JUDGEs.

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 464 OF

1846.

Appeal from a decision passed by the Judge of Zillah
Sarun, March 9th, 1846; reversing a decree passed by the Prin
cipal Sudder Ameen of that district, May 15th, 1844.

Special

PURBHOO RAEE, APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT,)

BHEKHUN RAEE,

RESPONDENT,

Wukeel of Appellant-Gholam
Wukeel of Respondent—J.

(PLAINTIFF.)
Sufdur.

G. Waller.

THIs case was admitted to special appeal, on the 29th

July

Tucker:

1847, under the following certificate recorded by Mr. C.
‘This is a case of shuffa, though between Hindoos; but

it has

been allowed in the districts in which the Mithila shasters prevail.
“But admit a special appeal, because the judge has decreed for
the shuffee on the ground that the day before the sale took place
he offered to purchase the property, tendering a certain sum to

I

claim.

“A second ground

is,

the purchaser, which does not seem to me sufficient to support the

is

it

to

of

to

as

no

be

it

of

to

is

is

in

of

of

that the suit was not instituted within 30
the sale, which
the shuffee becoming cognizant
appeal, therefore,
special
supposed
The
the limit
these cases.
points.”
admitted on the above two
Macnaghten's Mahomedan law (page 196) we
On reference
pre
down,
the right
the shuffee
laid
that the claim
find
actually
emption cannot
has
been
adduced until after the land
right
before the sale the shuffee has
another person,
sold
pre-emption. We, therefore, reverse the decision
the lower
court, with costs against the respondent. The case having been
the certificate, the Court are
decided on the first question raised
opinion
upon
give
any
the second question.
not called
days

in
on

to

of

of
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)

Apart.

1848.

\

Pnasmwr:
C.

TUCKER, Esq.

and

Sm R. BARLOW, BA a'r.,

J onoss.

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, Eso.,
TEMPORARY

CASE No.

190

Jones.

or 1847.

,Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Additional Judge
of Hooglzly, July 21st, I845; reversing a decree passed by the
Principal Sudder Ameen, March 2l.s-t, 1843.

SHEIKH ASUDOOLLAH, APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT)
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versus

SUKHEENA KHANUM,
I/Vukeels
Wulzeel

RESPONDENT,

(PLAm'rn=F.)

of Appell¢mt—J. G. Waller and Ameer Ali.

of Resp0ndent—Hamid

Russool.

Tms case was admitted to special appeal, on the 18th March
1847, under the following certiﬁcate recorded by Mr. C. Tucker :—
‘ This application for a special appeal is founded on the fact of
the statute of limitations having been infringed in entertaining it.
The ﬁrst suit was
The cause of action dates 21st February 1825.
instituted on the 3d December 1836, leaving 2 months and l8
days wanting of the l2 years. This case was nonsuited on 10th
January 1842, and the present suit instituted in lieu thereof on
14th May l842,—that is 4 months and 4 days after the nonsuit;
whereas at that period only 2 months and 18 days of the 12 years
Hence I admit the special appeal to try whether
remained.
the suit could, under these circumstances, be entertained.’
The only plea set up by the respondent, as a bar to the opera
tion of the law of limitation in this case is, that both before the
institution of the original suit, and again before she could proceed
after the nonsuit to institute a fresh suit, considerable time was
expended in going through the forms necessary to substantiate her
claim to be allowed to sue in formd pauperis ; and that such time
being deducted, she would not be beyond time.
We are of opinion that this plea will not avail the respondent,
it having already been ruled that an application to sue in formzi

(

361

)

is not a preferring of a claim within the meaning of the
rule of limitation laid down by Section 14, Regulation 3 of 1793,
(vide Construction 813, and the precedent, Sheikh Sufdur Ali and
others, versus Dut Nurain and Reetlal, at page 8 of the selected
Reports of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, volume VII.) This
being the case, we decree for the appellant, and reverse the decision
of the additional judge of 21st July 1845, and dismiss the suit as
not having been instituted within 12 years from the cause of
action as shown in the above certificate.
Costs in all the courts
chargeable to the respondent.
*

pauperis

-

THE 22D APRIL

1848.

PRESENT:
C.

TUCKER, Esq.
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SIR. R.

and

BARLOW, BART.,
JUDGEs.

J.

A. F.

HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE NO. 518 OF

1846.

Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
affirming a decree
Ameen of Zillah Dacca, August 27th, 1845;
passed by the Moonsiff of that District, September 20th, 1844.

Special

BHOWANEE SHUNKUR CHUCKERBUTTEE, APPELLANT,
(DEFENDANT,)

©

2767's?08

KHAJA CAPRIELAVIETIK TER
RESPONDENT,

ESTAFANOOS,

(PLAINTIFF.)

Wukeel

of Appellant—Abas Ali.

Wukeel

of Respondent—Gopal Kishen

Raee.

THIs case was admitted to special appeal, on the 7th
1847, under the following certificate recorded by Mr. C.

Sir R. Barlow, and

Mr.

J. A.

F.

Hawkins:

August
Tucker,

.

(362)
In this case the petitioner (defendant) was sued on a bond,
alleged to have been executed to the plaintiff’s father at Dacca, for
100 Sicca rupees, dated 2d Kartick 1240 B. S. He denied the
execution of the bond; and ﬁled in the appellate court copy of a
plaint by the same plaintiﬁ, in another suit, in which the plaintiff
stated that his father was not at Dacca on the 2d Kartick 1240
B. S. Now, the plaintiﬁ"s witnesses deposed to the bond having
been executed in the presence of plaintitl"s father at Ihcca on 2d
Kartick l24O B. S.’
‘ The lower courts decreed for the
plaintiff; the principal
sudder ameen remarking, that as the other case was still pending,
the assertion of the plaintiﬁ"s father not being at Dacca on 2d
Kartick l240 B. S., could not be assumed as a fact; and, more
over, that the plaintiﬁ" might have made a mistake.
‘ We admit a special appeal to try the extent to which an ad
mission of the plaintiff in another suit is to be received.’
The decision in this case, in the court of ﬁrst instance, is dated
20th September 1844. The petition of plaint in the other case
(viz. the plaintiff versus Bibi Caterina and others,) was ﬁled on the
The statements contained in that plaint
7th October 1844.
were ﬁrst brought to the notice of the appellate court by a peti
tion presented in July 1845, and the case was decided by the
principal sudder ameen on the 27th August 1845. We are of
opinion, that as no allusion to the inconsistent statement could
have been made in the court of ﬁrst instance, and none was made
in the court of appeal, except by a petition ﬁled after the grounds
of appeal had been recorded, the plaintiff should have been called
upon to offer any explanation he might have to oﬁ'er regarding the
We accordingly remand the
apparently inconsistent statements.
case for that purpose ; and, after the reply has been given in, the
He will of
principal sudder ameen will decide the case de nova.
course limit the plaintiff as to the time in which he is to give in
his reply.
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Tun 24'rn APRIL 1848.
PRESENT
R. H.

'

:

RATTRAY, Eso.,
Juoou.

CASE No.

417 on i847.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Patna, Mr. Ephraim Du Costa, April 30th, I847.

BABOO PURTAB NURAIN OMRAO BAHADOOR 3
APPELLA NT, (PLAlNTlFF,)
versus
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MUSST. MOTEE KOOVVUR, RADHA KISHEN , AND
ornsns, RESPONDENTS, (DEFENDANTS-)
Wilkeel

of Appellants—Pursun Komar

Wukeel

of Respondents—Gholam Sufdur.

Tlza/cur.

exposition of the facts and circumstances of this
do better than give the decision appealed against, in
sudder ameen who passed it. Suit laid
the words of the
principal
,l60-12-4.
at Company’s rupees
‘ The
plaintiffs are the son and gnndson of the defendant Musst.
Motee Koowur, and instituted this suit, on the 26th June 1846,
to recover possession of certain estates, including wasilat, and to
have their names entered in the collector’s registers in lieu of
those of Sheo Suhaee and Gokhool Chund, by setting aside the
bill of sale of the said estates executed by the defendant Motee
Koowur, for rupees 11,001, in favor of Fukeerchund Sahoo, father
of the said Sheo Suhaee and Gokhool Chund, under date the 28th
Asin 1226 F., corresponding with the 12th October 1818, on
the ground that she was not competent to alienate their property
during their minority.
‘ The defendant, Radha Kishen, who is the adopted son of the
late Sheo Suhaee, and who has also succeeded his uncle Gokhool
Chund, deceased, among other pleas, states, that the claim is
barred by the rules of limitation, more than 28 years having
elapsed from the date of sale, and more than 12 years having
expired from the date the plaintiffs, Purtab Nurain and his brother
Booneead Singh, father of the plaintiff Omrao Buhadoor, became
adults.
‘ On calculating the period during which
were in
glamtiﬁs
lai
the
down
to
reference
principle
with
by the
lashes,
of
Muddun
and
matter
others
Gopal
in
the
Sudder Court

As

case,

a suﬁicient

I cannot

(364)
versus Muharajah Gobindchundur, dated 21st November
I846,
and in the matter of Chedam Mundul, dated 25th November
I846, (page 396 of printed decisions),I ﬁnd that the present
suit cannot be maintained under the law of limitation. Booneead
Singh (luring his lifetime instituted a suit, on the 29th January
1834, jointly with Purtab Nurain, for the reversal of the said bill
of sale, and was nonsuited on the 8th August 1834; while Purtab
Nurain the plaintiff, it is established by the decision (‘this Court
dated 21st July 1841, was of age in i830, so that Booneead Singh,
who according to Purtab Nurain’s own admission was older than
him by 5 years, must have been an adult much prior to that
Calculating however from the year 1830 to 26th June
year.
1846, the date of institution of this uit, there is an interval of
l6 years, 5 months and 26 days. Deducting therefrom the
period of 6 months and IO days, elapsed between the insti
tution of the ﬁrst and nonsuit, there still remains 15 years,
months and 16 days, thus clearly shewing that the right
of action is barred by the rule of limitation. Under these circum
stances,
hereby dismiss the suit with all costs.’
Nothing is urged in appeal to refute this ; and
necessarily
All costs will be charged to appellants.
aﬁirm the decision.

ll
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THE 24rn AP1uL 1848.
Psﬂsanrr:
R. H. RATTRAY,

ESQ.,
JUDGE.

CASE No.

461

or

1848.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Additional Judge of
Behar, William St. Quin-tin, Esq., June 7th, 1847.

MUHA RAJAH I-IET NURAIN SINGH, APPELLANT,
(PLAINTIFF,)
versus

BABOO MOD NURAIN SINGH,
Wukeels

of

RESPONDENT,

(DEFENDANT-)

Sufdur and A. Sevestre.

Appellant-—Gholam

Wukeels of 'Respondent——Pursun Komar Thakwr,
Abbas Ali.

J. G.

Waller and

Tnrs suit was instituted by appellant, on the 3d August I844,
for the recovery from respondent, (his younger brother,) of pos

?

A

7

A

_.

_--:—"

(365)
session of a nine annas’ share of certain villages, in certain pergun
nahs in Behar and Patna, (as set forth); to cancel a deed of parti
tion bearing date the 30th December 1840; to rescind the muta
tion of name in the collector’s books, originating with the said
deed, and to effect a new one; and to obtain a division of the
estate to which the said deed relates,
to the terms of Re
agreeably;
19
of
suit
t
e
1814:
estimated
gulation
stamp) at rupees
(for
mesne
valued
at
plus
proﬁts,
rupees 11,62,490.
9,525,908-8})-7-I5,
The report of the case occupies seven pages of close printing
amongst the Behar decisions of une last, (see No. 28 of 1844, p.
51-57); and it will be sufiicient here to give the judgment appeal
ed against, exhibiting as it does the grounds upon which it was
deemed a just decision on the question at issue between the parties
to the suit.
‘ The
plaintiff declares in his plaint, that he agreed to divide the
property of his father, the late Rajah Mitrjeet Singh, with his
brother, the defendant, provided the defendant would relinquish
his right of farm over twelve of the muhals.
He admits that this
requisition was complied with: the arrangement therefore became
lt is in evidence that a deed of partition was
a speciﬁc contract.
then drawn out, under the superintendence of the agents of the
contracting parties; that the deed was signed by the parties, wit
nessed and registered in the presence of the commissioner, who
attached his seal and signature to the document.
By this deed,
the plaintiff bound himself to accept the estates allotted to him in
the deed, as the equivalent, or the nine armas’ share, of the raj of
Tikaree to which he was entitled, under a decree of the Calcutta
Sudder Dewanny Adawlut.
He further bound himself never to
object to, nor question, the valuation of the respective shares
recorded in the deed; nor in any way to dispute its validity, nor
the correctness of the allotment.
‘ The objections no-av raised by the plaintiff to the deed in
ques
tion, are :—ﬁrst, that he was deceived by the defendant as to the
real income and extent of the property under division ;—sec0nd,
that the deed was exacted from him by the threats and undue
haste of the commissioner; and, lastly, that at the time he signed
the deed, he was too ill to know what he was about.
‘ It is in evidence, that the details of this division of the
pro
perty were drawn up by the agents of both parties, so that the
allegation of deception is untenable; besides, if deception was
practised, the plaintiff ought to have discovered it during the time
the affair was under negotiation, and before he attached his seal
and signature to a deed so complete in its legality as the one under
review.
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‘ The only threat on the part of the commissioner, which appears
in the proceedings, is in a perwannah dated 24th December 1840,
in which the commissioner threatens a ﬁne of 10,000 rupees on the
plaintiff if he does not refrain from disturbing the public peace of
The commissioner obtained the consent of the brothers to
the raj.

an amicable adjustment on the 24th December, and the deed of
adjustment was signed on the 30th of that month: the allegation
of threats and- undue haste on the part of the commissioner
is
therefore untenable.
Besides, on the 3d March l84l, the plain
tiff addressed to the commissioner his thanks for a khilut and other
titular distinctions about to be conferred on him by the Govern
ment; and takes the opportunity to thank him for the amicable
adjustment of the dispute between him and his brother, and to
report that he has possession of his property in virtue of the deed
of partition; having between the date of this address to the com
missioner and the date of the deed of the partition, brought to
the notice of the collector the frauds which had been practised
.
upon him at the time of the division of the raj.
‘ It is
proved beyond a doubt, that at the time the plaintiff signed
this deed he was of sound mind and body.
On the same date a
second deed of partition was drawn out, in the same legal form,
to divide the houses left by the late rajah ; and to this deed no
objection is urged by the plaintiff.
‘Considering therefore that this deed of partition is valid and
binding in all respects, I dismiss the suit with all costs.’
deem it proper to add a few words of remark, which
con
sider relevant to the matter before me, as shewing a probable
motive to the institution of a claim which
cannot imagine to
have been made in any anticipation of a successful issue.
The
most undisguised enmity has long existed on the part of the
plaintiff towards his brother, the defendant. The transaction and
arrangement now impugned have been again and again pleaded,
and referred to in cases before the courts, without any imputation
or insinuation against their honest validity ; and there is a case
of 1847 (page 573)
reported amongst the Court’ s decisions
which evidences the reckless pertinacity with which the plaintiff
is capable of pursuing an unworthy object by means which few
would resort to, and which right minded men would shrink from
aﬁirm the decision appealed against, with all
contemplating.
costs chargeable to appellant.
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THE 25TH APRIL
PRESENT

1848.

:

A. DICK, Esq.,
CASE No. 9

JUDGE.
OF 1845.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Midnapore, Ram Mohun Raee.

SREENATH GHOSE, APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT,)
ve?"sus

RANEE ARUNPOORNA, MoTHER AND GUARDIAN of OOPUN
DUR NURAIN RAEE, MINoR, ResponDENT, (PLAINTIFF.)
Wukeel of Appellant—Bunsee

Buddun

Mitr.

Respondent-Defaulting.
SUIT laid at Company’s rupees 9,105-13-0, for possession on 5
2 cowries, 2 krants of hoodah Sabuldra, pergun

or a
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In6
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he

be

he
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to
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:
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a
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for

The plaintiff founded her claim on a deed of sale from defendant
5,000 Company’s rupees; and
proof filed
sale,
deed
possession
receipt for the purchase money paid, and
order for
umul dustuk
the two former duly registered. She stated that the
defendant; that
whole
the hoodah belonged
was sold for
revenue, and afterwards re-purchased from the auction
arrears
purchaser by defendant, who being unable otherwise
realize the
suit; but that
whole amount payable, sold
her the share
people going
take possession, they
were prevented.
Hence
this suit.
sale, and the
The defendant admitted having written the deed
price,
5,000
Company’s
rupees;
declared,
receipt
the
but
that
under
verbal agreement (made
the time the deed was written
repaid the money
and given, and the money paid)
months, the deed was
returned, and the sale cancelled.
proof
which
adverted
the amount 5,000 Company’s rupees
the estate, for which
had paid 30,600 Company’srupees,
—to the fact
the plaintiff not having taken possession immediate
prevented she would have sued forthwith,—to her not
for
suing till two years after date
purchase, and then not for mesne
profits,—and
her not having objected when defendant’s name
was registered
sole proprietor
the
annas
lieu
the
brought evidence
prove that after
auction purchasers: and
months,
lapse
the stipulated
had informed the plaintiff
money
ready
repay,
that
had the
and therefore
send the
deed; but received
written answer, and was put off
excuses.
The principal sudder ameen deeming the deed duly proved, and
the pleas
defendant not satisfactory, decreed the claim.

ly,
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Tar. 26'ra APRIL 1848.
Pnssmrr:
A. DICK, Eso.,

by

J.

Jones.
W. B. JACKSON and
A. F. HAWKINS, Esons.,
I
TEMPORARY Juncss.
CASE No. 10 or 1845.

the Principal
Sudder
Regular Appeal from a decision passed
Zillah Backergunge, Raee Chundur Seelrur Chowdhree.
Ameen

of

BULRAM SEIN, APPELLANT,

(DEFENDAN'l‘,)

versus

I-IURREE CHURN SHAH, son nmsnnr AND A8 ooannms
or BINDRABUN CHUNDUR
SHAH, Mmon, Rsssoxnnzwr,
1
(P1.Am'r1FF.)

Appellant—Gopal Kishen.
Wuheels af Respondent—J. G. Waller and G. S. Judge.
SUIT laid at Company’s rupees 6,400-0-0, amount of
kut-ku
bala, or conditional sale, principal and interest.
The plaintiff (respondent) alleges, that the father of defendant,
(appellant) gave the Icut-kubala in question to his father for 3,000
a

Wulceel

of
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a
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it,

The pleas in appeal are a mere repetition of those set forth in
the defence. The respondent has not appeared. The admission of
appellant’s pleas, unless most satisfactorily established, would go
far to destroy all conﬁdence in deeds of sale.
It has been urged
for him, that he was in the utmost need of the money to regain
his ancestrel property, and that he was, therefore, obliged to
succumb to respondent’s terms, and be satisﬁed with a verbal
But if the third share of the property were really
agreement.
worth 10,200 Company’s rupees for which it sold at auction, and
most extraordinary that 5,000 Com
which appellant repaid for
not
be
could
raised
on a conditional sale, or mort
pany’s rupees
had
appellant
got money, as alleged, to repay,
gage! Again,
most
lender,
from
unaccountable that he did not deposit
money
in court, and sue for recovery of the deed! At any rate, he
should have named the money lender, and produced him with his
no doubt much very unac
books in proof in this suit.
There
countable and suspicious in respondent’s conduct, still nothing
suﬂicient to invalidate her deeds registered and proved.
Appeal
dismissed with full costs.

Sicca rupees; that when the period for payment

had elapsed, his
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(369)
father caused the usual notice to be issued for foreclosing, and the
sale became complete, but the property was sold for arrears of
revenue: hence the present claim for recovery of the money lent
with interest.
The defence denied the transaction altogether; and declared the
kut-lcubala to have been fabricated out of malevolence arising from
res
a dispute between defendant, appellant’s father, and plaintiff,
who
was
a
and
the
former
shop-keeper,
supplied
pondent’s uncle,
with daily provisions.
The uncle, Kala Chand, appeared as a third party on the allega
tion that the Zcut-kubala belonged to him ; that he gave the loan,
and had the ,deed written in the name of Madhub Shah, his
nephew and the plaintifi"s father.
The principal sudder ameen deeming the deed proved genuine,
decreed the claim, and rejected the allegations of Kala Chand.
The case was referred to a full Court by Mr. Dick.
Msssns. JACKSON AND HAwKn~.'s.—This is a claim to recover
the sum of Company’s rupees 6,400 on a deed of conditional sale,
alleged to have been executed by Neelmunnee, the father of the
defendant, on receiving a loan of Sicca rupees 3,000 from Madhub
Shah, the father of the plaintiff.
The property conditionally sold as security for the debt remained
in the possession of the conditional vendor ; and having been since
sold for arrears of Government revenue, the vendee has no other
remedy than to sue for repayment of the money lent.
The claimant, Kala Chand, alleges that he is the party in whose
favor the deed of conditional sale was really executed; but that it
was drawn up in the name of his relative, Madhub Shah.
He fur
indebted to him for
ther alleges, that Neelmunnee was
in liquidation of this
the dee
some supplies, and that he executedpreviously
debt (which did not amount to the full sum of 3,000 rupees)
receiving the balance in cash.
The defendant denies the deed of conditional sale, and declares
it to be a fabrication.
The deed has been produced in court, and bears the names of
twelve subscribing witnesses, one of them being Kala Chand him
Of these, eight, including Kala Chand, have been examined.
self.
Kala Chand and another (Kumla Kanth Dut, the writer of the deed)
attest the deed, but repeat the statement made by the former in
his petition of claim. Three of the witnesses also attest the deed,
and support the plaintiff’s petition of plaint ; and the remaining
three deny all knowledge of it. Five of the witnesses thus depose
to the execution of the deed, while three assert their ignorance of
it ; and it remains for consideration, whether the evidence of the
latter forms suﬂicient ground for its rejection.
The deed bears date the l0th Bysalch 1239, or 2lst April 1832.
The loan was made payable in three months. On the ltith

(370)
same year, the vendee applied to the civil court
for the issue to the vendor of the notice prescribed by Section 8,
The
Regulation l7, 1806 ; and then produced the document.
notice was served upon the vendor, Neelmunnee, as shewn by the
proceeding of the zillah court dated 5th October I833. Neel
munnee died on the 23d B3/salch 1240 B. S., or 4th May IB33, that
is nearly nine months after the issue of notice ; but offered no ob
jection during his life time. On his death, however, his widow
presented a petition to the court, stating that the deed was a
fabrication and got up at the instigation of Kala Chand.
It appears to us, that the application to court so shortly after
the expiration of the period allowed for the payment_bf the money,
and within so short a period of the date of the execution of the
document,——the intimation of the existence of the document to the
party alleged to have executed it,—the absence of any denial by the
latter himself of its authenticity,—and the voluntary production
of it in court by the vendee when the law did not require this of
him, are against the presumption that the document is a forgery;
and lead to the conclusion that the witnesses who have denied
their knowledge of the deed have been tampered with by the
defendant.
The defendant urges, that the suit has been brought
years
after the date of the deed, as a ground for doubt as to its being
founded on truth. But this is accounted for.
The summary
orders of the civil court was passed on the 5th October 1833;
the vendee died in August I836, leaving as his heirs the plaintiff,
then a. boy of 12 years of age, and another son still a minor. The
suit was brought shortly after the plaintiff attained his majority;
and thus the delay is accounted for.
No order in regard to the claim of Kala Chand can be passed in
the present suit.
The deed is in the name of plaintiff’s father,
and in the possession of the plaintiff. The decree, therefore, must
pass for him, leaving it to Kala Chand to pursue his remedy should
p
he further prosecute his claim.
Seeing therefore no suﬁicient ground for impeaching, or reject
ing the deed of conditional sale, we aﬁirm the decree of the prin
cipal sudder ameen, allowing interest on the sum awarded by him
from the date of his decree to the date of payment.
The plaintiﬁ"s
costs to be charged to the defendant.
MR. DrcK.—When a person prefers a claim in a court of jus
tice, he is bound to produce the best evidence of which it is sus
ceptible; or, if there be material defects in the proofs, he is bound
to shew that they were not caused by his fault, or of those through
In failure thereof, he is justly liable to the
whom he claims.
consequences; otherwise litigation becomes alottery, and judg
ments too often mere guess work.
In the present instance, plain
tiff founds his claim on a deed of conditional sale, or mortgage,
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in "proof of which eight witnesses, have been examined.
The deed
itself, though for a considerable amount, was neither registered
nor sealed by the ca2ee,——tw0 steps in proof of its validity which
The mortgagee, plaintiﬂ"s
common prudence usually dictates.
father, caused the notice for foreclosure to be issued; yet though
he lived 3 years after foreclosure, took no steps to prove and
the deed had been denied, and de
enforce it, notwithstanding
nounced as a fabrication in open court in answer to the notice on the
part of the mortgager by his widow (he having been ill and died in
the interim): and the plaintiff eventually brings his suit nearly
l l years after its foreclosure, and the repudiation of the deed
Yet for this delay pleads merely minority,
by the adverse party.
without attempting to shew that he had no guardian, or that his
In direct proof of the deed, eight
guardian neglected his interests.
subscribing witnesses have been examined : three have testified to
its truth, and three have utterly denied any knowledge of it ; while
two have deposed to its having belonged to the third party, Kala
Chand, and only drawn out in the name of his nephew, plaintiﬂ"s
father.
Thus these two have wholly contradicted the ﬁrst three ;
and materially corroborated the statement of the widow, when she
denounced it from the very ﬁrst as fabricated by Kala Chand in the
name of his nephew.
would, therefore, reverse the decision of
the lower court, and dismiss the claim with full costs of both
courts.
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Tmr. 26'ru

Armr. 1848.

Pussumr:
A. DICK, EsQ.,

J

onus.
W. B. JACKSON and
J. A. F. HAWKINS, EsQas.,

TEMPORARY Junoss.
277 or I844.
Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Zillah Haoghly, Race Radha Govind.

CASE No.

BHUGWAN CHUNDUR. SINGH, LUKHEE MUNNEE
DASSEE AND orusas, Arrsnnawrs, (DEFENDAN'l‘S,)
versus

RAM NURAIN MOOKERJEE, GOLUK CHUNDUR. MOO
KERJEE, AND TARUK NATH MOOKERJEE, Respon
omrrs, (PLAlNTIFFS.)

VVukeeL~r

of Appellants——J. G. Waller, Ram Pran Race, and

Bunsen

Buddun Milr.
Wukeels of Respondents—Glwlam Sufdur and Pursun Komar
Thalmr.
APPEAL laid at Company’s rupees 8,572-0-0, possession on 592
biyyahs 2 coltaka, as decreed.

(379)
The claim in this suit rests on the allegation that the lauds in
question have been adjudged in execution of a decree to defen
The defence insists, that the
dants, contrary to the decree.
order in execution was strictly in conformity with the decree car
rying it out; and that it cannot be questioned even in a regular
suit under Construction 1129, Circular Order llth January 1839,
and Section 16, Regulation 3, 1793, and a decision of Sudder
Dewanny Adawlut, dated 23d November 1839.
The principal sudder ameen ruled, that the construction appli
ed only to wasilat, or usufruct, and, therefore, did not affect this
He, therefore, entered into the merits of the suit, and
case.
decreed that portion of the laud claimed which forms
of this appeal.

the subject

is

is

‘

it

J

Msssns. DICK AND AGKSON.-—Tl'lE principal sudder ameen was
clearly wrong in limiting Construction H29 to mesne proﬁts and
and other matter in dispute
interest; for
expressly states,
between the parties to the suit, which may be involved in the
decision.’ It would, therefore, have been suﬂicient for us to remand
the case for the lower court to ascertain whether any matter
involved in the former decision, and carried out in execution, did,
or did not, form the subject matter of the claim in this suit, and
to decide accordingly.
As, however, the documents in the record
before the Court, enable us at once to ascertain the point at issue,
we have examined them; and ﬁnd that the lands now claimed by
plaintiffs were sued for in the former case, and, in execution of
the decree, were adjudged to the present defendants; and as the
present plaintiffs purchased the right and title of the former
proprietors, who were defendants in that suit, and consequently
stand in their places, their claim
The decision of
inadmissible.
the principal sudder ameen
therefore reversed, and the claim of
plaintiffs (respondents) wholly dismissed with costs.

Ma. HAwKms.—I

it

it

fully concur with my colleagues in their
on
the
merits
of this case. As, however, the principal
judgment
sudder ameen decided the case without reference to the real point
at issue, viz. whether the lands now sued for were, or were not,
would have
included in the former decree,
appears to me that
been more in conformity
with the practice of the court to remand
the case, in order that that point might be decided in the ﬁrst
place by the court of ﬁrst instance.
Having been overruled on
this point,
concur in the judgment.

I
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The appeal is preferred on the same grounds on which the de
fence was founded: and respondents urge, that as they were no
or what was
parties in that suit, they cannot be affected by
done in execution, and that the construction and other autho
rities cited do not apply to this case.
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THE 26TH APRIL 1848.
PRESENT:
A. DICK, Esq.,
JUDGE.

W. B. JACKSON and

J. A. F.

HAWKINS,

Esq.Rs.,

TEMPORARY JUDGEs.

CASE No.

5 OF 1845.
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Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Zillah Hooghly, Raee Radha Govind.
THE respondents in the former case are appellants in this, and
the appellants in the former, respondents in this; and the appeal is
laid at Company’s rupees 1,225, for 97 biggahs 17 cottahs, portion
of the claim dismissed.
For the reasons set forth in the decision of the appeal No. 277 of
1844, appeal dismissed with full costs.

•

THE 27TH APRIL

1848.

PRESENT:

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

PETITION No.

#

271 OF 1847.

IN the matter of the petition of Gungaguthee Das, filed in this
praying for the admission of a special
Court on the 15th May
appeal from the decision of the principal sudder ameen of Backer

gunge, under date the 26th February 1847; reversing that of the
moonsiff of Burrisaul, under date 29th August 1846, in the case
of the petitioner, plaintiff, versus Nujeeboollah Cazee and others,
defendants.
It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds.
The plaintiff sued on a deed of sale executed to him by one
Mohun Chowdhree, to set aside a deed of sale alleged to have
been executed by the said Mohun to the defendants for the same
property.
The plaintiff’s deed of sale is dated 14th Jeyt 1249, or
26th May 1842, and was registered on the 14th September 1842.
The defendants’ deed is dated 27th Bysakh 1249, or 8th May 1842,
and was registered on the 15th June 1842.
The seller, Mohun,
admits the plaintiff’s deed of sale, and denies that of the defen
dant’s; having, moreover, objected to the registration of the latter.
The moonsiff gave judgment for the plaintiff: the principal
sudder ameen for the defendant; each of those officers taking a
different view of the two deeds of sale.
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9,

2,

of

of

to

of

it

as

by

:

of

of

of

of

on

all

The registration of the deeds does not appear to have been
sufficiently enquired into. They are registered in different modes;
the registration of the one containing
the necessary particulars
required
occasions;
such
that
the other shewing only the
registration
loan and date
both bear the initials only instead
law; and
required
the signature
the register
has not
been explained how the registration
the defendants’ deed was
effected with reference
the provisions
Clause
Section
Regulation 36, 1793, notwithstanding the objections
the party
executing the deed.
Under these circumstances,
admit the appeal; and remand
novo, with reference
the case for trial
the foregoing remarks.
enquiries
respecting
registration
As the
the
can best
conducted
by the judge,
will retain the case
his own file.
be

to

on

he

de

I
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THE 27TH APRIL
PRESENT:

1848.

F.

A.

HAWKINS,

Esq.Rs.,

E. CURRIE, Esq.,
ExERCISING THE Powers of

Ameen

GOURCHUNDUR,

passed

decision

of

a

Regular Appeal from

soN

Dacca,

JUDGE.

1845.

OF

by

CASE No. 219

A

TEMPORARY JUDGEs.

April 9th,

the Principal Sudder
1845.

of GOPAL KISHEN, APPELLANT,

(PLAINTIFF,)
Q/e)'87/8

HOOLASSEE SHAH, AFTER HIs DEATH, HIs
MUssT. CHUNDURKALLA, RESPONDENT,

(1.)

widow

WITH

RAMSURUN SHAH, (3) DOOLEECHUND SHAH, (4)
PULTARAM alias RAJKISHTO SHAH, (5.) KISHEN
MOHUN SHAH, of KUSBAH GoLAH, AT UMKAM KoteE,
(6.) RAMSURUN SAHOO, GoMAs HTAH, AND (7.) HURAI
SAHOO, alias HURRUNRAM SAHOO, GoMAsHTAH, DE
FENDANTs, (ABSENT

house

house
business
a

carries

of on

business, and that the defendants also had

he

account.

MR. JAckson.—The plaintiff states that

a

an

the outturn

Sufdur.
Company’s rupees 14,422, prin

of

13,520 Sicca rupees,

cipal and interest

or

Respondent–Gholam

on

CLAIM

APPEAL.)
Appellant—Pursun Komar Thakur.

of of

Wukeel
Wukeel

IN

(2.)

of
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W. JACKSON and
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name of Hoolassee Ramsurun Shah.
That various
money
matters,
place
in
and other
took
between the
two firms; the business having originated in Hoolassee Shah com
ing to the plaintiff’s house in person, and opening an account in
the name of his firm, and appointing Hurai Sahoo, agent, or gomash
tah on the part of the house, with full power to sign and transact
business for the house
The business went on for several years
in this manner; the accounts being made up and a balance struck
and signed by the gomashtah, Hurai Sahoo, at the end of each year.
This was done at the end of 1237, (muhajunee year.) That further
transactions took place in 1238, (both receipts and disbursements)
but at the close of the year, the agent did not attend to close the
account, and that a balance remained due to the plaintiff of Sicca
rupees 6,760.
For this sum, with an equal amount of interest, the
Company’s rupees 14,422.
suit is laid; in
Sicca rupees 13,520,
The defendants deny the claim,
well
all transactions
the
above description with the plaintiff.
On the 9th April 1845, the principal sudder ameen gave
award against the defendant, Hurai Sahoo, only; rejecting the
plaintiff’s witnesses,
evidence
some
the ground that they
plaintiff.
were servants
The terms
the decree are
follows:
“Plaintiff declares that defendants, Hoolassee Ramsurun Shah,
cash, and assignments, and hoondees,
had dealings with him
due, and
through Hurai Sahoo, their gomashtah; that
balance
plaintiff sues for that balance.
“Ramsurun and others deny the debt altogether. Hurai Sahoo
has not appeared.
under the

of

on

as

of

a

is

in

of

of

of

“PoinT FOR ADJUDICATION.
“Did Hoolassee Ramsurun Shah

it

be

to

or

in

as
a

be

to

he as

“It

of

is

to

transact business with plaintiff
plaintiff’
through Hurai Sahoo, and
the balance due
appears that the suit was previously tried; that Hurai
Sahoo was regarded only
the servant
the firm, and
was
plaintiff that
might
witness, and
suggested
examined
plaintiff accordingly filed the usual exhibit
his name; but
plaintiff did not,
could not, produce him, and the suit was
dismissed.
That the case was appealed
the Sudder, and return
for re-trial with the injunction that “Hurai Sahoo should
defendant; that the accounts from 7th Assar 1230
again made
passed
should
called for and inspected; and that
order
with reference
the merits of the case.’
Hurai Sahoo was
accordingly made
defendant; and the accounts having been called
for, plaintiff has filed them. They exhibit
follows:
as

a

to

be

an

be

a

ed
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to

accounts from 1230
1237 are headed with the names
Shah,
Hoolassee Ramsurun
but signed
Hurai Sahoo and
appear
any time signed
where does
that the principals ever
the accounts themselves, nor does plaintiff possess any order,
assignment,
any kind whatsoever, bearing their sig
voucher
natures.
Plaintiff
his plaint declares, indeed, that Hoolassee
business, and had his name inserted
Shah came
his house
his books; but
was expressly questioned
the point
the
Toobukaree dated 2d April 1839, and
has denied that Hoolassee
Shah came personally and signed his name.
Nor does plaintiff
possess any document, shewing that Hoolassee Ramsurun Shah
sign for them.
authorized Hurai Sahoo
“Plaintiff contends that Hoolassee Shah personally took hoon
dee for 2,000 rupees, but the name
Hoolassee Shah
the rokur
buhee,
made, evidently appears
the place where the entry
have been subsequently written;
the writing there, compared
with the writing
other places, appears
the
the paper
refused
take the ink, and the pen was carried repeatedly
over it.
“Plaintiff has examined the gomashtahs
other houses, but these
not prove that Hurai Sahoo dealt with their houses with the
permission
Hoolassee Ramsurun Shah.
Plaintiff's other witnesses
documentary
are his servants and dependants.
the absence
evidence,
unsupported
safe
trust
their naked
state
Ramdyal Deo, Dhunmonee, Debul Shah, and
ments?
As
Juynurain’s evidence, they
not say that they saw Hoolassee
Ramsurun Shah,
their alleged gomashtah, Hurai Sahoo, transact

of

to

to

should

be

wrong;

it

the debits

is

The total

of or

*

do
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(377)
business with plaintiff ; and though plaintiff, since the case has
been returned, has examined a few other witnesses, but two of
these are also plaintiﬁ"s servants, and the statements of the others
are so exceedingly discrepant as not to deserve credit.
“ Plaintiff has ﬁled two precedents; but they do not accord
with the circumstances of this case. The transaction there was
with the principals themselves. The Comilla judge’s roobukaree
proves only that the partners of the ﬁrm had been disputing among
'
themselves about a lmtwarreh.
“ It is proved, however, that Hurai Sahoo has had dealings with
plaintiff, and that he has annually closed and signed the accounts.
According to the Sudder’s opinion, therefore, Hurai Sahoo cannot
be exempted from the claim, It is, therefore, decreed against him,
to the effect that he shall pay rupees 6,760-7-15, and (the interest
from 2d Aghun I238 to 30th Cheyt l246, being more than double)
an equal amount of interest,
viz. rupees 6,760-7-15; making
in all rupees 13,520-15-lO,
or Company’s rupees 14,420-5-IO,
The other defendants are
together with costs and future interest.
the
costs
of
the
Plaintiff
to
exempted defendants.”
exempted.
pay
From this decision the present appeal is made by the plaintiff.
The plaintiFf’s books are produced and proved; they support
the claim.
It is obvious that such books can be proved only by
persons connected with the ﬁrm to which they belong ; in fact
by the persons who wrote them. This is the nature of the evi
dence adduced; and it appears to me suﬁicient.
Moreover, the
plaintiﬁ’s witnesses prove beyond a doubt, that the defendants
did carry on a house of business under the name of Hoolassee
Ramsurun Shah ; and that Hurai was their authorized gomaslztah,
who transacted business for them. There is no good or sufﬁcient
ground to doubt the evidence adduced by plaintiff in support of
his claim.
On the other hand, the defendants have not acted
fairly or openly ; they were required to produce their own
The defendant, Hurai, has never
accounts, but have not done so.
appeared in court at all, notwithstanding the decree against him.
The result is, that there is nothing to set against the books and
other evidence of the plaintiff; and either the claim must be
admitted to be proved, or we must consider the whole of the books
for 4 years to be forgeries, and the whole of his witnesses (some
of them men of business in the same town, altogether unconnect
There is no
ed with the plaintiff) to have perjured themselves.
consider the claim
reason for coming to such a conclusion; and
proved against the whole of the defendants, except the two gomash
talw, Hurai and Ramsurun, who are not answerable for their em
ployers.
Mzssas. Hawrcms AND Cu1mm.—Suit for recovery of Sicca
rupees 13,520, or Company’s rupees l4,422-5-IO, principal and
interest, on a balance of account.

I

(373)
of business at Nurain
The
defendants
the
exception of Nos. 6
gunge, near Dacca.
(with
and 7) are, as alleged by him, partners in a large trading concern;
the head establishment of which is at a place called Kotee bazar, in
zillah Tipperah, and is known by the name of Hoolassee Ramsurun
Shah.
The plaintiff states, that the defendants appointed Hurai
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The plaintiff is

a banker carrying on a house

Sahoo, (defendant No.7) as their gomashtah, or agent, at Nurain
gunge, and that through him various transactions took place between
Hurai Sahoo having been ﬁrst accredited to the
the two ﬁrms.
as
the
agent of the defendants, by Hoolassee Shah, who
plaintiff,
came to Nuraingunge, and personally settled ‘that matter.
That
Hurai Sahoo had full powers from his principals to sign and
transact business for them; that the business between the two
ﬁrms went on for several years from 1230 Tipperah /Era ; that the
accounts were made up at the end of each year and signed by the
gomashtah, Hurai Sahoo ; that this was done to the close of I237.
That further transactions took place in I238; but that, at the
close of that year, the agent did not attend to close the accounts.
That a balance remained at the close of I237 in favor of the
plaintiff of Sicca rupees 9,912-ll-5; that in I238 there was a
debit for cash advances against the defendants of Sicca rupees
lI,968-8, making a total to their debit of rupees 2I,88l-3-5.
From which is to be deducted a sum of rupees I5,I20-ll-l0,
appearing to their credit in I238, leaving a balance of rupees
6,’/'60-7-I5, for which, with interest, the plaintiff now sues.
The defendants, the alleged partners in the establishment at
Kotee bazar, deny the claim, as well as all transactions of any
kind with the plaintiff.
On the 9th April l845, Mr. Reily, the principal sudder ameen
of Dacca, gave an award against the defendant, Hurai Sahoo
From this decree
only, in the terms of his decree above cited.
the plaintiff has appealed, praying for judgment against all the
defendants.
The principal sudder ameen has thus given a decree against the
gomashtah, Hurai Sahoo, but has exonerated the members of the
ﬁrm at Kotee bazar, on the ground that there is no evidence to
connect them with that individual.
The connection between the
and
his
gomashtah
principals, is the point upon which turns the
the
of
liability of the latter.
question
In the ﬁrst place, the plaintiff has produced his books. The ac
counts stand in the name of Hoolassee Ramsurun Shah.
They
have been attested by the servants and dependents of the plaintiff;
some of them being the persons who kept the books.
The mere fact of the accounts having been kept in the name of
the defendants’ ﬁrm, unsupported by any other evidence, would
not have been suﬁicient to prove their liability; but it is establish
ed that the transactions between the two ﬁrms followed ou an

I
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(379)
understanding made between the plaintiﬁ' and Hoolassee Shah, who
himself came to Nuraingunge in I230 and authorized the plaintiff
to transact with Hurai Sahoo, as the gamashlah of the establishment
at Kotee bazar. The principal sudder ameen observes on this
point, ‘ plaintiff in his plaint declares, indeed, that Hoolassee Shah
came to his house of business, and had his name inserted in his
books; but he was expressly questioned on the point in the roobu
karee dated 2d April I839, and he has denied that Hoolassee Shah
Now, there is no proceed
came personally and signed his name.’
ing on record of the 2d April l839, but there is one of 2d April
184], in which the plaintili"s wukeel, not the plaintiff himself, under
The observation of the principal sudder
goes an examination.
ameen implies that there is a contradiction between the plaint and
the statement recorded in the proceeding of that date ; but the
fact is that they exactly agree. The wukeel says that Hoolassee
Shah came to Nuraingunge, and accredited his gomashtah to the
plaintiff, but adds that no writing to this effect was executed; and
this is exactly the statement of the plaintiff and of his witnesses.
In addition to the evidence of the plaintiﬁ"s dependents, we
have the evidence of the gomashtalw of four other establishments
Of these individuals,
at Nuraingunge, as well as their books.
some depose that Asheeram Sahoo, and others that Hurai Sahoo
and Asheeram Sahoo, purchased various articles from them, such
as cotton, salt, &c., for their principals at Kotee bazar; and that
they paid for these articles by drafts upon the house of the plain
On an examination and
tiﬁ', who invariably honored the drafts.
we
ﬁnd
entries
of the sales, and of the
books,
of
the
comparison
the
books
of
in
the
several establishments,
of
the
money
receipt
and corresponding entries of payment of the drafts in the books of
the plaintiff ; thus affording the best possible evidence of their cor
rectness.
The evidence of these gomashiahs is rejected by the principal
sudder ameen, on the ground that they do not prove that Hurai
Sahoo dealt with their houses with the pe1'mL9si0n of Hoolassee Ram
surun Shah. It is established, however, by the evidence of Kashee
nath Dey and Sreekishen Dut, employed as weighmen by the
defendants, that the articles purchased at Nuraingunge by Hurai
Sahoo, and paid for by drafts on the
ﬁrm, were carried
elivered to, and received by
by them to Kotee bazar, and there ‘plaintiﬁ"s
the defendants’ ﬁrm. It would be diﬂicult to ﬁnd a more complete
chain of evidence to connect the principals with their agent.
Besides this mass of positive evidence, the plaintiff’s accounts
Most of the items in the
bear internal evidence of correctness.
accounts of the Kotee bazar ﬁrm consist of payments of drafts,
and receipts by drafts, bills of exchange, &c., and every one of these
has a corresponding entry in the books of some other ﬁrm; ren
dering it impossible for a party to fabricate such accounts without
In order to the rejection of the plain
the certainty of detection.
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tiff’s statements, accounts, and other evidence, the Court must
come to the conclusion that the plaintiff, who is a banker carrying
on extensive business, and four other ﬁrms have entered into a
conspiracy to defraud the defendants, and have fabricated whole
books of accounts for that purpose, and supported their state
ments by perjury and subornation of perjury ; or, on the other hand,
that they have been imposed upon by a person representing him
self as the agent of the defendants; but who, though an impostor,
paid for what he purchased in their names, and at the close of
transactions amounting to nearly 3% la/chs of rupees, and running
through a period of 9 years, left a small unadjusted balance of
6,760 rupees.
In addition to what has been noticed above, it is proved that
Hoolassee Shah came a second time to Nuraingunge in the year
1235 ; and, on the 28th Assar of that year, took a hoondee, or bill
of exchange, for 2,000 rupees on a ﬁrm at Moorshedabad.
In re
ameen
to
sudder
observes
‘the
this,
the
name
of
gard
principal
Hoolassee Shah, in the rokur-buhee, in the place where the entry is
made, evidently appears to have been subsequently written, as
the writing there, compared with the writing in other places, ap
pears as if the oil in the paper refused to take the ink, and the
pen was carried repeatedly over it.’ On examining this book of
daily entries, we ﬁnd that the same difference of appearance is ob
servable in various places. This, however, is a very uncertain test,
and is altogether insufficient to rebut the positive and presumptive
It is attested by the
evidence by which the item is supported.
witnesses who kept the accounts, and the corresponding entry is
to he found in the ledger, which bears no suspicious marks of any
kind. The defendants, moreover, had it in their power to shew
that this item was false, if really so, by applying for a commission
to examine the accounts of the ﬁrm at Moorshedabad, upon
which the hoondee was drawn; but nothing of this kind has been
'
attempted.
The principal sudder ameen further states, as a reason for dis
‘
missing the claim against the principal defendants, that the plain
tiff does not possess any documents shewing that Hoolassee Ram
surun Shah authorized Hurai Sahoo to sign for them.’
The go
mashtalw of the several ﬁrms, examined as witnesses, have deposed
that the establishments with which they are respectively connected,
carried on business with the firm of Hoolassee Ramsurun Shah
through the gomashtahs, Hurai Sahoo and Asheeram Sahoo; but
that no written authority, accrediting the agents, was given to them
Even
by the principals, and that such is not the usual practice.
had such been the practice, the evidence in this case is ample to
connect the principals with their agents, and to compensate for
The defendants cannot
the absence of any written instructions.
now be permitted to repudiate the acts of their agents, after hav
ing on various occasions recognized them, and after having received
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the articles purchased by their agents, and paid for by drafts on
the plaintiﬁ"s ﬁrm.
There is no doubt of theliability of the defendants Hoolassee Shah
and Ramsurun Shah, after whom the house at Kotee bazar is called.
With regard to the defendants Dooleechund Shah, Pultaram
alias Rajkishto Shah, and Kishen Mohun Shah, who have not ap
peared in this Court, we observe, that while in their answer in the
lower court they deny the claim, they do not deny connection
with Hoolassee Shah and Ramsurun Shah; and a proceeding of the
zilliah court of Tipperah, dated 30th July I838, shews that they
alleged their partnership with the other defendants in various pro
perties, comprising among them certain trading establishments.
We therefore see no suﬁicient ground for exempting them from
claim.
liability for the
We according present
y concur with Mr. Jackson in reversing the judg
ment of the principal sudder ameen, and give a joint award against
the defendants Hoolassee Shah, Ramsurun Shah, Dooleechund
Shah, Pultaram alias Rajkishto Shah, and Kishen Mohun Shah,
from whom the plaintiﬁ’ will recover the amount of his claim
as laid in the plaint, together with interest thereon from this
The above defendants to be charged
date to the date of payment.
with all costs.
The other defendants, who were merely the agents of the parties
above mentioned as liable for the claim, (Ramsurun Sahoo acting
occasionally with Hurai Sahoo,) are exempted from responsibility
under this award.

-in
APRIL

THE 27rn

1848.

Pnsssxr:
W. B. JACKSON and
J. A. F. HAWKINS, ESQR.S.,

TEMPORARY Junoss.

E. CURRIE, Esq.,

Exsacrsmo ran rowrms or A Jones.
CASE No. 230 or 1847.
Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
.
Ameen of Nuddea, February llth, I847.
PUDDUM LOCHUN MULLICK, APPELLANT, (PLA1m'1FF,)
versus

MOOKHTUMUNNEE GOOPTEA, MOTHER or HURREE
KISHEN MULLICK, RESPONDENT, (DEFENDANT.)
Wukeel

of Appellant—Taruk Chundur Raee.

Respondent—Defaulting.
Surr for rupees 22,825-15-6, being defendant’s share, with
interest, of sums paid by plaintiff on the joint account of himself
and his co-sharers.
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It appears that Nundkomar Mullick, father of plaintiff and of
defendant’s deceased husband, Bejyekishen Mullick, made over his
property by deed of gift to his ﬁve sons,—Beijnath, Puddum Lochun,
and Bungsee Mohun, who, some years
Keshobnath,
Bejyekishen,
after their father s death, executed an ikrarnameh binding them
selvesto remain in partnership, and agreeing that one brother should
manage the estates on account of the whole family; that sums
borrowed by one brother, on the general account, should be charg
Thi deed is dated llth Km-tick
ed to all the sharers, &c. &c.
I232. In I240, the widow of Keshobuath having separated,
another ikrarnameh was executed between her and the other
members of the family who remained in partnership.
By this
deed, the then surviving brothers, Puddum Lochun, the plaintiff,
and Bungsee Mohun, undertook to be responsible for the separat
ed widow’s share of the old outstanding debts.
Bungsee Mohun
died in I242, and in 1243 defendant also separated, when plaintiff
took an iiareh of her share of the estate, with the understanding,
as he says, that her share of the outstanding liabilities was to be
But, in violation of this agreement,
deducted from the proﬁts.
she sued and got a decree against him for the full amount of rent
Accordingly, he now sues her for the
speciﬁed in the kubooleeut.
recovery of a fourth share of all the sums which he has had to pay,
on account of liabilities incurred during the period of partnership.
The principal sudder ameen dismissed the suit on the ground,
generally, that it was not proved that the money sued for had
been expended on defendant’s account, or for her beneﬁt.
Now, it is clearly established, that, until the year l240, the ﬁve
brothers, or their widows and children, lived together as one family;
and from that year till Bhadur 1243, four of the ﬁve, including
the parties to this suit, continued in partnership as before.
All
debts therefore, which from the circumstances connected with
them may appear to have beep incurred on the joint account, are
chargeable to all the co-sharers, and plaintiff is entitled to recover
from defendant a proportionate share of any sums which he may
have been called upon to pay, subsequent to the separation.
The sums which form the subject of the present suit were class
ed under two heads :—-advances taken from farmers of the joint
estate previous to defendant’s separation, her share of which it
would seem has, in part at least, been paid by plaintiff; and de
crees obtained against plaintiff for sums said to have been borrowed
on the joint account.
The latter comprise several items, which must be noticed sepa
ratel :
(llst.) Ramkomar obtained a decree on 24th Bhadur 1243 for
This debt stands in the muhajun’s books in the
rupees 4,668-4.
names of three brothers, Beijnath, Puddum Lochun and Bungsee
Mohunt : it is chargeable under the ik-rarnameha to the joint estate ;

_

_

_

_

_

m

__.____...4I

(333)
and having been incurred before I240 B. S., l-5th is due from
defendant. V
Decree for rupees 649-2-9, dated 9th
Panchkowree.
(2d.)
Bysakh 1248, for price of cloths purchased in 1241 and 1242, part
ly by Puddum Lochun, and partly by Bungsee Mohun. A portion
of the debt was paid by assignment of the rents of an ijmalee
mehal. These circumstances prove it to have been incurred on
the general account ; and, being of date subsequent to 1240, l-4th
is chargeable to defendant.
_

(3d.)

Mohee

Dut obtained

a decree

on 13th Aghim 1244, for

Illagh I243. This being subsequent to
defendant’s separation, the claim of plaintiff must be rejected.
Rupees 757-l0-0 on account of cloths
(4th.) ’Gungapurshad.
In
in
I241
and
date of decree 3lst Bysalch I249.
1242;
purchased
the muhajun’s books the debt is entered partlyin the name of Pud
dum Lochun, and partly in that of Bungsee Mohun; l-4th is
a bond bearing date 16th

chargeable to defendant.

Sunukadeek Das.
Rupees 10,957-15-0 under two de
l2th Bysakh 1246, and lst Assin 1249. The ﬁrst,
amounting to rupees 4,789-0-6, is for a bond bearing date 3d
Phagoon 1242, which recites that the money is borrowed for the
payment of arrears of malgoozaree. The other, rupees 6,168-14-6,
In the defence of the suit,
is for a bond of 13th Bysakh l243.
plaintiff stated that this debt was incurred for a similar purpose.
The witnesses depose to the same effect; l-4th is chargeable to
defendant.
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(5th.)

crees, dated

J

ugmohun Mahta. Decree for rupees 3,363-8, dated
(6th.)
29th Sawun 1246, on account of a bond of the 7th Ch]/te 1239.
The money is said by the witnesses to have been borrowed on the
joint account; and the transaction being of date previous to l240,
l-5th of the sum decreed is chargeable to defendant.

With exception of the item No. 3, the liability of defendant for a

share of the abovementioned sums is, we think, established.
The
remainder of plaintifl"s claim is on account of advances re
ceived from farmers, and is composed of six or seven distinct
items, advanced at different times, and by different parties.
But
no detail of these is given in the plaint; and though it would
appear that some portion of the sums borrowed must have been
repaid from the rents of the farms, both before and since the
separation, yet no accoimt is ﬁled, nor any explanation of the cir
It seems that when defendant, as above
cumstances afforded.
noticed, brought suit against plaintiff for the rents of her share of
the estate, plaintiff claimed a set oil‘ on account of these items; and
that case is yet pending in appeal. If the set oft’ is not allowed,
plaintiff may institute a separate suit for the sum due to him from

( 384

)

defendant. At present the Court is not in a position to deal with
the claim, and plaintiff must be nonsuited.
We therefore reverse the decree of the principal sudder ameen,
and nonsuit plaintiff in regard to this part of his claim, amount
ing to rupees 14,841.
We dismiss his claim for rupees 200 on
account of the decree obtained by Mohee Dut; and we decree
him the shares above specified of the amounts of the other six
decrees, with interest on the same from the dates of the several

-

decrees.

Costs to be paid by the parties rateably, according to the amount
decreed.

THE 27TH APRIL
PRESENT

J.

A. F.

1848.

:

HAWKINS, Esq.,

PETITION No.

571

OF 1847.

IN the matter of the petition of Bhirgoram Dey, filed in

Court

this
on the 4th September 1847, praying for the admission of a

special appeal from the decision of Mr. C. Mackay, principal sud
der ameen of Mymensingh, under date the 3d June 1847; affirm
ing that of the moonsiff of Niklee, under date 20th April 1846,
in the case of the petitioner, plaintiff, versus Ishwur Chundur
Bagchee, defendant.
It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds.
for

The plaintiff's chattels were attached by the defendant
arrears
rent.
He sued summarily
set aside the attachment,
brought
present
but lost his case.
He then
the
suit
set aside
both the attachment and the collector’s summary decree.
The plaintiff alleges, among other things, that the defendant did
not serve him with the written demand, and jumma wasil baukee
prescribed
Section 13, Regulation
1812. The principal sud
him, doubts the truth
der ameen, for the reasons stated
the
allegation; but
was the part
the lower court, with this state
ment on record,
call for evidence from the defendant
shew
that he had conformed
the law.
of

5,

re

to

to

to it

of

by

by

to

to

of

This was not done; and therefore admit the appeal, and
mand the case that the necessary enquiry may
made and the
case decided de novo.
be

I
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TEMPORARY JUDGE.

-

(335)
Tm: 27'rn APRIL I848.
PRESENT

J.

:

A. F. HAWKINS, EsQ.,
TEMPORARY

CASE No.

Jonas.

612 on 1847.

IN the matter of the petition of Sreemuntram, ﬁled in this
Court on the 27th September 1847, praying for the admission of
a special appeal from the decision of the additional judge of
Chittagong, under date the 26th June 1847 ; aﬂirming that of the
moonsiff of Rayngea, under date 13th May 1846, in the case
of Ramdyal, plaintiff, versus the petitioner and other, defendants.
is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the

it,

necessary to clear up how he got possession, and to decide
The
whether, under the circumstances, he could be disturbed.
point may be susceptible of ready explanation ; but as the decree
admit the appeal,
of the additional judge isincomplete without
and remand the case for further consideration and investigation
by the additional judge, with reference to the foregoing remarks.

I
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It

following grounds.
The particulars of the case are given at page I47 of the deci
sions of zillah Chittagong, in the court of the additional judge,
during the year 1847.
The parties claim under deeds of sale: the defendants from
a woman named Doorputtee; the plaintiff from her husband,
Kalee Churn Nundee. The moonsiff and judge reject the evidence
of the defence, and the judge’s decree is clear in the expression
of his opinion of that evidence: but there is a gap in his decree
The plaintiﬁ"s petition of plaint sets
which requires explanation.
forth that he found the defendant in possession of the property.
As the judge rejects the defendants’ evidence of right, it was

(

)

386

THE 27TH APRIL
PRESENT:
SIR. R.

1848.

-

BARLOW, BART.,
JUDGE.

CASE No.

169 OF 1845.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Additional Principal
Sudder Ameen of the 24-Pergunnahs, April 21st, 1845.

DOORGA PURSHAD CHOWDHREE, APPELLANT,
(PLAINTIFF,)
te?"sus

(1)TARAPURSHAD RAEE CHOWDHREE, (2) ROGONATH
GHOSE, (3) BIRMO MAYEE, WIDow AND (4) KUNNUCK
CHUNDUR, BRoTHER of RAM DHUN GHOSE, RESPON
DENTs, (DEFENDANTs.)

Wukeels of Respondents—J.

Bunsee

Buddun

G. Waller and Rama Purshad

Raee.

THIs plaint was filed on the 29th November 1842.

Plaintiff
that a late judge of Jessore, in August 1822, borrowed
5,000 Sicca rupees, on two hand notes, from the defendant Tara
Purshad and himself; the cash paid was from the joint funds of
plaintiff and his brother Tara Purshad.
In 1240, the village in
plaintiff’s
family
which
residence is situate was inundated; he, in
consequence, left it ; and afterwards has lived at Hoogla, in the
Jessore district.
The defendant, Tara Purshad, took up his resi
dence at Chukerbeyr in the 24-Pergunnahs.
In 1241, the amount
of the loan was paid into the hands of Mr. John Palmer, from
whom Tara Purshad, Rogonath and Ramdhun, on the 5th of Assin
drew the money; giving receipts for it signed by the two last
named persons, purporting to be plaintiff's mookhtars, and acting
under power from him, and by Tara Purshad on his own account.
On questioning the alleged mookhtars, they denied the act; and
plaintiff then applied for his 10 annas' share of the money to
He, however, after
brother, who also denied
had taken
pay
principal
interest,
wards offered
the
without
which
said
had not demanded from the judge, Mr. James Harington.
This offer plaintiff rejected; and now sues for the sum
Sicca
rupees 5,392-3 annas, being 10-16th
the principal 5000 rupees,
per cent. up
with interest
the 4th Assin 1241, and interest
from the 5th Assin 1241
the said Sicca rupees 5,392-3,
years,
months, 26 days)
30th Kartik 1249, (being
the rate
per cent. per annum, Sicca rupees 5,306-12 annas, making
Company’s rupees 11,412-2.
total
Sicca rupees 10,698-15,

to

at

2

or

of

12

of

8 on

6

to

at

of

of

he

to

he

it.

he

his

states

a
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Wukeels of Appellant—Pursun Komar Thakur,
Mitr, and Ram Pran Raee.

(337)
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The defendant, Tara Purshad, denies that the hand notes were
in his possession; on the contrary alleges the plaintiff had them
On defendant applying to his brother he made
in his possession.

sundry execuses,—said the notes were on plain paper,—-that the
witnesses to them were dead, and that they could not therefore
be proved.
Notwithstanding this, the plaintiff, his elder brother,
amount
of the notes himself.
the
realised
The defendant, Rogonath Ghose, in his answer ﬁled lst Feb
ruary l843, states he was moolrhtar on part of the plaintiff, who
knowing that defendant could not deny having drawn the money
and would declare the fact that he had paid it to plaintiff, has
Defendant further states, that
made him defendant in the case.
himself and Ram Dhun gave a receipt for the money and made it
over to plaintiff ; and that he was in plaintiﬂ"s service from l24l
to 1246, and would never have been retained had he acted dis
honestly towards him.
The heirs of Ramdhun, deceased, did not appear in the zillah
court.
The additional principal sudder ameen was of opinion, that it
was by no means proved that Tara Purshad, the defendant, held
the hand notes, and realised their amount through moolchtars pur
porting to act for the plaintilf. He did not credit the evidence
brought forward by the plaintiff to prove the fact of realisation by
He could not rely upon the account from Mr.
Tara Purshad.
Palmer’s house, as it is not veriﬁed by any evidence : the account
itself does not shew that defendant got the whole sum from the
house. As to the claim against Rogonath and the heirs of Ram
Dhun, the principal sudder ameen remarks that they were made
defendants as a precautionary measure, and therefore,—although
Rogonath does not prove he paid the money to the plaintitf,—he
dismisses the plaint, and exonerates all the defendants from the
'
claim.
It has been urged in appeal, that the plaintiff is entitled to judg
ment against the defendant, Rogonath Ghose, on his own admis
sions, be the result what it may in regard to the other defendants.
The Court observe that the answer of Rogonath was ﬁled long
before the names of the witnesses for the plaintiff were given in,
In their depositions, no allusion
and before they were examined.
The
made
to
plaintitf’s object is clearly
whatever is
Rogonath.
Tara
Purshad.
the
defendant
The witnesses in
on
his
claim
to ﬁx
that
Tara
terms
Purshad
most
the
himself
depose
unqualiﬁed
drew the money from Mr. Palmer, carried it to his own house;
and on his arrival there paid it to his own servant to be
This story is not only inconsistent
entered duly in his account.
with the allegation that Rogonath drew the money, but is utterly
subversive of it. It is worthy of remark, that Rogonath is made a
defendant as a precautionary measure: the cause for this precau

(398)
tion is not assigned in the plaint; but is pleaded with some force
in the defendant’s answer. After fully considering the circum
stances of this case, and the evidence which has been adduced,
the Court are of opinion that the plaintiﬁ' has failed to make good
his pleas ; and, in concurrence with the additional principal sudder
ameen, dismiss the plaint as well as the appeal, with costs against

iii

the appellant.

Tun 29'rn APRIL 1848.
PRESENT:

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, E8Q.,

in this Court on the l8th November 1847, praying for the admission
of a special appeal from the decision of Mr. H. V. Hathorn,
1847; reversing that of the
of Sarun, under date the llth
th July 1846, in the case of the
moonsiif of Chupra, under dateA35-ust
petitioner, plaintiff, versus Ramkishen Sahoo and others, defen
da ts.
Tt is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds.
This was a suit for recovery of a sum of money, the particulars
of which are given at page 87 of the decisions of the judge of zil
lah Sarun, for the year 1847.
The judge reversed the decree of the court of ﬁrst instance by
nonsuiting the plaintiff, without serving any notice upon the
plaintiﬁ’, respondent, (petitioner.) As this is irregular,_I remand
the case for trial by the judge de moo, who, before ﬁnally disposing
of
will take the uecesary steps for having both parties before

*

it,

him.

J.

Panssnr

1848.

:

THE 29'rn APRIL

A. F. HAWKINS, EsQ.,
T1-mrorzaar JUDGE.

a

PETITION No. 602 or, l847.
IN the matter of the petition of Juggo Surmah Mohunt, trans
mitted to this Court on the 25th August 1847, praying for the
admission of
special appeal from the decision of Indernath Saro
malia, sudder ameen of Seebsaugor, in Assam, under date the
30th May 1847 reversing that of the moonsilf of Jorehaut, under
;
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Tmrroaarw Jones.
PETITION No. 727 or 1847.
In the matter of the petition of Surwunt Lal, and others, ﬁled

( 389 )
case of Tepookunth Surma, plaintiff,
petitioner, defendant.
It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds.
The plaintiff sued for recovery of certain property in the posses
sion of the defendant, which the latter asserts came to him as the
successor of the former mohunt, or superintendent of a religious
establishment; and that he has held possession for upwards of 12
date 30th

June 1845, in the

versus the

years.

of

I

of

be

of

to

as

de

of

is

of

to

of

the plea
limitation advanced
the defendant.
altogether irregular.
The decree
the sudder ameen
admit
the appeal, and remand the case. The sudder ameen will first take
limitation, and dispose
into consideration the plea
the case
novo, taking care that his order assimilates with his expressed
rejected.
opinion
the rights
the parties should that plea
adverting
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as

a

so

by

no

to
to a

his

The moonsiff dismissed the claim.
The sudder ameen expresses
moiety
opinion that the parties are entitled, each,
the
single
property; but passes
order for making over
him
article, and saddles the defendant with costs, without
much
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391

)

THE 1st MAY

1848.

PRESENT:

E. CURRIE, Esq.,
ExERCISING THE Powers

CASE No. 374 of
Regular

of

A JUDGE.

1847.

Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Hooghly, June 12th, 1847.

PITUMBUR RAEE, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
*ers?/8

RAEE RADHA GOVIND SINGH, THAKOORDAS GOSAIN,
AND

MUSST. GOPEE DASEE, REspoNDENTs,

(DEFENDANTs.)

Wukeels of Appellant—J. G. Waller and Bunsee Buddun

Mitr.
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Wukeel of Respondents—Kishen Kishore Ghose.

SUIT for Sicca rupees 6,001, (Company’s rupees 6,480-0-2)
the price of a putnee talook, in the mehal lot Hutteesalla.
appears that plaintiff purchased the putnee at the price of one
year's jumma in 1244 B. S. That, on the 5th Bysakh 1252, lot
Hutteesalla was sold by auction in satisfaction of a decree; against
the zemindar, Raee Radha Govind Singh, and purchased by Tha
koordas Gosain; that, in consequence of a claim brought forward
by Radha Govind’s mother, Musst. Goopee Dasee, the sale was
not confirmed till 20th Chyte 1252; that, in the mean time, plain
tiff continued to pay his rent, partly to the collector and partly
to Radha Govind; and that on the 8th Sawun 1253 the estate was
sold for arrears of Government revenue, and purchased by one
Gunga Purshad for rupees 61,000.
Plaintiff urges that no arrears
of rent were due from him at the time of sale; and that, therefore,
under Section 17, Regulation 8 of 1819, he is entitled to recover
damages out of the surplus sale proceeds at the credit of the de
faulting zemindar.
The principal sudder ameen has gone into this plea with refer
ence to the regulation quoted; and being of opinion that the pay
ments made to Radha Govind, between the date of sale and date of
confirmation, cannot be allowed by the court as payments of rent,
and, moreover, that there was a balance due, after confirmation,
on account of 1253, has dismissed the claim.
It is evident that the law which has governed this decision is
inapplicable.
It has reference only to sales under Regulation 8,
1819, and provides for the case of the dur-putneedar.
It has
nothing to do with sales for arrears of Government revenue and

It

(399)

I

it,

the immediate tenants of the zemindar.
By Act l of 1845, as by
the previous sale laws, all tenures created by a zemindar, subse
quent to the settlement, are absolutely void in case of a sale for
arrears; and no redress is provided for the suﬂ'erers. The surplus
sale proceeds are the exclusive property of the ex-zemindar.
It is,
therefore, immaterial to the issue of this suit whether plaintiff was,
or was not, in balance at the time of sale,—in neither case is he
entitled to what he claims.
He has alleged, indeed, in his plaint,
and again in his appeal to this Court, that Gunga Purshad, the last
purchaser, is the nephew of Thakoordas, and that the sale was col
lusive and fraudulent,—-Thakoordas
being still the real owner.
But the remedy for such cases is provided by Section 29, Act l of
1845. Plaintiﬁ' has taken a wrong course in suing for damages.
Concurring with the principal sudder ameen in the conclusion
at which he has arrived, though not in the steps by which he has
reached
dismiss the appeal with all costs against appellant.

--@
21)

MAY 1848.

J.

Paesmrr:
A. F.

HAWKINS, Esa.,
TEMPORARY

Jones.

PETITION No. I77 or 1846.

a

IN the matter of the petition of Syud Keramut Ali, ﬁled in this
Court on the 20th April 1846, praying for the admission of
special appeal from the decision of Mr. Bentall, judge of Jessore,
under date the Tth January 1846; reversing that of the
principal
sudder ameen of Jessore, under date 27th June 1845, in the case
of Syud Keramut Ali, plaintiff, versus Goureenath Ghose, defen
dant.

is

is

It hereby certiﬁed that the said application
granted on the
following grounds.
The following decision of the zillah judge shows the nature of

this case.

Syud Keramut Ali instituted suit, on the l5th April I843, to
ﬁx the rent which Goureenath Ghose, his tenant, should pay for
581 biggalw of land in jeel in Ducatea village; and as no proof
of any objection which was raised was produced, the principal
sudder ameen gave
decree in favor of the plaintiff on 27th June
a

a

a

‘

1845.

Au appeal
is

is

now made against the decree.
By the
was shown, that an umulnameh had been given to
Gourcenath by the collector, and the property about which the
under the management of the local agents, of
dispute exists

plaint

it
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Tut-:

(

393

)

whom the collector is ea:-qﬂicio one. The umulnameh was produced
as it was written on unstampt paper,
had the suspicion that that was the reason why it had not been
produced before the principal sudder ameen. If it had been
granted by authority of the Board of Revenue, it might not
require a. stamp; and had it been unintentionally illegal, a stamp
might perhaps be obtained for it. The case was therefore put oil‘
for a month, that the stamp (if required) might be put on the
It has now been reproduced in court, with the full
document.
undoubted legal stamp.
It has internal evidence of having been
granted in good faith, in consequence of a proceeding of the same
authority dated lst September 1835, which proceeding was
written after a correspondence with the commissioner.
The
umulnameh bears date l8th September 1835; and
believe it to be
genuine and legal, and given in good faith by a local agent, who
was competent to give
and that
cannot be upset against the
will of the grantee.

in court before me; and

I

it

it,

I

it

it

a

a

I

It

is

to
a

it

a

a

is

asserted in the petition of application for the admission of
special appeal, that the umulnameh of 1835 was reversed by the
commissioner of revenue in the year 1838, as will be seen on
reference to
proceeding of that oﬂicer dated 30th November of
that year. To this fact the judge makes no reference; nor does he
give any detail of the orders of the revenue authorities by which
the umulnameh was sanctioned, which
essential he should
the
in
of
merits
of the case.
order
do,
right understanding

I

accordingly admit the appeal, and remand the case for re-trial.
The judge will call for, and peruse, the correpondence between
the revenue authorities in regard to the lease granted to the
defendant, specifying in his decree the circumstances under which

it

was conﬁrmed.
was given, and the authority by which
Secondly, he will enquire whether the lease so conﬁrmed was
0, under what circumstances, and
subsequently annulled; and,
Tlzirdly, he will take into consideration the
by what authority.
competency of such authority to cancel the lease previously given.

if

it
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‘

According to the umulnameh, Goureenath holds the lands by
an ootbundee tenure.
The possibility of cultivating the lands
might
depends on the variableness of the year; and although
have been inexpedient, with reference to the facility of collecting
the rent, to have granted such
cannot now be
tenure, yet
broken except by mutual consent; and
ﬁxed rent cannot be
established for the land, the rent must vary with the quantity cul
tivated year by year, and must be 8% annas Sicca for every cultivat
ed biggak.
therefore reverse the decree of the principal sudder
ameen, inasmuch as one ﬁxed rent for each following year cannot
be determined.
The respondent must pay the costs of both suits.’

(394>_
Tau

21>

MAY

1848.

Pass:-:N'r:

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, EsQ.,
TEMPORARY

Jones.

'
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PETITION No. 66 or 1848.
IN the matter of the petition of Boolye Kewut sent to this
Court on the 24th February l848, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of the principal assistant commis
sioner of Nowgong, under date the 6th December 1847; aﬂirming
that of the moonsiff of Nowgong, under date the lOth September
1847, in the case of the petitioner, plaintiff, versus Doteeram
Kewut, defendant.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds.
This was an action for recovery of a small patch of ground, of
which the plaintiff asserts he was dispossessed by the defendant.
The ground seems to belong to Government, and both parties
claim to hold under leases granted to them.
The plaintiff was unsuccessful in both the lower courts. He
asks, however, that the collector might be referred to as to the
His request was a proper
truth, or otherwise, of his statement.
one, and should have been complied with.
Considering the decision incomplete in the absence of such
reference, I admit the appeal; and remand the case, in order that
it may now be made, and the case decided de nova.

C1

Tm: 2n MAY l848.
PRESENT:

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, Eo.,
Tsmroaanv Jones.

PETITION No. 63

or I848.

IN the matter of the petition of Brijchnndur Banojea Chow
dhree, ﬁled in this Court on the 9th March l848, praying for the
admission of a special appeal from the decision of Mr. Swetenham,
judge of Dacca,'under date the 6th December I847; aﬂirming
that of the principal sudder ameen of Dacca, under date lGth
May 1845, in the case of Gouree Shunkur Chatterjee and others,
plaintiffs, versus Brijchundur Banojea Chowdhree, defendant.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
'
following grounds.
The following decree of the zillah judge sets forth the particulars
of this case.

(395)
“ Suit

for possession
valued at rupees 63.

of

bkeetee

land,

with mesne proceeds,

“ The

moonsitf of Nuraingunge originally decreed the suit to
an appeal was preferred to the judge.
It appeared
plaintiffs
defendant had pleaded the land birmuttur, or lakhiraj, whereupon
the moonsiFf’s decision was reversed, and the case was referred to
the principal sudder ameen for trial de novo.
:

“ The collector having reported the land not rent-free, the prin

cipal sudder ameen decreed to plaintiffs, on the grounds that the
lands were granted for the occupancy of certain individuals; that
they had abandoned them to reside elsewhere ; and that the plain
t1ﬁ's had the right to resume their land, which had not been
permanently alienated.
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“ In

appeal it is urged, that appellant acquired the property by
purchase from the heirs of the original grantees, who had full
The title deed ﬁled by appel
powers to dispose of it at pleasure.
lant merely contains this condition, that ‘ the grantees shall
It does not
occupy the ground pootroopootradee,’ or hereditarily.
specify relinquishment of proprietary right, or convey, in direct
terms, the right of sale, or gift. The principal sudder ameen
stated in his decree that the words, pootroo pootradee, restrict
the occupancy to the heirs of the grantees; that if the land goes
into the hands of others, the tenure lapses, and the title of the
original proprietor revives. The deed, however, had the title of
It was, therefore, referred to the pundit to report what
ootsurg.
was conveyed by a gift under such title: whether simple occu
ancy, or privilege to convey by deed of sale, gift, or otherwise?
The pundit declared that the privilege to sell, or gift the property
Had then the appellant
was conveyed in a deed styled ooisurg.
was no witness to
There
a
title?
it
not.
acquired
legal
appears
the deed; and as it purported to have been executed in H78,
appellant could not bring any evidence, or proof of any nature to
establish its validity. The deed too was a grant to three persons,
Ram Dhun, Pran Dhun, and Ram Lochun. Appellant purchased
in I245 from Kaleepurshad and Petumber, the heirs of Ram
Lochun only; and when questioned what right they had to sell
the rights and interests of the other two original grantees, whose
heirs are in existence, appellant could only assume they had the
right, as the absentee heirs oﬁ"ered no objections. The respondents
deny that the deed exhibited was the original document granted ;
that it (the original document) was not an ootsurg, and there are
grounds for rejecting it, inasmuch as Kalee Purshad stated in his
answer, as defendant, that the boundaries (the hudbundee) of the
land were inserted in the original ootsurg, and in the document
ﬁled by appellant there is no allusion to the boundaries.

(396)
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“

There are no grounds, therefore, for impugning the decision of
the principal sudder ameen, which is hereby aﬁirmed, and the
appeal dismissed with costs.”
The plaintiffs seem, from the concluding part of the judge’s
decree, to have admitted that a grant of some kind was made; and
it was not open to the plaintiffs to dispute the legality of the
transfer to the petitioner, on the ground that the heirs of all the
The heirs themselves
grantees were not parties to the transfer.
might have disputed it; but this was not the point at issue between
the plaintiffs and the petitioner, and the judge has gone out of his
way in bringing forward this as a plea adverse to the petitioner in
the present case, which involves the right, or otherwise, of the
plaintiffs to the whole property sued for, and not the question
of the legality of a sale made by certain of the share-holders in the
absence of the rest.
One most material point has not been alluded to by the judge.
The petitioner alleges that he and the parties from whom he pur
chased, have been in possession since H78 B. S.,—that is for a
This point should have been
period of upwards of 70 years.
fully enquired into ; and, if established, then would arise the
admit
question whether they could be legally dispossessed.
the appeal, and remand the case for re-trial with reference to the
foregoing observations.

I

-l-—

Tms: 3n

MAY 1848.

PRESENT:

RATTRAY, ESQ.,
Jones.
Pe'r1r1o1v
No. 64 or 1848.
R. H.

J

IN the matter of the petition of eetun Singh, ﬁled in this Court
on the 9th March 1848, praying for the admission of a special
appeal from the decision of VVm. St. Quintin, Esq., additional
judge of zillah Behar, under date the 7th December 1847 ; aﬂir1n
ing that of Buddeeooddeen Ahmud Khan, sudder ameen of the said
zillah, under date the 26th June 1846, in the case of Luchmun
Purshad, plaintiff, versus eetun Singh and others, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds.
A report of the case will be found amongst the printed decisions
of zillah Behar of December 1847, from which, and the detail set
forth in the judgment of the sudder ameen, it appears that the
petitioner claimed a right of possession to the lands contested on
the score of a lease, the terms of which were still in force; but

J
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that his claim was disallowed and treated as a fraudulent collusion
in connexion with the proprietor, Rajah Himmut Ali Khan, to
Luchmun Purshad, of his just right to
deprive the plaintiff,
possession under an expired mortgage from the said rajah.
I do not think that a due enquiry has been made in either of
the lower courts, into the claim preferred by the petitioner.
It is
not pretended that there was any other teelcadar connected with
the lands or the parties than the petitioner ; and in the petition
presented by the plaintiff, to foreclose the mortgage, he distinctly
states the fact of his having obtained an ikrarnameh ‘ from the
teekadar’ of the estate.
This ikrarnameh was not called for, nor
was any enquiry made regarding its existence, or its purport.
Again, the petitioner pleaded that the documents which the lower
courts rejected as not valid, had already been ﬁled and acknow
ledged as genuine in a preceding suit ; and that he had further
evidence to substantiate his right in preference to the plaintiff’s :
nothing was done however, or allowed to be done, to determine
the truth of this assertion, or the value or demerit of the proffered
evidence ; and altogether I do not consider the petitioner to have
been fairly dealt by.
I admit the appeal prayed for; and remand the case to be dis
posed of after such further enquiry as is above indicated to be
wanting, and on a due consideration of any further evidence which
the parties may adduce respectively.
The usual order will issue in regard to stamps and costs.

<

THE

31)

MAY l848.

Passswr:
R. H. RATTRAY, Esq.,

Jonas.
PETITION No.

71

or

1848.

In the matter of the petition of Rajah Himmut Ali Khan, ﬁled
in this Court on the 13th March 1848, praying for the admission
of a special appeal from the decision of Wm. St. Quintin, Esq.,
additional judge of zillah Behar, under date the 7th December
1847; aﬂirming that of Buddeeooddeen Ahmud Khan, sudder
ameen of the said zillah, under date the 26th June l846, in the
case of Luchmun Purshad, plaintiff, versus Rajah Himmut Ali
Khan and others, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds.
A report of the case will be found amongst the printed decisions
of zillah Behar for December i847, and the grounds of admission
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of this appeal are set forth in the certificate of this date on
etition
Jeetun Singh, No. 64. The petitioner, Himmut Ali
han,
the proprietor
the estate
which Jeetun Singh claims

THE

3D

MAY

in

in

be

is

be

to

teekadar; and the appeal
against the same judgment
against which Jeetun’s appeal has been admitted.
The order passed
No. 64, will
considered applicable - the
present instance.
1848.

PRESENT:

A. DICK, Esq.,
JUDGE.
F.

A.

J.

W. B. JACKSON and

HAWKINS,

Esq.Rs.,

TEMPORARY JUDGEs.

a

of

decision
the Principal Sudder
Zillah Hooghly, Mynoodeen Sufdur.

Regular Appeal from

Ameen

of

NO. 48 of 1845.

LUKUN CHUNDUR SEAL

AND BUHRUT CHUNDUR
SEAL, APPELLANTs, (DEFENDANTs,)
©ersus

of of

JUGGUT SEYTHANEE, widow of JUGGUT SETH IN
DUR CHUNDUR, AND MOTHER AND GUARDIAN OF GO
WIND CHUNDUR, MINoR, RESPONDENT, (PLAINTIFF.)
Wukeels

Appellants—Abas

Ali and Kishen Kishore

Ghose.
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8

of

on
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at

J.

Waller, and
Respondent—Lootf-ur Ruhman,
Wukeels
Gholam Sufdur.
Company’s rupees 12,168,
annas,
gundahs,
SUIT laid
cowrie, for possession
mocurruree,
perma
annas' share
nent tenure,
turf Manikpore oorf turf Keerpoy,
the fixed
1,140 Sicca rupees, and
rent
talook Umuli Keerpoy
the
fixed rent
38 Sicca rupees.
question were sold
The two tenures
execution
decree
against one Dhokul
public auction,
rather his right and
them; and purchased by appellants (defendants.)
interest
Respondent (plaintiff) objected
the time, claiming one half
them,
now, for her son. She was referred
regular suit,
molested
her right and possession
the purchasers.
The pur
consequence, respon
chasers obtained possession
the whole;
dent (plaintiff) instituted this suit. The principal sudder ameen
deeming the plaintiff
have established her claim, decreed
The plaintiff (respondent) claims
inheritance from one Hurik
of
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CASE

(399)
Chund, father of her husband, Indur Chund, whose name appears

as

joint proprietor with Ubhy Chund, nephew of Hurik and father of
Dhokul, in the zemindar’s register so far back as 1207; and she
endeavours to establish her possession until I240 B.
by means
of a kubooleut, or counterpart lease, from Dhokul who farmed, as
she alleges, her half share in 1233 B. 1E., which she ﬁles, and by
means of several receipts for payments of the ﬁxed rent with the

E.

it

‘
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it,

zemindar-’s seal and signature, dated from 1233 to 1240 B. A3.
The appellants deny her claim, and insist that the whole of both
tenures belonged to Dhokul alone.
In proof of which they ﬁle
copy of an answer of Hurik Chund in a suit against him and Ubhy
Chund for rent of one of these tenures, in which he declares he
had no concern in
and that
belonged wholly to Ubhy Chund.
That suit was decided in favor of Ubhy Chund in l807. Secondly,
decision under Regulation I5, I824, by which
they ﬁle copy of
Dhokul was declared to be alone in possession of the tenures, and
Keerut Chund’s (son of Oodhy Chund, brother of Ubhy Chund,)
alleged possession rejected.
It appears from documents on record, that Hurik Chund and
Ubhy Chund were registered in the zemindaree oﬂice of the
Burdwan raj as proprietors of the tenures in question after the
death of Hoshal Chund, so far back as 1207 B.‘ ZE. That after
wards,
portion called lot Bunpore of the zemindaree of the
Burdwan raj was sold for arrears of revenue, and eventually, in
l2l2 B. .<E., came into the hands of one Dwarkanath Baboo.
Taloalc Umuli Keerpoy, one of the two tenures, was situated in
lot Bunpoor, and Dwarkanath sued Hurik Chund and Ubhy' Chund
for full rent of the said talook. The suit was decided against the
Baboo, and the tenure upheld as valid in 1807, and that deci
sion aﬁirmed in appeal in 1809. Hurik Chund in his answer in
that suit disclaimed any concern in the talook, declaring the
whole me/zal to belong to Ubhy Chund alone. The words in the
answer are :—‘ turf Keerpoy, since the death of Hoshal Chund,
has been in the possession of Ubhy Chund. The plaintiff has
have nothing to say to Keerpoy.’
It
sued me without cause.
has been urged for respondent, that as the suit was on account of
Umuli Keerpoy, such an admission regarding turf Keerpoy was
utterly irrelevant, and must have been unauthorized, -if not frau
However, turf Keerpoy
dulent, and therefore good for nothing.
and Umuli Keerpoy together form one mehal, or estate, and the
small tenure Umuli Keerpoy
merely an appendage to the large
tenure turf Keerpoy; and the intention of the defendant, Hurik
Chund, in using the designation of the chief tenure, was clearly to
This
intimate that he had no concern in the mehal at all.
further evident from his varying the designation of the mekal,-—
ﬁrst ‘turf Keerpoy,’ then simply Keerpoy.’ Thus the admis
Neither could
have been
sion was by no means irrelevant.
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(400)
unauthorized, or fraudulent; for no objection was made to it on the
There is then good
part of Hurik Chund in the appellate c'ourt.
evidence that Ubhy Chund was in sole possession in 1807. In
1825, Keerut Chund, son of Oodhy Chund, contested possession
on a moiety of the mehal with Dhokul; and a decision was given
under Regulation 15, I824, upholding the sole possession of
Dhokul on the whole of the mehal, in which Keerut must have
Here then
acquiesced as he never sued regularly for its reversal.
is good evidence that Dhokul succeeded Ubhy Chund in the
sole possession of the mehal. Not a tittle has been produced
to prove that either plaintil’f’s husband, or his father, Hurik, ever
held possession from I807 until the sale of the melzal in execution
of the decree against Dhokul, except the alleged lmboolcut, or
counterpart lease, from Dhokul, dated 29th B3/sack P233 B. /E.,
or 10th May I826, and the receipts for rent from the Burdwan
raj. The deed was not ﬁled or mentioned till 1842, and then
only after the ﬁnal decision of the zillah judge, upholding the
ale, had been pronounced; although a petition in plaintiﬂ"s
son’s name was presented on the very day of sale, 20th May
1835, claiming one half of the mehal, and subsequent petitions
The receipts do not
against the sale
by plaintiﬁ".
e rent, whether Dhokul on his own account,
specify who paid tpresented
or for plaintiff as her farmer, and therefore prove nothing. They
are not for her share, or moiety of the mehal.
Since, then,
plaintiff has failed to produce satisfactory evidence of her own, or
her hus_band’s possession on the mehal within 12 years from the
date of her suit, and defendants have ﬁled strong proofs of sole
possession on the part of Ubhy Chund and Dhokul, during
nearly 30 years previous to their purchase, the claim of plaintiﬂ'
is inadmissible.
The decision of the principal sudder ameen is
reversed ; and costs in full of both courts awarded against respon
dent (plaintiff.)

13-.

Tm-1 31)

MAY I848.

PRESENT:
C.

TUCKER,

PETITION

ESQ.,

J ones.

N0. 800 or

1846.

IN the matter of the petition of Ranee Kutteeanee, ﬁled in this
Court on the 23d October 1846, praying for the admission of a
. C. Brown, Esq., judge of
special appeal from the decision of
zillah Nuddea, under date the 30th June 1846; reversing that of
Ram Lochun Ghose, principal sudder ameen of the said zillah,
under date the 9th June 1843, in the case of Nukoor Muunee

J

Dibbea, plaintiff, versus Rance Kutteeanee,

defendant.

(401)
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The plaintiff in this case is part proprietress of mouzah Hur
nuggur, and the defendant, Rance Kutteeanee, is proprietress of
mcmzak N yacole, both in pergunnak Ookra; and the suit regard

ed certain lands which the parties claimed as appertaining to their
The principal sudder ameen, declaring his
respective villages.
inability to discover to which of the contending parties the lands
On appeal, the
belonged, divided them equally between them.
the
decision
of
the
reversing
judge,
principal sudder ameen,
awarded the whole of the disputed lands to the plaintiff, Nukoor
The judge states in his decree :—‘The defen
Munnee Dibbea.
dant has only exhibited half a dozen ryuts’ kubooleuts, which are
often easily fabricated, on account of receipts and balances, and,
as a precedent, a decree passed by Mr. Henry Moore when judge
of this zillah, regarding some other land (and not having any re
ference to this in dispute) which he ordered to be divided, though
not for the same reason.’
The application for a special appeal is founded on this decree of
Mr. Henry Moore’s, which was rejected by the judge as not bear
ing any reference to the present case. In the case disposed of by
Mr. Henry Moore, the plaintiﬂ' was proprietor of the same vil
lage, Hurnuggur; and the defendant of a village called Saheb
nuggur, which is situated immediately west of Nyacole. These
two last named villages are separated from Hurnuggur to the north
by the dried bed of the river Kurreea; and in the case decided
by Mr. Moore, Hurnuggur was declared to lie north of the bed of
the Kurreea river; and the portion of the lands then in dispute,
situated to the south, were decreed to the proprietor of Saheb
Hence this decree is a document of great importance in
nuggur.
this case, for the lands now in dispute are situated south of the
dried up bed of the river Kurreea; and, according to Mr. Henry
Moore’s decision, the proprietors of mouzah Hurnuggur have no
claim to the southward.
Considering, therefore, that the judge has not sufficiently consi
dered the bearing of Mr. Henry Moore’s decision in the present
remand the proceedings for revision under the provisions
case,
of Clause 2, Section 2, Regulation 9, 1831.

I
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Tru-:

31)

MAY 1848.

Pnssmwr:
C.

TUCKER, Esq.,
'
Jones.

Pr-zrrrron No. 801 or 1846.
IN the matter of the petition of Ranee Kutteeanee, ﬁled in this
Court on the 23d October i846, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of the judge of zillah Nuddea,

(402)
under date the 30th June I846; reversing that of the principal
sudder ameen of that district, under date 9th June 1843, in the
case of Kalidas Banerjee, plaintiﬁ’,
verms Rance Kutteeanee,
defendant.
The facts and circumstances of this case are the same as those
recorded in the preceding case (No. 800), and a_similar order is
passed in this instance.

'-"Q-—
Tar.

31>

MAY

1848.

Pnssszvr:
C.

TUCKER, Eso.,
Juncs.
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PETITION

No. 802 or

1846.

IN the matter of the petition of Ranee Kutteeanee, ﬁled in this
Court on the 23d October 1846, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of the judge of zillah Nuddea,
under date the 30th June l8~16; reversing that of the principal
sudder ameen of that district, under date 9th June 1843, in the
case of Ramdhun
Banerjee, after his demise, Nukoor Munnee
Dibbea, plaintiff, versus Rance Kutteeanee, defendant.
The facts and circumstances of this case are the same as those
recorded in the preceding case (No. 800), and a similar order is
passed in this instance.
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Tm:

31)

MAY

1848.

Pnssawr:
C.

TUCKER, Eso.,
Jones.

PETITION

No. 803 or 1846.

IN the matter of the petition of Ranee Kutteeanee, ﬁled in this

1846, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of the judge of zillah Nuddea,
under date the 30th June 1846; reversing that of the principal
sudder ameen of that district, under date the 9th June 1843, in the
versus
case of Unnoda Purshaud Banerjee and others, plaintiffs,
Ranee Kutteeanee, defendant.
The facts and circumstances of this case are the same as those
recorded in the preceding case (No. 800), anda similar order is
passed in this instance.

Court on the 23d October

(
THE

403

)

MAY

3D

1848.

PRESENT:
C.

TUCKER, Esq.,
JUDGE.

PETITION No. 804

OF

1846.
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IN the matter of the petition of Ranee Kutteeanee, filed in this
Court on the 23d October 1846, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of the judge of zillah Nuddea,
under date the 30th June 1846; reversing that of the principal
sudder ameen of that district, under date the 9th June 1843, in the
case of Unnoda Purshad Banerjee and others, plaintiffs, versus
Ranee Kutteeanee, defendant.
The facts and circumstances of this case are the same as those
recorded in the preceding case (No. 800), and the same order is
passed in this instance.

•

THE 3D MAY

1848.

PRESENT:

W. B. JACKSON, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 97 of

1846.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Mymensingh, December 30th, 1845.

RASBEEHAREE KOONWUR
JEMADAR, APPELLANTs,

AND

AMAN SING

(PLAINTIFFs,)

øersus

DIBBEA, MoTHER, AND
CHUNDRABULLEE
MAYE, wiDow of BHOWANEE KISHWUR,

BHOBUN

DECEASED,

REs PonDENTs, (DEFENDANTs.)

Wukeels
Wukeels

of Appellants—Pursun

Komar Thakur, Ameer
Kishen Kishore Ghose.

of Respondents—J.

G. Waller and Gobind

Mookerjee.

Ali, and
Chundur

CLAIM rupees 22,771, with interest, under an instalment bond
dated 11th Bhadoon 1241 B.

(404)
on the 5th October 1844, or in Assin
due under the abovementioned
bond, said to be executed by the deceased Bhowanee Kishwur and
his mother, Chundrabullee.
In the mean time Bhowanee Kishwur
had died, and his widow, Bhobun Maye, had succeeded to his pro
The case is stated and decided as follows by the principal
perty.
sudder ameen on the 30th December 1845:
‘
This is a claim on kistbuhdee bond, dated the llth Bkadoon 1241
B. S., laid at rupees 22,771-O-3, being the balance of principal and
interest due thereon.
The plaintiffs state that Chundrabullee
Dibeea and her son, the late Bhowanee Kishwur Chowdhree, had
money and other dealings with them; and that, on making a
settlement of their accounts, they found themselves rupees 19,439
in the debt of the laintiffs; that they then paid rupees 81 1, and
executed a kistbundgée for the remainder, rupees 18,628. That, of
this amount, the plaintilfs have received, in liquidation, rupees
6,628, and for the recovery of the balance this suit is instituted.
Bhowanee Kishwur being since dead, this action is brought against
his mother and widow, the defendants above named, who are in
possession of the estate.
‘ Bhoobun
Maye Dibeea, the widow of the late Bhowanee
Kishwur, pleads in her answer, that, at the time the kistbundee is
alleged to have been given by Bhowanee Kishwur Chowdhree, he
was a minor, and that his estates were in the hands of the court of
wards; and that he was not put in possession of them till after
the expiration of his minority, which took place in Paos 1241
B. S. She further pleads, that a claim for the recovery of the
price of a horse, and other articles included in the same kzlslbundee,
had been previously brought on by Doloo Koonwur, the brother
of Rasbeeharee Koonwnr; and though decreed in his" favor by
Moulvee Jullaloodeen, the former principal sudder ameen, that
decision was reversed by the zillah judge, on the ground of Bho
wanee Kishwur’s minority, which latter decision was upheld in
It is therefore also
appeal by the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut.
urged, that the institution of the present suit is barred by Section
16, Regulation 3, 1793.
‘ The answer ﬁled
Dibeea, supports that of
by Chundrabu11e'e
the foregoing defendant.
‘The point for determination, is, whether at the time of the
execution of the lcistbundee (on which this claim is founded) was
Bhowanee Kishwur Chowdhree a minor, or was he not; and, if
the former, can the plaintiffs legally recover on a kistbzmrlee grant
ed by a minor ?
‘ From a
perusal of the junnum putreeka ﬁled in the collector’s
ofﬁce, which has been laid before this court for inspection on the
requisition of the defendants,—the roobukaree of the collector of

This suit was brought
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1251

B., to recover the amount

(405)
Mymensingh, dated 27th December 1834,-—the decree of the
zillah judge, Mr. G. C. Cheap, dated 5th June I838, in reversal of
that passed by Moulvee ullaloodeen, late principal sudder ameen,
—the decree of the Court of Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, uphold
ing Mr. Cheap’s order,—the ﬁle of the former suit No. 830 (in
which Doloo Koonwur was complainant) and the lcistbundee ﬁled
therein,——-as well as the depositions of three witnesses adduced in
am clearly of
support of the pleas urged by the defendants,
opinion, that, at the period of the execution of the kistbundee in
question, Bhowanee Kishwur Chowdhree was a minor; and that,

J
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consequently, the plaintiffs are not entitled to recover thereon.
Besides this, this suit is not cognizable on the ground that an
action for the recovery of a portion of the amount included in this
kistbundee, had been heard and determined already by competent
authority. (Vide Section 16, Regulation 3, I793.)
‘ The
plainti['i's have urged that Chundrabullee Dibeea had also
executed the kistbundee jointly with her son, and have brought
forward three witnesses in support of that assertion; but this
court does not consider their testimony worthy of the slightest
Further, from an inspection of the bond, it does not
reliance.
appear that the name, Chundrabullee, inserted therein, was ever
afﬁxed as debtor, but merely as a witness to the execution of the
deed by her minor son; and though the plaintiffs now state, that
the sunmookh, inserted over her signature, was not there when she
gave the histbundee, and that it must have been written after the
case in which it was ﬁled had been sent for deposit in the muhaﬁz
dujter of the zillah judge, yet that statement is clearly refuted by
the decree passed in favor of Doloo Koonwur by Moulvee Julia
loodeen, the principal sudder ameen. The fact of the sumnookh
having been at that time written on the said deed, is suﬂiciently
apparent, and there can be no doubt the writing was thereon long
would therefore, on
before the deed had’ ever been ﬁled in court.
the grounds above assigned, dismiss the claim made by the

I

plaintiffs.’
From this decision the plaintiffs

I

see no suﬂicient
appeal.
reason to doubt that the ‘deed was executed and signed in its
present state by Bhowanee Kishwur and his mother; but the
mother’s signature has the word ‘ sunmookh’ written just above
It
it,—the precise meaning of which is ‘ in the presence of.’
must, therefore, be looked on as the signature of a witness, and
The signature of Bhowanee Kishwur
does not render her liable.
is proved; but it is established that at the time of signing it he
A junnum
was a minor under the tutelage of the court of wards.
puttree, or register of births, obtained from the collector’s oﬂicc,
is ﬁled, shewing that he had not then attained the age of 18 years,
There is nothing to
the limit of minority established by law.

(406)
throw doubt on the genuineness of this document; the signature
of Bhowanee Kishwur is consequently useless.
Further, the contents of the bond shew, that it is a romise to
repay, by instalments, sums of money lent on bonds and) otherwise
to Bhowanee Kishwur at various times during his minority; the
amount of each former bond, or of the money lent, is no where
mentioned, nor the dates of supplying the items of cash delivered
without bond. The former bonds were thus evidently invalid ; and
from the manner in which they are referred to in the instalment
bond, there is ground to suspect that the calculation in them is in
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is
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I

is

I

is

against appellants.
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;

it,

opposition to the usury laws, more especially as the borrower was
a minor.
It remains to consider whether Bhowanee Kishwur has, since
attaining majority, rendered the bond binding on him by the pay
ment of money in liquidation of
or any other act of acknowledg
ment.
The entries of payment on the reverse of the bond are not
of this description
in fact they are not acts of Bhowanee Kishwur
at all, nor proof of any such acts. It seems that the plaintiffs
held from him
farm, and the payments entered on the back of
the bond are of sums realized by the plaintiffs from the farm, and
due as rent from them to Bhowanee Kishwur.
These they have
not paid to Bhowanee Kishwur, but to themselves on Bhowanee
Kishwur’s account, crediting the same to Bhowanee Kishwur on
the back of the bond.
There
no authority from Bhowanee
Kishwur empowering them to do this. In fact, there
not
word in the instalment bond shewing any connection of the bond
with the farm these entries are therefore no acknowledgment on
the part of Bhowanee Kishwur.
On the whole, the transaction as
of very suspicious nature: they have sup
regards the plaintiffs
minor under the tutelage of the
plied money at various times to
court of wards, not for his maintenance as an allowance for this
not possible
made by the court.
From the record
purpose
to discover in what sums, and when this money was lent. In doing
this the plaintiffs knew that they had no legal claim, and were con
scious of the risk they ran:
therefore no hardship on them to
It also observable, that they have waited till
reject their claim.
the death of the borrower before bringing forward their claim.
con
sider the bond invalid, with reference to the minority of the person
ﬁnd no act of
and to the nature of its contents; and
executing
Bhowanee Kishwur, since his attaining majority, such as to amount
The principal sudder
to an acknowledgment of the transaction.
therefore aﬁirmed.
Costs
ameen’s order, dismissing the claim,

(407)
Tun 4'rn MAY 1848.
_

PRESENT:

E. CURRIE, Eso-,
EXERCISING run row!-ms or
CASE No. 391 or 1847.
Re_quIa1'

A

Junos.

Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Amcen of Zillah Rajshahye, May 31st, 1847.

PROSONATH RAEE, APPELLANT, (PLAINTlFF,)
versus

SIIUNKUREE DASSEE

AND

ornnns, RESPONDENTS,

(DEFENDAN'l‘8.)

qf Appellant—Gholam Sufdur.
Wukeels qf Resp0ndenls——Pursun Komar T/takur,
G. Waller, and Ameer Ali.
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PVukeel

J.

Surr laid at rupees 14,955-5-5, to annul the putnee tenure of
Madhoburrea and others, and recover mesne proﬁts for 1236 B. S.
Plaintiff is the adopted son of Prannath Raee, the husband of
the defendant, Shunkuree Dassee, who died in 1235 B. S.
In 1236,
his estate was taken under the management of the court of wards,
and so continued till plaintiff attained his majority in I25].
Plaintiff alleges that after the death of his adoptive father, and
when the estate was about to be taken charge of by the court of
wards, the defendant, Shunkuree Dassee, gave a putnee of certain
villages, benamee, to one- Rughonath Manee; herself retaining
He therefore sues her, together with the heirs
possession of them.
' of Rughonath Manee, the collector as agent of the court of wards,
and Hurrischundur Shah Chowdhree, the present possessor of the
putnee, who purchased it at auction sale in September l84l, for
annulment of the tenure, and recovery of the difference between the
mofussil collections and the putnee rents from the date when the
property was taken under the management of the court of wards.
It appears that Rughonath Manee was the natural father of the
plaintiff; and it is stated on the part of the defendant, Harris
chundur, that the putnee (the pottah for which bears date in 1234,
the time of the adoption,) was granted by Prannath in considera
tion of that arrangement, and as a provision for the father of the
adopted child.
This is likely enough; while the statement of the plaintilf is in
the highest degree improbable.
It is hardly to be supposed that
Rughouath Manee would have conspired with the widow of the
deceased zemindar to defraud his own son, and that not for his own
but for the widow’s beneﬁt. It is shewn, that when the estate was
taken under the court of wards, he attended before the collector

( 408

)

with the title deeds of his putnee; and 13 years after appealed
to the commissioner against its sale.
It is also in evidence, that
possession
Shunkuree Dassee did retain
of some portions of the
property, both real and personal, and on applications made by the
guardian to the collector was compelled to surrender them.
It
cannot be doubted that if she had fraudulently kept possession of
those villages, a similar application would have been made regard
ing them. On these grounds, added to the direct evidence of the
grant adduced by the defendant, Hurrischundur, the principal
sudder ameen dismissed the suit. Considering his decision to be
entirely in accordance with the facts and probabilities of the case,
affirm
and dismiss the appeal with
costs against the
appellant.
all

•

it,

I

W.

B.

THE 4TH MAY
PRESENT:

1848.

JACKSON, Esq.,

CASE No. 234 of
Ameen

1847.
by

decision passed

ofa

Regular Appeal from

Principal Sudder

the

Dacca, March 10th, 1847.

RAMPURSHAD JEMADAR, APPELLANT,
wiTH ANoTHER,)

(DEFENDANT,

.

tersus
A

PAUPER, RESPONDENT,
MUSST. JUMOONA, widow,
(PLAINTIFF.)
Wukeel

Appellant—Bunsee

of of

Wukeel

Respondent—Gopal

Buddun

Mitr.

Kishen.

CLAIM rupees 7,586, principal and interest,

he

on

a

of

by

of

of

in

to

of

of

of on

by

a

of

in

to

on

In

of

on

jewels
account
property,
and other
due from defendant.
this case evidence was filed before the principal sudder
ameen
both parts; and,
the 10th March 1847,
recorded
his decision
Persian
the following effect:—
“It appears, after due consideration, that the plaintiff’s claim
against the defendant, Gokulchundur, will not stand; and although
from the evidence
the plaintiff’s witnesses, strong presumption
defendant,
Rampurshad,
power
arises that the other
means
surrep
attorney (mookhtarmameh)
part
plaintiff,
the
has
titiously obtained possession
much property left
Kulundur
Singh and devised
plaintiff, still,
consequence
the sex and
ignorance
the plaintiff and the sharp practice
the defendant,

of
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TEMPORARY JUDGE.

(499)

.

the claim of plaintilf and the fact of surreptitiously taking posses
sion on the part of defendant, is not so established as to justify a
decree in plaintiﬁ"s favor; but, from the depositions of Moonshee
Gholam Russool, wukeel, and of uswunt Shah, witnesses of plain
tiff, and especially from the statements of the parties themselves,
it appears that through the said Gholam Russool a discussion took
place between the parties, with a view to an adjustment in this
manner,—that the defendant, Rampurshad, should pay rupees 425
to plaintiff, and plaintiff should withdraw her action.
That de
fendant did accordingly pay rupees 425 to Gholam Russool as a
deposit on this condition, that, after the action had been with
drawn, he should pay it to plaintiff; that Gholam Russool accord
ingly did ﬁle a petition withdrawing the suit and a deed of quit
tance, and alleged that the plaintiff had signed them.
These two
papers were presented before the late principal sudder ameen, but
were not ﬁled on account of an objection, with reference to the
costs due to Government.
The money and the two papers are
still with Moonshee Gholam Russool. Under these circumstan
ces, it is proper that Gholam Russool pay the money (rupees 425)
to plaintiff, and that the defendant, Rampurshad, pay the costs of
Ordered ac
plaintiﬂ’: the defendants will pay their own costs.
'

cordingly.’
From this award the defendant appeals;

and the plaintiff, in her
answer, also expresses some dissatisfaction with it.
It appears that plaintiff became entitled to certain property on
the death of Kulundur Singh.
Being unable to manage her affairs
herself, she gave a general power of attorney to the defendant,
Rampurshad, to look after and realize this property, which he did,
but did not account for it to the plaintiff. The present suit is brought
against the defendant to force him to account for that property.
The case, however, was adjusted between the parties before the
principal sudder ameen,—rupees 425 being lodged with a third
person, and made payable to plaintiff on her withdrawing her
action.
She accordingly did present a petition withdrawing her
action, but the late principal sudder ameen made some objections
to
and would not ﬁle it. The present principal sudder ameen
has very properly caused
the basis of
to be ﬁled, and makes
his decision.
The appellant’s objection now is, to the award of
costs against him.
see no reason to doubt the propriety of this
order; the conduct of the defendant in refusing to account for his
receipts to his employer admits of no defence. The adjustment
between the parties contained no mention of costs; the court is,
therefore, at liberty to lay them on the party in the wrong, viz.
the defendant.
aﬂirm the principal sudder ameen’s decision the
whole of the costs of appeal to be paid by the defendant, Ram
purshad.
a

it

;

I

I

it

it,
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)

THE 4TH MAY
PRESENT

J.

1848.
:

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

PETITION No. 817

1847.

OF

of the petition of Durp Raee, filed in this
1847, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of the principal assistant commis
sioner of Durung in Assam, under date the 4th September 1847;
reversing that of the moonsiff of Durung, under date 15th Decem
ber 1846, in the case of the petitioner, plaintiff, versus Mohaja
Bibi and others, defendants.
It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds.
The plaintiff sued to recover the value of certain jewels given to
a woman preliminary to a marriage with her, after the receipt of
which she joined herself to another man; and obtained a partial
verdict in his favor from the moonsiff.
The principal assistant reversed the decision of the moonsiff, on
the ground that jewels once given to a woman become her stridhun,

IN the matter

de

be

2,

be

to

•
to

9,

2,

I

to

of

is

in

as

its

and are not recoverable by suit at law.
The plaintiff states in his petition to the Court, that the decision
of the principal assistant is contrary to the constant practice of the
provinces of Assam.
Evidence as to the practice, if necessary,
should have been taken, and the case should not have been decided
upon a mere point of Hindu law, without
being recorded that the
governing such cases.
Hindu law generally recognized
Assam
Considering the decree
the principal assistant
incom
plete,
remand the case
the principal assistant under Clause
Regulation
1831,
novo, with reference
Section
tried
the foregoing remarks.
to

1848.

F.

A.

J.

:

THE 4TH MAY
PRESENT

HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

IN

PETITION NO. 83

OF 1848.

of

in

of

of

of

A.

of

a

in

of

on

of

the matter
the petition
Domun Shah, filed
this
the 27th March 1848, praying for the admission
special appeal from the decision
Smelt, judge
Mr.
East
Burdwan, under date the 30th December 1847; affirming that
Burdwan, under date 17th November 1846,
the moonsiff
the
Thomick,
Shah,
plalntiff,
case
Domun
versus Mrs.
defendant.

Court

of
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Court on the 25th November

4ll

(

)

It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds.
This case was remanded to the judge, on the 15th July 1847,
as per proceeding of this Court to the following effect:—
“The plaintiff sued to compel the defendant to open a drain and
pathway from his house, which she had closed. The moonsiff and
judge decided against him. The latter authority thus records
his opinion.
‘The moonsiff having proceeded in person to examine into
the merits of the case, gave his judgment against the plaintiff.
It appears from the proceedings held before the moonsiff
that the drain and pathway were entirely of a private charac
ter, and both were a nuisance to the (defendant) respondent.
A
drain and pathway had existed no doubt; but as they were not
of right, but by sufferance, and now being a great inconvenience
to the defendant, she had stopped them.
see no reason what
ever to interfere with the moonsiff’s decision, and uphold
dis
missing the appeal with costs.”
incomplete.
stop
“The judge's decree
The right
drain
pathway
very
clearly
out,
and
must
made
ere
can
admit
appears incidentally
ted. Now,
the proceedings, that the de
proprietress
fendant has become
the property near the drain
pathway
date,
and
recent
and the judge himself says
drain
and pathway had existed
doubt.”
The period for which the
existence, and the exact date
drain and pathway have been
the defendant’s entering upon possession
the property, are
essential
the right determination
this case.
Both
these are
wanting
the judge’s decree.”
The judge has again decided the case, and the following
his
decree:—
‘This case was disposed
me
the 18th March last, but
enquiry
returned for further
under the orders
the Sudder De
Having repaired
wanny Adawlut dated the 15th July 1847.
the
spot
person
the 7th December,
can see
reason what
question
ever
differ from my former decision. The drain
perfect nuisance
the defendant (respondent) who purchased
the ground upwards
ten years ago; for
allows the appellant
rid his premises
the filth and dirt therein through this
drain into the respondent’s compound. The pathway has been
shut
for some years, and has not been used for long time, and
the drain has existed for several years. Both must
most annoying
respondent;
confirming
the
and
have
hesitation
the
moonsiff’s decision and dismissing the appeal.”
unsatisfactory
The judge’s last decision
his first.
He
was told
ascertain the period for which the drain and pathway
existence, and the exact date
have been
the defendant’s
a

be

of in

it

be

“a

it

in

it

of to
of
all

in be

as

as

of

in

to

is

I

no

a

up

is

no

I

on

to

of

on

by

of

is

of

of

of

in

of

no

a

at

in to

to in

a

to

to
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it,

I

(412)
He now says ‘the
entering upon possession of the property.
pathway has been shut up for some years, and has not been used
for a long time, and the drain has existed for several years.’ Here
is nothing precise; and as for the date of the defendant’s entering
upon possession of the property, it is not so much as alluded to.
I admit the appeal, and remand the case, in order that the
orders of this Court may be fully carried out.

iii.

Tns

4'rn

MAY 1848.

Pnssrmr:

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY

Jonas.
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PETITION No. 86 or 1848.

IN the matter of the petition of Mohunt Rampurshad Gosain,
ﬁled in this Court on the 28th March I848, praying for the admis
sion of a special appeal from the decision of the principal sudder
ameen of Purneah, under date the 6th January I848; reversing
that of the moonsiff of Purneah, under date 13th March 1847, in
the case of Hurdenath Misr, plaintiff, versus Mohunt Rampurshad
Gosain, defendant.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds.
This was an action to recover a sum of money on a bond, to
which the defendant pleaded an evasion by the plaintiff of the
interest laws, by deductions from the principal and by charging
usurious interest.
The moonsitf, considering the evasion proved, dismissed the
claim.
In appeal the principal sudder ameen reversed the decree of the
moonsiﬂ', observing that the bond did not show any attempt at an
evasion of the interest laws.
He takes little or no notice of the
evidence of the witnesses, who, it appears from the moonsiﬂ"s
decree, were the writers of, and subscribing witnesses to the bond.
His rejection of this evidence must be accounted for. I admit the
appeal, as the case, judging from the principal udder ameen’s
decree, has been decided without any suﬂicient investigation of
The principal sudder ameen will try it de navo. He
its merits.
will record whether the witnesses examined attested the bond or
not; he will state the substance of their evidence, and give his
reasons for admitting or rejecting it.‘

(

413

)

THE 4TH MAY

1848.

PRESENT:

J. A. F.

HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

PETITION No.

221 OF 1846.
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IN the matter of the petition of Rampurshad Chowdhree, filed
in this Court on the 9th May 1846, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of Niamut Ali Khan, principal
1846;
sudder ameen of Tirhoot, under date the 5th February
affirming that of Muneerooddeen Hosein, moonsiff of Mahowa,
under date 13th June 1845, in the case of Sheikh Tegh Ali, plain
tiff, versus Rampurshad Chowdhree, defendant.
It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds.
This was an action instituted by the plaintiff to obtain redemp
tion of a mortgage, on the ground that the mortgage bond was
executed by the father of the plaintiff during the minority of the
latter, the property having descended to him through his mother.
The defendant pleaded the perfect legality of the transaction
under the circumstances of the case.
The moonsiff gave judgment for the plaintiff, and his decision
was confirmed in appeal by the principal sudder ameen, on the
ground that a guardian is incompetent, under any circumstances, to
alienate the immovable property of his ward.
This is a question of Mahomedan law, which should have been
referred to the law officer, the more especially as Macnaghten lays
it down in his work on Mahomedan law (pages 63 and 64,) that a
guardian may sell the immovable property of his ward under cer
tain circumstances.
admit the appeal, and remand the case to the principal sudder
ameen.
He will submit the question for the consideration of the
zillah law officer; and, should his opinion be in favor of the
guardian’s power to sell, he will then take into consideration
whether, under the circumstances, the conditional sale was justi
fiable, stating his reasons fully for the decision at which he may
arrive.

I

(414)
Tns

5'rn

MAY l848.

Passnm‘:

J.

A. F. HAWKINS,

Esa.,

Tsmeonaav Jones.

Psririox

No. 794 or 1847.
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IN the matter of the petition of Mogul Chand Baroa, ﬁled in this
Court on the 27th December 1847, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of Ashruf Ali Khan, principal
sudder ameen of Chittagong, under date the 14th September 1847;
altering that of the moonsiff of Israpore, under date 7th November
1846, in the case of Mogul Chand Baroa, plaintiff, versus Mohom

mud Ameen and others, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
,
following grounds.
The plaintiff sued to recover possession of certain lands, which
he held at an annual rent of 24 rupees, as perasolelmameh, or deed
of compromise executed between the same parties, and a decree of
court by which that deed was upheld; alleging that the talookdar
(defendant) had since then, and without his consent, entered into
fresh engagements for the greater part of the lands with his
(plaintili’s) son, by which he was ejected.
The moonsiff gave judgment for the plaintiff, taking as the basis
of his decision the solelmameh abovementioned, and making local
enquiries to ascertain the extent of the land in plaintiﬂ"s posses
sion, and the extent to which he was entitled to recover possession.
The principal sudder ameen modiﬁes the decree of the moonsiff,
observing that while the solehnameh is speciﬁc as to the extent of
one kind of land, it is not speciﬁc as to the rest, that is the waste
and beeta land.
He takes into account the quantity in the posses
sion of the plaintiff and his son, and ﬁnding that to be something
deﬁcient from the quantity speciﬁcally mentioned in the solehnameh,
he makes up that quantity by decreeing the deﬁciency.
The
principal sudder ameen has omitted to notice the allegation of the
the plaintiff, that by the fresh engagement with his son, against his
consent, the solehnameh and former decree of court have been
As the
superseded, and that he has been ejected in consequence.
plaintiff‘ made his son a party to the suit, this point should have
been investigated.
accordingly admit the appeal, and remand the
case, in order that the principal sudder ameen may consider the
above point, decide whether the fresh engagement can stand; and,
if it be held that it cannot, then proceed to state the extent and
kinds of land of which the plaintiff‘ is entitled to obtain possession.

I

(

415

)

THE 6TH MAY

1848.

PRESENT:
C.

TUCKER, Esq.

SIR.

and

R. BARLOW, BART.,
JUDGEs.

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No.

150

of

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Judge of Zillah
Bhagulpore, June 9th, 1845; affirming a decree passed by the
Principal Sudder Ameen of that district, February 28th, 1845.

SITABEE LAL KULLA

??ersus

RAJAH BIDANUND SINGH,

REsponDENT, (PLAINTIFF.)

Wukeel of Appellants—Pursun

Komar Thakur.

Respondent—Defaulting.

This

case was admitted to special appeal, on the 9th February

under the following certificate recorded by Mr. C. Tucker:—
“In this case the plaintiff, purchaser at public sale, sued the
petitioners (defendants,) summarily before the collector, under
Regulation 7, 1799, for balance of rent due on a hustabood, or re
adjustment of assessment by measurement. No notice was served
under Section 9, Regulation 5, 1812, and the suit being further
inadmissible under Section 10, Regulation 8, 1831, it was dismiss
ed by the collector.
The present suit was brought to cancel the
collector’s decision, and the decrees of the lower courts are to that
1847,

effect.

“Special

appeal admitted under the precedent formed in the
and others, versus Rajah Bidanund
Singh, (No. 123 of 1845,) decided on 23d November 1846,
Present: Messrs. Rattray and Tucker, and Sir R. Barlow, (vide
page 391, printed reports for November 1846.)”
Under the circumstances recorded in the certificate, and adher
ing to the precedent quoted therein, we annul the decisions of the
lower courts and decree for the appellants, affirming the summary
decision of the collector, with
costs
the three courts charge
able
the respondent, who did not appear
this Court.
in

all

:k

in

Kallee Purshad Pandy

case

to
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AND OTHERs, APPELLANTs,
(DEFENDANTs,)

(

)
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THE 6TH MAY 1848.
PRESENT:
C. TUCKER, Esq. and
SIR. R.

BARLOW, BART.,
JUDGEs.

J. A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No.

of

151

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Judge of Zillah Bhau
gulpore, June 9th, 1845; affirming a decree passed by the Prin
cipal Sudder Ameen, February 28th, 1845.
SETABEE LAL KULLA AND oth ERs, APPELLANTs,

(DEFENDANTs,)

*ersus
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RAJAH BIDANUND SlNGH,

RESPONDENT,

(PLAINTIFF.)
Appellants—Pursun
Wukeel of
Komar Thakur.
Respondent—Defaulting.

THIs is a suit of precisely the same nature
(No. 150), and the same order is passed.
THE

GTH

MAY

as the

foregoing

1848.

PRESENT:
C. TUCKER, Esq. and
SIR. R. BARLOW, BART.,
JUDGEs.
A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,

J.

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No.

152

of

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Judge of Zillah Bha
gulpore, June 9th, 1845; affirming a decree passed by the Prin
cipal Sudder Ameen of that district, February 28th, 1845.

PIRBHOORAM PANDAY, APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT,)
versus

RAJAH BIDANUND SINGH, Respondent,

(PLAINTIFF.)
Appellant—H.
Wukeel of
P. Marshall.
Respondent-Defaulting.

THIs is

(No.

a suit of precisely the same nature
150), and the same order is passed.

as the preceding

(

)
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THE 6TH MAY

1848.

PRESENT:
C. TUCKER, Esq. and
SIR. R. BARLOW, BART.,
JUDGEs.

J.

A. F.

HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 28 OF

1846.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by H. Swetenham, Esq., Offi
ciating Judge of the 24-Pergunnahs, July 15th, 1844; affirming
a decree passed by the Moonsiff of Sulkea, April 15th, 1844.

BHOLANATH BOSE, APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT, with
RAM DHUN MALICK)
?!e?"Stus

(PLAINTIFFs.)
Chatterjee.
Wukeel of Appellant—Shibnurain
Wukeel of Respondents—Kishen Kishore Ghose.

THIs case was admitted to special appeal, on the 20th January
1846, under the following certificate recorded by Mr. C. Tucker:—

“The defendant, Ram Dhun Malick, attached the property of
the plaintiffs for an alleged balance of rent; and, following up the

same, the property was on the eve of being sold when the plain
tiffs paid in the amount, protesting the demand to be unjust, and
immediately instituted the present suit.
Bholanath Bose was
made a defendant on the ground that he was the instigator of the
whole, and that Ram Dhun Malick was a fictitious person.
‘Ram Dhun Malick however appeared and defended the suit, as
did Bholanath Bose. The moonsiff decreed for plaintiffs double

on

to

in

in

by

in

of

to

I

I

it

I

a

in in

*

I

a

lie

the amount unjustly levied, with costs, against both defendants,
which decision was affirmed by the acting judge.’
“From this decision Bholanath Bose prefers this special appeal,
on the ground that he had nothing to do with the case, and that
against him.
no action could
am not aware that
case of this nature has ever been decided
confess, doubt whether an action would lie
this Court; and,
try that point.”
case, and
such
admit the special appeal
distinctly stated
We find
the decision
the moonsiff,
judge
appeal,
which was affirmed
the
that the participation
proceedings
Bholanath Bose
the
which led
this suit was
fully established, and that the whole case was founded
false
hood, no engagements having ever been entered into between the

of
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MUSST. BHAGABUTTEE AND SHEEBOO, RESPONDENTs,

(

418

)

defendant and either of the plaintiffs.
Under these circumstances,
we are of opinion the action was properly brought, and dismiss
the appeal with costs.

THE 6TH MAY

1848.

PRESENT:
C. TUCKER, Esq. and
SIR. R. BARLOW, BART.,
JUDGEs.

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.
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CASE No.

51

of

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by W. H. Martin, Esq.,
Additional Judge of Zillah Hooghly, December 13th, 1844;
affirming a decree passed by Edward Stirling, Esq., Collector of
that District, August 6th, 1842.

JOYKISHEN MOOKERJEE

JEE,

AND

RAJKISHEN MOOKER

on THE PART of THEIR BROTHER BEJOYKISHEN
MOOKERJEE, A MINoR, APPELLANTs, (PLAINTIFFs)
ten"St/s

MOSAHEB KHAN

AND oth ERs, RESPONDENTs,
(DEFENDANTs.)
Appellants—Ramapurshad
Wukeels of
Raee and Sibnurain

Chal

terjee.

Wukeel of Respondents—Moonshee Uzmutoollah.

THIs

case was admitted to special appeal, on the 28th Novem
1846,
ber
under the following certificate recorded by Messrs. C.
Tucker and
F. M. Reid, and Sir R. Barlow :—
“The petitioners (appellants) sued under Regulation 2, 1819, to
resume 5 biggahs and 3 cottahs of land held by the defendant,
Mosaheb Khan.”
This was ancestorial property; and by a
decree previously passed, in which Mosaheb Khan was plaintiff
versus Buktaour Khan, it was established that Mosaheb Khan
was entitled to only a 1 anna, 12 gundahs’ share of the family
rent free-land, notwithstanding
which the collector and addi
tional judge exempted the entire quantity of lands from assessment.
“Special appeal admitted to try whether the former decree was
not binding on the lower courts, so as to bar Mosaheb Khan's
right to any thing more than his declared share in the family
lakhiraj lands.”

J.

(

)

419

On referring to the petition of plaint, we find that the plaintiffs

sue, not so much to resume, as to recover the disputed land;
alleging that it belongs to their mál property, and is held by the

is it.

defendants without payment

12 of

to

to
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of is

to

to

it

de

be
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to
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to

us
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1

be

a
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by

of it
5 is

12

be in

he

to is

1

of

no

ly

F.

J.

R.

C.

THE 6TH MAY 1848.
PRESENT:
TUCKER, Esq. and
BARLOW, BART.,
SIR.
JUDGEs.
HAWKINS, Esq.,
A.
TEMPORARY JUDGE.
1846.
by

CASE No. 270 of

S.

a

Special Appeal from
Alexander,
decision passed
Mr. W.
Judge
Shahabad, August 26th, 1844; amending
decree
passed
Moulvee Mohummud Hosein, Sudder Ameen, March
14th, 1844.

MR.

a

byof

JAMES TOTH, APPELLANT,

(DEFENDANT, with

others)

2767°88/8

R.

Messrs.

C.

the following certificate recorded
M. Reid, and Sir
Barlow:—

F.

1846, under
Tucker and

by

to

on

T.

C.

TAYLER, ResponDENT, (PLAINTIFF.)
MR.
special appeal,
THIs case was admitted
the 13th June

J.
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of of
6 is

If

to

of

of to

is

by

is

to

to

by

of rent for
The defendants plead that the land
their lakhiraj property,
grants made
covered
their ancestors. The plaintiffs reply
independent of, and additional
that the land now sued for
the land covered
the grants.
The collector and additional judge find that the land sued for
identical with that covered by the grants.
biggahs; and
The ancestrel property amounts
former
Hyder
Khan, the father
decree
court declares the share
only
anna,
Mosaheb Khan, the present defendant,
only
portion
gundahs.
then Moosaheb Khan
entitled
not
anna,
gundahs
exceeding
biggahs,
not easy
con
possession
upwards
biggahs, and the
ceive how
whole
this
covered
the grants; unless, indeed, the
him, which
other share-holders have transferred their shares
shown;
but,
contrary,
appears
where
the
that some
the other share-holders have sold their shares
other parties. As
this inconsistency between the two decrees has not been cleared
incomplete; and we according
up, the investigation appears
judge
may
novo,
remand the case
the zillah
that
tried
with reference
the foregoing remarks.

(

)
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“The plaintiff sued to recover possession of two boats, value 200
rupees, and rupees 505-2-6 damages for the detention thereof by Mr.
Toth. The sudder ameen decreed the restoration of the boats, but
rejected the claim for damages.
The judge confirmed that part of
the decree which awarded the restoration of the boats; and, in part
of the damages claimed by the plaintiff, awarded 200 rupees. As
the judge acknowledges that the plaintiff had adduced no evidence
whatever in support of the amount of damages, and as the sum
awarded is purely arbitrary, the special appeal is admitted to try
the question of the propriety of awarding any damages under such
circumstances, and, if any, to what amount.”
The appellant in this case appointed Meer Buhadur Ali his
wukeel; that individual has resigned his office, and a notice to
that effect was served under Section 18, Regulation 27, 1814, re
quiring the appellant to appear by another pleader. The service
of the notice is dated 31st January last, and the time therefore
allowed by Clause 3 of the above Section expired on the 30th
April. As the appellant has not appeared in any way, we strike
off the case on default.

-

THE 6TH MAY

1848.

PRESENT:

TUCKER, Esq. and
SIR. R. BARLOW, BART.,

C.

JUDGEs.

J. A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No.

454

of

1847.

a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen
of Zillah Hooghly, December 24th, 1845; reversing a
decree passed by the Moonsiff of Keerpoy, September 16th, 1845.

Special Appeal from

PERTABNURAIN RAEE, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
te?"st/s

MUCKOO BIBI

AND

others, ResponDENTs, (DEFENDANTs.)

Wukeel of Appellant-Ramapurshad Raee.
Wukeel of Respondents—Gour Hurree Banerjee.
THIs case was admitted to special appeal, on the 13th July 1847,
under the following certificate recorded by Mr. C. Tucker:
“The petitioner (appellant) who holds a moocurruree jumma
under the defendant, Muckoo Bibi, instituted this suit to set aside
a sale made by the said Muckoo Bibi of his moocurruree, on
account of a balance of rent for the year 1247 B.; the zemindar

(

)

421

having no authority to make such sale, which ought to have been
made by the collector under Clause 7, Section 15, Regulation 7,
1799, and Act 8 of 1835.
‘The moonsiff decreed for the plaintiff; but, on appeal, the prin
cipal sudder ameen reversed his decision and confirmed the sale.
special appeal was admitted by me on the 19th March 1844
in a similar case, which was decided by a full bench on 9th
July 1846, cancelling the sale.
therefore admit the special
appeal in this case also, for the same purpose.”
The sale by the zemindar is palpably illegal; and, adhering to
the precedent quoted in the certificate, we annul the decision of
the principal sudder ameen, and decree for the appellant, can
celling the sale.
Costs in all three courts chargeable to the res

‘A

I

-

pondents.
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THE 6TH MAY

1848.

PRESENT:

R. H. RATTRAY, Esq.,
JUDGE.

CASE No.

275

OF

1847.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Purneah, Rooknoodeen Khan, April 27th, 1847.

BABOO CHINTAMUN

SINGH, BABOO

RAMA SINGH

AND OTHERS, APPELLANTs, (DEFENDANTs,)
??67"Szas

RAJAH BEJYE GOVIND SINGH, RAJAH RAJINDUR
SINGH, NURAIN RAEE, AND OTHERs, RESPONDENTs,
(PLAINTIFFs.)

-

Wukeels of Appellants—J. G. Waller and Gholam Sufdur.
Wukeels

of Respondents—Pursun Komar Thakur and E.

Colebrooke.

THIs suit was instituted by respondents, on the 26th Decem
1844, to recover from appellants possession of the estate of
Holas, and other villages, in virtue of a decree for 2,500 biggahs
of land passed in the zillah court on the 28th July 1801, and affirm
ed in the provincial court of Patna on the 30th August 1802;
and for possession of 7,485 biggahs, 9 biswahs from which respon
dents were ousted in 1212 and have so remained to 1251 Fuslee; with
ber

(422)
mesne proﬁts on the whole of the lands during the period of dis
Estimate (for stamp) Company’s rupees l‘.Z,99,754
possession.
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I3-4.
The decree of 1801 was in favor of Rance Indrawuttee, ancestor
of respondents, against Mohun Singh, father of the two named
The dispossession of 1212
appellants, and relation of the others.
F. was by Mohun Singh, perpetuated to 1251 by appellants.
The principal sudder ameen did not deem these separate claims
to be cognizable by the courts in one and the same suit, and
passed an order of nonsuit ; and against this both parties have
appealed. The plaintiffs pray a judgment in their favor on the
merits of the case; and the defendants seek a ﬁnal dismissal of the
claims preferred, on, amongst other gmunds, the date of the cause
of action in each particular instance, with reference to which they
maintain that neither claim is cognizable under the law of limi
tation.
It is to be regretted that the case cannot be ﬁnally disposed of,
as desired; but under the law and practice of the courts, this is
impossible : and I aﬂirm the order of nonsuit appealed against;
the parties paying their own costs respectively.

._.__

Tm: 8'ru MAY 1848.
PRESENT:
R. H.

RATTRAY

and

A. DICK, ESQRS.,

Juoess,
W. B. JACKSON, Eso.,
TEMPORARY

Jones.

I

CASE No. 220 of 1847.
Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal S-‘udder
Ameen of Tirhoot, Niamut Ali Khan, February 3d, 1847.

GOVERNMENT, APPsLr..A.\"r,'_(DEFENnAN'r,)
versus

MUSST. IMAMBANDEE,

RESPONDENT,

(PLAm'rn=r.)

of Appellant—-Pursun Komar Thakur.
Wukeel qf Respondent-Amee-r Ali.

Wukeel

Tns

suit out of which this appeal arose was instituted by res
It was against Musst. Bur
pondent on the 9th December 1843.
kut-o-mssa; and
claim was for possession of certain lands, with
the
mesne proﬁts, estimated at 23,30,468 rupees.

(423)
By a supplementary plaint, Government was made a defendant
in the case ; but, on an explanatory answer being ﬁled, the plaint
was withdrawn, and Government had no further connexion with
the proceedings.
The principal sudder ameen charges plaintiff in the case with
half the full costs due to the Government wukeel; but, in the
account appended to his decision, he makes the remaining moiety
payable by Government, and it is against this order that the present
a
al has been preferred.
%e are of opinion that the whole of the costs of court on the
part of Government, viz. 2 rupees, should be paid by the plaintiff.
Of the fees of the Go-vernment wukeel, we think that the half
(500 rupees) of the full legal fees of 1,000 rupees, declared by the
principal sudder ameen to be payable by the plaintiff, is all that
the Government wukeel is entitled to receive; and we order that
the plaintiff pay rupees 502 as costs on the part of Government.
The remaining 500 rupees are not claimable, or due, by either party.
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‘M1

Tma 8'rn

J.

»l\I.~n' 1848.

Pnnsswr

~

:

A. F. HAWKINS,

Eso.,

TEMPORARY
PETITION No.

8'/'

Jones.

or I848.

In the matter of the petition of Hurdoorga Chowdhrain, ﬁled in
this Court on the 28th March l848, praying for the admission of
a special appeal from the decision of Syud Abas Ali Khan, prin
cipal sudder ameen of Dacca, under date the 29th December
1847; modifying that of the moonsiff of Nusragunge under date
30th December I844, in the case of Byjenath Bhoomik and others,
plaintiffs, versus the petitioner and others, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds.
The plaintiffs sued to obtain redemption of their estate, alleged
to have been mortgaged to the defendants, the loan having been
paid off.
The defendants admitted that the property was at ﬁrst condi
tionally sold to them by the plaintiff’s ancestor; but that, on their
17,
serving the notice prescribed by Section 8, Regulation
I806, Musst. Jymunnee, the widow of the mortgager, absolutely
transferred the property to them, and gave them possession.
The lower courts both rejected the plea of absolute conveyance.
The lnoonsiff gave judgment for the plaintiffs, directing that they
were to obtain possession on the small balance, which he still con
sidered to be due, being paid off by the usufruct.
*

(424)
The principal sudder ameen says, it is not clear whether Musst.
Jyemunnee, when she made over possession, was, or was not, a
minor, and records his opinion that this point should have been
He however makes no enquiry; but coming to
enquired into.
the conclusion that the mortgagees had improperly obtained pos
session, passes a decree in favor of the plaintiffs, awarding pos

I consider this decree to be incomplete.
session to them at once.
The principal sudder ameen should have gone fully into the cir
cumstances under which the mortgagees came into possession,
admit the appeal; and remand the
ere he passed such an order.
case, in order that the principal sudder ameen
may enquire into
the point raised by himself, and also into the other circumstances
under which the mortgagees obtained possession of the property.
Having made this enquiry, he will then record his opinion as to
whether that possession can be maintained, or not ; and decide the
case accordingly.

I

clb

Tns Sru MAY
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Pmass.1\"r

1848.
:

J. A. F. HAWKINS, Esq-,
Tsmronaar Jones.
PETITION No.

91 OF 1848.

IN the matter of the petition of Prankishen Mookerjee, ﬁled
in this Court on the 29th March I848, praying for the admission
of a special appeal from the decision R. Torrens Esq., judge of
24-Pergunnahs, under date 31st December 1847; modifying that
of the principal sudder ameen of 24-Pergunnahs under date l'2th
December I846, in the case of Ishnr Chundur Das and others,
plaintiffs, versus the petitioner and others, defendants.

It

is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the

following grounds.
The particulars of this case are given at page 24] of the decisions
of the judge of zillah 24-Pergunnahs, during the year 1847.
The present is no appeal upon the merit of the case; but the
petitioner complains that though exempted from all liability in
regard to the claims of the plaintiﬁs, he has been ordered by the
zillah judge to pay his own costs, which he contends should, under
the circumstances of the case, have been charged to the plaintiffs.
As the judge’s decree contains no reason for saddling the peti
tioner with his costs, I admit the appeal. The judge, if he still
considers the petitioner liable for the costs charged to him, will
state his reasons for the same, in order that this Court may,
in the event of another application to it, have the grounds of his
order before it. This order affects no other part of the judge’s
decree,

than that respecting the costs charged to the petitioner.

(

425

)

THE 9TH MAY
PRESENT:

1848.

W. B. JACKSON, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No.
Regular

R. H.

106 OF

1847.

Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of 24-Pergunnahs, December 5th, 1846.

SCANLAN

AND ANoTHER,

APPELLANTs, (DEFENDANTs,)

twersus

THE SALTAGENT of THE 24-PERGUNNAHS, ResponDENT,
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(PLAINTIFF,)

Wukeel

of Appellants—A. Imlach.

Wukeel

of

Respondents—Pursun

Komar Thakur.

CLAIM rupees 6,960, on account of advances for supply of salt.
The salt agent claimed the sum mentioned from the defendants,
on account of money actually advanced to the defendants, on
receiving
which they agreed by written contract to supply
16,000 maunds of salt.
The sum advanced was rupees...... 6,7
The value of the salt supplied 638} maunds, with
expenses of transfer, was ......................................
507

Remainder,......................................................
Add interest,

...................................................

Total due from defendants,

..................... Rs.

6,243
717
6,960

The defendants admitted the receipt of the advance and the
contract to supply salt (in fact the receipt and the written con
tract are on the record); but alleged that the salt which they were
to supply was to be manufactured in the Anundpore grant, in the
That this grant contained 31,000 biggahs of land;
Sunderbuns.
and that they had been dispossessed of 1,454 biggahs of this land
by certain molungees.
That they considered themselves entitled
to set off the losses which had ensued from this dispossession,
against the sum due to Government on account of the advances.
On the 5th December 1846, the principal sudder ameen gave an
award in favor of the plaintiff, observing that the dispossession by
the molungees had nothing whatever to do with the contract with
the Government.
From this award the defendants appeal.
This is an action on a simple contract, to supply salt in con
The terms of the
sideration of advances made in money.
contract do not specify that the salt is to be manufactured
The circumstance of the defendants having
in Anundpore grant.

(426)
cannot, therefore,
deprived of a portion of the grant,
In the l lth Clause of that document,
vitiate the contract.
ﬁnd the defendants agree ‘to refund all the money received in
advance, for which they do not deliver an equivalent in salt, one
The
month after the close of the manufacture of the year 1250.’
claim of the salt agent is therefore strictly in accordance with the
The defence and appeal of the defendants
terms of the contract.
There is
appear to be of a most litigious and unfounded nature.
no proof that they have been deprived of any portion of the grant;
nor if they were, that they were so deprived by the Government ;
and even if the contract were vitiated, the money advanced must
be returned. But these defendants maintain their right to retain the
money advanced to them, notwithstanding they have not supplied
the salt, a plea which is perfectly preposterous.
been

I

ORDERED,
That the decision of the principal sudder ameen

costs gainst appellant.

alﬁrmed:

-1}
Tns
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be

C.

MAY 1848.
Passmw:

9TH

TUCKER,
I"

PETITION No.

ESQ.,

Junos.
103

or I848.

IN the matter of the petition of Shamanund Dey, ﬁled in this
Court on the 6th April l848, praying for the admission of a spe
cial appeal from the decision of the principal sudder ameen of
zillah Cuttack, under date the 2lst December I847; reversing
that of the sudder ameen of Balasore, under date 22d June 1846,
in the case of Shamanund Dey, plaintiff, versus Bipperchurn Bug
doee and others, defendants.
The petitioner sued for some alluvial land,

which had formed
and joined itself to his estate. The defendant claimed the land
as appertaining to his estate.
The sudder ameen went to the spot; and, ﬁnding the plaintiﬁ"s
On appeal, the
statement to be correct, decreed in his favor.
principal sudder ameen deputed an ameen to make a map of the
According to this map,
disputed land, and surrounding country.
the disputed land adjoins the petitioner’s village Irrum,——-the defen
dants’ estate being situated south thereof, and having a portion of
But the principal sudder
the said alluvial land in front thereof.
ameen makes no mention of this map in his decision ;_ and though
admitting that the disputed land partially bounds the plaintiﬁ"s
village of Irrum, he dismisses his claim, asserting the defendants’
This again is opposed to the
estates to lie west of the plaintiff ’s.
map ﬁled; and, even were it true, would not affect the present

(
case.

427

)

The river runs north and south: the alluvial land is on the

east bank; and both plaintiff’s and defendants’ estates also on the
east bank, the defendants’ lying south of the plaintiffs.
It is obvious the case has been very superficially investigated
by the principal sudder ameen.
therefore admit the special
appeal, and remand the proceedings for further consideration.

I

--

The principal sudder ameen will, if he reject the map prepared
by the ameen and filed in the case, record his reasons for so doing.

THE 9TH MAY 1848.
PRESENT :
A. DICK, Esq.,
JUDGE.

CASE NO. 289

OF 1844.

Regular Appeals from the decision of the Principal
of Zillah Rajshahye, Abdool Ali.

Sudder

Ameen
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HOOKUM CHUND BEYHANEE, APPELLANT,
(DEFENDANT,).
??e?"st/S

MESSRS, FRENCH, HODGES AND Co., ResponDENTs,
(PLAINTIFFs,)

Wukeel of Appellant—Sree Ram Raee.
Wukeel of Respondents—A. Imlach.
APPEAL laid at 437 Company’s rupees, 12 annas costs of suit
decreed against appellant liberated from claim.

CASE NO. 290

OF 1844.

GUNESH PURSHAD BEYHANEE, APPELLANT, (DEFEN
DANT,)

7269'87/8

MESSRS.

FRENCH, HODGES

AND

Co.,

RESPONDENTs,

(PLAINTIFFs,)

Wukeel of Appellant—Sree Ram Raee.
Wukeel of Respondents-A. Imlach.

SUIT laid at 14,077 Company’s rupees, 9 annas, 2 pie, on ac
count of balance due as per hath khala, or banker’s cheque book.
Both these appeals are from the same decision, which decreed
the claim of 14,077 Company’s rupees, 9 annas, 2 pie, preferred by
Messrs. French, Hodges and Co., against the banking house of the
appellant, Gunesh Purshad Beyhanee, a minor, in the name of his
guardians; liberating the appellant, Hookum Chund, from the claim,
but saddling him with his costs.

(428)
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The claim rested on the allegation, that one Poorun Mull, to
gether with Gunga Purshad Beyhanee and Rughonath, defendants,
were three guardians of the minor, Gunesh Purshad, and conduct
ed, each, one of his three banking establishments, or houses of
That Poorun Mull conducted that at Sahibgunge, with
business.
which plaintiffs had money transactions; that by the hath khata
ﬁled, duly balanced and signed by Poorun Mull, the sum claimed
was due to plaintiffs ; that Poorun Mull had died, and that since
then the other two guardians managed the establishment at Sahib
gunge, and consequently were liable.
The defence rested on the plea, that the signature of one guar
dian was insuﬁicient to render the minor liable ; and denied the
monied transactions altogether, on account of the minor.
There is no proof on record that Poorun Mull was legally ap
pointed the guardian of the minor; nor, indeed, that the other
two named were legally appointed guardians, for a mere compro
mise between them and a gomashtah, or agent, of the minor’s
father, cannot render the minor liable for their acts; although on
such a compromise (solehnameh) a suit between the alleged guar
dians and the gomashtah may be decided in a court of justice,
because it may be a collusive suit for the purpose of obtaining
But if it be proved that the three were legally
such a decision.
the guardians of the minor, there is no proof ﬁled that they each,
separately, manage three distinct houses and Poorun Mull alone
Further, there is no proof adduced by plain
that at Sahibgunge.
tiffs, that they deposited cash or gave drafts on Calcutta to the
Sahibgunge house of the minor, save the hath Irhata ﬁled, which
too has not been pro,ved by the oﬂicial writer of the Irothee, or
house.
The two cases are therefore remanded for proofs on the several
points above indicated to be required from plaintiffs, and in refu
tation thereof evidence from defendants ; and then decision to be

P assed.

With respect to the appeal No. 289, the judge will award the
costs of the party liberated to be paid by the party who may have
wantonly forced the other into court.

\

(

THE

429

10TH

)

May

PRESENT

1848.
:

R. H. RATTRAY, Esq.,
JUDGE.

CASE No.
Regular
Ameen

of

490

1847.

Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
of Bhaugulpore, Moazum Hussun Khan, June 9th, 1847.

BYRUM SINGH, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
Qersus

SHEO SUHAEE SINGH, TEK NURAIN SINGH, RADHA

SINGH,

AND

MUHARAJ SINGH,

RESPONDENTs,

Wuheels

of Appellant—Pursun Komar Thakur and Bunsee
buddun Mitr.

Wukeels

of Respondents—None, and

not present in person.

This suit was instituted by appellant, on the 26th May 1846,
to recover from respondents possession of two-thirds of mouzah
Hurreehur—Bikrampore, with mesne profits from 1242 to 1253.
Fuslee: estimate (for stamp) Company’s rupees 19,284-3-6.
The following table shows the relationship between the parties
to the

suit:

Bussawun Singh.

|

|

|

Byrum Singh.

Bhyroo Singh.

Deft.

Gungaram Singh.

Tek Nurain Singh.
Deft.

!

...

Plff.

|

|

Sheo Suhaee Singh.

Radha Singh.
Deft.

Muharaj Singh.
Deft.

to

by

of in

as

of

in

of

a

On the 30th September 1833,
decree was passed against
Byrum Singh
Gungaram Singh, and the three sons
favor
Bhyroo Singh
which, amongst other
the zillah court,
lands, two-thirds
Hurreehur—Bikrampore
were adjudged
the latter,
descendants
and heirs
the common ancestor,
Hurpore, Hingoo and other villages, portions
Bussawun Singh.
of
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(DEFENDANTs.)

(

)
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had been claimed, were excepted, and maintained as the
sole property of Byrum Singh on the ground of his having become
possessed of them subsequently to the year 1235 F., when he
joint interests and responsibi
separated from his family, and
lities ceased between them.

all

of which

On the 5th April
Sudder Court: the

or

of

on

a

10TH

MAY

all

as

by

-

it;

I

THE

1848.

A.

PRESENT:

DICK, Esq.
JUDGE.

F.

A.

J.

W. B. JACKSON and

HAWKINS,

Esq.Rs.,

TEMPORARY JUDGEs.
21

OF

1845.
by

CASE No.
of

a

Regular Appeal from
decision passed
the Principal Sudder
Ameen
Zillah Rungpore, Oopundur Chundur Nyaruttun.

RAM MUNEE DASEE, APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT,)
wers?us

RAS MOHUN DAS CHOWDHREE, ResponDENT,
(PLAINTIFF.)

Respondent–Ramapurshad

Raee.

to

a

to

of

6

a

6

at

8,478 rupees,
pie
annas,
annul
deed
defendant, and declare valid
plaintiff,
deed
sale

SUIT laid
sale

Ram Raee.

in of

Wukeel

Appellant—Sree

of of

Wukeel

to
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to

3,

of

of

as

of

of

of

of

to

on

in

it

in

1835, the above judgment was affirmed
the
nothing
decree had already been executed;
oversight;
had been urged impugning
the score
mistake
when,
1846, eleven years after the appeal decision, this action
was brought
recover Hurreehur—Bikrampore,
the plea
por
(before rejected)
there being proof
its having formed
tion
those lands which were specially excepted from the decrees
having been obtained
Byrum Singh after
1833 and 1835,
year
separation
the
above mentioned (1235 F.)
groundless
The principal sudder ameen dismissed the claim
vexatious,
plaintiff
Regula
12,
and
and fined the
(under Section
tion
1793) for bringing
and
affirm the decision with
appellant.
costs chargeable

._-_~_

,%

—

-~

—
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which the property of the former is included ; and to put plaintiff
into possession accordingly.
The property in dispute consists of certain rent-free dewuttur
He sold a portion of it
lands, which belonged to one Ramkanth.
on
the 26th Poos I245 B. ZE.,
to appellant for999 Compa.ny’s rupees
and put her into possession of her purchase, except a small portion.
She therefore sued him; and, being uonsuited before the principal
sudder ameen, appealed to the judge.
During the pending of the
for
the
ﬁrst
time and objected, claim
appeal, respondent appeared
and
on
the
whole of the dewuttur
alleging possession
ing right
lands, in virtue of a deed of sale from the said Ramkanth for 4,419
Company’s rupees, ll annas, dated 24th Magk 1245 B. ZE., and
registered lst Phalgoon 1245 B. 1E., or 1 lth February I839.
As he had not objected in the court of ﬁrst instance, he was
referred to a regular suit. The appellant’s claim was investigated,

and a decree passed in her favor, and possession on the small por
The respondent therefore instituted
tion of her purchase given.
this suit, simply to annul appellant’s deed of purchase, and declare
his own valid ; laying his suit at 3,978 Sicca rupees, or 4,239 Com
of
pany’s rupees, 3 annas, 3 pie, eighteen times the annual rental
'
appellant’s purchase.
In a supplemental plaint, he laid his suit at 8,478 Company’s
rupees, eighteen times the annual rental of his own purchase; and
prayed to be put into possession of his purchase, as well as to
annul appellant’s purchase, and declare valid his own.
The principal sudder ameen, for reasons set forth in his decision,
not only annulled appellant’s purchase and declared valid respon
dent’s, but ordered possession on the whole of the two purchases
to be given to respondent.
The plaintiff, in his plaint, throughout asserts his possession on
the whole of his purchase, from the time of purchase; and urges
it as a conclusive argument of the ﬁctitious purchase of defendant,
which he prays may be declared null and void. Therefore, his
supplemental plaint, praying for possession of his purchase, is no
rectiﬁcation of an error, but a new subject of suit in utter con
tradiction of the whole tenor of his original plaint.
The principal sudder ameen ought forthwith to have uonsuited

him.
The decision of the principal sudder ameen is reversed, and the
claim of plaintiff is nonsuited.
Costs of both courts in full award
ed against plaintiff (respondcnt.)

4'

(

Tun:

432

)

llTn MAY

I848.

PRESENT:
C.

TUCKER,

EsQ.,

J unos.

W. B. JACKSON

and

J. A. F. HAWKINS,

ESQRs.,

Tsmromuw Juncss.
CASE N0. I03 or 1839.
Review of judginenl passed in the above case of regular appeal,
favor of Respondent, by Messrs. Tucker, Reid and Jackszm.

Ma.

J.

P. WISE, (APPELLANT,)

in

PLAINTIFF,

versus

RAJKISHEN CHUCKERBUTTEE,
DEFENDANT.

(RESPONDEN'l‘,)
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Wukeel of Appellanl—Amecr Ali.
Respondent-—Absenl in appeal.

Tms case was originally decided by the Court on 17th June
1846. The fact that one Sheo Ram appears in the bond as the
lender of the money, and not the husband of the party who sold
it to the plaintiff, was noticed by the Court. The irregularity how
ever of not bringing Sheo Ram, or his representative, into the
court of ﬁrst instance did not lead to an order of nonsuit; but
the suit was dismissed on the ground that the plaintiff had not
proved the transfer to himself of the bond on which he sues. The
review has been admitted on the application of the plaintiff, on the
ground that he is prepared to prove the transfer, such proof having
been considered by him on the ﬁrst trial to have been unnecessary,
as that point was not questioned by the defendant.
The point of irregularity above noticed, having been apparently
passed over when the case was ﬁrst before the Court, the order
having been one of dismissal and not of nonsuit, the Court deem
it proper to conﬁne themselves to the merits of the case on the
present occasion.
There is evidence to prove that the lender of the money was
Kalee Das, and plaintiff has now ﬁled the deed of sale dated l9th
Bysakh 1242 B. S., executed to him by Musst. Birjishoree to
gether with a copy of a decree of court in a suit instituted by the
same plaintiff, in which the deed of sale was ﬁled and proved.
The chain of evidence to shew that the plaintiff is the party en
titled to recover upon the bond executed by Bhowanee Churn
is therefore complete.
There is also evidence
Chuckerbuttee,
upon the record to shew that the defendant has succeeded to the
property of Bhowanee Churn Chuckerbuttee.

( 433

)

We accordingly give judgment for the plaintiff, reversing the
of the principal sudder ameen, and the former decree of.
this Court of the 17th June 1846.
The plaintiff will recover from
for,
the defendant the amount sued
viz. Company's rupees 6,026-10,
together with
interest from the present date to the date of
payment.
The costs of the court of first instance and of the
appeal will be charged to the defendant.
The plaintiff will, under
the provisions of Clause 4, Section 2, Regulation 2, 1825, receive
back one-half of the stamp on which the petition of review is
written; and will be charged with the rest of the costs incurred
in the review.
decrees

THE

•

11TH

MAY

1848.

PRESENT:

W. B. JACKSON and

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.Rs.,
TEMPORARY JUDGEs.
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E. CURRIE, Esq.,
ExERCISING THE PoweRs

CASE No. 214
Regular

of A JUDGE.

OF 1846.

Appeal from a decision passed by H. Swetenham,
Judge of Dacca, July 28th, 1846.

Esq.,

MR. C. MACKAY, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
wers?/8

RANEE

HURSOONDREE

AND

DAR, RESPONDENTs,

RAMCHURN MUJMOO
(DEFENDANTs.)

Banerjee.
Wukeel of Appellant—Nilmonee
Wukeel of Ramchurn Mujmoodar, Respondent—J.

CASE No. 2:6

OF

G. Waller.

1846.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by H. Swetenham,
Judge of Dacca, July 28th, 1846.

RANEE HURSOONDREE,
MR. C. MACKAY,

Esq.,

APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT,)

??e?"Stts

RESPONDENT,

(PLAINTIFF.)

Wukeels of Appellant—Pursun Komar Thakur and
Wukeel of Respondent–Nilmonee Banerjee.

J.

G. Waller.

THEs E are two appeals arising out of the same case. The par
ticulars are given in the following decision of the judge of Dacca,
dated the 28th July 1846:—
“This was an action for libel; the plaintiff sues for 25,000 ru-,
pees on account of defamation of character.

T"
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(434)
“Transferred for decision to the civil court at Dacca, by order
of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, dated April 24th, 1845.
“ Rajah Raj Singh had three sons, viz. Rajah Bishennath,
Juggernath, and Rajah Gopeenath, whose widow is Rance H ur
The widow of Rajah Gopeenath,
soondree, one of the defendants.
Hursoondree, was desirous for a division of her portion of the
estate, to which Rajah Bishennath would not accede, consequently
a suit was instituted in the court of the principal sudder ameen
at Mymensingh by the Ranee, widow of Gopeenath, against Rajah
Bishennath and others for a division of her share of the property.
“ Whilst the case was pending in the principal sudder ameen’s
court and during the mohurr-um vacation, Mr. Mackay, in com
pany with two other gentlemen, Mr. Taylor, the judge of
Mymensingb, and Mr. Brodie, an indigo planter, went. on
a shooting excursion.
They passed on their way towards the hills,
where Rajah
both going and returning, through Doorgapore,
Bishennath resides, and eucamped on a chur not very distant from
the Rajah’s residence. The Rajah visited them, and they returned
his visit the same day. It does not appear that they halted at
Doorgapore, either going or returning, beyond the day on which
they marched through.
I
“ Some of the Ranee’s people were in attendance at Doorgapore.
From their reports, and from the report of her moolchta-rs at the
court, after the retum of the principal sudder ameen lo his station,
the widow, Hursoondree, was induced to believe that her cause
would be lost, unless she could get it transferred from the p1'inél
To effect a
pal sudder ameen’s to the judge’s court for decision.
transfer of her suit to the judge’s ﬁle, her mookhtar presented a
petition, which has given rise to the present action for libel.
“ The said petition was presented by Ram Nurain, the Ranee’s
moolrhtar. After perusal, the judge of Mymensingh rejected her
100 rupees for the objectionable
prayer, and ﬁned themookhtar
in
which
the
durkkast
of
was dictated.
language
style
“ Against the judge’s order, the Ranee appealed to the Sudder
Dewanny Adawlut. An order was passed by that Court, under
date the 9th July I844, remitting the ﬁne, and directing that the
Rance be examined on oath ; that her allegations be investigated :
if proved, the judge would pass necessary orders regarding the
principal sudder ameen. That if he were not in fault, he would
take proper notice of the Ranee’s conduct.
“On the 17th July 1844, a commission, under Act 7 of 184],
issued to the moonsiﬁ' of chowkee Nittro Kona to take the Ranee’s
Her charges constituted bribery; they were
deposition on oath.
investigated and dismissed by the oﬁiciating judge, Mr. Davidson,
on the 7th October 1844. A copy of the proceedings, in English,
is attached to the nulhee in this case. The oﬂiciating judge ob

_

_

k

_

____&

_

_____;-n-f
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é

__
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;
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served, the laws do not provide punishment for the Rance; but
the aggrieved party has the privilege of suing for defamation.
“Under these circumstances, Mr. Mackay has instituted pro
ceedings against the Ranee, and also against Ramchurn Muj
moodar as aider and abetter in the offence (banee-karee.) He
pleads the loss of his character endangers the loss of his public
appointment, which yields him 4,800 rupees per annum; that
dishonor is reflected on his ofﬁce, and that his dignity is insulted;
but that he limits his claim to damages at 25,000 rupees.
“ By preliminary proceedings in this court, held the 16th
February 1846, the parties were called on to produce documents
and evidence as follows :

“ PLAINTIFF

TO

PRODUCE:

(l.) Copy of the libellous durkhast presented to the judge of
Mymensingh, through Ram Nurain, the Ranee’s mookhtar.
(2.) Copy of the R.anee’s deposition on oath taken by com
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mission.

(3.) Copy of the roobukaree of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut,
dated 9th July I844.
Copy of the English proceedings of the judge of Mymen
(4.)
singh, relative to the charges made by the Ranee, against the
principal sudder ameen.
Proofs by evidence, or otherwise, of the aiding and abet
(5.)
ting in the libel against Ramchurn, defendant.
“ Tns DEFENDANT, Huasooumms, was mnscrrsn T0

PRODUCE:
(1.) The original chittees of her mookhtars, Shahee Kalee
Purshaud and Hurochund, in which they informed the Ranee
that the principal sudder ameen, after he returned from Doorga
ore, where Rajah Bishennath resided, talked of dismissing the
¥l.anee’s case, when the suit was not oﬁicially before him.
(2.) To verify the said chittees by evidence.

To produce copy of the deposition of Gholab Khan, who
(3.)
deposed before the judge of Mymensingh on investigation of the
Ranee’s charges against the principal sudder ameen in December
I844.

(4.) To produce Ram Gopal to give his deposition in this court.
(5.) To prove by evidence that Gholab Khan, Sumbonath and
Ramgopal, did inform the Ranee that the principal sudder ameen
had taken dalees of eatables, an ivory fan, an ivory hat, and a
bank-note from Rajah Bishennath, at Doorgapore.
(6.) To produce copy of a letter from the Sudder Dewanny
Adawlut, alleged to express Mr. Mackay was not injured as the
complaint was dismissed.
“ The documents and proofs have been produced and cousi
dcred in the presence of the wukeels of the parties; with exception

(436.)
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to copy of the Sudder Dewanny’s letter alleged to pronounce Mr.
Mackay unscathed, copy having been refused to the defendant.
“ It is evident the deposition of the Rance taken on oath, under
orders, by commission, cannot be held as any part of the libel.
It
is only necessary to consider the style, tenor, and diction of the
durkhast presented by Ram Nurain to the judge of Mymensingh,
on the 8th June 1844, praying that the Ranee’s suit versus Rajah
Bishennath might be transferred from the ﬁle of the principal sudder
ameen to that of the judge ; to ascertain if that durkhast, or peti
tion, be scandalous ; and, further, if it be false, for, if the charge be
true, the plaintiff has received no private injury. The circumstances
of aggravation and mitigation will also be considered by the court.
“ The following passages in the durlrhast above noticed are re

presented by the plaintil’f’s wukeet as libellous :—
‘ First,
contrary to all the rules of propriety by which gentlemen
in power are guided, the principal sudder ameen, on the pretence
of going out shooting, went to the house of Rajah Bishennath Singh,
defendant, in January last at Doorgapore, and there remained three
or four days; every means to inﬂuence him had been adopted.
‘ Second, that he had delivered his sentiments in
open court,
when the case was not before him, to effect, that no division of
the estate ever had been made, and none should be made.
‘ Third, that without
any reference to the merits of the case,
without calling for proofs of facts mentioned in the plaint or reply,
he (the principal sudder ameen) required proof on triﬂing matters,
irrelevant to the subject.
‘ Fourth, that the principal sudder ameen would not allow her
(the Ranee’s) wukeel to question the witnesses in elucidation of the
case, and when she remonstrated on this matter, by petition, her
durkhast was returned unread.
Fifth, it is evident my clear statements will be disguised, and
the false statements of my adversary be forcibly adduced to uphold
his judgment.
‘ Sixth, lhave no
hope of a favorable judgment.
‘ Seventh, there are other matters, I cannot commit to writing.’
“ The application of the Ranee was for a transfer of her suit
from the principal sudder ameen’s court to the judge’s : some
The third,
grounds must be adduced in support of that object.
fourth, ﬁfth, and sixth passages, with reference to the object
of the petition, this Court does not denounce as scandalous.
“ The seventh passage conveys an imputation, which led to an
The words themselves are not actionable; and as
investigation.
the explanation was compulsory, detailing what the Ranee had
been informed, penalty for such compulsory deposition cannot be
enforced.
“ The Ranee cannot, however, be exculpated in inserting in her
The assertions therein
du-rkhast the first and second passages.

_

_

_

_i_

_

__‘__.'.4#l'_
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contained have been pronounced by the officiating judge of My
mensingh, Mr. C. T. Davidson, in his English proceedings dated
7th October 1844, after full investigation, false and malicious:
therefore they are scandalous, and they convey a libel against the
plaintiff, for which he is entitled to damages. But the amount
is subject to mitigation, inasmuch as it is true the plaintiff, on
a shooting excursion with two other gentlemen, encamped at
Doorgapore, and there received in tent a complimentary visit from
Rajah Bishennath, which visit was returned at his house the same
day, whereby the Rance was induced to believe her opponent had
acquired a degree of inﬂuence, prejudicial to her cause: and
furthermore, that though only 2, out of l5 wukeels stated to
have been present when the principal sudder ameen is alleg
ed to have made an observation adverse to the Ranee’s cause,
admitted the fact, and their versions of such observation were
conﬁictive, nevertheless, it is proved the subject was communicat
ed to the Rance, in writing, by her two mookhtars ; and though
the assertion of presentation of dalees, and a piece of paper resem
bling a bank note at Doorgapore has been proved altogether false,
the Rance had been deceived in the matter, and though she
declaration of the subject, till
she refrained from
credited
called on to depose all her allegations on oath.
“The Rance Hursoondree, therefore, in having stated in
her durkhast presented to the judge of Mymensingh, under
date 8th June 1844, that Mr. Mackay, the principal sudder ameen
at Mymensingh, had, in January 1844, contrary to all rules
of propriety by which gentlemen in power are guided, under
pretence of going out shooting, proceeded to the house of
her opponent, Rajah Bishennath
Singh, at Doorgapore, and
there remaining three or four days, had, by every possible
means, been inﬂuenced, and in having stated that the said
principal sudder ameen had extra-judicially stated, in open court,
that no division of the rajgee ever had been made, and that none
should be made, which was the object of the suit at issue, in
having made these assertions, which have been proved false and
declared guilty of libel against the
scandalous, the said Rance
plaintiff, Mr. Mackay, to whom this court decrees damages 2,500
Ramchurn
rupees to be paid by the defendant, Hursoondree.
Mujmoodar has not been proved to have aided or abetted in the
therefore exempted from the decree.
The suit
said libel; he
dismissed.
His costs payable by the plaintiﬂ‘. The
against him
Ranee liable to costs in proportion to the amount decreed.”
Mr. Mackay appeals, objecting :—ﬁrst, to the small amount of
damages awarded.
Secondly, to the order in regard to costs; contending that the
whole of those incurred by himself should have been charged to
the defendants.
is

is

is

a

it,
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Thiwlly, to that part of the order which declares the exemption
of the defendant, Rainehurn Mujinoodar, from all liability.
The defendant, Ranee Hursoondree, appeals generally on the
merits of the case, alleging that the statements made by her, in
the petition complained of, have been proved ; and that in making
her complaint against the principal sudder ameen, she only repeated
the information communicated to her by others.
The Ranee’s pleaders urge that the suit cannot be maintained
under the precedent of Hedger versus Muharanee Komul Komari,
(page 29, volume VII. Sudder Dewanny Adawlut Reports). In that
case it was held that defamatory and libellous expressions, when used
by a party in the course of a judicial proceeding, are not actionable.
The expressions were contained in an answer made by the l\Iuha
ranee, to an application preferred by the opposite party; both appli
cation and answer being ﬁled in the same court, the latter, which was
The
charged as the libel, in the ordinary course of proceeding.
course adopted by the defendant in the present case was altogether
A suit instituted by herself was pending
of a different character.
in the court of the principal sudder ameen. Apprehensive that it
would be decided against her, she presented the petition to the
judge praying that her case might be transferred to another tri
bunal, which forms the basis of the present action. She was at per-.
fect liberty to make the application; but, if in a gratuitous and volun
tary application of this kind, which cannot be considered as a judi
cialproceediny, she chose to bring charges against the principal
sudder ameen, which she has not been able to substantiate, she
must stand the consequences.
That an action for libel is admissi
ble in such cases has been fully ruled by the precedents, Bhyrob
Clmndur Bose, appellant, versus Thomas, respondent, (page 97,
volume VI. Sudder Dewanny Adawlut Reports) and Aratoon, appel
lant, versus Riley, respondent, page 258, Sudder Dewanny Adaw
lnt Decisions for l847.
The defendant in her petition presented to the judge of Mymen
singh, praying for the transfer of her case, alleged certain things
concerning the plaintiff, which, if false, are certainly libellous as
containing inuendos and insinuations that he had been guilty of
corruption. Some of the expressions made use of are given in the
‘ there are other matters
judge’s decree, closing with the words,
cannot commit to writing.’ The moolrhlar who presented this peti
tion was ﬁned by the judge.
The defendant, Rance Hursoondree,
In her petition of appeal she re
appealed to the Sudder Court.
peated that her allegations were true, and offered proof in support
of them. She obtained an order for enquiry; she swore to the truth
of her allegations; and in her deposition declared that the ‘ other
matters,’ to which she referred in her petition, were the receipt
by the principal sudder ameen from the Rajah Bishennath Singh
of certain articles, including a bank-note. She pressed the investi

I

gation, never attempting to withdraw or mitigate the charges,
but persevering in them till they were ﬁnally pronounced ‘false
The jud e is of opinion that the deposition
and malicious.’
of the Rance cannot be hegd as any part of the libel. The plain
tiff, however, has set it forth as such in his petition of plaint,
and it certainly is an aggravation of the offence committed by her
against the plaintiff in the presentation of her petition to thejudge;
not that the mere presentation of a petition requesting a transfer
of her case, on good and true grounds, was to be condemned,—the
offence consisted in the production of matter false and libellous.
The judge further ﬁnds some ground for extenuating the Ranee’s
conduct, in the fact that she was deceived in regard to the things
said to have been received by the principal sudder ameen from the
Rajah. However this may be, she is responsible for the statements
put forth by her; statements too which she has never recalled, but
has endeavoured to prove in the lower court, and upon the alleg
ed proof of which she now appeals against the decree of the zillah
J'udge.
We are of opinion, that the Ranee has entirely failed to justify
the expressions made use of by her in regard to the principal sud
,
der ameen.
the
amount
of
awarded,
In regard to
we are of opinion
damages
that they are not excessive, with reference to the circumstances
above detailed; and conﬁrm that part of the judge’s order which
assesses them at 2,500 rupees.
In the cases (Bhyrubchundur Bose v. Thomas, and Aratoon
v. Riley) already cited, the damages were laid at ten times the
amount awarded ; the defendant however in each case was charg
ed with all costs. We see no reason for departing from this prac
tice in the present case, and modify the judge’s decree in this
respect, and charge the whole of the plaintiff’s costs in the lower
court to the defendant, Ranee Hursoondree.
There remains the question of the exemption of the defendant,
Ramchurn Mujmoodar, from all liability to the plaintiﬁ"s claim for
There is no doubt that the person who procures
compensation.
or causes the publication of a libel, and all who assist in framing
There
are implicated in it.
quite enough in the
or diffusing
evidence of the witnesses for the prosecution, to shew that the
plaintiff was fully justified in making Ramchurn Mujmoodar de
That he was actively engaged in supporting
fendant in the case.
clear, and we can see no reason for
the Ranee from ﬁrst to last
charging his costs to the plaintiff.
The decision of the Court is, that the order of the zillah judge,
affirmed; that
assessing the amount of damages at 2,500 rupees,
the defendant, Ranee Hursoondree, be charged with her own and
the pIaintif’f’s costs; and the defendant, Ramchurn Mujmoodar,
with his own costs in both courts.
is

is

a

is

it,
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Tm: ll'ra MAY I848.
Paasnwr:
A. DICK, ESQ.,

CASE No.

243

J unon.

or I839.

Special Appeal from the decision of R. P. Nisbett, Esq., Additional
Judge of Nuddea.
KISHOON HUREE RAEE, THEN KOUNLAKANT RAEE,
Baornaa AND unm, APPELLANT, (PLAnv'r1PP,)
'
versus

GHOLAM HOSEIN CHOWDHREE, GHOLAM IMAM
CHOWDHREE,
AND
KURUM ALI CHOWDHREE,
Wukeel of Appellant—-Gholam Sufdur.
Wukeel of Resp0ndents—Sheonurain
Chatterjee.
APPEAL laid at Company’s rupees 450, for possession on
300 biggahs of ohrarti, or accession of land by recess of water of
a beel, or marsh, called be_el Ukdeea.
The claim of plaintiff rested on the alleged fact of the land in
question being an accession formed by the recess of the waters of
the beel Ukdeea, an admitted mehal, or estate of the plaintiff.
The defence denied that it ever formed part of the bed of the
bee! Ukdeea; asserting it to be a portion of a doba, or swamp,
called Sujea, belonging to their estate turf Usthanuggur.
The principal sudder ameen, who ﬁrst tried the case, passed
The additional judge in appeal
a decree in favor of plaintiff.
reversed that decision, on the ground that although the julkur, or
right of ﬁshery, belonged to plaintiff, he had no right to any land
that might appear from dereliction of the waters, which land be
came the property of the person whose land adjoined.
The point on which the additional judge has decided formed
no part of the issue: it was never insisted on or urged at all by
It goes, besides, on a principle inapplicable to the
defendants.
present case and is founded on error, because the plaintiﬂ' has
exclusive right to all the land included within the boundary of the
beel, lake or marsh, and not merely to the ﬁshery.
Therefore, if
the land be really situated within the boundary of the beel, and
have been formed by dereliction or recess of its waters, it indubit
ably belongs to plaintiff ; otherwise it must be part and parcel of
defendants’ estate by which it is surrounded.
This is the issue,
and must be ascertained by a local investigation on the spot.

Onnnann:

That the case be remanded for the judge to depute a trust
worthy person, or the pergunnah ameen, to repair to the spot,

prepare a map, and take evidence; and, after receipt and examina
of his report, and hearing of both parties on the point at issue,
ccide.
plion
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orunas, RESPONDENTS, (DliFENDANTS.)

(441)
Tun ll'ru MAY I848.
Pnsssiwr:
C. TUCKER, Esq.,

J.

Jones;

and

A. F. HAWKINS, Eso.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 92 AND 93

OF

1848.
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IN the matter of the petitions of Khettri Burr Bhugwan Raee
Singh and Chowdhree Damoodur Das and others, ﬁled in this
Court on the 29th and 31st March I848, respectively, praying for
the admission of special appeal from the decision of the principal
sudder ameen of Cuttack, under date the 27th December 1847;
modifying that of the moonsiff of Cuttack, under date 15th May
I846, in the case of Chowdhree Damoodur Das and others, plain
tilfs, versus Khettri Burr Bhugwan Raee Singh, defendant.

It is hereby certiﬁed that the said applications are granted on
the following grounds.
There was formerly a dispute between these parties in regard to
the lands of mouzab Aulo, a village belonging to the plaintiffs, and
mouzah Bakershuhee-Charpeela belonging to the defendant.
The
lands of the defendants being under settlement, the dispute was
The arbitrators,
referred to arbitration under Regulation 9, I833.
as alleged by the parties, drew a boundary line describing the dis
puted lands of mouzah Aulo; to the south of which is mouzah
Bakershuhee-Charpeela, and to the west of which is mouzah Pertab
Roodurpore.
The former dispute having been thus adjusted, the settlement
proceedings were carried to the defendants’ village of Pertab
in the course of which the deputy collector, as
Roodurpore,
alleged by the plaintiffs, interfered with the boundary laid down
a
by the arbitrators, and made over to mouzah Pertab-Roodurpore
portion of the lands assigned by the arbitrators to mouzah Aulo.
To uphold the arbitration award, and to set aside the proceedings
of the deputy collector was the object of the present suit.
The defendants alleged, that the land now disputed was not in
cluded within the boundary laid down by the arbitrators.
The moonsiﬂ' gave judgment for the plaintiﬁ's, and his decision
was modiﬁed by the principal sudder ameen, who rejected the claim
for a portion of the lands sued for, and admitted it for the rest.
From this decision both parties appeal.
The principal sudder ameen records his opinion, that the portion
for which he rejects the plaintiffs’ claim could not have been in
cluded in the arbitration award, and that the stones marking the
boundary, as they now appear, were placed after the arbitrators had
It appears, however, that three of
decided the former dispute.

(442)
_the arbitrators were examined in the course of these proceedings,
and that an ameen was deputed with them to measure the lands

and ascertain the boundary; and that the measurement of the lands,
including these now sued for, corresponded with the quantity for
merly declared by the arbitrators to belong to plaintiffs’ village.
Of this, however, there is no mention in the principal sudder
ameen’s decree.
We accordingly admit the appeals, and remand the case to the
In deciding the
principal sudder ameen, who will try it de novo.
case, the principal sudder ameen will give in his decree the sub
stance of the arbitration award, the report of the ameen and the
evidence of the arbitrators, and notice such other points of
the evidence as may form the basis of his judgment.

I-l-I

Tm-:

llrn

MAY 1848.

PRESENT

:

R. H. RATTRAY, ESQ.,
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Jones.
CASE N0.

493

or

1847.

Regular Appeal from a decree passed by Moazan Hosein Khan,
cipal Sudder Amcen qf Bhagulpore, June 10th, I847.

RAJAH MADHO SINGH,

APPELLANT,

Prin

(DEFENDANT,)

ver.ms

RAJAH BIDYANUND SINGH,

RESPONDENT,

Wukeels of Appellant—Gopal Kishen Race and
TV/ukeel of Resp0mlent—Gh0lam Sufdur.

(Pr.,\m-rn-'1=.)

E.

Colebroolre.

THIS suit was instituted by respondent, on the lﬁth December
1846, to recover the sum of Company’s rupees l3,087-l5-10%,
arrears of rent due on certain ghatwalee lands in talook Khen
dooreah, pergunnah Hundweh, from 1251 to 1253 Fuslee.
On the 23d June 1846, a suit between the same parties, for the
rent of 1249 F., was decided in the zillah court in favor of the pre
sent respondent ; and an extract from that decision, being in all
points applicable to the question now before _the Court, may very
Well supply the place of other explanation.
‘ The
appellant pleaded, that in his pottah, dated 1183 Fuslee, the
mal-jumma is entered at Sicca rupees 1,755, and the other items
consist of Sicca rupees 468-12 on account of impositions, denomi
nated mchmanee and nuzzurana, and 418 rupees, 2 annas on account
of sayer ; making a total jumma of Sicca rupees 2,64]-14,--of
which the two last items cannot be claimed under the Regulations.
‘The principal sudder ameen rejected this plea, and decreed in
1'espondent’s favor for the whole amount claimed by him, on the

(

443

)

strength of the sunnud of the Government abovementioned and
the decision of the zillah court of the 21st April 1812, which he
deemed to be conclusive as to the question mooted by appellant
regarding the items of mehmanee and nuzzurana.
“Before this Court nothing new is pleaded.
find, on a perusal of the decision of the Court passed by Mr.
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“I

John Sanford, judge, on the 21st April 1812, that it was proved, in
the course of the investigation of the case, that appellant’s ancestors
held a mofussil talook, subordinate to the zemindar of Khurruckpore,
at a yearly jumma of Sicca rupees 2,818, from which 446 rupees
were subsequently deducted under a previous decree (dated the 1st
March 1794) on account of sayer; and as this decision was after
wards affirmed in appeal, it suffices to set at rest the question now
mooted by appellant.
“Moreover, the provisions of Sections 54 and 55, Regulation 8,
1793, cannot affect a jumma fixed by the officers of Government
previous to that enactment; nor do they disallow any impositions
which may have been in force prior to the Fuslee year 1 198; they
only prohibit the imposition of any new abwabs.
For these rea
sons, I see no grounds for impugning the decision of the lower
court, which is hereby confirmed under Regulation 9, 1831, Sec
tion 2, with costs against appellant.”
On the same grounds as those on which Mr. Gouldsbury, in the
above decision, founded the judgment he recorded, the principal
sudder ameen rested this corresponding disposal of the same ques
tion.
There cannot be a doubt of the correctness of the decision,
and I affirm it accordingly, with costs chargeable to appellant.

THE

-

11TH

MAY

PRESENT

C.

1848.

:

TUCKER, Esq.,
JUDGE.

PETITION No.

105 OF

1848.

IN the matter of the petition of Ramdhun Mookerjee and
others, filed in this Court on the 7th April 1848, praying for the
admission of a special appeal from the decision of the judge of
zillah East Burdwan, under date the 26th January 1848; reversing
that of the principal sudder ameen, under date the 18th June 1847,
in the case of Ishanchundur Bhuttacharj and others, plaintiffs,
versus Ramdhun Mookerjee and others, defendants.
This case will be found at page 8 of the decisions for East
Burdwan, for the month of January 1848.
The plaintiffs sued for possession of certain lands under a deed,
(called apusnameh by the judge, but which should have been
stated as a wapusnameh,) said to have been executed by one

(
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Pubetra Dibeea. The defendants, calling themselves heirs of the
said Pubetra Dibeea, disputed both the execution of the deed and
the right of Pubetra to execute such a document; pleading that
she had only a life interest in the property.
The principal sudder
ameen dismissed the plaint; but, on appeal, the judge observing
that the defendants had not proved themselves to be the heirs of
Pubetra, restricted himself to the fact of the execution of the do
cument by Pubetra; and, being satisfied on that point, he reversed
the decision of the principal sudder ameen and decreed for the
appellants.
The judge’s proceedings must be considered as incomplete. If
it were necessary, that is if the plaintiff denied the defendants to
be the heirs of Pubetra, he should have called for evidence to
that point, and then have disposed of the case.
therefore re
mand the proceedings to the judge for this purpose; and, if the
point of heirship be established, the judge will then consider and
record his opinion as to the right of Pubetra to alienate the
lands.

-

THE

13TH

I

MAY

1848.

PRESENT:
C.TUCKER, Esq. and
SIR. R. BARLOW, BART.,
JUDGEs.

J. A.

F.

HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 260 of

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by Mr. J. French, Additional
Judge of Tirhoot, December 11th, 1846; confirming a decree
passed by Syud Ushruff Hosein, second Principal Sudder Ameen
of that District, August 13th, 1844.

MUSST. JOYSUNDER

KOONWUR AND
LANTs, (PLAINTIFFs,)

or HERs, APPEL

te)"Stts

SHEIK MOULABUKSH

AND

OTHERs,

RESPONDENTs,

(DEFENDANTs.)
Wukeel of Appellants–Ramapurshad
Raee.
Respondents—E.
Wukeels of
Colebrooke and Hamid Russool.

THIs special appeal was admitted, under the following certificate,
from a decision of the additional judge of zillah Tirhoot dated 11th

(
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December 1846, the particulars of which are given at page 145
of the decisions for that district during the year 1846.

of

in

of of

is

the appellants.

of

costs payable

by

We accordingly dismiss the appeal, with

all

of in

it

in

he

at

is

it

in

it

on

of

no

4

of

to to

it
is

in

by

4

by

at is

it

in

of

to

of

in

is

is,
or

to register the names of Odah Sing and Rasmurain Singh as joint
proprietors of a 4 anna’s share, and himself as proprietor of the
remaining 12 annas' share: this was in 1814.
Some years after,
a suit was instituted by the heirs of the former proprietor to obtain
a reversal of the sale.
The heirs of Rasmurain Singh were not
suit;
parties
made
to the
and Khodabuksh then filed an answer
stating that they were in possession of their share, and claiming
the dismissal of the plaint on account of this omission.
In 1838,
the rights and interests of Odah Singh in the 4 annas were sold
in execution of a decree, and purchased by Khodabuksh (in the
name of Moulabuksh)
who took possession of the whole 4 annas.
The heirs of Rasmurain Singh instituted this action to recover
their share, viz., 2 annas; and the defence now is, that Rasnurain
Singh never had any right or title in the property, and this fact
the lower courts have found to be proved.
‘The special appeal is now admitted to try whether the present
defence is admissible: in other words, whether the answer of Kho
dabuksh filed in 1836 (that is within seven years of the institution
of this suit) to the plaints of the heirs of the former proprietor,
not, binding upon the heirs
Khodabuksh, who claim
through
derive their title
him.’
judge
The
states
his decision, that
the answer
Sheikh
Moulabuksh,
alleged that the
annas’ share
Odah Singh
was purchased
auction
his father, Sheikh Khodabuksh, who
filed the answer
the suit brought
the former proprietors for
reversal of the sale of the entire estate. Hence
stated
the
certificate, that the heirs
Sheikh Khodabuksh derived their
right
the
annas’ share
Odah Singh through him.
On refer
ring
the answer
Sheikh Moulabuksh, we can find
state
alleged that Sheikh
ment
the kind;
the contrary,
Moulabuksh was himself the purchaser. Under these circum
stances, the point mooted
the certificate does not arise. Added
this,
clear that Rasnurain Singh demised many years be
fore the period
which
was stated
the answer
Khoda
buksh, that
joint possession
was
the property with the
other sharers.

to
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“The plaintiffs sued as heirs of one Rasmurain Singh for posses
sion of certain lands.
The judges of the lower courts decided
against them. The facts are briefly these.
One Khodabuksh pur
chased an estate at an auction sale.
He requested the collector

(446)
THE l3'rn MAY I848.
Passmwr:

TUCKER, EsQ., and
Sm R. BARLOW, BAR'l‘.,
Jonoss.
C.

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, Eso.,
Tsmposanv Jones.

CASE No.

153 or‘ 1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Judge of Zillah
Tirhoot, May 30th, 1845; reversing a decree passed by the Moon
siﬁ’ of Durbungha, July 22d, I844.

KUMLAPUT

AND

RAMNATH, APPELLANT8, (PLAINTIFFS,)
versus
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SHUNKER DUT JHA

AND

orssas,

RESPONDENTS,

(DEFENDANTS.)
Wukeel

of Appellants—Nilmunee
Respondents»-Absent

Banerjee.

in appeal.

Tats case was admitted to special appeal, on the 9th February
1847, underthe following certiﬁcate recorded by Mr. C. Tucker :—
“ The application for a special appeal in this case is grounded on
the fact of a default in the appellate court, of which the respondents
were entitled to the beneﬁt, but which was passed over by the
No mention of this was made in the decree; but the peti
judge.
tioners (appellants) ﬁle an attested copy of a report made to the
judge by Oude Beharee Lal, a mohurrir of the appeal serislzta,
stating that the mojibat had not been ﬁled within the prescribed
On this report, the judge, Mr. Cathcart, passed the fol
period.
lowing order :—-‘ Let such as have already been ﬁled remain ; but,
in future, none are to be received unless ﬁled within the prescribed
P eriod.’
“ Special appeal admitted, as the judge exceeded his authority
in disposing of the case on its merits after a default under Act 29,
1841, had been committed; and the judge should be required to
explain why he omitted to notice the circumstance in his decree.”
Under the provisions of Act 17 of 1847, the plea on which this
special appeal has been admitted is no longer tenable. We accor
dingly dismiss the appeal; and, under the peculiar circumstances
of the case, order a refund of the value of the stamp on which the
petition of appeal has been written.

(

THE

)

447

13TH

MAY

PRESENT

1848.

:

TUCKER, Esq.

C.

SIR. R.

BARLOW,

and

BART.,
JUDGES.

J. A. F.

HAWKINS, Esq.
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No.

of

151

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Judge of Zillah Tirhoot,
May 30th, 1845; reversing a decree passed by the Moonsiff of
Durbungha, July 22d, 1844.

KUMLAPUT

AND

-

RAMNATH, APPELLANTs, (PLAINTIFFs,)
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wer's?/8

PURSHUN

JHA

AND

others, RESPONDENTs, (DEFENDANTs.)

THIs case is similar to the preceding
order is passed.

THE

13TH

MAY

(No. 153);

and

the same

1848.

PRESENT:
C.

TUCKER, Esq.

SIR. R.

AND

BARLOW, BART.,
JUDGEs.

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 209 of

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Judge of Zillah Tirhoot,
May 30th, 1845; reversing a decree passed by the Moonsiff of
Durbungha, July 22d, 1844.

ISHWUREE DUT JHA
TIFFs,)

AND OTHERs, APPELLANTs,

(PLAIN

tler'sats

PURSHUN JHA

AND

oth ERs, RESPONDENTS, (DEFENDANTs.)

THIs case is similar to the preceding (No. 153); and the same
order is passed.

(

THE

448

13TH

)

MAY

PRESENT

1848.

:

TUCKER, Esq. and
SIR. R. BARLOW, BART.,
C.

JUDGEs.

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No.

103

of

1847.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Zillah Tirhoot.

MUSST.

TIFFs,)

SHURFUN

AND ANoTHER, APPELLANTs,

(PLAIN
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ter'sus

SHEIKH GHOLAM MOHUMMUD, MUSST. PEEAREE,
MUSST.

EMAMUN,

AND

oth ERs, ResPoNDENTs, (DEFEN

DANTs.)
Wukeels of Appellants—Shib Nurain Chatterjee
Ruhman.
Wukeels of Respondents–Hamid

Russool

Ghose.

and

and Loolf-ur
Kishen

Kishore

sued to establish their proprietary right to, and to
possession
obtain
of a 4 annas' share of mouzahs Hosameepore,
Jugdeespore, &c., under a deed of sale dated 6th March 1828, alleg
ed to have been executed by the defendants. The deed of sale
sets forth, that the share abovementioned was sold for the specific
sum of 4,999 Sicca rupees, in order to enable the defendants to pro
secute their claim to the entire villages to which they were enti
tled by inheritance, but of which they were kept out of posses
sion by other parties. The plaintiffs state that the purchase money
was paid; that the defendants then instituted their suit, alleging in
their petition of plaint the circumstances of the sale to the present
plaintiffs; that they succeeded in obtaining judgment for the en
tire villages; but that now they evaded the fulfilment of the con
tract entered into with the plaintiffs, by which they bound them
selves, in anticipation of the judgment, to make over to them a
fourth share of the property.
The defendant, Gholam Mohummud, answered, admitting the
execution of the deed of sale, but pleading that he had never re

THE plaintiffs
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(449)
ceived the consideration mentioned.
The female defendants an
swered that they knew nothing whatever of the sale.
Various
other pleas were urged against the validity of the transaction.
The principal sudder ameen dismissed the plaint on the grounds,
inter alia, that the female defendants were not present when the
alleged sale took place ; that some of them were minors at the time,
and that the payment of the consideration was very doubtful.
The case was then appealed to the zillah judge.
It was heard
by the additional judge of Tirhoot, who, on the 3lst March I845,
aﬂirmed the decree of the principal sudder ameen, on the ground
that the transaction partook of the character of champerty; and
consequently, that under the precedent in the case of Birjnurain
Singh versus Rajah Teknurain Singh, (page l3l, volume VI.
Sudder Dewanny Adawlut Reports) no action upon it could be
sustained.
A special appeal having been applied for, the decision of the
zillah court was quashed,——the suit being valued at above 5,000
Company’s rupees, and the appeal in such cases being direct to the
Sudder Dewanny Adawlut.
We do not consider that the action is barred by the nature of
the contract.
In all the cases dismissed by the Court as coming
within the deﬁnition of champerty, the consideration was altoge
ther indeﬁnite: the stipulation was the transfer of a portion of the
property sued for, on the transferee advancing money for the pay
ment of costs ; and such contracts have not been sanctioned by the
Court. In the present case, the consideration was speciﬁed, but
the object for which the money was required is also stated. The
insertion of this, which may be considered as so much surplusage,
cannot invalidate the deed.
_
Objection has been taken to the deed by the defendants on the
ground that sale by a Mahomedan, of property not in his possession
at the time of sale, is illegal.
The futwas, however, on the record
declare that, under the circumstances stated in the deed of sale, the
sale of real property not in actual possession, is not contrary to the
Mahomedan law.
VVe are not, however, satisﬁed that the consideration was ever
This has been denied, and the plaintiffs were bound to prove
paid.
it. Their reply to the defendants’ answer is by no means speciﬁc
on this point; neither is the alleged admission of the defendants
in the plaint of the suit instituted by them for the recovery of the
entire property, a copy of which has been ﬁled. Two witnesses
have been called to prove the payment,—one of them is the plaintiff
in another suit against the same defendants of much the same
nature, the other is his father.
Upon the evidence of these wit
nesses, we can place no reliance whatever.
We accordingly dismiss the appeal, aﬂirming the decision of the
principal sudder ameen, with all costs against the plaintiffs.

(
THE

450

13TH

)

MAY

PRESENT

1848.
:

C. TUCKER, Esq.

and

SIR. R. BARLOW, BART.,
-

JUDGEs.

J. A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 204 of

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by Mr. John French, Addi
...tional Judge of Zillah Tirhoot, March 31st, 1845; reversing a
decree passed by Syud Ushruf Hosein, second Principal Sudder
Ameen of that district, December 26th, 1842.

SHEIKH GHOLAM MOHUMMUD,

APPELLANT,

(DEFENDANT,)
wersus
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SHEIKH RUHUM ALIAND IQBAL ALI KHAN,

RESPON
DENTs, (PLAINTIFFs.)
Wukeels of Appellant—Hamid
Russool and Kishen Kishore Ghose.
Respondents—Absent in appeal.

'.

THIs

ber

case was admitted to special appeal, on the 15th Decem
under the following certificate recorded by Mr. Charles

Tucker:—
‘The petitioner, Sheikh Gholam Mohummud, together with cer

tain women were sued by Sheikh Ruhum Ali and Iqbal Ali Khan,
for possession of a 2-16th share of certain villages alleged to have
been sold to them by the defendants.
“The women replied that they knew nothing of the transaction,
and had never authorized Gholam Mohummud to sell on their be
half. Sheikh Gholam Mohummud replied, that, wanting funds to
carry on a suit in which he and the women were concerned, he
executed the kubala in question to the plaintiffs, signing the wo
men’s names to the kubala himself, but denied having received
any of the purchase money.
It further appeared, that the land
portion
sold was a
of the same villages for which the other suit
above referred to was then pending; and the condition of the sale
was, that, in the event of the property being decreed to the sellers,
they would then put them in possession, but at the time of the
sale, they, the sellers, were not in possession.
‘The present suit as well as another of exactly the same nature,
but in which the plaintiffs, the purchasers, were different, was
tried by the second principal sudder ameen, who dismissed them
both, stating the transaction to be illegal.
Both cases were ap
pealed. In the suit, the subject matter of this certificate, the addi

(

-

)

451

on

appeal, and admitted

regular appeal

to

in

judge’s decision

the

this Court.

a

I

a

in

for

it.

tional judge, Mr. French, reversed the decision of the principal
sudder ameen; in the other case he confirmed
An application
special appeal was made
finding that
that case also; and,
5,000 rupees,
the suit was estimated above
have cancelled

of

it

of

15TH

MAY

to

by

he

to

THE

to

in

is

of

to

it

no is

-

of

1848.

PRESENT:
B.

W.

JACKSON, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

Ameen

1847.

decision passed
the Principal Sudder
Tirhoot, January 25th, 1847.

of a

Regular Appeal from

169 OF

by

CASE No.

BABOO PRANNATH CHOWDHREE, APPELLANT,
(PLAINTIFF,)
©e?"sus

Wukeel

(DEFENDANT.)

at

:

gunnah Mahmoodaneepore, &c.,
butwareh,
rupees
20,974.
old butwareh
suit laid

lands

Mitr, Hamid

kismut
and reversal
in

annas’, and upwards, share
by

for

of

R.

Appellant—C.
Prinsep, Bunsee Buddun
Russool, and Thakoordas Mookerjee.
Respondent–Kishen
Kishore Ghose.

8

CLAIM

REspoNDENT,

per

of

Wukeels

of

UNOODAPURSHAD RAEE,
of
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to

“Under these circumstances,
seems incumbent on the Court
special
applied
appeal
admit the
for
this case,
order that
may
together.’
both cases
heard and tried
On reference
the bill
sale
this case, we find that the
carry
money was not ostensibly borrowed
the expenses
the suit, which had shortly before the sale been instituted by the
sellers for the recovery
certain ancestrel property, but for the
defraying the expenses attending the marriage
purpose
some
females
the family, and other purposes not stated.
the regular appeal, No. 103, disposed
this day,
has been
person
possession
ruled that the want
the
the seller does
spe
not vitiate the sale
immovable property; and this being
cial appeal, the legality
the bill
sale
the only point open
consideration under the certificate. The judge states
his decree,
that
was proved
his satisfaction that the consideration,-that
the purchase money,—was paid, and owing
the females being
party
the sale,
decreed against Sheikh Gholam Mohum
mud alone.
We accordingly dismiss the appeal, and affirm the decision
the additional judge with costs payable
Sheikh Gholam
Mohommud, the appellant.

the

_

(452)

The plaintiff purchased the share in the estate in question at a
public sale for arrears of Government revenue: this share had been
divided off from the rest of the estate in 1803, and the division
(bulwareh) had been approved and conﬁrmed by the Government.
The plaintiff now states, that the division had been unfair, and
was based on false data; in fact, that the division was unjust
The defendant objected to the delay of 42 years
and fraudulent.
in bringing this suit to contest the justice of the butwareh;
and, further, that the plaintiff was auction purchaser, and merely
succeeded to the rights of the occupant previous to the auction
sale.

On the 25th January I847, the principal sudder ameen dismiss
ed the claim, on the grounds abovementioued in the defence.
From this decision the plaintiff appeals, urging that the lapse
of time does not affect plaintiff ’s claim by reason of the fraud
which took place in effecting the butwarek.
Fraudulent possession of an opposite party for a period exceeding

12 years is no bar to a suit, but no such fraud has taken place
case.
Even admitting that the division was unfair, and
that the plaintiff’s share of the estate bears a higher revenue in
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in this

proportion than the remainder of it, it does not follow that such
unequal division arose from fraud: it might arise from error. The
usual process and formalities were observed in effecting the divi
sion, and it received the sanction of the Government in 1803: the
parties to the division could not question it after the lapse of 42
But plaintiff is not one of the parties to the butwareia;
years.
he has purchased the interest of one of the parties who acquiesced
in it for that period, and had thus forfeited his right to question
it. Again, the plaintiff ’s own title rests on the validity of the very
butwareh he sues to reverse; if the butwareh be set aside as frau
dulent and void, the sale of this separate share, on a balance of
revenue calculated on the assessment under that butwareh, must
also be declared void, and the plaintiff’s right to come into court
would then be entirely taken away. The counsel for the plaintiff,
by varying the ground of his suit, demands a reduction of the
revenue assessed on the plaintiff’s share; but, besides that the
suit is not laid in this shape, it would be fatal to such a claim that
the Government has not been made a defendant, as the interest
of the Government in such a suit is palpable, and, under these
circumstances, the plaintiff must have been nonsuited.
It is also to be observed, that the decision of the Government,
regarding the assessment of revenue in bulwareks, is ﬁnal under
the provisions of Regulations 25, 1793, 26, 1795, &c.; subject, in
cases of fraud or error, to revision by the same authority within
l8ll, to IO
3 years, extended afterwards by Regulation
of
the
Government
is
not
liable
to be set
The
decision
years.
aside by the courts of justice under the law.

ll,

(

453

)

The decision of the principal sudder ameen therefore, rejecting
the claim, is correct, and it is hereby affirmed.
Costs against the

plaintiff.

THE

15TH

MAY

1848.

PRESENT:

R. H. RATTRAY and
A. DICK, Esq.Rs.,
JUDGEs.

W. B. JACKSON, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No.

80 OF 1847.

Appeal from a decision passed by Mohummud Majid
Khan, Principal Sudder Ameen of Bhayulpore, November 21st,

Regular
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1846.

RAJAH BIDYANUND SINGH,

APPELLANT,

(PLAINTIFF,)

?/e/'87/8

AND PARUS THAKUR, REs
PoNDENTs, (DEFENDANTs.)
Wukeels of Appellant—Gholam
Sufdur and Hamid Russool.
Wukeel of Respondents—Nilmunee Banerjee.

ISHREENUND

DUT JHA

THIs suit was instituted by appellant, on the 19th May 1845,
to recover the rents of mouzahs Afzoonpore and others, in pergun
nah Suhrooee, from Magh 1247 to 1251 Fuslee, in virtue of an
ikrarnameh filed in the case : total, principal and interest, esti
mated at Company’s rupees 22,101-5-9.
The claim was opposed by the respondent, Ishreenund Dut, on
the ground of the ikrarnameh upon which the claim was based,
having been executed by his mokhtar, Parus Thakur, under a
mokhtarmameh, or power of attorney, furnished to him, by Ishree
nund Dut, blank, to be filled up by the mokhtar, in respect to cer
tain matters pending between appellant and Ishreenund Dut,
according to verbal instructions given by the latter; that the
terms of the ikrarnameh were not warranted by these instructions,
and are opposed to those of the mokhtarnameh itself; which latter,
again, was not drawn up by the mokhtar, Parus Thakur, who did
not understand the character in which it was written (the Persian)
but by one Mohun Thakur, a dependent of appellant, in conformity
with the views and interests of his master.
That the former rent
of the lands held by Ishreenund Dut was 592 rupees, which amount
the ikrarnameh has raised to 6, 180; and that the balance of
mesne profits, the accounts of which are based upon the assumed
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(454)

.

correctness of this enhanced rent, has no real existence, and
never has been, or could have been acknowledged; while, under the
an acknowledgment was an indispen
terms of the mo/chtarnameh,
sible preliminary to the legality of the demand.
Respondents’ story of the blank mokhtarruzmeh was denied by
appellant, who claimed under the deed impugned, and the gene
raI.merits of the case.
The principal sudder ameen, exempting Parus Thakur, as mulch
tar, from all liability, admitted Ishreenund Dut’s plea of the blank
mokhtarnameh; determined the whole transaction to have been
irregular and illegal; and dismissed the suit. Hence this ap
~
peal.
We ﬁnd, from the terms of the mohhtarnameh, that the autho
rity to execute an ikrarnameh, or deed of ﬁnal agreement, between
the principals concerned in the tranaction, was contingent on
the previous consent of those principals to the amount of mesne
proﬁts proposed to be carried to account ; that such consent was
not given, and that, consequently, the ilcrarnameh was executed
without due authority, and is void and of no effect.
The claim for
mesne proﬁts, being founded upon it, cannot stand: but appellant
may sue for these independently of the ihrarnamek, with which
only, in the present instance, we have to deal.
\'Ve do not consider the grounds of dismissal of the suit recorded
by the principal sudder ameen to be just or tenable; though we
deem the judgment itself to have been correct and proper.
We
aﬁirm it accordingly, with costs payable by appellant.

.-j—

THE ITTII MAY I848.
PRESENT:
C.

TUCKER, EsQ.,

J.

A. F. I-IAVVKINS, ESQ.,

J noon.

TEMPORARY

Jooos;

and

E. CURRIE, EsQ.,
EXERCISING THE POWERS
PETITION No.

"815

01-‘

A JUDGE.

or I847.

of Hurlal Singh, mokhtar of
ﬁled
in
this
Court on the 7th December
Perm
Nurain
Baboo
Singh,
I847, praying for the admission of a special appeal from the deci
sion of the principal assistant agent of Hazareebaugh, under date
the llth September I847 ; reversing that of the moonsiff of Haza
reebaugh, under date lOth December I846, in the case of the peti
tioner, plaintiff, versus Shewa Mehtoon and others, defendants.

IN the matter of the petition

g

J

(455)
It

is hereby certiﬁed that the-said application

is granted on the
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following grounds.
The plaintiff allege

that he had incurred a loan to the defen
dants, and, as security for the debt, had given his lands in farm to
them.
That the debt had been liquidated from the usufruct, and
he now sued for possession.
The defendants denied the liquida
tion, and stated that the lease had to run a considerable time longer.
The moonsiff entering into the merits of the case, gave judgment
for the plaintiff.
The principal assistant, considering that the plaintiff could not
recover before the expiration of the period mentioned in the lease,
dismissed the plaint, reversing the moonsiﬁ"s judgment.
VVe do not consider that the principal assistant has sufﬁciently
It was incumbent upon him to enquire
investigated this ease.
whether the lease was given merely as security for the debt; and,
if so, then the plaintiff was entitled to recover his property, provided
that on an investigation of the amount realized by the defendants,
it should appear that the principal, with interest at the legal rate,
had been paid off, as the law cannot recognize any engagement
which gives to the lender a higher sum than such principal and
interest combined.
Under these circumstances, we remand the case for re-investiga
tion by the principal assistant, with reference to the preceding
remarks.

*

Tus l8'rn MAY

1848.

PRESENT:
C. TUCKER, EsQ.,

J. A.

Junon.
F. HAWKINS, Eso.,
T1-;1uPoaAm'

Juocs;

and

E. CURRIE, EsQ.,
EXERCISING THE POWERS or A Juncs.
PETITION No. I26 or 1848.
IN the matter of the petition of Ram Komar Mustofee and
others, ﬁled in this Court on the 24th April I848, pra ing for the
admission of a special appeal from the decision of
C. Brown,
Esq., judge of zillah Nuddeah, under date the 28th January 1848;
reversing that of Ram Lochun Ghose Raee, principal sudder ameen
of the same zillah, under date the l9th June I846, in the case
of Ram Komar Mustofee and others, ‘plaintiffs, versus Hurodeb
Prudhan and Kylas Nath Prudhan, defendants.
This case will be found at length at pages 2, 3, and 4 of the mon
thly decisions for January 1848, for zillah Nuddeah, and it is need
less to enter the details here. The suit is for the right to assess the
lands in the occupancy of the defendants at pergunna/1 rates; and the

on
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its

(

3, 3,

is

it

a

is

to

of

of

be

-

18TH

C.

to

to

MAY

PRESENT

1848.

:

its

on

THE

TUCKER, Esq.,

HAWKINS, Esq.,
and

JUDGE.

OF 1847.
by

CASE No. 359

;

TEMPORARY JUDGE

E. CURRIE, Esq.,
ExERCISING THE PoweRs of

A

F.

J.

JUDGE.

A.

of

a

decision passed
the Principal Sudder
Zillah Rajshahye, August 20th, 1845.
GOVERNMENT, APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT,)

Regular Appeal from

Ameen

wersus

Wukeel
Wuheel

of of

BRIJSOONDREE DASEE AND PEAREESOONDREE
DASEE, RESPONDENTs, (PLAINTIFFs.)
Appellant—Pursun Komar Thakur.
Respondents—Gholam Sufilur.

at

B.

a

of

of

REspoNDENTs sued the joint magistrate
Pubna, together
Watts,
Dulalpoor
possession
with Mr.
for
alias Radhanuggur
S., laying their suit
ferry, with mesne profits from 1237

of

an of

as

of

of

it

by

of

its

of

is is

in in

Company’s rupees 13,509-8.
pergunnah Islampoor, the property
The ferry
situated
plaintiffs, and
entered
the lot neelamee papers
1205
proportion
asset
the decennial settlement;
the sudder jumma
Regu
the pergunnah being rupees 5-7-8.
On the enactment
of
lation 19, 1816,
was taken charge
the collector

of
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It

by
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is of

of

In

do

in

of

to

of

it

is

by

is

by

judge has dismissed the claim, without entering on
merits,
two
grounds:—first, the suit
1793;
barred
Section 16, Regulation
and, secondly, that
barred
Section 14, Regulation
1793.
The judge refers
the decisions
28th August 1818 and 12th
support
June 1820,
his first ground; but,
clear from his
shewing,
they
own
not bear him out.
that
28th August 1818,
the plaintiffs’ claim
future enhancement
the rents, then paid
defendants,
expressly
inconsistent, there
the
was
reserved.
fore,
argue that that point has already been finally adjudicated.
limitation,—it has been ruled
On the other point, —the law
perpetually
more than once
this Court that the claim
assess
recurring cause
action, and cannot
barred by lapse
time.
under-tenants,
The question
the right
enhance the rents
disposed
must therefore, when raised,
on its merits.
Under
special appeal, and remand the
these circumstances, we admit
proceedings
the judge, who will restore the appeal preferred
court,
his
from the decision
the principal sudder ameen,
his
file, and dispose
merits.

(457)
Rajshahye, but subsequently abandoned; after which it remained
some years in the possession of the zemindar, until in l237 B. S.
the joint magistrate assumed the control of it under Regulation 6,
l8l9,—the plaintiffs’ estate being then under the management
of the court of wards.
In I238, plaintiffs, as they state, petitioned the joint magistrate
and the commissioner for the release of the ferry. The case was
eventually referred to the superintendent of police, and was lost
with other papers on the swamping of that ofﬁcer’s boat. Plain
tiffs now seek redress in the civil court.
The principal sudder ameen has given a decree in favor of
plaintiﬁ"s.

The facts are not disputed.
The decision of the case turns
entirely upon a question of law, embracing these two points :-——
First, whether claims connected with the assumption of the man
agement of ferries by the magistrates are cognizahle, generally,
by the civil courts ; and, if not, secondly, whether the special
circumstances of this case are such as to bring it within the court’s
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jurisdiction.

For the determination of the question, it is necessary to consi
der both the person sued and the thing sued for, or the person
sued in all such cases must be the magistrate, or joint-magistrate.
But these oﬂicers are not among the functionaries declared amen
able to the civil courts, for acts done in their oﬂicial capacity, by
Section I0, Regulation 3, 1793; nor are they subject to any of
the authorities mentioned in Section 3, Regulation 2, l8l4, which
prescribes the process to be followed by the courts in the case
The oﬂicial acts of
of suits brought against public officers.
seem
to
be
would
therefore,
exempt from the jurisdic
magistrates,
reference
to the subject of suit,
tion of the courts.
with
Again,
ferries
l8l6,
of
all
were
I9
placed under the control
by Regulation
of the collectors ; and, by Section 9 it was declared that claims to
deductions, or compensations ou account of their resumption,
should be reported by the revenue authorities for the consider
ation and orders of the Governor General in Council, and the courts
of judicature should not take cognizance of them. By Regulation 6,
l8l9, that law was rescinded; and such ferries as Government
might think proper to assume the management of were placed
The provision for the refer
under the control of the magistrates.
ence of claims to compensation for the consideration and orders of
Government, mutalis mutandis, was re-enacted: the express re
striction of the authority of the courts being however omitted, doubt
less because the oﬂicial acts of magistrates not being subject to
the jurisdiction of the courts, such a restriction would have been
There can be no doubt therefore, that as
mere surplusage.
regards the general question in suits of this nature, the jurisdiction
of the courts is barred.

(458)
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But it is urged specially, that in this

case the suit is not for com
act
of the joint magistrate in
but
for
pensation,
possession,-—the
taking charge of the ferry having been irregular and unauthorized,
inasmuch as the previous sanction of Government, required by
Clause 2, Section 3, Regulation 6, 1819, was not obtained.
Now,
not to dwell on the fact that the ferry had been previously sub
jected to assessment by the collector under the provisions of
l9, l8l6, and it may, therefore, be a question whe
Regulation
ther under the letter of the section referred to the previous
sanction of Government was necessary, it is evident that the
assumption of the management of the ferry was, to all intents and
The circum
purposes, an oﬂicial act of the joint magistrate.
stance of its being opposed to the regulation (if it were so) does
not make it the less an oﬁicial act, or bring it under the cogniz
ance of the courts; for tne very acts for which collectors and
others, not magistrates and joint magistrates, are declared amen
able to the courts, are ‘ acts done in their official capacity in oppo
sition to any regulation.’
The specialty pleaded, therefore, does not remove-the bar to
the court’s jurisdiction. The decree of the principal sudder ameen
must be reversed, and the original plaint dismissed; all costs being
charged to respondents.

-L-n

Tun l8'rn MAY

1848.

PRESENT:

C.

TUCKER, Eso.,

J.

A. F. HAVVKINS,

Juno!-1.

EsQ.,
TEMPORARY Jones; and

E. CURRIE, Eso.,
Exssorsmo run Powrms or A Junon.
CASE No. 136 or l838.
Appeal from a decision passed by George Cheap, Esq.,
Judge of Mymensingh, September 21st, 1837; altering a decree
passed by Julalooddeen lllohummud, Principal Sudder Ameen,

Special

September 26th, 1834.

MUDDUN GOPAL BADUREE

AND o'rn1:Rs, APPELLANTS,

(PLAIN'l‘IFFS,)
versus

MUHA RANEE KISHEN MUNNEE DIBEEA
Rnsronnnxrs, (DEFENDANTS.)

AND

orusns,

Wukeel of Appellants—Gholam Sufdur.
lVakeels of Respondents—J. G. Waller and Taruclc Chundur Race.
Tnrs case was admitted to special appeal, on the 21st December
1837, by Mr. VVilliam Braddon. This case was instituted
on

l
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(459)
lst June 1832, but it is necessary to record here the proceedings
had previous to that date.
On 30th September 1816, the appellants in this case instituted
a suit against the respondents, for the recovery of 45 lchadaa of
land, stating, in general terms, that disputes having arisen regard
ing them, a summary award for possession had been obtained by
the respondents ; to reverse which order, and try the rights of the
This plaint
parties to the disputed lands, the suit was brought.
was nonsuited on 5th September 1823, because it appeared that
there ha.d been two summary cases,—one under Regulation 49,1793,
regarding l0 khadas,——the other under Regulation 6, l8l3, regard
ing ‘20 khadas, with different parties and at different periods; and
that the lands connected with both had been included, but without
speciﬁcation, in the plaint.
The present suit was then instituted to reverse the summary
award of the 2d April I816, under Regulation 6, l8l3, and for
15 lrhadas more, which the appellants asserted the ameen deputed
to give the respondents possession of the 20 lchadas awarded to her,
had given to her in excess thereof. The appellants claim the
35 Ichada: of land as appertaining to their village Mirzapoor. The
respondents allege they appertain to their village Burscela.
The case was ﬁrst tried by Sumbhonath Muzoomdar, sudder
ameen, when the claim was valued at rupees 302-2-6 ; that
An appeal was
oﬂicer decided ear-parte, dismissing the claim.
preferred, which was referred for trial to the principal sudder
ameen, Julalooddeen Mohummud, and whilst pending before his
court, the valuation was raised to rupees 2,000 by a supplemen
The principal sudder ameen reversed the decision
tary plaint.
of the lower court, decreeing in full for the appellants. An appli
cation for a special appeal was then made to, and rejected by the
judge ; but, on a further application to this Court, the judge was
directed to consider the principal sudder ameen’s decision as the
primary one, and to admit a regular appeal to himself,—the subse
quent valuation of the claim at the sum of rupees 2,000 barring
the jurisdiction of the sudder ameen, whose decision was, therefore,
Accordingly, the judge admitted
to be held to be null and void.
the appeal under these orders of the superior Court; and, on the
2lst September 1837, modiﬁed the decision of the principal sudder
ameen.
From this decision the present appeal to this Court was prefer
red,and the case was ﬁrst heard by Mr. Lee Warner, who, on
3lst August I840, gave his opinion for aﬁirming the decision of the
The case next came on to be heard
principal sudder ameen.
before Mr. A. Dick, who, on the 9th December 1840, recorded his
opinion for reversing the decisions of both the lower courts,
In consequence of this
and would dismiss the claim in toto.
difference of opinion, the case was referred to a third judge
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(Mr. D. C. Smyth), who was of opinion that the suit was barred by
the statute of limitation. I-Ie observed that the suit was brought to
reverse a summary award passed on the 2d April l8l6, and should
have been instituted
within 12 years from that date; that he
would make no allowance for the period the original suit was pend
This point was
ing in the lower courts before it was nonsuited.
eventually ireferred to all the judges of this Court; and, on
2lst November 1846, it was determined that the appellants were
entitled to an allowance for the period their ﬁrst suit was pending
in court before it was nonsuited ; and, under this construction of the
law, the suit was found to be in time.
It was then referred to a
full bench to be disposed of on its merits, and came on this day
for that purpose.
We observe, that though the decree of the judge considerably
diminishes the award of the principal sudder ameen in favor of the
appellants, yet still it is in the main against the respondents, who,
however, have not appealed against it.
After mature consideration of the proceedings of the ameen
deputed to make a local investigation and a map of the disputed
lands, we do not consider that the appellants have established
a right to any more lands than is awarded to them by the judge’s
decree, which we accordingly aﬁirm, and dismiss the appeal with
cost against the appellants.

iii.

Tun 20'rn MAY I848.
PRESENT!

TUCKER, Eso., and
Sm R. BARLOW, BAR'l‘.,

C.

“

J. A.

J unoss.

F. HAWKINS, Eso.,
TEMPORARY Jones.

CASE No. 24 or

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by W. H. "Marten, Es-q., Addi
tional Judge of Zillah Hooghly, January 2d, 1845; reversing a
decree passed by Edward Sterling, Esq., Collector of that Zillah,
'

January

5t/1,

I843.

SHEIKH SHUFAETOOLLAH,
JOYKISHEN

APPELLANT,

versus
MOOKERJEE AND

Ormams,

(DEFENDANT,)

Rnsronnswrs,

(PLAlNTlFI<‘B.)
Wukeel of Appellant—Purmm Komar Thalru-r.
Wukeel of Respondents—-Ramapurshad Raee.

Tats

case was admitted to special appeal, on the 25th

i846, under
Tucker :-—

the following

certiﬁcate

recorded

by

August
C.

Mr.

n
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)

"ll"

‘ This is a case in which the plaintiffs sued to resume certain
The col
lands held by the defendant, Shuffaetoolah, as la/chiraj.
lector decreed in favor of the lakhirajdar; but, on appeal, the addi
tional judge reversed the collector’s decision, because he considered
But he did not enter
the lakhirajdar’s documents to be forgeries.
into the question of the right of the zemindar to sue at this time
of day to resume the lands. It was not proved on his side that
rent had ever been paid for the lands in question, whilst posses
sion as lalrkiraj in the defendant’s family from a remote period is
acknowledged.
‘ I admit this appeal to try whether a zemindar can now sue to
resume and assess lands, held as lalzhirqj from a period antecedent
to the decennial settlement.’
The decision of this suit depends entirely upon the determina
tion of the question, whether the general law of limitation is appli
cable to suits instituted by zemindars for the resumption of
lalchiraj tenures; and involves the consideration both of the laws
which have been enacted, and the practice which has prevailed in
regard to this subject.
Regulation 19, l']'93, speaks of three general classes of lakhiraj
g rants.
Grants made previous to the 12th August 1765, the
First.
date of the Company’s accession to the Dewanny.
Grants which have been made since the l2th August
Secondly.
1765, and previous to the lst December 1790.
Thirdly. Grants made since lst‘ December 1790.
The question of the applicability of the law of limitation to the
If the grants
grants of the ﬁrst class, will now seldom arise.
meet the conditions laid down in Section 2, Regulation l9, l793,
lf they do not, then, as
and Regulation 14, l825, they are valid.
in cases of the second clas, it may be asked whether the general
law of limitation is not a bar to resumption by the zemindars; but
suits by zemindars, for the resumption of grants made at a period
prior to the Company’s accession to the Dewanny, are not now by
any means frequent.
By Clause 2, Section 2, Regulation 19, 1793, it is enacted
that ‘ no claim to hold exempt from the payment of revenue
land that may have been subjected to the payment of revenue
for the l2 years preceding the date on which the claim
may be instituted shall be heard by any zillah or city court,
unless the claimant can shew good and suﬁicient cause for not
having preferred the claim to a competent jurisdiction within
the l2 years, and proceeded in it as required by Section 14,
Regulation 3, 1793.’ It has been argued that the converse of this
position must hold good,—that is, if a lak/zirajdar has held land
exempt from the payment of revenue, for l2 years prior to the
date of the institution of the suit, the claim to resume is barred by
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lapse of time. The rule, it must be borne in mind, refers to grants
made before the l2th August I765, and to none other; and to such
grants alone must the converse of the proposition be limited. But
further, the section contains certain conditions as essential to the
validity of such grants ; and in the proviso cited declares that un
der certain circumstances, viz. the payment of rent, or revenue,
for l2 years prior to the institution of the suit a grant is in
validated, though fulﬁlling all the essential conditions previously laid
down.
The rule at the close of Clause 2 of the Section is special,
and restricted to the claim of the lakkirajdar; and care must be
taken that the converse drawn from the special is not subversive
of the general rules and provisions of the enactment.
Besides, it
appears to us, that had the legislature intended that the general
rule of limitation should apply to such claims for resuming lalrlziraj
grants, it would have so declared by an express provision, instead
of leaving the inference to be drawn from a mere exception to the
general provisions of the section; especially as the terms of the
section may, without any straining of their meaning, be so con
strued as to lead to the conclusion that the general law of limitation
V
is not applicable to such claims.
can
In regard to the third class of grants, there
he no doubt.
Section l0, Regulation I9, W93, declares that they ‘ are null and
void, and that no length of possession shall be hereafter considered
to give validity to any such grant, either with regard to the pr0~
The general law of Section I4,
perty in the soil, or the rents of_it.’
Regulation 3, I793, and the special law of Section l0, Regula
tion l9, l793, were enacted‘by the Supreme Government on the
same day; and, therefore, the general law cannot over-rule the
special provision, which can be repealed only by another spe
In the absence, however, of any such provision as that
cial law.
of Section I0, Regulation I9, U93, it appears to us that the
courts of justice must have held that grants made at a period
subsequent to the date of the permanent settlement are null and
void.
It is a narrow and contracted view to suppose, that the
permanent settlement consists in nothing more than the obligation
on the part of the zemindar to pay a certain amount of revenue
The settlement is a compact by
annually to the Government.
which the zemindar engages on his part to pay a ﬁxed amount of
revenue to the State; and the State on its part guarantees to the
zemindar, by means of its judicial and ﬁscal administration, the
integrity of the assets from which that revenue is derived, and
which in fact constitute the Government’s own security for the
realization of its revenue. The declaration to the zemindars and
other proprietors of land, that the jumma assessed upon their
lands is ﬁxed for ever (Section 3, Regulation l, I793), carries with
it, by necessary implication, a rule of the nature laid down in
Section l0, Regulation l9, 1793.

(463)
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We now come to the grants of the second class, viz. those
made since the 12th August I765, and previous to the lst Decem
ber l790, which give rise to by far the greater number of suits of
this kind instituted in our courts.
The question is sometimes asked, why, if the law of limitation
does not apply to such cases, is it provided in Section 10 that
no length of possession shall give validity to the grants therein
mentioned, while no such provision is to be found in regard to
grants made before lst December 1790? The answer is clear.
The grants referred to in Section 10 are absolutely null and void;
those mentioned in Section 3 of the same Regulation are declared
to be invalid.
The grantees in the former case have no right,
under any length of possession, either to the property in the soil
or the rents of it : the grantees in the latter case have a. right to
both.
The grantees in Section 10 can be ejected at once : those
alluded to in Sections 3 and 6 cannot be ejected at all. The
grants of the former are good for nothing : those of the latter are
good for every thing, except the exemption from the payment of
rent, or revenue.
The grant, as such, is invalid in this one par
ticular; but the holder is entitled to have the settlement made
with him, which the holder of the grant under Section l0 is not.
Hence the provision of Section lO, regarding length of posses
sion, would have been altogether inapplicable to the grantee
of Section 3.
Had the question the Court is now called upon to decide,
come before it immediately upon the expiration of l2 years from
the date of the permanent settlement, or from the date of the
enactment of Regulation 19, 1793, the dilﬁculties which now be
The judgment
set it might have been considerably diminished.
might have given rise to the interference of the legislature if con
sidered to be wrong: if right, it would have remained as a prece
dent for future guidance.
The decision, probably, would not have
been arrived at without some dilﬁculty in weighing the conﬂicting
arguments for and against the application of the rules of limitation.
As the lands included in the grants made before 1'/'90 were not
taken into account in the formation of the settlement, the question
might have been asked why the law of limitation should not ap
ply to such, being grants for land below 100 biggahs, the revenue
assessable on which was declared to be the right of the zemindar,
especially as by Section 12 of the Regulation it was declared that
‘no lapse of time shall be considered as a bar to the recovery of
the public dues’ from lands comprised in grants exceeding IOU
On the other hand, an argument in favor of the zemin
bigga/Ls ?
dar’s right of resumption might have been drawn from the un
restricted terms of the preceding sections, and the evident inten
tion of the legislature of l793 to maintain the zemindar in the
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enjoyment of the privileges, as well as of the rights conferred
upon him at the formation of the permanent settlement.
But, instead of speculating upon the possible judgment of the
Court had the question come before it immediately on the expira
tion of 12 years from the cause of action, we proceed to notice the
course of legislation and practice in regard to this subject for the
last 40 years.
The l2 years from lst December 1790, expired on the lst De
cember l8U2, and from the date of Regulation l9, 1793, on the
lst May 1805. From that period to the year l8l9, hundreds
of cases under the resumption laws must have been instituted in
the several courts of the districts under this Court. We have asked
and searched in vain, however, for one to which the general law
of limitation was applied, or in which it was even pleaded by the
lalclzirajdar.
In I819, the Government enacted Regulation 2 of that
By Clause 1, Section 30, it is enacted that all suits
year.
preferred in a court of judicature by proprietors, farmers, or
talookdars to the revenue of any land held free of assessment,
as well as all suits so preferred by individuals claiming to hold
lands exempt from revenue, shall, immediately on their institu
tion, be referred for investigation to the collector, or other oﬁicer
By a subsequent provision of
exercising the powers of collector.
the same clause, parties are declared at liberty to institute their
suits before the collector at once, instead of preferring them to a
court of justice. By Clauses 2, 3, and 4, the collector is instruct
ed how to proceed in such cases, and is required to decide them
upon their merits ; that is, he is required to decide upon the
validity, or otherwise of the grants, and the liability or otherwise
of the lands to resumption ; and that in every case without ex
But, if the law of limitation is to apply to such cases,
ception.
whence the necessity of a reference to the collector to pronounce
upon the validity of the grant? or still more, whence the necessity
of a law of procedure in 1819, to investigate the validity of grants,
which, by lapse of time, had become valid in 1802 or at latest in
1805? The only answer is, that the legislature, guided by the prac
tice of the courts, considered the question of limitation as settled in
the negative; and, upon these premises, proceeded to the enactment
of a law of procedure for the direction of the functionaries to whom
the investigation of such suits was thenceforth to be entrusted. Th;
enforcement of the terms of this law cannot co-exist with the
application of the general law of limitation to such cases.
We next come to the provisions of Regulation 19, l825, by the
5th Section of which the rules of Section 30, Regulation 2, l8l9,
are extended to collectors when engaged in making settlements
This law appears to contemplate only
under Regulation 7, 1822.
an enquiry into the validity of the title.
r

(465)
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Again, the terms of Regulation l4, 1825, enacted 60 years after
the date of the Company’s accession to the Dewanny, and 35 years
after the date of the permanent settlement, cannot contemplate
the application of the general law of limitation to suits instituted
for the recovery of Iakhiraj tenures. The terms of the Regulation
are very general ; but as we are led to think from some of its pro
had in view only the
visions, that the legislature, in enacting
grants resumable by Government, we do not lay much stress
'
in considering the question now before the Court.
upon
To the course of legislation of subsequent years, however, may
be opposed the provisions of Section
1805.
The
Regulation
therein applied to all claims
special law of limitation of 60 years
on the part of Government for the assessment of lands held under
was
lakkiraj titles; and may be urged with much force, that
not the intention of the legislature to exempt similar claims of
land-holders from the operation of the general law of 12 years.
But yet there
no doubt that the courts of justice never did apply
the law to such cases, but practically held all along that they came
under the provisions and exceptions’ mentioned in Clause lof the
Section.
This conclusion was not come to without some ground
for it. It must be borne in mind, that though the grants under
100 biggahs were not taken into account as rent-yielding assets
at the formation of the permanent settlement, yet, unquestionably,
they were considered by the Government as affording additional
security for the punctual realization of its revenue. They consti
tute
source from which the zemindar might derive an addition to
his income, and this aﬁbrded to him additional means for the regu
lar payment of his dues to the State. That the object of the Go
vernment was to secure to the zemindar the rights and privileges
thus conferred upon him,
clear from its whole course of legisla
tion. Clause
1819 (passed long after
Section
Regulation
the period laid down in Section l4, Regulation
1793, had expired),
after declaring the liability to assessment by the Government of
all lands not comprised within the limits of permanently assessed
estate, proceeds as follows :-—‘ Provided, however, that nothing
in the above rule shall be construed to aﬁ'ect the rights reserved
to zemindar, talookdars, and other proprietors of estates, with
whom
permanent settlement has been concluded, to the exclu
sive enjoyment of the rent assessed on lands held on invalid te
nures free of assessment, within the limits of their respective estates
and talooks, and of which the extent may not exceed 100 biggahs
in Bengal, Behar, or Orissa, and 50 biggahs
within the province
of Benares.’ The same object for providing for the security of the
revenues of the State and of the rights and privileges of the zemin
dars,
further apparent from the uniform tenor of the laws from
the date of Regulation 44, l793 to that of Act of 1845, in regard
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to sales of estates for arrears of revenue, which provide that
the purchasers of all such estates shall receive them free of all
incumbrances imposed upon them after the time of settlement,
which could not be were they debarred the right of suing to
resume the tenures declared by law to be invalid at the time of
settlement, on the ground that they had, notwithstanding, become
valid since that time, by the operation of other causes than those
affecting the original character of the tenures. i
In a draft-resumption act prepared by Mr. Millett, in the year
I837, it was proposed to be enacted that the limitation ﬁxed for
the commencement of civil suits shall not be held to bar the
cognizance of claims by zemindars for the recovery of the revenue
of lakhiraj lands. On the Section which contains this proposed
rule, Mr. Millett remarks :—-‘ It is not easy to discover whether the
rules of limitation contained in Section l4, Regulation 3, 1'/'93,
and Section 8, Regulation 7, 1795, do, or do not, apply to claims on
the part of individuals for the recovery of the revenue of lands
But if it
held lakhiraj.
In practice they are not held applicable.
be determined that they are applicable, it would be well to deﬁne
clearly at what time the cause of action is to be regarded as hav
ing arisen.’ As to the diﬂiculty felt in discovering whether the
rules of limitation were, or were not, applicable in such cases, we
conclude it arose from the differing interpretations of which,
under different views, the law was susceptible.
It is clear it could
not have arisen from any doubt as to the practice, for Mr. Millett,
a most excellent authority in the matter, distinctly states that in
practice the general rules of limitation were not held applicable.
Such then being the practice, it appears to us that the legislature
To do
could not well pass a law enacting that they shall apply.
so at a time when it is presumable that most of the invalid lakhirqj
tenures have been contested in court by the zemindars, and decid
ed without reference to those general rules of limitation, would,
indeed, be to beneﬁt the remaining few, but at the same time to
impress the greater number, whose titles had already been declar
ed invalid, with the conviction that they had been hardly dealt with.
The only course open for the legislature was to do as proposed by
Mr. Millett, to declare that the rules of limitation should not
apply, but to ﬁx a date beyond which no such suits should be
admissible in Court.
The practice of the courts appears to have been uniform up to
the period of Mr. Millett preparing the draft-resumption act
above alluded to. VVe cannot ﬁnd a single case up to that period,
in which the rules of limitation were applied to cases regarding
In fact, the application of the
the resumption of laklziraj titles.
rules of limitation never appears to have been contemplated until
a very recent period.

(467)
The question, however, was judicially tried in two cases in
In the case of Soohdeb Chowdhree and others, v. Chadee
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1836.

Lal, decided on 2d July 1836, the special appeal was admitted
expressly to try the question of limitation; and it was ﬁnally
ruled that the general law of limitation did not apply to such
It was proposed to publish this case as a precedent, but
cases.
the objections of some of the judges prevented its insertion
The opinion of the judges (Messrs.
among the selected reports.
Stockwell and Barwell), is thus expressed :—‘ There is no doubt
that the defendant’s family have held the lands as rent-free for a
number of years, extending back to a period prior to the decennial
settlement; but we are of opinion that the plea urged by the
appellants, against the admissibility of the claim under the law of
limitation, cannot be maintained, for the rule of Section l4, Regu
lation 3, 1793, alluded to by them, does not apply to such cases.’
The same judgment was pronounced in the case of Becharam
Mundul, v. Gungagoviud Mundul and others, decided on the
26th December 1836, by Messrs. Stockwell and Hutchinson.
The general course of legislation and the practice of the courts was,
therefore, uniform up to the year 1840.
Since 1840, conﬂicting judgments have been passed according
to the opinions of the deciding judges; but, adverting to the cases
of Dost Mahomed Khan, 'v. Kashee Isree Dibbea, and Bulram
Panda, v. Sheikh G001 Mahomed, decided on the 28th Janu
ary l846, (pages 22 and 25 of the decisions for 1846,) it would
appear that the tendency is to revert to the practice as it existed
before 1840.
Theinapplicability of the law of limitation to such cases, may be
further inferred from the practice which prevails in regard to macar
The lakhirajdar pays no rent at all ; the m0currur
rurree tenures.
reedar pays a privileged, or it may be a small quit rent. Now, look
ing at these two cases, merely with reference to the rules of limitation,
there is no reason why the lakhiraj tenure should be unassailable
12 years after the cause of action, and the molrurrurree tenure
should be resumable and assessable at a higher rate after the same
period. The rules of limitation have never been applied in practice to
mocurrurree tenures; and upon a recent occasion (see case of
Meertunjoy Shah and others, v. Baboo Gopal Lal Thakoor,
page 217 volume VII. Sudder Dewanny Adawlut Reports, also
that of Neekoos Marcass, v. Ram Lochun Ghose, page 221,
volume Ill.) when the subject was considered at large by the Court,
the opinion was recorded that the claim to assess being a perpe
tually recurring cause of action cannot be barred by the lapse of
time; and this opinion was adopted by the majority of the Court.
The same principle appears to us to be applicable to a lakhiraj
In the case of a mocurrurree tenure, the zemindar sues
tenure.
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for a higher rent where he got some rent; in the case of a lakhiraj
tenure, he sues for some rent where he got none. The claim in
both cases is to assess; and there is no reason why the principle
which has been applied to the one case, should not be applicable
to the other.
The question might be urged, with reference to these two classes
of tenures, whether why the same provision that has been enacted
by Section 26, Act l, 1845 in regard to mocurrurree, should not
have been enacted also in regard to lakhiraj tenures? The records
of this Court supply the answer. The provisions of Section 26, Act l ,
I845, are a mere repetition of those of Section 27, Act 12, l84l ;
shortly before the enactment of which a discussion took place in
this Court, as to the rights of auction purchasers in regard to the
The question was submitted to
ejectment of mocurrurreedars.
Government, and hence the provisions which followed.
In regard
to lakhirajdars, the practice had been uniform and no discussion
had arisen ; and hence there was not the same necessity for legis
lating for them.
It thus appears from the course of legislation for a series of
years, and from the uniform practice of the courts, except for a
short interval, that the rules of limitation laid down in Section I4,
Regulation 3, I793 are not applicable to suits by zemindars for
the assessment of land held as lakhiraj, under tenures declared to
be invalid.
This interpretation of the law derives considerable force from
another consideration.
It is to be observed, that the revenue of
invalid lakhiraj lands is a public due, though in certain cases
In temporarily settled mehals, this
assigned to the zemindars.
assignment is only temporary; and in those settled permanently,
the Government retains a contingent interest in the event of the
settlement breaking down, and the mehal being thrown on the
hands of the Government.
therefore, that the Court cannot, at this time,
Considering,
come to any other conclusion than that the general rules of limi
tation laid down in Section I4, Regulation 3, I793, do not apply
to suits instituted by zemindars for the resumption of invalid
lakhiraj tenures, we dismiss the appeal with costs; and aiﬁrin the
decision of the zillah judge.

(

)
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THE 20th MAY

1848.

PRESENT:

TUCKER, Esq., and
SIR. R. BARLOW, BART.,
C.

JUDGEs.

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No.

of

25

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by W. H. Marten, Esq., Addi
tional Judge of Hooghly, December 14th, 1844; reversing a
decree passed by Edward Sterling, Esq., Collector of that Zillah,

January 5th, 1843.

SHEIKH SHUFAETOOLLAH,

(DEFENDANT,)

APPELLANT,

te?"sus

JOY KISHEN MOOKERJEE

AND

or HERs,

REspoNDENTs,

-

was admitted to special appeal by Mr. Charles
Tucker on the same date, and for determination of the same point
as is contained in the certificate given in the preceding case (No.
24.) The difference in the two cases being only as respects the
claim to resume different portions of land, and the order passed
is the same.

THIs

case

THE 20th

MAY 1848.

PRESENT:

R. H. RATTRAY, Esq.,
-

PETITION

JUDGE.

No.

1

12 OF 1848.

IN the matter of the petition of Sumrun Raee and another,
filed in this Court on the 17th April 1848, praying for the admis
sion of a special appeal from the decision of Niamut Ali Khan,
principal sudder ameen of zillah Tirhoot, under date the 17th
January 1848; reversing that of Samuel Da Costa, acting moon

siff of the said zillah, under date the 16th March 1847, in the case
of Holas Singh, plaintiff, versus Sumrun Raee and another, defen
dants.

in

by

a

it

of

It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds.
The plaintiff was nonsuited before the acting moonsiff. In
appeal, the principal sudder ameen cancelled the order of nonsuit,
plain
merits, and disposed
decree
tried the case on
its
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(PLAINTIFFs.)

(

470

-

)

tiff’s favor: thus rendering the appellate court in which he was
presiding a court of first resort, and depriving the defendant of
his appeal of right against the judgment.

I direct the return of the case for revisal and disposal agreeably
to the practice of the courts.
The usual order will issue in re
gard to stamps and costs.
THE 20t'H MAY 1848.
PRESENT:
C. TUCKER, Esq., and
SIR. R. BARLOW, BART.,
JUDGEs.

J.

A. F.

HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.
261

of

1847.

©e?"sus

RAMDHUN GOON,

RESPONDENT, (PLAINTIFF.)
Wukeel of Appellants—Kishen Kishore Ghose.
Wukeel of Respondent—Pursun Komar Thakur.

of

of

on

of

or

on

an

of

or

on

for

THIs case was admitted to special appeal, on the 5th May
1847, under the following certificate recorded by Sir R. Barlow:—
‘ Ramdhun Goon sued for possession of kismuts Katra and
Ram Isherpore, a talook in pergunnah Bulea, on the 24th Novem
ber 1842, or the 10th Aghun 1249, on the strength of a mortgage
bond signed by Nobeen Chundur and Degumberee, dated the
Application was made
21st Phalgoon 1236, or 3d March 1830.
foreclosure
the 11th September 1835,
27th Bhadoon 1242.
The defendants, Hoymabuttee and Degumberee, denied execution
the mortgaged bond. The defendants, Ramdhun Dey and Hulo
dhur Dey, pleaded
out and out purchase from the females
the 12th Chyte 1241,
24th March 1835,—the deed
sale
August
having been duly registered
the 10th
the same
Cat".

of

as
a

in

to

or

on

an

females had instituted
action against Ramdhun Dey
others,
possession
lands,
and
for
these
the 15th September
They
1842,
31st Bhadoon 1249.
admitted the sale, but pleaded
they had not received the full amount due
them. The defen
dants urged they had purchased the property, and that the deed
sale was duly registered.
Ramdhun Goon came
third

“The

of
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CASE No.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of 24-Pergunnahs, December 7th, 1846; reversing a
decree passed by the Moonsiff of Busheerhaut, August 20th, 1846.
RAMDHUNDEY AND OTHERs, APPELLANTs, (DEFENDANTs)

(471)
party, and

set forth

his mortgage, as did one Kalachand.
The
moonsilf of Busheerhaut, and the plaintiﬁ"s
suit was dismissed: no appeal was preferred by either of the
parties against this decision.
‘ The moonsiﬁ' dismissed the
present plaint, upholding the
deed of sale put in by the defendants, Ramdhun and Holodhur.
The principal sudder ameen records his opinion, giving preference
to the conditional
sale and the mortgaged bond of the plain
tiff, because of its being of a date previous to the sale made to
the defendants, Ramdhun and Hulodhur, by the females.
He
admits both documents are proved; and his decision in favor of
the plaintiff rests on the priority of their deed alone.
‘ doubt much the
The authenticity
legality of this decision.
of defendants’ deed is established to the satisfaction of the prin
cipal sudder ameen : it is nowhere pleaded that defendants knew
of any previous sale, or mortgage to another ; and, under Clause 3,
Section 6, Regulation 36 of 1793, the registration of their deed
must invalidate any other deed executed prior, or subsequent to
the registered deed. Now, the mortgage bond ﬁled by the plaintiff
was never registered, and his protest above alluded to is not sulﬁ
cient, as stated by the principal sudder ameen, to secure his title.
admit a special appeal, in order to test the legality of the prin
cipal sudder ameen’s decision.’
We are of opinion that the decision of the principal sudder
ameen is defective, inasmuch as he has not recorded his judg
ment distinctly as to whether the defendants, Ramdhun Dey and
Hulodhur Dey were, or were not, cognizant, at the time of their
purchase, of the plaintiff’s purchase previously, which, under the
provisions of Clause 3, Section 6, Regulation 36 of I793, was
We therefore return the case to the principal sudder
requisite.
ameen for further investigation
with
on the points indicated,
reference to which he will decide it on its merits.
case was tried by the
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I

‘H-'

Tun

221)

MAY 1848.

Possum‘:

J.

A. F. HAWKINS,

Eso.,

TEMPORARY June:-:.
Ps'rrr1o1v

No. 235 or I846.

IN the matter of the petition of Mr. Thos. Kenny, ﬁled in this
Court -on the 18th May 1846, praying for the admission of a spe
cial appeal from the decision of the principal sudder ameen of
Jessore, under date the 14th F cbruary 1846; reversing that of the

(472)
moonsiﬁ’ of Dhurumpore, under date the 30th May 1845, in the
of Shumsher Ali, plaintiff, versus the petitioner, defendant.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds.
The plaintiff sued for possession of a small piece of land, with
mesne proﬁts.
The moonsiff dismissed the plaint.
The principal
sudder ameen, in reversing the moonsiﬁ"s decision, awards mesne
proﬁts and interest from a date antecedent to that mentioned by
the plaintiff himself in his petition of plaint.
admit the appeal 5 and remand the case, in order that the prin
_
cipal sudder ameen may correct his decision in the foregoing points
with reference to the plaint.
case

I

Tm:

*

231)

MAY 1848.

PRESENT:
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J.

A. F. HAWKINS,

Eso-,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.
PETITION No. 70 on 1848.

IN the matter of the petition of Neeloo Mulla, ﬁled in this
Court on the 13th March 1848, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from -the decision of Mynooddeen Sufdur, addi
tional principal sudder ameen of 24-Pergunnahs, under date the
26th January 1848; reversing that of the sudder moonsiﬂ’ of
24-Pergunnahs, under date the 6th September 1847, in the case
of the petitioner, plaintiff, versus Anund Chundur Nag and others,
defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds.
This was a. suit for the reversal of a summary decree obtained
by the defendants, against the plaintiff, in the office of the collec
tor. The moonsiff gave judgment for the plaintiff.
The principal sudder ameen, in reversing the decree of the
moonsiff, says that it is proved that the plaintiff is in possession of
the lands, the rents of which he has been called to pay.
This, however, is not sufficient to establish the correctness of
the summary decree. The defendant’s right to claim the rent
must be established, and the case be considered with reference to
the provisions of Section 10, Regulation 8, 1831.
_
accordingly admit the appeal, and remand the case for re-trial
by the principal sudder ameen in the manner above pointed out.

I

(

)
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THE 25TH MAY
PRESENT:

1848.

W. B. JACKSON, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No.

164 OF 1845.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by Mr. C. Mackay, Principal
Sudder Ameen of Mymensingh, February 24th, 1845.
RANEE BHOOBUN MYE DIBEA, DECEAs ED, RAJAH HUR

INDERNURAIN RAEE, APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT,)
they'szús

THE COLLECTOR of MYMENSINGH, ResponDENT,

proceeds.

stated by the principal sudder ameen,
who
ex-parte
decided it
on the 24th February 1844.
dependent
“The point to be decided in this case
whether
talook, created subsequently
the formation
the decennial
settlement,
liable
annulled on the sale
the estate
appertains for the recovery
which
arrears
Government
possession;
revenue due therefrom, and the purchaser entitled
pay
and whether the talookdar
entitled
retain possession
equitable
jumma
purchaser.
ment
the
inspection
From
the copy
the quinquennial register,
and the statement
talookdars
the Pookeria pergunnah, and
opinion that the
the other papers
the file, this court
auction purchaser
entitled
obtain possession
the talook
lays claim
which
the part
Government (vide Section
30, Regulation
1822, and the precedents referred
the
1844, decided
decision
this court
the case No. 38
20th February 1845.)
‘Order accordingly that decree pass
favor
Government
the talook aforesaid against the defendant, with wasilaut
per cent. the expenses
thereon (less
collections) from date
purchase
possession under this decree, with costs
that
and interest
the same from this date,
well
interest on the
wasilaut, which will
ascertained
the time
execution
this
case is thus

to

on

of

of

of

is
of

in

to

to

of

of

at

of

as

as

of

be

on to

10

of

a

in

of

in

of

in

of

of

of

11

on

he

is on of

of

an

to

an

is

to

it

of

*

to

to of

be

is

to

to

of of

a

is,

The

of

of

the defendant,
intimation

no

appeal
brought
this decision
Bhoobun Mye, who states that she had

is

From
Ranee

by

decree.”

an
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(PLAINTIFF.)

Wukeel of Appellant—J. G. Waller.
Wukeel of Respondent—Pursun Komar Thakur.
CLAIM for possession of 4 annas Sreerambuttee and others,
sold on the 6th July 1836 for arrears of revenue, and bought by
the Government : suit laid at rupees 9,438, including
mesne

(474)

of

a

is

is

:

a

a

is

is

ill

the suit having been brought against hcr,—having been very
She now wishes to enter
at the time of the issue of the notices.
upon her defence, to which the plaintiff objects on the ground of
her neglect to appear in the lower court.
The plaintiﬁ"s objection
good, and the defendant cannot
now be heard, unless the notices are defective. The plea of illness
The defendant was not a person
not in my opinion suﬂicient.
of such
description as to render her personal agency necessary
to enable her to carry on
suit in court
she
person
wealth and family; and her mokhtars and other agents might
have acted for her in the usual manner.
The correctness of the
no alternative but to con
notices not being questioned, there
ﬁrm the decision of the lower court.
Order accordingly costs
against appellant.

THE

27111

:

-}

MAY l848.

PRESENT:
C.

TUCKER,

Esq., and

J.

Junoss.
A. F. HAWKINS,

Eso.,

TEMPORARY

CASE No.

364

or

Jones.

1847.
a

by

a

decision passed by Mr. F. W. Russell, Judge
Special Appeal from
decree passed
l7th, I847; reversing
Ma-rch
of Hooglzly,
Race Radlza Govind, Principal Sudder Ameen, December 26th,
1845.

SONATUN MUDDUK, APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT) wrrn
ornnns,
versus

GUNGAGOVIND BISWAS,

RESPONDENT,

(PLAINTII-‘F.)

J

Tms ease was admitted to special appeal, on the lst July 1847,
under the following certiﬁcate recorded by Mr. . A. F. Hawkins: —
The plaintiff had been charged by the defendants with forming
dacoits, who had attacked the house of the de
one of gang
of property to some amount.
The
fendants, and plundered
plaintiff was apprehended by the police and his house searched;
and, on investigation by the magistrate, he was committed for
He was acquitted by the session
trial before the sessions court.
judge, the same Mr. Russell who has passed the decision from
On referring, however, to
which the present appeal
preferred.
the monthly abstract of aeqnittals for the month of February
I845,
ﬁnd the session judge recording that the prisoner was

I

is

it

qf

a

‘
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Sm R. BARLOW, BAR'l'.,

(

)

475

acquitted for ‘want of proof,
and that there were “sufficient
grounds for the commitment.
The plaintiff had, moreover, been
previously convicted in two petty-cases
as appears from the
judge’s decision.

I

take his trial

£

charge

the magis

to

if

trate, who had the power both
make the commitment
punish
considered there were grounds for the charge and

to

of

lie

the unproved

he

the plaintiff was committed

of

account

by

As

defendants
the plaintiff,
dacoity abovementioned.’

to

on

by

“Under these circumstances,
admit the special appeal to try
against the
the question, whether an action for damages will

of

an

•

be

of

as

it

he

if

the
prosecutor
false, and
considered
the session judge
declared there were sufficient grounds for the commitment, we
for defamation cannot
opinion that
are
action for
sustained. We accordingly reverse the decree
the zillah
judge, with costs against the plaintiff (respondent.)

THE 27TH MAY 1848.

R.

C.

TUCKER, Esq., and
BARLOW, BART.,
SIR.
A.

F.

J.

JUDGEs.

HAWKINS, Esq.,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

decision passed
the Principal
Mymensing, August 4th, 1846.

of a

Ameen

OF 1846.
by

CASE No. 217
Regular Appeal from

JANUBEE DASSEE,

Sudder

APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT,) witH oTHERs,
%267's?/8

TARAMUNNEECHOWDHRAIN,

REspoNDENT, (PLAINTIFF.)

as

of

15

a

on

is

in

of

to

a

in of

to

in

“The defendant, Janubee Dassee,

in

a

annas,

to

by

gundahs’ share.
her answer, pleads that the
question
permanently
mehals
are her mocurrurree talooks
jumma;
granted
fixed
that the same was
her mowrus by the
plaintiff
sunnuds,
ancestors
the
under
and
dowl-bundobust
(rent roll)
her possession; that, therefore, the present suit
enhance the rents
the talooks
her possession
inadmissible.

of

proprietress

2 of

a

is

to

of

.

at

13,190 rupees.
SUIT laid
following
The
decision
the principal sudder ameen shews the
nature of this suit:—
per specification
‘This
suit
re-assess certain mehals,
the plaint, held
the defendants, and appertaining
the
pergunnah Sheyrpore,
anna zemindary
which the plaintiff

is 4} in
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‘The question at

issue in this case appears to me to be, whether
possession
the talooks in
of the defendants are mocurrurree on a
permanently fixed jumma, or whether they are not so; and, sup
posing the latter to be the case, is the plaintiff entitled to re-assess
the same in accordance with the rates of the pergunnah P
“It appears to this court, that the defendants found their right
to hold their tenure as mocurrurree, on a permanently fixed jumma,
under a number of sunnuds (dates and number not stated in the
answer) and a dowl-bundobust, dated 15th Falgoon l 191 B. S. The
dowl-bundobust in question, and copies of three alleged sunnuds
along with other documents, have been filed by the defen
dants; but these, in my opinion, avail them nothing:—first, because
the originals of not one of the sunnuds have been produced, and the
three copies filed embrace but a very small portion of the lands
enumerated in the dowl-bundobust ; so that even admitting their
authenticity had been established in a court of justice, (but which
the defendants have not shewn) yet the validity of these three
sunnuds, which, as already stated, refer to but a very small por
tion of the lands specified in the alleged dowl-bundobust, could not,
in my opinion, be taken as proof in support of the genuine
Second, from an inspection of the alleged
ness of that document.
dowl-bundobust, dated in Phalgoon l 191 B. S., I have no hesi
tation in asserting that the writing thereof is not of the age or
standing it purports to be, viz. 61 years back: also, that it is clear
that the alleged signature of Rajchundur and Kishenchundur is
the writing of one and the same individual, although they purport
to be the signature of two zemindars, both of whom, it is not
denied, were acquainted with reading and writing. In short, this
document appears to me to be a forgery, in which opinion
am
strengthened by the decree of Mr. G. C. Cheap, a former judge of
this district, dated the 18th May 1837, filed in this case, and
which was upheld in appeal to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut in
their roobukarree dated 31st May 1838, also filed in this suit.
‘On the foregoing grounds, I am of opinion that the defendants’
right to hold the talooks in dispute as their moocurrurree tenure, on
a permanently fixed jumma, has not been established; and that,
therefore, the plaintiff (having served the defendants with the ne
cessary notice as prescribed by Section 9, Regulation 5 of 1812, as
proved by the testimony of two witnesses) is entitled to a decree
adjudging to her the right to re-assess the mehals in possession
of the defendants, and specified in the plaint, as per nerik of the
pergunnah, which is to be ascertained at the time of execution of
this decree, less 20 per cent. malikanah and expenses of collection.
Ordered accordingly, that a decree as above set forth pass in favor
of the plaintiff against the defendants, with costs and interest
thereon from this date.’

I

(

477

)

or

of

in

in to

at

a

all

by

would have been the only one, had the plaintiff been a purchaser
at a sale made for arrears of revenue; but other questions arise
between the present parties to the suit.
The plaintiff has sued for a declaration of her right to assess the
tenures at the pergunnah rates, on the ground that the defendants
have paid rent at variable rates. The defendants plead grants at
fixed rates, made by the ancestors of the plaintiff, and urge
that the heirs are bound by their ancestors’ acts.
The plaintiff has filed no proof to shew that the defendants have
paid at variable rates; while, on the other hand, there is a mass
of evidence (such as jumma-wasil-baukee papers, &c.) to shew that
the defendants have for a great number of years paid at the rate
mentioned by them, viz. rupees 1,332-3-2-3 per annum; and as it had
not been shewn that they have ever paid more, it must be presum
ed that they have paid the same rent during their own and their
ancestors’ possession, from a period dating anterior to the decen
nial settlement.
The original sunnuds alleged to have been given by the plain
tiff’s ancestors have not been filed by the defendants, and copies
of only three of them have been produced. The dowl of 1.191
B. S. which has been filed, we concur with the principal sudder
ameen in rejecting as unworthy of credit.
The evidence, however, upon which the defendants mainly rest,
is the answer of Rajchundur Chowdhree, the ancestor of the
present plaintiff, and former proprietor of the estate, to a suit
instituted against him by some of his co-sharers.
In that answer
(filed on the 31st Bysakh 1216, or 14th April 1809,) he, with a view
to lower the amount of mesne profits for which he was answerable
to them, stated that as there were a number of mocurrurree tenures
in the estate, the profits could not be calculated at the gross rental
of the lands. The mocurrurree tenures forming the subject of this
suit, are mentioned by him as among them. Now, this admission
may not, per se, be binding upon the heirs. There is no doubt
however, that had the ancestor granted a pottah at a fixed rent,
it would have bound the heirs; and the admission comes as -strong
evidence in support of such a grant having been made.
Looking at the whole of the case and the facts which have been
proved, the payment of a fixed rent for a series of years and the
absence of
demand for any increase
the plaintiff’s ancestors,
whom the zemindaree came
succession
four
five gene
rations, we cannot but come
the conclusion that the defendants
have held
accordance with
contract made
privileged rates,

to
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From the above decision the present appeal has been preferred
by the defendant.
The principal sudder ameen has considered the case as involving
merely the question of the validity, or otherwise, of a mocurrurree
tenure; but it cannot be limited to this point.
The former issue

.

(
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)

to

all

with former proprietors of the estate, and that the plaintiff’s claim
to enhance the rates cannot be maintained.
We accordingly
reverse the decree of the principal sudder ameen, with
costs
chargeable
the plaintiff (respondent.)
THE 29TH MAY

1848.

CURRIE, Esq.,

ExERCISING THE Powers

of

a

passed
the Principal
May
Moorshedabad,
29th, 1848.
Zillah

Regular Appeal from
Ameen

JUDGE.

463 OF 1847.
by

CASE No.

of

A

E.

PRESENT:

NUBKISHUN

decision

Sudder

RAEE, APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT,)

Appellant—Gholam Sufdur.
Respondent—Pursun Komar Thakur,
buddun Mitr, and Rampran Raee.

of

Wukeel
Wukeels

of

INDURCHUND DOGUR, (PLAINTIFF,) ResponDENT.
Bunsee

in

by
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to
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a
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is

of

a

or

on

of

rupees 19,734-1-3, principal and
SUIT for the recovery
terest, due
kistbundee,
bond payable
instalments.
admitted; but defendant pleads
The execution
the bond
rupees 18,038-8, the amount
that
the bond, only rupees
principal, and the remainder rupees 2,317-7, interest
15,721-1
charged
advance; and that such
illegal under Sec
bond
Regulation
15,
tion
1793.
plaintiff's
Witnesses were called
both sides, and the books
produced
According
books,
kothee were
and examined.
the
the
full amount of the instalment bond was due when the accounts
opinion that
were closed; and the principal sudder ameen being
defendant’s allegation had not been proved, gave
decree
favor
plaintiff.
plaintiff (respondent)
appeal, that even were
was urged
defendant’s allegation true,
would not affect the validity
the
bond, inasmuch
was not pretended that interest had been
illegal rate; and
calculated
further interest being charge
instalments,
able
the
could not
said that any attempt had
quite unnecessary
been made
evade the usury laws.
But
enter into this question; issue was joined
the lower court
fact, and this Court has
the question
doubt that the deci
plaintiff’s favor, was perfectly correct.
sion
that issue,
The appeal
dismissed with costs against appellant.
onto
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Tns

30'rn

MAY 1848.

PRESENT:

J.

A. F. HAWKINS,

EBQ.,

Tmrrormsv
PETITION No. 74] or

J ones.

1847.
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IN the matter of the petition of Gournath Koonwur, ﬁled in
this Court on the 24th November 1847, praying for the admission
of a special appeal from the decision of Mr. A. Smelt, judge of
East Burdwan, under date the 7th September I847 ; aﬂirming that
of the moonsiff of Samuntee, under date llth June 1847, in the
case of the petitioner, plaintiff, versus Goluck Chundur Goopt and

others, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds.
this suit to recover a deed of sale and
_ The plaintiff instituted
other documents, stating that he had purchased a portion of land,
sold in execution of a decree of court, in the year I245 B. S., or
1838 A. D.; and that having on some occasion entrusted the
defendants with those papers, they had never returned them.
The defendants, admitting that the purchase was in plaintiﬁ"s
name, allege that they were themselves the real purchasers; and
that plaintiff gave them an ikrar, or engagement, to the effect that
he had no right to the property.
The lower courts have held that the ikrar has been proved by
the evidence of two subscribing witnesses; and, consequently, have
dismissed the plaint.
The plaintiff
The case has not been suﬂiciently investigated.
declares in his plaint, and offers evidence to the fact, that he has
This evidence
been in possession ever since the date of purchase.
should have been taken and considered in connection with the evi
dence for the defence.
accordingly admit the appeal, and remand the case for trial
The judge will send the case back to the moonsitf, with
de nova.
instructions to proceed as above pointed out.

I
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THE 30TH MAY 1848.
PRESENT:
DICK,
Esq.,
A.
JUDGE.

CASE No. 68 OF

1845.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by
Judge of Zillah Chittagong.

Mr. F. Stainforth,

OBHYCHURN SEIN, PAUPER, APPELLANT, (DEFEN

DANT,)

©ersus

THE SALT AGENT of CHITTAGONG,

RESPONDENT,

(PLAINTIFF.)
Wukeel of Appellant–Kishen

Kishore Ghose.

of Respondent—Pursun

Komar Thakur.

APPEAL laid at 9,545 Company's rupees, l l annas, 8 pie, value
of salt decreed.
The particulars of the case are recorded in the two fol
lowing decisions;—the first a decision (A) of the Sudder Dewanny
remanding the case for fuller investigation; the second the de
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(i.

cision (B) of the zillah judge, from which the present appeal is
preferred.
(A) ‘The plaintiff claims the sum of rupees 16,966-10, value of
salt embezzled by defendant, when salt darogah under him.
The
principal sudder ameen tried the case in the zillah, and decreed
As, however, neither the purthul papers
memoranda
the
weighing
the salt) are filed, nor the witnesses who were present
been produced and examined,
which the claim wholly rests, the
investigation
most incomplete, and the decision unsatisfactory.
Ordered that the case
try himself,
returned for the judge
after calling for the above evidence.”
(B) “In this case the first point
decided
whether the
golahs, Nos.
and
were under the care
the darogah, mohurrir
and weighman,
appears that the darogah, mohurrir and
not.
weighman, had given
kubooleeut for the golah No.
and that
under their care the golah was emptied
its salt. There
kubooleeut for the golah No.
paper called
but there
golahjat containing
statement
the quantity
salt
store, and signed
proof that
the darogah; and this
the golah was under the charge
the darogah and others.
“The second point
decided
what quantity
salt was
these two golahs; and,
there was deficiency, whether the
darogah, mohurrir and weighman are liable for
By the
not.
paper called golahjat and the reksheeas,
receipts,
appears that

in
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should
mentioned that the darogah declined
the weighment.
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in the golah No. 1, on the 27th January 1837, out of 32,685
maunds, 2} seers, original and surplus salt, 30,302 maunds,
12 seers, 12 chittacks, I cutcha were accounted for by sales and
loss by drying; therefore 2,382 maunds, 29 seers, 7 chittacks, and
3 cutchas are remaining. For the sake of concealing this balance,
the darogah forged false reksheeas, or receipts, for 2,421 maunds,
38 seers; and, having been committed to the sessions, was con
victed of forgery and embezzlement. With regard to the quantity
of salt in No. 5 golah, it appears that Mr. Paxton, superintendent
of salt, weighed the whole amount of salt, and found 1,152 maunds,
11 seers, 5 chittacks deficient.
Out of the two golahs 1,535
maunds, 12 seers, and 3 chittacks were deficient as stated in the
plaint.”
“The defence set up is foolish:—first, it is said that the salt was
unfairly weighed, but it appears that the golah No. 5 was weighed
in the presence of Mr. Paxton, a respectable man, and in the pre
sence of men appointed by the mohurrir and weighman*.
There is
no doubt of the correctness of the weight. The proof is this, that at
the same time golah No. 2 was weighed by Mr. Paxton, and no
deficiency was found in
the weighing was unfair, there would
have been
loss
this golah also.
“The second excuse
that the parties are not liable
charged with the surplus salt, and that they ought not
pay the
price
the salt, according
the rate
which salt
sold
Nuraingunj; but these excuses are answered
the contents
their kubooleeuts. Besides which, the paper called golahjat, signed
by the darogah, contains the account
both original and surplus
salt; the excuse therefore
no avail.
this, that 256 maunds
“The third excuse
salt had
mis
golah No.
take been transferred from golah No.
and that
information
this was given
the salt agent
the 24th
March 1837; but this
not proved. But
such information had
produce an
been given, the defendants would have been able
it; and this day Obhychurn, defendant,
authenticated copy
presented
petition
plain paper, requesting that the reksheeas,
receipts
golah No.
might
prove that
sent for
2;
but,
golah
excess had been found
No.
from the contents
appears that
the kubooleeut entered into by Obhychurn,
an
any
golah
property
excess
found
becomes the
Govern
ment, and cannot
carried
his credit
the deficiency
another golah.
“The only point remaining for decision
out
the securities
appears that when Obhychurn, darogah,
what bonds are binding.
was appointed darogah
the sudder ghat, Jygopal Dut, Ikram

at
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Mohummud Warish,
and Essanchundur Canoongoe were his securities.
In their bonds
it is written, that if the darogah is appointed to any other place
their bonds will be binding.
It appears that when the darogah
changed
ghat
was
from the sudder
to the aurungs of Nizampoor,
agent
September
1833, directed the securities
the salt
on the 10th
by
degrees
to be sent for
to authenticate their bonds. Out of them
Essanchundur Canoongoe having authenticated his bond at Dacca,
entered it; and in place of the other securities Ubdoolah, Afta
boodeen, Rajchundur, and Golukchundur Canoongoe, became his
securities on account of golahs of Keoree Kalee, appertaining
to the aurung of Nizampoor.
If the salt agent had not sent for
the former securities, and had not taken fresh securities, then
certainly the former securities, viz. those who became the securi
ties for the sudder ghat, by the terms of their bonds, would have
been answerable; but since, with the exception of Essanchundur,
none of the former securities came forward to authenticate their
securities on account of the Keoree Kalee golahs, and the salt agent
took other securities from the darogah, it is but just to exonerate
the old securities, except Essanchundur.
Out of the securities
of Ram Hurree, mohurrir, two of them, Bhyrubchundur and
Raee Huree Sen, are dead; the heirs of Bhyrubchundur
are
Chundee Churn and Doorga Churn; and the heirs of Ram Huree
Sen, are his wife, Bishnopreea, and Ramchundur, and Luckee
chundur and Kishenchundur, his sons : and his other securities
are Kishen Churn Dass, Jychundur Dass,
Sudanund Dey,
Domun Bhoea, and Jola Ali; none of these have defended
the suit.
‘Out of the securities of the weighman, Ramcoomar, Suda
Chundur, heir of
nund, Taneezoodeen Ahmud and Suroop
Brij Kishore, the last only, Suroop, filed a reply.
‘This day Nooruddeen, wukeel, presented a reply on the part of
Essanchundur, but it does not appear proper to receive it at this
stage of the case; for, from the time that the suit was filed to
its termination in the principal sudder ameen’s court, he made
no attempt to reply, nor has he been a party to the appeal to
the Sudder Court.

Churn Ruhit, Uleechand,

to

by

I

in

of it

2,

in in

by

5

on

all

“According to the conditions contained in the kubooleeuts, it ap
pears that the darogah, out of 16 annas, is liable to 9 annas;
the mohurrir to 3 annas, and the weighman to 4 annas.
“It is ordered that the case be decreed &c. &c.’
The main grounds of appeal are:—first, that the weighing was un
fair, and
papers had been taken from appellant
first suspi
him;
against
golah
second,
cion excited
that the
No.
was not
golah No.
under him; third, that the deficiency
was made
the excess
No.
where
had been stored
mistake
consequence
the molungees,
the entrances being close
by up
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other; and, fourth, that he had no opportunity of questioning
superintendent
the
on whose evidence the judge has relied.
weighing
The
has been proved fair and open, and appellant
might have been present, or sent people of his own. The golah
No. 5 was clearly under him, though not specified in his kubooleeut,
or engagement deed, for it was constructed subsequently. The
excess in any golah is forfeited to Government by express agree
ment, to prevent exactions of salt from the molungees : and as to
the fourth plea, if appellant had wished to question the superin
tendent, and the judge had prevented him, he should have applied
to this Court, having had plenty of time to do so.
His pleas
being invalid and dilatory, the appeal is dismissed, and the deci
sion of the lower court affirmed. Costs payable by appellant.

each

-
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THE 30TH MAY 1848.
PRESENT:
A. DICK, Esq.,
JUDGE.
W. B. JACKSON and

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.Rs.,

TEMPORARY JUDGEs.

CASE No.

160 OF 1846.

Regular Appeal from a decision of Mr. C. Mackay, Principal Sudder
Ameen of Zillah Mymensingh.

ZUMEEROODEEN KHAN

AND OTHERs,

APPELLANTs,

(DEFENDANTs,)

-

Qe7°81/8

MEssRs.
Wukeel

WISE AND GLASS, RESPONDENTs,
Appellants—Gholam Sufdur.

(PLAINTIFFs.)

of
of Respondents—Pursun

Komar Thakur and Ameer Ali.
APPEAL laid at Company’s rupees 5,834, 3 annas, 10 pie, on
account of indigo plant destroyed by trespass of cattle.
MEssRs. DICK & HAwKINs.—The claim is founded on an alleged
trespass by cattle, in number 125 to 150, from Bysakh to 10th Assar
1250 B.AE., by which 506 biggahs of indigo plant were destroyed;
and again a similar trespass in 1251 B. A.E., from Bysakh to the
end of Jeyt, by which 594 biggahs of indigo plant were destroyed, in
all 1,100 biggahs of plant. Estimated value 9,900 Company’s
rupeeS.
Wukeels

'

defence denied both trespasses as manifestly absurd on the
plaintiffs’ own shewing; and accounted for the suit on the score of
malice alone.
The principal sudder ameen on the faith of a report of a police
darogah, desired by the magistrate to enquire into the truth of

(434)
preferred by Mr. Glass against defendants of trespass
in l250, and on proof of the lands in question having been under
indigo cultivation in 1251 B. }E., on perusal of an answer of the
defendant, Zumeeroodeen, in a case in the foujdaree court, and
the order of the magistrate ﬁning him for trespass, decreed Com
pany’s rupees 5,834, 3 annas, IO pie, out of the sum claimed
Hence the present appeal.
9,900 Company’s rupees.
It is quite incredible that the plaintiffs (respondents) should
have allowed their plant to be trampled down and eaten by cattle
to the extent alleged, day after day, during four and eight weeks
in two successive years, without complaining to the police thannak
close by, or making any attempt to pound the cattle, or in any
way resisting trespasses so extensive and pertinaciously repeated.
No complaint was preferred, even to the magistrate, till after the
injury had been completed, and nearly every visible proof of it
obliterated; and the complaint for the first trespass was unaccount
ably allowed to be dismissed on default.
In such cases of trespass, the party injured is bound to coin
plain immediately and to institute his suit for damages without
delay, and to take every means at the time of trespass to secure
full and satisfactory evidence of the offence having been really
committed, and the extent of damage done,—all of which he
In the present instance, the only evidence
easily can, if he will.
the plaintiffs have adduced, are :—ﬁ1'st, a report of a police darogah
called for on a complaint preferred by plaintiffs in 1250 B. 1-E.,
which they allowed to be dismissed on default; second, a sentence
of 50 rupees’ ﬁne passed on one of the defendants for trespass in
I251 B. rE., but of what nature is not stated; and, thirdly, a
number of witnesses, who can testify to scarcely any thing spe
ciﬁc on the two points at issue, the trespasses and their extent.
The Court, therefore, deeming the proofs brought by plaintiﬁ"s
to establish their claim insuﬁicient, dismiss it wholly, reversing
the decision of the principal sudder ameen. Costs of both courts
payable by respondents.
MR.JAcKso1~:.—I see no reason to doubt thatthe plaintiff has suf
fered loss by the damage done to his indigo crops by the defendants’
cattle. In the ﬁrst year he lodges a complaint at the thannah; and
in the second he prosecuted in the criminal court, and obtained a
conviction.
But the evidence to the amount of damage done is
far from satisfactory; so much so, that
ﬁnd it impossible to
discover from it to what extent his crops were injured, and to
what sum he can consequently lay claim as re-imbursement.
There is no want of positive assertion, but the statements of the
witnesses are very improbable, and I do not believe them. I
therefore agree with Mr. Dick in reversing the decision of the
lower court.
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Tun 3ls'r MAY I848.
Panssrvr :
Sm R. BARLOW,

BA_n'r.,

JUDGE.
PETITION No. 7 or 1848.
IN the matter of the petition of Gudadhur Doolooree and
others, ﬁled in this Court on the 18th January 1848, praying for
the admission of a special appeal from the decision of the deputy
commissioner of Assam, under date the 17th September 1847;
reversing that of the principal sudder ameen of Kamroop, under
date 3d August I846, in the case of Sheikh Manollah Mistree,
plaintiﬁ', -versus Gudadhur Doolooree and others, defendants.
.

_
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is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds.
The principal sudder ameen nonsuited the plaintiff.
On appeal
commissioner
of
that
Assam,
to
the
officer
entered
into
ing
deputy
the merits of the case and gave judgment in favor of the appellant.
The petitioner, being dissatisﬁed, preferred this application for
admission of special appeal, upon the ground that, under the exist
ing law, a decree could not be given in appeal, when the case was
nonsuited in the court of ﬁrst instance ; and that the practice is to
return a suit under such circumstances, with the view to have the
documents examined and the evidence taken in the court in which
the suit was originally instituted.
* Petition No. 301 of 1846,
On referring to page4lO of this Court’s
Mllﬂsh 00md11I-°-11i$S=decisions for the year 1847, I ﬁnd a case*
reported which corresponds with that now before the Court. The
deputy commissioner should have returned the case for decision
to the principal sudder ameen, as he .was of opinion that his order
of nonsuit was wrong, instead of disposing of it in appeal on its
Ordered that the case be remanded for investigation to
merits.
the principal sudder ameen, through the deputy commissioner, to
be disposed of accordingly.

I-O1

Tun 3ls'r MAY
Pansnrrr
C.

1848.
:

'

TUCKER, Esq.,
Jones.

PETITION N0.

100

or

1848.

In the matter of the petition of Surroop Chnndur Bose and
others, ﬁled in this Court on the 6th April l848, praying for the
admission of a special appeal from the decision of the principal
sudder ameen of zillah Dacca, under date the 29th December

(

486

)

1847;

affirming that of the sudder ameen of that district, under
January 1846, in the case of Sheikh Booddhoo and
others, plaintiffs, versus Surroop Chunder Bose and others, defen
dants.
This application is founded on the fact, that in the suit institut
ed by the plaintiffs for the recovery of certain lands, there are no
defined boundaries, and that the petitioners objected on this point
in the lower courts, but to no purpose.
find the fact to be as represented, so that execution of the
decree of the lower court is impracticable.
I therefore admit a
special appeal, and remand the proceedings to the sudder ameen’s
court, who will, on the plaintiffs’ application, permit them to file
a supplementary plaint, defining accurately the boundaries of the
land claimed by them, after which he will dispose of the case
de novo on its merits.
date 24th

I

THE 3]
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ST

MAY

1848.

PRESENT:

A. DICK, Esq.,
JUDGE.

W. B. JACKSON and

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.Rs.,
TEMPORARY JUDGEs.

CASE No.

-

301

of

1842.

Review of judgment passed in the above case of Regular Appeal, in
favor of Appellants, by Messrs. Reid, Dick and Gordon.
AND oth ERs, APPELLANTs,
(DEFENDANTs,)

NUNDKOMAR RAEE

©ers?as

AND others, Respon
DENTs, (PLAINTIFFs.)
THIs case was first decided by the Court, on the 19th March
1845.
The judgment is to be found at page 65 of the decisions
for that year.
A review of judgment was admitted by Messrs. Reid and Jack
son, agreeably to the following certificate —
“From the printed decision it appears, that it was not proved
that any final adjustment of accounts between the parties ever
took place. An attempt at adjustment was made in 1232 and
another in 1236; on the failure of which, arbitrators were ap
pointed, but they gave no award. The decision given by the
Court calculates the period of limitation from 1232, although it

INDERMUNNEE

CHOWDHRAIN
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_

is distinctly speciﬁed that the adjustment of 1232 is not proved.
Further, the Court observe that the business continued to be
carried on in partnership until so late as 1237; the suit being
instituted on the 30!/I Bysakh 1248.
‘
Under these circumstances, we are of opinion that the principle
of limitation was erroneously applied, and there was nothing to pre
vent a decision of the case on its merits.
\Ve therefore admit the
review claimed.’
Msssns. Jacxson AND HAWK1N.—W€ are of opinion that
the law of limitation was erroneously applied to this case, on the
occasion of the former judgment of the Court.
The partners in the business were the four brothers,—Jewun
Kishen Raee, Hurree Kishen Raee, Raj Kishen Raee, and Gopal
Kishen Raee.
The ﬁrst mentioned had a 4 annas’ share ; the second the same;
the remaining 8 annas’ share was held jointly by Raj Kishen Raee
and Gopal Kishen Raee. These parties are now dead, and have
been succeeded by their heirs respectively; but, for the sake of
convenience, we retain, in recording our opinion, the names of the
original partners.
The plaintiffs, who are the heirs of Raj Kishen Raee and Gopal
Kishen Raee, allege that a balance was struck in 1232 of the
mahajunee zera, which was signed by all the partners; that the
business was carried on to the llth Assin 1236, when another
balance was struck ; that then the settlement of the claims of the
several partners was referred to arbitrators, who examined the
The defendants deny the
accounts, but gave no regular award.
statements of the plaintiffs as to the out-turns of both years, and
allege that the business was carried on to 1237: their witnesses
The plaintiffs now sue for what they declare was
say the same.
due to them on the account of I236, and not upon that of 1232.
To say that the cause of action, in such a case, must be calculated
from the year 1232, is tantamount to saying that, in the case of a
closed trading concern, the time for institution of suit by one
partner against another must be calculated from the closing of
each year’s account, and not from the date of the ﬁnal out
turn on the stoppage or cessation of the ﬁrm, which we
are of opinion is contrary
both to law and practice.
The
date on which the last balance was struck is, unquestionably, the
But the facts of
time from which the period is to be calculated.
the case are decisive as to the incorrect application of the law of
The plaintiffs are Raj
limitation as a bar to the plaintiffs’ suit.
Kishen Raee and Gopal Kishen Raee, against Hurree Kishen Raee.
The account of 1232 shews a balance of 48,500-ll-10-2 due by
Jewun Kishen Raee to the other partners, viz. 4,188-3-6-l to
Hurree Kishen Raee, and 44,312-8-4-1 to Raj Kishen Raee and
Gopal Kishen Raee 5 but nothing due to the last mentioned by

(
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action is to be calculated from 1252, when nothing was due by the
defendants to the plaintiffs, and when, consequently, there was no
cause of action at all.
In regard to the merits of the case, we fully concur with the
principal sudder ameen that the balance has been satisfactorily
established. The balance sheets of account have been filed, and
proved by the evidence of the arbitrators, Gooroopurshad Koond
and Kasheenath Gah, whose evidence is supported by that of the
deputy collectors, Ramchundur
Raee and Gourchundur Raee.
The evidence for the defence, which is chiefly of a negative charac
ter, contains nothing to impeach their testimony.
It appears to us, that in the former judgment of the Court, the
term “adjustment,’ which generally refers to something agreed
to by the parties, has been used in a way calculated to mislead.
In the petition of plaint, it is expressly stated that the account
of 1236 was made by a mohurrir of the firm (the same Gourchundur
Raee who has given evidence in the cause); that the defendants
put off from time to time signing or acknowledging
and that
length
was put into the hands
arbitrators appointed by
the several partners.
The plaintiffs
not sue for
settlement
accounts; but they sue for the balance which they assert would
have appeared
their credit had
settlement taken place,
prepared
person
shewn
account
the employ
the
general establishment, and subsequently examined, tested, and
proved
correct by persons nominated
both parties
enquire into their respective claims.
appears
that the
very clear and simple, one; and,
claim
has been estab
good and sufficient evidence,
lished
decree must pass for the
plaintiffs.
We accordingly affirm the decree
the principal sudder
Company’s rupees
ameen, and award
the plaintiffs the sum
5,259-0-3, the amount sued for, together with interest thereon
from the date
the principal sudder ameen’s decree
this date,
and interest on the consolidated sum from this date
the date
payment.
charged
The costs
both courts
the appel
judgment
lants.
This over-rules the former
the Court
the
19th March 1845.
agreement between the
MR. Dick.—On reading the ikrar,
parties,
appears that the two persons
question were appoint
arbitrators, not merely
test the correctness
the balance
apportion the respective shares
struck
the gomashtas, but
them,
property, real and personal, belonging
the partners
and
examine their mercantile transactions and cash book, and
strike
balance. They never gave
award: and their appointment
ed
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Hurree Kishen Raee. It is the account of 1236 which shews
Hurree Kishen Raee to be in balance to Raj Kishen Raee and Gopal
Kishen Raee.
It it not easy to understand how the cause of
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shews that the balance struck by the gomashtas, on which plaintiffs
found their claim, was never acquiesced in by the defendants ; nay
was at the very time repudiated by them. Consequently, the Court
very properly rejected it as inadmissible, and would not enter
the alleged adjustment of 1232 B. /E. on account of lapse
upon
0
tune.
The rejection of the alleged adjustment of l236 B. '/E. (the
ground of claim) as inadmissible, is a matter of fact and decided :
therefore, in my opinion, not open to review according to the
hitherto invariable practice of the Court ; for, if once the judgment
on a matter of fact be open to review, without new evidence, it
may be reviewed twice, and thrice, and so on ad inﬁnilum, and
no one decision can be a wit more trustworthy than another.
Had plaintiffs sued to have an adjustment of accounts and a
balance struck, and shewn that transactions had occurred between
the parties within 12 years of action, the case would have
been very different; and a question might have been raised, whe
ther the law of limitation applied to items in the accounts of
date anterior to l2 years from date of suit.
It is, however, to be
observed, that merchants’ accounts are not excluded in our law,
as they expressly are in the statute law of England.
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THE 1st JUNE

1848.

PRESENT:

W. B. JACKSON

J.

A. F.

and

HAWKINS, Esars.,
TEMPORARY JUDGEs.

E. CURRIE, Esq.,
ExERCISING THE PoweRs
Regular

Appeals from

Principal Sudder

of

A

JUDGE.

a decision passed by Ram Lochun Ghose,
Ameen of Nuddea, August 4th, 1847.

CASE No.

491

of

1847.

OOJUL.MUNNEE DASEE, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
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versus

JYGOPAL CHOWDHREE

AND

oth ERs, RESPONDENTs,

(DEFENDANTs.)

CASE No. 5]

JYGOPAL CHOWDREE

1

AND

OF 1847.

oth ERs, APPELLANTs,

(DEFENDANTs,)
©e?"st/8

OOJUL MUNNEE DASEE,

Respond ENT, (PLAINTIFF.)

of Appellant—J. G. Waller and Bunsee Buddun Mitr.
Wukeel of Respondents—Pursun Komar Tagore.
MEssRs. HAw KINs AND CURRIE.—Suit for maintenance at the
rate of rupees 500 per mensem, with arrears from Bysakh 1252,
and a sum of money (rupees 5,000) for building and furnishing a
house.
Bykuntnath Pal Chowdhree had
The circumstances are these.
sons,
two
Neelcomul Pal and Muddoosoodun Pal: plaintiff is the
childless widow of Muddoosoodun, who died before his father;
and defendants are the heirs of the other brother, Neelcomul Pal.
Plaintiff states that after her husband’s death, she continued to
live with her father-in-law and brother-in-law, until the death of
the latter, when his sons turned her out of the house.
Defen
dants allege, that shortly after her husband’s death (some 30 years
ago) plaintiff went to reside with her father, and has continued to
do so ever since.
Wukeels

(

492

)

be

in

it

of

in

by

by

is

by

it

is

on

of

to

it

in

:

on

all

ameen took a bewustah from the pundit
division,
of the
which declares the widow, of a son dying before
father,
his
entitled to a maintenance proportionate to the amount
of the father-in-law’s property.
For reasons stated in the decree,
he fixed 100 rupees per mensem as a fitting allowance for plaintiff,
and decreed accordingly; giving her arrears from Bysakh 1252,
and disallowing the rest of the claim.
From this decision both parties have appealed.
Defendants
allege:—first, that plaintiff’s claim has been already satisfied, by
the payment of a sum of rupees 5,000 to her father on her account
in the year 1228 B. S.; secondly, that they are willing, neverthe
less, to receive and maintain her, and that choosing to reside with
her father, she has no legal claim against her husband’s family;
thirdly, that the allowance made by the principal sudder ameen
is excessive. Plaintiff, on the other hand, appeals on the ground
that the allowance is inadequate.
In support of the first of these pleas, defendants have filed
an ikrarnameh, said to have been executed by plaintiff’s father,
Rammohun Dey Chowdhree, on the 27th Phalgoon 1228.
The
ikrarnameh acknowledges the receipt by Rammohun Dey of
rupees 5,000, from the interest of which the expenses of his daugh
ter, with a commission for himself, are to be defrayed; and after
her death the principal, with any unappropriated interest which
may have accumulated, to be restored to Neelcomul Pal, or his
heirs.
The principal sudder ameen has rejected this document, princi
pally, it would seem, on the ground that it was not accompanied
by a forkhuttee, or release, on the part of the widow.
This objec
tion appears to us of little force, considering that a Hindoo
widow must always remain under guardianship, and that she
could leave the house of her husband's family only for that of her
father’s.
An acquittance from the person who would have to
bear the charge of her maintenance, seems to be
that was neces
sary. The principal sudder ameen remarks also that the deed
plain paper the defect, however, was remedied
was written
produced
court, and
objected
before
was
cannot now
ground.
nothing
suspicious
that
There
the appear
supported
ance
the document:
entries
account books
produced
defendants, and
the evidence
several witnesses,
one of them the writer of the deed. The same witnesses state
be

of

a

in

of

as

so

of

all

no

if

is
to

in

that plaintiff has lived
her father’s house ever since the death
credited, the fact
her husband; and
their evidence
plaintiff having made
upon
demand
her husband’s family
during
time,
period
for maintenance
this
25 years, affords
strongest
presumptive
having
acquiesced
the
evidence
her
the
arrangement,
any avail.
far
her consent was

of of
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But even had we concurred with the principal sudder ameen in
rejecting the ikrarnameh, and the evidence of defendant’s wit
nesses, the second plea urged by the defendants would, in our
opinion, be suﬂicient to defeat the plaintiﬂ"s claim. The husband
was never possessed of any property from which an allowance
could be assigned to his widow.
She is entitled merely to main
tenance from her legal guardians, the members of her husband’s
family; and if she chose to withdraw herself from their protection,
it would seem that, by so doing, she forfeits all claim upon them.
In Macnaghten’s principles and precedents, (Vol. II. page ll2)
the law on the subject is thus laid down :-—‘ while the father and
other relations of her husband exist, the residence of a widow in
their house is declared to be obligatory on her; and the law does
not contemplate any case of opposition to this rule.’
A decision of this Court (Oma Dibeea and others v. Kishen
Munnee Dibeea, S. D. Adawlut Reports, vol. VII., page 271)
was quoted by plaintil¥’s pleader in appeal, to prove that no penalty
is incurred by a widow choosing to reside with the family of her
father, rather than with that of her husband. But, in that case, the
question at issue was whether a widow residing apart forfeits
thereby her claim to succession ; and it is very evident that a title
to succession, which is a substantive right, is a very different thing
from a mere claim to subsistence.
The plaintiﬁ"s wukeel, on being questioned by the principal sud
der ameen, stated that there was no impediment to his client
residing with her husband’s family ; and on the part of defendants it
was stated, that they were quite willing to receive and support her.
Her separation from them, therefore, must be considered as her
own act ; and in such circumstance, under the Hindoo law as above
quoted, she can sustain no claim for maintenance against them.
We therefore reverse the decree of the principal sudder ameen,
and dismiss the suit with all costs against the plaintiff.
M R. ACKSON.-—Tll8 plaintiff, as widow of Muddoosoodun Pal,
deceased, is admitted by the pundit’s bewusta in this case to have
a legal right to maintenance, under the Hindoo law, from the
The objections raised to her claim are :—
family estate.
First, that her father, by a contract with the head of the family,
Neelcomul Pal Chowdhree, agreed to pay her the maintenance she
was entitled to for life, in consideration of 5,000 rupees which was
paid him by Neelcomul Pal. A document (ikrarnameh) is ﬁled to
this effect and sworn to : it is from this inferred that she has forfeited
her claim on the family estate.
Secondly, that by leaving her late husband’s house and living
with her father, she has also forfeited her right to maintenance
under the Hindoo law.
On the ﬁrst point
observe, that the plaintiff and her father
the
the
ikrarnameh in question ; but, admitting
execution
of
deny

J

I

(494)
have been executed, it appears to me to be binding only on
those who were parties to it, viz. Neelcomul Pal and plaintiff’s
At the time it was executed, plaintiff is said to have been
father.
about 16 or 17 years old, and a widow; she was therefore, in
my opinion, sui juris, and competent to exercise all the functions
of an independent person. To render the document binding on her,
It is contended that Hindoo
her written consent was necessary.
widows are not sui juris,—that they are entirely subject to, and
do not admit this to be the
dependent on their male relations.
case, inasmuch as I ﬁnd Hindoo widows every day in the full exer
cise of independent functions, buying lands, and selling and entering
into contracts of all descriptions. But, supposing that the plaintiff
was dependent, and incapable of acting on her own account when
this ik-rarnameh was written, it still appears to 1ne that the contract
cannot admit that her father
was by no means binding on her.
could, by the receipt of 5000 rupees, deprive her of her right to
receive a maintenance from her husband’s family estate. I am the
more clear on this point, because, supposing her father to withhold
the maintenance he engaged to afford her under that agreement,
She has no legal claim for main
she could not sue him under it.
tenance from her father; her claim is on the family estate. If the
chief of that family make an arrangement with a third party to pay
her that maintenance, she may receive it from that third party ; but,
if that party subsequently discontinue the payment, her remedy is
not against him, but against the chief of her husband’s family and
against the family estate. Her father certainly had no authority to
compromise her rights, nor had the chief of her husband’s family
any authority to relieve himself of her claim, by payment of a cer
tain sum to a third person. In either case therefore, whether the
plaintiff were, or were not, sui juris at the time of the contract,
that document can in no way affect her claim.
Again, it is urged that although there is no written consent of the
plaintiff to that arrangement, her consent may be inferred from the
fact that she has for many years, since it was written, lived with her
father and received from him the maintenance under the agreement.
This she denies, and it is not in my opinion proved from what party
she has received her maintenance during that time. Her father‘ s
house and the house of her husband’s family are stated to be very
near each other, so that it is probable she was often in both ; but
there is no direct evidence to shew that her father maintained her.
do not think that her receiving a mainte
However this may be,
for
a time, deprives her of her right to claim
her
father
nance from
husband’s
family estate, on its being withheld by her
it from her
ﬁrst
the
father. On
point, therefore, I come to this conclusion, that
contract,
the
(ikrarnameh) if good and genuine as between the
in
no way affects plaintifl"s claim.
do not give an
to
parties
of
that
contract
as
between
on
the
the
individuals
validity
opinion

it to

I

I

I

it,
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who were parties to it, because one of them is not a party to this
suit.
With regard to the second point, whether the plaintiff has for
feited her claim on her husband’s family estate, by leaving the house
of her husband’s family and going to her father’s, observe that she
admits she has now gone to her father’s, in consequence of ill
treatment in the house of her husband’s family since the death of
do not think she has by this incurred for
her father-in-law ; but
Even by the strict letter of the
her
to
maintenance.
of
feiture
right
Hindoo law, a widow may live in her father’s house on failure of her
husband’s heirs ;* but, in this particular instance, the chief of her
husband’s family, Neelcomul, admits that he agreed that she should
live with her father; how then can he afterwards object to her
doing so? In fact he has not only agreed to it, but has forced her to
leave his house by withholding her maintenance, and making it
payable to her by her father. This is his own statement; and even
now he refuses to pay her maintenance, which has led to this suit.
VVhere then could she live but in her father’s house P This fact alone
justifies her going to her father’s house, and her doing so is strictly
am satis
consistent with propriety. Even under the Hindoo law,
ﬁed that she cannot be held to have forfeited, by this compulsory act,
any right to maintenance which she may have possessed before it.
(See Raneepriya v. Bungeeram Case l, Macnghten, vol. Il, p. lO9.)
come now, lastly, to the consideration of the amount of
maintenance to which plaintiff is entitled; and on this subject
sudder ameen has exercised a sound judgment
think the
at 1
in ﬁxing itprinp)i(pal
rupees a month. The family is wealthy, and there
is evidence to prove that other female members of the same family
have, as widows, obtained awards of maintenance at that rate by
judgments of the Supreme Court of Calcutta. The defendants’ coun
sel seeks to reduce this allowance, on the ground that, under the
terms of the Hindoo law, widows should receive only a mere sub
sistence. The expressions of the s/tasters on this head, cited in
‘
each
Macnaghten, are that widows shall receive as maintenance
of
and
a
new cloth every 3
rice,
evening one prast/ta, H; seer
months ;’ and afterwards ‘ mere food, and old garments which are
not tattered.’
This rule, however, has been set aside by repeated
decisions of this Court, which has awarded a money allowance
proportioned to the station in life of the parties, and the extent of
the family property.
Macnaghten also cites a text from Vrihas
to
the
following eﬂ'ect, with reference to this very point of
pattee
maintenance :-—‘ A decision must not be made solely by having
recourse to the letter of written codes; since if no decision were
made according to the reason of the law, or according to imme
morial usage, there might be a failure of justice.’

I

I
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* See Macnaghten,

p. 104, vol.
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I conceive that the above text of Vrihaspattee, authorises the
courts of justice to mitigate the rigor of the letter of the slzasters,
whenever the reason or spirit of them may appear to require it ;
and this Court has apparently acted on this principle on some occa
sions, in awarding to widows a money allowance proportioned to
the wealth of the family, and their rank.
The previous custom of restrictinga widow’s maintenance to
the merest necessaries of life, was evidently a part of the general
system then in use of inculcating the necessity of the practice of
suttee, and was directed towards the attainment of what was con
sidered most desirable, viz. that the widow should suffer herself to
be burned.
To this end the state of widowhood, instead of being
honored and respected, was made irksome, painful, and disgrace
ful. VVidows were treated as persons who had failed in an im
portant religious duty; their portion in life was a bare subsis
tence embittered by contempt and neglect ; they were held
entitled to the smallest possible quantity of the poorest food, and
to the cast off garments of the rest of the family ; and their per
sonal treatment was often such as to render life a burthen to them.
On the principle that suttee was a religious duty, such treat
ment was not unreasonable; but it is now ascertained that the
mean under the Hindoo law,) was erroneous.
principle (of course
The rite of suttee has been declared a criminal act by Regula
tion ]7, 1829; and the reason assigned in the preamble of that
Regulation is, that the practice is neither incumbent nor enjoined
upon widows by the Hindoo law; on the contrary, a life of purity
and retirement is held to be preferable. In fact, whatever may
have been the origin of this cruel practice, there can be no doubt
that its prevalence may be ascribed to the cupidity of the male
relations of the deceased, between whom and the property the
right of the widow intervened under the law of the Dayabhag.
Wherever this law prevailed, that is throughout Bengal Proper,
while in Behar and Benares
suttee was of continual occurrence;
and Cuttack, where the rule of the Mritacshara was observed,
which excludes widows altogether from inheritance, it was rare,
evidently because the male relations had not the same direct
personal interest in the destruction of the widow.
the rite of suttee is criminal, and is not a religious duty
As_
under the Hindoo law, there can be no reason to continue the ill
treatment of the widows, which was only defensible as conducive
to the performance of suttee, and in fact was adopted with that
The proper object to be held in view, is to supply the
object.
widow with the means of passing her days in purity and retire
ment ; this being the rule prescribed by the shasters.
It is evident that old clothes and a short allowance of poor food
are not conducive to purity, or to that tranquil and resigned state of

I
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(

)

mind which would dispose

a person to retirement from the world.
that this limitation of food and raiment
therefore,
to
me,
It appears,
to
our
decisions regarding the maintenance
is no longer applicable
of widows : on the contrary, they are entitled to such an allow
ance as will enable them to live in a manner becoming the posi
tion in life which they occupy, such as will ensure them comfort
Where the family is poor, of course the
and respectful treatment.
allowance must be_ small, and where rich, larger in proportion.
This would appear to be the principle applicable to all such cases,
and which has been applied to them both in this Court and in the
think the
Supreme Court of Calcutta; and, on this principle,
award of an allowance of 100 rupees a month in this case was just
and proper. I would not interfere with the order of the lower
court.
have entered fully into the principle of decision in such cases,
because I consider it to be a point of great national importance,
on which the interests and welfare of many must depend.

I

I
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1848.

Pnssswrz

JACKSON and
J. A. F. HAWKINS, Esoas,
'W. B.

Tsmroanav JUDGEs.
E. CURRIE, EsQ.,
EXERCISING rum POWERS or A

CASE No. 83 or

Juoes.

1847.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Dacca, December 8th, 1846.

RANEE UNNOPOORNA DIBBEA, wrnow or RAJAH RAM
KISHEN RAEE AND MOTHER or HURISCHUNDUR, A
MINOR, ADOPTED son, APPELLANT, (Dr<:rE.\mANT,)
UCTSUS

NUND LAL DUT,

RESPONDENT,

(PLAm'ru=r=.)

Wukeel of Appellanl—Gholam Sufdur.
’Wu/reel of Respondent—Pursun
Komar Tagore.

CLAIM to set aside an ijazutnamek, or authority to adopt, and
the adoption made under that authority: suit laid at rupees 12,800.
MR. JAc|<sox.—The plaintiff bought 2 annas and upwards of a
estate from the defendant, Ranee Unnopoorna,
in
patrimonial
As-sin 1243, and obtained possession of
which he still holds.
it,
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Three months after that sale, the Ranee adopted a son, Hnris
chundur, under a document giving her power to adopt, executed
by her husband a short time before his death; the document is pro
The plaintiff now
The Rajah, Ramkishen, died in 1226.
duced.
contends that this document is a forgery, and that the adoption is
illegal and void.
The defendant objects that the suit cannot be heard, as the
plaintiff is not a member of the family, and is not competent to
bring a suit to set aside an adoption in \vhich he is not concerned.
She also brings evidence to support the document in question.
On the 8th December 1846, the principal sudder ameen decided
in favor of plaintiff; having, in the ﬁrst instance, declared that the
plaintiff was sufﬁciently interested in the fact of the adoption to
authorize him to come into court to set it aside.
From this decision the defendant appeals.
It is not disputed that the property in question is part of the
His widow suc
ancestrel property left by Rajah Ramkishen.
ceeded to the property with only a life interest; and, at the time
of the sale of the share to plaintiff, she had not adopted a son. The
right of the plaintiff to the property depends on the validity of the
sale ; and this validity is not affected by the subsequent adoption.
I do not enter into the question of the validity of the sale, because
that is not the point at issue in this case. The point at issue is the
validity of the adoption and of the document empowering the
Ranee to adopt, and the case is instituted solely to invalidate the
But, in my opinion, the plaintiff has no interest in
adoption.
that matter; and his purchase would stand precisely in the same
The
situation whether the Ranee’s adoption holds good, or not.
validity of the sale in fact depends on the power of the Rance to
sell; and that power is not affected by her adoption of a son
The decision must therefore be reversed; and the
after the sale.
plaintiff be nonsuited with costs, having sued to contest a point in
which he is not a party interested.
Msssns. Hawxms AND CUnmE.—The plaintiff alleges him
self to be proprietor of a share of the estate left by Rajah Ram
kishen, by purchase from his widow, the defendant. Shortly after
the purchase, it seems the widow adopted a son; and plaintiff,
conceiving his interests to be injured by this adoption, has brought
suit to set it aside. Now, it is not apparent that the validity of
the sale to plaintiff is necessarily affected by the adoption; and,
on the other hand, it is certain that any other obstacles to the
recognition of his title, (and such, as appears from the proceedings
of the collector and revenue commissioner ﬁled in the case, do
actually exist), will not be removed by a decision for the legality
It is to be observed also, that such
or otherwise of the adoption.
the
a decision would affect
possible rights of other persons, not
the
other
moiety of the estate, with which
parties to the suit, in

(

)
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plaintiff has no concern. If plaintiff deemed it necessary to come
into court, he ought to have confined himself to the matter in which
he has a direct and immediate interest,—the establishment of the
validity of the sale; and this he might, if he pleased, have put in

-

issue, by bringing a suit to establish possession and enforce the re
gistration of his name in the collector’s office, which has been sus
pended. He has taken a wrong course in suing to set aside the adop
tion; and we therefore concur with Mr. Jackson in an order of non
suit, reversing the decree of the principal sudder ameen.
All costs
of both courts to be charged to plaintiff.

THE

3D

JUNE

PRESENT

1848.
:

C. TUCKER, Esq. and
SIR. R. BARLOW, BART.,
JUDGEs.
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J. A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 435 of

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the 3rd Principal Sud
der Ameen of Zillah Chittagong, August 22d, 1845; reversing a
decree passed by the Moonsiff of Ishapore, February 20th, 1845.

AMEEROODDEEN, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
ters?/8

HAJRA BIBI,

RESPONDENT, (DEFENDANT.)

Wukeel of Appellant-Abbas Ali.
Wukeel of Respondent—Rufeedoddeen.

July 1847,
following
by
under the
certificate recorded
Mr. C. Tucker —
“The petitioner (plaintiff) sued to compel the defendant to com
plete a sale of certain lands, which she had engaged to sell him
for 140 rupees, of which she had received 100 in part,-giving a
receipt for the same, in which she bound herself to execute a bill
of sale for the property, provided the balance due of the purchase
money, viz. 40 rupees, was paid within 15 days.
“The moonsiff decreed for the plaintiff; but, on appeal, the prin
cipal sudder ameen, Moulvee Ashruf Ali, reversed the decision
of the lower court, on the ground that such a receipt was not
binding on the defendant; that she was at liberty to change her
mind at any time before receiving the full amount purchase
money.
THIs

case was admitted to special appeal, on the 5th

(

500

)

“I referred the question to our cazee, who declares the receipt
to be binding on the defendant; and that if the money were
tendered within the prescribed period, the defendant, under the
Mahomedan law, was bound to complete the sale.
therefore
admit the special appeal, as the case was thrown out by the lower
court merely on the insufficiency of the receipt to bind the

I

defendant.”

-

Under the circumstances related in the above certificate, we
annul the decision of the principal sudder ameen; and remand the
proceedings to that officer, with instructions to decide the ques
tion on the authenticity, or otherwise, of the receipt filed by the
plaintiff.
THE

3D

JUNE

PRESENT

1848.
:
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C, TUCKER, Esq. and
SIR. R. BARLOW, BART.,

J.

JUDGEs.

HAWKINS, Esq.,

A. F.

CASE No.

TEMPO RARY JUDGE.

137 OF

1845.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by Mohummud Idress, Princi
pal Sudder Ameen of Furreedpore, March 30th, 1844; reversing
a decree passed by Moonshee Aftabooddeen Ahmud, Moonsiff of
that district, March 27th, 1843.

BUSHARUTOOLLAH MUJMOODAR, APPELLANT,
(PLAINTIFF,)
Q'e?"stus

SHEIKH MADAREE

AND

MOAZIM HOSEIN, REs Pon DENTs,

(DEFENDANTs.)
Wukeel of Appellant–Ameer Ali.
Wukeel of Respondents—Abbas Ali.

THIs case was admitted to special appeal, on the 6th of May 1845,
under the following certificate recorded by Mr. C. Tucker:—
“In this case the plaintiff having purchased a talook at a public
sale, made for the recovery of arrears of revenue, sued one of the
ryuts, who had executed a kubooleut to the plaintiff under Regula
tion 7, 1799, for arrears of rent, which was dismissed by the collec
tor. The present suit was brought to reverse that decision. A
decree in favor of the plaintiff was passed by the moonsiff; but, on
appeal, the moonsiff’s decision was reversed by the principal sudder
ameen on the grounds that Moazim Hosein, one of the defendants,
held a shikmee talook, constituted before the decennial settlement,
in the talook purchased by the plaintiff, which was not affected by

50]

(

)

the sale, and that Sheikh Madaree, the other defendant, was
1
a ryut of his.
‘ On reference to the proceedings, it appears to me very doubtful,
indeed, whether Moazim Hosein was not a joint proprietor of the
talook at large, or, at all events, was equally responsible with the
other recorded proprietors for any balance which might at any
time become due to Government; and if so, as a matter of course,
on a sale for an arrear of public revenue, his rights would fall to
the ground.
The principal sudder ameen has grounded his decision
on a decree of this Court, passed by Mr. Lee Warner, Mr. Reid,
and myself, under date the llth September 1841, without seeing
therefore admit the special ap
that the cases are not similar.
peal, to try whether Moazim Hosein’s tenure is of that description,
which, notwithstanding the sale, will remain untouched and un
affected by such sale.’
This was a suit to recover" balance of rent due on a lcubooleut
executed by the defendant, and the due execution of such kubooleut
was the single point to be tried.
Any person claiming a proprie
tary right in the laud, in regard to which the kubooleul was given,
is at liberty to sue to establish his claim; but, in this case, such a
question should not have been entertained by the principal sudder
ameen. We therefore annul his decision; and remand the pro
ceedings, in order that the appeal preferred from the decision of
the moonsiﬁ' may be disposed of in the manner above indicated.
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PRESENT

1848.
:

TUCKER, ESQ. and
Sm R. BARLOW, BAR'r.,
Junoss.
C.

J.

A. F. HAVVKINS, Esq-,
TEMPORARY

CASE No.

119

or

Jonas.

1845.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by lllohummud Idress, Prin
cipal Sudder Ameen of Furreedpore, Jllarch 30th, l844 ; reversing
a decree passed by Zlloonshee Aftabooddeen Ahmad, llloonsif of
that district, April 261/a, 1843.

BUSHARUTOOLLAH MUJMOODAR, APPELLANT,
'

BUNGSHEE

(PLAlNTIFF,)

_

versus
MAJEE AND KHOONKAR. RUHUM
RESPONDENTS, (DEFENDANTS.)

ALI,

Tns. facts and circumstances of this case are similar to those
recorded in the certiﬁcate given in the preceding case (No. 137) ;
‘
and the decision passed is the same.

THE
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)

3D

JUNE

PRESENT

-

C.

(

1848.
:

TUCKER, Esq.

and

SIR. R. BARLOW, BART.,

JUDGEs.

J. A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
CASE No.

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

118 OF 1845.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by Mohummud Idress,
Principal Sudder Ameen of Furreedpore, March 30th, 1844;
reversing a decree passed by Moonshee Aftabooddeen Ahmud,
Moonsiff of that district, March 27th, 1843.

BUSHARUTOOLLAH MUJMOODAR, APPELLANT,
(PLAINTIFF,)

Te?"Sats
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SHEIKH JUKI

AND

TUMEEZOODDEEN,

RESPONDENTs,

(DEFENDANTs,)
THE facts and circumstances of this

case are similar to those
given
preceding
recorded in the certificate
in the
case (No. 137);
and the cecision passed is the same.

THE

3D

JUNE

1848.

PRESENT:
C. TUCKER, Esq. and
SIR. R. BARLOW, BART.,
JUDGEs.
HAWKINS,
Esq.,
J. A. F.
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No.

117

of

*

1845.

Special

Appeal from a decision passed by Mohummud Idress,
Sudder Ameen of Furreedpore, March 30th, 1844;
reversing a decree passed by Moonshee Aftabooddeen Ahmud,
Moonsiff of that district, May 13th, 1843.

Principal

BUSHARUTOOLLAH MUJMOODAR, APPELLANT,
(PLAINTIFF,)
wer's?/S

RAMZAN ALIAND GOWHUR ALI,

(DEFENDANTs.)
THE facts and circumstances of this

RESPONDENTs,

case are similar to those
recorded in the certificate given in the preceding case (No. 137);
and the decision passed is the same.

THE

(
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3D

JUNE

)
1848.

PRESENT:
C. TUCKER, Esq. and
SIR. R. BARLOW, BART.,
JUDGEs.
HAWKINS,
Esq.,
J. A. F.
TEMPORARY JUDGE.
-

CASE No.

116

of

1845.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by Mohummud Idress,
Principal Sudder Ameen of Furreedpore, March 30th, 1844;
reversing a decree passed by Moonshee Aftabooddeen Ahmud,
Moonsiff of that district, April 26th, 1843.

MUJMOODAR, APPELLANT,

BUSHARUTOOLLAH

(PLAINTIFF,)
wersus

KULLEEMOODDEEN

FUKEER

AND

ZUHOOR-O-NISSA,
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REs PoNDENTs, (DEFENDANTs.)

THE facts

--

circumstances of this case are similar to those
recorded in the certificate given in the preceding case (No. 137);
and the decision passed is the same.
and

THE

3D

JUNE

PRESENT

1848.
:

TUCKER, Esq. and
SIR. R. BARLOW, BART.,
C.

J.

A. F. HAWKINS,

JUDGEs.
Esq.,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE NO.

129 OF 1846.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Judge of West Burd
wan, November 26th, 1844; reversing a decree passed by the
Moonsiff of Burjoora, April 5th, 1844.

ROOPSOONDER

RAEE

AND

GOPAL CHURUN RAEE,

APPELLANTs, (DEFENDANTS,)
*ers?/8

SOODA MOOKEE
DASSEE AND OTHERs, RESPONDENTs,
-

-

(PLAINTIFFs.)

Wukeel of Appellants—Kishen Kishore Ghose.
Respondents—Defaulting.

This case was admitted to special appeal, on the 28th April
1846, under the following certificate recorded by Mr. C. Tucker:—

(

)
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“In this case the plaintiffs sued the defendants for rent in kind,
for the years 1241 to 1249 B.S., and the suit was dismissed by the
moonsiff; but, on appeal to the judge, that officer declared the
plaintiffs entitled to receive at a specified rate from the year
1250.
admit the special appeal, because this is not the point at
issue between the parties. The judge should have given, or with
held what was sought to be obtained by the plaintiffs, and not
given them something they did not ask for. The point is to
reverse so much of the judge’s decree
as awards what was not
asked for.”
With reference to the above certificate, we remand the proceed
ings to the judge, with instructions to dispose of the appeal pre
ferred to him on the claim made for the past period, viz. from
1241 to 1249 B.S., without interfering with the future rights of
the parties, which cannot be adjudicated in this case.
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C.

1848.
:

TUCKER, Esq.,

SIR. R.

and

BARLOW, BART.,
JUDGEs.

J. A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 516

OF 1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Shahabad, February 5th, 1847; reversing a decree
passed by the Moonsiff of Gurhenee, August 24th, 1846.

SEETARAM RAEE, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
?!ers?&S

MUNOHUR RAEE, DEENDYAL,
DENTs,

Wukeel

AND
(DEFENDANTs.)

of Appellant–E.

oth ERs, RESPON

Colebrooke.

Wukeel of Respondents—Ameer

Ali.

This case was admitted to special appeal, on the 9th August
1847, under the following certificate recorded by Sir R. Barlow :—
“The plaintiff sues for reversal of the magistrate’s order, under
Act 4 of 1840, dated the 17th March 1846; and for possession
of 9 biggahs of land in village Bissembhera, pergunnah Nunnoor.

He states he got a pottah of the lands, which had been given up by
Deendyal and others, from the farmer, one Chooa Raee, on the 28th
Cheyte 1250; and that Munohur, in collusion with Deendyal,
ousted him, setting forth that he, Munohur, had purchased the
rights of Deendyal in Cheyte 1252. Foujdaree disputes arose;
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(505)
and plaintiff, in consequence, instituted this suit to recover pos
session.’
‘ The defendant, Munohur,
put forth his right by purchase from
I252.
The
latter
in
denied resignation of his tenure;
Deendyal
stated he cultivated the lands in I252 up to the time of his pos
session, and Munohnr succeeded him in P253.’
‘ The farmer, Chooa Raee, was not a
party to this case; but was
a plaintiff versus Deendyal, for balance of rent from I248 to 1250,
on 4 biggahs of the land now claimed; and also versus Raj Komar
Raee for balance for the same period on the remaining lands claimed,
in two suits disposed of by the moonsiff simultaneously, and also
In these suits, the farmer stated
by the principal sudder ameen.
that he had given a pottah to Seetaram of the lands which had been
cultivated by Munohur Raee and Rajkomar, in consequence of
their resigning them. The moonsiff gave decrees, in favour of Chooa
Raee in both cases, which, however, were reversed by the principal
sudder ameen, who was of opinion that no balance was due by the
ryuts who were sued. Reference to these two suits is necessary
to shew which of the parties, in the case now before the court, is
supported by the farmer.’
‘The moonsiff decreed possession and wasilat to the plaintiﬁ' on
account of his dispossession by the magistrate’s order, i. e. for the
He held that the poltah produced by plaintiff,
year I253 Fuslee.
and the deed of relinquishment signed by Deendyal and the other,
also ﬁled by him, and the evidence of numerous witnesses examin
ed in the foujdaree court, as well as in his own, clearly proved
plaintiﬁ"s right of possession; and that the farmer, Chooa Raee,
made the lands over to him in succession to Deendyal and Rajko
mar.’
‘ The
principal sudder ameen reversed this decision on this ground
that
as the amount balance alleged to have been due by the
alone,
former holders, Deendyal and the other, was not speciﬁed in the
that document was not worthy of credit.
deed of relinquishment,
insertion
is not laid down by any law; nor
such
The necessity of
rule
I
am
aware of any
declaring that, in the absence of such spe
of
the
nature alluded to, such deed shall be,
in
a
deed
ciﬁcation
admit a special appeal, in order to
invalid.
be
held
be
and
to
taken
whether
the
objection
by the principal sudder ameen to
try
the deed in question is a legal one which invalidates the document,
should it appear in other respects to be substantiated by requisite
P roof.’
The ground on which the principal sudder ameen has rejected
the deed of relinquishment,
put in by the plaintiff in the ﬁrst
instance, is not suﬁicient to support his order in favor of the
We therefore return the case for re-trial
appellant in his court.
by the principal sudder ameen, who will decide it on its merits
as above indicated.
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PRESENT
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1848.
:

TUCKER, Esq., and
SIR. R. BARLOW, BART.,
C.

J.

A. F. HAWKINS,

JUDGEs.
Esq.,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 425 OF

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by Chundur Seekur Chowdhree,
Principal Sudder Ameen of Zillah East Burdwan, March 9th,
1847; affirming a decree passed by Nurhurree Seromoney Pundit,
Sudder Ameen of the same Zillah, December 27th, 1841.

MUHARAJAH MUHTAB CHUNDUR BUHADOOR,
APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT,)

tersus
REspoNDENT,
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RAM MOHUN BANERJEE,

Wukeels of Appellant—J. G. Waller, Ameer
Banerjee.

Ali

(PLAINTIFF.)
and Nilmonee

Wukeel of Respondent–Gholam Sufdur.
THIs case was admitted to special appeal, on the 9th September
1847, under the following certificate recorded by Mr.
A. F.

Hawkins:—

J.

lands were given in putnee by the defendant in this
Mr. Cheek, in the year 1242 B. S. He fell into arrears
and his tenure was sold, and purchased by the plaintiff in the year
1243 B. S.
After his purchase, he sued one Gudadhur Gosain
for possession of certain lands in mouzah Bilsunni. The Gosain
pleaded that the land was his lakhiraj property; and produced a
decree of court, dated 6th April 1815, from which it appeared that
75 biggahs of land, as attached to the putnee tenure, had been sued
for by a former putneedar, and declared by dismissal of his suit
to be the lakhiraj property of Gudadhur Gosain.
A deduction,
however, of 72 rupees, 8 annas, was ordered to be made from the
rent payable by the putneedar to the zemindar, as the proportion
payable on this quantity of land. On 22d March 1840, the suit
brought by the present plaintiff against Gudadhur Gosain was
nonsuited, on the ground that the Muharajah had no power to
include the mouzah in the putnee subsequently granted.
“The plaintiff then brought the present action against the Mu
harajah for a deduction to the extent of 72 rupees, 8 annas, from the
putnee jumma, and for refund of past payments in excess from 1243
to 1247 B. S.
He obtained an exparte decree in the lower court.
The Rajah was admitted to appeal, and then set forth that he had
“Certain

case, to

(507)
made a deduction to the amount of 72 rupees, 8 annas, in the
putnee given to Mr. Cheek ; and that the plaintiff now sought
a second deduction for the same thing.
The principal sudder
ameen conﬁrmed the decree of the sudder ameen ; but it does not
appear to me that he has suﬂiciently investigated this particular
P oint.
‘ I admit the
special appeal to try, whether situated as the plain
tiff is, as the purchaser of the rights and interests of the former
putneedar, (Mr. Cheek) who does not appear to have urged the
objection now brought forward by the plaintiff, and who entered
into a fresh putnee engagement some time after the decree of 1815,
he (plaintiff) can claim the remission he now seeks.
should add
that this point is not expressly urged in s ecial appeal by the
Rajah, but it arises distinctly out of the record).
‘ Should the Court be
of opinion that he can claim the remission,
and also that the plea of the Rajah, to the effect that the 72 rupees,
8 annas has already been deducted, has not sufficiently been inves
tigated, the case will have to be remanded for further enquiry on
this point.’
Mn. TUCKER and Sm R. BA1u.ow.—It appears from the
judgment passed in l8l5, referred to in the above certiﬁcate, that
Nundkishore Raee and Nittanund Raee obtained a putnee talook
from the zemindars of pergunnah Bishenpoor in the Bengal year
I218, and that mouzah Belsunni was included in the assets on which
the jumma was ﬁxed, consisting of 75 biggahs, and rated at an
The putneedars, on going to take
annual jumma of rupees 72-8.
this
found
it in the occupancy of one
of
village,
possession
Gudadhur Gosain, who refused to pay rent to the putneedara, alleg
ing the village to be his rent-free tenure from a period antecedent
to the decennial settlement.
On this the putneedars entered asuit
and
the
zemindars
from whom they obtained
Gudadhur,
against
their pulnee, to obtain a reduction on their rent to the above ex
tent of rupees 72-8.
It was established to the satisfaction of the court that the village
-had been held, for a very considerable period, rent-free, antecedent
to the decennial settlement, and had never since been subjected
to the payment of rent to the zemindars of the pergunnah.
The
court therefore decided that the zemindars had no right to assess
the lands, and give them to the putneedars; and, accordingly,
granted a reduction in the putnee-jumma to the extent mentioned
(rupees 72-8), referring the zemindars to a suit against the lak
hirajdar, should they consider the rent-free title to be invalid.
In 1242 B. S., the present zemindar of pergmmah Bishenpoor
granted to Doctor Cheek a putnee-talook, under the title of lot
Sookomoypoor, consisting of 78% villages, amongst which is one
called Bilsnnni.
That gentleman held the talook but a short
time; and, falling in arrears, it was sold in 1243 B. S., and pur
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chased by the plaintiff in this case, who, in the year 1245 B. S.,
entered a suit against this same Gudadhur Gosain to
rent
the lands
his possession
mouzah Bilsunni.
He was
nonsuited, however,
the 22d July 1840,
the production
1815;
the decree
the court remarking that, until the lands
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Now, with regard
the first point mooted
Mr. Hawkins’
certificate, whether such
suit
the present,-that
suit for
pulnee talook, after engagements
reduction
the jumma
not,
have passed between the grantor and the grantee,—will
opinion that
we are
invariable rule can
laid down
that
point; and that cases
disposed
the kind, when instituted, must
with reference
the peculiar circumstances
each case res
pectively; and, indeed, the present case supplies
very forcible
illustration
the propriety
such
course. We concur
the
opinion we find recorded
Messrs. Dick and Mr. Jackson,
of
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question should
declared liable
the payment
rent
oourt,
competent
give
decree
was not
the zemindar
any one.
putnee
them
On the 9th July 1841, the present suit was instituted against the
zemindar for
reduction
rent
account
mouzah Bilsunni;
the result of which
shewn
Mr. Hawkins’ certificate.
The defendant did not appear
the sudder ameen’s court,
appeal; and, before the appellate court,
but was allowed
contended that he had allowed the remission claimed, on the re
settlement
the putnee, and that the Bilsunni included
the
plaintiff’s putnee was not the Bilsunni referred
the decree
1815, but another village
the same name.
But
failed
altogether
prove this; and though the court was desirous
deputing
enquire into this point,
ameen
the mofussil
defray the expense attending
and though the plaintiff agreed
his deputation, the appellant finally declined
avail himself
opportunity
such
show that there were two villages
the same name.
But the respondent put
three documents
appellate
the
court below, which are decisive
the point
respondent’s
being
putnee
the mouzah Bilsunni included
the
the very Bilsunni referred
the decree
1815.
These three
documents are the notices issued
the appellant for the years 1250,
pay the balance
1251, and 1252, calling upon the respondent
rent due from him.
these notices, the jumma
the putnee
pay;
rupees 895, being that which Mr. Cheek agreed
stated
rupees
and from this sum
deduction
made
72-8
account
mouzah Bilsunni, agreeably
the orders
the court.
Now
obvious, that unless these rupees 72-8, were already included
the 895 rupees, the appellant would not have allowed the remission.
This, therefore, we repeat,
decisive evidence that the Bilsunni
included
the respondent’s putnee,
the Bilsunni referred
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'

the case of Rajah Muhtab Chundur, appellant, versus Lal Mohun
Banerjea, No. l9l of 1844, at page I68 of the monthly decisions
for May I847, (a case as similar to the present one, in all its prin
‘
cipal features, as one case can well be to another) that a pur
chaser of a putnee tenure at a public sale succeeds to all the
rights of a former incumbent, and, like him, is entitled to obtain
possession of whatever was included in the original document by
which the putnee was constituted; and whatever was included
in that document, and is not made over to him, provided it was
not stated at the time of sale to be disputed, forms a just ground
for the reduction of rent.’
We agree also in the force of the remarks of the same
gentlemen, in the same case, on the subject of the binding nature
In this, case, the decree of l8l5 (the
of the former decrees.
then zemiudar of the pergwmah, and the ancestor of the pre
sent appellant being a party to the suit) ruled that mouzah
Bilsunni was in the rent-free occupancy of Gudadhur Gosain;
and that it was not competent to the zemindar to assign the
lands to another person, until he should prove in a court of
justice that they were held under an invalid title, and thereby
No appeal was preferred from
subject to the payment of rent.
that decision, nor has any' suit been instituted to try the validity,
or otherwise, of the rent-free title under which Gudadhur Gosain
holds the village; nor has there been any attempt to prove that
either the ﬁrst incumbent, Doctor Cheek, or the purchaser of his
right and title, they respondent, were cognizant of these circum
stances, and still assented to the jumma ﬁxed by the appellant on
the pulnee.
Under these circumstances, we can come to no other conclusion,
but that the assignment of mouzah Bilsunni, 8803 rent-paying
village to the putneedar, was a fraudulent attempt on the part of
the grantor of the putnee to evade the decree of 1815; and we
cannot countenance such an attempt by rendering it successful.
On the second point contained in Mr. Hawkins’ certiﬁcate, we
are of opinion that if the plea of the appellant has not been sulﬁ
ciently enquired into, the blame lies altogether with the appellant
himself, who had every opportunity afforded to him by the
appellate court below to substantiate it, but failed to avail himself
of them. We therefore dismiss the appeal with costs, and aﬁirm
the decree of the principal sudder ameen.
Ma. HAWKINB.——I regret I cannot concur with my colleagues,
for I cannot, under the circumstances, preume a fraudulent
transaction on the part of the zemindar; and as Mr. Cheek has
not been brought into court, it is impossible to say what negotia
tions took place between him and the Rajah on the occasion of
his taking the pulnee in 1242.
The former putnee of Nund

‘
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Kishore Raee and Nittanund Raee ceased and determined by
falling into the zemindar’s hands, some time before Mr. Cheek
entered into his contract.
We must take it for granted that he
made some enquiry into the assets of the putnee before he took it.
Had he gone to the zemindar, and objected that certain of the lands
were in the possession of others, the zemindar might, and pro
‘
bably would have said to him : these are the terms upon which I
the
it
or
not
as you please; but I can make
offer you
putrwe, take
further
or
strike
out
of the assets of my estate th it
no
remission,
which appears on my zemindaree roll as part of its assets.
Take
the lot as it stands, one village with another, if you will ; but I can
Mr. Cheek took the pulnee; he did
make no alteration of terms.’
not, indeed, hold it long, but as long as he held possession of it, he
The pur
offered no objections on the score of deﬁciency of assets.
chaser, the present plaintiff, paid his rents for two years. He then
brought his suit against Gudadhur Gosain; he wa nonsuited in
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July

I840. In July l84l, one year after the nonsuit, and six years
after the date of contract with Mr. Cheek, he sues for a refund
of surplus payments, and for a future remission of rent. I admit
that the purchaser is entitled to the rights of the putneedar whose
doubt very much whether a putneedar
pulnee he purchases ; but
is entitled to claim a refund of alleged surplus payments, and a
future remission, six years after the date of his contract, he having,
in the mean while, paid his rents to the zemindar without making
There must be some period which, in such cases,
any objection.
am of opinion that a period
implies assent to the contract; and
of six years is quite suﬂicient to protect the zemindar from such
claims as are advanced in the present suit.
I do not consider it
safe to presume fraud on the part of the zemindar, on the suit of the
purchaser of the pulnee, when no statement of fraud has ever been
advanced by the party who actually entered into the contract.
would therefore have reversed the decree of the lower court.
In what
have said,
have supposed that the ]7’Mf7l86dtl'!' is
entitled to sue for a remission of rent in the event of deﬁciency of
assets. On this point, however,
think there is some doubt, as
the ordinary remedy would appear to be a relinquishment of the
contract, and not a breaking up of the stipulated rent.
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special appeal was admitted
Mr. Charles
this case
the ground that the suit was
Tucker
the 3d August 1847,
1793;
Section 16, Regulation
barred under the provisions
suit for the same property, between the same parties (plaintiff and
defendant being reversed) having been already instituted, and being
still pending when this suit was instituted.
Koorooj with
half the village
The suit
for possession
plaintiff
right
profits,
her deceased
claimed
mesne
which the
belong
husband, Dookee Raee, admitting the other half
the
defendants, Mowlabuksh Raee and Deega Raee. The village had
rent-free tenure, but was resumed by
heretofore been held
Government, when settlement
the entire village was made with
the defendants. Disputes regarding possession arising, that point
1840,
favor
Sookh
was decided summarily under Act
moiety
the extent
the village; and then
basee Koonwur,
reverse the summary award,
Mowlabuksh brought regular suit
village.
claiming
Sookhbasee Koonwur pleaded
and
the entire
reply, that she was entitled
virtue
her
half the village
husband,
favor
Raee.
decree was passed
deceased
Dookee
the sudder
the 19th November 1845,
Mowlabuksh Raee,
ameen, which was appealed
On the 7th
Sookhbasee Koonwur.

A
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MOWLABUKSH

(512)
March 1846, the judge, Mr. W. St. Quintin, afﬁrmed the decision
of the sudder ameen. Thejudge in his decree states, distinctly, the
point to be adjudicated is whether Donkee Race, the husband of
the appellant, Sookhbasee Koonwur, did, or did not, possess the
right to a moiety of the village Koorooj, and this question he deter
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mines in the negative.
On the 5th March 1846, just two days prior to the judge’s deci
sion against her, Sookhbasee Koonwur instituted the present suit,
and obtained a decree in her favour from Syud Munohur Ali, the
This decision
principal sudder ameen, on the 27th August 1846.
was aﬂirmcd in appeal by the judge, on the 2lst November follow
ing ; stating in his judgment, that ‘ a glance at the genealogical
tree, the authenticity of which is not questioned by either party,
shews that Dookee Race, as the lineal descendant of Knnchun
Race, has a clear hereditary right to a half share in his estate.’

The principal sudder ameen in his judgment states, that the
decree obtained in the sudder ameen’ s court, dated 19th November
1845, does not aﬂect this claim, since the only point settled there
by was with whom the settlement was actually made. The judge
But it is not intelligible why both
makes the same observation.
the judge and the principal sudder ameen refer to the sudder

ameen’s decision, when that decision was carried in appeal before
the judge, by whose judgment the point at issue, and the question
decided in that suit, should have been tested and ruled. What that
point was we have already stated in the judge’s own words ; and we
are of opinion it was correctly stated by the judge, and it could
have been no other than that stated, viz. whether Dookee Raee, by
right of inheritance, was entitled to half the village Koorooj, or not.

It must be remembered that Mowlabuksh was the plaintiff in
the former suit, claiming the entire village of Koorooj, of which
Sookhbasee Koonwur disputed his title to more than a moiety ; and
to such a claim Sookhbasee Koonwur had no resource but to shew
a better title.
Sookhbasee Koonwur’s occupation of half the village
had been aﬂirmed by the result of the proceedings held under
the provisions of Act 4, 1840; and Mowlabuksh sued to cancel
that order, which could only be cancelled by establishing his
right to the same. That suit put Sookhbasee Koonwur’s right
to half the village Koorooj in issue; and the same issue could
not be tried in another suit between the same parties.
But as this has been done by the institution and disposal of the
present suit on its merits, we annul the decision of both the lower
courts, under the provisions of Section l6, Regulation 3, 1793 ;
and, decreeing for the appellant, dismiss the claim of Sookhbasee
Koonwur, with all costs in all the three courts against the res
pondent.

(

)
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THE 6TH JUNE
PRESENT

1848.

:

W. B. JACKSON, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE NO.
Regular

2 OF

1846.

Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Mymensingh, September 16th, 1845.

RANEE BHOOBUN MAYE, DECEAs ED, IN HER PLACE
RAJAH HURINDERNURAIN RAEE, APPELLANT,
(DEFENDANT,)
*/e7"Sats

RAEE, REs PoNDENT,

BHY RUB INDERNURAIN

(PLAINTIFF.)
Appellant—J.
Wukeel of
G. Waller.
Komar

Tagore.

up

of

of

by

of

of

of

in

of

a

to

a

of

to

in

in

on

is,

is

on

all

CLAIM rupees 8,533, principal and interest of a sum of money
paid by the plaintiff as Government revenue of 4 annas' share, per
gunnah Pookeria.
The principal sudder ameen states the case as follows:–
“The plaintiff institutes this suit for the recovery of rupees 4,000,
principal and interest thereon, as well as batta on Company’s
rupees, under the following
circumstances.
He states that the
defendants took a benamee ijara of his 4 annas' share of pergunnah
Pookeria, on a lease of nine years; and that in consequence of their
allowing the estate to fall in arrears, it was advertised for sale,
when the plaintiff, to rescue his property, paid up those arrears, a
refund of which he now seeks to obtain from the defendants.
“The defendant, Ranee Bhoobun Maye, who is the principal
defendant in this case, admits taking the ijara benamee; but pleads
that
sums due
this account have been already adjusted.
However, no mention
made how, when, and with whom.
‘The point for determination
did the plaintiff pay
the
question, during the period the same
arrears due
the estate
ijara by the defendants?
was held
prove their plea
“The defendants have been unable
settle
ment having been made with the plaintiff with regard
the pre
perusal
sent claim; whilst from
the copy
the collector’s
summary decree, dated the 25th January 1832,
the case
Tara
Bhyrub Indernurain) versus
Munnee and others, (the wussee
Ranee Bhoobun Maye Dibbea, and the copy
the daily account
signature
deputy
collector,
filed under the
the
dated 7th March
1831,
has been sufficiently proved that the arrears due
Ranee
Bhoobun Maye Dibbea,
account
this ijara for the Bengal
of

on

it
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Wukeel of Respondent—Pursun

(

514

)

year 1238, were actually paid in by the plaintiff; and that therefore
he is fully entitled to a decree of his claim, but only against the
principal defendant, Ranee Bhoobun Maye. On these grounds I
would pass a decree for the plaintiff against the said Ranee alone,
releasing the other defendants therefrom.
‘ Order accordingly, that the claim be decreed for the plaintiff
against Ranee Bhoobun Maye Dibbea, with costs and interest from
this date; the other defendants to be considered exempt from this

decree.”

From this decision the defendant appeals, urging that the suit is
barred by reason of lapse of time,—the collector’s receipt for the
money in question being dated 7th March 1831, whereas the suit
was not brought till the 31st May 1845, or upwards of 12 years
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after.

The fact is not disputed, but the respondent pleads minority
against the application of the rule, as he was not of age till 1842,
and he sued in 1845. He is quite in time, if the plea of minority be
admitted. It is true that he had a guardian legally appointed; but
the neglect of the guardian to prosecute his ward’s claim, cannot be
allowed to operate to the prejudice of the ward in regard to lapse
of time.
think the principal sudder ameen has acted rightly in
hearing and determining the case, and I see no reason to interfere
with his decision: it is hereby affirmed with costs against appellant.

I

THE 7TH JUNE
PRESENT

1848.

:

A. DICK, Esq.
JUDGE.

W. B. JACKSON and
J. A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.Rs.,
TEMPORARY JUDGEs.

CASE No.

173

of

1846.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Additional Principal
Sudder Ameen of Zillah 24-Pergunnahs, Mynoodeen Sufdur.

MUSST. BISTOO SOONDREE, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
wersus

CAZEE GHOLAM, GAYASOODEEN, SHEIKH MOHUM
MUD RUHEEM, AND oth ERs, REs PoNDENTs, (DEFENDANTs.)
of Appellant—E. Colebrooke and Gour Hurree
Wukeels of Respondents—Abbas Ali and Kishen Kishore
Wukeels

Bose.
Ghose.

SUIT laid at Company’s rupees 9,811, annas 13, gundahs 16, to
obtain possession on 810 biggahs, 18 cottahs of land in Beel Buro

(

515

)

tee; and appeal laid at Company’s rupees 5,516, annas ll, portion
of claim dismissed or 4ll biggahs dismissed out of the 810 biggahs
*

18 cottahs claimed.
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The plaintiff, appellant, founds her claim on the fact of the lands
in question lying within a boundary of pillars erected by an order of
court, in a case between her and one Biswas, a neighbouring pro
prietor. The said Biswas sued her, and collusively the respondent,
Ghyasoodeen, for possession on All biggahs out of the 810 now in
suit; and that while the suit was pending, Ghyasoodeen and Mo

hummud Ruheem trumped up a dispute and managed to get an
order for possession from the foujdaree court, by means of which
they took possession of the whole of the 810 biggahs and 18 cottahs
now claimed. The defendants denied the claim.
The principal sudder ameen deputed his sherishtadar and another
person to measure the lands claimed, and they made them out to be
only 624 biggahs, 17 cottahs; out of which he decreed 399 biggahs, 18
cottahs to plaintiff, and 224 biggahs, 19 cottahs, 5 chittacks he declar
ed to belong to defendants, for reasons detailed in his decision.
The appellant appeals, asserting her right to the whole of the
lands claimed, and declaring the measurement of the sherishtadar
to be collusive and false.
It is admitted by the respondents that the lands of appellant
adjoin the land in dispute on three sides, and that on the fourth side
is the boundary between appellant’s pergunnah Huvellyshuhur
and Anwurpoor; and the only ground on which respondents
claim a right to any portion of the Beel Burootee, is the alleged
fact of peetulgolah, or intermixture of patches of land of their and
appellant’s villages. This however they have totally failed to prove.
The decision of the lower court is therefore amended, and the
whole of the lands in suit decreed to appellant, with usufruct at
yearly rent, after deducting 10 per cent. for
1 rupee per biggah
expenses of collection from date of suit only, the appellant having
failed to prove dispossession as asserted.
Costs of both courts, in
proportion,
against
respondents.
due
awarded

-

THE 7TH JUNE
PRESENT:
C.

1848.

TUCKER, Esq.,
JUDGE.

PETITION No. 839

OF

1846.

IN the matter of the petition of Ishwur Chundur Chuckerbut

tee and others, filed

in this Court on the 4th November

1846,

(516)
special appeal from the decision of
ameen of zillah Myinensingh,
under date the 4th October 1846; reversing that of Cazee Ousaf
Ali, sudder ameen of the same zillah, under date 6th September
1845, in the case of N ubboo Komar Chowdhree and others, plain
and others, defen
tiﬂ's, versus ' Ishwur Chundur Chuckerbuttee
dants.
praying for the admission of

a

Mr. C. Mackay, principal sudder

of the
which
is
talook
included
in
the
plaintiffs’
petitioners’ dependant
share of pergunnah Sheerpoore, on the ground of a variable jum
ma ; in other words, that the rent heretofore payable by the peti
tioners and their predecessors varied according to circumstances,
being in some years more, in some years less. The petitioners
pleaded a mouroosee mocurrurree jumma of rupees 12!-l4 on
their entire talook, under a doul and sunnud dated l3th Phalgoon
1187 B. S., or 23d February l78l, and denied that they ever had
from that date to the present time paid more or less than that
sum; and denied the plaintiffs’ right to enhance the rent, they not
being purchasers at a sale for the recovery of the arrears ‘of Go
vernment revenue.
a suit to assess, at pergunnah rates, that portion

The sudder ameen dismissed the claim, going at great length
into the details of the case.
ameen reversed the decision of the sudder
on two grounds:—_ﬁrst, he considered the doul and sun
nud, bearing date the l3!/1 Phalgaon H87 B. S., not to be genuine.
He considered the fact of the variable jumma paid
Secondly.
by the defendants to have been sufficiently established by a certain
petition presented to the collector of the district by Run Singh,
ancestor of the defendants, dated 4th Ass-in I208 B. S., a copy of
which was ﬁled in the case.

The principal sudder

ameen

a

if

it,

a

it,

The question of the authenticity of the doul and sunnucl is in
this case a matter of no importance whatever.
The existence of
the defendants’ talook was not called in question, was not a matter
of dispute; on the contrary the plaintiffs acknowledged
but
claimed
right to enhance the rent heretofore paid by the defen
dant, on the sole ground that such rent had been variable at dif
ferent periods, more at one time, less at another.
This, and this
The nature of the defen
only, was the point for investigation.
dants’ title, not the existence of
was the point for enquiry; and
though the doul and sunnud,
accepted by the court, might have
strengthened the defendants’ position, they would not have stood
moment against positive evidence of
variable or ﬂuctuating
This then after all was the point on which the case turned,
rent.
and in this case the onus probandi
with the plaintiffs.
is

a
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Now with regard to this petition [the only document adduced
by the plaintiffs in support of their plea of fluctuating rent during
a period of upwards of 60 years] its sufficiency to establish such
a plea was fully considered and weighed by the sudder ameen, who
gives his reasons at length for rejecting
But the principal
judgment
sudder ameen has not recorded
his
one single reason
pointed out
for admitting
what
considers the sudder
ameen’s argument erroneous
deficient. Considering therefore the
principal sudder ameen’s judgment incomplete, and founded on
insufficient investigation,
admit the special appeal applied for,
and remand the proceedings
the present principal sudder ameen
enquire fully into the
zillah Mymensingh, with instructions
jumma;
question
giving
weight
variable
due
the arguments
court,
recording
may see
the lower
and
his reasons where
grounds for rejecting them.
to

he

to

a

of

of

of

*

THE 7TH JUNE

1848.

C.

TUCKER, Esq.,
JUDGE.

PETITION No.

IN

109 OF 1848.

a in

of

land called Julpie,

to

as

a

This was
suit for 22 battis
plaintiff claimed
appertaining

of

in

of

of

of

of

of

of

on

of

the matter
the petition
Besakha Dyee, filed
this
spe
the 14th April 1848, praying for the admission
Pundit, princi
cial appeal from the decision
Tarrakaunth
pal sudder ameen
zillah Cuttack, under date the 10th January
1848; reversing that
Mohummud Faroke, sudder ameen
the
same zillah, under date the 7th September 1846,
the case
Besakha Dyee, plaintiff, versus Juggurnath Purshad Mullick,
defendant.

Court

which

the

Akinjurrah, Chumpie,

mouzahs

a

to

is

to

of

of

to

of

in

&c., within her talook Choramim.
The lands were
the occu
pation
the salt department, and the plaintiff states that the
molungees paid
rent for them
her husband, Brijkishore
Canoongoe.
Kishen Munnee Dassee, the mother
the defendant, raising
point
dispute
rent,
the
the matter
stated
have been
referred
the salt agent, who, the plaintiff says, rejected Kishen
Munnee Dassee’s claim, and referred her
the courts on the 15th
February 1829.
to on
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(518)
Kishen Munnee Dassee accordingly instituted a suit for 30
battis of land, as appertaining to mouzahs Petao, &c. &c., in
her talook Kishenpoorah.
This case was still pending, when
Birmanund Dass, deputy collector, came into the mofussil to make
a settlement of Kishen Munnee
Dassee’s estate ; and, in laying
down the boundaries, he awarded 22 of the 30 batiis to Kishen
Munnee Dassee, and 8 to the plaintiff, on which Kishen Munnee
withdrew her suit, and instituted a fresh one for the 3 battis awarded
to the plaintiff; whilst the plaintiff brought the present suit for the
22 batlis awarded by the deputy collector’s proceedings to Kishen
Munnee Dassee.
The sudder ameen went to the spot, and ﬁxing a boundary be
tween the plaintiff’ and defendant’s talooks, awarded the whole
Kishen Munnee Dassee appealed both
30 battis to the plaintiff.
cases; and the principal sudder ameen upheld the sudder ameen’s
judgment in regard to the 8 battis, but reversed it in regard to the
22 battis which he awarded to Kishen Munnee.
The principal sudder ameen’s judgment is founded on no ﬁxed
principle. He admits that he cannot come to any conclusion on the
evidence as to boundaries, and therefore he determines to give the
land to the litigating parties according as it lies contiguous to,
or at a distance from the other portions of their respective estates;
and on this principle he awarded 8 battis to the plaintiff, and 22
to the defendant.
But the sudder ameen went to the spot, made a map of the
disputed lands, and took evidence as to boundaries on which his
decrees are founded.
All this is set aside by the principal sudder ameen without any
satisfactory reason.
Considering therefore the principal sudder
ameen’s decision incomplete, and founded on insuﬁicient inves
tigation, admit the special appeal ; and remand the proceedings
to the principal sudder ameen, who will, aft-er giving due weight
and consideration to the arguments urged in support of his deci
sion by the sudder ameen, record his reasons fully should he
see reason to reject them, and dispose of the case on the evidence,
oral and documentary, of the parties.

I
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THE 8TH JUNE 1848.
PRESENT:
W. B. JACKSON and

J. A.

F.

HAWKINS,

E. CURRIE,

Esq.Rs.,

TEMPORARY JUDGEs.
Esq.,

ExERCISING THE PoweRs

CASE No.

150

of

of

A JUDGE.

1846.

a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Mymensingh,
Ameen of
December 8th, 1845.
JYKUNT CHUCKERBUTTEE AND or HERs, APPELLANTs,

Regular

Appeal from

(PLAINTIFFs,)
Qe7°82/8

RANEE BHOOBUN MAYE
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AND oth ERs, RESPONDENTs,
(DEFENDANTs.)

Wukeel

of Appellants—Pursun

Wukeel of Respondents—J.

Komar Tagore.

G. Waller.

CLAIM for rupees 9,873, value of grain taken away, and of rents
collected from the ryuts of Bulrampore, &c., held by plaintiff in
hereditary farm, and illegally appropriated by the defendants: insti
tuted by Jynteea Dibeea and others, in the court of the principal
sudder ameen of Mymensingh.
The following is the decree of the principal sudder ameen of
Mymensingh, dated 8th December 1845:—
“Jynteea Dibeea and others, Plaintiffs,
-

tersus

‘(1) Ranee Bhoobun Maye, (2) Rajah Hurinder Nurain, (3) Kassi

serry Dibeea, (4) Govind Purshaud Surma, (5) Bejoy Govind Sur
ma, (6) Moteeoollah, (7) Nureekoollah, (8) Tureekoollah, (9)
Kureemoollah, (10) Sheebnauth, (11) Juggernauth, (12) Shaekh
Burket, (13) Imamdee, (14) Shaekh Keenoo, and (15) Radha
Kanth, Defendants.
‘This is a suit, laid at rupees 9,873, 9 annas, 9 pie, to obtain
the amount price of various articles of grain, which the defen
dants are alleged to have attached and carried away from the
golahs of the plaintiffs, as also for a return of the amount collected
by the defendants (under an illegal attachment) from mouzah
Bulrampore, the mouroosee ijara of the plaintiffs; the claim is
made for a period of thirteen months, from Joist 1250 to Joist
1251

B. S.
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‘The defendants l, 2, 3, 4, and 5 answer in one petition. Thev
admit the attachment, and collection of rupees l,l32, exclusive
rupees 125 paid to the surburalzar for salary and expenses; but
state they did so, in consequence of non-payment of rents due to
them from the plaintiffs.
They, however, deny in loto the attach
ment of, or making away with, any grain belonging to the plain
tiffs; and with respect to the amount which they collected from
the mouzah in question, they urge having credited the same to the
sum due to them from the plaintiffs on account of arrears of rents.
The defendants
and
reply together, and plead as above.
l2, l3, 14, and l5 answer together,
‘The defendants 10,
which is, in substance, an admission in every respect of the claim
made by the plaintiifs
with this difference, they state that not they,
but the other defendants are liable for the claim made,—the grain
and amount collected having been delivered to them.
This case came on for ﬁnal hearing this day, when
appeared
that the following were the points for decision :—jirst,
esta
claim
blished that the plaintiffs had the grain, the price of which
so, what proofs have they adduced that the
ed, in store; and,
defendants attached and made away with the same?’
Second.
What are the proofs of the defendants having collected
the amount claimed from the mouzah in question,—the which,
beyond the sum admitted in the answers (of the defendants
and 5,) they deny having realized
On the l‘2th August last, hearing was given to this case, and
the depositions of
witnesses on the part of the plaintiffs, and
on the part of the defendants were perused; but the proofs
adduced on the part of the plaintiffs not appearing to be suﬁicient,
or conclusive, an ameen was ordered to be sent to the spot to
enquire and report upon the subject matter of complaint. The ameen
deputed having submitted the result of his enquiry, the case
now taken up for ﬁnal orders.
‘The ameen, in his report now before the court, on the
strength of the witnesses deposed before him on the part of
the plaintiffs, considered their claim with regard to the ﬁrst
pie; and with regard to
point established, less rupees 104,
the second, also established, less rupees l,325. However, the
In
view taken by this court,
opposed to that of the ameen.
forward to establish
the ﬁrst place, the witnesses brought
the carrying
speak
away of the various articles of grain,
the quantity, quality, and description,
with such minuteness
that
utterly impossible to believe them, or to suppose
that they are doing otherwise than they have been tutored to do
district like this, where the most
Further, in
by the plaintiffs.
not
trivial complaints are laid before the criminal courts,
matter of such importance (amounting to some
probable, in

(521)
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thousands of rupees), that the plaintiffs would have refrained from
petitioning that court, which, in this instance, they have not done ;
and, therefore, with regard to the ﬁrst point, I consider the claim
of the plaintiffs as not established.

‘The dakhillas, on which the ameen considers the second point
established, do not appear to me to be worthy of reliance.
First,
because they are not in the usual form of dakhillas .- these are
invariably given to ryuts on the dates on which they make each
payment, and as often as they make payments they receive separate
But those produced are not such : they purport to be
receipts.
for payments made on several dates, and yet they are all given on
one dalchilla; and what is more, these dakhillas, which amount
to several hundreds, instead of bearing various dates (for it is not
to be supposed possible that sums from numbers of ryuls in
various parts of the villages) are conﬁned to two or three dates, a
great part of which appears to me to be lately written with the
view of giving support to the claim.
VVhilst numbers, some of
which I have marked A, are clearly shewn to be altered in their
dates: these either were for former years, or bore dates of other
months, but have been changed to their present dates to support
That some of the da/chillas are genuine, I
the present claim.
have no doubt; and that some portion of the claim is founded on
truth, I believe. But, when so machfalsehood is mixed up with a
small sprinkling of truth, it is not only diﬁicnlt, but impossible to
separate the two; and, therefore, the unsuccessful issue of their
Not deeming the claim estab
claim rests entirely on themselves.
lished, for the reasons above assigned, I dismiss the same with
costs.
.
‘ Order
accordingly, claim dismissed, the plaintiffs paying all
costs.’
From the above judgment the present appeal has been preferred.
We concur with the principal sudder ameen in rejecting the
evidence in regard to the carrying off of the grain ; and we further
observe, in regard to the probability of the plaintiffs applying to
the criminal court had the plunder of the grain actually taken
place, that they did apply to the magistrate, when the defendants
in' the legal exercise of their power brought the farm under
attachment.
In regard to the receipts for rent, we do not concur with the
principal sudder ameen that they are to be rejected, because pay
ments of various dates are written on the same paper,—this being
In addition, however, to his other
the practice in some estates.
reasons for rejecting them, we cannot ﬁnd any thing upon the
record which connects the defendants with the receipts, with the
exception of those granted by their own collecting oﬁicers.
The
great majority of them were given by ‘persons employed in making

(
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the collections for the plaintiffs before the farm was attached; but
there is nothing to shew that these persons were authorized to
collect and grant receipts on the part of the defendants, after the
attachment had taken place. In fact, there is every appearance of
their having been prepared in collusion with the plaintiffs.
We accordingly affirm the decree of the principal sudder ameen,
with costs of both courts against the plaintiffs.

--

THE 8TH JUNE

1848.

PRESENT:

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE NO. 226 OF

1846.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of 24-Pergunnahs, August 6th, 1846.

MUNNEE MOHUN MUNDUL, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
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Qe7"Sws

MODOSOODEN

MUNDUL,

Wukeel of
Wukeels of Respondent—J.

RESPONDENT, (DEFENDANT.)

Appellant—Gholam

Sufdur.

G. Waller and Bunsee Buddun Mitr.
THIs suit was instituted by the plaintiff, on the 9th September
1845, to recover from the defendant damages to the extent of
one lakh of rupees, for injury done to the plaintiff in consequence
of a false charge of assault and plunder of the nature of a dacoity,
preferred by the defendant, which led to the apprehension of the
plaintiff.
The plaint sets forth, that the defendant preferred a charge to
the police that the plaintiff had attacked his kutcherree-baree, or
office, with a body of men, and carried off property to the extent
of 70 or 80,000 rupees, together with numerous papers,—the
attack partaking of the nature of a dacoity, or gang-robbery.
The charge was made, in the first instance, to the officers of a
subordinate police station not far from the spot. That on the
arrival of the police darogah, to whom the complaint had been for
warded, the defendant reduced the extent of the property carried
off to 3 or 4,000 rupees in cash, and some articles; that the
darogah reported to the magistrate that the charge was without
foundation.
That the magistrate sent for the parties through
the police; and, after investigation, dismissed the claim, fining
the prosecutor (defendant) 200 rupees for preferring a false
and groundless complaint.
The plaintiff now sues for damages on
imputations
upon
account of the
his character, and of the injury

(523)
This last
sustained by him by his apprehension by the police.
is
not
clear
from
the
of
the
point
plaint; but,
quite
concluding part
as the fact of the arrest is set forth in the body of the plaint,
take it as if the plaintiff is suing on both grounds.
The defendant pleads that the plaintiff has greatly exaggerated the
charge as originally preferred by him (defendant); that he is pre
pared to prove and justify all that he alleged against him; and that
the plaintiff and other members of his family have been repeatedly
convicted of riot, assault, and other such offences, so that he can
not be injured in character by any such charge as that preferred
by him against the plaintiff.
The principal sudder ameen, for the reasons stated by him in
his decree on the 6th August 1846, gave judgment for the defen
dant, and from his decision the present appeal has been preferred.
It appears that on the llth Sawun 1252 (July 1845), the defen
dant submitted a complaint to the police zemadar, stationed at no
great distance from his dwelling, charging the plaintiff with having
entered his oﬂice with a body of 20 or 25 armed men, abused him for
befriending one Ramnee Das§ea, with whom the plaintiff was at
variance, and plundered cash, &c. to the value of 70 or 80,000
The
rupees, together with numerous papers belonging to him.
zemadar went to the spot, and afterwards forwarded the com
plaint to the darogah, who arrived at the defendant’s place on the
15th Sawun for the purpose of enquiring.
The defeudarit gave a
similar statement to the darogah, except that on enquiring he had
found his account of the property carried off to be exaggerated,——the
real extent of it being about 3 or 4,000 rupees in cash, besides
other articles.
The darogah reported to the magistrate that, on
enquiring, it appeared to him the accusation was not a true one, and
consequently he did not send in the parties.
l
Up to this point the plaintiff had not suffered personal injury
by arrest, in consequence of the charge preferred against him.
The magistrate, however, ordered the parties to be sent in to
him, which was done; and on the 5th August 1845, the case was
dismissed, and the prosecutor (defendant) ﬁned 200 rupees for pre
ferring a false charge.
On the 9th September following, the present suit was instituted.
The defendant, among other things, pleads as a bar to the action
that the magistrate having ﬁned him, it is not open to the plaintiff
I do not consider this to
to sue him for damages in a civil court.
The magistrate’s order might have gone far to
be a good plea.
clear the plaiutiff’s character, if attacked as stated ; but it afforded
him no redress for personal injury by arrest upon a false and
malicious prosecution, supposing such to be established.
In the petition of plaint, the charge made by the defendant to
The plaintiff introduces the term
the police is much exaggerated.
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(524)
‘

dakoity,’ or gang-robbery,

which was not used by the defendant.
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The charge would rather appear to have been to the effect that
plaintiff came for the purpose of assaulting and punishing the de
fendant for befriending Ramnee Dassee, and that the plunder by
the followers of the plaintiff was the work of the moment.
This is a very dilferent thing from what is known to our regula
tions as ‘ dakoity,’ or gang~robbery.
Stript then of the additions with which the plaintiff has set it
In a somewhat
forth, the charge was one of assault and plunder.
similar case (that of Ram Taruk Sawunth and others v. Gholam
Ali and others, page ll5, vol. VII., Adawlut Reports,) an
opinion was expressed that ‘such a claim is admissible only
on clear and satisfactory proof of the charge having been preferred
in the fouzdaree court, wilfully and maliciously, against a per
son of unblemished reputation, with the avowed motive of harass
I take it for granted, that this remark
ing and annoying him.’
to
the
claim
for
damages for injury done to character
applies only

by a false charge ; for, whatever a man’s character may be, he is not
to be subjected to arrest and imprisbnment on false and unfounded
If the present case, as far as the slanderous and libellous
charges.
it
is
concerned, be tried with reference to the opinion ex
of
part
in
the
case above cited, the claim must fall to the ground;
pressed
for the defendant has ﬁled copies of convictions of the plaintiff in
two instances,—in the one for riot, assault and wounding, dated 8th
April 1843 ;i and the other for assault and false imprisonment, dated
23d May I845, or only two months before the charge which has
given rise to the present suit was preferred.
The defendant, however, pleads a justification of the charge; and
the question has been raised whether the order of ﬁne by the
magistrate is not a bar to such plea. I am of opinion that it is not.
In such cases the proceedings of the criminal courts are admissi
ble as evidence, and there may be instances in which those pro
ceedings would be conclusive in guiding the judgment of the
court; as in the case of Sonatun Muduk versus Gunga Govind
Biswas, recently decided by the court, it was held that after a com
mitment by the magistrate, and an expression of the opinion of the
sessions court that the commitment had been made on suﬁicient
grounds, an action for damages for a false charge could not be
sustained.
In the resent case, the magistrate’s order, inﬂicting a
ﬁne on the defendant for preferring a false charge, is strong
evidence in favor of the plaintiff, but it is not conclusive ; nor can
it prevent the defendant pleading a justiﬁcation, or the civil court
Both parties have given a good
receiving evidence on that point.
this
deal of evidence bearing upon
plea: the plaintiff to prove an
alibi; the defendant to shew that the assault actually took place.
After carefully considering the whole, I cannot concur with the

(
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the 9th March
for the admission
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cial appeal from the decision
Mr.
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under date the 9th December 1847; reversing that
the principal
Rungpore, under date the 25th April 1846,
sudder ameen
the
case
the petitioner, plaintiff, versus Bowaneepurshad Raee and
others, defendants.
hereby certified that the said application
granted
the
following grounds.
The following
the judge’s decision
this case.
‘This suit was instituted for the recovery
one-third posses
jote,
bhitas,
pergunnah
sion
situated
Atteabaree and other
Baharbund, turuf Nowasee, assessed with yearly jumma
rupees
513, which was sold
summary
the collector
execution
him, and purchased by Gooroopurshad Raee,
decree awarded
Bowaneepurshad Raee, farmer
pergunnah Bahar
mookhtar
bund, who sold
priest
Ghunnesh Bharuthee, gooroo,
the
appellants.
brought
“The action
set aside that sale,
the score
illegality,—the collector having fixed the sale for the 20th March
postponed
1838, which
the following day, without having
postponement
caused the
inscribed
the original sale ad
vertisement, over the jote
sold.
“The principal sudder ameen decreed
favor
the plaintiff,
considering the omission stated
have been made
the col
lector.

It
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magistrate that the charge was altogether false. On the contrary,
I am of opinion that the defendant had ground for the charge
Looking at the case in
which he preferred to the police.
pro
features, and bearing
mind that the expense
suit
portion
laid, and that the
the amount
which the action
expense
the defence falls heavily
the first instance upon the
defendant himself,
cannot but come
the conclusion that the
plaintiff, who calls himself
wealthy zemindar possessed
some
property, has instituted this suit, and laid his damages
lakhs
rupees, for the purpose
the grossly exaggerated sum
lakh
harassing his adversary.
confirm the decree
the principal sudder ameen, with costs
both courts against the plaintiff.
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‘ From this decision an
appeal is preferred, on the grounds that
the plaintiff was not recognizable as a joint sharer, as frequent
summary decrees had been awarded without his being included in
those decrees, or in the present one, and because his name had
not been registered in the zemindary serislzta.
Moreover, the
principal sudder ameen called for no proof as to the omission, or
not, of the insertion of the postponed sale in the original adver
tisement.
‘ On
reviewing the proceedings, it appears that, by the lotbundee
of the 21st March 1838, the collector sold the rights and interests
of Nundoo Lal and Goureenath Surma in the jole (the yearly
jumma of which is rupees 555-12-2), put up to sale for the arrear
of rent decreed on the 8th January 1838 against these persons,
and not the plaintiff, in favor of Bowaneepurshad Raee, the farmer;
hence the plaintiff could not sue for the annulment of the sale
on the score of injury to his right as a joint sharer, a partnership
which he had not made known before, or at the time of sale.
For
this reason, his plaint ought to
dismissed. If his share,
h
been infringed upon by the
recognized by a decree of court,havgbeen
action
he
has
his
him.
The appeal is therefore
against
purchaser,
decreed with costs, _and the order of the lower court reversed.’
The prayer of the plaint is, that the sale being reversed, the
Now, it was
plaintiff might recover his share with mesne proﬁts.
not necessary to dismiss the plaint on the ground given by the
judge. The plaintiff sued for possession of his share, as well as
for reversal of the sale; and if the judge did not consider the
sale liable to reversal, still there was no obstacle, under the com
mon practice of awarding a portion of the claim, to his giving to
the plaintiff a decree for his share, on proof of the same.
1 accordingly
admit the appeal, and remand the case_ for trial
on its merits.

1}

THE l3'ra JUNE 1848.
Psssriwrz
J. A. F. HAVVKINS, ESQ.,.
.
*

TEMPORARY

Jones.

PETITION No. 79 or 1848.
IN the matter of the petition of Jugroop Singh and others,
ﬁled in this Court on the 23d March 1848, praying for the admis
sion of a special appeal from the decision of Syud Mohummud
Khan, acting principal sudder ameen of Tirhoot, under date the
3lst December 1847 ; reversing that of the sudder ameen of
Tirhoot, stationed at Monghyr, under date the 23d January 1846,
in the case of Mnssamut Bhogoo and others, plaintiﬂ's, versus the
petitioners, defendants.

(527)
It

is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the

following grounds.
This was a boundary dispute between the parties, who are
The moonsiﬁ' decided in
proprietors of neighbouring villages.
the
of
the
sudder
ameen in favor of
defendants;
favor
principal
the plaintiffs.
A similar dispute between the proprietors of the same villages
was settled by arbitration in the year I2I3 F. S. The award
was ﬁled, and the principal sudder ameen appears to have endea
He proceeds, however, upon
voured to ascertain what it settled.
a local enquiry made by himself as to the proper boundary,
without making any reference to the examination of one of the
arbitrators who is still alive, and whose evidence was taken.
The issue in this case is a very simple one. There can be no
departure from the arbitrator’s award, and the arbitrator who i
alive must be consulted in regard to the boundary line by himself
and colleagues.
admit the appeal, and remand the case.
The principal sudder
ameen will not enquire what in his judgment may be the proper
boundary; but what was the boundary laid down by the arbitra
tors; and, having ascertained that, he will proceed to pass judg
ment in conformity therewith.
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1848.

PR!-:s1:N'r:

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
Tsmronaar Jones.
PETITION No. 244 or I846.
IN the matter of the petition of Pearce Lal and others, ﬁled in

this Court on the 21st May I846, praying for the admission of
the decision of Mr. J. French, additional
judge of Tirhoot, under date the 27th February l84(i; aﬁirming
that of the principal sudder ameen of Tirhoot, under date llth
July I843, in the case of the petitioners, plaintiffs, versus Gopal
Sahee and others, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds.
The following is the decree of the additional judge in this case.
‘ This case was for the
recovery of Com pany’s rupees 3,200, being
the principal and interest of advance made on a farm of entire
The advance was
village Buhar Basdebpore, pergunnah Treesut.
made by Purshad Chowdhree, the father of the plaintiff, to Lalloo
Singh Raee and others, principals, and Karee Raee, the attorney
on the part of ye Singh Raee and others.
The farm was for ten
years, from I228 to 1237 Fuslee,—was held by Purshaud Chowdhree
a special appeal from

J
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to the year l230, when he died. Then the plaintiﬁ's, as his heirs,
held possession to 1234 Fuslee, and the revenue to the Govnerment
was regularly paid, of which they hold receipts. In 1235 they lease
it in under-lease to Karee Raee and Kunnyah Sahee, who failing
to pay the rent, the plaintiffs obtained a decree against them for
In I238, Bishenpurshaud
the rent, on account of 1236 and 1237.
Nurain, and Baboo Bugwunt Nurain and others took possession,
without discharging the loan advanced; hence this suit.
‘ Answer of Heera Sahee, Gobind Sahee, and
Gopal Sahee. The
plaintiﬁ' has no right to sue them, not having received any portion
of the advance.
‘ Answer of Sheeoo Nurain Raee and Soodee Raee.
From the
period of dispossession to the institution of suit, more than 12
lf the plaintiffs had been dispossessed, they
years have elapsed.
have
would
complained at the thannah. They neither granted the
the farm, or received the advance, and are sued from the occurrence
of being brothers to Sunker Raee.
‘ Answer of Sheehoo Sunker Singh, Bullee
Singh, and Seebnuraiu
of
Omra
deceased.
heirs
Singh
They neither granted the
Singh,
farm, or received the advance. Omra Singh purchased half an
anna portion within the share of Nursingh Raee, Bheesdea Raee
and Bhikadarry Raee, and others, and obtained a decree for the
same on the 16th February 1824.
‘Answer of Bhikadarry Raee and thirteen others. They did not
receive any portion of the advance. Karee Raee and others took
675 rupees, and the remaining sum of rupees 825, receivable by
them, remained in deposit with the merchant.
‘ Answer of Bishenpurkash Nurain Singh and Baboo Ramnurain
Singh. The plaint is unjust towards them; they are merely pur
chasers.
‘ The second principal sudder ameen passed a decision of dis
missal, on the grounds, although the defendants deny the claim,
yet one portion of them allege that Karee Race and others had
received rupees 675 of the advance. This statement is made in
The evidence of witnesses has not
collusion with the plaintiff.
The
proved the farm-lease, and their evidence is not credited.
decisions ﬁled are of no utility in this case, discernable there
Yet it seems the suits
form when the advance had been given.
were instituted for the future proof of the advance. The dis
this
possession is stated to have occurred in 1238; although
suit is not instituted beyond 12 years of that period, yet
The reason as
so very nearly to it as to enfeeble the suit.
signed by the attorney of the plaintiffs for delaying to insti
tute this suit, was owing to disputes between the proprietors
themselves.
‘
Against this decision the plaintiﬁs appealed urging, the lease
has the cazee’s seal thereon, and has been duly registered; they

(
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)

continued possession of the village and the payment of the Go
vernment revenue, for which receipts were obtained, are proofs of
the validity of the lease, as are also the several suits against the
This suit was instituted within
proprietors and decrees obtained.
the period, limitation of 12 years. The collusion between Bikdarry
and others with them not being proved, the decision of the second
principal sudder ameen is not correct.
‘Answer of the respondents are similar to their answers in the
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original case.
‘
From the decisions ﬁled in this

case, the plaintiffs it appears
inserted in all the plaints the suits were instituted under a lease of
farm, on which advance had been made; the defendants therein ﬁled
It is not stated
no answers, and the cases were decided exparte.
in any of the decisions that it was necessary to enquire into the
matter of the lease, and the advance made thereon; and from the
execution of the decree cases, it appears the amounts of the de
crees were realized without any objections being made to the above
two points.
It is my opinion, that those sharers who did not sign
the lease are not liable to payment of the advance, or by the pur
chasers of shares in the village under bills of sale, a clause to that
effect not being speciﬁed therein.
The signers of the lease alone
are liable to the payment of the advance.
Although some of the
sharers throw on other sharers of having taken the advance, is no
proof thereof. Of the witnesses brought forward by the plaintiffs,
one only is a subscribing witness to the document; and from the
other witnesses, it is ascertained from themselves they had transac
tions with the father of the plaintiffs ; therefore their evidence is
doubtful and cannot be admitted in proof.
Under these circum
stances, the appeal is dismissed with costs of both courts, and
the decision passed by the second principal sudder ameen
conﬁrmed.’
The document on which this suit was insitituted, was attested by
the cazee, and duly registered. It appears, moreover, that suits have
been instituted and decrees obtained against the under-farmers,
some of the parties borrowing the money, and that these have been
without demur.
The judge, moreover, appears in one part of his judgment to
consider that the bond was actually executed, and in another he
intimates a doubt to this effect.
admit the appeal;
Considering the judgment to be incomplete,
and remand the case, in order that the judge may distinctly re
cord his opinion as to whether the document was executed or not,
and decide de nova ; stating his reasons in the former instance for
the decision he may arrive at, in regard to the liability, or
otherwise, of the everal defendants to the demand made upon
them.

I
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The

14TH

)

JUNE

1848.

PRESENT:

A. DICK, Esq.,
JUDGE.

W. B. JACKSON and

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.Rs.,
TEMPORARY JUDGEs.

CASE No.

125 OF 1846.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by Raee Radhagovind, Prin
cipal Sudder Ameen of Zillah Hooghly, September 16th, 1844;
affirming a decree passed by Bhyrub Chunder Bose, Sudder
Ameen of that district, February 19th, 1844.

SHEIKH MOKEEM SIRCAR,

APPELLANT,

(PLAINTIFF,)
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terstas

TUREE BIBI

AND

others, ResponDENTs, (DEFENDANTs.)

Wukeel of Appellant—Kishen
Wukeels

Kishore Ghose.

of Respondents—Rampran Raee,
Mitr and Taroke Chunder Raee.

Bunsee

Buddun

THIs case was admitted to special appeal, on the 7th March
1846, under the following certificate recorded by Mr.
F. M.

Reid:—
‘Plaintiff

J.

states that Sheikh Nueem and Rufee Bibi sold, con
ditionally, to Asamoolla a tank, &c.; that Asamoolla having issued
the usual notices of foreclosure, got the usual order to sue for pos
session of the property as under a foreclosed mortgage; that
Asamoolla, without having sued for possession, sold the property
to plaintiff, with a condition that the money should be repaid in
two years, and died; and plaintiff having issued the proper notice,
got the usual order to sue to foreclose.
He did institute this suit
for that purpose against Sheikh Nueem, Rufee Bibi, and the heirs
of Asamoolla.
“The sudder ameen and principal sudder ameen both dismiss the
claim :—first, because Asamoolla could not sell that of which he had
not possession; and, second, because the deed of sale was vitiated
by the seller, Asamoolla, having described the property as in his
possession.
I am inclined to think that as the right to claim a
foreclosure can exist, without actual possession of the thing
pledged, so that right may be sold without such possession; and

(531)
I

doubt the propriety of the second plea. I therefore admit the
appeal to try these points.’
MR. DroK.—I am of opinion that the Mahomedan law does not
apply in such cases of contract. I would therefore remand it for
investigation and decision on its merits.
MR.
AcKs0N.—The rules in force for the application of the
Mahomedan law to the decision of cases, viz. Section 15, Regulation
4, I793, and Sections 8 and 9, Regulation 7, 1832, refer only to suits
regarding succession, inheritance, marriage, and caste, as well as
This is asuit on a contract of sale;
religious usages and institutions.
and the special rule of Mahomedan law, that the seller must be in
possession of the thing sold, cannot be held to apply. The princi
pal sudder ameen has applied the rule erroneously, and the case
must be remanded for decision without reference to that rule.
MR. H.AWKI_\'S.-—ThlS is a case of transfer by a mortgagee of his
rights and interests in a mortgage held by him upon real property.
To such a transfer, I know of no legal impediment whatever. I ac
cordingly concur with my colleagues in remanding the case for
trial on its merits.
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TUCKER, Esq.,
Jones.

PETITION

No.

178

or I848.

IN the matter of the petition of Neemye Chunder Sircar, ﬁled

in this Court on the 30th May 1848, praying for the admission of
a special appeal from the decision of Moulvee Abdool Ali, princi
pal sudder ameen of zillah Rajshahye, under date the llth March
1848; reversing that of Hur Mohun Neogee, moonsiif of Bho
wanygunge of that zillah, under date the 7th July l847, in the
case of petitioner, plaintiff, ‘versus Musst Surrushsuttee, defendant.
The petitioner sued to recover from defendant the sum of Com
pany’s rupees 60-7-2 on a bond, and obtained a decree ex-parte.
The principal sudder ameen admitted the appeal of the defendant;
and, without any enquiry as to the cause of her not appearing in
the lower court as directed in such cases to be done in the Cir
cular Order, dated 12th March 1841, reversed the decision of the
moonsiff.
therefore admit the special appeal applied for; and, annulling
the decision of the principal sudder ameen, remand the proceed
ings to that oﬁicer, with instructions to take up the appeal again,
and to conform to the Circular Order above mentioned.

I

(
THE

532

)

JUNE

15TH

PRESENT
C.

1848.

:

TUCKER, Esq.,
JUDGE.
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PETITION No.

of

177

1848.

IN the matter of the petition of Benichurrun Raee and others,
filed in this Court on the 30th May 1848, praying for the admis
sion of a special appeal from the decision of Mr. W. Luke, judge
of East Burdwan, under date the 1st March 1848; affirming
that of Mohummud Saem, sudder ameen of that zillah, under date
the 30th August 1847, in the case of Kalichurn Raee and others,
plaintiffs, versus Hurree Kisto Ghose and others, defendants.
Kalichurn Raee, and the widow and sons of his brother Shama
Churrun Raee, instituted this suit to compel the defendants to em
ploy them as their priest, or porohit, which they had recently ab
stained from doing.
The sudder ameen rejected the claim, in consequence of the
established misconduct of Kalichurn Raee, and because when the
option was given to Shama Churrun Raee, he declared he would
rather give up his jujman than his brother.
On appeal, the judge affirms the decision of the sudder ameen;
but, as far as can be gathered from his judgment, merely on the
evidence with regard to Kalichurn Raee, for he does not so
much as mention Shama Churrun Raee in his decision. Consider
ing therefore the decision of the judge to be incomplete, I remand
the proceedings for further consideration, and for a record of the
judge’s opinion on the claim of the heirs of Shama Churrun Raee,
the petitioners.
THE

•

15TH

JUNE

PRESENT
C.

1848.

:

TUCKER, Esq.,
JUDGE.

PETITION No.

176

of

1848.

IN the matter of the petition of Debnurain Ghose and others,
filed in this Court on the 30th May 1848, praying for the admis

(

)

533

sion of a special appeal from the decision of Mr. H. F. James, judge
of zillah Jessore, under date the 14th March 1848; affirming that
of Mohummund Kulleem, first principal sudder ameen of that
zillah, under date the 23d December 1844, in the case of Reazut Ali
and others, plaintiffs, versus the petitioners and others, defendants.
The judge’s decision in this case will be found at page 17 of the
decisions for March 1848, for zillah Jessore; but as it has been
drawn up with utter disregard to the provisions of Act 12, 1843,
which enjoins that “so much of all decrees as consist of the
points to be decided, the decision thereon, and the reasons for the
decision shall be written originally in English by the judge, I
annul the said decision; and remand the proceedings to the judge,
who will draw up his decision de novo in accordance with the law
as above quoted.

THE

•

17TH

JUNE

1848.
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PRESENT:

TUCKER, Esq. and
SIR. R. BARLOW, BART.,
C.

JUDGEs.

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No.

531

of

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by H. V. Hathorn, Esq.,
Judge of Sarun, March 26th, 1847; reversing that of Syud
Imdad Ali, Principal Sudder Ameen of that district, February
25th, 1845.

BIRJRUNG SAHAEE,

APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT
oTHERs,)

with

te?"st/s

MUNRAJ SINGH,

AND

oth ERs, REs PoNDENTs, (PLAINTIFFs.)

Wukeel of Appellant–Ameer

Ali.

Wukeels of Respondents—Hamid Russool and Nilmoney Banerjee.

THIs case was admitted to special appeal, on the 17th August
1847, under the following certificate by Mr.
A. F. Hawkins:—

J.

(534)
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“ This was

an action between Hindoos; the plaintiffs claiming
certain real property on the ground of pre-emption.
The princi
pal sudder ameen dismissed the claim, on the ground that though
the plaintiffs appear to have known of the transfer at the time it
was made, the suit was not instituted until 14% months after the
date of such transfer.
“ The judge reversed the decree of the court of ﬁrst instance.
In his judgment he observes as follows :—‘ The law enjoins merely
a declaration of intention to purchase, immediately on hearing of
the sale.
Now, it does not appear that plaintiffs had any know
ledge of the transaction, until the issue of the collector’s procla
mation, dated 2()th March 1844, notifying the application for
mutation of names, when they ‘immediately’ offered the sellers
their price in the presence of certain witnesses.’
“ I admit the special appeal to try, whether, under the facts
stated by the judge in his judgment,* the ‘immediate claim’ of
pre-emption has been made so as to support an action of this
nature.”
We have found it necessary to peruse the evidence of the wit
nesses in this case, in order to arrive at a distinct apprehension of
the expressions,——‘ intention to purchase immediately on hearing
of the sale,’--and, ‘ immediately offered the sellers their price in
the presence of certain witnesses.’
We ﬁnd the witnesses depose
that the plaintiffs, on hearing of the transfer, took the money ﬁrst
to the purchaser, and then to the seller. But the law requires some
thing more than this, as a preliminary to the offer of the amount of
It declares “ that a
purchase money in the presence of witnesses.
person should assert his claim of pre-emption in the assembly
(before it breaks up) where he hears of the sale; using language
that is unambiguous, such as ‘ I have claimed pre-emption, or the
claim it.’ Such is
like; or
am a claimer of pre-emption, or
the meaning of the term lulb-i-mowasibut, or immediate claim,
which is so called to shew the necessity of extreme despatch”.———
Macnaghten’s Mahomedan law, page I83.
This ‘ immediate claim’ was omitted by the plaintiffs; and
therefore, under the Mahomedan law, (the only law under which
their claim can be recognized at all), their suit cannot be sustained.
We accordingly reverse the decision of the zillah judge, and
conﬁrm the order of dismissal of plaintiffs’ claim passed by the
principal sudder ameen; not however upon the grounds on which
that functionary proceeded, in ruling that the suit could not be
instituted l4=.} months after the date of the transfer, which we
consider to be wrong. The costs in all three courts will be
charged to the plaintiﬁ's.

I

I

“'

See page 22

of Decisions for Zillah Sarun for I847.

(
THE

535

17TH

)

JUNE

1848.

PRESENT:
C. TUCKER, Esq.
SIR.

R.

and

BARLOW, BART.,
JUDGEs.

J. A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 315

OF

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Judge of Zillah Sarun,
April 23rd, 1845; reversing a decree passed by the Principal
Sudder Ameen of that district, November 27th, 1843.
KISHEN DYAL SINGH AND oth ERs, APPELLANTs,

(PLAINTIFFs,)
tler's?/S
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TALEEMUND

RAEE

AND

oth ERs, RESPONDENTs,

(DEFENDANTs.)

Wukeel of Appellants—J. G. Waller.
Wukeels
of Respondents—Pursun Komar
Ameer Ali.

Tagore and

THIs case was admitted to special appeal, on the 26th
1847, under the following certificate recorded by Mr. C.

January

Tucker:

“The petitioner’s (appellants) ancestors borrowed the sum of
Sicca rupees 700, from the ancestors of the defendants in Bhadoon
1226 F. S., payable at the end of 1234; and granted them a farm of
their estate for eight years from 1227 to 1234 to meet the interest,
with the usual condition that it was to continue in force till the
principal sum was paid.
In Maugh 1228, they borrowed a further
sum of Sicca rupees 701; and gave an ikrar that, if both sums were
not paid by the close of 1234, they would execute a regular bill of
sale for the property for the aggregate sum; and that if they failed
to do so, then the engagement itself was to be considered in the
light of a bill of sale.”
‘The money not being paid, the mortgagees, after issuing notice
to the mortgagers under Regulation 17, 1806, instituted a suit to
foreclose. This case was tried by a moonsiff, who, on 10th August
1835, decreed for the mortgagees. The amount due, however, had
been deposited in court 1st May 1832.
“An appeal was preferred by the mortgagers, which was tried
by a principal sudder ameen, who, on 14th March 1837, reversed
the moonsiff’s decision, deciding that the amount due to the mort
gagees had been deposited in court within the year of notice.

(536)
‘

A

special appeal was applied for and obtained by the mort
Mr. H. Nisbet, on 12th June 1839, reversed
both the decisions of the lower courts, declaring the transaction to
be one of simple mortgage, and not of the nature of byebilwufa,
and that therefore the provisions of Regulation 17, 1806, did not
He therefore dismissed the original claim of the mort
apply.
gagees, and ordered the mortgagers to take back the money they
had deposited in court; adding that if the parties could not arrange
the matter between them, the mortgagees might bring a suit for
the money.
‘ After this decision, the
mortgagers instituted the present suit,
on the grounds that the ﬁnal decision of the judge just mentioned
having declared the transaction to be one of simple mortgage, it
became subject to the provisions of Regulations }~0f I798, and I5 of
1793, and that they were entitled to an account of receipts during
the period of the mortgagees’ possession.
The case was heard by
Syud Imdad Ali, principal sudder ameen, who decreed possession
to the plaintiffs, mortgagers, on the payment of a certain sum due
to the inortgagees. Appeals were preferred by both parties.
The
Hathorn,
Mr.
reversed
the
sudder
ameen’s
deci
principal
judge,
sion, rejecting the claim of the mortgagers to demand an account.
He remarked that the conditions attached to the second loan
altered the nature of the transaction from a simple mortgage to
one of sale; that the ﬁrst decision by the moonsilf (lOth August
1835) was correct, and the subsequent ones wrong.
‘Under this decree of Mr. Hathorn, the mortgagees become
the proprietors of the property ; and the moonsiﬁ"s decree of 10th
August l835, which was cancelled by the judge’s decision of 12th
June 1839, is upheld.
‘ I admit the
special appeal to try whether the present judge,
Mr. Hathorn, was not bound by the previous decision of Mr.
H. Nisbet of 12th June l839, as to the nature of the transaction;
and, if so, whether the case should not be returned to be disposed
of under Regulation l of 1'/'98, and Section
Regulation 15,
1793.’
Under the circumstances set forth in the above certiﬁcate, we
are of opinion that the judge was bound by the decision of Mr.
H. Nisbet, dated 12th June 1839, as to the nature of the docu
ment, and was not at liberty to open up that point again, nor to
uphold a decision (the original one of the moonsiif of Sewan,
dated lOth August 1835,) which had been reversed and set aside
VVe accordingly
by his predecessor in oﬂice, Mr. H. Nisbet.
of
I845;
23d
and
annul the judge’s decision
remand the
April
to dispose of the appeal in this
proceedings, with instructions
case on its merits, with reference to the petition of plaint ﬁled by
the plaintiﬁ's, mortgagers.
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gag-ees ; and the judge,
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(
THE

)

537

17TH

JUNE

1848.

PRESENT:
C.

TUCKER,

SIR. R.

Esq. and

BARLOW,

BART.,
JUDGEs.

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No.

of, 1847.

451

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Acting Judge of Zillah
Shahabad, November 25th, 1845; affirming a decree passed by the
Principal Sudder Ameen of that district, September 15th, 1844.

GUJPUT RAEE,

APPELLANT,

(DEFENDANT,

with oth ERs,)

DEGUMBUR SUHAEE,
Wukeel

RESPONDENT, (PLAINTIFF.)

of Appellant–E.

Colebroke.

Respondent—Defaulting.

is,

This case was admitted to special appeal, on the 13th July 1847,
under the following certificate recorded by Mr. C. Tucker:—
‘This suit should have been dismissed, with costs, under Sec
tion 22, Act 12 of 1841.
“An estate, paying revenue direct to Government, was sold for
arrears of Government revenue on the 9th June 1843, and pur
chased by the petitioner (appellant) and four others. The plaintiff
sued them on the grounds that the purchase was made partly on
his account; and that as they refused to recognize him as part pur
chaser, he sued them for the share, previously stipulated, he was
to hold and to have his name recorded in the collector’s books as
part proprietor.
He obtained a decree from both the lower courts.
“The application for a special appeal was not preferred under
Section 22, Act 12, 1841; but, in my opinion, that Section is bind
ing on the courts whether pleaded or not. The language
“shall
be dismissed with costs.”
special appeal, because the suit has not been
therefore admit
law,-to wit Section 22, Act 12, 1841.”
disposed
according
Under the circumstances stated
the above certificate, which
question, we annul the
the respondent has not appeared
call
decisions
both the lower courts, and dismiss the original plaint
with
costs against the respondent.
all

of

in

to

in

to

of

a

“I
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(
THE
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17TH

)

JUNE

1848.

PRESENT:
C. TUCKER, Esq. and
SIR. R. BARLOW, BART.,
JUDGEs.
J. A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 452 of

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Acting Judge of Zillah
Shahabad, November 25th, 1845; affirming a decree passed by the
Principal Sudder Ameen of that district, September 15th, 1844.

GUJPUT RAEE, APPELLANT,

(DEFENDANT, witH oth ERs,)

we?"S2's

SHUNKER SUHAEE, REsponDENT, (PLAINTIFF.)
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Wukeel of Appellant—E. Colebrooke.
Respondent—Defaulting.

-

THIs case was admitted to special appeal by Mr. C. Tucker on
the same date, and for similar reasons as those set forth in the
certificate given in the preceding case (No. 451); and the judg
ment passed is consequently the same.
THE

17TH

JUNE

1848.

PRESENT:
C. TUCKER, Esq. and
SIR. R. BARLOW, BART.,

J.

JUDGEs.
A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No.

456

of

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Acting Judge of
Zillah Mymensingh, August 21st, 1844; reversing a decree passed
by the Principal Sudder Ameen of that district, December 22d,
1843.

RAMCHURN GOOHO, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
?)e?"St/8

SULAMUT KHAN

AND oth ERs, RESPONDENTs,
(DEFENDANTs.)
Appellant—Ramapershad
Wukeel of
Raee.
Respondents—Defaulting.

THIs case was admitted to special appeal, on the 14th January
1847, under the following certificate recorded by Mr. C. Tucker:—

( 539

)
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‘The petitioner (appellant) deeming himself entitled to enhance
the defendants' jumma, issued notice to them under Regulation 5,
1812, claiming rupees 59-8, annual rent.
The defendants took no

notice of this; and the petitioner, some time after, brought the
present suit to establish his right to that amount of rent, and for
the arrears due at that rate from the date of notice; laying his
suit at one year’s jumma, in addition to the amount arrears claimed.
“The principal sudder ameen decreed for the petitioner; but,
on appeal, he was nonsuited by the judge, on the ground that the
suit was instituted contrary to Construction 1272, which rules
that suits instituted, with a view to fix the jumma of ryuts’
holdings, should be laid at one year’s rent.
But there is no pro
person
including
hibition to a
in the same suit the amount arrears
due, to which he would be entitled from the date of the notice
under Regulation 5, 1812, provided he establish his right to
Conceiving the judge’s decision to be
enhance the ryuts' jumma.
contrary to the usual practice of the courts, and also to the provi
sions of Section 10, Regulation 5, 1812, I admit the special appeal
to try whether the case should not be remanded to that officer to
be tried on its merits.”
We are of opinion that the suit was properly estimated, and in
strict conformity with the Construction
1272.
We therefore
annul the acting judge’s decision; and remand the proceedings to
the judge, with orders to restore the appeal to the file on its
original number, and to dispose of it on its merits.

THE

-

17TH

JUNE

1848.

PRESENT:
C. TUCKER, Esq. and
SIR. R. BARLOW, BART.,
JUDGEs.
J. A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.
CASE No. 530 OF 1847.
Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Zillah Shahabad, April 3rd, 1846; reversing a decree
passed by the Moonsiff of Kudhattee, August 21st, 1845.
LULLIT RAEE, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)

RUBHI RAEE,

tersus

AND oth ERs, RESPONDENTs,
Wukeel of Appellant–Ameer Ali.
Wukeel

THIs
1847,

(DEFENDANTs.)

of Respondents—Hamid Russool.

case was admitted to special appeal, on the 19th August
the following certificate recorded by Mr. Charles

under

Tucker:—

(

540

)

case was before the moonsiff, both parties (plaintiff
defendants),
agreed to abide by the deposition of one Beethul
and
Raee, who was accordingly summoned and examined on oath, and
the moonsiff disposed of the case on his evidence.
‘On appeal, the principal sudder ameen reversed the moonsiff's
decision, remarking that the agreement of the parties to abide by
the evidence of Beethul Raee, not having been committed to wri
ting, was of no avail.
admit a special appeal to try, whether the verbal agreement of
parties
the
before the judge, and recorded in the decree, is not all
required;
and, consequently, that the decision of the princi
that is
pal sudder ameen is not founded on any Regulation or Act.”
parties acquiesced
We find that
the disposal
the suit,
before the moonsiff, on the evidence
Beethul Raee, and that the
moonsiff recorded distinct roobucaree
the subject, and then
summoned Beethul Raee, and disposed
the case
his evidence.
Under these circumstances, we annul the decision
the principal
sudder ameen, and affirm that
the moonsiff with all expenses
against the respondents.

“When this

SIR.

R.

of

of on

C.

THE 17th JUNE 1848.
PRESENT:
TUCKER, Esq., and

BARLOW, BART.,

F.

A.

J.

JUDGEs.

HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.
Mohummud Rafik Khan,
Patna, March 27th, 1845;
Mirza Mohummud Sadeek, Sudder

decision passed

a

confirming
decree passed
Ameen, May 3d, 1844.

PREAJ NURAIN,

Ameen

by

Additional Principal Sudder

1847.

of by

Special Appeal from

a

CASE No. 34 OF

APPELLANT,

(PLAINTIFF,)

22ersus

AJODHYAPURSHAD

AND

oth ERs, RESPONDENTs,

Wukeel

:

Appellant—Hamid Russool and

Colebrooke.

Respondent—Aftabooddeen.
on

Wukeels

E.

(DEFENDANTs.)

of of

Tucker

by

special appeal,
THIs case was admitted
the 10th Novem
ber 1846, under the following certificate recorded
Mr. Charles
to
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(

)

541

‘One Sanik Ram died leaving a widow, Juddoo Bunsee Koon
wur, and one unmarried daughter, Parbuttee. The widow borrowed
some money from the plaintiff to defray the expense attending the
marriage of this daughter.
‘On instituting a suit for the recovery of the amount against
the widow and nephews of Sanik Ram, who succeeded to his
estate, the lower courts refused to give a decree against the estate
of Sanik Ram, but confined their award to the widow personally
and any property she might possess in her own right.
“The marriage of unmarried daughters is one of the objects for
which the Hindoo law allows a widow to alienate a portion of her
deceased husband’s estate; consequently, a debt contracted for this
purpose, should be a charge on the estate of the deceased, and not
Special appeal admitted on these
on the widow personally.
grounds.’
With reference to what is set forth in the above certificate, we
amend the decisions of both the lower courts and decree against
the estate of Sanik Ram, against which the appellant is at liberty
to take out execution in satisfaction of this decree.
Costs charge
able to the respondents.
THE
C.
SIR.

-

17TH

JUNE

PRESENT

1848.
:

TUCKER, Esq., and
R. BARLOW, BART.,

J. A.

JUDGEs.

F.

HAWKINS, Esq.,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 533

OF

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Additional Judge of
Chittagong, December 14th, 1846; reversing a decree passed by
the Moonsiff of Deeang, February 28th, 1846.

SOONAOOLLAH KOOLAL, APPELLANT, (PLAINT1FF,)
wers?/8

MOHUSSUN KOOLAL

AND oth ERs,
(DEFENDANTs.)

RESPONDENTs,

Wukeel of Appellant-Gholam Ahmud
Respondents—Defaulting.

Khan.

THIs case was admitted to special appeal, on the 23d August
1847, under the following certificate recorded by Sir R. Barlow:—
“The plaintiff sued the defendants to be reinstated into caste,
alleging they refused to admit him to their feasts, and deprived

him of his privileges. The defendants pleaded that the plaintiff, by
rearing pigs and selling them, had excluded himself from caste, and
was no longer a Mahomedan.

( 542

)

“The moonsiff gave a decree in favor of the plaintiff, being of
opinion that the defendants had failed to prove their pleas.
The additional judge reversed this decision. He held it to be
proved that the plaintiff had acted improperly, and therefore his
neighbours had unanimously expelled him from their society.
In
special appeal, the petitioner (plaintiff) denies the allegations in
the answer; and urges that, though they be true, he is not subject
to loss of caste. The law officer of this Court in his futu'ah declares
the act of the plaintiff does not subject him to expulsion from
Mahomedan society, though it be improper.
“A special appeal is admitted to reverse the additional judge’s
decision.’
Under the exposition of the Mahomedan law, furnished at the
requisition of the Court, we reverse the additional judge's decision,
and declare the petitioner (appellant) entitled to retain his posi
tion in caste, and charge costs to the defendants in
courts.

JUNE

R.

C.

TUCKER, Esq., and
BARLOW, BART.,
SIR.
F.

A.

J.

JUDGEs.

HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

by

a

a

Special Appeal from
decision passed
the Judge
sore, April.2d, 1846; reversing
decree passed
Khajoorah, September 8th, 1845.

of

1847.
by

CASE No. 529 of
of

Zillah Jes
Moonsiff

the

AND oth ERs, APPELLANTs,
(DEFENDANTs,)

NOYANDEE MOLLA

versus

AND MOSAHIBOODDEEN,
RESPONDENTs, (PLAINTIFFs.)

Tucker

case was admitted
under the following

by

:

special appeal,
the 17th August
certificate recorded
Mr. Charles

to

THIs

1847,

Appellants—Shibnurain
Chatterjee.
Respondents—Nilmoney Banerjee.
on

Wukeel
Wukeel

of of

ZUMEEROODDEEN

on

a

of

to

“In this case the plaintiffs, holding some lands under the defen
dants, sued
have the jumma fixed thereon agreeably
the per
gunnah rates. The defendants shewed that the plaintiffs had al
ready entered into engagements
with them for the rent
their
lands, and had executed
kubooleeut,
which kubooleeut they
to
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PRESENT

1848.

:

17TH

all

-

THE

(
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17TH

JUNE

all

-

THE

1848.

PRESENT:
R.

C.

TUCKER, Esq., and
BARLOW, BART.,
SIR.
A.

F.

J.

JUDGEs.

HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPO RARY JUDGE.
1847.

by

CASE No. 534 of

by

of

of

a

a

Special Appeal from
decision passed
the Judge
Zillah West
Burdwan, March 18th, 1846; reversing
decree passed
the
Sonamookhee, June 17th, 1844.
Moonsiff

MUHA RANEE KUMUL KOOMAREE, APPELLANT, (DE
witH oTHERs,)

FENDANT

Qe?"sus

GHOLAM MUNDUL, REs Pon DENT, (PLAINTIFF.)
G.

Appellant—Pursun
Komar Tagore,
Waller and
Nilmoney Banerjee.
Wukeel of Respondent–Kishen
Kishore Ghose.

J.

Wukeels

of

:

as
a

a

of

of

C.

byon

to

special appeal,
THIs case was admitted
the 11th August
1847, under the following certificate recorded
Mr.
Tucker
“The plaintiff
this case stated that Neel Mohun Bhutta
charje, proprietor
moiety
mouzah Mutthoorabatty
and
lakhiraj tenure, being indebted
mouzah Ruttoorapatty, held
in
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had obtained a summary decree for balance of rent. That the
plaintiffs had instituted a regular suit to cancel the summary deci
sion, denying the kubooleeut, which suit had been dismissed in
original and in appeal.
‘ On these grounds the moonsiff dismissed the plaintiffs’ claim;
but, on appeal, the judge reversed his decision, and directed the
lands of the plaintiffs to be measured and assessed at the pergun
nah rates.
“I admit this special appeal to try, whether the plaintiffs having
already sued to set aside the kubooleeut held by the defendants,
and having failed therein, can maintain an action of this kind.”
We find that the judge in appeal reversed the moonsiff’s deci
sion, on the ground that the kubooleeut was not genuine; but this
was a question which he could not entertain.
The kubooleeut had
already been contested, and a decision of a competent court had
declared it to be genuine.
Under these circumstances, we annul the decision of the judge,
and affirm that of the moonsiff, with
costs against the -respon
dents.

(544)
to him, gave him assignments on the ryuts, directing them to
pay their rents to him; that the ryuts gave him kubooleeuts, and
paid their rents regularly till l248; for the rent due for the
ﬁrst six months of which year, he instituted a summary suit
The ryuls
before the collector against several ryuts in one plaint.
denied having executed the kubooleeut ; and further asserted, that
they were not ryuts of Neel Mohun’s lakhiraj tenure, but paid
rent for the lands they held to Ranee Kumul Koomaree, zemindar
of pergunnah Jungle Mehals; and she (the said Ranee) appeared and
shewed that she had already obtained summary decrees against
these very ryuts for the rents of 1248.
The plaintitl"s summary
suit was dismissed by the collector on 6th April 1843.
‘ The
present suit was instituted on 29th June 1844, against the
same rjyuts, but including Neel Mohun, the lakhirqjdar; and the
prayer of the petitioner is, ﬁrst, to annul the summary decision of
the collector ; and, secondly, to recover the rents, subsequently due
to the close of the year I250 B. S.
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‘

The moonsitf dismissed the suit on three groun<ls:—_/irst, the suit
was not brought within one year from the date of the summary suit ;
second, that two claims were preferred in the same suit,—to annul
the summary suit, and for subsequent arrears ; and, third, that Ranee
Kumul Koomaree should have been made a defendant, but was not.
‘ In
appeal, in which the Rance was included amongst the res
pondents, the judge reversed the decision of the moonsiff, and
decreed in full for the appellant, overruling the ﬁrst ground of
dismissal by the moonsiff, by shewing that the suit had been insti
tuted within one year of the delivery of the summary decree to the
The second ground is not noticed in the judge’s deci
plaintiﬁ'.
sion. He grounds his decision on the fact that, although the Ranee
had obtained summary decrees for the rent of I248 against these
ryuts, it was on the admission of the ryuts, who had, on a previous
occasion, acknowledged themselves to be the ryuls of Neel Mohun,
the Iakhirajdar. A special appeal is demanded on four grounds :-—
‘First—'l‘he multifariousness of the plaint.
‘ Seco-nd—‘-The
summary suit originally instituted was illegal
under Construction No. 860 ; there should have been a separate
suit against each ryut.
‘ Third—That the
plaintilf is not empowered to sue summarily,
he is not the owner of the land.
F0urth—The plaintiff should have sued the Ranee Kumul Koo
maree to establish the lands appertaining to the lakhiraj tenure.
‘ I admit a
special appeal to try the ﬁrst and third points.’
VV e ﬁnd that the defendants joined in the execution of a single
kubooleeut to the respondent in this appeal, and paid the rent
stipulated to the said respondent for some years. VVe do not consider the plaint to be multifarious.
It was of one and the same

(

545

)

nature, and must have either been decreed

in whole.

in whole, or dismissed

Nor do we consider that the respondent was barred of his
remedy of a summary process against the original defendants, on
their executing a kubooleeut engaging to pay rent to him. Under
these circumstances, we dismiss the appeal, and affirm the deci
sion of the judge.
The costs of this appeal to be paid by the
appellant.
THE

•

17TH

JUNE

1848.

PRESENT:

E. CURRIE, Esq.,
ExERCISING THE PoweRs

CASE No. 487
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Regular

OF

of

A JUDGE.

1847.

Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Dinagepore, July 2d, 1847.

MUNGULMUNNEE DIBBEEA, MoTHER AND GUARDIAN of
KERUJ MOHUN RAEE, APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT,)
©e?"stus

CHUNDRABULLEE DIBBEEA, MoTHER of KISHEN
CHUNDER RAEE, RESPONDENT, (PLAINTIFF.)
Wukeel of Appellant—Pursun Komar Tagore.
Wukeel of Respondent—Gholam Sufdur.

ll

SUIT for real and personal property, valued at rupees 31,529,
annas, 6 pie.
The circumstances are these.
Gokulnath had several sons and

one daughter, Chundrabullee Dibbeea, the plaintiff in this case. All
the sons died before the father: the last Kaleechurun Raee, husband
of the defendant, Mungulmunnee, in the year 1235. Gokulnath
died in 1236, and his widow, Neelmunnee, succeeded to the pro
perty.
She died in 1250; and, immediately before her death, her
daughter-in-law,
Mungulmunnee, adopted a son under an alleged
deed of permission from her deceased husband, countersigned by
Mungulmunnee and Radhamunnee (the child
her father-in-law.
less widow of another of Gokulnath’s son) having obtained
possession of the property, the present suit was brought by
Chundrabullee for herself and her minor son, as the legal heirs of
the father, Gokulnath. It was defended by Mungulmunnee, who
alleges the preferable title of her adopted son.

(546)
The principal sudder ameen took a bewustah from the pundit of
the division.
It declares that an adopted son is the heir of his
adoptive father only; and cannot inherit the property of his
On this ground, and also because he discredited
grandfather.
the deed of permission, the principal sudder ameen decreed to
plaintiff as guardian of her minor son, all the property standing in
the name of the deceased Gokulnath and his widow, reserving to
defendant a life interest in the lakhiraj lands purchased in the
name of her husband, and the family dwelling: he declared the
claim to the movable property not established.
The bewustah of the pundit is contrary to the received exposi
In the case of Gourbullub, decided in the
tion of the law.
Supreme Court on the 24th March l824, opinions were called
for not only from the Supreme Court pundits, but from the pundits
of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut and of all the mofussil courts;
and the weight of authority was in favor of the general heirship
of the adopted son. There is a precedent to the same effect in the
Sudder Dewanny Reports, Volume III. page 370.
But, though differing from the principal sudder ameen on the
point of law, concur with him on the question of fact. The deed
of permission is dated the 17th Magh 1234, the adoption took
place in Kartick I250, a few days only before the death of Neel
munnee, and 14 years after the death of Gohulnath. No satisfac
tory reason is assigned for this delay, which, in itself, casts a strong
suspicion on the authenticity of the deed of permission.
Again, in
1235, Mugulmunnee applied to have her name registered as heir of
her husband in a talook which had been purchaed in his name;
but no mention was then made of the permission to adopt, nor in
some other applications for a similar purpose by N eelmunnee, after
It was incumbent on defendant to take
the death of Gokulnath.
the earliest opportunity of making known the permission said to
Such an opportunity was obviously
have been granted to her.
afforded by the application for registry in 1235, and her neglect to
joined to the delay in making the adoption and
avail herself of
was made,
the circumstances under which
quite suﬂicient to
deprive the alleged permission of any pretensions to credibility.
It to be observed, that plaintiff’s title has been admitted
the
principal sudder ameen only as guardian of her minor son, whereas
herself the legal heir. She has, however, made no objection
she
on that score, but declares herself satisﬁed with the decree as
It is, therefore, unnecessary to interfere further, than to
stands.
declare that the contingent interests of any other party will not be
prejudiced by the circumstance of the inheritance having been de
The appeal
creed to the son, and not to the mother.
dismissed
with costs.
by
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THE
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19TH

)

JUNE

1848.

PRESENT:

RATTRAY
A. DICK, Esq.Rs.,
R. H.

and

JUDGEs.

W. B. JACKSON, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 457 of

1847.

Regular Appeal from a decree passed by the Principal Sudder Ameen
of Bhagulpore, Mohummud Majid Khan, January 15th, 1847.

BENEE MADHUB SINGH, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
Qe7"sus

AND

PHOOLUN BUTTEE, Respondents,

(DEFENDANTs.)

Wukeel of Appellant-Gholam Sufdur.
Wukeel of Respondents—None.
the surburakar, or manager of the estate of
Dwarkanath Ghose, the minor son of Omanath Ghose; the respon
dents are the widows of Ajeet Burmh, deceased.
On the 22d July 1833, a decree was passed in the case of
“Omanath Ghose versus Ajeet Burmh, (in which the former had
sued the latter for 498 biggahs, 14 biswahs of land in mouzah
Gucheea) dismissing the claim, on the ground of Omanath’s right
not being established to more than 375 biggahs, which 375 biggahs
were already in his possession.
The present action was brought (on the 13th September 1844,)
to recover 180 biggahs, 6 biswahs of land, with mesne profits,
asserted to have been taken and appropriated by respondents’
husband, and withheld by respondents from the 375 biggahs,
determined in 1833 to have constituted the estate of Gucheea; and,
as the best mode of arriving at the truth, an ameen was deputed
to measure the lands and report any, if any, deficiency. The result
was a return of 322 biggahs, leaving 53 to be recovered to com
plete the 375 adjudged as above.
A protest had before been made by appellant against the luggee,
or measuring rod used by the ameen, but without success. The luggee
used was 4 cubits, (háths) in length, and the return of 53 biggahs
only being wanting to restore the estate to
original extent, was
consequent upon this standard
luggee
measurement.
cubits, the established one
the pergunnah would,
was asserted,
have given the quantity
land claimed; and this
was maintained,

it

it

5}

of

A

of

its

was

of

APPELLANT

of
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upon the evidence adduced, was the one which should have been
adopted, and which the court was bound to recognize.
The principal sudder ameen deeming the 4 cubit luggee to be
that which the occasion demanded, with reference to former pro
ceedings of the zillah court connected with the estate, adjudged
53 biggahs, with mesne profits upon that quantity, to appellant,
who now appeals for the remainder of what he brought the action
to recover.
We find, that though the luggee of the pergunnah, in which these
lands are situated, is proved by a variety of evidence to be one of
5} cubits in length, yet, that so far back as the Fuslee year 1001,
and again in 1184 Fuslee, the luggee used by the then local autho
rities in determining points connected with mouzah Gucheea, was
of the 4 cubit measure; and, further, that the 375 biggahs, declared
by the decree of 1833 to constitute this estate, were so declared by
the same exception to the acknowledged standard of the loca
lity. With reference to these facts, we do not interfere with the
decree appealed against, which we affirm with costs chargeable to
appellant.

THE

--

19TH

JUNE

-

1848.

PRESENT :

R. H. RATTRAY and
A.

DICK,

-

Esq.Rs.,

JUDGEs.

W. B. JACKSON, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 458

OF

1847.

Regular Appeal from a decree passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Bhayulpore, Mohummud Majid Khan, January 15th, 1847.

MUSST. PHOOLUN BUTTEE, APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT,)
?'e?"stus

BENEE MADHUB SINGH, ResponDENT, (PLAINTIFF.)
of Appellant—J. G. Waller and Hamid Russool.
Wukeel of Respondent—Gholam Sufdur.

Wukeels

THIs was an appeal against the decree, the particulars of which
are set forth under No. 457 (preceding) disposed of this day.
On the occasion of the measurement of the estate (of Gucheea)

appellant had petitioned the court to have certain additional land
included by the measuring ameen.
A separate return was made
in compliance with this application, and the quantity of land stated
Upon
to exceed 375 biggahs, the original extent of the estate.

(

)
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PRESENT

to

be

it.

JUNE

19TH

1848.

:

THE

to

to

of

of is,

-

in

it;

to

this return, appellant pleads her non-liability to satisfy the decree
which represents the estate to have been deprived, by her husband,
of 53 biggahs.
The objection to the plea of appellant,
that the additional
land included
the second measurement
the estate, does not
belong
and, with reference
this, we affirm the decree
the
principal sudder ameen, which rejects
charged
Costs
appellant.

R. H. RATTRAY and
A. DICK, Esq.Rs.,
JUDGEs.
B.

W.

JACKSON, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.
by

OF 1843.

of

a

Regular Appeal from
decree passed
the Second Principal Sud
Tirhoot, Syud Ashruf Hosein, August 29th, 1843.
der Ameen
DURBAREE LAL SAHOO AND or HERs, APPELLANTs,

(PLAINTIFFs,)
7:60's?ts

S1

NGH AND ANoTHER, RESPON
(DEFENDANTs.)
Appellants—J.
Waller and
Colebrooke.

BABOO RAM NURAIN

Wukeels

of

E.

G.

Wukeels

of

DENTs,

Respondents—Pursun Komar Tagore and Ram Nurain
Singh.

in

of

he

on

of

to as
on

as

in
as

of
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by by

to by
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to
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a
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of by
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to

be

this case, will
found re
the printed decisions
the 3d May 1845.
appellants,
The suit was instituted
the 30th September
1843,
Company’s rupees 90,565-9-10 from
recover the sum
bond; and,
respondents under
the 29th August 1843, the
principal sudder ameen
Tirhoot balanced the accounts
the
parties, and found due
appellants Company’s rupees 27,871-10
which
decreed
their favor, against Ram Nurain accordingly.
Both parties appealed from the decision; each urging their con
ceived rights
the arguments before advanced, and appellants
objecting
also
the mode adopted
the principal sudder ameen
the adjustment
the accounts,
the result
which
was
guided
his judgment.
He had allowed interest
the rent
payments,
well
the bond debt; and this was protested
against
contrary
the terms
the agreement.

THE Court’s former proceedings

corded

in
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CASE No. 267

(550)
The judgment of the principal sudder ameen was deemed good
and equitable; and the decree passed by him was aﬁirmed.
Appellants have now applied for a review of the Court’s deci
sion of the 3rd May 1845, on the ground of the accounts having
been made out by the principal sudder ameen in contravention of
the terms of the burnamimeh ﬁled in the suit (by which the mode
of account involving an allowance of interest on the collections of
This was
the estate pledged to appellants, was provided against.)
made to appear from the schedule, or detailed statement of particu
lars, attached to the burnandmeh, which schedule does not seem
to have met with the consideration now claimed for it, while it cer
tainly must be admitted to militate against the mode of calculation
As a general rule, it being the
adopted and recognised as correct.
mode in common use, and of its being founded on just and sound
pﬂnciples (the allowance of interest on the payments of both par
ties to an account of this description, that is,) there is no dispute;
but where there is a speciﬁc stipulation, not involving any illegali
ty, it must, of course, be abided by ; and as in the present in
stance there are grounds for believing such a stipulation to have
been disregarded,
admit the review prayed for, to correct, if ne
cessary, the former judgment.
Under the above admission of a review of the case by Mr. Rat
tray, the proceedings were this day submitted to a full bench.
Mi-zssas. RATTRAY AND JAcKsoN.—We observe, that the
point referred to us, is, simply the manner in which the accounts
are to be settled between the parties, viz. whether the residue of
sums received from the usufruct of the land, after payment of in
terest, shall be carried to the liquidation of the principal and the
account closed to the end of each year; or, the account run on
from the date of the loan to the date of settlement, interest being
allowed on the whole sum lent to one party, and to the other on
the sums realized from the usufruct from the date of realization.
We are of opinion that the ﬁrst mentioned rule must be adopted
in this case, it being a part of the conditions’ expressly stipulated
in the burnandmeh, or mortgage bond, and not being opposed to
any thing contained in the law in connexion with it. We accord
ingly modify the decision before passed, so far as to adopt this
method of calculation in the settlement of the account upon which
the issue of the case depends.
MR. D1cK.——As the review has been admitted on one ground,
and referred to a full Court by the presiding judge for decision on
that ground only, I conﬁne my judgment to that ground solely.
There is an express condition in the deed, that interest shall be
satisﬁed annually from the usufruct, and any excess be applied to
the liquidation of the principal; and in two cases at least in the
ﬁrst volume of the Sudder Reports, the judges declared, without
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(

551

)

hesitation, that under Section 10, Regulation 15 of 1793, such
was the mode to be adopted in adjusting accounts between a mort
gager and mortgagee in possession.
I therefore concur with my
colleagues in adjudging the accounts between the present parties
to be so adjusted.

THE

19TH

JUNE

PRESENT

1848.

:

RATTRAY
A. DICK, Esq.Rs.,
R. H.

and

JUDGEs.

W. B. JACKSON, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 418 of
Regular

1847.

Appeal from a decree passed by the Principal Sudder
of Patna, Mr. E. DaCosta, May 19th, 1847.
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Ameen

HURCHURN SOOKUL, APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT,)
te?"St/8

AND GOVIND PURSHAD,
DENTs, (PLAINTIFFs.)

GUNGA PURSHAD

REspoN

Wukeels of Appellant—Pursun Komar Tagore and Hamid Russool.
Wukeel of Respondents—J. G. Waller.

THIs suit was instituted by respondents, on the 29th August 1843,
to obtain exemption from responsibility in regard to a bond,
granted by Benee Singh and Byjnath Singh, to Hurchurn Sookul;
and to save their estate from sale in satisfaction of a decree
of court, passed against them as parties to the said bond,—they
having been, at the time of execution of the said bond and at the
time of the passing of the said decree, minors.
On the 20th November 1844, the principal sudder ameen
dismissed the suit with all costs; but the general explanation of
the grounds upon which the principal sudder ameen arrived at the
judgment he recorded, being considered unsatisfactory, the pro
ceedings were returned for revisal by this Court, on the 4th
March 1846, as shewn in the printed decision of that date.
On the 30th June 1846, the principal sudder ameen passed a
new decision, exempting Govind
Purshad from liability, but
disallowing the claim of Gunga Purshad: this, on the ground of
the former having been still a minor, while the latter had obtained
his majority, in 1836, when the decree in the original suit for
the bond debt was passed against them.

is

it

it,

On the lOth November I846, this decision having been peti
tioned against by Gunga Purshad, who was eventually admitted
to appeal in formd pauperis, Mr. Reid (then a judge of the Court)
did not deem the enquiry of the principal sudder ameen (of the
The point at issue, he observed, was
30th of June) suﬁicient.
‘ whether the
plaintiffs were, or were not, of age when the bond
executed on their behalf was written, and'this point has not been
I therefore again annul the decision of
sufﬁclently enquired into.
the principal sudder ameen ; and direct that the case be replaced on
the ﬁle, and that the principal sudder ameen receive and examine
such evidence, oral and documentary, as the plaintiffs may adduce to
prove their minority at the time of the execution of the bond, as
well as what the defendants may bring forward to rebut that plea.’
Then followed (on the 19th May 1847) the decree of the prin
He observes, that the
cipal sudder ameen now appealed against.
point referred to by Mr. Reid was clearly established by the bond
Benee Singh and Byjnath Singh having signed it for them
itself.
selves, and as guardians of Gunga Purshad and Govind Purshad,
who were then evidently minors.
Besides, he proceeds, this fact
is also established by the proof adduced by both parties.
I there
fore pass a decree in favor of the plaintiffs, exonerating them from
Costs payable by the defen
all liability of the judgment debt.
dam.
Msssns. RATTRAY AND JAoKs0N.—We ﬁnd that this suit was
brought to obtain a decision of the Court, declaring the plaintiffs
not liable under a decree passed against them on the 25th February
1836, on the ground of their having been minors at the time
the bond was written, which formed the basis of that decree, and
further of their having still been in their minority when the decree
It appears, that the bond was executed by their un
was passed.
his
own part as a sharer in their joint estate, and on
both
on
cle,
the part of these two nephews as his wards. The suit was brought
The de
against the three, but was defended only by the uncle.
At the time of institution of the
cree was given against them all.
suit, the plaintiffs were minors, but they were represented by
their guardian throughout; and if one or both of them attained
majority while the case was pending, the decision is not thereby
rendered void.
They might have petitioned on reaching majority,
to be admitted as defendants; but their neglect to do so does not
The bond wa entered into for the beneﬁt of
vitiate the decree.
all parties; and the guardian was fully competent, under the par
ticular circumstances, to execute
having been, as
evidently
was, for the beneﬁt of the whole estate, and of all the sharers in it.
We consider the decree, which
sought to invalidate as regards
the plaintiffs, to be good and valid against them; and, reversing
the decision of the principal sudder ameen, we dismiss their claim
with costs.
it
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MR. DICK.—I am of opinion, the suit being to amend a former
decree of a competent court, which had become final, that it
should have been dismissed forthwith.
The plaintiffs' only remedy
was a petition for review.
THE
19th JUNE 1848.
PRESENT:
C. TUCKER, Esq.,
JUDGE.
162 OF

1848.
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IN the matter of the petition of Ramjoy Sirdar Bhoomij, filed in
this Court on the 22d May 1848, praying for the admisson of a
special appeal from the decision of Chundur Seekur Chowdhree,
principal sudder ameen of zillah West Burdwan, under date the
24th February 1848; reversing that of Gopee Kishen Banerjee,
moonsiff of Kotulpoor, under date the 3d May 1847, in the case of
petitioner and others, plaintiffs, versus Chowdhree Bhoomij and
others, defendants.
The plaintiffs in this case allege that, from time immemorial, the
thakoor Bulram, established in Rogonath bazar, was the joint pro
perty of
the Bhoomij’s; and that
consent
the whole body,
the defendant, Chowdhree Bhoomij, was appointed poojaree, and
that the offerings made
the idol,
the last day
the month
year,
invariably
Poose
each
were
divided amongst the whole
the Bhoomij fraternity; but that the defendant had withheld
S.,
their share since Poose 1252
recover the value
which
the present suit was brought.
The defendant, Chowdhree Bhoomij, denied the claim
the
plaintiffs
participate
any proprietary
the offerings,
also
share
the thakoor,
that
was appointed poojaree
the
body
Bhoomijs.
The moonsiff, whilst admitting that the plaintiffs had entirely
failed
establish any proprietary right
the thakoor,
the
appointment
Bhoomijas
poojaree
the defendant Chowdhree
the
fully
part
the other persons
that caste, yet declared
and satisfactorily proved that the plaintiffs had always, heretofore,
participated
the offerings made
the last day
the month
Poose
each year, and accordingly decreed for plaintiffs the
amount claimed.
appeal reversed the moonsiff’s
The principal sudder ameen
decision,
the ground that
was inconsistent
the moonsiff
participate
thakoor,
allow the plaintiffs
the offerings
which
admitted they were not proprietors.
But the moonsiff’s decision
founded
evidence establishing
participation,
principal
the fact
and
which the
sudder ameen
takes no notice whatever.
of of
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(554)
I consider

the principal sudder ameen’s decision, therefore, to have
given on insuﬁicient
investigation as to the evidence on
record; and I accordingly remand the proceedings to him, with in
structions to restore the case to the ﬁle of his court, and to dispose
of it de nova after due consideration of the evidence adduced in
support of the plaintiﬁ's’ claim.
_
been

in

l9'rn JUNE l848.

Tum;

Pnzsnurz
C.

TUCKER, EsQ-,

Juoos._
123

or

1848.

is

a

I

it

it,

In the matter of the petition of Ranee Chooramunnee and others,
ﬁled in this Court on the 22d April 1848, praying for the admis
sion of a special appeal from the decision of Captain John
Hannyngton, deputy commissioner of Hazareebagh, under date
the 14th January 1848; annulling that of Sham Chundur Raee,
principal sudder ameen at Purroleeah of the Manbhoom division,
under date the 9th August l845, in the case of the petitioners,
pﬂintiffs, versus Sonatun Manjee, defendant.
The petitioners sued the defendant for arrears of rent from 124]
to 125! B. S., (ll years) on a kubooleeutfdated in Maugh 1236
B. S., stipulating for the payment annually of Sicca rupees 57.
The defendant denied having executed the kubooleeut; and, further,
pleaded that the lands for which it purports to have been given
The attesting witnesses to the kub0o
were his lakhiraj property.
leeut, (two in number) were dead; but the plaintiff produced the
and four persons who were present when
was exe
writer of
cuted, and from their evidence the principal sudder ameen was
satisﬁed the document was genuine, and decreed the principal sum,
refusing to allow interest on account of the delay i|1 bringing the
suit.
The deputy commissioner, in appeal, reversed the principal sudder
ameen’s decision, remarking that the two attesting witnesses to
the kubooleeut being dead, the document was not deserving of
credit.
consider the deputy commisioner’s investigation to be obvi
When the attesting witnesses to document
ously incomplete.
not debarred from proving
are dead, the holder of the document
by other means, as she did in this case to the satisfaction of the
principal sudder ameen; of which, however, the deputy commis
sioner takes no notice whatever.
The only point in issue in this case, is, the genuineness, or other
therefore admit
wise, of the kubooleeut.
special appeal and
;

a

I

it
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remand the proceedings to the deputy commissioner, who will
restore the case to his file, and dispose of it de novo after due con
sideration of the evidence adduced in support of the kubooleeut.

THE 20th JUNE

J.

PRESENT

A. F.

1848.

:

HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 227

OF

1846.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by Raee Hurchunder Ghose,
Principal Sudder Ameen of 24-Pergunnahs, March 13th, 1846.

RAM KUMMUL MUNDUL, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
ters?ts

FUKEERCHUND HOLDAR, SUMBOO CHUNDER HOL
DAR, MR. W. N. HEDGER, AND BIRMOMYE DASSEE,
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REs PoNDENTs, (DEFENDANTs.)

Wukeel of Appellant—Gholam Sufdur.
Komar Tagore, J. G. Waller,
and Kishen Kishore Ghose.
SUIT for rupees 5,379-0-16, interest claimed on a sum of money
for which plaintiff had obtained a decree against Birmomye Dassee,
but payment of which was withheld in consequence of claims ad
vanced by the other defendants.
The plaintiff had, on 4th July 1832, instituted a suit against Bir
momye Dassee, widow of Muthoor Mohun Mundul, for recovery of
a sum of rupees 9,386-10-13-1, on a mortgage bond executed by
her deceased husband on the 30th Bhadoon 1237 B. S., or 2d
September 1830.
He obtained a decree on the 8th August 1836,
which awarded to him the sum sued for, besides costs and prospec
tive interest, to be realized from the mortgaged property; but if
that had been sold, then from the proceeds of sale.
The entire estate, on the security of a portion of which the
money was lent by the plaintiff, was sold for arrears of revenue on
the 1st February 1838 for a sum of rupees 40,500, which left a
considerable surplus after payment of the arrears, of which one
fourth belonged to the defendant, Birmomye.
For the attachment
of her share, the plaintiff applied to the court on the 3d February
1838. The defendant, Mr. Hedger, had obtained a decree against
the same party in the Supreme Court, on a bond dated 18th
September 1830. On the 10th February, he applied directly to
the collector to attach the money in his hands belonging to the
defendant, Birmomye Dassee; and, in order to establish his right
of execution against this deposit, he instituted a suit in the
zillah court against Birmomye Dassee, but was opposed by Ram
Wukeels

of Respondents—Pursun

r

(556)
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kummul Mundul, the plaintiff in this action. On the l9tl_i
August 1839, the zillah judge gave a decree against Birmomye
Dassee, but reserved to the plaintiff, Ramkummul, a prior right
of execution against the money in deposit with the collector. This
decree was conﬁrmed by the Sudder Court on the 14th July 1841.
The defendants, Fukeerchund Holdar and Sumbooclmnder Hol
dar, instituted a suit against Lukhenurain Mundul, one of the
proprietors of the estate, for the recovery of 42,905 rupees, on a
deed dated l3th Karlick 1242, purporting that the money advanc
ed by them was on the security of the general estate. The suit was
instituted on the lOth February 1838; and the Holdars immediately
applied to the court for attachment of the surplus in the hands of
the collector, requesting that, in the meantime, (that i until the
decision of the suit) it might be invested in Government securi
Their suit was dismissed in the zillah on the l9th August
ties.
I839, and ﬁnally by the Sudder Court on the l8th July 1843, not
on the ground of the document on which they had sued never
having been executed, but because execution could not be had
against the surplus proceeds of sale, in consequence of the special
provisions of the deed.
VVhile these cases were pending, various other parties applied
for attachment of the money in the hands of the collector. Some
of these applications are not clear as to the share, or shares, the
attachment of which was prayed for; while others clearly specify
the shares of other partners, distinct from that of Birmomye
Dassee.
The plaintiff at length, in the month of December I843, ob
tained the share of Birmomye Dassee in part satisfaction of his
decree of the 8th August l836; and, on 2lst l\-‘larch 1845, institut
ed this suit against the Holdars and Mr. Hedger to recover from
them interest on that sum for the periods during which they had
On the l3th March
respectively kept him out of his money.
1846, Raee Hurchundur Ghose, principal sudder ameen of the
24-Pergunnahs, dismissed the plaint, on the ground that as the
attachments made on the applications of the defendants were
regular and legal, and no fraud was apparent, they could not be
made responsible for the interest accruing during the period their
claims were under investigation; and, further, that as the attach
ments were made on the applications of various parties, the plain
tiff was not justified in selecting two of them, and charging them
with the responsibility of his present claim.
From the above decision the present appeal has been preferred.
The claim preferred by the plaintiff, is in fact that of a creditor
of an insolvent estate, against his co-creditors, for interest accru
ing during the period in which their claims were under judicial
The plaintiff relies a good deal upon Construction
investigation.

I

it

a

is

it,

1010; but that Construction refers to groundless and vexatious
claims to property attached in satisfaction of decrees, and declares
the claimants liahle for the payment of interest for the period of
In the
the delay caused by the exhibition of such claims in court.
present case, there is no appearance of fraud. The defendants sub
mitted their claims to the determination of the courts (neither of
them is shewn to have been a groundless, or vexatious, or fraudu
lent claim); and, pending the investigation, they applied to the
courts for the attachment of the surplus proceeds,—-the Holdars
accompanying their application with a request that, until decision,
The
the money might be invested in Government securities.
plaintiff’s case therefore derives no support from the Construction
Similar cases of
cited, neither has it any support from precedent.
adjustment of claims are of daily occurrence in our courts; but
not a single case has been cited, or produced, to shew the recog
nition by the courts of such a claim as that now advanced by the
plaintiff against his co-creditors.
The plaintiff, moreover, does not appear to have taken all the
necessary precautions to protect himself from eventual loss. When
the zillah court passed by (as it did) without noticing
(the
application of the Holdars to have the money invested in Govern
ment securities) the plaintiff might have urged the point upon
the court by another application of the same kind from himself.
He however failed to do so.
much also in the objection taken by the principal
There
that the plaintiff should have sued all the parties
ameen,
sudder
joint one._ But
who procured the attachments, the estate being
into this point, and into another which has been raised of the in
ability of the collector to pay away the surplus proceeds of sale
until reference had been made to the several share-rs, and their
do not consider
necessary to enter
replies had been received,
Under the circumstances of the case, as above set
into any length.
forth, concur with the principal sudder ameen in the view he has
taken of it; and, dismissing the appeal, affirm his judgment with
costs of both courts against the plaintiff.

I

Tm:

J.

I.

20111

Juxs.

1848.

Pa1~:ssN'r:

A. F. HAWKINS, Eso.,

TEMPORARY Jones.
PETITION No. 148 or 1848.
IN the matter of the petition of Soobna Surma, ﬁled in this
Court on the 15th May I848, (as per certiﬁcate) praying for the
admission of
special appeal from the decision of the principal
sudder ameen of Kamroop, under date the 21st January 1848;
affirming that of the moonsiff of Kamroop under date llth August
a
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1846, in the case of the petitioner, plaintiff, versus Jeodutt Surma,
defendant.
It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds.
This was an action for money, instituted by the plaintiff against
the defendant. The moonsiff gave a partial decree for the
plaintiff.
Both parties appealed.
The one appeal was decided by
the principal assistant to the commissioner, the other (the present
case) was referred to the principal sudder ameen.
This is con
trary to practice, both appeals should have been tried by the same
authority.
I accordingly admit the special appeal; and, setting
aside the decree of the principal sudder ameen, direct that this
appeal be referred to the same authority that decided the appeal of
the opposite party.

THE
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J.

-

21 ST

JUNE

1848.

PRESENT :
A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 267 of

1846.

-

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by Opindur Chundur Bhuta
charje, Principal Sudder Ameen of Rungpore, September 8th, 1846.

KAUNT ISREE DASSEE, APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT,)
te?"st/S

DYAMUNNEE DASSEE, REsponDENT, (PLAINTIFF.)
Wukeel of Appellant—Pursun Komar Tagore.
Wukeel of Respondent—Gholam Sufdur.
SUIT laid at rupees 7,596-11-7-1-10, for possession of an es
tate under the Hindoo law of inheritance, instituted on the 10th
April 1845.
The plaintiff states she is the mother and guardian of her
minor son, Okai Komar Das, on whose behalf she has instituted
this action for possession of a moiety of mouzah Matookpore and
other property, real and personal, the estate of Ramnurain Das,
deceased, under the following circumstances as set forth in her
petition of plaint. Gungapurshad Das, the husband of plaintiff,
and Hurnurain Das, his brother, lived together as an united Hin
doo family, had property, and carried on trade in common. Gun
gapurshad died in 1235 B.S., leaving the plaintiff, his widow,
and a minor son, Okai Komar Das. The family continued asso
ciated as before.
Hurnurain had a son, by name Ramnurain
Das, by his first wife Kidamunnee Dassea. On her death, he, in
Aghun 1236, married the defendant, Kaunt Isree Dassee.
In 1237
he fell sick, and died in 1238.
The family continued still to live
peaceably together.
In Bysakh 1240, Rammurain Das died un
married, and consequently plaintiff’s
son, Okai Komar Das,

(

559

)

to the property.
Kaunt Isree Dassee, however,
applied summarily to the civil courts to get possession of his por
tion of the estate. She failed in the zillah court; but succeeded in
the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, on the ground that as she had held
possession as the step-mother and guardian of Ramnurain Das dur
ing his lifetime, she was not to be disturbed by any summary process.
Disputes occurring, the entire estate was brought under attachment
under the provisions of Section 26, Regulation 5, 1812.
Kaunt
Isree Dassee brought a suit against the plaintiff and her son
for some of the personal property, which, on a bewustah from the
pundit of the Moorshedabad division, was dismissed on 28th Fe
bruary 1844.
The plaintiff also instituted a suit in 1842, for the
estate of Ramnurain Das, which was struck off on default under
the provisions of Act 29, 1841, on 28th February 1844, the same
day on which the suit of Kaunt Isree Dassee was dismissed.
The
present is a revival of the suit so struck off.
The answer of defendant, which was filed on 24th July 1845, or
10th Sawun 1252, is to the effect, that defendant’s husband,
Hurnurain Das, being sick made, on the 25th Phagoon 1237, a
verbal disposition of his property, directing that his wife, the
defendant, was to remain in management and possession of it until
his son Ramnurain Das should attain his majority; that in the
event of his (Ramnurain’s) death, she was to adopt a son; that
on the same day, Hurnurain gave information of his intentions to
the collector, by a petition; and that he died in Bysakh 1238.
The defendant giving the same account generally of the disputes
which followed the death of Rammurain Das, and the attachment
of the property under Section 26, Regulation 5, 1812, proceeds
to state that she has intentions of adopting a son, and will do so;
and further pleads that the suit is barred by the law of limitations,
upwards of 12 years having elapsed from the date of the death
of Ramnurain Das, and that the amount of the property sued for
has been undervalued.
On the lst June 1846, or ten months after her answer had been
filed, the defendant filed a supplementary answer, stating that her
mokhtar had made a mistake in stating in her answer that she
intended to adopt a son. She had already done so, having in Aghun
1251, or December 1844, seven months before her answer was on
record, adopted the youngest son of one Rajkishore Nath, a child
of between 2 and 3 years of age.
principal
judgment
plaintiff
gave
The
sudderameen
for the
in behalf
of her minor son, Okai Komar Das, as heir, under the Hindoo law
of inheritance, to the deceased Ramnurain Das. He rejected the
evidence to the permission to adopt; and has recorded reasons for
discrediting the alleged petition to the collector of the 25th
Phagoon 1237, said to have been presented by Hurnurain Das,
which, as stated in a proceeding from that officer, appears never to
have been recorded in his office.
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In appeal, the defendant has abandoned the plea of undervalua
tion, which is consequently disposed of; also of the lapse of time,
the fact being that the suit was instituted within 12 years from
the death of Ramnurain Das.
Into these points, therefore, it is
unnecessary to make further enquiry, or to record any opinion as
to whether the plaintiff was not at liberty, under the circumstances
of the case as alleged in her reply to the answer in the lower court,
to calculate her time from a date long subsequent to the death of
the party whose estate she now claims in behalf of her son.
I entirely concur with the principal sudder ameen as to the
sufficiency of the evidence in support of the permission to adopt,
pleaded by the appellant.
But another point has been urged in the appeal.
It is whether
one Juggomohun Das has not a preferential claim to the plaintiff
to the estate of Ramnurain Das, deceased. Not a word was said of
this in the defence of the suit in the lower court, nor was any proof
of the fact tendered, though the defendant was perfectly aware of
his (Juggomohun's) existence and alleged relationship to the deceas
ed; and as Ramnurain Das died 14 years ago, and Juggomohun
Das has never appeared as a claimant to his estate, it is unne
cessary to consider this plea any further than simply to reject
affirm the decree
the principal sudder ameen, with
costs
against the appellant.

it.

all

I

of

-

THE 21st JUNE

1848.

F.

J.

PREs ENT:
A. DICK, Esq.,
JUDGE.
W. B. JACKSON and
HAWKINS, Esq.R.S.,
A.
TEMPORARY JUDGES.
the above case
1844,
favor

Mr.

E.

1840.

of

June

in

the 20th

OF

by

passed

in

judgment
on

Review

of

CASE No. 230

M. Gordon,

Respondents.

IN

DEONURAIN RAEE, DECEAs ED,
HIS PLACE SREENATH
MITR, son of MUSST. SOODA MYE DASSEE, DAUGH
TER of DEONURAIN RAEE, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
tersus

AND

SREEKISHEN,

(DEFENDANTs.)
Appellant—Pursun
on

Respondents

absent

in

Wukeel

of

PONDENTs,

HER soNs,

CLAIM 19,489 rupees
bond.
This case was first decided
the 20th June 1844,
don
this Court.
His decision
follows:–
as

is

on

a

REs

Komar Tagore.
Appeal.
by

BIND, RAJKISHEN,

IN

of

MUSST. KEWUL MUNNEE (widow), DAUGHTER
DEO
NURAIN RAEE, DECEASED,
HER PLACE KISHEN GO

in
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‘

Daybnurain Raee sued Heera Munnee in the Calcutta courtof
appeal, on the 28th September 1831 , to recover the sum of rupees
Whilst the suit was pending, the
19,489, 6 annas due on a bond.
his
four
died
and
Sooda Maye, Kewul Munnee,
;
daughters,
plaintiff
Unund Maye and Sheebsoondree, claimed to be put in his place
This was done. Subsequently, Sooda Maye died;
as his heirs.
and her son, the present appellant, came'in her place, and com
Kewul Munnee appealed,
promised the case with the defendant.
summarily, from the decision founded on the compromise; and, on
the 14th August I839, Mr. Reid ordered that Kewul Munnee’s
claim as a plaintiff should be investigated, and the case re
The case then stood thus.
admitted on the ﬁle for that purpose.
As the defendant had virtually admitted the reality of the loan, by
entering into compromise, the only question to try was, who was
entitled to the decree P This point was still further narrowed, by
the circumstance that the rights of Sheebsoondree and Unund
Maye had lapsed, by the death of the latter, and by the fact that
Kewul Munnee
the former was a widow, without children.
claimed an exclusive right to obtain a decree, the Hindoo law giv
ing her a preference to the son of asister, who had died before her.
The appellant claimed to be heir, inasmuch as Thakoorain Dassee,
the widow of Daybnurain Raee, had adopted a son, who, with the
appellant and his mother, had been in possession of the property;
that after the adopted son’s death, he (the appellant) was heir;
that the property of the family was indivisible, the right of inherit
ance being in the eldest; and that he had obtained summary
possession of mouzah Ahmudabad, the property of his grand
father Daybnurain, by a decree under the provisions of Regula
tion 49 of I793.
‘ The acting judge, on the 12th May 1840, rejected the
appel
lant’s claim, because it was not true that Thakoorain Dassee had
adopted a son; because the rule of indivisibility and succession in
the eldest heir, did not extend to females ; and because the ques
tion of real right of ownership could not be decided by a mere
He decreed accordingly for the
summary award of possession.
respondent, with interest on the principal from the date of suit to
that of the decree ; together with costs and interest on the aggre
gate sum of principal and interest from the date of decree, up to
that of payment.
‘
The Court seeing no reason, upon an examination of the pro
ceedings, to dissent from the above judgment, upheld it accord
ingly, dismissing the appeal with costs.’
Subsequently, on the 6th February 1847, Mr. Gordon enter
taining doubts of the correctness of his decision, admitted a review
of judgment at the instance of Sreenath Mitr. The grounds of
admission are recorded in these terms :

(562)
‘ Inasmuch

as one of the grounds upon which the zillah court
decided in favor of the respondent in the former case was, that
there was not an adopted son of Daybnurain’s ; and as from docu
ments now ﬁled by the petitioner, there are strong reasons to
suppose that Daybnurain did adopt a son many years before his
death, and that that son survived him and his wife, and that the
proof of this fact materially concerns the propriety of the judge’s
decision, which was conﬁrmed by me,
consider it to be proper
to comply with the prayer of the petition, and to re-admit the
case on the ﬁle of this Court.’

I
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The case then came before Mr. Jackson, who directed enquiry
to be made into the fact of the adoption ofa son by Deonurain
Raee; and further, if the adoption was proved, who were living
among the grand children of Deoiniraiii Raee at the time of the
death of his adopted son, and consequently were entitled to
succeed that adopted son as heirs.

To this a return has now been received, shewing that Deonurain
Raee did adopt Ramnurain Raee as his son, and that Ramnurain
survived his adoptive father and mother; and that the grand chil
dren of Deonurain, surviving Ramnuraiii, were Sreenath Mitr, Gun
ga Nurain, (since dead) Mohindur Nurain (since dead), sons of
M iisst. Sooda Mye, daughter of Deonurain; Kishen Gobind, son
of Kewul M umiee (bis three brothers were born after the death of
Ramnurain), daughter of Deonurain ; Pearee Mohun (since dead),
son of Aiiund Mye, also dead.
The 4th daughter of Deonurain,

Sheebsoondree,

died‘

without

issue.

Both in the lower court, and by Mr. Gordon in his ﬁnal judg
ment, it’was declared that the arrangement (rufanameh)
between
the defendant, Heera Munnee, and Sreenath, must be considered
an admission of the jiistness of the claim under the bond.
The
judge, on this ground, gave an award in full to the plaintiff, throw
ing out the rzgfanameh. From this decision no appeal has been
made by the defendant ; and it appears to be perfectly correct as
regards her.
But the plaintiff, Deonurain, having died, it is necessary to de
termine who shall beneﬁt by this decree. The judgment of the
lower court, conﬁrmed by Mr. Gordon, awarding the whole to his
daughter, Kewul Munnee, is evidently erroneous in this respect.
It is established that Deonurain adopted a son, Ramnurain, who
succeeded exclusively to his father’s property, and to this decree
among the rest. On Ramnurain’s death, the succession devolved
on the children of the daughters of Deonurain then living.
These
were :

_.__
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_

_

_

---

_._
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_._

_.
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.

.
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l-5th ditto.
1-5th ditto.
ditto.
ditto.

.

.

...

.

1–5th share.

... ... ... 1-5th
... l-5th

.
.
.

.

dead) his heir,.

.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.

.

Kishen Gobind,.
Pearee Mohun (since

...

Sreenath Mitr,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . .
Gunganurain (since dead) his heir,. . . . . . . . . . . .
Mohindurnurain (since dead) his heir,. . . .
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or

by

be

by
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PRESENT:
DICK, Esq.,
JUDGE.

F.

J.

A.

W. B. JACKSON and

HAWKINS,

Esq.Rs.,

TEMPORARY JUDGEs.
OF

1844.
by

CASE No. 245

J.

Principal

of

a

Regular Appeal from
Reily,
decision passed
Mr.
Dacca, June 24th, 1844.
Sudder Ameen

WILLIAM MACPHERSON,

RECEIVER SUPREME
APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)

Court,

we?"Stas

KHAJA GABRIEL AVIETICK TERSTEPHANOOS,
TAKOISHRAAB AND oth ERs, RESPONDENTs, (DEFENDANTs.)
Appellant—Pursun Komar Tagore.
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G.

Respondents—Nilmoney Banerjee and
Judge.
Company’s rupees 6,159,
annas,
pie
APPEAL laid
interest,
account
the principal decreed
the lower court,
disallowed.
MEssRs. DICK AND Ackson.—The claim
the suit was for
Company’s rupees 13,648,
principal and interest,
annas, amount
for sums paid into collectorate
account
arrears
revenue
defendants, who were joint proprietors with plaintiff.
due
The
defence denied the claim altogether; and declared that,
far from
plaintiff having any claim against them, they had paid
arrears
for plaintiff, and were about
sue when they were anticipated
Wukeels

by
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There
now no one
court but Sreenath; Kishen Gobind
having neglected
appoint
wukeel.
Ordered therefore, that
decree issue against defendant for the
full, declaring the above mentioned parties,
sum claimed
their
heirs, entitled
benefit
the extent noted against their
appeal
names respectively.
The costs
borne
the
appellant and respondents, who have appeared; each paying his own
paid
costs. The costs
the zillah court
the defendant,
Heera Munnee.
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On the part of Takoi Shraab, it was further urged
by this suit.
that she had purchased the estate after the arrears were due, and
consequently was not liable.
The principal sudder ameen, after examination of accounts of
payments into the collectorate by the parties of revenue, decreed
the principal of the demand as justly due, but disallowed interest
for the following reasons as recorded by him :—
‘We ﬁnd, that it is nearly l2 years since the payments were
made; and that, in all this time, he neither preferred any claim for
the principal, nor did he give defendant any intimation that he
should be subject to interest for the amount.
With reference
therefore to Act 32, l839, and plaintifl"s extreme neglect in de
laying to claim the principal, he does not appear entitled to interest.
It would not be given in a case of wasilat till an adjustment of
accounts, and then only from the day on which the ﬁnal order on
the subject was passed. The collector’s kyfeeut shews that the
sum remitted was only kept moukoof, or in temporary abeyance;
that not till the 7th November l842, was the sum debited to proﬁt
and loss, and carried to the credit of the revenue. Plaintilf’s claim is
therefore thus decreed :—that plaintiff get Sicca rupees 6,397-12-5,
and interest on this sum from the 7th November l842 to the date
of plaint, viz. 28th August 1843, that is rupees 622-ll-l0-2-2;
making in all Sicca rupees 7,028-7-l5-2-2, or Company’s rupees
7,428-9-3 pie, with proportionate costs and interest to date of
payment, recoverable from Gabriel Avietick Ter Stephanoos and
the property for which the rents were paid ; that this decree shall
not affect the claims of Messrs. Gasper and Arathoon.’
In appeal, it has been urged on the part of appellant, that the prin
cipal sudder ameen has mistaken the meaning of Act 32, I839,
as is evident by reference to Clause 4, Section
Regulation 13,
1808, Act l of I845, and other Regulations to the same purport,
which expressly declare that interest shall be demandable for sums
paid on account of revenue by one sharer for other sharers of a
The respondent, Gabriel, prays to be heard with
joint estate.
respect to the whole case under Construction 868, although
his appeal in this very case had been dismissed on default.
The
respondent, Takoi Shraab, claims to be heard against that part of
the principal sudder ameen’s decision, which renders the estate
liable for payment of the sum decreed.
The Construction cited by the respondents, No. 868, refers in
our opinion to cases in which one and the same issue is before the
court ; for if arespondent were allowed to make objections to other
points, the appellant would be placed in a most disadvantageous
position, as he is not permitted to ﬁle a reply to respondents’
The pleas of respondents cannot therefore be heard.
answer.
The Act (32 of l839,) does not apply to the claim of appellant,
which is for recovery of revenue paid to Government, as is evident

ll,
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by close analogy to the provisions of Regulation l3 of 1808, and
The appeal is therefore decreed; and the decision
Act I of 1845.
of the principal sudder ameen, rejecting interest, reversed. Costs
of both courts in full awarded against respondents.
MR. HAw1c1Ns.—I fully concur in the abovejudgment, but desire
868. I cannot under
to add a word respecting Construction
stand how, on the respondents’ answer to the petition of appeal put
in by the appellant, the whole case is to be opened up, on points
totally distinct from that on which the appeal is preferred. For
instance, if the appellant appeal only on the point of costs, it surely
cannot be permitted to the respondent to open up the whole case,
without appealing himself. In the present case, the appellant
appeals against the order of the principal sudder ameen refusing to
allow him interest, on the insuﬂiciency of the reasons given by
that functionary, and the inapplicability of the law cited by him.
On this the respondent wishes to open up the whole case. To
allow this, would be to place the ppaellant in a most disadvan
He sets forth in his petition of appeal the one
tageous position.
point on which he appeals. The respondent, perhaps on the day
of hearing, comes in with a reply which involves the whole case.
No other pleadings are allowed, and thus the appellant is deprived
of the opportunity of answering his adversary, and his pleader is
The Con
totally unprepared for what he may now have to meet.
struction appears to me to refer only to cases in which the gene
ral point at issue between the parties in appeal is one and the
same, and the dispute between them, the extent or degree of liabi
Such is the case put in the Con
lity with reference to that point.
struction, and care is necessary that the application of it is not
stretched beyond the dimensions of the hypothetical case on which
it is based.
sr—l-—
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TUCKER, EsQ.,

'
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;

and

A. F. HAWKINS, EsQ.,
Trnupoaaav

Junoa.

PETITION No. 400 or 1847.
of Rajah Dobraj Singh and
the
Court
on
in
this
others, ﬁled
lTth April 1847, (as per certi

IN the matter of the petition

ﬁcate) praying for the admission of a special appeal from the de
cision of the principal assistant commissioner of Hazareebaugh,
under date the 29th January I847; reversing that of the moonsilf
of Khurrukdea, under date lOth March 1846, in the case of Tha
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koor Kunnaiha, plaintiff, versus Rajah Dobraj Singh and others,
defendants.
It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds.
This was a suit for real property, instituted in the court of the
moonsiff.
After the pleadings were completed, the plaintiff filed a
supplementary plaint, ostensibly for the purpose of correcting the
valuation of his claim, but setting forth a great deal of matter in
addition to what had before been stated by him. The agent of
Hazareebaugh, on being applied to, states that the moonsiffs
within his agency are guided by the rules of Regulation 23 of 1814.
It has been ruled that a moonsiff, acting under that Regulation,
cannot receive a supplementary plaint. The moonsiff, on the sup
plemental plaint being tendered, and on his being satisfied that it
was essential to the correction of the plaint, should either have
nonsuited the plaintiff, or have applied to his superior for instruc
tions as to the removal of the suit to another court.
We accordingly annul both decisions, and remand the case to the
moonsiff to be dealt with, with reference to the foregoing remarks.

*

THE 21st JUNE

1848.

PRESENT :

A. DICK, Esq.,
JUDGE.

CASE No.

115 OF 1844.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by Mr. C. Mackay, Princi
pal Sudder Ameen of Zillah Mymensingh, December 28th, 1843.

NUB

KOOMAR CHOWDHREE

NEEKA CHOWDHRAIN,

AND

MUNNEE

KUR

APPELLANTs, (PLAINTIFFs,)

we?"sus

COLLECTOR of ZILLAH MYMENSINGH, JOOGUL
KISHWUR SEIN, TREAsURER, MUssT. ROUSHUN
KHATOON, NOOR-O-NISSA KHATOON, AND TARA
MUNEE CHOWDHRAIN, RESPONDENTs, (DEFENDANTs.)
Wukeel of Appellants—Gholam Sufdur.
Wukeel of the Collector, Respondent—Pursun Komar Tagore.
Joogul Kishwur, Treasurer—Defaulting.
IVukeel of Musst. Roushun Khatoon—Bunsee Buddun Mitr.
Wukeel of Noor-o-nissa Khatoon—Gokool Kishwur.
Wukeel of Tara Munnee Chowdhrain—Kishen Kishore Ghose.

THIs suit was instituted by appellants to recover the sum of
Company’s rupees 22,354-3-5, principal and interest, paid by them

(567)

~

.

into the collectorate to save from public sale their landed property,
put up for sale by the collector on account of alleged sums em
bezzled by the respondent,
oogul Kishwur, while kkuzanchce, or
treasurer of the collectorate, and for whom appellants were sureties.
The appellants admitted their liability as sureties; but denied
the truth of the embezzlement, insisting that the money said to
have been embezzled, had been paid away by the treasurer on duly
signed orders of the collector himself.
The collector declared the payments to have been improperly
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and fraudulently made by the treasurer.
The other respondents were sued, merely as the receivers of the
monies paid away.
There was, therefore, only one issue or point for investigation,
viz. the nature of the payment by the treasurer,—bond ﬁde and
'
authorized; or maldﬁde, and unwarrantable.
The principal sudder ameen has in the following terms stated
the point at issue, viz. whether the plaintiff can recover the
amount claimed, and from all, or any of the defendants. Secondly,
his decision, that they can recover it from the treasurer only ;
and, thirdly, his reason for the same, because he was the indivi
dual who embezzled it.
‘ The point to be tried in this case, is, whether the plaintiffs
can recover the amount sought for; and if so, against which, or all
of them.
‘From a perusal of the papers and documents in the case, it
appears to me to be clear that the plaintiffs can only recover the
amount claimed from oogul Kishwur, late treasurer ; because he
was the individual that embezzled that amount whilst collector’s
therefore decree as follows :—that this suit be decreed
treasurer.
in favor of plaintiffs against the treasurer alone ; plaintiffs’
costs to be paid by the treasurer, defendant; the costs of the
collector and other defendants, to be paid by the plaintiffs.’
There is no title of proof ﬁled to shew that the treasurer was
The payment of the monies is admitted
guilty of embezzlement.
The plaintiff should have been called upon to
by both parties.
ﬁle proof, that it had been made under duly signed orders of the
collector; and the collector should have been called upon to prove
that they had been made without due authority, and fraudulently.
The case is therefore remanded for the principal sudder ameen to
do as above intimated, and then decide.
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JUNE

1848.

PRESENT:
C. TUCKER, Esq., and
SIR. R. BARLOW, BART.,
JUDGEs.
J. A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.
Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Jessore, March 3d, 1846.

CASE No.

GOOROODAS

104 OF 1846.

RAEE

AND OTHERs,
(DEFENDANTs,)
wersus

RANEE KUTEEANEE,

CASE No.

RAM RUTTUN RAEE

APPELLANTs,

RESPONDENT,
154 OF

1846.

(PLAINTIFF.)

AND or HERs, APPELLANTs,
DANTs,)

(DEFEN

2767'Stus
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RANEE KUTEEANEE,

RESPONDENT (PLAINTIFF.)
Wukeels of Appellants—J. G. Waller, Gobind Chundur Mookerjee,
Gopal Kishen Raee, Bunsee Buddun Mitr, and Ameer Ali.
Wukeels of Respondent–T.
C. Morton and Pursun Komar Tagore.
plaintiff’s
ancestor,
THE
in a case brought against the guardian
defendants,
disposed
of the
of in the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut
(present:
February
1834,
on the 6th
C. R. Barwell and N.
Halhed, judges,) was ordered to take such measures as he thought
proper to assert his right to the lands which form the subject of
litigation in the present suit, in whatever court such suit could
be brought.
Accordingly, on the 16th December 1835, he brought his ac
tion for possession and wasilat of the lands in question, and for
reversal of the lakhiraj claim which the defendants set up.
The defendants pleaded a lakhiraj tenure, also the statute of
limitations.
On the 20th June 1837, the judge, after reference to the col
lector, threw out the defendants' plea of lakhiraj right, and
decreed possession to plaintiff, and directed a separate suit should
be brought for wasilat.
On this Ram Ruttun Raee and Hurnath Raee, both absent in
the zillah, appealed.
The guardian of Gooroo Das and the other also appealed, having
answered in the zillah.
The Court (present: Messrs.
F. M. Reid, R. Barlow, and E.
M. Gordon,) on the 6th January 1844, decided that the appellants
had shewn no proof whatever of lakhiraj title; that plaintiff (re
spondent) was entitled to assess the lands in dispute, but not
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Prankishen

Kishenchundur

Singh.
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succeeded Sreenurain
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(569)
entitled to be put in possession of them under the circumstances;
and they, accordingly, aﬁirmed the decision of the judge of essore,
and returned the case, ordering the deputation of an ameen to
ascertain the amount of wasilat due to the respondent.
On the
receipt of the ameen’s report, the judge was to dispose of the

J

case.

it

a.

a

a

is

it,

grounds :-—
First, that wasilat is given, though right of possession is not
awarded, and that the decree is conﬂicting and contradictory in its
clauses; that in cases of claim to lands, where the question of mtil
and lak/ziraj arises, it is not usual to give wasilat.
Second, plaintiff neither speciﬁes the period, nor the amount of
wasilat she claims; nor has she sued on paper of proper value.
The judge decreed possession to plaintiff, but not wasilat. Against
this she brought no appeal.
In answer to the petition of the defendants for a review, the plain
tiff urges that, from the 6th January 1844 to date, four years and
three months have lapsed; that under Clause 2, Section 4, Regula
tion 26 of 1814, a review is altogether inadmissible; that Con
struction 490 requires satisfactory cause for delay in appeal to be
shewn ; that defendants, ever since the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut’s
decree of 6th January 1844, have acknowledged
and been parties
to its execution now going on in the mofussil, objecting only to the
amount wasilat to be ﬁxed.
to open up the whole case, and
The object of the petitioners
to have this Court’s judgment of the 6th January 1844 amended.
On full consideration of all that had been urged by the parties in
the cause, Sir R. Barlow did not see any grounds for
re-hearing
as to the merits, and rejected the applications.
The principal sudder ameen decided the question of wasilat on
3d March I846, awarding the sum of 1,608 rupees per annum from
Phagoon 1209 to 1242 against the defendants jointly; and from
1243 to 1250 against Gooroo Das and Ram Rungonee at the same
total of 53,332 rupees of joint responsibility
rate,-—-making
against the defendants, and 12,864 rupees against Gooroo Das and
Ram Rungonee, or grand total 66,196 rupees, with interest to'date
of realization, due to the respondent by the appellants.
This order
however seemed to require modiﬁcation.
The proceedings of this case having extended over so long
expedient to
period, commencing in December 1803, he deemed
note as follows an epitome of them, in order to the better
give in
now before the Court.
understanding of what
Prankishen Singh, the father* of plaintiFf’s husband, Kishen
Chundur Singh, sued Joynarain Raee and his father, Kalee

’

is

a
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On the 6th April I848, applications for review of the Sudder’s
decree of 6th January 1844 were made by the appellants on the

Vide Genealogical

Table.

(570)
Sunkur Raee, in the year l803, in the judge’s court at Jessore,
with the view to re-annex certain Iris-muts, named Gohra, Brahmun
Dunga, Satgunea, Andhar Koota, Bagundeea, and Dhoba Khola,
(six in number) to his zemindaree pergunnah Nuldee, bought at
public auction, which had been previously separated and declared
a mqfussil talook by the collector on the petition of Kalee Sunker,

J

and recorded in the name of oynurain Raee.
Joynurain claimed the above kismuts as his hereditary talook,
which, under the orders of the collector and the Board of Revenue,
The judge of Jessore,
had been declared an independent taloolc.
in 1806, annexed 4 of the 6 kismuts, viz. Gobra, Brahmun Dunga,
Satgunea, and Dhoba Khola to the plaintiﬁ"s zemindareepergunnah
Nuldee; the other two, Andhar Koota and Bagundeea, remaining
separated as before. This decision was upheld by the Calcutta
court of appeal in l808; and the respondent, the plaintiff, was
directed to assess the lands according to pergunnak rates, under
the law: the appellants to remain in possession. On appeal to the
Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, the judges (present:J. H. Harington
and
Fombelle), on the 22d June l8l4, conﬁrmed the possession
of the appellants in the 4 kismuls abovementioned; directing that,
after the parties in the cause should have settled between themselves
the amount jumma to be paid thereon, the judge was to prepare an
account of collections for past years (commencing from the date of
the zillah decree up to present date) in execution of judgment; and,
after deducting the amount sudder jumma paid by the appellants
to the collector of revenue, was to cause the remainder to be paid
with interest from the close of each year, at I2 per cent. (minus
costs with interest) ; and having carried out these instructions, was
to send his report for ﬁnal orders to the Court.
Costs of all the
three courts to be charged to the parties respectively.
Should the
respondent have recovered costs from the appellants in the courts
below, the same to be re-paid.
On the l7th June 1818, the appellants petitioned this Court
against the appointment of an ameen by the zillah judge, who, in
collusion with respondent, was engaged in the measurement of
certain rent-free and rent paying lands belonging to appellants and
other_s, (in despite of objections raised by them) claiming them as
belonging to the decreed lands. Petitioners stated they had offered
to the judge 825 rupees, 5 annas, IO gundalzs as the jumma due
on the said kismuts; prayed the ameen might be re-called, and that
the above sum, minus expenses and malikana, might be awarded to
The judge however, on the ground that the
the respondent.
Sudder’s order decreed jumma according to pergunnah rates, rejected
the petition.
The order for pergunnah rates, petitioners urge, was passed be
cause, when the judgment of the Sudder was given, they, petitioners,
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objected to the sum of 825 rupees, claimed in the pluint. As,1iow
ever, they now agreed to pay that sum, inclusive of expenses, &c.,
petitioners-urged there was no necessity for the deputation of an
ameen, nor could respondent claim more than he had ﬁxed him
self: they therefore prayed that the above sum should regulate the
demand for past years, and the ameen be removed.
On this
petition, Mr. . H. Harington, judge (in his proceedings dated the
6th July 1818) recorded that neither a jumma-bundee, nor account
of the rents payable by the ryuts then or for future years, nor
measurement of lands was called for in his judgment of 1814, and
that such was unnecessary to ascertain the amount of jumma to be
paid by the appellants to respondent from the date of the zillah
decree, (1806) to the date of execution of the Sudder decree.
He
prohibited the measurement and the ﬁxing the jumma-bundee
according to pergunnah rates ; and directed payment to the respon
dent of such sum as by the jumma wairil-bakee papers might
appear to have been collected by the appellants from the ryuts on the
4 kismuts, minus expenses, malikana, &c., and revenue paid to the
Should disputes arise between the parties as to the
collector.
for future years, the respondent was empowered to
jimnna
measure and assess under provisions of Clause 8, Section 15,
Regulation 7 of I799, and to bring an action for that purpose, if
The judge was instructed to carry out the above
necessary.
orders; and to settle the amount wasilat to be paid to respondent,
forwarding his report for ﬁnal orders.
In 1825, Mr. Harington again took up the case, and records as
follows :—
‘The judge’s return dated July 1824, in execution of this
Court’s orders and proceedings of 1814 and 1818, forwarding the
account of hustabood, (gross proceeds) and the jumma wasil-bakee
papers of the 4 kismuts, Gobra, &c., from 1806 (September 22d) to
the close of Clieyt 1230, or llth April 1824, received through Bhy
rob Chundur Bose, guardian of the minor sons of Joynurain Raee,
persons, who wrote
appellant, together with the depositions of
the papers, having been laid before the Court, it appears that the
judge has made account of wasilut due to respondent for 17 years
and 7 months, amounting to 8,043 rupees, and 8 annas; whjch,
after deducting 1,363 rupees for collections, &c., and 4,025 rupees,
15 annas, sudder malgoozaree (at 228 rupees, I5 annas per annuni)
leaves a balance in favor of respondent of 2,651 rupees, 4 annas
principal, and 2,908 rupees, 7 annas interest thereon, or total 5,559
rupees, 12 annas, with costs of ameen and the Court amounting to
1,037 rupees, 13 annas recoverable from the heirs of the appellants.
Further, it appears the collector of cssore, in his roobucaree of 9th
June 1824, states he measured and assessed the 4 kismuls in -1230,
or 1824, ﬁxing 1 rupee, 14 cmnas per paklzee on the land, making
4,740 rupees, 5 annas the jumma of the said /cismuls; and, after
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deducting 806 rupees for malikana, &c., assessing them at 3,934
rupees, 5 annas net for the current year, and giving notice of the
same to appellants.’
“As it is impracticable to make out accounts for so long a period
with greater precision than has already been done by the judge,
his accounts for the wasilat for past years up to 1230, or 1824, as
above, are sanctioned; and it is ordered that the sum of 5,529
rupees, 12 annas, principal and interest, be paid in execution of the
decree to the heirs of the respondent, from the heirs of the appel
lants: further, report is required from the judge as to the 1,037
rupees, 13 annas charged to appellants as costs.”
An application for review of this order having been made to the
Court by the collector, was rejected by Messrs. H. Shakespeare (in
Intermediately, Mr. Harington and
1825) and Ross (in 1826.)
Mr. C. Smith had given their opinions; but it is unnecessary to do
more than allude to them, as the orders of Messrs. Shakespeare and
Ross were made final; and, in execution thereof, Bhugwan Chunder
Bose, guardian of the minor, the zemindar’s son, gave in his receipt
for the wasilat (principal and interest amounting to 6,493 rupees)
from 1213 to 1230 on the 4 kismuts, which document bears date
the 29th April 1826.
It has already been mentioned that the collector of Jessore, on
the part of the court of wards, measured and assessed the lands in
1230.
He obtained summary decrees against the appellants’
guardian, Bhyrob Chundur Bose, for rents for the year 1231; and
subsequently, on a revised jumma, for 1232–33-34 and 1235 on
re-measurement, made by the judge under order of the court of ap
peal through Reedhae Kishen Ghose and Susteedhur Raee, ameens,
in 1827, amounting in the total to 11,865 rupees: upon which
Bhyrob Chundur instituted a regular action for reversal of these
decrees, on the 13th August i£5. in the Calcutta provincial court.
Mr. Charles Middleton, before whom the case was laid on the 6th
June 1831, was of opinion that the summary awards should be set
aside with reference to the explanatory order, (passed by Mr.
H.
Harington) of the 6th July 1818, directing the respondent, should
the question of the jumma to be paid in future arise, to sue de novo
adjustment.
only remained
for
decided whether all
the lands measured
the ameens under the zillah judge’s order
not; and whether the jumma-bundee prepared
could
assessed
the judge was correct, and
accordance with the order
the
Sudder Dewanny Adawlut.
appeared that the ameens measured 105 khadehs,
pakhees,
pakhees,
kannee,
kannees
lands:
which 25 khadehs,
gundahs were claimed
lakhiraj,
other claimants
and
their
ap
pakhees, 9kannees were claimed
own property,–17 khadehs,
lakhiraj,-27 khadehs, 22 kannees, reygs were claimed
pellant,
attached
his ward’s talook, kismuts Khelsa Khalee and Andhar
be
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Koota, and separate from the villages in dispute,—and 32 khadehs,
5 pakhees, 20kannees, 3reygshe alleged were measured in his absence,
which appellant also claimed as lakhiraj.
In proof of these allega
tions, appellant produced copy of a list of taeedads (teyrij taeedad)
signed and sealed by the collector.
Hence there are 83 khadehs,
l pakhee, 23kannees, 2 reygsofdisputed land, and 22khadehs,8pakhees,
14 kannees, 5 gundahs of land not disputed. The judge ought, under
Sections 29 and 30, Regulation 2 of 1819, to have instructed the
plaintiff in the zillah (the guardian of respondent) to sue for re
sumption of the said lands, and have summarily assessed only the
lands not in dispute.
The judge, however, has assessed all the
land measured by the ameens, which he estimates to be 95 khadehs,
pakhees, 14 kannees, l reyg, and 18 gundahs; this is opposed to
Regulation 2 of 1819, and the Circular Order 25th February 1831.
It appears also from the papers in this case, especially from the
roobukarees of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut (dated 6th January
and 27th September 1825, and the 3d January 1826) that the
judges of that Court fixed the amount of wasilat of the disputed
kismuts for 173 years, i. e. from 1213 to 1230, as per jumma wasil
bakee papers and hustabood put in by plaintiff, Bhyrob Chundur,
(the guardian); these were proved by the evidence of the gomashtas
and other witnesses, and showed 457 rupees to be the annual gross
produce; and that amount was accordingly awarded to the zemindar,
who now wishes to assess at the rate of 1 rupee, 14 annas per
pakhee on the land measured by the ameens.
If the rate of I-5
be sanctioned (plaintiff says) upon the undisputed land, the above
457 rupees will be the amount of its jumma; hence there is a differ
ence of 9 annas per pakhee between the parties. Mr. Middleton then
fixes the rate at 1 rupee, 9} annas per pakhee, setting aside the
rates named by both parties. He disallows the claim of the defen
dant founded on the summary decrees at 2,383 rupees, l l annas,
15 gundahs per annum, subsequent to 1231, as up to that period
defendant had received wasilat at the rate of 457 rupees per annum,
and decrees as follows:—“The judge of Jessore’s summary decrees
are amended; the plaintiff must pay 574 rupees, 8 annas, minus
97 rupees, 12 annas for malikana costs, &c., being 476 rupees,
12 annas per annum, as malgoozaree of 22 khadehs, 8 pakhees,
14 kannees undisputed land to the defendant, from 1231 to the pre
sent date, with interest at 12 per cent. Costs to be rateably
charged.”
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Sreenurain Singh, dissatisfied with the above decision of Mr.
Charles Middleton, appealed to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut on
the 23d September 1831, and the case was taken up by Mr.
Braddon on the 7th October 1833. It was afterwards laid before
Mr. Halhed on the 31st December 1833, and finally before Mr.
C. R. Barwell on the 6th February 1834; and was disposed of
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by the two last named judges, whose decisions overruled that of
Mr. Braddon.
Mr. Braddon was of opinion that the rate of l rupee, 91,- annas
per pakhee, ﬁxed by Mr. Middleton, was altogether arbitrary and
without data: on the contrary, decrees of court shewed that, in
pergunnah Nuldee, the rate of I rupee, I4 annas per pakhee had
been awarded to Joynurain and the guardian of the respondent. He
therefore amended Mr. Middleton’s decision in this respect, but,
at the same time, upheld it in the matter of the lakkiraj lands
claimed by the respondent; and awarded rents on the 22 /chadehs
undisputed land at the rate of l rupee, l4 annas per pakhee,
from 1231 to the date on which the amount of the summa
ry decrees was deposited in the zillah court, with permission to
appellant to sue in whatever court he pleased for the lands now
deducted on the lakhirqj claims preferred by the respondent, and
similar permission to the respondent to sue for the purpose of re
ducing the rate of l rupee, 14 annas per pll/t‘/L88, if he thought it
excessive. The case was then sent on for another voice.
Mr. Halhed, on the 3lst December 1833, concurred with Mr.
Braddon in excluding the disputed lands from the lands measured
by the ameens, and proposed to have those undisputed (being
22 khadelzs, &c.) properly assessed; granting permission to the
appellants to sue the holders of the lakhiraj lands.
On the subject of the rate per pahhee, Mr. Halhed observed,
that ﬁxing 1 rupee, 14 annas per pakhee was opposed to the
Sudder Dewanny Adawlut’s decrees of I814 and 1818, which
directed that the party claiming to assess must proceed accord
ing to law, and sue under the provisions of Clause 8, Section 15,
Regulation 7 of 1799, to measure and assess the undisputed
land, which course he had not adopted. The summary decree
from I23] to I235 were given without reference to the quality of
lamls, and the rates of each description of land, and are opposed
to the decrees formerly passed by this Court. The Calcutta court
of appeal’s decree he held to be equally deﬁcient in this respect.
The point at issue between the parties to the cause, viz. the rate
at which the lands were to be assessed, was still as before unad
justed. He therefore amended Mr. Middleton’s decree; and, dif
fering from Mr; Braddon, sent on the case with the view to the
reversal of the summary decrees, and so much of the court of
appeal’s decree as ﬁxed the rate per pa/thee on the undisputed
land; granting permission to the appellant to assess the undis
putedlands in the litigated kismuls referred to in the Sudder
Dewanny Adawlut’s orders of 1814 and I818, being 22 khadehs,
8 pakhecs, 14 lrannees ; and further permission to him to sue for the
disputed lands in whateverecourt he pleased. Till the proper
amount ofjumma be established, the appellant was to receive the
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same rent for the disputed kismuts as he got before the summary
decrees for the years 1231 to 1235 were passed, and any sums
received in excess to be repaid to the respondent with interest.

Costs charged to the appellant.
Mr. C. R. Barwell concurred with Mr. Halhed; and their judg
ments were made final on the 6th February 1834 as already stated.
In consequence, and in execution of the Court’s orders above
indicated, the present plaintiff (respondent) instituted a suit on the
16th of December 1835, for possession of 1,205 biggahs and
19 cottahs, with wasilat, of the land claimed by the defendant as
lakhiraj, situate in the kismuts Gobra, &c. These lands are conn
prised in the two parcels, (17 khadehs, 14 pakhees, 9 kannees, and
32 khadehs, 5 pakhees, 20 kannees, 3 reygs) referred to in Mr. Mid
dleton’s roobucaree of the 6th of June 1831. The Court’s decision of
this case” was given, as already shewn, on the 6th January 1844.
* Regular Appeals from the decision of the Additional Judge of Jessore.
Baboo Ram Ruttun Raee, Appellant,
Gooroo Das Raee and Musst. Ram Rungonee,
widow of Doorga Das Raee, Appellants.
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versus

Sree Nurain Singh, and after his death Ranee Kuteeanee, Respondent.
The respondent, Sree Nurain Singh, the zemindar of pergunnah Nuldee, instituted
this suit, on the 16th December 1835, to obtain possession of, together with wasilat,
certain kismuts, (Gobra &c.,) containing 1,205 biggahs, 19 cottahs of land, (laying his
suit at Sicca rupees 12,059-8-0-0, the selling price thereof) from the appellants in
these two appeals.
The respondent pleaded, that on the institution of a suit by his father, Kishen
Chundur Singh, against Jye Nurain Raee, the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut on the
Harington and
22d June 1814, (present:
Fombelle) decreed that the four
question, which had been separated from his zemindaree
pergunnah
hismuts
Nuldee, should
paid according
re-annexed
and that the rent thereof should
the pergunnah rates. Kishen Chundur Singh took out an ameen
fix the rent, and
the defendants then claimed the lands
their lakhiraj. The case having come before
Mr. Harington, he,
the 6th July 1818, recalled the ameen, and declared the
1799, and
zemindar entitled
assess under Clause
Section 15, Regulation
Regulation
1812; and
payment,
Section
failure
sue
recover the
wards, the collector,
amount. The estate having been brought under the court
through his ameens, measured the four kismuts, when
jumma
3,934-5-12-2 was
kannees,
reygs, and
assessed
158 khadehs,
cowries.
On this, process was
Doorga Das and Gooroo Das, and
issued against Bhyrob Chundur Bose, guardian
against Ram Nurain, father
Ram Ruttun Raee, Radha Churn Raee, and Hurnath
They did not attend;
Raee, under Regulation V., 1812
which Bugwan Chundur,
wards, sued summarily
surburakar
the court
recover 3,934-5-12-2, the balance
1231, which sum was decreed
the judge with interest.
An appeal having been
preferred
Calcutta, the judge's order was reversed, and
the provincial court
was directed
cause the lands
re-measured before both parties and the ryuts,
and
new assessment made.
On this Reedhaee Kishen Ghose and Susteedhur Raee
portion
ameens, who measured
were deputed
the contested lands; and,
their
report, the surburakar demanded
khadhes,
pakhees,
regg,
gundahs
the rent
rupee,
annas per pakhee, after deducting malikana, the sum
Sicca rupees
1235, both
1231
2,373-15-3, and obtained
summary decree for the balances
Bhyrob Chundur, dissatisfied with this, instituted
regular suit
inclusive.
the
Calcutta provincial court
recover 13,627-0-12-3, the amount summarily awarded by
five decrees.
Mr. Middleton, on the 6th June 1831, decreed, awarding
the zemindar the sum
rupee,
khadehs,
Sicca rupees 476-12,
annas per pakhee, annual jumma
pakhees,
kannees, acknowledged
the appellants
their possession; and

(576)
The appellants were allowed, under the peculiar circumstances of
The respon
the case, to retain possession of the disputed lands.
dent’s right to assess them was acknowledged, and an ameen was
ordered to report the amount wasilat due to her ; on the receipt
of which the judge was directed to pass such orders as he might
think proper.

The
ameen,

ameens’ report having been ﬁled before the principal sudder
to whom the investigation of the case was made over by
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the judge of Jessore, two appeals against his award (dated March
1846) of 66,196 rupees, with interest, in favor of the respondent,
have been preferred by Gooroo Das Raee and Ram Rungonee
Dassee, widow of Doorga Das Race, on the one part, and by Ram
Ruttun Race and others, on the second part. The object of both
parties is to defeat the claims of the respondent. But they are also
at variance as to their respective responsibilities; each claiming
exemption from liability.
in regard to the remainder, claimed as lukhiraj, referred the zemindar to another
action.
In appeal to this Court, Messrs. Halhed and C. R. Barwell, on the 6th February
I834, reversed so much of the decree as ﬁxed the rate of I rupee, 9!; annas per
pakhee for the acknowledged land ; and ordered the appellants to ﬁx a proper jumma.
on the non-disputed lands, under the proceedings held by Mr. J. H. Haringwn on
the 22d June 1814, and 6th July l8lB.
With respect to the disputed lands, they
ordered the zemindar to do the best he could to establish his right.
The respondent, accordingly, sued for possession of 17 khadells, 14 pakhees,
9 re_|/gs measured in the presence of the defendant, and also 32 /rhadehs, 5 pal:/lees,
20 kannccs, 3 reg/gs not so measured ; total 50 khadchs, 3 palrhees, 29 kannees, 3 re]/gs,
containing 1,205 biggahs, 19 cotlahs, with wasilat for past years.
Of the appellants, Ram Ruttun Raee, Radhs. Churn Rnee, and Hurnath Race did
not appear in the zillah court.
The other appellants, Doorga Das ltaee and Goo
roo Das Race, failed to appear before the collector, to whom the case was referred for
report under Regulation 2, I819, and before the zillah court, till the 20th unc I837,
when the suit was decided erparle, after it had been pending in the court upwards of
18 months.
They pleaded that the lands in question were their hereditary la/zltirqj
P ropert .
The aivdditionul judge of cssore, Mr. Charles Gsrstin, on the 20th June 1837, on a
report of the collector, passed u. decree rejecting the claim of the appellants to hold
the land us lalrliiraj, and decreed possession to the respondent, but referred him to u
suit for wanilat.
scppratc
rom this decision two appeals were ﬁled, viz., No. 265 of 1837, by Ram Ruttun
Race and Ilurnath Ruee ; and No. 267 of I837 by Gooroo Das Race and Ram
Rungonee, widow of Doorga Das Race, who had demised ; and the appeal was
defended on the death of Sree Nurain Singh by his mother, Rance Kutecanee.
Under the peculiar circumstances of this case, the Court deemed it inexpedient to
proceed under the provisions of Circular Order of 12th March 18-ll, (No. 141, vol.
111., page I87.)
They therefore proceed to try the case on its merits. They are of
opinion. that the title of the appellants, to hold the lands in litigation as lakhiraj, has
The respondentfs
been disproved by decisions in the special commissioner’s court.
and accordingly authorise the
right of assessment they consider
fullykestablished,
gulation 5 of l8l2; but they do not consi
respondent to assess the lands under
Thus modifying the decision of
der her entitled to be put in possession of the lands.
the court below, this Court remands the case for the disposal of the point regarding
wasilat, directing that an ameen be deputed for the purpose of ascertaining how
much is (luc to the respondent.
On the receipt of the ameen s report, the judge will
pass such orders as he may think proper.

J

J

(577)
I

enter upon the question of wasilat, for what period, to
Before
what amount, and by whom it is to be paid, (a question to be
decided when the case shall be brought before a full bench of the
Court),
beg to lay before my colleagues, in a few words, the
grounds on which I, as the only judge now on the bench by whom
the decision of the 6th January I844 was passed, object to
admission of a review of the judgment of that date on its merits,
quoad the wasilat, the payment of which the petitioner objects to
altogether.
In the original cause decided by the judge of Jessore in 1806,
in favor of respondent’s ancestor, which decision was conﬁrmed
in 1808 by the Calcutta court of appeal, and in l8l4 by the Sud
der Dewanny Adawlut, the appellants’ ancestor made no mention
of lakhiraj lands, but defended the suit entirely on the plea that
the kismuls in question were his hereditary and independent ta
Four out of the six kis-mute were decreed to the respon
look.
dent’s ancestor by the Jessore judge; and it is not till the year
I830,
e. after the parties had been in court for the space of
24 years,) that we hear any thing speciﬁc and direct as to the appel
lants’ claim to any lakhiraj lands, save incidentally in 1818, and
also in
petition presented to the measurement ameens, Reedhaee
Kishen Ghose and Susteedhur Das, deputed by the judge previ
ous to his passing the summary decisions for rents of 1231 to
I235, corresponding with A. D. l824 and I828. It was before Mr.
Middleton that the plea of the lands (the wasilat of which
now
6th,
decretal
order
of
under
the
I844),
January
being dis
sought
H. Ha
tinct and separate from the lands awarded by Messrs.
rington and J. Fombelle, in l8l was ﬁrst urged. The judges, who
presided on the 6th January 1844, could not understand how
the Calcutta court of appeal could hold
copy of list of taeedads,
ﬁled too in an action for reversal of summary awards for rent, to
be proof of boundaries, and of lands then ﬁrst claimed as being
distinct and not included in the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut’s judg
not a sin—
ment of l8l4. On the provincial court records, there
gle document to prove the fact. The lands claimed as lakhiraj by
the appellants, were exempted from the operation of the Sudder’s
decree on the bare assertion of their being distinct lands from
those included in the four kismuts decreed in 1814, which, as al
ready stated, were measured by the nmeens, and for the rents of
which the summary decrees were awarded in the zillah, though
the judge’s decision was amended by the Calcutta court of appeal.
It has been seen, that Mr. Middleton in his decree made no pro
vision for the settlement of the question as to the right to the
This omission was,
lakhiraj lands claimed by the appellants.
however, supplied by the judges of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut
in I833 and 1834, when the plaintiﬁ', (respondent) in 1835, in con
is
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the Court’s order, sued to recover possession with
wasilat, and the defendants (appellants) pleaded their lakhiraj
The identity of the lands, and the fact that they were
rights.
included in the measurement of the ameens, Reedhaee Kishen Ghose
and Susteedhur Race, as being in their the four kismuts decreed in
l8I4 was admitted in the pleadings. The point at issue was, whether
they were in fact within, or beyond, that decree; and as no proof
of the existence of any lakhiraj land, the property of the appellants,
was adduced, the secondary question as to boundaries necessarily
fell to the ground; and this Court, on the 6th January I844, decreed
in favor of the respondent, awarding wasilat for past, and directing
assessment for future years.
The issue now before us is, by whom, at what rates, and for what
It has been above stated, that the
period, wasilat shall be paid.
principal sudder ameen, on the 3d March I846, has awarded
wasilat against the appellants, jointly and severally, as detailed
at the beginning of this note for 4I years to the extent of
The appellants
66,196 rupees, with interest to date of realization.
have ﬁled
receipt, dated I8th Bysack 1233, or 29th April I826,
signed by Bhugwan Chundur Bose, then guardian of plaintiff, for
6,493 rupees, wasilat with interest due on the
kismuts from
I2I3 to 1230, paid by Bhyrob Chundur Bose, the then guardian of
appellants.
They have also ﬁled copy of statements made by two
wuheels of the respondent in the principal sudder ameen’s court (in
reply to interrogatories put by that oﬂicer) dated the l6th May
I839, in another case in appeal for 600 biggahs connected with
and depending on the decision of this appeal, admitting that the
the
kismuts up to I230.
respondent had received all the wasilat
The gennineness of this receipt
not impugned by the respondent
but an endeavour
has no reference to the
made to prove that
lands in dispute, but to other lands.
If such be the fact, would
ask where
the decree of court, awarding those lands, that wasilat
should be given on them?
The plaint in this case distinctly
founded on the decision of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut of I814,
and the subsequent proceedings in execution of that decree dated in
l8I8, I825, and I826; and this new plea, ﬁrst brought forward in
the principal sudder ameen’s court in June I845,
urged to avoid
the operation of the receipt of I826, by which the amount wasilat
for
e. from 1209 to
period of I9 years must be deducted
l230,) from the amount now awarded by the principal sudder
entertain no doubt whatever of the genuineness of this
ameen.
covers all the wasilat due on the lands up to I230,
deed, and that
which were included in the
lcismuts decreed in I814; but for
which
became necessary that the plaintiﬂ' (respondent) should sue
as directed by Messrs. Halhed and Barwell in I834 and I835, on the
new plea set up
the defendants (appellants) of lakhiraj right.
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I

therefore propose to enquire what amount is due, and by
whom, from the year 1231. From the judgments of Messrs. Halhed
and C. Barwell, I gather that the appellants were required to pay
the jumma that they paid before the summary decrees for 1231
were passed by the zillah judge.
From Mr.
H. Harington’s
proceedings of 1825, I find 228 rupees per annum declared to be
the sudder jumma on the 4 kismuts, Gobra, &c., when they formed
an independent talook paying direct to Government.
To use the
words of Mr. Harington, “to prepare an account of wasilat, after
the lapse of so long a period, is impracticable; and the only mode
of fixing the amount recoverable from the appellants from 1231,
onwards, is to ascertain the rates per biggah of the lands now
decreed.”
Such was the recorded opinion of Mr.
F. M. Reid
myself
and of
in our proceedings of December 15th, 1845, and of
the 7th of February 1846, in reply to the principal sudder ameen’s
roobukaree of reference, (as to how wasilat was to be made) of the
12th November 1845.
The rate of l rupee, 14 annas per pakhee,
at which rate the principal sudder ameen has assessed the lands,
am of opinion
with reference
what has been above recorded,
just and equitable assessment, and would uphold his order
far; but, for the reasons
propose
have given,
amend his
decision, charging the appellants for wasilat from the year 1231
only, not from 1209
1250
awarded by the principal sudder
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now only remains
determine
whom this wasilat
adopt the term wasilat (in con
would here state that
implying the amount
tradistinction
its usual acceptation),
appellants,
during
occupation
rent due
the
their
the lands,
which, under the present decretal order, are the right
the re
spondent,
pergunnah Nuldee,
whom the whole revenue
which the decreed lands are included, was paid
Government.
Commencing then the account
wasilat from the year 1231, (not
proposed
from 1209
the principal sudder ameen)
the
place
seen,
first
who
answerable for the wasilat from that
period
1242.
The appellants, Gooroo Das and Ram Rungonee, urge that
1242, responsible for the
their co-defendant, Ram Ruttun,
proof they refer
wasilat':
his father, Ram Nurain’s, objections
put
1233, before Reedhaee Kishen and Susteedhur, ameens,
claiming the lands
dispute
his lakhiraj dewutur, and
his
They
possession.
grounds
appeal,
own
also refer
the mojibat,
filed
Ram Ruttun and others
this Court,
the case decided
January 1844,
setting forth their possession and that
their
father, independent
any sharers. They state, that
the death
1229, Ram Nurain, uncle
their father, Joynurain Raee,
Gooroo Das, caused Bhyrob Chundur Bose, his sister’s son,
appointed guardian
the said Gooroo Das and Doorga
Das, the husband
Rungonee;
Ram
but that
(Ram Nurain)

paid; and

be
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(589)
in fact conducted all matters of business, and collected the
rents.
Ram Rnttun succeeded him, and was similarly at the
head of affairs. Neither Gooroo Das nor Doorga Das enjoyed any
of the proﬁts.
On attaining majority, they got possession of some
melzals under Regulation
15 of 1824.
After this Doorga Das
died, and Ram Rungonee succeeded him.
The appellants, Ram Rnttun, Hurnath Raee, and Radha Churn
Raee, on the other hand, claim exemption from payment of was-ilat.
Joynurain Raee, the father of Gooroo Das Raee, in 1209 had the
talook separated; all process on the part of the plaintiff, and plain
tiff’s ancestors, has invariably issued against oynuraiu and his heirs,
or their guardians. The wasilat made under decree of 1814 was cal
culated according to their guardian, Bhyrob Chundur Bose’s,
papers; and although the surburakar, Bhugwan Chundur Bose, of
plaintif’f’s minor son, Sree Nurain, did sue both Ram Nurain, Ruttun
Raee’s father, together with Bhyrob Bose, Gooroo Das Raee’s guar
dian, for rents from 1231 to 1235, the judge of Jessore decreed
against Bhyrob Bose only, who alone sued for reversal of the
summary order in the courts; and, in 1834, Messrs. Barwell
and Halhed, amending the decisions of the court below, ordered
repayment to Bhyrob Bose of the surplus he had deposited. Fur
ther, in a suit under Regulation 15 of 1824 (between Ram Ruttun
and others versus Bhyrob Bose, the surburakar) decision was given
in favor of the latter in 1837, on proof of possession for years past;
and, lastly, that the report of Teelook Chundur Sein, deputed by the
principal sudder ameen to ﬁx the amount wasilat now the subject
of dispute, clearly shews that Doorga Das and others, and their
ancestors, all along have held possession of the lands on which
wasilat is claimed, as distinctly acknowledged in the answer ﬁled
in the case decided in January 1844.
From the above abstract, it is established that both parties have
repeatedly pressed on the courts their rights to the lands, and also
avowed their possession of them from time to time, as it appeared
to them necessary and expedient to make such declaration.
For
the purposes of this suit, I am of opinion that it is suﬂicient for the
Court to conﬁne its judgment to a general award against the appel
lants, collectively, from 1230 to 1242, from which period I propose
to hold Gooroo Das and Ram Rungonee responsible under the
magistrate’s order for possession, which they executed in 1837.
Could it have been proved satisfactorily from what period to what
period the parties respectively had held and enjoyed the proceeds
now claimed, that question might have been settled now; but the
issue between the appellants and respondent is more properly
drawn in this case, when the point is restricted to the question of the
liability of the appellants, jointly and severally, to the respondent,
leaving the appellants to adjust their disputes between themselves.
BY THE Coum‘. Application for the review of this Court's
. F. M. Reid,
judgment of 6th January 1844 (present Messrs.
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R. Barlow, and E. M. Gordon,) having been rejected by
Sir Robert Barlow, on the 27th of April last, the Court re
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strict their investigation to the points on which the case was sent
up for the consideration of a full bench in Sir R. Barlow’s minute
of the 8th instant.
It will be seen by reference to that minute,
that the appellants, Gooroo Das Raee, Ram Rungonee, Ram
Ruttun, and his brothers, have made two separate appeals against
the decision of the principal sudder ameen of Jessore dated the
3rd March 1846, awarding the sum of 66,000 rupees against
them as wasilat of certain lands in Gobra, &c., (four kismuts,) de
creed to the respondent on the (ith January 1844.
The particu
lars of the principal sudder ameen’s order are recorded in detail
in the abstract of the case prepared by Sir R. Barlow ; it is un
necessary therefore to recapitulate them in this place. VVe there

fore proceed to enquire by whom, for what period, and at what
rates the wasilat, already decreed to the respondent, is to be paid.
We are of opinion that the respondent is not entitled to recover
from the appellants any rents previous to the year 1231, inasmuch
as the receipt of the 18th Bysack I233, or 29th April I826, signed
by Blmgwan Chundur Bose, the guardian of respnndent’s minor
son, Sree Nurain Singh, for the rents of the four kismuts up to
the year 1230, has been ﬁled and proved on the record ; and, fur
ther, the receipt of all the rent on these four kismuts is acknow
ledged by two wukeels on the part of the respondent in the prin
The genuine
cipal sudder ameen’s court, on the 16th May I839.
ness of the deed is not denied, but the respondent now pleads
that the rents of the decreed lands were not included in the
It
accounts which formed the basis of the adjustment in 1826.
is, however, to be observed, that the receipt is on the face of it a
full release for all claims for rent up to 1230, in execution of the
decree of l8l4 ; and that up to the present period, no objection of
.
the nature now offered has ever been raised.
From the year I231 to the year l242. we hold all the appellants,
jointly and severally, liable to the respondent. An endeavour has
been made by the heirs of Joynurain Raee, to throw a portion of
the responsibility on the heirs of Ram Nurain ; while the latter, who
have all along claimed the lands as their own, now utterly disclaim
their liability. It is only, however, within the last two years, sub
sequent to the case having been remanded to the lower court for
the special purpose of investigation on the subject of wasilat, that
the heirs of Ram Nurain have denied their former statements,
and claim exemption from responsibility on the plea of never hav
ing held the lands in their possession. Ram Ruttun and his
brothers, though they did not attend as defendants in the ﬁrst
instance before the judge of Jessore, did appear in this Court
in appeal against his order, and most emphatically pleaded their
claim to the lands,—called them their own, independent of any

(582)
co-sharers;-urged that they were hereditary, and that they had all
Similar pleas were urged by
along collected the rents on them.
the heirs of Joynurain Raee. The Court will not, however, allow
parties to come in upon pleas so entirely opposed one to the other,
or give them the opportunity of thus avoiding the consequences of
their own admissions.
In 1243 the families separated; and as the heirs of Joynurain
Raee acknowledge their undivided responsibility from that pe
riod, they of course must be held liable for the rents from

B. S.
The last point to be disposed of is, the rate at which the rents of
past years are to be estimated. The principal sudder ameen has
calculated them at the rate of l rupee, 14 annas per pakhee, net:
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1243 to 1250

to which the appellants object, alleging that a deduction therefrom
should be allowed on account of expenses of collection and ma
likana.
The Court ﬁnd, on reference to the record, that l rupee,
14 annas per palihee is the rate at which the ialaokdars in pergum
nah Nuldee pay to the zemindar, exclusive of costs of collection
and malikana ; nay more, it appears that the appellants themselves,
since the decision of 6th January 1844, have engaged for the
lands with the respondent at the above rate. They therefore see no
reason to interfere with the principal sudder ameen’s estimate in
that respect.
With reference to the objections raised by the appellants, as to
the want of stamp of proper value to cover the amount wasilat
decreed, the Court observe that at the time this action was institut
ed, the courts, commonly, in a suit for possession of landed pro
perty with mesne proﬁts, awarded the same without reference to
the stamp on which such suit was brought, provided it was suffi
cient to cover the value of the land sued for; and, in execution,
mesne proﬁts were given without requiring
additional stamp.
The re
Moreover, the present case is one of a peculiar nature.
spondent’s right to wasilat, or more properly rent, was declared so
far back as I814; and the enforcement of that right was only kept
in abeyance by objections having been raised by the appellants,
involving uninterrupted litigation from that period to this date.
The recent decisions of the courts having established that the
lands which were in dispute are within the four kismuts decreed
to the respondent in 1814, the Court consider her entitled to
wasilal thereon from the period which they have ﬁxed, in virtue
of the original decree passed by the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut in
the abovementioned year.
Under the above circumstances, the Court amend the principal
sudder ameen’s decision of the 3d March 1846, as follows :—the
appellants are to pay, jointly, from 1231 to 1242 inclusive, at the
rate of 1,608 rupees per annuin, being 1 rupee, 14 annas per pak/iee ;
and the appellants, Gooroo Das Raee and Ram Rungonee, from

,_,_

_

_

-Q" __i
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1243 to 1250 at the same rate, with interest from the date of the
principal sudder ameen’s decree as it is now amended.
Costs of
the suit, up to the 6th of January 1844, to be paid by the appel
lants, and from that date by the parties proportionably.

•

THE

22D

JUNE

PRESENT

C.

1848.

:

TUCKER, Esq., and
BARLOW, BART.,

SIR. R.

JUDGEs.

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

Regular Appeals from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Jessore, September 3d, 1846.
*

CASE No. 248 OF 1846.
GOOROODAS RAEE AND MUSST. RAM RUNGONEE
DASSEE, APPELLANTs, (DEFENDANTs,)
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RANEE KUTEEANEE,
Wukeels

REs PonDENT,

(PLAINTIFF.)
Appellants—J.
of
G. Waller and Gobind Chundur
Mookerjee.

Wuheel

of Respondent—Pursun

CASE NO. 249 OF

Komar Tagore.
1846.

RAM RUTTUN RAEE, HURNATH RAEE AND RADHA
CHURN RAEE, APPELLANTs, (DEFENDANTs,)
©e?"st/s

RANEE KUTEEANEE, REsponDENT, (PLAINTIFF,)
GOOROODAS RAEE AND MUSST. RAM RUNGONEE
DASSEE, RESPONDENTs, (DEFENDANTs.)
Wukeels of Appellants—Ameer Ali, Bungsee Buddun Mitr, and
Wuheel

of

Rampran Raee.

Respondent

Ranee Kuteeanee—Pursun
CASE No. 254 OF 1848.

Komar Tagore.

RANEE KUTEEANEE, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
??e?"Sals

RAM RUTTUN RAEE, HURNATH RAEE, RADHA CHURN
RAEE, GOOROODAS RAEE, AND MUSST. RAM RUN
GONEE DASSEE, RESPONDENTs, (DEFENDANTs.)
Wukeel

Wukeels

of Appellant—Pursun

Komar Tagore.

of Respondents—J. G. Waller, Ameer Ali, Gobind Chun

:

dur Mookerjee, Rampran Raee, and Bungsee Buddun Mitr.
THEse appeals were referred to a full bench by Sir Robert
Barlow with the following note

(534)

.

“

These are three appeals against the decision of the principal
sudder ameen of Jessore, dated the 3d September 1846, awarding
wasilat to the plaintiff from l23l to I242, at 826 rupees per annum,
or 9,912 rupees, I amza, with interest to date of realization, against
all the defendants; and from 1243 to I250, being 6,lOO rupees,
annas similarly calculated, against two of the defendants only,
Gooroo Das Raee and Musst. Ram Rungonee, on the lands herein
after mentioned.
“ Mr. A. Dick, one of the judges of this Court, awarded to the
plaintiff her right in 619 biggahs, I2 cottahs of land in the 4 kis
muts, (Gobra, &c.), referged to in the proceedings of the Court in
the cases,* Nos. I04 and 154, between the same parties. This order
was passed on the 2d April 1840, on rejection of a petition of
appeal against the decision of the principal sudder ameen, dated
the l8th May I839, presented by Gooroo Das Raee.
Another
petition, against the above last mentioned decision of the primipal
sudder ameen, was also preferred by Ram Ruttun and others, and was
similarly rejected by Mr. Dick on the 24th July I840,-—the prin
cipal sudder ameen’s judgment being upheld in its integrity. The
order is to the following effect, and is e.zpa-rte though the appel
lants’ wukeel was present :—
‘The plaintiff, now respondent,is to take possession of the disputed
lands as per the measurement chittahs of Reedhaee Kishen and
As however, up to the present date, they have
Suteedhur Das.
been in occupation of defendants, now appellants, if they are willing
to pay to the respondent the proper jumma, according to peryunnah
rates, the respondent is to enter into engagements with them ;
otherwise respondent may act as she pleases in this matter.’
“ Costs were awarded against certain defendants, and plaintiff
(re
spondent) was permitted to sue forwasilat of past years, separately.
“ On the 10th March 1846, plaintiff (repondent) accordingly
sued the defendants (appellants) Gooroo Das and others, and Ram
Ruttun Raee and others, in the zillah for the wasilat of the above
619 biggahs, at the rate of l rupee, l4 annas per palchee. The
defendants did not agree to pay the jumma as directed by the prin
cipal sudder ameen, in consequence of which plaintiff was about to
carry into execution the principal sudder ameen’s judgment giving
her right of possession to the lands, when Gooroo Das came for
ward on the 5th September I843, and offered to settle with plain
tiff at the rate of l rupee, 14 annas per pakhee. Plaintiff claims
wasilat from
Phagoon I209 to 20th Bhadoon I250, being
40 years and 6 months upon the above lands ; making a total of
Company’s rupees 33,499, 2 annas, at 826 rupees per annum,
with interest from plaint to date of realization, being at the rate of
l rupee, 14 annas per palzkee. The principal sudder ameen has de
creed at this rate against both the defendants (from l23l to I242)
the sum of 9,912 rupees, 1 anna, with interest from date to realiza
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tion; and from 1243 to the 19th Maugh 1250, against Gooroo Das
and Ram Rungonee, the sum of 6,100 rupees, l l annas, with
interest as above, and costs rateably. Three petitions - are now, as
shewn, before the Court against this order.
“No. 254 is the petition of the appellant—decreedar. She
urges that the receipt of the 29th April 1826, for wasilat up to
1230, does not cover the wasilat due on the land now decreed,
which land she states she has always asserted to be without the
decree for the 4 kismuts, (Gobra, &c.) She further states she has
already, on the 3d March 1846, obtained an order from the prin
cipal sudder ameen for wasilat, antecedent to 1230, on certain
dewuttur lands (1,200 biggahs), decreed against the appellants; and
pleads that she is also entitled to wasilat in this case also previous
to 1230; and closes with the plea, that if her wukeel in 1839, before
the principal sudder ameen, admitted the receipt of all the wasilat
up to 1230, due on the 4 kismuts, it can only be attributed to an
error on his part.
“Referring to the proceedings in the case for the 1,200 biggahs,
would dismiss this appeal. The 600 biggahs, the wasilat of
which is now before the Court, were decreed to respondent
by Mr. Dick in July 1840.
Both parcels of land have been, by
this Court’s decrees on the last mentioned date and in January
1844, declared to be within the four kismuts decreed by Messrs.
Harington and Fombelle in 1814 to respondent’s ancestor; and
the receipt of April 1826 clearly includes wasilat upon both
up to 1230.
Indeed, till the present
of appeal was filed,
it was never pretended that the lands, on which wasilat is now
claimed, are other than the lands forming part of the four kismuts
decreed in 1814.
therefore come to the decision that appellant
is entitled to recover wasilat from 1231 onwards, and would dis
miss her appeal.
“No. 248 is the petition of Gooroo Das Raee and Ram Run
gonee, widow of Doorga Das Raee.
It is pleaded that though
this suit was instituted before the issue of circular order 11th
January 1839, the case was pending in the courts after that period;
and a supplementary plaint, or paper of proper value, should
have been filed by the plaintiff in order to justify a decree for wa
silat. It must here be observed, that plaintiff did ask for wasilat
as well as possession in the plaint, though the former claim was
not covered by a preper stamp.
“The lands in dispute are said to be within the 4 kismuts de
creed as measured by the ameens; and it is urged that the decree
of this Court (1834), directed that the jumma to be collected upon
them should not be in excess of that collected in former years,
until process of law should be taken out for establishing a right to
increased assessment.
The petitioners conclude, claiming exemp
tion from the award of wasilat previous to 1244, from which
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reversing
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period, under the order of the foujdaree court, they have held
possession.
“No. 249 is the petition of Ram Ruttun Raee and others.
urged
It sets forth
that
their petition
the cases Nos.
parties,
154,
104 and
between the same
and assigns the same rea
sons for exemption from the award
wasilat passed against them
1242, conjointly with the other appellants.
from the years 1231
This order
the principal sudder ameen
variance with his
order
the case last adverted to, which awards wasilat
the de
cree holder, Ranee Kuteeanee, from the appellants, jointly, from
1209 to 1242.
“In deciding on the amount wasilat, the period for which
paid, and the party
parties responsible for the same
this case, the arguments
the parties
the appeals 104 and 154,
and the documents they produce, must
considered. The lands
thereabouts,
1,200 biggahs
one case amount
the other
about 600 biggahs.
Both parcels are
the four kismuts (Gobra,
&c.); and both cases are
every respect the same, and the deci
sion
the Court
one must guide its decision
the other.”
repeat the grounds
BY THE Cou RT.—It
needless
which
the Court dismiss these three appeals;
the reasons, fully record
ed
the Court’s decision of this date
the other cases between
these parties, are equally applicable
them. The Court, therefore,
confirm the decision
the principal sudder ameen. Costs
be
charged
the parties respectively.
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case was pending before the moonsiff, the plaintiffs’.
with one of the plaintiffs then present, proposed that if
certain of the defendants would swear on the potee hurbuns, that
they had not been in possession of the property sued for up to
1251 F., they would withdraw their claim.
The defendants agreed,
and did swear; and the moonsiff dismissed the claim. An appeal
was preferred by the plaintiffs, who were not personally in atten
dance before the moonsiff, on the grounds that they had not
authorized their wukeel to make such a proposition, and that the
act of their co-plaintiff did not bind them. The principal sudder
ameen reversed the decision of the moonsiff on those grounds;
and, further, because it was contrary to practice to take the oaths
of parties after evidence had been adduced; and, further, that to
swear the defendants on the potee hurbuns was illegal, and oppos
ed to the provisions of Act 5, 1840.
admit a special appeal to try whether, in reversing the deci
sion of the moonsiff, under the circumstances and for the reasons
stated, the principal sudder ameen has not acted illegally.”
Under the circumstances set forth in the certificate, which are
corroborated by reference to the record, we are clearly of opinion
that the decision of the principal sudder ameen must be reversed,
and that of the moonsiff affirmed, as the respondents cannot
be permitted to depart from the terms of the agreement to which
they gave their assent.
We accordingly decree for the appellants,
with costs, in
the courts, payable by the respondents.

“Whilst this

wukeel,
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THE 24TH JUNE

1848.

PRESENT:

TUCKER, Esq. and
SIR. R. BARLOW, BART.,

C.

JUDGES.

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No.

5 OF 1848.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Zillah Shahabad, March 27th, 1846; reversing a decree
passed by the Moonsiff of Garhunee, May 26th, 1845.
AND oth ERs, APPELLANTs,
(DEFENDANTs,)

ISHWUR THAKUR

SYUD OULAD HOSEIN,

RESPONDENT,

Wukeel of Appellants—Hamid
Wukeel of Respondent—J.

(PLAINTIFF.)

Russool.

G. Waller.

->

THIs

case was admitted to special appeal, on the 7th September
1847, under the following certificate recorded by Mr. C. Tucker:—
‘This case is connected with those already admitted under certi
ficates given in Nos. 4 and 6 this day.
Those cases were for the

by

proprietary right: this is for rent of the same land, and should con
sequently be admitted, as it must follow the fate of the other two.”
The cases referred to in the above certificate have this day been
disposed of, being Nos. 4 and 6 of 1848, and the appeals were
decreed.
Consequently we decree this appeal also; annulling the decision
of the principal sudder ameen, and affirming that of the moonsiff,
with
costs payable
the respondent.
all
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1844.

RAMDHUN NAG

AND

RAMTUNOO

NAG, APPELLANTs,

(DEFENDANTs,)
©e?"SuS

AND JOYKISHEN
RESPONDENTs, (PLAINTIFFs.)

SIKDAR,
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to
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Wukeel of Appellants—Shibnurain Chatterjee.
Wukeel of Respondents—Kishen Kishore Ghose.
THIs case was admitted to special appeal, on the 15th June
1847, under the following certificate recorded by Mr. C. Tucker:—
“The petitioners (appellants,) and Gour Mohun Chuckerbuttee,
&c., were sued by the plaintiffs for possession of two plots of
land,—one containing 2 pakhees, the other 2' pakhees.
“The petitioners pleaded that the plot containing 2 pakhees of
land appertained to their jote; and as for the other plot, they knew
nothing about
Gour Mohun Chuckerbuttee, &c., the other de
fendants, viz. the talookdars
both plaintiffs and defendants,
pleaded that the plot consisting
pakhees
land was their
own private khamar land.
plot containing
“The moonsiff decreed possession
the
pakhees
the plaintiffs.
“An appeal was preferred
both the plaintiffs and the peti
tioners. The principal sudder ameen reversed the decision
the
moonsiff, and decreed the other plot consisting
pakhees, with
wasilat, against the petitioners.
“Special appeal granted
account
the wasilat decreed against
the petitioners, for lands not
their possession; the talookdars,
possession
also defendants, acknowledging that they were
the
plot
pakhees.”
land consisting
After due consideration
the principal sudder ameen’s decision,
possession, and hence con
which declares the appellants

of
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RAMLOCHUN SIKDAR

(590)
ﬁnes the order for payment of wasilat to them to the exclusion of
to m
the other defendants in the original suit, we see no
reason
terfere with his order ; and therefore dismiss the appeal with costs.

._¢__

Tm-2 24111

JUNE I848.

PRESENT:
A. DICK, EsQ.,

Jonas.
CASE No. 27l or I844.
Regular

Appeal from a decision passed by Syud Ahmad Buksk,
Principal Sudder Ameen of Zillah Nuddea.

Ma. JAMES

HILL

AND

Ms. ALFRED ORME, APPELLANTS,

(DEFENDANTS,)
versus
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BAMUNDAS MOOKERJEE,

RESPONDENT,

(PLAINTIFF.)

Wukeel of Appellants—Pursun Konuzr Tagore.
Wukeel of Resp0ndent—Kishen Kishore Ghose.

Sun‘ laid at Company’s rupees 24,684-5-7, price of 40 maunds
of indigo due for the years I840-4l-42, severally, with interest

thereon.
Respondent instituted the suit to recover the sum claimed, on
the allegation that appellants were bound by a deed of engage
ment, entered into by their predecessors in the indigo concerns
now held by them, to deliver to him, annually, 40 maunds of indigo,
or value thereof at the average selling rate of best indigo of the
year, in consideration of his giving up to them a certain factory of
his with its cultivation, and paying to them the sum, yearly, of
2,500 Company’s rupees for expenses of carrying it on.
The appellants denied liability. The appellant, Mr. James Hill,
however admitted that the signature on the deed was like his

writing.

Respondent adduced proof that the signature was Mr. James
; and that appellant, Mr. Alfred Orme, had deducted from
rent he had to pay the respondent for an ijara, or farm, the sum
of 2,500 rupees payable by respondent on the above agreement. It
was in proof besides, that appellants had compromised two
appeals pending in the Sudder Court for similar demands of res
pondent, grounded on the very deed now in question, on account
The principal sudder ameen therefore decreed
of former years!
the full claim ; the average selling rate of best indigo of the several
seasons having been duly proved, on certiﬁcates and depositions of
indigo brokers.

Hill’s

_~

_

__\_.__._

(591)
The appeal rested on the same grounds as the defence.
The rukanameh, or compromise, submitted to by appellants in

the two appeals abovementioned, evinces beyond doubt that appel
lants paid to respondent, on account of the very deed on which the
present claim is founded, the sum of 17,000 rupees; consequently,
their present denial of the deed, and liability under it, is utterly
unaccountable 1 The value of the indigo due to respondent, as set
forth in the plaint, has been fully ascertained by the certiﬁcates and
Therefore appeal dismissed with full costs.
depositions of brokers.
Tun: 26'rn

Jone

1848.

PRESENT:
R. H. RATTRAY and
A. DICK, ESQRS.,
Junoss.
W. B. JACKSON, Eso.,
Tsmeonanv Jones.
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CASE No. l7 or

1848.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Shahabad, Munowur Ali Khan, August 13th, 1847.
PURSUN RAM AND ornsns, APPELLANTS, (P1.Am'rrrrs,)
versus

TUKEE KHAN

MOHUMMUD
NISSA, Rssroxnnurs,
Wukeels

of Appellants-—E.

Colebrooke,

AND

MUSST.

SYUD-O

(DEFENDANTS.)
Abbas

Ali

and Ameer

Ali.

Wukeel of Respondents—Hamid Russool.
THIS suit was instituted by appellants, on the 25th January 1847,
to cancel a hiba/mameh, or deed of gift, executed by Mohummud
Tukec Khan in favor of his wife, Musst. Syud-0-nissa, on the 24th
April 1844, corresponding with the 21st Bysakk 1251 Fuslee; the
said hibahnameh interfering with the just payment of certain
decrees of court held by appellants, for which the respondent,
Mohummud Tukec Khan, is liable. Estimate of claim Company’s
rupees 9,921, 6 annas, 7 pie.
The suit was dismissed by the principal sudder ameen, on the
grounds of the hibahnameh having been really executed, and pos
session of the lands given and received of a village called Kawath.
Regulation 2 of 1806, and the circular of the 10th June 1842, are
cited as authorising the transfer between the respondents.
The judge who brought the appeal before a full bench (Mr.
Rattray) recorded the following as his reasons for so doing :—

(592)
The decrees held by appellants were passed: one in l83l, one
in i837, and two in l840,—the latest above 3 years before the
lands were transferred.
‘On the 12th May 1843, orders were passed in the principal
sudder ameen’s court for an application to be made to the commis
sioner of revenue, for his sanction to the collector to sell these
lands, in satisfaction of a decree of appellants, amounting to rupees
l J64 : this, on a petition praying for the sale, presented by the
appellants.
‘ On the same date, three other orders were passed in the same
court, to the same purport, having reference to three other separate
These four decrees are
and distinct decrees held by appellants.
those upon which the present action is founded.
‘ On the Sth
January 1844, a decision of this Court cancelled a
sale, or pretended sale, by which creditors had been defrauded;
and this precedent, amongst others, is considered a good index to
the course which should be pursued in the present instance.
‘ The
possession of Musst. Syud-o-nissa, consequent upon the
execution of the hibalmameh, is denied by appellants, and disprog
ed by their witnesses ; and, altogether, there is no doubt that the
transaction between the husband and wife was a collusive fraud,
to cheat the appellants out of their legal dues under the decrees
held by them.’
We observe that the provisions of Regulation 2, 1806, cited by
respondents and alluded to in the principal sudder ameen’s deci
sion, as well as the circular order referred to, relate to alienations
of property pendente lite, and are to the effect, that such aliena
tions are valid unless process of attachment, under Regulation 2,
But, in this case, the aliena
1806, has issued in the usual form.
tion of the property took place after appellants had obtained
a money decree against the respondent, Mohummud Tukee, and
had actually applied for attachment and sale of the lands, and
Further, the
they had been lotted and proclaimed for public sale.
circumstances of the transaction clearly shew that the transfer was
not bond fide, but with a view to save the property from being
appropriated to the satisfaction of the decrees, and thus to defraud
VVe consider the transfer, therefore, to be
the decreeholders.
altogether illegal and void; and, reversing the decision of the
principal sudder ameen, declare the property available in satisfac
tion of the claims of appellants.
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THE 26TH JUNE
PRESENT:

1848.

A. DICK, Esq.,
JUDGE.

CASE NO. 333

OF

1845.

•

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Zillah Dinagepore, Mohummud Khoorshed Khan.

RADHA RUMUN SUNDEEAL, GUARDIAN OF KISHOON
BULUB RAEE, (MINoR,) ADoPTED soN of GOCOOL
CHUNDUR RAEE, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
terst/s

HURLAL THAKUR,

AFTER HIs DECEASE,

BHOOBUN

HUN THAKUR, FoR self AND As GUARDIAN
MOHUN THAKUR, MINoR, soN AND HEIR,

OF

MO

TYLOKE

RESPONDENT,

of Appellant—J. G. Waller.

Wukeel
Wukeels

of Respondent—Gholam Sufdur and Nilmoney

Banerjee.

SUIT and appeal laid at Company’s rupees 6,696-0-4, amount
of principal and interest, and law costs incurred on account of
defendant.

is,

The statement of plaintiff (appellant) in the zillah and in appeal

a
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that being agent for defendant (respondent),
borrowed and
paid into the collectorate, for revenue due
respondent’s estate,
the principal
the above sum (Company’s rupees 4,394),
desired
by respondent. That the lender
the money sued him and respon
appeal got
dent for the sum lent, with interest, and eventually
against him only, with costs: hence this suit.
decree for
The defendant (respondent) has throughout denied
ever autho
rised the loan; and,
bar
the present suit, cites the decision
the Sudder Court releasing him from liability, and rendering the
appellant alone answerable for payment
question.
the loan
proof
The appellant has filed
his claim, two letters written
pay
him by respondent, Hurlal, desiring him
the revenue;
petition filed
and
him
the collectorate,
the time
paying up the arrears
revenue,
which
intimated that
pay the arrears.
had borrowed the sum
suit
enable him
letters,
apparent
From the contents
the two
that appellant
had charge
the collection
rents from the estates for which the
pay up the
revenue was due, and that
was merely desired
respondent; not
1,000 rupees more
revenue and remit
sum
pay
word about incurring any debt
the arrears. The

a
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(DEFENDANT.)

(594)
There
petition is no proof of liability on the part of respondent.
is therefore no proof before the Court, that renders the respondent
If appellant truly paid the arrears out
responsible for the loan.
of the loan and in consequence of possessing no assets belonging
to respondent from collections from the etates, or otherwise, he
may recover it on a suit for settlement of accounts between him
His present claim has, however, been very pro
gnd his principal.
perly dismissed. Decision of the lower court aﬂirmed, and appeal
rejected with full costs against appellant.

iti

THE 27TH JUNE I848.

J. A.

PRESENT:

F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.
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PETITION No. 779 or I847.
IN the matter of the petition of Gholam Nubbee, ﬁled in this
Court on the 27th December I847, praying for the admission of
a special appeal from the decision of Syud Ushruf Hosseiii, princi
pal sudder ameen of Tirhoot, under date the 16th September
1847; aﬂirming that of the moousiff of Mohoa, under date the
16th December I846, in the case of the petitioner, plaintiff,
versus Goondur Koonwur and others, defendants.

It

is hereby certiﬁed that the said application' is granted on the
following grounds.
The plaintiff sued to establish his right and possession to a
moiety of mouzah Tyabpore, purchased by him on 12th Decem
ber I842, at a sale made in execution of a decree obtained by one
Jea Khanum, against Ishore Dutt, on the 23d November I840,—
the rights and interests of the defendants in the above village
forming the subject of sale.
The defendants pleaded a purchase from Ishore Dutt of 7%
annas’ share of the village, made before the auction sale.
The moonsiff and principal sudder ameen dismissed the plaint ;
and the plaintiff now applies for permission to ﬁle a special appeal
in this Court.
The moonsiff in his decree, conﬁrmed by the principal sudder
ameen, has used a multitude of strong expressions to shew that
the plaiutifi"s claim is groundless; but neither of those oﬂicers has
touched the real merits of the case.
The plaiiitiff purchased at a public sale: the defendants plead
The question at
a private sale of prior date made by the debtor.
issue clearly was, whether the purchase pleaded by the defendants
was bond ﬁde, or fraudulent for the purpose of defeating the rights
of the public purchaser.
This point the moonsiff and principal
sudder ameen Iiave not touched.
They have decided the case

(

)
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without calling for the original deed of sale given by the debtor to
the defendants,—they have not examined the subscribing witnesses
any witnesses
to
the fact
defendants’ possession; and,
fact, have not taken the slightest pains
get
the real merits
private sale, under the circumstances,
it: whereas the very fact
itself, enough
annas out
annas was,
call for the
They have proceeded for the most part upon
strictest enquiry.
copies
certain summary and miscellaneous proceedings; and,
doing, have exhibited not little ignorance
their duties.
addition
this the plaintiff sued for
annas' share
the
village; the defendants claimed
annas' share; and yet the entire
claim
the plaintiff has been dismissed.
consider, for the foregoing
The decision
the lower courts
reasons,
altogether imperfect and incomplete; and, admitting
the appeal, remand the case
the moonsiff for further and full
enquiry.
1848.

PREsent:
A. DICK, Esq.,
JUDGE.

JACKSON and
HAWKINS, Esa Rs.,

A.
F.

J.

W. B.

TEMPORARY JUDGEs.
1847.

Khan,

a

from
decision passed
Principal Sudder Ameen of

27th, 1847.

by

CASE No. 264 of
Regular Appeal

Syud Abdool Wahid
Moorshedabad, March

NUWAB SYUD ASADOOLLA KHAN, APPELLANT,
(DEFENDANT,)
te?"sus

absent

Appeal.
for

Respondent

(PLAINTIFF.)
Appellant-Gholam Sufdur.
in

Wukeel

of

SUMERCHUND DUKA MUHAJUN, REs Pon DENT,

a

in

to

to

of

a

at

to

of

of

a

is

on

on

CLAIM rupees 10,491,
bond dated 14th Jeyt 1240
rupees 30,000.
simple bond for 30,000 rupees, executed
This
claim
plaintiff,
favor
the
and bearing the seal
the defendant, and
signature
agent
also the
the
the Governor General, which
appears
have been attached
the bond because the defendant
was
minor
the time the money was borrowed.
a
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THE 28TH JUNE

(596)
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The defendant pleaded the invalidity of the bond, in consequence
of his minority at the time it was executed.
()n the 27th March 1847, the principal sudder ameen gave an
award in favor of plaintiff, considering that as money had been
paid, in liquidation of the claim, from the funds of the defendant
after he attained majority, he must be considered to have admitted
the claim to be good ; and, further, that the agent having borrow
ed the money bond ﬁde for the use of the defendant, during his
minority, the claim was good of itself.
From this decision the defendant appeals. The respondent has
not appeared.
The agent must be looked on as the guardian of the defendant
at the time the money was borrowed.
There is no doubt that the
defendant absolutely received the money, and applied it to his use;
that he allowed his salary to be applied to liquidation of the
debt after attaining majority, without making any objections.
We therefore consider the bond binding on the defendant,
and the award against him is correct.
The defendant, however,
the
manner
in
which
the
to
account is drawn out.
objects
He desires that the total sum lent, with interest up to the close of
account, be allowed on one side; and, on the other, the sums paid
in liquidation, and interest on each from the date of payment to the
same date.
As the bond contains no stipulation of periods for the
payment of interest, we consider that the principle on which the
appellant desires to have the calculation made is correct, and
direct that the decision of the lower court be so far modiﬁed. Costs
of appeal, on the portion of the award upheld, to be paid by the
appellant, and the rest by the respondent.

._'¢_.

THE

28111

Jum-2 I848.

Passswrz
C.

TUCKER, ESQ.,

J unos.

PETITION No. 790 or 1846.

In

the matter of the petition of Bydenath Opadeeah, ﬁled in this
on the 23d April I846, praying for the admission of a spe
cial appeal from the decision of Mynooddeen Sufdur, additional
principal sudder ameen of the 24-Pergunnahs, under date the l8th
July I846; aﬁirming that of Mr. John Weston, sudder moonsiff
of the said zillah, under date 28th February 1846, in the case of
Neelkumul Bose, plaintiff, versus petitioner and Neelmonee
Mistree, defendants.
The plaintiff’s house had on the north side a wall I2 feet high,
with a set off at the foundation of 2 inches. The petitioner’s house
is situated directly north of this wall, and he erected a wall l3§

Court

(

597

)

feet high, commencing on his own land; but, after passing the set
off in the plaintiff’s wall, gradually lessening the vacuum between
the two walls, which he filled up with rubbish till it reached
the cornice of the plaintiff’s wall, which the defendant partly
removed to enable him to carry on his own wall, which he united
with that of the plaintiff’s, at the summit, to prevent the rain des
cending between the two, and injuring both. Inasmuch as the
defendant’s wall impends over the set off of the plaintiff’s wall, the
part which so impends may be said to encroach on the plaintiff’s

ground; and, in this view, the latter instituted this suit to compel
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the defendant to remove his wall.

The lower courts took evidence merely as to the facts, which
being, as above stated, the plaintiff got decrees in both.
The petitioner founds his application for a special appeal on the
custom in this country of erecting houses, and pleads that the
trespass, if any, is justifiable, and warranted by custom and com
mon sense; inasmuch as had he not united the walls at the top,
and left a vacuum, the rain would assuredly have destroyed both
walls, and then the plaintiff would have his action against him for
not closing up the vacuum when he built the wall.
Before an equitable decision can be come to, more is required
than evidence to the facts, which, indeed, are not disputed by the
defendant. I therefore admit the special appeal; and remand the
proceedings to the moonsiff’s court, who will afford the defendant
an opportunity to put in evidence as to the custom which prevails
in erecting walls under the circumstances set forth.

-

THE 28TH JUNE 1848.
PRESENT:
DICK,
Esq.,
A.
JUDGE.
W. B. JACKSON and
J. A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.Rs.,
TEMPORARY JUDGEs.

CASE NO. 294 OF 1844.
Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Additional Principal
Sudder Ameen of Hooghly, April 24th, 1843.
TIRPOORA SOONDREE, KISHENPURSHAD SEIN AND
oTHERs, APPELLANTs, (DEFENDANTS,)
tersus
JYECHUNDUR PAL CHOWDHREE, RESPONDENT,
Wukeels

(PLAINTIFF.)
of Appellants—Gholam Sufdur and

Neelmoney

Banerjee.
Wukeel of Respondent—J. G. Waller.
SUIT laid at Company’s rupees 9,972. Appeal laid at 4,956-8.

(598)
This suit was instituted by the zemindar of mouzalur Baldebpore,
Bazeedpore, Buhadurpore and others, with a view to obtain a
judgment of court, declaring that certain lands in the above three
villages in the possession of the defendants, and held by them as
lakhiraj, are mdl lands,—-that is included in the assets of his decen
nially assessed estate.
The petition of plaint set forth that the estate was purchased at
a revenue public sale, in the year 1206
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Holdar; and that, after various sales

B. S., by one Neelmunee

it came into
That Neelmunee Holdar having
the possession of the plaintiff.
ascertained that Anundeeram Sein, the grand-father, and Ram
Soonder Sein, the father of the defendants, had fraudulently appro
priated to themselves, as lakhiraj, a quantity of lands in the above
three villages, sued them in the zillah court of Hooghly to recover
the same, amounting to 125 biggahs, and ﬁve tanks.
That he
obtained a decree in the zillah court on llth August 1800; but
that, on appeal to the provincial court, the matter was compro
mised,—the zemindar relinquishing to the lakkirajdars 81 biggahs,
9 cottahs, and a tank, named Clmmpapokur, and the lakhirajdars
giving up the rest of the lands sued for to the zemindar.
That,
notwithstanding this, Ram Soonder Sein, in the year I209, fraudu
lently ﬁled in the collector’s oiﬁce a taeedad for 150 biggaks, 17
That a resumption suit was subsequently com
cottahs of land.
menced by the revenue authorities, with a. view to declare these
lands liable to the payment of revenue, which was decided by the
deputy collector in favor of Government on the 21st August i837.
That the la/rhirajdars appealed to the special commissioner; that
the case is still pending ; that the plaintiff had appeared and ob
jected to the assessment, the lands being included in his zemin
That the defendants have possession of 351 biggahs
daree assets.
18 coltalw, from which deducting 81 big;/alts, 9 cottahs (the quantity
forming the subject compromise between the former zemindar and
the lakirqjdars), he sues to declare the remaining 270 biggahs, 9
coltahs as assets of his zemindaree.
The defendants answered, that, out of the lands included within
the boundaries speciﬁed in the petition of plaint, there were not
more than I62 big;/aha, 4} cottahs in their possession as follows :—
and transfers,

_

Lands resumed by Government,
A laklziraj tank in one village,

. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Lakkiraj lands and tank in another village,.

. . .

in mouzak Aligurhee, without the plain
Land
. ,
tiff s estate, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Istemraree lands, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . .

Bigga/as.
66
3
38

Total,

IO

-~
6

. .

Calla/as.
6

47

162

13}

O

15

4;} ;

(599)

83 19 2% O
1. Resumed lands, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2. Istemrm-ee,. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
64
7 13 3
3. Mal kkamar, or zemindaree
3,
1
10
0
. . .
lands, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .private}
4. Tlzalroor and tola tanks, . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
34
O O
l7
I6
O O
5. Purchased lakhiraj land, . . . . . . . . . . . .
9
4
0 3
6. Peer tank, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . .
7
36
16
3 IO
7. Dewutter and birmutter lands, . . . . . . . .
5
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
l
10
O
8. Chumpa tank,
..
I
10
0 O
9. Waste land,
l
3
5
O
10. Dewutter land (2d portion,)....... ....
2
O O
C/zakeran land (or called,)...............
7
12. Lands exclusive of the above, said to be
9 16 2
]0_’
in the possession of others, .......... .. }
and then proceeds to determine upon each portion separately, as
below.
No. l. Resumed lands, ........ ....
.... ..... 83 19 2%

ll.

;

a

is

;

it

3

7

it,

The lands under this head having been resumed by Govern
ment, must be struck out of the plaintiﬁ"s claim, which, in regard
to this portion of
must be dismissed.
No. 2. Istemraree lands, ......
64
13
The principal sudder ameen observes that istemraree lands are
mail lands, as rent
paid upon them and as the plaintiff sues to
have this fact declared, he must have
decree upon this portion
of the claim. At the same time he remarks, that as on one
occasion
notice was served upon the plaintiff to receive the rents
of these lands, the suit, as far as
refers to them, was wholly
He
unnecessary, and only calculated to harass the defendants.
but, hold
pronounces no opinion upon the validity of the tenure
a
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and that the rest of the lands were in the possession of other par
ties, unconnected with the defendants.
Their right to the lands
they declared themselves ready to prove, by documentary and other
evidence.
The principal sudder ameen took evidence from both parties,
and then deputed an ameen to measure the lands, and to make local
The measurement shewed the quantity, contained in
enquiries.
most of the parcels, to be somewhat in excess of that mentioned
The extent of the lands measured, as far as
by the defendants.
they are connected with the present case, appeared to be 281
biggalur, 15 cottalw, l0§ chittacks; some of which the ameen reported
to be in the possession of the defendants, and some in the posses
sion of other parties.
The particulars of these 28] biggalzs, l5
cottahs, 10% chittaclrs are given below in the detail of the principal
sudder ameen’s decree.
The principal sudder ameen gave judgment on the 24th April
1843. He divides the lands into 12 portions, as follows :—

(609)
ing it to be shewn as a fact that the lauds are mdl, he decrees
for the plaintiff, but charges the costs on this part of the claim
to him.
Mcil lrhamar lands, .......... .............. 3| l 10
. N0. 3.
The defendants admit these lands to be mdl, but say they are
The principal sudder ameen is of opinion
not in their possession.
that the claims advanced by certain other parties, ﬁve years after
the commencement of this litigation, have been brought forward
in collusion with the defendants, who are shewn to be themselves
in possession of them.
No. 4. Thalcoor and Tola tanks.
Cottalw.
Biggahs.
.....
5
Thakoor tank,
0
....
.....
Tolatank,
29
I7
34
17
enters into a full examination of
the evidence adduced in support of the lakhiraj tenure of this
property: for reasons stated, he rejects the evidence, and de
clares the tanks to be the property of the zemindar.
No. 5. Purchased lakhiraj lands 9 biggahs, 16 cottahs.
The 6 biggalw alleged to be in the village of Aligurhee are in
A number of deeds of sale, and other
cluded in this portion.
documents, were ﬁled in proof of the defendants’ right to these
The principal sudder ameen, for reasons stated by him,
lands.
rejects them all ; and considering it proved that these lands
and wrongfully
are mdl, within the zemindaree of the plaintiff,
held as lakhiraj by the defendants, decrees in favor of the plaintiﬂl
No. 6. Peer tank 4 biggahs, 7 cottahs, 3 chittaclrs.
The principal sudder ameen rejects the evidence in proof of the
lakhiraj tenure of this tank, and considers it to be a part of the
’
assets of the plaintiﬁ"s estate.
No. 7. Dewutter and Birmutter lands, . . . . . . 36 l6 3 l0
Claims to some portions of these lands have been set up by
The principal sudder ameen declares them to be
other parties.
all collusive; and pronounces the lands to be mdl, and in possesion
of the defendants.
l 5 10
No. 8. Chumpa tank, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
This tank forms the subject of another suit between the parties,
and has consequently been struck out of this case.
l l0 O O
No. 9. Waste land, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
l 3 5 O
No. 10. Dewutter land, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
2 7 0 0
Chakeran land, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
No.
9 16- 2 10
No. l2. Lands in possession of others, . . . . . .
The principal sudder ameen holds that the lands under the
above four heads are in the possession of the defendants; but that
they form a portion of the assets of the plaintill"s estate.
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The principal sudder

ll.

ameen

(691)
The result of the principal sudder ameen’s decision is, that
ducting the lands under heads l and 8 (amounting in all to
biggalzs, 2 clzittacks, 5 gundalw) a decree is passed declaring the
maining I96 biggahs, 9 cottahs, 2 paws to be mdl assets of

de

85
re
the
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plaintifi"s estate.
The defendants appeal from this decision in regard to Nos.
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, ll, and I2. They of course do not object to
the decree as it affects No. 2. The case was ﬁrst argued with
reference to the question of a nonsuit, on the ground of incorrect
ness in the plaint : ﬁrst, because the plaintiff had sued for lands
resumed by Government ; secondly,
because
he had sued for
istemraree lands, calling them and valuing them as lakhiraj lands ;
and, thirdly, because he had sued for lands, some of which were
not within the plaintiff’s estate, and some were not in the posses

sion of the defendants.
In regard to the ﬁrst point, the plaintiff has excepted from this
suit the 81 biggahs, 9 cottalur forming the subject of compromise,
in the suit decided by the judge of zillah Hooghly on the llth
August 1800; and sues for the rest of the land in the possession
The deputy collector and special commissioner
of'the defendants.
decreed for the resumption of I49 biggahs, 5 cottahs, including the
81 biggahs, 9 cottahs abovementioned.
The defendants say, that
out of the lands now sued for, 66 bigguhs, 6 cottahs have been
This quantity, added to the 8I biggahs, 9 cottahs ex
resumed.
cepted, will give I47 biggahs, I5 cottalw, being a very near ap
At the time this suit was
proach to the quantity resumed.
instituted, the deputy collector had decreed for the resumption ;
but the case was yet pending in appeal before the special com
missioner, and was decided two months after the institution of
this action. The plaintiff had appeared in the court of the special
commissioner, and had there claimed the lands as his property;
Vile are therefore of opinion,
that
but was ﬁnally unsuccessful.
The
there is nothing in this part of the case to call for a nonsuit.
ordinary courts of justice cannot call in question the judgments
and, consequently, the plaintiff’s
of the special commissioner;
claim, for land resumed by a decree of that functionary, would be
In such case dismissal, and not nonsuit,
altogether inadmissible.
would be the proper order.
In regard to the istemraree lands, there is nothing on the record
to shew that the plaintiff ever acknowledged them to be such, or
ever received rent for them. All that he could be called upon to
acknowledge, were the facts that the defendants held possession
of them, that he had received no rents for them, and that they were
his (the plaintiff’s) property; and he framed his plaint accord
ingly. It was, moreover, impossible for him to foresee the line of
defence that would be taken by the defendants.

(602)
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As to the valuation, there has been no under-valuation of the pro
perty: if there has been excess in this respect, the penalty will
fall on the plaintiff.
Looking at the terms of the plaint, however,
and the circumstances of the case, we can see no ground for a
nonsuit upon this point.
The third point involves only questions of fact and evidence.
If the defendants can prove their allegations that the lands are in
the possession of others, or are situated beyond the boundaries of
the plaintiff’s estate, this part of the claim will be dismissed, quoad
the present defendants.
lt is, moreover, decisive against an order of nonsuit in this case,
that the defendants have themselves abandoned it. The petition
of appeal says nothing upon the subject : it has been urged orally
The original suit was valued
by the pleaders of the appellants.
at 9,972 rupees, the appeal at 4,956.
Had the appellants intend
ed to apply for a nonsuit, they must have appealed upon the full
valuation speciﬁed in the plaint; their not having done so, shews
that they seek only a decision upon the merits in regard to such
parts of the property in dispute as have been awarded to the
.
plaintiff.
It is urged, however, that the Court can of itself take up such
a question, though it has not been pleaded by the appellant.
This
may be true in regard to a plaint, on which, from its incorrectness,
no decree can possibly be given : but such is not the case here ; and
the Court are not required to do for the appellant what he has
There has been no appeal on the
omitted to do for himself.
of
and
valuation;
with reference to the rule of
therefore,
question
of
the
No.
Circular
Order
3,
161, volume 111., dated
paragraph
2d August 1841, there can be no trial of that point by this Court.
Some stress has been laid by the appellant’s pleaders upon
Construction No. 997, which, we are of opinion, has nothing what
ever to do with the case.
The Construction cited refers to parties
not before the Court, and bears no reference whatever to the com
petency or otherwise of the Court to take notice, in favor of the
appellant, of a question like that under consideration, which has
evidently been abandoned by himself.
We are therefore of opinion, that there are no grounds fora
nonsuit.
In regard to the merits of the case, we concur with the principal
sudder ameen in the decision he has passed in regard to the portion
Nos. l and
With reference to No. 2, or the istemraree lands, we do not see
any reason for concluding that this part of the claim was brought
forward by the plaintiff with a view to harass the defendants.
The plaintiff, however, has not appealed against this part of the
principal sudder ameen’s decree, nor has he ﬁled any reply to the

_

_

_

_

<

<4-<

(603)
petition of appeal, so as to enable the court to adjudicate under
Construction No. 868 upon the case, in any other form than as it
is set forth in the petition of appeal. The principal sudder ameen
has found as a fact, that these lands are held by the defendants
under an alleged islemraree tenure; and there this part of the case
must be left. This, however, still leaves open the question of the
zemiudar’s right to resume and re-assess these lands.
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Before disposing of the rest of the case, it is necessary again to
advert to the suit between the former zemindar and the lakhirujclars.
That suit was for 125 bigyahs and 5 tanks; and it is asserted, that
the present action is for lands altogether distinct from those which
formed the subject of litigation in 1800.
From a perusal, however,
of the petition of plaint and answer in that case, as well as of the
deeds of compromise executed by both parties, we can come
to no other conclusion than that that suit comprised - all the
lands held, or claimed, by the lakhirqjdars in the villages of
Basdebpore, Bazeedpore, and Buhadurpore; and the assertion that
the lands now sued for are distinct from those, we consider to be
without foundation.

The zillah judge gave a decree in full for the zemindar, record
ing it as his opinion that the whole of the documents produced by
the defendants, in proof of the lakhiraj tenure, had been fraudu
lently obtained by the lakhirajdars during the period (a lengthened
one about 25 or 30 years), in which they had held a farm of the
estate. The decree of the zillah court was modiﬁed by the provincial
court upon the terms of the compromise between the parties.

We concur with the principal sudder ameen in considering it
established, that the lauds comprised in portions 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9,
and l2 are in the possession of the defendants; that they
10,
are all situated within the plaintiﬁ"s estate, and that they form
As to the claim of possession by other parties,
part of its assets.
we observe that the same plea in regard to some portions of the
lands sued for was set up in the former suit, notwithstanding
which the defendants subsequently entered into an adjustment for
With reference to the documentary evidence now
the whole.
brought forward in support of the lakhiraj grants, Mr. Jackson
considers them to be insuﬂicient to establish the claim set up by
the defendants ; while Mr. Hawkins would reject them altogether,
as documents which are not genuine. As for the deeds of sale, and
such like documents, they are quite insuﬂieient to rebut the
plaintiﬂ"s claim.
We therefore see no reason for disturbing the judgment of the
principal sudder ameen, which is accordingly aﬁirmed. The costs
of the appeal will be charged to the appellant.

ll,

(604)
Mn. DIcx.—Appeal laid at Company’s rupees 4,955, 8 annas
on account of -I96 big;/airs, 9% cottahs of land, decreed to respon
dent as part of his revenue estate, or mdl land, out of a claim for
270 biggahs, 9 cottahs.
The appeal was preferred and argued :-—ﬁrst, on the ground that
the suit should have been nonsuited, because respondent had wil
fully claimed lands resumed by Government, and lands not
in their (appellants’) possession, and claimed as rent-free lands
Second, that
which appellants held under an istemraree tenure.
the principal sudder ameen had decreed lands in the possession
of others, ina suit against appellants only, disclaimed by them,
and without any proof as to the falsity of their disclaimer, and not
withstanding objections of the owners with proofs, and saddled
Third, that the principal sudder ameen
appellants with costs.
has rejected, on insuﬁicient and erroneous reasoning, the documen
tary evidence adduced by them appellants for the lands in their
possession.
ﬁnd they
On referring to the answer of defendants, appellants,
therein duly claimed a nonsuit on the grounds above stated ; and
am clearly of opinion, that the grounds are valid for a nonsuit,
and fully recognized in our Regulations, as tending to alter the legal
The Clauses of
cognizance of the case, and to induce oppression.
Section 7, Regulation XXVI., ISM, make express allusion to a
fraudulent motive, and a design to evade the provisions of the Regu
lations, which such wilful conduct in the plaintiff, in this case,
The allegation of the defendants should
doubtlessly involves.
therefore have been ﬁrst investigated; and, being proved true, a
nonsuit should have been adjudged.
In my opinion, the respon
dent should now be nonsuited, with full costs of both courts.
As, however, my colleagues have dissented from my reference
for nonsuit,
have examined fully the evidence adduced by appel
lants for the lands they admit to be in their possession ; and I can
discover no sound reason for rejecting them. Most of the documents
bear date long antecedent to the decennial settlement: and conti
nued possession under them, and in some instances repeated trans
fers and alicnations of the lands, are undisputed. On the contrary,
the objections to them are apparently conjectural, or clearly invalid.
would, therefore, reverse the judgment of the lower court, with
full costs against respondent.
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THE 28TH JUNE
PRESENT:

1848.

A. DICK, Esq.,
JUDGE.

W. B. JACKSON and

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, Esqs.,
TEMPORARY JUDGEs.

CASE No. 62 OF

1843.

Special Appeal from a decree passed by G. C. Cheap, Esquire,
Acting Judge of Zillah Hooghly.

CHYTUN CHURN SEIN

AND

KISHOON PURSHAD SEIN,

APPELLANTs, (DEFENDANTs,)
versus
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GOVIND CHUNDUR BANERJEE, JYCHUNDUR PAUL
CHOWDHREE, AND RAM KISHOON RAEE, RESPON
DENTs, (PLAINTIFFs.)

Wukeel of Appellants—Gholam

Sufdur.

Wukeel of Respondents—Gour Huree Banerjee.
APPEAL laid at 298 Company’s rupees, 2 annas for possession
of a tank called Chumpa, held illegally rent-free.
The plaint in this case rested on the right of a malgoozar-pro
prietor to resume the tank in question, held as rent-free by appel
lants under an invalid tenure.
The defence rested on a decree of court, by which the right of
the appellants to rent-free possession of the tank was secured.
The decree was set aside, because founded on a compromise be
lieved to have been collusive; and the claim was decreed.
The special appeal was admitted by Messrs. Tucker and Reid
in 1843, on the following grounds:—
First, that apparently the sunnud was obtained for the 7 biggahs
in 1193 B. AE.
Second, petitioners’ (appellants') ancestor obtained a decree by
compromise, by which the zemindar gave up his claim.
Third, they and their ancestors have had alleged possession for
lengthened
period, and the suit is for a small portion of rent-free
a
land; therefore the fact of possession should be investigated; and if
the existence of the tenure before the decennial settlement, and
possession as rent-free beyond 12 years be established, the rent
free tenure and possession are both to be upheld.
The tank in question is expressly mentioned in the compromise,
(on which the decision of the court was founded) above alluded to ;
and the tank was given up by the former Zemindar as rent-free.

(605)
can be admissible, so long as that
The
decision is in force.
decision of the lower court appealed from
of
reversed;
and full costs
all courts awarded against respondents.
is

No suit therefore to resume it

._.>..

Tar: 29'rn JUNE 1848.
PRESENT2

W. B. JACKSON, ESQ.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE N0. 265 or

1846.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by Captain H. III. Durand,
Commissioner of the Tenasserim Provinces, August 3d, I846.

J. BONDVILLE,

APPELLANT,

versus

CAMILLO DIAS,

THIS is a suit originally made on a bond executed by C. Dias
in favor of . Bondville, for the supply of certain timber.
The
The ﬁrst decision is by
proceedings have been very irregular.
of
Major McLeod, principal assistant to the commissioner
Tenasserim. There is no plaint or answer; but a proceeding in
English signed by Major McLeod, in which he records that the
parties abovementioned appeared before him in court, and asked
him to decide a dispute between them regarding a contract for
There is no arbitration bond, nor is the
supply of timber.
of
the
signature
parties attached to the proceeding : it is simply
a paper under Major McLeod’s signature, to the effect that both
parties agreed that his decision should be binding on them as in
civil cases. This record goes on to award apenalty of 9,000 rupees
against C. Dias, for breach of contract.
This order was reversed by the commissioner on appeal.
‘ The court has
gone at great length into this case, in conse
of
the
peculiar character of the grounds of appeal, the ex
quence
and the nature of the appellant’s acquaintance
statement,
planatory
with the English language.
‘The ﬁrst ground of appeal contains in fact two objections to
the decision of the lower court: one based on the irregularity of
the proceedings 5 and the other that the decision given was obtained
in consequence of a fraudulent representation by Mr. Lenaine.
‘ The second and t/rird grounds of appeal are in fact comprised,
severally, by the two foregoing objections.
‘The parties appear, at the suggestion of Mr. Lenaine, to have
selected Major McLeod to arbitrate as to the meaning of the bond;
and were proceeding to that oﬁicer’s house, when they met his
carriage, and he directed them, if they sought his opinion, to come
to him when on the bench.

J
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RESPONDENT.

(607)
then occurred to Mr. Lenaine to apply to Mr. Bondville
for a power of attorney; and the parties went to the lower court
when Mr. Lenaine had thus provided himself.
‘
By the record of the proceedings of the lower court, it appears
that both parties agreed to submit the dispute as to the terms of
the bond for the opinion of the court, praying the court to pass its
decision summarily on it ; and that both parties agreed that the
decision so given should be considered binding on them as in all
Upon this, the bond was presented, the decision of
civil cases.
the court passed.
‘ In a case involving so large an amount, the lower court should
either have entered the case as a regular suit ; ox", if it allowed
itself to be chosen to arbitrate as umpire by the parties, the lower
court should have caused an arbitration bond to be drawn out,
explained to both parties, and signed by them, before it gave its
As it is the lower court has given a decision, and acted
decision.
judicially upon such, in a. case where no plaint was made, and
where, according to the lower court’s own record, its opinion
alone was sought.
‘ The court views the proceedings of the lower court as wholly
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‘

It

irregular.
‘ VVith

_

reference to the conduct of Mr. Lenaine, and the im
pression on Mr. Dias’ mind that he was proceeding to ask Major
McLeod’s opinion, and not a judicial decree, the following cir.
cumstances must be noted.
‘ lt is clear to the court from the manner of the appellant before
this court, his very imperfect replies to its questions, and their
inapplicability, that Mr. Dias does not understand English well.
It is also clear from the evidence before the court, from the
notes and writings _ﬁled on the proceedings, that, though Mr.
C. Dias can write English, he does so most imperfectly; and has,
according to Mr. Phillips’ evidence, frequent recourse to the
assistance of other people to write for him, attaching his signature
Amongst the notes put before the court by
to what they write.
Mr. Phillips was one wholly written, and signed C. Dias, by the
respondent, Mr. Bondville, in Mr. Dias’ name.
From Mr. Phillips’ and Mr. Agar’s evidence, it is also clear
that in matters of importance, such as a bond, Mr. Dias had such
read out to him by Mr. Phillips and Mr. Agar; evincing thereby
an undoubtable mistrust in his own knowledge of written English.
Mr. Theodore stated that he and Mr. C. Dias read a note together,
but it was not clear that Mr. C. Dias read it alone; and respon
dent failed to prove that the appellant had ever been heard, or
He also failed,
seen to read out English, written or printed.
at
the
lecum
was,
respondent’s request,
although a subpoena duces
served on the appellant, and the respondent sent Mr. Lenaine to
shew where such were to be found, and to see that nothing was

(603)
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kept back, to prove that the appellant kept English account books.
The court, after examining all the papers brought, found a very ill
written short memorandum of accounts, and a still worse written
memorandum of an agreement entered into with Captain Guthrie,
both acknowledged by the appellant as his own writing, and both
most imperfect, and satisfactory proof to the court of the appel
lant’s very imperfect knowledge of writing English.
The conclu
sion which the court draws is, that Mr. Dias is but very par
tially conversant with the reading and writing of English, though
not quite so incompetent as the appellant would have led the court
to suppose.
‘ The
pleader for the respondent was at ﬁrst Mr. Lenaine ; and,
in replying to the appellant’s statement, he clearly stated that
upon Mr. C. Dias’ refusing to proceed to some merchants, in
order that the dispute as to the terms of the agreement might
be settled, he proposed going to Major McLeod and asking him
to decide. From the manner the parties at ﬁrst went, it is clear
that the ﬁrst intention was only to obtain his opinion, and not a
judicial decree; and when provided with a power of attorney by
Mr. Bondville, Mr. Lenaine addressed the lower court: he asked,
according to Mr. Broadhead’s testimony, and that of the record
The whole
of the lower court, for Major McLe0d’s opinion.
tenor of Mr. Lenaine’s proceedings was calculated to have led
Mr. Dias to regard Major McLeod’s opinion, as such, and not as
a decree, and therefore to mislead a person very partially conver
sant with English as to the consequences of the line adopted.

‘The record of the lower court states, that both parties agreed
that the decision given should be considered binding on them
as in all civil cases.
It depends, therefore, upon the care taken
by the lower court to ascertain if Mr. Dias really understood
what he was doing, whether the record should entirely over
throw the evident tendency of Mr. Leuaine’s preliminary measures
Mr. Broad
to leave an erroneous impression on Mr. Dias’ mind.
some
one
head testiﬁes to having heard
question asked Mr. Dias;
but the witness neither heard the question, nor did he hear a reply
from Mr. Dias, so that it is not clear how far the appellant may
have had matters explained to him.
‘

The presumption to be drawn from the instrument in Mr. Gor
don’s hand-writing, signed hy Mr. Dias, and dated the 14th May
I846, militates against appellant’s having understood the proceed
ings carried on by Mr. Lenaine; for the instrument in question
appoints and authorizes Mr. Gordon to settle all Mr. Dias’ out
Bondville (particularly his agree
standing accounts with Mr.
ment with him for timber) and conﬁrms and agrees to any settle
ment come to on behalf of Mr. Dias by Mr. Gordon, and that his
receipt was to be considered a discharge in full.

J.

(

“After so well

considered

609

)

and explicit an instrument

shewn to

acted upon by him, it is highly impro
bable that Mr. Dias should have regarded that the opinion asked
for was to be a decree; and, unless such instrument as that ad

Mr. Bondville, and partly

in favor of Mr. Gordon were specifically abrogated by a
subsequent agreement in favor of any other person, it must be
considered as a clear exposition of the appellant’s purpose.
“A subsequent agreement was made between Mr. Lenaine and
Mr. Dias, empowering the latter to sell to the commissariat depart
ment 300 logs of timber, and quoting the agreement of the 31st July
1846, and the penalty to be paid on that agreement, which the sub
sequent agreement states may be deducted and given; but it conveys
no powers to settle accounts, -in no way abrogates the authority
ven to Mr. Gordon, with reference to Mr. Dias’ affairs with Mr.
Bondville, -and is of such character as might by Mr. Dias have
been granted to Mr. Lenaine: the question of the penalty of 9,000
rupees, being no further settled than on the opinion asked for and
received. Moreover, this subsequent agreement is not written by
the appellant, but by Moung Gway, a person in intimate connec
tion with Mr. Lenaine.
“As this court regards this decision as irregular, the point is of
no further importance than to develope how far the grounds of
appeal, based on Mr. Lenaine’s conduct, have any foundation.
“The statement made by the appellant, in explanation of his
grounds of appeal, appears to this court to involve the following
points of consideration
‘First. The agreement and
terms.
Second.
The authenticity
the agreement.
“The appellant's contest
the authenticity
the agreement,
arising from what
states
have been his understanding
the
originally attached his
terms
the agreement
which
signature.
Company’s
“The agreement also receipt for the advance
described
rupees 2,522-4, which sum
being ‘the amount
advanced
me for all the timber
have
come down from the
Toung Yeen forests, more
less (500) five-hundred logs, the
whole
made over, &c. &c. The penalty runs: ‘and should the
timber
abovementioned.
The document
the hand-writing
Mr. Bondville, and bears signature purporting
that
Camillo Dias. The agreement was not registered.
“The ambiguity
the agreement consists
the use
first
general, and then
specific wording first ‘all the timber; subse
quently explained
“more
less (500) five-hundred logs.
Had
the document been
the hand-writing
Mr. Dias,—had
been
proved that the agreement was read out
him,—that Mr. Dias was
competent English scholar, the Court would have had
hesita
ambiguity for which
tion giving the respondent the advantage
pur
the appellant was clearly chargeable, whether
the score
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it,

pose and intention, or of negligence : but the case is different under
the peculiar circumstances of the appellant. The introduction of the
‘
speciﬁcation of more or less (500) ﬁve hundred logs,’ after the more
general and unqualiﬁed expression and the subsequent reference,
which appears to have little meaning [unless the words,— ‘ timber
to the speciﬁcation of the quantity
as abovementioned,’—apply
‘ more or less (500)’], have the appearance that the intention of
the-agreement was for a quantity of timber of about 500 logs ; and,
under the supposition that the agreement before the court is that
signed by C. Dias, it tallies with the impression on the appellant’s
mind that he signed an agreement which he understood to be for
500 logs, and not for all his timber.
The advantage to be derived
from the ambiguity of the instrument being clearly in favor of the
and the speciﬁcation introduced being cor
person who penned
roborative of a certain quantity having been under discussion at
the time of the agreement being made, the court is, under the
peculiar circumstances of the case, led to give the appellant the
advantage of the ambiguity.’
It appears to the court, that the appellant has been led to
doubt the authenticity of the agreement mainly upon two grounds,
viz. the impression on the appeIlant’s mind that the agreement was
for 500 logs, and not for the whole of his timber; and adissimila
rity in the signature which purports to be his from the manner in
which the appellant usually signs his name.
The agreement appears written at the same time, with the
same ink, and on similar paper to that used in the orders given
on the same day to the appellant for the advance. The agreement
free from erasures, or the appearance of any, and
attested by
the signatures of two witnesses, one of whom gives his testimony
to his signature. A third person, present when the document was
drawn out, attests the signature of the second witness (Adam
Sahib) stated to have quitted Moulmain four months ago. With*"
the attesting and non-attesting
witness give evidence to having
seen Mr. Bondville and Mr. Dias sign, but neither witness heard the
agreement read, or knew the details of its contents so far, there
fore, as theevidence to the fact that Mr. Dias was seen to sign an
to the court more satisfactory than the evidence
agreement,
adduced to prove that one of attesting witnesses to the deed sub
document. The ab
sequently denied having seen Mr. Dias sign
rather in favor of, than hostile to the
sence of Adam Sahib
authenticity of the agreement.
In the course of the proceedings, the court was enabled to
compare 4l signatures of Mr. Dias with that of the agree
ment. Were the authenticity of the agreement to rest entirely on
this comparison of signatures, the court would have felt no con
ﬁdence whatever in the authenticity of the agreement; for out of
Sic original-should

be

‘Both.’
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(on)
the 41 signatures, there was only one which bore resemblance, and
that not a satisfactory resemblance to the signature on the face of
In fact the court, on a comparison of signatures,
the agreement.
would have rejected the document as unanthentic.
‘ The testimony to the fact of Mr. Dias’ having signed a docu
ment, and the circumstantial evidence that it must have been the
agreement before the court is, on the whole, more satisfactory than
the conclusion which would have been drawn from the mere com
parison of signatures; and therefore the court holds the document
as authentic.
‘ The
appellant completely failed to establish by evidence a
request he stated having made, when laying very ill, to Mr.
Bondville, and which was of a character to prove the existence on
his mind ,at that time of believed approaching death, that the
agreement was only for 500 logs.
‘The conduct of Mr. Bondville in connection with Mr. Lenaine,
after having seen the powers entrusted to Mr. Gordon by Mr.
Dias, appears open to objection; butghe conduct of the latter,
whether attributable to ignorance or facility, is also not free from
objection; and much of the complication of the case is fairly
attributable to the conduct of the appellant.
. ‘ The court ﬁnds the decision of the lower court irregular.
The
agreement is in the court’s opinion authentic, but its terms vague
and ambiguous ; and that ambiguity fairly attributable to the writer
of the document, the respondent.
The court therefore, under the
circumstances
of
the
peculiar
appellant as to incompetent know
ledge of English, deems it just that he shall have the advantage of
an ambiguity, which he was unlikely, at the time the instrument
was drawn out, to be able to correct, and which very ambiguity
evidences that the speciﬁc quantity, for which the appellant
acknowledges himself to have been under engagement, must have
been the subject of discussion at the time.
The court, therefore,
regards the agreement to have been for about 500 logs; and as
the appellant appears to have delivered more than that quantity,
viz. 548 logs, the court regards the terms of the agreement as ful
ﬁlled.
‘ The court however warns the
appellant against the conse
quences of a loose manner of placing his signature to documents,
the exact purport of which he may not understand ; and that on
the present occasion, but for the internal evidence presented by
the ambiguity on the face of the agreement, the result of such
negligence would necessarily have fallen on the appellant; it being
his duty to make himself acquainted with the exact tenor of any
paper to which he may attach his signature.’
From this order the present appeal is brought.
The proceeding before Major McLeod is altogether irregular.
It cannot be viewed as a decision of a civil court of justice in a

(612)
it:

this is evident from the fact, that Major
an expression of their consent
that his decision should be binding.
If he had acted as a court of
of justice, such a special agreement was unnecessary.
His pro
ceeding was therefore that of an arbitrator ; and, as such, is bind
do
ing only in so far as the parties agreed to his arbitration.
not consider a record under the signature of the arbitrator himself,
suﬂicient proof as to the extent of arbitration submitted to him ;
there must be some better proof on this point.
The evidence,
independent of the fact abovementioned, is by no means con
clusive or satisfactory on this point. I therefore consider the
authority of Major McLeod to arbitrate as not proved ; and
his decision of no weight whatever. Even if it were proved
that he was duly appointed arbitrator, his proceeding to enforce
his own award, by seizing and delivering 9,000 rupees belong
ing to the defendant, C. Dias, without any suit to enforce that
award, was altogether illegal.
The terms of the agreement,
under his own signature, ‘ere only that the decision should be
binding; not that it should be liable to be enforced summarily
without suit in court.
ﬁnd
The case is, therefore, open to decision on its merits.
the claim is made on a bond, which, though questioned, is, in my
see no reason to doubt that
opinion, borne out by the evidence.
it was fairly executed. I must therefore look to the bond as
This is the conclusion to
explaining the nature of the contract.
which the commissioner has come; he adds, very fairly, that as it
is proved that the claimant wrote the bond himself, and that
the defendant also signed it, was but imperfectly acquainted with
the English language, any ambiguity in the terms should be inter
This would be a matter of
preted in favor of the defendant.
equity; but I see no reason to have recourse to that principle in
the preent instance.
The bond is sufficiently clear in its terms.
It is an agreement to sell ‘ all the timber I have to come down
from the Toung Yeen forest, more or less 500 logs,’ at a certain
If the timber should arrive, and not be
price, 13 rupees per log.
made over, a penalty of 30 rupees a log to be forfeited. It appears
that 547 logs were made over, at 13 rupees,_ under this contract;
but 300 more logs were brought down, and otherwise disposed of.
On these, Mr. Bondville claims the penalty of 30 rupees each, or
9,000 rupees.
Now, the expression, ‘ all the timber I have to come down,’ is
indeﬁnite ; and to make a claim under those terms, the quantity
of timber ready to come at the date of his giving the bond must
The circumstance that
be proved; but no such proof is offered.
more than 500 logs actually came down afterwards, is not alone
proof that at the time of executing the bond the defendant
expected more than 500. On the other hand, the mention of 500
case pending before

McLeod required from the parties
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logs, more or less, in the bond, is proof that the quantity expected
was about so much.
I conceive, therefore, that the contract is
good only for the quantity specified, or for some unimportant
quantity, more or less than that mentioned.
In making over 547
logs, therefore, the defendant fulfilled his contract, and is liable to
no penalty.
Ordered that the decision of the commissioner,
Captain Durand, be affirmed, and the appellant pay the costs of
appeal.

-

THE 29TH JUNE 1848.
PRESENT:
C. TUCKER, Esq., and
SIR. R.
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J.

BARLOW,

BART.,

JUDGEs.
A. F. HAWKINS, Esq., ,
TEM For ARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 334

OF

1847.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Additional Principal
Sudder Ameen of Hooghly, April 30th, 1845.

RANEE PREEA DASSEE

AND

PUDDABUTTEE DASSEE,

(PAUPERs) APPELLANTs, (PLAINTIFFs,)
22ers?/8

CHUNDURNATH DUTT

AND

DEBENDERNATH

GORE, AND oth ERs, RESPONDENTs, (DEFENDANTs.)

TA

Wukeel of Appellants—Gour Hurree Banerjee.
Wukeels of Respondents—Pursun Komar Tagore and Ram
Pran Raee.

SUIT laid at rupees 28,065-3-12, for possession of certain real
property, together with mesne profits and interest.
This suit was instituted by the plaintiffs, on the 16th June 1843,
in formá pauperis, to recover from the defendants certain property
alleged to have been purchased by their deceased husband, Hurris
chunder Bose, at a sale held by the sheriff of Calcutta on the 19th
April 1827. The property was sold in two lots. The first lot con
sisting of the following 8 mouzahs :—Badeh Mankoonda, Kishen
battee, Bulramputtee, Nershadpore, Baraset, Madhubpore Gopal
battee, Salindee, and Sumbobuttee, was purchased for 7,500 rupees;
and the second lot consisting of 3 mouzahs, viz. Majerhaut,
Chowghatta, and Anund Bagh, was purchased for 440 rupees.
The plaintiffs alleging that the defendants hold possession of the
property, have sued them for recovery.

(614)
- The principal sudder ameen has nonsuited the plaintiﬁs, in con
sequence of the property sued for not having been properly valued,
and because the extent of a portion of the land, which will be more
particularly noticed below, has not been given.
The plaint sets forth that the ﬁrst lot consists of an assessed
estate, and the plaintiffs have accordingly sued for it at three
times the sudderjumma, which is perfectly correct. The valuation
on this part of the claim is as follows :-—

= 5,242
ll,875

15

. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

10,277

2

27,395

14

Sudderjumma 1,747 1011
Mesne proﬁts,

Interest,

><

3

l2

14.;
7%

O

2

The plaintiffs
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further state, that the mouzalw Majerhaut and
form
a portion of an assessed etate; but that not
Chowghatta,
the
to
ascertain
amount of assessment upon them,
able
being
gract
o
have
valued
this
their
claim at Sicca rupees 440, or
part
they
the
amount
469,
Company’s rupees
paid for the whole lot at the
sheriﬁ"’s sale.

Mouzah Anund Bagh, included in the above lot, is now stated by
the plaintiffs to be a garden of lakhiraj land, and has been sued
It is of this garden that
for at its estimated price of 200 rupees.
the principal sudder ameen is of opinion the extent should have
been stated.
The valuation of the 8 mouzahs in turuf Badeh Mankoonda, is
perfectly correct.
No legal objection can be taken to the principle of valuation in
the case of the two villages, Majerhaut a11d Chowghatta.
These
villages do not form a separately assessed estate, or a fractional
There is nothing wrong therefore in the plaintiffs
portion of one.
Whether the price has
having valued them at their selling price.
been correctly estimated is another question, which cannot now be
entered upon, as the defendants have not made any objection upon
that ground.
The principal sudder ameen holds that the garden, Anund Bagh,
should have been valued upon the principle upon which lakhiraj
land is required to be valued under the note at Article 8, Schedule
B, Regulation 10, l829,—that is at ‘eighteen times the animal
rent by computation.’ The plaintiffs however plead, that under the
last clause of that note a garden, of whatever kind, might be valued
Did the determination of the case depend
at its selling price.
solely upon this point, it would be for the consideration of the
Court whether under Section 3, Regulation 4, 1793, and the clause
of the note above alluded to, a garden consisting of lakliiraj land,
yielding no re11t to its owner, but held directly by him, should, or
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should not, be valued for the purposes of suit at
estimated
selling price.
The plaintiffs, however, have been guilty
fatal error
not
giving either the extent
boundaries
the lakhiraj garden sued
for, and
neglecting
apply for permission
supply the omis
supplementary plaint.
sion by
As this was essential
the investigation
the claim, the prin
cipal sudder ameen’s order
upheld.
nonsuit must
accordingly
principal
We
affirm the decree
the
sudder ameen,
with
costs against the plaintiffs.
On this last point, the usual
pauper cases will issue.
order

:

THE 29TH JUNE 1848.
PResENT
TUCKER,
Esq., and
C.
BART.,
SIR. R.

F.

J.

A.

JUDGEs.

HAWKINS, Esq.,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.
1847.
by

CASE No. 57 of
of

a

Regular Appeal from
decision passed
Mohummud Nazim,
Principal Sudder Ameen
Dacca, November 9th, 1846.

of

GOOROO DAS RAEE, AND MUSST. RAM RUNGONEE,
widow
DURGADAS RAEE, APPELLANTs, (PLAINTIFFs,)
te?"Stts

AND

oth ERs,

G.

REs PoNDENTs, (DEFENDANTs.)
Appellants—J.
Waller and Gobind Chundur
Mookerjee.

Respondents—Hamid
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Russool.
10,000 rupees, for possession
SUIT laid
real property, mesne
profits and interest,
reversal
orders passed
the criminal
courts, under the provisions
Regulation 15, 1824,
favor
the defendants.
The plaint sets forth, that certain
the defendants held, under
court,
decree
talook
the estate
the ancestors
the
plaintiffs, chargeable with sudder jumma
rupees 697-1-8, and
rupees
talookdaree profit, payable
the plaintiffs’ ancestors,
per annum. That
pay the Govern
the defendants failing
ment dues, the plaintiffs’ ancestors paid them for
succession
years,
prevent the sale
order
the talook for arrears; and
having sued for recovery
paid, obtained
the amount
decree

of

Wukeel

of

Wukeels

of

MOONSHEE MUFEEZOODDEEN

a
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(616)
for rupees 4,835-I0-l9, in execution of which the talook was sold
and bought in the name of Hurnath Raee, cousin of the plaintiﬁ',
for 15,000 rupees. It appears, however, that certain members of
the family of the defendants had brought actions against the
parties who formerly held the talook, claiming shares therein by
right of inheritance, and obtained decrees for fractional portions.
They asserted their right under these decrees, and were opposed by
the auction purchaser, who claimed the entire ialook in virtue of
his purchase.
This led to disputes, which at length brought the
matter under the cognizance of the criminal courts.
The case was
investigated under Regulation I5, 1824, in regard to a 4 annas’
This suit
share which formed the subject of one of the decrees.
in the criminal courts was between Hurnath Race and Ram Ruttun
Raee on the one part, and the defendants on the other part; and
was decided by the magistrate in favor of the latter, on the lst
January 1834. Hurnath Raee appealed to the commissioner of cir
cuit, who, on the 22d April l834, conﬁrmed the magistrate’s order.
The plaintiffs alleging thzﬁ the mehal of which the lands now
contested form a portion, is in their possession, sue to et aside
the orders of the criminal courts; and for this purpose instituted
the present action on the 27th March 1846; stating further that
up to the year 1243 B. S., or 1836, A. D., they were minors.
The defendants pleaded the judgments in their favour as a bar
to the claim.
They also urged that Hurnath Raee should have
been made a party to the suit, and that the action is barred by the
rule of limitation as laid down in Section l4, Regulation 3, l793.
The principal sudder ameen has noticed the fact of Hurnath
Raee not having been a party to the suit; but yet has dismissed
the plaint under the law of limitation, as not having been brought
within 12 years from the date of the magistrate’s order.
We are of opinion, that if the principal sudder ameen considered
it necessary that Hurnath Race should have been a party to the
suit, he ought not to have dismissed the plaint on the ground taken
by him, but have passed an order of nonsuit.
We are further of opinion, that the principal sudder ameen has
erred in regard to the law of limitations.
If the period allowed for
institution of the suit is to be calculated from the date of the order
of either of the criminal courts, it must be from that of the com
missioner’s order; and the suit has been instituted
within 12
ameen
from
that
date.
Besides
has
the
sudder
this,
years
principal
taken no notice of the plaintiffs’ plea of minority.
The plaintiffs, however, have committed a fatal error in not having
15, I824.
brought in the parties to the case under Regulation
The property was purchased in the name of Hurnath Race, and the
nit under Regulation l5, 1824, was carried on by him and his
brother, Ram Ruttun Race, against the defendants. These persons
(Hurnath Raee and Ram Ruttun Race) are still alive ; and there is

(617)
nothing on the record to shew an assignment or conveyance of the
lands to the plaintiffs.
Notwithstanding that this error was pleaded in the defence, the
plaintiffs have failed to rectify it. They made no application to the
lower court for permission to ﬁle a supplementary plaint, nor have
they even admitted, in their petition of appeal, that they were in
error, but defend their plaint as perfectly correct.
We have therefore to decide upon the correctness of the plaint
as it stands; and being of opinion that the suit cannot be carried
on in the absence of the parties to the case under Regulation 15,
I824, except upon proof of the property having legany devolved
upon the plaintiffs, who then would appear as the representatives
of the parties from whom they derive their right, we over-rule the
principal sudder ameen’s order of dismissal, and nonsuit the plain
tilfs, who will pay the costs of both courts.
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THE lst JULY

1848.

PRESENT:
C.

TUCKER, Esq.

SIR. R.

and

BARLOW, BART.,
JUDGEs.

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,

J.

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 79 of
Regular

1845.

Appeal from a decision passed by Moulvee Abdool Ali,
Ameen of Zillah Rajshahye, December 31st, 1844.

Principal Sudder

ROUSHUN KHATOON

AND oTHERs,

APPELLANTs,

(PLAINTIFFs,)
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Żersus

JUGGURNATH NUNDY AND COLLECTOR OF RAJSHA
HYE, RESPONDENTs, (DEFENDANTs.)
Wukeel of Appellants—J. G. Waller.
Wukeel of the Collector—Pursun
Wukeels of the other Respondent-Rampran

Mitr.

Komar Tagore.
Raee and Bunsee Buddun

AND HAwkINs.—The plaintiffs are pro
prietors of pergunnah Atteea, in zillah Mymensing. On the 29th
Raj
December 1838, they filed this plaint in the zillah court of
shahye, in which the following circumstances were set forth.
That, in former times, there was a tahod recorded in the collec
tor’s office, zillah Rajshahye, for an estate designated ‘Najae
Pae Bawky, in pergunnah Eusoofshahye, (sudder jumma Sicca
rupees 127-1 l) in the name of Mahomed Khan Chowdhree.
That in 1199 B.S., when the muzkooree or petty mehals were
separated from the zemindaree to which they had heretofore been
attached, Ali Yar Alif Khan, the grandson of Mahomed Khan, the
then occupant, executed a dowl kistbundy for the above talook.
After some time, the collector’s officers, in accordance with the
dheedars papers, added to the words ‘Najae Pae Bawky’, the
word ‘Gopeenath Batty’; and, from that time, the estate has
been designated in various accounts and statements in the collec
Under this
tor’s office as ‘Najae Pae Bawky Gopeenath Batty’.
title the estate was sold for a balance of Government revenue on

MEssRs. TUCKER

(620)
the 2d Augkun _l233,

by Kalikunth Lahoree and
After conﬁrmation of the sale, the

and purchased

Roopindur Nurain Photedar.

purchasers received an umulnameh and executed a dowl kistbundy,
in all which documents the estate was designated as ‘ Najae Pae
Bawky Gopeenath Batty’.
That the purchasers after a long and fruitless attempt to disco
ver the lands appertaining to the estate they had purchased, and
with a view of getting possession of mehal Gopeenathpoor, in per
gunnah Attya, zillah Mymensingh, their (the plaintiﬂ's’) property,
presented a petition to the collector, stating that they had purchased
the estate ‘Najae Pae Bawky Gopeenathpoor’,
besides kismuls
and
Sheonuggur, Huveleeparah, Chalashahzadpoor
oogbellae ; but
that the former proprietors would not give up possession to them,
and praying to be put in possession thereof.
That the collector's oﬂicers, in league with the purchasers,
drew out aroobulrawee for the collector’s signature, dated 19th
April 1827, in which the estate sold is designated ‘ Najae Pae
Bawky Gopeenathpoor’, in direct contradiction to all former
This done, the purchasers applied to have a copy
statements.
of the said roobukarree sent to the court of zillah Rajshahye, in
order to their being put in possession of kismuts Sheonuggur, &c.
&c., and another copy to the court of zillah Mymensingh, in
order to their being put in possession of Najae Pae Bawky Gopee
The judge of Mymensingh, paying no attention to
nathpoor.
their agent’s remonstrances, passed orders to put the purchasers
in possession of melzal Gopeenathpoor, and made a return to the
collector of Rajshahye accordingly.
That, on the l3th Bhadoon I234, the purchasers, with a view to
some future fraudulent design, ﬁled areceipt in the court of zillah
Rajshahye, acknowledging that they had received possession of kis
muts Sheonuggur, Kamarparah, Mahomed poor, Chalashahzadpoor,
Huveleeparah and Joogbellae; but that their people never gave
up possession of any of the above mehals.
That, on the lst Jeyte 1238, Kaleekunth Lahoree’s moiety of
the estate was sold for a balance due from a farmer of another
estate, for whom he was security, and purchased by Juggurnath
Nundy. After some months, at the representation of the pur
chaser, orders were sent by the collector to the judges of zillahs
Rajshahye and Myrnensingh to put him in possession of kismut
That the judge of
Sheonuggur, &c., and mehal Gopeenathpoor.
Mymensingh, on 2d July 1832, refused to interfere summarily,
and referred Juggurnath N undy to a regular suit in the civil
Vvith regard to the property in zillah Rajshahye,
court.
uggur
nath N undy, following the example of Kalikunth Lahoree, ﬁled a
to
receipt in the judge’s court in Assar l239, acknowledging
have received possession of the kismuts Joogbellae, &c. 840. &c.-;
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and, a short time afterwards, presented a petition to the magis
trate complaining that they (the plaintiffs) were interfering with
and disturbing his possession in kismut Joogbellae.
The magis
Regulation
1824;
and,
proceeded
15,
trate
under
on 1st September
1834, recorded a proceeding referring Juggurnath Nundy to the
civil court, as he did not find him in possession of the said kismut,
and this order was confirmed in appeal by the commissioner.
That Juggurnath Nundy, not satisfied, presented a petition to
Mr. C. W. Steer, the commissioner, full of mis-statements, and
procured an order from that gentleman to the collector to put
him in possession of the land purchased by him, without reference
to the judge of Mymensingh’s order, or to the issue of the suit
decided under the provisions of Regulation 15, 1824.
That in pursuance of those orders, the collector, on 28th May
1835, sent roobukarrees to the Rajshahye and Mymensingh courts,
to put Juggurnath Nundy in possession of kismuts Sheonuggur,
&c. &c., in zillah Rajshahye, and mehal Gopeenathpoor in zillah
Mymensingh, which was done in Bhadoon 1242 B. S.
It is not necessary to go further into the proceedings on this
plaint, for it was nonsuited by the principal sudder ameen on 9th
September 1841, who remarked that the evidence went to shew
dispossession by Kalikunth Lahoree in 1234, and therefore he
nonsuited the plaintiffs, authorizing them to bring a fresh suit
against Kalikunth Lahoree for dispossession in 1234 B. S.
Accordingly, the present suit was filed on the 2d October 1841,
and with this only have the Court to do at present.
We observe that the present suit is the same as the former
one totidem verbis as far as above stated, that is setting forth
dispossession by Juggurnath Nundy in 1242 B. S. But, towards
the close of the plaint, there is a sentence declaratory of the ne
cessity of conforming to the orders of the principal sudder ameen;
and therefore, though unwillingly, they sue for dispossession
by Kalikunth Lahoree in 1234 B.S., and for mesne profits from
that date.
It is obvious, that the principal sudder ameen’s order of 9th
September 1841 was erroneous.
Under the circumstances stated,
plaint;
he should have dismissed the
but the plaintiffs had their
remedy. They might have had a summary appeal on the order of
nonsuit, or a regular appeal on the merits; or, lastly, they might
have applied to the principal sudder ameen for a review of his
But, instead of adopting one or other of those courses,
order.
they follow up the extremely improper order of the principal sud
der ameen, and sue for dispossession with wasilat from 1234 B.
S., still asserting, in the body of their plaint, that they were not
dispossessed
till the year 1242 B.S., and then by the defendant

Juggurnath Nundy.

(6-22)
It

is quite impossible in our opinion to adjudicate on such a
so inconsistent in its statements; and this being the case,
we have no option but to nonsuit the plaintiffs again, which
however we do reluctantly, for it is clear to us that they have
been led into the present dilemma through the irregular
and
improper order of the principal sudder ameen. We accordingly
nonsuit the appellants with costs.
Sm R. BARLOVV.-—Tll€ circumstances connected with the insti
As, however, I differ
tution of this suit have already been given.
from my colleagues as to the propriety of nonsuiting the plaintiffs,
whose case in my judgment should be dismissed,
beg to record
a separate minute.
I do not consider the suit ﬁled by the plaintiffs on l5th P003
l245, and the present one ﬁled on 17th Assin 1248, identical.
In l238, the share of Kalikunth Lahoree in the disputed
lands was sold by the collector for balances due by a farmer under
the court of wards, for whom the said Lahoree was security; and
his share was bought by Juggurnath Nundy. In P245, the plain
use sued the said uggurnath and his co-sharer Roop Indernurain
Podar with the collector, alleging that Juggurnath, on taking
possession of his purchase, had in I242 ousted them of lands
which never were in the possession of Kalikunth Lahoree, the
former proprietor.
The principal sudder ameen, Moulvee Abdool Ali, after full
investigation of the case, on proof of the fact that Juggurnath
only entered on the lands which the former proprietor had held,
and also on proof that Kaliknnth Lanoree had, so long back
as the year 1234, held the lands in his possession, nonsuited the
plaintiff on the 25th Bkadoon 1248, on the ground that there
was no proof of the dispossession of the plaintiﬁ's by the party
e. Juggurnath Nundy) in I242 but rather, on the contrary,
sued
Lahoree
that the plaintiffs had been ousted by Kalikunth
party not sued) in 1234, was clearly established; and he, at the
the plaintiffs to sue accordingly, including
same ‘lime, instructed
Kalikunth Lahoree as defendant.
On the l7th Assin 1248, the plaintiffs sued (I) Juggurnath
the collec
Nundy, (2) the widow of Roop Indernurain Podar,
tor, and (4) Kalikunth Lahoree, for possession and for wasilat

plaint,

I

a

(a

;

(i.

'

from I234.

In I25], l8th Poos, the principal sudder ameen dismissed their
claim to one village, Gopeenathpoor, which he gave to the defen
dauts but decreed the remaining disputed lands to the plaintiffs,
with wasilat from 1234 against Kalikunth and uggurnath N undy,
for the periods they respectively held possession.
The two cases now before the (Tourt are appeals against this order.
The one (No. 78)
preferred by the original defendants against
is

J

;
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of

of

an

be it.

in

of
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be

in

be

an

of

in

of

is

as

as

of

do

I

it

of to

In

of so

to

of

all

the decree giving to the plaintiffs wasilat from 1234 together with
the lands decreed; the other (No. 79) is preferred by the plaintiffs
against so much of the decree as awards the village Gopeenath
poor to the defendants, and contains a claim to wasilat from the
year 1234.
Now, it appears to me, that these suits are two distinct actions.
The first originated (so to speak) in a private sale for balance due
to the court of wards by the security of a farmer; the second in a
public sale for balance of revenue due to Government. The cause of
action in the one is said to have arisen in the year 1234; in the
other in the year 1242; and the defendant, Juggurnath Nundy,
now sole proprietor, could not have been a party to the disposses
sion in 1234, for he bought in 1238 only.
The cause of action in the suit filed in 1245 is dispossession of
the plaintiffs by Juggurnath Nundy, who is said to have taken, in
virtue of his purchase of Kalikunth Lahoree's rights, lands which
the latter had never had in his possession. The cause of action
in the suit filed in 1248 is dispossession by Kalikunth Lahoree
in 1234, by virtue of his purchase at the collector’s sale for
Moreover, in the first suit instituted, the
Government revenue.
1,600
rupees;
action was laid at
in the present at 9,000 rupees in
clusive of wasilat. The features then of the two suits, and the
points on which the decision of them rests, are distinct and se
parate; and the first question which calls for adjudication is whe
ther the plaintiffs are in time
Have they come into court within
the 12 years allowed by the limitation law, Section 14, Regula
tion 3 of 1793? I am of opinion they have not.
They claim possession and wasilat from 1234 at the rate of 400
rupees per annum, and have obtained a decree for
but one village,
with wasilat from that period; with this portion
the decree
they rest satisfied. But more, they appeal
this Court against
deprives them
much
the principal sudder ameen’s decree
Gopeenathpoor, and its wasilat
above.
my judgment then their plaint
both clear and defined
action, and no inconsistency
time and cause
other parts
bring
pale
can
this suit within the
order for nonsuit.
Indeed,
not comprehend
what form the suit can
brought.
An action for dispossession from 1242, would
barred
Sec
1793; for the order
tion 16, Regulation
nonsuit passed
final;
appeal having
the principal sudder ameen
1248
preferred
against
been
again
brought,
now, for dispossession from
action
1234, the proof
the plaintiffs having been ousted from that
period, will bring them within the operation
Section
the
last quoted law.

If
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I

In the present suit hold the cause of action to have arisen, as
is clearly shewn by the plaintiffs in their plaint and in their
appeal, in 1234. Their suit I hold to be inadmissible; and without
merits,
further going into
would dismiss their plaint and
appeal
their
under the statute
limitation.
of

I

its

•

JULY

TUCKER, Esq.

SIR.

R.

G.

PRESENT

1848.

-

:

THE 1st

and

BARLOW, BART.,

A.

F.

J.

JUDGEs.

HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.
1845.

of

a

by

Regular Appeal from
decision passed
Moulvee Abdool Ali, Prin
cipal Sudder Ameen
Zillah Rajshahye, December 31st, 1844.

JUGGURNATII NUNDY, APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT,)
wersus

ROUSHUN KHATOON AND or HERs, RESPONDENTs,

Wukeel

Appellant—Rampran
Respondents—J.

G.

Wukeels

of of

(PLAINTIFFs.)
Raee and Bunsee Buddun

Mitr.

Waller.
of

to in

of by

of

is

of

1845, disposed
THIs the same case with No. 79
this day
plaintiffs and defendant having both appealed from the decision
the lower court. The original plaint having been nonsuited
the appeal made
the plaintiffs, No. 79, we have now only
cancel the decision
the principal sudder ameen. Costs chargeable
the respondents.

to
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CASE No. 78 of

(
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JULY

THE lST

PRESENT

1848.
:

C. TUCKER, Esq. and
SIR. R. BARLOW, BART.,

J.

JUDGEs.

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 436 of

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the First Principal Sudder
Ameen of Zillah Tirhoot, December 20th, 1845; modifying a
decree passed by the Sudder Ameen of that district, July 31st,
1845.

CHUNDUR DUT SINGH

AND

or HERs, APPELLANTs,

(DEFENDANTs,)
ters?as

AND oTHERs,

REspoNDENTs,

(PLAINTIFFs.)

Wukeel of Appellants—J. G. Waller.
Wuheel of Respondents—Nilmoney Banerjee.

THIs case was admitted to special appeal, on the 10th July
1847, under the following certificate recorded by Mr. C. Tucker:—
“In this case the petitioners (appellants,) with two other
persons, Achumbit Singh and Sheo Lal Singh, were sued by the
plaintiffs for possession of certain lands with wasilat, and a decree

a

by

all

to

to

is

by

of

to

no

to

of

to

it

as

I

no

is

as

of

in

to

of

all

appealed; but, afterwards,
was recorded against them. They
Achumbit Singh and Sheo Lal Singh withdrew. The decision
regard
the lower court was (with some alteration
the quan
tity
affirmed;
Singh
land sued for)
but Achumbit
and Sheo
Lal Singh were exonerated from costs and wasilat, because they
had withdrawn from the appeal.
‘On this point the co-defendants (appellants) apply for
special appeal; and
there
other reason assigned
the
principal sudder ameen, for exonerating Achumbit Singh and Sheo
Lal Singh, than that they withdrew from the appeal,
admit
the same,
was contrary
the practice
the courts
exonerate parties on such grounds.’
As the appellants have not made Achumbit Singh and Sheo
Lal Singh respondents, and consequently
notice has been
served on them
attend the court, we cannot adjudicate the
opinion that the reason
case
their absence; but being
assigned
principal
the
sudder ameen for exonerating the said
Singh
insufficient, we remand
Achumbit
and Sheo Lal Singh
proceedings
him,
parties
the
with instructions
summon

in
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before him again, and decide the case de novo.
who have appeared in this Court unnecessarily,

own costs in this Court.

THE IST JULY
PRESENT

The respondents,
are to

pay

their

1848.
:

TUCKER, Esq. and
SIR. R. BARLOW, BART.,
C.

JUDGEs.

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 314

OF

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Acting Judge of Zillah
Backergunge, August 29th, 1845; confirming that of the Principal
Sudder Ameen of that district, August 12th, 1843.
RUTTUN MULLA DIBEEA AND KASHEEPREEA
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DIBEEA, APPELLANTs, (DEFENDANTs,)
??ey's?/8

KURREEM-O-NISSA

AND

SURFOODDEEN, ResPos

DENTs,

(PLAINTIFFs.)

Wuheel of Appellants–Kishen Kishore
Wukeel of Respondents—None.

Ghose.

case was admitted to special appeal, on the 27th April
under the following certificate recorded by Mr. Charles

THIs

1847,

Tucker:—

“In

this case the plaintiffs are ousut talookdars, and the defen
dants neem-ousut talookdars of jowar Tera Chur. The huzzooree
talookdar brought a summary suit for balance of rent for 1248
against both. The collector decreed against the ousut talookdars,
exonerating the neem-ousut talookdars, against whom the ousut
talookdars might bring their claim, if they had not already received
the rent stipulated to be paid to them by the neem-ousut talookdars.
“The present suit was brought by the ousut talookdars to set
aside the collector’s summary award, and they obtained a decree
in both the lower courts, exonerating them and decreeing the
balance against the neem-ousut talookdars.
‘This is opposed to law and practice. The zemindar cannot sue
the neem-ousut talookdar, with whom he has entered into no en
gagements.
The neem-ousut tenure is constituted by the ousutta
lookdar, to whom the rents are payable. If the neem-ousut talook
dar be in balance to the ousut talookdar, the latter should attach

( 627
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the talook, or enter a summary suit against the neem-ousut talook
admit this special appeal.”
On a perusal of the record we find that the ousut talook having
been advertized for sale in execution of the summary decree, for
the recovery of the zemindar’s rent, the neem-ousuttalookdars paid
up the balance and thus prevented a sale. They afterwards sued
the ousut talookdars to recover the amount thus paid on their ac
count; but their suit was dismissed on proof that they themselves
were in balance to the ousut talookdars. The amount paid by the
neem-ousut talookdars would therefore be credited to them in part
payment of their rent to the ousut talookdars. Thus there would
seem to be no object whatever to be gained by this suit.
But the
collector’s summary award being strictly correct in principle, we
annul the decisions of the lower courts, with
costs payable by
the respondents, the ousul talookdars.

I

all

-

THE IST JULY

A.

and

BARLOW,

F.

J.

R.

TUCKER, Esq.

SIR.

BART.,
JUDGEs.
HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 519

1847.
by

OF

by

of

a

a

Special Appeal from
decision passed
the Additional Judge
Hooghly, August 21st, 1845; altering
decree passed
the Ad
Principal
ditional
Sudder Ameen
that district, September 3d,
1844.

RUSSIK LAL SEIN,

AND OTHERs, APPELLANTs,

(PLAINTIFFs,)
wersus

COLLECTOR of CALCUTTA

AND OTHERs,
(DEFENDANTs.)
G.

Appellants—J.

of of

Wukeel

RESPONDENTs,

Waller.

Komar Tagore and Ameer Ali.
special appeal,
THIs case was admitted
the 7th August
Tucker,
1847, under the following certificate recorded by Mr.
on

Respondents—Pursun

J.

and Mr.
A.
‘This suit was first instituted

Sir

byF.

Barlow,

C.

to

Wukeels

R.

Hawkins:—

of

a

to

to

is a

it of

of

Sooruj Munnee, the widow
Bhyrub Chundur, for the recovery
moiety
the ancestrel
estate, under circumstances which
not necessary
detail
here. She died before the suit was determined, and her grandsons,
the present plaintiffs, took her place. The suit was then thrown
out, with reservation
the grandsons
institute
fresh suit.
to
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:

PRESENT

1848.

of

dar; therefore
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.

This was eventually over-ruled by this Court, and the original suit
restored to the ﬁle to be carried on at the suit of the grandsons,
whose heirship was not opposed.
The lower courts decreed the

a

it,

but refused to give them wasilat from the
death of Sooruj Munnee. Sooruj Munnee did not sue for wasilat ,
but she would nevertheless have been entitled to it from thegdate
of institution of the suit. The reasons assigned for not giving
wasilat are fanciful.
‘
Special appeal admitted, as it is contrary to the practice of the
courts, under such circumstances, to refuse wasilat from the date
of the institution of the suit.’
V
Ma. Tucxnn AND SIR R. BARLow.—From the record in this
case we ﬁnd that Hurris Chundur and Hem Chnndur, cousins,
were joint proprietors of tolook Palara, in pergunnah Boro, zillah
Hurris Chundur married Tara Munnee, by whom he
Hooghly.
had a son, Bhyrub Chundur. This latter married Sooruj Munnee.
Bhyrub Chnndur died in l20l, leaving his widow, his mother, and a
daughter, Race Munnee.
In 1208 Sooruj M unnee made over (by a deed of relinquishment)
her husband’s moiety of the talook to Hem Chundur, on which
Tara Munnee and Race Munnee instituted a suit against Hem
Chnndur, to set aside this transfer.
After a lengthy litigation, the
transfer was upheld during the life time of Sooruj Munnee, but not
to affect her husband’ s heirs after her death.
Pending this, the rights of Hem Chundur were sold for a default
ing stamp vendor, for whom he became surety, and the purchaser
took possession of the entire talook.
1n 1836, Sooruj Munnee in
stituted the present suit against the purchaser for her half share ;
and dying in l839, was succeeded by her grandsons, the sons of
Raee Munnee.
From the above data, we are of opinion that the
are
entitled
to wasilat from the death of Sooruj Munnee
appellants
only, inasmuch as their title, as the heirs of Bhyrub Chnndur, com
menced on her demise; up to which date her life interest in the
estate belonged to Hem Chnndur.
We therefore amend the decision of the additional judge of
Hooghly, and award wasilat to the appellants from the date of the
demise of Sooruj Munnee (viz. 25th July l839) payable by the
respondent, the purchaser, who will also pay the appellants’ costs.
The costs of Government to be paid by the appellants.
MR. HAWKINS.——l concur in the judgment, but am of opinion
that as the suit of Sooruj Munnee could not he sustained, as she
had parted with her life interest, it was rightly thrown out; and
her heirs, or rather the heirs of her husband should have instituted
a fresh suit upon her death.
This point, however, has been dis
and
I
in order that the course adopted
posed of,
merely notice
in this suit, with regard to
plaint which could not be sustained,
not
form
might
precedent for future cases.
a
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JULY

THE lST

PRESENT

C.

1848.
:

TUCKER, Esq.

SIR. R.

J.

)

A.

and

BARLOW,

F.

BART.,
JUDGEs.
HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 278 of

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Additional Principal
Sudder Ameen of Zillah Hooghly, August 30th, 1845; confirming
a decree passed by the Moonsiff of Rajapore, June 7th, 1845.

ISHWUR CHUNDUR SIRCAR, APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT,
wITH KALACHUND MULLICK,)
SARTUK NAEE,

©ers?&s
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RESPONDENT, (PLAINTIFF.)
Appellant–Kishen
Wukeel of
Kishore Ghose.
Wukeel of Respondent–None.

case was admitted to special appeal, on the 17th May
under the following certificate recorded by Mr. Charles

THIs

1847,

Tucker :—

“In this case the defendant, Kalachund Mullick, obtained a sum
mary decision under Regulation 7, 1799, for balance of rent
against the plaintiff, and this suit was brought to reverse that
decision. The other defendant, Mangobind Sircar, now repre
sented by the petitioner (appellant), Ishwur Chundur Sircar, was
included in the suit, the plaintiff alleging him to be the person to
whom he paid rent, and denying that he was a ryut of Kalachund.
The question hinged on this, viz., whether certain lands, which
Kalachund Mullick alleged to be his rent-free lands, confirmed as
such by the special commissioner, Mr. H. Moore, had really been
upheld by that officer; or whether they had been declared by the
same officer to be not rent-free, and delivered over to the zemin
dar, from whom the defendant, Mangobind Sircar, holds his putnee

lease.

“The courts below ruled that Kalachund Mullick had been
maintained in his lakhiraj tenure, and, therefore, dismissed the
plaint; hence, although Mangobind Sircar appears as defendant,

and the suit was dismissed in both lower courts, yet the dismissal
and thus he comes forward to demand a
special appeal, on the grounds that Kalachund Mullick’s lakhiraj
claim was thrown out, and the lands made over to the zemindar
of whom he holds his lease.
“It appears that the Government and the zemindar sued simul
taneously to resume the lands claimed by Kalachund Mullick as

is ruin to his claim,

w

(

)

630

to

costs chargeable

-

Kalachund Mullick.

F.

J.

R.

C.

THE IST JULY 1848.
PRESENT:
TUCKER, Esq. and
BARLOW, BART.,
SIR.
JUDGEs.
HAWKINS, Esq.,
A.
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 279 of

by

1848.

of

by

a

of

a

Special Appeal from
decision passed
the Additional Principal
Hooghly,
August
30th,
1845; confirming
Sudder Ameen
Rajapore,
passed
decree
the Moonsiff
June 7th, 1845.

ISHWUR CHUNDUR SIRCAR, APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT,
with KALACHUND MULL1CK,)

RAMJEE NUNDEE,

aside,

Mullick.

with

all

set

costs

by

C.
as

of

of

of

is

of

to

special appeal
case, which was admitted
Mr.
May
1847,
precisely
Tucker
the 17th
the same nature
that decided this day, numbered 278
1847.
The same order
passed.
The decisions
both courts and
the collector are
on

THIs

of of

Wukeel
Wukeel

22ersus

RESPONDENT, (PLAINTIFF.)
Appellant—Kishen Kishore Ghose.
Respondent–None.

is
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rent-free.
The special deputy collector dismissed both claims,
confirming the lakhiraj tenure. Government and the zemindar
both appealed.
The special commissioner, Mr. H. Moore, declar
ed the zemindar entitled to the lands as his mal lands, and there
fore dismissed the Government appeal. The courts below have
most unaccountably ruled that, because the Government claim was
dismissed, the lakhiraj tenure was upheld, and confirmed in
Kalachund Mullick.
This is not the case; and I admit the
try
special appeal to
the point on which the propriety of the deci
sions of the lower courts entirely depends.’
On a perusal of the decree of the special commissioner, Mr.
Henry Moore, dated 22d March 1844, it is clear that the lands
were declared to be mal and the property of Muharajah Muhtab
Chundur Buhadoor of Burdwan, and that on these grounds the
claim of Government was dismissed ; and that the lower courts
have fallen into the mistake of concluding the rent-free tenure had
been upheld, because the Government claim had been rejected.
Under these circumstances, we reverse the decisions of the
lower courts, as well as that of the collector dated 7th April 1844,

against

the defendant,

Kalachund

(
THE

631

)

lst JULY

1848.

PRESENT

:

C. TUCKER, Esq., and
SIR. R. BARLOW, BART.,

J.

JUDGEs.

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
JUDGE.

TEMPORARY

CASE No 280 of

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Additional Principal
Sudder Ameen of Hooghly, August 30th, 1845; confirming a
decree passed by the Moonsiff of Rajapore, June 7th, 1845.

ISHWUR CHUNDUR SIRKAR, APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT,
w1TH KALACHUND MULLICK,)
ters?/8

RAMBULLUB NUNDEE, REs Pond ENT, (PLAINTIFF.)
-

of Appellant—Kishen

-

Kishore Ghose.

Wukeel of Respondent–None.

THIs

case, which was admitted to special appeal by Mr. C.
on the 17th May 1847, is of precisely the same nature as
that decided this day, numbered 278 of 1847. The same order is
passed. The decisions of both courts and of the collector are set

aside, with

all

Tucker

costs against Kalachund Mullick.

lst JULY

THE

1848.

PRESENT:

ABER. DICK, Esq.,
JUDGE.

a

decision

passed

Zillah Mymensingh, Mr.

SADIR. KHAN AND

the
C.

Ameen

of

Regular Appeal from

100 OF 1845.
by

CASE No.

Principal Sudder
Mackay.

BIKH JAUN BIBI, APPELLANTs,

-

(DEFENDANTs,)
067°80/8

Wukeel

of of

KHUTTEE JAUN BIBI,

ResponDENT, (PLAINTIFF.)
Sufdur.

Appellants—Gholam

on

3

l

l

at

Respondent–Kishen
Wukeel
Kishore Ghose.
Company’s rupees 4,250,
gundahs,
annas,
cowries for possession
certain talooks and houses.

SUIT laid

3
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The defence ad
The claim is founded on right of inheritance.
mits the right, but declares its supersession by deed of gift and of
dower.
The alleged fact of the transfer of the property in question by
the father of plaintiff to his wife in lieu of dower, rests on a kabeen
nameh, or deed of marriage settlement, dated l20l B. /E.; and it
was in virtue of that transfer that the deed of gift was made.
The principal sudder ameen, for the reasons set forth in his de
cision, did not consider the validity of the kabeennameh establish
ed, and therefore decreed the whole claim.
The main ground of appeal is, that the kabeennameh and trans
fer have been duly and clearly proved :——ﬁrsI, by evidence that
kabeennamehs are always in appellants’ family, and without them
no marriage is valid ; secondly, by registry of the mother-’s name as
proprietor of the taloolcs on the father’s petition in 1831 ; thirdly,
by a suit instituted by the mother for pre-emption, in virtue of
being proprietor of the talooks ; fourthly, by an ikrarnameh, or deed
acknowledging the kabeennameh by the father in 1238 B. 1E., on
occasion of the kabeennameh being missing; and, ﬁfthly, by proof
on the
of possession of the mother from date of the kabeennameh
talooks.
The appellants’ pleader further urged, that the respondefit in her
petition for permission to sue as a pauper had stated the value
of her claim to amount to 2,806 Company’s rupees, 8 annas,
28,
9% gundahs, as required by Clause 2, Section 5, Regulation
She laid her suit,
1814, and had obtained permission accordingly.
however, at 12,710 Company’s rupees, 8 annas, 7 pie ; she ought
therefore to be nonsuited.
The demurrer for nonsuit was not urged in the answer; it
cannot therefore be now admitted.
With respect to the pleas in appeal, it is impossible at this dis
The pro
tance of time to prove or disprove the Icabeennameh.
perty in question is, however, therein stated to be made over in
lieu of dower, and the registry in the wife’s name in 183], or
1238 B. 1E., expressly on that account, is evidence of it so far as
the admission of the husband. So may the suit for pre-emption
and the ikrarnameh, or deed of acknowledgment written in 1238
But it appears clear from the petitions of the grand-father,
B.
and of the son (the husband) that the grand-father’s name was
and it further appears from a
still in the registry in l2l4 B.
that
of
the
the
son,
property had been attached by the
petition
to
the grand-father, on which account
court
as
criminal
belonging
the story of the gift to the son in I209 B. }E. was evidently
Had the wife been in possession at that time under
trumped up.
the Irabeennameh, her husband (the son) would have objected on
her account, not for himself as donee of the property from his

E.

Al;

(
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)

-

father. Thus then it appears evident that the property did not
belong to the husband at the time of writing the kabeennameh;
and, secondly, that the wife was not in possession in 1216 B. A.E.
The claim therefore is invalid on the kabeennameh, and of conse
quence on the hibbeh, or gift.
Appeal dismissed with full costs.

THE

1 ST

JULY

PRESENT

1848.
:

ABER. DICK, Esq.,
JUDGE.

CASE No.

177

of

1846.

-

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by Raee Lokenath Bose,
2d Principal Sudder Ameen of Jessore.

MINORs, APPELLANTs, (DEFENDANTs,)
ters?/8

ISSHUR CHUNDUR RAEE,

RESPONDENT,

(PLAINTIFF.)

Wukeels of Appellants—J. G. Waller and Hamid Russool.
Wukeel of Respondent—Gholam Sufdur.

it,

APPEAL laid at Company’s rupees 5,855, for possession on 500
biggahs in chuk Punda Leyhalee, turf Hujra Khattee, pergunnah
Mullosee.
The land in question is situated on the boundaries of
the estates of the plaintiff and defendant; and, on disputes arising
an

to

of to

of

is

of or

B.

it

a

to

in

in

or

a

of

in or

by

in

on a

be

he

of

to

to

of

a

in

to

on

a

to

it

prevent
affray, and referred
the magistrate attached
the claimants
civil suit, hence this suit. The principal sudder
ameen,
reference
the police officer’s map
the spot, and
map was drawn
former suit for lands adjoining,
which
the country around, and evidence taken incidentally regarding the
plaintiff and defendant,
boundary between the two estates
deemed the plaintiff
have established his right, and decreed his
claim.
The appeal objects
the decision
the principal sudder ameen,
because no new local inquiry was instituted,—the former one on
which
has relied, being insufficient and unsatisfactory; and
prays that the case
remanded for
more full investigation.
The decision
this case turns
one point only, which
the
issue,—the existence
khal,
inlet,
AE.,
not
1244
question was noted
1817, when the spot
measurement
plaintiff’s estate
the collector, and its boundaries recorded.
The appellant has not produced any evidence
shew that
was

for

a
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PRANNATH CHOWDHREE, FoR HIMSELF, AND As GUAR
DIAN of CASHEENATH CHOWDHREE, DEBNATH
CHOWDHREE, AND DOMANATH
CHOWDHREE,

(634)
in existence at that time ; or that if it were, it was ever designated
On the other
by the name that is stated in the collector’s papers.
hand, the map drawn of the ground itself, and of that all around
adjoining, in the suit referred to by the principal sudder ameen,
evinces that no khal of the kind existed even some years after,
that is in 1243 B. ]E., or 1836.
Besides, the incidental evidence
given in that case, proves that the land in question could not have
belonged to appellant’s estate.
Appeal dismissed with full cost.
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1848.

Pamssurz
R.

H. RATTRAY, and

ABER. DICK, EsQRs.,

J uncss.

'

W. B. JACKSON, ESQ.,
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TEMPORARY

CASE No.

198

Jones.

or 1847.

passed by the Judge of Purnealz,
Regular Appeal from
David Pringle, Esq., February 26th, l847.
a

GIRDHAREE

decree

DAS, APPELLANT,

(Din-snnAN'r,)

1181'-9118

MUHA RAJA ROODUR SINGH
Rsspownsxws,

AND

CHARLES PALMER,

(PLAINTIFFS.)

Wukeels of Appellants—Ameer
Ali and Neelmunnee Banerjee.
Wulreels 0f,Resp0ndent.s——J.
G. Waller and Gholam Sufdur.

Tms suit was instituted by respondents, on the 29th December
biswas of land,
1845, to recover possession of l0,406 biggalas,
belonging to mouzah Jankeenuggur and putlee Mudhoobun, &c.,
valued at Company’s rupees l,56,098-4; with wasilat, or mesne
proceeds, principal and interest, amounting to Companyis rupees
69,933-l2 : total estimate Company’s rupees 2,26,032.’
The judgment appealed against will be found amongst the
rinted decisions of the zillah court of Purneah of the 26th
’
¥‘ebruary 1847.
The plaint sets forth, that in mouzahs Jankeenuggur, Srinuggur,
and puttee Mudhoobun, in zillah Beernuggur, pergunnah Dhurm
pore, the property of the plaintiffs (respondents) now leased to
Charles Palmer and others, there are 3,503 biggalw, l4 biswas of
lakhiraj land, the property of the defendant (appellant) Girdharee
Das ; who, at the time of its measurement, preparatory to enquiry
into the title, by undue means, included l3,9l0 biggahs, 5 biswas

ll

(

635

)

on which plaintiff having appealed to the special
commissioner, there was finally decreed by that court to Govern
ment, biggahs 3,503-14, and the excess relinquished, being shewn
to belong to mouzahs Chandpore Bungha, Nolakee, Ekraha, and
others, in zillah Beermuggur, settled in perpetuity with plaintiff;
the mesne profits being thus ordered to be refunded to the party
in possession, that is to plaintiff; but defendant, the lakhirajdar,
having got a summary order from the criminal court under Act 4
of 1840, maintaining him in possession, in collusion with co
defendant, refused to surrender the same to plaintiff.
The answer states, that plaintiff has not given the boundaries of
land claimed, which already exceeds the settlement made with
him ; this being the case in every village he holds, as shewn by
the decennial settlement papers: whence then were 10,000 biggahs
to come, that he should be so dispossessed ? and as to its release
by the special commissioner, no enquiry as to what plaintiffs
held was made on the occasion of that settlement. Above all, as
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in the same;

defendant has had possession of these lands from time out of
date, any enquiry into plaintiffs’ claim is now barred. Were
it toufeer, or in excess, it would belong to the State; but relinquish
ed as it was, and defendant’s possession proved, how can plaintiff
be entitled to it ! The special deputy collector’s enquiry proved
• the whole to be rent-free;
while the special commissioner dis
tinctly states in his decree, that no order will issue as to possession
of land relinquished. The demand moreover is excessive, as the
actual collections shew; and Government should have been a de
fendant in the action.
It is not necessary to go further into the case, than to record the
fact of the zillah judge’s decree having been necessarily based upon
that above alluded to (passed by the special commissioner on the
8th March 1842), by which a previous decision by the special
deputy collector (of the 28th January 1838,) had been reversed.
When the present appeal was prepared, proceedings were pending
in the special commissioner’s court upon a review of the former
decree (of the 8th March 1842), and the disposal of the appeal was
postponed, on petition, till the result of those proceedings should
be known.
On the 8th of June (last month) the decree of the
special commissioner (of 1842), was set aside, and that of the special
deputy collector (of 1838,) upheld and affirmed. This appeal then
came in due course; and was brought before a full Court by the
presiding judge (Mr. Rattray), with a view to a reversal of the
zillah decision, as a necessary consequence of the proceeding just
mentioned. The Court’s judgment supplies the rest.
We find that the quantity of land resumed in the first instance
by the special deputy collector was 13,910 biggahs, held under a
lakhiraj grant.
In appeal, the special commissioner, Mr. Moore,
modified the decision of the special deputy collector, and resumed

(
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)

only 3,503 biggahs.
The remaining 10,407 biggahs were claimed
by respondent as zemindar; and, in the suit now before us in
appeal, he obtained a decree for the same with mesne profits.
Subsequently, the order of Mr. Moore was brought under review,
and set aside by Messrs. Jackson and E. Currie, (special com
missioner) and the decision of the special deputy collector, resum
ing the whole 13,910 biggahs, affirmed, on the ground of the ori
ginal grant having included that entire quantity within the bound
aries laid down.
In this case, the zillah decision having been
based upon that of Mr. Moore in the special commission court, it
is evident that the latter having been set aside, the zillah judgment
must be cancelled. We reverse that judgment accordingly; dis
missing the claim of respondents, who will be charged with the
costs of both courts.

*

THE 4TH JULY
PRESENT:

J.

A. F.

1848.

HAWKINS, Esq.,

CASE No. 72

OF 1847.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by Raee Hurchundur Ghose,
Principal Sudder Ameen of 24-Pergunnahs, November 5th, 1846.

MUSST. SOLUCHNA, widow of RAMMANIK SIRCAR,
APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
2767"stus

Mrs. HELENHARRIS, (widow of MR. FRANCIS HARRIS,)
AND MR. DAVID ANDREWS, REs PoNDENTs, (DEFENDANTs.)
Wukeel of Appellant–Taroke Chundur Raee.
Wukeels of Respondents—Pursun Komar Tagore and J. G. Waller.
SUIT laid at 7,874 rupees, 10 annas, 10 pie.
The plaint sets forth that Rammanik Sircar, the husband of the
plaintiff, made a disposal of his property by will, and appointed
Francis Harris, Peter Andrews and Henry Graham his executors.
By his will he made sundry bequests, and left to his widow, the
plaintiff, the sum of
Sicca rupees, being the moiety of a
Government promissory note for 20,000 rupees, together with
various articles and other property.
Rammanik Sircar died in
Aghun 1239 B.S. In Sawun 1240, the plaintiff sent the will and list
of property to Harris and Andrews, two of the executors, then re
siding at Balligunge, near Calcutta: they took out probate in the
Supreme Court and administered to the estate. That they carried
paying
out
the instructions
the will, with the exception
5,200 rupees, for which, with interest, she
the plaintiff the sum
now sues the heirs
the executors, both
whom are dead.

to

of

of

of

of

of

£

all
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TEMPORARY JUDGE.

__

–- ------------" -

There are other facts set forth in the plaint, which tend to shew
that Mr. Harris was the person who really administered to the
estate.
The defendant, Mrs. Harris, answered that the will had been
fully carried out, and every thing due to the plaintiff under it had
Further, that the court of the 24-Pergunnahs
been paid to her.
had no jurisdiction in the matter as probate had been granted by
the Supreme Court, and she (the defendant) was not a resident in
the district of 24-Pergunnahs.
The defendant, Mr. Andrews, answered that his father, Peter
Andrews, had never administered to the estate, and that, conse
quently, no claim could be made upon him.
The principal sudder ameen, on the 5th November 1846, non
suited the plaintiff, on the ground that he had no jurisdiction in
the case.
From his judgment the present appeal has been pre
'
ferred.
The action cannot be maintained against the defendant Andrews.
There is nothing to shew that any part of the assets of the estate
of Rammanik Sircar ever passed into the hands of his father,
Peter Andrews,'who died in I839, leaving Harris a surviving ex
The mere fact of Mr. David Andrews being his father’s
ecutor.
heir, is quite insuﬁticient to charge him with the liability.
The question of jurisdiction still remains to be considered with
reference to Mrs. Harris, who is shewn to have been the executrix
to the will of her husband, Francis Harris.
The will of Rammanik Sircar was executed in the district of
Nuddea, and was delivered to the executors at Balligunge, in the
district of 24-Pergunnahs, where Mr. Harris had a hired house,
which he rented up to the time of his death in I843, his principal
residence being in the district of Nuddea.
His widow then re
moved into Calcutta, where it is proved she resided up to the
period of her going to England in I846. This suit was instituted
against her on the 28th of June 1845.
The cause of action against Mrs. Harris is the obligation devolv
ing upon her in her character of executrix to her husband’s estate,
to pay the debts of her husband, including any thing that might be
due by him to the widow of Rammanik Sircar, to the extent of the
assets received by her. This cause of action must have arisen
either in the place where the obligation was assumed, which was
in the Supreme Court in Calcutta, where she took out probate of
her husband’s will, or in that in which it was to be performed,
which is the district of Nuddea, where the testator was domiciled;
but even in regard to the latter point, doubts may be entertained.
Mrs. Harris is in no way under the jurisdiction of the court of the
24-Pergunnahs, and the mere fact of her husband having had a
hired house in
during his life time, or of his having received
the will there, after the death of the testator,
insuﬂicient to
is

it,
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(633)
bring her within the jurisdiction, in the absence of any thing to
show her personal liability to it.
I accordingly aﬁirm the decree of the principal sudder ameen,
with costs of both courts against the plaintiff.

I-{1
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JULY

1848.

PRESENT:
R. H.

RATTRAY,

ESQ.,

JUDGE.

CASE No.

175

or

1847.

Regular Appeal from a decree passed by David Pringle, Esq.,
Judge of Purneah, February 6th, l847.

CHARLES REED, APPELLANT,

(DEFENDANT,)

versus

RANEE PURMESSERIE
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Rasponnmwrs,

AND

RANEE ANAR DYE,

(_PI.A11v'ru-ws.)

of Appellant—A. Sevestrei
Wukeels of Respondents—.I. G. Waller and A. Imlach.
H/’ukeel

THIS suit was instituted by respondents, on the lOth April
1845, to recover from appellant possession of lands, the property
of respondents, mortgaged to appellant for a loan of Sicca rupees
16,307, laid with mesne proceeds, at rupees l,88,306.
The decision of the zillah court is printed amongst those pub
lished for February last; and from it such preliminary remarks
and statements will be taken, and here repeated, as are necessary
to a thorough understanding of the case.
The plaint sets forth that respondents are proprietors of per
gunnah Telea Ghnrree, against which a decree having been obtained
by one Beharree Lal Singh, appellant, then their agent, undertook
its release, by payment, on this and other accounts, of 16,307
rupees, when respondents executed a mortgage of their estate in
his favor, to be held by him until the amount should be recovered,
principal and interest, from the proﬁts, after payment, as thus sti
pulated, of '/"O rupees monthly to respondents for their mainte
nance; that appellant has so realized a sum greatly in excess of that
due by respondents, the assets being as at the time of surrender ;
that he has moreover, since 1241 Fuslee, withheld the monthly
allowance of 70 rupees; and, that all respondents’ eﬂ'orts to obtain
an account from appellant being ineffectual, they now pray that he
may be required to render one, and that possession of their estate,
with mesne proﬁts realized in excess, may be restored to them.
Appellant pleads that he obtained possession of the pergunnak
agreeably to the ranees’ mortgage, and agreement of the 26th

(639)
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January l824 ; that, when afterwards dispossessed, he was required
to furnish an account by the Sudder Court ; that this, submitted
in June or July 1832, exhibited a balance of rupees 98,307, as

due to him on the 12th April preceding, on which the interest
subsequently accruing exceeds rupees I ,50,000; that by the
records of the Sudder Court from 1829 to I832, it will be seen that
above two lacks of rupees are due to him_ on this account, the
estate moreover being deteriorated by injustice on the part of the
public authorities; that, but for his benevolent and disinterested
efforts, the ranees must long ago have perished; that they must
pay down rupees 98,307 before they can redeem the estate; and
that the dishonesty of the attempt to obtain it otherwise, is ex
To this a list of documents is
ceeded only by its ingratitude.
subjoiued, of which an extract, in detail, is given in the zillah
decision.
Respondents, in reply, appeal to the terms of the original and
only deed executed by them, that of the 28th (not 26th) January
I824; pleading ignorance of any other, which, if produced, must
be a forgery; their seals being in possession of appellant, so that
their approval of any such account as that put in by him, was
They add, that appellant did not even
manifestly impossible.
fulﬁl the conditions on which the mortgage was granted, not
having taken any steps whatever to obtain a reversal of the decree,
which he was pledged to use his endeavours to get cancelled.
The mortgage deed was not forthcoming, a copy only being ﬁled,
Appellant stated that it was already
and that by respondents.
of
the
zillah
the
records
court, but it was not to be found
with
ikrarnameh,
of
the
asserted to have been subse
there.
Acopy
the
was also ﬁled in lieu of the
ranees,
entered
into
by
quently
original.
The purport of the mortgage deed was, that respondents were
indebted to appellant for countenance and protection between the
years l2l7 and 1230 Fuslee (1810 and I823 A. D.); that he had
expended towards their maintenance the sum of 6,200 rupees, as
adjusted by separate account, and further in satisfaction of a
decree of court, dated 29th June I820, rupees l0,l07-l3; that
being precluded by the said decree from making an absolute
transfer of their property, they, by this deed, mortgage the whole
to appellant, in consideration of his trouble and exertions in the
Then follow the stipulations as to revenue payments,
above case.
appropriation of returns, interest, &c.
The ikrarnameh above alluded to (a copy of which was ﬁled by
appellant) bears date the 22d November 1826; and appears to
have been registered on the 27th of the same month.
In a note
appended to the account given in by him, it is termed the ‘ sup
It is in substance that respondents had
plementary agreement.’
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to appel
already pledged the estate of pergumzah Ghurree_
lant, who had greatly exerted himself from l2l7 to 1230 F., in
regard to their cause while pending in the several courts, retaining
an olﬁce establishment, &c., with costs incurred exclusive of the
sums mentioned in the former deed (of 28th January I824) res
at the
pondents therefore agree to pay appellant, retrospectively,
rate of 100 rupees per mensem from 1217 to 1230 F., amounting
in the aggregate to rupees 18,000, which, though far from an ade
quate return for appellant’s outlay and trouble, he was content to
receive,—they, respondents, binding themselves and their heirs not
to claim release of their estate until the whole be liquidated, that
rupees l6,307-13, due under the mortgage (of |824,) with the
principal sum of rupees 18,000 now acknowledged to be due, and
interest upon the same at 12 per cent. per annum, in this wise-—
that
to say, interest on ,200 rupees from I217 F., at the said
rate, until its liquidation; and so on, the like sum for each suc
ceeding year, in the period mentioned: for fulﬁlment of which, this
to be considered duly executed by respondents.
agreement
an extract from
the zillah judge
Appended to the above
the account said to have been ﬁled in the Sudder Court in 1832
as forms the basis of appellant’s claim (see
being so much of
printed decision, page I3.)
The following
the judgment of the zillah court, which
impossible to abridge satisfactorily, and which consequently
given in the Words of the judge who passed it.
“ Of the deeds here referred to, the integrity of the ﬁrst ad
mitted by the plaintilfs (respondents)
its validity will hereafter
be determined.
The last they wholly repudiate, which therefore
ﬁrst examine.
“There are only two constructions to be put upon this deed.
It either an agreement taken in adjustment of an account, thus
or
the acknowledg
closed to
date three years antecedent;
ment of balance due on such date in account current, for which
and the interest accruing thereon,
second mortgage
thus effec
ted.
will consider
in both lights.
“ Of the adjustment here supposed,
order
apparent, that
to form the basis of
must, ﬁrst, be speciﬁc
new transaction,
as to amount; secondly, embrace all claims on that account, to
the date on which concluded.
But in this agreement, as explained
by the account which follows, we ﬁnd no indication of such settle
ment,—the defendant (appellant) in the latter, foregoing interest
on
moiety of the period for which the deed provides, but of
which abatement there
there no mention: that so viewed, con
stituting claim, as adjusted, for 49,334 rupees, not 33,120, as
fails, so considered, in answering
thus made to represent.
That
there being left, on the
the second condition,
no less obvious

(641)
date on which such settlement is concluded, a previous account
of two years and ten months unadjusted.
“ The same statement,
now shew, is conclusive against this
of amount due in account
deed, regarded as an acknowledgment
current, as thus rendered apparent, the demand so arising being
there exhibited under separate accounts; one of which is closed
with an abatement of interest; the other still current.
“ Nor is the contravention of the usury law here found, as con
tained in Regulation I5 of 1793, less remarkable, whether in the
levy of compound or usurious interest, there being charged on the
original debt of 18,000 rupees, 50,000 rupees, or nearly threefold
the principal; while the deed throughout can only be considered
as a device to evade the law, and so convert an illegal demand into
a means of exacting usurious interest.
“ But with the consideration of this deed, is inseparably con
nected that of the original mortgage; to which the defendant is
careful to shew it merely forms a supplement: without which
therefore the former was incomplete; and with which it must now
Both, it is seen, are made to bear interest
be pronounced invalid.
from the same date, though the latter was not executed for two
The transaction according to
years and ten months afterwards.
defendant, was one and the same; by one law therefore it must
But the plaintiffs have not brought their action to
be governed.
set aside that deed ; and being now content to admit the account
put in by the defendant, for the objects declared by their bill it
only remains to make the following order.
“ That possession of the said property be restored to the plain
tiffs, with mesne proﬁts obtained by defendant in excess of the
amount due under that mortgage, or rupees 24,612-l-9, as realized
in I239. Likewise the sum of Company’s rupees 35,399-7-4, as
proved to have been paid over to defendant by an order of court,
because of his dispossession, on sale of the estate in execution of
a decree, thereby cancelled, but for which no credit is here given:
the whole amounting with interest, on this date, to Company’s
rupees two lacks, thirty-seven thousand, eight hundred, and sixty
two, twelve annas, and nine pie, which will bear interest till its
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liquidation.

“ The

genuineness of the supplementary deed will form subject
as not necessary to be determined before
That the original, if it exists, must be a for
making this award.
gery, is supported, I am of opinion, by the strongest presumptive
In an English petition presented to the collector on
evidence.
the 3lst July I830, the following postscript is found appended :—

of separate enquiry,

‘

In

consequence of information just received from Purneah,
Some time
represent that the ranees formerly had not seals.
had
I,
with
the
Calcutta
seals made
Magistrate’s permission,
ago,

I

(642)
for them: these seals, with the ranees’ consent, have remained in
my possession, and, in their unprotected condition, it certainly
would not be right to leave the seals with them, (signed) C. Reed.’
“ The original, as said, is not here produced;
yet the absence of
this would not bar enquiry into the fabrication of a paper so ﬁled,
under Regulation 17 of l8l7.
have therefore addressed the
Chief Magistrate to ascertain the history of those seals.
“As further supporting the presumption thus created,
only
here add, that the original mortgage, admitted by the plaintiffs,
would, from its tenor, appear to have been considered in the light
of a ﬁnal adjustment of all existing claims, as the words in italics
by this court seem clearly to indicate.”
To the principle adopted by the zillah judge in the proceedings
on this case, I have no objection to offer: on the contrary,
con
sider the judgment passed to rest upon the best of all possible
evidence, that furnished by the defendant in the suit.
believe
with the zillah judge, that the ikrarnameh, or supplementary deed
is a forgery, and that the respondents were not parties to it; and
why I believe this, is (amongst other reasons, which it is not ne
cessary to state here) that their seal was in the keeping of Mr.
Reed,—that the original deed is not ﬁled,—that the registry of it,
upon which much stress is laid, as evidencing the original concur
rence of respondents and their acknowledgment of what it contains,
was eflected by two persons (Domun Lal and Wuzeer Ali) said to
have acted under a mo/chtarnameh, or power of attorney, executed
by respondents ; but no such molrhtarnameh has been produced,
nor was any, or any trace of any, to be found in the local oﬂice;
nor have the individuals named as having acted under the authority
thus delegated, been brought forward to prove, what, under the
circumstances stated, there is not a tittle of evidence to establish.
lt is to be observed, that the award of the zillah court, with
the interest account brought up to the date of decision, is still in
excess of the amount at which the suit was laid; and there is one
item, inducing this, which ought not to have been included, if only
on the score of the respondents not having sought the Court’s in
I allude to the sum of Company’s rupees
terference to obtain it.
35,399—7-4, proved (says the zillah judge) to have been paid over
to the defendant because of his dispossession, on sale of the
It was paid as stated ; but the
estate in execution of a decree.
payment became the ground of a subsequent distinct action, not
yet, I believe, ﬁnally disposed of: at any rate the money has not
now been claimed, and cannot be adjudged. This would render it
necessary to lay the case before a full Court; but the objection
would seem to have been anticipated, and respondents have at
once waived all right and title to the amount.
This is the only part of the judgment of the zillah court which
consider open to correction.
Deductiug, therefore, this sum of

I

I

I
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Company’s
rupees 35,399-7-4, with the same sum for interest, to
gether C0mpany’s rupees 70,798-I4-8, from that decreed (Com-_
pany’s rupees 2,137,862-12-9-16) there remains Company’s rupees
l,67,063-14-I-16; the decree for which, with restoration of the
estate of pergunnah Telea Ghurree, is hereby aﬂirmed, with interest
on the full sum from the date of the zillah decision to that of
liquidation. Costs, upon the amount adjudged, to be paid by
appellant.
I deem it proper to add a few words with respect to the relin
quishment by respondents of the sum above deducted from the
amount decreed by the zillah judge, and the consequent disposal
of the case without submitting it to a full Court. The proceeding
has been adopted upon precedent, conferring a competency, which,
in the absence of such authority, I should not have assumed, cer
tainly not without taking the sense of my colleagues on the ques
tion, which, with reference to what follows, became unnecessary.
In the case of Syudanee Ruhman Bibi, appellant, versus Kishun
Mohun Shah, respondent, decided by Mr. Tucker on the 19th June
1841, the zillah court had adjudged interest on mesne proﬁts de
creed to respondent from a date prior to that of the institution
of the suit, from which latter date only it was considered by the
Court that interest could be justly allowed, and it became neces
sary to submit the case to another judge; but on the wukeel of
the respondent waiving all claim to interest for the antecedent
period, the deduction was made, and the -appeal disposed of with
out further reference.
In the case of Govind Lal Race, appellant, versus Usdun-o-nissa
Bibi, respondent, decided by Mr. Dick on the 28th April 1847, the
zillah court had adjudged 500 rupees as the estimated value of
certain personal effects, which it was the opinion of thejudge (Mr.
D.,) ought not to have been decreed. The claim was withdrawn;
and the zillah decision was aﬁirmed as regarded the remainder of
the property, without further reference.
There are others, involving a relinquishment of portions of the
amount claimed and adjudged in the lower courts; and, besides
these, a great many in which costs decreed have been resigned by‘
parties, and deducted by single judges on a ﬁnal disposal of the
appeal, which otherwise had been open to a general revisal by a
will merely add one more of the former class, in proof
full Court.
of having myself, heretofore, acted similarly to my colleagues upon
In a case, (Doodraj Singh and others, ap
assumed competency.
Lal,
Imrut
versus
respondent,) decided on the 23rd Janu
pellants,
items
of family property to be adjudicated,
other
l847,
amongst
ary
were certain boys and girls, slaves, half of whose number had been
decreed, with the other animals, &c., of the estate, to the respon
dent (plaintilf in the suit). With advertence to Act 5 of I843,
refused to afﬁrm this portion of the decision; and was about to

I

I

(

644

)

-

order the case to be laid before a full Court, when the respondent
relinquished the claim, and, minus the slaves, the zillah judgment
was upheld without further reference.
Anything required in regard to the enquiry under Regulation
17 of 1817, mentioned at the conclusion of the zillah decision,
will be made the subject of a separate proceeding.

THE 5TH JULY 1848.
PRESENT:
ABER. DICK, Esq.,
JUDGE.

W. B. JACKSON and

J.

A. F.

HAWKINS,

Esq.Rs.,

TEMPORARY JUDGEs.
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CASE No.

5l

OF

1846.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by Moulvee Abool Khyr Mo
hummud Ali, Principal Sudder Ameen of Tipperah, August
8th, 1844; confirming a decree passed by Jonab Ali, Moonsiff of
Begumgunge, April 22d, 1844.

MEHR-O-NISSA, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
©ersus

RAJUB-O-NISSA,

RESPONDENT,

(DEFENDANT.)

Wukeel of Appellant-Gholam Ahmud Khan.
Wukeel of Respondent–Ameer

Ali.

THIs case was admitted to special appeal, on the 29th January
1846, under the following certificate recorded by Mr. Jackson:—
“The principal sudder ameen, confirming the moonsiff’s order,
dismisses the claim on the ground that above 12 years has elapsed
since the origin of the case, viz. that Kureem-o-nissa died in the
year 1232, and the suit was laid for a portion of the property left
by her, on the 19th September 1843; moreover, that the plea of
intermediate minority has not been made out. The plaintiff files
copy of an order of the judge, dated 6th January 1832, on a
report of Radhanath, mohurrir, directing ‘that the guardian of the
plaintiff be relieved from her charge. The plaintiff was therefore
under a guardian till that date; and from 6th January 1832 to
19th September 1843, 12 years has not expired. To try the point
whether the action was barred by the rule of limitations, due
regard being given to the minority of the plaintiff.

(

645

)

MR. DICK.—The Court are of opinion that the suit is not barred
by the law of limitation, as the plaintiff cannot be considered to
have attained her majority until the date of the order of the court
removing her guardian. The case is therefore remanded for re-trial
on its merits.
MR. JAckson.—I agree in the above order. The plaintiff
could not come into court in person until she was relieved of he:
state of tutelage, by the removal of the guardian appointed by the
court. The 12 years must count from the date of the order
removing the guardian.
MR. HAwKINs.—I concur.

->

THE 5TH JULY
PRESENT

1848.
:
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ABER. DICK, Esq.,
JUDGE.

W. B. JACKSON and

J.

A. F.

HAWKINS,

Esq.Rs.,

TEMPORARY JUDGEs.

CASE No. 25

OF

1846.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by Moulvee Abool Khyr
Mohummud, Principal Sudder Ameen of Tipperah, August 8th,
1844; confirming a decree passed by Jonab Ali, Moonsiff of
Begumgunge, April 22nd, 1844.

MEHR-O-NISSA, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
ters?/8

RAJUB-O-NISSA

AND

oth ERs, RESPONDENTs, (DEFENDANTs.)

THE grounds for the admission of

are the same
1846.

£

the special appeal in this case
as those recorded in the preceding case (No. 51 of
-

Court are of opinion, that the plaintiff had not incurred the
penalty of being barred from suit from lapse of time after attain
ing majority, as that must count from the date of the order of
court removing the guardian. The suit is therefore remanded for
trial on its merits.

(

)
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THE 5TH

JULY

PRESENT

1848.
:

ABER. DICK, Esq.,
JUDGE.

JACKSON and
J. A. F. HAWKINS,
W. B.

Esq.Rs.,

TEMPORARY JUDGEs.

CASE No.

142 of 1842.

Regular Appeal from a decision

passed by

Principal Sudder

the

Ameen of Midnapore.

SREENATH MITR, PAUPER, APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT,)
RANEE KISHEN PEEREEA,
Wukeel

REspoNDENT,

of Appellant—Pursun

(PLAINTIFF.)

Komar Tagore.

Wukeel of Respondent–None.

of

or

in

it,or

it

be

if

to

by

of

13

to

as

by

an

to

it,

RESPONDENT sued the appellant and others for balance of rent
due on a mouroosee ijara, junglebooree, or heritable jungle
clearing lease for the years 1235 to 1247, inclusive, after deduct
ing sundry payments made during that period.
The appellant
denied that any balance was due ; and in proof filed, among other
receipts, a receipt given by Rajah Roodur Nurain in 1247, in
which is an admission of there remaining no balance due for
former years.
The principal sudder ameen considered this document invalid,
and the original contents erased, and new inserted. On which ac
count, and on its being very irregular and contrary to custom, and
unsupported by any other corroboratory document evincing an
examination and casting up of accounts, rejected
and decreed
equal amount
the principal with interest
what seemed due,
paid
respondents.
after deducting the sums admitted
The appellant preferred this appeal, pleading that the res
pondent ought
have sued yearly for any balance due, and not
years; that the receipt
have held back for
Roodur Nurain,
rejected
the principal sudder ameen, was perfectly regular and
according
custom; and that
any erasures,
besmearing,
suspicion
other cause
now apparent on
that has been
court, &c.
done collusively with respondent since
was filed
of
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The receipt ﬁled by appellant, and on which he rests his defence
and appeal, is on unstampt paper, and therefore invalid and inad
It is therefore rejected; and the principal
missible by the courts.
only of the rent due (within 12 years from date of suit) by appellant,
was awarded, because the respondent had the privilege of suing
yearly and summarily for arrears; by neglecting to do so, and de
laying his suit for so long a period, he has justly forfeited the
Costs in proportion to amount awarded, and interest on
interest.
that amount from date of suit till payment.

-Iii

JULY I848.
C. TUCKER, EsQ.,
Junon.
THE 5TH
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PETITION No. 445 or 1846.

IN the matter of the petition of Sheo Purshad Bhuggut, ﬁled
in this Court on the llth March l848, praying for the admission
of a special appeal from the decision of Captain John Hannyng
ton, deputy commissioner of zillah Kishenpore, Chota Nagpore,
under date the 21st April 1846; reversing that of Captain Richard
Onseley, principal assistant, under date the 2lst June l843,in the
case of Chowdhree Muhabeer Singh and others, plaintiffs, versus
Sheo Purshad Bhuggut, defendant.
This was a petition for a review of a previous order, dated 16th
September 1847, rejecting the application then before the Court,
for a special appeal in this case ; and which I have considered it
right to allow.
The suit was brought to recover possession of four villages, to
gether with surplus collections thereon to the extent of rupees
9,709-4-l3, (principal and interest) and for restitution of three
kubalas, or bills of sale, lodged with the uncle of the defendant,
Munoke Bhuggut.
The plaintiﬁs are sons of one Chowdhree Birj Bhookun Singh;
and in their plaint they state, that their father, conjointly with
Chowdhree
Gundowree Singh
Munpoorun Singh, Chowdhree
and Koonwur Oodyenath Singh, purchased the four villages in
question from different parties in the year I857 Sumbut, for Sicca

rupees 2,813, under three Irubalas.
That after ﬁve or six years’ undisturbed possession of the same,
one Munoke Bhuggut, a muhajun, to whom their father was in
debted in the sum of rupees 2,905, began to press for his money;
and that their father obtained the consent of his co-purchasers to
mortgage the four villages in question to Munoke Bhuggut, until
the debt should be discharged from the usufruct.
That Munoke
Bhuggut assenting to this arrangement, said there was no neces
sity to draw out any fresh title deeds ; but that if the four pur
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chasers would transfer the three kubalas to him, under their res
pective signatures, in the form of an out and out sale, he, on his
part, would execute an engagement, pledging himself to restore the
villages so soon as the debt should be discharged from the collec
tions ; from which nothing save the Govermnent revenue was to
be deducted.
That the three kubalas were accordingly so endorsed
and made over to Munoke Bhuggut, apparently as an uncondi
tional sale for the sum of rupees 2,905; and an ikrar of the pur
port abovementioned was executed by Munoke Bhuggut, in the
name of, and given to their father. The endorsement on the kubalas,
and the ikrar are dated 2d Assar 1864 Sumbut, which corresponds
with the 22d June 1807.
The plaintiﬂ"s then go on to state, apparently with the view of ac
counting for the delay in bringing this suit, which was ﬁled on the
3d September 1840, that shortly after the_above transaction their
father became inane; and that much time was pent in looking
after him, and in endeavouring to restore him to sanity, but to
no purpose ; and that at length they were obliged to assume charge
of his affairs, and, as the debt to Munoke Bhuggut had long since
been fully liquidated, to institute this suit to compel him to res
tore the villages, which he refused to do. They further stated that
the co-sharers had since been paid (some by their father and some
by them) their share of the original purchase money, so that the
property in the four villages now vested exclusively in them, the
The account made out by the plaintiffs is as follows :—
plaintiffs.

Gross assets of the four villages from 1864
Sumbut to 1896, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . }
Deduct Government revenue from do. do.,. . . .
Deduct due to Munoke Bhuggut to do., .
Interest on balance,

.

l9"392

8

0

4,298

4

0

l5,094

4
4

O

0

. . . . .

8,957
6,137
3,572

0

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

5

0
0

9,’/'09

5

O

Sa. Rs..

.

This statement was positively denied by the defendant, the
nephew and heir of Munoke Bhuggut, who pleaded an uncondi
tional sale ; and urged the great improbability, that with such 8
document as Munoke Bhuggut’s pretended ikrar in their hands,
the plaintiffs should allow him and his uncle to retain possession
of the villages so many years after the debt had been discharged
from the usufruct, without ever preferring their claim.
The principal assistant dismissed the claim ; but on appeal the
deputy commissioner decreed for the appellants, on two grounds :

(649)

,

ﬁrst, that the ikrar was proved by the attesting witnesses
as the writer of it; secondly, that the endorsement
the lcubalas was not a legal transfer.

I

well
of

ﬁnd it necessary to admit a spe
these points
to the ﬁrst,
With
ﬁnd the evidence
regard
appeal.
of the witnesses were not taken by the court in the pre
sence of the parties, but copies of some depositions made by
them, in a case pending before the collector in 1839, were ﬁled
by the plaintiffs; and on these copies so ﬁled, the court decided
as to the ikrar.
With regard to the second point, we have the mere assertion of
the deputy commissioner unsupported by a single argument. The
deputy commissioner should have shown that either by the cus
tom of the country, or by the Regulations of the Government in
force at the date of the endorsement, such a mode of transferring
property was held to be of no effect; but, as before remarked,
there is no attempt to support the assertion by argument or pre
deem the deputy
There are other reasons for which
cedent.
commissioner’s proceedings incomplete, and insuﬁicient to over
rule the decision of the principal assistant.
There is no attempt to explain the extraordinary delay in bring
ing this suit. At the plaintiffs’ own valuation, the debt should have
been discharged in eight years from the collections; but the vil
lages were allowed to remain in Munoke Bhuggut’s posession for
33 years before this suit was brought.
Again, it is a matter re
the
ikrarnameh,
bearing the same date as
quiring explanation, why
the endorsement on the back of the three kubalas, was not attest
ed by the same witnesses, and why the ikrarnameh was in the
name of Brij Bhookun Singh, only, when the interests of his co
purchasers in the four villages required protection as well as his
own.
Having admitted the special appeal on the two points of law
just noticed; and the error of receiving as evidence copies of de
positions made before another tribunal by persons still in exist
ence (for any thing shewn to the contrary on the record), having
annul the decision
originated in the principal assistant’s court,
of the deputy commissioner, and remand the proceedings to the
principal assistant, who will give the plaintiffs the opportunity to
summon the attesting witnesses, and the writer of the ilcrarnamelz ,
and should their attendance be procured, he will take their evi
dence de nova in presence of the parties to this suit, or of their
duly constituted wukeels. He will also afford them an opportuni
ty of producing any evidence they may have, oral or documentary,
to explain the points above alluded to (as calling for explanation)
and then dispose of the case ; allowing, however, to the defendant
an opportunity to rebut any new evidence which the plaintiffs may
adduce under the above permission.

On both

cial

I

I
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No. 896, dated 19th May
ﬁrst, or regular appeal from cases valued at l0,0()()
Company’s_rupees and upwards, which may be heard and deter
districts, by whatever authority,
mined in all the non-regulation
lies to the Court of Sudder Dewanny Adawlut.
The principal
assistant therefore will inform the losing party in his court, that
if they deem themselves aggrieved by his decision they are at
liberty to appeal direct to this Court.
Under the orders of Government,

1848,

the
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THE 5'rn JULY I848.
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PETITION No.

132

or I848.

IN the matter of the petition of Petumber Ghose, ﬁled in this
Court on the 27th April l848, praying for the admission of a spe
cial appeal from the decision of Ramlochun Raee, principal sudder
ameen of zillah Nuddea, under date the 28th January l848 ; re
versing that of Gour Mohnn Biddya Sunkur, moonsiff of Meher
poor, under date the 29th July 1847, in the case of Petumber
Ghose, plaintiﬁ, versus Hurnath Banerjee, gomashtah of Mr.
James Hill.
This was a suit instituted by the petitioner on the 4th February
I846, to set aside a summary decision of the collector of N uddea,
dated 16th January l844. The case was decreed by the moonsiﬁ’; but,
on appeal, was thrown out by the principal sudder ameen, because
it was not brought within one year from the date of the collector’s
decision.
The circumstances attending the delay in bringing the
suit were stated, but were not considered by the principal sudder
ameen sufficient.
The petitioner appealed
They are as follows.
from the collector’s decision to the commissioner of revenue, who
The plaintiff, in the summary suit,
reversed the collector’s orders.
then appealed to the Sudder Board of Revenue, who annulled the
commissioner’s orders; and these orders were communicated to
the collector by the commissioner on the 7th February I845. VVhen
the petitioner was made acquainted with this fact, does not appear;
but, at all events, up to 7th February 1845 he had no grounds for
a suit in court, the collector’s decision, up to that date, standing
cancelled. The present suit was brought 4th February l8-46; and
yet the principal sudder ameen threw it out, because not ﬁled on
or before 16th January 1845, at which time he had positively no
therefore admit a special appeal; and under
cause of action.
the provisions of Clause 2, Section 2, Regulation 9, l83l , remand
the proceedings to the principal sudder ameen, who will restore
the appeal to his ﬁle, and dispose of it on its merits.

I
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THE 5TH JULY
PRESENT

C.

1848.
:

TUCKER, Esq.,
JUDGE.
OF

1846.

IN the matter of the petition of Musst. Umul Husnaut, filed in
this Court on the 19th December 1846, praying for the admission
of a special appeal from the decision of Henry Brownlow, Esq.,
judge of zillah Cuttack, under date the 14th September 1846;
affirming that of Tarakunth Bidyasagur, principal sudder ameen
of the said zillah, under date the 24th September 1845, in the case
of Musst. Umul Husnaut, plaintiff, versus Muddoo Soodun Sahoo
and Moulvee Abdool Ahid, defendants.
A full report of this case will be found at pages 8 and 9 of the
monthly decisions for zillah Cuttack, for the year 1846.
The decisions of the lower courts in this case are admitted to be
against the evidence, documentary and oral; and in remanding the
proceedings for further enquiry, I would not be understood to dis
pute the right of the courts to do so; but
conceive that in all
such cases, it behoves the Court to proceed on some tangible
grounds supported by evidence on the record.
In this case the courts below are impressed with the idea, that
the plaintiff and the defendant, Moulvee Abdool Ahid, her husband,
have conspired together to defraud the other defendant, Muddoo
Soodun Sahoo; and they do not believe the assertions of the plain
tiff, or the admissions made by her husband. But letting alone
that, there does not seem to be any adequate motive for the alleged
collusion between the plaintiff and her husband, inasmuch as the
husband must, under the course adopted, inevitably refund to
Muddoo Soodun Sahoo the amount purchase money received by
him from that person. The courts have not made that full and
patient enquiry into the truth, or otherwise, of the statement of the
plaintiff, which, if true, might very probably remove the suspicion
of collusion between husband and wife entertained by the court.
refer to the history given by the plaintiff of her disagreement
with her husband since his second marriage, and the attempts
made by him to injure her and her children for whose future bene
alleged
this very property
have been purchased.
duty
parties
they
place such evidence
know
the
deem
their interest
adduce before the court; but this
applicable only
those points which the courts under Section
10, Regulation 26
1814, may think
call upon the parties
to establish.
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It cannot fairly be imputed as neglect on the party, who may
not adduce evidence on any other point not laid down in the court’s
proceeding.
It is here I deem the proceedings of the lower courts
deficient and incomplete; and, to remedy this, I admit the special
appeal and remand the proceedings under the provisions of Clause
2, Section 2, Regulation 9, 1831, to the court of the principal sudder
ameen, who will give the plaintiff an opportunity of establishing by
evidence the statement contained in her plaint of the conduct of
Moulvee Abdool Ahid, towards herself and her children, and then
dispose of the case de novo,

•

THE 6TH JULY

1848.

PRESENT:
SIR. R.

BARLOW, BART.,
JUDGE.
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CASE No.

16

OF

1847.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Jessore, September 10th, 1846.

RANEE KUTEEANEE, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
2767°81/S

RAM RUTTUN RAEE AND oth ERs, AND GOOROO DAS
RAEE AND oth ERs, RESPONDENTs, (DEFENDANTs.)
'ukeels

of Appellant-Gholam Sufdur and Pursun Komar Tagore.

Wukeels of Respondents—J. G. Waller, Rampran Raee,
Buddun Mitr, and Gobind Chundur Mookerjee.

Bunsee

THE appellant on the 14th April 1846, or 3d Bysack 1253, sued
the respondents for arrears of rent on 22 khadehs, 8 pakees,
14 kanees of land, situate in her zemindaree pergunnah Nuldee, from
1242 to the 16th Poose 1249, at 228 Sicca rupees, 8 annas per
annum, being 1,761 Sicca rupees, 5 annas, 13 gundahs, with interest
thereon 1,498 Sicca rupees, 7 annas, 6 gundahs, amounting to 3,259
Sicca rupees, 12 annas, 19 gundahs; and also for rents from the 17th
Poose 1249 to the close of 1252 on the same lands, at 589 Sicca
rupees, l anna, l l gundahs, (after assessment made on them under a
decretal order of the courts below, confirmed by the Sudder Dewan
ny Adawlut,) being 1,937 Sicca rupees, 4 annas, 13 gundahs, with
interest 375 Sicca rupees, l l annas, 14 gundahs, amounting to 2,313
Sicca rupees, l anna, 7 gundahs; estimating her action at 5,572
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Sicca rupees, 13 annas, 6 gnndahs, or 5,944 Company’s rupees,
6 annas.
The respondents, Ram Ruttun and his brother, claim exemption
from the demand, on the plea that Gooroo Das and his brother, and
their father, were in possession of the lands as shewn by former
decisions of the courts.
The respondents, Gooroo Das and Ram Rungonee, urge no ob
jection to the jumma, or to the rents sued for; but plead that the
plaintiff had already recovered from their guardian 13,620 Sicca
rupees under summary decrees, the refund of which, though it had
been ordered by the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, up to the present
date has never been made; that she might have realized her rents
from the last mentioned sum if she thought them due; and that
interest after the lapse of so many years cannot be allowed.
Other pleas are also brought forward, which however are not
material to the issue of the case.
The principal sudder ameen does not consider the plaintiff enti
tled to the interest she claims, as the plaintiff has not proved she
ever demanded her rents, which she might have received monthly,
if she had asked for them. He exempts Ram Ruttun Raee and
his brother, on proof that they were not in possession of the land
in 1242; and charges Gooroo Das and Ram Rungonee for that
year, as well as from 1243 from which period they admit they
were in occupation.
He decrees the principal without the interest
sued for (i. e. 3,698 Sicca rupees, 10 annas,6 gundahs) against the
last mentioned parties, with interest thereon from date of plaint
at 12 per cent., and interest on amount of decree from date.
The plaintiff at the present moment holds a sum of money,
made (on the 25th Maugh 1240, or 6th February I834) by this
The alle
Court payable by her to the defendants, (respondents.)
gation, therefore, that they are in balance to her for rents from 1242
to 1249 is ‘altogether incorrect; of course, under such circum
The appellant is at liberty
stances, no interest can be charged.
to realize the amount principal, without interest, awarded by the
principal sudder ameen, with interest from date of his decree.
The appeal is dismissed with costs.

(

)
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THE 8TH

JULY

PRESENT

C.

1848.
:

TUCKER, Esq.,
BARLOW,

SIR. R.

and

BART.,
JUDGEs.

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,

J.

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 402 of

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Additional Principal
Sudder Ameen of Patna, June 26th, 1845; reversing
a decree
passed by the Moonsiff of the Western Division, December 31st,
1840.

PURSHAD SAHOO

AND

RAMNATH SAHOO, APPELLANTs,

(PLAINTIFFs,)
wersus
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MOONSHEE RAHUT ALI

AND OTHERs, RESPONDENTs,

(DEFENDANTs.)
Wukeel of Appellants–Kishen Kishore

Ghose.

in person.
THIs case was admitted to special appeal, on the 25th February
1847, under the following certificate recorded by Mr. Charles
Respondents

Tucker :—
“The petitioners (appellants) sued for possession of 3 pie
milkeeut
and 2 annas moocurrurree of mouzah Asoopoor, pur
chased by their father, Hem Sahoo, from Dyem Ali and Kuramut
Ali, on 10th Assin 1241 F. The principal defendant (Rahut Ali)
pleaded a previous purchase from Kuramut Ali in 1229 F.
Kuramut Ali and Dyem Ali admitted the sale to Hem Sahoo.
The case was tried first by a moonsiff, who gave decision in
favor of the plaintiffs; but the defendant, Rahut Ali, induced
the moonsiff to ask permission of the judge to review his judg
ment, which was granted. The result, however, was the same :
the moonsiff adhered to his first opinion, and decreed for the peti

tioners.
It was proved that in 1229 F., the period of the alleged
sale to Rahut Ali by Kuramut Ali, the property belonged to and
was in possession of Musst. Fusseeah, Kuramut Ali’s mother, who
on the death of her husband, Sheikh Mojeeboollah, in Sawun 1222
F., had succeeded to his property in virtue of her dower. This was
incontestably proved by copies of three decrees put in by the peti
tioners. In one Sheo Churn and Kurrum Chund were plaintiffs
against Kuramut Ali and Dyem Ali, for the possession of 2 annas of
the milkeeut and 2 annas of the moocurrurree sold to them by Musst.
Fusseeah, in which they obtained a decree.
In the second Hem
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Sahoo was the plaintiff, against the same defendants, for the same

of

as

it.

in

property; which, after the first decree, was sold to Hem Sahoo by
Sheo Churn and Kurrum Chund.
In this case, amongst other
things, it was pleaded by the defendants that their mother, Musst.
Fusseeah, never had possession of the property in virtue of her
dower, and had no right to sell any part of
The decree
this case confirms the sale
Musst. Fusseeah,
the rightful
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In

of

of at

owner and possessor
the property
the time the sale was
daughter
made.
the third case
Musst. Fusseeah was
plaintiff against Kuramut Ali, Dyem Ali and the present peti
tioners; and her claim was
have the share which was her due
Mojeeboollah.
the daughter
The case was dismissed,
the
grounds that Musst. Fusseeah had succeeded
the property
virtue
her dower, and had disposed
the greater part
during her life time, and the same had been transferred from one
Now,
another subsequently.
not denied that Musst.
Fusseah died
1237
Rahut Ali’s alleged purchase from
1229; and yet,
Kuramut Ali
dated
the face
the three
cases above quoted, the principal sudder ameen, who tried the
appeal
this case, overruled those three cases, and refused
acknowledge them
establishing the right
property and pos
session
Musst. Fusseeah, and reversed the moonsiff’s decree,
and confirmed the sale from Kuramut Ali (only one
the sons
Sheikh Mojeeboollah)
Rahut Ali
1229
special appeal—
admit
First, because
Regulation
Act that am aware
autho
permit
rizes the judge
moonsiff
review his judgment.
The
nullity, and from the first there has
second decree
therefore
been no appeal.
‘Secondly, that although Rahut Ali was not
party
the
three decrees above noticed,
think the principal sudder ameen
pro
acknowledge them
establishing the right
was bound
perty and occupancy being vested
Fusseeah,
Musst.
which
case
could not recognize the sale
Rahut Ali
Kuramut
Ali
1229 F.”
On the first point referred
the above certificate, we are
opinion that the proceedings held subsequent
the first deci
legal efficacy; and that the
sion
the moonsiff, are
void
fact
the moonsiff having adhered
his first decision, will not
pass
allow
countenance and
over
actual illegality; the
that,
receipt
judge’s
permission
more
we find
after
the
judgment,
supplementary
plaint
review his
was filed
the
plaintiffs, including mesne profits, (which were not included
prohibited
the first plaint), which
moonsiff’s court
law.
We therefore annul all the proceedings held subsequent
the
first decision
the moonsiff, dated 28th May 1838, from which
decision the defendant, under the circumstances, may
allowed
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to prefer an appeal within one month from the date of the arrival
of this decree in the court of the principal sudder ameen.
On the second point noted in the certificate, we deem it right
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to record our opinion, that in case of an appeal being preferred
no misapprehension may arise calculated to fetter the judgment
of the appellate court. After a careful consideration of the ques
tion, we are of opinion that if Rahut Ali can establish his state
ment to the satisfaction of the appellate court, and can show that
he has held possession of the contested property since his pur
chase in 1229, then and in that case the previous decrees, referred
to in the certificate, and to which Rahut Ali was not a party, will
form no obstacle to his obtaining a decree on the suit of the pre
sent plaintiffs, purchasers from Kuramut Ali and Dyem Ali.
We accordingly remand the proceedings to the court of the
principal sudder ameen, who, in the event of an appeal being
preferred in conformity with the tenor of these orders, will pro
ceed to try it on its merits de novo.
Costs of this appeal to be
charged to the appellants.

•

THE 8TH

JULY

PRESENT

1848.

:

TUCKER, Esq.,
SIR. R. BARLOW, BART.,

C.

JUDGEs.

-

J.

A. F.

HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 337

OF

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Judge of Zillah West
Burdwan, December 18th, 1845; confirming that of the Principal
Sudder Ameen of that district, September 14th, 1844.

GUNGAPURSHAD GHOSE, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
tler's?/S

JOYCHAND PAUL, CHOWDHREE,

RESPONDENT,

(DEFENDANT.)

Wukeel of Appellant—E. Colebrooke.
Wukeel of Respondent–Bunsee Buddun Mitr.

THIs
1847,

case was admitted to special appeal, on the 24th June
under the following certificate recorded by Mr. Charles

Tucker:—
“In this case the petitioner (appellant)

sued the defendant for a
balance of account as per his khatta-bye. The transactions be
tween the parties embraced a period of 14 years, from 1232 to
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1246 B. S., when an adjustment is said to have taken place in the
presence of the gomashtahs of both parties. The courts below
have dismissed the claim, because the defendant was a minor till
the year 1240 B. S.
“I admit the special appeal to try in the first place, whether the
continuation of the money transactions between plaintiff and de
fendant, for six years after the latter came of age, does not bar the
plea of minority.
If the Court be of opinion it does, it may then
necessary
be
to remand the case for investigation of the accounts.”
On reference to the proceedings, we find the courts below have
not confined themselves to the point of minority; but that the
judge in particular has gone into the evidence on the whole case,
and dismissed the claim for want of proof.
We therefore see no
grounds for interfering with his decision, which is accordingly
affirmed, and the appeal to this Court dismissed with costs.

->
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THE 8TH JULY 1848.
PRESENT :

TUCKER, Esq., and
SIR. R. BARLOW, BART.,
C.

JUDGEs.

J. A.

F.

HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No.

191

OF 1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Additional Judge of
Zillah Hooghly, June 26th, 1845; reversing that of the Principal
Sudder Ameen of that District, March 7th, 1843.

JOYKISHEN MOOKERJEE AND RAJKISHEN MOO
KERJEE, APPELLANTs, (PLAINTIFFS,)
te?"S*s

MR. JOHN WATSON, RESPONDENT, (DEFENDANT.)
Wukeels

of Appellants–Ramapurshad
Chatterjee.

Raee

and Shib

Nurain

Wukeel of Respondent—Pursun Komar Tagore.

THIs case was admitted to special appeal, on the 11th March
1847, under the following certificate recorded by Mr. Charles

Tucker:—

“In this case the petitioners (appellants) purchased at a public
sale, made for the recovery of arrears of Government revenue,
lot Reedyerampoor in 1837 or 1838, A. D. (not clearly ascer

(653)
tained

which).

Mouzah Hijlee appertains

to

lot Reedyeram

and ﬁnding that an embankment which the principal defen
dant (who has an indigo factory in the neighbourhood) was_erect
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poor;

ing, or had erected therein, was very injurious to the general
cultivation, they applied to the foujdaree court to interfere, and
but obtainin
no redress
stop the progress of the embankment;
they instituted the present suit on 9th February 154], for the
removal of the embankment.
_
_
‘ The
principal sudder ameen gave them a decree; but on appeal
the additional judge threw the case out under the statute of limi
tations. lt appears that in the year I828, A. D., a dispute arose
between the 1'3/uts of another village (not Hijlee) and the pro
prietor of the indigo factory regarding an embankment, which
brought the matter into the foujdaree court; and on 2d April of
that year, the magistrate ordered that the embankment should not
be touched.
‘
On this order the additional judge, assuming the present em
bankment to be the same with that referred to in the proceedings
of the foujdaree court of 2d April l828, ruled that as it had been
in existence upwards of l2 years before the present suit was
brought, the action would not lie, and as before stated threw out
the suit. ~ I am of opinion, this is an illegal extension of the
statute of limitations to the present suit.
‘
It is to be observed the dispute of 1828 was between the
ryuts of another village, and the then proprietor of the indigo
The zemindar of the time being, or proprietor of the
factory.
land, was no party to the proceedings.. Further, the present
plaintiffs are purchasers at a public sale made for the recovery of
arrears of Government revenue, and brought the present suit within
3 years of their purchase, having from the ﬁrst objected to the
VVith respect to them, therefore, surely the statute
embankment.
of limitations cannot be considered to preclude a decision on the
merits of the plaint preferred by them. On the merits of the case
the principal sudder ameen decided in the petitioners’ (appellz-mts’)
favor; but the judge refused to enter on the merits. I admit the
special appeal to try whether the statute of limitation precludes
the merits of the case being entered upon ; and should the Court
trying the appeal concur with me, the proceedings should be re
manded to the judge, in order that the case may be disposed of on
its merits.’
We are of opinionthat the law of limitation does not apply to
The plaintiffs sued for damages sustained from the
this case.
commencement of 1246 to Maugh 1247 B. S., in consequence of
a certain embankment ; and the suit was ﬁled on the 9th February
I841, corresponding with 28!]: Illaugh 1247 B. S., so that
But a question of pre
the question of limitation does not arise.
time
the embankment has
as
to
the
of
length
scription may arise,

1
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been in existence; and this demands enquiry and investigation.
We therefore annul the decision of the additional judge dated 26th
June 1845, and remand the proceedings in order that the appeal
may be disposed of on its merits.

The 8th

July

PRESENT

R. H.

1848.

:

RATTRAY, Esq.,
JUDGE.

CASE No. 326

OF

1847.

Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Behar, Hidayet Ali Khan, April 17th, 1847.

Regular

LANTs, (PLAINTIFFs,)

-

thers?/8

GOVERNMENT, LUCHMEE PURSHAD, MEER ABDOOL
LAH AND oth ERs, RESPONDENTs, (DEFENDANTs.) Wukeel of Appellants—Govind
Wukeels

Chund.

of Respondents—Pursun Komar Tagore and Hamid Russool.

of

to

is

of

to

is

It

of.

THIs suit was instituted by appellants, on the 16th January
1844, to obtain the reversal of the sale of mouzah Rusoolpore
Bhana alias Dukhnee Beegah, in pergunnah Ookree, with mesne
profits from 1241 to 1250 Fuslee: estimated at Company’s rupees
9,534-12-10.
The estate in question was the property of the appellants, Huro
murain, Bustee Singh and others, and a portion of it was mort
gaged to Munowur Ali; the revenue of which portion falling into
arrear, the whole was brought to sale and purchased by Luchmee
Purshad.
Three distinct objections were urged before the com
against
missioner
the sale; but they were deemed false or frivo
lous, and it was confirmed. After a lapse of 10 years, the Muha
Rajah Muheshur Bukhsh was admitted as proprietor of a moiety
of the estate, for the avowed purpose of bringing and maintaining
this action, which, under the circumstance stated, the courts
course, been dismissed.
cannot take cognizance
The suit has,
upon
precedents, which
no business
mine
comment
follow,-it
exist; and, with
they
am bound
sufficient that

I
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MUHA RAJAH MUHESHUR BUKHSH SINGH, HURO
NURAIN SINGH, BUSTEE SINGH AND oth ERs, APPEL

(669)
reference to them, I aﬁirm the judgment of the lower court, with
all costs chargeable to appellants.
‘
See decision of llth August 1847,
Syud Keramut Ali versus
Sumbhoonath Mitr and . others,’ page 423 of decisions of the
Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, and the precedents cited in the note
appended to the same.

-Ii

Tn:-1

llrn JULY

18-18.

Passszwr:
R. H.

RATTRAY, Eso-,
Jones.

CASE No. 496 or
Regular Appeal from

1847.

a decision passed by the

Ameen of Sarun, Mohummud Rafi/r Khan,
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GOWREE DUT SINGH

AND

Principal Sudder

July 2lst, I847.

ornsns, APPELLANTS,

(Pr.A1N'r1rrs,)
‘U8 T8118

BYJNATH RAEE, SHEONURAIN RAEE
RESPONDENTS,

of

Respondenls—-

orusns,

(DEFENDANTS-)

Wulieels of AppelIants——Gh0lam
Wu/eeels

AND

Sufdur and Ameer

Ali.

Pursun. Komar Tagore and Hamid
Russool.

THIS suit was instituted by appellants, on the 9th March 1846,
to cancel the mortgage, and obtain possession of mouzah Luhjee, in
pergunnah Buree, with mesne proﬁts from 1239 to 1253 Fuslee .
estimate for stamp Con1pany’s rupees 9,890-14-9.
The mortgage deed is one of conditional sale, and was granted
on the 16th September 1831, corresponding
with the 24th
B/zadoon 1238 F. by Baboo Ishur Dut, father of appellants, to
Omrao Singh, father of the named respondents, pledging as above
mouzah Luhjee, in consideration of a loan of Sicca rupees 10,528.
If the debt remained unsatisﬁed at the end of Bhadoon 1243 F.
(1836), the engagement to be considered closed and the sale
absolute.
The claim of redemption by appellants is founded on the fact of
the debt having been satisﬁed by the usufruct, with a surplus to the
amount stated due to them as proprietors: it is met by a counter
assertion that the usufruct just covered the interest and no more ;

__

-—-—~=~'

(son)
and that the principal remaining unliquidated, the contract was
still in full force.
The accounts submitted by appellants themselves exhibit, to a
fraction, the clear return from the lands of a sum just suﬁicient to
cover the interest of the loan as pleaded by respondents; and the
principal sudder ameen has decided accordingly in their favor by
dismissing the suit.
There was a plea on the part of appellants, of a portion of the
loan on which the mortgage was granted not having been received
This was stated at 494 rupees, but there was their own
by them.
acknowledgment of the receipt of the whole ; and this plea, after a
lapse of so many years, was regarded as altogether inadmissible.
Concurring in the view of the case taken by the principal sudder
ameen, aﬁirm the judgment appealed against, with all costs charge
able to appellants.

I

{—

Tns:

ll'rn JULY l848.
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Pnassxwr:
C.

TUCKER, EsQ.,
Juocs.

PETITION

No. 202 or I848.

IN the matter of the petition of Mr. John Calder, ﬁled in this
Court on the 2lst June 1848, praying for the admission of a special
appeal from the decision of the judge of Hooghly, under date the
24th March 1848 ; aﬂirming that of the sudder ameen of the same
zillah, under date the 27th July 1846, in the case of Meer Dad
Ali, plaintiﬁ', versus Mr. John Calder, defendant.

The decision of the sudder ameen was emparte; and the defendant
appealed summarily that notice had not been served on him,
when, on 29th September I847, the judge recorded his opinion
that the nuttlwe did not furnish legal proof of notice having been
served, and therefore he allowed the petitioner to appeal ; and in
appeal aﬂirmed the decision of the sudder ameen.
But, when the judge admitted the insufﬁciency of the evidence
to prove that notice had been served on the defendant, he should
have remanded the case to the sudder ameen for re-trial in presence
of the defendant.
I therefore annul the decision of the judge dated 24th March
l848, as well as that of the sudder ameen dated 27th July l846;
and remand the proceedings to the latter oﬂicer, who will proceed
de novo with the suit, issuing notice to the defendant in due form
when the proceedings shall have been received in his court.

THE

11 TH

JULY

1848.

PRESENT:

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 63

OF 1847.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Assistant
of Gowalparah, November 4th, 1846.

HURDYAL SINGH, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
tersus
soN of RAJAH INDERNURAIN,
DECEAsed, RESPONDENT, (DEFENDANT.)
SUIT laid at rupees 11,669-6-5. The following judgment of
the principal assistant, Lieutenant E. T. Dalton, fully sets forth the
particulars of this case, together with the grounds of his decision.
‘Plaintiff sued to recover from the Rajah of Bijnee the sum
of Company’s rupees 8,232-8-5, with interest, on certain bonds,
accounts, and other documents, which had been sold by order of
the principal assistant commissioner to liquidate demands against
an individual named Radha Mohun.
‘Radha Mohun was confined in the civil jail for debt; and, to
extricate himself from his difficulties, offered these papers, which
contained accounts of pecuniary transactions between his uncle
Phoolchund and the Rajah of Bijnee, for sale; but not obtaining
a purchaser, they were sent into court, and sold by public auction
on behalf of Radha Mohun, and purchased by the plaintiff for the
sum of Company’s rupees 1,325.
A punchayet was appointed to examine these accounts, when
the case was first under investigation; but before they came to any
conclusion, the kutcherry was burnt down, and all the accounts,
papers, &c., relating to the matter destroyed.
“The plaintiff renewed his suit on the 14th April 1838, filing
those originally
documents which were alleged to be copies of
produced. The defendant, generally, denied the liability, acknow
ledging that there had been pecuniary transactions between his
father (the original defendant) who had died and deceased Phool
Chand, but denied that any thing was due. Phool Chand had the
ijarah
which
several farms under the Rajah, from the rent
the bills drawn by the latter were paid.
the punchayet were examined, with reference
‘Two members
the accounts
the parties when the case was
their examination
first under investigation. They stated, that the documents filed
upwards
balance against the Rajah
the plaintiff shewed
7,000 rupees: they could not recollect the exact amount,
of

all

or

of

a

of

of of

to

of

of by
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(663)
A khala-bye, or account book,
the nature of the documents.
between the parties was sent for, but hardly examined, as the
kulcherry was burnt before they completed their investigation.
The accounts given in by the Rajah were but cursorily looked into.
‘ Other witnesses,
on the same side, assert that an extra-judi
cial examination of the accounts, &c. of both parties, shewed a
balance in favor of the Rajah of upwards of 4,000 rupees.
‘ It is however in evidence, that an offer was made
by the de
fendant to compromise the case, and his bonds for l ,50O rupees
and 2,000 (in favor respectively of the plaintiff and a creditor of
the plaintiﬁ"s) for plaintiﬂ"s ;* but this was not accepted in conse
quence, it is asserted, of the Rajah’ mookhtar having demanded
200 rupees as a douceur for himself ; or, according to one witness,
in consequence of 500 rupees having been demand by the moo/chtar
and dewan of the defendant for a similar purpose.
‘ The account ﬁled by the plaintiff in this suit, as made out from
the original documents, is considered by some of the witnesses to
be the same as that which he ﬁled with the purchased documents
The principal assistant commissioner,
on the ﬁrst occasion.
the
above evidence, decreed for the plaintiff,
on
Davidson,
Captain
viz. rupees 7,500 as the amount due on the bonds, &c., and inter
est, which brought up the sum to Company’s rupees 13,863,
4 annas, 3 pie.
‘ Against this decision the defendant
appealed; and, on the
llth October l84l, the order was upheld, and the appeal dismiss
ed by the deputy commissioner of Assam.
But on review of
judgment, on the 12th March 1842, a sum of Company’s rupees
2,632 was decreed as the principal due by the plaintiﬁ"s accounts;
and, as the interest would otherwise exceed the principal, an equal
amount as interest, making it rupees 5,264, with additional inter
est on that sum from the date of the principal assistant’s order.
‘ Against this decision a special
appeal was, at the instigation
of the plaintiﬂ’, admitted by the Sudder Court, on the grounds that
the interest of the debt had not been consolidated with principal,
but left unadjusted, whilst the actual amount of debt was reduced
But on the proceedings being submitted be
by the collections.
fore that Court, the case was remanded to be tried de nova, with
particular attention to the necessity of ascertaining more particu
larly the nature of the documents originally purchased by the

P laintiff.
‘ On the case again coming before this Court, the plaintiff
(27th
January I845) ﬁled a supplementary petition, by which he sues to
recover the sum of ll,669 rupees, 6 annas, 5 pie, with interest,
instead of rupees 8,232, 8 annas, 5 pie, as originally demanded.
The difference being obtained by consolidating the interest with the
“ Sic in
original.

(664)
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principal, and bringing forward the aggregate amount of both

as

the balance due by the defendant.
‘
Every attention has been paid to the Court’s orders of the
18th March I844, but nothing further relating to the nature of
the original documents has been elicited.
By the report of the
nazir of this court, it appears that some documents were sold to
the plaintiff for upwards of l,3OO rupees; but he has no recollec
tion of their tenor, and cannot say whether they were on stamp
paper, or not.
‘
The defendant having been called on to substantiate his pleas,
Phoolchund, held
gives evidence to shew that the deceased,
various large mckals of the rajahs, and further ﬁles his receipts
for revenue from ryufs thereof.
‘That the plaintiff did purchase at a public sale, accounts and
other documents
appertaining to the estate of the deceased
Phoolchund, and that these accounts and documents related to
pecuniary transactions between Phoolchund and the Rajah of Bijnee,
is undisputed.
But the whole of them having been destroyed, and
there being no proof, or means of now knowing that the original
documents contained a fair exposition of all pecuniary transactions
between the Rajah and Phoolchund, or of ascertaining if the papers
now ﬁled are bondﬁde copies of those that were produced at the
sale, or that the originals were legal vouchers on which an action
could be sustained, I am of opinion that the plaintiff is not entit
led to a decree upon them.
‘The decree originally given in his favor, seems to have been
grounded on the evidence of the parties to whom, when the case
ﬁrst came before a court previous to the destruction of the papers,
But these wit
they were referred for examination and report.
nesses state that their labors were incomplete,
when the ﬁre put a
stop to them; that they had not fully examined the account book,
or the accounts ﬁled on the other side; and that the result given
by them was entirely derived from the plaintiﬂ"s papers.
‘ Now, the nature of the transactions between the
original de
fendant and deceased, Phoolchund, were such as rendered an exa
mination of accounts on both sides indispensable towards arriving
at a fair conclusion as to what was actually due to either.
Phool
chund had an ijarah of several me/zals belonging to the Rajah, and
the Rajah was in the habit of giving orders upon him for sums of
money in anticipation, or in lieu of the revenue accruing from such
mehals.
In several of the documents ﬁled as copies of the ac
knowledgments purchased by the plaintilf it is expressly so stated
viz. orders for payment of sums to individuals, with directions
that they should be carried to account of rent.
Indeed, it might
he supposed from them, that there were available assets when such
orders were given.

(

‘

It

565

l

is stated that the original defendant,

when

the case

was

ﬁrst instituted, acknowledged the authenticity of the document
purporting to be an accepted account closed I224 B. /E., and of
two of the tumasooks, or bonds; and as this has not been disputed,
it may be considered as established. But several witnesses adduced

by the ptaintiﬂ’, declared that all subsequent transactions included
(and plaintiff includes them all) there was abalance in favor of the
This result was obtained
defendant of upwards of rupees 4,000.
from an examination of the papers in plaintiff’s possession previ
ous to their destruction by ﬁre, and comparing them with the
defendant’s, and charging interest upon unadjusted arrears of rent.
Although, from other circumstances, I do not place much reliance
on this account, I think it is entitled to as much credit as a calcu
lation of what was due, grounded solely on the papers of the de
ceased Phoolchund, supposing they had all been fairly examined,
Although the plaintiff has not, in my opinion, been able to make
oints above
out that he is entitled to a decree on any of the
think there is evidence to shew that, had) it not been
alluded to,
for the destruction of the papers, a settlement of accounts would
have exhibited a balance against the Rajah in favor of Phool
chund, therefore of the plaintiff.
‘ The plaintiff lays considerable stress on the circumstance of a
He is right;
compromise having been offered by the defendant.
it is the only strong point in his case. I consider it as proved
beyond a doubt, that the defendant, through his constituted agent,
did make an offer by bonds to the amount of rupees 3,500 to com
promise the case.
‘
The plaintiff in his petition asserts that this was rejected as
too little; but by the evidence given in support of it, it is shewn
that the only objection made by him was to the demands of the
Rajah’s agents for douceurs.
‘ It
appears from this the defendant considered the claim against
him worth such an offer; and that the plaintiff was inclined to
As there is nothing else in the case upon
consider it SUf‘I'lCl0I1II.
which a decision can be grounded, I decree the amount of this
offer, (Company’s rupees 3,500) in the plaintiﬂ"s favor, in lieu of
all demands for principal or interest.
‘ Costs of original suit on this sum to be
defrayed by the defen
Costs of appeals, and all other costs, by the plaintiff.’
dant.
From the above decision the plaintiff has appealed, urging his
right to the full amount of his claim.
After a careful perusal of the evidence in this case,
can see
which
a
decision
can
be
nothing upon
satisfactorily based, with
the exception of the ground taken by the principal assistant, viz.
the evidence to the projected compromise, which is fully proved.
I accordingly affirm the decree of the lower court. The appel
lant will pay the costs of the appeal.
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PRESENT

1848.

:

TUCKER, Esq. and
SIR. R. BARLOW, BART.,
C.

JUDGEs.

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No.

79

of

1847.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Midnapore, November 17th, 1846.

SREEMUNT LAL KHAN, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
te?’s?/S

MESSRS.

J. AND

Wukeels
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Wukeel

R. WATSON, REspoNDENTs, (DEFENDANTs.)
of Appellant –Ameer Ali and J. G. Waller.

of Respondents—Pursun Komar Tagore.

annas, 12 gundahs, for possession
Satpatee, &c., zillah Midnapore, together with mesne
profits and interest thereon.
The property, for the possession of which this suit was instituted,
is comprised within the zemindaree of Midnapore.
The petition
of plaint sets forth, that the plaintiff’s father had taken various
farming leases of it in succession from a period antecedent to the
decennial settlement, had regularly paid his rents, and enjoyed
undisturbed possession. That in 1225 Umlee, the then zemindar,
Rajah Mohun Lal Khan, renewed the lease to the plaintiff’s father
in the name of one Kalipershad Raee, in perpetuity at a fixed rent
of 3,739 rupees, 10 annas, 17 gundahs per annum; the property
so leased being comprised in two lots,—first that of hoodah Sat
patee and its appendages,
at a jumma of 2,550 rupees; and,
secondly that of hoodahs Soogunda and others, at a jumma of
1,189 rupees, 10 annas, 17 gundahs. That the plaintiff’s father,
and on his death his son, the plaintiff, held possession, and regu
larly paid the rents due on the lease. That Rajah Mohun Lal
Khan died in 1237, and was succeeded by his six sons, who fail
ing to pay the Government revenue, the zemindaree was sold for
arrears of revenue on the 1st of September 1837, and purchased
by the Government, who gave a farm of it to the defendants
(Watsons). That Government afterwards, in 1839, ordered the
restoration of the estate to the sons of Rajah Mohun Lal Khan.
That an adjustment was entered into between the Rajah’s family
and the Government lessees, to the effect that the jungle mehals
in the zemindaree, as per survey then in course of prosecution,
were to be given under a new lease to the Watsons for 20

of

SUIT laid at 47,292 rupees, 9
hoodah

(667)
years from the date of the adjustment; that the adjustment was
approved by the Government, and matters ﬁnally arranged as per
That, agreeably to
collector’s proceeding of the 22d July 1840.
this, the entire estate was restored to the zemindars, and that the
VVatsons remained lessees only of the jungle mehals. That they
(the Watsons,) ejected the plaintiﬁ from hoodah Satpatee and
its appendages, and from mouzah Purwa, a village comprised in
one of the other hoodahs, held by the plaintiff, as being situated
within the limits of the jungle mehal leased by them; for the
recovery of possession of which the plaintiff now sues, together
with mesne proﬁts and interest from the date of dispossession as

follows

:—

Value of property,
Mesne proﬁts,

Interest, .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Total,..

25,294
17,455
4,543

O

IO

8

l

2
2

47,292

9

l4
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The defendants (Messrs.

VVatsons) ﬁled an answer, denying
the plaintiﬂ"s allegation respecting his istemrdris, or perpetual
lease; and pleading that he should be nonsuited for not having
With regard to the
made the Government a party to the suit.
merits of the case, they stated that the Government having pur
chased the estate at public sale in 1837, gave them a lease of it in
1838; transferring to them, as lessees, its rights and privileges
as auction purchaser, and authorizing them to annul all contracts,
and set aside all incumbrances imposed upon the estate from the
time of the decennial settlement, with the exception of such as
1822.
That
are specially protected by Section 30, Regulation
the Government subsequently restored the estate to the zemindars ;
that the sale, however, was not reversed, but on the contrary
maintained.
That the Government could not enter into any
arrangement adverse to their rights; and that consequently pos
sessing, as lessees of the auction purchaser, full power to void all
contracts of the nature of that pleaded by the plaintiff, the suit
should be dismissed.
The zemindars ﬁled an answer in support of the plaintiﬁ"s
claim.
The principal sudder ameen dismissed the plaint for the reasons
set forth in his decree ; and from his judgment the present appeal
has been preferred.
We are of opinion that the plaintiff’s pottah has been establish
ed by the evidence on the record ; and that, with reference to the
nature and circumstances of the case, there is no suiﬁcient ground
for an order of nonsuit, in consequence of the Government not
having been a party to the suit ; the plaintiff having sued Watson
We
and Co. as lessees of the zemindar, not of the Government.

ll,

(668)
accordingly proceed to the merits of the case, the decision of
which turns entirely upon the question of the competency of the
lessees (Messrs. Watson and Co.) to annul the under tenures
comprised within the limits of their farm of the jungle mehals,
which form a portion of the zemindaree sold for arrears of revenue,
and purchased by the Government on the lst September 1839.
The sale was aﬁirmed by the revenue authorities and the Go
vernment of Bengal; and, in June 1838, the estate was let in farm
to Messrs. Watson and Co., at a rental of l,20,000 rupees per
annum.
One of the conditions of the lease is to the following
elfect :—‘ The estate to be surveyed by a professional surveyor,
the name and rental of every existing village within its boundaries
ascertained, and a settlement for each concluded with the subor
dinate tenant or taloolcdar by whom it is managed ; all ijarahs, or
farms, granted by the late proprietors, and all tenures created
since the decennial settlement not coming within the exceptions
I822, have been annulled
speciﬁed in Section 30 of Regulation
the
sale
of
the
and
set
aside by the settling
by
estate,
may be
oﬂicer.’
The following are further conditions of the same lease :-—-‘ All
leases granted since the perpetual settlement by the zemindar
will be inquired into under the provisions of Regulation 44
of 1793-—Section 9, Regulation l of l80l—Sections 4 to l I,
of Regulation 5, l8l2—and Sections 29 to 33, Regulation
1822,
so soon as the Government lessee shall institute suits in the collec
torate with that object.
‘ Should the sale of the
Midnapore zemindaree be at any time
reversed by a court of justice, the lease is from that date to be
cancelled, and the farmer to resign all right to possession and pro
ﬁt thenceforward, as also any claim whatever against Government
on account of the time he may have held possession.’
The farm was thus given to VVatson and Co. at a time when
Government was de facto, and believed itself to be de jure pro
prietor of the etate by auction purchase.
While these measures, however, were being adopted by the re
venue authorities and sanctioned by the Government of Bengal,
the question of the legality of the sale had come before the Supreme
Government.
It was determined that it was illegal. An exposi
tion of the views of Government upon the subject is given in the
following extract from a letter from the secretary to the Govern
ment of India to the secretary to the Government of Bengal, un
der date the 15th June 1839 :-—
‘ His Honor in Council concludes that the estate must be res
tored to the owners in every respect free as it was before the sale,
the under tenures of course remaining as they were, and Mr.
VVatson’s lease being set aside. This, the President in Council
conceives, can only be done by annulling the sale: for it would
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((569)
not be sufﬁcient to restore the estate to the old proprietors, as all
under tenures fell with the sale, and there might be some diﬁiculty
where there are so many proprietors, of whom many are minors,
in completely saving these tenures otherwise than by the annul
ment of the sale.
The President in Council but for the lease to
Mr. VVatson, would have had no hesitation in immediately annul
of I822.
ling the sale under Clause 4, Section 3, Regulation
\Vith reference, however, to the peculiar circumstances of the
case, it would be preferable, in the ﬁrst instance, to come to an
arrangement with Mr. VVatson, on equitable terms, for the relin
quishment of his lease, including compensation for any outlay or
loss which may have been actually incurred by him ; after such an
arrangement the sale can be cancelled by Government without
difﬁculty. But, if that gentleman should prove unreasonable, it
will then be necessary to suggest to the late proprietors to insti
tute a suit in court to set aside the sale, and to direct the Govern
ment pleader to consent to judgment against Government as pur
chaser; but it is desirable to avoid this expensive process, if com
r
plete justice to all parties can be done otherwise.
‘ In whatever manner the restitution
may be accomplished, the
President in Council conceives that it should be full, and done in
a liberal manner, accounting with the proprietors for all mesne
proﬁts after deducting the revenue. The remission of revenue
made after the sale will of course be nulliﬁed by the restitution;
but, if there should still be a balance against the estate, it
will be but fair ‘to allow time for making it good, in considera
tion of the unjust dispossession to which the owners have been
subjected.’
The illegality of the sale being admitted, nothing could have
been more just and equitable to all parties than the views enter
The estate was to be restained by the Supreme Government.
tored without loss to the proprietors, and the Government was to
In regard to all under-tenures,
relinquish all right and title to it.
the sale was to be treated as a. nullity: this was a point of primary
was one of primary duty with
importance, as it unquestionably
The
lease
Watson
and Co. was to be set
to
the Government.
were
receive
and
to
aside,
compensation for actual loss suf
they
In fact every thing was to be put into the same
fered by them.
condition as it was before the sale, and no party was to suli'er
actual loss with the exception of the Government itself to the ex
tent of the compensation to be paid to the lessees.
Difficulties, however, occurred in carrying out these views of the
Government.
They are set forth in the following extract (para
8
to
from a letter of the Supreme Government under
1],)
graphs
date the l8th November l839:—
‘ 8. The President in Council sees with
regret that this matter
is not likely to be amicably arranged by the zemindars and Mr.
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VVatson, even by the offer of compensation for actual loss to the
latter party.
If such an arrangement should even now be agreed
to, he should feel much gratiﬁed, as he is sure that it would be
for the true interests of all parties.
‘ 9.
He observes, with regard to the obstacles to an amicable
settlement mentioned in paragraph 56 of the Board’s letter, that
this might easily be removed by an act of Government.
The lease
of the tract called jungle melgals, if legally granted to any tenant,
might, even in the event of a sale of the whole estate for arrears,
be reserved by Government at the time of sale, under Section 3l,
of 1822; and, under the circumstances, a pledge
Regulation
to this effect might properly be given now, or, in the event of a
sale for arrears, a pledge to sell that tract separately, with a sepa
rate jumma ﬁxed as in case of butwarreh might be given.
‘
IO.
He perceives that the affair is unfortunately complicated
by a third party, a Mr. MacDonald, a rival indigo planter on the
estate, who claims to hold a great part of the tract desired by Mr.
Watson, under a lease granted by a person who alleges that it is
his under-tenure, and whose claim would appear to be supported
This question seems to have no necessary
by the zemindars.
connexion with that between Mr. Watson and the zemindars.
It may be distinct from the question of the validity of the sale: for
if the claim is tenable, the tenant under the sale, even if valid, might
want power to oust the claimant ; and if the claim is not tenable, it
is to be regretted that it should stand in the way of a settlement.
The President in Council therefore is sorry to ﬁnd that the plan
of referring this diﬁerence between the two indigo planters to
arbitration has been given up by those gentlemen, as it would be
diﬁicult to see how a reference to arbitration could injure the
fair right of either party, whilst it would save much expense and
time to both ; and as the President in Council gathers from the
Board’s letter, that this is the only obstacle to an amicable ar
rangement between the zemindars and Mr. Wzttson, he would
much wish one more attempt to be made to effect it, supposing
this difference with a third party still to stand in the way of an
arrangement between the other two.
‘
But if an amicable settlement is impracticable, then, on
of
the arrears of jumma, all right and interest which
payment
Government may have in the property must be restored to the
zemindars, upon condition of their abandoning all claims against
under-tenures in consequence of the sale. Further, the zemindars
must be informed that the Sudder Board, with the sanction of the
Government of Bengal, having given possession to Mr. VVatson,
as a tenant on a lease for 20 years, it is for them to chose
whether to institute a suit for the annulment of the same on the
ground of the sale being invalid, or to accept the property subject
to Mr. VVatson’s lease. If they prefer the former course, His Honor
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(671)
in Council is of opinion that on the transmission of the petition of
complaint to the revenue authorities, under the provisions of Re
gulation 2, 1814, the civil court should be informed that the Go
vernment, considering the sale illegal, had already afforded all the
redress in their power to the complainants by the restoration to
them of the rights and interests accqnired thereby ; and that in
regard to Mr. Watson’s lease, the suit would not be defended on
the part of Government, in consequence of that gentleman having
taken upon himself by a clause in the agreement the whole risk
of the transaction.’
The diﬁiculties evidently arose out of the unwillingness of
VVatson and Co. to abandon the lease, and the claim advanced by
Mr. MacDonald, a lessee under the plaintiff in this suit of the
very lands now forming the subject of litigation between the lessor
of Mr. MacDonald and Watson and Co. In regard to this claim,
the Government say, ‘ it may be distinct from the question of the
validity of the sale : for if the claim is tenable, the tenant under
the sale, even if valid, might want power to oust the claimant;
and if the claim is not tenable, it is to be regretted that it should
It is unfortunate that any
stand in the way of a settlement’.
thing towards the adjustment of the opposing interests was left to
Had in
depend upon conditions to be subsequently ascertained.
quiry been made at the time, it would have appeared that the
tenure of Mr. MacDonald less0r’s, the plaintiff in this suit, was
just one of those which could be voided only under a title by
auction purchase at a sale made for arrears of revenue.
But,
however that may be, the letter of the Supreme Government
affords the best proof that the claim on this under tenure was
advanced before any adjustment took place.
Up to the l8th November I839, the Supreme Government
clearly entertained the same views as it originally adopted in re
The relinquishment of the estate to
gard to the under tenures.
the zemindars was to be accompanied by the essential condition
that these tenures were to be protected, and that not partially, but
There is an oversight, however,
completely throughout the estate.
in what follows, when it is said that ‘ the zemindars must be in
formed that the Sudder Board, with the sanction of the Govern
ment of Bengal, having given possession to Mr. VVatson as a
tenant on alease of 20 years, it is for them to chose whether
to institute a suit for the annulment of the same on the ground of
the sale being invalid, or to accept the property subject to Mr.
Watson’s lease.’ This was apparently giving the zemindars the
choice of two alternatives, but it was in fact leaving them no
To
resource but that of going into court to annul the lease.
accept the property subject to Mr. VVatson’s lease was impossible,
consistently with the maintenance of the under tenures, as one
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(672)
conditions of the lease was that the lessees might exercise in re
gard to them all the rights of an auction purchaser, the most
important of which is that of annulling all such tenures created
It appears to us, that if the ze
after the decennial settlement.
mindars were to be forced into court, no form of action, under the
circumstances, was’ so expedient as that of a suit to reverse the
sale, which would have fully met the views of the Government,
and would at once have put an end to all diﬁiculties.
Negotiations were carried on, and at length terminated in a
settlement. Some of the provisions of which, as shewn by the letter
of Mr. Commissioner Mills to the collector of Midnapore, dated
22d June I840, are as follow :—
‘
The Government resign to the zemindars all their right,
title, and interest acquired by purchase of the Midnapore estate ;
the zemindars paying up the balance of revenue due on the lst
May, viz. 49,913 rupees, 6 annas, 2% pie, and engaging to pay to
Government the sudtlerjumma of the estate as borne on the toujee
from the lst May I840.
‘ Mr. \Vatson will
resign to the zemindars all his right, title,
and interest as lessee in the whole estate, with the exception of
the tract called the jungle mekal.
‘
The rent of the tract retained by Mr. Watson will be ﬁxed,
and the necessary agreements executed on the terms, and in the
manner speciﬁed in the petitions of the parties, and explained in
paragraph 4 of my letter of the 23d ultimo.
‘
The zemindars, on receiving possession of the estate, will exe
cute an engagement binding themselves not to exercise any of the
privileges of an auction purchaser under Section 30, Regulation l l ,
l822; but the conditions of this engagejnent will not affect the
rights reserved by Mr. WVatson in the jungle tract retained by him
in right of his lease from Government.
‘The jumma of the jungle tract, when adjusted, will be notiﬁed
to you; and the Government promise to reserve the lease of that
tract under the provisions of Section 3], Regulation
1822, in
the event of the estate being again brought to sale for recovery of
the arrears of Government revenue, provided always that the lessee
has fulﬁlled his engagements with the zemindars, and paid up the
stipulated rent.’
Then, after some instructions in regard to the adjustment of ac
counts between the parties, the letter of the commissioner pro
ceeds to say :-—
‘
Acquittances in full of all demands will be taken from the
zemindars and from Mr. \Vatson; and Mr. VVatson will add a de
claration that, should litigation arise from any quarter in connexion
with the case, he will make no claim against the Government on
account of any consequences that may ensue; and the zemindars

ll,
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will consider themselves bound by the restoration of their

estate

on these terms to institute no legal proceedings in the courts to
reverse, or bring into question, any part of this arrangement.’
The adjustment, of which the foregoing are some of the princi
pal provisions, was carried into eﬁ'ect,—the parties to it being the
Government as auction purchaser, the zemindars, and the lessee,
Mr. VVatson.
It is here necessary to advert brieﬂy to the position of the en
gaging parties.
The Government had purchased the Midnapore estate at a pub
lic sale made for arrears of revenue for the sum of 1 rupee, as
stated by the pleader of Mr. Watson.
Objections to the sale had
been urged by the ex-proprietors to the revenue authorities, and to
the Government of Bengal, but without success. The case was
then carried to the Supreme Government, where it was discovered
Had the Supreme Government also
that the sale was illegal.
overlooked the illegality, there was very little probability of the ex
proprietors failing to bring their case before the courts of justice.
The sudderjumma of the estate purchased by Government for
It had been let in farm to Mr.
l rupee was 90,000 rupees.
VVatson for ],20,000 rupees per annum; it was not likely therefore
that the zemindars would have abandoned the prosecution of their
claim for a reversal of the sale of such valuable property, until every
remedy which the law allows had been tried and exhausted. The
Government however saw the illegality, and resolved upon restoring
It was desirous of doing this without
the estate to the zemindars.
resorting to the courts of justice ; and would have annulled the sale
at once but for the difficulties in the way arising out of the lease
to Mr. Watson. The position of the Government then was that
of a purchaser at an illegal sale, willing to relinquish the purchase,
and desirous of avoiding the ‘ expensive process’ of a law suit, but
trammelled by the engagement into which it had entered between
the date of the sale and that of the discovery of its illegality.
The position of the zemindars was that of parties anxious to
procure the restoration of their estate, and willing to sacriﬁce
something in order to effect that object, without the expense and
delay of a law suit.
The position of the lessee was that of one anxious to retain his
lease ; but who, whatever claims he might have advanced, must
have been prepared to make any concession that might have been
demanded of him.
He held his lease from a party who admitted
an illegal and faulty title, and was ready to confess judgment
should a suit be instituted for the reversal of the sale. One condi
tion of the lease was, that ‘ should the sale of the Midnapore
zemindaree be at any time reversed by a court of justice, the lease
is from that date to be cancelled, and the farmer to resign all right
to possession and_ proﬁt thenceforward, as also any claim what
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against Government on account of the time he may have
He cannot be blamed for endeavouring to make
possession.’
best terms for himself ; but above all, it was to his interest
the matter should be kept out of court.
The terms of the adjustment next demand attention.
The Go
vernment relinquishes all right and title to the estate, which is
The under tenures are to be protected
restored to the zemindars.
the
with
the exception of that part of it which
estate,
throughout
is to remain in the possession of Mr. Watson as lessee.
l\'Ir.
VVatson is to enter into agreements with the zemindars for the
jungle mehals, resigning all his right, title, and interest in the rest
of the estate. Thee terms might have been the most advantage
ous for the parties themselves ; but in part of the adjustment, the
The Government insisted
rights of absent parties were involved.
upon the protection of the under tenures in the largest portion of
the estate; but, in concession to the lessee, sacriﬁced those in the
jungle mehal, the lease of which was continued to Mr. Watson at
an annual rental of 16,802 rupees, for which he entered into
The present action brings into
engagement with the zemindars.
issue the question, whether, under the circumstances in which the
engaging parties were placed, it was competent to all, or any of
them, to exercise the privileges of an auction purchaser in regard
to under tenures liable to be voided by a sale for arrears of
revenue.
We have no special rule, and no precedent to guide us; and
we must therefore decide upon the equity of the case.
The ex
proprietors declare the sale to be illegal: the purchaser admits
that it is so; and these parties, together with the lessee of the
latter, all of them desirous of avoiding a suit in court, meet to
Could they, under such circumstances, legally
adjust the matter.
come to any adjustment affecting the rights of absent and inno
cent parties?
By a sale of an estate for arrears of revenue, all
under tenures created after the decennial settlement are ipso facto
void ; but those tenures are revived on the reversal of the sale by
a decree of court.
A decree of court reversing the sale, would,
in the present case, have protected all the under tenures, and the
terms of Mr. Watson’s lease, as far as they were concerned, would
have been altogether a nullity.
Instead of resorting to a court
of justice, and in order to avoid this ‘ expensive process’, the
The zemindars,
parties proceed to an adjustment of the matter.
as already observed, declare the sale to be illegal : the purchaser
directly admits that it is so, and the lessee, by implication, admits
the same, for he is a party to the transaction which involves the
relinquishment of the estate by the purchaser to the proprietors,
and at the same time surrenders the lease obtained by himself
To admit an auction purchaser, on the
from the purchaser.
ground of illegality in the sale, to restore the estate to the pro
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prietor without the intervention of a court of justice, and to
transfer to him all the rights and privileges of an auction pur
chaser, is to add another to the shifts and expedients already in
practice among landholders for the extinction of titles created by
themselves upon the receipt of large considerations for the crea
tion of them, and to jeopardize by an evasion of the law the
Vl/'e do not mean to say that
rights’ of the holders of such titles.
the possessor of a title is not to exercise his rights and privileges
under that title, because there was originally a defect in it; nor
do we mean to say that an existent defect in the conditions of a
sale is to deprive the auction purchaser of his rights and pri
We are of
vileges as such, so long as the sale is not contested.
that
however,
when
the
is
the
sale
admitted
purchaser
opinion,
by
himself to have been illegal, and he relinquishes the estate to the
ex-proprietor by an adjustment which is had recourse to in order
to avoid the expense of a law suit, such adjustment is a substitute
for a decree of court, and must carry with it equal force for the
Such an adjustment is not a
protection of the under tenures.
re-conveyance of the estate by a fresh sale, but an abandonment
of the auction purchaser’s title, and consequently an abandonment
of his rights and privileges under it.
For the foregoing reasons, we consider that the plaintiff is
entitled to hold possession of his under tenure against the defen
dants, on payment of the stipulated rent; and. that the principal
sudder ameen’s decree must be reversed.
The plaintiff has sued for mesne proﬁts at the rate of the annual
gross rental of the estate; but no evidence has been given to shew
what that is.
It is upon the record, however, that the plaintiff let
for
Izoodak Satpatee and its appendages to Mr. MacDonald
5,l05 rupees per annum in money and kind, viz. 4,675 rupees in
money, and grain to the value of about 430 rupees per annum;
from which deducting the sum of 2,550 rupees as annual rent,
there remains a proﬁt of rupees 2,550 per annum.
The plaintiff
claims 436 rupees per annum on account of mouzah Purwa; but
The
there is no evidence of the actual assets of the village.
for
his
his
client
consent
to
receive
pleader
plaintiﬁ"s
expresses
2,700 rupees as the amount of annual proﬁts for the whole of the
lands, rather than prolong the case by further enquiry, which, as
The
being within the sum to which he is entitled, we award.
plaintiff will receive from Messrs. Watson and Co. the sum of
2,700 Company’s rupees per annum for the years 1248, 1249, l250,
and l25l Umlee, with interest thereon from the date of suit; and
the same sum for every succeeding year to the date of obtaining
possession, with interest on each year’s proﬁts from the com
mencement of the following year.
The
costs will be charged to the defendants, Messrs.
p1ai%iﬂ"s
I
Watsons.
he several defendants will pay their own costs.
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THE case was referred to a full bench by Mr. Hawkins with
the following note.
“Suit laid at rupees 8,723-3-2, principal and interest of arrears
of rent.
“The following decree of the principal sudder ameen sets forth
the general features of the case:—
“The plaintiff states that his 4 annas' share of pergunnah Poo
kereea was held in ijara by Ranee Bhoobun Maye, the defendant;
that rents on which from Assin to Cheyt 1238 B.S., being a period
of seven months, amounting to rupees 4,089, were due by her.
That plaintiff was a minor, and did not attain his majority till 1249
wusse and guardian,
B. S.; and, as owing to the dishonesty of
appointed
and
others dismissed, attention
who were sometimes
recovery
paid
the above amount, and hence the
was not
for the
prosecuting
delay
That plaintiff
the present suit.
cause
the
being now
age, sues for the recovery
the amount principal,
amounting
Company’s
thereon,
with interest
rupees 8,723,
pie.
annas,
3
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‘The defendant pleads that the institution of this suit is
barred by the rule of limitation, the complaint having been insti
tuted after the lapse of 12 years from the date or period for
which the rents are claimed; besides, defendant has liquidated the
amount of rents to the wussee appointed on the part of the plain
tiff. That the plea of minority set up by the plaintiff, when guar
dians and managers on his part were duly appointed, cannot hold
good; to which effect a precedent of the Sudder Court, recorded
in English, and dated the 27th March 1844, is submitted; that
therefore the plaintiff’s claim under Section 14, Regulation 3, 1793,
is inadmissible.
“The injunctions laid down in the Sudder Court's Circular
Order dated the 13th September 1843 having been gone
through, and the parties having filed the undermentioned docu
ments, viz. plaintiff,
a copy of a letter from the
Sudder
Board of Revenue to the commissioner
of Bauleah, dated the
11th October 1836, and a copy of a proceeding of this court
dated 10th September 1845; and the defendant, the English
decision before referred to, dated the 27th March 1844, and a
Persian or Hindee decision of the same Court dated 24th May 1842.
proceed to try the question as to whether this suit
not
barred
the rule
limitation.
“Having this day taken
opinion
the trial
this point,
am
plaintiff’s
limitation,
that the
claim
inadmissible under the law
appears, reckoning from the
on the following grounds:—first,
period
which the plaintiff claims rents (viz. the end of
Cheyl 1238
that
date
institution
this suit, the
years, months, and
days have
13th Sawun 1253 B.S.) that
expired.
‘Second.—The plea plaintiff’s minority, and that his wullee and
wussee were some times appointed and some times removed, and,
bringing
good for
hence the cause
the delay
this suit,
nothing; because from the copy
Dewanny
the Sudder
decree
dated the 24th May 1842, filed
the defendant
this case,
clearly observable that
account
rents due
this same ijara,
and for period subsequent
that for which the plaintiff now claims,
suit, and obtained
his wullee and wussee instituted
decree
January
the zillah court
the 16th
1840. Under such circum
stances, how can the plea
the plaintiff that some times his
managers and guardians were conducting his affairs, and
others
not, and that they disregarded his interests
not bringing on
this suit,
considered tenable
That
not tenable,
shewn
from the copy
the Sudder Court's English decision dated the
minor, and
27th March 1844, whereby
similar plea set
manager acting for
whilst his affairs were being conducted
him, was over-ruled.
a
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‘Third.—The copy of the Sudder Board’s letter ﬁled by the
plaintiff, in proof of the dishonesty of his manager and guardian,
avails him nothing, because from the reply to the questions put
by me to the plaintiﬁ"s wukeel, it appears that the wullee and
wussee alluded to in that letter were Kaleepersaud
Sein and
Tarra Munnee Dibeea, and not Ramsaonder Chowdhree; who was
subsequently appointed to that charge, and who conducted suits
Nor has the plaintiff produced
on the part of the now plaintiff.
any proof to impugn the honesty of this individual’s character.
‘
F0urth.—The copy of the proceedings of this court dated lOth
September 1845, ﬁled by the plaintilf in this case, cannot be
considered as a precedent in supersession of a ﬁnal decree of
the Sudder Court, and therefore is of no avail to the plain
tiff.
On these reasons therefore, considering the claim of the
plaintiff barred by the rule of limitation, would dismiss it.
‘ Order
accordingly, that the claim of the plaintiff be dismissed
with costs.’
“ From the above decree the present appeal has been preferred.
“
refer the case to a full bench under Act 2 I843, as
the Court have recently resolved to adopt as a precedent, a
judgment pronounced by Mr. Jackson on the 2d March last, in
the case of Ram Surn Maye versus Gudadhur Chowdhree and
others, in which it was held that the period of disqualiﬁcation to
sue during minority, is not to be calculated against a party in
circumstances similar to those in which the plaintiff in the present
The plaintiff in that case, as well as in the present,
case stands.
was a ward of court under the tutelage of guardians, and the
property of both under the care of managers appointed by the

I
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public authorities.”

Mmssas. Tucxsa AND HAwi<ms.—W'e are of opinion that the
suit is not barred by the rule of limitation, the cause of action
having occurred during the minority of the plaintiﬁ, and the suit
having been instituted within 12 years of his attaining his majority.
We accordingly reverse the decree of the principal sudder ameen,
and remand the case for investigation upon its merits.
Sm R. BARLOW.—I was in the minority on the occasion of
Mr. Jackson’s decision being adopted as a precedent, but I con
sider myself bound by the resolution of the majority of the Court,
and therefore concur with my colleagues in remanding this case.
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THE case was referred to a full bench with the following note
by Mr. Hawkins:—
“Suit laid at rupees 5,965-14-3, principal and interest of
arrears of rent.
“The following is the decree of the principal sudder ameen in
this case.

“The plaintiff

and defendant in this suit are the same as in the
52 of 1846, decided by me on the 20th instant, and the
claim also is similar being for arrears of rents; the only difference
that
this suit plaintiff sues for the recovery
the balance
summary decision passed
due
him
execution
his favor
by the collector
the 25th January 1832, and which was struck
off the file
the 4th January 1837.
urged
“The defendant urges
this the same plea
the
foregoing suit, i.e. lapse
thereof;
time
bar
and with refer
which,
procedure laid down
ence
like manner, the mode
Circular Order dated the 13th September 1843 was first pro
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“For the reasons recorded by me
the suit No. 52
1846
opinion the institution
and decided
the 20th instant,
am
limitation; and,
this suit
also barred
the rule
addi
them,
assign
following
tion
would
the
the present case.
That although
shewn that the execution file
the collector’s
January 1837,
summary decision was not struck off till the 4th
has also been shewn
the copy
the same durkhast, dated
the 25th Magh 1238 B.S., that no amount has been recovered
thereon after the 3d February 1832;
that from that date
bringing
years
that
the present action, (27th July 1846)
Besides,
and nearly
months have expired.
am not aware that

it
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there is any law which renders it imperative that the 12 years limit
ed for bringing on a suit, should reckon from the date on which the
execution of a summary award was struck off a file, and not from
that on which the same was passed. On the contrary,
am of
opinion it should date from the day on which the award was given,
or, if not, certainly from that on which the last amount realized
under the execution of decree was obtained. But from neither
of these dates does the present suit come within the 12 years
allowed for institution of a regular suit; and I would therefore,
considering the claim barred by the rule of limitation, dismiss
‘Order accordingly that the claim
dismissed with costs, and
English
copy
my decision recorded
that
the case No. 52
put up along with the papers
1846, and dated the 20th instant,
of this file.”
“From the above judgment the present appeal has been pre
ferred.
1843, for the
refer the case
full bench under Act
1847, referred
same reason
that given
case No. 182
this day.”
MEssRs. TUCKER AND HAwKINs.—This
*case
the same
parties.
day
nature
that decided this
between the same
For
the same reasons
therein given, the case
remanded for inves
tigation
its merits.
SIR.
BARLow.—See my note
case No. 182 between the
same parties.
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for balance of rent due; and the plaintiff’s

‘This was a suit
claim is as follows.

3 biggahs, 15 cottahs, and 3 dhoors of
•
land at various rates,
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the principal sudder
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no
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all
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at

no

is

is

in

of

is

on

a

to

special appeal
try whether the items burdana,
admit
Company’s
cutwallee tabacco, batta
Sicca rupees, and again
rupees, are not illegal cesses.
satisfactory explanation
There
the item burdana
the decrees
the lower courts, cutwallee
tobacco
allowed because
has been allowed in former decrees.
explanation
why batta
charged
There
both Sicca

of
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Cutwallee tobacco,
Difference between Sicca
pany’s rupees,
Mangoe trees,
•Bamboos,
kind,
Ditto another
. .

8

2
2
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(
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and Company’s rupees, and it is to be observed there is neither
pottah nor cubooleeut: and the claim being for the year 1251 F.,
when the Sicca rupee had long ceased to be current, the account
demand should have been at once made out in the current coin,
or Company’s rupees.’
The respondent has not appeared in this Court. We consider
the demand preferred by the respondent (plaintiff) to be an
fringement of Sections 54 and 55, Regulation 8, 1793; and in con
formity with the 61st Section of the same regulation, we decree
the appeal, and nonsuit the respondent with costs.

in

•

THE

JULY

15TH

1848.

PRESENT :

C.

TUCKER, Esq.,

Special Appeal from a decree passed by the Judge of Chittagong,
November 9th, 1843; reversing a decree passed by the Principal
Sudder Ameen, July 19th, 1843.

THE SALT AGENT of CHITTAGONG,

APPELLANT,

(DEFENDANT,)
Qe7"sus

RAMJEEWUN DUTT,

REspoNDENT,

(PLAINTIFF.)

Wukeel of Appellant—Pursun Komar Tagore.
Wukeel of Respondent—Abas Ali.

in

in

a

no

be

to

as

of

to

of

as

all

THIs case was admitted to special appeal, on the 22d June 1844,
under the following certificate recorded by Mr. J. F. M. Reid:—
“The plaintiff sued to prove his right to certain property, pur
chased by him on 5th October 1835 from Ubheh Churn Sein,
attached by the salt agent in execution of a decree against the
said Ubheh Churn Sein. The salt agent pleaded that Ubheh
Churn Sein, on the 14th August 1835, executed an agreement by
security
which he pledged
his property, real and personal,
him;
against
that,
therefore,
for the Government demands
and
plaintiff was invalid.
the alienation
the property
The lower
opinion, that
question was not
courts were
the property
specifically hypothecated (referring
Construction No. 1017) the
plaintiff, against whom
deprived
fraud was proved, could not
his property, and accordingly passed
decree
his favor.
of
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and

BARLOW,

BART.,
JUDGEs.
HAWKINS,
Esq.,
J. A. F.
TEMPORARY JUDGE.
CASE No. 193 OF 1844.
SIR. R.
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‘ I admit a special appeal to try whether this judgment is cor
rect or otherwise.”
Ubheh Churn Sein was appointed to the office of salt darogah
by the salt agent at Chittagong; and on 14th August 1835 execut
ed an engagement to the following purport, i. e. that he pledged
the property detailed at the foot of the agreement, adding that nei
ther himself nor his heirs would alienate by gift, sale, or other
wise, any of his property, real or personal, being in his own name
or in the names of others, till his accounts should be settled.
Shortly after the execution of this (that is about 2 months) Ubheh
Churn sold to the plaintiff the property forming the subject of this
action: this act of the seller the Court consider an undue alienation
of the property which he had already pledged to Government; the
exercise of such power he had voluntarily relinquished, and the
plaintiff’s purchase therefore becomes inavlid.
Under the above
circumstances, we decree for the appellant, and declare the property
sold to plaintiff liable to sale in execution of the decree passed in
favor of the salt agent. All cost chargeable to the respondent.
THE

•-ms

15TH

JULY

1848.

PRESENT:
C. TUCKER Esq. and
SIR. R. BARLOW, BART.,

J.

JUDGEs.
A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 443

OF 1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by Moulvee Niamut Ali,
Principal Sudder Ameen of Zillah Tirhoot, September 26th, 1844;
reversing a decree passed by Ali Buksh, Moonsiff of Teghra,
April 9th, 1844.

DAMOODHUR BHUGGUT

AND

oth ERs, APPELLANTs,

(DEFENDANTs,)
©e?"st/8

GIRDHAREE CHOWDHREE

AND

(PLAINTIFFs.)

or HERs, RESPONDENTs,

Wukeel of Appellants—Abas Ali.
Wukeel of Respondents—E. Colebrooke.

THIs case was admitted to special appeal, on the 8th September
1846, under the following certificate recorded by Mr. C. Tucker:—
“In this case the plaintiffs, stating themselves to have been
former proprietors of a 10 annas' share of mouzah Secunderpoor

y

<

684

>

Fu1'reeda, in pergmmah Bulleeah, instituted the present suit against
the petitioners (appellants), and the former six ann-as’ proprietors
of the village to recover from them a sum of rupees 52-14, paid
to them by the collector of Monghyr as malikana on 424 biggahs
of alluvial lands, of which a permanent settlement has not yet
been made.
‘
founded their claim on the
facts. The

They

following

village
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Secunderpoor-Furreeda
having been entirely destroyed by the
encroachments of the river Ganges, an alluvial formation rose on
the site of the destroyed village, which in the course of time
became ripe for settlement; and, in the Fussily year 1228, the pro
prietors of the original estate were called upon to enter into en
On this occasion,
gagements for the same with Government.
owing to disputes with neighbouring villages in regard to portions
of this alluvion, the proprietors entered into engagements with
Government for 3,l()0 biygahs only; being that portion of the
alluvion which was in their undisputed possession, and for which
a permanent settlement was made with them at an annual jumma
of rupees l,lOl.

‘The disputed portion was left for future adjustment in the
hands of Government; and the collector retained it under khas
That part of these 3,100 biggahs having again
management.
been carried away by the river, the estate fell in balance, and was
sold in l235 to recover the arrears of Government revenue due to
Mohun Dhobee became the pur
the close of the preceding year.
chaser, who afterwards sold it, at private sale, to the petitioners,
and to the late proprietors of a 6 armas’ share of the estate.
‘

They go on to say, that having obtained a decree in their favor
under Regulation 6, 1813, for 424 biggahs of the disputed allu
vion on lst May 182i, they received from the collector of Monghyr
their hare Q-gth) of the malikana, on the amount collections from
I232 to 1239 F. S.

‘That, subsequently, the petitioners having represented their
claims to the malikana on these lands to the collector, on the
ground of being the proprietors of the estate to which they were
attached, that oﬁcer on the 22d June l835 admitted their claim,
paid them the malikana then due, and referred them (the peti
tioners) to a regular suit in the civil court, if desirous of recover
ing what had been previously paid, improperly, to them (the plain
The present suit therefore is brought to cancel the collec
tiffs).
tor’s order, and to recover from petitioners ﬁlth of the amount
paid to them as malikana by the collector, on the ground that
these lands never having been assessed and engaged for, were not
included in the sale of the original estate, and consequently they
retain their proprietary right therein.
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THE

JULY

1848.

PRESENT:
C. TUCKER, Esq. and
BARLOW, BART.,
SIR.
JUDGEs.
HAWKINS, Esq.,
A.

F.

J.

R.

-

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No.

442

of

1847.

of

of

a

by

Special Appeal from
decision passed
Moulvee Niamut Ali,
Principal Sudder Ameen
Zillah Tirhoot, September 26th, 1844;
reversing that
Teghra, April 9th, 1844.
Ali Buksh, Moonsiff
DAMOODUR BHUGGUT AND oTHERs, APPELLANTs,

of

(PLAINTIFFs,)
2767°88/8

GIRDHAREE CHOWDHREE,

AND

others,

RESPONDENTs,

:

the 8th September

Mr.

C.

special appeal,
THIs case was admitted
1846, under the following certificate recorded

byon

(DEFENDANTs.)
to
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“The moonsiff dismissed the suit, though on very unsatisfactory
grounds, without going into the merits of
On appeal
the
principal sudder ameen, that officer decreed for the appellants
(plaintiffs)
the ground urged
their plaint, viz. that the sale
right
made
the collector conveyed
the purchaser
the
they were not included
lands under dispute,
the settlement
of the estate sold.
“It must observed, that the only title the plaintiffs ever had
these alluvion lands, was founded
their being proprietors
Secunderpoor-Furreeda,
mouzah
which title was lost
them on
the sale
the estate
the collector; and the purchaser succeed
This, imagine,
the entire rights
the late proprietors.
decision,
therefore,
admits
little
doubt. The
the prin
cipal sudder ameen being
violation
fundamental law,
admit the special appeal
the grounds stated
this paragraph.”
Under the circumstances stated
the above certificate, we are
clearly
opinion that the original plaintiffs
this case lost
sale; and conse
their right and title
the estate from the day
quently
subsequent
the malikana
that event paid
them by
collector,
paid
the
was claimed and
them
virtue
their having
part
proprietors
Secunderpoor-Furreeda,
been
was impro
perly paid. We accordingly reverse the decision
the principal
sudder ameen, and dismiss the plaintiffs’ suit. Costs chargeable
the respondents.

Tucker

(

)

686

‘For the origin of this case, vide certificate of this date on peti
tion No. 1071 (embodied in preceding decision). This is the suit
brought by the defendants in that case to recover the amount mali
kana paid by the collector of Monghyr to Girdharee Chowdhree,
and others, from 1235 to 1239.
It was decreed by the moonsiff,
but dismissed in appeal by the principal sndder ameen; and admit
the special appeal for the same reasons.”
From our decision of this day, in the appeal case No. 442, it will
be seen that we consider the respondents’ right and title, as a part
proprietor of Secunderpoor-Furreeda,
ceased altogether on the
sale of the estate in 1235; consequently the malikana paid to them
by the collector, subsequent to that event, was improperly paid.
We therefore reverse the decree of the principal sudder ameen;
and observing that the amount malikana claimed by the appellants
is from 1232 to 1239, we amend the decree of the moonsiff, and
award to the appellants’ malikana from the date of sale to the close

I
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of

1239.

The sum thus to be refunded by the respondents to be ascer
tained in execution of this decree, on reference to the collector’s
office. Costs chargeable to the respondents in proportion to the
amount decreed.
THE

*

15TH

JULY

1848.

PRESENT:
R. H. RATTRAY, Esq.,
JUDGE.

CASE NO. 2

OF 1848.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by Moazum Hosein Khan,
Principal Sudder Ameen of Bhaugulpoor, August 11th, 1847.

RAJAH JYEMUNGAL SINGH,

APPELLANT,

(PLAINTIFF,)

wers?/8

RAJAH NIRBHEI SINGH

AND oth ERs, RESPONDENTs,
(DEFENDANTs.)

Wukeel of Appellant—Pursun Komar Tagore.
Wukeels of Respondents—Ameer Ali, Gholam Sufdur
and C. Glas.

THIs suit was instituted by appellant, on the 19th of December
1845, to recover from respondents certain lands belonging to
mouzah Rampore,
and the entire mouzahs of Nurainpore
and
Luchmeepore, and Aher-Biskaond, agreeably to the boundaries
set forth in the plaint; with mesne profits from 1249 to 1253
Fuslee.
Estimate for stamp Company’s rupees 23, 13-0-5-1.

687

)

The claim was dismissed by the principal sudder ameen under
the statute of limitation, and in the absence of evidence to appel
lant’s more recent possession of, or right to any portion of the
lands, to obtain which the action was brought.
The documentary evidence, consisting of proceedings before the
local authorities, the civil and criminal courts, and collector,
proved only that disputes had subsisted between the parties as to
their respective rights, in regard to parts and portions of the lands
contested, since 1231 F. (1824 A.D.) There were engagements,
(such as leases, &c.,) also submitted, supported by some 25 deposi
tions on oath of as many witnesses:
the whole involving the
full quantum of perjury and forgery the case was susceptible of
embracing. Ten witnesses swore to the just title and uninterrupted
possession of appellant for past generations, and fifteen to the
same on the part of respondents.
The only point satisfactorily
possession
established was the
of the latter, of a part of the pro
perty, for some 20 years and more; which, and the want of any
preponderating evidence in support of appellant’s claim to the rest,
formed the ground of the decision appealed against.
Concurring with the principal sudder ameen in his view of the
case,
affirm the judgment passed by him; with
costs charge
appéllant.
able
to

all

I
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THE

15TH

JULY

1848.

PRESENT:
R.

C.

TUCKER, Esq. and
BARLOW, BART.,
SIR.
F.

A.

J.

JUDGEs.

HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.
184

of

1847.
by

CASE No.

a

of

a

Special Appeal from
decision passed
the Principal Sudder
Dacca, July 21st, 1845; reversing
Ameen
decree passed
the Sudder Moonsiff, February 21st, 1844.
by

NITTANUND SEIN, APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT,)
øers?0s

THIs

Komar

Respondent—J.

Waller.
by

to

special appeal,
case was admitted
following
under the
certificate recorded

on

Wukeel

(PLAINTIFF.)

Appellant—Pursun
G.

Wukeel

RESPONDENT,

Tagore.

the 1st March 1847,

Mr.

C.

NUDDEARCHUND,
of of
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Tucker :—

(633)
‘In this case the plaintiff sued the petitioner (appellant) for a
balance of rent on account of the years I248 and I249 B. S., at
the rate of 7 rupees per annum, at which rate he alleged the peti
tioner held the lands under a cubooleeut dated in the year I238,
The
and at which rate he had paid to the close of the year I247.
defendant denied the claim; and pleaded he held the land under a
Neither party could
mowrooseejumma of rupees 3-8 per annum.
substantiate their pleas ; and the moonsiff decreed for plaintiff at
rupees 3-8 per annum, merely because the petitioner admitted that
sum to be the rent which he had not paid.
‘

In appeal, the principal sudder ameen entered into various en
quiries to ascertain what the jumma ought to be ; and, amongst
others, deputed the judge’s nazir to ascertain the rate of other
lands in the same bazar ; and on this he decided, giving the plain
tiff a decree in full at the rate of 7 rupees per annum.
‘

I
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conceive the principal sudder ameen mistook the issue entire
The
plaint was not to ﬁx the pe.titioner’s jumma, but for a
ly.
balance of rent on a speciﬁed jumma, which it was for the plaintiff

to prove ; the more so as he set forth in his plaint that the petitioner
had paid rent from I238 to I247 at the speciﬁed rate of 7 rupees
per annum, so that he ought to have had no diﬂiculfy in proving
Instead of which, the court ﬁxes the
the assertion to be true.
Conceiv
jumma, and then awards past years’ rent at that jumma.
ing this to be contrary to every principle of law, I admit a special
appeal to try whether the principal sudder ameen has not, in dis
posing of this case, acted contrary to the principles of justice and
the custom of the courts.’

Under the circumstances above stated, we are of opinion that
the case should be remanded to the principal sudder ameen to
take evidence as to the actual annual payments in past years, viz.
from I238 to I247, which is the foundation of the plaintiﬁ”s claim.
We accordingly direct that the proceedings be returned to the
principal sudder ameen for the above purpose.

(
THE

689

15TH

)

JULY

1848.

PRESENT:
C.

TUCKER, Esq.

SIR. R.

and

BARLOW, BART.,
JUDGEs.

J. A.

F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No.

61 OF 1848.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Acting Judge of
Zillah Nuddea, December 19th, 1845; altering a decree passed
by the Principal Sudder Ameen of the same Zillah, June 26th,
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1843.

MUTHOORANATH MOOKERJEE, APPELLANT, (DEFEN
DANT,)
wer'87/8

SREE HURREE BANERJEE

AND

oth ERs, REsponDENTs,

(PLAINTIFFs.)
Wukeels

of Appellant-Gholam Sufdur and Shibnurain Chatterjee.

Wuheels

of Respondents—Pursun Komar Tagore, E.
Bunsee Buddun Mitr, and Rampran Raee.

Colebrooke,

This case was admitted to special appeal, on the 13th July
1847, under the following certificate recorded by Mr. C. Tucker:—
“In this case one Trippoora Soondree was the original plaintiff,
succeeded first by her daughter, and on her death by her nephew
Sree Hurree Banerjee. She stated that on 7th Poose 1234 B.S.,
she had lent the sum of 1,000 rupees to three persons (Kishen
Mohun Paul, Gunga Govind and Petumber) and on the 17th of
the same month a further sum of 1,000 rupees, taking a separate
bond for each.
That she went to Benares in 1238 B. S.; and on
her return was informed that her three nephews (Muttooranath,
Nubkishen and Ramchunder) had realized the above sums due to
her, by means of a purchase they had made of an indigo factory
from Kishen Mohun; the amount due to her having been de
ducted from the purchase money. That, nevertheless, she called
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(690)
upon Kishen Mohun and others to repay the money they had
borrowed from her, when her three nephews came and acknow
ledged having received the amount, and promised to make it good
to her; and did then pay 200 rupees, that is I00 in part of each
This was in Phalgoon 1242 B. S.; but not receiving any
bond.
thing more, she instituted this suit for the balance due on the ﬁrst
bond, against the three borrowers and her three nephews.
The
denied
said
whole;
the
knew
of
the
nothing
they
nephews
alleged
loans, and that they had paid the full sum agreed upon for the
indigo factory purchased by them from Kishen Mohun and others.
Petumber, one of the original borrowers, corroborated the state
The principal sudder ameen decreed against
ment of the plaintiff.
On appeal the judge amended the principal
the three nephews.
sudder ameen’s decision, and decreed against both the original
borrowers and the three nephews.
‘ It is clear from the
foregoing statement, that the dispute be
tween the original borrowers and the three nephews could not be
adjudicated in this case, and that a decree could pass against the
No document whatever in support of
original borrowers only.
their statement was produced; and even were it otherwise, they
must be held responsible to the plaintiff; and if they have any
claim against the three nephews, they should sue them separately.
‘ I admit a special appeal, the decree of the
principal sudder
ameen, and so much of the judge’s as awards payment against the
three nephews, being clearly contrary to law and practice.’
The sole point for the Court’s decision under the certiﬁcate, is
VVe ﬁnd that the principal sudder
the liability of the appellant.
ameen in his decree declares that the transfer of the debt to the
appellant, and the payment by the appellant of part thereof to
In this point the judge concurs with the
have been fully proved.
but
not considering the original debtors to
ameen
;
principal sudder
have been exonerated by any act of the plaintiff, he decreed against
both the original debtors and the nephews of Trippoora Soondree.
On these grounds therefore, viz. the proof of the nephews
having received credit for the amount in payment of the indigo
factory purchased by them from Kishen Mohun Paul, and of the
nephews having paid a portion of the debt to Trippoora Soondree,
The joint liability of
we are of opinion that they are liable.
Kishen Mohun Paul and others i not before us, for they did not
We therefore
prefer a special appeal from the judge’s decision.
dismiss the appeal with costs.

(

691

The 18th

)

July

1848.-

PRESENT :
A. DICK, Esq.,
JUDGE.

CASE No.
Regular

231

OF

-

1846.

Appeal from a decree passed by Moulvee Syud Abdool

Wahid Khan, Principal Sudder Ameen of Moorshedabad.
NUBKISHWUR BISWAS, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
versus

* RAMJOY GHOSE,
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REspond ENT, (DEFENDANT.)
Wuheel of Appellant–Kishen Kishore Ghose.
Wukeel of Respondent—Pursun Komar Tagore.
SUIT and appeal laid at Company’s rupees 8,531 (sum principal

and interest) paid for a purchase, which was eventually decreed
invalid, after nearly 24 years possession on a decree declaring it
valid.
The appellant's narrative is that he paid the sum of Company’s
rupees 4,265-0-8 as price of a 2 annas' share to the maternal
grandmother of respondent, to enable her to recover by suit an
8 annas' share of a landed estate left by her husband, as heir of one
of two of her sons, (who had died unmarried after succeeding
his father) and from which she had been ousted by the mother
of respondent, the widow of her younger son, father of respon
dent, and for the necessary expenses of the said maternal grand
mother. The suit was instituted, and a decree obtained on
The grandmother refused to fulfil
mutual consent for 5 annas.
her engagement; and appellant sued her, and obtained a decree,
confirmed in appeal and special appeal, and possession of the
After a lapse of nearly
said 2 annas was given in execution.
24 years, the respondent sued to cancel the sale, on the ground
that under the Hindoo law the grandmother had no right to sell,
having a grandson alive; and that she had other means of sub
sistence, and therefore was under no necessity to sell. A decree
cancelling the sale and dispossessing appellant was eventually
obtained; and special appeal rejected by the Sudder Court, because
the present respondent was not a party in the first case, although
the cause of action was the same, and the same plea urged, and a
legal opinion of the pundit taken on the very point at issue, the
validity or otherwise of the sale. The appellant therefore now sued
for recovery of the purchase money, with interest equivalent to
principal from respondent, who had inherited the estate in ques
tion, and other property from the grandmother.

The defence denied the inheritance of the estate from the grand
mother, or of any property from her; and, in appeal, added that
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(692)
in possession of the invalid purchase
appellant having
begn recovered,, over and over again, his pur
nearly 24 years, hat
chase money.
The principal sudder ameen rejected the claim
against the defendant, on the ground that when the sale was
declared invalid by the court, in his (defendant’s) suit against plain
tiff, no option was given to plaintiff to sue for recovery of the
purchase money: consequently, it would be interference with the
But he gave a decree
decree in that suit to decree it now.
to plaintiff for the claim, with costs of suit against property left
by the grandmother, which was her own (stridhun); releasing
The claim is therefore de
the defendant from all responsibility.
creed against property existing or not existing, and against Come
body or no body; at any rate against no body before the Court.
A ﬁnal decision having declared the sale to appellant by the
invalid, no claim for recovery of the purchase
grandmother
money from the property itself can be admitted. However, if res
pondent has inherited any property, real or personal, from the
grandmother, which was her own, he is certainly liable for the
and due by her.
This point
debt incurred by the grandmother,
the principal sudder ameen will fully investigate, and then decide.
Case remanded.
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PETITION

No. 523 or 1846.

IN the matter‘ of the petition of Muheema Chundur Chowdhree,
ﬁled in this Court on the 6th August I846, praying for the ad
mission of a special appeal from the decision of Mr. Henry
Swetenham, judge of zillah Dacca, under date the 8th May l846;
affirming that of Moulvee Mohummud Idris, principal sudder
ameen of the said zillah, under date the l2th December IB44, in
the case of Bishenath Raee and Sustee Booshun, plaintiffs, versus
Muheema Chundur Chowdhree, defendant.
This was a suit to recover possession of a moiety of certain jote
jummas alleged to have been sold to the plaintiff, Bishenath Raee,
in I230 and l237 B. S.
The suit was instituted on 27th Bhadoon 1250 B. S. ; but the
plaintiffs alleged they had been in possession up to 14th June
with lst Assar 1250 B. S., when in a.
1843, corresponding
case under Act 4 of i840, possession was given to the defendant.
The details of this case will be found at page ‘2 of the zillah
decisions for zillah Dacca, for the month of May 1846.

(
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.

The decision under Act 4 of 1840 is primá facie adverse to
the plaintiffs' plea of previous possession, .# therefore it was in
cumbent on the courts in this case to enquire minutely into that
point; because, if not established, the law of limitations would
oppose a bar to the hearing the suit at all both,-the hubalas on
which the plaintiffs found their title bearing date more than 12
years before the suit was brought. As, however, this point has
not been enquired into by the principal sudder ameen, whose deci
sion was affirmed by the judge, I annul both decisions as incom
plete, and remand the proceedings to the present principal sudder
ameen, who will require of the plaintiffs evidence to their previous
possession within a period of 12 years preceding the institution
of the suit; and should this point be established to the satisfaction
of the principal sudder ameen, he will then proceed to dispose of
the case on its merits.

*
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THE 19th JULY
PRESENT :

J.

A. F.

1848.

HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

PETITION No.

180

of

1848.

IN the matter of the petition of Jhuboo Shah, filed in this Court
on the 3rd June 1848, praying for the admission of a special ap
peal from the decision of Gholam Usghur, principal sudder ameen
of Dinagepore, under date the 23rd March 1848; reversing that of
the moonsiff of Rajarampore, under date 29th June 1847, in the
case of Madhub Shah, plaintiff, versus the petitioner and others,
defendants.
It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds:—
The plaintiff sets forth in his petition of plaint, that he and his
brother, Sooruj Shah, had two holdings, as tenants in two villages,
held by them jointly. That Sooruj Shah gave up his share of
them to his brother, the plaintiff, who alone held possession from
1250 B. S.; but that he was ousted in 1253 by the defendant,
Jhuboo Shah, from the moiety formerly held by Sooruj Shah.
The defendant, Jhuboo Shah, answers that the entire holdings
were pledged to him by the two brothers, Madhub Shah and
Sooruj Shah, on borrowing from him the sum of 29 rupees. That
Madhub Shah paid his half of the debt; but that Sooruj Shah
being unable to pay his moiety, gave up the half of the holdings
to him.
The moonsiff dismissed the plaint, but his decision was reversed
by the principal sudder ameen.

694

(

V)

The principal sudder ameen observes in his decree, that the
transfer of the joles to the defendant should have been registered
in the zemindar’s ofﬁce. This is nothing to the purpose as it
affects the transaction between Sooruj Shah and the defendant,
supposing the transfer to the latter actually to have been made.
The principal sudder ameen, moreover, lays some stress upon the
evidence of Sooruj Shah, who was examined as a witness for the
plaintiff: in other words, the debtor was examined as a witness in
his brother’s suit to a denial of his own debt. This is inadmis
sible, and the evidence is good for nothing. Further, the princi
pal sudder ameen does not appear to have made any enquiry in
huboo Shah. Primd facie
regard to the pledge to the defendant,
the case appears to be one of collusion between the two brothers,
Madhub Shah and Sooruj Shah, to evade the defendant’s claim
upon the latter, and should have been thoroughly investigated.
The enquiry in the principal sudder ameen’s court appears to have
been very superﬁcial; and
admit the appeal and remand the
case for further enquiry and decision de novo, with reference to
the foregoing remarks.

J
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PETITION N0. I95 or I848.

IN the matter of the petition of Pursnath Chowdhree and
others, ﬁled in this Court on the l5th June 1848, praying for the
admission of a special appeal from the decision of Mr. VV. Luke,
acting judge of East Burdwan, under date the llth March 1848;
altering that of the sudder ameen of East Burdwan, under date
24th July l847, in the case of Juggut Mohunee Dassee, plaintilf,
versus Pursnath Chowdhree and others, defendants.
lt is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds.
The following is the decree of the zillah judge in this case :—
‘The plaintiff sued to enhance the rent of biggahs 212-ll of
land from the year I252 B. S., ﬁxing the rate rupees 475-12-9
The defendants urge, in reply, that the land will not
annually.
yield a betterprate than that now ﬁxed on it; and that the rate of
a portion of it having been previously determined, in a suit insti
tuted by plaintiﬁ"s predecessor versus Manick Koowur, it is not
open to revision.
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‘

The sudder ameen observes, from the testimony of witnesses,
enquiry on the spot, and the nericlmameh, that the present rates
should yield an annual rent of rupees 345-15-12-l, or an increase
on the jumma hitherto paid by the defendants of rupees 139-4-l4-l .
He is of opinion that in equity the plaintiff is entitled to an en
hanced rent to the extent of one--fourth the increase above stated;
that is to the sum of Sicca rupees 33-7-18 in excess of the jumma
the defendants have hitherto paid, and decrees accordingly.
‘ I cannot concur in the view he has taken.
In the ﬁrst place,
the rate of biggahs 51-4-14 of the land now in dispute, was decided
in the suit alluded to by the defendants some years ago, and can
not now form the subject of investigation.
Again, he assigns no
reason for limiting the demand of plaintiff to one-fourth of the rates
exhibited in the nericknameh; nor for assuming the rates on which
his calculations are based are correct, opposed as they are to the
nericknameh ﬁled in Manick Koowur’s case, which defendants
admit in their reply to be just. I am of opinion that the most equit
able mode of adjusting the plaintiff’s claim to be that adopted by
the court in the case before mentioned, viz. by adding the jumma
previously paid by the defendants to that exhibited in plaintifl"s
nericknameh, which exactly corresponds with the nericknameh
ﬁled in the case of Manick Koowur, and assuming a moiety
of the aggregate amount as the fair jumma. The jumma of the
5|-4-l4 biggalzs, previously ﬁxed by a decree, cannot now be
disturbed; and, according to calculation on the aforesaid principle,
the plaintiff is entitled to an enhanced jumma from the year I252
B. S., at the rate of Company’s rupees 236-12-7 annually. The
decision of the lower court is therefore modiﬁed to this extent, but
aﬂzirmed in other respects, and the appeal decreed with costs.’
The judge’s decision is imperfect, and his basis of calculation
cannot be admitted; for it does not appear that the decree res
pecting the 51 biggahs, 4 cottahs was ever carried into execution,
or is any thing more than a dead letter to the present day.
The suit is to enhance rent upon certain holdings in the posses
sion of the defendants, obtained by them at different dates; but
subsequently amalgamated into one at a total jumma of Sicca rupees
210-6. Now, the ﬁrst question which the zillah courts have to
decide is, whether the lands are liable to enhancement of rent;
and, if they are, secondly, to what extent? On the ﬁrst point I ﬁnd
no distinct opinion, nor any allusion to the nature of the tenures
held by the defendants. In regard to the second point, if the
lands are declared liable to enhancement, the assessment must be
made according to the pergunnah rates, which the judge must as
certain by enquiry.
accordingly admit the appeal, and remand the case for further
investigation and decision de novo, with reference to the foregoing
remarks.

I
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It is scarcely necessary to remark, that a decree declaratory of
a landholder’s right to enhance his tenant’s rent, does not neces
sarily compel the tenant to pay such enhanced rent in the absence
of a notice under Sections 9 and 10, Regulation 5, 1812; and that
no payment can be compulsory beyond the amount specified in the
notice.
THE 19t H JULY
PRESENT:

J.

A. F.

1848.

HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.
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PETITION No.

184 OF

1848.

IN the matter of the petition of Musst. Seetul Munnee Dibbea,
filed in this Court on the 5th June 1848, praying for the admission
of a special appeal from the decision of Mr. G. C. Cheape, judge
of zillah Rajshahye, under date the 26th March 1848; affirming that
of the principal sudder ameen of Rajshahye, under date the 28th
July 1846, in the case of Doorga Das Buttacharjah and others,
plaintiffs, versus the petitioner, defendant.
It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds.
The following decree of the judge sets forth the particulars of
this case.
“Claim for possession of 101 biggahs birmotur land, situate
in mouzah Cheraile, pergunnah Katturmal, together with mesne
profits: suit laid at rupees 1,495.
‘This suit was instituted by the respondents, who claimed the
land as having been given by Ranee Bhowanee to their ancestor,
Deenonath Bhuttacharj, who with his brother had been seised of
the land.
In 1242 B. S., appellant dispossessed them of 50
biggahs of this land; and when they were about to sue, the
Government came in and resumed the whole. The special deputy
collector decreed the land liable to resumption; but his order was
reversed by the special commissioner, who declared it to be
lakhiraj, and directed its release from attachment in 1248 B. S.,
when the appellant, who had been placed in charge (zimma) of the
land, dispossessed them of the remaining 51 biggahs: hence this
suit. The principal sudder ameen held the plaintiffs’ claim to be
fully established, and gave them a decree adjudging possession
Against this
and mesne profits from the date of dispossession.
decision the appellant appeals, pleading, inter alia, that both she
and her husband before her were all along in possession as putnee
dars; and as the revenue authorities had under Regulation 7 of
1822, first made a settlement with her, and had on releasing the
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(697)
lands by order of the special commissioner given her possession,
and all the proﬁts, the civil courts could not disturb her possession.
‘ The appeal was admitted on the l2th August last; and as the
principal sudder ameen had not distinctly stated from what date
mesne proﬁts were to be calculated, (and which was necessary as
the plaintiffs complained that they were ﬁrst ejected of 50 biggahs,
and then of 51 biggahs), he was called upon to explain.
The
whole of the proceedings have on diﬁ'erent dates been read ; and it
may be as well here to advert to the claims the parties respectively
have to possession. The appellant’s husband’s father obtained the
putnee from the zemindar, who at a sale for arrears of revenue pur
chased the pergunnah in which the land in dispute was situated,
and which had before belonged to Raja Ramkanth, the husband
of Ranee Bhowanee. This purchaser only purchased what had
been assessed by the revenue oﬂicers at the decennial settlement,
and in granting a putnee to the appellant’s husband’s father could
only make over such land as was liable to the payment of revenue,
or was mal; and by the putnee the putneedar acquired no title to
land that was lakhiraj, or might be declared liable to resumption
on account of any defect in the lalrhiraja'ar’s title.
The appellant
lays much stress on the fact of a settlement having been made with
her by the collector, but strange to say this settlement seems to
have been made subsequent to the special commissioner’s order for
releasing the land from attachment, as that order bears date the
24th August 1841, and the special deputy collector’s the 2d June
1842. Thus, whatever settlement may have been made, was subse
quent to the order for the release of the lands, and can avail appel
lant nothing; and more, the order of the special commissioner is
merely to the effect that the land is to be restored to the parties
who were in possession, kabeeza zumeen, neither the appellant nor
It is therefore clear that the right
any other person being named.
to possession was not decided by the special commissioner, or
revenue authorities, though, incidentally, the respondents’ claim is
With regard to respondents, they ap
adverted to in his decree.
pealed the case to the special commissioner to establish that the
land was lakhiraj, producing the sunnud their ancestor had obtained
The
from Ranee Bhowanee, who created the birmotur tenure.
special commissioner ruled, that under that sunnud the title to I01
biggahs birmotur land was vested in the heirs of Deenonath Britta
It therefore
charj, whose heirs the respondents assert they are.
follows, that if they can establish previous possession, they are en
titled to recover. The principal sudder ameen considers this fully
concur.
The decision appealed from is there
established, and
fore aﬁirmed, with this addition (with reference to the explanation
contained in the principal sudder ameen’s roobukaree of the 24th
November l847) that the mesne proﬁts of 50 bigyalts be calculated

I
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from the month of Bysack 1242 B. S., and of 5l biggahs from
the month of Bhadoon 1248 B. S., but not more than rupees 415
(the sum claimed in the plaint) to be awarded, this to the date of
the institution of the suit; and from that date to the time posses
sion be given to the respondents, they will be entitled to whatever
may, on enquiry, be the wasilat, or mesne proﬁts, of the land
All costs of the present appeal, and in the
decreed in their favor.
original suit, are made chargeable to appellant.’
The special appeal is applied for on two points :
First. That whereas the plaintiffs set forth in their petition of
plaint that they were dispossessed of the lands on two separate
dates, two separate actions should have been brought, and that
therefore they should have been nonsuited.
Secondly. That whereas the defendant pleaded that the plaintiffs
had not held possession of the lands for nearly half a century, the
decisions of the lower courts were defective. inasmuch as enquiry
into this point had not been made. The ﬁrst reason I consider
to be bad. The precedent in the case of Ram Ruttun Raee and
others (page ll4 of the summary cases, decided August 2d, I847)
Where there is an unity of title, as in this case,
ettles this point.
on
various
dates is no bar to a single action.
dispossession
The second reason is good for further enquiry. The judge says :-—
‘ If the
plaintiff’ can establish previous possession, they are entitled
to recover.
The principal sudder ameen considers this fully esta
blished, and I concur.’ It does not appear, however, what evidence
the principal sudder ameen took upon this point ; and the judgment
written by himself is silent upon the subject.
accordingly admit the appeal; and remand the case in order
that if enquiry in regard to possession has been made, the nature
of the enquiry and of the evidence may be recorded in the decree;
and if not, that it be now made, and the case decided de nova.
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No. I88 or
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1848.

IN the matter of the petition of Ram Kunhye Chuckerbuttee
and others, ﬁled in this Court on the 7th June 1848, praying for
the admission of a special appeal from the decision of Mr. H.

Swetenham, judge of Dacca, under date the 7th March I848;
reversing that of the principal sudder ameen of Dacca, under date

(
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‘Secondly, from
ruffanameh (which has not been verified)
appears the khal was cut
the ancestors
the parties half
century since.
not impossible the khal may have filled up;
and from the boundaries specified
howl pottah, filed by the
plaintiffs, which has been proved
facto tenure,
considered
plaintiff
the line claimed
the correct boundary;
and accord
ingly decreed the claim, 20th January 1846.
‘Taraparshad, the only person
the defendants actually
concerned
the case, has appealed; and filed (what
states
lay before the lower court) copy
could not find
the orders
appeal from the magistrate’s decision
the forcible dispossession
complaint.
appears (on appeal from the magistrate’s order,
plaintiffs’ petition, 20th Poos 1241, the
dated 3d January 1835)
officiating commissioner, Mr. Lowis,
the 14th December 1835,
report from the moonsiff above noticed, whether the
called for
land under dispute was,
was not, within the boundaries
had

it
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20th January 1846, in the case of the petitioner, plaintiffs, versus
Sumbhoonath Holdar and others, defendants.
It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds.
The following is the judge’s decree in this case.
‘Suit to recover possession of land, valued with mesne pro
ceeds at rupees 1,500.
“The cause of this action is a boundary dispute. Plaintiff
states a khal divides his land from the defendants’:
defendant
admits the fact.
The point at issue is the locality of the
said khal; one khal now only exists, which defendant states is
the boundary; but plaintiff maintains the khal was situated to the
northward thereof; that
has filled up, and the place thereof
marked by
aeel.
Defendant’s talook
called Gorakandee.
public sale by Sumbhoonath
was purchased
the 11th
Aghun 1239:
possession by the moonsiff. Tara
was put
purshaud purchased the said property from Sumbhoonath.
“The following were the points noted for adjudication
the
principal sudder ameen.
‘First, has the time for suing lapsed?
‘Secondly, which
plaintiff’s lands,
the lines
the boundary
B,-referring
that marked
that marked
the map prepared
by the ameen.
“The principal sudder ameen observes the plaint
dated 29th
Aghun 1251. Defendant alleges Sumbhoonath obtained posses
days
sion
the 11th Aghun 1239; the lapse
excess
years; but plaintiff complained
forcible dispossession
dispute
the lands
the criminal court, on the 20th Poos
1241,
which occasion Sumbhoonath was fined; therefore the
suit
not barred.
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deﬁned, on giving possession of the land purchased at public sale
by Sumbhoonath ; and whether he had, or had not given posses
The moonsiﬂ"s answer being
sion of that land to Sumbhoonath.
in the aﬂirmative on both points, the commissioner gave his
opinion that Sumbhoonath had not been proved to have forcibly
dispossessed the plaintiff, and he reversed the magistrate’s orders,
directing also a refund of the ﬁne.
‘ Under these circumstances, in
considering whether the suit
were barred by the statute of limitations, the ground of action
must be held to have originated the llth Ag/run l239, which will
make a period to the date of institution of the suit (viz. 29th Aghun
1251) of l2 years and l8 days. In fact the plaintiff sues for
wasilat from the beginning of Bysakh P240, the date of conﬁrma
tion of the moonsiH’s rooeedad.
‘ The suit
being barred by the statute of limitations, the de
cision of the principal udder ameen is reversed and the appeal
decreed. Respondents to pay the costs of both courts.’
The judge takes the llth Aghun I239, as the date from which
the period allowed for institution of suits is to be calculated.
In
one part of his decree it is stated to have been the date of public
The
sale, in another that of the purchaser getting possession.
That the purchaser, however, got
latter appears to be correct.
posession of the disputed lands at the same time that he obtain
ed possession of the estate purchased at public auction,
as a
portion thereof, depends entirely upon the report of a moonsiﬂ',
which is altogether insuﬁicient evidence of that fact.
If the
plaintiffs can shew that they have been in possession of the disputed
lands, at any time within a period of l2 years antecedent to the
institution of the suit, they are entitled to be heard on the merits.
accordingly admit the special appeal, and remand the case in
order that the judge may consider the evidence upon this point.
Should it be proved by the evidence that the plaintilis have had
12 years, the judge will proceed to
possession at any
the
its
rits
as
to
case
tinawithin
whether the lands are comprised
try
upon
in their, the estate of the plaintiffs, or that of the defendants.
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THE 20th JULY
PRESENT

A.

1848.

:

DICK, Esq.,
JUDGE.

CASE No. 250
Regular

Appeal from

OF 1846.

a decree passed by Hur Chundur Ghose,
Ameen of Zillah 24-Pergunnahs.

Principal Sudder

MUSST. BAMA SOONDREE, MUSST. BISHOON MAYEE;
LATTER, AFTER DECEASE

AND THEN THE
GUARDIAN OF

OF FORMER,

AS

RAM CHUNDER MITR, ADoPTED soN of
BAMA SOONDREE, APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT,)
??ersus

NURAIN KISHOON SINGH,

RESPONDENT, (PLAINTIFF.)
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SUIT and appeal laid at Co.'s rupees 8,306-3-13-1, for possession
with usufruct on talooks and rent-free lands, &c., by right of
inheritance.
The plaintiff, respondent, rested his claim on right
as heir of his first cousin’s son (who had died childless) after the
death of that person’s mother, who had inherited from him in prefer
ence to the defendants, Bama and Bishoon, sisters of that person,
his cousin’s son. The sisters, defendants, denied the claim on
divers grounds.
At length a compromise was effected, on which a
decree was given by the principal sudder ameen ; 5 shares to the
sisters, and l l shares to plaintiff, out of 16 shares of the whole
property in suit.
Subsequently, the sisters learning that the Hindoo law was with
them, repudiated the compromise, and petitioned to that effect.
The principal sudder ameen, after investigation, finding that
Bishoon had not been present, or taken part in the compromise,
applied to the Sudder Court for permission to admit a review. The
Sudder Court (present: Mr. C. Tucker), directed the defendants to
appeal if dissatisfied: hence this appeal.
The appeal rests on the
invalidity of the compromise, in consequence of one of the parties
to it having taken no part in
The respond
the appeal relies
the fact
the deed
compromise having been duly filed and acknowledged
the con
stituted pleaders
the parties, and therefore binding
them.
Further, that
the compromise
set aside, the respondent
entitled
decree
full
his claim, because the defendants are
property
not heirs
their mother
derived from her son, sisters
inheriting
never
from brothers.
of
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Wukeel of Appellant—Abas Ali.
Wukeel of Respondent—Rama Purshad Raee.

(702)
Since the plaintiff designated in his plaint as the real defendants,
both Bama and Bishoon, and declared both to be in possession,
and both to having attempted to deprive him absolutely of his
right and_title to the property, the compromise cannot be consi
dered valid, after proof that Bishoon was not present, or took part
in it. Therefore the case is remanded for full investigation into
’
its merits.

mi

Tna 20'ru JULY 1848.
Pnssarrr:
C. TUCKER, Eso. and
Sm R.

BARLOW,

BAR'I‘.,

Juno:-:s.

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, EsQ.,
Trmvoaauv Junos.
PETITION No. 698 or 1846.

(i.

IN the matter of the petition of Doorgapursaud Raee and others,
ﬁled in this Court on the ltith September I846, praying for the ad
mission of a special appeal from the decision of the judge of Backer
gunge, under date the 26th June 1846 ; reversing that of the
principal sudder ameen of that district, under date l2th May 1845,
in the case of Hurroosoondree,
widow of Gopeekishen Raee,
plaintiff, versus Doorgapursaud and others, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds.
This case was admitted to special appeal by Messrs. Tucker
and Reid, 3d August 1842; and, on being brought on the ﬁle of
the Court, was disposed of by Mr. A. Dick on the 3d of June
1844, who directed it should be returned for trial to the principal
sudder ameen; who was instructed ‘ to call upon both parties to
produce witnesses
e., their omlah, and ryuts, and neighbours,) to
testify to the union or division of the shares, and to ﬁle exhibits,
&c.’ The case accordingly came on before the principal sudder
ameen.
It appears from the record that Nund Kishore and Ruttun
Kishore were two brothers, sons of Munohur Raee, the proprietor
of
annas’ share of tuppah huveelee Suleemabad.
The brothers,
on the death of their father, succeeded to equal shares of the estate.
GopeeKishen, the husband of plaintili',and son of Ruttun Kishore,
claiming
6% _gundah’s share of his father’s estate, instituted this
suit against Doorgapursaud and others, sons of Nund Kishore, for
division of the estate.
possession and wasilat, and also for
The defendants urge that Nund Kishore and Ruttun Kishore,
in 1194, made
division of their father’s estate, reserving 50
a

a

a

a

2
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biggahs to Nund Kishore as being the eldest son, and a certain
portion, which could not be divided, to be held jointly.
The principal sudder ameen dismissed the plaint, relying on the
division and adjustment which took place in H94.
The judge [page 29 of zillah decisions of Backergunge for June
1846,] says he is disposed to allow that Nund Kishore and Ruttun
Kishore did effect a private, though only a partial bulwareh in
ll94. He considers the plaintiff (now respondent) ‘ entitled to
have the unfettered occupancy of his own individual share, and
this it is impossible to invest him with, except by dividing his
share upon the principles which the law has prescribed. Reserving
the question as to the 50 biggah’s jeshtooter to be tried by due
course of law, he reversed the decree of the principal sudder
ameen, and declared the plaintiﬁ"s right to have his 6:} gundah’s
share of half the estate formally separated by butwareh. Against
this decision Doorgapursaud Raee and others have presented an
application for the admission of a special appealon three grounds:First, the law of limitation, inasmuch as the division and
adjustment in ll94, between the ancestors of the parties, being
ﬁnal and binding on them, no suit can after the lapse of so many
years be brought by their heirs to interfere with, or to reverse its
provisions.
Secondly, the inconsistency of the judge’s decision, by which
the jeshtaoter lands are at one time excluded, and the right to
them reserved for future adjudication, and at another the same
jeshtooter lands are included in the 6§ _qundah’s share to be formally
separated by butwareh.
Third, the irregularity of the plaint, inasmuch as all the
sharers in the 4 annas’ share of tuppah huveelee Suleemabad, still a
joint estate, should have been made parties to the suit.
We are not prepared to rule that a private division of lands
between sharers may not, under certain circumstances, be a bar
to an application for a formal partition by the collector under the
general provisions of Regulation l9 of l8l4; though, under
some circumstances, the parties, or either of them, might be
entitled to demand an allotment of the Government jumma on the
lands held by them respectively, such as is allowed to the holders
'
of speciﬁc mehals by Section 30 of the above Regulation.
But the fact of a division having actually taken place in ll94
between the fathers of the parties to this cause, is not clearly laid
He says, ‘ I -am disposed to allow that
down by the judge.
Nund Kishore and Ruttun Kishore did effect a private, though
only a partial partition in ll94.’ This we do not consider suffici
ent.
He should have stated distinctly whether the division
between the sharers was or was not proved,——have shewn the
grounds of his judgment on that point,—and, further, have record
ed the conditions and nature of the adjustment between them. In

it

if,

the absence of these particulars, the judge’s decision is defective ;
and the omissions must be supplied, inasmuch as the case hinges
chieﬂy on the proof and nature of the agreement entered into.
The plea of limitation we hold does not apply to this case.
It
must be decided on other grounds,—on the evidence adduced in
proof of the alleged private partition, the nature and extent of
such partition, and proof of its having been carried out and adhered
to by the parties to the present time.
VVe observe that plaintiﬁ’ claims as his own share 6§ gundahs
in the l anna share, which formed the entire estate left by Ruttun
Kishore. The judge declares him entitled to have his share
formally separated, and nevertheless excludes from the operation
of the butwareh which he orders to be made, the jeshtooter lands,
reserving the question of right to them for future adjudication.
This we consider an inconsistency; and direct that on re-trial he
will enquire into the respective claims preferred to them, and
decide accordingly.
The third ground of objection raised by the appellants, is, want
of parties. This objection was urged in answer to the plaint; but
the case has been disposed of without any record of the Court’s
It was noticed by the deciding judge of this
opinion thereon.
Court in 1844, when the whole case was opened up and was before
the Court, as the restrictive rules of Section 7, Act 3 of 1843,
by which the points recorded in the certiﬁcate are alone cogniza
ble on trial after admission of special appeal were not held to be
applicable to cases of special appeal admitted previous to that date.
Moreover, the judge who returned the case for further investigation,
limited the principal sudder ameen’s enquiry ‘ to the union or division
of the sharers’ ; and that was, under the Court’s Construction No.
1073, dated the lOth February 1837, the only point on which that
Under these circumstances, we are of
officer could pass judgment.
It may,
opinion that this objection cannot now be entertained.
however, be necessary, in the further investigation of the case now
remanded, to bring in the proprietors of other fractional portions of
the pergunnah, holding under separate and distinct engagements
with the Government, the lands appertaining to whose estates are
said to be mixed up with those of the 2 annas’ portion. We there
fore direct that permission be granted to the respondent to sum
mon them as defendants, should such a measure be called for.
The
judge will, with reference to the points above indicated, try the case
again and dispose of it on its merits.
Sir Robert Barlow would further add, if the agreement and
division between Nund Kishore and Ruttun Kishore be not prov
on the other hand,
ed, the plaintiff is entitled to a butwareh ;
of
are
shewn
to be such as would
be proved, and the conditions
it,
from
still
the interference of
their
have precluded
withdrawing
the courts would not be barred should an infringement of the condi

it
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tions by either of the parties now before us, at any subsequent
Now, the respondent distinctly sets forth in
period, be established.
his plaint that the appellant's father did raise a question as to the
right of his, respondent’s father to rents on certain lands, on the
ground of disputes as to title under the alleged division, and Rut
tun Kishore was in consequence nonsuited and directed to sue
for a butwareh.
This point does not appear to have been noticed by the court
below, and is of considerable importance in deciding as to the justice
of interfering with the division alleged to have taken place in 1194.

THE

-

22D

JULY

1848.

PRESENT:
A.

DICK, Esq.,
JUDGE.
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CASE No.
Regular Appeal from a decision

Principal Sudder

129 OF 1847.
passed by
Ameen

Moulvee Lootf Hosein,

of Jessore.

RAM GOPAL MOOKERJEE, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
tle?"8t/S

NEEL MADOBE GHOSE,

GUARDIAN, AND

OMESH CHUN

DUR GHOSE, MANAGER of RAJAH INDOO BHOOSUN
DEB RAEE, MINoR,

RESPONDENTs, (DEFENDANTs.)

Wukeel of Appellant—Kishen
Wukeel

Kishore Ghose.

of Respondents—Pursun Komar Tagore.

APPEAL laid at Company’s Rupees 2,248-10-5, amount dis
missed out of a claim for Company’s Rupees 5,698-8, principal and
interest, balance of rent due.
The plaintiff took in lease a portion of the minor Rajah’s estate
from the court of wards for 10 years, from 1242 to 1251 B.AE. The
Ranee, mother of the minor, claimed to hold certain mehals situated
within the leasehold of plaintiff at a fixed jumma, or rent of Sicca
Rupees 315-9; and her servants paid plaintiff in 1242 B.AE., 50
rupees; and in 1243 B. AE, 40 rupees. The Ranee died in 1244
B. AE. The plaintiff then suspecting the validity of the fixed rent
tenure, attempted to obtain possession of the mehals; and the dis

-
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pute came before the collector and commissioner, and plaintiff was
informed he must receive the rent offered, or he might institute a
regular suit to cancel the tenure, but no summary award could be
The plaintiff
passed by the revenue authorities for its annulment.
On the 23d
neither received the rent, nor instituted any suit.
February l846, he was warned by order of the collector, that if
he did not come and explain why he had not received the amount
due to him, and apply for it, he would henceforth have no claim
Plaintiﬁ' did then petition to have payment of prin
to interest.
cipal and interest, and ﬁled an account, but the collector reject
The defence con
ed his claim for interest ; hence this suit.
The principal sudder ameen
tested only the right to interest.
rejected the plaintiﬁ"s claim to interest for the period antecedent
to the order of the collector, because the non-payment of the rent
was occasioned by plaintiff’s own neglect and refusal; decreeing
in his favor the whole of the principal with interest from the date
of the collector’s order, responded to by plaintiff.
The appeal is founded on the precedent of the Sudder Court
dated August 7th, 1820, (printed pages 48-49, volume III. Sudder
Reports) which ruled that the Regulations did not warrant a refusal
to award interest on the ground of delay. On the part of respon
dent, the decision of the Sudder Court dated 6th May 1836 (page
67, volume VI. Sudder Reports) was cited, and urged as more in
P oint.
It is evident from the documents ﬁled, that appellant was in
formed in 1840 and 1841, by the collector and commissioner
severally, that the rent speciﬁed only could be given him, and that
he might receive it or not as he pleased ; and if he pleased he might
He did neither. Moreover,
sue to annul the alleged ﬁxed tenures.
he neither sued summarily for his rent, nor instituted a regular
suit to annul the tenure. The fault of non-payment therefore
The precedent cited for him cannot avail;
rests solely with him.
for in that case, as properly noted by the judges, the interest was
That case can form no precedent
due on express stipulation.
rent;
in
for
because
rent is payable yearly, and
for delay
suing
for
its
suits
enforcing
payment are the proper and ex
summary
remedies.
Besides
which, the evil of long delay
pressly provided
is great in such cases, because as rents are payable by instalments
and annually a vast number of receipts or documents are requisite
to meet a long protracted demand for rent, on which account
the decision cited for respondent has a sound foundation.
Appeal
dismissed with full costs.

THE

(

707.)

22D

JULY

1848.

PRESENT :
C. TUCKER, Esq. and
SIR. R. BARLOW, BART.,
JUDGEs.
HAWKINS,
Esq.,
J. A. F.
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No.

101 OF 1848.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by Mr. J. Reily, Principal
Sudder Ameen of Hooghly, May 18th, 1847; reversing a decree
passed by the Sudder Moonsiff of that District, July 15th, 1836.

KISHEN CHURN CHUCKERBUTTEE

APPELLANTs, (PLAINTIFFS,)

AND OTHERs,

©er'87/8

BYKUNTH NATH GOSAIN

AND OTHERs, RESPONDENTs,
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(DEFENDANTs.)

Wukeels of Appellants–Kishen Kishore Ghose and Govind
Chundur Mookerjee.
Wukeel of Respondents—None.

THIs case was admitted to special appeal, on the 29th September
1847, under the following certificate recorded by Mr. C. Tucker,
Sir R. Barlow and Mr. J. A. F. Hawkins:—
‘On the 2d July 1833, Mr. David Smyth, judge of Hooghly,
possession of 23 cottahs, in village Malepara, to the
decreed
defendants, and ordered payment to them of 2 annas per annum
They allege the defendants did not put
rent by the plaintiffs.
that decree, confirmed in the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut on the
25th January 1836, into execution, but kept them, (petitioners)
out of possession; they therefore sue for possession and wasilat. The
plaint is dated the 5th of March.
“The defendants, in answer, urge that the plaintiffs being un
able to pay the 2 annas annually, verbally relinquished their right
of possession.
‘The moonsiff, on the strength of the zillah decree, confirmed
by that of this Court, decreed in favor of the plaintiffs; recording,
at the same time, that the defendants adduced no proof in sup
port of their allegations.
“The principal sudder ameen reversed this decision, because the
plaintiffs were dependent ryuts, had no pottah, and therefore the
proprietor was entitled to make fresh settlements with others, if
at the close of the year the plaintiffs failed in their engagements.
“Both parties acknowledge the decree of this Court dated 25th
January 1836, under which the plaintiffs were to pay 2 annas per

(703)
The defendants (now respondents) allege
annum malyoozaree.
which
the plaintiffs said they could not pay ;
rents,
demanded
they
but before the moonsiff there is no proof of this plea, and the
principal sudder ameen has not touched on this point. He has
decided the case without reference to the pleas urged by the par
ties severally, viz. on the part of the plaintiffs their rights under
the Sudder decree, and on the part of the defendants the relinquish
ment of these rights by the plaintiffs themselves.
He has thus
travelled out of the record, and has not disposed of the case on its
Without adverting to the
merits, and pleas as urged by them.
rights of a tenant to such a holding, it is suﬂicient in this case to
start from the date of the Sudder Court’s decree, upon which docu
ment both parties rely. If under this decree plaintiffs are entitled to
possession, it is incumbent on the defendants to shew that their
right, which they acknowledge, wa relinquished in their, defen
dants"favor, voluntarily ; and this is the point at issue, from which
the principal sudder ameen has wandered. I admit a special appeal
to try whether the principal sudder ameen’s judgment, under these
would not award any wasilat.’
circumstances, can be upheld.
Under the above circumstances, we return the case to be tried
by the principal sudder ameen on its merits, and on the pleas
urged by the parties respectively.

*
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JULY l848.
PRESENT :
C. TUCKER, Esq. and
Sm R. BARLOW, BAR.'l‘.,
THE

J.

221)

J u no es.

A. F. HAVVKINS, Eso.,

Tsmronaar Jones.
CASE N0. 532 or I847.
Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen qfZillah Sarun, December 26th, 1845 ; aﬁrming a decree
passed by the Sudder Ameen of that District, February 2lst, IS44.

SHEONATH SINGH, APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT,
wrrn ANOTHER.,)
versus

SHEIKH HADI ALI,

RESPONDENT,

Wukeel of Appellant—Ameer
l’Vukeel

(PLAIN'!‘!FF.)

Ali.

of Respondent-—Gopal Kishen Raee.

THIS case was admitted to special appeal, on the 30th August
I847, under the following certiﬁcate recorded by Mr. Charles

Tucker:—

_

__

__-____<_l'~l'

(

709

)

‘This was an action brought on 24th March 1843 to recover
money on two bonds, dated 6th January and 5th November 1809,
that is after nearly 34 years; and the reasoning for getting
over the statute of limitations, in the decree of the sudder ameen,
which was affirmed by the principal sudder ameen, are utterly
unworthy of consideration.
therefore admit a special appeal,
deeming the decisions of the lower courts to be contrary to the
provisions of Section 14, Regulation 3, 1793.”
The case in amount was within the competency of a sudder
ameen, but was referred to and tried, and decided in the first
instance by a principal sudder ameen.
In such case the appeal
ought to have been heard and determined by the judge, and not
by another principal sudder ameen.
We therefore cancel the decision in appeal by the principal
sudder ameen dated the 26th December 1845; and remand the
proceedings to the judge, who will proceed to try the case in the
presence of the wukeels employed by the parties in appeal in the
principal sudder ameen’s court.
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JULY

22D

PRESENT

1848.

:

C. TUCKER, Esq. and
SIR. R. BARLOW, BART.,

J.

-

JUDGEs.
HAWKINS,
Esq.,
A. F.
TEMPORARY

CASE NO.

162 OF

JUDGE.

1848.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the 2d Principal Sudder
Ameen of Zillah Tirhoot, September 15th, 1845; reversing a decree
passed by the Moonsiff of the Western Division of Tirhoot, April
28th, 1845.

AZMEREE SINGH

AND

or HERs, APPELLANTs, (DEFENDANTs,)
tersus

THAKOORNATH SINGH, ResponDENT, (PLAINTIFF.)
Wuheel

of Appellant—Hamid

Russool.

Wukeel of Respondent—Ameer

Ali.

:

THIs case was admitted to special appeal, on the 27th April 1847,
under the following certificate recorded by Mr. C. Tucker
“In this case plaintiff and defendants purchased from Brijomohun
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Singh, &c., under separate kubalas,—the former a 6 annas’, the
latter a 4 annas’ share of mouzah Chuck Jan Mahomed.
‘ The
plaintil’f’s kubala is dated 28th August 1844; the de
Both were registered on the same day.
fendants’ 30th idem.

‘The plaintiff, on 7th October 1844, brought the present action
claiming hug shufa, or right of pre-emption, quoad the 4 ann-as’
share of the village sold to the defendants.
‘ The
moonsiﬁ’ dismissed the claim, because the original kubala
of the plaintiff was not ﬁled ; and this was necessary, because
defendants stated both kubalas bore originally the same dates ; and
also because the plaintiff did not declare his intention of claiming
his privilege on the day the two lcubala-s were registered, when he
must have been cognizant of the sale to the defendants.
‘
The 2d principal sudder ameen reversed the decision of the
moonsiﬁ', because it was not incumbent on the plaintiff to ﬁle the
original lcubala, having ﬁled a registered copy thereof; and because
the sale to the defendants not having become absolute till some
days after the registry, the plaintiff was in time when he intimat
ed his intention of claiming his privilege on the sale becoming
absolute.
‘ I admit a
special appeal on two grounds :——ﬁrst, that the claim
of lzuq shufa was never intended to extend to cases of this
nature, where a proprietor is at one and the same time negotiat
ing with two parties a sale of a portion of his property, and one
kubala happens to be dated a day or two before the other.
‘
Secondly, that if the claim of hug shufa do extend to such
cases, then it was incumbent on the plaintiff to have declared his
intention of taking advantage of such his right on the day the
deeds were registered, when, ostensibly at least, the sale to
defendants was completed.’
VVe ﬁnd that the moonsiff in his decision distinctly states, that
both parties were present when the two kubalas were registered
on the 31st August l844. The plaintiff in his appeal does not
dispute this alleged fact ; and the principal sudder ameen argues
as though he were of the same opinion as the m0onsiﬂ' on this
P oint.
Under these circumstances, we are of opinion with the moonsiff,
that it was incumbent on the plaintiff to have proclaimed his
intention of availing himself of his rights as shufee at the time
the deeds were registered ; for, as far as he was concerned, he had
no reason to suppose that the purchase by the defendants was not
complete as stated in the kubala. This, by his own confession, he
VVe therefore annul the
heard some days after the registry.
decision of the principal sudder ameen, and afﬁrm that of the
moonsiﬁ’, with costs in all courts payable by the respondent.

(
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Tm: 24'ru

)

Jun’

PRESENT

I848.

:

RATTRAY and
ABER. DICK, EsQas.,

R. H.

~

Junoss.

W. B. JACKSON, ESQ.,
Tsmronaar Jonas.
CASE No. 189 or 1847.
Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Shalzabad, Syud Munowur Ali Khan, February 26th, 1847.

PURTAB NURAIN AND MUSST. MEERINJEE, HEIRS or
LALLA SHEODEAL SINGH, APPELLANTS, (PLAINTIFFS,)
'
versus

SIIEO SUHAEE SINGH alias SUNAO LAL AND KALEE
SUHAEE alias KALEE PURSHAD, RESPONDENTS, (De
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FENDANTS.)
Wukeel of Appellants--J.
G. Waller.
Wukeel of Respondents—E.
Colebrooke.

Tms suit was instituted by appellants, on the 28th July I846, to
obtain redemption of a mortgage under a deed of conditional sale
(bybil-wqﬁa), bearing date the lst April I828, of half the village
of Tindooa, in pergunnah Saseram, with mesne proﬁts from I236
to 1257 Fuslee. Total estimate for stamp Company’s rupees 9,! 12,
14 annas, 4 pie, and 4 cowries.
On the lst April 1828, Lalla Sheodeal Singh, appellants’ ancestor,
borrowed 2,000 rupees from Lalla Ramnurain Singh, ancestor of
respondents, executing on the same date the mortgage deed upon
which the suit is grounded, which pledged, with possession, half
the estate of Tindooa for 9 years; the terms involving a condi
tional sale in failure of payment of the debt with interest.
On the 30th January 1846 appellants received possession, by
what means does not clearly appear; but their occupancy was
maintained by the magistrate under Act 4 of 1840 ; and they have
now sued to cancel the mortgage, and to have an account rendered
by the mortgagees, which, according to their own shewing, should
exhibit the balance claimed by them.
Respondents deny the statement of appellants, but decline ren
dering any account themselves ; having applied to foreclose the
mortgage, under the terms of their agreement, by issue of the notice
by Regulation I7 of 1806.
,prescribed
'
The principal sudder ameen rejected the claim of appellants,
upheld the plea of respondents, and dismissed the suit : hence
this appeal.

(712)
We ﬁnd that this is a claim on the part of the heirs of a mort
gager for adjustment of accounts with the mortgagee, and redemp
tion of the mortgage. It appears that the mortgagee issued summary
process of foreclosure, but did not follow_this up by the institution
of a regular suit. In order to succeed, the appellants must prove
that the whole sum lent was repaid with interest to the mortgagee
from the usufruct of the estate, before the close of the year allowed
To this point no evidence has
by law as equity of redemption.
been heard or called for, and the claim has been dismissed without
We therefore reverse the decision ; and
any due investigation.
direct that the proceedings be returned, and that the principal

L

sudder ameen call for evidence on the point above noticed, and
dispose of the case on its merits.
The usual orders will issue as regards costs, &c.

THE 24'rn

JULY

'

1848.

Pnssmrr:
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'

RATTRAY and
ABER. DICK, ESO.R8.,
Junoss.
W. B. JACKSON, E8Q.,
R. H.

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No.

55

or 1848.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Patna, Mohummud Ibrahim Khan, June 26th, I845.
GUNGA PURSHAD AND GOVIND PURSHAD, APPELLANTS,
(PLAINTlFFS,)
versus
FOR sans AND RAGHOO PURSHAD,
GOBURDHUN PURSHAD FOR sear AND
ISHREE PURSHAD AND BISHUN PURSHAD, ms BRO
THERS; AND RAJAH BHOOP SINGH, Rssromnnurs,

BUJRUNG PURSHAD
ms BROTHER;

(DEFENDANTS.)
Wulreel of Appellants-—J. G. Waller.
Wuheels of Respondents—Bh0op Singh and Hamid Russool.
Tms suit was instituted by appellants, on the l2th July 1844,
the sum of C0mpany’s
to recover from respondents
rupees
36,959-7-5, mesne proﬁts on athird share of half the talook of
Raghopore, from 1232 to 1249 Fuslee.
The respondents, present and represented, with the exception of
Bhoop Singh, are the sons of Benee Singh and Byjnath Singh,
deceased, uncles of appellants; the parties to the suit (Bhoop

_

_.

___-4---*‘
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excepted) being first cousins, descendants from the same common
grandfather.
In a suit (decided on the 18th of April 1842,) Gunga Purshad
and Govind Purshad, paupers, plaintiffs, versus Benee Singh and
Byjnath Singh (and their heirs on demise) and Rajah Bhoop
Singh, for a third share of a fourth of mouzah Bheempore, and a
third share of half of the talook of Raghopore, and to stay the sale
of the same about to take place at the instance of Bhoop Singh,
under a decree held by him against the other defendants, it was
decided that Benee Singh, the uncle and guardian of the plaintiffs,
(present appellants) had exceeded his competency in jeopardizing
the estate by the engagement entered into with Bhoop Singh, who
held his decree against the proprietors for an ‘advance’ about to
be satisfied by the sale, which the action was brought to prevent.
Possession of the share claimed was adjudged to appellants, who
now sue for the mesne profits during the period noted.
The claim has been dismissed on two grounds:—first, that with
the suit for the lands, a pauper suit was also instituted for mesne
profits from 1224 to 1244 Fuslee, estimated at Sicca rupees 61,711,
14-0-17, which suit, on the passing of the decree for the lands, was
not deemed cognizable, (appellants being no longer entitled to sue
in forma pauperis) and was accordingly struck off the file. That in
the present suit a less sum is sued for, with an avowal from appellants
of their intention to bring a separate action for the remainder; and
that no judgment in favor of such a claim, so preferred, can issue.
Secondly, that on the 4th June 1834, a decree was passed in favor
of Bhoop Singh against Benee Singh and Byjnath Singh, per
sonally, and as guardians of appellants, for the mesne profits now
in part sued for ; and that this, the same matter, is not now a
second time cognizable by the courts, and the claim must be
dismissed.
On the first point appellants plead that they sue for what is due
by Bhoop Singh ; their uncles being made defendants on the
score of having illegally pledged the lands to him: the separate
claim is for the antecedent period between 1224 and 1231 Fuslee,
for which they (the uncles), only are liable; and which period,
without any breach of the law, be made the ground of a separate
action.
On the second point they plead, that the judgment of
1834, in so far as it affects the present matter before the Court,
is a manifest nullity,–the question then determined having been
based on an arrangement judicially pronounced to be illegal.
We observe, that this claim is for mesne proceeds of an estate,
preferred against the late guardians of appellants and their farmer,
Bhoop Singh.
It seems that appellants obtained a decree for the
estate; and that, on the ground of that award, they now seek to
obtain the mesne proceeds for the period of dispossession.
Such
Against the farmer there can be no claim,
a suit will not lie.

(714)
in fact he was not in possession, having underlet the
farm back to the guardians ; but whether he was, or was not in
possession, appellants have no right to the proceeds : the arrange
ment between the guardians and the farmer held till it was set
aside by the Court, and possession given to appellants; and up to
that time the farmer was responsible to the guardians, who acted
in the name and for the beneﬁt of the then minors (appellants)
who may now claim from them a settlement of accounts, but no
action for mesne proﬁts can lie against them.
Appellants must
therefore be nonsuited, as not competent to bring the suit
in the mode they have adopted. Nevertheless the guardians
are accountable to them for the proceeds of their share ; and if
on rendering their accounts as guardians, any thing be wanting,
or unexplained in regard to these proceeds, an action will lie
against them for adjustment.
because
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Tun 25'rn Jumr 1848.
Passmrr :
R. H. RATTRAY and

ABER. DICK, Esons.,
Junoss
W. B. JACKSON, EsQ.,
Tsmroaanv Junos.
CASE No. 540 or

1847.

Regular Appeal from a decree passed by the O_ﬂiciatin_q Principal
Sudder Ameen of Purneah, Mr. I/V. Noney, September 28th], 847.

SYUD INAIT REZA

alias

MEERUN, APPELLANT,

(DEFENDANT,)

/

versus

GEORGE WALKER,

Rsseownsigr, (PLA1N'rxFF.)
Wukeels of Appellant—J. G. Waller and Ameer Ali.
I/Vukeels of Respondent——Pursun Komar Tagore and A. Imlach.

Tl-us suit was instituted by respondent, on the 17th March
1847, to recover from appellant the sum of Company’s rupees
46,86l-5, principal and interest, in virtue of a bond bearing date
the 3lst December 1844.
In this case
The following is the judgment appealed from
the plaintiff sues to recover Company’s rupees 46,86!-5, prin
Defen
cipal and interest, due on a bond of rupees 37,025.
dant admits the bond; and alleges, that at the time it was
executed he received 3,000 rupees, and afterwards 1,500 ru
4,500 rupees.
As defendant acknowledges
pees, aggregating

:-‘

\| ._Us

kl

is

a

is a

is

it

if

it

it,

having executed the bond, and a power of attorney, and al
leges that he only received 4,500 rupees, this plea is properly
considered futile :—First, the bond is fully established by wit
nesses, and the delivery of rupees 37,025.
Secondly, the power
of attorney being executed six months after date of the bond,
wherein the bond is also acknowledged.
Thirdly, the defendant’s
witnesses depose, that only 1,000 rupees was paid at the time
the bond was executed, and afterwards a further sum for court
and defendant’s private expenses, aggregating in all 4,500 rupees :
the same is stated in the petition given in court; but defendant
states in his answer that he received 3,000 rupees, and that
the same was counted over and over to complete 37,000, there
fore the evidence of defendant’s witnesses is conﬂicting when
compared with the answer.
Fourtlzly, Sheik Pauchoo, witness for
defendant, was in plaintiff’s service at the time the bond was ex
ecuted, and afterwards discharged, deposes that l,0O0 rupees was
paid to defendant, and he entered it in plaintif’f’s book: the.re
fore plaintiﬁ"s book was called for, as directed in a roobulcaree
dated 4th September 1846; but instead of producing
it,*
stated in a petition that no book was kept, when a loan was
made a bond was taken.
Fiﬂhly, as stated in defendant’s
rejoinder, Mr. Palmer was called upon for a kyfeeut, who stated
he heard from defendant that he did not receive the full amount
of the bond; but he did not ask plaintiff of
neither plaintiff
here to be considered, that
mentioned any thing*.
Si.z'thly,
defendant did not receive the full amount of the bond, he would
returned.
The whole of the pleas
have taken measures to have
Ordered :—this case be
set forth by defendant are inadmissible.
decreed with costs.’
The bond, bearing date the 3lst December l844,
for
37,025 rupees; and
moietyof appellant’s share of the family
estate of Soorjapore,
pledged for the payment.
The power of attorney mentioned in the decision above given,
short account of appellant’s family; and proceeds
opens with
to explain how disputes amongst its present members led to the
The subsequent engagement of res
interference of the courts.
and
the
terms
on which they were obtained
services,
pondent’s
or promised, are then set forth in what follows :—
In consideration of these circumstances, and being in the full
voluntarily engage Mr. George
enjoyment of health and reason,
Walker, resident and proprietor of an indigo factory at Gnjra, in
pergunnah Huwelee Purneah, as my patron, attorney, and sole
manager of all my affairs, whether important or triﬂing, on these
conditions, viz. that he (Mr. George Walker), shall institute
regular suit in the zillah court and, (if necessary) carry the same

'

a

I

‘
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So in the original.

(
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)

up to the Sudder Court and Privy Council, with the view to pro
cure a favorable result in my behalf ; that he shall pay all costs
and expenses from his own funds; that he shall appoint any per
son whom he may think ﬁt to act as wukeel, or mokhtar, in the
zillah and Sudder Courts, and the Privy Council ; that he shall sign
my name with his own pen upon_the mokhtarnamehs and wukalu-t
namelis, and whatever he may do on my behalf shall be considered
as done by myself; that, in order to carry on my summary suit,
and for my own personal expenditure,
the sum (Company’s
rupees 37,025) which I borrowed from him on a bond dated the
3lst December I844, duly registered on the 3d January 1845,
and which I have appropriated to my own private use and to the
prosecution of the said case, as well as any money which
may hereafter borrow from him for the prosecution of this
suit, or for my own personal expenditure, on bonds bearing
my seal and signature, I hereby agree to pay the whole of
the same, principal and interest, in conformity with the terms
of such bonds ;’ that I, or my heirs, will not make any objection or
excuse to the payment of the same ; that the said gentleman shall
be considered as my attorney and sole manager till this case be
ﬁnally decided, without reference to my living or dying, either in
the zillah or Sudder Court, or by the Privy Council; that, before
such ﬁnal decision, I, or my heirs, shall not be at liberty to dis
charge him froin the attorneyship and management, or to appoint
any other person in lieu of him, (the said Mr. VValker); that
should I ever execute a power of attorney in favor of any other
person, it shall become null and void on the production of this
deed in any court ; that should I enter into compromise with my
opponents without the advice or permission of the said Mr.
VValker, such compromise shall be deemed illegal and invalid ;
that his remuneration as molr/ztar is ﬁxed at 50,000 Company’s
rupees, which I pledge myself to pay without any demur on gain
ing my cause ; that I, or my heirs, will not plead any objection to
the payment of the same; that in the event of my gaining the
cause, whatever right and title to the disputed property, real or
personal, may arise to me, either through the court or by com
by Mr. VValker, with the
promise, it shall be held and possessed
produce thereof, after paying the Government revenue, until I shall
have paid all dues upon the bonds above alluded to, together with
the amount of remuneration claimable by the said gentleman ; that
should I obtain a decree in the zillah court, and in consequence
of no appeal being preferred against it in the Sudder Court, or to
the Privy Council, it become ﬁnal, still, nevertheless, I shall pay
shall then
his fee in full; but
lose my cause,
unfortunately,
the
interest,
him
and
whatever
amount, principal
may
only
pay
have accordingly executed this power
be, due under the bonds.

I

it

I

I

if,
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‘

a

of attorney, for reference in case of need, this llth day of June
l845, corresponding with the 30th day of Jeyt 1252 B. S.’
The above was registered on the 16th June I845, corresponding
with the 3d of Assar I252 B.
The appeal came before Mr. Rattray in the ﬁrst instance; and by
him, on the l6tl. May last, was made over for hearing and disposal
full Court, on the grounds set forth in the following minute :—
by
The evidence in this case, with exception to the two deeds
the living witnesses to the
above noted,
altogether supplied
a

;

transaction summoned by the parties respectively
and, as usual,
each tells
story calculated to uphold the pleas advanced by his

it

a

a

a

is

l

a

is

‘

‘

‘

a

is

a

I

it

a

a

I

‘

the circumstances connect
before us to the utmost permitted
matter
at
issue.
with
the
ed
deem
most singular that
In the present instance,
remote part of the country, should
an indigo planter, in
in
have 37,000 rupees lying unemployed
his strong box,
lend
to
on
such
at
notice,
day’s
speculation as
ready
also consider
as
this transaction exhibits.
unusual for
iron chests of
to possess
description
private individuals
above
torahs of rupees. The
calculated to contain
twenty
torah
thousand; and
bag of
commonly understood to signify
forty-ﬁve tarahs are stated to have been produced on this occasion,
containing 37,000 rupees from two iron chests in one of the rooms
of the plaintiﬁ"s bungalow. Even the witnesses, who were chance
comers at the_time of the proceeding,-—-one (Bhyaram) having visited
the bungalow, to settle some accounts,’ and another (Dhoondhaee
Muudul) to furnish the defendant with ghee,’-—even these -——Wh0
werepresentin the room in which the business was being transacted,
and swear to its nature as present,—-even these know all about the
iron chests in the other room, and depose accordingly.
<
It impossible to give fair exposition of the evidence in
It must be read and compared, and carefully weighed
abstract.
The impression on my own mind is, that the
and considered.
to the judgment he has gained from the
not
entitled
plaintiff
full
sudder
ameen; and
bring the case before
acting principal
Court accordingly.
The two iron chests above alluded to measured,-—one 24 inches
in length, 14 inches in breadth, and 13)} inches in depth the other
22% in length, 13% in breadth, and l3 in depth.’
The Court’s decision will supply the rest.
;

‘
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principal.
The acting principal sudder ameen has given some good
reasons, judicially speaking, for the judgment he has recorded
and of the legal liability of the defendant under the documents,
But
apart from other evidence, there can scarcely be
question.
we sit as
Court of equity as well as law; and, in cases like the
to sift the evidence and the pleas of parties
present, our practice

(713)
The bond for the money claimed is produced and proved,

as

well

admitted by the defendant, who pleads that the amount
mentioned in the bond (37,025 rupees) was never paid to him, and
that he received 4,500 only.
The bond was executed in Decem
ber 1844; and in the June following a power of attorney, which
is also produced, and in which the bond is distinctly alluded to,
with an expressed acknowledgment of its amount having been
received in full. Notwithstanding these admissions, the evidence
to the payment appeared suspicious; and the transaction altoge
ther had such an air of improbability, that the Court was induced
to direct the zillah judge to make further enquiry into the circum
stances of the case, with the view more particularly of ascertaining
whether the money was actually in the lender’s possession at the
time of the asserted payment.
The reply of the judge, so far from
this
fact, appears to us to shew that the plaintiff
establishing
could not furnish the proof required, that is that he had 37,000
rupees in his possession when he would persuade the Court he
lent and paid that sum to the defendant.
On the contrary, his
evidence as regards the payment of such an amount from two iron
chests, is met in the most decisive manner by the measurement of
those chests, which are evidently not capable of containing the
money, which too is represented as having been in bags. As we
are by no means satisﬁed that the sum claimed (37,025 rupees)
was paid, we decree only for that acknowledged to have been
received, 4,500; which we adjudge with interest and proportional
costs, modifying the decision of the acting principal sudder ameen
accordingly.
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as

THE 26'rii JULY
R. H.

1848.

PRESENT:

RATTRAY, Eso.
Jones.

CASE No. 62 or

1848.

Regular Appeal from a decree passed by the Additional Judge of
Tirhoot, John French, Esq., July 30th, I847.
DHUNNEE RAM MUHTOON, AND orusns, APPELLANTS,
(DEFENDAN'l‘S,)
versus

MUSST. MOHUN KO\VUR, DAUGHTER or RAM SHEWUK,

FOR SELF AND AS M01‘!-IER. or ISHREE DUTT, HER MINOR
HON, RESPONDENTS,
(PLAIN'1‘IFFB.)
Wukeels of AppelIants—Gopal Kishen, Aftabooddeen and
Uz-mutoollah.
Wukeel of Respondents—None—nor present in person.

Tins suit was instituted by respondent, on the 24th Deceniher

1845, to obtain possession of certain lands

in the village of Jawuj.

__4

(719)
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with record of proprietary

right in the collector-’s books ; and to
cancel a kubaleh, or deed of sale, executed by Musst. Dolaroo
Kowur, widow of Ram Shewuk, in favor of appellants.
Estimate
(3 jummas) Company’s rupees I20.
The substance of the plaint is, that Ram Shewuk and Futteh
Chund, the sons of Khurrug Das, held a l2 annas’ share of the
village of Jawuj in inheritance from their father; that, on their
death, their widows obtained a decree against their mother-in-law
for six annas’ each ; that that decree was aﬂirmed so far as a life
interest extended, but any alienation of the lands was prohibited
that Musst. Dolaroo, the widow of Ram Shewuk,
as illegal;
a 2 annas’ portion of the share thus conditionally
sold
having
the present action is brought to cancel the illegal
her,
to
adjudged
transfer.
Musst. Dolaroo did not appear. Appellants (the purchasers
from her) answer, that respondent had already sued for possession
of the 6 armas’ share ; and that consequently this claim for 2 annas
of the same 6 annas, is not cognizable by the courts; and that the
2 armas’ portion purchased by them, was sold to discharge debts
due by Ram Shewuk, the father of respondent, and to defray the
expenses of her marriage, and therefore no illegality attended the
transfer.
No evidence was adduced by appellants in support of their
plea, while that of respondent clearly established that her father
died in l22l Fuslee free from debt; that her marriage, which took
place in 1231 Fuslee, was paid for from the proceeds of her
mother-’s 6 armas’ portion of the estate; and that the money
obtained by the sale, now sought to be cancelled, was disbursed to
meet the expenses attending the wedding of Musst. Dolaroo’s
brother.
Upon the above evidence, the sale of the two annas’ share was
ordered to be cancelled; but Musst. Dolaroo having a right of
occupancy during her life under the decree above mentioned,
present possession was refused. Costs made payable by appellants.
Concurring with the additional judge in his view of the case,
and the judgment appealed from, the decision is hereby aﬂirmed,
_
with all additional costs chargeable to appellants.

(

720

)

THE 26TH JULY
PRESENT

1848.

:

ABER. DICK, Esq.,
JUDGE.

CASE No.

11

OF

1844.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the First Principal
Sudder Ameen of Zillah Hooghly, Mynoodeen Sufdur.
ISHWUR CHUNDUR RAEE AND PURTAB CHUNDUR

RAEE, APPELLANTs, (PLAINTIFFs,)
te?"St/8

SREENATH MOOKERJEE,

JYE

THEN RAM
PAUL AND
oTHERs, RESPONDENTs, (DEFENDANTs.)
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Wukeel

of Appellants—Abas Ali.

Wukeel of Respondents—Pursun Komar Tagore.
SUIT and appeal laid at rupees 5,286-9-6, for recovery of pos
session on 146 biggahs, 17 cottahs of land held as rent-free, situ
ated in mouzahs Raj Haut, &c., pergunnah Hooshalpoor.
The claim is founded on the allegation that the plaintiffs were
in possession of the land in question as rent-free in 1231 B. AE.,
when they were ousted by the then zemindar, or rather putneedar,
Ram Nurain, and have been kept out of possession by his suc
cessors in the putnee, the other defendants.
Ram Nurain never appeared, as his interest in the estate had
been sold.
The respondent denied that the land was rent-free,
and declared he had not dispossessed appellants. The principal
sudder ameen, on the grounds set forth in a proceeding of a de
puty collector (the land in question with others, held as rent-free
under one taeedad, or statement, having been resumed by Govern
ment) decided that plaintiffs had not held possession since 1204 B.A.E.,
when their and their co-sharers’ right and title to the estate was
sold; and, consequently, that their claim was barred by lapse of
time: besides which the invalidity of the rent-free tenure had been
declared by the resumption courts.
He therefore dismissed the
suit.
In appeal it was successfully shewn by appellants’ pleader, that
the former proprietor of the estate, Ram Nurain, had admitted
his ousting of appellants in 1231 B. AE.; and that, therefore,
appellants had a right to usufruct from the proprietors from that
period, and to restoration to possession, whatever might be the
decision of the resumption officers as to the validity of the rent
free tenure.

(

)

721

the respondents’ pleader, who contended that
proprietor
was authorized under Section 10, Regula
the former
1793,
19,
to oust appellants, unless their grant was dated
tion
1790, which appellants have not shewn.
December
to
1st
anterior
The only points for decision in this case are :—first, the dispos
session or not of appellants by the proprietor in 1231 B. A.E. from
the lands in suit, held on an alleged rent-free tenure; second,
the legality of such dispossession ; third, the liability, and to
what extent, of the several defendants, in particular the res
pondent.
There can be no doubt on the first point, after the unqualified
admission of the former proprietor, Ram Nurain. On the second
point, the appellants were bound to prove that they held possession
on a grant anterior to the 1st December 1790, after silent acquie
scence during so long a period in the ousting. This they have not
attempted; consequently their claim for re-possession and usufruct
falls to the ground.
Appeal dismissed with full costs.
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This was met by
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THE 26TH JULY
PRESENT :

1848.

ABER. DICK, Esq.,
JUDGE.

W. B. JACKSON and

J.

A. F.

HAWKINS,

Esq.Rs.,

TEMPORARY JUDGEs.

CASE No. 276

OF 1846.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Rajshahye, May 18th, 1846.

JUSEEM-O-ZUMAN

CHOWDHREE, APPELLANT,

(PLAINTIFF,)
wersus

GOURNATH SHAH

AND ANOTHER,

RESPONDENTs,

(DEFENDANTs.)
Wukeel of Appellant—Pursun Komar Tagore.
Wukeel of Respondents.—None.
CLAIM for 6 annas and upwards share of Turf Rajdhundee, and
reversal of a sale under Regulation 7, 1825: suit laid at rupees

6,500.

.

a claim to reverse a sale in execution of a decree. The
collector was at first made one of the defendants; but the plaintiff
afterwards begged that his name might be struck out from among

This was

(

722

)

the defendants, with reference to Section 38, Regulation 11, 1822,
alleging that he had included him by error.
On the 18th May 1846, the principal sudder ameen dismissed
the suit. The chief ground of dismissal being that the objection
now raised to the sale, viz. that the notice was not issued for 30
days as required by the Regulation (7, 1825) was not urged
summarily in the petition against the confirmation of the sale;
and that not having been there urged, it could not be heard in a
regular suit, -referring on this head to Section 25, Regulation 11,
1822.

the plaintiff appeals, urging that the Regu
(11,
1822, Section 25) does not apply to sales held in
lation
execution of decrees.
The ground of the decision of the principal sudder ameen is
untenable. There is no law declaring that in sales held in exe
cution of decrees, objections not urged summarily to the court
which ordered the sale, shall not be heard in a regular suit to
reverse the sale. The plaintiff may urge his objections in a suit,
notwithstanding such omission in his summary petition.
The decision of the principal sudder ameen therefore cannot
stand.
It further appears from the papers that the defect in the
actually
notice
took place, as stated by the appellant; and this
defect is by law fatal to the sale.
Ordered therefore that the
sale be reversed, and possession be awarded to the plaintiff; the
plaintiff, however, will not receive mesne proceeds from the pur
chaser. The purchaser will, in the same manner, receive back
his purchase money without interest : costs to be paid by the
defendant.
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From this decision

•->=

THE 27TH JULY
PRESENT:

1848.

R. H. RATTRAY, Esq.,
JUDGE.
PETITION No.

150

of

1848.

IN the matter of the petition of Musst. Raoofun and Musst.
Bibi Bundhooee, and others, filed in this Court on the 15th May

1848, praying for the admission of a special appeal from the decision
Esq. additional judge of zillah Tirhoot, under
date the 16th February 1848; reversing that of Niamut Ali Khan,
first principal sudder ameen of the said zillah, under date the 20th
June 1845, in the case of Musst. Raoofun and Musst. Bibi
Bundhooee, and others, plaintiffs, versus Sheikh Moazum Ali and
others, defendants.

of John French,

(

723

)

It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds.
The suit was instituted by the petitioners to recover from the
defendants Company's rupees 1,153-4, being the balance, with
interest, of an advance made on the lease of the village of Puhar
pore-Chuprah-Budoo,
pergunnah Sureesa, bearing date the 17th
Rartik l?31 Fuslee.
Musst. Raj Bibi, deceased, had given a lease of the whole village
to the ancestors of the plaintiffs (petitioners) on an advance by
the latter of Sicca rupees 762, at an annual rent of 38 rupees, from
1231 to 1239 F.; the arrangement to hold good till the advance
should be satisfied. Plaintiffs held possession till 1245 F., when
the village was attached by Government, and a settlement made
with the defendants, when plaintiffs were turned out and dispos
sessed.
The sum of 517 rupees, after deducting payments ac
knowledged to have been made and received, is declared to be still
due ; and for this sum with interest the present suit was
stituted.
The claim has been rejected under the statute of limitation, with
reference to the date of the lease or deed of advance. The parti
culars of the case, with a detailed exposition of the grounds of the
judgment, will be found at page 35 of the Tirhoot decisions of
February last.
In the case No. 24 of 1845, decided by the Sudder Court on
the 17th March 1846, the circumstances of which were precisely
those of that now before it, it was held that such a decision was
contrary to the practice of the courts in such cases; and that a
borrower should be held responsible for a debt contracted on the
security of land, till it were proved that such debt had been satis
fied from the produce of the land, or by other means.
As in that case, so in this, the law of limitation does not apply:
the deed or pottah stipulated for possession till the advance should
be satisfied, and under that deed possession was held, unopposed,
till 1245 F. In 1251 F., this action was brought, which has been
dismissed as out of time.
The decision appealed from is hereby cancelled; and the case
will be returned to be restored to the file, and tried de novo upon
its merits.
The usual order as regards stamps, &c.
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Tns_27'rn JULY l8-48.
PRESENT:

ABER. DICK, Esq-,

J ones.

CASE No.

68

or

I847.
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Wulceel

01-"

THE ZILLAH, Rssvoxnmvr,

(DEFENDANT.)

of Appellant—Tarulc Chundur Raee.

Wukeel of Resp0ndent—Bunsee

Buddun

Zllitr.

SUIT‘ and appeal laid at Company’s rupees 700, amount of debt.
The particulars of the case, the judgment of the court, and the
reasons for it are set forth in the following decision of the zillah

J'ud

e.

‘gThis suit was preferred by Gudhadhur Tewaree, who states in
his plaint that the defendant, through his servant, borrowed from
him 700 rupees, which he sent by his own servant to the then
principal sudder ameen on the 2d Poos l25‘2, B. S. The de
fendant states that he never borrowed any money from the plain
tiff ; that he does not know him, and that it is quite unusual to
borrow from a man of whom he knows nothing ; and that he, the
defendant, had decided two cases against the plaintiff, who enter
tains enmity towards him; and who actually lodged a complaint
against him, the defendant, through some of his creatures, which
was dismissed by the then judge of this district. The plaintiff,
in his answer to the defendant, states that the money was advanced
to the principal sudder ameen to defray the medical charges in
curred on account of his wife’s illness, who had come to Burdwan
for her recovery.
‘ The plaintiif’s witnesses state certainly that the money was
sent to the defendant’s house, who sent back by plaintiﬁ"s servant
a verbal message with his salaam, and that he had received the
amount; whilst those of the defendant fully prove that, at the
time of this alleged debt being contracted, the defendant’s wife
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(725)
was in her own house, 10 or 12 coss distant, and had never come
at all, at the time stated, to Burdwan.
On a careful consideration
of the circumstances of this case, it seem to be most extraordi
nary that the defendant should send to borrow money from a
person of whom he knew nothing, without giving his messenger
some written paper to shew that the person who went to borrow
it was really and truly deputed by him for this purpose; that the
plaintiff should, under such circumstances, send the money asked
for; and even after delivery of the money not ask for any receipt,
any bond, or any acknowledgment of the debt. The only entry
of the debt is in the plaintiﬁ"sjumma-khurch
book. This entry is
made by the plaintiﬂ’, and is not signed by the defendant, nor even
I consider therefore
by the person who went for the money.
that the plaintiff has not proved his case, and dismiss the plaint ;
and all costs to be defrayed by the plaintiff.’
In appeal nothing new was advanced : the appellant merely
contended that as his witnesses had deposed to the loan, he was
entitled to a decree, although he had no documentary evidence to
produce, under Section l5, Regulation 3, I793.
For the respondent, his pleader urged the utter improbability
of the alleged transaction : for his client knew nothing personally
of the appellant, who himself could not assert that he had ever
been inside respondent’s house, or respondent inside his house.
Moreover respondent had, on the very day of the alleged loan,
decided a case against appellant; and it so happened that he had
decided against appellant almost every case in which appellant
had appeared as a party before him.
The improbabilities are all against the truth of appellant’s
statement and claim, and even the testimony which he has
brought to prove his claim is very defective. The only respectable
witness in point of calling, and who testifies to the entry in the
book of expenses, has evidently been guilty of equivocation ;
besides which his evidence goes to prove nothing more than that
he was ordered to send 700 Company’s
rupees to respondent,
whether the money was actually paid to respondent or not, he
knows not. The decision of the lower court is aﬂirmed, with full
costs against appellant.
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Tan 29ru JULY I848.
Passmrr:
C. TUCKER, Esq. and
Sm R. BARLOVV, B.uv.'r.,

Juooss.
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J.

A. F. HAYVKINS, EsQ.,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.
CASE No. 352 or I845.
Regular

Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Backergunge, July 22d, I845.

RAJAH SUTCHURN GHOSAUL,

APPELLANT,

(DE[~ENDANT,)

versus

GOURKISHORE
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Wukeel

BISWAS,

RESPONDENT,

(PLAINTIFL)
of Appellant—Tar0ke Chundur Raee.

Wukeel of Resp0ndent—-Kishen Kishore Gkose.
THE respondent claims a 4 annas’ share in a talook named Zim
meh Beejaye and Sreemunt Biswas, situate in the 5 annas, I5
gundahs’ share of pergunnah Suleemabad, the zemindaree of Rajah
Kalee Sunkur Ghosaul, the appellant’s father (deceased.)
The zemindar sold the talook in execution of a decree for rent,
under the provisions of Regulation 7 of I799, on the l9th Magh
I249. The deposit money not being paid, it was again sold on
the 21st idem, and bought by plaintif’f’s sharers, in the name of
Kumla Kunt Bose. The commissioner of revenue reversed this
sale on the petition of plaintiff and another; and the land was
eventually bought by Sutchurn Ghosaul, the defendant, on the 3lst
July I834, who has kept plaintiff out under his purchase.
The plaintiff sues to reverse the sale, as the collectors were not
empowered to sell land for balances till Act No. 8 of I835 was
passed on the 8th June of that year; and the sale of his lands was
made one year previous to that enactment.
He quotes the case
of Muddun Kishore Indoo, decided by this Court on the 9th July
I84], in support of his plaint, and claims 254 rupees per annum
mesne proﬁts from date of sale.
The appellant, in answer, pleads that no action having been
brought to reverse the summary decree in his favor, a suit for
and adds the sale was
the reversal of the sale is not admissible;
not made under Act 8 of I835, but under the orders of the judge.
The principal sudder ameen, with reference to the case of Muddun
Kishore Indoo and the decision of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut
of July I84l thereon, reversed the sale, and awarded possession
with wasilat to the plaintiff up to date of regaining possession.

(

727

)

Besides the case above quoted, this Court’s judgment in the
of Hurmohun Biswas, a co-sharer with the plaintiff, (vide page
129 of this Court’s decisions for March last, present Mr. Jackson)
forms a precedent for the disposal of the suit now before us.
On
perusal of the judge’s order, on which the defendant relies, we find
that that officer made over sundry sale cases to the collector on
the receipt of Regulation 7 of 1832 (this being one of them),
under the impression that he had no longer himself authority
to conduct sales.
The Regulation (vide Section 16) refers to putnee
talooks and similar tenures, not to sales in satisfaction of summary
awards by the civil court; so that if the collector did act under the
order of the judge, the sale cannot be upheld. The Court con
firm the decision of the principal sudder ameen, with costs charge
able to the appellant.
case
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C.

JUDGEs.

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 4

OF 1844.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Judge of West Burd
wan, May 29th, 1843; reversing a decree passed by the Principal
Sudder Ameen of that district, December 20th, 1840.
NEHAL CHUNDUR BANERJEE AND or HERs, APPELLANTs,

(DEFENDANTs,)
wersus

BIRMANUND GHOSE AND OODHAYE CHUNDUR CHUC
KERBUTTEE, RESPONDENTs, (PLAINTIFFs.)
Wukeel of Appellants—Neelmunee Banerjee.
Wukeel of Respondents–Ramapurshad Raee.

A specIAL

appeal was admitted on the 19th December 1843, on
grounds
the
set forth in the certificate of that date.
The rights of Birmanund Ghose, putneedar of lot Bunsee, per
gunnah Bishenpore, were sold in 1245 by the Rajah of Burdwan
under Regulation 8 of 1819, and bought by Oodhaye Chundur Chat
terjee, who again sold privately to Nowruttun Das on the 29th
Bysakh 1251.
Nowruttun had his name (as proprietor) registered
in the Rajah of Bfirdwan's serishteh, and sold, as it is alleged, to
Gopal Das in Poose of the same year.

i
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Manick Ram Banerjee, a former proprietor of the lot, sued
Madhob Singh and Sohun Singh for possession of 125 biggahs in
mehal Beyrah, situate in mouzah Brahmugaon, one of the villages
The defendant, Madhob, claimed the land as
in lot Bunsee.
The register of the court, Mr. James Shaw, gave a
glzatwalee.
decree for possession of the lands to the plaintiff.
This decree
was upheld by thejudge (Mr. Nisbet) of the Jungle Mehals on the
20th July I832, or 6th Srabun l239.
Nundkomar’s rights had been sold for balances under Regu
lation 8 of l8l9, and were bought by the Rajah himself in 1238,
who, as above stated, gave a putnee to Birmanund Ghose.
The
Rajah, after his purchase in 1238, applied to the judge for execu
tion of the decree of the 20th July l832, who refused to give him
possession, as he was not a party to the suit, but told him to take
Should the ghatwals object, immediately the order of
possession.
July 20th should be enforced, and decree passed in his favor.
Birmanund having purchased the lot from the Rajah, went
to take possession; the ghatwals did object, and he then sued,
(No. 3502) in the moonsiFf’s court for possession on 24th Feb
ruary 1834; got an ezparte decree (2lst July 1834) accordingly,
He made settle
and possession in Chyte l24l, or April 1835.
ments at rupees 205, 6 annas, 10 pie per annum with the ryuts on
the I25 bigga/is ; and when the crops on the lands were ripe, the
defendants, that is Nehal Chundur Banerjee, with Beharee Singh
and others, the heirs of Madhob and Sohun Singh, with their fol
lowers, cut and carried them off, and ousted his ryuts of 96 bigga/ts,
14 cottahs, the jumma of which is l64 rupees, 9 annas : this was
in 1241 B. S., or 1836 A. D. In consequence Birmanund
brought another action on l2th December I837, praying that the
possession of his ryuts might be upheld, and also for l,O45 rupees,
4 annas, with interest to date of realization, which during the
years I240 to 1244 he was unable to collect, in consequence of the
acts of the defendants.
The principal sudder ameen, on the 30th April I839, non
suited the plaintiff, on the ground that the several defendants
should have been sued severally, holding as they did their lands
under various tenures and rights.
The judge, Mr. Gouldsbury, remanded the case on the 26th
December l839, as the plaintiffs, tal0okdar’s right had repeatedly
been decreed to him and to his predecessor, he therefore could not
be nonsuited; and directed that the principal sudder ameen should
'
dispose of it on its merits.
The same oﬂicer, Doorga Nurain Raee, on the 23d December
he observed,
1840, disposed of the returned case. The 125
omar, the former
were the subject of the suit between Nuud biﬁqahs,
talookdar, and Madhob
Singh and Sohun Singh, the
putuee
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Nowruttun.
impugn
No one has appeared
though the Court took the precaution
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the integrity
these deeds,
issue notice for the atten
parties objecting
them,
Gopal failed
dance
his endeavour
to cause the attendance of Nowruttun Das.
appears from the judge’s decision, that the respondent was put
possession
question under decrees
the lands
court.
further proved that the appellants cut and carried off the crops
the 96 biggahs, and turned out the ryuts, with whom the res
pondent had made settlements. The point
issue now before

onis in
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ghatwals of Katool, when the land was decreed to be mal, belong
ing to the plaintiff, and not attached to the ghatwallee tenures:
this order was confirmed in appeal.
The plaintiff, Birmanund,
sued on the strength of these two decisions, and obtained a decree
in the moonsiff’s court; but the decision in his favor did not by
any means provide that he (the plaintiff) should oust the old ryuts,
and give new pottahs to others on enhanced rents. The defen
dants put in some Regulation 5 of 1812—fysulahs and pottahs,
(signed by one Jewun Lal, a surburakur on part of Chytun Singh)
to prove their long possession of separate parcels of land: this is
also shewn by the institution of several suits by the party
claiming in loco Birmanund, i.
Oodhaye Chundur Chatterjee.
For this, and other reasons,
dismissed the plaint, and permit
so,
ted the claimant
assess the ryuts, should
desire
by
regular suit brought against them for that purpose.
W. Templer, the judge,
whom the case next came
appeal, records
the 29th May 1843,
the appellant had
possession
obtained decrees for the land and been put
court,
proved
(within defined boundaries) according
decree
by the evidence
witnesses, and made settlements with ryuts,
and
was proved the defendants had cut the crops
the 96
biggahs, carried
off, and ousted plaintiff and his ryuts, and the
respondents did not deny their holding the lands, even now,
their
possession, the judge rejected
much
the plaint
claimed
possession
given
the appellants’ ryuts, alleged
have been
ousted, declared his talookdaree rights, but awarded 100 rupees per
1244,
annum damages payable
the respondents from 1242
with interest
the original plaintiff, Birmanund.
The claim
malgoozaree
for the years 1240 and 1241,
considered could not
recovered under the present action.
From 1245
awarded
damages
the same rate
the claimant, Oodhaye Chundur
Chuckerbuttee, and decreed the appeal, reversing the principal
sudder ameen’s decision.
Court,
The only party representing the plaintiffs’ case, now
Gopal Das Mohunt, who presents the deed
sale from Nowrut
himself, and also one from Oodhaye Churn Chatterjee
tun

(730)
the Court, under the certiﬁcate of admission, is, whether a sepa
rate suit should have been instituted against each of the 62
persons who have been made defendants in the case, several of
whom have set up lakhiraj and other claims to portions of the
As previous decrees of Court estab
land included in the plaint.
lish these identical lands to be mal lands, the property of the
respondent, of which he was, by the act of the appellants, ousted,
after having been duly put in possession in execution of decree,
we are of opinion that one suit will lie against all the appellants;
and therefore dismiss the appeal with costs.
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Jones.
CASE N0. I68 or I848.
IN the matter of the petition of Ishan Chundur Das, ﬁled in
this Court on the 25th May I848, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of the 2d additional principal
sudder ameen of zillah Chittagong, under date the 22d February
1848; reversing that of the moonsiﬁ' of Zoorawurgunge in the said
zillah, under date the 23d December I848, in the case of Joogul
Kishore and others, plaintiffs, versus Dagun Ram and others,
defendants.
The moonsilf decreed for the plaintiffs; and whilst the case was
pending in appeal, Joogul Kishore (one of the respondents) died, of
which notice being given to the court, the principal sudder ameen
issued the usual notice for the heirs of the deceased to appear and
Six weeks having elapsed without any one
carry-on the case.
appearing, the principal sudder ameen, on the statement ofthe ap
pellants that the deceased had left a son, Ishan Chundur Das,
ordered his name to be recorded as respondent in the room of the
deceased
oogul Kishore. and went on with the case, which termi
nated in the reversal of the mo0nsitf’s decision.
This is altogether irregular.
The principal sudder ameen having
admitted the name of Ishan Chundur Da as a respondent, should
have issued notice to him individually to appear before he went on
with the case.
I therefore remand the proceedings to the principal sudder ameen,
with instructions to restore the case to his ﬁle, and proceed to dis
-t
pose of it (le nova as above dir,ected.

J
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THE 3lsT JULY I848.
PRESENT:
C. TUCKER, Esq.

Jonas.

CASE No. 214 or I848.

In the matter of the petition of Kanuo Pundah and Anam
Pundah, ﬁled in this Court on the 26th June l848, praying for the
admission of a special appeal from the decision of Mr. E. Deedes,
judge of zillah Cuttack, under date the 22d March 1848; amen-ding
that of Baboo Taruknath Bidia Saugor, principal sudder ameen of
the said zillah, under date the l7th August l847, in the case of
Ghun Pundah, plaintiff, versus petitioners and another, defendants.
The details of this case will be found at pages 22 and 23 of the
Decisions for zillah Cuttack, for the month of March 1848.
Purmessur Pundah and others sued Bimlah Dey, the wife of
Mecnoo Pundah, deceased, on a bond executed by her husband for
of money, in which bond an 8 annas’ share of the
surburakaree of mouzah Ayinda was pledged as security for the
payment of the money. A decree passed for the plaintiffs; and the
8 annas’ of mouzah Ayinda was advertized for sale as the property
of Bimlah Dey, in execution thereof, and purchased by Ghun
Pundah, the plaintiff in this suit.
Before he could get possession he was obliged to bring this suit ;
the defendants in possession stating the share of Bimlah Dey to
consist of TE; only.
The principal sudder ameen went into the merits of the case;
and decided that the plaintiff was entitled to only T37; of the village,
such having been the extent of the rights and interests of Bimlah
Dey, or rather of her deceased husband Meenoo Pundah.
The judge in appeal decreed T85 to the purchaser, on the grounds
of the decree between Purmessur and Bimlah Dey; and states in
his order that no enquiry has been made as to what share in the
mouzah Ayinda Bimlah Dey, the wife of Meenoo Pundah, may be
entitled to.
The defendants in this case were not parties to the suit brought
by Purmessur against Bimlah Dey, consequently that decree can
Moreover, when the judge remarks
in no way affect their rights.
that he has made no enquiry as to the share Bimlah Dey was pos
sessed of in the village, he has omitted to enquire into the very
Sales in execution of decrees
issue on which the case depends.
the
the
to
rights and interests of the
merely
purchaser
convey
under
the
answerable
decree; and when these are
or
parties
party
disputed, as in this suit, the only point for the court to enquire
into is the extent of those rights.
annul the decision of the judge;
Under thee circumstances,
and remand the proceedings with directions to restore the case to
the ﬁle, and proceed de nova as above indica.ted..
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AUGUST 1848.

PRESENT

:

ABER. DICK, Esq.,
JUDGE.

CASE No.

169 OF 1846.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Zillah 24-Pergunnahs, Mynoodeen Sufdur.

RAEE BYKUNTHNAUTH CHOWDHREE
APPELLANTs, (DEFENDANTs,)

AND

others,

ter's?/8

RAM RUTTUN RAEE, RESPONDENT, (PLAINTIFF.)
Wukeels

of Appellants—J. G. Waller and

Wukeels

Bunsee

Buddun Mitr.

of Respondent—Pursun Komar Tagore and Gholam
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Sufdur.

APPEAL laid at Rs. 9,396-14-5-2, out of claim for 14,862-9-8,
collections and rents of two bazars, or markets, called bazar
Bulleeaghutta.
The claim was founded on a deed of engagement (ikrarnameh)
by which an elder brother of appellants bound himself and them to
pay to respondent one-fourth of the amount of collections from
two bazars (one their property, and the other the property of res
pondent, but to avoid disputes delivered over to them), and the
whole of the land rent of respondent’s bazar; and to allow him to
place a servant of his té take account of the collections: the one
fourth of the collections were to be paid after deduction made of
expenses incurred.
It was alleged, that within six months after the deed was
written, respondent’s servant, appointed to watch over the collec
tions, was ousted; and the one-fourth of the collections, as agreed,
were never paid, though the appellants continued to hold posses
sion of respondent’s bazar.
The appellants in the zillah denied the deed; and, secondly,
their liability under it for any thing more than one-fourth of their
brother’s own share, who had signed the deed and had died, and
they had inherited his share.
They also filed accounts to shew
that, after deducting expenses incurred, nothing was due to
respondent.
The additional principal sudder ameen deemed the deed proved,
and the appellants bound by their brother’s acts; and deducting
20 per cent. for expenses, out of the amount of collections admitted
by appellants, decreed the amount laid in appeal against appellants,
and their co-sharer and first cousin, Raee Preeonauth, who has
appealed separately in the case below.

I
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ABER. DICK,

EsQ.,
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1846.
decision passed
the

Appeal from
Ameen of 24-Pergannahs,
a

Regular

CASE N0. I77 or

Principal

Sudder

Mynooddeen Safdur.

RAEE PREEONAUTH, APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT,)
versus

Wukeels

of

of

RAM RUTTUN RAEE, RESPONDENT, (P1.Am'r1Fr.)
Wdkeels
Appellant—Ram Pran Raee, Taruck Chundur Raee
and Sree Ram Raee.
Respondent—Purs-an Komar

Tagore and

Gholam

Sufdur.

it,

Tu!-1 appeal rested on the non--liability of appellant under the
was appellant’s
deed, as the cousin of appellant, who had given

guardian and, as such, subscribed himself in suits and transactions
in which appellant was interested in the deed he had not done
so.
This reasoning the Court deemed valid; but as the docu
ments now ﬁled by respondent, shew that appellant’s
name
;

;
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is

is

is

it,

The points for investigation in appeal are :—_ﬁrst, had the bro
ther, who entered into the engagement with respondent, power to
bind appellants; second, whether he had or not, has their conduct
subsequently bound them, and been indicative of their consent
to it; third, if they are bound, what is the sum truly due by them
to respondent?
By documents to-day ﬁled by respondent’s pleader, and which
he satisﬁed the Court could not have been before ﬁled in the
zillah, it appears that appellants have not only admitted the truth
but their possession
of the deed and their participation in
on respondent’s bazar; therefore, their liablity under the deed
clear. The amount due by them cannot be ascertained from
before the Court. The allowance of 20 per cent. for
what
purely
expenses by the additional principal sudder ameen
conjectural, and contrary to express condition in the deed, and
cannot be upheld: accounts of both collections and expenses
The amount of collections has
have been ﬁled by the appellant.
therefore the amount
been admitted as correct by respondent;
of expenses only remains to be established. The principal sudder
ameen will call upon the appellants to prove each item, severally,
that may be contested by respondent; and, after receiving any
proofs offered by respondent in refutation, decide. He will how
ever hold in recollection, that all collections of the nature of sayer,
or taxes, and exactions (but not rents daily, or monthly, for
booths and shops) are prohibited by Regulation 27, 1793, and
consequently claims for such are inadmissible by the courts.
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with the appellants in the above case in a farming lease
bazars, and a receipt
the rent
the farm purported
have been given for him
well
the others, this case
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3D AUGUST

is

1848.

and

BARLOW, BART.,

R.

C.

PRESENT:
TUCKER, Esq.

SIR.

is

as

on

as

by

to

THE

of

•

of the two

A.

F.

J.

JUDGEs.

HAWKINS, Esq.,
JUDGE.

|

TEMPORARY

of

1847.

passed

the

Principal Sudder

Dacca.

-

decision
Ameen

by

132

of

a

Regular Appeal from

ANDREW LUCAS, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
tler's?/8

AND BIBI DESPINOO
RESPONDENTs, (DEFENDANTs.)

Wukeels
Wukeels

Appellant—Pursun
Respondents—J.

KALANOSS,

Komar Tagore and Gokool Kishen.
G.

of of

THEODORE LUCAS

Waller and Gholam Sufdur.
of

8

7

gundahs.
SUIT for 6,109 rupees, annas, and
The defendants are the brother and sister
the plaintiff.

The

to

in

he to by

of

it,

of

to

of

a

as

if

to

to

if

of

to

in

at

of

an

be

of

as

to

of

a

of

plaintiff sued them for moiety
their mother's estate; and the
parties being members
the Greek Church, and referring
the
law current among the members
that Church
the standard
decided, the principal sudder ameen
which the case was
opinion from the minister
Dacca,
took
the Greek Church
and decided the case
accordance therewith.
The opinion
the minister was
the effect, that
the sister
inherit;
had received her marriage portion, she was not entitled
but that
she had not, she was
share equally with the brothers.
The principal sudder ameen, observing that nothing appeared
any marriage portion
the pleadings
the receipt
the
sister, concluded that she had not received
and adjudged
the
plaintiff
third
the estate, instead
the moiety which
had
sued for.

by
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CASE No.

(

736

)

The plaintiff has appealed, stating that the omission in the plead
ings, noticed by the principal sudder ameen, was attributable to the
fact of another suit having been previously decided, in which the
point was ruled that sons only inherit under the law of the Greek
Church; and urging that the principal sudder ameen should have
enquired into the fact of the receipt, or otherwise, by the sister of
her marriage portion.
We are of opinion that the case has not been sufficiently inves
tigated; and that every thing affecting the succession should have
been fully enquired into.
We accordingly annul the decision of
the principal sudder ameen, and remand the case for re-investi
gation. The zillah judge will bring it on his own file, and enter
fully into the several points of the case.

--

THE 5TH AUGUST

1848.

PRESENT:
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C.

TUCKER, Esq.

SIR. R.

and

BARLOW, BART.,
JUDGEs.

J.

A. F.

HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 338 of

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Judge of Midnapore,
September 22d, 1845; altering a decree passed by the Sudder
Ameen of that district, February 3d, 1845.

MR. S.

MACKINTOSH, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
tersus

BECHOO

RAWUT

AND

oth ERs, Respondents,

(DEFENDANTs.)
Wukeel of Appellant—Pursun Komar Tagore.
Wukeel of Respondents—J. G. Waller.

THIs
1847,

Tucker

case was admitted to special appeal, on the 16th June
under the- following certificate recorded by Mr. Charles

:-

“In this case the petitioner (appellant) entered into engage
ments with certain ryuts, to cultivate 69 biggahs of land for him
with indigo for five successive years, for which he advanced them
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‘

(:37)

at the rate of 2 rupees per biggah. On the ryuts’ part they
bound themselves to pay a penalty at the rate of 10 rupees per
biggah, if they failed to cultivate the lands.
‘ It
appears they did not fulﬁl their engagement, and the peti
tioner institutedthe present suit to recover the amount advanced,
together with the penalty aforesaid. The sudder ameen decreed‘
for the plaintiff.
On appeal the judge, Mr. H. T. Raikes, admit
ting the facts of the case, reversed the decision of the sudder
ameen, quoad the penalty, on two grounds :—ﬁrst, that the defen
dants were not in fault, inasmuch as the plaintif'i', from the cir
cumstance of his not getting his farm renewed, did not assist the
ry-uts in preparing their ﬁelds for sowing the indigo seed ; and,
the recovery of
secondly, because Act IO of I836 ‘authorises
nothing but the actual damage sustained ; and not the imposition
of any amount penalty the planter may choose to have recorded
in his engagements with his cultivators.’
‘ But the
petitioner pleads that the suit was not instituted
under Act l0 of 1836, but simply for a breach of contract entered
into by the defendants with their own free will. As it appears to
me the judge has mis-applied the law (Act 10, 1836,) to this case,
I admit a special appeal to try the question whether there be any
illegality in the contract, and whether the provisions of Act I0 of
1836 are applicable to such contracts or not.’
\Ve observe that the several provisions of the Regulations, such
as Clause 3, Section 5, Regulation 6, 1823, and Section 2, Regu
lation 5, 1830, which authorised the courts to award the full
amount of penalty _speciﬁed in agreements for the cultivation of
indigo, have been repealed by subsequent laws (see Act l6, I835,
and Sections I and 3, Act l0 of I836). We are therefore of
opinion that the full penalty mentioned in the agreement cannot
be awarded.
The plaint sets forth that the ryut was induced by the other
defendants to break his contract; and Section 3, Act IO of I836
provides that in such a case the planter can recover damages to
the extent of the injury sustained.
Damages must be assessed by
the Court, and cannot be arbitrarily assessed under stipulations
entered into before the damage was sustained.
The judge has
rightly applied Act I0 of 1836, for, under the circumstances, he
could try the case under no other law; but this application the
special appellant objects to, and claims the full amount of penalty,
or damages (by which ever name it may be called) speciﬁed in the
This we cannot award, and accordingly dismiss the
agreement.
The costs of
appeal, and afﬁrm the decision of the zillah judge.
this Court will be charged to the special appellant.
_
( The following cases are of the same nature as the preceding, with
the exception of diferences as to the extent of land, and the amount

of advance.)

(

738

)

THE 5TH AUGUST 1848.
PRESENT:
C. TUCKER, Esq. and
SIR. R. BARLOW, BART.,

J.

A. F. HAWKINS,

JUDGEs.
Esq.,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 340 of

1847.

Speeial Appeal from a decision passed by the Judge of Midnapore,
September 22d, 1845; altering a decree passed by the Sudder
Ameen of that district, February 3d, 1845.

MR. S. MACKINTOSH, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)

Q960's?/s

BECHOO RAWUT, AND oth ERs, RESPONDENTs,
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(DEFENDANTs.)

THE judgment in this case is the same as that recorded in
No. 338, disposed of this day. (Wide page 736.)
THE 5TH AUGUST
PRESENT

C.
SIR.

1848.

:

TUCKER, Esq.
R.

case

BARLOW,

and

BART.,
JUDGEs.

J.

A. F.

HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No.

341

of

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Judge of Midnapore,
September 22d, 1845; altering a decree passed by the Sudder
Ameen of that district, February 3d, 1845.

MR. S.

MACKINTOSH, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
we)"Sws

SHAM PATTAR AND oth ERs, RESPONDENTs, (DEFENDANTs.)
THE judgment in this case is
No. 338, disposed of this day.

the same as that recorded in
(Wide page 736.)

case

(

739

)

THE 5TH AUGUST
PRESENT

C.

1848.

:

TUCKER, Esq.

SIR. R.

and

BARLOW, BART.,
JUDGEs.

J.

A. F.

HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 345

OF 1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Judge of Midnapore,
September 22d, 1845; altering a decree passed by the Sudder
Ameen of that district, February 3d, 1845.

MR. S.

MACKINTOSH, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)

-
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wersus

SUKOOPAL,

AND oTHERs, REs PoNDENTs, (DEFENDANTs.)

THE judgment in this case is the same as that recorded in
No. 338, disposed of this day. (Wide page 736.)

case

THE 5TH AUGUST 1848.
PRESENT :
C. TUCKER, Esq. and
SIR. R.

BARLOW, BART.,
JUDGEs.

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 346 of

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Judge of Midnapore,
September 22d, 1845; altering a decree passed by the Sudder
Ameen of that district, February 3d, 1845.

MR. S.

MACKINTOSH, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
wersus

SHAM PATTAR

AND

oth ERs, RESPONDENTs, (DEFENDANTs.)

THE judgment in this
No. 338, disposed of this

case is the same as that recorded in case
day.
(Wide page 736.)
*

( 740

)

THE 5TH AUGUST
PRESENT

1848.

:

TUCKER, Esq.

C.

Sir

R.

and

BARLow, Barr,
JUDGEs.

J.

HAWKINS, Esq.,

A. F.

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 347

OF 1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Judge of Midnapore,
September 22d, 1845; altering a decree passed by the Sudder
Ameen of that district, February 3d, 1845.

MR. S.

MACKINTOSH, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)

-

AND

oth ERs, RESPONDENTs, (DEFENDANTs.)
case is the same as that recorded in
this day. (Wide page 736.)

of

THE judgment in this
No. 338, disposed

case

THE 5TH AUGUST

the

KASH RAEE,

1848.

PRESENT:

>

HAWKINS,

F.

A.

J.

R.

C.

TUCKER, Esq. and
BARLOW, BART.,
SIR.
JUDGEs.
Esq.,

Midnapore,
the Sudder

of

a

a

Special Appeal from
decision passed
the Judge
September 22d, 1845; altering
decree passed
Ameen
that district, February 3d, 1845.

byof

1847.

by

CASE No. 348

of

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

MR.

S.

MACKINTOSH, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
tler's?/8

BINDRABUN SEIN

the same
that recorded
(Wide page 736.)

in

as

this case
this day.

is

THE judgment
No. 338, disposed

in

AND oth ERs, RESPONDENTs,
(DEFENDANTs.)

of
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©e?"St/S

case

(

)
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THE 5TH AUGUST
PRESENT

1848.

:

TUCKER, Esq. and
SIR. R. BARLOW, BART.,
C.

JUDGEs.

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY

CASE No. 349 of

-

JUDGE.

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Judge of Midnapore,
September 22d, 1845; altering a decree passed by the Sudder
Ameen of that district, February 3d, 1845.

MR. S.

MACKINTOSH, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)

-
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©er's?ts

BINDRABUN SEIN

AND or HERs, RESPONDENTs,
(DEFENDANTs.)

THE judgment in this case is the same as that recorded in
No. 338, disposed of this day. (Wide page 736.)
THE 5TH AUGUST
PRESENT :
C.

case

1848.

TUCKER, Esq.

and

SIR. R. BARLOW, BART.,

JUDGEs.

J. A.

F.

HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPoRARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 354 of

1847.

Judge of Midnapore,
Special Appeal from a decision passed by the
by the Sudder
passed
September 22d, 1845; altering a decree
1845.
Ameen of that district, February 3d,

MR. S.

MACKINTOSH, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
726?"stus

SEEKOPAL

AND

oth ERs, RESPONDENTs, (DEFENDANTs.)

case is the same as that recorded in case
338, disposed of this day. (Wide page 736.)

THE judgment in this

No.

.

(

742

)

THE 5TH AUGUST 1848.
PRESENT:
C. TUCKER, Esq. and
SIR. R. BARLOW, BART.,
JUDGEs.

J.

A. F.

HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 355

OF 1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Judge of Midnapore,
September 22d, 1845; altering a decree passed by the Sudder
Ameen of that district, February 3d, 1845.

MACKINTOSH, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)

MR. S.

ters?/8

AND others, Respondents,
(DEFENDANTs.)

THE judgment in this case is the same as that recorded
No. 338, disposed of this day. (Wide page 736.)
THE 5TH AUGUST

in

case

1848.

PRESENT :

C. TUCKER, Esq.

and

SIR. R. BARLOW, BART.,

J.

A. F.

HAWKINS,

JUDGEs.
Esq.,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE NO. 313 OF

1848.

Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
of Sylhet, January 30th, 1845; reversing that of
Lushkerpore, June 19th, 1844.
Moonsiff

the

Special

of

Ameen

HURREE KISHEN SHOME, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF
ANOTHER,)

with

776?"8ws

absent

F.

Raee.

appeal.

C

by

special appeal,
the 6th February
certificate recorded
Messrs.
Barlow, Bart. :—
Sir
on

This case was admitted
1847, under the following
Tucker,
M. Reid and

in

Appellants—Ramapurshad

R.

Respondent

to

Wukeel

of

SUFFER BIBI, REsponDENT, (DEFENDANT.)

J.
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KASHRAEE BHOOMIK

(

)

743

“The petitioner (appellant) and his brother sued for possession
of 4 khadas, 22% jhystee of land. The moonsiff decreed in favor of
the plaintiffs; but the principal sudder ameen nonsuited the ori

ginal case, because the moonsiff had received a supplementary
plaint from the plaintiff, which is prohibited by law.
“The petitioner now pleads that the principal sudder ameen
should have dismissed the appeal under the provisions of Act
29, 1841, in consequence of the appellant having failed for six
weeks to furnish security for costs. The order for security was
passed on 2d September 1844, and the security was not furnished
till the 5th December 1844. The special appeal is admitted to try
whether the principal sudder ameen should not have dismissed the
appeal in default, instead of nonsuiting the original suit.”
As security for costs was never required in appeals from the
decisions of moonsiffs, the order of the principal sudder ameen in
this case was not a legal one. We therefore dismiss the appeal
with costs.

--

THE 5TH AUGUST 1848.
PRESENT:
C. TUCKER, Esq. and
SIR. R. BARLOW, BART.,
JUDGEs.

J. A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 60 or

1848.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Judge of West
Burdwan, March 10th, 1846; affirming that of the Deputy Collec
tor of that District, December 26th, 1845.

MUDDUNMOHUN RAEE, APPELLANT,
(DEFENDANT,)
te?"sus

RAMNURAIN BANERJEE, Respondent, (PLAINTIFF.)
Wukeel of

Appellant-E.

Colebrooke.

.

Wukeel of Respondent–Ameer Ali.
THIs case was admitted to special appeal, on the 27th July
1847, under the following certificate recorded by Mr. Charles

lot

Soondrapaut,
land, which

of

5

case, as dur-putneedar of
biggahs and
resume
biswas

6

sued the defendant

to

Tucker:—
“The plaintiff in this
he

of

an

to

alleged had formerly been subjected
annual rent
Sicca
rupees 22,
annas; but which the defendant had withheld under

9
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(744)
of the lands being lakhiraj. This suit was instituted
l8l9 that officer was
before the collector under Regulation
of opinion the claim to hold the lands lakhiraj was not substanti
ated; and in this opinion the judge agreed, and decree passed in
favor of the plaintiff.
The petitioner (appellant) grounds his application for a special
appeal on the fact, that when Manickram Banerjee was the put
needar he was dispossessed of these very lands and, instituting
suit against him, obtained
decree for repossession on l2th April
l8l5, in which Manickram was referred to
he
regular suit
deemed the lands liable to the payment of rent, but that he never
instituted such suit and that he and his ancestors held the lands
prior to the decennial settlement, and therefore claims the protec
tion of Section l4, Regulation
H93.
admit the special appeal to try whether under the statute
of limitations the present suit
not barred.’
The Court decided on the 20th May last, in the case of Sheikh
Shufaitoollah versus oykishen Mookerjee, that the general law of
limitation does not apply to cases instituted for the resumption of
invalid lakhiraj tenures. The appeal
accordingly dismissed, and
costs made chargeable to the special appellant.

._¢_

Tnn 5-rn Auovsr 1848.
Ps.sssN'r:
R. H.

RATTRAY, Esa-,
JUDGE.
by

CASE No. 228 or l846.
of

the P-rinczjral Sudder
Regular Appeal from a decision passed
Patna, Mr. E. DaCosta, July 9th, l8-46.
Ameen

MUKOOND LAL, APPELLANT,

(PLA1N'ruu-",)

versus

RADHA KISHEN

ornsns, Rssrounsrrrs, (DEFENDANT8.)
Wukeel
Appellant—Ameer Ali.

Respondents——Pursun

Komar Tagore and Hamid Russool.

by

Wukeels

of

of

AND

e

h

t

7,

2

a

is

E

is

THIS suit was instituted
appellant on the 20th January 1846,
to recover from respondents Company’s rupees 6,144 on an assign
ment deed, dated the 2lst May 1842, executed by Musst. Budamo
Koowur, the mother and guardian of Gokul Das, an idiot.
The decision appealed from
as follows :—
The timkha document, or assi nment on which
lainti
for rupees 4,500, bearing the attestzlition of
grounds his claim,
witnesses; and has been engrossed on
stamp of only
rupees:
l0, 1829, it.
Schedule A, Regulation
whereas under Article
‘
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is

J

is

I

‘

3,

;

a

a

if

a

;

a

‘

a

;

'2,

a false plea

(

745

)

ought to have been written on a stamp of 20 rupees, as for bonds.
therefore nonsuit the plaintiff under Circular Order of the Sudder
Dewanny Adawlut, dated the 7th January 1842, Rule 1: levying
as directed by Clause 1, Section 18, Regulation 10, 1829, from the
plaintiff’s pleaders, who filed the said document, a fine of rupees 90;
being five times the difference of the amount of the stamp which
ought to have been used.
Costs payable by the plaintiff.”
plea
urged
against this decision, was, that under
appeal
The
in
Regulation
principal
the
cited the
sudder ameen was bound to post
pone judgment, and allow a reasonable time to the plaintiff to get
the document duly stamped by payment of the prescribed penalty
through the collector.
The rule quoted applies, as far as it goes, directly to defendants
only filing documents on inadequate stamps; but may, for special
reasons, be extended to plaintiffs.
There were no special grounds
in the present instance to demand or warrant any further delay, in
what should have been performed before the suit was instituted.
The decision of the principal sudder ameen is accordingly affirm
ed; with all costs chargeable to appellant.
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THE 5TH AUGUST
PRESENT

C.

TUCKER, Esq.

SIR. R.

1848.

:

BARLOW,

and

BART.,
JUDGEs.

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 357 of

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Additional Judge of
Zillah Hooghly, September 13th, 1845; reversing that of the Col
lector of that District, December 12th, 1843.

SONATUN

GHOSE

AND

NUBKISHORE

GHOSE,

APPELLANTs, (DEFENDANTS,)
ters?gs

DOORGA CHURN DUT, RESPONDENT, (PLAINTIFF.)
Wukeel of Appellants—Ramapurshad Raee.
Wukeel of Respondent—Pursun Komar Tagore.

THIs case was admitted to special appeal, on the 17th June
1847, under the following certificate recorded by Mr. Charles

Tucker:

“In this

case

the plaintiff instituted

a suit before the collector
2, 1819, to resume a

of Hooghly, under Section 30, Regulation

(

)

746

be

to

of

B.

of

in

of

1848.

:

THE 5TH AUGUST
PRESENT

of of

to

to

it

in

on

of

byis

-

to

of

at

a

to
on

is

It

F.

A.

J.

R.

C.

TUCKER, Esq. and
BARLOW, BART.,
SIR.
JUDGEs.
HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

RAM PURSHAD DHOBEY

AND

(PLAINTIFFs,)

Waller.

under the following

special appeal,

certificate

recorded

the

the 12th January
by

case was admitted

Tucker :—

by

Komar Tagore.

Respondents—J.

on

THIs
1847,

Appellants—Pursun
G.

Wukeel

oth ERs, RESPONDENTs, (DEFENDANTs)

to

Wukeel

or HERs, APPELLANTS,

©e?"sus

AND

of of

BIBI MUNNA

the Judge
Zillah
decree passed

of

a

by

1847.

a

-

CASE No. 318 of

Special Appeal from
decision passed
Sarun, September 4th, 1845; reversing
Sewan, December 27th, 1844.
Moonsiff

of
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of

3,to

“I

to

of

of

of

19

of

on

in

by

ed

by

(a

the

rent-free holding, consisting of 22 biggahs and 84 cottahs, situated
in mouzah Nusseerbatte alias Goghat, in the occupancy of
petitioners, appellants.
“The collector dismissed the claim, declaring the document
Burdwan, and countersign
char signed
the then existing Rajah
Marriot,)
S.,
genuine; and pos
Mr.
dated
1171.
session proved from that remote period. On appeal the additional
judge,
the single ground
the char not having been regis
1793,
tered under the provisions
Section 24, Regulation
reversed the decision
the collector, and declared the land subject
the payment
rent.
try whether the statute
admit this special appeal
limi
tions, (Section 14, Regulation
1793) does not bar the plaintiff's
right
day, possession, rent-free, being estab
sue
this time
period
long
lished for
antecedent
the decennial settlement.
grounded.”
this point the application
Under the precedent furnished
the decision
this Court
the case
Sheikh Shuffaitoollah versus Joy Kishen Mookerjee and
others, decided
the 20th May 1848, we dismiss the appeal with
costs;
having been ruled
that decision that the statute
try the validity
limitations does not apply
suits brought
lakhiraj grants.

Mr.
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Appeal from
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decision passed
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CASE No.

Principal Sudder

of

Ali Khan, April 27th, 1847.
BABOO GIRDHAREE SINGH AND BABOO BIRJNATH
SINGH, FoR self AND DOORGAPURSHAD SINGH, His
MINoR BRoTHER, sons of BABOO BYJNATH SINGH, DE
Ameen

-

CEASED, APPELLANTs, (PLAINTIFFs,)
te?'87/8

AND MUSST. DHIRMUN,
RESPONDENTs, (DEFENDANTs.)
Appellants—Pursun Komar Tagore,
Wukeels
Colebrooke and
Ameer Ali.
Respondents—J.
Wukeels
Waller and Gholam Sufdur.
appellants,
THIs suit was instituted
the 7th September
1846,
obtain
decretal order cancelling kubaleh by-bil-wuffa,
on
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‘This case was instituted to reverse a summary decision under
Regulation 7, 1799, obtained by the defendants in this suit against
the plaintiffs.
It is clear from the papers, that the plaintiffs had
never paid rent to the defendants
before the institution of the
summary suit; and, moreover, that disputes had for a long time
existed as to the right of the defendants to demand rent. Under
these circumstances, the defendants should have instituted a regu
lar suit to try the question of right; and, on these grounds, the
moonsiff decreed for the plaintiffs; but his decision was reversed by
the judge, because it appeared the village in which the lands are situ
ated belongs of right to the defendants.
However this may be, no
kubooleut having been executed by the plaintiffs, or proof of pay
ment of rent in past years, the summary decision was clearl
against the law, (viz. Section 10, Regulation 8, 1831) and the
equally so; and
decree of the judge, which upheld
these
grounds
special
appeal,
admit the
viz. that from the evidence
adduced, the judge’s decree
opposed
Section 10, Regula
tion
1831.”
Under the circumstances and the facts established, that the
appellants had neither paid rent
former years
the respondents,
pay, the collec
nor had executed
kubooleut binding themselves
jurisdiction; and, consequently, we annul the deci
tor had
sion
the judge, and affirm that
the moonsiff, decreeing
appellants
for the
with costs
the courts.
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(748)
or deed of mortgage and conditional sale, of talook Gurhenee and
other lands, bearing date the 2lst February 1839.
Estimated
value Company’s rupees l6,960.
The outline of the case is as follows.
Girdharee Singh and
Byjnath Singh, the proprietors of the property in question, being
pressed for payment of certain sums for which decrees had been
obtained against them, proposed to Busharut Ali to advance the
The proposal was accepted ;
money on a mortgage of their estate.
but Busharut Ali desired that the deeds to be executed on the
occasion, should be drawn up in the name of his brother, Gholam
Hosein, and a nautch woman, called Dhirmun, the defendants in
the suit.
They were drawn up accordingly, on the date above
noted. The mortgage was for 7 years ; the sum advanced (as per
Icubaleh) l6,960 rupees, bearing interest at l per cent. per mensem;
the money acknowledged to have been received in full in the deed,
not paid at the time, but to be so to the persons holding the
decrees, on account of which the arrangement had been entered
into ; any balance after such payments to be received by plaintiffs.
To constitute the by-bil-wuﬁa, an agreement (by ihrarnameh) was
added, bearing the same date as the kubaleh ; and besides these,
several other deeds were on that date executed ; amongst which
were a lease from the plaintiffs to Niamut Ali and Ilahee Buksh,
(the former the brother of Gholam Hosein, the latter the son
of Musst. Dhirmun) for the full term of the mortgage (7 years),
and another lease from them (Niamut Ali and Ilahee Buksh) to
Muhadeo Singh, the son of Byjnath :
o that in fact there was no
transfer of possession; the lands remaining, as before, with the
plaintiffs.
The ground of claim to have the arrangement cancelled was,
that the sum agreed to be paid had never been so; and that the
odd 960 rupees of the hubaleh was interest, which introduced,
as it was, as principal money, vitiated the deed in regard to all it
exhibited.
The defendants denied the existence of any unpaid balance of
the amount agreed to be advanced; and declared the 960 rupees,
objected to as interest by the plaintiffs, to have been furnished at
the particular request of the latter for current personal expenses.
The principal sudder ameen dismissed the suit, with reference
to the fact established in another case, then before him, between
the same parties, of the full payment of the sum for which the
deed was given having been paid ; with a still further sum to be
added to the debt for which the plaintiffs were liable under the
deed impugned by them.

We ﬁnd, that this is a suit to cancel and declare void a condi
tional sale, on the ground that the purchase money was never
paid in full, and that, under other deeds executed at the same
time, usurious interest had been exacted.
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was contended on the other side, that the whole amount had
been duly paid; and that legal interest only had been charged
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CASE No. 419

the

Principal Sudder

of

Ali Khan, April 27th, 1847.
BABOO GIRDHAREE SINGH AND oth ERs, APPELLANTs,
Ameen

Shahabad, Munowur

(DEFENDANTs,)

-

ter's?ts

AND MUSST. DHIRMUN,
REspoN DENTs, (PLAINTIFFs.)
Appellants—Pursun Komar Tagore,
Colebrooke and
Ameer Ali.

Waller and

Gholam

Sufdur.
3d

E.

This suit

on

G.

Respondents—J.

by

Wukeels

of

Wukeels

of

SHEIKH GHOLAM HOSEIN

respondents,
August
was instituted
the
1846,
recover from appellants Company’s rupees 22,004-1-6,
principal and interest, rent due
talook Gurhenee and other
lands, from 1246
1253 Fuslee.
to

on

to
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The evidence adduced
the mortgagees (defendants)
payment
the whole sum mentioned
the kubaleh, shews that
the greater portion
was paid
different individuals (on
different dates) months after the date
that deed; paid too
divers accounts, no mention of,
allusion
which
be
found
it:
the contrary,
bears the acknowledgment
full payment
the amount for which
was granted.
Thus the
document, upon which the action
based, and brought before the
Court, admits the fact upon which the issue depends, which the
disproves. The Court
evidence
the party who executed
cannot uphold
deed
this nature; and, reversing the decision
appealed against, adjudge
null and void.
As, however, large sum was advanced
the mortgagees, each
party will pay their own costs; and the mortgagees are
liberty
they have paid away under their engage
sue for such sums
ment with the mortgager, with interest upon the same
the
usual manner of account.
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The parties in this case are (with the addition of Outur Singh
as an appellaut,) the same as those named in No. 401, disposed of
at the present sitting of the Court.*
_

The claim was for rupees 15,207-3 principal,
and rupees
6,796-14-6 interest, (together rupees 22,004-l-6) rent due as above
noted, in virtue of a pottah granted by the teekadars, Niamut Ali
and Ilahee Bukhsh, to Muhadeo Singh, the kutkinadar.
The decree adjudges interest to the amount of Company’s
rupees I l,484-l2, and sums paid by respondents on ditferent
accounts and dates, with reference to the deed executed on the
2lst February 1839 in their favor by appellants, as set forth in
Case N0. 401 : the decision of the Court in which necessarily in
volves the disposal of the present appeal.
Independently of the connexion between the two cases, more
over, the Court observe, that, in the present instance, judgment
has been passed in favor of ilspondents for what formed no part
of their claim. They sued for land rent, and interest on money
has been adjudged, in opposition to the law and common princi
ples of justice.
The decision of the lower court is reversed; costs chargeable
to the parties respectively.
‘
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:

F. HAWKINS, Eso.,
TEMPORARY

PETITION No. 257 or

Jones.

1848.

IN the matter of the petition of Gourmohun Gosein, ﬁled in
this Court on the 22d July I848, praying for the admission of
a special appeal from the decision of Mr. F. VV. Russell, judge of
zillah Hooghly, under date the 20th April 1848 ; reversing that
of the moonsiff of Bydebattee, under date the 12th July l84']', in
the case of Kowsilla Dassee, plaintiff, versus the petitioner and
others, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds.
_
The particulars of this case are given at page 64, of the Hooghly
decisions for April l848.
The suit is for a receipt of rents paid during successive years
from 1246 to 1252 B. S.; and a question arises whether it is not
barred under Section 7, Regulation 2, ISO5, with reference to
the precedent at page 26, volume VI, Sudder Dewanny Adawlut
The suit was instituted in Chegt l252 ; and the judge
Reports.
has apparently founded his decree on payments made in I251.
" Vide preceding

\

case.
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The dates of these payments, however, are not given in the
judge's decree; and, in the absence of these particulars, it is im
possible to say whether his decision is a correct one, or the
contrary.
The judge should also state in his decree whether the
1251, was paid,
whole amount of rent
this may form
element
the determination
the question
limitation.
accordingly admit the appeal, and remand the case
the
judge, who will again decide
with reference
the foregoing
remarks.
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Thakoor Das Dut, filed
praying for the admission
special appeal from the decision
Mr.
W. Russell, judge
zillah Hooghly, under date the 22d April 1848; affirming that
Dwarhutta, under date 12th July 1847,
the moonsiff
the case
Ghose,
plaintiff, versus the petitioner and others,
Hullodhur
defendants.
hereby certified that the said application
granted
the
following grounds.
receipt for rents paid
This was suit
obtain
the defen
dants. The plaintiff sets forth
his plaint, that his jumma was 20
rupees,
annas for certain lands and fisheries.
The defendants
toto, and alleged that the fisheries were not
denied the claim
included
the plaintiff’s jumma. The lower courts gave
ver
dict for the plaintiff, awarding
him the sum
39 rupees, viz.
receipt had been given,
rupees the amount paid for which
damages, under Section 63, Regulation
and twice that sum
1793. They proceeded, however,
order that the decree
rupees,
annas, being the
enforced after deducting the sum
amount
the rent for the year
which the sum for which
receipt had been given, was levied. This
fact, entering upon,
and deciding the extent
the plaintiff’s jumma, which
dis
puted
the defendants. The lower courts should have satisfied
issue, instead
themselves with giving
order upon the point
indirectly
disposing
disputed
points
incidentally
also
intro
duced.
accordingly remand the case,
again disposed
with
reference
the foregoing observations.
matter

the

this Court
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R. H.

'
RATTRAY, EsQ.,
Jones.

CASE N0. 237 or I847.

.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
A/neen of Behar, Hedayut Ali Khan, February 1511., 1847.

BABOO TOOLSEE_NURAIN SAHEE AND oraaas,
APPELLANTS, (PLAlNTlFFS,)
versus

BABOO MODNURAIN SINGH,

RESPONDENT,

(DEFENDAN‘T.)

ll/uheel of Appellants—Hamid Russool.
lVulceels of Respondent-—J. G. Waller and Abas

Ali.

Tats suit was instituted by appellants, on the 24th February
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1845, to recover from respondent possession of mouzah Mughpa,
in the me/zal of the Neemsur, in virtue of a mokurruree pottuh,
Estimate for stamp
bearing date the 30th December 1824.

Company’s rupees 9,000.
On the 30th December 1824, Rajah Mitrjeet Singh, the father
of respondent, executed a mokurruree istimraree pottah (or lease
at a permanent ﬁxed rate of rent) in favor of two brothers,
Munear Sahee and Jye Purkas Sahee, for the consideration
of 351 Sicca rupees. The lessees are dead ; and the appellant
named is the son of Jye Pnrkas, and the heir of both ; and claimed
to succeed to the possession of the lands under the permanent
engagement entered into with his father and uncle. This claim has
been rejected, on the ground of the potlah being a forgery; and,
if not so, of its not conveying any right to the heir of the original
grantee, of the nature pleaded. The present suit has been brought
to try the question.
The‘ principal sudder ameen, admitting the pottah to be genuine,
has decided against the appellants, on the second plea of the
respondent, that the heir cannot claim what the deed guaranteed
only to the individuals named in it. The decision is founded on
the commonly understood purport of deeds so worded, as shewn by
precedents referred to in the judgment.
It has been repeatedly ruled by the courts, generally, that the
permanence (istimrar) expressed in these pottalw, has reference
only to the term of existence of the grantee ; and that to render
them hereditary, the addition of ‘ bdfurzundan’ (including chil
‘ nuslun bdd nusl’
dren, or descendants), or
(from generation to
generation) is necessary. My own knowledge conﬁrms the correct
ness of this; and upon this, and the following precedents of the
Court, amongst the many which doubtless might be produced,

I
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*

-

against, with costs chargeable to
affirm the decision appealed
the appellants.
The precedents alluded to are:-l. A decision of the 27th May 44
1817, in the case of Meer Sooltan Ali and others, appellants,
/4s 3
versus Kadim Hosein Khan, respondent.
2.* A decision of the 2d April 1827, in the case of Rajah
Mitrjeet Singh, appellant, versus Mussamut Chumalee Chow
drain, respondent.
3. A decision of the 28th September 1835, in the case of
Rajah Deedar Hosein, appellant, versus Raee Muheish Chundur.
To these may be added the Court's Construction, No. 1103,
exhibited in a letter addressed to Government on the 27th Octo
ber 1837.
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DICK, Esq.,

ABER.

CASE No. 20

OF

1847.

Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Moorshedabad, Abdool Wahid Khan.

Regular

PURSHUNNATH RAEE, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
?!ersus

RAJAH KISHOON CHUNDUR RAEE,

REs Pon DENT,

(DEFENDANT.)

Wukeel
Wukeels

of Appellant—Pursun

Komar Tagore.

of Respondent—J. G. Waller and

Bunsee Buddun

Mitr.
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APPEAL laid at Company’s rupees 14,991-2-1, for recovery of
the said sum, unjustly obtained for alleged rents due.
The allegation of plaintiff
that his ancestors held fixed
rent tenure
defendant’s zemindaree; that defendant sued
cancel it; that
obtained judgment
have
assessed
the
payment
full pergunnah rates,
which the tenants were
retain possession; that the tenant, plaintiff’s mother for him,
pay; but finding
agreed
had been assessed too high, peti
(plaintiff
being
minor, and his estates under
tioned the collector
resign
lease,
the Court
Wards)
the
and the collector intimated
AE.; that res
respondent
her resignation
the end
1238
pondent refused
accept
and through
order
the zillah
judge, irregularly obtained, got from the collector, out
profits
deposit with the collector, payment
other estates
the sum
sued for
rent due
the tenure, for the years 1239, 1240, and
124] B. AE.
of
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The defence denied that the snmshad been irregularly obtain
ed; and referred to a Pun between the parties decided by the
“T Sudder, lZth June l844, to shew that no resignation had been
\made previous to 1240 B. /E.
The principal sudder ameen, though of opinion that the sums
had been irregularly obtained, decreed for the re-payment, with
interest, of the sum received for 1241 B. i/E. only, as no proof
existed of resignation previous to 1240 B. _/E.
The appeal rested on two grounds,:—-ﬁrst, that the principal
sudder ameen having admitted the irregularity of the procedure by

_"

.l‘

\

X754)

Z

which respondent had obtained the sums, he should have decreed re
payment of the whole, leaving respondent to sue for any rents he
conceived due to him; second, that two documents ﬁled now, and
not ﬁled in the former suit, clearly proved that resignation had
been tendered in 1238 B.
consequently no rent was due for
or
ZE.
1241
B.
1240,
1239,
From perusal of the proceedings of the judge through whose
order respondent obtained the sums from the collector, it appears
that appellant’ s mother had possession of the tenure restored to her,
on an engagement to pay the rent assessed, by the Court in execu
tion of the decree obtained by respondent; and that the rent
for former 'years had been received from the collector acting for
the Court of Wards ; therefore the collector was the proper person
to pay the rent on minor’s account, or give reason for refusing ;
and the application to the judge, through whom the appellant’s
mother, on behalf of her minor son, had agreed to pay the rent,
was natural, and nothing irregular, though the judge might have
refused to interfere further, as the casein execution had been
On the second point, a perusal of the answer of
completed.
respondent to the communication made to him by the collector,
evinces that appellant’s mother wished respondent to receive what
was due to him, under the above alluded to decree, by instalments ;
and she would resign her tenure.
The sum being large (about
50,000 rupees), and the deposits in the collectorate on account of
the minor more than sufﬁcient to pay the whole at once, respon
dent declined to receive in instalments, and also to take back the
There is nothing to shew that the resignation was again
lease.
tencfered, and possession relinquished.
Appeal therefore dismissed with full costs.
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THE 9TH AUGUST
PRESENT:

1848.

R. H. RATTRAY, Esq.,

JUDGE.

CASE No.

198 OF

1848.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Patna, Mr. E. DaCosta, December 30th, 1847.

SYUD ABDOOLLAH, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
wersus

BIRJ RUTTUN DAS, RANA SAHOO

AND

GOPAL DAS,

RESPONDENTs,

(DEFENDANTs.)
MUSST. BADAMOO—THIRD PARTY, CLAIMANT.
Wukeels of Appellant—J. G. Waller and Hamid Russool.
of Respondents—Gholam Sufdur and Ameer Ali.

Wukeels

As the decision appealed from exhibits a clear and satisfactory
exposition of the facts and circumstances of the case, and the
grounds upon which the judgment has been founded, I prefer
troducing it to giving a new version of what it details. It is as

follows:

3rdly,

to to

to

the plaintiff;
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an

of of

to
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;

to

of

all

‘This suit was instituted by the plaintiff on the 20th November
1846, to recover from the defendants, under the plea of the provi
sions of Construction No. 1010, Company’s rupees 52,649-15-1,
alleged loss of interest asserted to have been suffered by the plain
tiff from the 20th January 1838 to the 10th February 1841, under
the following circumstances.
“Both parties held decrees against the estate of Baboo Byjnath
Sahoo, deceased, whose certain property in zillah Shahabad hav
ing been sold in satisfaction of the plaintiff’s decree, both parties,
together with one Jugurnath Das, (after his death Jankee Das,)
another decree-holder, preferred their claims respectively to the
On the 9th January
sale proceeds; each on the plea of mortgage.
1838, it was decided by the judge that the amount sale should be
the estate.
the decree holders
distributed rateably amongst
parties
order,
however,
the three
abovementioned appeal
From this
the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut and the sale proceeds were
petition
the mean time held under attachment, agreeably
the judge
the 20th January 1838.
the defendant, presented
Sudder Dewanny
On the 18th December following, the Court
Adawlut, setting aside the above decision
the city court,
payment
passed
the follow
the sale proceeds
order for the
ing order:
1st,
the defendants,
2ndly,
Jankee Das, and
of in ed
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1,535,958

8

Balance,

1,815,060

5

0

0

8

9

l,36,298

8

gunnah Chynpore and Subse
ram in zillah Shahabad,....

l9,660

7

9

3,42,0l8 I4

Dednct received:

By sale of estates in zillah
Tirhoot, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
By ditto of estates in per

Now, from the

I,Il,042

4

. . . . . . . . . . . .

B

. . . . . . . . . .

3

.,

I

.

.

March I842, ..

it

is

it

account

is

‘

above
clearly proved, that, with
the sum of rupees I,55,958-8-8, the plaintilf charged and received
interest rupees I,lI,O-12-I-7, from the 22d January I337 to the
29th March I842 on the full amount balance of his decree.
His
present claim, therefore, to interest from the 20th January I833
to the 10th February I84I,
evidently absurd; inasmuch as
a double charge, and therefore inadmissible with reference to
the principle laid down by the decision of the Sudder Dewanny
Adawlut in the case of Choonee Lal Sen, dated the l0th March

is
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review of judgment, and
but, subsequently, the Sudder Court, on
in supersession of their previous order, decided, under date the
lOth February I841, that the sale proceeds of the property in
Shahabad shoulﬂ be paid to the plaintiff, and that in zillah Tirhoot
In conformity with this order, the plaintilf
to the defendants.
states that he received rupees 1,113,590-I4-I
being the sale pro
lien; and now brings
ceeds of the estates on which he had
this actionto recover from defendants the abovementioned sum of
rupees 52,649-15-I, as loss of interest asserted to have been suffer
ed by him during the period the payment of the sale proceeds was
withheld, viz. from the 20th January I838 date of judge’s roobu
I841 date of ﬁnal orders
karee of attachment, to 10th February
of the Sudder Court.
It
‘In my opinion the pIaintiff’s .claim
wholly unjust.
clear from his own petition, which he presented to the Court on
the 2d May I842, that interest for the period for which
him from the prin
he now claims has already been received
In this petition, the plaintiff applied to the court
cipal debtor.
for the sale of the said debtor’s property for the recovery of the
balance of his decree, amounting to rupees l,86,060-5-8, due to
him up to the above date; and made up his account with the
debtor as follows :-—
Amount of decree due to the end of Poos
I244 F., corresponding with the the 21st
2,30,976 I2
January 1837, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Interest from lst Magh I244 F. to 3d Cheyl
I249 F., or from 22d January 1837 to 29th

(757).

'

I847, in the Reports of Summary cases; and since the plaintiff has,
as shewn above, already received interest for the period claimed
do not see how he has sulfered any loss
from the principal debtor,
of
the
sale
the
attachment
proceeds; nor was theﬂa, in fact, any
by

I
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in deposit

the time the order for the attachment thereof was
the
20th January I838) _by the judge.
Indeed, the
passed (on
sale was only conﬁrmed by the commissioner of revenue on the
13th June 1838; so that it is evident no purchase money could
have been received previously, nor is there any thing to shew on
what dates what sums of money were subsequently paid into the
treasury.
‘The Construction (No. I010) alluded to by the plaintiff, by no
means warrants the interpretation he has put upon it. So far
from the provisions of it involving defendants into liability, they
avail the plaintiff nothing.
It evidently refers to collusive and
fraudulent claims, of which nature that preferred by the defen
dants does not appear to have been.
They were, equally with the
plaintiff, judgment creditors of Baboo Byjnath Sahoo, and consi
dered themselves equally entitled to the sale proceeds of his estates.
In fact, the Court of Sudder Dewanny Adawlut originally, (under
date the 18th December i838) passed an order for the payment of
the sale proceeds, in the ﬁrst instance, to the defendants; econdly,
to Jankee Das; and lastly, to the plaintiff: consequently the
attachment thereof, pending the investigation and ﬁnal decision of
the Sudder Court on the several claims preferred, was, in my opinion,
just and proper; the more especially, as with the orders of the
zillah judge of the 9th January I838, all the three parties, viz.
the plaintiff, the defendants, and Jankee Das were equally
dissatisﬁed, and had preferred separate appeals to the Sudder
Court; and although, on the lOth February 1840, an order favor
able to the plaintiff and Jankee Das was passed by the Sudder
Dewanny Adawlut, yet it is clear from the proceeding of that
Court of the 20th May I840, that payment of the money was re
fused to the plaintiff, even on security, until the objection to the
sale, made by the collector of Sarun, was disposed of; and not
that it was withheld on account of any objections of the defen
dants.
Iu fact, the proceeding of the collector of Shahahad, dated
the 21st August I841, also clearly shews that, even up to that
date, the plaintiff could not succeed in getting the money, owing
however to no fault whatever of the defendants.
Furthermore,
it is clear that the order of the Sudder Court, dated lOth February
I840, abovementioned, was made ﬁnal on the lOth February 1841 ;
but in none of these proceedings does it appear that the claim put
in by the defendants was considered by that Court collusive or
fraudulent, nor was the accruing interest of the debt made payable
by them.
‘ I therefore ,consider the
plaintiff’s present claim to be mani
festly unjust and improper ; especially after having already receiv
at

I
‘}

(753)
in full for the- period claimed from the debtor; and,
accordingly, I dismiss the suit with all costs’
The third arty, claimant, Musst. Budamoo, is the mother of
idiot, nephew and heir of the late Byjnath Sahoo.
Gokul Das,
She prays, on his behalf, that the interest now contested between
the appellant and respondents, may be paid to her; the former,
Syud Abdoollah, having by his own shewing, in the account sub
mitted by him, already been paid in full.
In the above decision, the acknowledged receipt of the interest
now sued for by appellant has been made
secondary ground of
which
based
more immediately
claim;
of
his
rejection
rejection
under
the
the
of
circumstances of
upon
respondents
non-liability
the case.
It much more satisfactory, in general point of view,
that the question involved should be so determined: for the res
ponsibility thus sought to be established against parties seeking to
obtain what they conceive to be their rights, through the medium
of the courts, would,
admitted and upheld, be little short of a
prohibition against any appeal for judicial interference, however
consequences. The
gross the injustice, under the apprehension
the
under
suit
was
present
brought avowedly
provisions of Con
struction No. l0l0, which Construction declares
liability for in
terest, in instances in which principal money has been withheld for
any period in consequence of the proceeding of the objecting party
collusive and litigious,’ or vexatious
being proved to have been
and unfounded.’
It has been shewn by the facts set forth in the
decision of the principal sudder ameen, which exposition
in
strict accordance with the evidence, that the application of these
respondents to the courts was
legal and honest appeal, to obtain
due portion of an insolvent estate in partial liquidation
of
decrees, in no wise less binding than his (appellant’s) which had
absorbed the whole.
decision passed
quote the following from
judge of this
Court (Mr. Hawkins), on the 20th June last. The case would
appear to have been, in all material points, similar; and the
dismissal of the claim, in both instances, the just and proper dis
posal of the action unwarrantably instituted.
‘The claim preferred by the plaintiff (Mr. Hawkins observes)
is, in fact, that of
creditor of an insolvent estate against his
co-creditors, for interest accruing during the period in which their
The plaintiff relies
claims were under judicial investigation.
good deal upon Construction No. l0l0; but that Construction refers
to groundless and vexatious claims to property attached in satis
faction of decrees, and declares the claimants liable for the pay
ment of interest for the period of the delay caused by the exhibi
In the present casethere
tion of such claims in court.
no
The defendants submitted their claims to
appearance of fraud.
the determination of the courts (neither of them
shewn to have
been
groundless, or vexatious, or fraudulent claim) and, pending
a
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CASE No. 379 of 1845.
Regular Appeal from
decision passed
the Principal Sudder
SIR.

Moorshedabad, September 22d, 1845.

DASSEE, widow of GOPAL PURSHAD

BISSESSOREE
GHOSE AND MoTHER of Bl RJ GOVIND, HIs MINoR soN,
AND DOLE GOVIND GHOSE, APPELLANTs, (PLAINTIFFs,)
wers?us

-

THE COLLECTOR

KERJEE,

THAKUR DAS MOO
SEETANATH SUNDEAL AND oth ERs,

OF

MooRs HEDABAD,

of

on

of of

G.

AND
RESPONDENTs, (DEFENDANTs.)
Appellants—J.
Wukeel
Waller.
Respondents—Pursun Komar Tagore.
Wukeel
THE plaintiffs,
the 12th March 1841, instituted this suit for
pergunnah Rokunpore, estimating their
the reversal
the sale
of
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the investigation, they applied to the courts for the attachment
of the surplus proceeds, the Holdars accompanying their applica
tion with a request that, until decision, the money might be invest
ed in Government securities.
The plaintiff’s case therefore de
support
rives no
from the Construction cited; neither has it any
support from precedent.
Similar cases of adjustment of claims
are of daily occurrence in our Court; but not a single case has
been cited, or produced, to shew the recognition by the courts of
such a claim as that now advanced by the plaintiff against his co
creditors.
The claim was dismissed with costs of both Courts
against the plaintiff.
With exception of the request of the Holdars, ‘that, until deci
sion, the money might be invested in Government securities, the
above might be transferred as appropriate to the very letter to
the case now before the Court. The issue must necessarily be the
same; and affirming the decision of the lower courts, I dismiss
appellant.
the appeal, with
costs chargeable
As regards the petition
Musst. Budamoo,
does not appear
very clearly against what party she would elicit
order for the
payment
the interest claimed
her.
has not been decreed
appellant; nor have respondents been made liable for the payment
any one.
Her remedy must
left
her own discretion:
she
any
prefer, the courts are open
has still
claim
her.
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action at 2,09,288 rupees, 6 annas, inclusive of wasilat, under the
following circumstances.
On the 6th Maugh 1242, pergunnah Rokunpore was sold for
balance of Government revenue, and bought by the plaintiffs and
others jointly (the defendant, Thakur Das Mookerjee, being one
of the purchasers) for l,57,000 rupees, and were put in pos
session of the greater portion of their purchase by an ameen de
He was unable to give them posses
puted from the civil court.
sion of turf Furreedpore, a mehal of about 20,000 rupees, notwith
standing they paid the Government revenue assessed~on it.
The authorities, however, were in the course of giving them
possession, when the estate which they had bought was, on the
27th of Bhadoon 1245, put up for sale for balances due thereon
up to Cheyt of that year. They petitioned the collector and the
commissioner, oﬁ'ering to pay 30,000 rupees, out of the 54,4l5
rupees, 7 annas balance due, and praying that time might be given
The defendant,
to pay the remainder : their petition was rejected.
Thakur Das Mookerjee, it is alleged, intimated to the plaintitis
through their mokhtar, that if 40,000 rupees were paid to the col
lector (20,000 by the plaintiffs for their half share, and the same
amount by the other sham-ers,) he, Thakur Das, could stay the sale.
Relying on this, plaintiti's on the 23d and 24th of Bhadoon
sent 20,100 rupees, in gold mohurs and silver, to the said Thakur
Das, who promised to pay in the whole of the remaining balance.
The collector did not sell the estate on the 27th or 28th ; but on the
3lst of Bhadoon 1245, corresponding with l5th September I838,
it was knocked down to Hurroo Chundur Bhadoree, the molrhtar of
Seetanatli Sundeal, for 72,000 rupees, in the face of every objec
It was at 4 o’clock in the afternoon, and
tion that was urged.
the'civil courts had been closed on that day for the Dusserah vaca
tion, in consequence of which several persons were absent at the
time of the sale. The plaintiffs on the 7th of Assin, and again on
the 28th idem, pleaded the sale was invalid; that the property had
been purchased beynamee by Thakur Das Mookerjee.
They were called upon by the collector to prove this ; and that
officer, on the l3th of Poose of the same year, drew up a report
It was, however, upheld
recommending the reversal of the sale.
by the commissioner of the division on the 16th January 1839,
and also by the Sudder Board of Revenue. The estate having been
a second time sold for arrears of Government revenue, the plain
tiffs sue the original proprietors and the purchasers at both public
sales, as well as the collector, for reversal of the sale of the l5th
September 1838, and for possession of 8 annas of the estate, the
share they then bought, with mesne proﬁts.
The co-sharers are
included amongst the defendants, under the plea that they have
colluded with the other parties to the injury of the plaintiffs.

(
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-)

it,

The principal sudder ameen dismissed the plaint, deeming proof
of the beynamee purchase a matter ‘which it would be very diﬂi
cult to establish in court; and also because a second sale of the
estate had taken place, which it was the duty of the plaintiffs to
have prevented by payment of the balances due to Government.
Vile do not think it necessary to give a more lengthened abstract
of the pleadings in this case. The plaint, on the face of
could

a

is

by

not but be dismissed, though on grounds very different from those
recorded
the principal sudder ameen.
The plaintiffs sue for possession and wasilat, and for reversal of
the sale of l5th September l838, on the grounds that they never
got possession of turf Furreed pore when they bought the estate
in l242, and that the sale of I838
invalid, inasmuch as Thakur
Das Mookerjee, the purchaser (beynamee) on that occasion was
one of the original purchasers in I242, and therefore
defaulter
when the second sale took place; and could not, under Section l3,
of I822, become purchaser.
Regulation
\V ere the fact that Thakur Das Mookerjee
the real purchaser
and
defaulter established by
decree of court, even in such
case the plaintiffs’ action must be thrown out, for the not having
no ground for reversal
obtained possession of turf Furreedpore
on the plea that the
of sale by the Court; nor can they reverse
made
and give the plain
was
or
defaulter,
beynamee,
by
purchase
tiffs possession. The r'emedy in such case rests with other autho
Sec
rity, and must be enforced in the manner pointed out
l822, the law in force when this sale took
tion 20, Regulation
lace.
now sought, was conﬁrmed
The sale, the reversal of which
in appeal. The plaint
and
the
Sudder
Board
the
commissioner
by
in its present form cannot be entertained by the courts, we
therefore dismiss the appeal with costs.
in
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10TH AUGUST

PRESENT
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1848.

:

TUCKER, Esq.
BARLOW,

R.

SIR.

and

BART.,
JUDGEs.

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,

J.

TEMPoRARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 332

OF

1845.

Regular Appedl from a decision passed by the Acting
Sudder Ameen of Rungpore, June 20th, 1845.

Principal

BEEJAYAH DIBAH CHOWDHRAIN,

MoTHER AND GUAR
DIAN or NUBBEEN CHUNDUR CHOWDHREE, AND THE
CoLLECTOR FoR THE Court of WARDs, APPELLANTs,(DE
FENDANTs,)

SHAMA SOONDREE DIBAH CHOWDHRAIN, MoTHER or
BEEROJE CHUNDUR CHOWDHREE, DECEAs ED, HER
MINoR soN, RESPONDENT, (PLAINTIFF.)
Wukeel of Appellants—Pursun
Wukeel

Komar Tagore.

of Respondent—J. G. Waller.
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THE principal sudder ameen’s proceeding of the above date, in
which the circumstances of this case are fully set forth, is to the
following effect.
A genealogical table accompanies
Plaintiff states that Kirtee Chundur and his mother (Pobitra
Chowdhrain),
equal
their two names, had joint possession,
Rung
Brahmundunga, &c.,
shares,
pergunnahs
zillah
ore.
zillah Dinagepore Kirtee Chundur had also villages
&c.,
his own name;
had further beynamee pro
perty
the names
Horoo Mohonee and Sheboo Mohonee,
well
other lakhiraj lands and mercantile transactions
the
names
other persons. Kirtee Chundur, plaintiff says, gave her
permission
adopt son,
she had lost her own sons, and
Beeroje was born under
unlucky star, and appointed plaintiff
his guardian. Kirtee Chundur died
the
Kartick 1243,
leaving plaintiff, Beeroje and Isswur Chundur. Pobitra died
1244,
Beeroje and Isswur being her heirs, held
the month
Poose.
then the whole estate jointly.
Plaintiff's name and that
her son
were entered
the Rungpore collector’s books; and they, with
Isswur, enjoyed the estate
half shares.
The Dinagepore pro
perty, however, remained
the name
Kirtee Chundur.
On the 18th Kartick 1247, plaintiff’s son, Beeroje, died (unmar
ried),
which plaintiff claimed
heir
her son, and applied for
of
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entry of her name in the Rungpore collector’s books in 1841;
this was done.
Isswur Chundur, also, concealing the name of
Beeroje, had his name entered in the Dinagepore collectorate,
when plaintiff claimed to have her name registered as proprietor
of a half share in succession to her deceased son; and application
was made by the collector of the last mentioned district to the
commissioner of the division in her favor. The commissioner,
however, rejected her petition, as it was put in beyond the pre
scribed period.
Isswur Chundur, on the 13th Poose 1249, died, leaving his wi
dow, Beejayah Dibah, and her son, and the defendant and Nubbeen
Chundur, her son.
She applied to have her name entered as
guardian of her son in the collector’s books. A report was then
made to the commissioner, who, on the 7th April 1840, struck out
the name of Beejayah, and retained the names of Isswur Chundur
and Beeroje as proprietors, and brought the estate under the Court
of Wards.
Plaintiff sues to have her name entered as proprietor
in both districts, and also to succeed to her deceased son’s half share
of personals and zemindaree, as well as certain beynamee property
in the names of Joytara and others, who have deceased.
As the
name of Sheeboo Mohonee is current in the mofussil, the action is
brought against her and Beejayah Dibah for possession with
mesne profits; the suit being laid at 98,242 rupees.
Musst. Sheeboo Mohonee pleads that
the property
her name
own,
bought
belongs
her
and was
with her own funds; that
plaintiff
defendant;
neither
nor the other
and that she has been
possession
years.
for
The collector,
his answer, repudiates all responsibility; says
merely entered the names
the applicants
his office, be
tween whom the courts will adjudicate.
The defendant, Beejayah, urges that
undivided estate coming
minor son,
his death
does not
his mother, but
his
joint tenancy with him; that the minor, Beeroje,
brother, who was
was not the lawful proprietor
what
now claimed; that her hus
was,
band
and her son Nubbeen
that plaintiff
entitled
only;
preferred
maintenance
that she has
two claims, –first
heir
adopt granted
her deceased son, and then under permission
her husband; and that the Court
Wards should have brought
this action
the property
under their charge.
reply, the plaintiff states the integrity
the permission
adopt; urges that she does not come into court with
double
claim; that the ground
clearly set forth
her suit
the
*.
plaint.
“From the nature
the case
was useless, Mr. Thomas, the
principal sudder ameen, was
opinion, “to enter into
investi
gation
the point regarding the lawful rights
Musst. Horoo
Mohonee, Munmohonee and others; but
was clearly proved
in
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and established that the right of plaintiff’s deceased minor son in
the half share (8 annas) of pergumzah Brahmundunga, Company’s
Company’s
rupees 50,243 ; the same in mehal Opurchokee
annas;
and
in
14
clewu-ltur
lands
4,591,
Company’s
rupees
rupees 22,590, 4 annas, with dwelling houses and personals, &c.,

the \vhole to rupees 84,509, and as the bewustah
of the division, and a decision of the Superior
case of Bhyrobee Dassee, appellant, versus Nobo
l836, were in point, he
kishore Bose, dated the 23d February
decreed for the plaintiff, with costs proportionably, and interest
to date of realization against the defendant, Beejayah, who he
also
The
charged with the costs of the other defendants.
mesne proﬁts to be recovered ‘ from the defendants who may
of the land in question
have enjoyed the pecuniary advantages
from the month of Assin 1245, up to that of plaintiﬁ"s receiving
possession of the same, with costs.’
The appellant in this Court, Beejayah Dibah, urges :—_ﬁrsl‘,
that the claim of the plaintiff is founded ﬁrst on the will of
her deceased husband; and, secondly, on her right to succeed
as heir to her minor son, which claims are adverse one to the
other : for, if under the will plaintiff is entitled to adopt a son,
If,
then her claim to succeed as heir to her own son is invalidated.
on the other hand, her succession to her own son is valid, the adop
tion is invalid.
Although in a miscellaneous case the will was de
clared a fabrication, she ought, in the ﬁrst place, to have brought
an action to establish its integrity.
The principal sudder ameen
has not entered into this enquiry, but investigated plaintilT’s right
of succession to her minor son, and given judgment in her favor.
In reply to the appeal, the plaintiff states the circumstance of
the will was mentioned in the plaint, merely to set forth the facts
of the case; but pleads that her claim is founded on right of suc
cession to her own son, which fact is clear on the face of the
plaint ; that the investigation of the integrity and Vvalidity of the
will cannot be entertained in this suit ; repeats her right to suc
ceed as heir to her son ; and concludes by saying that, although
the session judge may have thrown doubt on the will, neverthe
less a miscellaneous order is not sufﬁcient to set it aside; and that
the will has been proved by trustworthy evidence, to which how
ever further reference in detail is unnecessary on the present
'
occasion.
The plaintiﬁ sues for her
M1-zssas. Tucxnn AND HAwK1Ns.
as
heir
to
her
the
estate
deceased
son, and in her plaint sets
of
share
has
from
husband,
she
her
in the event of her
forth that
power
a
son.
to
The
death,
born-son’s
adopt
authenticity and validity of
the testament, conferring this power, she asserts in the last paper
ﬁled by her upon the record of appeal. The question was put to
the pundit of this Court, wh_ether a widow, with power from her
amounted in
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husband to adopt a son, can sue as heir in her own right for a
share of the ancestrel estate.
The pundit replies distinctly that
she cannot.
In fact it was laid down by the pundits in the case
of Ram Kishen Munnee, appellant, versus Rajah Oodwunt Sing,
and another, respondents, (page 228, vol. III., S. D. A. Reports)
that the moment permission to a widow to adopt a son was pro
nounced, it had the same effect as if a child had been conceived in
the womb of the widow ; and her intention to adopt under the
permission operated, to
intents and purposes,
she were
enceinte; and that the boy subsequently adopted
her, had
posthumous child.
the rights
thus appears that the plaint
the present case cannot
sustained. The plaintiff declares
power
adopt, and she asserts the present validity
she has
that
power.
Her plaint therefore
much the same
she had sued
heir, alleging that another existed having
right
inheritance
prior
urged for the plaintiff, that this exception
her own.
the plaint was not taken
the defence; but the repugnancy
patent upon the face
passed over.
the plaint, and cannot
accordingly
principal
We
reverse the decree
the
sudder ameen,
plaintiff,
charged
and nonsuit the
who will
with
costs.
SIR.
BARLow.—We can only try the issues before the
Court, and
other. The plaintiff most distinctly sues
succeed
heir
her deceased son, and
her reply repeats that she does
not come into Court with
double claim; but
the grounds
clearly set forth
the plaint.
The principal defendant, Beejayah, opposes the claim
various
pleas; but does not urge the repugnancy
the plaint
bar
the recognition
the suit
the courts.
This new plea, now for
appeal verbally, not
the first time brought under consideration
grounds
appeal, cannot,
chowires Run Mur.
recorded
think, with reference
the case noted
the
dun Sein,
margin,
persus
entertained. The Court
their
Sahib Perlad Sein.
1846,)
decision (vide page 342, vol.
appeal
held that the admission
new question, never before
the lower court, would
fact the recognition
suit
the
appellate court, and ‘barred the appellant’s
first instance
right
urge new matter
the appellate court.”
Now,
this case, the issue
the lower court between the
parties was the right
succession: the repugnancy
the plaint
put
defendant,
was never
issue
the
that under the pre
quoted,
plaintiff
judgment
cedent
was entitled
the merits
and
the pleas pleaded.
On the plaint itself,
would observe that
see
reason why
circumstance incidentally introduced
and upon which
point
decision was sought, should bar the Court’s judgment
which
was sought.
The late Kirtee Chundur having died,
leaving two widows, with each
son, the plaintiff,
them
the

(766)
of her son, could not, under the skaslers, adopt another
legally during the life time of Nubbeen Chundur Chowdhree, the
son of the defendant, Beejayh Dibah, Kirtre Chundur’s second
wife; 0 that on the face of the plaint, the plea of right to adopt
would have been abortive, had it formed the ground of action ; but
irrelevant matter unneces
it did not, and can only be considered
l
sarily introduced.
No question can exist as to the plaintiff being the legal heir to
her deceased son ; but I need not enter upon any enquiry on this
head. as the majority of the Court are for nonsuit, and 'further pro
ceedings are therefore stopped.
death

-¢-

-

Tm: l5'rn Aoousr I848.
Pm-:ss.~z'r

_R.

:

H. RATTRAY, EsQ.,
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or I848.

IN the matter of the petition of Rajah Singh and others, filed
in this Court on the 20th June i848, praying for the admission
F. Cathcart, judge
of a special appeal from the decision of Mr.
of zillah Tirhoot, under date 29th March I848; reversing that
of Ushruf Hosein, second principal sudder ameen of the said
zillah, under date the l2th December I843, in the case of Rughoo
bur Dyal, for self and brother, plaintiff, versus Rajah Singh and
others, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds.
On the 6th February 1847, this case was remanded by the
Court, on the ground that the plaint had been dismissed by the
principal sudder ameen; but that in appeal the judge had reversed
that oﬂicer’s decision, merely stating that ‘the requirements of
the Mahomedan law, necessary to establish a claim of this nature
(a right of pre-emption), had been complied with, as shewn by the
Now (the Court proceeds to observe), the law requires
evidence.
certain acts to be done, and within a limit as to time; and the
judge should have recorded in detail what he considered to have
been established by the evidence in relation to these niatters,'
without which detail it is impossible for this Court to_say whether
the judge has taken a correct view of the law or not.’
The proceedings returned and revised under the above order,
have been disposed of by the present zillah judge, by a judgment
corresponding with that before appealed from; and I regret to
say, upon grounds as little satisfactory as those upon which the

J.

7
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decision before cancelled, was found to rest. The judge says,———‘ in
my opinion it is proved by nine witnesses produced on the part of
the (plaintiff) appellant, that due diligence was used by him as
soon as he heard of the deed of sale, and the price, by sending the
same to the sellers, and offering to become a purchaser. Of three
witnesses produced by the (defendants) respondents, to prove the
contrary, one only knows any thing about the matter, and he is a
defendant or servant of Omed Singh and others, the sellers.
I
therefore agree with Mr. Pringle, (whose judgment was before
cancelled) reverse the decision of the lower court, and order that
this appeal be decreed with costs.’
Now, all that this statement exhibits, beyond what was former
ly before the Court, is, that there is the evidence of nine witnesses
opposed to three, to establish what had already been represented
as performed.
This is not the ‘ detail’ which the Court required
and expected, when they remanded the casein l847. If the judge
will attentively peruse the objections urged by the party appeal
ing against this decision (and that before impugned), he will ﬁnd a
great deal of ingenious argument upon what constitutes a legal
sufficiency, in regard to that which these cases demand to esta
blish the right (of pre-emption) ; which is by no means got rid of
by a few words importing merely that what was required, had been
done. The very mode of performance is necessary to be known
before the Court can determine the question at issue ; and, in short,
the objedions urged must be replied to seriatim, to enable the
Court to dispose of it.
The case will be returned to be re-considered ; and a judgment
be so recorded, that, in the event of another appeal, the Court may
have sufficient data to proceed upon.

.._¢i

TnE l6'rn AUGUST l848.

'

PM-:snN1':

R. H.

RATTRAY, EsQ.,
JUDGE.

PETITION No. 242 or

1848.

IN the matter of the petition of Iktear Raee and others, ﬁled in

this Court on the 14th July 1848, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of H. V. Hathorn, Esq., judge of
zillah Sarun, under date the 13th April 1848; aﬂirming that of
Mohummud Raﬁk Khan, principal sudder ameen of the said
zillah, under date 23d May l846, in the case of Iktear Raee and
others, plaintiffs, versus Rughonath Purshad and others, defen
dants.
I

(763)
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds.
In the judgment passed in this case (which is given in detail in
the printed decisions of zillah Sarun of April last, page 55), the
following is introduced as a ground for that judgment : ‘ It is
true that 5,000 rupees of the purchase money given by Roopun
in his life time, upon a mortgage of the estate, has reverted to one
of the sons to the prejudice of the rest; but it was determined by
the Sudder De\vanny Adawlut in l8l6 (vide Reports, volume
page 214), upon a full discussion of the subject, that although an
unequal distribution of ancestrel immovable property cannot be
maintained by Hindoo law, yet the unequal distribution of ac
quired property, and also of movable ancestrel property is both legal
and valid.
‘ I am therefore of
opinion, that the part payment of ruthe
father, regarding it as a payment in favor of one
pees 5,000 by
the
of
sons, being personal acquired property, was legal ; and the
legal property thus acquired by the son, with a part of the personal
property given by the father in hisclife-time, added to cash pro
vided by himself, cannot be claimed by the remaining sons as
"
ancestrel property.’
The above, however just and correct the decision passed by the
The action
judge may be, quoad its equity, is fatal to its validity.
and the parties to it, with the property contested, all belong to
Milhila .- the precedent cited is a Bengal case; and the autho
rities on which it was disposed of (the Dag/abhaga more particu
larly) those of the Bengal school. I/Vhat the Jlithila shasters
may enjoin, must be the subject of a fresh enquiry: based as it is
upon a false ground, the present judgment cannot be upheld.
The decision of the judge of the 13th April I848 is accordingly
cancelled, and the case remanded for a fresh disposal of it.
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THE

16TH

)

AUGUST

PRESENT

1848.

:

ABER. DICK, Esq.,
JUDGE.

W. B. JACKSON

J.

and

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.Rs.,

-

TEMPORARY JUDGEs.

CASE No. 6]

OF

1846.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Zillah Tipperah, Abool Khyr Mohummud Ali.

GOLUCK CHUNDUR CHOWDHREE, APPELLANT,
(PLAINTIFF,)
tersus
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MR. COURJON, AND RAMKUMUL DAS, GUARDIAN of

HURISH CHUNDUR RAEE,

RESPONDENTs,

(DEFENDANTs.)

Wukeel of Appellant–Kishen Kishore Ghose.
Wukeel of Respondents—Gholam Sufdur.

SUIT laid at rupees 22,948-11-3-4 for possession on 8 annas’
share of mokurrurree, or quit rent talooks, with usufruct.
It appears that these talooks are situated in a zemindaree divided
into 4 separate shares; and the principal sudder ameen nonsuited
plaintiffs, because he had not in the plaint specified how much of
each talook was in each of the 4 shares, in which share the dwell
ings and land in possession were situated, nor how much of the
usufruct was due from each share; and since there were 4 shares
separate in which the talooks were situated, there should have
been 4 distinct suits.
The suit is referred to a full bench to decide whether such rea
soning be valid, and sufficient to justify a nonsuit.
The plaintiff claims to hold a moiety of 13 talooks in pergunnah
Ameerabad at a fixed jumma, in behalf of himself and his- minor
brother.
The pergunnah Ameerabad is divided into 4 shares, each share
being held as a separate estate.
The plaintiff further alleges that the defendant, Courjon, pur
chased in 1237 B. AE. two of the shares at a sale made for arrears
of rent, and in 124 l B. AE. took in farm another share, and in 1242
B. A.E. took in farm the remaining 4th share. Thus he got the
whole pergunnah into his hands, and ousted the plaintiff from
nearly the whole of his tenure.

*

(770)
In appeal, plaintiff has asserted that he and his ancestors have
held the mokurrurree tenure as an entire estate, and paid the rents
to the zemindars (share-holders) according to their respective shares.
The tenure is one
The claim is grounded on one foundation.
The suit therefore was correctly brought against all
and entire.
the share-holders together, who had contested the plaintiti’s right.
Had he instituted separate suits against each share-holder, there
Plaintiff has declared
might have been conﬂicting decisions.
Courjon alone dispossessed him. If this be proved, Courjon alone
is liable for the usufruct. Case remanded for re-trial on its merits;
principal sudder‘ameen’s decision being
reversed.

Tns l6'rn Aueusr

1848.

Par-:ss:1\"r:

R. H.

RATTRAY, Esq.,
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Juoos.
PETITION

No.

0521848.

241

J

IN the matter of the petition of Ramgopal and Ram ye, ﬁled in
this Court on the 24th April i848, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of Captain Richard Ouseley, prin
cipal assistant to the Governor General’s agent at Lohurdugga,
under date the 2lst January I848; reversing that of Soojait Ali,
moonsiff of Kishunpore Tooteea, under date llth August l847, in
the case of Ramgopal, plaintiff, versus Kodooa Aoranoo and others,
I
defendants.
that
said
certiﬁed
the
It is hereby
application is granted on the
following grounds.
The suit brought by the plaintiﬁs (petitioners) was for two
khanees of land; and a decree in their favor was passed by the
moonsiff.
Against this decree a miscellaneous petition appears to have been
presented on unstampt paper, upon which only the admission
of an appeal, and all after proceedings would seem, in the absence
of any thing to the contrary, to have been founded and conducted.
Again, the principal assistant records, that he proceeded in
person to the spot, and took the evidence of four witnesses, upon
which evidence the decree of the moonsiff appears to have been
reversed by him; whether the plaintiffs were present, or how
the examination of these four witnesses was conducted, is not
stated.
The petition for the admission of a special appeal against these
proceedings pleads both their illegality and injustice; and as

i

_

_

__

__

_

_
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there is no explanation or detail of facts in the decision appealed
from, to refute what is advanced, it is impossible to affirm what is
*
so impugned.
The decision of the principal assistant of the 21st January 1848,
is accordingly cancelled; and the case remanded to be disposed
of according to the law and practice of the court (of the south
western frontier agency.)
If the admission of the appeal, on
plain paper, was not warranted, the decree of the moonsiff must
be regarded as still in force : if it was warranted, it should be
shewn by what authority; and the remaining objection, above
noted, be entered upon, and, so far as necessary, made the ground
of new proceedings with a view to a proper disposal of the ques
tion to be determined.

THE

-

17TH AUGUST 1848.

PRESENT

:

W. B. JACKSON, Esq.,
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TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 543

OF

1847.

Regular appeal from a decree passed by R. J. Loughnan, Esq.,
Judge of Zillah Backergunge, September 22d, 1847.

ARATOON HARAPIET ARATOON, APPELLANT,
(DEFENDANT,)
ters?ts

CATHERINA ARATOON,
Wukeels

of Appellant–T.

RESPONDENT,

Dickens,

J.

G. Waller,

Tagore and A. A. Sevestre.

(PLAINTIFF.)
Pursun
*

Komar

Wukeels of Respondent—T. C. Morton, Ramapurshad Raee, Gholam
s

Sufdur and G. S. Judge.

THIs is a claim brought in zillah Backergunge, on the part of
a wife against her husband, for property which the wife acquired
before marriage. The plaintiff states, that previous to the mar
riage the defendant executed in her favor a document, in which it
was stipulated that her right to dispose of her property should
not be prejudiced by the marriage. The parties are Armenian
Christians. The suit is laid at rupees 6,50,300.
On the 22d September 1847, the judge of zillah Backergunge
gave an award in favor of the plaintiff in the following terms.

(

772*

)

.
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‘

The plaintiﬂ' sues her husband for property, real and personal,
inherited by her previous to her marriage,—for an account of the
income and expenditure of the proceeds of the same,—and fora
refund of all the said proceeds, whether in the shape of surplus
rent, interest of money invested, or debts recovered since the date
of possession, given to the defendant by the guardian appointed
by the court of Dacca, to take _charge of her estate during her
minority on the death of her father.
‘ The
plaint sets forth, that the defendant coming to Dacca in a
state of poverty, contrived, by gaining over some of the plaintiﬁ"s
relations and the priest of their religion, to marry her against the
That before their mar
will of her guardian during her minority.
riage, however, he executed and delivered to the plaintiﬂ"s aunt,
Mrs. Arakeil, an engagement, regarding plaintiﬁ"s property ;
which engagement after their marriage, obtaining possession of
That on plaintiﬁ"s aunt com
on some pretence, he destroyed.
plaining of this unlawful act to the civil court, defendant, in fear
of the consequences, cajoling _Mrs. Arakeil, presented a petition
to the judge, adding much to the engagement aforesaid, and
omitting some of its conditions : in that petition he acknowledged
That, on defendant’s
that he had no right to plaintiff’s property.
application to have the plaintiff’s property made over to him after
their marriage, an exposition of the Armenian law was taken by
the Court of Sudder Dewanny Adawlut from the Vicar of the
Armenian Church in Calcutta ; and her right and title to her pro
perty being apparent, his request was complied with. That plain
tiﬂ' being now of the age of twenty- two years, in every way capa
ble of managing her own property, has frequently applied to
defendant to deliver the management of it into her hands, but he,
on various pretexts, delays to do so. That for several reasons her
property ought not to be suffered to remain under her husband’s
charge :—_ﬁrst, her undoubted right to the management of it,
according to the Vicar’s exposition of the law; second, the custom
of her nation, as shewn in several instances among her own rela
tions and others, who, in the life-time of their husbands, controlled
and disposed of by compromise, will, and the like, of their real
and personal property ; third, malversation on the part of the
defendant ; fourth, his ill-treatment of the plaintiff, which obliged
her to complain to the magisterial authorities, the object of that
ill-treatment being to compel her to sign papers, the purport of
which was unknown to her ; ﬁfth, the infringement by the defen
dant of the conditions entered into regarding her property.
‘ The defendant
prefaces his reply by explaining at great length
the practice, and the reasons on which it is grounded, of the tribu
nals of England in regard to separation of husband and wife, and

_

_

__
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alimony ; and contends that such a suit as the present cannot be
entertained without nullifying the engagements entered into by
man and wife in the marriage contract.
That the claim of a wife
to her husband’s property during his life-time, when no settle
ment-has been made, is inadmissible under any of the provisions
of Regulation 3 of 1793, Section 8. That the exposition of the
Armenian law, on which plaintiff rests her claim, ‘shews that she
is subject to the government, guardianship, correction, and tui
tion of her husband during her life; that the Court of Sudder
Dewanny Adawlut recognized him, under the said exposition of
the law, as the proprietor of his wife’s estates.
That plaintiff,
being fully twelve years of age, had reached the legal age of
majority when defendant married her, as is shewn by the aforesaid
dictum of law. That the deed of engagement, said to have been
executed by him before the marriage of the partie, is not in exis
tence, nor is there any paper existent by the terms of which
defendant can be held to be bound. The petition, referred to by
plaintiff, cannot be considered in that light, because plaintiff was
not a party concerned: it was executed merely to appease Mrs.
Arakeil, and to restore peace and quietness between defendant
and her; besides that petition
tipulates that defendant is to be
proprietor and disposer of plaintiff’s property, and this is the
necessary consequence of the marriage contract among Christians.
Further, the law is that the property of man and wife becomes one,
and the proprietary right to it vests in the husband; and this
point the Sudder Court so determined, when they ordered the
whole property to be transferred to defendant’s name. Moreover,
as the husband must provide for the family, whatever the wife has,
or shall become possessed of, must come into the possession of her
husband.
Defendant denies the facts regarding the exercise of
control over their property by females during their husband’s life
time: repudiates the charges of malversation, particulaﬂy in regard
to the hypothecation of Company’s paper for rupees 21,000 by way
of security for his brother, which he justiﬁed on the ground of his
competency to do so, and denies those of ill-treatment; and he
contends that his marriage was perfectly valid, as was ruled by
the Sudder Court at the time.
‘
In her reply to the answer, the plaintiff states more explicitly
the purport of the agreement she alleges to have been executed
by defendant before the marriage, in which she says he abjured
all right to her property; and contends that in his petition ﬁled
in court, he has admitted making that agreement. She then
states an additional grievance not before alleged, viz. that the
defendant has now excluded her from her home, and withheld
from her the means of subsistence.
She urges, that had she
been married with the consent of her guardian and the court,

I

~

if

it,

defendant would have been compelled previously to make a
settlement, or enter into an agreement duly registered, abjuring
The rest of the pleading is in support
all right to her property.
of the plaint.
‘ In his rejoinder the defendant denies the purport of the
agree
ment as stated by plaintiff; cites plaiutiff’s petition in court of lst
November I837, two years after her marriage, as proof that she then
admitted his right: denies turning plaintiff out of doors, and alleges
that her improper conduct in leaving his house, and not returning
till late at night, brought upon her justly any hardship she may
have had to suffer: alleges that with a view of having the case
tried at Dacca, before defendant’s enemy (Mr. Reily), plaintiff
had stated the amount of her claim untruly, and insists upon the
arguments adduced in the answer.
‘This is a brief outline of the matter of the pleadings; but there
is a great deal more, not bearing upon the question at issue, parti
cularly in those of the defendant, which has not been noticed.
‘
The points on which proof has been required from the parties
were recorded in the late oﬂiciating judge’s (Mr. Sconce’s) pro
ceeding of the 6th April 1846, as follow :—_ﬁrst, whether there be
any law, or national usage, by which a wife, in the life-time of
her husband, can be considered as the proprietor, and hold posses
sion of her own property, real and personal; or by which the
disputed property belonging to the wife, -the husband has the
right to take possession of it after marriage; second, was any
agreement entered into by which the plaiutiff’s alleged right is
apparent; and if the deed of such agreement be not in plaintiﬂ"s
can she shew
hands, and she wish to exhibit other evidence of
any precedent of similar evidence having been received in lieu of
an original document; third, whether, in the event of plaintitf’s
right being recognized, she can claim an account and the proceeds
of her estate, real and personal, as
her husband had been her
guardian for the time during which her property remained in his
hands.
The plaintiff was also required to exhibit such proof as
she might have of the value and amount of the property claimed,
and the defendant any counter-evidence.
With regard to the ﬁrst point, the parties being both Armeni
ans, the suit must be adjudicated according to the Armenian law,
of which the Vicar of the Armenian Church in Calcutta
clearly
to be considered
qualiﬁed expounder; for the Court of Sudder
Dewanny Adawlut, as appears from the copy of their resolution of
the 20th May 1836, ﬁled
the plaintiff, were guided in their
proceedings in putting the defendant in possession of the property
of his wife, whom he had recently married,
an exposition of
the law taken from the Vicar upon the very questions in litigation
in this case.
This exposition therefore, dated 20th April 1836,
by

by

a

is

‘
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and copy of which has been ﬁled by plaintiﬂ’, must supersede all
other evidence of the law on the points embraced in it. More
over, whatever doubt may arise as to the sense in which the
words of this document are to be understood, must be resolved,
if possible, by reference to the construction put upon them
in which it was ﬁrst acted upon.
Court,
by the Superior
Before doing so, that Court had declared the marriage between
the parties to be valid; but had postponed the issue of any
order regarding the delivery of the plaintiﬁ"s
estate to her
husband, until they could ascertain the right which a hus
band, under the Armenian law, has over the property of his wife,
and what settlement Mr. Aratoon was willing to make.
The
extract,
of
the
is
an
20th
the
above
from
which
May,
proceeding
thus continues :—‘ The Court learn from the letter of the Vicar,
that a wife, whether a minor, or of full age, remains under the
Under this exposition of the law, the
tutelage of her husband.
Court deem it unnecessary to enter again upon the question of set
tlement; and resolve that the judge be instructed to direct Mr.
Bird (the guardian) to deliver over one moiety of the estate of the
minors to Mr. Aratoon.’
But the letter of the Vicar stated sub
sequently, that the wife of full age has naturally a full power over
the property which devolved to her before marriage. The Court
having passed the above order, notwithstanding whatis here stated,
it is evident that they construed the law, as declared by the
Vicar, to give the husband a right to the control of his wife’s pro
perty, as a necessary consequence of her state of tutelage after
majority. Should, however, any thing occur to put an end to that
state of tutelage of the wife, with which the exercise of control of
her property is thus held to be incompatible, of course she will
resume the exercise of those rights, which were only in abeyance,
and never ceased to exist.
‘
Now it appears from a note, dated 26th August 1845, in the
hand-writing of the defendant, referred to in his pleadings, that
subsequently to the institution of this suit, he has excluded the
plaintiff from her home. He has not denied, moreover, her alle
gation that he has withheld from her the means of subsistence;
and a notice warning the public that he would not be answerable
for her debts, dated 26th September 1845, is proved to bear his
In thus expelling the plaintiff from his protection, the
signature.
defendant has himself put an end to the state of tutelage in which
she was placed by her marriage, and her right to the control of
her own property, undoubted according to the law, can no longer
therefore be withheld.
‘ But further, on a consideration of the second
question, I am
of opinion that defendant, by an agreement entered into with
Mrs. Arakeil, (plaintiff’s aunt), which agreement was unknown to
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the Sudder Court at the date of their above quoted proceeding of
the 20th May I836, renounced before his marriage, in consideration
of that marriage, the rights over his wife’s property given him by
the law.
Though this agreement was made with a third party,
that
yet
party contracted on behalf of the plaintiff, and the con
dition which made it binding on the defendant, plaintiff fulﬁlled
in marrying him.
‘ It is true the document
(ikrarnameh) containing the terms of
that agreement, is not in existence as pleaded by defendant ; but
it appears that Mrs. Arakeil having charged defendant in her peti
tion to the court of Dacca, dated 13th May 1836 (copy of which is
among plaintit’f’s documents) with having destroyed the Harar
nameh, he admitted having done so, accidentally, in his peti
tion of the 17th of the same month and year. It is scarce
ly necessary to point out the injustice of permitting him to
beneﬁt by such a plea. Whatever evidence plaintiff may be
able to bring forward as a substitute for the destroyed document,
must therefore be received with indulgence; even were plaintiff
unable to shew a precedent, which she has done in the decision of
the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut of April 25th, 1844.
do not think the defendant’s petition to the court above
cited, which professes to quote the substance of the ikrarnameh,
and in which he expresses his consent to that petition being taken
to stand in the place of the ikrarnamek, can be admitted as
evidence in lieu of it for the following reasons :—ﬁrst, that defen
dant himself pleads that that petition is not a correct copy of the
deed, and that plaintiff was not a party to it’; secondly, that
although Mrs. Arakeil, in her petition dated 5th Jeyte 1243 (copy
of which has been ﬁled by defendant) consented to accept that
petition in lieu of the deed, it does not appear that plaintiff autho
rised her to accept it, or consented herself to accept it ; thirdly, that
in accepting it as a true representation of the terms of the agreement,
Mrs. Arakeil wrote what was at variance with her own petition of
the 13th May, in which its conditions are differently stated.
‘ It is to be observed, that
only one of the witnesses examined
touching this document, professes to have been one of its attest
ing witnesses. He was the only one whom both Mrs. Arakeil’s and
defendant’s petitions mentioned as such. As, however, defendant
has commented in a separate petition on the evidence of these
witnesses, without stating that the other attesting witnesses
might, had plaintiff so pleased, have been brought into court, it
is to be presumed that there is a sufficient reason for their non
Ram Kanye Das, the witness above alluded to,
appearance.
states that defendant, by the agreement in question, renounced all
right to the property of his intended wife. Defendant objects
strongly to the testimony of this witness; and if there is any

‘I
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weight in his objections, I do not see any alternative but taking
Mrs. Arakeil’s representation of the tenor of the deed, contained
in her petition of the l3th May, as the correct one.
It was
written, or purports to have been written, the day after the des
truction of the deed itself, when therefore both the parties must
have had a perfect recollection of its tenor : no motive to its alter
ation is apparent, or probable, on the part of Mrs. Arakeil at that
time, whatever there might have been afterwards, when defendant
had induced her to withdraw the charges ; while on the part of
the destroyer of the deed, there is every reason to suspect that he
would endeavour to falsify its tenor.
‘ Mrs. Arakeil’ s petition of l3th
May then must be taken as
the evidence, for want of better, of the stipulations of the ikrarna
meh.
According to that, defendant engaged that should he marry
her niece, he would have no concern (ilalra) in her property.
If he did so, it is no more than plaintiFf’s father appears to have
done in favor of his wife (plaintiﬂ”s mother) : for she, in his life
time, executed a deed of compromise, and a will relative to her
property; and she was admitted to sue in her own name in the
The proofs of this are among the docu
courts for that property.
ments of the plaintiff, viz. rzgfanamah between Bibi Muryum
Aratoon and Bibi Susan Kacheek of 23d Srawun |232—peti
tion of Sethagassee, 30th Srawun l234, being an application to be
permitted to represent his late wife as defendant, having succeeded
her as her heir entitled under her will——decision of the court of
25th April I831, Bibi Muryum and Sethagassee,
husband and
kaim mokam of Susan versus Bholanath—the will of Susan
Sethagassee abovementioned, registered at Dacca, July 1824.
‘ Defendant has pleaded that plaintiff, in her petition to the
court of lst November I837, has admitted his proprietary right to
I do not regard this plea as of any avail, because :—
her property.
that she even authorised this petition to be
denies
ﬁrst, plaintiﬂ’
and the original is not in the proceedings;
her
name,
in
presented
was
the
not to state this fact, but that her hus
object
secondly,
band being, according to the order of the Sudder Court, in pos
session and control of her property, on that account joined her in
protesting against the marriage of her younger sister to Mr. Gasper,
without his making a settlement in her favor; thirdly, it is quite
possible that her husband treating her as a child, for she was then
but thirteen and a half years of age, and knowing that he could
sue in right of his wife, as both he, on 3d October I839, and Gasper,
on lst August lS38, subsequently did, may have presented a peti
tion in her name without consulting her.
‘ I come therefore to the conclusion that the plaintiff, both ac
cording to the law and by virtue of the agreement entered into by
defendant before their marriage, is entitled to a decree for posses
With regard to her claim
sion on her property, real and personal.
/

to mesne proﬁts, I am of opinion that the defendant is to be
regarded in the light of trustee, and is answerable to plaintilf for
As long, however,
the application of her property to her beneﬁt.
as plaintiff continued a member of the united family, her interests
being inseparable from those of the other members, all disburse
ments for the maintenance of the family must be considered as a
proper application of the funds, in fact as disbursements for her
beneﬁt, and must be credited to defendant in a settlement of the
From the time
account of the proceeds of plaintiﬁ"s property.
he chose to separate plaintiff’s interests from his own, and to ex
clude her not only from her home, but from all participation in the
proceeds of her own property, he cannot be permitted to take
credit for sums expended on‘ himself alone;
‘There is some difﬁculty in arriving at a proper adjudication
Defendant has not made any
in regard to the personal property.
speciﬁc objections to the items claimed, though he objects that
the value is exaggerated ; and this objection appears not altogether
On the other hand, it is evident that plaintiff cannot
groundless.
be in possession of proof to establish, item by item, what the per
sonal property belonging to her estate, in the hands of defendant,
consists of, since defendant, with the management and control of
that property, has been put in possession of the accounts. Ac
cordingly the only item, of the receipt of which by defendant
plaintiff has exhibited proof, is the Company’s paper transferred
This appears from the account
by the late guardian (Mr. Bird.)
current of the Government agent to have amounted to rupees
94,500.
As, however, defendant is to be conidered for the time
he administered plaintiﬁ”s property as a trustee for that purpose,
plaintiff is clearly entitled to a decree for a true account of
receipts and disbursements, and for the balance of the amount
from him.
‘ I therefore decree in favor
of plaintiff, and award to her from
the defendant possession upon all the landed property and estates,
paying revenue and rent, and held free of rent, the houses and the
shares of the same speciﬁed in the plaint—the sum of rupees
94,500 shewn to have been delivered to defendant in Government
promissory notes—all other sums received by defendant, on ac
count of plaintiﬁ"s estate, since their marriage, from the guardian
and others, whether as balance in the hands of the said guardian,
or as debts due to the estate, or as proﬁts, rents, and interest of
capital invested (subject, however, to deduction of all sums which
defendant may be able to shew were expended on the maintenance
v11
of the family up to the time of plaintil'f’s separation from
the 26th August l845)—a true and correct account of the same,
duly supported by vouchers, and the original zemindary and other
accounts; and interest at l2 per cent. per annum on the amount
above decreed, and on whatever amount shall be ascertained to be
it,
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(779)
due to plaintiff to the date of payment, from the date of this
decree.
‘ As

I have thus awarded only a part of the claim as per parti
culars undermentioned, that is to say,
Land paying revenue

and rent of which the value
in the plaint is Rupees, . .
. .
. .
. .
. .
. .
Ditto, rent free ditto ditto,
. .
. .
. . . .
. .
. .
. .
Houses, &c., ditto ditto,
. .
.
Balance of cash estimated in the plaint as, . . .
Debts estimated according to ditto, . .
.
.
.
The amount of promissory notes decreed, . . . .
. .
. .
Balance of account,
. .
. .
. .
.
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Total estimated claim awarded,.

.

l,47,3l6

5

9
0

1,278
37,450
7,000
-11,966
94,500
100,000

0
0
0
0
0
0

0

3,99,5l0

5

<0

0
0
0
0
i

The plaintiff would not be entitled to recover the whole of her
costs of suit, had her suing for so much more than she was enti
tled to, enhanced the costs actually incurred. As, however, that is
not the case, costs are also decreed in full.’
From this decision the defendant appeals, claiming that the
English law shall form the basis of the decision; and urging that

there is no Armenian law in existence; that no provision is made
for the children in the judge’s decree; and that it is objectionable
in respect to details.
It is not necessary to the decision of this case to enter into the
general question, whether the English or Armenian law applies
to the succession to, and disposal of property among Armenians ;
at least it is unnecessary to dispose of this point as preliminary.
It seems the parties knew that the law was not very clear as regards
Armenians living in India, and very sensibly drew a private con
tract, or deed of marriage settlement, with reference to the very
point now at issue, previous to the consummation of the mar
riage. This contract is acknowledged by both parties; and, as far
as it goes, must guide the decision of this case, unless it can be
shewn that any of its conditions are exceptionable, as contrary to
general laws binding on the parties. The plaintiff sues on the
contract, and the judge has decided on the contract; and the ap
pellant must abide by it, unless he can take legal or other good
exceptions to it. N0 such exception has been taken; and neither
under Armenian law, or custom, nor by English law, which the
appellant seeks to apply, can this document be set aside.
The case must be decided as one of simple contract; and we
have in the ﬁrst place to ascertain the precise terms of the con
tract.
Now, the original contract is not forthcoming, having, as admit
ted, been destroyed by the defendant in a ﬁt of passion 3 mouths

I
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after the marriage : it was not destroyed accidentally, but ut
terly torn in pieces, so that no copy could be taken, and no copy
is produced.
‘We must therefore, in the absence of the document, take the
next best evidence which can be found as to its contents.
It ap
pears that immediately after its destruction, Mrs. Arakeil (the
aunt and guardian of plaintiff, then a minor) gave a petition to the
judge, reciting the contents of the deed and charging the defen
dant with the fraudulent destruction of it. The defendant soon
after gave in a petition to the judge, admitting that he had des
and also reciting the conditions of the deed
but these
troyed
conditions so recited by the defendant, although including those
mentioned by Mrs. Arakeil, include also others.
Mrs. Arakeil,
however, on the presentation by the defendant of the petition, con
taining his acknowledgment of the deed and expressing contri
tion, withdrew her action, and expressed herself satisﬁed.
In her
made to the separate condi
petition to this effect, no allusion
tions stated by defendant, though they are important.
The plain
tiff now denies that those separate conditions were contained in
the deed of settlement, or rather declaration (ikrarnameh), which
the more proper term.
The conditions admitted by both parties, are, that ‘the hus
band shall have no control, or authority whatever over the pro
perty inherited and belonging to the wife previous to her marriage,
either to sell, mortgage, or pledge; nor shall
be liable for his
debts.’ The additional condition, stated by the defendant, is, that
the wife shall have no authority over the same property either to
sell, mortgage, &c., without her husband’s consent. There are one
or two other conditions of no importance in this case.
Now, the second petition of the guardian to the judge was not
view to settle the precise terms of the deed, but
given with
the charge against the husband.
to
withdraw
It
merely
very
that
the
knew
more
of
the
no
contents
of the
guardian
possible
defendant’s petition than that
was an admission of the fact
the destruction of the deed, and
kind of apology for having des
it.
On
this
she
withdrew
her
action.
do not consider
troyed
the withdrawal in the light of an assent to the precise words used
in defendant’s petition.
It
true no further proceedings took
in
the
civil
nor
court,
was
place
any new deed drawn out; still
woman, and liable from
to be considered that the guardian was
am
her sex and want of education to be easily deceived; and
and
deceived,
to
believe
thatishe
was
so
did
not
know
disposed
the additional condition introduced by the defendant in his recital
of the deed; and furthe_r, that the original deed did not contain
this condition.
made to the fact of
My reasons are :——_ﬁrst, that no allusion
its omission in Mrs. Arakeil’s petition
that two
second,

witnesses, one the writer of the deed and the other a subscribing
witness, swear that the deed did not contain this additional article;
third, that the additional article itself appears to me such as
would not have been introduced.
The document was an ikrar, or
declaration on the part of the husband, and the introduction of a
condition binding on, and limiting the authority of the wife in such
a document seems very extraordinary, especially as it contained no
The validity
signature of the wife, but that of the husband only.
of such a condition, in the absence of the wife’s signature, is ques
t
tionable.
It is sought to invalidate the evidence of the witnesses, on the
general ground of the want of good faith so often shewn by wit
nesses in India. The fact is unfortunately true; but, in the absence
of documentary evidence, the depositions must.be allowed to have
much force, especially as the documentary evidence was destroyed
by the voluntary act of the defendant.
I think, therefore, that the judge was right in assuming the con
ditions contained in Mrs. Arakeil’s ﬁrst petition, as the basis of his
decision.
It remains to consider whether, under those conditions,
the decree is good and sound.

The plaintiff and defendant

are husband and wife, who have
openly from each other, and are living in a state of
Before this separation took place, and when the
separation.
plaintiff was a minor living with her husband, this Court, by a
summary order, gave defendant possession of the whole of his
wife’s property.
I consider that possession to have been in trust,
and that the defendant is accountable : this is the view taken by
'
the zillah judge also.
separated

Again, as it has been decided that the property belongs to the
plaintiff, it is necessary to determine whether there is any law or
usage such as to deprive the plaintiff of the right to control
her own property, and to require her husband, from whom she
has separated, to render an account and deliver over the property
to her.
I know of no law which can bar her claim.

it

The defendant “seeks to bar it under the English law; and on
this point it is necessary to determine whether the English law is
I have no hesitation in saying that it is not applicable.
applicable.
The precedents shew that this Court, in similar cases, has in
variably been guided by the usage of Armenians; and I find no
usage proved in this case, which can operate to deprive the plain
tiff of the right to dispose of her own property, notwithstanding her
coverture.
I conceive that the intention of the ilcrarnameh on
the husband’s part, was, that the wife should not, by reason of her
marriage, forfeit her right to dispose of her own property: the
precise terms of it merely bar any claim on the part of the hus
Such
band to dispose of
not liable for his debts.
and declare
it,
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claims being barred, the right of the wife remains clearly as it
was before marriage.
do not in this case enter upon the rights of husb'ands and
wives of the Armenian persuasion generally ; the parties have saved
me the trouble by executing the contract.
It is quite clear that
no usage of the Armenians has been established to vitiate this con
tract, and it must therefore remain in full force.
The appellant (defendant) has also claimed that some provision
be made for the children.
I do not at present enter into the
matter of their rights.
It is plain that the defendant having des
troyed his wife’s marriage settlement, and being at open variance
with her, and living separately, is not a ﬁt person to act as a
trustee in the management of her property. The plaintiff has sued
to obtain what belongs to her; and I am satisﬁed that the judge’s
award in her favor is in every respect consistent with law and
equity.
As regards the details objected to, it is to be observed that no
If the defendant could have
distinct exception is taken to them.
shewn that the wife has claimed what does not belong to her, the
point would have been open to discussion; but no such exception
is taken.
The judge has allowed to the defendant in his account
any sum which has been expended for the beneﬁt and use of the
family; and what has not been so expended is evidently due to
the plaintiff; and the defendant is bound to render her an account
of it, having held it in trust. The award of the judge is hereby
afﬁrmed.
I have above said that the English law does not apply to this
case, and to this conclusion I have come with reference to the
precedents adduced. It was contended that these precedents do
not shew that this Court decided under the Armenian law, and
that in fact no such law is in existence; and the counsel for the
defendant referred to the report of the Law Commission, under date
the 31st October 1840, in support of his assertion that the Eng
lish law, as the le.z' loci, is applicable. On referring to that
report (for which, as the recorded opinion of the learned and able
jurists, I entertain great respect), I ﬁnd that the Law Commission
‘endeavoured to shew’ that, on the general principles of jurispru
dence, the English law became the lea: loci of British India as
soon as India became British; but this is expressed in an unde
cided manner. The Law Commission adds, ‘ if this sentence is cor
rect,’ the new law recommended is in its nature declaratory; but
it should not be allowed to operate on the past. The direct propo
sal, however, is that a new law be passed, enacting that the law of
England shall be the le.z' loci so far as applicable and not oppos
ed to the Acts of the Indian Legislature.
Now, if a new act is neces
sary to render the English law applicable, the natural inference is
that it is not applicable without a new act; more especially when
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the new act, if declaratory, is to contain a reservation against its
application to time past. It is true that the Supreme Court of Cal
cutta hnlds the law ofEngland to be applicable to Armenians; but
this is I understand with reference to the terms of the charter of
that Court, which does not apply to our Courts. The Law Commis
sion admits that there is no express authority for Armenians for
considering the English law the le.z' loci, and even that there is
But, whether right
very grave authority opposed to this opinion.
or wrong, it is certain that the practice of our courts, as appears
from the precedents, is opposed to it; and these precedents must
be our guide till a new law be passed.
But there is certainly no other law applicable to Armenians: if
there be such a law it should be produced. All that can at present
be discovered relative to the old Armenian law, is, that the Emperor
Justinian caused it to be superseded by the Roman civil law, and
that there is now no existing written code of laws admitted by
Armenians, generally, as binding on them; certainly no such law is
produced. They have usages and a ritual law; and from the prece
dents it appears to have been the practice of this Court to refer
to Armenian priests for an exposition of their usages; but this
I know of no reason for re
practice is open to many objections.
ferring to priests as expounders of civil law. Among the Maho
medans and Hindoos, the ritual and civil law are so mixed toge
ther as to be undistinguishable, and the priests are consequently
the persons most able to explain either. But this is not the case
with Christians: with them religion is altogether independent of
civil law; and I see no reason for placing Armenian Christians in
civil matters under the authority of their priests, who are probably
as unﬁt to decide a question of civil law as those of our own Pro
testant Church. Indeed, many of the Armenian priests, on a
requisition from this Court, refused to give an opinion on a point of
this description, alleging not only that they were priests and not
jurists, but that it was contrary to the principles of their religion,
and to the practice of their priesthood, to meddle with temporal
concerns,——a forbearance which is no doubt well calculated to up
hold their character as spiritual teachers. Other Armenian priests
have given answers to questions put to them ; but th'ey refer to
no books, or authorities;
they differ from each other on some
The truth
points, and are not always consistent with themselves.
is they have nothing to guide them, any more than this Court; and
their assistance of is very little use. Of course we can take evidence
on oath as to special usage or custom ; but there appears to be but
very little, if any, well deﬁned special usage peculiar to Armenians ;
and we are thus reduced to the ﬁrst principles of equity. It is
admitted that, in matters of succession, the Armenians have been
guided by the Mahomedan, in countries where that law is the
lea" loci.
.

(

)
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In this case I have gone on the contract, leaving the party
impugning it to invalidate it on special grounds of usage, law, or
practice; but the extreme uncertainty of the law under which the
Armenians live is a point urgently requiring the attention of the
Legislature. It is also to be observed that the longer the passing of
an Act on the subject is delayed, the greater will be the difficulty;
in the mean time there is no positive general law, except that
of equity, limited by special usage to be established by evidence,
and by private contract and agreement.
THE
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10th, 1847.

AMEER-O-NISSA BEGUM, DAUGHTER AND HEIR of

LOOTF-O-NISSA BEGUM, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
te?"sus

MAHOMED PUNNAH

AND oth ERs, RESPONDENTs,
(DEFENDANTs.)

Wukeel of Appellant—J. G. Waller.
Wukeel of Respondents—Gokool Kishen and Abas

Ali

Khan.

pie, for possession of

SUIT laid at
11
258 biggahs, 9 cottahs of land.
The following decree of the zillah judge sets forth the particu
lars of the claim.
“Claim possession of 258 biggahs, 9 cottahs in Bengalpara and
Kishenpore, turuff Sumbulpore, said to be in excess of 1,103
biggahs,
10 cottahs decreed by the sudder ameen of Purneah in
1835.
The defendants plead that the land claimed is part of the
said 1,103 biggahs, 10 cottahs decreed in their favor. This case
is connected with 2 appeal cases (Nos. 2 and 4 of 1843, recently
decided by me,) and was therefore retained on my file.
In the
appeal cases, the land claimed was said to be beyond the boundary
of the 1,103 biggahs, 10 cottahs; while in this case it is said to be
within the boundary, but in excess.
From a plan of the 1,103
biggahs, 10 cottahs, prepared in the presence of both parties, and
one corresponding with it prepared by an ameen deputed to give
it is clear that the dispute was then regarding the
oundaries on the west, south and east, where posts were erected.
Those on the west and south are still standing, and on the north
of the west end is the land of another zemindar. There, there
1,599

£

rupees, 2

annas,
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fore, can be no doubt, that the west end was included in both
plans, and in the decree of the sudder ameen; yet this is the
portion claimed by the plaintiff as in excess of the land decreed.
From a plan made by an ameen, deputed in this case to measure
according to the boundaries of the 1,103 biggahs, 10 cottahs,
pointed out by the respective parties, it appears that, exclusive
of the 516 biggahs, 8 cottahs claimed in the appeal cases, there
are according to the plaintiff’s boundaries 1,398 biggahs, 7 cot
tahs, and according to the defendants’ boundaries 1,179 biggahs,
10 cottahs; but this excess I do not consider any thing in favor
of the plaintiff’s claim to the land in the west end, which was
actually disputed, and distinctly marked off, while to the north
east there was no well defined boundary.
In the latter direction,
232 biggahs, 17 cottahs (not claimed by the opposing party) were
included in the boundary of the 1,103 biggahs, 10 cottahs; and it
is therefore to be presumed, that any apparent excess according
to the present measurement, must be in that direction, and not
in the well defined west end. It is evident that if in the 1,103
biggahs, 10 cottahs’ case, the object had been to include more than
the quantity actually sued for, there could have been no good
reason for entering in the plan 232 biggahs, 17 cottahs not dis
puted by the opposing party. On the above grounds, I dismiss
the plaintiff’s claim with costs.”
From the above decree the present appeal has been preferred.
The plaintiff claims the land as appertaining to the villages
Bengalpara and Kishenpore, turuf Sumbulpore; and the defendant
as belonging to mouzah Bowanipore, turuf Doorgapore.
It appears
from the record, that the proprietor of Doorgapore formerly sued
Akber Khan, the husband of Lootf-o-nissa, and father of the plain
tiff, for possession of 1,103} biggahs; and, having obtained a decree,
was put in possession by an ameen. This was in March 1837.
On the occasion of giving possession, boundary marks were laid
down to the west, south and east of the disputed lands: to the
north no boundary marks were placed, as the estate of the pro
prietor of Doorgapore was in that direction.
No objection was at
the time taken by Akber Khan to the boundaries marked out by
the ameen ; but 8 years after the possession was given (that is
in March 1845) his widow institutes the present action, claiming
258 biggahs, 9 cottahs as being in excess of the 1,103}, for which
a decree had been obtained by the proprietor of Doorgapore;
admitting however that the excess now sought to be recovered
is within the boundaries laid down by the ameen.
In the present case an ameen was also sent out. Both parties
pointed out the lands forming the subject of the former suit.
They give different boundaries to the north; that pointed out by
the plaintiff being to the north of that pointed out by the defen
dants. According to the defendant’s boundaries, there is an excess
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biggahs above the 1,103, upon which
lay little stress, as dif
ferences of quantity to some extent will constantly appear in mea

surements made by different ameens.
According to the plaintiff’s
boundaries, there is an excess of 295 biggalw. Now, as the boun
daries were laid on the ﬁrst occasion by actual measurement, this
large increase can be attributable only to carrying the northern
boundary, which was not marked off, higher up, and thus bringing
a greater area of land within the boundaries pointed out by the
plaintiff for the purposes of this suit. But besides this, it is clear
that possession was given in execution of a regular decree; and
that no objection was then taken. Had the defendant, Abker Khan,
any objections to the boundaries marked out by the ameen, he
should have brought them forward at once. The fact that none such
were urged is the strongest evidence that the decree in favor of the
proprietor of Doorgapore,‘and nothing more than that decree, was
enforced on the occasion of giving possession in March I837.
In addition then to the reasons given by the zillah judge for
the dismissal of the plaint, it appears to me that the suit cannot
be entertained with reference to the rules of Section 16, Regula
tion 3, I793, and of Construction No. H29.
I accordingly affirm the decree of the lower court, with all costs
against the appellant.

—¢-

'

Tar: 2ls'r Aosusr I848.
Paasaur:

ABER. DICK, Eso.,
Jonas.
CASE No. 225 or

-

1848.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Zillah Tipperah, Moulvie Abool Khyr Mohummud Ali.

KADIR BUKSH, BOODAEE PAUL,

AND

HURGOVIND

SHAH, APPELLANTS, (DEFENDANTS,)
versus

AND RAJKISHOON BABOO,
RESPONDENTS, (PLAlNTlFFS.)

NUBKISHOON BABOO
-

Wukeel of Appellants—Ameer
Respondents

Ali.

not summoned.

Sun‘ and appeal laid at Company’s rupees 7,963-2-8,

to annul

tenure, on a ﬁxed jumma,—tl1at is an
hereditary tenure of wild woodlands, at a ﬁxed rental; and 1'01‘
possession and for usufruct of I0 years and l month.
The claim is founded on the fact of the tenure having been
formed since 1790 A. D. ; and consequently liable to annulment
a junglebooree mouroosee
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(787)
by plaintiffs, heirs of an auction purchaser of the estate in which
it is situated, sold for arrears of public revenue.
The main pleas of appeal are that the principal sudder ameen
should have nonsuited the case under Section 4, Regulation 13,
1808, as the defendants had declared the suit to have been laid at
too high an estimate on purpose to take it out of the jurisdiction of
the sudder ameen’s court, and to entail heavier expense on theui;
whereas he neglected to notice their objection.
Second, that usufruct should not have been given after such
wilful delay.
Third, that their tenure lease was a bond ﬁde purchase, and
had been held even under a decree of court against the original
proprietor, for upwards of 45 years ; and therefore, though
liable to annulment by an auction purchaser of the estate for
arrears of public revenue, so far as the amount of rent payable,
could not be wrested from their possession. .
Fourth, that as they had declared in their answer their respec
tive shares, whatever amount was decreed should have been duly
and not the
apportioned according to their acknowledgment;
whole against them conjointly and severally.
Fifth, that the claim was for the whole of the lands contained
in the villages of the talook, or tenure, whereas several persons
held lands in them independent of the talook who were not included
in the suit, on which account a judgment of nonsuit should have
been passed.
The pleas of appeal are good and valid. The principal sudder
ameen was bound, under Section 4, Regulation 4, I793, and Sec
tion 4, Regulation l3, l808, to notice the objection of the defend
ants to the over-valuation of the suit ; and, in case of its correctness,
to have adjudged a nonsuit, returning to the plaintiff the institu

tion fee or not, according as the over-valuation seemed wilful and
wanton, or simply erroneous under Clause 2, Section 7, Regu
lation 26, 1814.
On the supposition that he had made the en
above
indicated
previous to entering onthe merits, and had
quiry
found that the valuation was correct, he should then have clear
ly laid down the points to be established; leaving the parties to
Instead of which,
ﬁle such proofs on each point as they pleased.
he has at once declared the tenure to be liable to annulment and
the holders to be dispossessed; and forthwith deputed an ameen
Further, he has decreed usufruct
to ascertain the usufruct due.
partly on the statement of the defendants, partly on the report of
the ameen, when they are utterly at variance and irreconcilable.
Lastly, he has decreed the usufruct against the defendants conjoint
ly and severally, notwithstanding their assertion that they have
distinct and speciﬁc shares; and he has entered upon no investi
gation to ascertain whether or not the defendants are in possession
of the whole of the villages claimed; yet, contrary to their positive
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assertion, and naming of persons independently in possession of
portions in them, has decreed possession of the whole with
usufruct against defendants
The issues in this case were:—first, whether the suit had
been over-valued or not; second, if the tenures were liable to
annulment, whether the tenants were liable to dispossession, or
only to legal enhancement of rents; third, if the defendants were
not liable to dispossession, whether the suit being for possession
and usufruct should not be dismissed; fourth, whether the claim
for usufruct was not invalid, under Sections 9 and 10, Regu
lation 5, 1812; fifth, if possession were to be awarded, whether de
fendants were, or were not in possession of
that was claimed.
retry
The case
remanded for the principal sudder ameen
as above indicated.
all

THE 21st AUGUST
PRESENT:

it

to

is

•

1848.

JUDGE.
by

decision passed
Ameen

Ali, Principal Sudder

1848.

of

Regular Appeal from

a

CASE No. 267 of

Abool Khyr Mohummud
Zillah Tipperah.

NUBKISHWUR KUR, SHAM SOONDUR DEO, AND
SUDAEE KISHWUR KUR, APPELLANTs, (DEFENDANTs,)
te?"sus

AND RAJKISHOON
REs PoNDENTs, (PLAINTIFFs.)

Appellants—J.

BABOO,

Waller.

not summoned.

pie, for posses

annas,

6

Company’s rupees 9,541,

7

SUIT laid

at

Respondents

G.

Wukeel

of

NUBKISHOON BABOO

of

in

of

recorded.

be tried

directed

in

remanded

as

no

:

receipts given for rent.

case

to

The

is

in of no

dants

in

of

in

in

a

on

in

is,

on

talook kismut Buhlakote, pergunnah Surail.
every particular.
This case resembles the above
There
however, even more remarkable omission
the part
the prin
cipal sudder ameen, than
the former.
The defendants
their
possession
answer declared that one Dayeh Mayee was
question
notwithstanding the plaintiffs
annas
the tenure
supplemental answer, the principal sudder ameen took
filed
notice
the fact, though her name appeared along with the defen

sion

4
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ABER. DICK, Esq.,

the case above
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THE 21st AUGUST

Present

1848.

:

ABER. DICK, Esq.,
JUDGE.

CASE No.
Regular

234

OF

1848.

Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Zillah Tipperah, Imdad Ali Khan.

MUSST. NUSEEBA BANOO,
APPELLANT (3D PARTY IN
r
ZILLAH,)
wer's?ls

MUSST. KHYR-O-NISSA, REspoNDENT, (PLAINTIFF.)
Wukeel of Appellant–Ameer Ali.
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Respondent

not summoned.

SUIT laid at 10,000 rupees, on account of mohur mowujil.
This appeal is instituted because the respondent’s claim against
her husband has been decreed, and property made over to appel
lant (a prior wife of the husband) in lieu of dower, was declared

liable for sale in satisfaction of the amount decreed to respondent,
without entering into any enquiry into the proofs adduced by ap
pellant to substantiate her opposition to the property being made
liable.
Since the appellant’s marriage settlement bears date long prior
to that of respondent, and the property was pledged to her, and
steps had actually been taken to have her name registered as pro
prietress of it in the Government register, previous to the insti
tution of the suit, it was incumbent on the principal sudder ameen
to enter into a full investigation of her allegations, especially as
he had stopped registry of her name, pending this suit. Moreover,
there is evidence of a criminal prosecution for theft brought against
appellant and her brother by father of respondent, which proved
false. This should have been looked to as indicative of foul play.
Ordered, that the case be remanded, and appellant’s allegation
fully investigated, previous to the property in question being
declared liable for the dower of respondent.

(790)
Tns

Aueusr I848.

24'rn

PRESENT

:

ABER. DICK, Eso.,

J ones.

.

CASE No. 90 or

1846.

of Dacca,
H. Swelenham, Esq.
MR. G. M. GASPER AND Mn. A. ARATHOON, APPELLANTS,

Regular

Appeal from

a decision passed by the Judge

(PLA1NT1FFS,)
versus

(1)

KHAJEH GABRIEL AVLETICK ISTAPHANOOS,

(2)

AND (3) MR. MACPHERSON, RECEIVER
SUPREME Courvr on ACCOUNT oe BIBI MURIUM HUME,
RESPONDENTS, (DEFENDANTS.)

TAKOISHERAAB,
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Wukeels of Appellam‘s—J. G. Waller and A . A. Sevestre.
Wukeels of Respondents-—(l) Rama Purshad Raee, (2) Nilmunnee
Banerjee, (3) Pursun Komar Tagore.

APPEAL laid at Company

l0 kraunts,

3

s

rupees 24,454, 9 annas, 8 guudalw,
and interest, surplus revenue

on account of principal

paid into collectorate of Government.
The particulars of this case are fully, clearly, and ably detailed
in the decision of the zillah judge, together with the reasons for
his judgment.
Vide Dacca decisions February I846.
After perusal of the pleadings in appeal and hearing the pleaders
on both sides, and reading the decision of the zillah court, it ap
peared that appellants had two points to establish :—_ﬁrst, that in a
former case in which the Receiver was plaintiﬁ’, and Gabriel defen
dant, and appellants a 3d party, the decision on the accounts
ﬁled of payments of revenue for 1238-I239 and 1240 B. fE., by
which nothing was declared due to appellants from the Receiver,
and only 460 rupees from Gabriel, was incorrect; secondly, that
in the decision of the zillah judge in this case, the assertion that
appellants from l24l to 1249 B. /E. only Company’s rupees
l,l0,558, annas 3, according to accounts furnished by the collec
tor, had paid up, was incorrect; and that as stated by them (ap
pellants) according to those very accounts of the collector, from
I241 to l249 B. E., they had paid up about l,26,000 Company’s
rupees. To enable appellants to establish these two points, the case
was put off from day to day. At length, however, the day was
ﬁxed for a hearing; the appellants’ pleader, Mr. Sevestre, having
ﬁled a statement.
After again hearing the pleaders on both sides, the Court ﬁnd
nothing adduced to impugn the correctness of the judge’s deci
sion.
It is therefore afﬁrmed, and full costs awarded against
0
appellants.
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THE 29TH AUGUST
PRESENT

1848.

:

ABER. DICK, Esq.,
JUDGE.

CASE No.

104

of

1847.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Zillah Backergunge, Moulvee Kuleem Khan.

MR. JOHN SMITHSTON BROWN, FoR HIMs ELF AND As
GUARDIAN of HIs MINoR BROTHERs, EDWARD BROWN,
FREDERICK BROWN AND ADOLPHUS BROWN, AP
PELLANTs, (PLAINTIFFs,)

©erstus

RAM KUNAEE DUTT, FoR HIMsELF AND As HEIR of RAM
CHURN, (DECEAs ED,) REs PonDENT, (DEFENDANT.)
Raee.
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SUIT laid at Company’s rupees 13,165, 7 annas, 8 pie, principal
and interest of debt on bond. .
respondent,
The allegation of plaintiff
that the mother
while guardian during their minority, borrowed the amount
claimed from plaintiffs' mother, conjointly with two other persons,
co-sharers,
save from sale
'execution
decrees ancestrel
property
the minors.
money
paid
The defence denied that the
had ever been
defendants’ mother, who had been deceived into signing the
bond; but even
had, there was
proof that the money had
alleged.
been expended
The principal sudder ameen, for the reasons recorded
his
decision, dismissed the claim,
satisfactory evidence had
prove that the sum borrowed had been appro
been adduced
priated
save the minors’ ancestrel property.
appeal no new evidence was adduced, and the same pleas
urged
the plaint.
The defence rested
the same ground
as in the lower court.
question was proved
evidence that the bond
justice, and
against respondent’s
court
decree had thereon
mother with others. The appellant has not, however, filed any
proof
shew that the money was borrowed
account
the
minors,
fact that ought
have been inserted
the bond; nor
has
been able
evince that the money was appropriated
payment
decrees,
the
the
save the ancestrel property
the
minors.
Therefore the decision
the principal sudder ameen
affirmed, and appeal dismissed with full costs.
he
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Wukeel of Appellant—G. S. Judge.
Wukeel of Respondent–Ramapurshad
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The Court observe that the principal sudder ameen sent for the
record of a case, and in his decision referred to a document there
in filed, without requiring the party interested in it to file copy
thereof in this case, which he should have done.
THE 29TH AUGUST
PRESENT

J.

A. F.

1848.

:

HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY
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PETITION No. 657

of

JUDGE.

1847.

IN the matter of the petition of Ruttun Chand Bysakh, filed in
this Court on the 4th October 1847, praying for the admission of
a special appeal from the decision of the principal sudder ameen
of Dacca, under date the 31st July 1847; reversing that of the
sudder ameen of Dacca, under date 6th December 1845, in the
case of Mr. A. H. Aratoon, plaintiff, versus the petitioner, defen
dant.
lt is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds.
This suit was instituted by the plaintiff to recover from the
defendant four silver dishes, pledged to the latter by the wife of
the former. The sudder ameen gave judgment for the defendant.
The principal sudder ameen reversed his decision, upon grounds
which appear to me wholly insufficient.
While this case was
pending in the courts below, a law suit was also in course of
prosecution by the wife against her husband for the whole of her
property, which had been made over to him after their marriage
by order of Court.
The principal sudder ameen should have post
poned this case until the principal case was decided: this latter has
recently been decided against the husband by this Court; and as
the husband was in charge of his wife’s property, it is for him to
prove to the satisfaction of the courts that the dishes he now sues
for are his property, independent of his wife’s estate, before he is
entitled to a decree.
On this point there is nothing but the mere
principal
dictum of the
sudder ameen. He, indeed, says it is proved
that the dishes were purchased for plaintiff at auction; but there
is nothing to shew from whence he got the funds, if not from his
wife’s estate.
Considering the investigation incomplete, especially with refer
ence to the recent decision* of this Court, I admit the appeal, and
remand the case for further enquiry and decision de novo.
* See Ante page 771.
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THE 30TH AUGUST
PRESENT

1848.

:

ABER. DICK, Esq.,
JUDGE.

CASE No. 89

OF 1846.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of East Burdwan, Mooftee Lootf Hosein Khan.

GIRDHADHUR PURSHAD TEWAREE, APPELLANT,
(DEFENDANT,)
?!ers?/8

MUSST. SOONDUR KOONWAREE DIBBEAH, widow of
HURREE PURSHAD TEWAREE, RESPONDENT,
(PLAINTIFF.)
of Appellant–Tarik Chundur

Sufdur.
Tagore.
Wukeel of
Komar
Company’s
58,575, 12 annas, 2 gundahs,
rupees
APPEAL laid at
cowries,
3
amount decreed in the suit for recovery of half share of
personal
property belonging to defendant and plaintiff’s
real and
deceased husband, his own brother, as heir of her husband.
.
The plaintiff estimated her claim at Company’s rupees 5,34,860,
10 annas.
The principal sudder ameen, after a full and careful
investigation into the allegations of both parties, and the proofs
adduced by them, decreed the amount appealed.
The appellants dissatisfied even with the small portion decreed
against them, preferred this appeal.
Their pleas in appeal were frivolous, or unfounded. The first
was to the designation given to plaintiff in the decision as mother
and heir of an adopted son; whereas the adoption had been de
clared invalid by a decision of the Court; secondly, that the decision
was in divers ways contrary to a deed of division of property,
entered into between appellant and Hurree Purshad.
The first plea is utterly frivolous and futile. The designation in
the decision is according to custom what it appears in the plaint;
besides the decision alluded to is in appeal to the Queen in Council.
The pleas under the second head are unfounded; the appellants
have been unable to impugn the correctness of any part of the
principal sudder ameen’s decision, under the conditions of the
acknowledged deed.
Wukeels
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Respondent—Pursun

Appeal dismissed with full costs.

Raee and Gholam
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THE 4TH SEPTEMBER 1848.
PRESENT:
JACKSON,
Esq.,
W. B.
TEMPORARY JUDGE.
CASE No. 29 OF 1847.
Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Dacca, August 25th, 1846.
ARATOON H. ARATOON, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
ter's?/8

|
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DAVID BEGLAR, REsponDENT, (DEFENDANT.)
This suit is brought for damages on account of improper

expenditure against the defendant, who was executor appointed on
the death of Kachick Sethagassee, the father of Catherina, the
wife of the plaintiff.
The plaintiff sues under a summary order of
Court,
directing
this
the whole of the property belonging to
Bibi Catherina to be made over to his, the plaintiff's charge.
The suit is laid at rupees 98,034.
On the 25th August 1846, the principal sudder ameen non
suited the plaintiff, from which order he now appeals.
Having already in the judgment recorded in case No. 543 of
1847," declared my opinion that the plaintiff, Aratoon, held posses
sion of his wife’s property in trust; and having at her suit decreed
to her an adjustment of accounts against her husband (the present
plaintiff), thereby superseding and withdrawing the trust, I have
only to add in this case, that the plaintiff being no longer a
trustee, and having no right in the property claimed, his present
suit cannot stand; and the principal sudder ameen’s order of non
suit is hereby affirmed. Costs against the appellant.

-

THE 5TH SEPTEMBER 1848.
PRESENT:
ABER. DICK, Esq.,
JUDGE.
CASE No. 108 OF 1845.
Regular Appeal from a decree passed by the Officiating Judge of
Tipperah, Mr. F. Skipwith, February 19th, 1845.
KULLEEMOODDEEN, THEN MUGHEESOODDEEN, His
soN AND HEIR, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
wers?us

SONA CHAND BIBI, MOULVEE MOHUMMUD NAZIM
KHAN AND oTHERs, RESPONDENTS, (DEFENDANTs.)

Wukeel of Appellant-Gholam Sufdur.
Respondents—J.
Wukeel of
G. Waller and Lootf-ur-Ruhman.
SUIT laid at 60 rupees, for restoration of wife withheld.
The particulars of the case, as decided in the lower court, are set
forth in the following decision of the judge
* Vide

:

page 771 Decisions for August 1848.
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“The only point to be ascertained in this case
was the mar
riage contract duly entered into between the parties.”
“In the 1st volume the Sudder Dewanny Reports (page 48),
marriage there should
declared, that
constitute
the
reciprocal expression
ejaub-o-kubool, declaration and consent: the
man should say—‘for such
dower have received such woman
marriage”; and she should say—‘I have agreed
it.’
any proof
“In the present case,
not consider that there
Sona Chand Bibi’s consent.
The witnesses, Wasiloodeen and
being asked, she consented; and
Ashuk Koonkar, state that,
equal
that the amount
dower was declared by her
that
10,000 rupees. Whereas Afseroodeen, Asghur
her sister,-that
Meah and Ameer state, that she three times repeated the words
consent
the marriage; and Mugheesooden further adds, that
he first asked her three times
she consented, and that she three
times said she did. One witness says the plaintiff was informed
dower, and another that he was not; while he him
the amount
self declares that the amount
dower was not fixed. Moreover,
clearly proved
the defendants’ witnesses, who are all credi
table men, that she was
the date
the alleged wedding
her
Barilla, where she remained
couple
own house
months.
Bhadoon,
further proved, that the plaintiff did
the month
wedding,
alleged
four months after the
send
the defendant the
proposals,
marriage; and
pygam
had been married, such
would not have been the case. His plaint also omitted the fact,
true, that the defendant had lived with him three months after
consent.
“The evidence the witnesses, moreover, not credible, because
they affirm that the wedding took place contrary
the usual
custom,-that
first, before the pygam nikah,
proposal; second,
any
dependents, none
the absence
the ladies’ friends,
alleged
whom were
the zeeafut
have been given; third, with
fixing
dower;
fourth, that the plaintiff’s
and,
out the
the amount
in
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“They have also been
punished
the foujdaree for violent
assault upon the defendants’ house.
“Under these circumstances, consider the case
be malici
ous and without foundation, and accordingly dismiss
the plain
pay
tiff
the defendants’ costs, with interest from this date
payment.”
the date
appeal
The
rested solely
the ground that appellant’s witnesses
legal and binding under the Maho
had fully proved the nikah,
which,
medan law;
the judge entertained any doubt,
should
legal opinion from his Law Officer.
have called for
The only point for consideration and decision,
the fact
the
appellant have certainly testified
nikah. The witnesses
its
occurrence; but their evidence
means sufficient
trust
to
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The Bibi in question is a person of great respectability,
worthy.
well connected, and possessed‘ of considerable means; she was a
widow, and her adviser and guardian was a principal sudder ameen,
uncle of her deceased husband; yet, according to the witnesses,
the marriage took place not only without his knowledge, but with
a dread of his displeasure.
Not one of her friends was present,
not even any of her female attendants, and not even her aunt, with
whom she always resided, though she is said to have been in the
house. Lastly, though a feast is said to have been given, at which
from 60 to 70 were present, of neighbours and relatives, not one of
importance has been called to certify to the fact, not even the
The witnesses who have been cited are
cazee who presided.
or
of
appellant.
pupils,
dependents
When a person comes into Court seeking for redress and justice,
he should come in free himself from wrong doings.
In this case,
it is evident from plaintiﬁ"s own shewing, that he was stealing a
march upon the lady’s best friends and natural guardians, and in
ducing her to do what she dreaded their knowing.
Secondly, a
plaintiff is bound to produce the best proof of which his case is
before
susceptible, or account satisfactorily for any defects in
he can fairly expect an award in his favor. In the present instance,
the fact on which his claim rested was easily susceptible of the
most indubitable evidence; yet he brings such only as
in no
not to be guessing at
The Court
truth.
way credit-worthy.
The evidence should be full and satisfactory as the nature of the
case will allow, that in an endeavour to do justice much greater
injustice be not done. Appeal dismissed with full costs.
\

Tun 5'rn SEPTEMBER
Pnssswr:

1848.

ESO..,

once.

J

ABER. DICK,

CASE No. 250 or

1848.
by

decision passed
Syud Fuzl Rubbee,
Appeal from
East Burdwan.
Principal Sudder Ameen

of

a

Regular

MUHARAJAH MUHTAB CHUNDUR BUHADOOR,
APPELLANT,

(PLAINTIFF,)

versus

GOVIND CHUNDUR CHUCKURBU'I‘TEE
TOR OF EAST BURDWAN, RESPONDENTS,
Wulceels

of

Appellant—J.

G.

AND

COLLEC

(DEF1~:NnAN'rs.)

Waller, Ameer Ali, and

Nil

money Banevjee.
Respondents not summoned.

for possession on
alluvial
or
Go
lands, resumed
a chur-pywustee (Kishendeopore),
vernment and settled in perpetuity
The claim rests on the right of the zemindar of Kishendeopore,
in virtue of which the settlement in perpetuity with Government

APPEAL laid at Company’s rupees 7,895-2-4,

by
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(793)
by the collector should have been made with plaintiff, and not with
the defendant, who is only under-tenant, or putneedar of Kishen
deopore.
The principal sudder ameen threw out the claim, and dismissed
the suit on lapse of time; more than l2 years having expired
since the ﬁrst, or decennial settlement with defendant Aby collec
tor in 1826 A. D.
The appeal insisted that there was no lapse of time, because
the limitation of 12 years should commence with the perpetual
settlement made in l834 A. D. to cancel which the suit was
instituted; secondly, that the settlement should have been made
with appellant as zemindar, and not with the putneedar, respondent.
On perusal of the aumilnamehs-, or warrants for possession,
issued by the collector at the time of the two settlements, it
appears that the period of the ﬁrst for IO years had not expired,
when the second for perpetuity was given to the son and heir of
the person who got the former.
There can therefore be no doubt
that both settlement were based on the same foundation, viz.
The limitation
possession on the adjoining
Kishendeopore.
therefore for the origin of action must count from the former
settlement in 1826 A. D., and penalty of lapse, consequently, has
been incurred.
VVith respect to the second point, appellant
appears clearly wrong, under the provisions of Clause l, Section
1825. On this point, however, the Court do not
4, Regulation
decide. Appeal dismissed with costs.

ll,

-—3_.

THE 6ru SEPTEMBER 1848.
»
Pmsssnw:
ABER. DICK, Esq.,
ones.
VV. B. JACKSON and

J

J.

A. F. HAVVKINS, ESQRS.,
TEMPORARY Junoss.
CASE No. 329 OF 1s47.
Regular

Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Tipperalz, April 7th, I847.

RADHA MADHUB DUT, DURGA DAS SEIN, GOOROO
DAS BURDHUN AND RAM LOCHUN DUT, APPELLANTS,
(DEFENDANTS,)
versus

NUBKISHEN SEIN

AND

RAJKISHEN SEIN,

Rnsroxnsxrs,

(PLAlNTIFFS.)
SUIT laid at 13,333-'7-6, for possession of real property,

mesne

The case was referred to a full bench by
following statement of the case.

~

with

proﬁts.

Mr. Hawkins

with the

__.

(

)

799

‘This suit was instituted by the plaintiffs on the 30th August

of kismuts Choonta, Barail,
Talekandee, Jydhurkandee, Pulgaon and Hublaonch, and recover
mesne profits thereon from 25th Assar 1243 to 30th Sawun 1251,
or date of institution of suit. They alleged, that on the former
date they purchased the estate, known as the seven annas' share
of pergunnah Serail, in which the above kismuts are comprised, at
a sale made for arrears of revenue; and that the defendants hold
the lands under plea of a tenure which fell with the auction sale.
The suit is thus valued:—
1844, with a view to obtain possession

Value of hismuts, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
“Mesne profits after deduction of 10 per cent, for
costs of collection, . . . . . . . • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

5,000

0

0

5,832

0

Interest from 25th Assar 1243 to 30th Sawun 1251,

2,501

7

0
6

13,333

7

6

Total,........
following:

Jeebgovind Sein,
Puddolochun Sein,
Durga Das Sein,
Radha Madhub Dut,
Sheebshunker Buttacharje,
Issur Chundur Buttacharje,
Tarni Shunkur Buttacharje,

Ograkant Buttacharje,
Rajdoolub Burdhun,
Gooroo Das Burdhun,
Widow of Kalee Chundur
(name not given,)
Rajchundur Dut, and
Ramlochun Dut.

Dut,

the above, Gooroo Das Burdhun and Ramlochun Dut,
as well as two other of the defendants,
named Surbochundur
Surma and Rampershud Dut, answered to the effect that they had
nothing to say to the lands which the plaintiffs claimed; and
liability under the present action.
prayed to be discharged from
“The defendant, Radha Madhub Dut, filed
answer
the 20th
February 1845,
urged various objections
which
the plaint
points
law and form :-first, that the property was under
valued, the plaintiffs themselves having valued
higher rate
pos
another suit; secondly, that one Gopeenath Dut was
part
Pülgaon,
session
the kismut
and had not been made
party
the suit; thirdly, that nothing was set forth
the plaint
the nature
the rights
the several defendants, whether
purchase,
otherwise; fourthly, that some
the defendants
held possession according
their respective shares, and others
had
interest
the lands; fifthly, that the plaintiffs had
pay their rents
issued notices
the tenantry not
the defen
dants, and yet sued for mesne profits; and, lastly, that the tenures
being hereditary, and having been
existence for upwards
40
years, were protected
Section 32, Regulation
1822.
on

to

he

in

in

a

at

a

of

of

to

of

l

l

in

by

to

all
in

at

to

no

to

of

or

of

of

in

to

of

in

it

of

on

an

all

“Of

byas
to
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“It is to be observed, that the suit was instituted against 30
individuals, of whom it is necessary to give only the names of the

(

)

800

defendant, Durga Das, answered much to the same effect
foregoing.
as the
He claimed a nonsuit upon the ground of
under-valuation; but yet asserted that the mesne profits instead of
being 800 rupees a year as asserted by the plaintiffs, did not
exceed 300 rupees a year.
‘On the answers being filed, the plaintiffs applied for permis
sion to file a supplementary plaint to bring in Gopeenath Dut,
who was stated to be in possession of a portion of the kismut Pül
gaon. This application was refused by the principal
sudder
ameen, on the ground that it had been made after the answers of
the defendants had been filed.
“The principal sudder ameen deputed an ameen to make local
enquiries as to the amount of mesne profits; and, on the 7th
April 1847, gave judgment for the plaintiffs, awarding to them
possession of the lands, together with mesne profits to the amount
of Sicca rupees 5,032-15-3-1, deducting therefrom costs of collec
tion, and this sum, as well as costs in proportion, was made pay
able by the defendants generally.
• From the foregoing judgment, the defendants, Radha Madhub
Dut, Durga Das Sein, Gooroo Das Burdhun, and Ramlochun Dut,
have preferred the present appeal. The leading exceptions taken by
them to the decree of the principal sudder ameen are as follow :—
‘First. That the value of the property has been assessed too
low.
‘Secondly.
That certain defendants are not in possession of
the lands; and, consequently, the plaintiffs should have been non
suited.
‘Thirdly. That a joint decree against
the defendants
not

part
fatal

to of

the suit,

is of

in

is

a

Fifthly.

the present plaint.
the tenure
held

possession

on

the plaintiffs’ case

is

all

the case.

“Fourthly. That Gopeenath Dut
kismut Pülgaon; and his not being party

to

the circumstances

of

by

warranted

-

be

be

to

be

if

That

in

of

as

of

by

by

to

it

its

a

at in

of

of

of

no

in

be

by

dispossessed

by

be

*

invalid, the holders
though the lands may
assessed.
“Sixthly. That the mesne profits have been greatly exaggerated
the ameen deputed
the principal sudder ameen.
my opinion,
“The first exception cannot,
maintained.
enquiry
The result
the local
shews there has been
under
valuation
the property. The defendants are, moreover, guilty
great inconsistency
urging this plea. The property
dispute has been valued
course,
its selling price, which,
depends upon
annual profits. The defendants say, that
has
been under-valued, and yet except both
the amount
mesne
profits stated
the plaintiffs, and that found
the ameen,
cannot

no

excessive.

in

in

as

be

second

claim might

a

exception shews
ground for
nonsuit. The
against
parties
possession, and,
dismissed
not
possession.
the same time, decreed against those

“The

at
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“The

(

“I will revert to the third
of the fifth and sixth.

)

*

and fourth exceptions after

disposing

* I entirely concur with the principal sudder ameen in declaring
the plaintiffs entitled to possession.
The defendants have not
produced a tittle of evidence as to the nature of their tenure.
They admit, however, that it bears date after the decennial settle
ment; and, therefore, it became null and void by the sale for
arrears of revenue, not merely as the rent payable thereon, but
also as to the right of possession.
* I see no ground whatever for objecting to the ameen’s report.
It is very complete, and founded upon full investigation. It
embraces many points of enquiry, such as the several sharers in
the kismuts, and the share of each; but the only point objected to
is the amount of mesne profits.
I consider the principal sudder
rightly
taking
ameen has done
in
this report as the basis of his
decree, in regard to the amount of profits awarded to the plaintiffs.
now come to the third and fourth exceptions.
“The ameen’s report shews, that of the kismuts Choonta, Burail,
Talekandee and Jydhurkandee an eight annas' share is in the pos
session of the defendant, Durga Das Sein: the remaining moiety
being divided into 16 shares, l l are in possession of Jeebgovind
Sein,-23 in that of Puddumlochun Sein,—and 2} in possession
of Radha Madhub Dut. The whole of the four kismuts are held.
jointly by the above parties.
‘A moiety of kismut Pūlgaon is in the possession of Durga Das
Sein, Jeebgovind Sein, Puddumlochun Sein and Radha Madhub
Dut. Of the other moiety, a 5 annas’ share is in possession of
Rajdoolub Burdhun,-a 2 annas' share is held by the widow of
Kalichurn Dut, for her minor sons,—a
anna share is in
possession of the brothers, Ramlochun Dut and Gopeenath Dut;
and the remaining
anna share is held by Rajchundur Dut, son
Gungadhur
of
Dut. This kismut is also held in joint tenancy.
“Kismut Hublaonch is held by Seebshunker Buttacharje and
Oograkant Buttacharje.
‘ Of the defendants, the following hold lands in the kismuts as
their neej-jote, or private cultivation, viz. Doorga Das Sein, Jeeb
govind Sein, Puddumlochun Sein, Radha Madhub Dut, Sheebsun
ker Bhuttacharje, Tarnee Sunker Bhuttacharje, Issur Chundur
Bhuttacharje, Rajdoolub Burdhun, Gooroo Das Burdhun, Ramlo
chun Dut, Kalee Churn's widow and Rajchundur Dut.
“The ameen reports the mesne profits due to the plaintiffs
from 25th Assar 1243 to 1st Bhadoon 1251, to be altogether
Sicca rupees 5,032-0-15-3-1 : of which 3,850-15-15-2 had been
collected from ryuts, and the balance of 1,181-1-0-1-1 was due to
the proprietors from the lands actually cultivated by
some of the
defendants.

“I
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(802)
‘ The following is the detail :-—
Due by Durga Das, on account of his
share in the ﬁve ﬁrst mentioned kismuts, ...
Due by Jeebgovind Sein, Puddumlochun
Sein and Radha Madlmb Dut, for their share
.......
in the same kismuts, .. ..........
Due by Rajdoolub Burdhun, widow of
Kalee Churn Dut, Gopeenath Dut, Ramlo
chun Dut and Rajchundur Dut, for their
ghares in the kismut Pﬁlgaon, ...............
Due by Seebshunkur and Ograkant Butta
charje, on account of kismut H ublaonch,

l,4']'2

2

1,415

9

3,850

l5

The detail of the sum due for the netjjote lands is
.......
86
By Durga Das Sein,

as
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Rajchundur Dut,

l

2

-2-2
3 18

O

..........
,, Jeebgovind
Sein,
..........
,, Puddumlochun Sein,
Radha Madhub Dut, ..... .... .......
Sheeb ChundurButtacharje,... ........
Tarnee Shunkur Buttacharje, ....
.
Issur Chundur Buttacharje,
Burdhun,
..
Rajdoolub
Gooroo Das Burdhun, . .......
........
Dut, . ....
Rauilochun
..........
\Vidow of Kalichurn, ..
....

ll

1

-

946
17

Total, .... ..

5 3

..
..

181

39
180
104

52
65

..

ll2

.

l84

..

69
83
20

........... ..

l,l8l

Total, .... ..

l I

O O O

15 2

I

follows :—

2 13 I l
9
2 2
7 l0 O 0

ll

14

4
2

l3
l4
4

ll

I3 l

1

I3 l l

6 2 2
6 2 2
0 0 0
6 2' 2

l8 l l

2 13 l l
9 O O O

I

0

I l

I

‘ VVith reference to the foregoing details,
am of opinion that
the principal sudder ameen was altogether wrong in refusing to
allow the plaintiﬁ's to bring in Gopeenath Dut as a defendant.
His reasons for so refusing are absurd, as the plaintiffs were at
liberty to amend their plaint at any time before the pleadings were

completed and the evidence culled for. He (Gopeenath) is shewn
to be a part proprietor of kismut Pﬁlgaon, and the principal
sudder ameen has decreed away his share in his absence.
‘
Again, it appears to me that the general order, in regard to
mesne proﬁts and costs against all the defendants, many of whom
do not appear to have any real connection with the case, was
passed by the principal sudder ameen in order to save himself the
trouble of entering into the details of the ameen’s report.
‘
Considering that in these respects the decree of the lower
court needs alteration, the case is referred to a full bench.’

(803)
Mr-zssas.

Drcx AND

would remand the suit for

.'IAcxsoN.——-We

re-trial, after allowing the plaintiffs to ﬁle a supplementary plaint
making Gopeenath Dut a defendant; and should the principal
sudder ameen deem proper to adjudge usufruct, he will be careful
to apportion it and costs according to the shares of each defendant.
MR. HAwK1Ns.—I concur with Messrs. Dick and Jackson in
The principal sudder ameen will permit the
remanding the case.
plaintiffs to bring in Gopeenath Dut by a supplementary plaint,
after which he will proceed to try the case de nova.
The Court at
large having given no opinion as to the right of plaintiffs to dis

I

conclude that
possess the defendants, or to resumetheir tenure,
be an open question, should the case again come up in

will still
appeal.

-_3—
Taa 7'rn SEPTEMBER I848.

J.

PRESENT:

A. F. HAWKINS, ESQ.,

PETITION No.

190

TEMPORARY Juncm.

or

1848.

s

IN the matter of the petition of Tumeezooddeen and others,
ﬁled in this Court on the 12th June 1848, praying for the admis
sion of a special appeal from the decision of Mynooddeen Sufdur,
principal sudder ameen of 24-Pergunnahs, _under date the 30th
March I848; reversing that of the moonsiﬂ‘ of Bishenpore, under
date 22d September I847, in the case of Jaﬁr Mullik, plaintiff,
,
versus the petitioners, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds.
The plaintiff in this suit alleged, that the defendant, Tumeezood
deen, had on the 2d Cheyt I252, executed to him a deed, by which
he promised to sell to him certain real property for the sum of
received 100 rupees on that occasion, and
200 rupees. That
was subsequently to receive the balance of 100, and execute
deed of absolute sale; that failing to fulﬁl his engagements, the
plaintiff now sued to compel him to do so.
The defendant, Tumeezooddeen, answered that, being indebted
to one Nihal Pylan, he had, on the 4th Bysaclc I253, sold to him
certain portions of his real property for l9l rupees; and, on the
ukeer Mohummud
same day, sold certain other portions to one
to
the
deed of sale to
get
for 31 rupees. That on proceeding
Nihal Pylan registered, the registration was opposed by his (de
fendant’s) uncle, Mukeem, who, failing in his object, got angry; and,
in collusion with the present plaintiff, fabricated the deed of 2d
Che;/t 1252, on which the plaintiff relies, and then instituted this

F

a

h_e

suit.

\
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)

804

The moonsiff after a very full enquiry, and in an elaborate
judgment in which he gives his reasons at length for discrediting
the evidence for the plaintiff, and points out the grounds for pre
suming collusion between the plaintiff and Mukeem Mundul,
decided in favor of the defendants.
The principal sudder ameen reversed his judgment, upon the
bare evidence of the witnesses brought by the plaintiff to attest
the byana-putr.
He does not touch the reasons given by the
moonsiff for discrediting that evidence, nor does he consider the
statements of the witnesses in connection with the probabilities of
the case, as bearing upon the conduct of Mukeem Mundul, who,
it is alleged for the defence, is the instigator of the present suit.
The enquiry is therefore manifestly incomplete.
The case is consequently remanded for further enquiry with
reference to the foregoing remarks; and as the principal sudder
ameen who tried the case formerly is dead, the judge, before whom
it may come, will consider whether the suit can be entertained in
its present form in the absence of any tender, or deposit, by the
plaintiff of the balance of the purchase money, which he admits he
was to pay for the land; and also what effect the provisions of
Act 19 of 1843 may have upon the plaintiff’s claim,-the deeds
both of the plaintiff and of Nihal Pylan bearing date subsequent to
the passing of the Act, and the latter only having been registered.

--

THE 7TH SEPTEMBER

1848.
*

PRESENT:

ABER. DICK, Esq.,
JUDGE.

CASE No.

of

81

1847.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Zillah Midnapore, Oodit Purshad Ghose.

SREEMUTTEE DEYEE, TEELOTUMA DEYEE, JEET
NURAIN CHUCKURBUTTEE AND DWARKANATH
CHUCKURBUTTEE, APPELLANTs, (DEFENDANTs,)
wer's?/S

DHURNEEDHUR RAEE, RAM SOONDUR PAUL AND
MUTHOOR MOHUN PAUL, ResponDENTs, (PLAINTIFFs.)
Wukeel of Appellant—Bunsee

Buddun

Mitr.

Wukeels of Respondents–Rama Purshaud Raee, Ram Pran Raee,
Aftaboodeen and Uzmut Oolla.

SUIT laid at Company’s rupees 9,555, 3 annas, 0 pie, to cancel
deeds of sale, and obtain possession

purgunnah Kasseejora.

on a talook called Gomukpotah,

(305)

a

a

A

it

is

2

a

is

a
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a

a

a

a

it

2

a

is,

The declaration
that the respondent, Ram Soondur Paul, was
proprietor of 14 annas’ share of the estate in question, and the
husband of the appellant, Sreemuttee, proprietor of the remaining
annas’ share. The talook was sold for arrears of revenue, and
purchased by one Gobind Purshaud, who, not being able to pay up
the purchase money, re-sold
to Ram Soondur in the name of
his servant, Gooroo Purshad, whose name was registered as pro
prietor.
Subsequently, Ram Soondur again, falling into difficul
ties, entered into
negotiation with the respondent, Dhurnee
Dhur’s father, named Thakoor Das Raee, for the purchase of the
He advanced 1,000 rupees and got deed (satanamek)
property.
from Ram Soondur, given in the name of Gooroo Purshad, and
taken in the name of Dhurnee Dhur, son of Thakoor Das, in
which Gooroo Purshad bound himself to complete the sale of the
tnlook within
speciﬁed time for 15,000 rupees. Sometime after
Thakoor Das sued Gooroo Purshad alone to perform the conditions
of the above deed.
Ram Soondur then appeared as third party,
and accused Thakoor Das of endeavouring to get possession of the
talook without paying up the balance of 14,000 rupees, of the
purchase money, in collusion with Gooroo Purshad, who was
nominal proprietor.
The suit was eventually decided on
merely
The
solehnameh, or amicable adjustment, between the parties.
satanamek to Thakoor Das
dated 27th June 1842, and was
registered on that very day. On the 3lst December 1842, Jeet
Nurain made his purchase on km‘-kubala, and the deed was regis
tered on the same day. Sreemuttee purchased her share on the
25th August 1843, and Dwarkanath his share on the 27th Au
gust I843. Thakoor Das sued on the 26th August 1846.
Thus the conditional purchase by Jeet Nurain was after that
of Thakoor Das on the satanameh, but before institution of
his suit: and the other purchases were made about the time of the
institution of Thakoor Das’s suit in the name of his son.
Sreemuttee and Teelotuma purport to have obtained possession
on purchase.
Jeet Nurain sued for possession after foreclosure,
decree; but possession was stopped in consequence
and obtained
of 1806.
of this suit under Regulation
instituted by Ram Soondur, to which
The present suit
Thakoor Das, by consent, has been admitted on the part of his
minor son, Dhurnee Dhur, and
prays to put Dhurnee Dhur into
was
decree
given by the principal sudder ameen
possession.
for the reasons recorded in his decision.
The ﬁrst point for consideration in this case is, whether Ram
Soondur, by his own act (acknowledged) of registering Gooroo
public oﬂice, the collecto
Purshad as the actual purchaser in
rate, has not stopped himself from calling in question the proprie
Second, whether Thakoor Das
torship of Gooroo Purshad?
as
sole
Gooroo
Purshad
sued
proprietor of the talook has
having

(306)

’

not stopped himself from now claiming possession as purchaser
Third, whether in consequence of their
from Ram Soondur?
conduct from admitted bad faith and dishonest intent, if the pur
chases of the appellants be bond fide, and for due consideration
made and had, in equity and justice they should not be upheld,
though subsequent to the ﬁctitious (beynamee) alienations to
Thakoor Das in the name of Dhurnee Dhur by Ram Soondur in
Fourth, whether the several pur
the name of Gooroo Purshad?
chases of Sree Muttee and Teelotuma, of Jeet Narain and of
Dwarkanath, are bond ﬁde real transactions, and for good consi
deration or not?
These have not been considered or ascertained.
The case is therefore remanded for re-trial, re-consideration,
and re-investigation of the several points above indicated.
As the case involves several important points of law, and one or
two ofﬁcers of the magistrate’s court are concerned, the judge
will be pleased to place the suit on his own ﬁle, and try it.

-_{-
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Tun 7TH SEPTEMBER 1848.

J.

PRESENT:

A. F. HAWKINS,

Eso.,

TEMPORARY

Jones.

PETITION No. 272 or 1848.
IN the matter of the petition of Gungapurshad Mitr and
another, ﬁled in this Court on the 27th July I848, praying for
the admission of a special appeal from the decision of the principal
sudder ameen of West Burdwan, under date the 4th May l848;
reversing that of the moonsiif of Oundah, under date 4th May
I847, in the case of the petitioners, plaintiffs, versus Hurischun
dur Mookerjee and others, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds.
The plaintiffs sued the defendants to recover the value of their
share, as tenants, of crops destroyed by the defendant, Sreenurain,
and obtained a decree from the moonsiff for a portion of the sum
sued. The principal sudder ameen reversed the moonsiFl"s decree,
and nonsuited the plaintiffs on the ground that it was in evidence
thatithe landlord’s gomashtah had attached the crops, and taken
his share of the crops as rent, and that the tenants had taken
their share; and, consequently, that the attaching parties should
have been included as defendants in the petition of plaint.
The plaintiffs assert that they have no claim whatever upon the
landlord, or his gomashtah ; and that having sued for the recovery
of the value of their share of the crops, on the ground that the
defendants had injured them, the only point for the principal

it

-

~

~“‘“‘_‘

(807)

'

sudder ameen’s determination was the truth or otherwise of their
This is correct; and the principal sudder ameen
statement.
should have decided the case, either by an order of decree in favor
of the plaintiffs if they proved their claim against the defendants,
or of dismissal, if they failed to do so.
I accordingly admit the appeal, and remand the case. The
principal sudder ameen will' decide the case de novo, with reference
to the foregoing remarks.

-_-3

Tns

J.
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SEPTEMBER I848.
Passsmrz
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A. F. HAWKINS, ESQ.,
Tssrpoaaar Jones.
PETITION No. 297 or 1848.
IN the matter of the petition of Nuseema Bibi, ﬁled in this
Court on the lOth August l848, praying for the admission ofa
special appeal from the decision of Mr. H. F. James, judge of
Jessore, under date the llth May l848; reversing that of the 2d
principal sudder ameen of Jessore, under date l9th November
l846, in the case of the petitioner, plaintiff, versus Issurchundur
Pal Chowdhree and others, defendants.

It

is hereby certiﬁed

that the said application is granted on the

following grounds.
The particulars of the case are given at page 35 of the decisions
of the judge of zillah Jessore, for the year 1848.
The plaintiff sues for possession of aholding, under a title which
she sets forth in her plaint. The defendant replies that the plain
tiff is still in possession, but disputes the title.
The principal sudder ameen, for the reasons stated by him,
gave judgment for the plaintiff; but his decision was reversed by
the zillah judge, on the ground simply that dispossession was
not proved.
The judge admits as evidence against the plaintiff, a petition
This
presented by certain ryuts after the institution of the suit.
is no evidence at all; it contains nothing more than the state
ments of the parties presenting the petition; its presentation at
all is, a uspicious circumstance, for it purports to have been
presented with the object of relinquishing certain tenants’ hold
ings, with which the courts have nothing to do until the subject
The petition, in itself, is
be brought before them judicially.
nothing more than a statement without oath; and is therefore,
under the circumstance of the case, inadmissible.
In dismissing the case, the judge should have recorded some
grounds more satisfactory than any that appear in his decision for
the plaintiff going to the expense of a suit, when there was no

(

808

)

The plaintiﬂ' sues for possession; and the judge
been
not
that the
dispossessed, notwithstanding
says
defendant disputes the title under which she claims.
The judge
should have gone more distinctly into this question, considering
the nature of the plaint and answer; and have given his opinion
upon the point more distinctly than he has done.
Considering the investigation by the judge to have been defec
tive,
admit the appeal, and remand the case for trial de nova.
occasion for it.
she

has

I

-mi

Tun 9TH SEPTEMBER 1848.
PRESENT
R. H.

:

RATTRAY,

ESQ.,

Jones.
CASE No. 513 or

1847.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
~
Ameen of Tirlw0t,‘Niamut Ali Khan, June 3d, 1847.
1
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MUSST. BIBI SAHIB JAN, APPELLANT,
versus

RUGHOBUR SINGH

AND

(PLAINTII-‘F,)

_

ornnns, RESPOND!-INTS,

(DEFENDANTS-)
Wukeel of Appellant—Ameer Ali.
Respondents did not appear.

THIS suit was instituted by appellant, on the 15th September
1846, to obtain the reversal of the sale, with possession of two of
three portions of mouzah Hussunpore, with mesne proﬁts from 12-17

to 1253 Fuslee; estimated at Company’s rupees 9,999-ll-8-16.
The substance of the plaint is as follows.
Appellant is the
daughter of Meer‘ Kadim Ali, deceased, who, in his life time,
bestowed the lands claimed,—one portion on two of his grand
children, Meer Himmut Ali and Jafur Ali (defendants in the
suit,) and two portions on appellant and her sister, Omut-ul
fatima. Omut-ul-fatima died; and appellant succeeding to her
estate, became the owner of two portions, the revenue of which
she paid separately from Himmut Ali and Jafur Ali; but they
designedly threw their revenue into arrears, and caused the
village to be brought to public sale, at which sale they purchased
it under a ﬁctitious name, through the agency of Rughobur Singh,
(the respondent above named.) Within an hour after the sale,
Muhadeo Dut went to the collector-’s oﬁice with the amount of
arrear, and protested against the sale; but no attention was paid to
On the 22d July 1843, ap
him, and the sale was conﬁrmed.
'an
action
the
pellant brought
against
present respondents and
which,
on
the
20th
Government,
February 1844, was dismissed ;

-
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it I
be

SEPTEMBER
PRESENT

on

to

•

1848.

:

be

I

of

of

to

of

of

to

by

of

to

its

llTH

I

a

THE

R. H. RATTRAY, Esq.,
-

JUDGE.
251 OF 1848.
by

CASE No.
of

a

Regular Appeal from
decision passed
the Principal Sudder
Behar,
Khan,
September 15th, 1847.
Ameen
Mohummud Ibrahim
GUNGA SINGH, TIRLOK SINGH AND oth ERs,
-

APPELLANTs, (PLAINTIFFs,)
we?"sus

*

LEKH NURAIN SINGH
RESPONDENTs,

of

G.

Appellants—J.
Wukeel
Waller.
Respondents—Pursun Komar Tagore and Hamid Russool.
appellants,
suit was instituted
the 17th July 1845,
on

by

the sale, with possession

of

obtain the reversal

of

THIs

AND oth ERs,
(DEFENDANTs.)

of

Wukeels

to
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a

as

by

no

of

by

it.

by

but, in appeal, it was determined that an order of nonsuit should
have issued, with reference to the unrefuted plea of Government
that there was nothing in the collector's books to shew that ap
pellant was what she professed to be,—a two-third sharer of the
estate.
The present suit is now instituted, renewing the former
claim.
The principal sudder ameen thought proper to determine, that,
as the judgment of the appellate court did not expressly reverse
his proceedings on the former trial, but merely declared that an
order of nonsuit should have been passed by him, the present ac
tion was not cognizable: but, after this preliminary rejection, he
enters into the merits of the question, as exhibited in the former
record, and finds that the sale was duly conducted; that the pur
chase was not a fictitious one; and that appellant has nothing what
ever to support her claim to a reversal of
He concludes
again declaring the suit not cognizable
the courts,
the
ground
petition against the sale having been presented
required
the revenue commissioner,
Section 25, Regulation
11, 1822; and disposes
the matter
final judgment
dis
missal.
With reference
the omission
the prescribed appeal
the
against
prior
sale,
revenue authorities
the
the institution
reversal, affirm the order
civil action for
dismissal ap
proper
pealed against.
have deemed
enter into this lengthy
clearly understood that,
may
detail
the case, that
this
ground only,
have upheld the judgment.
Costs will
made payable by appellant.

certain lands

( 810

*

)

to

THE

-

11TH SEPTEMBER

PRESENT

1848.

:

I

all

appertaining to the talook of Bhudsuree, in pergunnah Bhulawur;
with mesne profits from 1242 to 1252 Fuslee. Estimate for stamp
Company’s rupees 9,955-6-5-16.
The suit was not cognizable, in the absence of the prescribed
prior appeal to the revenue commissioner; and was dismissed by
the principal sudder ameen accordingly, under Sections 24 and 25,
Regulation 11, 1822.
affirm the judgment on the ground on which it was passed;
appellants.
with
costs chargeable

R. H. RATTRAY and
ABER. DICK, Esq.Rs.,
JUDGEs.

B.

W.

JACKSON, Esq.,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.
by

195 OF 1848.

TAJ BIBI,

MUSST.

byV.

H.

of

a

a

Sarun,
Special Appeal from
decree passed
the Judge
Hathorn, Esq., May 14th, 1846; reversing
decision passed
the Principal Sudder Ameen, Meer Imdad Ali, August 19th, 1844.
APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT,)
760's?/8

Appellant—J.

Waller.

Respondent—A. Sevestre.
by

of of

Wukeel
Wukeel

G.

DUKHUN SAHOO, RESPONDENT, (PLAINTIFF.)

of

of

of

to

as

of

;

to

a

to he

on

a

of

of

of

or

in on

a

by

of
a

to

in of

:

in

on

on

THIs appeal was admitted
Mr. Rattray,
the 1st February
last,
the following grounds, recorded
the certificate
admission
“In the year 1837, certain lands appertaining
the village
Teareh-Ruhumpore-Dillea,
tuppeh Purrearpore,
were sold
satisfaction
decree against Mina Bibi, the widow
Baboo
Nusrut Ali Khan, and purchased
the plaintiff, Dukhun Sahoo.
After the sale, the defendant, Taj Bibi, protested against particu
lar portion
the lands being newly assessed,
interfered with,
the ground
her deceased husband, Hedayut Oollah, having,
the year 1818, obtained
mokurruree grant
the same from the
proprietor, Shukawut Ali Khan; which,
the 12th December
(Hedayut Oollah) had, by
1826,
by-mokaseh, trans
deed
protest
paid
any
ferred
her.
This
was not
attention
and
the rights and interests (huq-o-hissa)
Mina Bibi sold and
purchased
above, were believed and asserted
include the
right
assessment and occupancy now contested.
Hence the
present action.
of
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CASE NO.

(an)
‘ The principal sudder

ameen, deeming the grant pleaded to
possession to have been held in virtue of it
and the defendant, passed judgment in favor of
by Hedayut Oollah
'
the latter.
‘ In appeal, the judge found reason to believe that the docu
ment ﬁled as the mokurmree grant was a forgery, and of no
value; and declaring that the cause of action commenced on the
date of the sale-purchaser-’s
assuming possession, and demanding
rent for the land he had thus acquired, reversed the decree of the
principal sudder ameen, and cancelled the pottah of defendant.
‘
Considering the dictum of the judge, on the point last men
tioned to be opposed to the law and practice of the courts, and
that the statute of limitation has been violated by the judgment
passed by him, I admit the appeal now prayed for to determine
i
the question.’
Mnssns. RATTRAY AND JAcKsoN.--It appears that the appellant
(defendant) has held possession for upwards of 12 years under
the mokurruree lease, and the deed of gift from her husband; and
that the latter had held possession under the same mokurfuree lease
for 8 years before the execution of the deed of gift. The respon
dent plaintiff) stands precisely in the same situation as the former
proprietor, whose rights he purchased at a sale in satisfaction of a
decree.
The judge was therefore in error in calculating the l2
years’ limit from the date of that sale: the period should have
been calculated from the date of the molrurruree lease; and as we
do not see any sufficient proof of fraud, or forgery, to bring the
case under the provisions of Regulation 2 of 1805, we reject the
respondent’s claim, and reverse the judge’s decision which upheld
it.
Costs to be made payable by respondents.
Mn. DIcK.—I concur fully in the above decision, so far as it
deem the judge to have been in error with regard to the right of
the respondent to sue, notwithstanding the omission of the former
proprietor, whose right and title he purchased, had barred his
suing. The question of fraudulent possession, or bondﬁde posses
sion, during a period of 12 years, so as to bring the suit
under Section 3, Regulation 2, 1805, or not, has not been mooted
in the lower courts, and therefore give no opinion on it.
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have been made, and

I
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THE l2Tn SEPTEMBER

1848.

PRESENT!
C.
'

TUCKER, Eso.,
Jonas.

PETITION No. 288 or

1848.

IN “the matter of the petition of Pooah Boro Mussulman,
received by certiﬁcate in this Court on the 8th August I848,

(812)
praying for the admission of a special appeal from the decision of
Mr. W. Hudson, sub-assistant of zillah Durrung, in the province
of Assam, under date the 19th May 1848; altering that of Moon
shee Noorooddeen Mohummud, moonsiff of Durrung, under date
the 24th July 1847, in the case of Ponah Mussulman and Chum
poo Mussulman, plaintiﬁs, versaw petitioner, defendant.
In this case the petitioner was respondent in appeal before the
He appointed a wukeel, but gave no written answer
sub-assistant.
to the petition of appeal ; and the case was disposed of by the sub
assistant, in the absence of the petitioner’s wukeel, decreeing for
the appellant.
As this is contrary to practice,
admit a special appeal, and
remand the proceedings to the sub-assistant, under Clause 2, Sec
tion 2, Regulation 9, l83l, who will dispose of the case denovo, in
the presence of the petitioner, or of his duly constituted wukeel.
i

I

-_-3-

Tm; l2'ru SEPTEMBER

1848.
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PRESENT!

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, ESQ.,
TEMPORARY

Jones.

PETITION No. 237 or i848.
IN the matter of the petition of Dwarkinath Singh, ﬁled in this
Court on the l2th July I848, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of Raee Lokenath Bose, principal
sudder ameen of Jessore, under date the 20th April 1848;
reversing that of the moonsiﬁ' of Tirmohunee, under date 14th
September 1847, in the case of the petitioner, plaintiff, versus
Parbuttee Churn Sirkar and others, defendants.
_

It

is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted

following grounds.
This suit was instituted

on the

by the plaintiﬂ' to establish his right
to assess a tenure held by the defendants, and to recover from
them rents at an enhanced rate to that at which they had pre
It was stated in the plaint, that the notice prescrib
viously paid.
ed by Sections9 and IO, Regulation 5, 1812, had been served
upon the defendants.
The moonsiff gave partial judgment for the plaintiﬂ"s. From
his decision both parties appealed; and the principal sudder
ameen dismissed the entire claim, on the ground that the service
of notice had not been proved.
The principal sudder ameen is wrong in dismissing the entire
The plaintiﬁ‘ is entitled to a declaration
plaint upon this ground.
without
service of notice, though he cannot
of his right to assess
claim rent at the enhanced rate, until he has gone through the

( 813

£I

prescribed by law.
Ourt.

This

)
held by this

been repeatedly

has

accordingly admit the appeal, and remand the case to the
principal sudder ameen, who will decide the question of the plain
tiff’s right to assess upon the present plaint.

THE

-*

12TH SEPTEMBER

1848.

PRESENT:

ABER. DICK, Esq.,
-

JUDGE.

CASE No. 478 of

1847.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Zillah Dinagepore, Moulvee Gholam Usghur.

MUNGUL MUNNEE,

RAEE,

tersus

RAM DOOLUB DAS, FoR HIMs ELF AND As GUARDIAN of
KOORAN CHUNDUR DAS, MINoR, RESPONDENT, (PLAIN
-

TIFF.)

Wukeel
Wukeels

of Appellant-Govind Chundur.

of Respondent–Taruk

Chundur Raee and Sree Ram Raee.

to

6

to

be

in

on

in

of

of

10

a

to

to

in

of

of

in

in

to

it

to

in

is,

SUIT laid at Company’s rupees 3,211, 14 annas, 6 pie, to
obtain possession of a talook called Bhalooka Raee, &c.
question
The declaration in this suit
that the talook
belonged
plaintiff’s uncle, whose widow sold
defendants,
Mungul Munnee and Neelmunnee Dibeea's husband, which
sales were illegal; and therefore plaintiff claims
annul them,
and obtain possession.
The pleas
defence are, that the plain
tiff’s father,
collusion with one Mohun Kanth Raee, deprived
question, when defen
the widow
his brother
the estate
her; that she
supported
sue,
dant’s husband assisted her
and
eventually gained
repay
decree for the property; and then
them, sold first
annas; and with the surplus
annas, and then
the purchase money, bought another property. The purchase
money having therefore been expended
recovery
the estate,
and for personal support and other legal objects, the sales are
perfectly valid.
The principal sudder ameen decided,
bewustahs called for
annulled; and
the case, that the sales were illegal, and must
injure the eventual heirs
the widow had shewn her readiness
as
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MoTHER of KOONJ MOHUN
MINOR, APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT,)

8l4

(

)

estate by selling

it,

there was no safety in putting her into
as next heir, be
possession.
of
on
condition
duly paying over to the
put into possession,
widow during her lifetime all the net proﬁts from the estate;
case conﬁrmed in special appeal by the
citing as
precedent
Sudder Court.
In appeal nothing new has been set forth, or elicited; and as
the sale was clearly illegal, and the decision of the principal
aiﬁrmed, and appeal
sudder ameen
just and equitable,
dismissed with full costs.
Tl-IE

.

it

is

T

is

a

He therefore ordered that plaintiff,

a

of the

l2Tn SEPTEMBER I848.
PRESENT:

J.

A. F.

HAWKINS, EsQ.,

'

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

a

IN the matter of the petition of Kaleenatb Banerjee, ﬁled in this
Court on the l5th July I848, praying for the admission of

I

;

is

a

a

a

is

is

special appeal from the decision of the principal sudder ameen of
Dacca, under date the l-5th April 1848-; aﬁirming that of the
moonsiif of Nuraingunge, under date 21st August I846, in the case
of Golukchundur Chukerbuttee, plaintiff, versus the petitioner
and others, defendants.
It hereby certiﬁed that the said application
granted on the
grounds.
following
The plaintiffs sued to recover parcel of real property, in virtue
of purchase from one Kumlakant Banerjee, which the defendant
(petitioner) alleges he has had possession of from the year 1219
B. S., under deed of gift from his father and uncle. The lower
It stated in the decree
courts decided in favor of the plaintiff.
of the moonsiff, conﬁrmed by the principal sudder ameen, that
the petitioner has been in possession for 20 years; and that, conse
quently, the party who sold to the plaintiff, had not been in pos
There appears to have been no enquiry
session for that period.
as to how the petitioner obtained possession, for his deed of gift
was rejected nor was there any proper consideration by the prin
cipal sudder ameen of the application of the law of limitation to
the case, or of the seller’s right to sell property of which he had
been dispossessed for 20 years. Considering the decrees of both
courts to be very imperfect,
admit the appeal; and, setting aside
both decisions, direct that the case be remanded to the moonsiff,
who will make full enquiry into its merits as above indicated, and
decide dc nova.

\
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PETITION No. 243 or I848.

(
THE

815

)

12TH SEPTEMBER

PRESENT:

J.

*

A. F.

1848.
-

HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY
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PETITION No.

JUDGE.

231 OF 1848.

IN the matter of the petition of Roopchund Fotedar and others,
filed in this Court on the 11th July 1848, praying for the
admission of a special appeal from the decision of Mr. James
Grant, judge of Dinagepore, under date the 20th April 1848;
reversing that of the sudder ameen of Dinagepore, under date
5th August 1846, in the case of the petitioners, plaintiffs, versus
Shamanund Jha and others, defendants.
It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on
the following grounds.
The particulars of this case are given at page 20 of the decisions
of the judge of zillah Dinagepore, for the year 1848, under two
separate appeals, Nos. l l and 12.
The question involved, is the liability to sale in execution of
a decree obtained by the plaintiffs of certain real property, to
which the defendants, Shamanund Jha and Shamanund Mujmoo
dar, lay claim under deeds of sale executed by the judgment
debtors of the plaintiffs.
The principal sudder ameen decided in
favor of the plaintiffs; but his judgment was reversed by the
zillah judge, chiefly on the ground that the deeds of sale had been
executed.
The decision of the case does not turn upon a mere question of
fact. The judge should have fully enquired into the pleas of the
present petitioners, that the conveyances to the claimants were
fraudulent, with a view to evade execution of the decree obtained
by the plaintiffs. On this very important point not a word is to
be found in the judge’s decree.
accordingly admit the appeal, and remand the case to the
judge for further investigation and trial de novo.

-

I

The 12th SEPTEMBER
PRESENT:

J.

1848.

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,

PETITION No.

TEMPORARY

JUDGE.

331 OF 1848.

IN the matter of the petition of Mohummud Tumeezooddeen and
others, filed in this Court on the 24th August 1848, praying for
the admission of a special appeal from the decision of the principal
sudder ameen of Tipperah, under date the 23d May 1848; rever
sing that of the moonsiff of Ameergaon, under date 13th September
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(816)
l845, in the case of Tarachand Day and others, plaintiffs, versus
the petitioners, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
*
following grounds.
This case was before brought by special appeal before the court,
and remanded for further enquiry as per certiﬁcate dated 24th
November 1847, recorded at page 610 of the decisions of this
Court during that year.
The dispute is for a small quantity of land, which the defen
The pla.intiﬂ's deny the sale;
dants allege is theirs by purchase.
land
was
the
assert
that
but
mortgaged.
The principal sudder ameen, in his present decision, records his
opinion that the statements of both parties fail for want of proof;
observing that a copy only of the defendants’ deed of sale had been
produced, though as stated in the petition of special appeal the
original was in the record of a summary suit, which the principal
sudder ameen had sent for from the collector’s oﬁice, and was then
The principal sudder ameen concludes by giving
in his court.
the
for
plaintiffs.
judgment
The principal sudder ameen has recorded a very long decree, in
which he labors more to shew what is not proved, than to get at
The case must again be remanded for
the real merits of the case.
trial de nova; and as two decisions of the principal sudder ameen
in it have now been set aside, and the case has been pending for a
very long time, the zillah judge will be requested to place the
case on his own ﬁle, as well as the other case between the same
T
parties remanded this day.

-_¢-

Tar-1

'l2'rn SEPTEMBER l848.
PRESENT!

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, Eso-,
TEMPORARY

Jonas.

PETITION No. 332 or 1848.
IN the matter of the petition of Mohummud Tumeezooddeen and
others, ﬁled in this Court on the 24th August 1848, praying for
the admission of a special appeal from the decision of the principal
sudder ameen of Tipperah, under date the 23rd May 1848 ; rever
sing that of the moonsiff of Ameergaon, under date 9th September
1846, in the case of the petitioners, plaintiffs, versus Tarachand
Day and others, defendants.

It

is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
I
following grounds.
is
the
case
alluded
to in the certiﬁcate recorded this day
This
in the case No. 331, (preceding) between the same parties.
It is
remanded for the reasons therein recorded, for trial de not-o by
the zillah judge.

(
THE

)

817

SEPTEMBER

12.TH

1848.

PRESENT:

J.

HAWKINS, Esq.,

A. F.

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

PETITION No. 328

of

1848.

IN the matter of the petition of Ram Ruttun Raee, filed in this
Court on the 21st August 1848, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of Mr. H. P. Russell, judge of
Moorshedabad, under date the 27th May 1848; affirming that of
the principal sudder ameen of Moorshedabad, under date 30th
June 1847, in the case of Juggobundoo Bose, plaintiff, versus
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W. B. JACKSON and
HAWKINS, Esq.Rs.,
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TEMPORARY JUDGEs.

CASE No. 47 of

decision
the Principal Sudder
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the petitioner and others, defendants
It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds.
The particulars of this case are given at page 31 of the decisions
of the judge of zillah Moorshedabad for 1848.
The question involved
whether portion
ancestrel estate
liable
sale for debts incurred
the widow
deceased
proprietor.
The lower courts have decided
the negative; but
special appeal
urged, that the debts were contracted
money
defraying expenses charge
order
raise
for the purpose
able
the estate.
The object for which the debt was incurred
not set forth
the decrees
the lower courts; nor does
appear that any attempt has been made
ascertain this point.
The decrees are accordingly imperfect.
admit the appeal, and
remand the case for further investigation with reference
the
foregoing remarks.

(

818

)

a

a

;

a

Mn. D1cK.—In my opinion the respondent, under the condi
tions of the deed, was bound to prove that he had demanded
possession, and declared readiness to give the receipt required by
the deed on obtaining re-possession.
His resuming possession
without having so done, might have led to serious breach of the
As, however, respondent has very fully proved the
peace.
expenses he incurred in repairs, and replacing articles belonging to
the factory, and appellants have ‘not been able to refute the
evidence adduced moreover, as appellants have constantly broken
their part of the agreement as proved by several decrees given
therefore concur in conﬁrming the decision of the
against them,
lower court, and rejecting the appeal.
MR. J.-\cKsoN.—It appears to me, that under the terms of the
agreement between the parties, the defendants were bound to
deliver over the property in
state of good repair to the plaintiff;
and, on their failing to do so, the plaintiff was fully authorized in
taking possession, no opposition being made. The defective state of
a

'

I
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it
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it

a

it,

The principal sudder ameen being of opinion that the defen
dants were liable under the deed for any injuries done to the
and that plaintiff had proved
factory, and all belonging to
of
the property to the amount
injury when he resumed charge
in
decree
of damages claimed, passed
plaintiff"s favor.
that‘
contended
In appeal appellants
they were not liable, and
all
sustained
at
had
been
no injury
equivalent to the amount of
and
that
respondent had assumed possession of
damages claimed,
his own accord contrary to agreement. On perusal of the deed of
agreement,
appears that the factory and its appurtenances were
made over by respondent to appellants for
speciﬁed term of
of
at
which
was
to
be
delivered back to
the
years,
expiration
same
state
of
with
all
in
the
repair,
belonging to it, as
respondent
when received. The respondent alleges that when the time
arrived for delivering up the factory, the appellants put off
delivery from day to day by various evasions. He was therefore
compelled to assume possession to prevent incurring heavy loss,
as the season for manufacture and preparations was going by.
There
however, no proof that respondent demanded restoration
according to agreement, which provided that every article of pro
perty, as per list furnished at the time of delivery to appellants,
should be restored, with the factory and out offices in thorough
receipt be duly given by respondent to appellants.
repair, and
The assumption therefore of respondent of the factory and its
appurtenances, and himself repairing the houses and buildings,
without being able to prove'that he duly demanded their re-deli
very from appellants, and without any application to legal autho
To try this
rity, render the validity of his claim very doubtful.
point the presiding judge (A. Dick) referred the case to a full
bench.

:

(

)

819

the property is proved, and fully bears out the claim of the plain
tiff for damages. I would therefore affirm the decision of the
lower court, awarding that claim in full.
MR. HAwKINs.—The term of the engagement had expired,
the factory, which was the property of the respondent, was vacant,
and the appellants failing to make over possession, I consider the
respondent was justified in entering upon his own property.
I
concur with Messrs. Dick and Jackson in their order of dismissal
of the appeal.
|

-

THE 13th SEPTEMBER

1848.

PRESENT:

ABER. DICK, Esq.,
JUDGE.

JACKSON and
A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.Rs.,

W. B.

TEMPORARY JUDGEs.

CASE No.
Regular

246 OF 1846.

Appeal from a decision passed by the Judge of Zillah
Tipperah, Mr. Bruce.

MR. GORDON, RECEIVER SUPREME Co URT

FOR THE ESTATE

of MUHARAJAH SEEB KISHOON BUHADUR, APPEL
LANT, (PLAINTIFF)

ters?as

MUHARAJAH KISHOON KISHWUR MANIK BUHADUR,
REs PoNDENT, (DEFENDANT.)

nukeels

of Appellant—Pursun

Komar Tagore,
and Nilmonee Banerjea.

Wukeels

Sufdur,

Gholam
-

of Respondent—J. G. Waller and Ameer Ali.

it.

all

THE particulars of the case are set forth at full length in the
decision of the judge, vide zillah decisions for September 1846.
The case is referred to a full bench by the presiding judge
(A. Dick), as the decision of the zillah judge appears erroneous.
* First, because the onus probandi of respondent’s allegation, that
the river had changed its channel 200 years ago, laid on himself,
Secondly, because
and not on appellant who denied
the
maps drawn
suit, shew the land intervening between
the spot
present channel
the old alleged bed
the river, and
still
marshy,
low and
and full
creeks and water courses; whereas,
of

be

to

of

its

in

of
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had the river made a cut from its old bed to its present channel
so long ago as 200 years, or even recently, the intervening land
would have been high, such as to form an obstacle to the river’s

course.
Thirdly,because the report of Mr._ Rowe, the last ameen
deputed to make a local inquiry at the instance of both parties,
declares that there is no vestige to induce a belief that the river
ever changed its bed as stated by respondent.
Fourthly, because
the documents ﬁled by respondent, shewing the amount of big
yahs according to measurement of I789 A. D., in the villages of
appellant, on which the judge has laid much stress, are valueless ;
since from the measurement papers of that very time of the per
gunnah Gunga Mundul, in which appellant’s villages are situated,
called for from the sudder board by this Court, it appears that the
cultivated lands only were measured. Fifthly, because from the
decisions of the magistrate and of the court, and subsequent ones
regarding possession of the lands in dispute, it is evident that
appellant was in possession of a considerable portion, until afier
the decision of the court, whom the subsequent authorities follow
ed in their decisions.’
On inspection of the several maps, it appears evident that the
river could not have changed its course as stated by respondent;
and this has been completely corroborated by the report of the last
ameen, Mr. Rowe, whose report has not been impugned on any
The tabular statements received from the
satisfactory ground.
sudder board, shew that the lands in cultivation, or lying fallow,
only were measured; and, even with regard to them, Mr. Paterson
remarks that the assessmem was made upon the measurement of
the lands held by the ryuts only, who did every thing in their
power to conceal the quantity actually held by them : - moreover,
The measurement
the country was then very thinly populated.
are
no
criterion
of
the
the estate.
therefore
extent
of
papers
The decision of the judge is reversed; plaintiff, (appellants’,)
claim decreed to the lands in question, with mesne proﬁts from
date of suit with interest till payment, and costs in proportion.
Amount of mesne proﬁts to be ascertained in execution of decree.
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Tna l4'rn SEPTEMBER
PRESENT

R. H.

1848.

:

RATTRAY,

Esf-I-,

PETITION No. 274 or

J ones.

1848.

J

IN the matter of the petition of Kerut Nath ha and others, ﬁled
in this Court on the 3lst July I848, praying for the admission of
a special appeal from the decision of Mohummud Mohamid Khan,
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(821)

.

2d principal sudder ameen of Tirhoot, under date the 29th April
1848 ; reversing that of Durasat Ali, moonsiﬂ’ of Durbungah,
under date 18th May 1847, in the case of Soaphool Raee,
plaintilf, versus Kerut Nath Jha and others, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds.
The petitioners were sued for an arrear of rent on certain lands
in mouzah Bishunpore Gopal, due from 1246 to 1250 Fuslee, and
estimated at Company’s rupees 296, 6%, principal and interest.
The moonsilf, who tried the case in the ﬁrst instance, found
that the petitioners (defendants in the suit) had held the lands at
4 annas per biggah since the year 1190 Fuslee; and that no new
He adjudged at this rate, and
engagement had been entered into.
passed a decree for Company’s rupees 35-15-l.
In appeal the principal sudder ameen determined the whole
claim to be due, at the rate ﬁxed arbitrarily by the plaintiff in the
case, viz. 3 rupees, and 2 rupees, 4 annas per biggak, though it is
not pretended that such terms were ever entered into by the par
ties, or that any notice was issued as required by Regulation 5 of
1812.
On the 29th of January last, I ﬁnd that a case precisely
similar came before the Court; and I quote what follows from the
order passed on the petition* of Shewuk Mehtoon,the individual
aggrieved by the judgment then appealed against :—
‘ We are of
opinion that the lower courts have proceeded upon
a wrong principle in the decision of this case. If a farmer sues for
a money-rent at a given rate, he is bound, in the event of the
claim being disputed by the tenant, to shew that such tenant has
previously paid at the same rate, or has executed an engagement
to the effect that he will pay it. Again, if his claim is for enhanced
rent, he is bound to shew that he has taken the proper steps to
entitle him to recover at the rate claimed by him. We accordingly
admit the appeal; and remand the case to the principal sudder
ameen, who will replace it on the ﬁle, and decide it de nova with
reference to the foregoing observations.’
I admit the present appeal, and remand the case to be legally
disposed of under the precedent now cited.
*

See page 43, Decisions of

January

1848.

(392)
Tnn l6'l‘H SEPTEMBER I848.
PRESENT:

ABER. -DICK, EsQ.,
Juno:-:.

CASE No. 350 or
Regular

a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Moulvee Kuleem Khan.
Zillah
Backergunge,
of

Appeal from

‘Ameen

Ma.

1848.

J.

WISE, RAM CHURN DAS AND KISHOON
CHURN DAS, APPELLANTS, (PLAINTII~‘FS,)
P.

08781.68

KUNNYA LAL THAKUR

AND

REsPoN1)E1\"rs,

(DEFENDANTS.)

Wukeels of Appellants-—Ameer
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Respondents

GOPAL LAL THAKUR,

Ali and Rama Purshad Raee.‘

not summoned.

SUIT laid at 13,200 Company’s rupees to cancel order of court
of circuit, passed under Regulation l5, 1824, and to obtain pos

session of certain speciﬁed lands, with usufruct.
The principal sudder ameen ﬁnding that the lands in question had
been continued in the possession of the defendants by an order, or
decision, of the commissioner of circuit, passed under Regulation
15, 1824, in I832; and that this suit to cancel that order had
been instituted in 1845, long after the lapse of 12 years, dismissed
it on account of lapse of time.
In appeal it was urged that appellants had purchased their
estate at auction, or from auction purchasers, for arrears of Govern
ment revenue; and, consequently, the period of limitation should
commence from date of Government sale, which took place in
October 1838; and that then the suit instituted in 1845 was
much within the prescribed period of 12 years.
It is true that plaintiffs (appellants) could not sue until they
had a right to claim, and that they stand in the place of the original
proprietors, with whom the decennial settlement was made ;
but, upon that score, they must not prefer a claim to property
legally held for upwards of l2 years, and to cancel a decision of a
court ofjudicature of much longer standing than 12 years.
they have any claim to laIIds iII possession of others during so
long a period, it must be preferred on some speciﬁc legal enact
ment, or distinctly grounded on allegation of fraud.
The decision of the principal sudder ameen is therefore perfectly
correct, and is aﬂirmed, and the appeal dismissed.

If

(
THE

)
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16TH SEPTEM BER

PRESENT

1848.

:

TUCKER, Esq. and
SIR. R. BARLOW, BART.,
C.

JUDGEs.

J.

HAWKINS, Esq.,

A. F.

JUDGE.

TEMPORARY

CASE No. 73 of 1847.
Regular Appeal from a decision passed by Raee Hurchundur Ghose,
Principal Sudder Ameen of 24-Pergunnahs, December 4th, 1846.
MR. CHARLES REED, APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT,)
©e?"Stus

0 0

...

0 0

RESPONDENT, (PLAINTIFF.)
SUIT laid at 60,176 rupees, for house rent with interest, institu
ted on the 22d August 1845.
The plaintiff sues for rent of a house at Kidderpore, sold to him
by the late Mr. Trower for a sum of 23,000 rupees, and occupied
with the premises attached to it by the defendant, at a monthly
rent of 250 Sicca rupees, the rent being due from the 1st January
1834.
The account is thus made up:—
Rent from January 1834 to July 1845 inclusive, being 11 years
34,750
and 7 months, at 250 per mensem, .........
21,665
Interest on the same, ............ ..................
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56,415
Company’s rupees, ...................... ..... 60, 176
answer:—first, that the house, the rent
The defendant pleads
which
sued for,
not
the jurisdiction
the 24 Pergunnahs,
Secondly, that the
but
that
the Supreme Court
Calcutta.
premises
question were the property
Musst. Zeinub Banoo,
Zumeerooddeen;
she,
wife
Moonshee
that
the year 1815,
permanent lease thereof; and that Mr. Trower
gave the defendant
arrangement
gave him possession
the premises
which
Thirdly, that the house
those facts were fully acknowledged.
so ruinous
condition that
can not be tenanted.
The plaintiff replies that the premises did formerly belong
Moonshee Zumeerooddeen, but had been mortgaged
the plaintiff,
who had obtained
decree for them
the Supreme Court; that
get possession,
unable
instituted
suit for them, (together
property,)
provincial
Calcutta, making
with other
the
court
party
thereto,
Zeinub Banoo
order
set
rest any claim
which she might urge; and that
obtained
decree
the 11th
December 1817, which was affirmed
the Sudder Dewanny
house, and
Adawlut
the 19th September 1821; that
sold
parcel
ground
let
Mr. Trower, who enlarged the house, and
a
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RAMMOHUN MULLICK,
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let it with the premises to defendant at 250 rupees per mensem,
and subsequently sold the house to plaintiff for 23,001) rupees.

The defendant, in his rejoinder, enters into various particulars
He states that, until his and Zeinub
respecting the premises.
Banoo’s claims could be heard in court, he ‘agreed to pay monthly
250 Sicca rupees, on condition that the whole should be laid out
in repairing the premises.’ That the land annexed to the house is
not the land for which the plaintiff has obtained a decree; and that
‘ so much of what was built by Mr. T-rower fell down before 1836 ;
that he was obliged, in order to save his own life and the lives of
his family, early in that year, to quit the house, and subsequently
has not been able to reside there.’
The principal sudder ameen gave judgment for the plaintiff to
the full extent of the claim; and from his decision the present
appeal has been preferred.
The defendant’s pleaders now give up the point of jurisdiction.
It cannot be supported, for it does not admit of a doubt that the
premises are within the district of the 24 Pergunnahs.
No evidence has been adduced in the lower court in support of
the plea, that the defendant holds the premises on a permanent
On the other
lease from Musst. Zeinub Banoo granted in 1815.
hand, the decree of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, dated Septem
ber 19th, 1821 (see Sudder Dewanny Adawlut Reports, vol.
sets at rest any claim advanced by Zeinub Banoo to the
page
property of her husband, and decides that any lease of it granted
The claims of Zeinub
by her in 1815 is altogether worthless.
Banoo and of the defendant have not been advanced in court by
the institution of any action on the part of either of them ; and as
far as they have been advanced, in answers to claims urged by others,
they have been uniformly rejected.
As to the identity of the lands, with a portion of those for which
the present plaintiff obtained a decree, there cannot be a doubt.
The proceedings on record relating to the law suit between the
plaintiff and Moonshee Zumeerooddeen and Zeinub Banoo, estab
lish this. The same plea was urged by the defendant in the two
actions for rent instituted by Trower.
The defendant now alleges, in a supplementary petition of ap
peal presented in this Court, that he holds the collector’s receipts
in the name of Zeinub Banoo, for payment of the Government dues
upon the land in his possession ; and offered to give in the receipts.
As nothing of these receipts was mentioned in the lower court, the
Court saw no reason for admitting them. We observe, however,
that the collector’s receipts for tax collections are quite insuﬁicient
to establish a title against decrees of court.
The evidence on the record fully proves that the premises are
the property of the plaintiff.
He holds the land under a title
recognized and conﬁrmed by decrees of court, and the house was

lll)

Ill.,

(s25)
sold to him by Trower, the former proprietor, on the 16th March
l83l , for the sum of 23,000 rupees.
In a petition, containing supplemental reasons of appeal against
the decree of the lower court, the defendant pleads the law of
limitation as a bar to the plaintiff’s claim. In order to ascertain
how far this plea will avail, it is necessary to enter into the parti
culars of the transaction out of which this action has arisen.
We may ﬁrst observe, however, that the law of limitation was
never pleaded in the lower court, nor was it pleaded in the ﬁrst
petition of appeal to this Court. So far from it, that petition says
that though the action is not barred by lapse of time, yet the fact
of its embracing a claim for rent for upwards of
years, for
which no demand had been made, was primd facie evidence that
it was unfounded. The supplemental exceptions to the judgment
of the principal sudder ameen, which have been very recently ﬁled,
contain the ﬁrst intimation of such a plea.
On Tth October 1823, the plaintiff gave Mr. Trower the lease of
about 8 biygahs of laud at Kidderpore, adjoining a house, which,
with the ground on which it stood, was at the same time sold by
Rammohun to Trower for 20,000 rupees. The lease was for l0
years at 100 rupees per mensem.
Mr. Trower greatly enlarged the house, and let it with the
premises to the defendant at 250 Sicca rupees a month : this was
N0 written agreement was entered into
about the year 1828.
between Trower and Reed, who appears to have been a monthly
tenant; by which we mean a tenant, removable, as far as appears
from the record, at the will of the lessor, on notice being given.
Reed failed in paying the rent. Trower sued him for the rent
due from lst January I829 to l6th March I831, and obtained a
'
decree on 6th May I833.
Trower instituted a second suit for the rent due from 17th
March to 3lst December 1833, and obtained a decree in February
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1835.

The suit now before us is the third suit for rent from lst
January I834 to 3lst July 1845. It was instituted by Rammohun
Mullick on 22d August 1845.
Rammohun Mullick, as already stated, purchased the house from
Trower on 16th March l83l, for 23,000 rupees. It thus appears
that the second decree, obtained by Trower for the rent from 17th
March I831 to 31st December IS33, was a benamee one. Ram
mohun Mullick was in fact the proprietor of the house during that
period; but the name of Trower was used under a written agree
ment executed by Trower, who gave up all claim to the rent from
the time that he sold the house. Accordinglythe decree of February
1835 was transferred to Rammohun Mullick, who, in execution,
The transfer was in the
compelled payment by the defendant.
form of a sale of the decree by Trower to Rammohun Mullick.

(826)
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On l3th January IS45, Rammohun Mullick,

by his attorney,
to
the
under
to
Reed
notice
quit
premises
penalty of paying
gave
No part of the rent, however,
400 rupees a month for the future.
in the present action is sued for at this rate.
From the foregoing it appears that Rammohun Mullick pur
chased the house on 16th March l83l; he gave no notice of
change of proprietorship to the tenant. The suit for rent from lfth
March I83] to 31st December I833 was carried on in the name
of Trower: the decree was transferred to Rammohun Mullick, not
as proprietor of the house (of which not a word is said,) but
simply as purchaser of the decree; and it was not until 13th
January 1845, or 13 years and 10 months after the sale of the
house by Trower, that Reed received any formal intimation of the
change of proprietorship.
On these grounds the defendant now claims that the suit be
dismissed under the law of limitation.
The right
The objections to this plea have to be considered.
of the present plaintiff to the land attached to the house has been
established by a judicial decree; and that right has not been
forfeited in any way. Whatever Reed might have asserted, he
entered upon possession of the premises as the tenant of Trower,
himself the lesseeof the plaintiff; and the decree for rent, subse
quently obtained by Trower, necessarily involved, with refer
ence to the line of defence adopted by Reed, an assertion of the
plaintiff’s right, which was assailed when Reed urged the right of
Musst. Zeinub Banoo. Again, that the relation of landlord and
tenant has subsisted between Trower and Reed, within a period of
I2 years prior to the institution of this suit, is abundantly proved
by the decree of February 1835, which certainly was not enforced
before I836. The law of limitation could not have been pleaded
as a bar to a claim for rent made by Trower; nor do we think it
can be pleaded against the plaintiff, who stands exactly in Trower-’s
position as present proprietor of the house.
In deciding upon this point, we have not taken into considera
tion the fact of the plaintiff having received the rents under the
I835, as he did not, upon that occasion,
decree of February
openly avow and exercise any proprietary right further than as
Nor have we adverted to the evi
purchaser of a money decree.
dence of the plaintiﬁ"s witnesses, who have deposed to their having
made various applications to Reed, on the part of the plaintiff,
respecting the rent and repairs of the house.
VVhat is it of which the plaintiff has neglected to “avail himself
for so long a period P It is his right of entry, which he acquired
By his omission to avail
by purchase on the 16th March I831.
himself of this right, his proprietary right, and his right to rent
for the period of 12 years antecedent to the institution of the
suit, are not necessarily impaired.

T
(

397
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The amount of rent payable, therefore, is

I

the only

pointwllich

'
now remains for enquiry.
As already stated, there is no written agreement relating to the
lease of the premises by Trower to the defendant.
The defendant,
however, has admitted that until his claims could be heard, he
agreed to pay 250 rupees a month, on condition that the whole was
to be expended in repairs of the premises.
These claims, so far
from having been admitted, have been uniformly rejected. Two
decrees for rent at the above rate have been given against the
defendant. Of the alleged condition attached to the lease no proof
has been tendered.
In adjusting the amount now payable by the defendant, various
circumstances have to be taken into consideration in regard to the
conduct of both parties, neither of whom is
blame in this
without
matter.
The defendant has persisted in declaring the lands to be the
property of Musst. Zeinub Banoo, and in refusing to pay rent,
notwithstanding that he entered on possession of the premises as a
tenant; that neither he, nor Zeinub Banoo, has ever sued to establish
the right of the latter, and that decrees of court have declared
the contrary to be the case.
He has never offered to quit the
premises; nor has he made any tender of rent since the date of the
last decree given against him.
He may allege that he was not
aware of the fact of Rammohun Mnllick being the proprietor; but
this plea will not avail him during the period that Trower (who, by
the statement of the pleaders of both parties, died in I842) survived
after the date of that decree; but the defendant does not urge any
such plea.
In opposition to decrees of court, he maintains posses
sion and refuses rent, on grounds which are wholly inadmissible;
and makes no reply when called upon in 1845 to quit the pre
mises.
On the other hand, the plaintiff purchased the house on the
l6th March 183]. He gave no formal intimation to Reed, but on
the contrary concealed the fact of his purchase as appears from
the proceedings in the second suit for rent. Though he saw the
house going to ruins, as shewn by the evidence of his witnesses, he
did not exercise his right of entry, or give Reed, who was only a
monthly tenant, any notice to quit, till he had very nearly com
pleted I2 years from the date up to which the last payment
had been made ; and then he comes down upon him with an
action for 60,000 rupees, rent (with interest) of a house, which
cost him 23,000, never having during that time presented a single
bill for payment, at least as far as the evidence shews.
Under these circumstances, we consider that the plaintiff’s claim
must be adjusted upon equitable terms, and not merely with
reference to the amount of rent at which Reed took the premises
We have nothing to do with the question of injury
from T rower.
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Tm-: ]6'rn SEPTEMBER 1848.
Pm-:sr~:N'r:

ABER. DICK, Eso.,
Jonas.
1848.
by

CASE N0. 359 or
a

decision passed
the Principal
Regular Appeal from
Ameen of East Burdwan, Moulvee Fluzl Rubee.

JYE

GOPAL CHATTERJEE

TERJEE,
~

of

DWARKANATH CHAT

versus

MOTEE LAL SEAL,
I1/ukeel

AND

Sudder

APPELLANTS, (DEFENDANT8,)
RESPONDENT,

Appellants-—Gopal

Respondent

(PLAm"rn=i=.)

Kishen Raee.

not summoned.
5

Surr laid at 21,820 rupees,
anmzs, A9 pie, surplus of sale
money of certain estate.
lien on the property
The claim in this suit was. founded on
It was ﬁnally compromised, and deeds ﬁled
the pleaders
sold.
of both sides on which the case was decided.
The appellants now come forward, and deny that their pleaders
received any authority to ﬁle such deeds; that they are primdfacie
absurd and incredible, inasmuch as they purport to grant to
any means claim;
respondent seven times more than he could
and that they were prepared and ﬁled by respondent, in collusion
by

by

a

a
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house by Reed’s neglecting to repair
or refusing to allow
The only paint
do so.
what plaintiff
entitled to
for the use and occupation of his property
the defendant
The house stood till the end of 1835, Reed being compelled to
leave
in the early part of 1836.
He must therefore pay the full
sum of 250 Sicca rupees
month for the years 1834 and 1835,
total sum of 6,000 rupees.
being
VVe cannot allow the plaintiff the full rent from the period at
which the house became uninhabitable, which was in the early
We consider
part of 1836.
equitable to allow him the sum
which he received from Trower for the ground, independent of the
month.
This he will receive for
house, viz. 100 Sicca rupees
the period from lst January 1836 to 31st July 1845,
years
ll,500
and
of
total
with
the
which,
being
rupees,
months)
total of Sicca
6,000 rupees for the years 1834 and I835, makes
rupees 17,500, or Company rupees 18,666-10-8.
We accordingly amend the decree of the principal sudder ameen,
and award the above sum to the plaintiff, with interest at 12 per
cent. from the date of this decree.
The costs will be_charged to
the parties
proportion.
!-he

plaintiff to
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18TH

SEPTEMBER

1848.

PRESENT:

ABER. DICK, Esq.,

JUDGE.

OF

1848.
by

CASE NO. 203
of

a

Regular Appeal from
decision passed
the Principal Sudder
Mymensingh,
Ameen
Zillah
Moulvee Umeeroodeen Mohummud.

RAM GOPAL TURFDAR, THEN PUDDUM LOCHUN
TURFDAR, His son AND HEIR, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
terstus

Respondent

not summoned.
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it,
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8

13

at

6,070 rupees,
pie,
annas,
APPEAL laid
account
profits accruing from appellant's share
tolooks while under
attachment, appropriated
the collector
the liquidation
arrears due
the other share-holders.
The particulars
this case, the decision
the former principal
sudder ameen, and the reasons
this Court for remanding
will
found
the printed decisions
the Sudder Court for 1846,
27th October,
361.
duly called
The present principal sudder ameen records that
upon the plaintiff
file proofs
the several points
directed
as

on

to

he

p.

in

*

SHAH

-

of

CoLLECTOR OF MYMENSINGH, SYUD MOHUMMUD
AND oth ERs, RESPONDENTs, (DEFENDANTs.)
Appellant—Rama
Wukeel
Purshad Raee.

be
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with a Mr. Hedger, an attorney of the Supreme Court, and a
mookhtar of theirs, named Suroop Chundur Hujra, who had been
discharged from their service.
Further, that they had petitioned
for a review of judgment, so soon as they became acquainted with
the roguery. As, however, their petition for review had not been
taken up by the principal sudder ameen, they feared loosing their
right of appeal, and therefore preferred it without longer delay.
Since the appellants unequivocally deny having authorised the
compromise, and as they immediately applied for a review repu
diating
the case
returned for the lower court
institute
filing
searching enquiry into the integrity
those concerned
court, and into the validity
the deeds
the authority
which
they were presented.
any reason
there
doubt the autho
rity
which they were filed and accepted, they are
punishment, and the
forthwith rejected, the offenders brought
case taken
afresh and tried and decided
merits.
however, the validity
clearly established, the
the compromise
principal sudder ameen will affirm his former decision, and award
costs against appellants (defendants.)
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THE 19th SEPTEMBER
F.

A.

J.

1848.

:

PRESENT

HAWKINS, Esq.,

of

on

of

TEMPORARY JUDGE.
PETITION No. 340 OF 1848.
IN the matter
the petition
Mirza Mohummud Kochuck,
of
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43
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filed
this Court
the 30th August 1848, praying for the
special appeal from the decision
admission
Mr. H. Sweten
ham, judge
Dacca, under date the 1st June 1848; affirming that
Dacca, under date 11th June
the principal sudder ameen
1845,
the case
Dilawur Ali and others, plaintiffs, versus the
petitioner, defendant.
hereby certified that the said application
granted
the
following grounds.
page
The particulars
this case are given
the decisions
judge
Dacca,
year
the
for the
1848.
There are evidently some points
the decree requiring further
explanation.
The suit
for recovery
the balance (principal
5,000 rupees, payment
and interest)
sum
which
per two separate receipts, each for 2,500. The courts
pleaded
denied, and reject that which
admit the receipt which
admit
proof
ted
the plaintiffs.
The judge, moreover, says there
payment
2,500
rupees;
plaintiffs,
the
more than
whereas the
plaint, admit the receipt
3,250.
their petition
in of
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by this Court.
That plaintiff had failed to prove what his share
was, and what the amount of revenue payable on
and that
was equally unable
state what the shares were
the defen
dants respectively, and the revenue payable, and arrears due
account
each
them. He therefore dismissed the suit.
Nothing
impugn the correctness
the least weight,
the
principal sudder ameen’s decision, was urged
appeal.
The appellant has rested the proof
his allegation that his
share, and the amount
revenue on
are truly what they are set
solely
purchase,
forth
his deed
three facts:—first, because
they are
stated
the deed; second, because
obtained
decree
that deed appealed even
the Sudder Court; and,
third, because his name was registered
such share-holder
the
Now, none
collector.
these facts can affect
the least the
rights and interests
the other share-holders.
The appellant
very
therefore has been unable
establish the
first point
which his claim can be founded.
The decision
the principal sudder ameen
therefore affirmed,
and appeal dismissed with full costs, bearing interest until repay
ment.

(

831

)

There are other points set forth in the petition of special appeal,
such as the calculation of interest, and the withdrawal of one of
the defendants by the plaintiffs, and then bringing her again into
court by a second supplemental plaint, which call for the atten
tion of the Court.
accordingly
The investigation made is manifestly deficient.
appeal,
admit the
and remand the case for trial de novo with refer
ence to the foregoing observations.
A copy of the application for
special
appeal,
the admission of the
will accompany the orders of
the Court for the guidance of the zillah judge.

THE

19TH

-

SEPTEMBER

I

1848.

PRESENT:

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY
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PETITION No.

197 OF

JUDGE.

1848.

the matter of the petition of Goburdhun Thakur, filed in
this Court on the 17th June 1848, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of the principal sudder ameen of
Dacca, under date the 17th March 1848; reversing that of the
sudder moonsiff of Dacca, under date 18th May 1846, in the case
of Tookoo Dibbea, plaintiff, versus the petitioner and others,
defendants.'
It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds.
This was a suit for possession of a house, alleged to have been
conveyed to the plaintiff under a deed executed by one Gopal Pur
shad Baboo. The defendant (petitioner) asserted that Gopal Pur
shad had granted a building lease of the land to one Lushkuree
Thakur, the ancestor of his (defendant’s) wife; and that, conse
quently, the plaintiff could have no right to it under the deed now
set up by her.
The moonsiff, after a full enquiry and local investigation con
ducted by himself, dismissed the claim.
The principal sudder ameen reversed the moonsiff’s judgment,
observing, among other things, that as both parties admitted that
the ground belonged to Gopal Purshad Baboo, there was no doubt
that he could deal with the house as his property also.
There is no doubt that Gopal Purshad gave authority to Lush
kuree Thakur to build on the ground; and the principal sudder
ameen should have fully satisfied himself as to the express terms
upon which the lease was granted and the house built, ere he
turned a man out of a dwelling occupied by himself and ancestor
Gopal Purshad is dead, but his son is in possession of
for years.

In

(332)

,

his estate; and he ought either to have been made a party to the
suit, or he, or his people, should have been examined as to the
exact nature of the case.
'
Considering the principal sudder ame’én’s investigation to have
been very deﬁcient, I admit the appeal, and remand the case for
trial de nova.
.

I

'I’nE l9'rn SEPTEMBER 1848.

PREsEN'r:

J.

A. F. HAWKINS, EsQ.,
TEMPORARY

_

PETITION No. 284 or

Jones.

1848.

IN the matter of

the petition of Bhyrobnath Raee, ﬁled in this
the
4th
August l848, praying for the admission of a
Court
from
the decision of Mr. VV. Luke, judge of East
special appeal
Burdwan, under date the 4th May 1848; affirming that of the
principal sudder ameen of East Burdwan, under date the 22d
February 1848, in the case of the petitioner, plaintiff, versus
Neelkaunth Raee and others, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds.
The particulars of this case are given at page 65 of the deci
sions of the judge of zillah East Burdwan, for the year‘ I848.
The lower courts have dismissed the claim under the law of
limitation ; and as far as relates to the property which formed the
subject of the former suit, instituted by the plaintiﬁ"s father, and
withdrawn by his brothers, I entirely concur with them.
There
is, however, mention in the plaint of the plaintiffs having been
dispossessed of a portion of the property, which was not included
in the former suit, within a period of l2 years prior to the institu
Of this no notice has been taken in the decrees
tion of the suit.
of the lower courts.
a
I accordingly admit the appeal; and remand the case for re
investigation with regard only to such property as the plaintiff
alleges he has been ejected from within a period of 12 years prior
to the institution of the suit.
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19TH SEPTEMBER

PRESENT:

1848.

.

ABER. DICK, Esq. and
SIR. R. BARLOW, BART.,

J.

A. F.

HAWKINS,

JUDGEs.
Esq.,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No. 279 of

1841.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Judge of Sylhet,
June 25th, 1841.

MUHARAJAH KISHEN KISHORE MANICK, AppELLANT,
(PLAINTIFF,)
te?"sus

MOULVEE GHOUS ALI AND
ERs,
RESPONDENTs,
TwenTY-Five oth
(DEFENDANTs.)
FoR possession of 1750 doons of land.
Plaintiff states as follows. “A settlement of the pergunnahs
to the north was made with certain parties at the decennial
settlement; and my raj, the Tipperah hills, was at that time
confirmed to my ancestors. In 1227, Lieut. Fisher marked off
the boundaries between my raj and the Government lands in
objected and begged full enquiry might
some way or other.
be made ; and that my proofs might be examined.
Lieut.
Fisher raised pillars on spots indicated by the tenants of the
Government, my enemies, as the boundary of my raj, and sent
in his plan. My father, deceased, appealed to the Governor
General, who directed that a suit should be brought in the
civil court. Although I ought, under such circumstances, to
sue Government only in one, suit, yet as some of my raj lands
have been included in the said plan, and the Government tenants
have laid claim to them as lands for which they have engaged with
the Government (though in fact no such settlement was made with
them,) and as some of these tenants have sued other tenants in the
courts, some of them have applied to have settlements made with
them calling them new lands, and an ameen has been sent to mea
sure on the part of Government on the spot, and as some of the
ryuts under my raj are now in possession of the lands, some of
which are also khas, I therefore sue Government with them.
“Although these lands are beyond the jurisdiction of the Com
pany’s courts, and are in my raj, I sue under the above order of
Government (as the ryuts under the magistrate’s order are in
possession) as per detailed boundaries, under Regulation IV. 1793,
and request a proper boundary may be laid down between my raj
and the Government.”
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CoLLECTOR

of SYLHET,

I

(834)

.

Sm R. BARLOW.—-The judge of Sylhet tried this case; and
On
being of opinion that he had no jurisdiction, dis'missed it.
appeal to this Court, a late judge, Mr. . F. M. Reid, reversed the
lower court’s order, and directed that ‘it should be tried on its
merits in his proceeding of the 16th of January 1839, as the suit
had been instituted in the Company’s courts under instructions
from the secretary to Government to the address of the rajah.
Accordingly, on the 25th of June 1841, the case was disposed
of by the judge, and a decision was given in favor of Government.
An appeal was preferred by the rajah to this Court, and was laid
before Mr. Dick, and was by him sent on for another voice, upon
which it was placed on my ﬁle.
Application was then made to me
to defer proceeding with the case for a twelve month, in order, that
time might be given to the parties to settle it amicably.
This was
granted ; and the whole of the papers were accordingly referred
to Sylhet.
After having remained in the mqfussil for a long time,
it was reported that no adjustment could be effected.
The case was then taken up by me; and having doubts as to the
jurisdiction of the Court, I circulated a note on that point, request
ing the opinion of my colleagues; and referred the case to a full
bench sitting. and the case has this day been brought to a hearing.
The plaintiff, it will be seen, asserts that the lands he claims are
beyond the jurisdiction of the Company’s courts, and situate
within the boundaries of his ancestrel raj, which he desires to
have marked off and separated from the Company’s territories ;
and he sets forth in his plaint the grounds on which he has resort
ed to our courts.
Neither the letter of the secretary to Government, nor the con
sent of the rajah himself, can create jurisdiction where none before
existed, nor have they the force of law. The dispute now before
the Court appears to me to be one of right to territory claimed by
two independent powers, and cannot form a subject of action cog
nizable by the civil courts of the Cbmpany, which cannot enlarge
or extend their jurisdiction without express sanction of law ; and,
so far as I am able to ascertain, there is not a case in the books
which would justify our interference.
If the plaint were enter
tained, and the Court passed judgment in favor of the plaintiff, how,
would ask, is such judgment to be executed P Should we not by
the very conditions of the plaint, and the terms in which the judg
ment would bc given, decree that which confessedly was beyond
our jurisdiction ; inasmuch as the lands claimed would by that
judgment be declared to be situate within the independent territory
of the rajah of Tipperah, and therefore awarded to him. It has
been in the course of the pleadings contended, that the provisions
of Regulation 4 of l8l2, are applicable to this case.
After atten
tive perusal of this regulation, I do not ﬁnd that it provides for an
action of the nature now before the Court. Clause l of Section 2,
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(335)
only refers to cases ‘when sovereign native princes shall have
claims to prefer as individuals to lands, &c., the cognizance of
which is vested by the general constitution of the country in the
courts of civil judicature, when it shall be competent to the
Governor General in Council to order a wit to be instituted for
the recovery of the laud, &c.’; whereas the claim in this suit is
preferred by an independent rajah against the Government itself.
Clause 2 provides for the defence of suits brought against indi
viduals referred to in Clause l. Under Section 5, Regulation 4
of I793, the courts are to entertain ‘ complaints on account of
No law has been quoted,
any matter declared cognizable, &c.’
and I ‘am aware of none which brings the present action within
I would therefore, in concurrence with Mr.
our cognizance.
Hawkins, throw out the plaint as not coming within the jurisdiction
of our Courts, and charge costs to the parties respectively.
MR. HAWK1Ns.—It appears from the records of this case, that
disputes had frequently occurred between the rajah of Tipperah
and certain zemindars under our Government, respecting the boun
dary between the estates of the latter and those of the rajah’s
independent territory. Attempts were made at various times by the
deputation of oﬁicers to the spot, to adjust these differences, but
without giving satisfaction to the rajah.
At length the Government wrote to the Rajah, pointing out to
him the measures that had already been taken for a settlement of
the disputes, and intimating its regret at their unsuccessful termi
It informed him that disputes of this nature, within the
nation.
limits of the Company’s territories, were decided by the ordinary
That this, however, was not a case for those
courts of justice.
the
courts, as
question at issue related not to the boundary be
tween conterminous estates within the Company-’s territories, but
to the boundary between those territories and the lands of a
neighbouring independent raj ; adding, however, that if the rajah
could obtain a decree from the courts of justice, declaratory of his
right to the lands claimed, by him, the Government would urge no
objection, but would see him put in possession of them.
On this the rajah instituted the present action, expressly_set
ting forth in his petition of plaint that the lands are beyond the
jurisdiction of the Company’s courts, but pleading the authority
of the Government as the ground of his application to them.
The zillah judge, in the ﬁrst instance, nonsuited the plaintiff for
want of jurisdiction; but his order was summarily overruled by
Mr. Reid, a judge of this Court. The zillah judge then dismiss
ed the case on its merits; and from his judgment the present
‘
appeal has been preferred to this Court.
When the order of nonsuit passed by a lower court has been
summarily reversed by this Court, I feel the greatest reluctance to
entertain the same question at any subsequent stage of the pro
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ceedings ; but, in this case, it appears to me to be absolutely
Mr. Reid’s order is based on the permission
necessary to do so.
The
given to the rajah by Government to sue in our Courts.
jurisdiction of our Courts is constituted and deﬁned by legislative
authority, and nothing short of that can alter, modify, or extend
it. N o letter, or permission of the Government can bring within
our jurisdiction, that which is beyond it as laid down by law;
and Mr. Reid erred in recognizing the former without reference to
the latter.
A judgment in a matter beyond jurisdiction is a nul
lity; and therefore if it shall appear primd facie that Mr. Reid
was in error, we are compelled to re-consider the question of juris
diction, to avoid the absurdity of passing a judgment, which we
feel, while pronouncing
to be worthless and of no force.
1'/'93, the zillah courts are empow
Regulation
By Section
ered to take cognizance of suits and complaints respecting the
right of real property, provided the landed or other real property
to which the suit or complaint may relate, shall be situated within
the limits of the zillah over which their jurisdiction may extend.
1793,
Again, by Section
Regulation
provided, that upon
written complaint on account of any mat
any person preferring
the zillah or city Courts of Dewanny
ter declared cognizable
to issue
Adawlut to the proper zillah or city court, the court
These provisions,
think, clearly
summons to the defendants.
deﬁne and limit the jurisdiction of the Company’s courts, which
are courts of private municipal, not of public international jurisdic
tion. With reference to the constitution of our Courts, do not
suit for real property, alleged by
think they can entertain
the
limits of the Company’s territory.
the claimant to be beyond
The grounds set forth in argument by the appellant’s pleaders,
upon which
alleged the Court can take cognizance of the suit,
are four :—
First, that there
nothing in the constitution of our courts
have already in effect stated my opinion,
to bar its jurisdiction.
that this ground cannot be maintained, as the zillah courts cannot
pass over their local jurisdiction into independent territory.
Secondly, that the suit may be entertained under the provi
l8l2. This regulation refers to suits insti
sions of Regulation
native
princes as individuals, not as claimants of
tuted by sovereign
land beyond the limits of the Company’s possessions.
Thirdly, that we may proceed with the case as both parties
have submitted to the jurisdiction. There
nothing in our code
Our jurisdiction
limited by law, and we
which admits of this.
even upon consent of parties.
cannot extend
Fourlhly, that our courts have already decided upon the suc
cession to the raj of Tipperah, and consequently there can be no
case concerning
small portion of the
bar to proceeding with
The answer to this is, that the
estates belonging to the raj.
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(337)
rajah has estates within the limits of the British possessions;
and in the event of a disputed succession, our courts must decide
who is entitled to succeed to them.
This involves the succession
to the raj : as the possession of the raj gives the title to the pro
This is altogether different from the assumption of juris
perty.
diction in such a case as the one now before us.
Y I accordingly
concur with Sir R. Barlow in dismissing the
plaint as not cognizable by the ordinary courts of justice.
Ma. D1cK.—l am of opinion these suits are cognizable by our
courts :—First, because the lands in dispute (the subject matter in
dispute) at the present form portions of a district indisputably
within our jurisdiction, and our courts only can declare to whom
they rightly belong; for since they are in the possession of subjects
of our Government, our own Government cannot interfere save
If our courts cannot
through the instrumentality of our courts.
decide regarding their proprietary, there is no power on earth that
can. Our Government has restricted itself from interference with
the individuals in possession by its own regulations in force; and
our Government has prohibited
the rajah from attempting to
interfere, but through our courts, on pain of punishment.
Second,
because the rajah himself has removed all difficulty, if any existed,
by rendering himself at once amenable to our jurisdiction, and
Third, because there is nothing in our
appealing to our justice.
regulation law restricting us from the cognizance of such cases.
It is a fallacy to suppose that We are restricted from administering
justice, save between subjects of the British Government.
By
Regulation IV. 1812, we are expressly told how suits are to be
instituted, when one of the parties may be a sovereign native
prince; and here I would note, that this law gives no new jurisdic
tion, but merely enacts a mode or rule, assuming the existence
previously of jurisdiction. In accordance with which was the
practice of the courts, as proved by the precedent cited hereafter,
of 1809 A. D. Fourth, because there are precedents of our courts,
which establish that suits instituted by the members of the family
of the rajahs of Tipperah, were held cognizable by our courts; and
2d, that our courts have taken upon them to decide who should
inherit the raj, and actually decreed mesne proﬁts payable by the
It is true, the suit
person who was in possession of the raj.
related to the zemindaree only, subject to the jurisdiction of our
courts; but the Court actually decided who should inherit the raj,
or ought to inherit it. The subject matter in suit was unquestion
ably within the jurisdiction of our courts, but neither of the par
ties was; and if the rajahs were really independent, the Court
would have restricted themselves to decreeing possession on the
zemindaree to the rajah, whoever he might be, (vide Ramgunga
Deo versus Doorga Munee Jobraj, March 24th I809, Sudder
Dewanny Adawlut reports, vol. I. pp. 270, 27], 272, 273,). Much
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Again,
to the same effect is the precedent filed of 25th May 1813.
A.D.,
rajah
Tipperah
in 1839
a widow ranee of a
of
sued an elder
ranee and the rajah of the day for maintenance. The suit was tried in
the first instance by the principal sudder ameen of the zillah; then in
appeal by the zillah judge.
Afterwards a special appeal was admit
ted by two judges of the Sudder Court, (Messrs. Tucker and Reid);
and ultimately decided by Sir Robert Barlow against the elder
ranee and the rajah in 1842 A. D., (vide Soomithra, versus Mud
doo Muthee.)
So far then as precedents go, the rajahs of Tippe
rah, and the members of their family, have been considered subject
to the jurisdiction of our civil courts to the utmost extent, ever
since 1809 A.D., nearly 40 years; and in strict accordance with
this,
the direction given
our Government
the rajah
have recourse
our courts.
could only
common indi
sue; for had they looked upon
vidual that they
directed him
sovereign native prince, they would most
him
the light
assuredly have appointed officers
conduct his suits under
Regulation IV. 1812.
my view
am, moreover, confirmed
Tipperah,
the very limited independency
the muharajahs
finding among our records proofs (letter from W. Paton, judge
zillah Tipperah, 8th May 1813,) connected with the prece
1813, that the judge was directed by Govern
dent cited
possession
ment
maintain
the independent territory, the
person whom the Sudder Court might consider entitled
the
immediate possession
the zemindaree situated within our terri
tory; and
letter from George Dowdeswell, chief secretary
Government, dated 24th April 1813,
the register
the
requested
decide,
Sudder Court,
which the Sudder Court
possible, who
possession
soon
entitled
the zemindaree;
pos
judge
for ‘the
will
directed
maintain the same person
hills,
independent
territory
any
session
the
the
until
other
superior title
individual shall have established
the property.”
This shews, that even the dominion
the independent territory
not, through the medium
was maintained,
the Civil Courts
our Government.
further appears from
letter
the judge
Paton, dated 18th April 1813, reporting the death
the rajah
Doorga Manick, that Ramgunga, who
the demise
his
father had taken possession
both the zemindaree and the inde
pendent hill estate, was ejected from both
the decision
the
D., cited above. Surely then,
Sudder Dewanny
1809
the
rajahs
Tipperah, and the members
their family, have been
long
period,
held amenable
our courts
defendants for
repeatedly,
strange
not
that when one
them sues for redress
our courts, he
told that
cannot
heard for want
jurisdiction
Fifth, even
the supposition that the rajah
sovereign native prince,
way subject
our Government
amenable
our courts,
hold that these suits are cognizable

(
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us under our own regulation law, since he has submitted to our

jurisdiction in accordance with the wishes of the Indian British
Government, and comes before us as a common individual.
The

compact between him and our Government was, that if he would
have recourse to our courts, and submit the adjudication of his
claim to them, the Government would abide by the court’s deci
sion.
He has accordingly stripped himself of his independent
sovereignty, and appears before our courts for redress as a common
individual. It was in this character, indubitably, that our Govern
ment directed him to have recourse to our courts. They well knew
he could appear in no other character, that he would be heard in
no other character; and
cannot for a moment entertain the
notion that our Government entered into a solemn compact with
the rajah, and referred him to our courts for redress, without first
satisfying themselves that he was sure of a hearing. In this latter
view of the case, viz. that the rajah is a sovereign native prince,
appearing as a suitor in our courts, officers should have been
appointed to conduct his suits under Regulation 4, 1812.
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THE 20th SEPTEMBER 1848.
PRESENT:
ABER. DICK, Esq.,
JUDGE.
W. B. JACKSON and

J. A.

F.

HAWKINS,

CASE No.
Regular Appeal from

a decision

201 OF 1847.
passed

Ameen of Zillah 24-Pergunnahs,

by the

Principal Sudder

Hurchundur Ghose.

NUJEEBA BANOO,
of HOSEIN ALI, APPELLANT,

BIBI USHRUF-O-NISSA
WIDow

Esq.Rs.,

TEMPORARY JUDGEs.

alias

(DEFENDANT,)
?!ers?/8

THE REGISTRAR of THE SUPREME CourT, As ADMINISTRATOR
To THE ESTATE, AND GUARDIAN
of NUJM-O-NISSA
BEGUM, MINoR, DAUGHTER of HOSEIN ALI, RESPON
DENT, (PLAINTIFF.)
Wukeels of Appellant—J. G. Waller and Aftaboodeen.
Wukeel of Respondent—Pursun

Komar Tagore.

SUIT laid at 53,655 Company’s rupees, 14 annas, 4 gundahs, 2
cowries, 2 krants, amount of claim from paternal property by right
of inheritance.
The particulars of the case, and his reasons are set forth in
detail in the principal sudder ameen’s decision.

(840)
is referred to a full bench by the presiding judge,
(Aber. Dick) to decide whether the respondent can be recognized
as legally authorised to institute this suit, regard being had to
Regulation 5, 1799, Regulation l, l800, and Section 14, Act
20, I841.
The Court are of opinion, that under Section 3, Regulation 5,
I799, plaintiff (respondent) could not institute this suit on ac
count of the minor, without special appointment as guardian, or
This
being so according to the law and usage of Mahomedans.
Under the Mahomedan law, in
he has been unable to shew.
default of those paternal relations who by blood are authorised
to act as guardians to minors, the ruling authority is the guar
dian.
We therefore reverse the decision of the lower court, and non
suit the plaintiff with full costs against the plaintiff (respondent)
himself, and with interest until payment.

The

case

7-}

THE 20'rn SEPTEMBER

1848.
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PRESENT:

ABER. DICK, EsQ.,
JUDGE.
VV.

J.

B.

JACKSON

and

A. F. HAVVKINS,

Esoas.,

TEMPORARY JunGEs.

CASE N0.

1

or

1847.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Zillah Beerbhoom, Moulvee Nujumoolhuq.

MUHANUND RAEE CHOWDHREE AND KISHOONDH UN
SINGH, APPELLANTS, (DEFENDAN'1‘S,)
versus

l

AND HOORMUT-O-NISSA,
RESPONDENTS, (PLA!1\"r1FFs.)

BIBI IZZUT-O-NISSA

Wulreel of Appellants—Gholam Sufdu-r.
Wukeel of Respondents—Bunsee Budun

Milr.

SUIT laid at 9,010 Company’s rupees, to cancel an auction sale
under Regulation 8, 1819, and to obtain possession on mouzah
Boozoorg Muudhurpoor alias Punasee, with usufruct during dis
possession.
The particulars of the case, and the reasons for decree, are set
forth in the principal sudder ameen’s decision.
The suit is laid in virtue of a deed of gift to respondents of the
property in question from Imdad Ali, husband of Izzut-o-nissa
and father of Hoormut-o-nissa, and from the mother of lmdad,—

(841)
Imdad giving l4 annas, his

share by inheritance as son; and the
2 annas, her share as widow of Sulamut Ali, original
proprietor; and the right to annulment of sale rests on the alle
gation that the estate in suit was not a putnee tenure, liable to
In the
sale under Regulation 8, I819, but a dependent talook.
record of the case, there is a copy of an answer ﬁled by Imdad
Ali, in a suit in which he declares that his mother got all his
father’s property of every description, in satisfaction of her dower,
and that he inherited none of it. There is also a document ﬁled,
which proves that respondent, Izzut-o-nissa, sued for this very
property, declaring it to be a puinee tenure, in virtue of two deeds
of purchase, each for 8 annas, from two auction purchasers of the

mother

putnee.

a

a

is

a

is

it

it

it,

Msssns. DICK AND Jacxson. The Court are of opinion that
the proceedings shew that the tenure in question had for years been
considered a putnee tenure; and as Izzut-o-nissa herself had so
declared
and sued to obtain
in virtue of purchases, her suit
now to prove
to have been no putnee tenure, but a dependent
The suit is, moreover, founded on deed
inadmissible.
talook,
of gift from Imdad Ali and his mother, which deed
at once
falsiﬁed by former assertion of his in an answer ﬁled in
case in
Court. For these reasons we reverse the decision of the lower
court, and dismiss the suit with full costs of both courts, with
interest until payment.

to hold possession at

a

tenure, but declares that the purchaser
ﬁxed rent of Rs. 426-8 per annum.

is

a

is

MR. Hawxms. The tenure stated to have been purchased by
Mohummud Suleem, on 3d Kartick 1217 B. S., for 1,001 rupees,
The deed,
from Purmanund Raee, the then zemindar.
copy of
which has been ﬁled, does not specify the exact nature of the

a

is

The zemindary in which the tenure
comprised, was, by decree
of
foreclosure
of court for
mortgage, transferred to the posses
Oodwunt
sion of Rajah
Singh, in whose possession, and that of his
until
1248; when Muhanund Raee, the present
continued
heirs,
son
of Purmanund Raee, on attaining his
the
adopted
appellant,
his father's estate, and obtained
of
for
recovery
majority, sued
Sudder
the
decree from
Dewanny Adawlut, (see Sudder Dewanny
VII., page 16). After entering upon
vol.
Adawlut Reports,
Raee, as far as can be gathered
Muhanund
of
the
estate,
possession

a

it
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The case is therefore referred to a full bench by Mr. Dick, to
decide whether the above declaration of Imdad Ali in court does
not invalidate his gift; and the former suit of Izzut-o-nissa bar
her, present suit.

from the papers, ejected the parties who had obtained possession
during the incumbency of Rajah Oodwunt Singh, and re-instated
the parties who were in possession under the deeds granted by

(
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Subsequently he had the tenure
his father, Purmanund Raee.
brought to sale for arrears of rent under Regulation 8, 1819.
The plaintiffs sue to set aside the sale under a deed of hibeh-bil
ewuz from Imdad Ali the husband of Izzut-o-nissa, and Turfut-o
missa the widow of Mohummud Suleem, Imdad Ali’s mother. The
hibeh-bil-ewuz is dated 13th Asin 1248; whereas this same Imdad
Ali, in his answer dated 27th Phagoon 1241, to a suit instituted by
Rajah Bunwari Lal and others, stated that he had never inherited
any portion of his father’s property, and that it had
gone
his
mother as dower.
But this
not all. There
evidence
shew that during the
possession
Rajah Oodwunt Singh and his heirs, this tenure was
always treated
putnee.
was brought
sale
the zemin
putnee; and, on the
dars
1243 and 1244 for arrears
9th September 1839, this same plaintiff, Izzut-o-nissa, instituted
sale, herself calling the
suit
recover the surplus proceeds
tenure putnee.
my opinion, that the plaintiffs are put
The papers clearly shew,
forward
Imdad Ali, who
the real plaintiff
this case,
paupers,
might evade the payment
sue
order that
costs
opinion, first, that the
almost hopeless litigation.
am
worthless, after his own
hibeh-bil-ewuz executed by Imdad Ali
admission
court that
had
interest
the property; and,
secondly, that
along
the tenure has
been dealt with
putnee, and declared
the plaintiff, Izzut-o-nissa, herself
have
been such, her present suit
reverse the sale,
the ground that
putuee, but
the property was held not
shikmee tenure,
cannot be sustained.
accordingly concur with my colleagues
reversing the decree
of the lower court.
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THE 20th SEPTEMBER
PRESENT

1848.

:

ABER. DICK, Esq.,

JUDGE.

W. B. JACKSON, and
A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.Rs.,

J.

TEMPORARY

CASE No.

JUDGES.

45 OF 1845.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Dacca, Mr. James Reily, November 28th, 1844.

BIBI TAKOI SHERAAB,
TER STEPHANOOS
DANTs,)

KHAJAH

AND

wersus

MUKEETHUR VARDOON,
FUREEDOON BEGLAR,
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Wukeels
Wukeels

GABRIEL AVIETIC

oth ERs, APPELLANTs, (DEFEN
-

THEN HIs ExecutoR DAOOD
RESPONDENT, (PLAINTIFF.)

of Appellants—Pursun

Komar Tagore and Gholam
Sufdur.
of Respondent—J. G. Waller, Ramapershad Raee
and A. Sevestre.

THE case was referred to a full bench by Mr. Dick with the
following note.
“Suit and appeal laid at Company’s rupees 22,586, 7 annas,
7 gundahs, 2 krants, for possession of certain estates, landed pro
perty and houses, situated in the jurisdiction of the Dacca courts,
and purchased at a sheriff’s sale in execution of a decree of the
Supreme Court in an action for debt.
“The claim rested on the purchase at the sheriff’s sale of the
right and title of the defendant, Gabriel, to the property in suit as
heir of his father. The defence of Bibi Takoi. Sheraab, the
mother of Gabriel, insisted on the validity of her title to the pro
perty previous to the sale, and on the invalidity of plaintiff’s title
in virtue of the sheriff's sale under the circumstances of the case.
“The principal sudder ameen, for the reasons detailed in his
decision, deemed the validity of the title under the sheriff's sale
cited, and the purchases on which
established by precedents
defendant claimed to hold possession unworthy of credit.
Hetherefore decreed the whole claim.
“To sustain the appeal three grounds were set forth.
“First—That the issues were not correctly laid down by the
principal sudder ameen. Instead of ‘is a sheriff’s sale held to be
a good and valid sale in the Company’s courts, the first issue
should have been whether the zillah courts can recognize the
title of the purchaser, so as to enter into the merits of the claim.

(844)
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“ Second-—That respondent’s purchase was ﬁctitious; and, if so,

the suit was under a ﬁctitious name, and obnoxious to nonsuit
under Circular Order No. 20, 20th July 1809.
“ Third-—That the purchases of appellant, Bibi Takoi Sheraab,
were bond-ﬁa'e, and good and valid.
“ The ﬁrst point only was, however, argued : the presiding judge
(Aber. Dick) being of opini_on that the suit must be dismissed,-the
alienation on which the claim rested being founded on proceedings
contrary to the law and practice administered, and obtaining in
the Company’s courts; and, in the present instance, in direct sub
Two decrees had been obtained
version of that law and practice.
in the Dacca court by the respondent, Beglar, against the husband
and son of the appellant, Takoi Sheraab; and, in execution of them,
the property in suit put up to sale, but released on the appellant’s
objecting, and the respondent referred to the usual course of a
regular suit to contest her right and title ; and to bring the pro
He instead, preferred
perty to sale for satisfaction of his decrees.
suing the son, who had taken out probate of his father’s will in
the Supreme Court, and thus subjected himself to its jurisdiction,
in the Supreme Court; obtained a judgment on the very decrees
of the Company’s courts, and in execution caused the sale by the
sheriff of the very property which had been declared not saleable
in execution of those decrees, by the Company’s courts, up to the
Sudder.
“ The reasons of reference to a full court are these : I'irst—It
has been laid down by the Advocate General, R. Smith, in his letter,
dated 20th February 1807, para. 5, (page _l89, volume Vl, Sudder
De\vanny Reports,) that in suits brought for possession by persons
claiming under the sheriﬁ"s sale, the only matter to be tried by
the provincial courts‘ is, whether there is any reason why the
claimant should not obtain possession ? The reason why in this
case he should not, is that the alienation on which possession is
sought was contrary to our law and practice ; inasmuch as our
courts do not allow of the sale of a property in execution of a de
cree, when it is objected to by one in possession, not a party to
the decree, without ﬁrst institution of a regular suit to contest the
right and title of the party in possession ; and our courts are
bound, under Section 13, Regulation 41, l793, to be guided in
our proceedings and decisions by Regulation as therein prescribed,
and by no other.
“ Second.—The concurrent opinion of nearly all jurists of every
nation has declared, that in order to transfer d0m1'm'--um of im
movable property, its alienation must be made in the manner
prescribed by the law of the country in which it is situated. (Burge
volume
page 389.)
‘ ln this
Courts’,—the
case, the judgment is the Supreme
sheriff’s sale took place in execution of that judgment ; the Supreme
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alienation
immovable property
decree
the Supreme
give possession.
which the act
the court extends
“The alienation
not only contrary
the law and practice
actually
our courts, but,
this instance,
defiance
their re
peated orders.”
The following
the decree
the principal sudder ameen
Dacca
this case, dated 28th November 1844.
“Plaintiff declares that Mr. David Beglar obtained
decree
against Abedtector* Stephanoos, the father
Gabriel, defendant;
that the father died, leaving his property
his son, Gabriel, and
the latter obtained probate
the will from the Supreme Court.
That Mr. Beglar sued Gabriel
the Supreme Court for the debt
question, and that Court decreed the claim against Gabriel; that
Beglar applied for execution, and the sheriff having put
for sale
Gabriel's landed property, plaintiff bought
and brings the pre
sent action
obtain possession
the land.”
“Takoi Sheraab disputes the claim, contending :—first, that on
the llth Maugh 1234 she bought talooks Roopgunge and Bholabo
Gabriel’s father, Abedtector Stephanoos, for 13,000 rupees, and has
possession since. Secondly, that Abedtector Stephanoos,
been
gundahs,
annas,
the 2d Bhadro 1239, conditionally sold (kut)
pergunnah
kraunts
Dukhin Shahbauzpoor, the zemindaree
and talook, together with churs Lukhee and Abzool Fuqeera
her
for rupees 24,000; and that she has obtained
decree for this
Thirdly, that
property.
the 15th Assin 1239, she bought
Abedtector Stephanoos the upper-roomed house
Mahoottolee for
possession from that date. Fourthly,
1000 rupees, and has been
that the lower-roomed house and garden
Mahoottoolee was
sold for Abedtector Shephanoos's debts, and that Hurchundur
auction; and that she,
Banerjee bought
the 11th Kartick
Banerjee.
Fifthly, that sale
1244, bought
the
the sheriff
Calcutta
not valid
the Company’s courts.
question, and
“Gabriel contends that the houses and garden
another house, were sold whilst his father was living,
satisfaction
Court; that Mr. Beglar bought one
decree
the houses, and
others bought the rest. That Takoi Sheraab bought the whole
Roopgunge and Bholabo, &c., and
possession
that proper
ty. That after his father’s decease, Takoi Sheraab sued for annas,
pergunnah Dukhin Shahbauzpoor, and churs
gundahs,
kraunts
Backergunge,
Lukhee and Abzool Fuqeera,
the zillah court
and the principal sudder ameen
that place dismissed the claim.
That the case was sent back for re-trial, and that the claim was
means,
then decreed. That being destitute
could not appeal;
that his mother has therefore taken possession; and that
himself
case

Avietec Ter.

(

)

846

--

is not in possession of any part of the property claimed by

tiff.”
“POINTS

FOR

ADJUDICATION:

--------

a sheriff’s sale held to be a good and valid sale in
Company’s
courts?
the
“Second.—Are Takoi Sheraab’s purchases bond-fide transac
ti ons ?
"“With reference to the first point, we find from the decree
dated 15th January 1842 (Hurprushad Ghose, appellant, and Chun
drokanth, respondent) and that dated 23d September 1837 (Nobin
Krishno Huvaldar, appellant, and Bishumbur Seal, respondent)
passed by the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut, and published in their
reports,—of which plaintiff has filed a copy,–that sales by the
sheriff of the Supreme Court of Calcutta have been upheld, and
that the purchasers have been put in possession. This point
therefore must be considered as finally disposed
whether the alleged
the main question
“With reference
purchases
Takoi Sheraab are bond-fide transactions, we find that
the kubala for Roopgunge and Bholabo, dated 11th Maugh 1234,
seven witnesses; but that four have not been
bears the names
examined. Defendants say that Ramcoomar Surma, the writer
the deed, and Sumbhoonath Chund are dead; that Sheikh Buxoo
gone to; and that
not know where
not
found: they
they cannot point out Ramtonoo. Of the three witnesses that
was employed
low man;
have been examined, Bhyrub Sing
door keeper, and cannot read nor write. Bydnath Ghose and
first denied having any concern with
Sumbhoonath Ghose
having been servants
defendants, but they afterwards confessed
Gabriel, Takoi Sheraab’s son. These
Abed' Saheb, the father
each other.
the relation
father and son
witnesses stand
deposes
that
went before the kubala had com
Sumbhoonath
written; and that
returned after the giving and
menced
taking had transpired; that
was there two dunds. That after
went there, Takoi Sheraab’s people brought 13,000 rupees
toras from Khanzada Bibi’s house, and counted out the money;
that Abed Saheb’s people re-counted the money; and that Abed
appears that Takoi Sheraab
Saheb then signed the kubala. But
the same house.
and Abed Saheb were then living together
kept
seems strange then that Takoi Sheraab's money should
another person. The payment and the receipt
the house
itself,
suspicious
money
people under such circumstances
circumstance.
dabidaree claim,
“Takoi Sheraab had filed this kubala before
which she preferred when Mr. Beglar executed the zillah decree;
and the kubala was then pronounced fabricated. The opinion then
recorded
(see roobukaree 14th July 1838,) was that “the dabidar
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alleges to have purchased the property of Abedtectm-Stephanoos,
but the purchaser was a slave girl in the family of Abedtector
Stephanoos; that she had borne him a son, who was made heir to
his property, and is in possession of his father’s estate; that the
dabida'r’s master had died greatly in debt; that it is not improba
ble he may have fabricated the lcubala with the view to evade the
claims of his creditors.
This indeed is proved by the evidence
of Lowis Earnest. The property is, moreover, alleged to have been
It appears incredible that Takoi
purchased for l,300 rupees.*
Sheraab should have so large a sum of money in her possession.
She was called on to prove when she got this money, but has failed.
She has examined some witnesses on the subject, but they depose
that Susan Bibi had desired Hannai Bibi and Abedtector Stepha
noos to give Takoi Sheraab 10,000 rupees; but among the witnesses
only Dana Bibi and Bydnath Ghose say that they were present
The witnesses are insigniﬁcant people. They
on this occasion.
say that Manik Saheb, Kacheck Saheb, Boro Kacheck Saheb
and Baugdusser were present; but they are not living.
It
is safe enough to name persons who have ceased to exist.
Dana
Bibi deposes further that Susan Bibi died 2 or 4 years after
the money was given.
Had Susan Bibi really intended to give
the money, why did she not give it while living?
It appears that
Susan Bibi died, leaving a will in favor of Abedtector Stepha
noos; but defendants do not aver that the will contains any be
The witnesses depose that when
quest of the nature in question.
Susan Bibi desired that the money should be given, Takoi
Sheraab’s age was 9 or 10 years old; that her name was Lukhee,
and was in caste a Mussulman; that she has recently assumed the
name of 'l‘akoi Sheraab, and become a Christian. This would prove
that Susan Bibi did not adopt Takoi Sheraab ; and that to give her
so large a sum is therefore extremely improbable.
Raja Bibi and
Bydnath depose, that Hannai Bibi, when dying, gave the money
to Takoi Sheraab ; but Raja Bibi admits afterwards, that she heard
the statement from her husband and her mother~in-law.
Byd
nath admits that he did not see the money given.
Now, though it
was not necessary to take evidence of the kubula, as Abedtector
Stephanoos had fabricated the /cubala, with the view to defraud his
creditors; but the witnesses do not prove where the dabidar had
brought the money from, or who took the money there: none
of the witnesses prove that the property was ever in her posses
sion. The witnesses say that she had no omlah of her own; that
~
Stephanoos’s omlah attended to her business.’
“As the judge released this property in the case of Mr. Pe
truse, he did so again in a summary proceeding; but now that the
point is litigated in a regular suit, defendant should have offered
evidence rebutting the facts above stated ; but she has not done this.
“‘

Sic originsl—Should be 13,000 rupees.

*

(

“We
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find further, that Abedtector

Stephanoos in his

will be

queaths the whole of his property to his son, Gabriel, and desig
nates Takoi Sheraab as a servant of the house; stating that if she
disagreed
with her son, or wished to live separate, the executor
give
shall
her a hundred rupees monthly.
Is it credible that a
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servant should, in her own right, have the means of making pur
chases to the extent first of 13,000 rupees for this property; then
29,000 rupees for pergunnah Dukhin Shabauzpoor; and again,
44,950
2,950 rupees for the two houses, making in
the sum
rupees
Besides,
Roopgunge and Bholabo, and the
the sale
mortgage
Dukhin Shabauzpoor
bond fide transactions, this
would absorb the whole
the property, and leave nothing for the
pay his
maintenance
the son, nor any thing with which
mother the hundred rupees monthly bequeathed
the will.
strange too that Abed’s principal property, the zemindaree
Duk
hin Shabauzpoor, being thus involved,
mention
should
redemption. Again, the
have been made
the will regarding
collector’s roobukaree, dated 16th May 1838, shews that the name
Takoi Sheraab was inserted
the register
mutations
proprietress
Roopgunge and Bholabo; but the roobukaree
the
same time records, that “Mr. Petruse Nicoose Pogose had oppos
the transfer
the ground that
had two decrees against
Abedtector Stephanoos, the proprietor, for 32,000 rupees; and
that
had made
fictitious transfer
the name
his slave girl,
evading
find,
therefore,
with the view
his claims.
We
that
Abed Saheb was really
debt
considerable amount; and that
Mr. Petruse opposed the transfer from the very commencement.
We see also from the Sudder's decree, dated 3d November 1841,
that Gabriel, her son, had
the case
Mr. Gasper, when suing
Gabriel, avowed that the property now claimed was his; and
appears
from the Sudder's roobukaree
the 18th March 1841,
that Gabriel, when the zillah decree was executed, gave security
for, and kept possession
the property; and from
these
circumstances, we may fairly conclude that Takoi Sheraab was but
domestic
the house; that she bore Gabriel, and that he and
his mother lived
Abed Sabeh’s house; and that though Takoi
proprietor
Roopgunge and
Sheraab’s name was thus recorded
Bholabo, yet
paying for the
she was destitute
the means
property,–as she was
the time living
the same house with the
seller,-as she had no omlah
her own,—as Abed was
debt, and
one
his creditors had opposed
the transfer
question, we have every reason
infer that Abed fabricated
defrauding his creditors; and that
sale, with the view
the bill
evidence; that the right
the transfer
the collector's books
property
lapsed
and title
the
had
out
his hands. This right
being
Gabriel,
son,
conveyed
his will
his
and the sheriff hav
ing sold Gabriel’s right, and plaintiff having bought those rights
*:
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at the sheriff's sale, there can be no doubt that those rights have
*
devolved on plaintiff,
“Takoi Sheraab has not filed the kubala dated 2d Bhadro 1239,
for pergunnah Dukhin Shabauzpoor. She has filed the decree
given by the zillah court of Backergunge for the property which
that kubala conveys; but that decree does not bar the present claim
for the following reasons:—first, that Takoi Sheraab sued her own
son for the property. Secondly, that the principal sudder ameen,
who gave the decree, records that “Gabriel, her son, does not
impugn the kubala, nor deny that his father executed the deed; that
he, on the contrary, pleads ignorance of the kubala; that the court
had called for his father's will, but though fined for his neglect,
he has not filed it.’ Thirdly, that the deputy collector of zillah
Bhoolooah had appeared for the Government and opposed the
action, because of their claim against the estate, and this afforded
the promise of a bond fide investigation; but Takoi Sheraab agreed
to pay the Government demand, and thereby prevented her own
claim being brought to the test of an actual trial. Fourthly, that the
principal sudder ameen at first dismissed the suit; and in that
decree he declares, that “the kut-kubala did not appear to him to be
a valid deed, for the reasons that the documents filed by the
prove that in the juma-nishust case of mouza
Government
Manikpoor, &c., the claim was decreed against Khajah Abedtector
Stephanoos; that with the view to stop the execution of that
decree, he pledged 2% annas' share of his zemindaree as security
to Government; that if on the 12th Bhadro 1239, Abedtector
Stephanoos conditionally sold 4 annas, 6 gundahs, 2 krants of his
zemindaree, to Takoi Sheraab, would she not, when on the 11th
Sawun 1241 he pledged 2' annas of that property to Government,
have appeared and preferred her claim to it?
She pleads igno
rance; but this, while living with Abedtector Stephanoos, is absurd.
That about two inches above the place where Eyadi Kriddho is
written, it appears as if some writing existed which has been
erased; that near to the place where the signature exists, there
appears to have been three lines of writing, which has also been
erased. That the same appearances
of erasure exist below the
Armenian characters under the date of the deed; that the kubala
appears to have been written after these erasures had been made.
That the stamp paper was, moreover, purchased for Mr. Thruse,
which is also a ground of suspicion against the genuineness of the
deed. That plaintiff has examined some witnesses to prove the kubala,
but their evidence is discrepant; that their evidence is to the effect
that plaintiff was Abed Saheb’s kept woman; that Kanai Das
deposes that plaintiff lived at Abed Saheb’s, and that he fed and
clothed her. That it does not comport with reason to suppose, that
she who was fed and clothed by one, should have the means of
buying his zemindaree for 29,000 rupees.
That these circum
>k
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stances having proved that plaintiff was Abed Saheb’s kept
woman,—-that defendant is her son,-—that plaintiff has brought this
action against her own son,——and that defendant offered no particular
objection to the claim,——that these, together with the circumstances
of the Government claim and that of Mr. Petruse the decree
holder, it is clear that with the view of evading their claims,
plaintiff fabricated the lcut-kubala, and dated it anterior to the date
Let it be here again repeated,
of the Government security bond.’
and
is for 13,000 rupees,—
Bholabo
the
kubala
for
that
Roopgunge
the
kut
in
is
for rupees 29,000,—
kubala
for
the
that
question
that the kubalas for the two houses are rupees 2,950 ; making in
all rupees 44,950 ; and it was not in the power of Takoi Sheraab,
who was Avietic’s servant, to command so large a sum.
“ I do not therefore consider a decree given under these cir
cumstances at the suit of a mother against her son, can in any way
Besides, the Sudder, in con
affect the interests of a third party.
struction N0. 705, dated 20th July 1832, say, that they are of
‘ should the decree in favor of C be
proved in a
opinion that
regular suit instituted by A against B and C, to be collusive, the
estate of B will be liable to sale in satisfaction of A’s decree’.
“ The kubala dated l239, 15th Assin, bears the names of four
witnesses. Of these only two have been examined. Bhyrub Singh
is a low person ; he was Abed Saheb"s dur"-wan ; he cannot read
or write ; the lrubala cannot be identiﬁed by him. Kangalee Pru
shad Naha is defendant’s ryut ; his evidence alone will not avail.
“ This property was attached under Mr. Petruse’s decree.
Defendant then preferred a dabidaree claim, and presented her
kubala ; but the kubala was considered as fabricated both by this
The Sudder did
court and the judge, and the claim was rejected._
indeed reverse the decisions, but the grounds of the decisions were
not impugned.
They set aside the order, simply on the ground
that defendant’s purchase could not be declared void under a sum
But now that the point is litigated under
mary investigation.
Regulation 4, I793, that order can prove of no avail. W'e have
already said, that defendant was a servant of Abed and that she
had no means of making purchases to so large an amount.
“ The kubala dated llth Kartik 1244, has the names of seven
witnesses : of which only one, named Ramdoolubh, has been ex
amined; but his evidence singly can be of no avail.
Defendant
declares that one of the witnesses, Chytunoo Krishno Surma, is
dead, and defendant has produced his deposition taken in a sum
mary investigation; but the deposition does not prove that he
attested the kubala ; nor that the kubala was even shewn to him.
Besides the property was attached under Mr. Petruse’s decree ;
and defendant had presented a dabidarec claim and ﬁled her kubala,
but the kubala was considered as fabricated both by this court and
the judge, and the claim was rejected.
The Sudder did indeed

*

\
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)

reverse the decision, but the grounds of the decision were not
They set aside the order, simply on the ground that
impugned.
defendant's purchase could not be declared void under a summary
investigation.
But that order will not avail now that the point is
litigated under Regulation 4, 1793.
“But further, in the Government bynamah, or bill of sale, the
name of Hurchundur Banerjee appears as the purchaser. He was
present in this court, having examined the witnesses from the be
ginning and conducted the case generally.
He was present also the
day on which the papers were first read. He was Gabriel’s father's
servant; and cannot be ignorant as to with whose money the pro
perty was purchased. But from the day his deposition was or
dered to be taken, he has disappeared from the court. Defendants
were advised to produce and examine him, but they have not done
so. It has already been stated, that Takoi Sheraab was Abed's
servant, and that she had no means of making these purchases;
and it has appeared from what has been before stated, that Abed
was in debt.
It is clear then that some of the kubalas were made
benamee, and that others have been fabricated.
“It is therefore decreed, that plaintiff take possession of 4 annas,
6 gundahs, 2 krants, or the right and title of Gabriel Abedtector
Stephanoos, in talook Roopgunge Bholabo in zillah Dacca, and of
the other property set forth
the plaint; together with
May
possession,
wasilaut from
1843
date
which plaintiff shall
receive from Takoi Sheraab and Gabriel Abedtector Stephanoos.
exempted from the claim, and plaintiff
Let Mr. David Beglar
pay his costs.”
From the above judgment the present appeal has been preferred.
MEssRs JAckson AND HAwKINs.-It appears that Beglar
brought two separate actions for debt
the Dacca court against
Avietic Ter Stephanoos, the father
the appellant Gabriel,
the other appellant Takoi Sheraab,
more properly Takoi Sera
pion; that the defendant dying whilst the suits were pending,
was succeeded
his son Gabriel; and that decrees were given
Beglar
favor
both cases.
Beglar took out execution
the decrees and attached certain
property
that
the defendant, his judgment debtor. To this
property claims were set
the mother
the defendant, who
alleged
conveyances
hers
virtue
made
her
Avietic Ter Stephanoos. These claims, after rejection
the
zillah court, were summarily admitted
the Sudder Dewanny
Adawlut; and thus,
the act
this Court, the decree-holder was
bringing
prove the liability
remedy
left
the
suit
the
property
sale
execution
his decrees.
The defendant, Gabriel, however, took out probate
his father’s
will from the Supreme Court, and thus subjected himself
jurisdiction.
On this Beglar brought
action against Gabriel
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the Supreme Court, on the strength of the zillah decrees in his
favor.
He obtained judgment, and in execution attached the same
property against which he had previously taken out execution
Takoi Sheraab again advanced her claims, and
in the zillah court.
subsequently brought an action of trespass against the sheriff, on
the dismissal of which the sheriff put up the property to sale,
when it was purchased by Muckeethur Vardon.
It is under these circumstances that the question has been raised,
whether the purchaser can sue for possession in our courts under
the title he purchased at the sheriff’s sale ; or whether the decree
holder, Beglar, must sue to set aside the summary order of the
Sudder Court in favor of the claimant, Takoi Sheraab ?
It is true, that nothing could have been done by Beglar in oﬁr
conrts towards the execution of the decrees obtained by him in the
Dacca court, by sale of the property ordered by the Sudder to be
released, except by a regular suit to set aside the summary pro
ceedings. But the defendant, Gabriel, by his own act opened
up another course to the decree-holder, and of that the latter
availed himself. He brought his action in the Supreme Court,—he
in execution procured the sale of the
obtained judgment,—and
as
that
of
his
debtor; and we do not see why
judgment
property
the summary proceeding of this Court should now operate as a bar
to the long received practice of the Court, of admitting actions for
possession of property on titles purchased at a sheriﬁ"s sale.
In the letter from which Mr. Dick has quoted Mr. Advocate
General Smith’s remarks :—‘ It is true that where no claim of a
third person is brought forward, it does not appear that any great
injustice could be done by giving assistance to the purchaser.’
We consider that the miscellaneous order of this Court would have
operated as a bar to any summary giving of possession to the pur
chaser at the sheriﬁ"s sale, but not to a regular suit by the pur
chaser to try the question of right.
Mr. Smith goes on in the same letter to remark :-—‘ I takeit for
granted, it will be understood by thejudges of the provincial courts
that in suits brought for possession by persons claiming under the
sheriff’s sale, they are not called upon to enter into circumstances,
legal or equitable, which go to affect the justice of the judgment
given by the Supreme Court, or of the execution under it. Every
question of that sort is for the cognizance of the Supreme Court
only; and the matter to be tried by the judge of whom possession
is sought, is, whether (supposing the execution to be right, and to
have transferred the whole title of the person against whom the
judgment was given, to the purchaser) there is any reason why he
Upon the principle laid down in
should not obtain possession.’
the foregoing extract, our courts have acted for years, and we trust
there will be no departure from it. In regard to all private con
tracts, having reference to real property, we go entirely with Mr.

(853)
Dick in the application of our own laws to such, without refer
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ence to any other law whatever ; but we do not think that this
calls for a refusal on our part to entertain a suit founded on a title
acquired by purchase at a sale made by the sheriff of Calcutta, in

execution of a judgment of the Supreme Court.
.
But after all it appears to us, that in this particular case we are
Had the decree-holder, Beglar, sued
contending about a shadow.
for the reversal of the miscellaneous orders of the Sudder, the point
in issue would have been the validity of the claim of Takoi Sheraab.
It is precisely the same now. The form of suit is different, but
the defence and the point in issue are one and the same.
Indeed,
the reversal of the orders so often alluded to forms part of the
The result in regard to the
prayer in the plaint of this action.
different
it would have been, had her
realized
is
to
what
very
price
claim been set aside before instead of after the sale: but this cannot
be taken into consideration in deciding upon the question of right.
Should it appear that the advancement of the claim was an act of
collusion between the defendants in this suit, they have only
themselves to blame for the loss sustained, by the sale of the pro
perty at an inadequate price.
For the foregoing reasons, we can see no good cause fora refusal
on our part to entertain the plaintiﬁ"s suit.
As for the plea that the plaintiff Vardon did not purchase for
He was the actual purchaser, and
himself, we see no force in it.
This is perfectly regular. The circular of the
he is the plaintiff.
29th July l809, which relates to ﬁctitious names, does not bear
upon the case.
In regard to the merits of the claim, we entirely agree with the
The evidence is in our opinion quite
principal sudder ameen.
insuﬂicient to prove bond ﬁde conveyances of the property to the
appellant, Takoi Sheraab. We entertain no doubt, that if the deeds
of sale were ever executed by Avietic Ter Stephanoos, it was that
they might be available for the protection of his property against
his creditors, and were never carried out to the extent of the trans
That he never contemplated a trans
fer of his proprietary right.
fer, is abundantly proved by his will bearing date the 25th
February I835, (subsequent to the dates of the several deeds of sale
to Takoi Sheraab,) in which he says nothing aboutthe mortgageof any
portion of his property, and by which he makes a separate provision
for this woman. As for the decrees of court between the members
of the appellant’ s family,—as for instance between herself and s0n,—
we consider them to be just as much procured by collusion as the
Much of the same
deeds themselves were fraudulently executed.
the
deceased
Avietic availed
the
which
character is
proceeding by
him,
in
execution
himself of a judgment
against
nominally to
for
to
Takoi
the
now
sued
Sheraab by
of
transfer part
property
the
means of a sale, at which his servant Hurchundur was
purchaser.

(854)
It has been argued, that the plaintiff is purchaser of the
rights and interests of Avietic Ter Stephanoos ; and that as
he could not have contested the claim of Takoi Sheraab, after
what he has done, so neither can the purchaser of his rights.
The plaintiff pur
VVe hold this argument to be of no avail.
chased the rights and interests of the debtor, but not the fraud
with it ; and fraud is not to bar the rights to which a man is in
'
equity entitled.
We accordingly aﬂirm the decree of the principal sudder ameen,
with all costs against the appellant.
MR. D1cK.—I have little to record in addition to the opinion
above recorded by me, on referring the case to a full sitting.
I must
have heard nothing to alter my opinion then stated.
however add, that to me the case of Bhuwanee Churn Mitr, versus
ykishen Mitr, of July 24th I847, Sudder Dewanny reports,
In that, the sale was ubsequent
is strictly a precedent in point.
on a decree.
In this, in execution of a decree. Neither are cases
of alienation by a decree of the Supreme Court; and both are aliena
tions contrary to the laws and practice of our courts,—the lea’ loci
rei sine. To test the correctness, or otherwise of the view I have
taken, I would put the converse of this very case. Suppose the pro
perty now in suit were situated within the local jurisdiction of the
Supreme Court, that is in Calcutta; and that Beglar had sued and
obtained the two decrees in question from the Dacca court, and
in execution had applied to the Dacca court to sell the said pro
perty in satisfaction of those decrees, and that the Dacca court
had authorized its nazir to sell that property, and the present
respondent had purchased it: would a suit for ejectment have
been entertained by the Supreme Court against appellant, a third
party in possession, especially if the sale in execution had been
ordered and made contrary to the law and practice of the Supreme

I
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Court

?

With respect to the 2d plea, it appears to

me immaterial whe
ﬁctitious name be that of a nonentity, or of a real person.
The fraud is equally great, and the evil equally pernicious ; and
'
therefore, the penalty should be one and the same.
On the 3d plea I would observe the plaintiff is, with regard to
the greater portion of the property, eslopped.
He has purchased
He is, consequently,
merely the right and title of the debtor.
exactly in the place of that person. That person had publicly in
Government olﬁces and courts admitted the validity of the aliena
tions to appellant, and thereby had effectually cstopped himself
from afterwards calling their validity into question.
Therefore,
plaintiff, (respondent,) is also debarred from calling them in ques
tion.
This is a predicament into which respondent has voluntarily
fallen. Had he pursued the course directed by our practice, and sued
the appellant to prove the validity of her purchases, he would have

ther

the.

(855)
been entitled to bring, on her failure, the property to sale in
satisfaction of his decrees ; and the property being sold unincum
have assumed that
bered would have fetched its full value.
the
is
really
purchaser, on violent
respondent, the decree-holder,

I

In no other way can I account for a man going out
presumption.
of his way and incurring an immense extra expense, merely to
bring a property to sale for a hundredthpart of its value, in satisfac
tion of his own debt; when he could have brought it to sale for
I would, therefore,
its full value at comparatively a triﬂing cost.
dismiss
the suit with
and
court,
the
lower
reverse the decision of
.
full costs.

._§_

Tns. 2ls'r SEPTEMBER l848.
Pass:-nwr:

ABER. DICK,

EsQ.,

Jones.

CASE No. 228 or I848.

Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Dacca, Syud Abas Ali.
WUZEER.-O-NISSA BEGUM AND ROSHUK-O-NISSA
KHANUM, APPELLANTS, (DEFENDAN’I'S,)
versus

PETUMBUR SEIN, GUARDIAN or MIRZA DILAWUR.
HOSEIN, RESPONDENT, (PL.uN'r1Fr-'.)

I

Wukeels of Appeltants—Taruc/c Chundur and Rufeeooddeen
.
Mohummud.
.
Respondent not summoned.
APPEAL laid at Company’s rupees 962, l3 annas,
gundahs,
cowrie, 10 krants, amount of claim decreed.
CASE No. 229 or l848.

ll

PETUMBUR SEIN, GUARDIAN or DILAWUR HOSEIN,
APPELLANT,

(PLAINTl[~‘F,)

versus

WVUZEER.-O-NISSA AND ROSHUK-O-ONISSA KHANUM,
Rssvomnswrs,

(DaFENDANTs.)

REGULAR

is

a

is,

appeal from the same decision, laid at Company’s
rupees l4,()09, l5 annas, l0 krants, amount of claim dismissed.
The declaration in this case
that plaintiﬁ"s ward inherited an
estate composed of several independent taloo/rs, for which
conso
lidated amount of revenue
payable to Government under one
tahood, or engagement.
Out of these talooks, defendants in I243
obtained
decree for
annas’ share in four of them ;but from
1236 B. 1E., the period of their being dispossessed, have paid none
of the revenue. In execution of that decree and settlement of
mesne proﬁts,
certain portion, on account of revenue paid, was
deducted; but that amount was ﬁxed by guess,-—neither party
producing satisfactory proof of the actual sums paid. The claim
a

4

a.
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4

in

as

a

plaintiff beyond
surplus paid
therefore in this suit,
for
execution,
what was allowed
well
for revenue paid on
account of defendants’ share of
annas on the
mehals decreed to
them. The plaintiff rests his proof
the amount
revenue
payable
defendants, and paid
him,
certain quinquennial
papers filed
him from the collectorate, for the years 1204 and
1209 B.AE. These are met by another quinquennial document
filed
defendants for the year 1206
AE.
Neither
these
have any official signature authenticating their genuineness, and
are consequently unworthy
credit.
The principal sudder ameen has decreed the amount
the
plaintiff, and
first case
the faith
the above documents
them;
alleged admission
defendants
suit instituted
proof
but
that
record.
The amount
the second appeal, the principal sudder ameen
has rejected
two main grounds:—
First. That what was decided
execution of the decree
perfectly
final and cannot
contested
new suit, which
correct.
Second.
That defendants never were put into possession
the
mehal Joar Sheeoochur, and never collected any thing from it;
consequently are not liable for any revenue payable for
this he
incorrect.
the revenue for this mehal be consolidated
(as asserted by plaintiff) with the revenue
the other mehals, and
demandable notwithstanding the lands have been carried away
plaintiff, and the plaintiff has paid
the river,
also alleged
up the revenue assessed
then defendants are bound
make
good that portion which has been paid
account
their
Not, however, 'th
engagement.
interest
the tahood,
the
amount, though they had
them, but
annas’ share decreed
due proportion
their interest
the whole estate engaged for
Seeopoor.
the said mehal
The liability
the defendants
tenure, named Zynooddeen Hos
account
the huwala,
sein, has not been clearly ascertained. Both cases are therefore
remanded. The principal sudder ameen will call upon the plaintiff
revenue, payable
file proofs:-first, that the jumma,
amount
defendants,
the several mehals decreed
what plaintiff has
alleged; secondly, that
has paid the amounts for defendants;
thirdly, that
will
careful
have filed
the record any
proof
regards
document which
his decision. That portion
his decision, rejecting the plaintiff’s claim
sums paid during
possession,
his own
over and above what was allowed
the judge
execution
the decree gained
defendants for the mehals
question,
affirmed.

857)
Tnr.

J.

23sI>

Novmrsna

1848.

Passsnr:
A. F. HAWKINS, Esq.,
TEMPORARY

J ones.

PETITION N0. 372 or 1848.
IN the matter of the petition of Tarneechurn Dut, ﬁled in this
Court on the 14th September 1848, praying for the admission of a
special appeal from the decision of Moulvee Syud Osman Ali Khan,
under date the 27th July
principal sudder ameen of
24-Pepgunnahs,
1848; reversing that of Benina
Bose, moonsiti‘ of Manicktollah,
under date the 25th April 1848, in the case of the petitioner, plaintiﬁ,
-versus

Denomye Dossee and others, defendants.
is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the

THE

I

is

is

tliet

Hi;

following groimds.
This was a suit for recovery of a smn of money lent to the defen
dants, on pledge of a small parcel of land. The plaintiff ﬁled his
bond, which was attested by various witnesses, together with the title
deeds of the property; and obtained a decree from the moonsiff, in
which that ofﬁcer fully sets forth the grounds of his judgment.
The principal sudder ameen in his decree notices a discrepancy
between the evidence of the plaintiﬁ"s witnesses, in regard to the
minor point of whether the bond was written from a draft previousl
or not: on this, he declares the case is not proved.
przlpared,
m es no allusion to the rest of the evidence; nor does he attem
to account for the fact of the title deeds of the property
in
plaintiff’s possession.
The careless and negligent investigation into this case made by
the principal sudder ameen
any thing but creditable to him, and
not more so.
admit the special
the decree drawn up by him
the
to
the
sudder
and
remand
case
ameen, who will
principal
appeal,
fully investigate it; and, in drawing up his decree, will give the
grounds of his judgment at length, recording the substance of the
evidence of the plaintiff's witnesses in detail.

.-¢_

23111)

NOVEMBER

1848.

PRESENT:

HAWKINS, Esq.,
Tmrrosanr
PETITION N0. 356 or 1848.
A. F.

ones.

J

J.
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It

IN

of Sheikh Nusur Mohummud, ﬁled
the matter of the
on the 25 tpletition
August 1848, praying for the admission of
a special appeal from the decision of the principal sudder ameen of
Gowa.hattee,1mder date the lst June 1848; modifying that of the

in this Court

moonsiff of Gowahattee, under date the 31st December 1847, in the

(

)

858

case of the petitioner, plaintiff, versus Sabir Mohummud and others,
defendants.

£

It is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds.
The
sued the following persons, viz. Sabir Mohummud, (1)
Sonamdee, and Sabir Mohummud (2) for house rent.
The defendant
Sonamdee only appeared in the moonsiff's court. The moonsiff gave
a decree against #. whole of the defendants.

•->

THE 25TH NOVEMBER

1848.

F.

A.

J.

PRESENT:

PETITION

HAWKINS,

ESQ.,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.
NO. 418 OF 1848.

on

in

decree

in

the moonsiff's

court.

In

a

to

a

to

of

is

is of

It

of

in of

of a

'"

of

in

of

of

on

In

the petition
Nubkishen Ghose, filed
this
the 23rd September 1848, praying for the admission
special appeal from the decision
the principal sudder ameen
Tipperah, under date the 24th June 1848; reversing that
the
Sodaram, under date the 11th November 1847,
moonsiff
the
case
the petitioner, plaintiff, versus Doolubh, defendant.
granted
hereby certified that the said application
the
following grounds.
The plaintiff instituted this suit
assess rent upon the jote
tenant alleged by him
hold certain lands
his talook, and obtained
the matter

Court

a

'

of

he

he

appeal, the principal sudder ameen nonsuits the plaintiff, because
acquired the talook, and what kind
does not specify how
tenant the defendant is.

of is,

he

if

be

to

its

by

to

on

is

a

of

of

of

by

to

a

is

of

questions

or

before the principal sudder ameen were, simply,
not; and,
whether the defendant
tenant
the plaintiff
plaintiff
what amount
annual rent the
entitled.
His disposal
nonsuit, looks very
the case
desire
his part
avoid
going into the merits
the trouble
the case.
admit the special appeal, and remand the case
tried
the
principal sudder ameen upon
merits.

The

I
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to to

its

The defendant Sabir Mohummud No. 1 appealed. The principal
sudder ameen released him and Sabir Mohummud No. 2 from the
claim, citing Construction No. 997 as his authority.
The principal sudder ameen has overlooked the Circular Order of
the 12th March 1841, in absolving from the claim the two persons
They must first shew the appellate court
named Sabir Mohummud.
they
appeal
that
are entitled to
(not having appeared in the lower
court) before their appeal can be heard on
merits.
accordingly admit the special appeal, and remand the case
the
principal sudder ameen for re-consideration, with reference
the
foregoing remarks.

(

)
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THE 25TH NOVEMBER
PRESENT:

1848.

A. F. HAWKINS,

Esq.,

J.

TEMPORARY

PETITION No. 413 OF

JUDGE.

1848.

In

The

of

that
No. 418, remanded this
Tipperah.
of

is
of

the same nature
the principal sudder ameen
case

of as

to

This

day

in

of

of

of

of
ofa

for

the matter of the petition of Nubkishen Ghose, filed in this
Court on the 23rd September 1848, praying
the admission
special appeal from the decision
the principal sudder ameen
ipperah, under date the 24th June 1848; reversing that
the moon
Sodaram, under date the 8th December 1847,
siff
the case
the petitioner, plaintiff, versus Buderooddeen Mehjee, defendant.

same orders are passed.

THE 25TH NOVEMBER

1848.

'

HAWKINS,

F.

J.

A.

In

ESQ.,

TEMPORARY

PETITION NO. 421 OF

JUDGE.

1848.

of a

of

in

of

of

on

of

the matter
the petition
Nubkishen Ghose, filed
this
the 23rd September 1848, praying for the admission
special appeal from the decision
the principal sudder ameen

Court

The

of

in

of

as

of

e

of

a

to

is

of

of

ipperah, under date the 24th June 1848; reversing that
the
Sodaram, under date the 9th December 1847,
moonsiff
the case
the petitioner, plaintiff, versus Nusrooddeen, defendant.
This
case
the same nature
that
No. 418, remanded
Tippera
sudder ameen
this day
the
.

-

same orders are passed.

''

1848.

PRESENT:
F.

A.

J.

THE 25TH NOVEMBER

HAWKINS,

ESQ.,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.
PETITION NO. 414

In

OF

1848.

in

of
of a

in of

of

of

on

of

the matter
the petition
Nubkishen Ghose, filed
this
praying for the admission
September
1848,
Court
the 23rd
special appeal from the decision
the principal sudder ameen
under date the 24th June 1848; reversing that
the
Sodaram, under date the 27th January 1848,
moonsiff
the

of
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PRESENT:

(sso)
case of the petitioner, plaintiff, versus Wahed Mohummud and others,
defendants.
This is a case of the same nature as that of No. 418, remanded
this day to the rincipal sudder ameen of Tipperah.

The

same ord)ers are passed.

._.__.

THE 25TH Novniuunn
Pansnnrz
C.

TUCKER,

1848.

EsQ.,

JUDGE;

J. A. F. HAWKINS,

and

ESQ.,

Tmzroaanr JUDGE.

CASE N0. 448 or 1848.
i
MR. E. FOWLE, APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT,)
'l7€7‘SZl8
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BRIGHTMAN

AND Co.,

»

Rasrounnnrs, (PLAINTIFFS,)

THIS is an application for the admission of a s ecial appeal from a
decision of the commissioner of the Teuasserim Rrovinces, dated the
8th August 1846.
It appears that Mr. F owle (the appellant) of the ﬁrst part, l\Ir.
Lonsdale of the second part, and Messrs. Brightman and Co. of Cal
cutta of the third part, entered into an agreement to work certain
mines of antimony ore and for other purposes, the ﬁrst three clauses
of which are as follows :—
‘ First.—That the said three several
parcels of land hereinbefore
mentioned and described, and all and every the mines, depths,
masses, and veins of ore and other substances which are now open,
or which shall or may be found or discovered during the continuance
of this partnership, within and under the said three several parcels of
land, and all and singular other the parcel or arcels of land hereafter
to be obtained by grant or otherwise as afbresaid, and the mines,
masses, and veins of ore under the same respectively, shall be taken
and considered as part of the joint property of the said partnership
in the shares and proportions following :—that is to say, the said
Edward Fowle shall be entitled to, and be the owner of one equal
third part or share of the said three several parcels of la.nd, and the
mines, depths, masses, and veins of ore and other substances within
and under the same respectively; also of and in all the vegetable
production now growing on the said lands, or hereafter to be planted
in and upon the said several parcels of land res ectively, and be also
interested in and entitled to the like share and proportion to other
the lands hereafter to be cleared, or obtained as aforesaid, and the
mines, masses, and veins of ore and vegetable productions therein or

(

)

861

thereunder respectively.
That the said Decimus Flower Lonsdale
shall be entitled to and be owner of one other equal third part or
share of the said lands and premises, mines, masses, and veins of ore
respectively, and that the said James William Henry Ilbery and
Edward Jenkins shall be entitled to and be owners of the
remaining third part or share of the said lands and premises, mines,
masses, and veins of ore respectively.
‘Secondly—That the profits and losses attending or resulting from
the working of the mines, and cultivating the said trees and plants,
and obtaining the produce thereof, shall be divided, borne, and sus
tained by and between the said parties hereto in the shares and pro
aforesaid; that is to say, that each of them, the said Edward
owle and Decimus Flower Londsdale shall be entitled to one
third share or proportion thereof, and be liable to sustain and bear
one-third share of the losses of the said partnership, and that the said
James William Henry Ilbery and William Edward Jenkins shall be
entitled
and
liable for, and sustain and bear the remaining one
third proportion
the profits and losses
the said partnership.
‘Thirdly—That the said parties hereto
part shall from
the
time, when and
required by the said
time
the same shall
parties hereto
the first and second parts respectively, find and pro
vide the necessary funds for working the said mines, and cultivating
the said trees and plants, and obtaining the produce thereof, and for the
buildings and cattle, carriages, &c.; and shall
purchase
allowed
charge interest
the rate
nine per cent. per annum
sum
money which shall
and sums
advanced by them
the said
joint account, and shall
allowed commission
the said advances
and after the rate
two and half per cent, and one per cent
longer requisite.
the debit side
the account when advances are
hereby expressly understood and agreed,
Provided always, and
that the said parties hereto
the first and second parts
writing,
express
sanction,
without the
the said parties hereto
part,
any
negotiate
exchange
the third
draw for
bill
bills
larger amount than Company's rupees 20,000; which said sum,
unless otherwise sanctioned, shall
the limit
extent
the drafts
exchange
bills
drawn
the said parties hereto
the
first and second parts,
the said parties hereto
the third part for
respect
the partnership hereby entered into.”
The principal assistant
the commissioner gave judgment
the
following effect:—
copartnery put
“The deed
the defendants, shews that the
Brightman
artners
the firm
and Co. are partners
the firm
Lonsdale and Co.; that the firm could only
dissolved after
being established for seven years.
three
four years,
That the
the defendants with
Brightman
firm
and Co. agreed
20,000 rupees, for which amount they were
funds
honor their
drafts.
About 17,000 rupees
this amount has been drawn
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(862)
in the short period of one year, but there is no limitation in the
One of the clauses specially provides,
agreement on this point.
that in case of the non-performance, or any breach of the agree
ment, the other party may dissolve the partnership if they wish
it.
This must be the primary step if any thing amounting to a.
breach exists; but, as the case now stands, forthe reasons quoted by
the defendants and the tenor of the agreement, it is my opinion that
the plaintiff cannot sue the defendants, to whom he is by his own
agreement bound to furnish capital to 20,000 rupees.’
The decision of the commissioner, dated 8th August 1846, is as
'
follows :——
‘
The cause of action in this suit was to recover Company’s rupees
1 9,416, being money drawn bv defendants on plaintiffs, with interest.’
‘ The lower court nonsuited the
plaintiff upon the ground that a
dissolution of partnership ought to have been the primary step, and
that for the reasons quoted by the defendants (existence of copartnery)
and the tenor of the agreement, the plaintiff could not sue the defen
ounds of appeal are:—_ﬁrst, that the lower court overlooked
the douhi relation which existed between the ﬁrm of Messrs. Bright
man and Co. and that of Messrs. Fowle, Lonsdale and Co., the former

‘

the

being agents and partners, the latter constituents and partners.
‘ The second
ound of appeal is a refutation of the position ad
vanced by the id-isfendants that a partner cannot sue another, and
endeavours to shew that before a court of equity one partner can sue
another for settlement of accounts.
Also that English mercantile
law and statutes are not of authority in these courts. In proof that
Messrs. Brightman and Co. could sue Messrs. F owle, Lonsdale and
Co., the opinion of the Honorable Company’s Advocate General was
ﬁled.
‘ The
third ground of appeal tends to prove the dissolution of the
ﬁrm by the consent of Messrs. Brightman and Co. and Mr. Lonsdale,—
endeavouring to shew that Mr. Lonsdale’s act comprehends also the
retirement from the partnership of Mr. F owle, by breach of agree
ment in drawing bills unauthorizedl ,-—by insolvency of Messrs.
F owle aiid Lonsdale and seizure of
joint property of the ﬁrm.
The respondents arguments are mainly to prove the existence of the
copartnery, and to conﬁrm their position before the lower court that
one partner cannot sue another.
The court holds, that as the courts in these provinces are courts
of equity and good conscience, and not courts of common law, they
are competent, where there appears sufficient reason for so doing, to
entertain the suit of one partner against another for a settlement of
accounts; the court exercising its discretion in admitting or
the suit, according to the particular circumstances of each case.
The decree ofithe lower court, founded on such exhibits as were
laid before
seems based on the fact that the plaintiffs cause of
it,

‘
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fire

action was simply a settlement of accounts, and did not comprise a
request for a dissolution of partnership, which was held by the lower
court to be necessary.
Before this court both the appellant (original
plaintiff) and the respondents (original defendants) have been allowed
to lay a series of letters which affect the nature of the case.
‘ The
agreement of copartnery is clear and explicit in its terms:
the contracting parties hold separateand joint relations. Messrs.
Brightman and Co., and Messrs. Fowle, Lonsdale and Co. are two
distinct ﬁrms, consisting partly of the same members; but the one
ﬁrm (Messrs. Fowle, Lonsdale and Co.) being, according to the speciﬁ
cations of its deed of copartnery, under certain positive engagements
with the ﬁrm of Brightman and Co., from whence it derives its ca i
tal. The character of these engagements in no way invalidates
eopartner deed: for under the supposition of successful issue to the
venture, Messrs. Brightman snd Co. were by these engagements se
cured advantages corresponding to the principal
they must be
considered to have taken in furnishing the capital part
or the speculation.
Any inference attempted to be drawn from the double and indepen
dent relations common to the two ﬁrms, does not seem to the court
of weiﬂht.
This partnership engagement
for seven years, liable however to
be determined at the end of three, or ﬁve ears after notice in writing
ﬁrm of Fowle, Lonsdale
given by Messrs. Brightman and Co. to
a11d Co.
also subject to be determined by breach‘ of terms of part
As the period of three years has not elapsed,
nership agreement.
remains for the court to note the third ground of appeal, chieﬂy
with reference to the alleged breach of agreement.
Mr. Lonsdale’s letter to Mr. Ilbery, dated the 22nd February
so far as the interests of the partners in Calcutta were con
1846,
cerned, an honest and clear explanation of the circumstances under
notes that
which the mining operations were at that time:
to expend more capital in the concern would be sinking money;
that a few men are kept on for the sake in fact of appearances;
returned because ‘we do not intend,
but that the letter of credit
until we hear from you, to
end any more in the mines, excepting
what we have already stated.’
This
conﬁrmed by the letter of
22nd February, signed owle, Lonsdale and Co. The mining opera
tions had avowedly failed; and the question of even maintaining
was referred to the partners in Calcutta (to Messrs.
appearances
who, on the 6th March, after
conference with
Brightman and
Mr. Lonsdale, deci ed on a discontinuance of ﬁlrther operations, and
proposed the immediate dissolution of the partnership,
suggesting
two plans, both liberal, for the adoption of Messrs. Fow
an
Lonsdale.
Mr. Lonsdale, on the 22nd March, having received the
proposals from Messrs. Brightman and Co., accepted their second plan,
and endorsed over all interest in grounds, houses, and godowns to
Messrs. Brightman and Co.; called for the grants of land with the
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(864)
view of similarly endorsing these, and applied for a. clearance.
Mr.
Fowle ursues an entirely different ‘course. On the 23rd April, ' he
by Messrs. Brightman and Co., ur
rejected) both plans
‘
suggested
as
soon as a miner arrives from Englanﬁ
that
that he was convince
a
in
that the mines will soon be
ﬂourishing condition.’ To this com
munication, Messrs. Brightlnan aud..'\C0. replied on the 5th Drlay
From their letter it appears, that the object of the partner
1846.
ship havinrr failed, they consider'ed_‘the partnership at an end, and
refused todionor a draft for rupees‘ 1,000; at the same time calling
upon Mr. Fowle to pay the one—third proportion of the debit of part
nership as per account current, and noting that as Clause 3 of the
agreement speciﬁes nothing to the contrary, it is optional with Messrs.
Brightman and Co. to demand repayment of the advances made at
any time.
‘It appears from the documents before the court, that u n the
admission of the respondents, the object of the partnership harﬁiailed;
and Co. the question of even
they had referred to Messrs.
Braightman
h
returned
the letter of credit, notify
and
maintaining appearances;
no
of
more
than
a certain sum stated
intention
their
expending
ing
the
decision
of
concern,
and
Messrs. Brightman
the
pending
upon
and Co. So far the transaction was a bondﬁde one; and Mr. Lous
dale, on receipt of the decision of Messrs. Brightman and Co., acted
in the same spirit which had led to the reference being‘ made.
Mr.
Fowle adopted a different course; and to the court the question
seems to be whether Messrs. Brightman and Co. were entitled to
dishonor the bills which led to the insolvency of Messrs. Lonsdale
and Co., and the seizure of the joint property of the ﬁrm by their cre
ditor at Moulmein: for, if Messrs. Brightman and Co. were entitled
to dishonor the bills in question, then the insolvency of Messrs.
Fowle and Lonsdale terminates, as a matter of course, the partner
'
shi .
‘PNow the admission by the respondents of the failure of the
object of the partnership, their return of the letter of credit with a
memorandum of the balance of credit short drawn, and no call for a.
renewal of the letter of credit with reference to the 3rd Clause of the
partnership agreement, are voluntary acts on the part of Messrs.
Fowle and Lonsdale, which, by virtually leaving to Messrs. B1" ht
man and Co. the future conduct of aﬁ'airs,—the question whetherL%u.r
ther operations should cease and advances be discontiuued,—gave
them the option of closing the business, and of taking the necessary
Messrs. Brightman and Co..
steps for terminating the partnership.
having the question voluntarily referred to them, concluded on the dis
continuance of further advances and a dissolution of partnership. The
two are distinct steps: the one, the discontinuance of advances, involv
ed the second, the dissolution of partnership.
Messrs. Fowle and
Lonsdale had however only pledged themselves to abide Messrs.
Brightman and C0.’s. decision on the ﬁrst; and when their decision

I

(

)
for
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of

an

on the first was accompanied by their proposal
immediate dis
solution
the partnership, Mr. Lonsdale closed with their offer,
but
Mr. Fowle did not.
appears
the court that Messrs. Fowle and Lonsdale, after
to

‘It

of

of

by

of

to
or

of

to

of

its

3
by

£

3

of

in

at

to

of

the return
the letter
credit and the pledge made, were bound
not
make further disbursements without the sanction of Messrs.
Brightman and Co.; and that the latter were therefore
liberty
bills,
though
stipulated
dishonor the
the credit
for
Clause
was
short drawn; for the specification
Clause
was suspended
the
voluntary act
Messrs. Fowle and Lonsdale, and
observance
non-observance left
the discretion of Messrs. Brightman and Co.
“The dishonor
the bills caused the insolvency
Messrs. Fowle,
Lonsdale and Co., and therefore terminated the partnership effectually,
credi
the joint property
the firm being seized
their
torS.

to

of

of

of

of

at

of

2

of

of

its

as

of

or

to

of

a

''

of

of

to

on

to

£

a

is

of

to

be

a

to

ru

as

if

to

.

of

to on
be
as

of

to

be

in

a

a

£

be

to

of

of

to

of

to

“The court therefore awards
the appellants Company's
pees 12,944, being two-thirds
the amount sued for; the claim
Fowle, Lonsdale
this amount upon the joint estate
the late firm
and Co.
subordinate
the claims
creditors
the joint
estate, which must
first satisfied. The claim however
valid
for dividend upon any separate estate,
such exists,
the claim
any other separate creditor.”
the above decision, Mr. Fowle has applied for permission
special
appeal
file
this Court.

of

over-ruled*"

a

of

by

in

considering that the action
We concur with the commissioner
maintained, for the reasons set forth
can
him. We admit
however the validity
the appellant's plea, that when the decision
of the lower court was
point
law, the case should
be
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to

of

as

be

“Messrs. Brightman and Co. and Messrs. Fowle, Lonsdale and
regarded
Co. must then
two distinct firms, consisting
partly
the same members; one firm solvent, and one insol
vent.
The solvent firm appears
the court
have the right
accounts; and al
sue the insolvent firm for
settlement
though that right, and any claims which may arise therefrom,
cannot
allowed
interfere with the rights and claims
third parties, creditors
the joint estate, yet the right
the solvent
joint cre
firm
nevertheless
clear one, and only second
that
ditors, entitling Messrs. Brightman
any
surplus
Co.
the
joint estate, after the satisfaction
the joint creditors.
“The court therefore considers that the solvent firm, Messrs.
Brightman and Co., has
claim upon Messrs. Fowle and Lonsdale
for two-thirds
the amount sued for, according
Section
the
profit
agreement.
borne by Messrs.
One-third
loss was
Brightman and Co.; and
the court considers that the insolvency
existence,
the firm
Messrs. Fowle, Lonsdale and Co. terminated
Brightman
Co.,
partnership,
Messrs.
and
the close
the
must bear
one-third of the losses.

-

it,

(
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as

on

of

to

be

it

in

on

to

an

of

as

in

in

be

gone
have been remitted to
order that the accounts might
detail,
given
petitioner
(appellant)
into
which would have
the
the
privilege
appeal
the commissioner's court,
the merits
well
the law of the case.
We accordingly admit the special appeal
this point; and remand
might
original
the case,
order that
sent back
the court
jurisdiction for investigation and decision upon the merits.

(

)
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THE 16TH DECEMBER

1848.

PRESENT:
SIR. R. BARLOW, BART.,
JUDGE.

-

W. B. JACKSON,

and

J. A. F. HAWKINS,

ESQRS.,

TEMPORARY JUDGES.

CASE NO 80

OF

1846.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by Raee Radha Govind, late
Principal Sudder Ameen of Hooghly, November 20th, 1845.

RAEE, APPELLANT,

PRANCHUNDUR

versus

Wukeels

of Appellant—Bungsee

Wukeels

of

Respondents—Kishen

Budden

Mitr.

Kishore Ghose.

THIs case was referred to a full bench by Mr. Hawkins, with the
following minute:—
Company's
rupees
10,294-4, surplus proceeds of the
‘Suit for
annas,
gundas,
auction sale of a 5
6
2 cowries, 2 krant's share of lot
Gunishampore.
‘This suit was instituted, on the 17th May 1845, by the plaintiff,
Raee
Teloke Chund Singh, against the defendants,
Sreenath Raee, and others: the present appellant not being included
in the plaint.
“The plaint set forth that the defendants, in order to enable them
to pay the Government revenue and for other purposes, borrowed
from the plaintiff, on the 15th Cheyt 1249, the sum of 2,387 rupees:
of which they paid rupees 1,231-11 to the collector, and gave him
(plaintiff) the receipt for the same. That the share (5 annas, 6 gundas,
Gunishampore belonging
2 cowries, 2 krants) of
the defendants
on

of

to

a lot

#
to

in

or

on

on

to

up

to

or

up

he

it

he

paid the arrear and saved the estate. That certain villa
farm,
got khas,
was not till 1251 that
direct
paid the Government dues
the estate. That

of let
in

ges being
possession

to

of

of

of

to

to

£
of

the

lot

at

separately assessed
jumma
rupees 3,545-7-11.
That
the
absolutely
12th Poos 1250, the defendants sold the
the plaintiff
3,000 rupees:
for the sum
which 2,000 rupees were appro
priated
liquidation
the
the defendants' debt
the plaintiff, and
remaining
1,000
paid
the
were
cash.
That the defendants had
pay
Aghun
neglected
the Government revenue from Bysakh
1250, and the estate was consequently advertized for sale
14th
Poos
that year.
That
13th Poos,
one day before the sale,

is
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TELOKE CHUND SINGH, PLAINTIFF, RAJIBLOCHUN
RAEE AND SREENATHRAEE, DEFENDANTs, (RESPONDENTs.)

(868)
Pans 1251, but failing to pay the balance up to Phagoon of that year,
the arrears on 7 th B3/sakh 1252, or 18th April 1845,
and purchased by one Pranchundur Raee, in the name of his servant
Ram Gopal Raee, for the sum of 11,525 rupees.
Deducting the
Government arrears amounting» to rupees 1,230-0-12, the plaintiff
sues to establish his right to theibalance of rupees 10,294-0-4, which,
as laintitl'was not the registered proprietor, the collector will not pay
to him until he has established his right thereto by a decree of court.
‘
Certain of the defendants who have not appeared in this Court,
answered that they had a share in the estate, but had not conveyed
itin any way to the plaintiff, or to any other party. The defendants,
Rajiblochun Raee and Sreenath Raee, did not appear in the lower
court.
‘
sudder
While the suit was pending in the court of the
and
;
the
Pranchlmdur
Raee,
ameen,
pre
appe
present appellant,
sented a petition, the substance of which is to the following effect.
That he and the defendants had been joint roprietors of lot Gunisham
pore; that they (the defendants) year ati)er year failed to pay their
portion of the Government revenue, which, in order to save the
That petitioner at length applied
estate, was paid by the petitioner.
for a partition of the estate, and was about to sue his co-sharers for
the sum they were indebted to him, when they came to a settlement,
and executed an instalment bond to the petitioner for the total sum
of 7,750 rupees, pledging their portion of the mehal, and covenanti
that it was not to be alienated by them until the debt was paiiﬁ
The defendants failing to pay, the
titioner sued them on the instal
ment bond, and obtained a decree
rupees 9,116-O-12. From this
judgment an appeal was preferred to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut,
but subsequently withdrawn.
That
titioner took out execution of
his decree; but that in 1251 B. S.,
defendants failed to pay the
Government revenue, and allowed the mehal to be sold for the
arrears. That the
titioner applied for the surplus proceeds of
sale in execution otpliis decree, amounting in all to upwards of
13,000 rupees, when the defendants set up the plaintiff to institute
the resent action.
The petitioner asserts his prior claim to the
surpliis proceeds; and urges that the fraud and collusion between the
parties are self evident from the fact of the estate, which
alleged to
have been sold to the plaintiff for 3,000 rupees, having been sold at
public sale for 11,525 rupees.
The principal sudder ameen, for the reasons given in his decree
of the 20th November 1845, gave judgment for the plaintiff, whose
claim to the surplus proceeds he considered as established in re
ference to that set up by the petitioner, Pranchundur Raee. The
latter then appealed to this Court.
The evidence for the plaintiff consists of the bond for 2,387 rupees,
dated the 15th Che;/t 1249, the deed of sale of the 12th Poos 1250,
a- mortgage bond executed by the defendants to one Sheikh Gholam

it was sold for

iifr

is

tli):

a

‘

‘
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(sea)
Hosein, dated 22nd Che;/t 1248, but-which! had been redeemed,
sundry receipts for payment of revenue from 1249 to 1251
B. S. It is to be observed, that in the action brought by the pre
sent appellant against the defendants on the instalment bond, Sheikh
Gholam Hosein appeared and advanced a claim to the estate named
Pauchgachee (another property belonging to the defendants) under
a deed of sale alleged to have been executed on the 13th Poos 1249;
but (as far as appears from the decree) said nothing of Gunisham
pore. The mortgage bond of the 22nd Cheyt 1248, ﬁled in this case,
This may be accounted for by the
refers to the lot Gunishampore.
fact that at the time he ﬁled his petition, his claim upon G1misham
--.31
pore had been satisﬁed.
‘ But however that
may be, it appears to me that the appellant has
a prior claim to the surplus proceeds of lot Gunishampore, to that
set up b the plaintiﬁl
‘The defendants executed an instalment bond for 7,750 rupees to the
transactions
appellant on the 21st Jeyt 1243, long prior to an
between the plaintiff and defendants, or between Slieikh Gholam
This bond (on which the appellant has
Hosein and defendants.
since obtained a decree) recites that the defendants were indebted to
him for revenue paid by him on their shares of the joint property,
and pledges that property, expressly stipulating that there was to be
no alienation of it by them until the debt was paid; and, further, that
if it was alienated by any acts of the Government (meaning of
course if it was sold for arrears of revenue) the debt was to be
Under these circumstances,
liquidated out of the surplus proceeds.
the
how
sudder
ameen gave judgment
it is unaccountable
principal
there
is
who,
for the plaintiff,
very strong ground for believing, has
with the defendants; and then, after
in
collusion
time
for
some
acted
has
instituted
the present action in order
aration,
some previous pre
to assist the defendants in evading the just claims of the appellant.
‘
rinci al sudder ameen
Considering that the decree of the
should be reversed, I refer the case to a fl1li)l)8I1C}i‘l.,
We are of opinion that the decree of the principal sudder ameen
The prior lien of the appellant gives him a prior claim to
is wrong.
the sm-plus proceeds of sale, and that of the whole share sold, with
reference to the principle laid down by the decision in the case of
Gopee Churn Burral versus Musst. Lukhee Ishwurre and others,
voL
Sudder Dewarmy Adawlut Reports.
pagi-£793,
e accordingly reverse the decree of the principal sudder ameen.
The appellant will recover the
proceeds if in deposit, and if
sugplus
, Teloke Chund Singh, then from
aid away to the original plainti
him; or if paid to any party to whom he may have transferred
the ap llant will recover from them jointly. The costs of the
originaimsuit and of the appeal will be charged to Teloke Chund
Singh and to the res ndent Juggunath Pojaree, the purchaser of the
decree obtained
former 111 the lower court.

it,

tiiiia

by
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‘

Tan
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Dnoumnx-an

1848.

Pnnsrzrérr:

SIB R. BARLOW, BAR.T.,
'

Y"

4'§"l€

P.

B;

JUDGE.

‘I

JACKSON and
F. HAWKINS,

Tnmromnr

1

CASE No.

\‘

ESQRS.,

142

or

Junens.

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Judge qfJessore, May
16th, 1845; confirming a decree passed by the Second Princzpal
c
Sudder Ameen, August 23rd, 1843.

ALUNG MUNJOOREE DASSEE, APPELLANT,

(Dnrnxnnxr

WITH o'rnEns,)
versus

Wukeel

of Appellant.—Kishen
Respondent

Tms

Kishore

Ghose,

absent in Appeal.

case was admitted to special appeal, on the 28th
the following certiﬁcate recorded by Mr.

I847, under

January
Charles

Tucker.

‘The petitioner (appellant) with

0

a

a

it

‘

e

a.

several others, was sued by the
him
in
B. S., of moiety of a certain
for
1247
plaintiff,
dispossessmﬁ
held
of
which
lease.
gunteejumma,
an out purchase of the property,
The petitioner pleaded an out peapetual
but
was proved that the lease to the
from the late
prior date, and decree was passed in his favor, with
plaintiff was tproprietors;
wasilat against the defendants who had dispossessed him, without
specifying who those persons were.
appeared also, that at the time the perpetual lease was granted
to the plaintiff, the property was in farm to one Chikun Mohummud,
whose lease extended to the close of 1249 B. S.; and
was especially
provided that the plaintiff was to uphold the farm, and to receive
from the farmer the stipulated rent for the unexpired period of his

it

‘

It

lease.

I

is

not entitled to the
‘Under these circumstances, the plaintiff
wasilat calculated on the gross produce from 1247 to 1249; but,
only, on the basis of the amount jumma, payable to him from the
farmer.
‘On this point, therefore, admit the special appeal, to try whether
the order of the principal sudder ameen, aﬁirmed by the judge on
this point,
not illegal, and contrary to the practice of the courts.’
is
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ANARULLAH BISWAS, Resrommnr, (Pnamrrrn)

(

871

)

We amend the decree of the lower courts. Themesne profits will
be calculated according to the farming jumma; and the case will be
remanded to the principal sudder ameen to correct his decree, by
specifying the parties from whom the amount is recoverable.
In
finally deciding the case, the principal sudder ameen will pass orders
in regard to costs incurred during the course of the litigation.

The 16th December

1848.

PRESENT:
SIR. R.

BARLOW, BART.,
JUDGE.

W. B.

J.

JACKSON

and

A. F. HAWKINS,
TEMPORARY
NO.

JUDGES.

164 OF 1848.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Acting Judge of Shaha
bad, August 8th, 1845; confirming a decree passed by the Principal
Sudder Ameen, September 17th, 1844.
HUREE SINGH AND or HERs, APPELLANTs, (DEFENDANTs)
-

tler SuS

MR. HOLLAND, RESPONDENT, (PLAINTIFF.)
Wukeel of Appellants.—J.
G. Waller.
Respondent absent in Appeal.

THIs

case was admitted to special appeal, on the 18th March
under the following certificate recorded by Mr. Charles
Tucker.
‘This suit was instituted by plaintiff against the petitioners (a
llants) for damages, under conditions # a lease granted by
atter to the former; and the special appeal is sought on the ground
that no suit could be entertained on the document filed in court,
viz., a pottah for 128 biggahs at rupees 2-6 per biggah, for two years,
on a stampt paper of the value of 8 annas, under Article 29 of Sche
dule A, Reg. 10, 1829,-a pottah of such a nature to be valid should
be engrossed on a stampt paper of the value of 4 rupees.
‘This being indisputable; and the circumstance having been
brought to the notice of the appellate court, I admit the special ap
peal applied for, to try whether any suit could be entertained on such
1847,

'.

a document.’

The document on which the plaintiff sues having been executed
upon a stamp of inadequate value, we reverse the judgments of the
lower courts; and dismiss the plaint with
costs against the plain
all
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CASE

ESQRS.,

tiff

(special respondent.)

.872

(
~

Tm-2

16'rn

Sm R.

)

Dzcsmmn

Pnasmrrz

BARLOW,

BART.

JACKSON and
J. A. 1*‘. HAWKINS,
W. B.

CASE N0.

1848.

J unea.

ESQRS.,

TEMPORARY
156

or

J unees.

1848.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Acting Judge
bad, April 26th, 1846 ; aﬂirming a decree passed
by the
Sudder Ameen, September 3rd, 1845.

BABOO SHEOSUHYEE LAL, APPELLANT,
versus

qf Shaka
Principal

(PLAINTIFF,)

BABOO UBHEELAKH AND orneas, Rssroxnaxrs,
(DEFENDAN'I‘S.)
Wukeel qf Appellant—J. G. Waller.

Wukeel

qf

Resp¢mde1zts—Aftabooddeen.

THIS
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1847,

case was admitted to special appeal, on the 31st
under the following certiﬁcate recorded
Mr.

Tucker.
‘ The
plaintiff advanced

by

August
Charles

the sum of 4,600 rupees to the defend
ants; and, for re ayment, received a farm of two’
villgs, the
amoimt rents of which were estimated at rupees 2,500.
‘It was agreed between the parties, that the farmers should pay
out of the above smn of 2,500 rupees the
following sums :
Government revenue, ........................................ ..
907
Interest on debt, .............................................. ..
552
Expenses of collections, ..................................... ..
250
Repairs of embankments, ..................................... ..
201
Khurch Dhalzila, .............................................. ..
24
To be paid to proprietors, or credited in part
principal of
debt, .......................................................... ..
566

2,500
was also agreed, that if the assets fell short of the
sum esti
mated, viz.,
2,§00, the
should be made good by the
ruppes
deﬁcienply
an the
mortgagers.“
hey_did fall short,
plaintiff‘ sued for the deﬁ
ciency. The prmcipal sudder ameen observing that the
expenses
allowed exceeded ten per cent on the
sum, refused to allow
more than 10 per cent.
On appeal t principal
e ju ge aﬂirmed the
principal
sudder ameen’s decision, observing that the excess of
expense was
clearly stipulated for, in order to levy an amount of interest in ex
'
cess of the legal rate.
‘
Now, if such was the opinion of the judge, he should have
dis
missed the claim in toto; but I see
nothing extraordinary in the
expenses allowed to the mortgagee.
‘

It

(

873

)

£

“In that part of the country, Government always allow

a separate

deduction from the rent under the head of repair of embankments,
water-courses, &c. In this case the expense of collection is exactly
10 per cent., and the sum allowed beyond that for repair of embank
there was no evidence
ments does not seem excessive; at
that the allowance was fictitious.
therefore admit a special appeal,
as the judge's decision is clearly at variance with the law; but as
there was no evidence to shew that an attempt had been made to
evade the interest laws, I admit the special appeal on that point

I

also.”

to

its

to

a

by

of

of

to

of

*

on

to

of

to

of

be of

THE

DECEMBER 1848.
PRESENT:
BARLOW, BART.,
SIR.
JUDGE.
W. B. JACKSON and

HAWKINS,

a

1847.

the

decree

Judge
passed

of

a

Special Appeal from decision passed
November 10th, 1845; affirming

OF

East Burdwan,

by

CASE NO. 356

ESQRS.,

TEMPORARY JUDGES.
by

J.

A.

F.

R.

16TH

the

Collector,

September 13th, 1843.

AND OTHERS, APPELLANTS,
(DEFENDANTS,)

SHEIKH REZWAN

versals

GUNGANURAIN

Appellants—Sheonurain Chatterjee.
Respondent–Kishen Kishore Ghose.
on

Wukeel
Wuheel

''

GHOSE, RESPONDENT, (PLAINTIFF.)

of of

by

special appeal,
THIs case was admitted
the 22nd June 1847,
Mr. Charles Tucker.
under the following certificate
to
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be

of

of

to

by

to

in

of

of

as

of

to

can see no attempt to extort illegal interest.
The document
object
executed between the parties had for
ensure
the ap
pellant (plaintiff) the sum
2,500 rupees annually,
detailed
therein,
liquidation
4,600 rupees. The
the original debt
appellant gave credit
the respondent for the amount realized
him, and sued for the balance.
The deductions made
the lower
courts, with reference
collection, cannot benefit the
the charges
respondent; for the diminution
the annual payments leaves pro
larger sum
tanto
accounted for, when the period for which
the money was advanced has expired.
We consider the appellant
by
him,
entitled
the full amount sued for
with interest upon the
principal sum
accordingly
payment.
the date
We
amend the
decrees
the lower courts, and award the plaintiff (appellant) the
sum sued for, together with interest
the principal from the date
payment.
institution
suit
the date
The respondent will
charged with the costs
the several courts.

We

(

874

‘This

£
)

case was instituted on 1st March 1843, to resume certain
rent-free lands in the possession of the petitioners (appellants), and
before whom the suit
the plaint was decreed first by the
instituted,
by
judge.
was
and in appeal
the
appears that the very same plaintiff sued the very same defen
dant,
Rezwan, to fix a jumma on 47 biggahs and 17 biswas of
disposed of on the 2nd
possession.
land in his
This case was

‘It

£

£

I

of

3

of of

be

to

to

of

of

1848.

PRESENT:

BARLOW, BART.,

R.

SIR.

JUDGE.

HAWKINS,

F.

A.

J.

W. B. JACKSON and
ESQRS.,

TEMPORARY JUDGES.
a

decision passed
the Principal
Sudder
Shahabad, April 20th, 1846; affirming
decree passed
Gurhinee, July 16th, 1845.
the Moonsiff

a

of

Ameen

of

Special Appeal from

92 OF 1848.
by

CASE No.
by

JEWUN NURAIN SINGH,

APPELLANT, (DEFENDANT,)

?»ersus

THIs

#

case was admitted

under the following

uCKer.

G.

Respondent—Ameer
special appeal,
certificate

(PLAINTIFF.)
Waller.

Ali.
the 14th September

recorded

by

Wukeel

Appellant—J.
to

Wukeel

RESPONDENT,

on

RAMBULLUBH,
of of
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THE 16TH DECEMBER

to

on

in

It

to

14,

September 1829 by the then judge, Mr. Henry Millett, who found
that 24 biggahs, more or less, out of the 47 biggahs, 17 biswas were held
lakhiraj; and, excluding these lands, he left the plaintiff to bring
a separate suit to try the validity of the tenure under which they
were held.
The present action is brought for that purpose, as
admitted before me this day by the plaintiff's wukeel; and as upwards
of 12 years had elapsed before the suit was brought from the date
of Mr. Millett's decision, I am of opinion that the suit was barred by
Regulation
1793, and
the provisions of Section
admit the
try this point.”
special appeal
has been held
the case of Sheikh Shafautoollah versus
Jykishen Mookerjee, decided
20th May 1848, that the law
limitation does not apply
suits instituted for the resumption
lakhiraj tenures.
We accordingly dismiss the appeal, and affirm the
charged
decree
the lower court.
The costs
this Court
the appellants.

Mr. Charles

(

)

875

‘This suit was brought against the petitioner, (appellant) pur
chaser, with others, of an estate sold for the arrears # Government
revenue, for 2% annas, on the ground that previous to the sale
an agreement to that effect was made with the purchaser, that he,
a defaulter in the estate, should have 2% annas in the purchase,
though his name was not to appear, or be recorded as one of the
purchasers.
The lower courts gave the plaintiff a decree.
‘This is in direct opposition to Section 22, Act 12 of 1841; and
though this is not amongst the grounds on which a special appeal is
asked for, yet, in my opinion, that Section is binding on the courts
whether
or not: the words are “shall be dismissed with

£

costs.”

“I

*::

-

therefore admit a special appeal, because the suit has been dis
Act 12 of
posed of in contravention of the law, to wit Section
1841.”

THE 18TH DECEMBER

1848.

BARLOW, BART.,

-

SIR.

R.

PRESENT:

JUDGE.

Ameen

OF 1845.

Principal
decision passed
the
Nuddeah, August 19th, 1845.

of a

Regular Appeal from

367

by

CASE NO.

Sudder

PRANKISHEN PAUL CHOWDHREE AND NOBOKISHEN
PAUL CHOWDHREE, APPELLANTs, (PLAINTIFFs)
??ers?/S

loco

SAWI, RESPONDENTs, (DEFENDANTs.)

Wuheels

of

Wukeel

of

in

THOMAS SAVI, BYKAUNTNATH MUJMOODAR, and MR.
FURLONG, MANAGER OF THE BENGAL INDIGO COMPANY.,
Appellants—Sheonurain Chatterjee.

Respondents—Kishen Kishore Ghose and Taruk
Chundur Raee.
is

a

of

an

a

in

he

of

of

in

in

of

of

on

a

or

on

the 7th August 1843,
23rd Srabon
plain called “Komeer Mara.'
Plaintiffs state that there
&c.,
the west
the villages Mohontpore, Jamera Danga and
Namtour,
turf Mohuntpore,
which Doctor Mellis got pottah,
with defined boundaries,
the name
his servant, Ramrutten
Chuckerbutty, from the Rajah
Nuddeah, while
held the talook
under fictitious name.
Dr. Mellis took possession
land
excess
the pottah: the rajah sued him for rents;
ameen was sent, and

THE plaint was filed

1250.

of
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all

Under the circumstances stated in the above certificate, we annul
the decisions of both the lower courts, and dismiss the original
plaint with
costs against the respondent.

(876)

is

7

it

e'

;

a

got

session.

7

Plaintiﬁs claim wasilat on the 133 biggahs,
cottahs from 1233
to 1249, at 142 rupees,
annas per annum: making principal 2,418
rupees, with interest thereon 2,527 rupees, and also wasilat on the
47 biggahs, at 62 rupees, 10 annas,
gundalw from 1242 to 1249,
annas, and 253 rupees interest there
being principal 501 rupees,
on; and estimating the value of the land at
rupees per biggalz, or
720 rupees for the whole, with 5,698 rupees for wasilat, bring their
4

5

3

3
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5

a

it,

the doctor set up sundry lakhirqjdars to claim lands, in consequence
of which 1,487 biggahs, 16 cottahs were exempted, and the rajah was
The rajah then gave a putm;-e
ordered to sue for them separately.
talook to Sonatun Poramauick and others, who not havincr measured,
or assessed the lands included, were unable to ascertain V5131 lakhirqj
or mal lands were in
leaving the lands exempted by the ameens
for future adjudication.
The putneedars gave
pottah to Dr.
Mellis for 2,157 biqgahs, 10 cattahs, at a jumma of 1,348 rupees in
the name of his servant, Lal Beharee; their rents were realized by
the putneedars.
Dr. Mellis then, in order to avoid payment of his rents, caused
an action to be brought against himself for rents for 471 biggaks,
of the land exempted by the ameen) by Madhub Chundur
gaxclusive
ungolee htl other lakhirajdars, who obtained judgment against
him. After this the Doctor sued the putrmedars in court, stating
that he had not
ssession of the 2,157 biggahs covered by his pottah_
An ameen was <ii:puted to measure the villages, and they were found
to comprise 4,083 biggalw and 6% cottalw: of which 2,255 bigga/Ls, 11%
cottahs were in the doctor’s possession, 1,630 biggalw in the hands
of the lakhirajdars, and 197 biggalw,
cottahs in those of certain
The
doctor’s
was
ryuts.
plaint
consequently dismissed.
In the month of Assar 1233, or the 31st of last month, plaintiﬁs
a dur-putnee talook from the putneedars.
As the lands were in
arm, they could not obtain the village papers, or ascertain what
lakhiraj lands were in the tenure, and were unable, until they had
made
general measurement of the villages, to get this information.
The measurement was completed in 1238 ir1 which year, on the 3rd
Mujmoodar, and
Chg/et, they sued Dr. Mellis,Isreekaunt
hty others,
for possession of 1,630 biggalzs, in talook lllohuntpore.
&lakhir¢y'dars)
heir suit was thrown out on the 15th May 1837,
alleged,
because they had included so many parties in the list of the defen
dants, and they were ordered to bring separate actions against them.
This suit was accordingly instituted on the 7th August 1843, or 23rd
Srabon 1250, for possession of 133 biggahs,
cottahs situated in the
plain on the west of the villages above mentioned, of which Mr.
Savi took possession under pottah from Bykauntnath Mujoomdar for
indigo purposes; and, further, for 47 biggahs, other lands-which were
held by Harem Kamar and others, of which from the ears 1242,
Bykaimtnath (calling them lakhz'r¢y' lands) has hixnseii held pos

a

_ﬂ___________4<
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(877)
action against the defendants for 6,421. rupees, with interest to date
of realization, and for possession.
Answer of Bykauntnath Mujmoodsr, dated 30th August 1844
Kishen Chundur Raee of Nuddea, on the llth Kartilz 1158,
gave my grandfather, Ram Hurree Mujmoodar, a sunnud for 151
bzygahs (mohitran) md ordered release of cro s attached on them on
In 1202, m grandfather" ﬂied the taidad of these
7th Assin 1190.
lands numbered 873, and diedy; we hold in succession to him. This
taidad was before the special deputy collector in case No. 1601, and
he resumed the lands for Government: sixt biqgahs, 1 cattah of these
There are also otlier lands (birmotur, maki
are included in the
tran §*c.) the detai plaint.
of which is given, bought by defendant’s ancestor
at various periods to the extent of 478 bojqgahs, 13¢} (cottahs some of
which have been resumed, others not) to 180 biggahs of which the
plaintiﬁs lay claim.
The plaintiifs sue after the lapse of 18 years for possession and
wasilat ; this is 0 posed to law. As to the 47 biggahs of which they
were dispossessedi as alleged, in 1242, the fact is they got a dur
putnee in 1233; but never objected to my lakhirqj title deeds or
riods. In order, however, to avoid the
kubalebs up to the present
limitation law, they plead dizpossession in 1242.
The plaintiffs state the rates of y these lands to be 1 rupee, whereas
the planters pay us at only 8 annas per biggah for the lakhiraj
As the putneedars gave a release of the above lakhiraj lands
land.
through their naib, when they granted Dr. Mellis a pottah in the
name of his servant Lal Beharee, the dur-putneedar can have no
'
claim.
In reply, plaintiﬂ’s urge that if any of their land has been resumed
by Government in their absence, they were not parties to the case,
and their r' hts are not aﬁected by such suit; that 12 years have
not lapsed liom the date on which they were directed to bring
actions; that as
bought in their duwputnee the
separate
they;
lan
it
is of no importance whether the
,
to
all
the
rent-paying
right
or
not,
was
out
of
previous to granting him the
possession,
putneedar
tenure.
under
The defendants’ rejoinder states that the plaintiﬁs admit that
Sonatun Poramanick, from whom they got the dur-putnee, never
had possession, so that the limitation law applies, and the plaint is
inadmissible.
An answer was put in by the defendant Savi, on the 19th August
1845, upon which the rincipal sudder ameen directed that it should
be laced on the record as an order for exparte trial had been passed.
The principal sudder ameen on the date already mentioned dis
missed the laint. Three points he says call for enquiry in this case.
after the lapse of 17 years, under the law,
First. gan the
the 133 biggahs, 7 cottahs?
claim possession o ‘plaintiff
Second.

Is

the land laklu'rzy', or rent-paying land?

\...,./'“-_..

(878)
Third. Did the defendant, Bykauntnath Mujmoodar, oust the
plaintiff of the 47 bzlqga/L9 in 1242?
As the plaintiffs admit dis-possession since 1233, and urge nothing
to bar the operation of Section 14, Regulation 3 of 1793, their claim
the permission to sue, which
to the 133 bzygalw, 7 cottahs is not
good:
in
wil
not
was
avail
1837,
than in the face of the
given
they plead
law.

tlie

aberration from the law.
The collector has reported the land lakhiraj; but, with reference
to what has already been said, further investigation is not requisite.
Plaintiffs have only ﬁled a kubooleeut given by one Khaloo Sheikh,
in 1237, in order to prove that the 47 biggahs are in their dur-putnee :
this, though attested by three witnesses, appears newly written, and the
witnesses are plaintiffs’ ryuts ; their evidence is unworthy of credit.
The chittahs put in by the plaintiffs, though they cannot be consi
dered evidence to prove their right, do not speciﬁcally mention these
47 biggalzs ; nor is there any proof how the
Were, in 1242,
een in their possession
dispossessed of this land alleged to have plaintiffs
On the contrary, 2 Imbalehs of 1214 and 1216, and the
previously.
special commissioner’s decree, prove the defendant’s la/Jziraj right
and his possession to this land, as do the collector’s proceedings of
the 17th Ultimo.
On the above ground the plaint was dismissed, and costs with
interest charged to laintitil
It is admitted in
plaint, that the Rajah of Nuddea, and Sonatun
Poramanick and others, putneedars from whom the plaintiffs purchased
their dur-putnee in 1233, were not in possession of the 133 biqgabs
cottalw sued for; and the plaintiffs after the lapse of 11 years, 10
months, and 23 days come into court for possession and wasilat, with
out
any data as to the period from which the party who sold
em was out of
The plaintiffs state with respect to
to giving
the 47 bzygahs, that possession.
defendant, Bykauntnath Mujmoodar, turned
them out in 1242 only; but of this they roduce no prooﬁ
The
boundaries of the ﬁrst plot sued for are not llziid down; and those of
the several plots making up the 47 biygahs are so ill deﬁned, that
the plaintiﬁs
possession could not be given, even
judgment.
has been urged verbally by the appellants’ piiiaders, that the
law of limitation 1S not applicable in suits for resumption of lakliiraj
land. This plea, however, will not avail them: their suit
not the
shewn by their valuation of the lands at four
suit for resumption, as
times their produce, not eighteen times as prescribed by law in the
The Court deem
case of laklziraj land.
unnecessary to go further
into the case under the above circumstances; and have only to record
their conﬁrmation of the principal sudder ameen’s decision, and the
dismissal of the plaint.

it

is

is

It

t

if

t

e

t
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The plaintiﬁs’ former suit for the lands in dispute was dismissed;
permission was granted to sue again, but that does not warrant any

*

(

THE 19TH DECEMBER

1848.

PRESENT:

ABER. DICK, Esq.,
JUDGE.

CASE No.

328 OF

1847.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder Ameen
of Zillah Tipperah, Moulvee Abdool Khyr Mahomed.

KASHEE CHUNDUR RAEE AND HURRISH CHUNDUR
RAEE, APPELLANTs, (DEFENDANTs,)
tersus

MUHARAJAHKISHOONKISHWUR
RESPONDENT,
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Wukeel

MANIK BUHADOOR,

(PLAINTIFF.)

of Appellants—Gopal

Kishen

Raee.

Wukeels of Respondent—J. G. Waller and Ameer Ali.
APPEAL laid at 6,801 Company's rupees, 9 annas, 16 cowries for
adjustment of jumma, or rent.
The plaintiff in this case is proprietor of the zemindaree in which
the defendants held a dependent talook, liable to enhancement of rent
on lapse of an alleged lease.
He called on them by notice under
5, 1812, to enter into an engagement to pay the enhanced
net rent of 4,000 rupees; or, if they objected, to appear and have
They declined:
the lands measured, and a proper rent fixed.
hence
this suit.
In appeal only two pleas were urged against the principal sudder
ameen's decision, though others were set forth in the written plead
ing, moojibat.
First, that the principal sudder ameen had allowed respondent to
file a supplementary plaint after the pleadings had been closed, and
the ameen deputed to measure had forwarded his report; and had, in
consequence, decreed a larger sum than 4,000 Company's rupees, for
which only the requisite notice had been issued on appellants by

£

respondent.
Second, that the ameen's report was partial, incomplete, and errone
ous; and that he had included in his measurement much land which
they held as rent-free.

£

first plea is frivolous. The notice specified the rent at 4,000
Company's rupees, but it also called upon the appellants to appear,
and have the lands measured and a just amount settled, if they
objected to the amount specified.
This they would not do; and
consequence
therefore must abide the
of their perverseness.
proof
There is no
on record that the second plea was urged in
the lower court; it cannot consequently be now heard.
Appeal dismissed with full costs; and the principal sudder ameen's
decision affirmed.

'

(sso)
T111:

20TH Dacnmnaa

1848.

PRESENT!

ABER. DICK, EsQ.,

CASE N0.

JUDGE.
514 OF 1847.

Regular Appeal from a decision-passed by the Principal Sudder Ameen
_
qf Zillah Sylhet, Raee Radha Govind.

ALUM BIBI, THEN RUSOOL BUKHSH

AND

A.PPELLANTS, (PLAINTIFFS,)

FYZ BUICHSH,

1.787826

JUGDEES RAM DAS, GOUREE DASEE,
RESPONDENTS,

AND

ornnns,

(DEFENDANTS.)

I/Vukeel

SUIT laid at Company’s rupees 14,330, 12 annas, for possession
on 260 ploughs, or coolbas of land; a coolba being somewhat more
than three English acres.
The plaint set forth that the lands in suit were acquired in 1198
B. E., under the denomination of two talooks, by an ancestor of
plaintiff, and had been held by the family until 1226, when defen
dants ousted them from a portion, and again from other portions, and
at length from the remnant in 1242. That a.n ancestor, Noor Jan Bibi,
sued in 1236 for recovery of those portions seizedin 1226 and 1234,
but her suit was nonsuited on default, on the 8th August 1832.
The defence rested on lapse of time rendering the suit inadmis
sible; and declared the assertion of the ousting in 1242 to be dis
proved by the former suit of N oor Jan, by reference to the boundaries
laid down in the two suits.
The suit was dismissed on the
ound of lapse of time.
In appeal it was still contended? that no lapse had occ\n'red, as
the present suit was instituted within 12 years from the date of
nonsuit of the former case; and even if it had, the fraudulent
acquisition by defendants made the suit cognizable under Regula
tion 2, 1805.
Moreover, that the dispossession in 1242 brought the
case

within

time.
Upwards of 10 years had elapsed from the cause of action, when
Noor Jan Bibi instituted her suit; and 11 years,
months, and 28
from
the
date
of
nonsuit
of
Noor
an’s
to
the institution
case
days
of this suit: therefore the law of limitation of 12 years clearly
The plaintiff did not sue specially under Rgulation 2,
applies.

J

ll

1805, consequently that law cannot now be pleaded in this suit;
and there is no good proof of the ousting in 1242 on the record.
It
besides, most improbable from the situation of that portion of
the land, and from no complaint having been preferred at the time
to the fmgllaree com*t. The appeal 1s therefore dismissed with
is,
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of Appellants—-Aftabooddeen.
W'ukeel qf Resp0na'ents—Rama Purshad Raee.

full

costs.

iii

__

V

Q-. -—-
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THE 20TH DECEMBER
PRESENT:

1848.

ABER. DICK, Esq.,
JUDGE.

CASE No.

179 OF 1848.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by

the

Principal

Sudder Ameen

of Zillah
Moulvee Mahomed Kuleem Khan.
MUSST BIRJSHURREE, wiDow of RAMNATH SHAH,
Bachergunge,

APPELLANT (DEFENDANT,)
ter's?/S

GOVIND KISHOON SHAH AND OTHERs, RESPONDENTs,
(PLAINTIFFs.)
Wuheel

of Appellant—Gopal Kishen Raee.
of Respondents—Rama Purshad Raee.

of

'

of

r:

3, he

THE
23RD DECEMBER
-

1848.

HAWKINS,

ESQ.,

trial

as

in

•

therefore

its

indicated.

of witnesses. The case
ameen will proceed

in is

and names

The principal sudder

"

to

to

he

in

it,

of

documents

£a

of

in 5

to

in

an

a

of

of

in

of

on

recovery
at Company's rupees 4,790, annas 13,5} pie,
that sum paid
satisfaction
decree
account
defendant.
The principal sudder ameen
this case admitted
answer from
defendant, appellant, after default, and order for exparte trial.
He
days
then allowed
defendant
file proofs and names
wit
nesses; and,
default thereof, decided the case exparte.
The principal sudder ameen should not have
the filing
defendant, and passing
the answer after default
order for
trial exparte, without satisfactory reasons being assigned for the de
fault (vide Construction 375, 4th February 1825.) As, however,
conformity with Clause
proceed
did admit
was bound
Section 12, Regulation XXVI. 1814, and should have fined the
defendant
the first instance, and allowed another period for filin

SUIT laid

above

F.

A.

J.

PRESENT:

-

TEMPORARY

of

IN

PETITION No. 425 OF

JUDGE.

1848.

of

on

of in

of

the matter
the petition
Sheikh Babun Beparee, filed
the 23rd September 1848, praying for the admission
Syud Ahmed Buksh Khan,
special appeal from the decision
principal sudder ameen
Rungpore, under date the 19th August
1848; reversing that
Burbaree, under date the 27th
the moonsiff

of

of

of

this Court

a
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for

Wukeel

0

(

ssz

)

1848, in thecase of Sreenussoo Atta Bewa, plaintiff, versus
petitioner and others, defendants.
_
_
_
_
that the said apphcation is granted on
It is hereby
s.
oun (pertiﬁed
follow'

March

the
the

to_

T'hihni;v§ira suit for a speciﬁc portion of a tenant’s holding, preferred
the reversal of
by the plaintiff against the defendants, with a view
m favor of the
an order for possession passed by the session
defendants.
The case was decided

_

a

it

I

THE

231:1)

is

‘

DECEMBER

1848.

J.

PRESENT:

A. F. HAWKINS, EsQ.,
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

PETITION No.

518

or

1848.

IN the matter of the petition of Mrs. M. Smith, ﬁled in this Court
on the 25th November 1848, raying for the admission of a special
appeal from the decision of gy-ud Osman Ali, additional principal
sudder ameen of 24-Pergunnahs, under date the 24th August 1848;
reversing that of the moonsiff of Maniktullah, under date the 19th
April 1848, in the case of the petitioner, plaintiff, versus Mrs. E.
Wilson,

defendant.

a

a a

is

is

hereby certiﬁed that the said application
granted on the
following grounds.
This was
suit to recover
sum of 300 rupees, principal and
note of hand.
The moonsiff gave judgment for the
interest, on
plaintiﬁ"; but his judgment was reversed by the principal sudder

It
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b

a

s

,

on an investigation of the merits of the
claim by the moonsitf, who gave judgment for the defendants
decision of
ameen reversed
the principal
On
the
the
sudder
on the ground that in the year 1842, the judge of the dis
moonsiappeal,
that in disputes res
trict had issued circular instructions,
holdings, the party whose name was registered in the
pecthigajpch
oﬂice, should be considered the proprietor.
zemin
_ _
Circular orders of zillah judge cannot affect the rights of indivi
the powers of a
duals, and the issue of such instructions
beyond
mto the
should
sudder
The
prmcipal
judge.
_ave entered
aineen
merits of the case, and have decided the question of right upon the
the parties.
evidence produced
admit the
pealzl and remand the case to the principal sudder
on its merits, as indicated in the fore
ameen, who
dispose of
going remarks.

ameen.

The evidence of one subscribing witness to the bond was taken,—
two witnesses deposed to the signature of the second subscribing
witness; and there was evidence on the record, as stated by the

(

)

883

principal sudder ameen himself, that payment of a portion of the
money due on the bond had been paid." This the principal sudder
ameen states is insufficient to prove the bond.
do not give any opinion as to the legal sufficiency of this
evidence, as the time for that has not yet arrived; but it appears
to me that there has not been that proper enquiry into this case in
the principal sudder ameen's court,
there ought to have been.
It was, moreover, originally decided by a moonsiff, who understands
the English language, in which the document is written, and in
which the witnesses gave their evidence.
In the 24-Pergunnahs
there is a principal sudder ameen, who, as well as the judge, under
stands English; and the case, under these circumstances, should
not have been tried by the only officer legally competent to try
who does not understand that language.
may
admit the appeal, and
case that
re-tried
with reference
the foregoing remarks, either
the judge
the
first principal sudder ameen.

I

£

it,

THE 23RD DECEMBER

or

1848.

'

F.

A.

J.

PRESENT:

HAWKINS,

Esq.,

TEMPORARY

PETITION No.

JUDGE.

519 OF 1848.

of

at

of

as

to

by

.

of

to

of

of

of

of

‘made.

?

Query

of

is

on

in

of of
a

to

of

at

on by

of

'
*

of

an to by

in

in

I

on

of

of

of

#.

a

of

in

of

of

no

is

of

in

of

a

is

It

of

IN

the matter
the petition
Jowahir Lal, filed
this Court
special ap
the 25th November 1848, praying for the admission
Cardew, judge
Beerbhoom, under
peal from the decision
Mr.
date the 19th August 1848; affirming that
Mr. W. Luke, collec
Burdwan, under date the 9th June 1847,
tor
the case
the peti
tioner, plaintiff, versus Punchum Lal Misree and others, defendants.
granted
certified that the said application
the
following grounds.
lakhiraj tenure, the particu
This was
suit for resumption
page 146
lars
which are given
the decisions
the judge
Beerbhoom,
August 1848.
The grounds
the judgment
the zillah court are given
length; but some points appear
have been overlooked.
here
statement
the quantity
land covered (not
the
taidad and char but)
the original grants; nor has there been
any enquiry apparent
the face
the proceedings
the lower
courts, into the fact
give validi
whether measures were taken
having them registered, and going throug
the several grants
regard
those forms
them which the law
1793 requires.
These
they have been
points are essential
this kind; and
omitted, admit the appeal, and remand the case
the zillah judge,

to
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byit
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•:

to

be

to

in

or

de

it

THE 23RD DECEMBER

to

in

of

in

deciding
and,
novo, will detail
who will re-consider
his
judgment the character
the several grants whether hereditary
otherwise, and the several particulars
regard
them which the
lakhiraj grant.
law declares
essential
the validity
1848.

HAWKINS, ESQ.,

F.

A.

J.

PRESENT:

TEMPORARY

PETITION NO.

JUDGE.

520 OF 1848.

''£

on

of

a

#.

of in

of

is

the
the

granted

of

a

is

of

as

is

It

THE 23RD DECEMBER

collec
of

in

of

-

hereby certified that the said application
following grounds.
This
case
the same nature
that disposed
passed.
No. 519: the same orders are

this day under

1848.

F.

A.

J.

PRESENT:

HAWKINS,

ESQ.,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.
PETITION NO. 419 OF 1848.

IN

£

#

of a

in

of

in

#

of

of

of

F.

of

'

on

of

Ramkunnye Banerjee, filed
the matter
the petition
this
for the admission of
the 23rd September 1848,
appeal from
decision
Mr.
W. Russell, judge
ooghly, under date the 7th July 1848; affirming that
the princi
July 1847,
pal sudder ameen
Hooghly, under date the
the
case
the petitioner, plaintiff, versus Pran Kisto Raee and others,

Court

defendants.

on

is

it

of

to

in

of

a

of

of

£

of

of

to

to

of

a

of

is

It

hereby certified that the said application
granted
the
following grounds.
debt, principal
The plaintiff sued the defendants for recovery
3,460-12-16.
interest,
rupees
and
the amount
The principal
judgment
plaintiff
gave
sudder ameen
for the
the amount
rupees 2,254-2-1, rejecting the rest
his claim.
The parties ap
pealed: the plaintiff against that portion
the decree which ordered
portion
the dismissal
his claim; the defendants against that
which awarded
the plaintiff the amount decreed

of

the appeal
the defendants, the remand
investigation
them;
further
into the pleas advanced

by

the case

for

The judge ordered,

on

aVOr.

of
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of

ate the 19th August 1848; affirming that
Mr. W. Luke,
Burdwan, under date the 9th June 1847,
tor
the case
petitioner, plaintiff, versus Rashoo Pal and others, defendants.

on

of

£

IN

the petition
Jowahir Lal, filed
this Court
praying
special ap
1848,
the 25th November
for the admission
from the decision of
judge
Beerbhoom, under
the matter

(

)

885

on

he

as

to

•

no

by

be

it

#

'.

THE 23RD DECEMBER

1848.

A.

F.

J.

PRESENT:

HAWKINS,

ESQ.,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

IN

PETITION NO.

521 OF 1848.

of

of

the matter
the petition
the 25th November 1848,
special appeal from the decision

Guru Das Koond, filed

in

of

in

of

of

of

a

of

W.

of

£

on

this
praying for the admission
Luke, judge
East
urdwan, under date the 21st August 1848; affirming that
the
collector
East Burdwan, under date the 7th May 1847,
the case
the petitioner, plaintiff, versus Odenurain Raee and others, defen

Court

dants.

on

of

is

of

£

of

of

in

an

of

a

as

to

of

in

of

to

it

to

as

in

to

by

in

an

to

in

2,

It

of

is

It

to

is

It

hereby certified that the said application
granted
the
following grounds.
unnecessary
enter into any detail
the particulars
this
case.
was instituted under the provisions
Section 30, Regula
tion
1819
the collector's office, and there decided by Mr. Luke,
judge
who was subsequently appointed
officiate
the district,
had been
appeal from the collector's
whose court
regard
stituted. Mr. Luke applied for instructions
the trial
try himself. The
appeal,
the
and was directed
Mr. Tucker
order
Mr. Tucker was passed with reference
certain corres
pondence which took place with the Western Court
the year
1845; that correspondence, however, has reference
the power
officer,
judge, trying suit instituted for the reversal
order
an
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as

it

I

no

its

and observed, on the appeal of the plaintiff, that as the case had been
remanded on the appeal of the defendants, it was not necessary to
pass any further orders on the appeal of the plaintiff.
He conse
quently struck the plaintiff's appeal off the file, and charged him
with all the costs thereon.
The plaintiff appealed, on the ground that he was entitled to more
than the principal sudder ameen had awarded; and the judge must
By striking the plaintiff's appeal
pronounce judgment on this point.
off the file, the judge has, by an oversight, affirmed the principal
sudder ameen's decree, so far as it goes against the plaintiff, without
entering into the merits of it himself.
This is clearly erroneous.
The judge should have decided the
merits; for
appeal of the plaintiff upon
means follows,
circumstances,
under the
that because the case was remanded on the
defendants' appeal, the plaintiff's appeal must
struck off,
the
one
with
the
other.
necessary
connection,
two have
accordingly admit the
and remand the case
the judge,
who will re-admit
his file; and, after investigation, pass such
may consider proper.
orders

.

\

\

\

(886)
totally distinct from
passed by himself as collector, which is a
the same otﬁcer trying the same case in both stages of ﬁrst instance

I have taken the opinion of the Court at large. The
and appeal.
of opinion that Mr. Luke was not competent
are
unanimously
judges
to try the appeal in this case.
I accordingly admit the appeal, and remand the case. The oﬁici
ating judge will apply to the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut for permis
sion to transfer the suit to another judge for trial.
-_3-_

THE
'

DECEMBER
PRESENT:

23111)

1848.

J. A. F. HAWKINS,

Esq.,
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Tnnronsnr Jones.
PETITION No. 489 or 1848.
IN the matter of the petition of Gungamoin Dassee, ﬁled in this
for the admission of a
Court on the 20th November 1848,
. Luke,
Mr.
of East
special appeal from the decision of prayiigg
Burdwan, under date the 17th August _1848; aﬁirming that of the col
lector of East Burdwan, under date the 2nd December 1847, in the
case of the petitioner, plaintiff, versus Ramchundur Bhuttacharge and
others, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds.
This is a case of the same nature as that dis sed of this day
The case in the ﬁrst instance, andtiahe appeal were
under No. 521.
The same orders are passed; and the
tried by the same individual.
for
will
apply
permission to transfer the case to
oﬁiciating judge
another judge.

.._3_

THE

DECEMBER
PRESENT:

26111

1848.

W. B. JACKSON, EsQ.,
CASE N0.
Regular

Appeal from

Mohumnzzzd,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.
252

OF 1848.

a decision passed

Principal Sudder

Ameen

1848.

RAMCOOMAR

by Moulvee Abool

K71311

of Tzpperah, January 28th,

DHUR, APPELLANT,

(DEF!-2NDANT,)

UCTSUS

MUHARAJA KISHEN KISHWUR MANIGK, Rnsrounnrrr,
s

(PLAINTIFE)

of Appellant--Ramapershad Raee.
Wulwels of Respondent-—Pur.s"un Komar Tagore and Ameer Ali.
Wukeel

CLAIM, adjustment of the-jummas of the
name talook Nundcoomar Chowdree.

\

defendant’s

talook, by
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(es?)
This is a. claim for adjustment of the jumma of a talook in posses
The
sion of the defendant, brought against him by his landlord.
defendant could not prove a right to hold on a ﬁxed jumma; and
the principal sudder ameen in deciding the case, appointed an ameen
to assess a jumma on the lands according to the pergumuzh rates.
The ameen reported that the jumma of the lands, according to the
established pergumzah rates, would be 10,185 rupees, 10 annas,
7 gundalur, 3 cowries ; and the principal sudder ameen decreed in
favor of the la-intiif accordingly.
The appellant now seeks to impugn the decision, on the ground
that the assessment of the ameen is lugher than it should be, accord
ing to the established pergunnah rates; but from the principal
sudder ameen’s decree, it does not appear that any petition stati
objections to the ameen’s assessment was given in to his court, $5
accordingly no opinion is given by the principal sudder ameen on
It is not even stated in the petition of appeal,
these objections.
that any such petition of objection was ﬁled after the ameen gave
in his report; and, in this case, the princi al sudder ameen could
not, under Section 17, Regulation 4, 1793, db otherwise than decree
necessarily
agreeably to the ameen’s report; that report
received as evidence to the facts of the investigation of which the
ameen was sent.
Seeing therefore that the appellant made no ob'ec
tion to the ameen’s assessment in the lower court, I consider
imompetent to raise such objections in this court; and accordingly
»
I conﬁrm the decision of the lower court with costs.

-¢—

Tns

28'rn DECEMBER 1848.

Pnnsanrz

J. A. F. HAWKINS,

ESQ.,

Tmrroaanr JUDGE.
Pnrrrron No. 382 or 1848.
IN the matter of the petition of Alungmoni Dassee
and others,
'
ﬁled in this Court on the 16th September 1848, ra.
g for the ad
of
mission of a special appeal from the decision of
Ensues,
Jessore, under date the 15th June 1848 ; affirming that of the princi
pal sudder ameen, under date the 16th December 1846, in the case of
the petitioners, plaintiffs, versus Surbsoondree Dibbeah and others,
defendants.

It

is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds.
A report of this case, which however appears to me very imper
fect, is given at page 45 of the decisions of the judge of zillah essore,
for the month of June last
This is a suit for reversal of a summ
decree obtained b the
on
the
that
suchﬂ-‘decree interferes with the
ground
opposite party,

J

(

888

)

rights of the plaintiffs in certain lands in turuf Katinja, comprised
within their putnee tenure.
The judge says, in disposing of this case, “on looking over the
papers
find that the appellants, the plaintiffs in the lower court,
rest their claim on their renting in putnee turuf Katinja, in which
they state that the mouzah in question is included. Of this there is
no proof, though the putnee pottah mentions in detail many mouzahs;
whereas in the respondents' pottah the mouzah in dispute is distinct
ly mentioned. This is clearly insufficient. It appears that the res
pondents putneedars are the daughters of the zemindar, Kunhai Lall
Thakoor; and the question is not to be decided in such a case, mere
ly by insertion of names of the mouzahs in the pottahs, which rests
entirely with the zemindar, but by an enquiry into the fact of which
of the parties obtained possession, and held it up to the time of the
institution of this suit.
It is stated by the appellants that the name
of mouzah Katinja was surreptitiously
the pottah of the
respondents; but the judge says “I see no reason to take that view
of the case. His reasons for this conclusion he does not give; nor
does it appear to me that the lower courts have taken the proper
steps to ascertain the probabilities, or otherwise, of this point.
A
local
as to the party in possession from the date of the putnee
was essentially necessary to clear up the
of the case; for proof
of undisturbed possession by either party, obtained by a local enquiry,
would surely lead the court to a right conclusion as to whether the
not,
name of the mouzah, appearing in the respondents' pottah
surreptitious addition.
Under these circumstances
admit the appeal; and, reversing the
judgments
courts,
the lower
remand the case
the principal
who,
making
enquiry
ameen,
sudder
after
local
the usual way,
will re-consider the evidence, and decide the case
novo.

I

£

is,

a

or
is

£

to

a

de in

I

of

I

•

THE 28TH DECEMBER

1848.

HAWKINS, Esq.,

*

F.

A.

J.

PRESENT:
TEMPORARY JUDGE.

IN

PETITION No.

517

OF 1848.
in

of

of of

in

of

of

of

a

of

on

of

the matter
the petition
Jeonath Singh, filed
this Court
special
the 24th November 1848, praying for the admission
appeal from the decision
the principal sudder ameen
West
Burdwan, under date the 7th September 1848; reversing that
the
Sonamookhee,
moonsiff
under date the 18th August 1846,
the case
the petitioner, plaintiff, versus Gopal Das and others,
certified

that the said application

granted

on

hereby

following grounds.

is

is

defendants.

It
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£

the

(ass)
The plaintiff claims certain lands, of which he alleges he has been
ssessed, as included within a moocurruree pottah which he
The pottah is altogether for 55 biggahs. The suit being for
hol’d(i>.
dis

12 bi galls.

I

is

is

is,

Thi moonsiif decided in favor of the plaintiff; but the principal
sudder ameen reversed his judgment, apparently on the ground,
that the plaintiff has more land in his possession than IS men
chieﬂy,in his pottah.
tione
The point on which the princi al sudder ameen has decided is not
the real one at issue.
The simpl)e question
whether the land sued
for
or
not included in the pottah which the plaintiff has ﬁled, and
which the principal sudder ameen reco 'ses as a genuine document;
and this may be easily ascertained as€iiundaries are given both in
the pottah and the petition of plaint.
admit the ap eal; and remand the case for re-investigation with
reference to the tbregoing remarks.

-3

Tzm 28TH DECEMBER

1848.

J.

A. F.

HAWKINS,

ESQ.,

Tamronanr JUDGE.
PETITION No. 348

or

1848.

IN the matter of the petition of Sumbhoo Chundur Raee, ﬁled in
this Court on the 4th September 1848, praying for the admission of
James, judge of Iessore,
appeal from the decision of
unspecial
er date the 31st May 1848; reversing that of the principal
sudder ameen of Jessore, under date the 28th November 1846, in
the case of the petitioner, plaintiff, versus Mr. C. Deverine, defendant
hereby certiﬁed that the said application
granted on the
following grounds.
The particulars of this case are given at page 39 of the decisions
of the
of zillah Jessore, for the month of May 1848.
Thejudgege states in his decree, that the pottahs of the respondent
rior date to those of the appellant. The dates of
are not all of
the pottahs by which the appellant has held possession are 1222 and
whereas the earliest date of the
1223,
1219 and
12223;
ent’s pottahs
an the greater part of them
dated
1243,
respon Scorrectly
after 1247.’
On calling for these pottalw of 1219 and 1222, ﬁnd
they are not in the appellant’s name, but in the names of other
parties, whose connection with the appellant does not appear from
the judges’ decree.
As
possible that this omission may be of considerable impor
admit the appeal, and
tance to the right determination of the case,
de nova,
remand the case for re-trial to the judge, who, in deciding
will trace the connection between the appellant, and the evidence
which he produces in support of his defence.
is

it

I

is

it

I

is

is

a

‘

ju

is

It

a
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PRESENT:

(

)

890

It may be added, that the pleader of the special appellant has
filed copies of the lists of the exhibits produced by the defendant in
the lower court.
These lists contain no notice of the pottahs of 1219
and 1222, copies of which have been forwarded by the judge.

•-

-

THE 28TH DECEMBER

1848.

PRESENT:

J.

A. F.

HAWKINS,

ESQ.,

JUDGE.

TEMPORARY

PETITION No.

351 OF 1848.

IN the matter of the petition of Sumbhoo Chundur Raee, filed in
this Court on the 5th September 1848, praying for the admission of
a special appeal from the decision of Mr. James, judge of Jessore,
under date the 31st May 1848; reversing that of the principal
sudder ameen of Jessore, under date the 28th November 1846, in
the case of the petitioner, plaintiff, versus Mr. Deverine and others,
-

It

is hereby certified that the said application is granted on the
following grounds.
This case is connected with that No. 348, in which an order for
re-trial has been passed this day. This case is likewise returned for

a

the same purpose.

THE 28TH DECEMBER

1848.

PRESENT:

W. B.

JACKSON,

ESQ.,

TEMPORARY JUDGE.

CASE No.
Regular

Khan,
1848.

282

OF 1848.

Appeal from a decision passed by Moulvee Imdad Ali
Principal Sudder Ameen of Tipperah, January 22nd,

WM. MACPHERSON, RECEIVER of THE SUPREME Court of
CALCUTTA, ON THE PART OF MUHA RAJAH RAJ KISHEN

APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)

versus

MUHA RAJAH KISHEN KISHWUR,
Wuheel

of Respondent–Ameer Ali and J. G. Waller.
4,

to

land, and
possession
reverse
2nd December 1843 and 15th August

of

CLAIM, at rupees 45,896,
1840, dated
Act

decisions
1845.

RESPONDENT,

(DEFENDANT.)
of Appellant—Pursun Komar Tagore.
for

Wukeels

of
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defendants.

-------------

(891)

\

9,

it,

I

tli):

that the prin
It appears that this case is appealed on the
1e plaintiff, the deci
cipal sudder ameen decided in the absence of ground
sion being on the merits of the case. The plaintiff was represented
by the receiver of the Supreme Court, Mr. O’Dowda; but, in the
course of the case, his wukeels re resented to the principal sudder
ameen that Mr. O’Dowda was no lldnver receiver, but Mr. MacPher
wer to act.
The princi
son; and that they consequently had: no
case on its merits; and
pal sudder ameen nevertheless decided
the present receiver, Mr. MacPherson, now appeals ﬁ'om the judg
think the judgment cannot stand; and, under the provi
ment.
and direct that the principal
sions of Regulation
1831, reverse
sudder ameen, after due notice to the plaintiff, will dispose of the
case according to law.
Stamp on the appeal petition to be refunded.

Tun

in

DECEMBER
PRESENT;

28r11

_

1848.

W. B. JACKSON, EsQ.,

Ameen

HILLS, WHITE
GREIG

by

or

1848.

Moulvee Syud

East Burdwan, March

Fuzl Rubbee,
13th, 1848.

AND 00., APPELLANTS, (PLAINTIFFS,)
versus

ornnns, Rnsronnnnrs,

AND

Wukeel

qf

G. P.

qf

Principal Sudder

279

decision passed

Re_qular/11:]/Jealfroma

_

(DEr1:NnA1~zTs.)

Appellants—J. G. Waller.

Respondents

not summoned.
’

8

4

tﬁ-in:

Cnanu for rupees 6,357, price of indigo seed.
The principal sudder ameen observes that 560 rupees were paid
in part of the price of the indigo seed, furnished on the 28th March
1833; and that the 12 years’ limit for bringing the suit should count
from that date. He has accordingly dismissed this suit on the
ound
of lapse of time, calculating from the 28th March 1833,
suit
having been laid'on the lst February 1847, the period being 13
But he has not deducted
years and 10 months.
years and
a

months during which
former suit for the same thing, in which the
plaintiff was nonsuited on the ground of want of jurisdiction, was
The time occu ied by the former ‘suit
erroneous.
pending: this
should be deducted in the computation, and)
would ap ear that
this deduction would bring the suit within the legal period of limi
tation. Ordered therefore, under the provisions of Regulation
1831, that the decision of the principal sudder ameen be reversed,
and the case returned for re-trial.
The principal sudder ameen in
the
again dealing with the case, will deduct the tune occu ied
A
former suit in his calculation of the 12 years’ legal period. .
_
by

9,

it

is
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T1-mronanr Junea.

CASE N0.

(

)

892

THE 28TH DECEMBER
PRESENT:

1848.

ABER. DICK, ESQ.,
JUDGE.

CASE No.

37 OF 1848.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Additional Principal
Sudder Ameen of Zillah Purneah.

MR. WILLIAM MONEY AND MUTOORNATH GHOSE, Alias
SREE KANT RAEE, APPELLANTs, (PLAINTIFFs)
wers?us

Wukeel

of Appellants—Neel

Wuheel

of

Respondents—Sree

Munee Banerjee.

Ram Raee.

SUIT and appeal laid at Company's rupees 7,940, 10 annas, 53 pie,
for possession on 203 biggahs rent-freeland, named Puttee Buhwanee,
in mouzah Israen Kulan.
The particulars of this case, and the reasons for dismissal of the
claim, are stated in the decision of the additional principal sudder
ameen.

In appeal, divers objections were set forth to the decision, especially
to the report of the ameen deputed to make a local inquiry, and to
the additional principal sudder ameen not himself going out to inquire
on the spot, and others equally frivolous.
not, in his plaint, state precisely the
The plaintiff, appellant,
complaint.
matter of
He did not give the boundary of the land
Moreover, in his plaint, he mentioned several documen
claimed.
proofs of his claim, which he failed to produce, though allowed muc
time, and repeatedly.
His objections too, to the report of the ameen,
and indefinite, resting principally on non-signature of his

''

-

£gue
ent
The

appeal is therefore dismissed with

full

THE 29TH DECEMBER

costs.

1848.

PRESENT:

J.

A. F.

HAWKINS,

ESQ.,

TEMPORARY

PETITION NO. 492 OF

JUDGE.

1848.

IN the matter of the petition of Doorjun Jogee, filed in this Court,
by certificate, on the 11th September 1848, praying
the admission
for
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RAJAH RAM KOWUR, PUTNEEDAR, AND RANEE KUTEE
ANEE, ZEMINDAR, RESPONDENTs, (DEFENDANTs,)

(sss)
of

a special appeal from the decision of the sudder ameen of Durung,
under date the 20th July 1848; reversing that of the moonsitf of
Munguldour, under date the 17th March 1848, in the case of Joy
kooch, plaintiff, versus the petitioner, defendant.
_
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
following grounds.
This was a suit to recover the value of the plaintiif’s alleged share
of a cro of opium. Both parties claimed the land as included in
their culitivation. The moonsitf decided for the defendant, the prin
cipal sudder ameen for the plaintiﬁl
Where there is any doubt in a case of this kind, it may always be
cleared up by a local enquiry, which should have been made in order
to ascertain the real merits of the case.
I admit the appeal; and remand the case for further investigation
by a local enquiry, and decision de nova.
I

PM

THE 29TH DECEMBER

1848.
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PRESENT:

J. A. F. HAWKINS,

EsQ.,

TEMPORARY
PETITION

No. 490

or

J

UDGE.

1848.

IN the matter of the petition of Lukheeram Mehdee, ﬁled in this
Court, by certiﬁcate, on the 20th September 1848, pra 'ng for the
admission of a special appeal from the decision of the sudcigr ameen of
Durung, under date the 29th May 1848; reversing that of the moon
sitf of Durung, under date the 28th January 1848, in the case of
the petitioner, plaintiff, versus Aola Kavut and others, defendants.
It is hereby certiﬁed that the said application is granted on the
followin grounds.
The pfaintiff sued for the value of crops forcibly cut and carried off
by the defendants, and obtained a partial decree from the moonsitf.
The sudder ameen in reversing the moonsiifs decree, observes
that the plaintiff has not proved by what title he holds the lands;
nor do his witnesses shew what quantity was cut, and in what man
ner carried off by each individual; and, further, that the plaintiﬂ'
has not sued the people who were actually employed as carriers on
the occasion to remove the crop.
This is triﬂing. The sudder ameen has not so much to do with
If the plain
what the plaintiff has not proved, as with what he has.
titf can shew that the crops were his, were illegally carried oﬁ, and
that the defendants were concerned in the aggression, he is entitled
to a decree against them.
Considering the case to have been very superﬁcially
remand it for trial de nova.
by the sudder ameen,

I

investigated

(

)
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THE 30TH DECEMBER
PRESENT:
SIR R. BARLOW,

1848.

BART.,

JUDGE.

W. B. JACKSON and

J.

A. F.

HAWKINS,

Esq.R.S.,

TEMPORARY JUDGES.

CASE No. 64 of

1848.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Judge of Bhauquipore,
September 23rd, 1845; affirming a decree passed by the Principal
Sudder Ameen, September 30th, 1844.

OMRAO SINGH AND or HERs, APPELLANTs, (PLAINTIFFs)
wersus

SUKHAWUT HOSEIN

AND OTHERs, RESPONDENTs,

Wukeel

of Appellants—E.

Colebrooke.

Wukeel of Respondents—J. G. Waller.

THIs

1847,

Tucker.

to special

case was admitted

under the following

16th August
by Mr. Charles

appeal on the

certificate recorded

‘This is

to

of

is to

in

in

of in of

in

a

£

he

case

on

a

have also
nnah, decided

to

zillah Bhaugulpore
the year 1838.
shuffa regarding property
the same per
by Mr. Braddon
April 1834. Kajeh
the
mmurooddeen Khan, versus Booput Singh, respondent, No. 135
Booput Singh was the shuffee, and
1832.
obtained
decree

We

of

Behar, and was transferred

I

'

in

so,

a case of shuffa between Hindoos; and the claim was
thrown out in the lower courts on two grounds:-first, that the right
of pre-emption did not exist between Hindoos; and, secondly, that
were it not
still the plaintiff
this case was not competent
privilege.
claim the
On reference
the judge,
find pergunnah
Sulleemabad,
which the property situated, was originally part

as

in

in

to

is

in

the

by

an

of

is

its

of

in be

I

in

of

to

a

#

on

the zillah provincial court, and finally
this Court. The right
pre-emption therefore does prevail, even between Hindoos,
the part
situated; and
the country
which the property
this case
have remanded the case
the
were that the only point,
merits, but the other question
disposed
courts below
must be decided
this Court before the case can be returned. The
property (6-16
altumgah maafee grant,
which has been sold)
which
been resumed, the settlement was made with the
maafeedars, and the maliks receive out
the rent payable
maqfeedars
percentage
malikana from the collector.
The plain

of
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(DEFENDANTs.)

(895)
right of pre-emption, is one of the malike. It is a
question which has not, as far as I can learn, been settled whether
the receipt of malikana alone (the estate having gone out of
the hands of the original maliks for ever) is suiﬁcient to carry with
it the right of pre-emption. I therefore admit a. special appeal on
both points :-—_/irst, as to the custom that it exists in that part of the
country in which the property in this case is situated; and, secondly,
to try whether the plaintiff is in a situation to claim such privilege.’
We are of opinion that the claim of pre-emption cannot be main
tained. The case mentioned at page 193 of Macnaghten’s Mahome
In that case the party
dan law is not similar to the present one.
claiming pre-emption was a proprietor receiving malikana as in the
present instance; but the subject of transfer was quite different. In
the one it was ayma land belonging to another party; in this case it
is the estate of the claimant, a. settlement for which has been made
The engaging
has a
by the Government with the maafeedar.
e exercise
right to alienate his interest, without any limitation to tparty
of such right
imposed by the malik, who will receive his
being overnment without reference to the party in pos
malikana from the
session of the maaﬁaedafs rights. We accordingly dismiss the appeal
with costs against the plaintiff.
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tilt‘, claiming the

u-{-.

'

THE 30TH DECEMBER

1848.

PRESENT:

SIR R. BARLOW, BART.

Jupon.

JACKSON

and

es es F. HAWKINS, EsQRs.,
TEMPORARY Junons.
CASE No. 522

Q

or

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Judge qf Bhauguhiore,
September 23rd, 1845 ; aﬂirming a decree passed by the Principal
Sudder Ameen, September 30th, 1844.

OMED SINGH AND ornnns, APPELLANTS, (PLAINTIFI~‘S,)
'

'

versus

SUKHAWUT HOSEIN AND ornrms, Rnsronnnms,
(Dnrnijnanrs)

THIS
of

1848.

Wulzeel

qf Appellants——E.

Wukeel

qf

case is

The

Respo1uients——J.

Colebrooke.

G. Waller.

of the same nature as that decided this day, No. 64
same decision is passed.

(

)
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THE 30TH DECEMBER 1848.
PRESENT:
BARLOW,
BART.,
SIR. R.
JUDGE.

W. B.

JACKSON

and

J. A. F. HAWKINS,

ESQRS.,

TEMPORARY

CASE

NO.

JUDGES.

100 OF 1848.

Special Appeal from a decree passed by the Judge of Jessore,
18th, 1846; altering a decision passed by the second Principal
der Ameen, November 21st, 1845.

RAMGOPAUL

July
Sud

MOOKERJEE, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
tlers?/S

JUNMJOY MOONSHEE, RESPONDENT,
(DEFENDANT.)

Wukeel

THIs

1848,

of

Respondent—Gobind

case was admitted

under the following

Tucker:—

Kishore Ghose.
Chundur Mookerjee.

to special appeal, on the 8th
certificate recorded by Mr.

January
Charles

‘The petitioner (appellant) instituted a summary suit against the
defendant before the collector, to recover the rent due to him from
said defendant for the year 1249 B. S., which case was dismissed.
The present suit was brought by the same party, against the same
defendant, to reverse the collector's award, and to recover the rents
alleged to be due to him from the year 1242 to 1250 B. S. The
principal sudder ameen decreed for the plaintiff. On appeal the

of

lie

judge affirmed the collector's decision for the year 1249 B.S.,
decreed for plaintiff for the year 1250 B. S., but dismissed the claim
for rent from 1242 to 1248, on the grounds that having previously
brought a summary suit on account of the year 1249 B.S., he was
debarred by Circular Order of 11th January 1839 from instituting
a regular suit for the previous years.
He remarks, that by dividing
foregone
he has
his claim.
“A summary suit will not
for balances
more than one year's
standing.

try whether person having institut
admit this special appeal
summary suit for balance
rent
account
the current
year,
regular suit
not debarred from afterwards instituting
previous years, which may
for balances due
account
due
him, and for which
summary action.
cannot have
opinion that such
We are
action
not barred; and remand
merits.
the case
tried
the judge
of

is

its

on

to

be

a

an

by

be

to

of

he

of

on

a

is,
or
is

of

on

a

to

ed
a “I
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Wukeel of Appellant—Kishen

(

)
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THE 30TH DECEMBER
PRESENT:
SIR. R.

1848.

BARLOW, BART.,
JUDGE.

JACKSON and
J. A. F. HAWKINS, ESQRS.,
W. B.

TEMPORARY

CASE No. 453 OF

JUDGES.

1847.

Special Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Dacca, December 19th, 1845; reversing a decree passed
by the Sudder Ameen, July 13th, 1844.

HURKISHORE RAEE

AND OTHERS, APPELLANTs,

(PLAINTIFFs)
ters?/S

OTHERs, RESPONDENTs, (DEFENDANTs)

Wukeel

of Appellants—J.

G. Waller.

Respondents—Absent.

it,

Ac

be

to

by

no

of

of

to

to

of

on

THIs case was admitted to special appeal, on the 12th July 1847,
under the
following certificate recorded by Mr. Charles Tucker:—
“The petitioners (appellants') father having purchased certain
lands from one Goluck Chundur Soor, the defendant, Ojeer Ali, put
in a petition under Regulation 17, 1806, regarding a part of
them, which he alleged had been previously mortgaged to him by
the said Goluck Chundur Soor. The petitioners (appellants) de
posited the amount in court within the year of notice, at the same
time declaring their intention to sue for the recovery of
the
ground
the alleged mortgage being altogether unfounded.
cordingly the present suit was instituted for that purpose.
The
sudder ameen considered the alleged mortgage not
have been
proved; and therefore declared the mortgage deed produced
effect, and decreed also restoration
null and
the plaintiffs
the money paid into court
them.
‘On appeal the principal sudder ameen considered the mo
have been established; and, declaring the same, ordered the
restoration
the money deposited
the plaintiffs.
applied for
“The special appeal
these grounds:—that the
principal sudder ameen's order regarding the money
inconsistent
WaS
with his own decree; that on being satisfied the mo
fide,
suit,
leaving
true and bonā
should have dismissed his
the
draw the money, which having been paid within the
year
notice redeemed the mortgage,
true.
As there
notice,
dispute
the money not having been paid within the year
is

on

to

is

he

no

is

if

to

of

of

of

£

of

to
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OJEER ALIAND

(

I

admit the
redeemed.”

special

appeal,

)

898
because

mortgage

the

was thereby

of so

of

•

of

A'.
e

"£

a

do

he

no to its

£

be

it,

We find that the acts of the purchaser restrained the payment of
saying
the money deposited to the mortgagee.
He deposited
recovery, and did
that
would sue for
sue immediately. We
legal tender
payment; and conse
not consider this
redemption
(See case
there was
the
uthoor Mohun Mittre, appellant,
versus Bindrabun Chunder
Adhikaree respondent, page 462
the decision for 1847, 21st
accordingly dismiss the appeal, with costs against the special

appellant.

SIR.

R.

THE 30TH DECEMBER
PRESENT:

1848.

BARLOW, BART.,
JUDGE.
and

HAWKINS,

ESQRs.,

OF 1847.

a

IKBALALI, MUNBODH SINGH

the Additional Judge
decree
the Principal

of

Appeal from
decision passed
Behar, November 28th, 1846; reversing
Sudder Ameen, January 29th, 1846.

Special

by

517

a

CASE No.

JUDGES.

of

F.

A.

J.

JACKSON

TEMPORARY

AND OTHERS, APPELLANTs,

(DEFENDANTs)
versus

Respondents—J.

Waller.

#

by

to

special appeal
case was admitted
the 7th
under the following certificate recorded
Mr. Tucker,
and Mr. Hawkins.

August 1847,
Sir
Barlow
R.

THIs

Ali.

Appellants—Ameer

G.

Wukeel

RESPONDENT, (PLAINTIFF.)

on

Wukeel

of of

SHEWA RAEE,

of

or

he

of

to

A.

in

a

or

in

or

by

8

of

of

or

on

£

£

to

or

“The plaintiff,
28th August 1843,
18th Bhadoon 1250,
instituted this action for possession, and wasilat from Bysack 1240,
April 1833,
plaint,
village Barindeh,
date
the
annas
Jurra, alleging that the entire village was purchased
grandfather, Deel Chund,
1206 Fuslee,
5th November 1789,
A.
that his grandfather died the same year, and his widow,
Kowur,
D., gave
him, plaintiff,
1811,
1219 Fuslee,
deed, (tumleeknameh) the said entire village,
under
which
held possession till the 16th April 1833,
12th Bysack 1240 F.,
is
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W. B.

(899)

is,

it

is

I

it

in

‘

a.

I

s

a

‘

e
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‘

tile

when in a case before the _f01g'daree court, the plaintiff having laid
a plaint against Dobraj Singh, Gujraj Singh and others, relatives
of the defendant Munboodh, charging them with carrying off some
ain which the plaintiff had collected on his threshing ﬂoor, Mr.
ﬁiavidson, the additional sudder ameen, directed that a civil
action should be bro ht for the adjustment of the claims of
the respective parties. ‘ﬁt must be observed that the sudder ameen,
in his proceeding, enters somewhat into the merits of the rights of
the parties.
The suit was accordingly brought by the plainti§' after
the lapse of 10 years and 5 months, as already shewn.
‘ The defendants
pleaded they had bought the disputed property
in 1225 F., from Mimnear Singh, who purchased it in 1207 F ., or
1800, A. D., from Heym Kowur, and urged that the law of limita
~
tion barred the action.
‘
The principal sudder ameen held the laintitf was not in time;
and that the defendants’ possession, from
date of their purchase
ﬁ'om Mlmear Singh, was proved: he therefore dismissed the plaint.
The judge was of opinion that
was shewn by the record, that
numerous fozg'daree cases had for years been going on between the
parties; that therefore the limitation law did not apply; that the last
case between them was disposed of in 1833, A. D., only; that Heym
Kowur had no authority to sell; that plaintiff was Deel Singh’s heir,
and therefore reversed the principal sudder ameen’s decision and de
creed for the plaintiff.
whe
The question involved in this case
ther the limitation law
to run from the date of dispossession, or
from the date of the magistrate’s proceedings.
With reference to the opinion of the majority of the Court (the
been considered at
full
application of the law of limitation
we
admit
a
eal.’
ecial
ap
sitting)
MR. HAWKINS.-S have always maintained the opinion, that the
question of the date of dispossession in such cases should be decided
independently of that of the date of proceedings in the criminal
look upon only as quantum valeat evi
courts, which proceedings
dence.
In this case the plai.ntiﬁ' states he was dispossessed in the
year 1240: the defendants give speciﬁc dates from which they allege
sudder ameen found
The
they have held possession.
principal
certain date at which the rights of the
de endants accrued; such date
being upwards of 12 years prior to the institution of the suit. The
judge, in reversing the principal sudder ameen’s decision, observes
that the plaintiff so far from havin been out of possession for up
wards of 12 years, the documents ﬁled shew that the parties were
constantly at war with each other in the forgdaree court touching
does not follow that the existence of disputes
possession.’ Now,
the foujdaree court shews the possession of either party; and the
premises of such dis utes existing, does not necessarily lead
judges
to
conclusion that the plaintiff was 1n
ssession.
think the
judge should have distinctly recorded the (Etc, or probable date of

(900)

in

I

a

I

it

is

is

is

for

dispossession, as a. point essential to the determination of the ques
I would remand
tion of the admissibility or otherwise of the suit.
the case for this purpose.
Sm R. BABLOW.——I concur.
MR. JACKSON.——Tl1e judge’s inference is not home out by his
He says that the plaintiff had not been out of possession
remises.
this Court; but his
12 years, and this fact
beyond question
grounds for making this statement are that disputes existed for years
the
regarding possession, and that the last record of the dispute
Now, these facts do not prove posses
magistrate’s decision of 1833.
therefore defec
sion of plaintiff at all: the wordin of the decision
was intended to convey that the
ssession,
believe
tive.
disputed one, was established up to 1833 the digte of the
though
think the judge should have made this
magistrate’s order; but
more intelligible; and do not therefore object to return the case for
amendment of the decree in this respect.

-_g_.

THE 30TH DECEMBER

1848.

Sm R.

BARLOW, BART.,
JUDGE.

JACKSON and
A.‘ F. HAWKINS,

J.

W. B.

ESQRS.,

TEMPORARY Junons.

CASE N0.

206

or

1847.

qf

; by

the Principal Sudder Ameen
Special Appeal from a decision passed
East Burdwan, April 17th, 1845 amending a decree passed by
the llloom-z_'ﬁ'qf' Kytee, July 10th, 1844.

RADHA MADHUB BOSE, APPELLANT, (PLAINTIFF,)
UCTSZLS

J

UNARDUN BOSE, am) ornnas, Rnsronnsmrs,
(DErEN1)AN'rs,)
Wukeel

_

.

Appellants--Kishen Kishore

of of

Wukeel

Respondents-—|S'he0nw-ain

Ghose.

Chatterjee.

THIS case was admitted to special appeal, on the llth January
1847, under the following certiﬁcate recorded by Mr. Charles

Tucker

:—

‘

Petitioner (appellant) sued Junardhun Bose and others to recover
possession of certain lands, with mesne proﬁts thereon, from 1241 to
One Hurree Buns put in a claim that he had purchased
1249 B.S.
these very lands from plaintiffs father on 15th Assar 1248 B.S.
The moonsiff, rejecting the claim of Hurree Buns, decreed pos
session of the lands with wassilat against unardhun only.

J

‘
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PRESENT:

901

(

)

‘ Hurree Buns appealed; and the
principal sudder ameen con
sidering his purchase from the father of the plaintiff to be establish
ed, awarded possession to him; but, at the same time, reversed, in
full, the decision of the moonsitii
‘ The
purchase by Hurree Buns in 1248 B. S., is not to de rive
the plaintiff of the wassilat from 1241 to that date from Junardhun,
who preferred no appeal from the moonsiffs decision.
‘
admitted to try this point; the decision of the
Special
er ameen being contrary to the practice of the courts
principal suda(ppeal
in such cases.’
We reverse the decision of the principal sudder ameen with refer
ence to the mesne proﬁts from the year 1241, to the date of purchase
by Huree Buns.
The amount of wassilat is not disputed in this Court, the costs of
which are chargeable to Huree Buns, the respondent.

._¢-

THE 30TH DECEMBER

1848.

PRESENT:
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ABER. DICK, Esq.,
JUDGE.

CASE N0.

33

or

1848.

Regular Appeal from a decision passed by the Principal Sudder
Ameen of Zillah Tirhoot, Moulvee 1Viamut Ali Khan.

DOORGA CHOWDHRAIN,
MOTHER AND GUARDIAN

APPELLANT,

wmow or UMRUT LAL,
or GOVIND LAL, umon,
(DI-1FENDANT,)

versus

_

MOHUR CHUNDUR RAEE, PLAINTIFF, (REsPoNI)ENT.)
Wuh-rel of/1ppellant—Gholam
Wuheels

of Respondent—-Rama

Ahmud Khan.
Purshad Raee and Gopal Ifishen.

SUIT and appeal laid at Company’s rupees 5,899, 1 anna, 7 pie,
and
for possession on mouzah Nujool Udoosulam ooru_ﬂ'
Chupga
other lands, by cancelling order of magistrate imder
egula
tion 4 3 1840.
The claim of plaintiff is founded on purchase from the former
proprietor of the estate, in virtue of which he alleges he obtained pos
session; but was ousted by order of the magistrate, passed in a case
under Regulation 4, 1840.
The defence rests on a previous lease,
obtained from the proprietor on a. sum advanced, without payment
of which it is contended that the subsequent purchaser cannot claim
possession.

The p'rincipal sudder

time

with another,

ameen has decided this case at the same
in which the defendant in this was plaintiﬁ' in

I

e

(902)
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that. The documents required for decision in this case are not ﬁled,
of the
order,
or even copies of them; not even a
een institumhﬁstratds
Further, it
for the reversal of which this suit hascopy
does not ap ear that in the trial of this suit, the princi al sudder
ameen has dilly carried into effect the orders he received from the
additional judge remanding to him the former suit of plaintiff, which
He has also allowed the defendant to
was nonsuited for default.
ﬁle answer and proofs, after order for trial exparte, and hearing of
plaintiff’s witnesses; without requiring her to assign satisfactory
reason to shew that her default was not wilful, as directed in Con
struction 375.
The case is therefore remanded. The principal sudder ameen will
be careful that every document or deposition, on which he forms his
He
decision, be ﬁled, or a co y thereof, in the record of the suit.
will also carry out the directions contained in the decision of the
additional
referred to above; and, in future, he will be regard
ful of the condition on which a defendant is allowed to appear aﬁer
commencement of ezparte investigation, as set forth in Construction
375, dated 4th February 1825.
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NAMES OF PARTIES.
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Page.

versus Nurruck Buksh Singh and another,
Raee and others, Hurree Ram Tewarree, versus,
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•
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...

Ajnashee Koonwur, Baboo Telukdharee Singh and another, versus,...
•... 540
Ajodhyapurshad and others, Preeagnurain, versus,
... 106
Aleem-o-nissa, Sittara Begum (Musst.) and others, versus,
... 188
Alikah Sahoo, versus Blanchard Spence and others,
...
Ali Newaz Khan and others, Pothee Khan, versus,
..... •
... 870
Alung Munjooree Dassee and others, versus Amarullah Biswas,
•
880
Alum, (Bibi) versus Jugdees Ram Dass and others,
Alungmoni Dassee and others, versus Surbsoondree Dibbeah and
others,
-887
Ameena, (Musst.) versus Tuffuzzul Hosein and others,
... 222
......
Ameerchund (Baboo) and another, versus Doorgapershad Chowdree
339
and others,
.........
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Mackintosh, versus,
Seeko Pal and others, Mr.
......
...
...
Seetaram Opadyah, Govind Misr and another, versus,
......
...
Seetaram Raee, versus Munohur Raee and others,
......
--...
Seetaram Soophul, Mehtoo, versus,
...
Seetaram Dhowtal, Mehtoo, versus,
Seetaram, Sheo Churn Mehtoo and others, versus,
...
......
Seetaram Mehtoon, Deochand Lal, versus,
...

R.
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Sabir Mohummud and others, Nussur Mohummud, (Sheikh) versus,
Sartuk Naee, Iswur Chunder Sircar and another, versus, ......
Sadir Khan and another, versus Khuttee Jaun, (Beebee)
•...
Chittagong, versus Ramjeewun Dutt,
Salt Agent
24-Pergunnahs, Scanlan,
Salt Agent
and another, versus,
•...
Chittagong, Obhychurn Sein, versus,
Salt Agent
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another,
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-
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-

-
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Sheonath Singh, versus Hadi Ali, (Sheikh)
Sheo Suhahee Singh alias Sunao Lal, Purtab

711
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-
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.
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-
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versus,
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454
898
40
41
42
42
43
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-
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-

-
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-
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647
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-

Sheo Suhaee Singh and others, Byram Singh, versus,
......
Sheo Purshad Bhuggut, versus Chowdree Muhabeer Singh and others,
Sheikh Mowlah Buksh and others, Joysoonder Koonwur (Musst.)
•
and others, versus,..
Shewa Mehtoon and others, Hurlal Singh, versus,
...
Shewa Raee, Ikbal Ali and others versus,
another,
Gurgope,
versus,
Shewaram and
Shewaram and another, Jamoo Mehtoon versus,
..... •
...
Shewaram and another, Tejah Mehtoon and others, versus,...
another,
Gope,
versus,
Shewaram and
Pundit
Shewuk Mehtoon, versus Nubbee Buksh, (Sheikh)
Shib Soondree Dassee, Parbuttee Shunker Mujmoodar and another,
-

-

l

l2

.
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•

... ... -
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-

...

-
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-

...

-
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*
*
*
*
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.
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.
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Sobhan Ali, (Sheikh) Deodut Sahoo and others, versus,
Sobnath Misr, versus Punchanund Chuckurbutty and others,
- Sobna Soorma, versus Jeodut Soorma,

...

.

... ... ... ... ... ... ... .

-

*

.. ..

Sistheedhur Chuckerbutty, versus Bippun Dass and others,
Sittara Begum (Musst.) and others, versus Aleem-o-nissa,
Sitabee Lal Kulla and others, versus Rajah Bidanund Singh,..
Sitabee Lal Kulla and others, versus Rajah Bidanund Singh,
Smith, Mrs. M., versus Wilson, Mrs. E.,
-- - -Soaphool Raee, versus Keeruthnath Jha and others,
- -

.

-

-

-

•
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.

... .

-
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.

•
-

-
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•
*
*
*
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*
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-

•
-

*
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Shib Chunder Soorma and others, versus Batool Dhur and others,
135
... 141
Shookoor-o-missa,
(Musst.) Noor-o-nissa, (Musst.) versus,
Shufaetoollah, (Sheikh) versus Joykishen Mookerjee and others,
469
Shufaetoollah, (Sheikh) versus Joykishen Mookerjee and others,
460
*
Shumshere Ali and others, Dewan, (Bibi) versus,
355
Shumshere Ali and others, Dewan, (Bibi) versus,
471
Shumshere Ali, Kenny, Mr. Thomas, versus,
.....
Shunker Suhahee, Gujput Raee, versus,
407
Shunkeree Dassee and others, Prosomath Raee, versus,
......
... 440
Shunker Dutt Jha and others, Kumlaput and another, versus,
- -*
-Shunker Dutt and others, Bhikdharee Singh, versus,
others,
Singh
others,
versus,
Shunker Dutt and
Rammurain
and
122
... 123
Shunker Dutt and others, Bhikdharee Singh, versus,
... 123
Shunker Dutt and others, Bhikdharee Singh, versus,
... 124
Shunker Dutt, Rughoo Raee, versus,
124
Shunker Dutt, Bhik Raee, versus,
-... 125
Shunker Dutt, Gour Buksh Raee, versus,
126
Shunker Dutt and others, Byjnath Singh, versus,
126
Shunker Dutt, Achumbit Muhtoon, versus,
127
Shunker Dutt, Dursunnee Raee and others, versus,
127
Shunker Dutt, Rughoobur Singh and others, versus,
128
- - - Shunker Dutt, Ruttum Muhtoon and others, versus,
•538
Shunker Suhaee, Gujput Raee, versus,
Shureeutoollah Chowdree and others, versus Deputy Collector
22
Pubna and others,
Shurfun (Musst.) and another, versus Gholam Mohummud (Sheikh)
and others,
440
•-

249
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415
415
882
820
195
145
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Sobharam Shah, Behari Lal, versus, . .
Soobul Thakoor Opadyah, versus Punchanund Tikha,
. .
Sonatun Mudduck, versus Gungagovind Biswas,

. .
. .

. .

15

. .

115

. .

474

554
. .
Sonatun Manjee, Ranee Chooramunnee and others, versus, . .
.
.
.
745
Dutt,
.
versus
Churn
another,
and
Sonatnn Ghose
Doorga
Sonachand (Bibi) and others, Kulleemooddeen and others, versus, . . 795
- . . . .
. . . .
Soopul Mehtoo, versus Seetaram,
. .
Sooluchna, (Musst.) versus Harris, Mrs. Helen, and another,
Sooda Mookee Dassee and others, Roopsunder Raee and another,

..

versus,

..

..

- .
Sookhbassee Koonwur, Mowlabuksh Raee and others, versus,
. .
others,
and
.
.
Soonaoollah Koolal, versus Mohussun Koolal
Soondur Koonwurree Dibbeah, (Musst.) Gudhadhur Purshad Tewarree,

..

..

versus,

J

..

..

Sreedhur Sreemuttee and others, Cowell, Mr. ., and others, versus,..
. .
. . . .
Sree Hurree Banerjee and others, Muthoornath, versus,
. .
Sreemnttee Dibbeeah, (Musst.) Ramdhur Mookerjee, versus,
. .
. .
. and R., Messrs.,
Sreemunt Lal Khan, versus Watson,
Raee and others,
Sreemuttee Deyee and others, versus Dhnmeedhur
. .
. .
Sreemuntram, versus Ramdyal,
...
..
Sreennssoo Atta Bewa, Babnn Beparee, (Sheikh) versus,
Sreenund
Sree
unardhnn Sundh, versus Joogulchurn Chumputtee
..
and others,
.. ..... ..
....... ..
. . . .
.. ..
. .
Sreekunth Bannerjee, Beer Singh, versus,
. .
Sreenath Ghose, versus Arunpoorna, (Rance)
.
. .
. .
Sreenath Mitr, versus Ranee Kishen Preea,
'. . . .
Sreenath Mookerjee, Ishur Chunder Raee and another, versus,
..
Stewart, James, and another, versus, Fnkeerooddeen Mohummud
Ashun alias Uzeemooddeen,
......
...... ..
Stewart, James, and another, versus Fukeerooddeen Mohummud Ashun
alias Uzeemooddeen,
.. . .. . . ..
. .
.
. . . . ..
e
Suddeeram Dekakooch, versus Ramdass Shah,
. .
.... ..
Suﬂ'er, (Bibi) Hurree Kishen Shome, versus,
. .
. .
Sujant Hosein, (Sheikh) versus Rajah Hetnarain Singh, . . . .
Sukhawut Hosein and others, Omrao Singh and others, versus, . .
Sukhawut Hosein and others, versus Omeid Singh and others,
. .
Sukee Preea Chowdrain, (Musst.) Jndoonath Sundeeal, versus,
. .
Sukheenﬂh Khaﬂllm, Ausudoollah,
. .
versus,
.
.
.
.
(Sheikh)
Sukhawut Ali, (Sheikh) versus Bakaoollah, (Sheikh)
.
. .
Sukoopal and others, Mr. S. Mackintosh, versus,
. . . .
Sulamut Khan and others, Ramchurn Gohoo, versus,
. .
. . . .
'
Sumbhoo Chunder Race, versus Deverine, C. Mr.,
. .
. . ..
Sumbhoonath Singh, (Muharajah) versus Mal Raee Moondah,
. .
Sumbhoo Chunder Raee, versus Mr. Deverine and others,
..
. .
Sumrun Raee and another, versus Holes Singh,
..
. . ..
Sumerchund Dukha
Nuwab Syud Asudoollah Khan, versus,
Mnhaiun,
Sumbonath Holdar and
ot ers, Ramkunhye Chuckerbutty and others,
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Suroop Chunder Bose, versus Sheikh Boodhoo and others,
Surushsuttee, (Musst.) Neemyee Chunder Sirkar, versus,
Surwunt Lal and others, versus Ramkishen Sahoo and others,
Suttochurn Ghosal, (Rajah) versus Hurmohun Biswas and others,
Suttochurn Ghosal, (Rajah) versus Gourkishore Biswas,
Sutputtee Dassee and others, Ramnarain Mookerjee and others,
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......
----Syud Oulad Hosein, Moheshur Buksh Singh, (Muharajah) versus,...
Syud Mohummud Bakur, versus Blanchard Spence and others,
Syud Ahmud (Moulvee) and others, Rao Ram Shunker Raee, versus,
•...
Syud Inaitt Reza alias Meerun, versus George Walker,
Syud Keeramut Ali, versus Goureenath Ghose,
Syud Oulad Hosein, Ishwur Thakur and others, versus,
•- - ...
Syud Abdoollah, versus Birjruttun Das and others,
Syud Mohummud Reza and another, versus Syud Inait Rezza alias
•Syud Meerun,
Syud Inait Rezza alias Syud Meerun, versus Syud Mohummud Rezza
and another,
Syud Fyz Ali and others, Kumrooddeen and others, versus,..
Syudooddeen Khan and others, Jugmohun Sein and others, versus,...
Syud Inait Hosein aud others, Lutchmee Put and another, versus,

-

-

... ...

...

-
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.289
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252
475
815
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... ...
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816
857
216
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419
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... 42
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Tarnee Churn Dutt, versus Denomy Dassee and others, ......
Chittagong
Tarnee Shunker Canoongoe, versus Collector
Tarnee Shunker Cannoongoe, Premchand, versus,
T., James Toth, versus,
•Tayler,
Tegh Ali, (Sheikh) versus Rampurshad Chowdree,
..... •Tejjah Mehtoo and others, versus Shewaram and another,......
Tekhoo Mehtoon and others, versus Tulsee Singh and others,
Telukman Ojha, versus Bikhdharree Thakoor and others,
Teepookunth Soorma, Juggo Surma Mohunt, versus,
Teloke Chund Singh and others, Ramchundur Raee, versus,
Thakoormath Singh, Azmeree Singh and others, versus,

... ...

-

-

-

-

- -

Q-

18

...

...

-

-

755

Tumeezooddeen and others,

-

-
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versus,

•
*

-
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•
-

-
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Tarachand Dey and others, Mohummud

186

234
714
392
588

... 386

Raee Chowdree, Doorgapurshad Raee Chowdree, versus,
Chowdrain, Janoobee Dassee, versus,
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Tarachand Dey and others, Mohummud Tumeezooddeen and others,
versus,
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535
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136

118
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Taramunmee

- -
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versus,

Tarapurshad

129

726

204

** dee
versus Dukhun Sahoo,
...
Tajooddeen and others, versus Mussee-o-ruhman and others,..
...
Takoi Sherab (Bibi) and others, versus Mukeethur Wardoon,...
Taleemund Raee and others, Kishen Dyal Singh and others,...
Taramunnee and others, versus
Ramkoomar Chuckerbutty
others,
- ......
....
Chowdrain,
another,...
Taramunmee
versus Nubkoomar Chowdree and
--Tara Soondree Chowdrain, versus Loknath Moitre,
Taramunnee Dibbeea and others, Ramkoomar Chuckerbutty, versus,...
Tarapurshad Raee Chowdhree and others, Doorgapurshad Chowdhree,

- -

531

388
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•
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Taj Bibi, (Musst.)
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-

-

-

-

-

-

-

•

-

T.
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Ubhoy Tewarree, versus Deendyal Ram,......
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- - and others,
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Uchee Lal and another, Dhujoo Raee and others, versus,
Uchee Lal and another, Ram Tuwukul Raee and others, versus,
Udit Chunder Sein, versus Ramruttun Raee and others,
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-...
Usudoollah, (Sheikh) versus Muhur-o-nissa, (Begum)
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Wukeelooddeen, versus Joykishen Chung and others,
.......
Wuzeer-o-nissa (Begum) and another, versus Petumber Sein,
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Hosein, Waiz Ali and another, versus,
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'

Abatement,
of rent, granted

on account

of defective

possession

of lands in

a farm,

350

Account Books,
though not signed and attested, receivable

as quantum valeat evidence,

5

Acknowledgment,
objections

Act

taken to a deed

XXIX.

of sale,

(11832,

by the parties,

admitted

over-ruled,

141

.

does not atfect claims to interest on balances of rent,
inapplicable to claims for recovery of revenue paid to Government...

223
563

Adoption,
see ‘ Hindoo Law.‘

Agent,
suit by an agent to recover, from his principal, sums paid on account

of arrears of revenue,

see

‘

Liability.’

dismissed,

. ....

593

Alluvial Lands,
case of counter claims to, remanded,
.........
claim to, dismissed under law of limitation,

.........
.........

426
797

Arbitrators,
award of, cannot be impugned because witnesses were examined in
absence ofthe party agamt whom it was given,
. .....
......
nor set aside as not being an equitable adjustment,
......
nor on the ground of want of unanimity,
one of four arbitrators having died, award of the three survivors not
invalidated,
.......-.........
......
see Practice ‘ as to Actions.’
‘
Boundary Dispute.’
G

115
296
802
277

xxxii
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,

A rmenians,
nuptial contract on part of a husband, in reservation of his
wife’s independent authority over the property acquired by her
before marriage, was made the basis of the judgment in her favor,
.... ..
.........
and the English law held inapplicable to the case,

an ante

771

Arrears of Rent,

I88
284
X95
227
249
258
278
299

.

a

a

is

a

a

43

304
442

i.

a

......
......

...... ..

.... ..
......

.

....... ..
talookdar,
suit for arrears of house rent,

626
823

'

Assam,
.........

.........

I77

‘

a

suit for shuster in, remanded,
local usage in, see Marriage.‘

.

.

40

5?

.

‘Z34

by

a

it

.

a

,

;

a

.

a

a a

.... ..
dur-nwcurrureedar,
......
—-— farmer in the Hazareebaugh Agency must
. . . ..
.. ...
formal notice,
.....
be preceded by
to the
huwuladar may enhance the rent of his neem-huwaladar
extent of the pur umah rates but he cannot do so to the extentto
which he himselfilas been subjected by the lalookdars,
putneedar to assess certain lands claimed as
judgment in favor of
. . . ..
... ..
......
rent-f'ree,......
was held that
right to enhance rent having been agreed upon,
enhanced rent claimed

3

by

Assessment,

Reg-

in

10,

9

oi‘,

.

.

a

enforcement of such agreement must nevertheless be preceded
737
.... ..
....... ..
the usual notice,
515
suit to assess
dependant talook at new rates, remanded,
claim involving right of assessment, dismissed as barred by lapse Of
. . _ .. Sm
.. . .
time
and
ma be declared without service of notice under Secs.
right

ism,

81¢

\

\
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i

it,

what a farmer suing for, at a certain rate, is bound to do when his
.... ..
......
claim is disputed by the tenant,
under tenants exonerated from demand, owing to zemindar having
attached their lands without instituting a prior summary suit,
suits for levying excess, not having been preferred within one year
192
......
as per Sec. 7, Reg. II. 1805, remanded,
suit to reverse a summary decree for arrears, remanded,
excess payment of rent adjudged to a party, who had paid it to save
. . . . ..
his property from sale, when attached, . . . . . .
a claim to, founded upon a kubooleeut, but decided without’ reference
. . . . . . ..
....... ..
.. .....
... ..
remanded,
to
zemindar, adjudged,
claim to excess of rents paid by putneedar to
him on account of an estate
appellant reimbursed the revenue paid by
....... ..
. . . ..
decreed to respondent,
.... ..
due from puhwe tenure, decreed,
claim for arrears
sufﬁcient to sustain
kubooleeut, duly established,
plea of the tenure not being liable, will not avail
of rent; and
.........
....... ..
after such engagement,
......
. . . ..
due on certain ghatwalee tenures adjudﬂed,
zemindar cannot sue both ousut and neem-ousut jalookdar, as his
e. the ousut
action will lie only against his immediate under tenant,

..-4

xxxiii
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>

Attachment,

onus probandi what has become of property illegally attached, rests
5
------ --- with the wrong-doer,
.........
parties collusively attaching for alleged balance of rent adjudged to
------...... 417
•- --pay damages,
see ‘Arrears of Rent.”

--

-

-

-

B.

--

•*****

-- -

------- *-

a boundary marked off between two villages, in a
boundaries of one of them and another village,
clusive evidence in a subsequent suit as to the
...... -two villages,
direction to decide according to former settlement
see “Jurisdiction.'

---

competent authority, cannot

•

69 80 819
102 517

the
held not to be con
boundaries of these

---

......

by arbitrators,

---

set aside

•ee-se

the civil

......

184
526

452

C.

Caste,
see

‘Mahomedan Law.’

Ceremonies,
see “Hindoo Law.'

-

an

-

to

no

•

......

•-

•
**
**
*

of

a

-

of

Circular Order,

- ---

-

-

......

dismissed,

to

plaintiff having been admitted
half share
estate sued for,
bringing and maintaining the action, the suit was
for the purpose

of

a

Champerty,
659

--

to

-

“Practice.'

Construction,

to

in

-——,*-

No. 868 only refers

-

-

of

a

Compromise,
see

-

•

of

-

a

10th December 1830 (Nizamut Adawlut)
bar
suit for
54
haut,
removal
.........
......
27th May 1838, relating
account-books: proper construction
231

of

is

295
231
94

of

---

-

-

536
29

of

of,

-

-

-

•

-

a

of

...

•

to

•

--

to

- --

of

to

•-

decree
interest exceeding principal, ......
ryut's jumma,...
valuation
suit for fixing

to

No. 359,
No. 1272,

as

be to

an

-

to

to

to,

...

cases
which one and the same issue
befores
•
......
the court,
.........
......
over-ruled, ........ •
No. 1129, objections with reference
admitted, and suit dismissed,
No. 1129,
......
No. 325 relating
account-books: proper construction
pro
engagement
No. 318 does not apply
restore the value
perty entrusted
one,
No. 980 cannot
extended
claims under the general law
inheritance,
......
as
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court,

be

by

---

a

confirmed

•***** 633

suit contesting

---

Butwarreh,

•*o-es

---

•- - - - -

...

suit involving, decreed,
, dismissed,......
, remanded,......

by

Boundary Dispute,

229

...... 278
...... 538.
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Costs,
of

special appeal charged to a party not adopting the proper course,
which, in this instance, was rather an application for review of
... ..
.... ..
......
......
judgment,
unnecessarily
ﬁling separate replies to separate appeals,
respondent
was made to pay his own costs in regard to them, though otherwise
.... ..
successful,
in a pauper suit dismissed on default, the defendant was relieved from
...
......
payment of his own costs,
judgment of lower court modiﬁed in matter of costs,
saddled by the lower court upon a party not otherwise held liable,
remanded for explanation,...
an aider and abettor in a libel charged with his own costs,

76

147
214
422
424
483

D.

Damages,
135 137 203
suit for, on account of injury done to crop,
for wrongful attachment,
for indigo plant destroyed by cattle : suit dismissed for want of proof
and delay in preferring claim,
....... ..
for alleged breach of contract in not su plying timber dismissed,
for injury done to an indigo factory (faring tenancy: decreed under

...

483
606
817

.

Debt,
stated,
...
...
...
... 64
of sums paid while in coparcenery,
.... ..
...
on bond: decreed against heirs of borrower, ...
9 84
...
in ex_cess of annual interest ap lied to reduction of principal,
payments
orrowers and parties to whom they had) paid, held jointly responsible
to lender,
...
...
...
execution of bond and receipt of part of the money admitted: suit
nevertheless dismissed,
...... ..
....... ..
on account stated between partners in a banking concern,
payment of which had been directed by the court of wards, adjudged,
see ‘ Khattas!
on account

231
381
473
549
689
714
435
303

Default,
...
appeal struck off on account of,
not incurred by non-fulﬁlment of an illegal order,
see ‘ Practice as to appellate court.‘
,, ‘Costs.’

,,

419

...

742

Documents,
claim to recover certain, and to impound others deposited in a court
.........
.........
ofjustice,
...

71

Ddver,
see

‘

Mahomedan Law.‘

\

E

4

suit by surety of
embezzled,

a

treasurer to recover sums alleged to have
for enquiry into the fact of, .........

remanded

been

#56

Embezzlement,

Endowments,
see

‘
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express compact,

336
317

Hindoo Law.‘

__
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Enhancement of Rent,
see ‘ Assessment.’

English Law,
see

‘

Armenians.‘

Escheat,
see ‘ Hindoo Law, adoption

under.‘

Evidence,
see ‘ Practice as to.’
,, ‘ Account Books.’
‘

,,

Attachment.‘

Execution of Decrees,
judgment for foreclosure of a mortgage, is no bar to execution of
a decree held by a third party, with a prior lien upon the same
...
74
property,
_
suit to enforce execution of a former decree against certain property
. ...... ..
adjudged; plea of disinheritance over-ruled,
...... 320

a.
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Executors,

t

suit against heirs oi] for balance due under a will, of which probate had
been taken out in the su reme court: order of nonsuit; as the
.........
636
mofussil court had no jurisdiction, ...

Fl

False charge (y T/zeﬂ,
suit to recover from defendant

value of chattels carried away, on
in consequence of an accusa

occasion of a search by police officers,
tion lodged by him,
...

...

...

829

Farm,
suit by a zemindar to cancel a potlah, and counter-suit by farmer for
.... .. 265
possession of a farm under it : judgment for zemindar,
suit by lessor for balance of proﬁts of a village, resigned by lessee
within the year of farm, remanded,.........
272
suit between two parties who had received potlahs for the same land:
...
...
342
preference given to earlier of the two,
'

Farmer,
see

‘

Arrears of Rent.’

Fine;
upon plaintiff for preferring a vexatious suit,

.........

,,,,__

Fraudulent Acquisition,
see

‘

Limitation.‘

o.

Gift,
see

‘

Mahomedan

Law.’

G/zatwallee Tenure,
see

‘Arrears of Rent.‘

p

429
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Guardian,
see

“Limitation.'

H.

Agency,

Hazareebaug

-

see ‘Assessment.'

Hindoo Law,
Adoption,

-

-------

---

claim in right of dismissed, and the property escheated to
•-ment, ......
Ceremonies,

...

Endowments,

of

to

recover share

...

253
388

......

553

a

offerings made to,

•-

......

252

of

Inheritance under the,
limitation,

of

by

suits dismissed under the law

......

......

35 339 366
a

of

a

...

of

as

,

,

of

as

of

in

--- ---

a

by

to

to

he

as

suit
wives dismissed,
under the law
Mithila they were excluded
being
from succeeding
their husbands' estate,
member
......
joint undivided family,
.........
......
claims of,
construction No. 980, not ap licable
judgment
plaintiff,
favor
heir
his mother,
...... 257
suit
widow for herself and minor son: though the former was
legally heir, judgment for her minor son with her consent,...
......
......
judgment for plaintiff
heir
his father and uncle,

-

183
229
314
545
558

of

by

Maintenance,

as

-

of

as

as

of

of

on an adopted son's death, the succession devolves on the sons then
living
the daughters
the adoptive father,
.........
...... 560
judgment for plaintiffs
heirs
their maternal grandmother,
...... 627
793
judgment for plaintiff
heir
her husband,

by

it

to

•-

•-

a

be

to

expenses incurred for the marriage
daughter
indoo, held
recoverable from his estate,.........

a

of

of

*

Marriage,

to

a

claimed
widow from her husband's relations, disallowed,
she
quitting their house and going
was held
have forfeited
•ee
...... 491
her father's, ......

deceased

......

540

......

427

......

532

a

acts

of

validity

of

as

query

to

Minor,
guardian during non-age,

compel employment

Huwaladars,
see ‘Assessment.’

plaintiff

of

suit

as,

Purohit,
to
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Idols,
suit

cere
......

- ---from -office,
--- superintendent

motu suo, remove
mohunt,

- 198

...

lands

by

claim

a

to

local agents cannot,

--

expenses incurred for religious

a share of the common
monies, dismissed,

suit for

-

Govern

-
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,

I.

Idols,
see ‘ Hindoo Law.’

Indigo,
suit for damages on account of indigo carried of, dismissed,
value of, made payable as per agreement,
penalty speciﬁed in contract, not recoverable on breach thereof,

Inheritance,
see
,,

......

261
590
.... .. 736

l

‘

Hindoo Law.’

‘

Mahomedan Law.’

Interest,
decision awarding interest b_eyond what_was
on money advanced for trading transactions,

sued for, amended,

113
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allowed only from date of
suit,
......
.... ..
......
211
Act XXXII. of 1839, does not affect claims to interest on balances
.... ..
.... ..
ofrent,
223
inapplicable to claims for recovery of revenue paid to
‘
....... ..
Government,
563
not adjudged on account of undue postponement ofclaim, ...... 258 646
278
beyond principal, disallowed,
disallowed, with reference to Construction No. 1010, under the eir:
cumstances,
disallowed, because principal was not taken when oifered,
.

J.

......

\

‘lb?

555 755
705

Jurisdiction,
a butwarreh conﬁrmed by competent authority, cannot be set aside by
....... ..
the civil courts,
...
.... ..
magistrates not amenable to civil courts for oﬂicial acts,
an action will not lie against a magistrate for recovery of a ferry, of
which possession has been taken under Reg. VI. 1819, ...
in a boundary dispute between Rajah of Tipperah v. Government, the
court held they had no jurisdiction, as the lands were within the
...,,,
...
...
independent territory of the former,
‘
see
Sales in Execution of Decrees.‘
‘
,, Executors.‘
'

Khattas,

suit to resume, remanded,
......
see ‘Practice as to triaL'
‘
Sudder Amecn.'
,,
,, ‘Practice as to evidence.’

Lease,

456

833

K.

should be proved before being admitted as evidence of a debt,
duly signed and attested rejectedas evidence, because not duly stamped,

Lakhiraj,

252
456

83
231

L.
...

..

......

120

'

7 245
query as to practice of relinquishing a,
303
by a servant, who held in lieu of wages, ceases on his dismissal,
328
by one of two joint proprietors, is not valid, ....... ..
of lands from Government pleaded by two individuals; remanded for
collector's report,
394

j"

J
-I

xxxviii
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Li abzlzty,

of an estate attached by the collector, paid rent to the
zemindar and got his receipt, which, under the circumstances, he
sold, conditioning to refund the purchase money should the purchaser
fail to recover it. In an action brought b the latter against the
zemindar, collector and farmer, the latter hag to satisfy the demand,
two purchasers of an
factory held responsible for a debt
inditglo em, while a manager
for 'the former
contracted
by one of
proprietor,
principals in trade held bound by the acts of their agents, though no
letters of credit had been granted by them to the parties with whom
the farmer

they waded,

III

I00

Inn

sou

no

on

118

186

‘nun

Libel,
contained in a petition ﬁled in court, visited
59
with daI_n9-ge8,
judicial oﬂicer, visited with damages and
against an uncovenanted
costs of suit against the principal: contriver or procurer thereof
433
charged with his own costs,
......
.........
sec ‘ Practice as to actions.‘

Limitation,

~

adjudged to parties who held them under ajnst title for 12
26
years, though fraud in their original acquisition was pleaded,
suit for repayment of rent unjustly levied, dismissed under the law of, 38
the year, but no particular date being
the statute of
speciﬁed,
limitation was construed
favorably as applicable to the party
......
...... 97
against whom it was urged,
112
rule of, does not aﬂiect the right to adjust rent,
deduction made of the period of minority in calculating,
131
...
deduction allowed for time during which a suit was pending before
it was nonsuited,
458 891
inapplicable to suits for resumption of alleged rent-free tennres,460 712 873
a guardian failing to prosecute his wards claim within 12 years, his
513
neglect was not allowed to operate to the prejudice of the latter,
period for admission of a suit to cancel a summary decision calculated
from date of communication of Sudder Board's order aﬂirming
such decision,
.... .. 650
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lands

gtis

suit brought within

12 years

of attaining majority, not barred by,......

677

M.

Law,

Mahomedau
Caste,

certain acts not involving loss oﬁ

...

...

...

541

Dower,
one-sixth of

a daughter’s

marriage

dower decreed to her mother,

......

1

......

591

Giff,
by

a husband

to a wife not allowed,

as

it was not bond-ﬁde,

Inlzeritance,
one-fourth share of a deceased father's property adjudged to a son by
a slave girl, acknowledged
him,
...
a suit in right of, remande by for further enquiry as to plaintiff!
share in,
...
......
, remanded for further investigation,
to claims of,
......
construction No. 980, inapplicable
_
claim in right of decreed, on disproof of alleged title by gift, &c., ......

13
105
T15

\

__..-r‘

xxxix
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Mahomedan

.LtZw,—(C'ontinueal.)

Minor,
a.

guardian having sold a minor's estate, the case was remanded for a
to sell,

futwa to he taken as to his competency
see ‘ Practice as to nonsuit.’

418

W1:/'e,

suit involving claimto a,

_

77 795

.

.

lllanager,
claim by a, to recover a loan alleged to have been made for his princi
...
......
......
......
pal's beneﬁt, dismissed,

34

Maintenance,
see ‘ Hindoo Law.’

Marriage,

Mesne PTQﬁt8,
......
3
...
claim to, dismissed under thelaw of limitation,
made chargeable to parties who retained possession of the lands, after
a decree of foreclosure in their favor had been reversed,
I94
claim to, dismissed for want of proof,
273
......
,
285
......
previous to date of suit disallowed,
claim for, during dispossession, dismissed under the circumstances, 313 335
......

, adyudged,

Minor,

......

327

'

...
...... 403
bond executed by a, held invalid,... ..
a. bond executed by guardians for themselves and their wards to save
their joint estate, was not allowed to be voided on plea of minority
...
...... 551
by the latter,
bond executed by a minor, and attested by his guardian, was held a
to recover upon, ......
valid
...
695
instrument
see ‘ Limitation.
‘
Hmdoo Law.’
'
‘Mahomedan Law.‘

Mocurruree,
see

‘

Sale for arrears

of Rent.‘

Mortgage,
the ﬁling in court of a deed of conditional sale, for issue of notice of
foreclosure, is not primiifacie proof of the transaction being genuine,
the transfer by a mortgager of his rights and interests in mortgaged
it
lands, though in violation of express compact, was sanctioned;
being held that such act did not interfere with the lien of the prior

possession,

before

36

305

from the mortgagee for
can be ruled that his equity

IS barred,

311
a

claim to recover money advanced on
mortgage
lands had been sold for arrears of revenue,
b

'

adjudged,

'

ofredemption

it

the period

his

...
mortgagee,
amortgager is entitled to have an account
_of
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on breach of promise, plaintiff sued for jewelsipresented to defendant:
the case was dismissed under the Hindoo law, but remanded to take
evidenceas to local usage in Assam,
...... 410
......
see ‘ Hindoo Law.’

as the

_,,

361

xl
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Mortgage, -(Continued.)

-

as

to

a

...

660

a

---

•

its

a

---

-

of

...

a

-

in

423
suit to recover lands on plea of satisfaction of mortgage,
mortgage held
mortgagee may transfer his rights and interests
......
by him upon real property,
suing for
recovery,
deposit made with the expressed intention
not legal tender,
actions.'
see “Practice

530

N.
Neem Huwaladars,
see

‘Assessment.'

-

Motice,

grounds

of

on

-

remand.'

by

up

a

£

drain and pathway,

O.

plaintiff

case,

...... 890

•-se

410

of

of

on

---

by

of

one

D.

of

-

-

of

S.

under similar circumstances, having been reversed
Adawlut,
...... 348
ower appellate court, was affirmed by the
defendant, taken with consent
judgment founded
oath
....., 586
••plaintiff, upheld,
on

g

sent

a

oath
one
the plaintiffs, taken with con
...... 117
the defendants, upheld,
......

judgment founded
of

a

Oath,

P.

Pleader,

- -

•

*-

17

land with mesne profits,

...

for,

...

suits

of

Possession,

13

see “Practice.'

29

of

-

"323
a

a

- -

of

by

up

-

in

in

of

- -

a

be

--

IV

at
a

a

in

a of

to

to

-

-

to

...

by

in

of

on of

a

to to

-

of

as

of

,

to
a a

of

a a a

of of

a

of

of

- ———

:

to

alleged
have been fraudulently taken
......
•--court,
possession
under
decree
purchaser,
preference
adjudged
one who pleaded
******
****** 108
permanent lease thereof from the proprietor,
...... 139
fish,
......
tank and value
disproof
purchase set
talook, decreed
defentitle
239
dant,
party, dispossessed under Act
1840, ...... 24!
plaintiff
previous suit, adjudged, but with
land decreed
suit only,
mesne profits from date
purchaser
sale
execution
huwalah bought from
-summary decree for rent,......
•lakhiraj land, dismissed,
...... 372
decree,
his right under
lands alleged by plaintiff
of lands
erroneously
sold
execution
have been
•,•
******
the judgment debtor,
decree
the property

of of
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Muisance, (private.)
stopping

a

of

the Supreme Court represents
change
officers,
issued

of

as

‘Practice

see

to be

when the receiver
notice should

...

to."

a

as

‘Practice

see

in

Monsuit,

xli
Page.

for, -(Continued.)

Possession, suits

- -

-

-

a

of

...

of lands claimed by both parties as appertaining to their respective
...... 400
•"/e
villages,
-...... 597
of lands held under an invalid lakhiraj tenure,
•••ee
...... 605
tank held rent-free, dismissed,

to

Practice,
of

-

in

*

-

of

• by
a

of

by

-

is

no

is

no

of

to

•

--

- a
-

-

a

a

of

to

a

-

-

a

a

£, - -

to

is to
no a

it

to

of

as a
a

of

to

of

circular order (Nizamut Adawlut)
10th December 1830,
bar
haut,
-...... 54
institution
suit for removal
nonsuit,
single suit was brought
summary
order
cancel
...... 114
decree and for damages for unjust attachment,
bring summary suit
rent,
failure
contest
demand
bar
...... 138
*
regular action, ......
bar
civil action for money forcibly taken, that criminal

267

to

•-

210

no

--

202

a

£
•

of ...

-

is

by

•
**
*
*
*

•-

of of of

a

to

a

of

is

... to a

of

of

of

by

a

of

to

no

be

an

to

of ,

......
had not been
preferred,
......: •proprietors, held
arbitration award fixing the respective shares
rent On
bar
claim
the farmer
one
them
larger share than had been assigned his lessor,
......
payment
the debts
co-sharer from proceeds
sale for arrears
of revenue,
no bar
the action of another sharer who had not
......
consented thereto,
receipt
portion
the purchase money
one share-holder,
bar
the action
another sharer, not taking his share,
contest
......
revenue,
•esale for arrears
prosecution

220

for

be

be

a

of

•
•
*

-

an

an

on

he

an

be

•

if

-

•

in

of

a

a

to

private partition, within estates
distinct share-holders according
which are publicly joint and undivided, may sue for rent separately, 297
mortgagee
possession, should
held that suit against
laid
adjustment
satisfied, and
accounts and re-possession
his lien
...... 344
not for mesne profits,
party accusing another
action cannot
maintained against
dacoity,
which charge
was committed for trial but acquitted, 474

parties

to

As

to

in

a

of

be

in

on

to
a

of

a

•

of

-

to

to

to

of

a

by

of

purchaser
estate from
widow having sued
set aside
adoption made
her subsequent
the sale, instead
establish
...... 497
the validity
his purchase, was nonsuited,
joint kuboo
claim for rent against several defendants, who executed
...... 543
party not the owner
leeut
the land, decreed, .....
although regarding talooks
claim resting
one foundation,
four
preferred
separate shares
zemindaree, may
one suit, ...... 769

a

actions,

•-

a

of

to

a

**
*
*
*
**
*
*

"

-

-

to

a

•o---

- -

in

to

of

was nonsuited,

-

an ...

order
nonsuit for neglect
include among the defendants certain
...
31
parties whose title was the point
issue,
party, may become
the purchaser
the rights and interests
215
appellant from
decision adverse
such party,
plaintiff having sued for lands, under
lease granted
his servant,
of
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in

by

a

of

on

of in of

£

---

actions,

to

As

--

to
a

of

of

D.

D.

a
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judgment
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the fraud imputed
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case, and ordered his removal from office,
judgment founded
plea not urged
the defendants,
...... 188874
appeal, was
the decree
the court
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modified
...... 209
special appeal
parties,
affirmed
consent
judgment
single judge with consent
lower court, modified
•...... 638
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the purchaser of the rights and interests of an original plaintiff, has
--full right to appeal,
the purchaser of the rights and interests of an original plaintiff, has
......
full right to represent the latter,
........ may
a private purchaser of an estate from an auction purchaser of
sue for lands forming portion
such estate,
...
order
nonsuit for omitting
include proper parties,
dispossession, the plaintiff nonsuited for suing other than
case
actual ouster,
......
single suit against several defendants (62
number) for ousting
ryuts, held
have been properly laid,
......
......
zemindar may sue his immediate under tenant for arrears, but has
......
right
sue the under tenants
the latter also,
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vitiate the proceedings,
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admission

property between heirs, one
them recovered the
bond debt: held that the cause of action arose on date
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nonsuit, should
adjudged accordingly,
case deemed liable
merits,
without entering upon
......
plaintiff nonsuited
right
action,
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compel
nonsuit,
kubooleeut, followed
suit
execute
......
order
nonsuit for preferring separate claims
one suit,
account
contradiction
between plaint and
......
supplemental plaint,......
for inadequate description
lands sued for,
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317
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bond being
stamped, held inadmissible,
stamp
order
nonsuit for suing
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let

same paper,
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inadequate value,
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authorised
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not duly
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Stamps,
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“Practice
actions.”
parties
“Practice
“Practice as to trial.”
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supreme court nonsuited,
represent
minor,
improper nonsuit,
case
......
supplemental plaint.’
see “Practice
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registrar
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claim involved
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in as
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certain illegal cesses,
profits
claim
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estate
the
guardian
farmer,
they should rather have
certain minors
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accounts,
sued their guardian for adjustment
......
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order
for suing
plaint involved two repugnant claims,
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to Pleadings,

point not pleaded in petition of special appeal, was nevertheless
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to

point at

heard,

537

is-sue,

a suit essentially
_for balance of rent, decree of lower court pro
nouncing upon n title by alleged purchase, amended,
in a suit for possession of lands in right of purchase, point whether
......
sale was eﬁected, or not, mistaken by lower court,
. . . . ..
made for rent, remanded
as
a suit to set aside an attachment
point at issue was departed from,
a suit to sell a mocur-ruree_ tenure in satisfaction of a decree, remanded
as a wrong issue had been taken,
.... ..
other points than
in a suit to recover arrears of rent on a kubooleeut,
its due execution having been tried, the case was remanded,
a suit to recover arrears of rent, remanded because rates had been
ﬁxed prospectively,
......
...
......
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249
263
356
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it,

evidence not produced in lower court, without suﬂicient reason as
signed for neglect, rejected by appellate court,
in the absence of an ikrarnameh, the evidence of witnesses, with the
who executed
admitted as
admission of one of the persons
......
suﬁicient evidence,
of rent, cast upon party alleging pay
onus probandi payment
.... ..
....-.
ment,
claim to hold as lakhiraj, being of the nature of a special plea, proof
rests with party advlicing
...
.... ..
in suit for rent-free lands, the decision was reversed because reasons
for neglect to produce evidence before the collector were not
stated,
where one party enters upon possession as heir,
plea of the former
inadmissible against others claiming as
owner being still alive
...... ..
co-heirs,
...
.... ..
inadmissible under the stamp laws,
document
decree can
when
not be given founded thereon, though such document be proved
. ....
......
.... ..
......
orally.
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previous suit, cannot be impugned
.... ..
.... _.
subsequently,
kubooleeut being dead,
attestine witnesses to
still capable of
......
......
proof?
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a
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doubtful question,
......
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plea in appeal had not been considered,
. . . .. . .
. . ..
owing to incompleteness of decision,
11 51 139 312
of adverse undisturbed possession for 12 years had
defendant's
been over ooked,
....... ..
12
12 16
grounds of judgment were not distinctly set forth,
claim for rent, had
plea under Sec. 13, Reg. V. 1812, to rebut
been overlooked,
.........
.. .
. . . . ..
14
defendant's plea of adoption, to shew his non-liability for his father's
debts, not inquired into,
...... 15
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in a suit for inheritance in the moonsiﬁ"s court, the usual notice invit
28
ing claimants had not been issued,
a suit to reverse a summary order for rent had been decided by the
lower court without the kubooleeut, on which such order was based,
.... ..
82
being ﬁled, although alleged to be forged,
on account of decision being based on a statement
inadmissible
. ...... ..
as evidence,
.... .. 100
appellate court having reversed lower court's decision, without due

-........
consideration of certain facts,
whether trustees to a minor were held
deci-etal order not
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or so personally,
liable only as such,
as exception to the witnesses on the score of age was held, under the
'
...... ...
circumstances, invalid,
. . . . ..
12th
184],
taken,
not
C.
O.
March
of
default
pleas
as judgment of lower court was founded upon a former decree to which
.... ..
plaintiff was not a party,
decree of lower court being based on an order subsequently reversed,
because appellate court impugned a document on insufficient grounds,
because only one of two claims involved in a plaint was pronounced
u on,
beciihse decision was founded on a Bengal precedent, instead of the
....... ..
Jllithila law,
.........
.
to allow plaintilf to ﬁle a supplementary plaint,
because decision was founded upon a circular order issued by the
zillahjudge,
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292
345
525
767
798
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Appellate Court,

.

court should assign reasons for admitting evidence rejected
appellate
... ...
. . . . ..
2
y lower court,
_
an appellate
court having_ conﬁrmed a lower court's judgment,
whose proceedings were vitiated for
want of jurisdiction, the case
was remanded to the former to be tried de noco as a court of ﬁrst
......
.... .. 120
instance,
decree in appeal from an ezparte award annulled, as pleas of default
.....
were not taken,
.... .. l30
must assign reasons for reversing a judgment,
140 274 331
in the lower court, is
an appellant resting his case on proceedings
entitled to have his appeal disposed of on the record,
144
respondents unnecessarily ﬁling separate replies to separate appeals,
must
their own costs in regard to them, though otherwise
pay,
......
...
successfu
147
course to be pursued by, when explanation has been aﬂbrded, or
.........
......
otherwise, for default,
..
192
the purchaser of the rights and interests of ii party, may become an
215
appellant from a decision adverse to such party,
an appeal irregularly admitted, was nevertheless aliirtned, as owing to
the course adopted by the party aggrieved, its defects were held to
. .....
be cured,
.........
276
the
of the rights and interests of an original plaintiﬂ‘ has
'
l rig h t to appe al ,
.... ..
fupurchaser
293
no appeal lies from an order striking oﬁ' a case on default, except on
. .....
the point of default,
318
it is irregular to nonsuit a plaintiff, respondent in appeal, without
388
serving notice upon him,
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an appellate court reversing an order of nonsuit, should return the
....... ..
469 485
case for disposal on its merits,
from an ezparte award annulled, for neglect of
decree in
arch 1841,. . . . . .
. . . . . . . ..
C. O. 12thapﬁpal
....
decision of a zillah judge upholding that of a lower court, which had
been reversed by his predecessor in office, annulled,
......
appeals by both parties in the same case, should notbe decided by
. . .. . . . . .
diﬂ'erent authorities,
.. . . . .. . .
. . . . ..
it is contrary to practice to exonerate co-defendants withdrawing
. ........
......
. . . ..
from an appeal,
decision on its merits of an appeal from an ea-parte judgment annulled,
appeal from decision of a principal sudder ameen as ex-mjicia sudder
...... ..
ameen, should be disposed of by the zillah judge,
..
on the death of a. respondent the name of his son having been substi
tuted, held that notice thereof should have been issued on the latter,
appeal should not be decided against a respondent in his absence,......
from his own decision while col
a zillah judge cannot try an
lector, psssed under Sec. 30, appeal
......
eg. 2, 1819,
see ‘Practice as to evidence.’
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860
531
535
557
625
661
708
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Trial,

be so decided as to admit of an appeal generally, rather
than in such a form as to leave it open to appeal on one point,
while the rest of the case was still under investigation in another
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court,
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of right, until the latter be legally established,
. . . ..
.........
in deciding upon the fact of possession of lands as rent-free, it is irre
to pronounce
the validity of the tenure,
......
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....... ..
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.....
right,
_
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‘in consequence,
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116
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224
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a judgment founded on a matter extra to the record reversed,
352
in an action for damages for an alleged false charge in a criminal
court, the civil court is not bound by the opinion formed in the
......
...... 522
former,
.. ..... ..
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As to Costs,
respondents unnecessarily appearing charged their own costs,
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525

to Decrees,

on account of discrepancy between English and verna
remanded
cular version ofa decree as to costs,
218
decrees annulled as opposed to Sec. 16, Reg. 3, 1793, ...
...... 511

case
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prove his right
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right
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claimed previous
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right
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putneedar by sale
created
zemindar being lost
the
estate for arrears,
was held that the price
the putnee could not
recovered from the surplus sale proceeds
the ex-zemindar's
--- 391
credit,
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putnee tenure, alleged
suit
annul
have been fraudulently creat
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proof
jumma allowed
deduction
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another,
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Review

of Judgment,—(C<miimwd-)

to correct an erroneous application of the law of limitation,
.... ..
for the proper adjustment of wasilat,
_
‘
permission to review granted to a moonsiﬂ, held to vitiate all proceed
.... ..
ings had subsequent thereto,

Sales,

486
568
654

~

Sales, (private)

of lands
was

for

by

two brothers

a minor at the time,
18 years,

upheld,

although _one

of

them

qlindoos)
ecause the purchaser was in occupancy

.... ..

226

385
counter claims under different deeds of sale,
for a speciﬁed consideration, although with the avowed object of ena

bling

thé seller to prosecute a claim; not invalid,
in possession of vendor is legal,
a vendor receiving part of the purchase money and promising to
conclude the sale on payment of the remainder, is bound thereby
. . . . ..
......
to complete the sale on tender of such balance,
made by a Hindoo widow cancelled, as she had only a life interest in
.... ..
718
the property,

of propertynot
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For arrears of

Revenue,

499
813

-

the name of plaintiﬁl a
sale of an entire talook held valid,
in t e summary decree in satis
one-third sharer, was not includedalthough
’
......
faction of which it had been sold,
. . . ...
not
the
to
of the sale proceeds to
having
objected
application
plaintiff

his beneﬁt, subsequent to conﬁrmation of sale, his consent was
... . ..
. . . . ..
presumed,
on reversal of a sale by a decree of court, the purchaser relinquished
the estate, but the collector appealed against such order of reversal:
held that the purchaser could not be saddled with the arrears of
Government revenue accruing between the period of relinquish
ment and the dismissal of the appeal,
.... ..
a. sale, on the suit of one of several owners, set aside, as it was made for
a sum in excess of what was due, notwithstanding
prior tender of
real balance,
... ...
...
. . . . ..
......
a suit for reversal of a sale, on the ground that a sum in excess of the
balance was due by Government, dismissed,
. . . . ..
. .. . ..
held that the purchase money should only be paid on receipt of the
. . . . . . . ..
whole coparceny,
......
a purchaser of lands sold in execution of a summary decree for rent
'
under Act
of 1835, cannot, motuo suo, oust under-tenants,
suit for reversal of a sale dismissed, as pleas were not urged before
271
.... ..
commissioner,
, as certain pleas were not proved
and others not urged before the commissioner,
judgment for auction purchaser to cancel a dependent talook,
suits to oust certiﬁed purchasers dismissed with costs, .... .. 537 759
restoration by Government to former proprietors of an estate bought by
it for arrears, held to protect under-tenures as in case of reversal
of sale by a decree of court,
......
‘
Practice as to actions.’
see
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440
450
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66

147

167

216
220
268
808
330
473
874

666

Decrees,

lands within the civil jurisdiction of one district, but within the reve
nue jurisdiction of another, should be sold by the collector of the
latter,

......

.........

46
c
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objection to a, on the score of its having been held on a holiday, over
.........
. . . . . . . ..
ruled,
......
made in execution of a summary award by a collector before the
.........
passing of Act VIII. of 1835, reversed,
.... ..
suit to set aside a sale, remanded,
it is not necessary to reversal of such sale, that objections should have
been urged summarily against its conﬁrmation,
.... ..
sale of a talook made in execution of a decree for rent by a collector
......
......
prior to Act VIII. of 1835, reversed,

For

arrears

l 1I
129
136
721

726

of Rent,

due on a mocurruree tenure, can only be made publicly by the Go
vernment oﬂicers,
......
...
...... 298
.... ..
suit to cancel sale of apuhzee, on plea of its being a slliltmee tenure, dis
allowed,

420
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judgment for a refund of advances made consequent on a breach of
.... ..
427
contract to supply,
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... 480
judgment against an omlah for value of salt embezzled,

Security,
for costs in appeal from a moons'iﬂ"s decision is illegal,

743

Slave,
see
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Special Appeal,
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XVII.

dismissed:

point mooted in certiﬁcate of admission not arising, ......
of default not being tenable with reference to Act
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... ......

. . . . ..

after admission on a point of law dismissed, as lower courts had pro
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444
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Sudder Ameen,
such oﬂicer incompetent to deal with a case involving
otherwise of a lalzhiraj title,

the validity

......

or

......

120

Summary Suit,
failure to contest a demand of rent by, is no bar to a regular action,
judgment for sale of real property to realise the amount of a summary
award for rent,
..
decision in a, by the revenue authorities, reversed,
.. .
......
occupancy of lands does not, per se, justify a summary award for rent,
in a, reversed, as there was no proof of payment of rent
decision given
in past years,
..
. . . . ..
..
for rents of one period, is no conclusion that balances of previous years,
have been abandoned,
.... ..
......

Supplemental
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236
472
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Supreme Court,
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596
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party, with permission
adjudged
sue those through
injury
consequence
whose lands
also ran,
case
him
......
their neglecting
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......
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rejection of claim of a, because not preferred in lower court,
application
denying plaintiff's right
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